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INTEGRAL CALCULUS.

; have supposed hitherto, in our consideration of the Differential and Integral Cal
r̂

hat^

II (Jill t;i^ii v-**> j f
-

t

their differential coefficients. We shall consider tl

thpm to the determination of the functions by means ui u.v, ,.-....

exnressed in terms of the variables. The means of arriving at these reductions have as yet been d,

a verv lim ted number of cases. Among these, we can only mention here the most general and remarkable.

(HI) The Zplest case is that in which it is required to find the relation between * and y, from a given

equation between *, y and the first differential coefficient
-g-.

Such an equation is called a differential equa-

^Tht eiuaS between x and y which expresses the required relation is called, as it has been already stated,

the InteTafJthe prosed differential equation, and to integrate a differential equation, or to perform its inte-

gration, consists in the operation by means of which the integral is obti

Let us first suppose that
*

enters the given equation algebraically.
Its most general form may then be

represented by the following equation,

in which P, Q ...... T, V may be any functions of x and y.

lfpl ,pt ,p, ......p. represent the n values of |j , derived from this equation, it may be put under the

Hence, if /(*, y) = c is the integration of the equation -g- Pl
= 0, or of any other, formed by making equal

to nothing one of the other factors, it will also be the integral of equation (a), since by differentiating

f (x,y) = c, and substituting the value of^ obtained by this differentiation into the left side of (a) it will

Thus it aunears that in the supposition that the decomposition of the left side of (a) into

facto" *4^l^S!iir3S35 of integrating (.) is reduced to the integration of an equation l

VOL. 11.



2 INTEGRALCALCULUS.

Calculus.
the form

~i
--

Pi = > in which p, may be any function of x and y. We shall, therefore, first examine the

cases in which this integration may be effected.

(112.) Let PI = -
-TT-, the equation

- p l
= will become Mda;-f-N</y=:0; under this form we

d M dN
see that if M and N are such that - =

;
, the left side will be the immediate differential of a function

dy d x

of two variables, which function may be found by the rules previously given. Let / (x, y) be that function,
then it is obvious that/^', y) = c, c being an arbitrary constant will he the integral of the proposed differential

equation; since by differentiating /(x, y) c, we shall obtain a value for -p- which will satisfy the equation

Example. Let (sin y + y cos x) d x -f- (sin x + x cos j/) d y = be the proposed equation. Here M = sin

y -f y cos x and N = sin x -f- x cos y, hence

dM dN- = cos y -4- cos x =-
;

dy d x

therefore the left side may be considered as the immediate differential of a function of two variables; and by
applying the known rules, we shall find that function equal to x sin y -j- y sin x, therefore the integral of the

proposed equation is x sin y -f- y sin x = c.

(1 13.) If M is a function of x alone, and if N contains only y, then it is obvious that the above criterion of

integrability is satisfied, since - and are both equal to nothing, and in that case the integral is clearly

(114.) A very simple transformation will enable us to reduce to the preceding case the equation M dx +
N d y = 0, ifM be a function of y alone, and N a function ofx ; or if, more generally, M = P Q, and N = P' Q',
P and P' being two functions of x, and Q and Q' two functions of y. In the first case, we shall divide both
sides of the equation by M N, and in the second case by Q P, and we shall obtain

dx dy , Pdx Q' d y
-N-

+ if :=0 and
"-p- +V=-

In both of which the coefficient oi dx contains only x, and that of dy only y. When a differential equation is

reduced to such a form, the variables are said to be separated, and the integration of it is reduced to the deter-
mination of the integrals of the two terms of which it is composed.

(115.) This separation of the variables may easily be effected in some cases.

When M and N are homogeneous functions of x and y, it will be sufficient to assume y = u x, or x = u y,
as may appear most convenient from the form of the equation. By this substitution M and N will become
divisible by a power of x or y equal to their common degree, and be reduced to functions of u alone. Let

(u) and Y- (u) be those two functions, corresponding to the substitution y = ux, then the equation M d x 4-
N d y = will be transformed into

(u) d x + y () (u d x -f- x d
.)
= 0,

dx Y" (//) d u~ '

<j> (u) + Y- (7<j7u~
:

'

in which the variables are separated.

Example 1. Let x d y - y d x d x J (x* + y*) be the proposed equation. We shall assume y = u x, and
we shall get

x (u d x -J- x d u) u x d x = x d x v 1 -j- u*, or
x

integrating we have / * = I (u -j- J 1 + u*) + c,

y fy ~\~ *J x^ -\- ?/- \
and putting now - for u, we obtain Ix = I

^-
i_ \ + e, or putting for the constant I e, and

reducing, a? = c-
(- 2 c y.

Example 2. Let the differential equation bexdy-ydx=yl ($. \dx. We shall make y = ux, and we

shall find successively

x(udx-}-xdu) uxdx=uxludx,
d x du- j.x ulu
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/ y\ Part III.

\ X )
'

Example 3. Let the proposed equation be

(a + b x + cy) dx (of + b' x + cj y) dy.

In this case the coefficients of dx and dy are not homogeneous functions, but if we assume * = e + a/ and
this case tn ^ ^determinate quantities, they may be determined by the condition that in the

L^sformed equation the constant parts of the coefficients dx and dy will vanish, and the transformed equation

be^, therefore, In homogeneous equation. The values of e and / satisfying these conditions, will be given by

the two equations
a + 6 e + c/= 0, a' + b' e + c'f= 0.

lfb(f-Vc, the expressions for e and /become infinite ; but in that case 6' x + cf y = (6 x + c y), and

consequently the equation becomes
(

adx-a'dy+ (bx+cy) (d
x -

~dyj=0.
dt - bdx

It is sufficient to make in this equation bx + cy = tto separate the variables, fc

these values being substituted give
(a c 4- c t) d t

dx ~
ac* + a'bc + (c*+c'b)t'

The integral of the right side of this equation will in general contain logarithms, except when c*
-j-
d b = 0, in

which case we have clearly
2a'ct+c f_=
2(ac*+a'bc)

Example 4. In some cases a similar method may be used to reduce to homogeneity equations more complicated

than the preceding. Let

be the proposed equation ; assume

x=mt + nu-i-p, a.ndy = m't + riu + p',

i m' n', V? being undeterminate quantities the values of which are to be found by the condition that the

Coefficients of dt and du in the transformed equation will be homogeneous functions ; that is to say, wffl not

contain the first powers of * and , nor any term constant. There are, therefore, six conditions and six quantities :

but the equations which will express these conditions will be of a degree higher than the first, and therefore may

lead to imaginary values for m, n, p, m', n', p
1

. In this example they are real, and we have

in=l, n=l. p = L !'=!, '=-!, .?'=-!.

The corresponding values of x and y being substituted, reduce the proposed equation to

(3 p + t u + 5 it
8

) d t + (1
L - 3 t M - u*) d u = 0,

which is homogeneous, and in which the variables may readily be separated, as in the preceding examples.

(116.) The differential equations included
underthe form^ + Py = Q, in which P and Q are functions of x

alone, and which contains only the first power of the function y, and its first differential coefficient
-g-

, is

called a linear equation of the first order. It may be easily integrated, by first separating the variables in the

'^Thl'Sod^mployed is founded upon the propriety of the function f having its differential coefficient equal

to the function itself multiplied by d. Hence, d*"* = e"*. Pdx; therefore if in the proposed equation

dy + Fydx= Qdx, we assume y = > tf~ , we shall have dy = - > e-"" . P dx + e-" . d z; and these

values being substituted, the first term of the value ofdy will destroy the term Pydx, and the equation will

bereducedto *" d z = Q dx, or dt^S. Q dx.

in which the variables are separated. Integrating, we get

and, consequently, S =

Example 1. Let d y - (a+ bx+ c y) d x be the proposed equation.

In this case P = - c and Q = (a + 6x),

therefore y =: f (fe'" (a + b X) d x + c),

. . JL1 . . .1 -f Cf, or Ce" = b + c (a + b x + cy).
or y c c 0*^

u2
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Integral Example 2. Let the proposed equation be Part III.

Calculus. , i ,

, x d x ad x v-*~v' '

* dy + y- -as _,

here Pd* = and/Pdx = - J ^ (1
-

**), or e~'
1 a ~ ^ (1

-
**),

consequently fej
'

fd
*. Qdx + ,

A/ (1 **)

and 7/=a lr+e A/(l #a
).

(117.) The equation dy-\- Py dx Q y"
+> dx, where P and Q are functions of x only, may easily be trans-

. i. 1 - tJ!l.)

formed into a linear equation of the first order
;

for if we assume y = z "
, we get d y = z " dx, and

71

(n-H)

y+i s
~

. These values being substituted, the equation becomes

1 _tL} - L - (*+'3

z~ dz-f-Pz "da;=:Q* dz,

and by dividing both sides by z" ~, and multiplying by n,

dz nP zdx = nQdx.
(118.) The more general equation,

n xi

y
k d y + m x' y

h d x = I xc
yfd x,

t f

may also be transformed into a linear equation, when ~ = 1 ; and when the same quantity is equal
ft
- / + 1

a __ ff A j

2, the variables may be separated, if - "
^r~ 's f ^e f rnl

9 <
^n OI>der to prove this, we shall

i i

assume y = z*--^1 and x = w-'+'.

Substituting for x and y these values, and these of their differentials d x, dy, which are derived from them,

)m i
, tt - ,we get d z + 4- .

'
zk-f+l d u = -^

-J
.

' -+' d M.

(g
- i + 1) n fe

- i + 1) n
t /*

Hence, if 7- . "~r = 1, the equation is linear. Let us now examine the case when the same quantity is equal
k J-\- 1

rfc _ f i

\) m (TC
_ f I \) i e _ ff

2 ; and, to simplify, assume -i- - = 6, 7
-

; ,.
= a, and -

. = m, the last

( i + 1) n (g-
- i+ 1) w g - i + 1

equation becomes dz-^-bz'du au~dit.

First, when m = 0, the variables are immediately separated, and we get

1 fja + zjb\and w = -r
; r i I

5!
j

-^ } + c.

2 J ab W a z J b/

If m be not equal to nothing, we shall assume 2 = A up + '
y. and we shall get by substitution

dw \
r si a 7i

m a M

A, p, and q being indeterminate quantities, we may find values for them which will simplify this equation ; it

will be reduced to three terms if we have

p-l = 2p, pA-f6A'=0, q l=p+q, andg + 26A=0.

We have four equations and only three quantities to dispose of, but the first and third do not really differ from

each other ; they both give p = 1, and this being substituted in the second and fourth, we find A = , and

1 y
q =: 2. Therefore the supposition 2 = --

(-
~ will transform the equation d z -t- 6 z2 d u = aum d u

b u M*

into d * ~i
-- d u = a M"1+f d u.

u*

This equation is homogeneous when m = 2, and ifm + 2= 2orro 4, the variables are separated ,

in that case the equation becomes
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Integral du d Z du Part IIT.

Calculus. dz + (bz*-a) =0, 01-^-+ : V_N-.

These are not the only values of m for which the equation dz -\
--

5
= a u"** . d u, may be integrated.

u

Let now z = and w""** = x ; substitute for 2, d z, M, and d u their values, after reduction we shall find

a b -?t
dy H

,m -j- A m -f A

This equation has the same form as the equation from which it is derived, therefore it will be integrated by the

same means when the exponent of x, or --~^- , will be equal to 2 or 4 ; that is to say, when m
m-\- 3

will be equal to 2 or -- . The first of these two values shows nothing new, but the second is a new value
3

of m, for which the equation dz -{-b z'du = an" du
may be integrated.
We have thus found four different values of m, for which the integration may be performed ; they are

8
m 0, m = 2, wi=-4, m = -- ;

o

there are, besides, an infinite number of others, which may be found by following the same process. If in th

a b m+t

equation dy + -
'-~y'

l dx =- - * 4*dx,
in ~j

o VTL -j o

a b' m + 4 1

we suppose 5^3-
= *'.

l^f-3
= a'> -^T3 =m'

""dy = - and *"^ = *',

a' b' - ^"
we shall get clearly d y' -\

--
p j/'

2 d x? = x '+<< d x',

m' I 4
and this equation will be readily integrated when --

,

- will be equal to 2 or 4. It is not necessary
fft ~T~ *J

to consider the first value, since it corresponds to m! = 2, and consequently to m = 2 ; the second gives

8 12
m' = -- and m -- .

3 5

Generalizing what precedes, we easily see, that, provided one of the terms of the series

TO 4 m~
irT+~a' m' + 3'

"

m"+3'
in which each accented letter is the value of the preceding term, shall be equal to 4, the equation

dz-\-bz
t du = au"du

can be integrated.
To find the general term of this series, let us substitute in the third term for ml its value, that is the second

term, and the value thus obtained for m" in the fourth term ; we shall have then for the terms of the series

OT _L4 3m + 8 5m + 12
*YI

--
^ ^____^_^^_ (VP

1 m+3' 2m-f5' 3 m + 7

and observing that in these the coefficients of m, in the numerators, form the series of the odd numbers, begin-

ning with 1, and in the denominator the series of the natural numbers beginning with 1 ; that the constant

parts in the numerators form the series of the successive multiple of 4, and in the denominator the series of the

odd numbers beginning with 3 ; we shall conclude by analogy that the term preceded by i terms will be

represented by the following expression,

(2 i - 1) m + 4 t

i m + (2 i -f 1)

'

We may verify the correctness of this induction by calculating the value of the following term, according to

the general law ; and observing that it is equal to the preceding expression, when for i, i -f 1 is substituted.

We have for the following term

(2 i - 1) m + 4 i

im+2i+ 1

4 i
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Integral Hence the general term is expressed by Part III

Calculus. (2 i 1) m -j- 4 i
v> ^

~'

therefore, according to what has been stated above, the proposed differential equation can be integrated. When

quantity -
(2 *'

~ ^ *" + 4 '

is equai to 0, to - 2, or to
i m -j- 2 i -f 1

the quantity -
(2 *'

~ ^ *" + 4 '

is equai to 0, to - 2, or to - 4. The first supposition gives m -

i m -j- 2 i -f 1

, the second m = - 2, and the third m = -

-przr-. The last value is included in the first,

2 i - 1 2 (i + I)

since it only differs from it by the substitution of (i + 1) to i. It results, therefore, from this investigation,

that the equation
d z + b z* d u = a um d u

4 i

can be integrated when m is equal to the expression
-

-, in which i may be nothing, infinity, or any integer
2 i - 1

whatever. Moreover, if we make x = ,

m -f- 1 m-fl m + I

the equation will be transformed into

d z' -f- 6' 2
/s d M' a' J!*' rf ?'.

This equation being similar to that from which it is derived may be integrated in the same cases, that is, when

,

- 4 i
,

m
m! = ; but m! --

, uuu III,
-

;
,

2? 1 . 771+1

therefore the equation d z -f- 6 z* d u = a um d u

m 4 i 4 i

mav also be integrated when =: , or when m = . .m -j- 2 z - 2 1 + 1

This equation was first considered by Count James Ricatti, and is known under the name of Ricatti's

equation.

(119.) In many cases, besides the few we have examined, the variables may be separated by substitutions for

which no general rule can be given. Numerous examples of these transformations are found in the works of

Euler ; and many more may be easily formed by assuming a differential equation in which the terms are homo-

geneous, or the variables separated, and substituting in it for one, or both variables, functions of other variables

which will lead to a new differential equation, in which the variables may be separated by inverting the formula?

which have served to obtain it.

Let us take, for instance, the differential equation

when the variables are separated ; assuming u = xy, we shall have by substituting for u and du their values,
and reducing

{ (*
- a y} d y + y d x } (1 + x* y*) b (y d x + x d y),

which equation is not homogeneous, and in which the variables are not separated. It does not at first sight appear
what substitution should be made in this equation to separate the variables ; but it is obvious, from the manner

in which it has been obtained, that it is sufficient for that purpose to assume x = .

We shall take for another example the equation

x d x-j- dy = my? dx.

To make it homogeneous, it will be sufficient to make y = z2 ; it then becomes

xdx-\-2idz = mx dx,

assuming z = t x to separate the variables, we find

dx
,

2tdl
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integrating I, + 1 / { 4 I - ). + 8 - ,
} + - tan- - = I

and putting back for t its value =
,
and including I JB in the constant, we get

JC X

c m .4 J y mx
i-- _- tan

-> _jy_^-.

^/(x* m ,r Jy + 2 y) A/(8 ?w*) x .

(120.) It is very remarkable that some equations, in which the variables are separated, admit of algebraical inte-

grals, although the integral of each part considered separately is transcendental. The equation f-
= 0, for

x y
instance, has for immediate integral I x+ly I c, from which we deduce from the known properties of logarithmic
functions xy = c, which is an algebraical equation. In this and some similar cases the algebraical integral may
be found without the passage through the transcendental functions. If we multiply both sides of the above
differential equation by xy, it becomes ydx -\-xdy = 0, which gives immediately x y = c for its integral.
When the algebraical integral may thus be obtained, it is of great importance, especially if the properties of the

transcendental function are not known, for then it may be instrumental to discover them.
Let us take for example the differential equation

dx
+

d V
.

nj(a
-<- b x + c x*) J(a + b y -j- c y*)

To obtain an algebraical integral, we shall proceed in (he following manner. We shall first square both sides,

arid we shall get

( + b x -f- c x*) d y* = (a f b y + c y
2

) d X*.

If we differentiate this equation twice, we find

2d'y(a-^-bx+cx
l

)-}-dydx(b + 2cx) = dxi
(b + 2 cy),

and 2d?y (a-\-bx + c x>) + 3d*ydx (6 + 2cx) = 0,

the last equation, may be put under the following form

, <*9

3(6 + 2cx)dx _
*"

'

d*y
"

a + b x

oT^

d? y
which being integrated gives 2 I

-j-= + 3 / (a + 6 * -f ex*) = 2 I a,
a oc^

(d

1 wV
-jj ) (a + b X + C I*)" = a2

;

fy
substituting this value of -7-,, in the differential equation of the second order, we shall have

d y _ (b + 2cy) J(a -j-bx + ex*) 2 a

dx
=

(b + 2cx)J(a + bx-- ex')
'

putting this value of ~- in the proposed differential equation, we get for the integral under an algebraical form
rf i

(a + bx+cx>) + (b + 2cx)J(a + by+ cy
8

) = 2 a. ... (1).

If we designate now by f(x) the integral of 7 -jr,
we may represent the same integral by

fj(a "p o x ~\- c JTJ

/(*)

Hence we infer this property of the transcendant designated by/, that/(j;) +jT(y) is equal to a constant when
ever x and y are connected together by an equation such as (1).

To arrive at a result easy to verify, let us suppose a = T, b = 0, c = 1, then the differential equation is

d* dy""

The integral we have obtained is reduced to

and if we designate by/(jr) and/(y) the integrals of .. and , we shall have between these
(l
~ x )

~

transcendants the relation f(x) -}-f(y) = $ The constants a and ft are not independent of each other, since

one of the equations must be a transformation of the other. To find the relation which exists between them,
we shall observe that, according to the first equation, when y 0, x a, substituting these values in the second,
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Integral we get /Xa) + /() = ft- Part

Calculus. ^ j.
v j-

v^^.^^ But if we develope . according to the powers of x, and integrate each term of the developement, it

will become evident that/(o) is equal to nothing, therefore /3=/(a), and consequently, the two equations are

y*J(l a*) + *V( l ~ #
2
)
= " /(*) + /(^ =/(")

Let /(T) = *', /(y) = y', then * = /-
'

(j/), y = /-' (y"), x'+y
1

=/(), and a = /-' (*'+ y'). These
values being substituted in the first equation, we get

/-' (y') J {1 (/"' (X))
5
} +/"' (x

1
) V { 1 (/"' (2/0 )" }

= /"' (?' + ^').

From this equation we could deduce all the properties of the transcendants /"' (x) and f(x). Here these proper-

ties are already known, since/(;r) =/ = sin"1
x, and consequently, /"' (x) = sin (JT) ; but they are also

/ v 1 j*

derivable from the above equation, which corresponds to the formula

sin y
1 cos x1 + sin x' cos y' = sin

(.r'
J-

y').

(121.) We shall take for another example the equation

dx dy

To obtain an algebraical integral we shall use a method which may be applied in several analogous cases, and

for which we are indebted to Lagrange and Euler.

The process consists in finding another differential equation of the first order, combined with the proposed steps
to the required integral.

Let us suppose that x and y are functions of another variable t, and let

If we square both sides of each of these equations, and then differentiate, we find

and, by addition, + j
= b + c (x+ y} + - e (x* + 3/

2

) + 2/0> + y) ;

making x + y = p and x y = q, we shall get by substitution

g = 6 + cp+ |-V + g
4

) + l/(p -f 3^ f).

Now from the values ofp and g, we get

1
,

1
, , rf*J dy rfpdn* =

1 (P + 9). y = -

2
-

(P
-

9). and
J^

~
d?

=
d7 '

d 3? dy'
substituting in the last of these equations for -

, and - their values, and then for x and y their values in

terms ofp and q, we shall find

d?p
this being subtracted from the value of -

multiplied by q, gives
it. t

dp dq _ ^ :

-~an equation which becomes integrable, when both sides are multiplied by -~, for it becomes then
(j^

Qi I

2_ d?p d_P _ ^ dp* d_q _ ^_P, 9f d P
q'dVdt g df

'

dt
: e

dt^ fP d7'

dp*
and the left side is the differential coefficient of

8 8
; we shall have, therefore, in integrating

But =
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Integral substituting this value as well as those ofp and q in the preceding equation, we find Part III.

2^J(a + b X+cJ + ex>+ f*)-J(a + by + cy*+ ey*+f
If we invert both sides of this equation, and then multiply by

we shall obtain

( + 6 x + c i* + e x* +/xO + v< + * y + c y* + e y + /y4
)

(x> +xy+

This equation being added to the preceding, and then both sides of it raised to the square, we shall have the

integral under a rational form,

_
y),ry+ (d

!-4ea'UV -

"

This equation is at the same time the integral of

for the integral of this would first present itself under the form

= ,

and it is obvious that if we were to deduce from this, by means similar to those used above, the value of the

difference of the two radicals, and then by addition the value of the first, we should get precisely the same value

we have had before.

The integral we have obtained becomes 6 = a', when the quantity a + bx -f- ex* + ex* + fx* is a perfect

square, that is, when we can suppose

a = a", b = Sa'b', e = 2a' </+&'', e = 26'c', and /= c".

To obtain the integral in that supposition, assume

V( + &*

and /<.a+ by +
and develope the right side of each of these equations, according to the powers of k by the binomial theorem,
we shall have

substitute now these values in the general integral, we shall get, after dividing by (x yj),

oth sides to the square, neglecting the squ
after reduction,

R aising now both sides to the square, neglecting the square of k, and making 6 a" = k a, we shall have,

= { 6' + </ i

which, therefore, is the integral under an algebraical and rational form of

dt
+ *y = o

a' + b' x + d x* a' + b' y + d y*

Having thus arrived at the algebraical integral of

dx dy = 0,

J(a + b y + e y

we might, by determining the relation which exists between the constant contained in this integral, and that of

the equation

C dx r dy
I / ( rr I h f T" -""-- '""" -* "* -& *^-

*
/ / I L .. I A ..S I - ..S i jt.j\

*~~ "

f
discover a fundamental property of the transcendant /J /(a +

dx
r-: -j
b x -f- c * +ex*

(122.) We have already stated that / ... may be made to depend upon others,
J v( + bx + ex* + ex* + fifj

which by proper transformations may be proved to be all included in ftie general expression

VOL. II. c
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J c
_

d sin
8

'

V(l -e! sm2

0)'

Legendre has given to the functions represented by the integrals of this form, the name of elliptical transcendants,
because some of them may be expressed by means of arcs of ellipses ; he has discovered several remarkable

properties of these functions, and deduced from them the means of calculating their approximate values. For
all the details of these important investigations, we must refer those who may wish to know them to the work
entitled Exercices de Calcul Integral. In the sequel we shall have occasion to return again to this subject ; for

the present, we shall only determine the integral of the equation

-Q"
V (1

- e
1
sin8

0) V(l - e
s
sin

9
0)

by the method we have used above, and deduce from it a property of the transcendant /
--

. . . :

J A/(! - e* sin* 0^
We shall assume as before

d<t> dO
- = V(l- e' sin

8

0),
~ = -

V(l - e8 sin8 0) ;
''

'

ft t

squaring and differentiating these equations, we shall find

d*<t> d8 6
7-7

*
sin cos 0,

- = e* sin cos 0,
at" dP

and consequently

<P0 d8 6 1

-r-p
+

-j
= e (sin cos + sin cos Q)

= e" (sin 2 + sin 2 0),

d> 1

-3-3- -ra = e* (sin cos sin 0cos 0) = -- e1 (sin 2 sin 2 0).

Letp = -\- 6, and 9 = 0, we shall have

= - y e
8

{ sin (p + 9) + sin (p - q) }
= e sin

/)
cos 9,

j|
= <? { sin (p + q)

- sin (p
-

q) } = - e
8
cosy sin 9.

+ 9), 0-
A

and hence

But we have also

'di -zf^^ -;&=-* (sin
' " Bini *> = i 6"'008 2 ~ cos 2e>

= e
8
{ cos (p + ?) cos (p q) } = e

8
sin/) sin

</.

If we now divide the values of -7-1 T-V by that of 5* . -rj, we find
df d P } dt dt

d*p cos q d'p dqcosq d* q cos p d* q cos p. dp- = , or - =
: ; and j = , or =

: -*.
dpdq sin q dp sing dpdq sin p dq snip

These results can be integrated without difficulty, and give

or, which is the same thing,

1

-j-j
= I sin

</ -j- I a, and i = Z sin p + I a',
('( (' <

dp dq- =; a sin q, and -~- =. a' sin p.dt d t

The two constants a and a' are not independent of each other, for if we multiply together these two equations we

get dp dq_
.
_ = a 8,np8.n g;

but we have found -~
.

- = e2 sin p sin 5,
Cl I {( I

therefore a a' r= P, and one of the two equations

dp d q= as,n 9,

J7
= 'smp,
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CalcuhM is an immediate deduction from the other. Let us substitute, now, in these for p and q,
-~ and

^|
their v^X/^

~~v-""*' values in terms of <p and 0, we shall find

- e* sin
1

<p)
- ^/(l <? sin* ff) = a sin (<p 0),

<<* sin* (p) + ./(I - e* sin
2
ff)
= a' sin (<p + 0),

which are the integrals of the proposed equation put under two different forms. We may give it still a simpler torni.

For that purpose we shall eliminate d t between the values of , and -
; we find a sin q d q = o' sin p a p, and

(it (it

in integrating
o. cos q = a' cos p + a".

To reduce to one the three constants a, a', a", let p be the -value of (p corresponding to = 0; the two forms of

the integral we have first obtained, will give, in that supposition,

-1 + V(l-e'sin ,_l
sin ft sin /*

these values being substituted in the equation acosg = a'cosp-J-a", which in the hypothesis of = 0, and

<f
=

ft, becomes (o a') cos ft
= a", gives a" = --7

-
. This value, those of o and a', and of p and q in

terms of if and 0, being substituted in the equation o cos q = o' cos p -|~ a", will lead to the integral

eos(0 0) {
- 1 + A/(!

- esin }
= cos (0 + 6) { 1 +^(1 - esin/.> }

- 2cos/,

which will be successively transformed into

cos (0-0) + cos (0 + 0) + {cos (0+ 0) cos(0- 0) } ^(1 _ <* sin' ft)
= 2 cos /,

or cos <p cos sin <p sin >J (1 e* sin*
/*)
= cos /*.

Now, if we designate by/(?) the transcendant
/

-- -, and by f (0) the value of C- . . .,J v( l ~ e sin 0) t/ VC 1 -^ sin e)
the proposed differential equation will immediately give/(<p) +/(#) = /3, and since when = 0, <j> ft, we
have /3 = f(jj), and, therefore, when

cos cos sin <p sin J(\ e8 sin' /) = cos ft,

we shall have / (?) +/(0) = /(/t) .

If the proposed differential equation had been

d<? __ 6__
V( 1 - e

1
sin

8

(p) ^/(l
- e* sin* 9)

~ '

by a similar process, we would have found that when

cos ip cos + sin
(p sin V(l <? sin*/i) = cos ft,

we shall have
/(<p)

_/(0) =f^
It is from the combination of the equations we have just found that Legendre has deduced the properties of
the function designated here by/(<Z>), to which we have alluded before.

(123.) When the left side' of a differential equation Md* + Ndy = 0, does not satisfy the criterion of

integrability, that is, when - does not equal , it is possible, in some cases, to discover a factor such, that

the left side of the equation, after having been multiplied by it, becomes the immediate differential of a function
of two variables.

It is easy to see, that if we admit that every differential equation has an integral, such a factor must always
exist. For if/(x, y) = c be the integral ofMd,r + Ndy = 0, c being the arbitrary constant, and if

Pdx + Qdy = 0, is the immediate differential of f(x,y) c, the value of^ = - deduced from it
d x Q

must satisfy the equation M dx + N dy = 0; therefore must be equal to
-^-,

and there is, consequently, a

certain factor by which the two terms of the fraction , being multiplied, will become equal to , or in other

words, a quantity by which the differential equation Md,r-fN dy= 0, being multiplied, will be transformed
into the immediate differential P dx -j- Q dy = 0.

Let s be the factor by which it is necessary to multiply Md* + Ndy = 0, to render the left side of it the
immediate differential of a function of two variables. Then Mzd,r-j-N*dy will satisfy the condition
dMz dNz

-j

=
j , or in developing this equation,
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M 2 - == " +Z ""' ~
or

. dz dz ,/dM dN\M -- N --
f- 1 -----

I z = 0.

ay ax \ dy ax J

If in all the cases the value of z could be found by means of this last equation, then every differential equation

of the form Md^ + Ndy=:0, could be integrated ; or, at least, the difficulty would be reduced to the inte-

gration of a function of one variable. But, in general, the difficulty of determining the value of z, is of a

higher degree than the integration of the proposed equation, since the equation from which it is to be obtained

contains the partial differential coefficients of z with respect to two variables x and y.

The cases in which general rules may be given to find the value of the factor z are precisely those in which

the integral ofMdT + Ndy = may be obtained by some of the preceding rules. We shall not, in conse-

quence, enter here into any details of the investigation of this factor. We shall only observe, that when we
know a value of the factor z, we may easily deduce from it an infinite number of other factors which will satisfy

the same condition.

Let u be the function of * and y, of which Mdx-(-zNdyis the differential, then

dm=zM.dx + z^dy;
and if we multiply both sides of this equation by any function of u, which we shall designate by (u), we shall

have u d u = z (M) M d x + z<j> (u) N d y,

which is an identical equation, the left side of which is obviously an exact differential ; and, consequently, we
inter that z multiplied by any function of M will be a factor by which M dx + N dy being multiplied will become

an immediate differential.

The preceding remark may be used to find the value of the factor when the proposed differential equation may
be decomposed into two parts, for each of which a factor can be found. Let

p dx + qdy + p'dx + q' dy =
be the proposed equation, and let us suppose that factors which will make the two parts p d x -j- q d y and

p' dx + q' d y, separately, immediate differentials are known ; and let them be represented by z and x!, so that

zpdx + zqdy = du, and z'p'dx + s'q'dy = du'; hence z (M) and z'0'(w'),0 (M) and 0' (M') desig-

nating any two functions of u and u', will include all the factors relative to the two parts pdx-\- qdy, and

p' d x _j_ q' d y if, therefore, it is possible to determine the forms of the functions and 0, in such a manner

that z (M) = x' 0' (u'), we shall have one of the factors which will render p d.r + q dy + p' dx -f- 17'
d y an

immediate differential.

Let us take, for example, the equation

It is easily seen that the left side becomes an immediate differential when it is multiplied by- , and the
xy

rierht side when multiplied by i
, ., . In this case, therefore, x =- and z' = -r -r- ; and since when

a^"1
"

3^" * y
"" "~

the two sides of the equation are multiplied by these factors they become

adx fid y 7 dx 5 dy
t

--~
* I

--
rx y x y

which are respectively equal to

d. (a I x + Ply) = d .l(x'y
s
) and d (ylx + S Jy) = d I (*' y'),

we shall have u = l(if y") and u' = I (a y') ;

therefore (*' f) and
jm+1 y-4l

0' (*" y')

will be the general forms of the factors of the two sides of the equation. Here there is no difficulty in making
those two expressions equal ;

for if we suppose

(x- y) = *
y*, and 0' (a' j/0 =

they become respectively z*" 1

j/*'~' a d **/r""~ 1

y*''
'

;

they will, therefore, be equal, if

ka-\ = V*t-m-\, and fc0- 1 = ifc'S-n-

from which equations we derive the values

_ in Sm _
~ '-

ft 7
'

o S - /3 7

_

The required factor is, consequently, x
"'

y
''

;

and the proposed equation, being multiplied by that factor and integrated, gives
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<*-*> <*-*" a J - /3 7
f"" 1 ' C^^

^Jb ^dfs
'-" y " ' =

-/3 TO
' "* y - ' + <

If 7 M = SOT, the factor is reduced to x~* y~
l =-

, and in observing that S =-, the equation be-
x y m

comes, after the multiplication,

iffL+JSfls ^-'j
a? y m

the integral of which is

If o J = ft 7 the values of A and fc' become equal to infinity ; but in that case the equation is reduced to

--

or (.aydx + ftxdy) (\ --1 x" y"\ = 0,

which gives two solutions, x* * = c and 1 -- x" y
n = 0. The first is the true integral, since it contains an

a

arbitrary constant ; the second is a particular case of it, when ftm= a n. We shall see in the sequel what is the

meaning of such integrals.

(124.) In order to be able to try the preceding method in several cases, where one or both the parts into which
the proposed differential equation has been decomposed are homogeneous, we shall investigate the value of the

factor z, which makes the differential expression M dx + N dy an exact differential, when M and N are homo-

geneous functions. In that supposition if we assume y = u x, and substitute, M and N will become divisible by
x~, m being the common degree of these quantities, so that the values of M and N may be represented
as we have done before by x" (M) and of* Y" (u)> a"d we shall have

Mdx+Ndy= (0 (M) + w ^ M) jT d * -f- y- () . aT*1 d u.

The right side of this equation becomes clearly an exact differential, if we multiply it by

{ () + u + 00 } *"

d x ty (u) d u
since it then becomes 1-

Mrfx + Ndy _
dx

therefore

i VW +

or putting again for w its value , and for
<p (M) and

ifr (M) their values , and , we get

Mdx + Ndy
Mx+Ny

Hence it appears that the factor which will render an homogeneous differential expression Md,r-(-Ndyan

immediate differential is . This factor becomes infinite when M x + Ny = 0, but then N =

and Md;r-f-Ndy= (y d x x d y), which becomes the exact differential of , when multiplied
y y *

-M y

Let, for example, the equation be

b (ydx xdy)ydy-xdx+ vy

x6
1L- =0.

The left side is separated into two parts, each of which is homogeneous. The factor which will render the first

part ydx xdy &n exact differential, is, according to what precedes, ; that corresponding to the

second part is x*. After the multiplications, the two parts become respectively the differentials ot

I */ (if **)> and of ; hence the general forms of the factors will be (y* **), and x* ty ( \ and

^f designating any two functions. It remains now to examine if we can find the forms of these functions which
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(y* -**) = -

This will not be very difficult, if we consider that (y*
- *) = \

x- (^ 1
J j

, which may be supposed

equal to j4

(
~ - 1V and consequently that by taking ty (l'-J

= (^ - 1

J
, we shall have

(y
-

*') = * Y-
(7-)-

The factor, which will make the left side of the proposed differential equation an immediate differential, is

(V

2 V
-2j

1
J

, or (y
2

x*)'. Multiplying by this quantity, and integrating, we get

(^5
_ xiy by* 2 b y

3 by _

6
"

IT? +
3aS> a

(125.) Instead of proposing to determine, A priori, the value of the factor for a given differential equation,
the problem may be reversed

; and, assuming a certain form of the differential equation, and of the factor by
which it is to be multiplied, in one or both of which there are undeterminate quantities, it may be proposed to

find the relations which ought to subsist between the undeterminate quantities, in order that the assumed factor

should render the assumed equation an immediate differential.

Let it be required, for instance, to determine the relations between the functions p, q, m, and N of x, in order

that the equation py dx + (/ + q) d y = 0, when multiplied by the factor
, may satisfy

y
3

-f- m y* + n y
the criterion of

integrability. The equation given by this condition is

d- py , y

my*-)-ny
dy dx

which, being developed, gives

and since the equation must be identical, we must have

three equations, by means of which we may determine the values of three of the four quantities p, q, w, and n.

The last equation may be put under the form
-^L

= Al, and gives by integration n = a q, a being an

arbitrary constant ; substituting this value in the two other equations they become

2pdx + dq dm = 0, pmdx+mdq-qdm-adqz=Q,
and in eliminating p (2 q

- m) d m + (2 a - m) d q = 0.

If we consider m and 9 as the two variables of this equation, we may easily find the factor which will make theeSe ^ ^ *" *"* *
< a"d let U be

and successively

-m) _ Qn).(8a-m)
~d^
--

'

.

.

Having discovered this factor, we may now proceed to the integration of

(2 q m) 7 m + (2 a - m) d q = 0.

The multiplication will transform the left side into
2g ~ m d d 1

(-2 a - m)'
' l

..T (2. ,)*"
; integrating this by

the rules relative to functions of two variables, we get after reduction

q = m-a + b(2a m)';
but since 2p dx + dq - dr = Q, the preceding value of q will give
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p = b(2a-m)
'/

taking, therefore, for m any function of x, we shall get

p = b (2 a - m) , q m a-\-b(2a m)*,
CL JC

and n = a (m a) -f- a 6 (2 a m)
2

;

and the proposed equation will be changed into

b y (2 a - m) d m + (m a + b (2 a - m)2
-(- y) d y = 0,

and will become an immediate differential by means of the factor

1____
y

3 + m y2
-f- (m - a + b (2 o m)

2

) a y
TO being any function of x.

These kind of investigations, which were first under taken by Euler, however, frequently involve differential

equations which cannot be integrated by any known method ; and it cannot be said that the cases in which they
are successful, are of very great importance or extent.

In order to ensure this method all the success of which it is capable, it would require a very complete classi-

fication of the forms of differential equations of the first order, as well as a knowledge of the forms of the

multipliers which are suited to each class. The immense extent, however, of this inquiry, and the great diffi-

culties which are met with, even in the simplest cases, seems to preclude all hopes of its proving of much service

in ttie general integration of differential equations of the first order.

(126.) We have now examined all the sreneral cases in which differential equations of the form Mrf,r-f-
N d y = can be integrated ; and we have pointed out the means of determining in particular cases the value
of the factor, which will make Mdx + Nrfy an immediate differential, in trying various forms of this factor

with undeterminate coefficients and functions.

In number (123.) it has already been stated that the integration of differential equations of the first order, in

d tj

which the differential coefficient enters in a degree higher than the first can be, in general reduced to the
CL X

integration of equations of the form Mdx + Nrfy = 0. Let us take a simple example of this case, which
will give rise to an important remark.

Let d y
4- a2 d& = be (he proposed equation. Decomposed into factors according to (123.), it becomes

and it will be satisfied by the integral of either of the equations formed by rendering these factors equal to

nothing ; that is, by y a x c = 0, or y -f- a x d = 0.

It will also be satisfied by the product of these two equations, or

(y
- a x - c) (y + a x - cf) = 0.

This last integral appears more general than the other two, because it contains two arbitrary constants instead
of one ; but, it may be observed, that when an equation between x and y can be put under the form

X,.X2.X3
= 0,

X,, X,, &c. being functions of x and y, each of which contains a constant c,, c,, c
a , &c. not found in the

others, all these constants can always be eliminated between the proposed equation and its differential of the
first order. Hence, in the integral of a differential equation of the form

obtained by multiplying together the integrals X,, X,, &c. of each factor, the number of arbitrary constants
it contains cannot be said to indicate a greater degree of generally ; and we may, in general, assume any relation

we please between these constants ; we may, for instance, assume them to be all equal to each other. In that
last supposition, the integral in the example we have chosen becomes

(y c)
2 cf x* = 0.

(127.) The method we have used in the last example, were it not for the difficulty of decomposing the proposed
differential equation into factors, would be sufficient to make the integration depend upon that of equations of
the form Mda-j-Ndy = 0. But frequently the decomposition cannot be effected, and it is always best to

avoid it when there is any possibility.
This can be done in several cases :

1st. When in the proposed equation
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Calculus, the value of m the equation
s ""v^~-

/

- -
,

l + Q m'-' - &c. = ;

consequently m is a constant quantity ;
and since d y = m d x, we get by integration y = m x + c ; eliminating

m between this equation and the preceding, we shall have for the integral of the proposed equation

2dly. The resolution of the equation (1) may also be avoided when the coefficients P, Q, &c. contain only x,

d y
and that the value of x may be derived from it in function of .

(L OC

In that case make - - = p, then by the equation we get x (p). But d y p d x, and consequently

y = px-fxdp=px-f<t>(p)dp;

eliminating p between this equation and the proposed, we shall obtain the required integral.

d w2 x I dy
Example. Let the proposed equation be

-r|j
-\

=
; making -^-

= p, we get x -

therefore y = p x I -^ = p x tan" 1 p + c ; eliminating p, we find for the required integral

y r= */ (a? x) tan"
T \ - X

When the coefficients P, Q, &c. instead of x contain y, we must assume =: p, from which xpyfydp,
and then eliminate p as before.

Sometimes, instead of finding the value of * in terms of p, it is simpler to express both quantities in terms

of another variable, the final elimination of which leads to the required integral.

d Vs d y
Example. Let the equation be x3 +

;
= a x -r , or x3

-f- p3 = xp x ; the values of x in terms of p,

or ofp in terms ofx, would be rather complicated. Assume p = u x, then * + M' x = a M, and hence

o ? a w
* = T-; r> /*

=
.1 Aj3 *

substituting for p and for dx their values in the expression y =fpdx, we find

, ru*du(\ -2w3
) 1 2- 1 1 1

'
" *

and by eliminating M between this value of y and the equation x = -
; , we shall obtain the integral.

1 H~~ U

3dly. If in equation (1.) P, Q, &c. be homogeneous functions, we shall suppose y = ux, then x will disappear
d

and the equation will contain only u and --i. = p. But since
u .'C

xdu, or =
a; p

/ du f. fwhich gives i * = I -
, or x = e

j r-* and y = u ej -
;

and substituting in each of these, the value of u in terms of p, or of p in terms of M, and eliminating, we shall
get the integral.

Example. Let the equation be y d x - x d y = a- V (d* + d y*), or y - p x = xV (1 + jt), the supposition

of y = U x will give u = p + J (1 + p^ ; but - ==-
, or integrating

J? p fl

p. = _ , j, _
M) + r*..-M J p-u'J>-M

substituting for M its value in p, we find

and consequently

(i +
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for the integral.

(128.) There is still another case, pointed out by Clairaut, which is not of unfrequent occurrence, and which

may be integrated without resolving the equation with respect to the differential coefficient. It is when the

proposed differential equation is of the form y = F (x, p), where p i. We shall have by differentiating,
U J?

dy = R d x -j- Sdp, or since pdx i= d y, pdx = Rdx -^-Sdp, or (R, p) dx = Sdp.
If we could integrate this last equation, by eliminating p between the integral and the proposed equation, we
would obtain the required relation between x, y and an arbitrary constant.

If y p x + p be the proposed equation, P being any function of p alone, this method succeeds. For if we

differentiate we get dy^=:pdx-\-dpix-\ -
j

, or simply d p / x+ :

J
= 0, since dy pdx. This

last equation may be decomposed into two others, A p = and x + -j
= 0. Eliminating p between the last

a p
and the equation y = p x -f- P. we shall have an equation between x and y which will satisfy the proposed
differential equation, but which cannot be considered as the complete integral, since it will not contain an

arbitrary constant ; it will belong to the class of integral equations which are designated under the name of

particular integrals; the consideration of these integrals is of great importance, and we shall in the proper

place return to that subject. The other equation dp == gives p c, or d y = cdx, or y
~

c x + d, with two
constants c and </ ; but these constants are not independent of each other ; for in making in the proposed
equation p c, we get y c x + C, c being what P becomes when in it c is written instead of p ; lience

<f = C. We shall, therefore, obtain the complete integral of y = p x -f- P, in substituting for p an arbitrary
constant c.

Example. Let the proposed equation be y dx xdy aJ(dx*-{- dy3
). It may be written

and therefore the general or complete integral will be

y = ex + aj (1 + c3).

The same method will still be successful when the proposed equation is of the form y = Px-f P*, P and P'

being functions of p alone. If we differentiate, and put for dy its value pdx, we get

This is a linear equation of the first order, and may be integrated by the method used in (116.) ; it will

be sufficient to eliminate p between the result and the proposed equation y = P x -f- P' to get the required

integral.

dy / / difi\
Example. Let the equation be y = n x + a \ f I 1 -f- I, or y = npx -t- a V (1 -f p*)-d x v \ d x* /

Differentiating and putting pdx for y, we have^
and the result of the elimination of p between this and the proposed equation will be the integral.

(129.) Besides the different general cases we have examined, there are many in which the integration may
be effected by means of some transformations, or substitutions, for which no general rule can be given. We
shall take two examples of these cases which do not come under any of the rules given in the preceding
paragraphs.

Example 1. Let
8 y-, = J (x

1 + y
8 -

a') be the proposed equation. Assume x = u : and y = u

*/(\ -
z), then dx = udz+zdu, dy --

JT- + du . ^/(l - z*), the equation will become
v (i z )

-M'rfg
(;

or in raising both sides to the square, and reducing, we find

dz duj (v? - a")

VO"-"*')"' du
~

VOL. II. D
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Integral where the variables are separated, and which being integrated gives ^!^-L
Calculus. / (a *) ^/ (ll*

a1
) . ,.,

N v^ sin'
1 z= - sin" 1

1

and substituting for z and u their values in * and y, which are respectively

we shall find

sin"

Exompfe 2. Let the equation be -J-
= A * + B f. Assume a> u = /, we shall get in substituting

for y and d y their values
,

X7du + ~ x~T'udx = x*dx(;A. + 'Bu'
l

y,

and if k is supposed equal to "_
- we shall have

L
= /3^^(A + B )*,

ftdu.

and consequently ;
-

x?"1 ft (A + B M")
J - <*

where the variables are separated.

(130.) The difficulty of integration is much greater for differential equations of the second, third, or higher

orders ; that is, of equations in which are involved the differential coefficients of the second or third or higher

orders, than for those of the first order.

The general process consists in deducing from the proposed equation another differential equation ot an order

less by one ;
from this another of an order less by two, and so on in succession till an equation between x and y,

and without differential coefficients, be obtained. The first of this series of equations is called a. first integral of

the proposed ; the second, a second integral of the proposed, &c.

(131.) It is manifest, from what has already been stated with respect to the elimination of constants between

a proposed equation and its successive differentials, that a differential equation of the re"' order may be obtained

with n constants less than the primitive equation. Hence the integral of a differential equation of the re'* order,

ought to be as general as possible, to contain n arbitrary constants. It also results from the manner in which

differential equations may be supposed to arise from the elimination of constants between the primitive equation

and its differentials, that if the primitive equation contains n constants, there may be n distinct differential equa-

tions of the order n 1, each containing only one of the n constants ; every one of these equations will be a

first integral of the differential equation of the n'h order ; and therefore to a differential equation of the re" order

correspond n first integrals, each with a constant. To obtain the general integral of the proposed equation with

n arbitrary constants, when we shall be able to find these n first integrals, it will be sufficient to eliminate

between them the n 1 differential coefficients which they contain.

Let, for instance, if =. m (a? x3
) be a primitive equation, with two constants m and a. A first differen-

tiation gives y d y= mxdx, where the constant a has disappeared ; if we differentiate again, and eliminate m,

we find for the differential equation of the second order, without constants,

d y dif (P y
v x --- x v = 0.V dx dx2 y dx*

We can arrive at the same equation in a different manner ; for, eliminating m between the proposed equation
and the differential of the first order, we shall have

x y dx + d y (a* x8
) ~ 0,

and then it will be sufficient to differentiate again, and eliminate a.

In this case, the two equations

ydy= mxdx, xydx+dy(a* a8) == 0,

are the first integrals of

d y d y
1 d* y

"^."Ty-^iJ.-*
and by eliminating between them, we find the primitive equation

d x

f = m (a* x1).

(132.) We shall now examine successively the cases in which the integrations of differential equations of

higher orders may be effected.
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Calculus. We need not consider the case in which the equation is of the form
n
= X, X being a function of x ; it is

evident that by n successive integrations we shall find the value of y.

It will always be easy to reduce to this case the integration of an equation containing only two successive

differential coefficients of y and constants. Let us suppose, for instance, that the proposed equation contains

d*y d' y d* y d3
y d a da

only -f and -., if we assume -y- = q we shall have - =
, and the equation will give ,

= Q,1 dx* d x* d xa d Xs dx dx
d q

' f*d q d2

y
Q being a function of q ; hence d x = - and x = / -

-f- c ; but since
-j-

= q, we have

'

The required integral will therefore be the result of the elimination of q between the two equations

it will be the general integral, since it will contain three arbitrary constants c, </, c''.

Example 1. Let d'y = da //(dy* + dx') be the proposed equation, and let ~ = p, then -is ,

d x d x~ d x

and the equation becomes = v'U+.p'), OTĈ x=
~7/r^i \ 5 hence dy =pdx =

-j- j-; integrating

we find

x = I (p + ^/(l + p*)) -f c, and y =
The elimination ofp from these equations will give for the required integral

Example 2. Let the proposed equation be

ad*yd*y= d x> J(d x* + d* y*).

Make -~
l
= g, and -^- =: ? = r, the equation will become a q r = ^(1 -)- 5*}, or a r =~ ZLH'^ or^l ,

rf J u iT^ (I X

again
-? = ^ 'LLJ and da = ~T~\ hence *= a /(! + 9*) + c- Now

and consequently, y = ^J.-
-V(l +9") U 9+ V(l + 9*) } + -9 + oc'VCl + 9

s
) + c".

6

The elimination of q between the values of x and y will give the required relation between these two variables.

(133.) Let us next consider the case where the differential equation contains only two differential coefficients,
the order of one of which is greater by two than the order of the other.

Let us suppose, for instance, that the differential equation contains only
-~ and ^, and that the value of
d x d x

the first can be expressed in terms of the second.

d*y d? y d q d4
y d* q

Let
,
=

q, then^ = - - and j
= . The proposed equation will therefore assume the form

^ s: Q, when Q designates a function of q. If we multiply both sides of this equation by d q, we get

dq d'-q_

oragain, dx= --- . and by integration , ___+V.

But since -=-^
i
=

9, we have -j- =fqdx, or substituting for dx its value

D 2
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/> dq ( f* 9 rf ?_ -_l_ c''l-4-c"'
Partll! -

or replacing again d a; by its value and integrating y J ~JjpJ~Qd q _j_ c) (J V(2/ Q d 9 + ) i

Eliminating then 9 1 etween this value of y and the value of x, the required integral is obtained with four

arbitrary constants. ^
Example 1. Let o* P y + y^ - be the proposed equation. We have first = -

-; ; multiplying

by d y and integrating we find

_
t

dx* a2

a value from which it is easy to derive

. x . a
y s= c sin 1- c cos ,a a a

c and c' being two new arbitrary constants.

Example 2. Let ^-^ =^ be the proposed equation. Making ^ = q, we shall have successively

a*<Pq tfdqdfq , dq*_q*+c adq fg + V(g*+c)\ ^ _
-TT^-^V^ d^-~^ "vFT^)>a M

~
r

w
<**-*'^

+ "'- The value of * gives </ e7= q + V(?
8 + c).

C --
"*

by addition 9 =
2

e ~
2?*

this being substituted in the value of y, as well as / { q -+- /(q* + c) }
= --

f- 1 c', we get

.- 1 "

A C

(134.) When a differential equation of the na order contains only one of the variables, x and y, it can easily

be reduced to another of the order n 1.

If the. variable which enters the equation is x, it is sufficient to make = p. for then - =--., and the
/ dx dx" dx"~ l

proposed equation is transformed into an equation of the order n 1, between the variables * and p. If it can

be integrated and resolved with respect to p, the equation y =:J"pdx will give the relation between a- and y 4

if it can be resolved with respect to x, then y = J~pdxw\}\ give the value of y in terms of p, and by
eliminating this last quantity between the values of x and y, the integral will be obtained.

If instead of x it was y that entered the equation, we should in general substitute for the values of , -,
dx d je

8

d x d? x
&c. their values in terms of , , &c. which have been given in the Differential Calculus, and then proceed

as in the preceding case. We could obtain the integral in a different manner, if the proposed equation was

only of the second order. Making p = -^,
we would have L = _ = L_

( and in substituting these values

the transformed equation would only contain p, dp, y and dy, if it could be integrated, and if we could derive
from the integral the value of y in terms ofp, or the value of p in terms of y, the values of x would be given by
the formulae

We shall now apply these general notions to a few examples.

Example 1. Let the proposed equation be ~,y
' = X, X being a function of X alone. Putting p
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Part III.

^ instead of
||,

it becomes
(1 +

p

P>)
'

= X, or^ = - ', and,
consequently,^^-

+ c =
j Q+ pf

Let

Example^. Let the equation be <f * (d * + d y
1

) + trdyd'y = adt
y </ (d x* + dy1

),

OI dx(l+p')+xpd P =

If we divide both sides by VO +P*)' we find d * V (* + P*) -f
,*f_/

'

g)

=

the left side is clearly the differential of or V(l + P
s
) and therefore * ^(1 + p*) ap-{-c,

a p -f- c _ a<fp (1 +p!
) (ap -{- c)p dp _ (a cp) dp

- ~
;

- cp - a [p 4- J(\ +
but dy =/ d ,, therefore , = =__ _ c

P +

and substituting for p its value derived from x, we find

Examples. Let the equation be (.afdy -f a?df) d*y = nx da? dy, or (a
1

p* + x*) dp = npx dx. This

rfp nudu
it becomes - =: ----

, and
p oa + (1 n)w*

, hencep =c{o + (l
-

ri) u' } f>^o,

rfp nudu
eauation is homopreneous, and it we assume x'=pu, it becomes - =: ----

, and by integration
p oa + (1 n)w*

_

or * = p M = CM { a* + (1
-

n) u* } *i^>, but y =px fxdp = c
8 M (a + (1 - n

Jn-l

- nc /M8 d(a+ (1 -)') T:r"+c'-

dp u d u u*
If n =l,wehave

~f
=~

aT-'
l P=Wa?

and =apJ2l-, y = ap>J2l^
- afpdp J 21-?- + d.

Example 4. Let y be now the variable contained in the proposed equation, and let that equation be only of

the second order, a b f y d x Jy* dx* + a* dy*. In this case we substitute p for ^, and p for -i-^, the
d x d y dx*

equation then becomes
~f~ V (y* ~t~ ai P*)> an equation which is homogeneous with respect to q and p,

the variables will be separated by assuming y = p u ; this substitution gives after reduction

d y _ abdu

y
~

a 6 M M* J (a* -(- M')'

To integrate the right side, make ^/(o
J
-f-M

8
) = *, we shall have

o* d u _ sds dy bids ids

if =2 n the right side of this last equation may easily be decomposed into two fractions in observing that
b

)(*- n + J (n
1 + 1)),

2dy V(n'+ 1) -rff(n+ V (w
1 + 1)) ri (n - ^(n' + I))-- -

,

, 'j-n c( -n + J(n'+ 1))
Vf-'+D

and by integrating yW(+)-_ _^_.
(
- 7t - V (n

8 + l))-^'-
+1>

Bu* we have supposed y = p u, hence rf jc = -- , and therefore by substituting font and their values in s, we
y "
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Part HI.

Integral
~ asds

.

integrating this formula, and eliminating s, we shall obtain the ^..^
Calculus. !

-
(,*
_ 2 ns -

1) V (
-

1)
"

^S^nn^ht differential equations which contain both variables * and y, those which may be con-

side Sis homogeneous not only with respect to * and y, but also with respect to d*, dy, fy. &C.. can be

Sly transfS into others which contain only one of the primitive variables. In th.s suppos.Uon the d.men-

, of
d-2 is that of^ is - 1, &c. Two examples will be sufficient to show what are the substitutions

dx da?

and transformations to be used in this case.
^

Example 1. Let the equation be of # y = x d x d y+ 3 y d x>, make y = u x, = p, and = q = -.

All the terms of the transformed will be divisible by the same power of x, and we shall find xv =px + Sux,

v

d x du
therefore __dJl_ A u

.,
or (p+ 3w) du= (p M) dp. This is a dif-

und, consequently,
= - -, t

p -\-3u p u

ferential equation of the first order ;
it is homogeneous and can easily be integrated ; the integral is immediately

obtained if we observe, that by transposing the terms the equat.on becomes pdu+ udp = pdp - 3udu,

p* 3 ?<

each side ofwhich is an exact differential ; integrating we get p u = - - +c, from whichp = u + ^(c + 4 u).

dx d u

putting c for - 2 c. Substituting this value of p in the equation =r^ we '

-- -

+ 4^) 2

* = ""+ + M>) = +< +
*>. or , = ^ + c', by changing the con-

slants.

Example 2. Let the equation be

putting 4 c for c. Hence

,
c
8

-(- d y*)
* nd x d1

y ij (IT + y )

dy d*y _ v

and let *- *, ^ = P, ^i
- 9 - ~>

the equation becomes (1 + j5
f
) = v */ (1 + M'). or =

^

but we have as before^ = -^ ; substituting the value oft), we shall have a differential equation of the first

v p u

order in p and u,

d6 d<f>

In order to integrate this equation we shall make p = tan 0, u= tan
<p,

then dp ^^ &
, d u

tuted give n sin (0 0) d = d
(p.

Let = 0+^, and eliminate 0, we shall get d =
. . At the

dx du d Q cos _ d
(p
cos ty dip sin 9

same time we have == ^^ =
cos?sinVr

=
sin ^ cos?)

'

d ti- n sin

or by putting d ? its value dg ~ **== i- BginYr

d x _ n cos ^ d Y^ _ d ? sin (p

we Set T "~
1 - n sin Y- cosip

'

c cos (p
c sin 5)

and in integrating * = = =

/n sin Y' d V'

1 - n sin V d y
will give by the elimination of Y" the integral of the proposed equation.
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Integral (136.) The same kind of transformation will succeed if the proposed equation should become homogeneous by Part ill.

Calculus. d d, y ^-^^-^
v V*""-' considering y , , &c. and its differentials as being respectively of n, n 1, n 2, &c. dimensions.

i/t' CL '

In that case, supposing the proposed equation of the second order, we shall make

y = x"u, -p-tx"- 1

. and - = q = v x"'*.

These values being substituted will give an equation in which x will disappear, and by means of which we shall

be able to obtain the value of v in function of t and u. Then we have

d y = x" d u -J- n x*~
l u d x == af~

l
t d x,

consequently <?y (n 1 ) *""* t d x* -f- x"~
l d t d x = "* d af.

dx du
Ihe first of these equations gives =

,

x t nu
dx dt

and the second = ; ; ;

x v (n 1) t

and, therefore, d u (v (n 1) t) = d t (t n M) ;

and by putting for v its value in terms of t and u, we get a differential equation of the first order, which being

integrated will easily lead to the integral of the proposed.

Example. Let the proposed equation be

We shall make y = x* 11, p = t x, and q = v,

the equation becomes v = t + 2itt 4 M* ;

then we have dy = y?du + Zuxdx = pdx = txdx,
dx du

hence ~ =
TTaT-

We have also d a = t d x + x dt = qdjc= vdx and = =
,

x v - t 2ut - 4 /

therefore -
>

t 2 u 2 u t 4 ?/*

or 2 M d u (t
- 2 M) = d t (t 2 u).

This equation is satisfied by making 2 u d u = d t, which gives t = MS + c, or by < = 2 M. The first value of

d x
t being substituted in the expression of- , we get

d x du
x M* 2 M -j- c'

The integral of the right side of this equation will assume three different forms according as c is less, equal, or

greater than one. Let, first, c = 1 ; then

dx du 1 x*

.
or **=

Let, secondly, c = I -<* ; then Ai -
^ _ ^ _ ^

and / = - -L /

(^
"

+ { )
+ / /,

r x =^{4^
I (e(e l)j^ +

Thirdly, let c = 1 + e
1
, and we shall get

d e ex*
d x

The second value of /, t = 2 M being substituted in the expression of , gives

d u = 0, or M = c, that is y = c x*.

This value of y satisfies the proposed equation ; but as it cannot be derived from the complete integral we have

obtained above by assuming a particular value for one of the arbitrary constants, it ought to be considered as a

particular integral.

(137.) The order of a differential equation, in which y and its differential coefficients amount to the same
dimensions in every term, may be reduced by only a very simple substitution. It is sufficiently evident, that if

in such an equation we assume y e^^, every term will become divisible by a power of e-""** equal to the
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Integral dimension of each term, since the values of dy, <Py, &c. will be all multiplied by e**; and besides that the

Calculus. eXpreSsion of dy derived from y = a**", containing only u, that of d> y, only the first differential of M, &c. the

"-^v"~-/

order of the transformed equation will be less by one than that of the proposed.

Example. Let * y d y' = y dx dy + x d y' + J^J^ be the P>posed equation. M*ke y = efudx,

and the equation becomes
u d x bn dx

X

xdu ud x b x dx
~^~~

=

V( 4 -*4
)

'

each of which equations is an exact differential, and which being integrated gives

xdx _ J(a-*) ,
,

and \OS y = ud x:= _ - -j- (-^ *

(138-) We have given the name of Jmear equation of the first order to equations of the form

dy+Pydx=Q,
when P and Q are functions of x alone, There are also linear equations of all orders. Their general form is

d" y + P d"-
1

y d x + Q d"-' y d 3* and U y d x" = V d if,

where P, Q .... U, V are functions of x alone.

This equation being homogeneous with respect to y and its differential coefficients d y, d2
y, and when

V = 0, we may, in that case, as in the preceding; paragraph, reduce the integration to that of an equation of an

order less by one, by assuming y = ej t d x.

The proposed equation, in the supposition of V = 0, is

d-y + Pd"~ l

ydx + Qd"- s ydx3+ ...... Uyd3c"=0.

Let yt , yt , y,. . . .yt
ben particular values of y, which satisfy this equation, then it may easily be proved

that the general integral will be

y = c,y, + c,y,+ ...... +c,y n ,

clt c,
...... c. being n arbitrary constants.

Since y = yt
satisfies the proposed equation, we have

d"y, + Pd- l

yldx+Qd-yl dx*+ ...... Uy,d" = 0,

and in the same manner for the other values yt , ya , &c.

d"yt +Pd"-
l

yi
dx + Qd-'yldx*+ ...... + Uy, d x" = 0,

Therefore if we multiply these equations respectively by c, , c, c., and then add them, we shall have

identically

But the left side of this last equation is precisely the result we would obtain, if we were to substitute in the

proposed equation the value

y=c, yi -rc,y,+ ...... +c.y.;

and since the result of this substitution is identically equal to nothing, and that the value of y contains n arbi-

trary constants, it may be considered as the complete integral of the proposed equation. The difficulty of

integrating is, therefore, reduced to the determination of n particular values.

When P, Q ..... U are constant quantities, these n particular values can easily be discovered. Make in that

supposition y = e
1

", we may take m constant for since

We shall have to determine m after substituting these values in the proposed, and dividing by e"", the equation
m" + P m"- 1 + Q m'-' + ...... -f- U = 0,
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Integral where P, Q ...... U are constant quantities ;
therefore the value of m derived from it will be constant, as we Part III.

Calculus, have supposed it. This equation will give n values of m ; let us suppose, first, that they are all real and v^-v"^
unequal, and let them be represented by TO,, mt , m3

...... m,, then the n values of y, e" i', e
m *

...... e
m *

,

are n particular solutions of the proposed equation, therefore

y = c,
e"i

' + c, e"
1
!
*
-f ...... + c. (*"'

is the complete integral, c, , c, ...... c. being n arbitrary constants.

This integral may assume different forms. We shall make the transformations in the supposition of n = 3,
and it will be easy to extend the same method to every case. We have, then,

y = c, e~i* + e,
"i* -f c

a
e"*.

Putting e~a* as a common factor, this value becomes

y = e" (c, -f c,
f" * " + c,

f"i ') ;

substituting for the constants c, and c, other constants

c. __ 1_
^

TO,
- m, (TO,

-
TO,) (m, TO,)

'

and observing that ^"-"a> = m, m,f e{m -"3> dx,

we get
(m,

-
m,) (TO,

-
m,)

But el"i ""i* = <"i-"3>. C"i>, and (TO,
-

m,) = (m,
-

TO,)
- (m, - wi

a),

therefore

, ->,) _ c, (TO, m,) e'"'""'^ __ c, (TO, TO,) ^"-~ a
)*

. ef-"
> i~m *'1

'

(TO,
- TO

S) (TO, TO
S)

"

(TO, TO,) (TO,
- TO

S) (TO, wi
a)

" '

(wi,
- TOS) (TO,

- m
a) (TO, -~wt.T

c. (TO, TO
a) ^"l ->

. et!- 1
"!

(wi, wij) (TO, TOJ) (TO, TW)

'"^ ^'-'^
rf

\

(m -O /

which value being substituted, gives, finally,

y = e"V { C
3

-

And for any value of n we shall have

We could have put as a common factor instead of e~* any other particular value of

y,
*-!*

, or "-*, &c. ;

to each factor would correspond a value of y, different in appearance from all the others, but in reality differing

only by the values of the constants, since they are all deduced from the value

y c,
*i*

-f- c,
e
m "

-f- c
a
6*s* -f- -f- c, e~*.

The new form of the value of y we have obtained is more complicated than the other, but it has the advantage
of applying to the cases in which the aquation

TO" + P TO- 1 + Q TO"' + + U =
has equal roots, whilst the other does not without transformation. When n = 3, if the two roots TO, and m, are

equal, the formula gives y = e"* { c, -j- i/V'"-"a> { Cf dx + fcl dx*,

or performing the integrations

y = c"'f m + c" e"' + c'x e-t* ,

in making

c"' = c c" = c
t c, ^ c,_

We would have obtained a result differing only by the constants from the preceding, if we had assumed TO, = -TO,,

instead of TO,
= TO, .

When the three roots TO, , TO, , TO, are equal to one another, the same formula gives
vol.. II. E
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, ntegra. V = & *** + <"*f + d f <T* ,

Calculus. c
*~~v '

substituting c"', c", c' for the constant quantities ea , c, , and .

If among the roots of the equation

OT
-

-f. P m~ -f. Q m~ + ...... -(- U = 0,

there are some which are imaginary, the expressions we have obtained for the general integral contain terms

affected with imaginary quantities ; but it is easy to transform them into others containing only real terms, by

substituting for the exponential their values in function of sines and cosines. _ _
If ro, and m,, for instance, are imaginary values, they will be of the form a + (p

V -
1, a -

If V -
1, and

the two terms c,^", c
2
e"" of the integral which correspond to these roots will become

C^-H^y+CiA'-'^*,
and by successive transformations

Cl
e" .e^- l -' + c

t
e".e-^- 1

",

c,
f (cos (p

x + V - 1 sin <p x) + c
s e"'(cos (pa:-

^ 1 sin
<J> x),

e" { (c, + c
s) cos (p

x + (c,
- c

8)
^^1 sin $ * } ;

and making c, + c, = c/, and (c,
- cs)

V .- 1
- c"

the aggregate of the two terms assumes the simple form

f (c
1 cos if

a + c" sin <p *).

Similar transformations would obviously apply to the case in which there should be equal imaginary roots, but

we should in that case make use of the second form of the general integral we have given.

(139.) When the coefficients P, Q, &c. are not constant, there is no general process by means of which n

particular values of the integral can be found. But if they can be discovered by any means, they not only give

immediately the value of the general integral of the differential equation

dny+Pdy- 1dx+Qd- t

ydx* + &c...... + Uydx"=0...... (a),

but from them may also be deduced the general integral of

...... + Uydx" = Vdx"...... (6).

We have already proved that yn y2 , yt...... y., being n particular values which satisfy equation (a), the

integral general of that equation is

y c, y, + c, yt + ...... + c. y,,

where c, , c, ...... c. are arbitrary constants. Now it is obvious that whatever may be the general integral of

equation (6), it may be supposed to be still represented by

y ci & + c y + ...... + c y

provided we suppose c, , c, ...... c. to be functions of x instead of being arbitrary constants ; and the question

is thus reduced to discover what functions of* should be substituted for c,, c
a , c

t , in order that the value

should satisfy equation (6). We shall show how this can be done for an equation of the third order,

x+ Rydx*=Vdx3
,

and the method we shall make use of may without difficulty be extended to any order.

Let y,, y t , y, be the three particular values which satisfy the equation

then we are to determine c,, c,, c,, so that y ==
c, yt + cs y, + c

a y,

shall satisfy the proposed equation. We have thus only one condition to determine three quantities, and
therefore we may choose ourselves two other conditions. We shall find, by differentiating the value of y,

dy = c, dyi + cl dyf + c,dy3 + jhrfc, + y,dc, + ya dc,.

For the first of the two conditions we may dispose of, we shall make

i d c, -f ya d c, 4-y.de, = 0,

and the value of dy will become
d y = c, dy, + c8 d yt + c

a
d yf

Differentiating again, we find

cJy=c1
rf
2
y,-f-Cj*y2 -j- c

8
d2

y, + dy.dc, + dys dct + dyt dct ;

and if we take for the second condition
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d y, d c, -f dyt
dc

t+ dy, d c
a
= 0,

'*
this expression will be reduced to

d-y = c, d2
y, + c4 d'y, + c

3 d?y3
.

A new differentiation will give

d3
y = c, d3

y, + c, d3
yt + c

a
d3 y, + d c, d4 y , + d c, d* y, + d

c, d* ya
.

The values of y, d y, da
y, d3

y, being now substituted in the proposed equation, it will become

Ci(d
3
y,-|- Pd?yl dx + Qdyl dx'' + Ry.d.r

3
)

f

+ c, (d'y, + Pd'y. d * -f Q dy, d + Rya
d*3

)
|

^-d^d c,-f d*y4 dct -f- d
j y3

dc
a

This equation becomes simply

doy.dc, +d*y, dc. + d^dc
since y, , ys , y, are particular values which satisfy the equation

We have thus between the differentials dclt dc
s , dca , the three equations

y, d c, + y, d c, + yt
d c,

= 0.

dyl dcl + dy, dc, + dy,dca
= 0,

dy,rfc, + d*y,rfc, + d*ya
dct = 0,

from which we shall derive the values of these differentials in terms of x, when those of ylt y,, yt
are known;

if X,djr, Xi dx, X
8

< j; are the values obtained by elimination, we shall get by integrating

and consequently

V = y, (/X.d* + E.) + y, (/X.f * + EO + y, (fX,dx+ E
8)

will be the complete integral of

If only two particular values y,, y, were known, then in representing the general value of y by Ci yl -f- c
t y,,

the determination of
c, and c, would require the integration of a differential equation of the second order, which

may be reduced to a linear equation of the first order. In that case we have

d y = c, d y, + c, d y, + y, d c, 4- y, d c,,

and since there are only two quantities to be determined, we can assume only one relation between them ; if we

make y, d c, -j- y, d c, = 0,

the value of dy will simply be e, d y, + c^ d y,,

and two successive differentiations will give

y, +c,d
i

y, + dy,dc,-f- dyz dc,,

2d*y, dc, -f- Zd
t

yt dct + dy,d
8
c, + dy, d*c^;

these values being substituted in the proposed equation, and reduced as in the preceding case, give

^d'yjde, + 2d*yt dct

, = V d x.

+ P d y, dct dx + Pdytdc^dx
From this equation we may eliminate d c, and d3

c, by means of the equation

y, d c, -f- y, d c, = 0.

and its differential, we shall get then an equation containing only

d c, , d* c, , and x,

and therefore reducible to the first order.

Lastly. If we know only one particular value, yi , the same method might still be used, and the general
integral represented by c, y, ; but in that case the determination of c, would require the integration of a
differential equation of the third order, which might be reduced to the second, since it would contain only x and
the differentials of c, .

The result we have thus obtained for the third order may easily be extended to any order n.

(140.) When the coefficients P, Q, R, &c. are constant, we know how to find n particular values of the

equation

d"y -f. P d""'y d x + Q d"~'y d x*+ -J- Uydjr"=0
a
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Integral consequently by the preceding method we shall be able to find, in that case, the general integral of

22^, d"y + Pd->ydx+Qd-*ydx*+ ........ + Uydx" = V dx".

Let us take, for instance, the equation of the second order

diy-t-Pdydx-l-Qydx* = V dx*,

and let m, and m
t
be the two roots of the equation m3 + Pm+ Q = 0, we assume that the required integral is

y = c,
e
m
i*

-j- c
s
e
m "*

, and we shall have to determine the values of e,
and c

a , the two equations

em i* d c, -j- e
m * d c2

= 0, em i' ml d c, + em *' m^ d es= V d x,

which give
Ve~mi'dx

-m *'

d c, =- , dc2 =
OTI wij

and, therefore,

m, n

The values of rfc, and dc
2
we have just found are of the form A,e~** Vdj;, A,e-~* Vrfa, A, and A, being

constant quantities. It may easily be proved that it is the same with all orders, for if we assume

dc, = A
l e~"i'Vdx, d r, = A8 e-"2' Vdx . ...... rfc. = A.n e~

m " V dx,

the equations from which the values of d a, d ct , &c. are to be derived will become, in substituting at the same

time for y,, yt, y3 , &c , their values e">', e
mi*

, &c.

.A,+ .......... m,A. =0

mj A, + ml A, + m| A,+ .......... mj A. =
(A),

m;-' A, + ml'
1

A, + <-' + ........ m"' 1 A. =
which equations will be satisfied by constant values of

,, m*. . . , m,. Let

.......... . ........ -I- OT. = -

wz, ?ra
4 -f- &c................ +

m
t + m,m3

t
t -f- &c.......... = R'

t
mn = U'

Then the quantities mv m3
. . . . OT, are the roots of the equation

m"- 1 + P' m"-8 + Q' m'-* -f- . , . . + U' = 0.

This understood, multiply the last but one of the equations (A) by P', the last but two by Q , &c., and then add
them all together, we shall get

A, (mj-
1 + P" m?-'+ Q/

mJ-
s + ........ -J-U')

+ A, (ml" + PX-+ QX-3 + ........ + U

+ An
- ' + P' <- 2 + Q' mr" + . . +

1

r
U') J

It is obvious that all the lines which compose this last equation are equal to nothing except the first, and

consequently

or A. =
(wi, mt) (m, 3) (m, mn)

The values of Aa, Aa . ... A, will be obtained in the same manner.

Hence dc, = A, V e""-*, dc,= A, V em *'
, &c.,
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Integral
*"'' (E. 4/V-" d ) *' (E. +/Vf-.' d *) Par, III

Calculus.
' y ~~

(TO,
-

TO,) (TO,
-

TO,) (TO, -TO,,) (TO,
-

TO,) (TO,
- mj (TO,

-
TO,,)

^v~

(TO.
-

TO,) (TO,
-

TO,) ---- (mn TO,.,)'

This value may be put under another form which applies without further transformations to the case in which

the equation
m" + P TO"' + Q -

+.... + U =

has equal roots. It will be sufficient to show how the transformation can be effected in the case of the second

order. Then

_ e'(E, +fVe-"i* dx) ^ (E, +/Ve-* d a)

TO,
- m, TO,

- m l

which becomes successively

E, e":* e
m ** fV e~

mt* dx e
m i*f\ e~m i* dx_~

TO, TO TO, TO, TO, m, TO, m,

*-* w
j

_. -

or y = (-
c"t*

TO, TOI >

or

r
or nutting c" and </ for -- and E,, we find

TO, - TO,

i* d a* }

and generally, by similar steps, we should find

y = e*.' { c. +/(-. -i" { c^, d* +/f-.-r".-.* { c._, rf ^ -)-.... +/e 1 V d j--
1
.

If some of the roots are impossible quantities, the imaginary, which they will introduce in the integral, may be

made to disappear by means analogous to those we have already used.

If, for instance, the two roots TO, and TO, are impossible, and respectively equal to a + <p V 1. a
<p

</ 1,

the two first terms of the general expression will become

^.-wv-i) f e-*-+w-i)dx e* v-oy e -< v-o

A+BV-I A-B^-I
'

Including the arbitrary constants E, and E, under the sign of integration, reducing to the same denominator,

and substituting for the imaginary exponentials their values in function of sines and cosines, the expression
becomes

(2 A cos <? x -f 2 B sin (p x)fe-"Vdx cos(pj

A4

-t-B'

(2 A sin ipj - 2Bsin(p x)fe-"\d x sin
ip
x

As + B*

(141.) Linear equations, in which the coefficient P, Q, &c. are functions of x, can be integrated in very few

cases. We shall only mention the following equation, where P, Q, &c. are constant quantities, and where a

simple transformation succeeds :

(a +6x)'d-y + P(a+6*)"-'d"-'y+ Q(a+6a;)"-rf-y+ . . . . + U y d x" =:

Making a + bx = bt, we shall have d x = dt, and ifW represents the value assumed by V when for x, t -
b

P Q
is substituted, and P', Q', &c. the values of , , &c., the equation becomes

.... ~
the integration of which depends on the determination of n particular values of

rdry + Fr-'-d-'ydt + Q'e'-'d'-'ydP-r- ........ + U'ydr = 0.

These are easily obtained, if we observe that by assuming y = ", we shall have to determine m in the equation

m(m 1). .. . (TO
- n + 1) + P'TO (m -

1) ____ (m - n + 2) ____ + U' = 0,
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Integral which will be of the nth

degree, giving n values for m, and consequently n particular solutions, with which we Part III.

Calculus, shall proceed, as before, to obtain the integral of the proposed equation. ^ Nr-~_

The equation t" d" y + F f~ l
d"~

l

y d t + &c........ + U' y d f =
may be transformed into a linear equation of the nth order with constant coefficients. It is sufficient for that

d t dy dy
purpose to make du. then - = r~7~>

t d t t d u

dP'

~
t*\du* du/' dt>~ ldu*

'

du' du

and the transformed equation will have, obviously, constant coefficients.

On Particular Solutions of Differential Equations.

(142.) From what has already been stated respecting the integration of differential equations, it appears that

to every differential equation corresponds an infinite number of primitive equations or integrals, differing only
from each other by the particular values assigned to the arbitrary constants which enter into the general integral.
But besides these particular integrals there exist, in a great many cases, equations between x and y, which satisfy
the proposed differential equation without being included in the complete integral, that is without being deducible
from it by giving particular values to the constants. These equations not being obtained by the process of

integration are called particular solutions of the differential equations.
The general integral ofydx xdy = nj(dxz + dy*), for instance, is y car= n,J(\ -f- cs), and it may

be easily verified that the equation a;
2
-f- y4 = it*, which cannot be deduced from it by assigning any particular

value to the constant, it satisfies, however, the proposed differential equation, and is, therefore, according to the

preceding definition a particular solution of it.

It is frequently of as much importance to determine the particular solutions as the general integral, for, in

many cases the true solution of the proposed problem is to be found amongst them, and not in the general
integral.

(143.) Let us first investigate the circumstances upon which depends the existence of particular solutions.

Let// x, y, j
= be any differential equation of the first order, and let M = F (x, y, a) = be the general

integral, a being the arbitrary constant introduced by the integration. Then /( x, y,
-

} = will result of the
\ dxj

elimination of a between u = F (x, y, a) = 0, and its immediate differential - dx -f- dv =
dx dy

'

Now, if the proposed differential equation has any particular solution, it is obvious that although it cannot be
deduced from the general integral by substituting for the constant a any particular value, it may still be con-
sidered as included in the equation F (x, y, a) =: 0, by supposing that a instead of representing a con-
stant quantity, is a function of x, or of * and y. In that hypothesis, the proposed differential" equation

8tillresult from a combination of the equation F(x,y,a) = 0, and its immediate

differential equation, which, then, is

-^
dx +~ dy + -^

d a = 0, for otherwise F (x, y,a) = could not be

a solution of it. But we have already said that
f(x, y, -^\

= is the result of the elimination of a between

F (x, y, o) = 0, and d x + d y = 0, therefore, in the case where a is supposed variable, in order that it

might also result from a combination of the two equations

F(x,y,a)=0, j-
M
dx + *2 dy +

d
da = ,d x dy 'da

it is necessary that a should be such that d a =r 0.
d a

This equation gives da = 0, or = 0. From the first we get a = constant, and therefore this value cor-

responds to the general integral F (x,y, a) = 0. But in the other equation llf = 0, l!f will be generally ad d d d J

function of*, y. and a, therefore the value of a may be derived from it in terms of * and y and this value bein->subsmuted ,n the equat.on F (*-y, a) = 0, will lead to a new equation in terms of x, and y withou an arbitralconstant, generally not susceptible of being deduced from the general integral F (,, y, j)
- u by subs k!S
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Calculi any particular constant value for a, and yet satisfying the differential equation f(x, y, -^J
= 0. Therefore this

equation, or its factors, when all the terms are on one side, will be the particular solution or solutions of the

proposed differential equation.

(144.) Hence when the general integral u = F (x, y, a) = of a proposed differential equation is known, to

discover the particular solutions, if there be any, it will be sufficient to eliminate a between the two equations

d u
u 0, and = 0.

a, a

(145.) The equation to which this elimination will lead, will not always, however, belong to a particular

solution. To ascertain whether it does or not, it will be necessary first to eliminate one of the variables x or y,

between the two equations u = 0, and = 0, and to determine the value of a by means of the resulting
CL d

equation. If this value be a function of the other variable, then it is clear that by substituting this value instead of

a in M = 0, we shall have a particular solution. But, if the value be constant, it is obvious, on the contrary, that the

substitution of that value for a will only give a particular integral. The value of may also be independent of
{' ft

a. This will happen when a enters into the general integral in the first degree. In that case, the general

integral must have the form P -\- Q a = 0, P and Q being functions of *, y, and not containing a. We derive

from it = Q, and the elimination of a between P + Q a = 0, and Q = 0, will give either P = 0, or Q = 0.
d a

Both these are clearly particular integrals ; the first corresponding to a = 0, and the other to a = cc. If Q be

a factor of P, the result of the elimination is only Q = 0, and the value of a corresponding is . In that case

Q = may be considered as a particular solution, for it satisfies the differential equation, which in that case is

P d Q Q d P = 0. But such solutions can scarcely be ranked amongst particular solutions, since by mul-

tiplying the general integral P -\- Q a = by any factor R not containing a, R = would also become a par-
ticular solution. The same observation applies to the common divisors of M and N, in a differential equation
of the form Mdx-)-Ndy = 0. Each of these common divisors made equal to nothing satisfies the differential

equation, and if it cannot be derived from the general integral by giving a particular value to the arbitrary con-

stant, it may be considered as a particular solution. Such particular solutions may be found without difficulty

by the determination of the common divisor between M and N, but their number may be increased without limits

by introducing new common factors to M and N.

(146.) We shall apply the rule derived from what precedes to find the particular solutions, when the general

integral is known, to an example. We have already seen that the general integral of

y dx xdy n <J(d x* -j~ d y
2
) is y c x n J(\ + c*) ;

we shall have, consequently, =
\
X +

-J7\ JTJi eliminating c between the general integral and

UC
x -)
-- = 0, we shall find x* -f- y

4 = ns
, which is the particular solution. There is no occasion here to

~~ c

eliminate one of the variables, to ascertain whether the value of c is constant, for the equation x + --- =
shows at once that that quantity is a function of x.

(147.) The preceding considerations may easily be extended to the first integrals of equations containing
differential coefficients of an order higher than the first.

Let u = F(X, y,^ ....
j-J[,

a
J
= 0, be the first integral of / (x, y, -^

....
-^-jQ

= 0, a being the

arbitrary constant introduced by the integration. By using the same reasoning as before, it will be obvious that

the elimination of a between u = and -^- = 0, will lead to a first integral of/ ( x,.y,
-^ ---- -

) =da \ dx dx"/

without an arbitrary constant, and which will be a particular solution, if the equation resulting from the

d u
elimination of one of the variables between u = and = give a variable value for a. In the elimination

a x

of a between u = and - = 0, several or all the differential coefficients mi;-ht disappear, and in that case, we
d s

should obtain a particular solution of the differential equation, deprived of arbitrary constants and differential

coefficients.

(148.) It is known by the general theory of differential equations that a differential equation of the nth order
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Integral has ?i first integrals, each containing an arbitrary constant. Either of these might be operated upon as in the Part III.

Calculus,
preceding number, to obtain a particular solution, but it may easily be proved that they would all lead to the ^V1-

s~~v< '
same result.

Let as before, fix, y, ____ -
)
= be the differential equation, and u = be the general integral con-

\ d x d x"/

tuining n arbitrary constants a,, a, ____ . ; let us represent by ?<,
= 0, M, = . . . . u, = the n successive

differential equations of u = 0, so that / (x, y,
^ ---- j^\

= is the result of the elimination of the n

arbitrary constants between u = and w, = 0, u, = ---- u, = 0. Moreover, let ,
= 0, r, = ---- v. =

be the n first integrals of the proposed differential equation, each containing an arbitrary constant, the first a,,

the second a,, and the last a,. To obtain a particular solution by means of
t>,
= 0, we must eliminate a,,

between u = and -p-
1 =

; but we might use v
t
= and eliminate o, between that equation and - = 0,

do, (tdt

or v,
= 0, and eliminate a

3
between that -8 = 0, &c. Let us examine if these different eliminations will lead

&>

to the same result. We shall first observe that c,
= must be the result of the elimination of a

s,
a
3
---- a,,

between u = and M, = 0, u, = ____ v, _ ,
= 0, therefore we may, instead of a, between i\

= and - = 0,
ft u.

d v
eliminate the n quantities a,, at . . . . a, between u = 0, MI = 0, M, = . . . . u.. ,

= 0, and -' = 0. Now
(I Qi,

the last of these equations may evidently be replaced by
- = 0, provided we suppose that in tt_, the
d a\

constants a-,, a
3

. . . . a, have been replaced by their values in function of o, derived from the equations

u = 0, w, = ____ u, . ,
= 0. Hence the result of the elimination of a, between t>,

= and ^
' = will be

a a,

the same as the result of the elimination of a,, a, . . . . an, d a^, d a
a
---- d a., between the equations

tt = M, =: .............. .., =0
d u d u d u

da, -f da
t + ........ + -da,

a a, d Oj da,

du diii , ,
dut ,

-^!rfa,+ dot + ........ +-T da. =
a a, da, da,

t ,
, 8J

da, + -j dot + ........ + -da. =0
da, rfcj

'

da,

A similar reasoning would clearly prove that the elimination of a, between the two equations c,= and
d v

t = 9 will give the same result as the elimination of a,, a, ---- a., d a,, d a, ..da. between the 2 n pre-

ceding equations, consequently will lead to the same particular solution as the elimination of a, between c,
=

8nd
~da

^ ' and 'n tlle Same manner witl1 respect to the elimination ofo
3 between v

3
= and * = 0, &c.

It is not necessary to remark that the particular solution we have just considered is also the same as that which
could be obtained by assigning fit variable values to the n arbitrary constants op at____ a,, which enter into the
general integral u = 0. For in order that the result of the elimination of these variable quantities a a a
between the n equations u = 0, M, = 0. . . . . = 0, should lead to the proposed differential equation, 'it is neces"-

sary that they should satisfy the n last of the 2 n 1 preceding equations.
Example. The differential equation of the second order,

_ a* ___
dx

r
9 dx* dx

has for general integral y -
|

*' - 6 x - a' - P = 0, and consequently by differentiating, and eliminating

successively the constant a and the constant 6, we shall find for the two first integrals of the proposed differential
equation,
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and

If we differentiate the first with respect to a, we find

r
which gives = . This value being substituted in the first equation will give, after reduction, for

the particular solution of the differential equation of the second order

+">-(-+f)^-^n=-
If we differentiate now the second equation with respect to 6, we find

4_dy

which gives 6 = , and the substitution of this value gives precisely the same result as the cubstitu-
4 (1 + x)

tion of a in the first.

(149.) When a particular solution of the (n 1)'* order has been found, for a differential equation of the ntk

order, if the first general integral of that particular solution may be determined, the same process may be applied
to it to find a particular solution of the first particular solution ; it will then be a differential equation of the

(71 2)'* order without any constant, but it will not always satisfy the proposed differential equation of the n1*

order, and therefore cannot be considered as a particular solution of it. (See Lefons sur le Calcul des Foncnons,

Leyon 14me.)

(150.) The particular solutions may be derived from the general integral by another process.
Let F (T, y, a) = u = s'.ill represent the general integral of a differential equation of the first order,

(d
?/*\

x, y,
-

J
= 0. If in the general integral we consider a as a function of x and y, we shall get, in differen-

tiating M successively with respect to x and to y,

du du da du du da_
ix da

'

dx
~

dy da'dy~
da du du da du du

and hence - = '- -
,

- = - '- .

dx dx da dy dy da
du

But it has been proved that the values of a which correspond to particular solutions, make - = 0, therefore
ct a

these same values of a must make = co and = oo. If, therefore, there exist a particular solution, we
d x dy

shall find it by eliminating the quantity a between the general integral, and either of the equations -j-
= co,

da
cc, derived from the general integral.u X

Example. The general integral of xdx -f- y dy = dy J (x* + y' a') is x* - 2 ay - a8 b = 0. Here
da x da a da du

we have - = ,
- = and the condition ,- or r: co gives a y == 0, or a = y, which valuedx a y dy a y dx dy

being substituted in the general integral, leads to the particular solution x* + y* = b.

In this example there can be no doubt that the equation Xs
-f- y* = b, resulting from the elimination of a, is a

particular solution, because the value of a is variable ; but generally it will be necessary to determine, as before,

by the elimination of x or y between the two equations, ifa is not a constant quantity, in which case the equation
obtained would only be a particular integral.

(151.) The manner we have just explained to find a particular solution, shows that when the general integral
can be resolved with respect to the arbitrary constant a, and that the value of a expressed in terms of x and y,
is either a fractional power less than one, of a rational fuction of x and y, or composed of a rational quantity
and such an irrational part, the particular solution may be immediately obtained, by making the quantity raised

VOL. II. V
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, .da da Part III.

Calculus.
to a fractional power equal to zero. This is clearly true because in finding the value of , or , the quantity ^^^^
raised to a fractional power becomes a denominator. In the above example for instance, the value of a, deduced

from the general integral, is - y >J(y"+ xs

6), and the quantity under the radical sign being equal to zero

gives the particular solution x* + y* = b. In the example given (146.) the value of the constant is

yx

and gives immediately for the particular solution y
8 x* (y

2 n5
) (tf

2 n2

) = 0, or x* + y* = n\ as we

found before. In this case the value of the constant c has for denominator a function of x, which will remain in

the value of , and consequently by making this denominator equal zero, we may have also a particulardx

solution ; we find thus X* ri1 = 0, but it is easy to see that this is only a particular integral corresponding to

the value c = co. In other cases, however, by making the denominator equal to nothing we might get a particular
solution.

(152.) Particular solutions have the remarkable property of rendering infinite, the factors by which differential

equations ought to be multiplied to become an exact differential.

Let M dx + Ndy = be the differential equation, and let the general integral be u =: c, supposing it to be
resolved with respect to the constant. If w = be a particular solution, it will not satisfy the immediate

differential of u = c, in the supposition of c being a constant, that is
-j

d x -j- dy = 0, since this particularax dy
solution corresponds to a variable value of c. Now if z be the factor which renders the proposed differential

equation Mdx-j-Ndy=Q an immediate differential, the equation
- d x + d y = is identical with
d x dy

z(Mdx + N dy) =: 0. Therefore the particular solution to = does not satisfy this last equation, but it

satisfies the proposed differential equation M d^-j-N dy, consequently w = must render z infinite.

The differential equation xdx + ydy = y ^(x* -\- y* a!
) becomes an immediate differential

xdx+ ydy

when it is multiplied by the factor 7-..
-

;
-

^-, and the particular solution which we have found to be
J(j*-ry* - a)

x "' + y
8 = renders this function infinite.

(153.) It may be proved more generally, that if we equal to nothing a function by which multiplying or

dividing a differential equation we render it an immediate differential, we have an equation which satisfies the

proposed differential equation. This may easily be shown by means of the equation furnished by the condition

of integrability ; for if we represent successively by z and the factor corresponding to a differential equation

Mrf;r-}~Ndy=:0, and if we develope the equations of condition

dM dN
d M z d N z z z

d y
'

d x
'

dy dx
we get the following equations

M d z _ Ndz
. (d

M d N\ _
dy dx

' X

\d~^ ~T^)~
M dz ATM _ <TN\ _

*\dy
~
d~^)~'dy dx

which the supposition of z = reduces to -r ? -- - =
; but if we differentiate z = we reta y d x

d 2 _ d 2 d x

dy d x
'

dy'
and this value being substituted in the above equation gives the proposed differential equation Md x+N d v
which therefore is satisfied since the value of z satisfies the preceding equations.

It has been proved in the preceding paragraph that every particular solution makes the factor equal to infinity
hence in the first of the two last suppositions the equation z = 0, which satisfies the proposed differentia'
equation, cannot be a particular solution, arid must be therefore a particular integral. It may be easily verified
in observing that if U = designate the general integral ofM d x -(- N d y = 0, we have
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jyf d x Jj ^ ^
-.,-

from which we infer, that if the supposition z = does not render M and N infinite, it will give du = 0, and

consequently u equal to a constant quantity.

In the second case we have z = M .
- = N .

-
, and the supposition z = renders the functions

d u du
d x d y

- and - infinite, if it do not make M and N equal to nothing ;
this solution will besides be a particular

d x ay
solution, or a particular integral, according as it will give for u a value constant or variable.

Mdz Ndz
It is necessary, however, to observe, that the equation - ---- = is no longer a necessary conse-

y

querice of the supposition z = 0, when that supposition makes the functions and equal to infinity; but

in the case where only one of the two functions M and N is equal to nothing, M for instance, the equation of

condition gives = 0, consequently z contains only y and therefore from z = we deduce y = a constant, an
ff X

equation which clearly satisfies Mdx -f N d y = 0, since already M is equal to nothing.

The relations which exist between particular integrals, particular solutions, and the factors by which differential

equations must be multiplied to become immediate differentials, may be useful to discover these factors. We
cannot, however, enter into these investigations, and must refer the reader to the Papers of Tretnbley, in the

Memoires de VAcademie de Turin, for the years 1790 and 1791.

(154.) We have supposed hitherto that the general integral of the proposed differential equation was known,
but it may also be required to find the particular solution without the help of the general integral. Let us first

examine, how we may ascertain if an equation without a constant, satisfying a differential equation, is a particular

integral or a particular solution.

Let the value of y derived from the proposed solution be X, and let the value derived from the general

integral be represented by V. This last quantity contains necessarily an arbitrary constant, which we shall call c.

Now, it is obvious that if the proposed solution be a particular solution, no constant value of c. can make V equal to

X; but if it be a particular integral, there is a certain value c' of c which will give V = X; hence V X must
be divisible by c </, and consequently V X may be represented by A (c c'), where A is a quantity
which becomes neither infinite nor equal to zero, when c d = 0, and where m > 0. Let (c </)"*

= h, then
we may assume

V-X = V'A+V"A"4- ____ or V= X +V A + V"A* + &c.

Let the value of - , derived from the proposed differential equation, be represented by , the equationd x

dy = p d x ought to be satisfied by y = v, or y = X + V h -J- V" A* -f- &c. independently of h ; and if we desig-
nate this value of y by X -f K, putting this value for y into p, we may represent the result of the substitution by

P+ FK-+ F'K" +&c.
where the exponents m, n, &c. are ascending. They are, moreover, all positive, for p is not infinite when K=0,
since the value y = X satisfies the differential equation d y = p d x, and gives d X = P d x. We have, therefore,

d(X+k) = d\ + dk= (P+ P it
1" + P" k" + &c.)dx,

or, dk=(P/ km +P"k
Substituting for A its value, V h -f- V" h" + &c., we obtain

hd\' + h*d\" + &c. =
H-

This equation must be satisfied independently of any particular value of x, when y = X is a particular integral;
and if this be not possible, we may infer that y = X is a particular solution. Comparing the terms, in both
sides of the equation, containing the lowest exponents of A, we find first the equation

which cannot be satisfied, independently of A, unless m 1 = 0, or m = 1. In that supposition it becomes
dV = F V d f, from which we get V = e'r

' d
*.

Ifm > 1, the first term V V"" Am dx of the right side, cannot be compared to the first term A d V of the left

side ; but A d V may disappear by supposing d V = 0, that is V equal to a constant quantity, if then we
suppose p = m, we find dV" = P/

dx, or V" fP'dx, and the other terms may be found in a similar way.
When m < 1 the two series cannot lie identified by any supposition, therefore ifm be a proper fraction y := X

is a particular solution, and ifm be equal to or greater than one, y = x is a particular integral.
a
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Calculus, differential equations of the first order, without knowing the general integral. We have proved that if X -j- k be \ -v

substituted for y in the value of derived from the differential equation, y = X being a particular solution, the
d I

d p
second term of the developement contains a power of k less than one, consequently the value of -

correspond-

ing to y = X, must be infinite. Hence if
-^ -=-, every particular solution must render L = 0, and must

therefore be a divisor of it ;
and reciprocally every divisor of L, which is not at the same time a divisor of K,

and which being made equal to nothing will verify the proposed differential equation, will be a particular

solution of it.

(156.) This supposes that the differential equation is resolved with respect to the differential coefficient -7^,
'/ X

but this resolution may be avoided in observing that if z = be this differential equation, 2 is a function of x, y
/ dy\

and p ( p = -r- I, and gives

d z
,

. d z d z
r-dx + dy + dp=Q,dx dy dp

froni which we derive

dj
dj> _ _ djy

dy
~

d :'

3?

Hence if the equation z = has been prepared in such a manner as to contain neither radical quantities nor

denominators, it will be sufficient to make equal to nothing one of the divisors of which does not divide
dp

in order to render -~
equal to infinity. If the differential equation z = had not been cleared of radicals

dy dy

the condition may also be satisfied by making equal to nothing one of the factors of ^. The elimination of p

7y
between the proposed differential equation, and the new equation thus obtained will give the particular solution.

This process would only give the particular solutions in which y enters ; those having the form x = a constant
could be obtained by considering in the proposed differential equation x as a function of y.
To give an example of the two preceding methods of discovering the particular solutions. Let

y-px -a(l +p) =

be the proposed differential equation, p being equal to . We derive from it
d x

__ ..

* i ~ *
.1 _ .

~~
1

'2 a dy ^/(x' + 4 ay y
s
)'

The denominator of this expression being made equal to nothing gives x 1 + 4 ay 3/2
= 0, which equation

satisfies the differential equation, and is therefore a particular solution of it.

By the second method we shall obtain the same particular solution, without resolving the differential equation

with respect to p. Here z = y
- px - a (1 -|-p) and ~ = - x -Zap. Eliminating p between the pro-

posed differential equation and x + -Zap = 0, we find as before 4 a y 4a?

-j- x"- = 0.

(157.) From what has been already observed on the method of deducing singular solutions from general
ones, (151.) it is obvious that whenever the value of p derived from the differential equation is composed of a
rational function of x and y and of a power less than one of another rational function of these variables, by

making this last function equal to nothing, the conditions -? = CD will be satisfied, and therefore if the equation

thus formed should satisfy the proposed differential equation it will be a particular solution of it. Thus, in the
- x *J (X

1* + 4 a y
a
)

[ample,p being equal to - ~2^~
~

> we miSht have immediately obtained the particular

solution by making the quantity under the radical sign equal to nothing.
(158.) When the differential coefficient p enters the proposed differential equation only in the first power, tha

differential equation has necessarily the form K -f p L = 0, (K and L being functions of x and y without radicals
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Calculus a"d without denominators,) and consequently is in that case == L. This being made equal to nothing gives

*
the equation L = 0, and the elimination ofp between this equation, and the proposed K + p L = is no longer

necessary, since L does not contain p. But the equation L = cannot give a particular solution unless L, or

one of tlie divisors of L, should be a divisor of K. Then, as it has already been stated, that divisor being made

equal to nothing is a particular solution, if it cannot be derived from the general integral by giving a particular

value to the constant.

(159.) Another consequence of the property which particular solutions possess of making
- = is that they

dp dtp
render - or - - = -, we have

d x dx*
dz . dz dz

dp-t-dx-{--r dy = 0,

dp
' dx dy

from which we get

dx dz

dp
a fraction tlie numerator and denominator of which are both equal to nothing, since for particular solutions we
have at the same time

d z
,
dz , dz , . dz

-j-dp-\- dx+ dy = 0, and = 0.

dp
' dx dy dp

(160.) It has been already stated that the common divisors of M and N in the differential equation
M dx-\-fi dy = 0, may be particular solutions. It may be proved, also, that every differential equation may be

prepared in such a manner as to make its particular solution a factor of it.

Let y = X be a solution of the differential equation dy =. p d x, then d X P d x, P being what p becomes
when y is changed into X. If we substract the last equation from the preceding, we find

d x d x

an equation which becomes identical by the supposition ofy = X ; hence we may suppose p P = Q (y X)",
Q being a function which does not become infinite by the supposition of y = X, and m being a positive quantity.

d pWe have, thus, p = P -j- Q (y X) ; but since the supposition y X makes -~ = oo, m must be less than

jne. Let us suppose y X = x, we shall have then p = P -f- Q 2", or dy = (P + Q z") dx. We have also

d y d z + d X, and hence d z = Q x" d x, a result which may be written in the following manner,

z" (2"" d s Q d x) = 0. If then we suppose z = M"-" , we have 2" = u^-", z~
m = M 1"-", and z~ m d z =

,
1 m

which values being substituted in the equation, give

d u \
Q d x I =0.

This differential equation has for factor u1"-" = z = y X, that is the particular solution, and when it is divided

by u
1-" it becomes Q dx =: 0, which is no longer satisfied by the particular solution y X = z = 0.

(161.) The considerations which have led us to the preceding rules to obtain the particular solution ot a
differential equation of the first order by means of that equation may be extended to any order.

d y d* y d* y
Let

-j-
=

y^, f y, . . . .
^
= y,, and let us suppose the proposed differential equation of the n"1 order

to be resolved with respect to the differential coefficient of the ( 1)'* order, and represented by

Let yn _, = X be a differential equation of the ( I)'
1
order, without constant, satisfying the preceding, and

let it be required to examine whether it is a particular integral or a particular solution of it. Let tne general
integral be y._, =: V. If X be a particular integral, we shall have in using the same reasoning, and the same
notation as in (154.)

Differentiating both sides, we find

Let X' be equal to tbe terms which do not contain h, and K the sum of those which are multiplied by the
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Integra, powers of that quantity, then y. = x + k, and that value substituted in the proposed differential equation must Part III.

Calculus,
satisfy it independently of A. The substitution gives

y,., = x+v'h + v" A" + &c. = /(*, y, y> . . . . y.-,, X') + FK- + P" K" + &c.

but X =f(x,y, yl y,.i X') since y = X satisfies the proposed equation, therefore

Here it is when m > 1 thaty = X is a particular solution, for in order to complete the particular solution

y^ ,
= X, it is necessary that the function V should not be equal to nothing, and it is precisely what ought to

take place ifTO > 1, since the term V h would be the only one of that form.

In every other case, the value ofV may be determined. If m = 1, we have the equation

^L + J-rfV'Y
dya . t

dx /dya

from which the quantities y, y l
---- yn -t may be eliminated by means of the general integral of y.., = X, and

its differential equations down to the (?i 2)'* order.

When m < 1 the value ofV is determined by means of the equation

-
.

rfy.-s dx

Now ifflt > 1 the value of
''

derived from the proposed equation, and corresponding to the value #_, = X,
dy,

must be equal to nothing. Hence a criterion by means ofwhich the particular solutions of the (re 1)" order ot

a differential equation of the n"1 order may be discovered.

It may happen that the value y,_i
= X should render the right side of the proposed equation

y,_ t f(x, y, yt , ys . . . . yn_s, y,) equal to -. In that case this last equation maybe put under the form

y-' = -us

~
Y'V and is satisfied in taking y, = X'. This value agrees with y.^ = X + c when X' does

N (.y* * )

not contain X, that is to say when X does not contain ya_,. In the contrary case, we find as above

M
x + v

1 h + &c. = If" (P + F k + &c.), P being ii,

and it is obvious that this equation cannot be satisfied independently ofA unless p v, P = X, and unless P' be
not equal to nothing, in order that the term v' h should remain. In every other case the equation y,_, = X is

a particular solution.

(162.) If the proposed equation is under the form yn =p,p being a function of y, y, . . . . y,_,. We have then

dp dp dp dp
dy'=r* dx +

dy
dy+

c%l

d^---+d y;:l

d y*->'

from which
d y,-i __ 1

d y. dp
'

dy,-i

and since particular solutions satisfy the equation -J
- = 0, they must render the quantity infinite This

"y rfy,-i

in the case where n = 1 is precisely the criterion we have found for particular solutions of differential equations
of the first order.

(163.) When the differential equation is not resolved, if we represent it by z = 0, and differentiate it

we find

d z , ,
dz , dz

,
d

from which

dz

-i_ _ dy.
~

'

dy.
~

dz

,.i

hence it follows that if z be a rational and integral function of y and of its differential coefficients, the particular

solution y._, = X will render equal to nothing the function ~. If the quantity -^- should vanish at the same

d
time in which case we would have ~j~

-
-, we should find the true value of that fraction ; and the only
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Integral particular solutions would be those factors, which satisfying the proposed differential equation would, at the same part m.
Calculus. dy, i

V-"V^~
v-~*' time, render the true value of - -

equal to nothing.
dy,

(164.) Let us consider now the case in which the equation without constants which satisfies the proposed

differential equation is of the (71 2)'* order. Let that equation be y,. t = X, and the proposed differential

equation by
y.-i =/(*, y.yi y.-, y.-.. y.)-

If, then, we represent the general integral by

y._ a=X + V'A + V"A' + &c..

differentiate twice, and each time substitute for yn_, its value, we find

+ dV h + &c.
ax

dX' dX dX'
y, = - -

-f- y, ---- + --
(x + i/ h + &c.)

+ --d/. h
d x

X' and X" being functions independent of h. The substitution of these expressions, in the proposed equation,
and its developement according to the powers of h, will easily be obtained, when we shall have the developement
of what becomes /(*, y, y, . . . . y.. s, y._j, y.), when y._, + k, and y. + I are substituted for y._, and y.. Let
us suppose that this developement has the following form,

/(*, y,y,. .. y.-,y.-i,y.) + FK- + Q'/-+ &c.

making now y.. l
= z*, y, X", k =: id h, I =2 to" A, substituting in the proposed equation and reducing, it will

remain
t/A + &c. = F/" A" + Q'ttf"" A' + &c.

an equation which cannot be satisfied independently of h, when m and n are > 1, without making v' =r 0,

which shows that in that case no arbitrary constant can be introduced in the equation y.. s = X, and therefore

in that case it is a particular solution. Hence the two equations,

must be satisfied as well as the proposed differential equation, if y,.,
~ X be a particular solution.

By a similar process we would obtain the conditions which must be satisfied in order that an equation of the

(n 3)'
h order should be a particular solution, and generally in order that an equation of the ( m)th

order,

without arbitrary constant, should be a particular solution. If the proposed differential equation may be put
under the form

y.-m=f (<*. y. yi y.i, y. +1 y.)

the particular solutions will satisfy the equations

When the differential equation is not resolved with respect to y...,, if it be cleared of radicals and denominators,
and represented by z = 0, the particular solutions of the order ( m)"

1 must satisfy the following equations,

<!
- dz dz dz

j
= 0, = 0, =0 = 0.

dy. dy,., dy,_ t dy,.^
(165.) The equation z = gives

dz \^ z j _i_
^ 3 j _i_

^ z j
d x dy

' d y l d y.
and hence

d z , .
dz . dz

dy.= -
dz

therefore every particular solution must give d y. = -, since the substitution of the values of y., y..lt .... y, ex-

pressed in *, verifying the equation d z = 0, independently of its last term -dy., which the particular solution
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Integral makes equal to nothing, it is necessary that the remainder of the equation d z = 0, that is the numerator of the Part III.

Calculus,
expression of d y, should vanish also ; hence every particular solution of a differential equation of the n'h order *\~~-

* *~V '
7.-1.1+' y

mustmake
rf-^+'

=
o-

\Ve shall take for example of the preceding rules, the following equation of the second order,

r2

z = y- xy, + -y, -yt yt + xyl=0,

where as before y,
= -^ and y,

= -
-,. We find - - = ~ - yl + 2 iyt = ; eliminating yt between this

d jc a oc a y^
^

equation and the proposed we find

4*y-3yX -y\--j-
= o,

which satisfies the proposed equation, and is consequently a particular solution of the first order.

This equation admits of no particular solution, containing x and y only, for to obtain it, we should eliminate

y, and y, between z = - = 0, and . = 0, that is between the proposed equation and-yyt + 2 x y, = 0,

*

and x + y, = 0. The elimination gives y + = 0, which does not satisfy the proposed equation.

For more details upon the subject of particular solutions we must refer the reader to Lagrange's Lemons sur

le Calcul des Fonclions ; Journal deCEcole Polytechnique, I2me cahier ; Memoirns de VAcademic des Sciences de

Turin, 17901791.

Ore the Integration of Differential Equations by Series.

(166.) The number of differential equations which can be completely integrated is very small, and, moreover

most of the integrals are complicated and transcendental, and generally can be of little use to find the value of

one of the variables in terms'of the other, even by approximation. It is therefore of great importance to be

able to derive from the differential equation the value of one of the variables, in a series of terms functions of the

other, and easy to calculate. These series, when they are converging for the given value of the variable

contained in the series, will give approximative^ the value of the other.

(167.) The method which naturally presents itself to obtain these series is that of indeterminate coefficients.

An example will show the manner in which it is employed.
Let the proposed equation be dy -\-y dx = gx

m d x, and assume

y = A of + B *"+'
-f- Cx-H* + &c .

y the condition that this value being

oA a- 1 + (a + 1) B X' + (a. + 2) C !+' -f (a + 3) D X"**+ &C.1

-gx^ + A.x' + Ba-+l

+Cx-+* +&c.j

=^-, B=
~ g

, C =-ii.-- D =_Hi_ &caal -' '

We are to determine o. A, B, C, &c., by the condition that this value being substituted in the differential equation
will satisfy it. The substitution gives

C.1 _
-gx^ + A.x' + Ba-+l

+Cx-+* +&c.j
=

and hence we find

and, consequently,
f ,r

m+l
x"1"^

,r
m+3 1

y = S tro+1 (mTl) ( + 2)
+

(m + J) (m+ 2) (m + 3)

~ &C '

I'

This value is not the general integral since it does not contain an arbitrary constant. But by a little modi-
fication of the same method the general integral may be obtained. For we shall suppose that to x = a
corresponds the value y = b, and we shall substitute in the differential equation a + t for x, and 6 + u for y, u
being supposed to become equal to nothing when t = 0, We may therefore assume

substituting this value in the differential equation which becomes

we shall find

o = l, A =
g-
ara

6, E = gmam ~
i gam + b, C= gm(m 1) a

m-* gm a"- 1 + a am b &c
The equation dy + xdy - my dx = 0, treated in the same manner, leads to the following value ofy.
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a series which therefore agrees with the integral obtained by the separation of the variables in the differential

equation.

(168.) We shall take for another example the equation d*y + ay xm~*dx 0, and we shall assume

y \x" + B x"*+ c x"**'+ &c. ;

substituting the value of y and d? y in the equation, we find, by a comparison of the terms of the result, that we
must make a = or a. = 1, and also X = m : from these two hypotheses we deduce two series for y, each of which

contains an arbitrary constant ; for in either hypothesis the value of y remains indeterminate, and consequently,

being" added together, gives the general integral. We find thus

f
ax" _ a*x*_____a3

3,
3 m__ )

1 (m- 1) m 1.2 (m- 1) (2m- l)m* 1 . -2 . 3 (m -
1) (2m -

1) (3 m - 1) m? ~* '

j

I
ax^ a* a"-*-

1_____a3 *8"*'_ 1

\

X ~
(m + ])m"f"l.2(w+ 1) (2m+l)m* 1 . 2 . 3 (m + 1) (2m + I) (3 m + 1) m3 -I

These series cannot be used for every value of m ; they both fail when m =
;
the first when m = 1, and the

second when m = 1, or more generally, t being an integer, the first when m = -, and the second when

m = --
r. We cannot give here this interesting discussion, and must refer the reader to the Vllth Chapter of

the lid volume of Euler's Integral Calculus, or, after him, to Lacroix's Integral Calculus, in 4to., or to the

Collection ofExamples ofthe Differential and Integral Calculus by G. Peacock.

(169.) Another series may be derived from Taylor's Theorem. Ifwe suppose the differential equation resolved

with respect to the differential coefficient of the highest order, if we have, for instance,

d"y_ f / dy dj/ <*-' y\
dx'- J

\'
y'dxdx* dx->/

it is obvious we shall find

where A, Ai; A,. . . . A.., represent the values of y, -~, ^-^,
&c. when x = a and are considered as arbitrary

constants.

d? y v d y
Let us take for example the differential equation -~ 4- = 0, and let 6 and c be the values of y and -~

d x* e x d x

corresponding to x = . We shall have for x =. a

d?y _ b dy_6 ac

d~x*
=

Ta' Tx*
~ ~aT'

consequently

If (x a) be a small quantity, and if none of the differential coefficients as far as the series is carried becomes

infinite, this series will easily give the value of y. If the value of x, corresponding to which the value of y is

required, were much greater than a, we might suppose x a equal to n A, so that by taking v a large number
we may always suppose h to be a very small quantity ; then we might first calculate the value of y correspond-

ing to a -j- h, and then, by means of it, the value ofy corresponding to x = a + 2 h, and so on, by successive

substitutions, we might find the required value. It must be observed, however, that this method frequently fails

in giving the approximation with sufficient accuracy, in consequence of the accumulation of errors introduced

after each operation.

(170.) Mr. Kramp has proposed another method. He first observes that if the general integral were known
and the value o(y expressed in function of x, it would always be possible, whatever be the nature of this function,

to represent its value corresponding to any particular value a of x, or to any value differing but little from a by
an expression of the form A+ Ba? + c*a + .... Rjr, and indeed that the difference between the value ofy
derived from the general integral, and the value of y derived from the equation y = A-j-B#4 Cx* -{-.... Rx",

might be decreased at will by taking m sufficiently great. Let us see, now, if the values of the coefficients

A, B, C . . . . R, cannot be determined without the general integral. They must first satisfy the conditions

relative to the determination of constants, which, in supposing the differential equation of the nth
order, will give n

equations between A, B, C . . . . R. It will remain only to find m n + 1 others.

\OL. n. o
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Integral

From the assumed value of y, we derive Part III.

Calculus. j ,.
l -v-

d x

_ +

(dy
d*y d" y\

r, y, , ,
.... -

1 = 0. The

result of their substitution will be a certain function of x. A, B, C R, which would be identically, or very

nearly, equal to nothing when a, or values little differing from a, are substituted for x. If, therefore, we express
that it is equal to nothing for m-j- n 1 such values of x, we shall get between the coefficients A, B, C R,
the necessary number of equations to complete their determination.

As the number m is an arbitrary number, we may always take it so that m + n 1 shall be an odd number
2 p -j- 1 ; then it will be sufficient to substitute successively for x, a, a z, a + 2 z . . . . a p z, z being a very
small quantity ; or we may first substitute, in the proposed equation, a + zx lor x, and then we shall have only
to make, in the equation of condition, jr = 0, x = i 1 x +2.... x~:kip.

If the proposed equation <j> ( x, y, -, -~-
. . . .

^
)
= contain the differential coefficients in a degree

\ d x d X* a x J
d 11 (z' v

higher than the first, the substitutions of the values of -j=, -r-C &c., derived from the assumed value ofy, would
ax ax

be laborious, and moreover the coefficients A, B, C would enter the equation in a degree higher than the first, and
the equations, by means of which their values are to be found, would be difficult to resolve. To avoid this, the

best way would be to differentiate the proposed equation a sufficient number of times, and to combine the

differential equations together so as to obtain the simplest possible differential equation. It would become then

necessary to add to the conditions already established for the determination of the constants, a number of others

precisely equal to the excess of the order of differentiation of the new equation over the order of the proposed
equation.
The same process of differentiating the proposed equation may be used in case it should contain transcen-

dental functions, in order to obtain an algebraical equation.
We shall apply this method to a very simple example, but which will be sufficient to show the particular

advantages of this method.

Let the equation be x-^-
= 1 ; it is required to find the value ofy corresponding to a given value a of x, sup-

f ' '

posing besides that the arbitrary constant, which ought to enter into the general integral, is to be determined by
the condition that y = when x = 1.

If we change x into a + xx, the proposed equation becomes (a + z x) z = 0, and the constant must
d x

be such that when a-f-iar=l, or x = ,y shall be equal to nothing. Let us first assume y = A + B x,

we shall have = B, and these values being substituted give (a+zi)B z = 0; making x = we have

a B z = ; the condition relative to the constant gives, besides, = A + - B ; eliminating 6 between

these two equations, from which 2 disappears, we shall find A =
~

, and B = -, therefore v
~

+-'
a a a a

'

and if we suppose 2=0, simply y = , or generally the value of y corresponding to any value x is equal to

x I
In this example, we may easily compare the exact value with the approximate one, for the differential

equation obviously gives y = I x, therefore we have approximatively Lx = ^ -. This formula is exact for
x

x and for x ~ 1, and for numbers very nearly equal to one it is sufficiently accurate.
To have a greater approximation, we shall assume

y =A + BJT -f C**+ ny, then^ = B + 2 C* + 3 D.r',d x

and these values being substituted, give- z = 0, or (aB - 2) -f (Bz + 2aC) x+ (2 C s -j-3 D) a* + 3 D z a=0.
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Integral and substituting successively for x, in that equation, the values 1,0, + 1, we find P-rc III.

c "lculus - 0= (<zB
-

zj
- (Bz + 2aC) + (2Cz +3aD) + 3 D *,

v
= a B -

-, =: (a B -
z) +(B z + 2 a C) +(2Cz + 3cD)+3Dz,

from which we derive

g _ zt
_ i

z>

a 2 (a* z*)'

But the condition relative to the constant gives

z z* z"

substituting for B, C, D their values, we shall find

A = g ~ 1
4-

(g ~ 1)8 4- (a
~ ] )'

a '

2 (a
2 -

z*) 3 a (a*
- z

'

and finally, in supposing z = 0, and changing a into ,r,

a formula more exact than the preceding, but only for values of x differing but little from one

Tn the same manner, if we assume y = A + B,r+C.r2
-}-D,i

3 + E,r4 +F,rs
,

we shall find

,

x 2x^ 3x s 4,r

It is not necessary to carry the calculation any further to be led to suppose that the exact value of y would be

*-!

a formula which is the known developement of the logarithm.
For more details on this method see Annales de Mathematiqu.es de Gergonne, vol. x. and xi.

(171.) The value of y may also be obtained under the form of a continued fraction. Let the differential

equation beP+Qu + Rwa
-f-S * = 0, P, Q, R, S being any function whatever of x, we shall assume

ax

_ A *"

y ~
1 4- B x>

1 +__
1 +D;

in which expression both the exponents and coefficients are indeterminate. Let

C*' Bx* A a*

Let us suppose A z" = X, B r X', C xj = X", we shall haveXV Y"
. .. ^v

x
If then we substitute

^
t
instead ofy in the proposed equation, we shall obtain a result of the following form,

' y

in which F = P +QX+RX + S
, Q' = 2 P + QX + S , R' = P, S' = - S X.

a x ax

X'
If now we put for y' its value -

/f
we shall have a result which shall be deduced from the preceding in the

same manner as it was itself derived from the proposed equation, and therefore if we represent it by

we shall have

P" + Q" y" + R" ?'"+ S" -- - 0,
a x

P" = F +Q'X' + R'X"+ S'-, Q" = 2 P' + Q'X' + S'R" = F, S"= - S'X1

ax ax

u 2
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Integral C T Part III.

Calculus. We could obtain in the same manner the result of the substitution of m for y", and so on for all the others. v_^_<

Now to determine the value ofX or A", we shall first neglect y', and therefore we shall simply substitute A x*

and a A x~ l for y and d y in the proposed equation, and determine A and a by the condition that the result of

that substitution is an identical equation. This value of X once determined, we shall know the coefficients of

jj
the equation resulting from the substitution of : for y, in the proposed equation ; and since the value ofy" is

reduced to X' when y" is neglected, we shall be able to determine, by means of this transformed equation, the valu of

X', in the same manner as we have determined the value of X by means of the proposed equation ; thus, we shall find

successively the terms of the continued fraction. If one of the quantities P', P", P'", &c. which form the first term

of Ihe transformed equations, should become nothing, the continued fraction would have a limited number of terms

dii"'
If we suppose, for instance, that P"' = 0, then the third transformed will be Q'" y'" + R'"y"'*+ S'"-1L = o,

d x

which will be satisfied by y"' = 0. It is true that this value of y'" is only a particular solution or a particular

integral of the preceding equation ; but in this case the general integral or complete value of y'" could be

obtained, for by making y'"
= - the equation is transformed into Q'" z + R'" - S'" - =: 0, which can be

integrated.
We shall apply this general method to the following example. Let the differential equation be

Let us first substitute A if for y, we shall find (m A-f- "A) of -f- A.X"1 = 0, or (m -f a) x -j-
a = 0.

Neglecting as a first approximation the term multiplied by x, we find a =r 0, and consequently A remains inde-

terminate, and will be the arbitrary constant of the integral. We have, therefore, in this case X = A, P = 0,

Q = m, R = 0, S = 1 -j- x, and the first transformed equation will be

mA +mAyl

(1+x) A-j i= 0, orm + my' - (1 -f x)
-- = 0.

a x d x

If we change now y' into B x", and dy' into /3 B x"~ l d x, we find

an equation which is satisfied by making /3 = 1 and B = m, therefore X 1 = m x ; and hence for the second trans-
formed equation

(m - l)x + (1-f- (m - 1) x)y" + y"* + (1 + *) x-- = 0,
a x

putting C ir for y", and 7 C a;'"
1 d x, we shall find 7 = 1 or 7 = ; but the first of these values must be taken,

for the exponent of x in the numerator of each of the fractions which follows must be greater than one, since

all these fractions must vanish at the same time as *. We find then C = m ~
and X" = -

m
2 1.2

These operations being carried as far as the sixth transformation, we shall find

_ (m+l)j _ (TO
-

2) x _ (m + 2) x (m - 3) x
3.2 ' 3.2' 5.2' X '

5.2~' therefore

A
y

1

2

The proposed differential equation is easily integrated, and gives y = C (1 + *)--. When a = this value of
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Integral y is reduced to y = C, and for the same hypothesis, the value of y expressed by a continued fraction is reduced ');>rl !

Calculus to A, therefore A = C, and we shall have consequently (1 -j- x)~
m

equal to the above continued fraction, after
s v

^
having substituted 1 for A, or again (1 + x)

m
equal to the denominator of A, carried indefinitely, if m be a

fraction, or down to the numerator which becomes equal to nothing, if m be an integer. It is easy to derive

from this expression the values of I (1 + x) and ff, under the form of continued fractions. They may also be

found by integrating in the same manner the equations 1 (1 -j- x)
-~ = 0, y =
Ct X Ct JC

They are

/(!+*) = *=!

1 + &c

(172.) Another process to integrate by series differential equations is founded upon Newton's method of suc-

cessive substitutions combined with the integration of differential equations of the first degree. Let the proposed

rf
2 y

equation be
-j^ + y + a. y* = b, in which a is supposed to be a very small quantity, and assume

y = Y + a Y' + a* Y" + a" Y'"+ &c..... Y, Y', Y", Y'", &c.

being unknown functions of*. This value being substituted in the proposed differential equation gives

+ *>( ^1 -f Y'" + Y" + 2 Y Y"
) + &c = 0.

Making equal to nothing the coefficient of each power of a, we find as many differential equations of the second

order and first degree as is necessary to find the values of all the quantities Y, Y', Y", &c. These equations are

d8 Y'"
-f Y"' = - Y* - 2 Y Y", &c.

a

The first will give the value of y, which will be substituted in the second in order to obtain that of y
1
, and so on.

TLese equations may be integrated ; and the values derived from the three first, are

Y = 6 + P cs JC + 9 s 'n x

Y' = 5 (2 6s +p*+q') + bqxcosx+ -(p*- g
2
) cos 2* - bp x sinx -j- -pqsm 2x

o 3

Y" = 6 (2 b> +p*+ q) ~ [^ 9 (18 6'+W+ & 9
s
) * + IP

A1 a1

]
cos x

-
[33

6 (p
1 -

9")
- - b p q x]

cos 2 x + p (p*
- 3 q*) cos 3*

which being substituted in the assumed value of y, will give the approximate value of this quantity by neglecting

only the powers of a higher than the second. The arbitrary constants introduced by the integration of the equa-
tions which give the values of Y' and Y" are left out, because there are already two contained in the value of Y.

(173.) It is obvious that the same method maybe applied to the equations of the first degree, having the

form
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Integral
d" y . d"- l

y d"~
l

y Part HI.
' = '- RaS

a, 6, .... h being; constant coefficients, R a function of x alone, S a function of x and y, and a a very small

quantity. We would assume as before y = Y -f- Y' -j-
a* Y"-j-&c. substituting this value, and making the

quantities which multiply each power of y separately equal to nothing, we shall get the following equations,

fl" Y /f- 1 Y rf"~
8 Y -

dj" d,r"~'

Ji Y" Jn-lVtlO I . al

-i Y' d"~* Y'
+ 6 2-L ....+/' = S',

"

&c...................................

(174.) If we had several simultaneous differential equations of the same form, the same method might be

used. Let us suppose, for instance, we had the three differential equations

in which R, R,, R, are functions of t alone, S, S,, S3 functions where the variables t, x, y, and z are mixed, and a

a very small quantity. We shall assume

* = X + aX'+ a*X" + &C., y = Y-faY' + aY"-|-&C., Z = Z + Z' + a* Z" + &C.,

and if we designate by
a S' -f-

a S" + &C., S,' + n* S," + &C., a S,' + a S," -f &C.

what the quantities o S, a S,, a S2, become by this supposition, we shall find, in operating as before, that the

quantities X, Y, Z, X', Y', Z', &c. are given by the equations

&c.

The functions S', S,', S2', depend only on the variable t and on the functions X, Y, Z. &c., and consequently
the integration of the equations which form the first line will lead to the integration of all the others.

(175.) Another method of integration is founded on the variation of arbitrary constants. Lety=0(r, c,, cs . . c,,)

d" y
be the general integral of -p? + U = 0. This integral may easily be extended to &

-j- U = a V, in con-
d y,

sidering the constants clt c,..... ca as functions of the variables. These quantities being n in number they may
be chosen so as to satisfy, besides the proposed equation, n 1 other conditions, so, for instance, as to make the

values of the (71 1) first differential coefficients of y derived from the general integral, the same as if c,, c, . . c,

were constants. These conditions will give the following equations,

d y , d y , ,
d y

-rd Cl + -?-dc
t .... +-dc.=

dc, dcf dc,

d x d c, d x d c
t dxdc,.

d""' y d"~' v d""
1 wy j \

.v j i

w
,y

In .his manner the functions U and V, which in the most general case can only contain x, y, ..... =- -^\,d x d x

will remain the same, and since when the quantities c,,p, ...-. cn are not supposed to be variable we have

-j-^-f-
U =: 0, it will remain simply after the substitution in the equation

- + U = aU,
d x*

This equation with the (n
-

1) preceding will give the values of dc,, dc, ____ rfcn . They will be of the form
dc, = aA,
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Integral AL A2 A, containing as well as V, besides the variable J, the quantities clt cs . . . . c, ; but since these last Part III.

Calculus,
quantities are constant when a = 0, we may suppose that their actual values are developed according to the

v ~v*'~-

""*"*'
powers of a in the following form,

C, = C
t + a z, -f a 2,' + &c.

Cj, c, . . . . c, being constant quantities. Substituting these values in the preceding expressions ofdci,dct . ... dcn,

and developing the right sides according to the powers of a, we shall obtain results of the following form,

adz, + a'rfz/ + &c. = (apl+ afpl'+ &C.) dx,

C. = (a p, + a*pt
' + &C.) d X,

a d 2, -f a" d Z.' + &C. = (ap, + a*pn
'

-f- &c.) d X.

It is obvious that p,, pf , &c. p,, will only contain the variable x, and the constants c,, e^ . . . . c., consequently that

the values

dz l pl dx, dzs
= ptdx, .... d z. = p, d x,

which are the first approximations, are the same as those which would have been obtained in considering in the

equations

the quantities c,, c^ . . . . c, as constant, in the right sides.

The second approximation will depend on the equations

d z/ = pi' dx, d z/ = p* d x, . . . . d x,' = pn
' d x,

in the right sides of which, the only quantities which will enter will be the
z,, zt , &c. determined by the first ap-

proximation. (See Memoires de fAcademic de Berlin, 1781 ; Memoires de I'lnstitut, pour les Annees 1808 et

1 809 ; Journal de I'Ecole Polytcchnique, 1 bme Cakie.r ; Mecanique Analytiqne de Lagrange, tome premier, second*

partie, cinquieme section.)

Integration of Differential Equations containing several variables.

(176.) The rules to find a function of several variables when its complete differential, or one of its partial
differential coefficients, is explicitly given, have been stated before. We shall now consider the case in which it

is only relations expressed by means of equations, between the variables, and all, or some of the partial differen-

tial coefficients that a^e given, and in which it is the relations between the independent variables, and the variables
which arc functions of them, that are to be determined.

(177.) The simplest case is when the given equation contains all the partial differential coefficients, and each
of them in the first power. It is then called a total differential equation of the first order. If it contains three

variables, it will be of the form

and if the left side of this equation be the exact differential of a function of three variables, the integral will be

immediately obtained by the rules previously given, and this integral being made equal to nothing will give the

required relation between x, jr.,
z.

(178.) When the equation P d x -f- Q d y -f- R d z is not the immediate differential of a function of three

variables, that is when the quantity P dx + Qdyr + Rdz does not satisfy the conditions of integrability, it is

sometimes possible to render it the immediate differential of a function of three variables by multiplying it by a
factor. Let p be this factor, and let us suppose that pPdx + pQdy + ftRdzisan exact differential,we shall
have then

d/tll _ dfiQ dpR _ rf/tP dpQ _
dy dz' dx

"

d z
' dx

~
dy

These equations being developed, give

_.
dx dz

_ Q^_ P^ =
dx dy / dx dy

If we multiply the first by P, the second by Q, and the third by R, and if we add the products, the quantity ft
will be eliminated, and we find the equation
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Integral /dP d Q\ /d R d P\ d Q d R\ Part HI/dP d Q\ /d R d P\ (d Q d R\

H{--- l + Ql-j
-- T~) + P

( -;
---

r~ )
-

\dy d*/ \d.r rfz/ \dz d y/
If the coefficients P, Q, R of the proposed equation cannot satisfy it, then it is impossible to find a factor ft which
will render it an exact differential.

(179.) When the above condition is fulfilled, the integration of the proposed differential equation depends
upon the integration of differential equations of two variables.

To prove it, let us suppose in the proposed equation P d x + Q dy + R d z = 0, z constant, it is then reduced

to P dx + Q dy = 0, and if, in the same hypothesis, p,
be the factor by which P d x + Q dy ought to be multi-

plied to become an exact differential, if U J'fi (P dx + Q dy), the integral of the equation Pdx + Q dy =
would be U = C, C being an arbitrary constant. Now let us see if we could not determine a function of z, such
as to make U = (z) the integral of P d x + Q d y + R d z = 0. If we differentiate u (z), in considering
x, y and ; as variable quantities, we find

or -,
-

d x d z d z

To be able to determine (z), the left side of the last equation must reduce itself to a function of z by combining
it, if necessary, with the equation U = (z). Therefore, if we suppose that we have taken the value ofy or x in

the equation U = (z), and substituted it in the quantity ft
R + -7 , the differential coefficient of that

quantity with respect (o x in the first supposition, or with respect to y in the second, must be equal to nothin\

Let us develope, for instance, -----
, we shall find, in considering a; as a function of y,

/dR dR dx\ _ R/> , V dx\ d*U d' U rfr _
\dy dx

'

dy) \dy dx dy/ dydz dxdz dy~
d d

but
rfU _

'

dy _ dfiQ d*V _
'

dx _dp? rfx _ _ Q
dydz~ dz dz

' dxdz~ dx d z
'

Ty
~
~P'

We have also, according to the condition by which ^ was determined,

d/*P _ dfiQ
^^

jidP _ dQ _ Qdji _ Pdn _ /dj* dp dx

dy dx' dy ^dx* dx dy~ \dy dj
'

and these values being substituted will give

dP dQ\ /dR dP\ /dQ dR-

which is precisely the same equation we have found (178.)
(180.) Hence results the means to integrate a total differential equation of three variables, in which the above

condition is satisfied.

Let, for instance, the proposed equation be d x (ay b z) + dy (cz - a x) + dz (6 x - cy) = 0, in which
the coefficients of d x, dy, d z render identical the above equation of condition. If we suppose z to be constant.
the term multiplied by d z vanishes, and we have simply dx (ay 6z) + dy (c z a x) = 0, or

dx dy_ i _ -' _ n-
;

'

"
cz a x ay b z

Integrating, we find,

1 ,(ay
- kz\

-q 1= c.
a \c z a xj

Let us assume now c = (z), we shall nave to determine (z) the following equation, in observing that here

/*
=

7 I \~7 7 . a"d R = b x c y,
(ay bz) (cz ax)

d l(ay
~ bz\

-(bx -cy)
, 1 _ \cz-a x) _ rf0 (z)

B (ay - bz) (cz ax) a dz d z

Generally, it would be necessary to substitute in this equation for * or y their values derived from the equation
1 /ay - bz\

~^a~x)
~ ^^ but "' th ' S C8Se after having Perfornied the differentiation which is indicated it will be
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Integral ibund. that the left side is reduced to nothing. Hence it will follow,

Calculus.
rf0(g) _"~v"' d 2

or (z) * a constant quantity, consequently the integral of the proposed equation will be

or, by changing the arbitrary constant,

ay -b:
c z a i

It is easy to verify that result; for by differentiating the equation, and considering x, y, and z as variables, we find

a d x (a y k z) -f- a d y (c ? a x) -f- a tl z (6 x c y) _
(cz-ax}''

an equation which differs onlv from the proposed by the factor -.
(c z a x)

We shall apply this method of integration to another example. The proposed equation is

If we consider z as a constant quantity, the last term disappears, and by dividing by the product of the coeffi-

cients of dx and dy, the variables are separated, and we have

dx dy
1 = 0.

x* + xz+z* y*-t-yz + z*

Integrating, we find

2 f z.+ 2x ,
. x + 2 y\

<tan"' f- tan" f = C._/Ql -. / O ft / ft IV O V > \f v S \f O t

2
Considering, now C or its product by

-
, as a function of z, we shall have the tangent of the left side of the

equation eoual to the tangent of the right side, which will still be a function of z ; we snail represent by Z. Thus

we find in including the factor in the function, Z,
2 \f O

z
8

z x z y 2xy
i is to be determined by the condition that the last equation should satify the proposed differential equation.
This last equation being differentiated gives

2(y + yz + z*) d x + 2 (x*-'r xz + z") dy+ (x> + y*-z'-2 xy-2 zy) dz= (z'-zx-zy--2
which, being subtracted from the double of the proposed equation, becomes

(x + y + z)*d=-(zs -zx-zy-2 xy)' d Z
But we have found

(x + y + z) = Z (z*
- z x zy - Zxy) ;

by combining these two equations we shall have, therefore.

which being integrated gives

z + c=-, orZ =r* I iZ z -f- c

Substituting this value of Z, we find for the integral of the proposed equation

x-\-y -f- z 1'

or again, by putting z c instead of c,

(181.) If the proposed differential equation contain the quantities dx, dy, dz in a degree higher than th
first, it can only be integrated by the preceding method, when it can be decomposed into rational factors of th*
form Pdx + Q dy + RcZz; for it is obvious that whatever the integral may be, it is always possible to deriv
from it by differentiation an expression of the form dz = pdx + qdy, in which p and q designate any function
whatever of x, y, and i.

VOL. II,
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Calculus
i-'Rdz* + 2Sd Xdy+2Tdxdz + 2Vdydz = 0,

we shall derive from it a value of d z containing a radical quantity, and unless the quantity under the radical be

a perfect square, the decomposition into factors cannot take place. It is, therefore, necessary that this quantity,

which in the present case is

should be a perfect square, which can only take place under the condition

(T V - R S)
2 - (T3 - P R) (V* - Q R) = 0.

(182.) It is easy to generalize these principles, and to obtain conditions of integrability for total differential

equations of four or more variables. The number of equations of condition is, however, greater. If the number

of variables be m, the number of equations of condition will be (m 1) (m 2).

(183.) The number of equations of condition of integrability becomes also greater, when the proposed differ-

ential equations are of an order higher than the first. Let V = be the differential equation, and let V be a

function of x, y, z, * y,, z xs , y,, z,, the six last quantities being as in number (109.) respectively equal to

d x, d3
x, d y, d' y, d z, d* z, &c. If, then, we designate by ft a function of x, y, z, xlt y,, z,, which will render

pV an exact differential, we shall have, according to (109.), the following equations,

Which being developed become

d . u V . . - ,

- - d-^~+ d* -- =0.
d z d z, a z,

rfv
,
dV j,dV\ /rfV ; dv--- rf +& )

- dpi--- 2 d
dx d j, d xs/ \d x, d x

. = 0.
iirt

. ,,dV\--- d---J-d ! - )-dyj
dV . ,dV\ , /dV ,dV\ dV---

dy

/dv j rfV
, ^dV\t--- d ^- + d T~ )-

\d 2 d z,
d zj

fi -jr
d z

Since fn does not contain xt , y,, z
s, and that the terms multiplied by V and d V are reduced to nothing since

V = 0. If we now eliminate p and its differentials, between these equations we shall obtain two equations of
condition, in which z

t
and z

a may be replaced by their values derived from V = and d V = 0.

Let the equation be

(xdx + zdz) tPy zdy d*z dy (dx* + dy* + dz!
) =0.

We have

V= (xxi+zzi)yt
-
zziy. y^x'+ y'- + 2').

The first of the above equations becomes useless, because dx is considered as a constant quantity, and we
have simply

dV dV
,

dV dV

~,- ll ,a z
i d z,

These values substituted in the second and third of the above equations, give

(6 z, Zj -f-ey.y, + 2z z
3) /*+ (3 ^+ 3^+82= -f 3 z z,) d p -f- (XXl -f 22i) d* ft = 0.

2 y, /* + 3 y* d p + y, dtp = 0.

If first we eliminate tZ
2

^, we shall find

t .

We need not eliminate p.
and d/t, for if we substitute in this last equation for za and z their values derived from

V = and dV = 0, the left side is reduced to nothing.

(184.) Let us determine, now, the conditions which ought to be satisfied in order that a differential equation
containing three or a greater number of variables, and of an order superior to the first, should have a second, or
third integral.

Let V, = be a differential equation, and ^ the factor which renders ^V, an exact differential. According
to what precedes, the following equations, the number of which is the same as that of the variables, will be

d
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Secondly, V being the integral of^ Vs , it will be necessary tliat there exist a factor /, which can render
/*, V,

an exact differential, in order that the proposed differential equation should have a second integral, and this

cannot take place unless the following equations are satisfied,

W- d^ +*P-dx dx,^ dxt

But since V, is the integral of
/t4
V

8 , we have

d^ = d_^,_ d_^ d_^_ &^ ^ldx dt, dx, dx, dx, d

, .*.-- = -
;
-- &C., &C.

d xt dx,

These values being substituted in the above equations will give

-
d xt d x,

~&c..... = 0.

Developing these last equations, and observing that the differentials of the same order as V, do not enter in V,,

and that all the terms which will be multiplied by V,, d Ve, d
1

V,, after the differentiations, will disappear,
since we have V, = 0, d V, = 0, d* V, r= 0, &c., we shall find

d /i, -f ( fit

* -
&c.Jd

3

ft
- &c..... =

Each variable will give a similar equation, which, with those relative to the first integral, will be all the equations
of condition. In an analogous manner, the conditions relative to the existence of a third integral might be
found.

(1S5.) When the proposed total differential equation is not an exact differential, nor can become so by the

multiplication of a factor properly chosen, no primitive equation between the variables can satisfy it. In that

case, it is always possible, however, to find a system of equations between the variables which, conjointly, satisfy
the proposed equation.

In the equation dz aydx bdy = 0, for instance, the left side is not an exact differential, and the equation
of condition found (178.) not being satisfied, it is impossible to discover a factor which would make it so; but if

j "Y"

we assume y -r = X', where X is an arbitrary function of a:, the equation will become dz = aX'dx+bd\',
(I x

and consequently z = aX + 6X', including the constant in the arbitrary function. Hence the system ot

equations y X' and z = aX -f- & X', constitute the integral of the proposed equation.

(186.) Generally, let Pdx + Q dy -f- R dz = be the proposed equation, and integrate it, in supposing first

z to be constant, in which case the equation is reduced to Pdx -f-Q dy=0. Let the factor by which the left

side of this equation ought to be multiplied to become an immediate differential, be represented by fi,
and the

integral by U = C. If we differentiate this last equation with respect to x, y, z and C, and if we subtract from

it the proposed equation multiplied by /*, we shall find
-5

= ---
/ R. The right side of this equation is no

longer a function of z only, since the equation of condition found (178.) is not satisfied ; but it is obvious that

by supposing C = z, an arbitrary faction of z, the proposed differential equation will be satisfied by

U = (2), provided we have at the same time - - = --
/ R. In other words, the system of the twodz dz

equations
H 2
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will cnnstitutc the integral
-This process being applied to the equation

dz zdx -\-ydy

Part III._
z - c x (x - a) -f- y (y

-
6)'

will give for the integral the two equations

n x (.r
- a) + y (y

- b) _ d<j>(z)
*' + / = (z),

-

z _ c -JT'

(187.) It is easy to extend these considerations to equations containing more than three variables when the

differentials are not in a degree higher than the first. If, for instance, we had an equation between four variables,

satisfying none of the conditions ofintegrability, we would first integrate it in considering two of the variables, u

and x, as constants. The equation, in that supposition, becomes Qdy + Rd z = 0; let ft be the factor which

renders it an immediate differential, and let //t (Q<1y + R d t) = U, then U = c would be the integral of the

equation. If we differentiate it, in considering u, x, y, z and C as variables, and subtract it from the proposed

equation multiplied by p.,
we shall get

1H d u + d x - d C = uNdtt + p.
P d x.

du dx

To satisfy this equation, it is necessary to assume C = (u, x~), designating an arbitrary function ; and if we

suppose
d (u, x) = p, (it, x) d u -f- 08 (u, x) d x,

we shall have, in equalizing the coefficients of du, in both sides ofthe equation, as well as those of d x,

- 0, (u, x) = ^N, -
8 (M, x)

=
ft.
P ;

and, thus, the proposed equation 'will be satisfied by the system of the three equations

U = ?> (,*), -/.N = &(!*,*),
- -

/i
P = 0, (,*),

which contain an arbitrary function of two quantities.

There is a simpler means of satisfying the proposed equation ; for if we eliminate the variables x and y between
the three equations above, the resulting equation will contain only x, ?/, 0(ar, ?/), t (x, u), 8 (x, u), that is will

be an equation between x, u, the function 0, and its partial differential coefficients 0, and 8 . If by means of this

equation the function can be determined, its value will contain, as will soon be shown, an arbitrary function of
u and x ; and this value being substituted in the three equations, one of them may be suppressed, and the two

remaining will satisfy conjointly the proposed differential equation.
Let us take as an example the differential equation

xdu-{-ydx-\-udy + zdx = 0,

which satisfies none of the conditions of injegrability. We shall have

/.
= 2 U =/2 (udy+ z d:)

- 2 uy + z\

and consequently the integral may be represented by the system of the three equations

2uy+z*=<p (u, x), 2y -2x =
<t>l (u,x), ~2y = fa(u,x).

Ifwe eliminate y between the two last of these equations, we get

0, (u, x) -f 0, (w, x) = 2 x,

a partial differential' equation, the integral of which, according to the method hereafter to be explained, is

(", *) + ** = Y' (". *),

f being an arbitrary function. The value of (u, .r) being substituted in the two first equations will give
a" +z* + 2uy = ^(u- x), 2y - 2 x= ^ (u - x).

fr' representing the differential coefficient of fr which conjointly will satisfy the proposed differential equation.
(188.) The differential equations in which the differentials are in a degree higher than the first may be

integrated in a similar manner, when the conditions of
integrability are not satisfied. Let the equation be

dz 2 = !

(dx*+ dy^. If we suppose y constant, it becomes dz = mdy, and gives consequently 2 = my+C
Let C = (x) and d C = 0' (a) d x, and differentiate the equation z = m y + C, in considerin-r x, y, and z as
variables, we shall find d z = m d y + 0' (x) d x; and since this value ought to satisfy the proposed equation we
shall have
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Calculus. f* ds 1 v -s, <

,-^s 2y=m - --
(x).J 0'Cr) m

The proposed equation, therefore, is satisfied by the system of the two equations

2 = m y + (*), 2 y = mJ^~^
-

CT) + A,

A, being an arbitrary constant, and an arbitrary function of a1
.

Another system of two equations may be found by the following; process. Let = a, and -j^= a, a and a
CL Z d Z

being constants, the proposed equation will be satisfied provided the constants a and a satisfy the equation

1 = in" (a? + a5

). This gives a = ; substituting this value and integrating the two equations

d x .dy J( \ m a')= a, and - - 5!-
,

dz d m
we shall have

x=.az+b,

which contain three arbitrary constants, a, b, c, and satisfy the proposed equation. This is easy to verify, for if

we differentiate each of these equations, the two constants b and c will disappear, and we shall get

dz J(l - ma)dx=i adz, dy z= ;dy =
7/*

and eliminating a between these two we shall find the proposed equation.
It is also obvious that if a, b, c, instead of being constant, are variable quantities, the two equations written

above will still satisfy the proposed equation, provided that equation may be obtained by the elimination of

a, b, c. But if we differentiate the two equations, in the supposition <S a, b,c, variables, we find

dz y(l i>
"

') m z a da
'

dc., m */(( m'a 1

)

These values ofdx and dy will be reduced to those we have found in the supposition of a, b, and c, constant, if

we suppose

and if we can find the variable values of a b, c, which satisfy these equations, we shall obtain a new system of
two equations satisfying the proposed equation. Let a = (/>), and c = ^ (6), then the two lust equations
and the two equations

. .

x= az + b, y

become

, _
which may be put under the following form,

m /*-b\l- I

V

The last of these equations may be identified with the fourth by taking a proper value for the arbitrary

function 0, since they both express a rotation between the quantities and 6; we mav, therefore, instead of
C

the second equation, which is the differential of the first in considering 6 only as variable, by the differential of

the fourth in the same supposition, or which is still the same thing, by the second differential of the third.

If, therefore, we represent this third equation by U = 0, we shall have, instead of the four equations above.
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,,rat which contain only one arbitrary function, and if a particular value be assigned to this function, and then the Part 111.

Calculus, quantity 6 eliminated between the three equations, we shall obtain two primitive equations satisfying t

proposed.
This may be generalized,

and the same process applied to any equation

d z

From this equation we may derive the value of -. Let = / C-\, and assume -*- = a, we shall have

- =f (a), which being integrated give

x b y e .fx 6

c, or
^-

=
-j =/~~

Ifwe assume then a = <j> (b), c ^ (b), and if we differentiate with respect to b, we shall have

the first and last of which may be identified, and consequently the second replaced by the differential of the last,

considering 6 only as variable. Let

It is obvious that the above four equations will be reduced to the three following,

d U d* U
u = db=' dftT

=
'

and it is moreover obvious that instead of U, we may write

In the example treated above, this last proposition is easily verified, in making the radical quantities disappear
in the equation corresponding to U = 0, for then it becomes

which is precisely the proposed equation in which -
,
and -- - have been substituted respectively for

d_x dy
d i d z

(189.) Total differential equations of an order higher than the first, which do not satisfy the conditions of

integrability, are treated like those of the first order.

We shall only consider here the equation M dl x
-f-
N d2 y -f- P d x* = Q d z*, in which d x is supposed to be

constant, and M, N, P, Q to represent functions of x, y, z, dx, dy.dz, such as when the left side of the equa-
tion is multiplied by fi, it becomes an exact differential with respect to the factors x and y. If U' represent the

first, integral of that differential, and if it be of the nth
degree with respect to ds, dy, d z, we shall assume it

equal to a function of z, multiplied by d z", and we shall have the equation U' =: 0'(z) dx'. The differential

being then taken in considering x, y, dx,dy, and z as variables, and compared with the proposed equation, will

give

$"(2)dz'

since by the supposition we have made

x+ ~ d*
y + ~ dx +

The proposed equation will, therefore, be satisfied by the equations

U' = of (z) d z" ^ = <p(z-)dt'

taken conjointly. To obtain the second integral of the proposed equation, without assuming any particulai
value for if (z), it will be necessary to derive from the two last equations two equations whic-h can be integrated
in considering t, y, z, and ip (z) as distinct variables. Let us take for an example the equation

zdsd*x
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Integial By the above process we shall find that it is satisfied by the eq"ations
Calculi.*. zdsdx dy= (p'(z)dz*, dx =

<p" (z) dz z d z;

the last of these being: integrated, gives 2 x = 2 <?' (z) z', and substituting in the first the value of d x derived

from this integral, we shall find

dy = dz V(*V" (')
-

tf CO ~ **).

from which we shall conclude that the second integral of the proposed equation is represented by the two

following equations,
2 x = 2 9' (z)

-
z', y=fd* /(z 9" (z)

-
<f>' (z)

- O-

Integration of Partial Differential Equaiiont.

(190.) The determination of functions of several variables by means of given relations or equations between

the functions, the variables, and some of, or all, the partial differential coefficients of the functions with respect to

the variables, is one of the most important subjects of the Integral Calculus. Hitherto very few of the numerous
cases which this determination presents have been successfully treated, and what has been done is the result of the

labours of the most celebrated Mathematicians.

We cannot enter here into all the details of this extensive branch of analysis ; and we shall only be able, not to

exceed our limits, to mention some of the simplest, most remarkable, and useful cases. For more information

on the subject, we must refer the reader to the lid and Hid volumes of Lacroix's complete treatise on the

Differential and Integral Calculus, to the transactions of learned societies, the Journal de tEcole Polytechnique,
L Annates de Mathe"matiques de Gergonne, Le Journal de Crdles, and Les Exercices Malhematiques de Cauchy.

(191.) Before entering into the subject of partial differential equations, we shall first consider the following

question.
Let x, x,, xt, xt x, be (n -\- 1 ) variables, and let it be required to determine the values of n of these

variables, of xlt x, x,, for instance, iu function of x, by means of ra given differential equations between these

variables, containing only the first differential coefficients of *,, xv &c. with respect to x. In this supposition,
the n given equations may always be reduced to the following form,

drn _ X, dx, Xt d x. _ X.
d~K~ X' ~dx'~X ~d7~\'

or written in the form of propositions, dx : <fx, : d x, : dx, :: X : X. : X X,, where anyone of the
variables may be considered as the independent variable, and where X, X,, X, X, are functions of

x, a-,. xt x,.

It is easy to eliminate between these n equations n 1 variables, for instance x,, cr, x,. It is sufficient

for that, to differentiate n 1 consecutive times the first equation - = :rA and to substitute each time for
dx X

-r-^, -r -, &c. their values derived from the n 1 last equations. We shall thus obtain the values of
d x dx

d x, d't, d3 x
t

d*x
t

~d'x' d~x*' ~dif d~r/

in functions of *, T, x
t ...... x,. Eliminating then between these n equations the re 1 variables ,r

f, xs xnj

we shall find a final equation of the form

,/ dx, d*x
t rf"a-,\

( *, *i.
-

, -T-J -j-v I = 0.

\ dx dx1

dx"/
This equation being of the n 1* order has n first integrals of the (;t 1)'* order, containing each an arbitrary
constant. Let these equations be

F, ( x x,
*'
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Integral lions between the n variables x, xl
...... *., they will contain n arbitrary constants. They are the integrals of Part m.

Calculus, the n proposed differential equations.
^ ^s~->

(192.) The n equations last mentioned containing n arbitrary constants, may always be supposed to have been

resolved with respect to the constants, and put under the following form,

0i = Ci, ?>
= r2 ...... fa = c,.

If these are differentiated, the arbitrary constants disappear, and we get

**.*.* 5*^.+ ...... + i*.^=o.
dx d xi d x,

.

d x dx
l

, x, = . *. = .
or d x . d : d _

.

X x X d x A.

d x d Xi d x,

These differential equations are satisfied by the equations

0, = c,, 02 = c, fa = ca ,

therefore they must agree with the proposed differential equations

d i\ X, d x
t _ X, d x, X,

d .c

Consequently, if the values otdx
t , dxt dx, are taken in these last equations, and substituted in those with

which ihey agree, we. shall obtain the n following identical equations :

dfa
,
dfa dfa + d<f>*\~o'X -j- -;

A. -i A -f- , A. U.
dx ' dxL

dxt dx,

d fa ^ dfa dfa
i

d ^ v
77 ^ f

17,
' + Tr~t

' ' h d x,
" ~ \ Aj

d<j>. d([, d<f>. d ^" Y
-3 X + - X -f-

- X ...... -+- - X, = 0.
dx dxl dx, d x,

The solution of the proposed question (191.), that is the integration of the n proposed differential equations,

may therefore be considered as satisfying this other question : to find n different functions, each of which being
substituted for 0, shall make the equation identical,

d x d x
l dx, dx,

It is moreover easy to see that if the functions 0,, fa ...... 0. satisfy this condition, it will still l;e the same
with respect to any compound function of these. For let TT (0,, 0, ...... 0_) be such a function, if we multiply

the equations (A) respectively by 3, ^, ^-, &c., and if we add them, we shall find
dtp, dfa dfa

dir dr d?r rf,r

-J
A + j

-
X, + - X 2 + ...... + --- X, := 0,d x d x d x

t
d x,

so that T satisfies also the condition.

(193.) The integration of partial differential equations of the first order, and of the first degree, results

immediately from what precedes.
Let the proposed equation be

t
,

f

da d x dx
6

"Zr"' dlr'
......

dT*
are tlle Partial fl iffer(>nt ial coemcients of x with respect to JT,, x, ...... x,,

X, X], X 2
...... X,, functions of these same variables.

Let it = be the required relation between x anrl the variables
T,, xt ...... j-., or the integral of the proposed

equation. We shall have, in
differentiating successively with respect to jr,, a-

2 ...... x,,

dv d x dir

-J- -J- + 7~ = -

d x d t d JL,
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djr
dx

d x d TT

dxf dxa

~
Part III.

dir dx dv
d x

'

dx, d x,~
And if we substitute the values derived from these in the proposed equation, it becomes

d* .drd* d-r
-r- -X. + A, + -

A, -j-
- A = 0.

dx d x, d x
t dx,

We have just proved (192.) that such an equation is satisfied in taking for v any function whatever of 0,, rt

0, 0..

Hence to integrate a partial differential equation of the first order, and of the first degree, such as

it will be sufficient to integrate the system of the following equations,

d x, _ X< dxt __ Xj dx, _ X,
dx ~X' dx ~X ' -

dx
~
X'

or a system of n equations furnished by the proportions d x : dxt : dx : dx. :: X : X, : X
s

: : X, ;

and then, if 0, = c,, a
= c, 0. = c, represent their integrals, Cj, c

s
cn> being the arbitrary

constants, and if we designate by IT any function whatever of 0,, 8 0_, v = will be the required
integral.

(194.) These considerations may still be generalized, and it may be demonstrated that if, as above,

0, = c,, 8 = c8 , 0, = c,

are the integrals of

or of a system ofn equations furnished by the proportions di : d x^ : d xt ...... : dx, :: X : X, : X,
a system of m equations such as

: X.,

x
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. .

dx dt dx

It is easy to derive from the preceding equations, the following :

Tff

d~xn
~ ~

I

"
c! x,

'
"
dxn

And we shall be able to form in a similar manner, the values of the partial differential coefficients of a:,,

T . x,. But since a-,, T, vm, are arbitrary functions of 0,, 2 0. we nave
> according to

(192.), the identical equations

dx xl

*t v .
-rrt ,iCs ir*

- X + 3 X, + -- A + ...... +
-j A. U.

d x d Xi d xf
dxn

*** _L ***-r j.***" T j. 4.
" YX + -- AI + -- A

8 + ...... + -j

- A, U.

d x 1 d X! d x
a

a *.

If we multiply now these equations respectively by A, B, C ...... M, and if we add them, we shall obtain,

after the reductions which will take place in consequence of the preceding equations,

Y Y d x
j. \-

dx
4- 4. X dx

x = x
-rf

+ x-*3^ 4 x
-^v

which is the first of the equations A. By a similar process the others will be obtained.

(195.) The application of these general principles to particular cases presents no difficulty. We shall

enumerate some of the most useful, and give a few examples in which the calculation can be completed.

When the proposed differential equation contains only one of the partial differential coefficients of x, for

instance, its most general form is X = -
X,, or X dXi Xi dx = ;

and since the quantities we have, in
U TI

the general case, represented by X8 , X, ...... Xn , are all equal to nothing, the other differential equations,

besides X d xl
-

X, d x = 0, are simply d x2
= 0, d j-a = ...... d x, = 0. Consequently they may be

integrated separately, and give x, = c
s , x3

= c
a
...... x. = fn . Hence in the equation X dj, X, d x = 0, all

the variables but x and or, may be considered as constant quantities, and, therefore, it may be integrated as a

differential equation between two variables. Let that integral be resolved with respect to the arbitrary constant,

and be represented by <pi = c,, then, according to the general rule, (193.) the integral of the proposed differential

equation will be ir
(</>,,

xt , x3
...... xa)

= 0, or 0, = ^- (xs, X3 ...... ), the right side of the equation being
an arbitrary function of all the variables it contains.

Example 1. Let *J(y* z*) = z be the proposed equation. Integrating, in considering y as a constant
(I !

quantity, we find x -|- J(y* z
s
) = c, and, consequently, x -f- V(^

2 ~ z!) = Ir" (#) wnere fy (y) is an arbitrary

function of y, is the integral required.

Example 2. The equation = 3^""3 W'N ' ea(l by a similar process to the integral
(t uD y ~T~ X

tan-? - tan-'^ ^ (y).

(196.) Let us suppose next that the proposed differential equation contains two, three, or generally m, of the

partial differential coefficients, for instance, , ...... -= , its general form will be
d x

l
d xf dxn

dx dx dx
x - Xl ' " 2 f ...... -
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tnt.'fral If then </>,
= c,, 8 = c2 ...... = c-. represent a system of primitive equations satisfying- the equations Partlll

Calcuim. X d a1

,
-

X, dor = 0, X d x, X8 d x == ...... X d * Xm S x = 0, or which is the same a system of m ^ ^ J
v v^ equations furnished by the proportions d x : d j, : d#

2
: ...... : rfo:m :: X : X

t
...... Xm , the integral of the

proposed equation will be t (0,, 2, <t>a ...... </> *+ ^m+s ...... x.) = 0.

(197.) Let us now take some examples of the case in which the proposed equation contains all the partial

differential coefficients, and first, when there are only three variables, one of which is considered as a function of

the two others. The form of the equation is then X = - X, + - X3 . The two equations to integrate are
d XL d Xy

those furnished by the proportions dx : d x, : dx
}

:: X ; X, : X8 , and if we represent by0, = c^ and 2 = ca , a

system of two equations satisfying them, the required integral is TT (0,, 8)
= 0, or

t
= ^(0,).

The proportions d x : d xl : d x% :: X : Xj : X, give the three equations

Xrf x,
- X,d x = 0, \dxt- ~Xs dx = 0, and X. d x

t X,d xl
= 0.

When it will happen that in two of these equations only the variables of which they contain the differentials will

enter, for instance, in the first, the variables x and x,, and in the second the variables x and .rs , it will not lie

necessary to descend to the second order to discover the values of 0, and 8. It is obvious that these two

equations may then be integrated separately by the rules previously given for the integration of differential

equations of'two variables of the first order.

Jf only one of the three equations were in the preceding case, if the last, for instance, contained only the

variables x, and x,, whilst the three variables x, x,, xv entered each of the two others, the determination of 0, and

0, might still be effected by the integration of differential equations of two variables, and of the first, order. For
the integral of this last equation being found the value of x, might be determined in function of x,, and by
substituting it in the first equation, it will reduce it to a differential equation of two variables which may be

integrated separately.
When X = 0, this last method may always be used, whatever be even the number of variables, for then the two

first equations are both reduced to dx= 0, and give x = c,, in the last equation Xt d f, X
t d x, = 0, therefore

x may be considered as a constant quantity, and it may be integrated as a differential equation of two variables.

Let the integral be represented by S
=

c,,
and then the integral of the partial differential equation proposed will

be x = yr (0,).

Example 1. Let the proposed equation be Xp + Yg =. Z, in which X designates a function of x only, Y a

function of y, Z a function of z, and p and q the partial differential coefficients , . The two equations to
dx dy

integrate are X dz Z d,r == 0, Y d z Z dy = 0. They may be integrated separately, and give

r^-C- --
J z J x

-

hence the required integral is

Example '2. Let the equation be px + qy = n z, p, q designating the same quantities as in the preceding

example. The two equations are xdz - n zdx 0, y dz nzdy = 0, which may be integrated separately.

The integrals are =
c,,

s= cs , and therefore the required integral is == ty ( \ which may easily be
Cfrt Xuf'tX

AA
transformed into z = x" ^ I

-
1. which shows that z is equal to any homogeneous function of x and y. This

result might have been foreseen easily, for the equation from which we have derived it, is the expression of a

property of homogeneous functions which has been proved before.

Example. 3. Let px -J- q z + y = be the proposed equation. The equations to be integrated are two of

the three, x d z -f- y d x = 0, zdz-j-ydy = 0, and x dy zdx = 0. The second equation is the only one
which can be integrated as a differential equation of two variables. It leads to z -j- y = a', a* being the

arbitrary constant. Substituting then the value of y derived from this in the first equation x d z + y dx - 0, it

becomes xdz + dx
^/(a*

z5) = 0, which is a differential equation of two variables. Integrating, we find,

sin~ !

H l& =ic,, or * e sin" 1 - = c4, and in substituting for the constant a its value ^/(~* + y
1
')-,

we get

Z Z
x e sin"' =

c,. The integral of px + q z + y =:Q is therefore x e sin" 1 --
ty (y

1

-f- z*).

Example 4. Let (y b z) p (x a z) q = 6 x a y be the proposed equation. We have the three

equations

(y b z)dz (bx ay)dx=.Q, (x az)d: -^-(bx ay)dy = 0, (y bz) dy + (x az~)dx= 0.

Each of these equations contains the three variables x, y, z, and therefore it seems, at first, that in order to

integrate any two of them, it is necessary to descend to the second order. This, however, may be avoided, for bv

rabwitnting the value of z taken in tne last equation in cither of the two first, we get
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d i + a d x + /> d y = 0, ? III.

by substituting in the last for a d x+ 6 d y its value rf 2, derived from this, we get

xdx + ydy + zdz =0.

The two equations wehavejust obtained, may therefore be taken instead of any twoof the equations above. They
are obviously satisfied by the two primitive equations

x + ax+ by=Ci, x* + y* + z* = ct.

Therefore, the integral of the proposed equation is

.T* + y* + z* = TJr(z+ax + by).

(198.) When the proposed equation is homogeneous with respect to the variables, the integration may always

be made to depend upon that of an equation of two variables. Let X = -r X, -J-
- X4 be the equation, and

make x t
= tx, and .z, = ux, the quantities X, X t , X2 will evidently assume the forms Y x", Y, x", Y2 x", n being

the sum of the dimensions of the variables in each term of the proposed equation. Hence the two equations

Xdx, -\,dx = 0, Xdjc,- X,dx = 0, become (\t-y,)dx + Yxdt = 0, (Yw-Y2) dx+Yxdn=(),

and eliminating between these we find (Y t y,) d u (Y u yt) d t = 0, an equation which contains

only t and u. This being integrated will give the value of t in function of M, which being substituted in one of

the two equations (Y t y,) dx + Y xdi = 0, (Y u Y8) dx + Y xd u = 0, will enable us to find the value

of x, or the required integral.

As an example of this method, let the given equation be p x 2 + q y z = xy, the two equations to be integrated

arexzdz xy dx0, y z d ~ xy dy=0. Assumingx= tz, and y=.u z, they become (1 u t) d 7.-uxdt,

and (1 uf) d z t zdu 0, and in eliminating between them we find tdu udt = Q, and, therefore,

u = c, t. Substituting this value in either of the two equations, we get (1 c, P) d z c
l

t z d t 0, the

x u y y
integral of which Is z J(l c,^) = c,.

But<= ,
= c, = , therefore =

c,,
and -x/z

2
,ry= r

z , hence

the required integral is
^/(z* xy) = ^ (

'-

j

(199.) Partial differential equations containing more than three variables, present varioua cases analog-cms to

the preceding. We shall only give two examples.
First, let the proposed equation be

A

The equations to integrate are

d x = 0, (x, + x,) d xt
= (x8 + xj d xf (xa + X,) d x, = (x, + x,) d x

f, (x, + x,) d xt
=

(x, + x
a) d xt .

The first gives x = c,,
the others cannot be integrated separately, since they each contain more than two

variables, but they may be transformed into others which lead immediately to primitive equations which

satisfy them.

If we subtract the second from the first, we find (x, + x,) (d J
1

, dx,) = (x, xs) dxt , and by adding them,
and (x,, + x,) d x, to each side of the equation, we get (xf -j- x,) (d Xi + d x8 + d x,) = 2 d x, (X, + x, + x,).

Equalling the values of -
, taken in each of these two last equations, we find

Xt -f- Xi

d xs d xt _ dxt + dxt + dx,

which is obviously satisfied by the primitive equation (jr,
x2)

4
(x, -f xa -f- xa^ c,

Operating in the same manner on the two last equations to be integrated, we shall find

consequently the integral of the proposed equation is

* { z, (,r, xt)* (x, + xt + x,), (x, .r2)* (x, + x, + x3) } = 0, or z ~ y { (x, x,)
2

(x, + xs 4- j3),

Let, for the second example, the equation be

dx d x d x dx
x

i
-j

+ x* j r r j + *4 -, -- a x,a x, rf x, d x, d x4

which contains five variables. The equations to integrate are
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Jntecral *i d x a xd xl
= 0, x2 dx a xdx, = 0, x, d x - a id x3 = 0, j. dx ax d rt = 0.

_j- -^'> They may be integrated separately, and give

x x x x= C,, = C2) = Cs,
- = C.

Instead of the three last equations we may take = b,, = 63, = 6^, b,, 63 , 64 being arbitrary con-
-Tj *FI <TI

slants. Therefore the integral required is

(201.) Let x be a function of * x, x., and make - = plt
- ptd Xi d x,

have for any integer * and X = S1

. Let the proposed equation be
d x^ d, Xm

= (l, Xlt Xt X*P\<Pt P.)

If we differentiate it with respect to *,, and if we substitute the values

d x _ dp,_dpt dpt _dpl dp._dpl

dxi dxi d j",' d XL dx,'
'

d x,

~~
d x^

we shall have
(L ffj el (p a ff) d pi d (p o, O|

d x dxt dpi
'

dx dp, d x,

d0 dp,
I j '

,/ _ *

P
'd7.=

we shall have the n -f- 1 following equations :

I
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Integral coefficients of the same variable, whilst the partial differential coefficients, relative to the same variable, in all the Part III.

Calcutot.
equations, have the same coefficients. These equations may, therefore, be integrated by means of the theorem v -

-v-^ demonstrated. (194.) To that effect we shall form the following 2 n total differential equations :

d x d d Xo d id xn d

d x dpS dx dps dx dp,

dx
'

"

4 * d xt

' dx d x d xs

'

dx "
d x dx,

d d
From these equations we derive, in multiplying the equations of the second line respectively by ,

-^
,

d d d
adding them, and substituting in the right side of the equation, for ^, f- p2 f- p, its value P,

d PI a p% a p,

d d d rf f/0 d <p d

dx dxi d xt dxn dp l dp^
'

dp,
'

which shows that the given equation = is one of the 2 n integrals of these differential equations.
Let the 2 n 1 others be

01 t'l. 02 Ct 02n-l = <2-H

where c,, c, c. are arbitrary constants, and 0,, 2 , &c. functions which do not contain these constants.

If then we designate by vlt ir
a ,

* icu , arbitrary functions of 0,, 0, 0, the integrals of the n + 1

equations will be

0=0, T, = 0, TJ = 0, irs = v. = 0.

(202.) The 7t + 1 equations (c) have been deduced from the given equation = 0, in taking into consideration

that the quantities p lt p, p, are the partial differential coefficients of x. But we cannot conclude

reciprocally from this system of equations, that pl
= -

, pa = p,, = . It is, therefore, neces-
d x

i
d Xf dx,

d x
sary to determine the n equations ^ = 0, irz

= v, rz 0, so that they may lead to the values p =
,

d J1

!

y/a
=

-j p, = . , which may be included in the single equation
cL t j ct ,i'

Jt

(203.) Since the problem is resolved by n equations, between the quantities 0,, 0, n-i, we may
conclude that the equation

dx = pl dxl + p,dxt + -j- p, dx,

may be transformed into another containing only the quantities 0,, 0, 0, n_,. This proposition may also
be demonstrated in a different manner.

Let us consider for that purpose 2 n out of the 2 n -f 1 quantities x, ar,, xt x,, p^ pt , for
instance all but x, as functions of that variable, and of the quantities 0,, 0, 8 ._i. In this supposition the
equation

d x = Pi d Xi + pt d Xt + + p, d x,
becomes

For the sake of brevity, we may write this value o( d x under the following form,

.

The partial differentials with respect to x may easily be found in considering that, to obtain them, we must suppose
the quantities 0,, ....... &_, to be constant. We shall have, therefore, for that case, the different a!
equations of (200.)
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Part III.

Calculu?.

d </> d d

We have, consequently,

P d , _ d P d x.j _ d P d x, _d(j>
dx dp^ dx dpt

"
dx dp,

Pdxl _ f d0 d01 Pd j._ ( d<t> d<J>\

~dx~''
~

\
Pl

dlc
+

do,-,)'
""

da;
: ~

\
;;"

d~x
"*"

d~xn \'

_ dxi d Xt d x, _

The equation d x = K d x + PI d 0, + P8 d02 -{-.,.... P2 ,.i d 0j n _, is then reduced to

Now it may be proved that in P
( , P2 ...... Psn-i tne variable x can only enter as a common factor to sll

these quantities. For if we differentiate the equation

d x, .
d zt d .t,

with respect to x, we find

d x, d *2 . d

dx d 0,

,dp l d Xt dpt d xt d p, d xn
T~ Tx~

'

d~fr
+

d~x~ d0 + ...... """ 5T '

d^i,

i , , ."

Id0, dj "^
d0, da; d 0,

'

d

the first line is equal to-, and is, consequently, equal to nothing
1

, since k = 1 ; if in the two others we

substitute the value of the partial differential with respect to * found (192.), we shall have

d d) d x, d fb d~ + +T2- ^

dP^_ _ d0 P, _ _!_
I

*i <*0i d x. d

dT
= ~

d F "f 1 j. ** *A j, ,

d<t> d P'

dpi d 0, dp, d 0,

__ d_0 P;~
dx P'

since the expression included between the brackets, and which is the complete differential of with respect to 0,,
vanishes, because =: 0. We shall find in the same manner

dx dxP' d x d x

/JP J T> JT>
therefore

_ _ _
dx

~ ~
~d~x "F d x

~
die P '

dP. dP, dP3n ., 1 d0
P, d x P

t
dx' ?,_, d x P dx

Integrating, we find

f **
when F,, F, Fs ,_! do not contain x. Therefore, if we divide by e~J

r ** *'

the equation dx ~ pt dxt

-j- p, d x, -f- p,d x, will be reduced to

= F, d0, + F, d02 + + F,.., d08n . l ,

in which equation F,, F4 F2 ._, are functions of 0t 0, 0,_, only. This last equation is now to

be integrated by a system of n equations, and this can always be done.

(204.) The method of integrating an equation such as

by a system of n equations, ought to find place here. But not to exceed our limits, we shall only consider the

case of three variables.

Let F! d 0, -f- F2 d 0, + F, d 0, = be the proposed equation, in which it is not necessary that the conditions

of integrability should be satisfied. If we consider
a
as a constant quantity d08

= 0, and the equation being
reduced to F, d 0, + F, d02 = may be integrated as a function of two variables. Let U := c represent that

integral in which, instead of the arbitrary constant c, we may put an arbitrary function of 0,, and then the integral
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-U takes the form U = ^ (0.). If we differentiate it with respect to the three variables 0,, &, r we find Pa* IIL

Cllcaius. .- .

jj

~- * -"-

> *r ^ _ rf p( -j.
r_ d p, -1 d p, = V' (0) <* 0* wnich equation ought to agree with the proposed differential

equation F, d p, + F, d 0,+ F, d p, = 0. Let /i be the factor by which the equation F1 dp1 + F,d0, = ought

to be multiplied to become an exact differential, then d 0, -j- d p, = ^ F, d pj -f /* F, d p,, or equal to

- u F, d 0,, since by multiplyinff the proposed equation by ^, we get o F, d p, + u, F, d p, + ^ F, rf p, = 0.

Substituting in the differential of L" = ^ (0,) the value which has just been found for its two first terms, it becomes,

after having been divided by d 0,,
-

p- F, = V' (?*) Consequently the system of the two equations

U = *(00, -r- /F, = ^'(0*).

will satisfy the proposed equation whatever be the form of the function ^.

(-205.) We may now apply the general method given (201.) (202.) (203.) to the integration of partial

differential equations of the first order, and ofa degree higher than the first. We shall take for first example the

equation p, p, = *, in which p, = T-, pt= -r~. I" this case, the quantity represented by P (201.) is equal to
a 11 a x

t

2 p, p^ and the total differential equations of the same number are,

*=
Tl:ese equations are easily integrated ; the equations which satisfy them are clearly

p. *, = <? x, -/, = <.

From these we derive, in potting <?,, ?V 0* instead of cu

. .

Hence, since

- If: - = ^* = 1^1 d **-- ~

the equation P,d0, + P,d& +P,<f0, = 0, or F, <f 0, + F, d& -f F, d 0, = 0. will be simply

d 0, - 0, d #, = 0.

This integrated by the method given (203.) in considering first 0, as a constant quantity, will give the two
equations

&
or, in substituting for 0,, 0Y and r their values,

These equations conjointly satisfy the proposed equation x = pt p,, and by assuming any particular value to ^-,
anri (lien eliminating p* will give an equation between x, x,, and ir
We shall take for the second and last example, the equation pf + pj = 1. Here we have P = 2 pj + 2p\ = 2,

and the total differential equations to be integrated are

dxi dxt

J7
= p 17

They are satisfied by the equations

*, = <-,* + ,, *, =
Ili-r.ce

= 1 '-0 df'- i-'-n <x - -^

^0.-
- - 1 - = -

and, therefore, the equation to be integrated is

If we consider 0, as a constant quantity, the integral is represented by the two equations
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-
01) 0, = V (&), & -- 3a

. = yl (0^
P^ III.

or in substituting for ft, 8, 0,, their values, we find for the required equations

ft Xl - x + x ^(l
-

p?) = V- (ft). x, v/(l
-

pj)
-

ft *, = ^' (;,,).

(206.) We shall next consider partial differential equations of the second and higher ordersA partial differential equation of the Border in its most general form ought to include the independent
variables, the required function. and all its differential coefficients, from the first to the '* order No theorem
relative; to partial diierential equations under this general form has hitherto been found. In some particularcases the difficulty may be reduced to the integration of differential equations of lower orders
Equations between three variables of the form

y,^, *L9
dy' dxdy"

may be reduced to them'* order by assuming = ~. for then they become
dy*

is equation may be considered as a differential equation between two variables v and x, since all the differential

nuan-T.v 7
' '

T^f* *' *"* * ma
>'
^refore be integrated in the supposition ofy being ^constant

J. ai consequently the m arbitrary constants contained in the integral replaced bv m arbitrary function
ofy. Havmg found by this process the value of

y, that of z will be "obtained by means of the equS
-^

=
, iu which x may be supposed to be a constant quantity, and in the integral of which to the n arbitrary

constants ought to be substituted n
arbitrary

functions of x.
97.) Equations of the M'* order which include partial differential coefficients with respect to one variable onlv

Tunno i,

* S K
d ^ dlffere" tial e

I
uations f "vo variables. And the integralVing obtained thai

^KrD

n

;riardiff
ra

TT
nSt

m
tSShOUld ^ reP 'aCed by ^^y functions of the variables, withTespec to

fferenual coefficient was to be found in the proposed differential equation.

The first method may be applied to the equation J^l_+ plf = Q, where P and Q contain on ,y tfae

variables x and y.

If we make - =
j^

- v, it becomes
"

+ P = Q. the integral of which is

dz
Therefore ~ = e-f", (/ e

/P "
. Q dy+ (z) ) ; integrating this with respect to -. and x alone, we find

2 =/dze-^>{/ e /'
>

'Qdy + 0(j) } + f (y).
If P = 0, this value is reduced to

2 =fdxfQ dy +fdx <t> (x) + V (y),

toaL
dlJ Qdy+ an arbitrary function of x + an arbitrary function of y, a result the truth of which is

The second method may be applied to the equation^ + P 1 = Q, in wh ich P and Q include x, y, and ,.

' 011

.

01

f?h" ,

t0 ^ i

.

n
.

teKrated " a differential equation of the second order, between the variables * and
constants- tw arburary functi ns

2 =f d*fQ dx + X0(y) + Y, (y).

ord
(

e

S

of thlfo'rS"
"^ CXPlain ^ ^^ Pr CeSS may be integrated a Partial differential equation of the second

where P, Q, and R are supposed to be any function of x. y, : and
dx dy

1 pt ~ z _ ^* 2 _ & z d* z
<!X~ PI

~dy~
q '

dx*
= r '

dxdy
= *' and

d~y~*

= *' the Pr Posed equation will become
y*

r+ Ps
VOL. II.
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Integral

and we shall have also Part III.

Calculus. dzpdx + qdy, dp=rdx+sdy, dq = sdx + tdy.

Now, ifwe form the two systems of equations,

dy-kdx-Q, k dp + Q d q
- R kdx = 0, and d k - k'dx = 0, Udp -f Q dq - Rk'dx = 0,

where k and k are the roots of the equation If Pk + Q = 0; if from either of the two above systems of

equations we can deduce either separately, or by adding any multiple of one to any multiple of the other, two

primitive equations M = a, N = 6, then N = (M) will be a first integral of the proposed equation ; the

integral of this equation of the first order, determined by the ordinary process, will be the second or complete

integral required.

(209.) To demonstrate the theorem just stated, it is necessary to prove that the proposed equation
r-f-Ps + Q = R, may be derived from the equation N = (M).
We have first dN= 0' (M) dM, and

dN
,

dN
,

dN
,

dN dN
dN = -

. d i + -
. dy + -

. dp -f- d q -j- -T d z,
d x dy dp d q d z

dM dM dM
,

dm dMdM = . dx + - dy + dp-\- dq + -7 d z.

d x dy dp d q d z

Substituting for dy its value kd x, and ford 2 its valuepdx -\-qdy=pdx + qkdx, we find

fdN , ,dN dN
,
dNl , dN

,
dN

_,
d N =

i
---

f-
AT ---\- p---\-qk-- >dx + dp + d q,(dx '

dy
r d 2 d z ) dp d q

fdM dM dM , dM dM= --- - A: -
,

d M =
{ -j
--

f- A: ---f- j -3
--H 9 A -j }

d a^ + -7 d p + -j d g.
Id-r dy dz d zl 'dp d q

Taking the value of d q in the equation kdp + Q dq R kdx 0, and substituting it in the two preceding
equations, we shall get

dN
fdN 17 dN, dN dNR&dNJ= - * -- '

--F"7*-7+ - dxT- T3 ^
Id a; dy dz dz Q dq) Q

.,

dp,

/ d M dM\
(dM dM dM

7
d M

,

R d Ml
,

V ~dp dq)= {- \-k~- + p-i h ? A- f--7T- T7^\ dx + ~ *
/ dp.\dx dy

r dz dz Q dQJ Q
But since, by hypothesis, M and N are equal to constant quantities, their differentials are equal to nothing, and

since, moreover, x and p are here, considered as independent variables, the coefficients of d x and dp in the values

of dN and d M are separately equal to nothing. Hence we have the four following equations :

d N d N d N\ d N d N d N
dy d z d z / d q dp d Q
dM dM

,
d M\

,
d M dM dM

, h P ~; r- 9 * ~j I + * * ~. = 0, Q k = 0.

dy d z d~/ n q dp d q

If we take the values of-= , ,
;

, and , in these four equations, and substitute them in the
d x d x dp dp

equation d N = 0' (M) d M, or

dN , .
dN , . ,

dN
, ,

dN j_\_ M ,^ \d_M_ dx + dM_ d + d_M
dx dy dp

we shall find for result, after substituting p d x + q d y for d z,

therefore

kdp + Qdq~Rkdx=ia(dy kdx),

/dN
. dN\ /dM

where

dN\ /dM dM\
h 9 -j )

- 0' (M) ( f-
o

)dz/ \dy dzj
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integral Substituting r d x + s d y for dp, and s d x -f- 1 d y for d q, we shall find an equation between the independent p rt m.

alculus^
variables x and y, which will give the two equations v .> '

kr + Qs - Rk =
Eliminating <a we obtain

kr + k*s + Qs

But we have K* = P k Q, substituting tbis value, we find

k(r + Ps+Qt - R)=Q, orr + Ps + Qt - R = 0,

which is the proposed equation.

(210.) Let us take for example of this method the equation

_
,

dx1 x dxdy x* dy' x if

Here the two values of it are equal to one another, and we have only one system of two equations. They arc

xdyydx=0 xdp + ydq = Q.

Integrating we find - = c, p + -
q= d, therefore the first integral of the proposed equation is p -f-

-
q= ( -

)

This partial differential equation of the first order may be integrated according to the process given, (194.) We
shall have then to integrate the two equations

xdy-ydx = 0, dx dx<f> f-
J
= 0.

The first gives
- = c, the second becomes s (

-
1 = c', and the required integral is, therefore,

(211.) The equation Ar + B-f-C< = V, in which A, B, C are constant quantities, and V a function of x and

y only, is easily integrated by the same process. The two values of k are then given by the equation
A k'- B k + C = The two values of k are therefore constant, and if we represent them by k' and k", we
shall have to integrate either of the two following systems of equations :

dy k'dx=0, A k'dp + C dq V k'dx and dy - k" dx = 0, A A" dp + C dq - V k" d x =
They give

y k'x=a, A.k'p+ Cq k'fVd x=b, nndy k" x = a', Ak"p + C q k"f V dx = b1

The integral J" V d x depends only on one variable, since y may be eliminated by means of the relations

y k' x = a, or y k" x = a'. We thus obtain the first two integrals of the proposed equation,

A.k' p + cq k'fVdx = 0(y k' x), and A.k" p -j- eg k"f\ dx = y- (y k" x).

Either ofthese equations being integrated will give the next integral.

To obtain the integral of the first, we must integrate the two equations

\k dy - cdx = 0, Ak'dz - I/dxfVdx - dx (y
- k1

x) = 0.

The first gives A.k'y Cx = a, and by substituting the value of y derived from this integral into the second

equation, it becomes A.k* dz V dxf V dx dx<t>l 7~vr~ k'xj
= 0, or A k1 d z k1 d xf\ d x

(jrjj
k' \dx(j){

(T-T;
k' \ x -{- ypj = 0, for since is 'an arbitrary function, we may prefix to it the

constant factor I k'
J.

Under, this form the equation may be integrated, and it is obvious that the

integral of the last term will be an arbitrary function of
{

K
)
x + -

. We have thus Alt' z W fdx\A K J A K "

fVdx-<l) l ((^-k'\x + --J = b, or putting back for a its value, AA's - k'fdxfVdx - 0,
\ \A K / A K/

(y k x) = b. The required integral is therefore

A/fc'z -Ufdxf\dx <t>i(y
- /f *) = Vi(Af y - C x).

ButC = A k
1

k", substituting this value, dividing both sides by A k', and suppressing the constant factors of the

arbitrary functions, we find

K2
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IntcS ral s= -- f d x fV d x + 0! (y
- V x} + Y'I (y

- *" *)
Calculus. A

v
'

In effecting the integrations indicated in this equation it is necessary to attend to the following remarks.

1 In determinin^the value of/Vd*. ?/
should be replaced in V by U x + a; and alter the ."tegration of

V d x has been effected, a -should be replaced by y
- V x. Then, before effecting the integration of d xj d x,

y should be replaced in/ V d x by^A or bv Ic" x + a', and after the integration has been effected, y - W x

should be substituted for a'.

This method applied to the equation^ = C'
^.

or r = C *, gives for the integral

z = <P(y
- C x~) + ^r(y -\-cx).

The same process applied to the equation r + Ks+Ct = xy, gives

1 ,.s v + ..-L- (m' -f- m") x4 = (y
- m' x) + ty (y

- m" x),~
6

a 4 - b^

where m' and m" are the roots of the equation ?n - B m + C = 0.

(212.) The equations

Part III.

where P, Q, and V are functions of x and y only, may be integrated in making _-+?* = , which gives

l? 2 , and, consequently, ^ + Q 9 + P Q z = V, or
d̂x_ _

dx~ dxdy^ dx r dx dx

Q v = V. This is a linear equation of the first order, and being integrated gives

v==e-fV*{f eWVdx + c} = -
d
- +Pz.

The same process being repeated on this last equation, we shall obtain the value of z with two arbitrary constants,

one of which may be replaced by an arbitrary function of*, and the other by an arbitrary function of y.

(213.) Partial differential equations of the third and higher orders, in which the partial differential coefficients

of the highest order enter only in the first degree, may be treated by a method analogous to that which lias been

ustd with those of the second order.

If, for instance, A ^J + B
rf^J + C

rf

**
a
+ D

^-\
= V is a partial differential equation of the third

order, in which A, B, C, D, V are any functions of x, y, z, and of the partial differential coefficients of the second

and first order, the following theorem may be proved.

If TO be one of the roots of the equation A m3 B m* + Cm - D = 0, and ifM = a, N = b, be two primitive

equations derived from the two equations

-mdx=Q, AcZr+(B - Am)ds+ (C - Bm +Am*)dt - Vdx = ...... (1),

then N = (M) will be one of the first integrals of the proposed equation.

The same theorem may easily be extended to partial differential equations of the form

d"z d"z d'z Ttfz _ Ar~
l

" CTT
The integration of the equation will thus be reduced to that of two equations of a form analogous to equations

(1.), and these can only be integrated Kiinultaneously under certain conditions.

In the third order, for instance, the equations (1.) contain generally eight variables, namely, x, y, r, p, q, r, s, t,

between which we have, besides, the three equations

d z =z pdx + qdy, dp = rdx-{-sdy, dq = sdx + tdy.

If, therefore, we eliminate between these five equations as many variables as possible, the resulting equation will

contain still four variables, and will not therefore be integrable in every case.

(214.) The preceding method may be applied with success in the case in which the coefficients A, B, C, &c.

are constant ;
it leads generally to n first integrals, each containing an arbitrary function, which are themselves

partial differential equations of the ( I)"
1 with constant coefficients, and accordingly may be treated in the

same manner as the proposed equation, and by the repetition of the same process the general integral may be

obtained.

When V = 0, the calculation is still simpler ; but in that particular case it is easy to see that if m,, mt,

ns ...... mn are the n roots of the equation

Am" E m"- 1 + C m"', &c. = 0,
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Integral the general value of r will be Prt IIT,

^ ; = <j>(y-m l x) ++& -*"**) + ...... X (-.*)
For each of the values,

s = (y
-

wz, .r), z = 4/ (y OTJ x) ...... z = x(y - m.x),

satisfies the proposed differential equation. This may easily be verified, since we have

'

where 0. (y ni x) designates the 71" differential coefficient of (y TO, x), and where the superior signs must

be taken when is an odd number, and the inferior signs when n is even. These values being substituted in the

proposed equation, give

A ml - B m'- 1 + C mr* &' = 0.

which equation is satisfied, since wi, is one of the roots of the equation

A m' - B m" '' + C m" &c. = 0.

When some of the roots of this last equation are equal to one another, the value of z obtained by this method

does not contain n arbitrary functions, and seems to be less general than in the case in which all the roots are

different.

Let 7H, = w, for instance, the two first terms of the value of z (y m, x), and \}/ (y mt x) become

arbitrary functions of the same quantity. To avoid this difficulty, let us assume generally m, = TTC, + h. then

h x h* 3?

4>(y
- mt x) = ^,(y -m^x - hx) ^(y m,x) -- J, (y

- m l x) +
j ^ 4/' (y

- m l x) -&c.W,

&e. being the first, second, and differential coefficients of \J/ (y m, x). If we assume A\[/ (?/ m
l x) = \J/

(y mil), we shall have A1
4>" (y wi^) = A\J/,'(y m t x), consequently the two first terms of the value

A X*
of ; will be = (y

-
TO, x) + 4, (y

-
TTJ, a,-) + a; 4-i (2/

- ", a-) j-;-,
^>' (y

- OT
i
r) + &c. Assuming

(?/ m, x) + \}/ (y m l x) = 0, (y m^ x), and making A = 0, the two first terms of the value of z will

become 0, (y wii x) f x
\J/, (.v wi, x).

If three of the values of m were equal to each other, wt, = m, = wi
8 , for instance, by a similar process it would

be found that the three first terms of the value of z would be an arbitrary function of y m^ x-\-x, multiplied

by another arbitrary function of the same quantity -J- x* multiplied by another arbitrary function of the same
quantity

(215.) Partial differential equations containing more than three variables, in which the differential coefficients

of the highest order enter only in the first degree, may be treated in an analogous manner.

Let A*J +B+C + D +E -^L. +F* 2

-. -.
a u* rfx

2 d y dudx dudy dxdy
be a partial differential equation of the second order, containing four variables, A, B, C, D, E, F, V, bein"
functions of the four variables u, x, y, z, and of the differential coefficients of the first order, we shall have

d z
.
d z

,
rfz

,dz= ((?< + dx + d y.d u dx dy
dz d*z d*; d'z

d = -idu + - dx + --
dy.du d M* dudx du dy

,dz d*z d*z , dl z
d = - - d u + - dx + --

dy.dx dx du dx3 dx dy
'

dz d'z d'z d'z ,d - = --- d u -f-
-- d r + - d y.

dy dy du '

dy dx d y*

A1 .r . d z d z d s
P. rvl if we make - = n, = p, = a, we shall getdu dx dy

d1 z 1 / d 1
z d1 z \

-r-; = (
an - d x

; dy I.
d ?r d u \ dudx J u d y }

d* z 1 / d' z da s \
-; 5

=
-; I dor dy - d x I.

dy
3

rfy\ dudy dxdy )
Tliefc yalues being substituted in the proposed equation, give
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Cdu*dx-Edudxdy);

Part

dudx

d u d y

d x dy
assume, then,

A.dx*dy + Bdue dy Ddudxdy = 0, Adx dy* + C dtfdx Edudxdy = 0.

Bdudy* + Cdudx*-Fdudzdy= 0, Adndx dy + B dpdudy + C dy dudx\ dudx dy = 0.

If we assume d x = hd u, dy =. k d u, the three first of these equations will take the form

AA 3 -DA + B = 0, A.k--Ek+c = 0, B A* - F H k + c A8 = 0.

They only contain two unknown quantities, and therefore they will only agree when the equation resulting from
the elimination of h and k between these three equations will be satisfied. This equation is

and when it will be satisfied, we shall have between the seven variables u, x,y, z, n, p, q, the following equations,

dx-hdu = 0, dykdu = Q, A hkdn + B kdp+ c/idq V hkdu = 0,

and it may be proved that if L = a, M = 6, N = c, are three equations satisfying the preceding, the first

integral of the proposed equation will be N = 0(L, M).
(216.) The integration of partial differential equations is sometimes affected by means of various transforma-

tions. The equation

where R, S, T, P, Q, N, and V, are functions of x and y, may always be reduced to the form

du dv
For that purpose let us assume that x and y are functions of two new variables, u and v, then z will be a function
of M and v, and we shall have

du du
du = d x -f- -dy,dx dy

dv . . dv ,= dx-\- d y,dx '

dy

dz , . dz ,

dz = -: d u -4- - d o ;du ' dv

substituting in the last equation for d u and d v, their values taken in the first, we find

^/d_zdu dzdv\ /d z d u
. d z d v^

and consequently,

_ d z d-u dz dv
dudx dv d x'

Differentiating these values we get

_ rf z d u dz dv

dudydvdy

_ d*z dv* 2di zdudv d?zdv*dzd*u
dws

'

dj?
8 dudvdxdx dv3 dx* dudx* dvdx*'

g _ d* z
djudju rf

a x du dv d1 z dv d v d z d? u

~du*dxd d *~'~*~'
dz~'~ ds z dudv

du*dxdy dudvdxdy dv*~dx'dy~*~'dudxdyd~vdxdy'~dudv

t
_ d*z du* d*z

d_^d_v dtzdv* d z d* u d z d* v

du* dy* dudvdydy dv*dy* dudy* dvdy*
These expressions being substituted in the equation

transform it into

^ +S + T ^dx* dxdy dy*/ du*
.

dv
dxdx

d- + d
j!

dxdy dydx dyjydudv

To simplify these equations we may suppose that u and v satisfy the two equations
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4. S 4- T - ol
^ulus. *

dlf-t dx dy^ df~ I

d j2 d x dy

and then the equation will be reduced to the form

du dv d u d v

The quantities S,, P Qi, N,, and M, will be expressed in terms of M and v will have been determined by means

du du dv d v
of the equations (a). These equations become,, by assuming -T- = m ,

= n ,
d x (.lynx d y

Hence OT and n are the roots of one or the other of these two equations, and will onlv contain the variables x and y,

Substituting then the values of -;
- and in the values of du and dv written above, we shall have

<ll < I J

du = -7 (dy + mdx\ d v = (dy -4-ndx).
d y ay

The values of -T-, are still undeterminate, and may be considered as the factors by which the quantities
dy dy

dy -{-mdx, dy + ndx, ought to be multiplied to become differentials of functions of two variables. Let U
and V represent the integrals of these differentials, then u = U, v = V, and by means of these equations the

values of x and y may be determined in functions of M and v.

(217.) There are two cases in which the preceding transformation does not succeed. 1. When the roots

of the equation R.m! +Swi + T = are equal, that is when 4 RT = S2
. Then the values of u and v are,

w = / (dy-J-mrfx), = / -.

- (Jy -f- mdx), and consequently the variables u and v cannot be con-
J dy J ay

sidered as independent variables. In tl:at case it will be sufficient to assume x to be a function of u and y, that

is to suppose v = y in the preceding formulae. We shall find first,

_ds du d z du d z

du d x' du dy dy'

in the last equation being not equal to q, but to the differential coefficient of z with respect to y after the

dy
transformation, we shall have also

& z du* d z d'u d* z dud u d- z du . d z du
^ lp^ ^_ I _^_ ^_^_ a ^_^_ _^__ I ^^_^_^_ __^ .. I ^^_
' ~~

1 a I _S T . _*'
~ J . J ~ J _.

'
~/ .. -J -. J _

~
.du* d X* dud x*'

~
d u' d x d y dudydxdudxdy'

_d!

zdii' rf*z du d** d z d* u

~dus dy
i ^

dudy Ty
~*~

~dy*
+

~d~u d~y*'

By means of these values, and observing besides that
-j

= m, and ROT* + Swi + T = 0, or, iii the present

case, S m + 2 T =r 0, the proposed equation will take the form

Si^ + Qi^ + Pi
fL' + Nl , = M,1

dy* dy
l du

2. The above method does not succeed when S = and T = 0, but in that case the proposed equation
becomes

Rr + Pp + Qq+ N z = M,

that is to say, is precisely of that form to which it was proposed to reduce it.

(218.) In the general case the integration is therefore reduced to that of a

reuce t.

that of an equation of the form

dudv du 'dv

supposing that the whole equation has been divided by the coefficient of the first term. The two first terms of

'(r.+'-O <P
this equation ate equal to ^ - - - z

-j
', and therefore it may be put under the form
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Part HI

and it will be reduced to the first order, if

for then, ifwe make
(- P, s = z', it will be changed into

(219.) If the condition N, - P, Q, -
' = is not satisfied, let N, - P, Q .

- d~l= a, and the value ofa u d, u

N, derived from this equation be substituted in the equation

n \dz 1 / d PA 1

+ Qil-r- + 77 1 N, -
)
x

I
= M,,Ida Q!\ d?// J

d
( + P, z
\dv

d
we shall have

d(~

and if we assume -r h P, z = 2', the preceding equation will be changed into

If we take now the value of z in this equation, and form the value of , we shall have by substitution in the

dz
equation f- P1 2 = z ,

Making, for the sake of brevity,

The equation (6) may then be treated by the same process as the proposed equation, in assuming

~ + P/ z' = z", N ' - P/ Q/ - ^-'
= a',

and we shall derive from these suppositions

~ + Q^" + ''' = W;

srdiately found " and

(220.) Another transformation, which may sometimes be employed with advantage, is the following. Let

be an equation in which the coefficients R, S, T are functions of p and <j only Then thibe transformed into another of the form
thls equatlon may always

R f^j? _ e rf
'

p
, ^ d* c~ k 1 ~ :
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Integral where R, S, T are the same quantities as in the proposed equation.

Calculus. J,et.r dp + ydq=:dv; since dz = pdx + q dy, we have, in integrating by parts, 2= pq-{- qy fxdp
dv d v

+ ydq, therefore, v=: p x + qy z, x = ~, y=: . It is sufficient to know the value of v to be able

to determine that of z.

To express now the value of -

^
in functions of the new variables, it is necessary to observe that

*
_?,

ft -I CL JC

being considered as a constant quantity, in which hypothesis d - = 0, or dp -\ dq = We haved q dp d q d q"
v

o\sodx - dp + -, rdq; eliminating da, we shall find
d p1 dp d q '

d*v

dp
l d'v

Hence dx_dpFdq* (dpdg) ^ _ _, d p _ d> 2

dp
-, and, consequently,

- = - =
__

d? dp* dq' \dpdq
By similar operations we shall obtain

d'v
d^v

d* z dpdq rfz dp
1

dxdy f^^/jf^V' dy
1

d"j> d'v / rf* v V'

dp* d cf \dpd'q) Jp>
'

If
~

These values being substituted in the proposed equation, will transform it into

d8 v
,

d'v ,,<*1 ~

(221.) Partial differential equations of the second or higher orders, which contain the differential coefficients in
a degree higher than the first, present still greater difficulties to be integrated.

Any equations which contain only the differential coefficients of the second order, the general form of which is
r=/(s . may ke transformed into another equation of the same order, containing the differential coefficients

only in the first degree. To prove it, we have dp = r dx + s dy, dq = sdx + tdy, from which we derive

p=rx + sy -f(xdr + ydi), q = sx + ty -f (ids -fy dt). If next we consider x and y as functions

of s and t, and if we assume xds + y dt = dv, we find x = -, y = -^.
But the proposed equation being

differentiated, gives dr = Sd + Tdl; by means of this value the function xdr + y ds becomes (S x + y)ds + Txdt, and, as it must be an exact differential, since p = rx + syJ'(xdr + yds),vre shall have the

. d.(. x + y) d.Tx
equation

-
*-j-
- = --

, which being developed givesdt d s

djc rfy _ d_x
dt dt

~
ds'

Substituting in this the values of -ry, -7^, -~, we shall have the transformed equationat a > at

dt* dsdt df-
which is only of the first degree with respect to the function v. since S and T do not contain the variables s and t

When v will become known, we shall derive from it, first the values of x and y in s and t, and then we shall find

q = sx + ty-v, p = rx +sy -f (x d r + y d
s), z =px + qy f (xdp + y dq) ;

and the integrations which are indicated wi'.l depend only on the integration of functions of one variable.

(222.) The first integral of the equation r t & = may easily be found. It may be put under the form
r s

s~t'
sume eacl1 of

"

tliese rat'" s equal to w. Then r = w s, s = w t, and therefore, r d x = to s d .r,

sdy=^wtdy. Adding these two last equations, we get rdx + sdy = w (sdx-\- t dy), ordp=:wdq, or
for the first integral of the proposed equation, p = <j> (q.)
VOL. II. I,
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Integral (223.) Generally a particular integral may be obtained, the partial differential equations have the form Part III.

f;irius. p = fr t s^)' Q, in which P designates a function of the differential coefficients p, q, r, s, t, and homogeneous ^- v^-'^v^ with respect to the three last, n any positive exponent, and Q any function of the variables x, y, z, and of all the

differential coefficients, such, however, that the supposition r t s* = does not make it infinite.

Making first r t s = 0, which gives q = (p), the above equation is reduced to P ; and from q =: (p)
we derive s=r(f>' (p), t=s(p' (p)= r</>' (p)*. Substituting these values in the equation P=0, the differential coeffi-

cient r will become a common factor of the left side of the equation, which is homogeneous with respect to r, s, t.

dq
There will remain, therefore, an equation between p, (p),

and <f>'(p), or between^?, q, , which may be used to

find the relation between the coefficients p and q, from which, by integration, we shall get an equation between

x, y, z, containing an arbitrary function, and an arbitrary constant, and which ought to be considered as a

particular integral of the proposed differential equation.
This method applied to the equation t + 2 />s-f- (p* c) r = 0, in which Q = 0, gives, by the substitutions

indicated above,

{ 0' (P)
9 + 2p 0' (p) + p* <* } r = 0, or d 9* + -I p dp d q + (p c") dp' = 0.

Taking the value of dq in tins last equation, we find

dq=-(p^pc)dp, q= -
^p'cp + a.

Substituting this value in the equation dz = pdx + q dy, we shall get the following system of equations,

z = p x + (a + cp -
/)') y + (p), = x cy p y + <// (p),

which will furnish two particular integrals of the proposed equation according to the sign of the constant c, and
in taking different arbitrary functions.

(224.) The integral of partial differential equations may be represented by an infinite series, when none of the

preceding methods can be used.

If the differential equation have the form

Rr+ Ss + Tt + Pp + Qq -f N z = 0,

and if the quantities R, S, T, P, Q, N, are constant, it is obvious that we shall satisfy it by taking z = Ae"+ * 3

',

provided a and satisfy the equation

Thus A remains undetermined as well as one of the exponents a, 0. Therefore if we take for a a series of

arbitrary values, a, a, a", &c. and if we designate by 6 and c, 6' andc', b" and c", &c. the corresponding values of
0. the sum of the particular values of z will give

&c.

-f B e"+' + BV* +c'
J
'-f B"e"*+ c

"
1(+ &c.

If we suppose a = m+nj 1, a' = m nj- \, which give b = p+q ^/- l,b' = p - qj- 1, the two first

terms of the expression of 2 may be put under the form

e -+p
{ A L cos(nx+qy) + A', sin (n x + q y) } ,

and an infinite series of such terms may be taken for the value of;.

(225.) The Theorem of Taylor may also be used to obtain in a series, arranged according to the powers of one
of the independent variables, functions which are given by partial differential equations.

If z represent the unknown function, x one of the independent variables, and Z ^ &c what 2'

dx' dx*'
'

dx
d? z

j, &c. become when x is made equal to nothing, we shall have
(t JC

. dZ d'Z x> d'Z ja
f T*

x +
rfT* H2 + d^ 170 + &c "

If the proposed equation be of them" order, the value of ~, will be given by the equation, and all the

differential coefficients of higher orders will be found by the repeated differentiation of ~ with respect to x only.

In the series the coefficients of all the powers of* less than m will remain undetermined, and arbitrary functions
of all the variables but x may be taken to represent them. J

d* z d* ~*

Let us apply this method to the equation = c
s

, uhich we have already integrated. (211.) In this case
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the first two terms of the series z and - remain undetermined, and for the others we have by successive
v^,^-

differentiations of the value of -.,
ax

d* - f
d*z d3 z

y
dx d's _ d* z _ dx* _ d4 z

= ~ ~_
Jl?

=
dxdy*

=
dy*

'

aTx
~

dj*dy*~ dy*

^ff- j dz
rft d*

rf
5 r rf

5 z dx* dx .__ r- = C- = C4-, &C.
dx" dx*dy* dy' dy*

Designating by (y) the value of z when x = 0, 0" (y), or the differential coefficient of that function with respect

to y, will be the corresponding value of ^; let in the same supposition ^ (y) represent the value of , and
** y

we shall have

2 = (y) + V (y) y + c 0" (y) j-^
+ c* f"

(y) j- + c< 0" (y)

1.2.3.4' "1.2. 3 . 4 . 5
'

The same series may be derived from the complete integral of the proposed differential equation which has been

given. (211.) We have found

Developing each of these functions by Taylor's Theorem, we find

0" (y) + 0"'(y) + &c.

+ (y
- ex) = + (y)

-
C
- *> (y) + -f'

(y)
-

ftfty + &c.

Adding these values, and substituting (y) to (y) -f- V' (y). and Y' (y) to c
{ 0' (y) ^/ (y) } , we shall

obtain precisely the same series as we have found above.

(226.) The method of indeterminate coefficients may also be used to find the developement of the required
function according to the powers of the independent variables. One or two examples will be sufficient to illustrate

this process.

dl
it

,

d* u rf u
Let -----h -;

= be the proposed equation, and assume
d x* d y' d z1

u = w -f M
i *+*''+ 2" + &c.,

where w
c, I/!, j/s , &c. are functions of x and y. This value being substituted in the proposed equation, gives

and consequently
}/<PU<,," - - + 1 8

~ "

_ , . . ,~
!

dy
2

} }.

and finally

a series which contains two arbitrary functions wc
and w,.

d9 x d z
The equation

- = . treated by the same process, in assuming

z = y, + 3/1
x + yt x* + y,!

3 + &c.

1 d v, I d y,

"riiF '<=n-ff' '

and consequently in making y = (y) and y, = ^- (y), we get
L2
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Calces. * = 0(y) + ^(y).* + 0'(y) . 1- V>'(3/) -j-^-3
+ ^)

! . 2 . 3 . 4
+ ^ ^>

1 . 2. 3 . 4. 5+
&tv '--

This value of z contains two arbitrary constants, and therefore may be considered as the general integral. We
may obtain by the same means the value of z in a series arranged according to the powers of y, and we shall find

Z = (x) + <t>" (r) |
+ 0" (r) . J^ + 0" (r) .

j-^-g
+ &c.

This integral is less general than the preceding for it contains only one arbitrary function. A similar reduction,

in the number of arbitrary functions, must take place whenever the proposed equation does not contain at the

same time the differential coefficients of the highest order with respect to each variable, since there remain fewer

indeterminate terms in the series, arranged according to the powers of the variable with respect to which there

has been a less number of differentiations. It may, moreover, easily be shown, in the last example, that the first

value, obtained for z, may be transformed into another, identical with the second. For that purpose, let

f (y) = a' + p- + V - + $' T
-
l + &c.

Substituting these values of (y) and ^ (y) in the value, and arranging the terms according to the powers of y,
we shall find

+ &C.

All the coefficients ofx being undetermined, we may make

. ....
designating a new arbitrary function ; we find then, that the coefficient of- is equal to ^p, or 0" (x), that

y* d* (x)
of

j
equal to

rf ^t , or 0" (,z), and so on with the others, and therefore the value of z becomes precisely

the same as we have found before.

(227.) When the differential coefficient of the highest order that enters the equation has not been taken with
respect to one variable' only, the developement of the required function contains, not only arbitrary functions, but
also arbitrary constants introduced by the integration of a series of differential equations of two variables. 'Let
for instance, the proposed equation be

d*z d 2 .d

and let

d 2 .dz
j j

--ho-:--\-
o ---r-cz=0,d x dy d x d y

Substituting this value in the proposed equation, and making separately equal to nothing, the coefficients of the
different powers of y, we shall have, to determine the values of y^ yt , &c., the followin"- equations '

The function y, remains alone arbitrary, but the integration of the above differential equations will introduce an
infinite number of constants.

If we suppose a = 0, 6 = 0, c = -
1, the proposed equation will become -^-L = g and we shal i

fi ndd xdy
1

so that if we write (y) instead of y , we shall have
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Part 111.

It mavbe proved that, in this case, all the arbitrary constants to be added to the integrals which are
^indicated,

may be replaced b) an arbitrary function. For lhat purpose, let us change (y) into (y) + A, _/ (y) d y

into/0(y)dy4 Ay+B, /' 9 (y) rfy* into/' >(y) dy
1 + - Ay' + By + C, &c. The terms which are

uot under the sign f being collected, will form the following expression,

A-f-Bj-f-ic*
i + &c.+ (Ax +

*
Bo:* + &c.) y + Q A i1 +

&c.Jy'-j-
&c.,

which is tlie same thing as

for we may assume A+Bj + C.i* + &c. $ (r).

The general integral of the proposed equation will be then

-- = (y)

(228.) An important remark is that there are partial differential equations, of an order higher than the first,

which have no first integral. This arises from the form of the primitive equation, which is such that neither of

the arbitrary functions can be eliminated without proceeding to differential equations involving differential

coefficients of the same order as the equation to be integrated. An example of this may be seen in the equation
rx tx 2p = 0, the integral of which is z = 0(y+ J) + Y-- (y a) x { <f/ (y -{- x)

- V (y *) } > and
to eliminate the arbitrary functions, it is necessary to proceed to the second order.

There are also equations the integrals of which do not admit a number of arbitrary functions equal to the

exponent of their order, or for which the number of arbitrary functions, when equal to the exponent of the order,

may be reduced. Sometimes the number of arbitrary functions is different according to the finite or infinite form

given to the integral. It appears, therefore, that there is not a complete analogy between the arbitrary functions

which enter in the integrals of partial differential coefficients, and the constants of the integrals of differential

equations of two variables, since the number of the first is not always equal to the exponent of the order of the

proposed partial differential equation.
If V = represent a differential equation between the three variables x, y, z, we have the six equations

dVV = 0, -r- =d x

rfV
- = 0,

dy -7-5-d x*
= 0,

d'V

d x dy
=0.

d*V
d y*

= 0;

and between these we can eliminate five quantities, so that a partial differential equation of the second order may
result from the elimination of five quantities. Generally, it is easy to see lhat a partial differential equation of the

order n may result from the elimination of-
'

1 quantities in a primitive equation.

If we suppose, first, that the quantities eliminated are constant, and if we call complete integral the primitive

equation which contains them, to distinguish it from the general integral including arbitrary constants, it follows

clearly from what precedes, that the first integral ought to contain only two arbitrary constants, the second five.

the third nine, &c. We may also infer from the preceding considerations that there exist partial differential

equations of the second order, which cannot have complete first integrals ; for an integral of that kind can only
contain in general two constants more than the partial differential equation from which it is derived, therefore it

would be necessary that the five constants which are to be eliminated should enter V in such a manner as to

disappear in two groups, the one composed of three constants, and the other of two. We shall illustrate these

considerations by an example.

b'xy + /y
f

r = 2 a', s = b', t='2c';

Let z =f(a, b,a',b

f designating a given function. We shall get in differentiating

p= a + -2 afx + b'y, q = h -f b' x + 2 d y,

taking in these equations the values of the five constants a, b, a, b', c', to substitute them in the first, we
shall have

z = 25 xy+ty*) +f(p rx- 5 y, q-ty- bx, -r, 5, -t);

and in order that this equation might be derived from an equation of the first order containing only two arbitrary
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lateral constants, three must disappear at the same time by the first differentiation of the proposed equation. Now if

Calculus. we subtract from this equation the values ofp and q, multiplied respectively by x and y, w

z ^.p X _ qy ^f(a, b, a', b', c")
-

(a' x* -f- b' x y+ c' y') ;

a result which will satisfy the required condition, only when the function/ will not contain a', b', c'. In that

supposition the quantity a' x* + b' xy + * y* may be eliminated, and the resulting equa

2z -px- qy-2f(a,b} + *x+$y,

containing two arbitrary constants only, would be the required first integral of

rx by, q ty bx").

Hitherto there are no means to determine, in general, the complete integrals of partial differential

equations The connection between the complete integral and the general integral is very simple, however, in

the case of partial differential equations of the first order, and the second may be always deduced from the first,

by making one of the constants an arbitrary function of the other; thus

z = a x -f- by -f- a' + 6*

is the complete solution of z = p x + q y+ p' + ?' If we make 6 = <t> (a), we get z = a x + y (a) + a'

+ (a)' and * + y 0' (a) + 2 a + 2 () 0' (a) = ; a system of equations from which the general integral is

determined.

In the second and higher orders the passage from the complete integral to the general integral presents greater

difficulties, and therefore very little advantage can be derived for the determination of the general integral, from

the knowledge of the complete integral, which, in some cases, can be determined very readily.

(230.) Partial differential equations admit also ofparticular solutions. When the complete integral is known,

the particular solutions may easily be found by the general method which has been explained. Let V = be the

complete integral of a partial differential equation of the first order, and let a and b be the arbitrary constants,

then the system

V = 0, ^da + ~db-0,da db

will be the possible methods of satisfying the proposed differential equation ; ifwe determine the values of a and 6

bv the two equations = 0, = 0. These values substituted for a and 6 in the equation V = will

da db

give an equation without arbitrary constants, which will be a particular solution. The same reasoning, and the

same process, will apply to equations of higher orders, when the complete integral is known.

(231.) Let us now investigate the characters by means of which it may be ascertained whether a given solution

of a partial differential equation is included in the general solution or not. Let Z = be the proposed equation,

z = V the given solution, and let z = F (x, y, (P), -f (Q)) represent the general integral, and ^ designating

two arbitrary functions. If z = V be a solution included in the general integral, then (P) and ty (Q) can take

particular forms/ (P), /, (Q), which will transform the general expression into V. This expression may be

written in the following manner,

z = F { jr,y,/(P) + (F) - /(P), / (Q) + * (Q) -/, (Q) } .

The functions (P) /(P), ^ (Q) ~f\ (Q) being arbitrary may be represented by n (P) and a ty (Q). If

we develope afterwards according to the powers of a, the result will take the form

2 = V -f-
a" V (P)"+ a" W V (Q)"+ &c.

or, more simply, z = V-f- a ". containing as many arbitrary functions as the general integral, and becoming
neither infinite, nor equal to nothing when a = 0. We have by differentiation

dV du _dV du _*V d*u JV ff u d*u d* u
P = d^ H a

dH'
'1
~~di

"'
"

Ty'
=
~dJ^

a
dxf *47TZ~i

a ~

These values, and the value of z = V -f- M, being substituted in the proposed equation Z = 0, we shall obtain,

in observing that by supposition z = V satisfies that equation,

dz dz du d z du
d z dp d x dq dy

d z d*u dz d* w dz d* u f

If this substitution had made

dz dz dz dz dz- = 0,
- = 0, = 0, = 0,

- = 0, &c
dp dq d r d * dt
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Calculus, the above equation would be reduced to - u 0, and could only be verified in making u 0, and, therefore, v_^
'

there would be no means to introduce arbitrary functions in the expression z =r V, and, consequently, z = V
ought to be considered as a particular solution.

It' the differential coefficients - and ^ did not become equal to nothing, then the value of u would be
dp dq

determined by the partial differential equation

d 2 dz du d 2 du
_

mj
_t _^_ _ .. ._ I

,______ _ 11

d z dp
'

d x d q dy

Tins equation being of the first order, the value ofu would contain only one arbitrary function.

The mode of extending this rule to partial differential equations of all orders is obvious. Hence in the case of

equations of the first order, for instance, if V = be the result of the elimination of p and q from the equations

V = 0,
- - = 0,

- = 0, the factors of V = which satisfy these equations will be particular solutions ; and
dp d q

a similar method is applicable to equations of higher orders.

Let us take as an example, the equation

Eliminating p and q between these two last equations and the proposed, we find

which satisfies them, and is consequently a particular solution.

Let us take for a second example, the equation

it gives = r q (p -
J,

and since it contains neither s nor t, it is sufficient to combine the equation

r q(p-- -)=0with the proposed to determine the particular solution. By these means we find

P ~
j-4^

= - from which we derive r =
T^lc

~
( 1 + xY

~
r+~.r V

""

fX^,)'
and wh

'ch,consequeutly,

j rr

satisfies Z = 0, and = 0. It is therefore the particular solution required. Integrating it, we find

z = (1 + x) (y).

(232 ) The arbitrary functions which enter into the integral of partial differential equations are to be determined
in each case by the conditions of the questions which led to the differential equations, in a manner analogous to
that used for the arbitrary constants. This determination belongs, therefore, rather to the applications of the
Differential and Integral Calculus, to Geometry, and Mechanics, than to the exposition of the rules of that
calculus. In many cases besides, the conditions to be satisfied lead to equations expressing relations between
unknown functions, the solution of which belongs to another calculus. We shall, therefore, briefly examine
here, in what manner the arbitrary functions may be determined in some simple cases.

First let ihe integral of a partial differential equation be M (V) = 1, where M and V are known functions of

t,y, and z, and (V) an arbitrary function of V. Suppose that it is known, from the conditions of the question,
that, besides the relation just found, there exist between the three variables x,y, z, two other relations expressed'
by the equations F(x, y, z) = 0, and F, (x, y, z) = 0. Assume V = t, and by this, and the two preceding
equations, let *, y. z be determined as functions of t. This being done, substitute those values of x, y, z, in

M, and let the result which will be a function of t beT, then we shall haveT . (1) = 1, or (t) = , and the

form of will thus be determined.

Let us next consider a case in which there are two arbitrary functions to be determined. Suppose that the

integral is

M 0(V)+Ny(V) = l,

and that the variables x, y, z must satisfy besides the conditions expressed by the two systems of equations

F (x, y, z) r= 0, F, (x, y, s) = 0, and F, (x, y, z) = 0, F, (x, y, r) = 0.
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'"|

e As before, let V = <, and by this and the first pair of equations, let the values of x, y, z be determined as

_I-
C

"-^-'
functlons oft, and their values substituted in M and N. Then if T and T, represent the values of M and N
after that substitution

T0(/) + T,f (0 = 1.

If we determine in the same manner the values of <r, y, x, as functions of t, by means of the equation V = t

and F8 (x, y, z) = 0, F, (x, y, z) = 0, we shall have, in substituting these new values in M and N, and calling
T8 and T, the results of the substitutions,

T.

Par- lit.

From this equation and the other T (f) + T, %J/(0 = I, the values of (<) and \}/ (t) may be determined as

explicit functions of t, and therefore their forms will be known.
This process may easily be generalized, and applied to integrals containing a greater number of arbitrary

functions, provided their form be similar to those we have considered.

Very frequently the arbitrary functions entering the integrals of partial differential equations remain entirely
undetermined. The integrals, in this case, point out general properties belonging to the whole class of functions

of x and y, represented by z.
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APPLICATIONS OF THE DIFFERENTIAL AND INTEGRAL CALCULUS.

Integral
(233.) The

Differential
and Integral Calculus may be applied with great advantage to numerous and Part III

Calculus, important questions. For many problems indeed it would be extremely difficult to obtain a solution without v
v .

**~-^s~~j making use of that calculus. The developement of functions of one or more variables in series of terms,

proceeding according to certain laws, forms one of its most useful applications.

(234.) Let y be a function of x which does not become infinite for * = 0, and let it be proposed to develope
it according to the integral powers of x. Let us assume

The problem is to determine the values of the coefficients A, B, C, D, &c. For that purpose let us differentiate

several times this equation, we shall find successively,

-^=B
ax

..... .
- = 4 . 3.2 . E + &c.

d x3 dx4

&c. &c.

Hence it we suppose in each of these equations x = 0, we shall easily find the values of A, B, C, D, &c. Let

d y d? y
Y, Y', Y", &c. be respectively the values of y, *, -r-2-, &c. when x = 0, we shall have

d x d Xs

yi Y" Y"' vw
A=Y. B= T . C = , D = , E^j-^ftc.

and, consequently,

This elegant expression of the developement of a function of one variable in a series of terms arranged according
to the powers of that variable, is known under the name of tile Theorem of Madaurin: it is of considerable use in

the developement of functions, though it does not always enable us to discover the general term of the resulting

series.

(235.) More generally, it may be proved, in the same manner, that if y ~f(a + x) does not become infinite

for x = 0, the developement of y according to the integral powers of x will be

Y, Y', Y", Y'", &c. being the values of y, -, -. &c. corresponding to x 0, or which is exactly the same
d x *

thing, the values of/(x),
*

. ". , , &c. corresponding to x = a, so that the developement of
& X (t JF* d Jr

may be written in the following manner,

This expression may also be deduced immediately from Taylor's Theorem.

The application of this method to particular cases does not present the least difficulty. We might easily make
use of it to determine the developements of a*, log (a + x), sin x, cos x, &c. which have already been found by
various means, (see (26.), (27.), (28.)

(236.) We shall take as examples the functions sin"
1

*, cos"' x, and tan" 1
x,

1. For the first we have

*Q!~>fi*, = (1 -*)"*+ 3 a(l - Jt
8
)"*.

Making x = 0, we shall find

Y = 0, Y'=l, Y" = 0, Y'"=l, Y"=0, YT =3.3, &c.

VOL. II. II
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Integral and, consequently,

Palt I!1 -

Calculus. ,r
3 3 . 3 x b ^v-'^ j,= sm--* = *+ +-nrl:l

-

1
. + &c.

Th,e general .terra flf the series may be obtained by observing that ^ =
-^

rf" (1 <*
2

) < ar>d making use

of the general formula given in Example 6. (35.) We shall find that the value of d" (1 x*)
2 becomes equal

to nothing by making x = 0, whenever n is an odd number, and that when n is an even number it is reduced to

1.3.5.7 ........ (71 1)- "- ........ L

The general term ^| .

t g

*

^ ^ }
. will become then, putting for -^ the value of

j^d' (I - *")',

which has just been found,
1.3.5.7 ...... ..(re

- l)j-+'

2.4.6.8........ n(?i+ 1)

It is obviious besides that n -f 1 will be an odd number. If then we write in the series sin y instead of or, we

shall b'l >'e

. (siny)
3

3.(siny)* 3. 5 (sin y)i 3.5.7 (sin y)
3

9= BIO? + --5- + 24. 5
+

2,4.6.7
+ T^OT" +

This series has been used by Newton to calculate the length of the circumference, the raniiis being 1. 1( we

suppose y equal to a quadrant, we shall have s\ny = 1, and if we suppose y equal to an an, of 30, we shall

have sin y = . Substituting these numbers, we obtain the two series

1 3 3.5 3.5.7
fO + 2X5 +

2.4.6.7
+ 2T.^O ~*

arc of 3 = ^ + + + +
' 57

+ &C "

The first being multiplied by 4, and the second by 12 will give the length of the circumference.

The deyelopenient of the arc in a series of terms arranged according to the powers of the cosine might be

obtained by a similar process ; but it is immediately found by substituting in the preceding series y for y, and

observing that sin (
-|-

- y J
= cos y. We get thus

if _ (cos yj _ 3. (cosy)' _ 3.5 (cosy)' _ 3.5.7 (cos y)>
y ~

~2

~

2.3 2.4.5 2.4.6.7" 2.476.8.9"
~

"'

Let y = tan' 1

x, we shall have by successive differentiations

= (l +;rV, - 2^ 1 -^"' =- 2(1 +^)-8

< = 2 4*(1 + x)-'- 48 jf (1 +*)-*, = 24(1 +^)-' -, 288^' (1 + a1

)-* + 384

Making j? = 0, we find

Y = 0, Y = 1, Y" = 0, Y'" = -
2, Y" = 0, Y' = 2 . 3 . 4, <kc,

And we get therefore

Xs x*

y = tan"
1 x == x -

-j-
- - &c.

P

The law of the terms is very obvious, and if it were necessary, the general term might be obtained by referring
to the general formula of Example 6. (25.) Substituting tan y for x, the series becomes

(237.) The developement of tan x might be obtained by the same method, but it will be simpler to use
another somewhat different, which will have besides the advantage to show how to proceed when the function
to be developed is given implicitly by a differential equation.

Let y == tan x, then d x =
^j-j

and ' consequently, ^|
= 1 + y' ; the value of ~2 depends then, in this

case, upon y, and the differential coefficients, instead of being given explicitly in function of the independent
variable, will be determined by means of each other. We shall have

dy~i + v* *y-.o v
y

dx "' dxt
~'iy dx
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Integral To deduce from these equations the values of Y, Y', Y", &c. it is necessary to make x = in each of them. Part III.

Calculus if we had not tne eqUation between x and y, y = tan x, the value of Y would remain indeterminate. Here we v ^/ --

""^
have Y = 0, and we shall find by means of this value

Y = 0, Y' = 1, Y" = 0, Y'" = 2, Y"= 0, Y' = 16, Y" = 0, Y*" = 272. &c.

and therefore
27-2x1.

,

y = tan x = - + +
! . 2 . 3 . 4 . 1.2.3.4.5.6.7

tt M

In the same manner may be found the developement of sec x. Let y = sec x, we shall have d x =- -

= y>l , , ,

x

we shall get

allll _? = y>l/(y
t

1), or, raising both sides to the square, = y* y. Then, by successive differentiations,
** x

J *ti '

d y
Hence, making i = 0, and observing that in that supposition y = 1, and 2 Or Y' = 0, we have

Y" = 1, Y"' = 0, Y" =5, Y' = 0, Y" = 61, &c.

and

_,, _fl ,

5j<
,

61 j 1385 j 5021 x">

1. 2^1. 2. 3. 4
*"

1 . 2. 3. 4. 5. 61. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 81. 2 10

2702765 j"

1.2 12'

(238.) The same principles may be used with success to develope functions of several variables in series arranged
according to the integral powers of these variables. Let, for instance, u =f(x,y) represent a function of two
variables x and y, and assume

=A + B,r-|-D**+G,r8
-f&c.

-j-Cy + Exy + H x*y

+ F y
8 + I xy*

We shall have by successive differentiations, first with respect to x alone,

+ 3 . 2

+2Hy

, = 2 D + 3 . 2 Gx, = 3 . 2 G, &c.
d j;

4 a x*

which will give the values of A, B, D, G by making x = 0, and y = in M, -r-, - , , &c. The same
ox dx* d x3

values being substituted for j; and y in the expressions of, -r
e,

-
, &c. will give the values of C, F, K, &c.

and the same substitutions being made in - ,
-

,
- -, &c. will determine the remaining coeffi-

dxdy dx>dy djcdy*

cients E, H, I, &c. Thus we shall find

Recollecting that in v, and in every differential coefficient, x and y are supposed to have been made equal to

nothing
It is easy to see that the same series will also represent the developement of/( -)- x, b + y), supposing that

in u, and in every differential coefficient, a and 6 have been substituted for x and y. These results are also

immediate consequences of Taylor's Theorem, extended to functions of several variables.

X)
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Integral (239.) The developements known under the names of Lagrange's and Laplace's Theorems, are two of the most Part III.

Calculus, important applications of the Differential Calculus to the transformation of functions into series. We shall begin S^^
'* V" "' with the demonstration of the last of these two theorems, because the first may easily be deduced from it by a

particular supposition,
Let u = y, (y) represent any function of y, let y be a function of the independent variable x, determined by

the equation y = F (a + x <j> (y) ), F and designating any function whatever, and let it be proposed to develope

M in a series of terms containing the integral powers of x. For that purpose, according to Maclaurin's Theorem,

d it d? u
it is sufficient to find the values of M, ,

-
r
-

;,
&c. for x = 0. To obtain them, let us differentiate the equationd x ci x

y = F (a -f x <t> (y) ) first with respect to x, and then with respect to a, we shall get

1|
= F (a + *0 (y) ) -

{0 (y) + *0'(2/) Jf }' g = F'( + *0 (y) )

If we eliminate F' (a -j-tf0 (j/))
between these two equations, we shall find after reductions

dx

but since u, or ^ (j/),
contains only y, we shall have simply

and hence, by the elimination of Y"' (y),
du dy du dy _
dx

'

da ^da
'

d x

substituting then for ^ its value <j> (y) , and making, for the sake of simplicity, <f> (y) z, we shall find
u tV d a

du du du du
T-- 2 s= 0, or - = z -.
d x da d x da

Hence the value of -
corresponding to x = is the same as the value ofz corresponding to the same value

d x da
of jr. If we differentiate now the preceding equation with respect to x, we shall have

du
d . z

d1 u _ da;
dx*

=
dx

but the quantity z =
<j> (y) ty' (y) -i, that is to say is equal to a certain function ofy multiplied by ^, it may

therefore be considered as the differential coefficient of a certain function of y, which we shall represent by u',
with respect to a, and we shall have

d
' du'

du du' d'u 'da *w' <P u' ~d~x
z -: = -: , and consequently

- =
;

- = - -- =- =-
da da d& dx dxda dadx da

Now since, u representing any function of y, we have found = z , u' being also a function of y, we shalld x d a

have likewise - = z - . Substituting this value in the last expression we hwe found for ", we ffet
Oi x d ct ff *

du' du
d z - d zs -

a* u da da
da

. du . dn
putting for - its yalue z .

da da

e&
This last equation being differentiated with respect to x will give = __ f. or makinsr Z' = d

d x* dxda' da da'

f*
., ,. j.,r . . &U d?u" dx

and inverting the order of differentiates =
^-^- =

-^-^ ; but u" being a function of y, we havealsp

, du
du" du" du" du d'u

d' Z
'Ta

-: = z -9, and consequently
-- = z' : therefore - =-

dx da d x da d Xs da?
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....
, (where (n

-
1) designates the

number of accents and npt an exponent), we shall find

d"u- ---
d x" did a"-

1 da l dx
, and because

du= x" , we nave-- -
d jc da da

rf-'z'fd u da
dT"

=
d <f-

l

~~
'

This understood, we shall have, according to Maclanrin's Theorem,

du ,du dtt
d . z2 -j d' . *' - d- 1

z'
dux da & da x" __da x*

*dal ' ~~d^~I72 4
dtP r^T3^ da-' 1.2.3..n

T being supposed to be made equal to nothing in every coefficient, and U designating the value of u in the same

d y
supposition. When x = 0, the equation y = F(a-j-*0(y)) gives y F (a), and = F' (a), values which

ought to be substituted in z or (y), and in -, or Y"' (y) "f^i
In tne particular case represented by the

da da

d y d.u
equation y = a -j- a; <j> (y), we have simply, when x = 0, y fl

i v~ == 1. an <J therefore U, z, , will become
da da

respectively ^ (a), 0(a), and ^' (a), and, consequently, the developement of u arranged according to the powers
of* will be simply

'

(a) (a)'

da"1 1.2....re'

(240.) Laplace has extended these researches to functions of any number of variables, analogous to that we
have just considered. We shall only examine the case of two variables. Let ubeany function of two quantities

y and z determined by the two equations

F, Ft,
and 0, designating any function whatever. It is obvious that y and z may be considered as functions

of the four quantities a, t, b, and *. Let the first of the two equations above be differentiated with respect to

each of these quantities, we shall find

where is written instead of (y, z) ; and, in the same manner, we shall write simply 0, instead of 0, (y, 2).
It is also necessary to remember that the functions and 0, are not supposed to contain explicitly the quantities
t and x. If in the preceding values we suppose t = and x = 0, we find

S="* J?-"w-* = H
In the same manner we shall find

and in the same supposition u will become a function of a and 6 alone, since then y = F (a) and z = F, (6).

Now, if we observe that w is an explicit function of y and z, and if we substitute for -j-^, , , , their
at dt ax dx

values, we shall have

d_u _ d_u ^_y,^^f_rfK du _du dy dit dz _dii
dt

"
dy dt

+ d:dl ~"d^j
')lp' TX -~d~y d~X + d~z Tx

~
Tl '
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Calculus, and because F (a) = -^-, and F/ (6) = --, we shall have, when t =r and x = 0, \^ .

v __ j da do
du _du dy _ du du _du dz _d
~dt~~d~y d~a'

' ~
Ta'' d^

=
dlrf6' 01 = rf6^"

Let us suppose, for a moment, that the equation z = F, (6 4- x 0,) has been resolved with respect to z, and
that this value of z has been substituted in the function n ; then this function will contain only y and x, and in

the differentiations relative to <, it will be sufficient to take into consideration the first quantity y, since the second
x is one of the independent variables , but if we substitute at the same time the value of z in the equation
y = F (a + 20), then the function 0, when we shall differentiate with respect to t, may be considered as con-

taining only y ; therefore we shall have as in (239.)

d~- . 0*dm u da

and, consequently,

dtm dx- ds" da"- 1

It is clear that the developement of d* . 0" , may be deduced from that ofd* , by substituting in it 0"d a da

to 0, d . 0" to d 0, d4
. 0* to ds

0, and so on ; we may, therefore, write simply , instead of 0* ; and
d a da

since this last quantity is equal to , when t = 0, we shall have
(i tr

/

(f+"u _ \\dx"dtj
dtm dx'~

~'

d a"~l
'

In a similar manner we shall have

,. ,
. .du du

f~' . 0" d*- x

d*u d b ,. d"u dx= , which equation may be changed into - = ^,

d u du
by writing 0, instead of t", and substituting instead of 0i , its value , in the case where * =0 ; but it will

be necessary to replace 0, by #,* in the result,

d* u . d1*^* u
Let us substitute now this expression of 3 in that of

, n, found above, and we shall find

--
dtdx

d t
m d y? d a*

1" 1 d 6"

in which, it must not be forgotten, it is necessary to substitute 0" for 0, 0," for 0,, and after the differentiations to

make t = and x = 0.

The preceding transformations have enabled us to make the determination of the coefficient depend
d t

m d x"

on that of the second order , and on differentiations relative to a and 6, which present no difficulties

when t = and * = 0. It remains therefore only to determine the value of .

dtdx
du d u

If we differentiate with respect to x, the equation = 0, we shall find
at aa

d*u (ft u dud<p
dxdt

~
dxda ~*~Ta~dlc'

du du
and since we have =

3-7 0i,
d x do

d*u

dxdt
''
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But0 representing, as well as w, any function whatever of y and ?, there exists between and the same v^^^^,

relation as between and y, therefore we shall have also = 0, -j-,
hence

dx do ax
d* it u u d 0. d M u ct u

-_ ^_ ~
|- |- 0,

-
,

d x d t dado dado d b d a

and since we must change into 0, and t into 0,", we shall find

(P u (* 11 d 0i d U rf u U
1*

0i** P, 4- 71
^~

_
. -L- ^y^ 0** 0i**

'
"

when, it is well understood, <j>
and 0, as well as u will be reduced to functions of a and 6, by putting msieau or

y and z their values, when t = 0, and x = 0. Having thus formed
-j -T-, which we shall represent by

we shall have for the general term of the developement of the proposed function

r x"

(To"-' d 6' '

1.2____ m.1.3 ____ ?t'

Each term will be obtained individually by taking for m and n all the integers 0, 1, 2, 3, &c.

(241.) If in the last formulae of (23SL) we make JP = 1, we shall have

y = a + .;Ky)and the series ^ (y)^ (a) +^^
which Lagrange obtained by way of induction, in developing the roots of literal algebraical equations.

We shall propose for first example to find the expression ofthe n1*
power ofy, given by the equation a-/3y+ 7y

m= 0.

a 7
This equation maybe put under the form y=.

- + -y*, and if we compare it with y =; a + 0(y), we have clearly

Ifwe write, for the sake of brevity, a instead of -, we find

P

and, consequently

or, substituting for a
P

- - - li j.
" """'^ a n (M +2"- 1)

*"'
7
g

,
M (n + 3 wi - 1) (n + 3 w - 2) a8 -' V 1

~/J"l f"^" ~O~ ~^^ 1.2.3 -^=-
f&ct

The proposed equation ought to give, in general, as many values for y" as it has roots ; but the above
developement expressing only one of these values it may be asked to which it corresponds. Lagrange has

proved, generally, that a property of this series, when employed to express the root of an equation, is to be
always equal to the least root. In the present case it is easy to verify the truth of this proposition, when
m = 2. The equation is then a |3y + 'yj/*=0, and the roots are

In the first place, we have

(
4j^/Y 1

T 4 "7 ! 1 (4 a 7)* 1.1.3(407)'"

pj~ '2 y3"2-4~^ 2^6~^~
Hence

__ , J3_
I 2 fjl? j 1 (47)8 1.1.3(4a 7) 1

2<y iM "2 ff 2' 4 ~p~ 2A76~F~ **
and if we take only the inferior sign, and make some numerical reductions, we find for the least root

a series which is precisely identical with the general series found above for y*, when we make in it n = 1 and
m = 2.

Lagrange has shown, moreover, that by proper tra'-.sformations of a proposed equation, when it is algebraical,
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Calculus, de Berlin, 1768, et le. Trails de. la Resolution des Equations Nitmeriqiies, note XI.) ~v
v V-" (242.) From the theorems which have been demonstrated, we may easily deduce a general formula for the

inversion of series. Let z = y + /3 y + "/ y
3 + &c. be given, and let it be proposed to find the value of y in

a series of terms arranged according to the powers of z. We shall first put the given equation under the form

z y*
and if then we compare it with the equation a y + (y) 0, we have a = , and (y) = ---

(fi _f_ ^ y _f_ g y* _j- c.) Hence, if we put before the sign of differentiation the constant factor --, which

multiplies y* (/3 + "/ y + Sy' + &c.) we shall find

n n a"*>(_P+ta + Sa* + &c.)'

d^r
7S + aa' + &c.)

, fc--
And if we make n = 1, and perform the operations indicated, we shall find after reduction

/!*/* -2I
1Q*'Y + 6a*/3& + 8V-^6\

(243.) Let us take for second example the equation

du . d?u h* (Pu h*

and let it be proposed to find an expression for h in terms of M, and its differential coefficients.

If we put p, q, r, s, &c. for the differential coefficients of u, and compare the equation with a y -j- (y) = 0,

we find a = -, and (y) = -- \ q
- - + r - - -

j + &c. > and therefore we shall get

S3 qi-pr\ u /3 . 5g - 2 . Spqr + p
8A _

4

j_ & 1

V P
s /iTITs+V P7 .Tl.2.3.4'T2

This reverted series, which is used in the resolution of numerical equations, may be put under a very elegant and

remarkable form. If we make A = -- zz -- , thendu p
AdA u>

,

Ad (Ad A) 11* Ad{Ad(AdA) }
M*

"TT-rTi"1 "^"TTaTs" 1 ~d^~ 1.2.3.4'*

To show the application of this to the resolution of numerical equations, let us suppose M = X* 2,r*+4,r 8:

we shall find by means of this series

_ I
1 u ___3j- 1 M (21-a

4 - 12 ** - 6 *+ 3)~
12* (a?

- x + 1)

'

1
+2^ - *+T> T7Z "*

26 (^ - j; + 1)' 1.

ifa be a root of the equation u = 0, and a; be an approximate value of a, we shall find_ 1__ M (3 a? - 1) ii
4

~
'

~ " ~

3 23 311 391
Thus if x = -, and therefore u = , we shall get a = ) j

&e. = 1.61 nearly.

If we substitute this new value of r, and confine ourselves to four terms of the series, as before, we shall find

a= 1.6117662: and by a continuation of this process, the approximation may be carried to any required degree
of accuracy.

(244.) These theorems possess especially great advantages with respect to equations involving transcendental

functions. Let us take for example the equation y = a -)-
a sin y, which expresses a general relation of the

first degree between an arc and its sine, and let it be proposed to find the developement of ly. The comparison
between this equation and a y + (y) = gives <p(y) = a siny, and we have besides in this case Y' (y) ly ,

therefore we shall find

(sin a)"- j>(
s ' n a>3

o ~ a '
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Integral In the same manner the equation u = nt + e sin u, of so much use in Astronomy, gives, after substituting for Part III.

Calculus, the powers of the sines their values in function of the sines of the multiples of the arc, ^~~~

u=nt + es\nnt + 2 sin 2 n t 4- (3
9 sin3n - 3sinn<)

!.. 1<<08*X

<*

H (4
3 sin 4 ?i < 4 . 23 sin 2 71 + &c.

(245.) Burmann has given on the developement of functions in series a very general theorem, from which

that of Lagrange and a great many others may be deduced.

Let X designate any function of x, and let this last quantity be a function of u; the problem to be resolved is

to develope X according to the powers of u. If x were eliminated from X, then this quantity would be an

explicit function of u, and Maclaurin's Theorem would give immediately

X = T f T' -
}
+T> ~ + T'"^s+ &c .

a formula in which T "' = = when u has been made equal to nothing after the differentiations.
du"

The theorem of Burmann has for its object to transform the above formula into

"
["CO"](* A wt*. * ^ic. ,

, z

and z being two functions of x which vanish at the same time, but the ratio of which remains a finite quantity.
The demonstration depends on the two following propositions.

1. If, after the differentiations have been performed, considering u as an implicit function of z, we make z = 0,

we have

=n(,t -!)(- 2).. ..(n-r + l) f- ...... (2),

j'or supposing = p, if we replace u by its value in z, and if we develope p"~
T in a series of terms arranged

according to the ascending powers of z, we shall find

i = z r

"

'= *r (A + A z + A"z* + . . . . + A<' V + &c.) ;

and taking the n'h differential coefficient of the general term, we shall obtain

(r+ m) (r + m -
1) (r + m - n + 1) A/"

1 '
i

an expression which always vanishes when z = 0, except when r -J- m n = 0, in which case we have

= n (n - 1) (n
-

2) 1 A!-T)
:

dz'

d" .u'l-

but A(*"rJ =
; therefore

Under the same condition

d"~
l

. ?/' d . v* d* . ii
r
p'

for

-
dz dz \M/ rfz \ M / <** <* z nr dz

putting for p"~
r its developement, and performing the differentiation which is indicated, we find

d z

differentiating n 1 times this equation, we shall have, according to the value of the general term d*~ l
.

71 ^~ I"

A 2"+"', a result which will be equal to nothing as long as we have r + m 1 > n 1, and also when we
have r + m 1< 1; thus we have simply

This supposes that we have r < n ; for when r = n, we have
VOL. II.
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Calculus. dz
U P d ,~ dz > v_^

and when we shall have differentiated n 1 times this product, there will remain still in every teim at least one of the

factors z or u: therefore it will vanish when z = 0. The same thing will happen if we have r < n, on account

of the factor u, which will remain in every term.

2. This understood, let us consider the function X p', let us put in it the developement of X, indicated above,

and let us take the differential coefficient of the nth order with respect to z ; we shall obtain

d" . p" Td". vp" V d- . u*p" +T<'> d" .v'p"
"

'

h " *" "
'

"
dz" dz" 1 dz" '1.2 dz" '1.2.3 r dz

and substituting for

d" . p" d". us
p" d" . n' p"

dz"
'

~~d~z"~' dz"
'

their values derived from equation (2), we shall have

an expression of which the numerical coefficients are those of the binomial formula, and which terminates in the

same way because the exponent n is an integer.

If we operate in the same manner on the equation

d'-' . Xd . p" _ d" . p" T'd"-' . ud . p"
,

T" d . .' d . p'
dz" dz"

'

1 dz"
r 1.2 dz"

observing that by equations
d*"

1

. ur d . pa d" . u'p* d"" . p"
'

-df~ ~^~- *<-D (n - r +V-d^-
We shall find

d-'.Xd.p' _ d" :p" ,n d"-
1

. p-
1 n (n -

1) d^> . p"-
1 n

,

d_p
dz" dz" I dz"- 1 1.2 dz-

' h
l

'

dz
an expression which is terminated one term before the preceding, because

d-'.M'd.p"

Now, if we take the difference of these two expressions, we shall have

d".Xp" d*~' X d p* _ _ d'X

dz" dz"
~

'du"
'

and if we reduce to one the two terms of the left side of the equation, we shall find

__
dz dz

dz- 1 dz- 1

~
du"

which is the theorem of Burmann.

(246.) By means of this theorem we first obtain that of Lagrange, by making

; = X -a, and M=, hence p = (j). d, = dx, and =
du" d.z"' da- 1

d (<t>* 12f\

= V dx
*

d^W
.

changing X into -f (x), and then making 2 = and js = a after the differentiations ; we shall observe afterwarc

that the equation u = -
gives x = a + u (x) ;

and if we make u = 1, write y instead of x, we shall fin'

the formula of Lagrange.
Let us assume X = ^ (*), u = <p (x)

-
(a), z = s a, then we shall obtain

^(x)-^ (a) + [0 (x)
- 6 ()] -j- Z^ [0 (x)

_
(a)l+ &c....... +-

an expression in which

(247.) If we suppose (a) = 0, the preceding formula? are simplified, and become

V- () = ^ (a) + -^ (*) +^ (,) + jTl (,). + &c . where TC.J = _I_ ^ [(^VV (,)
].

Which remarkable formula is the developement of y (x) in a series of terms arranged according to the powers
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Integral o f ^ . an(j s jnce a designates a value of x which satisfies the equation 0(x) = 0, there will be as many of
Parl

[^ these developetients as this equation has roots. Let us take for an example
*"*~v

YT (j) = 6*, (x)
= x c*.

We have then

a=0, f'(,r) = 6r
Zo, T^=-r ^:l

da-''
L
c-

d x

and if we make x= 0, after the differentiations, we find

r rf r* r
8"

.r
3
e8*

8
&c.

(See for more details on the developements of functions in series Memoire de M. Servois, in the Vth Volume of

the Annales de Mathematiques, and the last Chapter of the Disquisitiones Analyticce of Pfaff.)

(248.) The first problem which Arbogast proposes to resolve in his Traite des Derivations, is to develope

according to the powers of x, an expression such as

(a + ft
x + 7 j? -f c x3+ &c. . . . ),

designating any function whatever. It is obvious that this developeinent is, with respect to Taylor's Theorem,

exactly the same thing as the developement of the polynom

(a + ft x + 7 x8 + a*"+&c.)"
with respect to the binomial theorem.
To apply Taylor's Theorem to the above proposed function, it is first necessary to put it under the form of a

binomial quantity. Let us assume

a + y3o; + *
l x*+&x'> + &C. =a-f-<x,

so that t = ft-^-^x-\-Sx*-{- &c. . . . ; considering then a as the variable, and t x as its increment, we shall have

by Taylor's Theorem, representing for the sake of brevity (a) by 0,

. T _.__ .

and thus the developement depends on those of the powers of the algebraical function t.

If it were required to find the coefficient of x*, it would be necessary and sufficient to take the first term of the
'*
power of t, the second of the (n 1)'\ and so on. Let us represent the developeinent of by

so that the superior index of the letter T shows the degree of the power to which is raised the polynom t, and
the inferior that of the letter x, according to this notation, the general term of the developement of 0(a-j-< jr)

will be

.-i
,

_ T.-,, 4-
' h --' ^_ -

\l-2....ndo. 1.2....(- i)da-
'

1.2....(n-2)d-' da
Therefore if we had the general expression of the coefficient Tj, we should know the general term of the develope-
ment of (a + fix + 7 !* + ....); but this research cannot find place here, on account of its length, and,

besides, it belongs rather to another branch of analysis, called Combinatorial analysis.

On the Values assumed, in certain Cases, by Differential Coefficients, and on the Value of Functions, which under

certain Circumstances become .

(249.) .The formulae of de-. elopement we have obtained in the preceding pages, depend all on the particular
values which the differential coefficients of the function to be developed take, when nothing or certain constant

quantities are substituted for the variables. They can, therefore, only be applied in those cases where the

values of the differential coefficients are finite, a circumstance which does not always take place. The function
i

y =. b + (r a)" , n being supposed to be greater than one, offers a very simple example of it ; for if we
differentiate it, we find

dy \ . J-i 1_ = _(,_)" =- -^n (x a)

d y
and if we make x = a, a supposition which gives y = 6, the value of becomes infinite. It will be the same

<l y

thing with respect to the differential coefficients of superior order, for each differentiation increases the exponent.
of (x a) in the denominator. In the numbers (234.) and (235.) we have assumed that the functions which

we have considered could be developed according to the integral powers of the variables ; but this supposition

may be wrong, and we shall know that it is so, when in calculating the coefficients of the developement, by
N 2
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Integral means of the values of differential coefficients of the function, corresponding to a particular value of x, we shall Part III.

Calculus.
find that any one of them becomes infinite.

- V
v ~ To make this clearer, let y=f(x), and let us suppose that the developement of / (a + x) according to the

powers of a; contains fractional exponents of x. Let
m+l

mn-f.1

If in the series no fractional exponent occurs before the term V *""-", all the coefficients P, Q T, may be

calculated by me&ns of the method explained in the numbers (234.) and (235.), and thus we shall have

d v d"y d" y

~dTa

but if we try to employ the same method to find the value of the coefficient V, by taking the differential coefficient

of the (n+ 1)'" crder, we obtain

/ja + o) /mn + lX/TOB + l A /m n + 1
g
\

dsf+
l \ m J\ m J\ m J

Now since the exponent
^* of.r is negative, the supposition x = will make the right side of the equationm

infinite ; therefore, this same supposition must also render equal to infinity the differential coefficient -
n+1
-

and the value ofV cannot be obtained by means of it. It will be the same with respect to the differential coeffi-

cients of superior order.

(250.) There is here, however, an apparent difficulty. We have observed before (231.) that the developement

of f (a + x) could be derived from the developement of f(x + h), given by Taylor's Theorem, by substituting

in that developement a for x, and x for A. It has been proved, besides, that the series ofTaylor, as long as both *

and h remain variable, can only contain integral powers of A. It might then be imagined that the developement

of f (a + x) derived from it, by giving a particular value to one of the variables, ought also to contain only integral

powers ofx, and be found in all cases as in number (235.)

It must be observed that the developement off(x -f- h) ought to have neither more nor less values than the

function itself; and it is for that reason, as it has been explained before, that as long as x and h remain variables,

the developement off(r + h) cannot contain a term with a fractional exponent of h. But the reasoning which

has been used can no longer be applied, when one of the variables receives a particular value, because the number

of values of the coefficients of the series may become less than the number of values of the function, and this

deficiency must be made up by the terms containing fractional exponents.

Let us take, as an example, the function y = b J (xa) ; by taking alternately the radical wiih the sign +
and with the sign -, we shall have

and if y' = 6 + V (x + h a), we shall find

y' = b + J (x
-

a) + - (x - o)~i - -
(x - a)'! .

- + &c. or

y
' = 6-v&r-<o -

g <*-)** + (*-)~f r^
~ &c>

These developetnents contain only integral powers of h, and we see a reason for it in this circumstance that no

particular value being substituted for x, the coefficients of the series, which are the differential coefficients of the

function, have as many values as y. But if we suppose x = a, the radical quantity J (x a) in the function y
disappears, and the two values ofy become equal to 6. Therefore if the developement of y' were still of the form

y -f- P h -j- Q Aa
-f" R ^8

"I" &c - '' w uld have only one value, whilst y' would have two, since it becomes then

equal to b V A. Hence the form of the developement must change, and the series must contain fractional

powers of h. Analysis shows this change of form in giving infinite values for the differential coefficient

-
(.r a) "2 when x = a; and the truth of this reasoning is verified since, in that case, the developements of

the two values of y' are simply 6 + A and b h .

(251.) The methods explained (234.) and (235.) cannot therefore be used to develope/(;r) wtf(a-\-x) according
to the powers of J, when these functions are such that the series which represent them ought to contain fractional

powers of *. Neither can they be used if the series ought to contain negative powers of x, since we have

assumed that the functionsf (x) andf (a + j) did not become infinite for x = 0. To develope the functions in

these cases some other process must be used. The coefficients of the developement may be determined, for

instance, in the following manner.

Let us assume generally, f ( -f- *) = A x~ -j- B Xs + C JP' + &c. the exponents a, /3, iy, &c. being supposed
to be arranged in ascending order.

To find the value of a, let such a power of x be found as being multiplied by the given function/ (a -(- x)
will give a product which becomes neither = 0, nor infinite when x = 0, the exponent of this power will be a.
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Integral For if not) , et it be ^ ,hen f ( rt + j) y = A if -f B 1*+* + C x1** + &c. The exponents are arranged in an^ '

us '

ascending order, therefore they are all positive if * a is positive, and all the terms vanish when h = 0, which is^V "

contrary to hypothesis. If were < a, then the first exponent at least is negative, and the series would become

infinite for x = 0, which is also contrary to hypothesis. Therefore K = a. The exponent a being thus found,

the coefficient A is what f(a + x) r' becomes when x = 0.

Bavin"- thus determined A and a, the first term of the developement becomes known, and being- brought in the

left side of the equation gives / (a -\- x) A x~* = B h3 + C h? + D h' + &c. The left side of this equation

beiii"- known, if b be negative, it may be found by the same process as that used to determine a. It may be

known whether it be negative by determining if x = render /(a + x) \x" infinite. If h = render this

= 0, then is > 0, and we shall presently explain the method of determining it. If h = do not render

f (a + x) \h~' either = or infinite, then 6=0, and the value of /(a + x) Act"" when x = is the

value of B. The other exponents, when negative, and coefficients may be determined in a similar way.
There is another method of finding the negative exponents when they are integers founded on the application

of the Integral Calculus. Let/(a + x) A x" + B of + C &+ &c. Multiply both sides by dx, and integrate,

we find// (a + x) d x = p^ A x1- + ~- B *'+* + 7 C *'+" + &c. Let//(a+ x) d .r =/ (a + x).

Multiplying again by d x, and integrating, we findy/, (a + x) d x = -
. _ A A-* + -. r ~ _

B j;
!+-3

-f- &c. Let this process be continued until an integral be found, which will neither vanish nor be infinite

when x = 0. If one be found which vanishes when x = 0, immediately next to another which becomes

infinite for that supposition, then o is a fraction whose value is between the number of integrations and the

integer next below it. If the value of the integral be finite, then a. is equal to the number of integrations.

If r = does not render infinite/ (a -^-x), the developement cannot contain negative powers of x, and the

series will be/(a + *) =f(a) 4- B x& + C *' + D *' + &c. Differentiating we get
~ - =

ft B i*-' -f- 7

Cx1" 1 + SO*'' 1

-f- &c. Now, if x = renders -J----
infinite, /3

- 1 is negative, and therefore ft is a

fraction. To determine its value, lety(a) be brought in the left side of the equation, we shall havey(a-f- x)

f(d) =: BiT*5 + C i* + Dx' + &c. and then let that power of x be found, by whichf(a -f- x) f(a) being
divided, the quotient will neither vanish nor become infinite when x = 0. The exponent of that power will

obviously be equal to /3.

If* = did not render infinite neither /(a + j) nor J --
, but

J ^
s

, then we would have /3=1,d x d x

B equal to the value of ^^ for j? =r 0, and 7 would be a fraction > 1 whose value might be determined
(t j?

in a similar manner.

It follows, therefore, in general, that if x = renders the n 1* differential coefficient off (a + j-) infinite, but

none of the preceding ones, the methods given (235.) will give the true developement as far as the n'h term

inclusive; but the exponent of x in the (re + 1)" term is a fraction whose value is between the integers n and
n + 1, and which may be determined by the method explained above.

(252.) When for a particular value given to a variable x, a function of that variable takes the form , it has

always a determinate value which is either a finite quantity, or equal to nothing or
infinity. The Differential

X
Calculus gives, in most cases, very simple means to find the true value of the function. Let be a fraction

X'
the numerator and denominator of which vanish for x = a. If we substitute a -f- A for x, the functions X
and X' may always be supposed to be developed in series arranged according to the ascendiii"- powers
of A. Let these series be represented by AAa

-{-BAS+ &c., and A' h"' + B' A^ -{- &c ., since they must

become equal to nothing when A = 0, which answers to x = a. We shall have therefore---

A'A"' + B'A" + &c.

instead of the proposed function. If in this fraction we suppose A = 0, we must find the same result as if we
\

made <r=o in . Three cases may occur: we may have > ', a = a', a<a'; in the two first the

preceding expression may be written in the following manner :

AA* + B h'-" + &c.

A' + B'A*'-a'

+ &c.
'

Under this form it is easy to see that ifwe have o > o', the supposition A=0 will make the fraction equal to nothing,

and that it will he reduced to , when we shall have a = a'. On the contrary if we have a < '
the fractionA

may be written as follows, dividing both numerator and denominator by A",
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Integral A + B A'" + &C. Part In -

Calculus. A,
AO

,_. + B , hp-.+ &(,_.

anil will become infinite by the supposition of h = 0.

In each of the three cases, the true value of the fraction depends only upon the first term of each series.

(253.") To render the case more general we have supposed that the functions obtained by substituting a -f- h for

x into X and X', could not be developed according to the integral powers of A, but if this can be done, then the

fraction becomes (235.)

j "V" J Vt J "V J V'

X", X'. , -; , &c. designating what X, X', -
, become when a is substituted for x. By hypothesisda da d x d x

Xa= 0, and X'a = 0. If, at the same time, all the differential coefficients in the numerator up to the m"1

order,

and all those of the denominator up to the n'
h
order, become equal to nothing, the fraction will be reduced to

(T X hm

j^ r^7-m+ &c -

d' X' h"
-4- &c.

da" 1.2. ...n

a quantity which will be equal to nothing if we have m > n, infinite if we have m < n, and equal to

rf"X

da"

da"

ifm = n. Hence, to obtain the true value of a function which becomes - when a particular value is substituted

for x, ft is generally sufficient to find the successive differential coefficients of its numerator and its denominator,
till we find for the one, or for the other, a result which does not become equal to nothing for the particular value
of x ; the proposed function will become infinite in the first case, equal to nothing in the second ; and if it have
a finite value, the two differential coefficients of the numerator and denominator which do not vanish will be of
the same order, and their quotient will be the value required.

This rule supposes that none of the coefficients which are successively calculated becomes infinite for the

particular value of x ; if that were the case, it would indicate that one or both the functions resulting from the

substitution of a -f- A for x in X and X' cannot be developed according to the integral powers of A, and they
should consequently be treated as in number (252.).
A few examples will elucidate the preceding rule.

Example 1. Let the proposed function be
-y g

, the supposition x = a reduces it to the form -, it is

required to find its true value.

= 3 x* and for x = a becomes - 3 a8
;

- = 2x, and for x = a becomes - 2 a ;

therefore the true value is = .

2 2
j

In the same manner the true value of for x = 1 is found to be equal to n.
x 1

,
ax 1 2acx -{- ac

ExampleZ. --
o,forx=c.bx* -

-i. b c x + b ca

= 2ax - 2ac, which quantity becomes nothing for x = c:
' ^ J" ~ 2h CI "tAg)

d x= 2 6 x - 2 6 c, and this quantity is also reduced to nothing when x c. It is therefore necessary to differen-
,, , 1U d.(Zax -2ac) ,d(2bx 26c)

dx
- = 2 a, and -

rfj
-=26, therefore the true value of the

.

fraction is 7.
o

Example 3. for x =0.

'-j-
=a'la-b*lbj

J^
= 1 . Therefore the true value is la - I b - I (%

-
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Cakulul In the same manner it will be found that the true value of
sin /!" ^osJ^ for x ~

\
is e1ual to ~ L

vJX',!!!.

"-'
Example 4. Sometimes it will be found that it is simpler, instead of calculating the differential coefficients, to

develope the numerator and denominator after having substituted a + h for x. The fraction

a? - 4 a x* -4- 7 a** - 2 a3 2 a' V 2 a x a*

x* 2 ax < -{-Za ^/2ajc jf

is an example of this case. It is only after differentiating four times the numerator and denominator that the

true value, corresponding to x = a, is found. If instead of that process we substitute a + h for x and reduce, we

find first

2 a3 + 2 a8 h - a h' + h> - 2 a" ^( 9+2 ah)~ "

- 2 a + h'+ 2 a J~(a'
- A)"~

Reducing in series the two radical quantities we shall find

A A 3
<S A* A" A**.+- J5.ffc, V(-A*) = *----- +&c.

The substitution of these two series in the preceding fraction, and the supposition of h = 0, will give 5 a for the

true value required.

/jf a*)
2

Example 5. Let the proposed function be -
, it is required to find the true value for x = a. Here the

(x
- ar

differential coefficients become infinite, and therefore it is necessary to use the general method. By substituting

a-\-h for land developing, we find thus that the function becomes''
Making then h = 0, we obtain for the true value (2 a) .

(254.) A function may, for a particular value of x, take various indeterminate forms, differing in appearance

from -, but which in reality come to the same thing.

X
1. The numerator and denominator of the fraction may become both infinite at the same time. This case

A.

may immediately be reduced to the one we have already examined by putting the fraction under the form

2. In the product P Q of two functions of x, one of the factors may become equal to nothing for a particular

value of x, and the other infinite ; such is the case, for instance, for the expression (1 x) tau when x = 1.

X IP
To reduce this case to the form , it is sufficient to make Q = -, then P Q = , and the rules given mayA R K
be applied.

3. It may be required to find the value of the difference P Q of two functions, when they both become
infinite for a particular value of the variable. If the two functions are both rational, algebraical, and integral,
the only value of x for which hey can become infinite is a equal to infinity, and consequently the only case in

which the expression P Q may have a finite value is when P = Q + 6, 6 being a constant quantity. When
P and Q are fractions the denominators of which vanish, it is easy to change the proposed function into another

which becomes-; it is sufficient for that to bring P and Q to the same denominator. In many cases the true

value of the function may also be obtained by substituting for x the particular value increased by h, and developing

according to the powers of A. Let us take as an example the function --- , which when x = 1
x 1 Ix

becomes the difference of two infinite quantities. If we substitute 1 + A for at, it becomes--- .

A / (1 -f- ft)

But / (1 + h) = A -
I'
+ ~ - &c. Therefore

*'
* "
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Integral Dividing both nnmprator and denominator by h*, and making afterwards h 0, we find J for the tree value of

Calculus j \

X 1 lx' IT ir*

In an analogous manner we should find for the true value of
,

-
xianvx

' corresponding tox= 0, .

(255.) We shall take for the last example the function -
, the numerator and denominator of which become

infinite when x is supposed to be infinite. The rule given in the preceding number does not apply, for by

preparing- the function in the manner indicated, and then differentiating both the numerator and denominator,

we find

JL and .ll* = ** - (̂

~x
d
'Tx x(lx)*

a result from which no conclusion can be drawn. The simplest means to find the true value of the function or

more generally of -^, is to develope x", considering it as an exponential, according to the powers of M; we have
X

then

Ijc [x
1

The last expression having a constant quantity for its numerator, whilst its denominator increases with the value

I x
of x, and becomes infinite at the same time as this quantity, it follows that the value of has for limit nothing.

Knowing the value of
,
when x is infinite, it is easy to find the values of other analogous functions.

jf

j,n /I x\~ l

1. The function being equal to I I becomes clearly infinite when the last becomes nothing.' x \x
" J

2. The function x'lx, which becomes nothing multiplied by an infinite quantity when x = 0, has for true

value nothing, for if we suppose x = -
it is transformed into . The function x" (I x)' has also the same

y !f

value for x 0, for by extracting the root of the degree r, it becomes 3? I xt and the value of the root for x =
must be the same as that of the function.

On. the Maxima and Minima of Functions of One Variable.

(256.) Let M be a function of the variable x, and u', u", u'" represent the three values of u corresponding

respectively with x a h, x = a, x =. a-\-h; then if u be a continuous function for values differing but little

from a (see number (71.)), and if a be such a quantity that for any very small value of h, u' and u'" be both less

than M", then this last quantity is said to be a maximum of the function M. It is said to be a minimum when
under the same circumstances u' and u'" are both greater than u". In the same case, a is said to be a value of

the variable corresponding to a maximum or to a minimum of the function. Hence it is clear, for instance, that

the value x = a corresponds to a maximum or a minimum of the function 6 :p (x a)
2
, according as the second

term (x a)
8

is taken with the sign or +. It is also obvious, that the maximum or minimum of a function,
from the definition given above, is not necessarily the same thing as the greatest or least value of the function.

Thus, for instance, the value 6s of the function 6s (x 1) + (x 2)
s
(x I)

8
, corresponding to x = 2, is a

minimum, and nevertheless the value of the same function corresponding to x = 1 is equal to nothing. Another

consequence of the definition which has been given of the maximum or minimum of a function, is that the same
function may have several maxima and minima ; such is the case for the function a+ b(x l)

2+ c (x 2)
!

(.r I)
4

,

the values of which corresponding to x= 1 and x = 2 are both minima.

(257.) Two questions present themselves relative to the maxima and minima of functions of one variable ;

they are not, however, essentially distinct, and the solution given for the first shows immediately how to resolve

the second. The first is to determine if a given value of the variable does or does not correspond to a maximum
or a minimum of the function, and the second to find all the values of the variable answering to maxima and
minima.

(258.) Lettt=/(,r) be the proposed function, and a the given value of x. It is required to determine
whether it corresponds to a maximum or a minimum. Let a -f- h be substituted for x, in the function, and let the
result be developed according to the powers of A. The developement may contain fractional powers of h ; let it

be represented generally by

/(a+A)=/(a) + PA"+QA? + RA*+ &c.

where o, /3, 7 may be integral or fractional numbers, but where they are supposed arranged in an ascending order
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Integral This understood, the developement of / (a h) may be deduced from that of /(a -f- A) by writing;
- h Part III.

Clclu<. instead of A, and we shall have accordingly ^^s~'
'

'

'

/(a
-

A) =/(') + P (_ A) + Q (- A)"+ R(- A)* + &c.

Hence the differences,/ (a) -/(a + h), and /(a) - f (a
-

A), will be respectively

_PA"-QA /3 -RA>'-&c., _P(_A)
a
_Q(-A)'

5

-R(-/0'
/

-&c.

Now, if a correspond to a maximum, that is if /(a) be a maximum of/(jr), both/(a + h) and /(a A) must

be less than/(a) for any value of A sufficiently small, and consequently the two above differences should be

positive. It is obvious, in a similar manner, that they should be both negative if a correspond to a minimum.

This must be true however small be the value taken for A. By taking A sufficiently small, the sign of each series

will be the same as that of the first term ; hence a will correspond to a maximum if both P A" and P ( A) are

negative, and to a minimum if they are positive.

But the two quantities PA" and P ( A)* cannot be of the same sign unless a should be equal to an even

integral number, or to a fraction which, reduced to its lowest terms, should have an even number for numerator.

In both cases we shall have

/() - f(a -f A) = - P A" - &c., / (a)
- /( -

A) = - P A" - &c.

and /(a) will be a maximum if P be negative, and a minimum if it be positive.

To make use of this observation, we shall distinguish two cases, namely, when o is an integer, and when it is

a fraction.

1 (f u
In the first case, we have (235.) P = -3

a 'id since the exponent a must be an even number
1 . 2 . . . . a da"

when/() is a maximum or a minimum, it is first necessary that the value x = a should reduce to nothing the

first differential coefficient -7, for otherwise the developement of/(a-(- A) would begin by the term A, that
d x & &

is to say by a term containing an odd power of A. It is necessary besides that this value x = a should not reduce

fii ji

to nothing the differential coefficient -T-, or if that happen, then it should, at the same time, reduce to nothing,ar

.he third differential coefficient -r-, but not the fourth -
, and, generally, it is necessary that the first differential

oar a x*

coefficient which the supposition x = a does not make equal to nothing, should be of an even order. Then if

this coefficient becomes a positive quantity when x is made equal to a, this value corresponds to a minimum, and

if negative to a maximum of the function.

Let us examine now the second case, that is when a is a fractional number. This quantity may be either

greater or less than one. If greater, it is necessary, as before, that the value of ^ corresponding to x=a should

be equal to nothing, since otherwise the developement of f(a + A) would begin by the term A, and more

generally it is necessary that the value ,r = a should reduce to nothing all the differential coefficients, the orders

of which are less than a.

And, finally, if we have o < 1, then must become infinite for the value x =r a.
el x

From what precedes it is easy to infer, that the values of x, corresponding to maxima and minima, can only be

J_

found among the roots of the equations = 0, or = 0. To find all the maxima and minima of the

function each of these roots must be examined, to determine which of them, if any, satisfy the conditions stated

above.

(259.) We shall now, to elucidate these rules, apply them to some examples.
Example 1. Let the proposed function u = 6 -j- c (x a)", n being an integer. By making the first differential

coefficient equal to nothing, we have the equation
- =: nc(x a)""

1 = 0, which is only satisfied by the value

x a. This value reduces to nothing
1

all the differential coefficients of w up to that of the '* order exclusively.
Hence it follows that ifra be an odd number, the proposed function will have neither maximum nor minimum,
but if 71 be an even number, the value x = a will make u a maximum when c is negative, and a minimum when
it is positive.

ExampleZ. Letu = b + c(x a) , then = -c (x a) . This quantity becoming infinite for * = a,
fit' >

there may be a maximum or a minimum of the function corresponding to * = a. We must, in this case, develope
according to the powers of A the result of the substitution of a -j- A for x in the function. By this substitution,

VOI. II. O
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Calculus, the function becomes 6 -j- c h , and, therefore, requires no further developement. Moreover, the exponent of
*

-
_r y _ ' h being a fraction whose numerator is an even number, we immediately see that the value x = a will correspond

to a maximum if cbe negative, and to a minimum if c be positive.

Example 3. To divide a number a into two parts such, that the product of the mth
power of the first, and the

n'
k
power of the second, shall be a maximum or a minimum.
If x be one of the parts, the other is a x, and, consequently, the function u =r xm (a x). We have

= (a a)-
1

. xm
~ l

. { ma -(m+?i)x} and^
"
=(a-x)"-

!t

. j-
2

{(mo
d X CL X

The values of* which render = 0, are determined by the equations
d x

a x = 0, x = 0, ma (m + n) x = 0,

which -rive x a, x = 0, x =- . The value x = a renders the differential coefficient of the second orderm + n

equal nothing; and it is evident that since every differential coefficient of an order inferior to the n'
h

will have

(x a) or some power of it as a factor, the same value of x will render all these = 0. The n'* differential

coefficient will not have the factor x a, and, therefore, by changing in it, x into a, the result will not be found
= 0. If n be odd therefore, this value of x does not correspond to either a maximum or minimum, and if n be

even, it will be found that the value x a renders the differential coefficient positive, and that, therefore, the

function is a minimum.

Similar observations apply to the value x = 0. The value x =- '

being substituted for x in- renders
in + n a x-

it negative, and therefore renders the function a maximum.

Ix dn x"' 1 nx"~ l Ix I nix
Example 4. Let u = -. We get

- =--- =
n , and the value of x which makes

X CL X JC^ X T~ 1

- = is given by the equation I n I x = 0, or I x = -, or x = e>. To rind the value of -
correspondingd x it d x2

to that value, we may observe, that it is not necessary to differentiate the denominator of the value of , for it

d x

would be multiplied by the numerator which the value x = e annihilates. Thus we shall have simply
~ n
"+2 '

a negative quantity, and which will remain so by the substitution of the value of x ; therefore this value corresponds
to a maximum of the function.

1 *

Example 5. Let u = f/ x, or u = x~ . By taking the logarithms of both sides, we first find I u - I x, and by

du dx d xl x du u du
differentiation : --

; hence = -
(1 I x). This value of may become equal to nothing

in two different ways, either by making 1 I x = 0, that is x = e, or by making - = 0. In the first case
X^

dz u H -

the value of is reduced to , and indicates a maximum. In the second case, we may observe that -
8
= *-

x1 x*

=
,i

and > under this form, it is obvious that the value of diminishes as x increases, and becomes eaual to

*= **

nothing, only when x is infinite.

Example 6. For the last example we shall propose to find in the line joining the centres of two spheres the
point from which the greatest portion of spherical surface is visible.

Let r and r
1 be the radii of the spheres A and A', d the distance of their centres, and x the distance of the

required point from the centre A: then it is easy to find that the portion of spherical surface visible on the first

sphere is equal to -
, and that visible on the second sphere to g."" ^(d - xr1

) ^^^ function
d x

of which the maximum is to be found is

(d
- x - /) _ -

(r
8 + r") x* + (d

x d x dx x*

making the differential coefficient equal to nothing, we have the equation^-

d r* d r
*

which gives x = - ' ^ ; '-L, mx = - -, and * = ^_ The first value corresponds to a

r^+r*
2

r
11
-;-'7
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Integral maximum of the function, and is the answer to the question, the second corresponds to a minimum, and must be Part III.

Calculus, considered as an analytical solution, since it places (he required point not between the two centres, but on the ^ v~ *'

^^v""*' line which joins them produced. The maximum of the function corresponding to the first value is

(260.) We shall next consider implicit functions of one variable. Lety represent a function of x given by the

equation y* %m xy -\- x* <z
s = 0. By differentiating we get (y m x) d y (my x) d x = 0, and we

find - = --
. This being made equal to nothing, gives my x 0, and to obtain the values of x

d x y m x

corresponding to maxima and minima of the function y, this equation must be combined with the proposed

equation. We shall have thus

x r2

y = , and, by substitution, a* a?- = 0,
tn m*

from which we get x = , y =-- . It remains now to examine if the value found fora;-
m') ^(l m2

)

correspond to a maximum or to a minimum ; for that purpose we must find the value of the differential coefficient

d* y
of the second order -7--. We get by differentiating the first differential equation,

and this is reduced to (y m x)
~ -f 1 = 0, since we have supposed

- = 0. Substituting then for yd x~ d x

and x, the values , and - -- we have obtained above, we find --
, and this

*

result being negative, shows that the value of y is a maximum.

If we make equal to nothing the denominator of the value -- instead of the numerator, we find y = m x,

a relation which renders also infinite - , and all the differential coefficients. It leads to x = -.,
-- and y

da* ~

= : . These values do not differ from the preceding if we change x into y, and y into x, they indicate

a maxiirum of a:, which is found under this form, because the proposed equation is symmetrical with respect to its

two variables.

(261.) We shall propose, for a second example, to find the maxima and minima of the function y given by the

equation x* 3 a xy-\- y
3 = 0. In this case, y having three values in x, ought to be considered as representing

three distinct functions, which, however, are connected together by the character of roots of equations of the third

degree ; each of these functions may have maxima and minima, as we shall see by fhe following investigation.

dy d y iX* d yWe derive from the given equation = -
; making -r- = 0, we shall obtain a new equationa x y a x ax

a y a* = 0, which ought to be combined with the proposed equation to determine the values of x and y. We shall

find thus if 2 a? x3 = 0, from which we get x
3 = 0, and Xs 2 a3 = 0. When we make x = we find y = 0, and

=:
; to know the signification of the roots of the equation x3 = 0, we must examine what becomes -

d x dx3

for x = and y =: 0. By differentiating the first differential equation, we find

rf
2
y

The coefficient of- vanishes, since we suppose x = and y = 0, and the remaining equation of the seconer
CL X

d y dy dy
degree with respect to y-, gives, in the same hypothesis, -p-

= 0, and~ equal to infinity. If we differentiate
ct x d x d x

again, in order to obtain the value of
^,

we find

o2
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dy d*y 2 Prt III.

Caicul .
which equation, by making at the same time x = 0, y = 0, and -'- = 0, gives

= . which is a positive v^^_

quantity, and shows, consequently, that the value y= is a minimum value of the function. But if we

suppress only, in the equation, the term multiplied by ~, and if we make
-^

= p, we find

1+2
dx1

6y p 3 a 6y 3 a

?" ?
which becomes infinite when we suppose y 0, and p infinite: as these last values render the differentia,

coefficients infinite, they ought, therefore, to be examined, by supposing x equal to a very small quantity, and

determining the corresponding value of y, which we shall represent by k. We have then between A and k the

A2

relation A3 3 a h k + A3 = 0. From which we get for the three values of k , + -J 3 a h and A/ 3 a h.

We see then, that the first of these remains a positive quantity whether x = 4- h or x = A, and, consequently,

it has all the characters of a minimum when A = ; it is not the same thing with respect to the other two,

+ ^/SflA, JSahy which become imaginary when a negative value is taken for h.

We have besides the equation x
3 2 o* = 0, which gives x = a $/ 2 and y = a$ 4 in consequence of the equation

a v x* = 0. If we substitute these values in the general expression of
,, we shall find =

, a result
dx~ d& a

showing that the function y has a maximum corresponding to x = aty 2.

On Maxima and Minima of Functions ofseveral Variables.

(262.) Let us now consider a function of several variables, and let us suppose first, that it contains only two

variables x and y. The definitions given (254.) may easily be extended to functions of more than one variable.

With respect to functions of two variables, it is evident that we may consider one of them as a constant, and give

to the other an infinite number of values, to each of which will correspond one or several values of the proposed

function ; among these some may be maxima and minima, and nothing is easier than to find them. Since we

consider only one of the variables, it will be sufficient to equal to nothing the first differential coefficient with

respect to that variable ; thus, u being a function of x and y, if we suppose y constant, and if we make = 0,

we shall obtain the values of x, which give the greatest and least values of u, among all those which answer to the

same value of y. By eliminating x from the function u, by means of the equation -: = 0, we shall obtain a
(t X

result which I shall represent by v, and which, containing still the variable y, may have maxima and minima

which will be determined by means of the equation - = 0. We may obtain an equation answering the same
dy

dv . d n
purpose as = 0, without eliminating x ; for that, it is necesssary to observe that the equation = II,

d y
" x

furnished by the condition of maximum or minimum relative to x, establishes a relation between the variables x

and y, so that the first may be considered as a function of the second. Differentiating u, in this hypothesis, we

shall have du = 1 , a result which is reduced to -r = 0, since we have already = 0;
dy dx dy dy dy dx

the greatest or least values of all the values of ?<, will answer therefore to some of the values of or and y given by

the equations = 0, = 0. These considerations may easily be extended to any number of variables, and
d x dy

it will be proved, in a similar manner, that to obtain the absolute maxima and minima of these functions, it is

necessary to equal separately to nothing the differential coefficients of the first order, taken with respect to each

of the variables upon which they depend.

(263.) The distinction between maxima and minima presents more difficulties with respect to functions of

several variables, than with those of one variable, although the principles upon which this distinction is founded

are the same in both cases.

Let ?/. be a function containing any number of variables x, y, z, &c. ; if we call a, b, c, the values which answer

to one of its maxima or minima, and if we represent by A, B, C, D, &c., F, G, H, I, K, L, &c., what the quantities

du du du d* n d* v d* u d? u d* u d* u
n, , , , &c., , -: , -isi -j 3, -; 3 > n~;. become, when we substitute in it a for/ ifory,
dx dy d 2 dx*dj;dydy*dxdzdyds d z*

c for r, &c., the result of the substitution of a + h, b -f- k, c -)- I, &c. for x, y, z, &c. in u, will be
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' = A + BA + CA-+D/+&C. Psnlll.

+ jL (F h- + 2 G A k+ Ilk* -f 2 I A I + 2 K k I + L f -f &c.)
1 X

+ &c.

An expression of which the value ought to be less than A, when that quantity is a maximum of?/, and less when

it is a minimum, whatever be the signs of A, k, I, &c., provided however they are taken sufficiently small.

This understood, if we take k=ah, 1= fth, &c. we shall find

&c.) +
2
(F + 2G a +H^ + 2I/3 + 2Ka,3 + L/3 ! + &c.) + &c.

We see that by taking h, and consequently k I, sufficiently small, it is possible to make A(B+Ca-f-D/3-f- &c.)

greater than all the rest of the series ; but this quantity changing its sign at the same time as h, a reasoning
similar to that used before, will show that B+ (J a + D/3 -}- &c. ought to be equal to nothing in the case of a

Tiaximum or a minimum. Hence the values of x, y, z, &c. corresponding to a maximum or a minimum ought to

satisfy the equations = 0, = 0, = 0, &c., a condition which has already been established in the pre-
d x dy as

ceding number. It is necessary, moreover, that these same values should not render nothing, at the same time,

all the terms of the second order, that is to say, that we should not have at the same time P = 0, G = 0, &c. . .

L = 0. But this is not sufficient, the sign of this quantity of the second order should also be independent of

ne values and relations which may be established between the quantities h,k,l, &c., and of the signs they may
mve.
Now it is known by the general theory of equations, that when all the terms of an equation are on one side,

the results of the substitutions of a series of particular values in that side cannot be of different signs, without

there existing intermediate particular values, which render that side equal to nothing; and. consequently, if the

equation have only imaginary or equal roots, whatever be the values substituted, the result of the substitution

will always have the same sign. Let us first find the conditions which ought to be satisfied in order that th

quantity
+LP + &c.

being made equal to nothing and resolved as an equation with respect to one of the quantities A, k, I, &c. should

have only imaginary roots. Let us take, for instance, the value of A, we shall have

(G k + II + &c.) V-(HAS + 2HH + L?'+ &c.) F + (G k -f 1 1 -f- &c.)=
-p

,

this result will be imaginary, if the quantity under the radical be negative; but we may give to this quantity the

form (P &*+ 2 Q A:'/ -f- R f -f- &e.), by making F H - G* = P, K F - G I = Q, I F - P = R, &c., and in

order that it should not change siarn, it will be necessary that being equalled to nothing, and resolved with

respect to one of the letters k, I, &c., it should have only imaginary roots. 2y these operations, we shall get

- (Q J -f- &c.) V - (R **+ &c.) P + (Q / 4- &c.)"K p ;

and again k can only be imaginary when the quantity under the radical is always negative ; it may be put under
the form (T -f- &c.) by making PR Q2 = T, &c., and then treated in the same manner as the two

preceding. The same process may be continued till we come to the last but one of the quantities h, k, I. Let us

suppose that there are only three variables in the function u, the operation will be terminated at the value of k ;

and since T must be positive, it will be necessary that we should have PR Qs
, or T > 0. This condition

being fulfilled, the quantity P&--J-- 2 Qkl + tt/! cannot change sign, and as it is reduced to P R* when I = 0,
it is necessary in order that it should remain positive, as it is required by the nature of the question, that we
should have P > 0, or F H G* > 0. Hence we see that the coefficients F and II should be positive at the
same time, or negative at the same time : in the first case, the quantity FA8 + &c. preserving always the positive

sign it has when fc and I are equal to nothing, indicates a minimum ; it would be a, maximum if that quantity were

negative.
It may be easily verified that when the conditions we have just found are fulfilled, the terms of the second

order of the series A-f-BA+Cfc + &c. will have always the same sign, whatever be the values of A, k, I, &c.
It is sufficient to remark, for that purpose, that the equation of the second degree of which the roots art

t a i ij ft* is (t -j- )- + /S* = 0, and if we represent by Y*, ZJ
, the quantities which are unde 1

fhe radicals of the values of A, k, &c., we shall transform the expressions

T1 (/ 1
n ' A " ~T w.*,. \ *.

~

*c.i. J

F
{v*+- TT -

) + -
into

Pk-+ 2Qkl + RP+&c orY4 (/, ,
Q/ + &C.V, z j

( \\ ~P )
+

P*\
&C. &C.

Putting in Y, for Z its value T/ -f &c., and substituting the result in F
|(

A +
J
+ 1 we
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an expression which, it is obvious, will preserve the same sign whatever be the values of A, k, I, &c., and the sign

of which will only depend on that of F, since P and T are positive.

If w. contained only two variables, the coefficients D....... I, K, L, &c. would be equal to nothing, and the

conditions of maximum and minimum would be reduced to F H G2 > 0, the maximum taking place when F

is negative, and the minimum in the contrary case. If the coefficients of the second order were equal to nothing

at the same time as those of the first, there would be neither maximum nor minimum, unless the coefficients of

the third order disappeared at the same time, and unless the terms of the fourth order formed a quantity whose

sign would not depend in any way upon A, k, I, &c.

(264.) We have hitherto omitted the case in which the quantity of the second order does not change sign, not

because it has only imaginary roots, but because it has only equal roots. To simplify, we shall suppose that the

function u contains only two variables, x and y. In that case, the function whicli ought not to change sign, what-

ever be the values of h and k, is F A + 2 G h k + H Tf. It may be put under the following form,

G + H = A' F + 2G + H' = H h'
H

by making
- = a. It will remain of the same sign as H, not only when we have F H > G, but also when

/G V
P H = G', because it becomes then H h1

. 1 -f-
a \ . The condition F H = G2 takes place when the equations

u d u d H d u
= 0,- = 0, obtain in consequence of a common factor between the two quantities

-T- and -r ,
in whichdxdy dx ay
du

case the determination of the maxima and minima is an indeterminate problem, since the two equations =r 0,
(JL X

and = bv means of which the values of* and y are to be determined, are reduced to one. If we suppose
dy

for instance = P V, = Q V, it will be sufficient to make V = to satisfy the two conditions of maximum
dx dy

or minimum. We shall have

dy
=V

| Q,
dy' dxdy dx dx'

,
--

d x* dx dx' dy* dy dy' dxdy
md by making V = 0, they are reduced to

JV rl V dV d V
F=rP , H=Q , G = P^-, G = Q , from which results the relation F H = G'.

dx dy dy dy
It is necessary to remark that when the equation F H = G8

subsists at the same time as V =: 0, the total

differential d4
u, d3

u, &c. ad infinitum, vanish as soon as we introduce into it the relation given by the equation
d V rz 0. This is easily proved, for if we consider y as a function of x, we have

d* u d*u , d* u d u
d*u= dz'-f 2 -r --dxdy + dy*+ d?y,d x* dxdy dy* dy

.nd since in the present case =: 0, this expression of d* u will be reduced, in making use of the same letters

as above, to

but F H = G!
, therefore d! = Hdj (-+ -\ =g (Gdx+Ud y)*. Substituting between the brackets

the values of G and H in the supposition of V = 0, we find

an expression which becomes nothing when d V = 0.

It follows from what precedes, that the equation V = renders the values of the function u constant ; but
without this condition df u is not equal to nothing, and its sign depends only upon that of H : thus for every value
of the variables x and y, which differs from those which satisfy the equation V = 0, there will be a decrease of the
value of H if H be negative, and increase if it be positive, therefore u will be a maximum in the first case, and a
minimum in the second. Consequently there will exist an infinite number of systems of values of x and y which
will render at the same time the function u either a maximum or a minimum.

(265.) There exist also with respect to functions of several variables, maxima and minima corresponding to
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values of the variables which render the differential coefficients infinite. This is the case for the function par t

Calculus. i >^
* v"^ u b (x^ -f- y

!
)~- I* ' s obvious that whatever be the values substituted for the variables x and y, the result of

the substitution will be less than that obtained by supposing x = and y ; this last value u 6 is therefore

a maximum, and the differential coefficients

du _ 2x du _ 2y
rX
~

3 (x* + y*/ ^"^^
become infinite for x = and y = 0.

Hence to complete the rules given for tin: research of maxima and minima with respect to functions of several

variables, it would be necessary to add remarks analogous to those which have been made relatively to the

determination of the maxima and minima of functions of one variable. But we shall simply observe that, in this

case, the maxima and minima are known, because the decrease or increase of the proposed function produced by
the substitution of a -\-h, and b -f- k for x and y may be expressed in such a manner that the whole of it, or at

least its most considerable part, does not change sign at the same time as the quantities A and k. In the example

given above, we have by that substitution u' u (A* -(-&'), a quantity which does not alter its sign. We
shall now give a few examples of the maxima and minima of functions of several variables.

Example 1. Let it be proposed to divide a quantity a into three parts x, y and a x y such that the

product u = xm y" (a x y)
p shall be a maximum or a minimum.

The differential coefficients of the first order being made equal to nothing, give

-j
=4:"'"' y" (axyy~ l

{ mamxmypx } =0, = yfy""
1

(a-x-y)
f~ l

{ nanx-nypy }
= 0;

y
the factors ma mx my py, and na nx ny py, being put equal to nothing, give two equations
from which the values of x and y may be derived

; and thus we find

ma na p a
a -x-y=.n + p' m + n + p

1 m + n -j- p'

In order to discover whether these correspond to a maximum or a minimum, we must substitute them in the

d9 u d3 u dz u
values of -T- ,

-
,

-
, and \(m -f- n + p be represented bv q, we shall getd 3?- dy* dxdy

F= - (rn+p)
f /

The quantities F and H are both negative, and it will be easy to verify that they satisfy also the condition
FH G* > 0, and, therefore, the corresponding value of the function is a maximum.

Example 2. To find the greatest triangle which can be included within a given perimeter.
Let the perimeter be 2 a, the sides x, y and 2 a x y, we shall have in representing the area by M,

u ~ J a (a - x) (a
-

y) (x -f y
-

a),

and by taking the logarithms of both sides of this equation,

2 1 u = la+ I (a x) + I (a
-

y) + I (x -f- y - a) ;

differentiating for x and y, we find

da dx dx du I 2a-2x-y
~^~x

+ 737^
--> from wmch we denve T~ = 3 M 7

-
^~, \

- S in the same manner- x x + y a dx 2 (a x) (x-\-y a)

kiifij^" 1 2a 2y-x
'"

J^ J
u

(a y) (x+ v a)'
PuttlnS e(

l
ual to not""ng these two partial differential coefficients,

we get the two equations 2 a 2x y = 0, 2a-2y-x=:0, which being resolved, give x = ^
a,

3

_ 2 2
y %

a> a ~ x ~ V~ %
a- These values being substituted in the differential coefficients of the second order,

will be found to satisfy the conditions of a maximum. Therefore they correspond to a maximum, and the required
triangle is equilateral.

Example 3. Let the proposed function u = x* -j- y
4 a x^y a x y1

-f- c* x* + c* y
9
, then

du du

y
If we subtract these equations from each other, we find 4 (x

3

y
3

) -f- a (j.
2

y2
) -j- 2 ca (x y) = 0, of which

equation x - y is a factor : consequently, y = x, and 4 jt
3

3 a *s + 2 c* x = ; which gives
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Integral 3 a J (9 a* - 32 c)
Calculus. ,i = 0, and x =-a ---

Ifx = 0, and y = 0, we have F = 2 <:\ G = 0, II = 2 c2 , the condition F H - G 1 > is satisfied, and F is a

positive quantity, therefore the values x = and y = correspond to a minimum value of the function, which is

equal to nothing;.

3 a + V (9 a8 - 32 r) 21 9 - 32 c^ + 7 rc ,/ (9 a- - 32 ct)
If JT =-

^LJ^
- = y j vve fi,Ki F = --------

G = 1 -" + 4
f_j/(

9 "8 ~ 32c;)
th ,

O .ive F H _ G s > 0, since we suppose 9 a* > 32 c5 . For the
8

same reason F is positive, therefore the values of a; ac.A y correspond also to a minimum value of it, and \ve have

3- J(9-32O 21 a' - 32 c' - 7 g / (9 a' - 32 r) _
If j =-2:- - = y, we have F =--- alia

8
12 a* - 4 rc ^ (9 - 32 r)

~~S~~
*

These values give FH < G 8
; in this case, therefore, the value of u corresponding to the values of j; and y is

neither a maximum nor a minimum.

If we consider the other factor of -^ - -^ = 0, or 4 J? + 4 x y + 4 if ax - ay -f 2 c" = 0, and eliminate
a x a y

y from this equation, and the equation -^-
= 0, we shall get a final equation of six dimensions, the solution of

(i J.'

which would be required in order to determine the other values of JC and y.

24 a c x y z

Example 4. Let the proposed function be u = ---- --
r^ : r~.

--
r- Considering log u = ;/, as

(

(a +.r) (x -\-y) (y + z) (: + c)

the function, and making = 0, - =0, -r^=0, we get ay=x*, xzy^, ey=z-,ora: x :: x :y ::y :z ::::s
ax ay u z

and .r = a \f = a m, y = a TO', and z = a m3
, ifm r= y . Again, if we put a1 m(l + m- ) = A, we find

tfj// -2 <Pu' 1

A * dx dy m A' d
j/

2 w! A '

dydz m1 A'

-
. .

d 2* 7n 4 A' d x d z

12 2
;-,),i^equentlv (F II - G) (L F - P) =--, and K F - G I = ----: therefore (D F - E2

) (D H - K)
m' a* m3 As

> (D G E K)
1
, and the value of u' and therefore of u determined by this process is a maximum.

Example 5. Let the proposed function be u = (x + 1) (y + 1) (z + 1) ; the variables being connected by

lo*7 \ y ]o fr h x loo* Q\
the equation a* h* c1 = A. Eliminating z we find u = (T + 1) (y + 1) i I -j

-- -- - ----
,

"
> ; and

log c log c log c )

d u d u
making = 0, and = 0, we get

_ 1)= ^ ___
( + 1} =

logc logc logc J logc lgc i.;c logo logc
These two equations give a*+l = 6*+', and in an analogous manner we should find aI+1 = c>+n . These two

equations combined wilh the equation a" b* cz = A, after having multiplied both sides by ab c, give

_ log 6 c A 2 log a _ log a c A 2 log 6 log a b A 2 log c

3 log a 3 log 6
'

3 logc
We have then

, --_-
v ," JT log c dx dy log c log c log c log c log c

d"u log />

dy=-
2 <*'M)

Io77
Substituting in these the values of x and y, we shall find that the condition F II - G 2 > is satisfied, and as F

is negative, these values correspond to a maximum of y
g * "

-
.

log a log t> log c
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Integra! Application of the Differential and Integral Calculus to Geometry. Part III

Calculus. >M- y *

^~v~""-'
(266.) The Differential and Integral Calculus furnishes methods to discover the properties of curve lines and

curve surfaces, and to resolve geometrical problems, which are far more general and simple than those derived

from geometrical considerations alone, or founded on common algebra. These methods, and the most interesting

results to which they have led, will form the subject of the following pages.

We shall begin by the application of the Differential Calculus to the geometry of plane curves, and the first

problem we shall propose to resolve will be to find the equation of a straight tangent, from a given point, to a

curve given by its equation referred to rectangular coordinates.

By a tangent to a plane curve, we understand a straight line passing through one of the points of the curve

which is called the point of contact, and such that no other straight line can he drawn through the same point,

passing between the curve and the tangent, immediately after or immediately before the point of contact.

This understood, let AX, AY, (fig. 1,) be the axes of coordinates, M N the curve, M the point of

contact, and M T the tangent. There are generally two different cases which may occur : the curve may turn

its convexity towards the axis of x, as in fig. 1, and be, immediately about the point of contact, above its

tangent with respect to that axis; or it may, on the contrary, turn its concavity towards the axis of x, and be

under its tangent, immediately about its point of contact. Our reasonings will only apply to the first case, but it

will be extremely simple to see how it ought to be modified to be applied to the second. The cases which are not

included under these two will be considered afterwards separately. Let y =f(x) be the equation of the curve,
and .r* A P, and y' = M P, be the coordinates of the point of contact. Then y' =f (j/) ; and if we substitute

r1 + h for x in the equation y = /" (i) and represent the corresponding value of y by y' + k, we shall have, in the

supposition that/X^ + A) may be developed according to the integral powers of A,

d y' (F y' d* y
1 d y (f y d' y ,

-j ;> ~r~r> T~ra> des'gnatmg the values of -r-^-, -j-
2

-,, -,, &c. corresponding to x = f. By taking huJ'Uutujr d x d x~ d **

sufficiently small, x1 + h and y' -f- k will represent the coordinates of a point of the curve taken as near the point
of contact as we choose. Let N be that point, then a/ -)- A = A S, y' + = N S.

The equation of any straight line, such as MN"7i", drawn through the point M, will be of the form

y yf = a (x x1

), a being the tangent of the angle which it makes with the axis of the X. If in that equation
we substitute x' -\- h for x, the corresponding value of y will be the ordinate of the point where M N" n" meets
NS. Let N" be that point, we shall have N" S - y

1 = a (if + h x') or N" S = y
1 + a h. This value being

compared with that of N S, gives

d_'e '10'X * 1.2

Now if M T be, as we have supposed, the tangent to the curve, the value of a which corresponds to it should
be such as to render either the difference N S - N" S = N N", which then becomes N S N' S = NN' less for

any small value of A, positive or negative, than the value of this difference corresponding to any other value of a,
or of a contrary sign to it. But it is obvious that the only way of satisfying this condition is to make the value

d i/' tffi u' h^ fi^ it' h?
of a corresponding to M T =

-^-,
for then the difference N S N' S will be equal to 3-^5

~ + ^ &c.
' * -i~ CL X it ( / i* i ,

'

, tj

whilst for any other straight line, such as M N"w", the difference will be (-^
- a

j
h + --^ .

( ^
- + &c. This last series, by taking h sufficiently small, will always be greater than the first, or of a con-

trary sign to it. Hence the value of the tangent of the angle which M T makes with the axis of the X is equal to

-
,,
and the equation of the tangent to the curve is y y' = -~-

(x x').
<l x d x1

(267.) The consideration of infinitely small quantities', which in general considerably simplifies the applications
of the Differential and Integral Calculus to Geometry, leads to the important result we have just obtained in a
much easier manner. A curve, according to that doctrine, is considered as a polygon of an infinite number of

infinitely small sides. Each of these sides is called an element of the curve, and one of these elements produced
becomes a tangent to the curve. Hence if x1

, y' represent the coordinates of one of the extremities of an
element d -\-dx',y

l + dy' will be the coordinates of the other extremity, and the equation of the line passing

through these two points or the tangent, will therefore bey- y' = ^, (x
- x1

). If -^- = the tangent is i>ara1iel
d x d T

to the axis of x, if it be infinite, the tangent is perpendicular to the same axis.

(268.) We have found for the difference between the ordinate of a point of the curve very near the point of
contact, and the corresponding ordinate of the tangent, the expression

f/*?/ // d*y' h'
. . , L. -L- ,Vf.

dx" l.X^ dx"
'

1.2.3

VOL. II. p
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Integral x' + h being the abscissa of the point we consider. By taking fi sufficiently srr.sli the sign of the whole series Pan III.

Calculus. (ft y
1 ~.-s^.-v r will only depend upon the sign of the first term, that is upon the sign of^. Hence it is obvious that when this

differential coefficient is positive, the curve is above its tangent with respect to the axis of x, and below when

it is negative ; it would be precisely the reverse if the ordinate of the point we consider were negative. Therefore

by the sign of ^5 we shall be able to determine whether, at the point whose coordinates are a/ and y', it is

the concavity or convexity of the curve which is turned towards the axis of the x; when y' and have both

the same sign, it is the convexity, and when of contrary signs, it is the concavity which is turned towards that axis.

(269.) The equation of the tangent being once determined, there is no difficulty in finding the equation of the

normal MR, and the values of the subtangent FT, subnormal PR, as well as those of the lengths MT and

M R of the tangent and normal comprised between the point of contact and the axis of x. We shall have

respectively, for the normal, y y
1 =

, (x
- x1

) ; and P T = y' P R = y' ,

(270.) The application of these general formulae to particular examples does not present the least difficulty,

for it will be sufficient, in each case, to substitute for and -7 , their values derived from the differential equa-dx dy
tion of the proposed equation. The general equation of the curves of the second degree is y* = m x -j- n x"-,

dy tii -4- 2 n x
the differential of this \s2ydy = mdx+2nxdx, and, therefore, ^ = ---

. Consequently the equa-
CL x y

tions of the tangent and the normal in any point of which the coordinates are x1 and y', will be respectively

In the same manner we shall have for the values of the subtangent, subnormal, tangent, and normal, respectively,
the following values

2(mx'+nx' s

) m+ 2nx' t ,/mx'+

We have supposed in what precedes, that the axes of coordinates were at right angles, but it is easy to see that

if they were not so, the equation of the tangent would still preserve the same form, and the only difference would

dy'
be that -^- instead of being equal to the trigonometrical tangent of the angle, which the tangent to the curve

Qi tt

makes with the axis of the x, would be equal to the ratio of the sines of the angles which this same line makes with

both the axis of x and the axis of y.

On Asymptote to plane Curve Lines.

(271.) When a straight line approaches indefinitely to a curve without ever meeting it, this straight line is

called an asymptote to the curve. It is easy to find the asymptotes of a curve represented by an equation between
two rectangular coordinates x and y. Let us first consider the asymptotes which are not parallel to the axis of

they, and let y = kx + I be the equation of one of them. The ordinate corresponding to the abscissa * in the

proposed curve, ought to reduce itself sensibly, for very large numerical values of x, to the ordiuate of the

asymptote, and to present itself under the form y = k x -\- l' e, + e being a term which becomes nothing when

= 0. This understood, since from the equation y= k x + I , we get = k + -=A and also y-k t=l.t,
x x

it is obvious that for increasing values ofx the limit of is equal to k, and the limit ofy -kx~l. Hence, to deter-

y
mine the constant k, it will be sufficient to write =r * or y = s JT, in the equation of the curve, and to find the

limit or limits of the variable s, for indefinitely increasing values of x. Then, the constant k having been thus

determined, we shall obtain the value of I by making in the equation of the curve y k x = t, or y = kx -{- 1.

and finding the limit of t for indefinitely increasing values of x. To each system of finite values of the quantities
k and / will correspond an asymptote of the proposed curve.

By a similar reasoning, and changing x into y and y into x, we shall obviously find the asymptotes which are
not parallel to the axis of x.

Let us take for first example the curve called logarithmic, the equation of which is y = a*. We shall have
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integral ^ A* Par! III.

Calculus, then .? = = . For increasing positive values of x the expression has no limit, but on the contrary for ^/-'
v

_
J XX X

increasing negative values of jTThe limit is clearly = 0. Therefore in this case k = ; and we shall have simply
t y =r A*, the limit of which for increasing negative values of a; is equal to nothing. Consequently the

equation of the asymptote is y = 0, which equation belongs to the axis of the x, and it is even only the negative

part of that axis which is asymptote to the curve. In the same manner it might be proved that the logarithmic
J. = A?, has for asymptote the axis of the y.

Let us suppose now that the equation of the curve presents itself under the form f(x, y) = c, c being a

constant quantity. The determination of the asymptotes will be very easy, if we can decompose f (x, y) into

several parts, each of which is an homogeneous function of x and y. Let m, n, &c. be the degrees of these

homogeneous functions, and let

f(x, y) = *-0+*- + + &c.

n, &c. being ra

by the equation

y
The numbers m, n, &c. being ranged in a decreasing order. If we make - = s, the value of swill be determined

1 c
xm (s) + x" V- (.<) + &c. = c, or () + -^ T^ (s) -f &c. = -

m,

x yt

from which we shall get, by making - = 0, and s = k, (k) = 0. Moreover, if we take for k one of the roots

of the equation (k) = 0, the corresponding value of t = y kx will be given by the formula

jc" (k + -^ + x" 4- (k + ^\ + &c. = c.

But since (A) = 0, we may assume <p(k+ )
= $' ( k + 9 - \ <t>' being the characteristic of the function

of A, which is the differential coefficient of (k), and being a number less than one. We shall have
therefore

*

If 0' (k) and 4/ (k) have finite values, not equal to nothing, then by making - = 0, and t = I, we shall find by

means of the preceding equation

1. when n<m 1, / = ; for n = m 1. /=: 77^ a"d for n > TO 1, / = + oo.

Consequently the root of the equation (k) = 0, which has been taken for k, will correspond, in the first case, to

an asymptote passing through the origin of the coordinates, which will have for its equation y = k x ; in the

second case to an asymptote having for its equation y = k x TTTTT '>
a"d m tne third the asymptote being

(/c)

removed to an infinite distance will disappear entirely,

The elimination of the constant k between the equations (k) = 0, and y = k x, gives ( -
j
= 0. This equa

\*/
tion, in the first case, will give all the asymptotes not parallel to the axis of y ; instead of it we may use the

equation xm f -
J
= ; and this is precisely the one we should obtain, by trying to find, in the same case, the

asymptotes which are not parallel to the axis of x. Therefore when the left side of the proposed equation of the

curve, the right side being a constant quantity, may be decomposed into several homogeneous functions, and
when the degree m of one of them is greater by more than one unity than the degrees of all the others, not only
all the asymptotes pass through the origin, but they are all represented by the formula obtained in making equal
to nothing the homogeneous function of the m"1

degree.
Let us illustrate these rules by a few examples. The equation of an hyperbola referred to its axis is

^* y* i 3? yz

75
1 ; it has, therefore, for asymptotes the two straight lines represented by the equation =0,

or which is the same thing, by the two equations = 0, - + = 0.
a b a b

In the same manner it is easy to see that, if we have B'' Ac > 0, the hyperbola having for its equationAi!
-j-2B;ry + Cy8 =K, will have for asymptotes the two straight lines represented by the equation

A x + 2 B x y + C y* 0, that is to say, by the two equations y = + -
A/ (B

2 - A c), y =
X

'(IP-Ac).
C
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Calculus. In the same manner, again, the curve represented by the equation x3 + y* + sin - =0, will have for its asymp-

tote the straight line having for equation x + y = 0, the ordinate of which is the only real value of y, which

satisfies the equation x3 + y" = 0.

In the case where n = m -
1, the equation xm

<t>\j J
= represents all the straight lines drawn through the

origin, parallel to the asymptotes of the curve. Thus for instance, the curve called folium of Descartes, ami

represented by the equation j* + y
3 = 3 axy, has an asymptote parallel to the straight line, of which the equation

is x + y = 0, equation derived as above from Xs
-f y

3 = ; the equation of the asymptote is y = - x +1.
When the quantities 0' (k) and ^ (k) become infinite or equal to nothing, the quantity I may have values

different from those given above; but to determine then the value of this quantity, it will always be sufficient to

find the limit or the limits towards which the quantity t converges, whilst -
approaches to become equal to

nothing for increasing values of a'. Sometimes we may find for a single value of k several values of J. This will

happen, for instance, if we consider the curve represented by the equation y
1 = cos ( -

J
. We have then k ;

and, as the equation in t becomes t
1 =

cos(
- Y we shall have by making

- = 0, f =1, t = 1- Consequently
\#/ x

the proposed curve has two asymptotes parallel to the axis of the *, and represented by the equations y I

and y = 1.

It must, however, be observed, that it may happen that a value of k which verifies the equation 0' (k) =
gives a single asymptote. Thus the curve represented by the equation y

!

(x
2 + y

s

)
= r4 has only one asymptote,

which coincides with the axis of*.

(272.) The asymptotes of a plane curve may also be found, according to the remark of Ampere, ty finding the

positions which the tangent takes when the point of contact is situated at an infinite distance from the origin of the

coordinates. Let us suppose, for instance, that the curve is an hyperbola represented by the equation

y = 1. The equation of the tangent to this hyperbola will be --f- 1, or if we substitute for 7-
a o2 a ba

itsvalue J ( 1 - -A and multiply afterwards by-,, -( 1 - ^ J I = -,
To express that the point

a *
\ x / x 1 a \ iff*/ o x'

of contact is situated at an infinite distance from the origin, it will be sufficient to make x equal to plus or minus

infinity. Then the preceding formula wiJl become - ~ = 0, and will be the equations of the two asymptotes

of the proposed hyperbola.

(273.) There is another method of determining whether a curve admits a rectilinear asymptote, still founded

upon the principle that the tangent becomes an asymptote when the point of contact is infinitely removed. Th<

dy'
equation of the tangent through the point whose coordinates are x' and y', is y y = -

, (x x1

).

Let X be the part of the axis of x, intercepted between the origin and the point where the tangent meets the

axis of a; , and let Y be the corresponding quantity with respect to the axis of y. It is evident that these quan-
tities will be obtained by making y and x successively = in the equation of the tangent. Hence we find

Part III.

v In these quantities let a/ increase indefinitely. If the limits of Xx'dy
1 - y'dx' _ y'dx

1 - x1

dy''

dy'
' dx1

and Y with respect to the increase of .r be finite, they will determine a rectilinear asymptote. IfX have a limit,

but Y none, then the asymptote is parallel to the axis of y at the distance X. If Y have a limit, but X none, then

the asymptote is parallel to the axis of ,r at the distance Y. If neither have a limit, or if their values are rendered

impossible by increasing x, then the curve has no rectilinear asymptote. If in the limit X = 0, Y= 0, then there

may be an asymptote passing through the origin, and its direction may be found by determining the value of

dy
when x is infinite.

dx
Let us take as an example of this method the equation y- = m x -f ?i x2

. We shall easily find

_ Y _ yd.c - xdy _ _i
dx

- y ~_xdy ydx_ x
d y m + 2 n i

These values may be put under the forms

m x

in + jj n x

m
2y

and -

- + 2 n
.m-

values of T, or their values when x is infinite, are -
, and

,
.

2 n 2 ^ n

consequently their limits for increasing

If we had n = these quantities, that is

both the limits ofX and Y would be infinite, and, consequently, in that case, the curve has no rectilinear asymptote,
which might be foreseen, since then the curve is a parabola. If n be anegative quantity, one of the limits becomes

imaginary, and therefore the curve has no rectilinear asymptote, and in fact in that case the curve is an ellipse.
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Integral (274.) The consideration of the various developements which may be derived from the equation of a curve, P"
Calculus,

representing the value of the ordinate in a series of terms arranged'according to decreasing powers of the abscissa,
v-p^

**""v**"' offers perhaps the most general and satisfactory means to determine the asymptotes of a curve. Let F (,r, y) =r 0,

and/ Or, y) = 0, be the equations of two plane curves having infinite branches, and let y and y l
be the values of

the ordinates in the two curves corresponding to the same abscissa. The distance between the curves measured

in a direction parallel to the axis of y is y y,. If as x increases without limit, either positively or negatively,

the distance y y\ diminishes constantly, but vanishes only when x becomes infinite, then the infinite branch of

one of the curves is said to be an asymptote to the other.

In order that this should occur, it is clearly necessary that the quantity y y,, developed according to the

powers of x, should contain only negative powers of x. For if it contained a positive power, y y l would be

rendered infinite by x becoming infinite, and if it contained a term independent of x it would be finite when x is

infinite. Hence the developement nfy y-.
must have the form \x~" -f- B x -J- &c.

It follows, therefore, that if the developement of y, according to the descending powers of x, contain any positive

powers, or a term independent of x, all these must also occur in the developement of y,, in order that they may

disappear by subtraction. Hence ifthe developement ofy bey=A' x"' -f- B' yf" + . . . . M 4- A x''
-f- B x"^ + &c.

the developement of y, must be y,= A' x"' + B' x*
3

-(-.... + M -f- A, x~* 1 + B, offt
-f- &c.

Since nothing determines the terms which followM in the second series, it follows that there may be an infinite

number of asymptotes to the same curve, and that each of these will be asymptotes to each other. The most

simple asymptote which the curve admits, at least that the developement of which is the simplest, is the curve

represented by the equation y, = A' i" + B' ar + ---- + M. The curve represented by y, = A' x" -j- B' x 1*'

-f- . . . . -f- M + A *~" is also an asymptote, and approaches closer to the curve than the former, since, by
increasing x, it is manifest that ya approaches nearer to equality with y than y, does. In like manner, the curve

represented by ya = A'x" + B' .. + . . . . + M -f A aT" + B x~* has asymptotism of a still higher order

with the curve.

(275.) Curves which admit asymptotes are sometimes divided into hyperbolic and parabolic. Hyperbolic are

those which admit of rectilinear asymptotes ; parabolic, those which do not.

All hyperbolic curves must, therefore, be involved in the class represented by the equation y =r A' x + B'

-r A x'' + B x' ^ + ........ The equation of (he rectilinear asymptote being y = A' x -f- B'.

To show the application of this method, let the proposed equation be a x* by* -j- c3 xy = 0. If we investigate
series for y in terms of x, by means of Lagrange's Theorem, we shall find one of them involving descending

powers of x, which is

* 3

x

6T 4o3 6
2

.r 4*. 1 .2 b* . a* . x*

If we confine ourselves to the first term, we shall have a linear equation y = x, which belong to the rectili-

6*

near asymptote of the curve. If we take two terms of the series, we shall have the equation of a curve, which in

this case is an hyperbola, and is a curve asymptote to the proposed curves.

Let us take for a second example the equation J y
a

ey = a;c8 + &,r2 + cr-)-d. The series which may be

obtained for y are

6
t

4ac -& + 4ac Ja t s b
t

4ac 6
s 4ac J a

-
: ate.

e d ex bx> d ex b x-

y = --\---------f- &c. and y ------- &c.
x e e e e e e

b b
the equations y = xJ a + -

, and y = x J a represent two asymptotes which cut the axis of *
&

tj
& 2 ^ d

at a distance from the origin of the coordinates equal to -
, and make angles with the same axis whose trigono-

metrical tangt-nts are J a and */ a. From the third series, it appears that y is infinite, when x = 0, and it is

easy to see that the axis ofy is likewise an asymptote to the curve. If 6 = 0, these three asymptotes pass through
the origin of coordinates. If a be negative, the curve has only one asymptote, the equations for the two first

involving imaginary quantities. If a = 0, b 0, the two fir%t series for y become

and the equations for the two asymptotes are y = */ c and y = V c, which correspond to two lines drawn

parallel to the axis, at a distance = Jo above and below it. If c = e, these two asymptotes coincide with thr

axis, which is therefore an asymptote to the curve.
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Integral On the singular and remarkable Points of Curve Lines. Part III.

Calculus.
s V-^

^-"v"""-/ (276.) If the rules of the Differential Calculus are of little use to find the asymptotes of curves, they are on the

contrary employed with some advantage to discover those peculiarities in a curve which are designated under the

name of singular and remarkable points.
The points to be considered are : First. Those at which the tangent is parallel to the axis of x or to the axis of

y. Secondly. The points at which the curve passes from one side of its tangent to the other, as in fig. 2 ;

such a point is called a point of inflexion, and sometimes a point of contrary flexure. Thirdly. The points
where two branches of a curve meet, being both tangent to the tangent passing through that point, and extending

only on one side of the point of contact; such points are called cusps: they are cusps of the first kind, when the

two branches lie at opposite sides of the common tangent, (fig. 3,) and they are cusps of the second kind,

when the two branches lie at the same side of the tangent. (Fig. 4.) Fourthly. The points through which

two or more branches of a curve pass, having all a common tangent at that point, but extending on each

side of the point of contact, they may then have their convexities turned towards the same side, or contrary

ways; (fig. 5;) such points are called points of osculation. Fifthly. The points through which pass two or

more branches of a curve, which have not the same tangent at that point ; (fig. 6 ;) such points are called

multiple points. Sixthly. The points whose coordinates satisfy the equation of the curve, but which, how-
ever, are isolated, so that no point of the curve is found immediately near them, on either side ; such points
are called conjugate points. Seventhly. The points where a branch of a curve suddenly stops, extending only
on one side of it ; (fig. 7 ;) such points may be called stop points. And finally, the points where two or

more branches of a curve meet and stop, extending only on one side of that point, and having each a particular

tangent ; (fig. 8 ;) such a point may be called a booting point.

(277.) The general method to discover whether a point whose coordinates are x' and y' is one of the singular

points just mentioned, is to examine attentively the curve immediately before and immediately after the point.
This may be done generally by substituting x' + h for x in the equation of the curve, and developing the corre-

sponding value of the ordinate in a series of terms arranged according to the powers of A. Two cases may
occur; the developement may contain only integral powers of A, or it may contain fractional powers. In both

cases, if we remember what has been said with respect to the developement of functions, it may be foreseen that

the consideration of the values of the differential coefficients of the ordinate, corresponding to the coordinates x1

and y' of the point under consideration, may be of great use.

(278.) When the value of the ordinate corresponding to x' + h', which we shall designate by yt , may be

developed according to the integral powers of A, the developement is

_
(

dy'We have proved that
-j

- is the trigonometrical tangent of the angle which the tangent to the curve, at the pointd 3:

whose coordinates are x1 and y', makes with the axis of x ; and that, consequently, the value of the ordinate of

dy'
the tangent corresponding to the abscissa x' -f- h is y' + ^

. h. Hence, for the points at which the tangent is
ct i

dy
1

parallel to the axis of the curve, we must have - = 0.
tar

It does not follow, however, that when this condition is fulfilled the ordinate of the point of contact is always
d1

y' d3
1/

either a maximum or a minimum. If we had, at the same time, ~- = 0, and not -J-T'^ > or- more generally,d x * ax 3

if several differential coefficients did vanish, and if the first that did not vanish were of an odd order, it is manifest
that there would be neither maximum nor minimum. With respect to the maxima and minima ofordinates of
curves, we have to make precisely the same observations as those which have already been made concerning
maxima and minima of functions ofone variable.

(279.) If we have
-^

= U, and
j-

= o, then the tangent is still parallel to the axis of x ; but the difference

between the ordinate of the curve, and that of the tangent corresponding to the abscissa x' -f- h, being then

d*y' h3
d*y' A

-^T3 \ % 3
+

'j~j'iY2 3 4
~*~ ll that tlle curve at the Point of contact passes from one side of the

tangent to the other, since the difference changes sign with h. In that case, therefore, the point x' y' will be a

point of inflexion ora point of contrary flexure. The same reasoning would still apply if we had not = 0,

but simply = 0, for the difference between the two ordinates of the tangent and curve would still be the sameU 7

only the tangent, in that ease, would not be parallel to the axis of x. All that has been said would still subsist if
the first differential coefficient which does not vanish, instead of being of the third order, was of any odd order.

(280.) LetF(.r,y) = be the equation of the curve, and let the' first differential equation be represented by

N
rff

+ M = ' T bta 'n the Value f the first diffi;rential coefficient
V

corresponding to the point whose
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Integral coordinates are x, y', we must substitute in the preceding; equation x' for x and y' for y. Let the results of these Part III.

Calculus, substitutions in M and N be designated by M' and N'. If M' = 0, and N' be equal to a finite quantity, then vv,
"
_^' 0, and the tangent to the curve is parallel to the axis of *. Therefore to find points of the curve where
d a/

this circumstance takes place, it is sufficient to find the systems of values of x and y which satisfy the two

equations F (x, y)
= and M = 0, and to choose among them those which do not satisfy the equation N == ;

each of these systems will be the coordinates of one of the points required.

Let us next suppose M'= and N' = 0, then the value of ~^-(

assumes the form -. To obtain the true value of
d x \j

this quantity, it will therefore be necessary to proceed to the differential equation of the second order.

Let N - + R
2+ Q -7-^ + P = be this equation, by substituting x' for x and yf for y, and designating

d j"
2 d T ft x

by R', Q', P', the values assumed by R, Q, P, it will become R' ^2 + Q' -^ + P' = 0, since N' = by hypo-

d y'
thesis. If the coefficients of this equation be not equal to nothing, it will give generally two values for . These

da;

values may be either real and unequal, real and equal, imaginary or infinite. If they be real and unequal, there

being two unequal values of the first differential coefficient, corresponding to the same value of x and y, there

may be two tangents to the curve at the corresponding point, and therefore two branches may intersect at that

point, which, in that case, is a multiple point, and may be called a double point, since there are only two branches

intersecting. If the roots be real and equal, there is but one value of the differential coefficient, and, consequently

only one tangent. If the roots be imaginary, the developement of y l is imaginary, whether h be taken positively
or negatively, and therefore the point whose coordinates produce this effect will generally stand alone, insulated,

and be, according to the definition, a conjugate point. We shall examine afterwards the case in which the valut

of the differential coefficient is infinite.

If the values of R', Q', and P' were all equal to nothing, it would be necessary to proceed one step further it

the differentiation of the proposed equation, and we should obtain, to find the value of T-^, an equation of the forn.
CL Jc

W + V -2-r + T , + S' = 0. Then, if the roots of this equation be real and unequal, there may be
dx'* d X1* d x1

three tangents at the corresponding point, and three branches of the curve may intersect at it. Therefore the point

may be a multiple point or a triple point. If two of the roots be equal, there will be only two distinct values of

-, and there may be at the point two distinct tangents. If two be imaginary, or if the three roots he equal,
a x

there will be only one real value of -~, and, consequently, one tangent.
8 J

d ?/
If we had also W = 0, V = 0, T = 0, S' = 0, then to find the value of -^ we should use the differential

ft X

dy'
equation of the fourth order, which would give an equation of the fourth degree with respect to -^-.

The discus-
d n,

sion of the different cases which the roots of this equation might present, would lead to conclusions analogous
to the preceding. Generally, it will be necessary to continue the differentiation until some equation is found of

which the differential coefficients are not all equal to nothing. Then according to the number and nature of the

d y'
values f-r~>> inferences may be drawn with respect to the existence of a multiple or conjugate point of the curve

corresponding to the coordinates x' and y'.

f? y
(281.) Let us suppose now that the coordinates 3? and y' substituted for x and y in the general value of ~

d <T

d*y' dy'
makes it assume the form -. Then the value or values, or -~: will be obtained like those of-~ by successive

d X1* d x'

differentiations. If it have several real unequal values, there maybe as many for the third term of the develope-
ment of y,, and therefore as many different branches of the curve may pass through the corresponding point.

Since, however, the several values of y, would, in that case, agree as to the second term of the developements,

they would have all a common tangent. Such a point, therefore, would be a point of osculation. If all the

d2
y'

values of were found to be imaginary, then the corresponding point would be a conjugate point. Similar
d x^

conclusions may be applied to the succeeding differential coefficients.

(282.) It is of great importance to add to the conclusions which may be drawn from what precedes that, in

dysome cases, the equation of a curve may be put under such a f.rm that the value of =- derived from it will not
'
'

'

assume the form - for the values of ,t and y corresponding to a multiple point, whilst in other circumstances,
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Integra! although it assumes that form, and the above method gives several values for the differential coefficient, yet the

J*
art HI-

Calculus,
-corresponding point is not a multiple point. ~""V~~>

v v '

To ffive examples of these cases, let us first consider the curve corresponding to the equation y = 6 + (x a)

A/ (r
1 c .) It is obvious that the point corresponding to the abscissa x = a, is a multiple point, if by taking

values for x < or > a, the quantity under the radical remains positive, for then there will be on both sides of the

point where x = a, two distinct branches of the curve passing through that point. However, the value of -

derived from the above equation is J (x
-

c) + -----
-, and does not assume the form -, but becomes equal

2 *J (x c)

to J (a c) when x is made equal to a.

On the contrary if we take the equation ay + h x = xy, which is that of an hyperbola passing through the

origin of the coordinates, and put it under the form -
-j-

- = 1, we shall have by differentiation = <

^-8
.

x y a x o jc

This value takes the form - for the origin of the coordinates where x = and y = 0. By differentiating again

we find 2 b x + b X* - = 2 a y , This equation cannot yet give the value of ~- corresponding to
d x a x? ax ax

x sz and y = 0, for by substituting these values for x and y every term of the equation vanishes. A new

d y d* y d1
y d? y d2

differentiation leads to the equation 2 6^ -f- 2bx j + 2 6 x j^t + b x3

-^~
- 2 ay j

- 2 a -^
dy d y

9

which the supposition x = and y =. reduces to 2 b~ = 2 a -
;

. Hence we might infer that, at the
d x d x

origin lias two distinct values, = and -p- = --
, and, consequently, that the origin is a double point

d x d x d x a

of the curve. However, this conclusion is obviously erroneous, for it is well known that an hyperbola has no

multiple points. The right value of-r^, in this case, is -- , and is obtained immediately by differentiating the
d x ft

equation of the curve under its first form a x + by = xy.
It is also easy to see that the curve represented by the equation y b

-f- (x d)
n

*/ (x c) has a double

point corresponding to x = a, when m is an even number, but that that point is simple when m is odd. In neither

of these cases the value of-V*- derived from the above equation becomes - for x =. a. On the contrary, if the

d i/

equation is first put under the form (y b)
m = (x -~ a)

1"
(x c), it leads to a value of-^ which assumes the

Q -C

form - for x r= a, when m is an even and when it is an odd number. It should be remarked, however, that if b-,

d y
successive differentiations we try to determine the true value of --, we shall find that the differential equationd j*

which gives it has or.ly two real values when m is an even number, and only one if it be odd.

From the preceding observations and examples, we may conclude that to establish with certainty the existence

of a singular point indicated by the values assumed at that point, by the differential coefficients of the ordinate, it

will always be necessary to examine with attention the values of the ordinates for a portion ofthe curve very near
that point.

(283.) We shall now investigate the figure of a curve at a point whose coordinates render the first or any
subsequent differential coefficient infinite.

In that case, d and y' being still the coordinates of the point, and yl the value of the ordinate corresponding
to x' -j- A, the developement of y l according to the powers of A will contain fractional exponents. Let

y + .... &c .

If none of the exponents a, /3, 7, &c. be a fraction with an even denominator, the value ofy, is real whether A be
taken positively or negatively. Hence the curve extends on both sides of the ordinate'y'. The exponents
a, /3, 7, being supposed to be arranged in an ascending order, the value of y, y' will depend upon the first term

only, for sufficiently small values of A. There are then two cases to examine, first, when the numerator of a is an
odd number, and, secondly, when it is even.

If the numerator a. be odd, the sign of A A" will change with that of h, and consequently at different sides of

the point whose coordinates are *' and y
1

, the curve lies at different sides of a parallel to the axis of x passing
d ij

f

through that point. If, in this case, we have a > 1, then . 0, and the tangent at that point is parallel

to the axis of x. Hence chere is an inflexion, (such as in fig. 9,) the first when A is positive, and the
d if

second when it is negative. If a be < 1, then is infinite, and the tangent is parallel to the axis ofy. Since
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t|le Other, there will be an inflexion such as in fig. 10. the first when A is positive, and the second when it is >>,

*" "*""'
negative.

Let us next examine the case when the numerator of a is an even number. Then the sign of A h" does not

change with that of h, and A h' has only one real value, since the denominator of a is necessarily odd. Therefore

if a parallel to the axis of x be drawn through the point whose coordinates are j? and y', the curve lies either

above or below this parallel at both sides of the point, according as A is positive or negative. In this case, if a

d y'
be > 1, we have

,

= 0, and, therefore, the parallel to the axis of x is a tangent, and the curve has one or
(I X

the other of the two positions represented (fig. 11.) If a be < 1, then -r
,

is infinite, and the tangent is

parallel to the axis of y. Hence the figure of the curve at the point in question, is one or the other of the two

represented (fig. 12.)

If a = 1, and if ft be a fraction having odd numbers for its numerator and denominator, then A = ^,and the
d x'

position of the tangent at the point whose coordinates are J/ and y' is determined by the value of A. Moreover,

since the sign of the second term B A changes with the sign of A, and is equal to the first term of the difference

between the ordinate of the curve and the ordinate of the tangent corresponding to the abscissa x -j- h, it follows

that at different sides of the point of contact, the curve lies at different sides of the tangent, as represented in

fig. '2. Hence, in this case, the point is a point of inflexion. In the same case the second differential

coefficient
j-jj

= 0, if the exponent ft be > 2, and is infinite if )3 be < 1. Thus, at a point of inflexion, the

second differential coefficient may be either nothing or infinite. If a =r 1, and the numerator of /3 be even, th

succeeding exponents not having any even denominator, the point is marked by no peculiarity.

(284.) If amongst the exponents a, ft, 7, &c. is found a fraction with an even denominator, then a change in

the sign of A changes y, from real to imaginary, or vice versa. If + A render all the terms of the developement
which are affected by such exponents real, and A imaginary, the curve extends only on the positive side of the

ordinute y', and is excluded from the negative side ; and if A render them real, and -j- A imaginary, it is just
the reverse.

If some of the coefficients A, B, C, &c. are imaginary, and if some of the terms of the series remain imaginary
whether A is taken positively or negatively, then the curve is excluded from both sides of the ordinate y', and the

point is a conjugate point.
If -(- A or A render all the terms whose exponents have even denominators real, each of such terms will

have two real values for every value of A, and, therefore, the number of branches of the curve emerging from the

point in question may be double the number of combinations of such powers. The tangent to these branches
will be determined by the value of the lowest exponent of A. If it be > 1, the tangent is parallel to the axis of*,
if< 1, it is parallel to the axis of y, and if= 1, its position is determined by the value of the coefficient.

(285.) To illustrate these general principles. Let first y t y' = A An + B h? + C hy', the first term of the

series being the only one in which the exponent is supposed to have an even denominator. In this case A*" will

be real if A be positive, and imaginary if it be negative. Hence ifA be real, for every positive value of A, there

are two real values of y,, and for any negative value of A, y is imaginary. Then, if - > 1,
-- = 0, the tan-

gent is parallel to the axis of x, and there is a cusp of the first kind at the point of contact. If <1, then -

^ 11 d x

is infinite, the tangent is perpendicular to the axis of x, and is a limit of the curve. These two cases are repre-

sented by (fig. 13.) Next, let us suppose A to be an imaginary quantity, such that when A* becomes imaginary by

taking A negative, the product A A*" remains real; then, on the contrary, the first term of the series will be

imaginary for a positive value of A. Consequently the curve will present the same figure as in the preceding

case, according as - is greater or less than one, but it will be on the left instead of the right side of the

ordinate. If A be an imaginary quantity such that A A2 "remains imaginary for both + A and h, the point is

conjugate. m

(2S6.) Let us suppose, secondly, y t y'= A A" + B A" -j- C A + &c. the second term of the series being the

only one in which the denominator is even. The direction of the tangent will be determined as before by the

first term A A". If B is supposed to be a real quantity, as well as all the other coefficients, yt will have two real

values if A be positive, and will be imaginary if A be negative. Hence there will he two branches of the curve

passing through the point whose coordinates are x' and y' and extending only on the positive side of the ordinate
M

y'. If, on the contrary, B should be an imaginary quantity, such as to make B A4 " real when A is taken negatively,
VOL. u. ii
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v
^-^-^1 negative side of the ordinate y . And, finally, the point will be conjugate, if B being imaginary, B fo remains

imaginary for both -j- h and h.

The two branches of the curve which pass through the point whose coordinates are a? and y' may form, in the

case we have just examined, a cusp of the first or of the second kind, according to the value of a. First, if a = 1

the tangent common to both branches has an inclined position with respect to both axes, and the difference

between the ordinates of the curve and tangent corresponding to the abscissa x -\- h, beginning with the term
in

B A", shows that one of the branches is above the tangent and the other below, consequently there is a cusp of

the first kind, on the right or on the left of y', according as B is real or imaginary. (Fig. 3.) If o be > 1,

dy*
then -r3 = the tangent is parallel to the axis of x, and the difference between the ordinates of the curve and

ct x

tangent, corresponding to the abscissa of + h, begins with the term A h". Therefore both branches will be above

or below the tangent according- as a is positive or negative, and (here is a cusp of the second kind. (Fig. 14.)
If B, in the same supposition, were imaginary, the two branches would be on the left of y', both above the

tangent if A were negative, and both below if A were positive, and if were a fraction with an odd number for

d y'
numerator; it would be the reverse if the numerator were even. Finally, if a be < 1, then

;
is infinite, the

tangent is parallel to the axis of y,.and the two ordinates of the curve corresponding to x 1

-f- h are both greater
than y

1

ifA is positive, and both less if A be negative, therefore there will be in both cases a cusp of the second
kind. (Fig. 15.) If, in the same hypothesis, b be an imaginary quantity, both branches will be situated on
the left side of y

1

, above the point or below the point according as A is positive or negative, and a a fraction

whose numerator is an even or an odd number.

r
m

(287.) Let us for a last supposition, assume y l y' = A h" -f- B h -f- C A2~, the third term of the scries

being the only one in which the denominator is even. The position of the tangent will depend on the values of
o and A, and from the preceding investigation it obviously results, that the two branches of the curve will be on

both sides of the curve represented by the equation yl y' = Ah"-^-Eh , and of the same side of the tangent,
therefore there will be a cusp of the second kind at the point whose coordinates are x' and y', on the right of the

ordinate y', if C be a real quantity, and on the left if C be an imaginary quantity, which renders C li* real for A,

(fig. 16.) If C be an imaginary quantity not satisfying this condition, the point is clearly conjugate.
Generally, if the first and only term of the series, expressing the value of y l y', which has an even number for

denominator, be the r'h, it is clear that if the coefficient R of that term be not imaginary, the curve will have a

cusp of the second kind at the point whose coordinates are x' and y', the two branches of which will be on the

right side of the ordinate y'. There will still be a cusp, but on the other side of y', if R being imaginary the

product R ( A)
2 " be real ; and the point will be conjugate if R being imaginary renders R ( A"> imaginary.

(288.) The curves represented by the equations y = x I x, and y = have each only one Dranch passing
' X

through the origin, but these branches
stop suddenly at that point, where x and y = 0, since for a negative

value of x, y becomes imaginary. The origin is, therefore, in each of these curves a stop point.
It may also be easily seen that the origin is a shooting point, in the ciwves represented by the equations y = x

x
tan" 1

x, y = -.

1-4-e7

(289.) From the preceding investigations we may conclude, that we shall obtain generally an indication of
the abscissa, corresponding to a single point of a curve, in determining in what cases the differential coefficients
of the ordinate, considered as a function of the abscissa, become infinite, equal to nothing, or assume the form

-. We shall find the species of the point, 1. by examining how many branches of the curve pass through that

point, and whether they extend or not on both sides of the point ; 2. by determining the position of their

tangents ; 3. by finding on what side they turn their concavity or
convexity.

(290.) We shall now apply these general considerations to a few examples.

Example 1. Let ay* - x3 - b x* = be the equation of the curve. We easily find^ = 3j' + 26j
This

Q
dx 2ay

value assumes the form - at the origin of coordinates where x = and y = 0. Therefore the origin may be a

multiple point. By using the differential equation of the second order, we find^ = + j -, which indicates a
d x a

double point at the origin; and by taking the value of y in the equation, we have y = V /(^ "*" &
*'\ which

shows that the curve has in fact two branches passing through that point. If 6 = the two values of
d̂ j:
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Integral become equal to each other and equal to nothing. Hence, in that case, the two tangents coincide with each part IU.

^CIMIS^ otjler> amj witn tne ax ;s Of j. jf then we substitute for x, + h, or h, we find y, = -f A*, from which we con-
'

f/ 1]

elude that the origin is a cusp of the first kind. If b be negative, the values of - become imaginary, and the
'/ JC

origin is a conjugate point.

Example 2 Let x3 axy b*y = 0, be the equation of the curve. The differential equation is 3x-dx
d y

ay dx axdy IP dy = 0, and gives = when x = and y 0, therefore the tangent at thi; origin

is parallel to the axis of x. By a new differentiation we get b x d x1
2 a d y d x (a x + b

2

) d
1 y = 0, and,

J! y
consequently, at the origin we have also ^ = 0. Hence that point may be a point of inflexion or contrary

flexure. To ascertain if it be so, we must examine if the value of -^ is also equal to nothing, a new differentiation
d 3r

d3 y b

gives b d x* 3 a d*y d x (a x -f- 6") d
3

y = 0, and forj = and y = 0, = . Therefore the origin is a

pcint of inflexion.

Example 3. Let a^-(-6y'-J-c=0, We have first a x* d x + b
y"- d y = ; and for x 0, and the corre-

d II

sponding ordinate of the curve, = 0. Hence the tangent at the point whose coordinates are ,r = and
CL X

y = c >& - is parallel to the axis of x. We see, in the same manner, that =-
becoming infinite for y = 0, and

o d x

the corresponding abscissa of the curve, the tangent is perpendicular at the axis of x, at the point whose

c dy y d3
y

coordinates are y = and x = c-^/ -. If we determine the values of and -
corresponding to the first

6 d x* d x*

d? y d3
y 2 a

point, we find = 0, and -- - =
, therefore it is a point of inflexion. In the same manner, by

d x1 d x3 b

d- x d3 *
examining the values of -.

t
and -

corresponding to the second point, we shall verify that it is also a point of

inflexion.

Example 4. Let cf y =. x* be the equation of the curve. By differentiation we find a3 d y = 4 x1 d x, a
3
d" y

= 12 1* d&, a" d3

y = 24 x d x*, a3
d" y = 24 d x'. Hence the values of -, -~, -~ are equal to nothing

d x d x d x3

d4
y

at the origin, and y-
1- = 24. Hence, the tangent at that point is parallel to the axis of T, but there is no point

showing a geometrical inflexion, since the first differential coefficient, which does not become equal to nothing,
is of an even order. Such points ;ire sometimes designated under the name of points of double inflexion. It is

likewise termed a point of serpentement or of undulation ; such points as these are points of inflexion, in an

analytical rather than a geometrical sense, since the curve itself presents no visible character of a change in the
nature of its curvature.

Example 5. Let there be a series of curves whose equations are

4 4. 4 7

y = b + (x a) , y = b -f (x a) , y = x + (x a)
s

, y = x -f- (x ay ,

and let it be required to find the species of the point corresponding in each to the abscissa x = a. In these cases
some of the differential coefficients of y become infinite for x =r a. Therefore the values of the ordinate in each
curve, corresponding to a? = a -*- A, developed in a series, arranged according to the powers of A, will contain
fractional powers. If we designate these ordinates by y,, we shall have, respectively,

T f f -t

and, therefore, according to (284.), we may conclude that there is a point of inflexion in all these curves, corre-

sponding to x = a ; and also that, in the first, the tangent at the point of inflexion is perpendicular to the axis of
cT ; in the second, the tangent at the point of inflexion is parallel to the same axis; and in the third and fourth
that the tangent at the point of inflexion is inclined at an angle of 45 to the axis f jr.

d y
Example 6. Let aa

y
! = xs

, the differential coefficient is equal to nothing at the origin, and, therefore, the

tangent at that point is parallel to the axis of x. The third differential coefficient becomes infinite for the

A*
coordinates of the same point. The value of y corresponding to -(-A is simply , and. consequently, accord-

a?

ing to (284.) the origin presents a cusp of the first kind. In a similar manner it is easy to see that for the point
whose coordinates are x = a, and y = b, there is a cusp of the first kind.
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Example 7. Let the equation of the curve bey - a (x fc)

7r+ (x
- b)* . The value * = b renders all the ^^-^,

differential coefficients infinite. Hence the tangent at the point corresponding at that abscissa is perpendicular to

1 3.

the axis of*. Let b + h be substituted for x, and we .shall have for the corresponding value of y, y, = a -f- A
T

-j- h*

Hence (285.) there is a cusp of the second kind, at the point whose coordinates are a and b.

s_

Example^. Let the equation be y = a-}- x -j- b x* + ex'2 . At the point whose coordinates are x = and

y = a the value of the first differential coefficient is equal to 1. Therefore the tangent at that point is inclined

at an angle of 45 to the axis. For the same values, the third differential coefficient becomes infinite. Substituting

then + h foTX, we find y,
= a + h-\- b h' + cA 3

, and, consequently, (285.) there is at the point under consi-

deration a cusp of the second kind.

Of the Contact of Curves and of Osculating Curves.

(291.) Let y = f(x) and y fr (x) be the equations of two curves passing through the same point. Let x 1

and y' be the coordinates of that point, and j'M ya , the ordinates of the two curves corresponding to the same
abscissa of -J- A. Let us suppose also that none of the differential coefficients of the functions /(r), f, (x), up lo

the ii
th

order, become infinite for x = x 1

; and let us represent the values they assume by that substitution, for

the first function by A lt A2, A3, &c. and for the second by B,, B s , B3 , &c. Then we have

i
= y'+ A, h + A, + A,

-- + &c., y, = y' + B, h + B 2
- + B,

1 . I.*O L.
&c.

These series, expressing the values of yi and y2 , have the same first term, which is the ordinate of the point
common to the two curves ; but generally the other terms differ from each other. Therefore by subtracting the

second equation from the first, we have

* -
.
= (A.

- BO h + (A,- Ba) + (A.
-

B.) + &c.

If A, = B,, the first term of this difference vanishes ; if, at the same time, A 4 = B 2 , the two first terms vanish ;

if besides A
3
= B

3
the three first, and so on. In the first case, that is when the values of the differential coefficients

of the ordinates of the two curves, corresponding to the abscissa of the point common to both, are equal to each

other, the two curves are said to have a contact ofthejint degree, or of thefirst order; in the second case, when
At = B|, and A, = Bj, they are said to have a contact of the second degree, or of the second order ; in the third

case, when A, = B,, A, = B 2 , and A3
= B

a, they are said to have a contact of the third degree or order ; and
generally if the values of the coefficients of the n first powers of h in the developement of y,, are equal those of
the coefficients of the n first powers of h in the developement of y,, the two curves are said to have a contact of
the nth order.

(292.) An immediate consequence of this definition is, that there is an infinite number of curves, which have,
in a given point, and with a given curve, a contact of the n1*

order. This becomes very obvious if we imagine
the origin of coordinates planed at the given point ; for, then, h represents the abscissa with respect to the new
coordinates, y,

-
y', which we shall call k, the ordinate. Consequently, the equation of the given curve referred

to this new line is

*- A '* +A-n+*TTi+*....... A
-i^+**-i...r.+.-'-

fc

and the equation of a curve having with it a contact of the M'* order with it, will be, if we designate bv k the
ordinate

.__ ...... .__ .__ c .,

where all the terms which follow
|
- remain entirely indeterminate.

1 A . o , . n

^293.) When two curves have a contact of the n" order, no curve, having with them a contact of a less degree,
can be drawn through the point of contact, so as to pass between them immediately before or immediately "after
the point of contact. This theorem is demonstrated in a manner similar to that we have already used for the
analogous proposition relative to the tangent.

Let the same notations be employed for the two curves having a contact of the n"1

order as in number (290.)We have then for the ordinates of these two curves corresponding to the abscissa x' + h

Jl + ........ + .,!_ + _
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i n 1
in

Ca'culul.
Hence ^i

- y= (A +i
~ B-+')T- rT + &c> Let ^ represent the oidinate of the third curve cor-

Part "

J. 1 1 O > 71 ~^ I **^*^
y
*""^"

responding to the same abscissa j/ + k. We shall have

.*_, A1
A. A- Cm+ ,

' ____
3 ,, ....... .

wi being < 71, since this third curve is supposed to have with the two others a contact of an order less than n.

hm+l
We have therefore y,

- y3
= (Am+l C,+1)

-- -
-4- &c. Now, by taking k sufficiently small, we

may compare, instead of the differences y, yt
and y, ys , the first terms of the series which express their

values; and it is manifest that since m is < 71, A may always be taken such as to make

1.8....,+ i
"+' +'

if (lie coefficients A n+1 B n+1 , and A m+l Cm+1 are of the same sign. Hence it follows, that y, y, is either

less than, or of a contrary sign to y, ya, which was to be proved.

(294.) It may also be easily shown, that when two curves have a contact of an even degree, they intersect each

other, one of the curves being, on one side of the point of contact above, and on the other side below the other

curve The contrary takes place when the contact is of an odd degree. In the first case, the difference of the

series which represent the values of the ordinates of the curves corresponding to an abscissa .r -j- h, x being the

abscissa of the point of contact, begins with a term containing an odd power of h, consequently it changes sign
at the same time as h, and therefore for sufficiently small values of h, if this difference be positive on one side of

the point of contact, it will be negative on the other; in the second case, the first term of the difference contains

an even power of h, consequently it does not change sign with A, and therefore the difference is positive or

negative on both sides of the point of contact.

(295.) We have remarked (292.) that there is an infinite number of curves, which have, in a given point, and
with a given curve a contact of the nth order. Hence if the form and position of one of the curves be given, and if

the form and position of the second curve may vary with the values of several constants, a, b, c, &c., contained in its

equation, it may be proposed to determine these constants by the condition that the second curve shall have with
the first a contact of a certain order.

Let/ (x, y) = be the equation of the first curve, and (x, y, a, b, c, &c.) = that of the second curve. Let
x be chosen for the independent variable, and let JT, y represent the coordinates of a point taken on the first curve.

We shall, generally, be able to determine the values of the constants a, b, c, &c. or of some of them, so that the

values of the terms of the series y, -, -~-
f ^, &c., corresponding to the abscissa of the point chosen on the

d JT u X d IA

first curve, will remain the same in passing from one curve to the other. Then the second curve will pass through
the point (x, y) of the first, and will have with it at that point, a contact the order of which will be less by one

than the number of the quantities y, ---, -, -, &c., which will not have changed their values. Let 7* beax d *> d x*

the number of the constants a, b, c, it is clear that the) will all be determined if the n first quantities

y, -,
- -, &c. are made to have the same values in both curves, and that some of them will remain undeler-

d x d x
1*

d y d? y
minate if fewer than n of the quantities y, -r ,

-
, &c. are made to have the same values in both curves. We

a x ax*

may therefore conclude, that among the systems of values which may be assigned to the constants a, b, c. &e.

contained in the equation (x,y, a,b, c, &c.) = 0, there exists one generally for which the curve represented by
this equation has with a given curve, at the point the abscissa of which is x, a contact of an order at least equal to

the number n 1, and an infinite number of systems of values of these constants, for which the contact between
the two curves is of an order inferior to the same number.

To find, among the systems of values of a, b, c, &c., that which determines a contact of an order at least equal
to ii 1, it is sufficient to combine between them, the formulae which are obtained by substituting the values of

y, t-2, Z, ...... -
j|! derived from the equation of the given curve in the equation (x, y, a, b, c, &c.) = 0,

d i cL x (t x

and its differential equations of an order less than n.

If instead of the abscissa x, any function whatever of x and y were taken for the independent variable, it would
be necessary to substitute the values of the quantities x, y, d x, d y, d* x, fy.... d*~

l

x, d*~'y relative to the given
curve, in the equation (x, y, a. b, c, &c.) = 0, and its differential equations of an order inferior to n, considering
x and y as independent variables.

(296.) When there are only three constants, a, b, c, in the equation ofa curve, it follows clearly from what precedes
that an infinite number of systems of values may be assigned for the constants a,b,c,in order that that curve

should be tangent to another given curve at a given point. To obtain these systems, it is sufficient to combine
the two equations
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d'x~

~ ~ '

dy" dy ~ '
" v

after having substituted the values of x, y, dx, dy, relative to the other given curve. By means of 'these

equations two constants will be found in function of the third, which will remain an arbitrary quantity. The
case will be different if it be required that the curve represented by the equation (x, y, a, b, c) = should have

with the other curve, at the point (x, y~), a. contact of an order at least equal to two, or in other words, if it be

required that the point (x, y~) should become for both curves a point of osculation. Then the three constants

a, b, c will be determined by the system of the three equations

d<t>(x,y,a,b,c) d (x, y, a, b,c)
(*, y, a, b, c) = 0, -^

- d x +--- a y = 0,
d x a y

dl $ (x, y.a,b,c) J
2 <f Cr, y, a, b, c) df tp (x, y, a, b,c)-

y
-

dx*-{--- dxdy-i------ - -----
ay"

d J? dxdy dy~

d(t)(x,y,a,b,c') ^ d(f)(x,y,a,b,c)
d, Q

dx dy
If the equation (x, y, a, b, c) belongs to a circle, the three constants a, b, c are the coordinates of the centre and
the radius ; if we represent them respectively by x', y', &ndp, the equation of the circle is (,r x')'+ (y y')

1 =
p*,

and we have to determine the three quantities x', y' and p,
the three equations

(x
-

x')* + (y- y'Y = p\ (x-x')dx + (y- y') dy = 0, (x - x
1

) d*x+ (y
-

y') d*y + dx* + dy
a- = 0.

The two first equations would determine the relation which exists between the abscissae and ordinates of the

centres of all the circles which touch the given curve at a given point. It is obvious, from the second equation,
that all those centres are placed on the normal to the given curve, at the given point. We shall soon resume this

question, or the determination of the coordinates of the centre and radius of the circle which has with a given
curve a contact of the second order at a given point. But before leaving these general notions, we shall propose
as an example to determine the n constants in the equation y=a + bx + cx*-t-....p a:"-

2

-f- q x"'
1

, by the
condition that the parabolic curve which it represents shall have with a given curve, at a given point, a contact of
an order equal or superior to n 1.

If we take x for the independent variable, we shall have by differentiating n 1 times,

dy_
(I X
&c. &c.

d-2

y
d^"

= 1 ' 2 - 3 C-8>* + *.3.4 <n-l) 9 *,

da-
_=1.2.3

d II ,

These n equations, after having substituted for x, y,
y- ---- ?, -?, their values relative to the given

curve and to the given point, will be sufficient to determine the values of the n constants a, b, c ____ p, q.
Let x

lt y,, be the coordinates of a point of the parabolic curve, which does not coincide with the given point
(x, y), this curve will then be represented by the equation resulting from the elimination of the n constants between
the n above equations, and the equation

-f p x^" -f q *,"

But the right side of this equation may be developed according to the powers of x
l
-

x, in observing that for any
value whatever of the integer m we have

Hence we shall find

yl
= a+ bx+cx*+

&c.

,

1-2-3 ...... (-8)p + 2.3.4 ...... (n-l)gs
1.2.3 ...... (n-2)

-_
!.2.3 ...... (n- 1)

' *

In this developement we see that the coefficients of the successive powers of (x, x) are precisely the values
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Calculus, we have found above for y, -~, 3-3 T~^' j _' therefore by substituting, we shall find for the required \^~s
^ __ M ct jc d x tit d x

equation of the parabolic curve

, dyfa -x) Jy(j, -a-)' tf-
1
y (jr.

- )- rf-y fa - j)-'
yi ~ y + dx 1 ^d* 1.2 "d*-'1.2.3...(-2) """d*" 1 1.2. 3... -!'

when x, y, ,

-
s j ~^, ., are the abscissa and ordinate of the given point on the given curve, and

ct x ci jc t f ct Jc

the differential coefficients of the ordinate corresponding to the given point derived from the equation of the given
curve.

This simple and elegant formula might also be obtained very easily by first putting the equation of the

parabolic curve under the form

y 1 -y=B(jr 1 -*)+C(T1 -*) + + P O, - z)-
2+ Q (x,

- x)-
1

,

in which it is expressed that the curve passes through the point (x, y), and then determining the constants

B, C . . . . P,Q by the condition that the (;t 1) first differential coefficients of the ordinate derived from this

equation, and corresponding to T, = x are equal to -r?, -7-5,
....

n^,
-

^ It is in this manner that the
d x d x d x d x

equation of the tangent, or the parabolic line of the first degree having with a given curve in a given point a

contact of the first order, has been found.

(297.) It will be necessary before we proceed to another important application of the theory of contact of

curves, to determine the differential of an arc of a curve, the arc being considered as a function of the abscissa.

We have already had occasion to remark, that there are functions of one or more variables, which are such

that although we cannot express the relation which exists between the function and the variables, either explicitly,
or by means of equations, yet we can find the differential of the function. The arc considered as a function of the

abscissa is an example of the case just mentioned.
Let us consider a plain curve represented by an equation between two rectangular coordinates x, y, and let . be

the arc of this curve contained between a fixed point and the point (x, y). If through this last point we draw a

ct i/

tangent to the curve, the tangent of the acute angle which this tangent makes with the axis of x, is equal to - -
,

(t X

and therefore the secant of the same angle is equal to \/( 1 + -7^-5 )
If, moreover, we draw an ordinate cor-

responding to the abscissa x -j- A, the portions of the curve and tangent, contained between the point (x, y) and

this ordinate may be represented the first by I, and the other is clearly equal to A */l -f- ^.d 3*

Let y = /(x) be the equation of the curve under consideration, then we shall have y + K = /(x)
-f- (/') x -f-

e /0 /' (x) h, 6 being a quantity less than one, and/' (x) being the differential coefficient of f (x).
Hence we have * =

{ /'(x + A) /' (x) } A.

Let us suppose now that the point whose coordinates are x -f- A and y + K, and the point {x, y) are so near

d y
each other that the two functions y and -, or/(x) and/' (x) are continuous functions in passing from one point

d ii '*

to the other, and that the second =/' (x) is constantly increasing or decreasing in all the values between x
d x

and x + h. Then in the curvilinear triangle formed by the curve, the tangent, and the ordinate corresponding to

the abscissa x -f- A, the second and third sides will be portions of straight lines, and the first a convex line.

Therefore each side of this triangle will be inferior to the sum of the other two, and the difference between the

two first sides will have a numerical value inferior to the third. Therefore the numerical values of the quantities

I and A */ ( 1 + ~-
t

1 will have a numerical value inferior to (f (x -)- 6 A) /'(x)) A, and, in dividing these

three by A, we must conclude that the difference 4 / f 1 +
-p-,

1 will have a numerical value less than

/' (x -j- A) /' (x). If we suppose that A converges towards zero, the expression /' (x + A) /' (x) will

converge towards the same limit ; but then = * therefore \/ ( 1 -f- -7 i )
= 0,

A dx dx \ d x /

ds = + \ /( 1 +
-j ,

I dx == + ^(dx*-f- dy'). The sign -f- in this formula must be taken when the arc

increases at the same time as the abscissa, and the sign in the contrary case.

Hence if we designate by a the acute angle which the tangent to the curve at the point (x, y) makes with the

axis of x, we shall have

. dx d y . ds d s

cos = -
, sin a as H r- ,

sec o = -
, cosec a = -f- -; .

d s
- ds d x dy

or
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Integral and the lengths of the normal and tangent between the point of contact and the axis of x will be respectively Part III.

ds ds
, i v .

dx y
dy

The chord of the arc we have above designated by I is the distance of the points (x. y) and (x + h, y + *0,

hence it is equal to >J (A* -j-
:

2

). Consequently the ratio of the arc to its chord is r,n JTh*\'
^ut> at l 'ie ^'m ' t'

l=d, and V(*
3 + h1

) = J(d x* + dy*), therefore at the limit -i =
-j(dx*+ dy*)

= ' Therefore

when the arc of a plane curve becomes infinitely small the ratio of the arc to the curve becomes equal to one, or in

other words, the limit of the ratio between the arc and the chord of a plane curve is equal to one.

Let a and 6 represent the angles which the chord joining the points (x,y), (j; + h, y + ") makes with the

axis of x and y, each of these angles being comprised between and 180. Let also <* and ft be the limits towards

which the angles a and 6 converged when the point (x -\- h, y -f- K) approaches indefinitely to the point (x, y), that

is to say, in other words, the angles formed by the tangent produced in the same direction as the chord with the

semi-axis of positive coordinates. We have cos a = -77
-

, cos b -
-;-, and at the limits we shall find

" !

cos=: --
, cosft = --

j-2- ; jr. But J(d xs + c/w
2

) = ds, therefore we shall have either

J(dx'-+dy)
1

cos a = , and cos ft = -, or cos = ---
, cos ft := . The two first values are to be used when the

as ds d s ds

tangent has been produced in the same direction as the arc s, and the two last when it has been produced in a

contrary direction. This is obvious if we observe that the ratio being the limit of- will be positive when the
CL S K

arc s increases at the same time as x, or, in other words, when the tangent, produced in the same direction as the

arc, forms with the semi-axis of the positive abscissa? an acute angle, and consequently an angle the cosine of
(I J*

which is positive. If this angle become obtuse, its cosine and the ratio will become at the same time nega-

tive. Therefore the formula cos a = ~, cos ft = -^ must be preferred to the formulae cos a = --
r-'-,

as dx ds
dy

cos ft
=

, when the tangent is produced in the same direction as the arc.

(298.) Let us consider now two plane curves. Let x, y be the coordinates of the first, and s the arc of
this curve comprised between a fixed point and the point (x,y). Let xt , y, and s, be the analogous quantities
for the second curve. We shall have ds* = dx* + dy\ ds\= ds\+ dy\. Let the tangents drawn to the
first curve through the point (x, y), and to the second curve through the point (xlt y,) be produced in the
same direction as the arcs s, and * then they will form angles with the semi-axis of positive coordinates

the cosines of which will be for the first tangent equal to , -, and, for the second tano-ent, ^A . Hence
as ds ds, ds,

if we call S the angle of the two tangents, we shall have cos S = .

l + ll?
.
*Kf = dx d *' + dy dy>

.
d s ds, ds

'

d Si ds ds,

The two tangents will be parallel, when we shall have^ = ,
^ = *&

Or --'=- -^ = ^
rfs, d s' dSi ds' dst

~
ds' ds

l

~~

d s'

It is obvious that these two cases are included in the formula
1 = ^, from which we derivedx dy

^i =^ (.
dx

\ + dy) ds,
dx dy

If in the value we have just found for cos S we substitute for ds and d Sl their values, we shall find

,. __,
d xdx, -f- dy dyt

V (d x* +~rf/) V (d*J + dyJ)'
WhCn '" th 'S 'aSt equation the si n of the r'Sht sicle is not deter-

mined, it gives two values of S which represent the acute and the obtuse angles formed by the two tan-ents
produced on both sides of the points (i,y), (x t , y,).
When two curves meet, they are supposed to form the same angle as the tangents drawn through their common
int I her,, x, = x and y, = y, and the angles formed by the two curves have for measures the values of S we

have found above.

Two curves are said to be normal to each other when they meet at right angles, that is to sav, when their
tangents drawn through their common point are perpendicular to each other, that is when the equationd y, dy

'die' ITx
= ' S verified for tlleir Point of intersection.
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Calculus. an(j a common tangent at that point, if, on these curves, produced in the same direction, equal and very small ^-~~v -
V~""V""'^

lengths be taken from the point of contact, the straight line joining the extremities of these lengths will be very

nearly parallel to the normal common to both curves.

Let us suppose that the equal lengths, which are taken on the first and second curve from the point of contact

have respectively lor their extremities the points (x, y) and (r,, y,.) Let, moreover, * and *, be the lengths of the

arcs of these two curves contained between two fixed points arbitrarily chosen on them, and the points (.r, y),

(x,, 3/1) when the coordinates x, y, j",, y t ,
will vary simultaneously, the difference st s will remain constant, and,

consequently, we shall have rfs, = ds. Let , /8 be the angles which the tangent common to both curves, and

produced in the same direction as the arcs s and *,, forms with the semiaxis of the positive coordinates ; let I be

the distance of the two points (x, y), (xlt y,), and X and
/* the angles which the line joining these two points forms

with the semiaxis of positive coordinates. We shall have

= = =--- -' ir..i .

y 7/1
cos p = -

, and since d s = d s
t , d JC

L!

-f- d y* = d x^ -f d y], or (rf x -j- d x
t ) (d x d #,)

+ (dy+ dyj (dy-dy t ) = 0.

But the values of cos a and cos /6 give
-- = ~- = 2 d s ; moreover, since for a value of x,

cos a cos ft

differing but very little from a particular value of that variable which renders two given functions of * equal to

nothing, the ratio between these functions differs very little from the ratios between their differential coefficients, and,

consequently, from the ratio between their differentials, even though these differentials would become nothing for the
same particular value of x, we see that the quantities cos X, cos

/u, may be determined approximative! y by the

dx-dxi dyl -dy dx-dr,
following formulae, cos X =

, cos n = . Hence we shall have very nearly- =
il I d I cos X- = d 1. The nearer the points (x, y), (r,, y,), are to the point of contac of the two curves, the more

exact is the last formula. If now we substitute in the formula (d x + d x,) (d x d x,) -f- (d y + d y,)

(dy dyO = 0, for the quantities dx -j- dx,, and dy-\- dy t , the quantities cos , cos/S, which are proportional
to them, and for the quantities dx d x

t , dy dy t , the quantities cos X and cos ft which are proportional to

them, we shall find cos a cos X-j- cos /3 cos ft 0. Therefore the straight line drawn through the points (x, y),

(*,, y,) will be very nearly perpendicular to the tangent, that is to say parallel to the normal.

(300.) Let r be the radius of a circle which touches a straight line in a given point. If we increase the length
of r, the portion of the circumference about the point of contact, will differ less and less from a straight line, and

will sensibly, within a small space about the point of contact, coincide with the straight tangent, when - will

nearly be equal to nothing. On the contrary the curvature of the circumference will increase more and more,

when the radius decreases, or when the quantity
- increases. Hence it is natural to take the quantity

- for the

measure of what may be called the curvature of the circle. Let x, y, represent the coordinates of any point of the

circumference, Q the angle which the tangent at that point makes with the axis of x, s the length of the arc between
that point and a fixed point on the circumference, and let h, K, t, I, be the respective increments of these variables
when we pass from the point (.r, y) to a point sufficiently near it that we may suppose the angle 6 to have

constantly increased or decreased in the interval. The length of the arc between the two last points is precisely
/, and the angle of the two radii, which are drawn to the extremities of the arc, is equal to the angle t formed

by the two tangents. This understood, we shall have obviously + / = r t, and, consequently, we shall have

for the curvature of the circle - = i -
.

r I

Let us conceive now that*, y, x + A, y + *, are the two coordinates oftwo points not situated on the circumference
of a circle, but on any curve whatever, and moreover, let them be near enough to each other that the angle may
still be supposed to increase or decrease in a continuous manner in going from one point to the other. The ratio

- will vary in general with the arc I, and will be what may be called the mean curvature of that arc. If the

quantities h and k are supposed to decrease indefinitely, or the point (x + ft, y -j- *) to approach indefinitely to

the point (r, y). the quantities /, t, will converge towards the limit zero. But the limit towards which will,
j /\

at the same time, converge their ratio, is , and in general will be a finite quantity, which we shall call the

curvature of the curve, at the point (x, y).
The angle + t formed by the two tangents drawn at the extremities of the arc I is called generally the angle

of contingence.
When the arc i / is very small, the chord joining its extremities is very nearly perpendicular to the two normals

drawn to the curve through the points (x, y), (x + A, y + <c) ; and the distance of the point (x, y) to the point
VOL. II. R
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Integral where the two normals meet is nearly equal to the radius of a circle, which would have the same curvature as the Part

Calculus. curve . For, let r be this distance, and s the limit towards which it converges. In the triangle formed by the two v V
^"v"**' normals and the chord of the arc I, the angle opposed to this chord will obviously be equal to the angle of

contingence + t, whilst the angle opposed to the side r will differ very little from a right angle. Hence, if e

sin f - e
j

. , ,
*

represent an infinitely small number, we shall have - =
/ /-ASI g\'

And> consequently, at the limit

, or - = . From this last formula it clearly results that p expresses the radius of a
p

~

nj(d
x* -\- d y

2
) p ds

circle the curvature of which is equal to -j-
This radius is called the radius of curvature of the curve at the

ft S

point (x, y), and if its length be taken from the point (x, y), on the normal at that point, it determines on that

normal the point which is called the centre of curvature, which may also be considered as the point where the two

normals, drawn at the extremities of the infinitely small arc ds, meet. The circumference which has for its centre

the centre of curvature, and for radius the radius of curvature, is called the circle of curvature, or the osculating
circle at the point (x, y).

(301.) The curvature, and the radius of curvature of a curve, may be expressed under various forms which are

important to know, and which we shall now proceed to explain.

If we take x for the independent variable we shall have

*2
tan e= + ^, 6 = tan- 1 ^, dO= d **

,
. dx, ds = j(1 +^V dx,~ dx dx d y*

^
\ dx /

and, consequently,

d*y
1

,
d X* i_d'y 1

P (i ^S'*\f dx*
'

sec
3

<?

The last formula shows immediately that the curvature becomes nothing, and the radius of curvature infinite,

(p y
whenever -r- = 0. Then the osculating circle is a straight line and coincides with the tangent. This takes place,

for instance, at the point of contrary flexure of the curve represented by the equation y = x*, and generally for all

d y d* v
the points of contrary flexure in the immediate vicinity of which the functions

, -remain continuous If
d x d x*

d* y
for a certain point the value - be infinite, without the tangent being perpendicular to the axis of x, the curvature

would be infinite, and the radius of curvature would vanish. Lastly, if the quantities ,
- were both to be-

d x dx*
d'y
d x*

come infinite, the fraction ---
^ ,,

would assume an undeterminate form, but its true value might be

found by means of the rules previously given. Sometimes, whilst the abscissa x varies in a continuous manner
the value of the radius of curvature changes suddenly. This circumstance may occur not only for the points of

curves which have been called shooting or saliant points, when the function -^ becomes discontinuous by changing

suddenly of value, but also when this function remaining continuous, the value of ^ is discontinuous. This takes

place, for instance, in each of the curves represented by the equations y x( 1 + tan" 1 -
), y = y*( I

at the point which coincides with the origin of the coordinates, which point is at the same time a shootinor
eJiaut point of the first curve, and a point of contact of the second curve with the axis of*. The radius ot

tan"1 - -

curvature of the first curve is equal to ---- + x '

g
-

; when the sign of x is
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changed it becomes -
, and, consequently, when evanishes previous

3.

to changing its sign, the radius of curvature passes from the value X l f 5 "~ 1 L+ ^
}

totne value

3

- J ( |- 1 1 + 1 1 . In the same circumstances the radius of curvature of the second curve passes from the

1 1

value ^l to

^T2'
1 d*

y 1 y
If in the formula = i . , we substitute for sec its value ^, N being the length of the normal,

P d x 1 sec3 6 N
V3

'

y
3

^. By means of this expression the radii of curvature of several curves are very easily
CL Jk

found.

We shall take for first example the curve represented by the equation y
9 = 2 p x + q x*, where p is a positive

quantity. This curve is an ellipse, a parabola, or an hyperbola, according as the quantity q is negative, nothing,
or positive. Moreover, it is easy to see, 1. that the axis of ,r coincides with one of the axes of the curve, and the

origin with one extremity of this axis ; 2. that in the case where the constant q is greater than the quantity 1,

p represents the parameter, that is to say the ordinate drawn through one of the foci of the curve. Now if we

differentiate the equation of the curve, we find y -
p-[-qx, and, consequently, y

s

^ = p* + 2pqx + q
sx*=

CL X d 3r

rf y
2 p

9
<* y p* N^

P* ~r 7 y i T-J = ^1 + Q* and then ifwe differentiate again,
- = C-. Thus we shall have p = , and,

y y ff

consequently, in the curve represented by the equation y* = 2 p x + q a8
, the radius of curvature is equal to the

cube of the normal, divided by the square ofthe length p. Ifwe substitute forN its value N = \/ ( y* -f y ) =
\ dx1

/

P P
when q = 0, or when the curve is a parabola, represented by the equation y* = 2p x, we shall have simply

4 4f o o\? / ^ X 2
( p' -|- ')

* f % X\
p = -

i
; - = p(lH 1 . Both this last value, and the general value, become equal to p when a: = 0,

P \ P /

in which case the value of y, or the ordinate of the curve, is also equal to nothing. Hence we may conclude that

in the parabola, the ellipse, and the hyperbola, the radius of curvature corresponding to the summit, at one of the

extremities of the greater axis, or of the real axis, is equal to the parameter.
Let us consider for a second example the ellipse or hyperbola, the axis of which is a and 4, and the equation

of which is TJ = 1. By two successive differentiations we shall find -s :fc = 7* = 0,
~- = 4- -

a' b' a' b* d x d j* a*

' \ (Py ft* d'y _ b> N5
3

' t= + ' Hence p = ' or by substitutine for N its valueTPv'

p = J- =-
;
-

. If we consider in particular the ellipse + '-= 1, we shall find
a b ab a* b'

for the radius of curvature at the extremity of the axis 2 a p = , and for the radius of curvature at the extre-

n* If

tnity of the axis 26, p = -
. Thus if 2 a represent the greater axis, will be the parameter designated in the

o a

preceding example by the constant p.

(302.) We shall take for the third example the cycloid. Let us suppose that from the origin of the coordinates

we take on the axis of y, and in the direction of the positive ordinates, a length equal to r. Let us describe from
the extremity of this length as a centre with a radius equal to r a circumference of a circle, and let this circumference

be supposed to roll along the axis of x without ceasing to be tangent to it. The point of the circumference which
at the first instant coincided with the origin of coordinates will describe the curve which is called cycloid. The
curves described by a point within or without the generating circle, and moving with it, are called trochoidal curves
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Calculus. ax |s Of ^ tne centre moves parallel to the same axis, and the radius which in the first instant passed through the v- ~v-^
s "V"" origin of coordinates, will turn round the centre in describing an angle which will continually increase. Let us

designate by u> this angle ; by a-u y,, the coordinates of the centre ;
and by x, y the coordinates of the extremity

of the moving radius, which will also be the coordinates of a point of the cycloid. The arc of circle between the

extremity just mentioned, and the point where the circle touches the axis of x, will have obviously for measure the

product r u>
; and since all the parts of this arc will have been applied successively one after the other, on parts of

the axis of x, contained between the origin and the point of contact, equal l.o them in length, at any instant the

distance of the point of contact to the origin of coordinates, or, which is the same thing, the abscissa of the centre

of the circle, will have a length equal to ru>. Hence, if we suppose that the circle moves in the direction of the

positive x, we shall have x,
= r u>, y, = r. Moreover, it is obvious that the projections of the moving radius on

the axis of x and y may be represented either by * x,, y y,, or by r sin u>, r cos w. Therefore we shall

have x xl
= r sin a>, y y, = r cos w, or x = xl

r sin u>, y =: y, r cos ta, and by substituting for

JT, and y, their values, we shall find x = r (w sin w), y = r (1 cos ui). It will be sufficient to extend these

two last formula? to the case where u> becomes negative, to obtain the coordinates x, y of the points of the cycloid
situated on the side of the negative j, that is to say, the coordinates of the points with which coincides successively
the extremity of the moving radius when the circle moves on that side. If now we take the value of w in the

equation y = r (I cosw) to substitute it in the value of x, we shall find, in supposing first the angle o> between

T- >'

fr y\
the limits o and v, x = r cos ^f-(

--
)

V ('2r V y
!
)> and secondly, supposing the angle u> contained

between the limits dbnir, 11* + ir,n being an integer, x = r (cos"
1

f - -
J

n IT) cosmr ^/(-2ry -
y*),

which two formulae may be replaced by x = r cos" 1
! ---

j
>J (2 ry y

8
), where the radical must be taken

with the sign -(- or the sign according as the difference between the value taken for cos"
1

(

---
), and the

\ r J
smallest value of that quantity, divided by TT, gives an even or an odd number for quotient.
The basis of the cycloid is the straight line on which the generating circle is made to roll, and which has been

taken for the axis of*.

It is easy to see by means of these equations, that the cycloid is composed of an infinite number of branches all

equal to each other, and such that the extreme points situated on the axis ofx answer to the abscissae x =0, x= i 2 it r,

#=i4wr, ,r = :t 6 TT r &c., and each of which is divided into two symmetrical parts by the ordinates corre-

sponding to one of the abscisses x = TTT, # = 3 ir r, ar = 5irr, &c. If now we differentiate the values

of x and y found above, we get d x = r (1 cos o>) d to = y d w, dy = r sin iu dw ; and hence = rs"""

dx y

y
8
) /2 r \' V I

-- II. Therefore we shall have respectively for the lengths of the sub-normal,
\ y / s

sub-tangent, normal and tangent, the following values :

rsin,= V(2ry-y'), y V , J&ry), y V

By comparing the value of x, - x = r sin *> with the value of -^ = ?J!
m
_^ we find i,

- x = w , when x. is
dx y

y dx
the abscissa of the centre of the generating circle, or which is the same thing, the abscissa of the point of contact of
this circle with the axis of x. Now, the value we have just found for this abscissa is precisely the same as that of
the abscissa of the point where the tangent meets the axis of x. Hence it is easy to conclude that if we draw a
diameter parallel to the axis of y in the generating circle of the cycloid, the directions of the normal and tangent to
this curve will be those of the straight lines drawn through the point (x, y), taken on the curve, to the extremities

the diameter of the generating circle in the corresponding position. The length of the normal will be the
length of the chord corresponding in the circle to the angle w, and to obtain the sub-normal of the cycloid, it will

t to project the radius drawn from the point (* y,) to the point (x, y) on the axis of *.

Let us find now the radius of curvature. Since ^ = -
1, we shall have ^ = - -, and

* *

2/8 57*
r y_ - ^ N', N being the length of the normal, and, consequently, P= -^ = 2 N. Therefore, in the

cycloid, the radius of curvature is double the normal, when the basis of the curve is taken for the axis of x. Hence, the
radius of curvature becomes nothing at the same time as the normal, and the curvature is infinite in all the pointswhere the cycloid meets the basis, that is to say, at all the points where the curve offers a cusp of the first kind,
whilst, in all the points furthest from the basis, the radius of curvature becomes equal to double the diameter of the
generating circle.

(303.) Let us suppose now that the abscissa is not taken for the independent variable. We shall have
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w
,9=, e = tan->, de =

_

dxcFy dyd'z
d *, + dy

, . ds = + dy'),

c , js considered

Part III.

the independent variable, the last formula may be transformed in such a manner as to contain only the differential

coefficients of the second order of the variables x and y with respect to s. For that purpose let us differentiate

the equation d^-f- dy
! ds8

in considering ds as a constant quantity, we shall havedxd* x + dy <Py = 0, and

consequently

f y __
d> x __ dxd>y-dyd<x _ {(?*)'+ (d" y)

8

}^ . dxd'y-dyd'x _ {(f x}> + (d'y)'}*

d^ -dy
=

d**+ d3,> (dx-W di8 "
Hence we shall find for the length of the radius of curvature

,

If we take from the point (x, y) on the curve and on its tangent, produced in the same direction as the arc *,

equal and infinitely small lengths represented by i, we shall find, for the coordinates of the extremity of one of

these lengths, x -f- i
, y + i ~, and for the coordinates of the other

d s d s

.dx
x -t- i j +

I and J designating infinitely small quantities. Therefore, if we call I the distance between the extremities

of these two lengths, we shall have

1
This formula, compared to the value of found above, gives p = litn Therefore to obtain the radius ofcur-

p 'i I

vature of a curve in a given point, it is sufficient to take on this curve and on its tangent, produced in the same
direction, equal and infinitely small lengths, and to divide the square of one of them by the double of the distance

between their extremities. The limit of the quotient is the exact value of the radius of curvature.

(304.) To apply the formulae we have given to the determination of the curvature of a curve, it is necessary to

begin to express the differential coefficients of the first and second order of the coordinates x, y, in function of

these coordinates and the differential of the independent variable. This calculation may be dispensed with by
means of the formulae we are going to develope.

Let u = be the equation of the given curve, u designating a function of the rectangular coordinates x, y.

By differentiating this equation twice, we shall find

-
dx

and, consequently,

d u
, .

du
,

d u
-dt + dy=0, ~

dy
~
dx

d u
:i
-
dy

d? u

\

d* u-
dxdy

d x dy
d* u , \

t
d y'l

dy* f

dy dx dxd*y __, (rf x* -f- d y*)

* f * f
~

*

Therefore we shall have

dxd*y dy d?x =

rf-u

This last formula, combined with the value =
, leads to

p dsr
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and then replacing the differentials d x, dy by the quantities -^, -A which are proportional to them, we shall
d y d x

have finally
/d uV d1 u _ d_u dji

da- u dirt d1 u

1 ,\dy) ^ "
(TxJydxdy

[

dxjdy*

\dx)
If the variables x, y were separated, that is to say, if the function u were composed of two parts, one

containing the variable x alone, and the other the variable y,
- 5- would be equal to nothing, and the preceding
dxdy

value would be reduced to

_
{

dx) dy*
+
\dy) dx*

=

These two formulae applied to the examples which have been chosen will give the same values as we have already

found for the radii of curvature.

(305.) Before leaving this subject it is necessary that in the formula =
-j-j,

we may substitute to 6 any

one of the values which verify the equation tan 6 = -^ ,
that is to say, a value of the form n * -f- tan' 1

1 rfY"= nir 0, n being an integer, and if we designate this general value by Yr
,
we shall have = +

-^.

The centre of curvature corresponding to the point (j?,.y) will be placed with respect to this last point on the

side of the positive y, or negative y, according as the value of the ratio~ will be positive or negative. For the
u X

cfentre of curvature being the point of intersection of two normals infinitely near each other, it is cleat that the

curve will always turn its concavity towards this same centre. Hence, if x be taken for the independent

variable, it is obvious that the centre of curvature will be situated with respect to the point (x, y) on the side of

the positive y if the value of -- be positive, and on the side of the negative y in the contrary case. But we
d x

*y

have, x being still the independent variable, - = -=.. therefore the two quantities
- and 5 will be, at

dx .ay' ax a or

+ dJ
the same time, positive or negative, and the sign of the first may be consulted instead of the sign of the other. If,

moreover, we observe that the value and the sign of will remain the same whatever be the independent
d x

variable, we shall have demonstrated the theorem stated above.

(306.) Let p be as above the radius of curvature of a plane curve corresponding to the point {x, y}, and * y,

the coordinates of the centre of curvature. This centre being the extremity of the radius p taken on the normal

from the point (x,y), on the side towards which the curve is concave, the coordinates a1

,, yt
will obviously verify

the two equations fa xf + (y, t/)
s = p', (,r, x) d x + (y t y) d y = 0, which give

9t-y _ *.
- * _ + {(y. -y)+O. - *)'} _ , P_

dx ~ dy
~

'

From the remark made in the last number, it results, that if i/^be one of the angles determined by the equation

d y d \!r

n Y' = T^> Ui y and the ratio - - will be quantities of the same sign. Hence we shall have
ili dx

y Xi jc I d x dy= - - = -r-r, and consequently y l y , i, x = j-~. These equations, which are both
dx d d d d
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If we take x for the independent variable, we shall find in multiplying by dx, and substituting for its value
dx

Jr.-* _*
-, we find y,

- y = =
, or which is the same th.ng, yr

- y =

*'-*- dx

If x be not taken for the independent variable, the equation tan ^ =r will give =: d
d ,r cos8 ty dx

dxd'y-dyd
t x 1 dxd*y dyd*x dxdt

y dyd*x^-""^- -^ -^
. and therefore the formula

- ..-dx - dy df dx -dy dxds

y dyd
i
x' dxd'y-dyd'x

-j jT> from which it is easy to deduce (*, cr) d* + (yi-y) d*y= di+ dy*=df,

or which is the same thing, (r, x)
-

, + (y, y) = 1.

It is easy to find this last formula in a more direct manner. Let X and ft be the angles which the normal, pro-
duced on the side towards which the curve turns its concavity, makes with the positive axis of * and y. We shall

x ^ x v ~~ v
have clearly

--- = cos X,
- = cos

ft.
Let us conceive also, that s is taken for the independent variable,

and that from the point (x, y) we take on the normal and on the curve, produced in the same direction, equal and

infinitely small lengths represented by i. Then if we call I the distance between the extremities of these two

lengths, the distance I, reckoned from the tangent, will have for its algebraical projections on the axis quantities

ji /d? x \ i
a
/'d* y ^\

of the form
(

- - + I I,
( -7-3- + J

),
I and J representing infinitely small quantities, and will form con-

& \d 8 J & \u a J

sequently with the same axis produced in the direction of the positive coordinates angles which will have for

cosines (- + l),
~-

(
-r

-f + J
).

But according to number (299.) the line / will be very nearly parallel
* V" ^ r \ ^ /

to the normal ; and as this length ought to be taken from the tangent, on the side where is the centre of curvature,
we are allowed to conclude that the limits of the last expressions will be equivalent to the cosines of the angles

?
x and

/t. This understood, if we reduce I and J to nothing, and substitute for - its limit p, we shall have

f
- = cos X, p -r% = cos

p..
If the arc were not taken for the independent variable, we ought to replaced s* d P

*f
,

dll
by -ll/, -~, and then the values of cos A and cos p would be cos A = P ( - dx \

cos * = p ( dy ).
If now we multiply the last equations by the two, cos X = - cos u == ^'

~ ^
r
Vds*

y
dfj p p

and if we add them, we shall find the equation which we proposed to demonstrate

In the particular case where is taken for the independent variable, we have

,d*x dx*+dy* t d*y dx'+dy1

- = = -^' K-y^e - =
>

The same formula? are obtained by substituting in the formula

dxd'y-dyd'x'
y dx d'y - dyd*x'
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Integral the quantities d*y, d* x to the quantities d x and - dy to which they are respectively proportional, since d* s it Part 11 1.

Calculus. dxd*x+ dyd
2

y = 0.

* v' We have thus found between the quantities x, y, x,, y, and /> the three following equations :

(^ _) + (y, -y)*= p*, (*, -T)d* + (y, -y)rfy = 0, (x,
- x) d* x + (y,

-
y) d*y - dx* - d y* = 0,

which are sufficient to determine in function of .r the three unknown x,, y,, and ?. It is essential to remark that

the second and third equations may be found by differentiating the first two consecutive times, and in considering

a?,, y,, and p, as constant quantities.

(307.) When the point (j, y} changes its place on the curve, the centre of curvature changes at the same time.

If the first point be supposed to move in a continuous manner, the second will describe a new curve. To obtain

the equation of this last curve, it will obviously be sufficiint to express in function of one variable only, x, y or

the values of a-, and y,, and to eliminate this variable between the two values. The equation resulting from the

elimination will contain only the two variables a;, and y,, and will represent the line which is the locus of all the

centres of curvature of the given curve. To discover the principal properties of this curve, we shall differentiate

the two first of the three above equations. We shall have (x - xt ~)
d *, + (y

-
y,) dy, = f> d p, and d x d ,r, +

dy jy^
_ o. From the last of these two equations it results that the tangents drawn to the given curve through

the point (x, y) and to the new curve through the point (x,, y,) are perpendicular to each other. Therefore the

radius of curvature, which is reckoned on the normal drawn to the first curve through the point (x, y), and which

ends at the point (ar,, y,), will be, in this last point, tangent to the second curve. Moreover, if we call s, the arc

of the new curve, contained between a fixed point and the point (# y,), we shall have d x^ + d y\ d
s\,

and this

combined with the above equations will give

dxs dy, __ (xl -x)dx l + (y, -y)dy _~
ar, x~~ iji- y~ P* P l>

'

P

d(t>(x)
Hence dp = d s,, or d (/> s,) = 0. If, for more facility, we make p :p sl

= (jc), we shall have - = ;

then if we designate by AT a finite increment of a:, and by A (/r) the corresponding increment of p ^ * and by

6 a number inferior to one, we shall have A (a:) = (x + A a;) (j) = - -
. A x =: 0. Hence

d x

we shall have A (j> ^ S
L) = 0, or A p A s,. This last equation shows that the arc As, between two points

of the new curve is equal to the difference of the radii of curvature which end at these points. The sign placed
before the difference As, in the equation Ap = As, will always be the same as that which will precede the

ratio in the formula- = = H--', or the ratios - .
--- in the two equations -y-

1

=s

P x,-xy,-y-i> p p a *i

-
, = --. It results from this, that the arc s, and the radius of curvature p will increase

P dsl p

simultaneously if the tangent to the new curve, being produced in the same direction as the arc s,, coincide, not with

the radius of curvature p, but with the producement of this radius beyond the point (:r,, y,), whilst in the contrary

hypothesis, the radius p increasing, the arc s, will decrease. This understood, let us conceive that a thread is fixed

by one of its extremities to the point (a:,, yC), let its length be equal to p, and let us first suppose that it is applied
on the radius p. If then this thread, remaining constantly stretched, moves in such a manner that one part is

wrapt up, the arc A s,, contained between the point (.r,, y,) and the point (r, -j- A x,, y, -)-
A y,), the other part

which will remain straight, and will touch the new curve at the point (j, -{-A x^ y t _|_ Ay,), will obviously have

a length equal to the radius of curvature which ends at that point. Consequently, that of the extremities of the

thread which first coincided with the point (x, y) will coincide now with the point (a? -J-
A x, y + A y). As this

last point is situated on the proposed curve, and that our reasoning holds whatever be the length of the arc

A s,, we may conclude that the extremity of the thread which is not fixed, will describe the proposed curve.

The same curve will also be described, but in a contrary direction, if after having been applied on the arc i A sp
the thread moves so as to come back to its primitive position; and, in this retrograde motion, the portion of the

thread unwrapt will be stretched in a straight line. From this remark are derived a few expressions, generally
used, and which it is necessary to know. The new curve is called the evolute of the proposed curve, and the

proposed curve, described by the free extremity of the thread, is called the involute of the new curve.

(308 ) To show an application of the above formula?, let us propose to find the locus of the centres of curvature
of the cycloid, or, in other words, the evolute of that curve. The cycloid is represented by the two equations

, . xo^r. i /!_! dy r sin u> sin <o w
.T r

(u> sin i), y = r (1 cos to) (302.) from which we get tan \}/ = =- =- = cot -
d x y 1 L'OS u> 2

v ~ w 1
and ijs

= nir 1---
, n designating any integer whatever. Hence we have d -J,

= - d u>, and the formula
2 '2

d x dy n dy n dx
y,

- y
-j-j,

x
t
- x = will give a?,

= x + 2
, y, = y 2 . If now we substitute for x, y, and

d x, dy their values, we shall find a-, = a; + 2 r sin u> = r (ta + sin w), y, =r y = r (1 cos w), and if we
assume i == O + T we shall obtain

a-,
T r = r (Q sin Q), yt + '2 r = r (I - cos Q), which represent the
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**~~v'y
In order to place the origin of coordinates at this centre, it is sufficient to substitute xl + TT r for xit and y, 2 r

for y,, so that the two equations become x, = r (Q sin O), y, = r (1 cos Q). These two equations do not differ

from the two equations which represent the given cycloid, therefore we may conclude that the evolute of a cycloid

is another cycloid of the same form and of the same dimensions, the cusps of which coincide with the centres of

curvature of the middle points of the several branches of the first. It is also obvious, that the cusps of the first

are, at the same time, the middle points of the several branches of the second cycloid, and that the second cycloid

being represented by the two equations j, T r = r (Q sin Q), y, + 2 r = r (1 cos Q), its basis coincides

with the straight line which is represented by the equation y, = 2r.

The two equations x, = x + 2 r sin ui = r (<o + sin 10), y, = y = r (I cos <) may be easily derived from

the property we have demonstrated, namely, that in the cycloid, the radius of curvature is double the normal when
the basis is taken for axis of x. In consequence of this proposition, the middle point of the radius of curvature,

that is to say, the point the coordinates of which are -
', , coincides with the point in which the basis is

touched by the generating circle, the abscissa of which is r to =: a -}- r sin u>. We have, therefore, the equations

.1* I V I/ f4j 7/
' = x -\- rsin iu, = 0, from which we may immediately derive the values given above for >r, and y,.

It is also possible, without using these formulae, to determine the nature of the evolute of the cycloid. For that pur-

pose, let us describe with the radius r two equal circles, having their centres placed upon the axis of y, the one

above, the other below the axis of x, both touching this last axis, at the origin of coordinates. Let us conceive,

moreover, that both these circles are made to roll, the first on the axis of x, and the second on the straight line

y = 2 r, parallel to it, so that the axis of x remains tangent to both. The radii which, in the first instant,

passed through the origin of coordinates will turn round the centres, and describe, in the same time, equal ang'.es;
hence it results, 1. That these radii will be parallel in every position of the circles ; 2. That the straight line

joining their extremities will pass through the point of contact, and will be bisected at that point. But the part
line inscribed, in the first circle, is equal to the normal of the proposed cycloid described by the extremity of the

first radius, therefore the radius of curvature of this curve, which is equal to double the normal, will necessarily
coincide with the whole line, and the centre of curvature with the extremity of the second radius. Hence, the 'ocas

of the centres of curvature, or the evolute of the first cycloid, will be precisely the second cycloid descrioed by
the extremity of the second radius.

(309.) Let again u = be the equation of a plane curve, M being a function of the two coordinates x and y.

By combining the following equations, which have been obtained,

Or,
-

x)dx-j-(y,
-

y) dy = 0, (x,
-

x) d* x + (y,
-

y) &y = ds\ -^
d x + -^ dy =-. 0.

d u
,
d u /d* u , . ,

2
*y = -

( jdx T
dy \dx*

r
dxdy"

' dy"
we shall find

J.
- x _ (y,

-
y) _ Or. -x)d*x+ (y.-y)dy d j-(-dy*

(d
u\

~
/d u\ du

,
du

,
d1 u d* M d* u ,d*x+ d*y dy

a + 2- d x dy + - d x*
d x/ \d yj dx dy ay5 dxdy d x1

du d u
and then substituting for the differentials dx, dy, the quantities , , which are respectively proportional to

d y d x

them, we shall find

Ji
- x _ y t y _

/dwV
fd_u^

\d~x)
+

\J~y)
/diA

(
<J "\

\d~x) \d~y/

d'
2

ii _ djt
du d1 u~

' '
_

d~x Ty*~ die
'

dy
'

dxdy \d~ ~d~x*

If in the equation u 0, the variables x and y are separated, we have - -

' = 0, and the preceding formula

becomes

1 _ y>
- y _

/d u\
/rfj

\d~x) \d~y dx
To obtain the equation ot the evolute of the curve represented by the equation u = 0, it will be sufficient to

eliminate x and y between this equation and the two furnished by the preceding formula, or the one before,

according as the variables x and y will or will not be separated in u. In several cases it is easy to resolve the

two last equations, just mentioned, with respect to the variables x and y, and to deduce from them the values of

x and y in function of the coordinates T, and y,. Then in substituting these values in the equation u the

equation of the evolut* is immediately obtained.

VOL. II. I
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(310.) Let us take for first example the ellipse represented by the equation
- + ^ = I. In tins particular >-^-

case the variables are separated, and we may take u = \ (^ + ^ - 1
).

Hence we shall have
& V " ^ J

du _ x du _y <$u _ \_
d?u

\_

Tx~~a? 'dy~Vi
' dT*~a*' dy*~b*'

consequently,
1

' ~
* * 2

And therefore, by means of the above formula, for the case in which the variables are separated,

V* / \9 / \ ' ' f

From this formula we derive a8 - ==

* ~
-'

**, = T-**' y and if we rePresent by A and B two Positive
,r a2

t/ 0"

quantities chosen in such a manner as to verify the formula (a
2 6s) = A a = B 6, we shall find : v

^ 4

?-' = q: ^-, or, which is the same thing,
- =

[
5

] , ? = + ( ^
l

)
. If we substitute now these values in

B r
6' a \A/ 6 VB/

AA1 /yA
1

the equation of the ellipse, we shall obtain for the equation of the evolute of that curve (

J
+ ( g )

This equation may easily be transformed so as to contain only integral powers of the variables x and y. For

that, it suffices to raise each side of the equation to the third power, we shall findno o

.

From either of these equations it is easy to conclude that the evolute of the ellipse is a curve completely shut,

divided into four equal parts by two rectangular axes which coincide, as those of the ellipse, with the coordinate

axis. Each part of the evolute is tangent to the axis where it meets them, and each of these points is, at the same

time, a cusp of the first kind.

x11

if
1

Let us next consider the hyperbola represented by the equation -^
= 1. By operating as in the pre-

ceding example, and designating by A and B two positive quantities, chosen in such a manner as to verify the

formula a* -(- 6* = A a = B 6, we shall find for the equation of the evolute of the hyperbola (-r) ( ^ )

= dr 1>

\A/ \D /

( / X* V*\) 3
.T* t/

!

or, which is the same thing, 1 1 :f I -i 21 H = 27 -!
'

. From either of these equations it is also easy to

conclude that the evolute of the hyperbola is a curve divided into four equal parts by the coordinate axis, and

composed of two infinite branches separated from each other, each of which has a cusp situated on the produce-
ment of the real axis 2 a, or 2 6, of the hyperbola, at the distance A or B from the origin.

Let us take for a last example the parabola represented by the equation y* = 2 p x, where p is supposed to be

1 d u
a positive quantity. In this case, we may take u = -

(2p x y*), from which equation we derive - = p,
& Q, X

du d*u d*u x - x y y
* p + -2 x .-

y, -r-^ = - X~a
= 1. and hence -- =!--=!+ = *---

. We shall have, there-
dy dxf- dy* p y p* P

fore, jc,
- x = p -f 2 x, - = -

, or, which is the same thing, x
t
= p + 3 a.-, y

3 = - p2
y lt or j> = '

,

2 1

y = - p
3
y?- Substituting these values in the equation of the parabola, and suppressing the factor p common

2 JL 2 8
to both sides, we shall find -

(z,
-

p) = p
3
y,. This equation, which may be put under the form (j,

-
p)*

= py?, represents the evolute of the parabola. It is easy to verify that this evolute extends infinitely on the side

of the positive abseissne, that it has for its axis the axis of the parabola, and that it meets this axis, in touching
it, at the point the abscissa of which is p. This point, which is placed at the same distance from the focus as the

summit of the parabola, is at the same time the summit of the evolute, and the only cusp it presents. To place
the oria'in of coordinates at that point, it suffices to substitute ;r, -f-p for x, in the preceding equation. And we
shall have
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' ~~'

2 3
This shows that any parabola of the second degree has for evolute a parabola of the degree

- or-.

(311.) When two curves having a common point, have, at the same time, not only the same tangent but also

the same osculating circle, and, consequently, the same curvature, with their concavities turned towards the same side,

the contact which exists between the two curves takes the name of osculation, and one of the curves is said to be an

osculating curve of the other. This definition understood, the following proposition follows immediately.
Let us conceive that two plane curves are represented by two equations between the rectangular coordinates

x, y, and that the abscissa x is taken for (he independent variable. In order that one of the curves should be an

osculating curve to the other in a common point, corresponding to the abscissa x, it will be necessary and
sufficient that the ordinate y relative to that abscissa, and the first and second differential coefficients of y, that is

to say, y, -~, -r- should preserve, in passing from one curve to the other, the same numerical values and the
ax ax

same signs.

For, if these conditions are fulfilled, the two curves will obviously "have a common point corresponding to the

abscissa x. Moreover the two curves will have the same tangent, the same radius of curvature, and their con-

vexities turned the same side. Reciprocally, if one of the curves is an osculating curve of the other, at the point

d y rf
2 y

the abscissa of which is x, not only the quantities y, , and the sign of- -
ought to remain the same in passingu x ax

from one curve to the other, but it is clear that the same thing may be said with respect to the radius of curvature

.

p, and the numerical value of- .

a cT
4

If x were not taken for the independent variable, the differential coefficient of the first order is still equal to ,

d x

but the differential coefficient of the second order becomes equal
- ---- = Let r be the

d x* d x

independent variable, and let r ==f (x, y). By differentiating this equation two consecutive times, we find

1
_ d ./(T, y) oLr d .f (x, y) rfy

dx
'

d r dy d r'

(j
_d.f(x,y) dfx d.f(x,y) d> y ff(x.y) d x* P/(j.y) dxdy g/Qr,y) df

dx
'

dr* dy
'

d r*
^

d x* dr*^
'

dx dy dr dr dy*
'

d r*'

From these equations, it will be easy to derive the values of --, -, expressed in function of the
dr d r d ra d r*

quantities

dy cfiy d.f(x,y) d/Qr.y) d*f (x, y) d*f(x,y) d*f(x,y)
dx' d*2

'

d x dy d x*
'

dx,dy' d y*
'

And since these last quantities will preserve the same values, at the point of osculation of two plane curves in

passing from one curve to another, it is clear that the same thing may be said of the quantities , ,dr d r
d* x d y
d~r*' J7'

If, for instance, we take for the independent variable the radius vector drawn through the origin to the point
(x, y) we shall have

x dx y dy xd*xydty\('dx dy\
), * = ~

3 3-1 = !; H ; sl-f -; x , and these combined with
r d r r d r rar* rdr r'vdr dr)

, d'y dx d*y dy d* x
the formula = = -

, give

_

dr fdy\ dr /djA
'

d r* / dy

a
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Cilculus. that this arc is produced in the same direction beyond the point of contact for both curves. We h&v then ^ v .
*~v"~

d*y dx diy dy <l'x

d x* + d y*
~ d s

8
,
d xd* x-\- dy d*y = 0, which, combined with the value of . = -

3 j , will gived JT d x

dy djy_

dx _ 1 d y _ d x d*or_ d.r'dj;8 dz

y_ d x'

rs
~ '^ i ^_ __

The sign -(- is to be taken when the arc increases at the same time as the abscissa, and the sign in the

contrary case. Hence we may conclude that for a point of osculation of two plane curves, the four quantities

, -=-,
-

,
-7-j- preserve the same numerical values and the same signs in passing from the first curve to

the second. When it is proposed to verify whether a point, common to two plane curves, is a point of osculation,
we may substitute to the differential coefficients, the differentials themselves, and consequently, the following

proposition is established.

Two plane curves being represented by two equations between the coordinates x, y, to ascertain whether one of
the curves is an osculating curve of the other, in a given point, common to both, it will be sufficient to take for the

independent variable, either a determinate function of the variables x, y, or the arc ., reckoned on each curve from
a fixed point, and to examine if, for the given point, the same values of x, y, dx, dy, d' x, d* y, may be derived
from the equations of the two curves.

If we suppose the second curve to be a circle represented by the equation (x ,) -f- (y y^t = p\ the
conditions which express that the point (x, y) is a point of osculation will suffice to determine the radius of the

circle, and the coordinates of the centre, that is to say the three quantities ar,, y, and p. For if we take x for the

independent variable, the values of y, -,
^,

derived from the equation of the first curve and its derived

equations, ought to satisfy to the equation of the circle, and to its differential equations of the first and second order,

that is to say, to the three formulas (*-,*,) + (y
-
y,)

' = P\ (x- x
t) + (y

-
y,)^ = 0, 1 + -

d^
-f- (y

-
y,)*

y = 0. When the values of the three unknown quantities # y, and p, are determined by means of these

formulae, the same results are found as we have obtained before.

If x were not taken for the independent variable, then the equation of the circle, and its two differential equations
of the first and second order, might be presented under the form (x #,) -f. (y - y,)* p* ( r

_ r w.r +
(y
-

Si) dy = 0, (* - *,) d*x + (y
-

y,) d' y + d a* + dy' = 0, and ought to be verified by the values
x, y, dx, dy, d x, dy, derived from the equation of the first curve. It is almost useless to remark that these
last considerations respecting osculating curves, agree with the generalities, given before, respecting the contact ot
different orders which may exist between two curves.

(312.) In the preceding pages we have supposed, in general, that a plane curve was represented by an equation
between two rectangular coordinates x, y. But it is often useful to substitute for these coordinates the polarcoordinates r and p r being the length of the radius vector drawn from the origin to the point, and p the aofflewhich this l,ne makes with the direction of the positive axis of x. The new coordinates are then connected wTth
* and y by the two equat.ons x = r cos p,, y = r sin p. We shall now point out some of the results to which the
consideration of polar coordinates may lead.

Let us first remark that the quantity r by which we designate the radius vector drawn from the origin or pole to
any point, should always be considered as a pos.tive quantity. As to the angle p formed by this radius vector and
a given semi-axis , may be positive or negative, and receive a numerical value inferior or superior to 2 * Formore nuHlity we shall call the semi-axis of the positive x from which the angle p is reckoned, semi-polar axis.This understood, ,t obvious 1. That the equation of any circle having the origin for its centre will be r - RR being a pos,Uve quantity equal to the radius of the circle; 2. That the equation of any semi-axis drawn Trom
the origin Will be p = P P being a constant quantity positive or negative. It may be added that this equationp = P w.11 still represent the same semi-axis, if the quantity P is increased or diminished by any even muUipTe of.. Lastly, the semi-axis under consideration will be replaced by another in the same straight line but in anlnVA^ fw

I0"
I

a"g 1S mCreaSe
u

r diminished by "" odd number of times r .

&

(3130 When a plane curve is represented by an equation between the rectan-mlar coordinates x v we mav
easily, by means of the formula * = r cos py = r sin p. substitute for the variables"*, y theTolar coordinates Tndobtain what is called the polar equation of the curve. Thus for instance if WP M ll L ,iT
nates of a fixed point, and R and P its polar coordinates, we have" = R'lp v -Vsi, P ^"^ T,

'

drawn through this point so as to form the

ang.e^
with tto semi-axis ofpositive

'

J&fe?ta L"
coordinates, | ^

= tan
-/,,

or~
^
= V
-^~, and for the polar equation 1cosP~ RcosP _

cos V'1

or. which is the same thing, r sin (p - tf = R sin (P _ f) . If the length R becQme equa]
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verified, in taking for n any integer whatever, by making p = Y" 2 n it, or p = Y- (2 n

-|- 1) ir. Each of > v -
v~~-v~-' these formula? is similar to the equation p = P, and represents one of the semi-axes coinciding with the given

straight line but in opposite directions, and both passing through the origin. We may easily, in the equation
r sin (p Y-) = R sin(P Y0> substitute the angle p P for the angle p Y*- For, p Y*=(p P) + (P YO.

consequently sin (p - Y") = sin (P P) cos (P Y") + sin (P YO cos (P p), and this value being substi-

rcos(p-P) R rsin(p-P) rcos(p-P)-R
tuted, gives

- -~ =
. .

, 5; , or, which is the same thing,
~- = cot (Y- P).

cos (Y- P) sin (Y" P) f sm (p P)

If, from the point (xv y,) as a centre, with the radius p, we describe a circle, this circle, represented by the

formula (* *i)
8
-|-(y yi)

s
=/'

f
, will have clearly for its polar equation (rcosp RcosP)4

+(rsinp-RsinP)
8

=p
8
,

or ,* 2 R r cos (p P) -)- R1 = p
1
. In the particular case where the centre coincides with the origin, R

vanishes, and the equation is reduced to r8 = p- or r = p. It is also very easy to verify that the two parabolas,
and the ellipse or hyperbola, represented by the three equations y

8 = 2 <z,r, y
8= 2 ax, A.J? + 2Bxy + Cy'= K,

2 a cos p 2 a cos p K
have respectively for their polar equations r= r~i ,

r = r-; -, r =
sin

!

p sm*p Acos8

p + 2B sinp cosp -j- Csm'p

V i f i OP o

*

. /* ;
If the equation A JT

8+ 2B^y-f-C y
8 = ic takes the form -f-^- =: 1,A + C -f 2 B sm 2p + (A -

c) cos 2 p a' 68

x* if a8
ft
8 8

5
or -; = 1, the last polar equation becomes r8 = -z-r- n. . > or r* =

~* z~- Let us
a2

6" a8
sin8 p -f- 68 cos8 p 61 cossp - a8

sin
8

p
suppose that a and 6 are positive, and that a is greater than 6. The constant a will represent, in the parabolas, double
the distance of the focus to the summit; in the ellipse half the greater or transverse axis

; and in the hyperbola
half the real or transverse axis. This understood, if we place the origin at the focus of the parabola, and if we

make - = R, the equation of the parabola in rectangular coordinates will take the form i/ = - 4 R (x R), or

a + y
8 = (2 R *)*. And we shall conclude, if we observe that R x =

-^-,
that the quantity R x, and

still more the quantity 2R x must always remain positive. Hence Jfa' + y*) 2R *, or x+J(x*+y*') = 2R.
If now we substitute polar coordinates for the variables x and y we shall find for the polar equation of the parabola

2 R
r + r cos p = 2 R. or r = . When the same substitution is made in the equation

' = 4 R (x R)
1 -f- cosp

we find r8 = (2 R -
rcosp)

8
, or { r (1 + cosp) -2R} {r(l cosp) + 2 R } = 0. Now, the quantities r

and R being essentially positive, and the quantity 1 cos p being either positive or equal to nothing, it is clear
that the factor r (1 cosp) -f- 2 R has always a finite yalue different from nothing. We may therefore suppress
this factor, and by this means we find the same polar equation of the parabola as we had found before. In the

ellipse, or the hyperbola, they give the name of excentricity to the ratio between the distance of a focus to the

centre, and the half of the transverse axis or real axis. Let * be this ratio. The distance of the centre to one of
the foci will be, for the ellipse, a e = J(a* V), and for the hyperbola a e = A/(a

8 + 6s
). This understood, if

we place the origin of coordinates, in the ellipse, at the focus situated on the side of the positive abscissae, and in

the hyperbola at the focus situated on the side of the negative abscissa, the equations of these curves, in rectan-

(x -4- a e)
8

y' (x a e)
8

y
gular coordinates, will present themselves under the form 4 + = 1,

- : ^ = 1, and if in

these equations we put for b its value derived from the equation <ze = </(a' 68
), they will become respectively

y = (l
- ){a- (j + fl,.)

8

}, j,

8

=(tt_l) {(*_ t)_a8
}, or x* + y' = { a (1

- e
)
_ ex } ^

and * -f y* = { a (
-

1) _ x } .

Now, if in these last equations we substitute polar coordinates for rectangular coordinates, we shall find for the

polar equation of the ellipse

{ r a(l e
9
) -f- rcosp } {

r + a (1 <?) e rcosp } = 0,

and for the polar equation of the hyperbola

{r a (e
f

l)-j- E ' cos p} { r + a (e 1^ er cos p }
= 0.

In the first equation e =: ^/l t being less than unity, the factor r -f- a (1 e
8

) / cosp = r (1 cos p)

-f-a (1 e
8

) will have a positive value different from nothing. We may therefore suppress it, and reduce the

polar equation of the ellipse to the form r (1 + e cos p) a (1 e8) = 0, or r = -. If in this last
1 -f-

e cos p
equation we assume successivelyp = andp = TT, we shall have r = a (1 e) and r = a (1 + e). These two values,
the sum of which is 2 a, express the distances of the focus, taken for origin, to the two extremities of the transverse
axis.
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As to the equation of the hyperbola in which =
v/( ] +

~,J
is evidently superior to one, it may be decom-

posed into two others, namely,

fl(e'-l) = 0, or r =
'"

and r (1
- . cos^) + a (e'

-
1) = 0, or r =

~

Now, it is easy to verify that each of these equations represents only one of the two branches of the hyperbola;

and that the equation from which we derive r = a (e 1) for p = 0, and r cc for p + cos" 1 --
belongs

to the branch, the focus of which coincides with the origin, whilst the other equation from which we derive

r = a (f -f- 1) for p = 0, and r CD for p = cos' 1

belongs to the other branch. The two values of p, to

which correspond in each branch infinite values for r, indicate the directions of the two semi-axes which are the

asymptots of that branch. As to the lengths r = a (I -f- e), r = a(l e) the difference of which is equal to

2 a. They express the distances of the focus, taken for origin, to the two extremities of the real axis of the

hyperbola.

(314.) Most of the preceding formulas may be established in a direct manner, by geometrical considerations

alone, in expressing by means of polar coordinates the known properties of the lines which these equations repre-

sent. Let us conceive, for instance, that P, R being the polar coordinates of a fixed point, and ^ any angle whatever

positive or negative, it is required to find the polar equation of the straight line drawn through the point (P, R)
parallelly to a semi-axis represented by the equation p = ^. If, by the origin, we draw a radius vector r to any

point whatever of the straight line, and if we call S the acute or obtuse angle, which this radius vector, infinitely

produced, makes with the semi-axis, the value of p corresponding to the radius vector under consideration will

obviously be given by one of the four following formulae, p = Y1
" + <^> p = Y' S, p Y*+ S i 2nir,

p = ijr S 2 raw, n being any integer whatever. It may be added that the first and third formula! ought to be

preferred, if a radius vector, turning round the axis, and setting off from the position in which it coincides with the

semi-axis, is obliged to describe the angle S to take a direct motion of rotation, whilst the second and fourth

formulae must be used in the contrary case. If now we project the radius vector r upon an axis perpendicular to

the given straight line, we shall obtain for the projection the shortest distance from the origin to that straight

line, and this shortest distance will be expressed by the product r sin 5, or r sin (p y) or r sin (y/- p). But
the shortest distance just mentioned, being obviously a quantity independent of the variables r and p, we may
conclude that the product r sin (p y) or r sin (^ p) will not change when we replace in it p by P, and r by R.

We shall have, therefore, rsin (p y) = R sin (P 4'), or r sin (v^ p) R sin (4< P). These formulas

are the same as those we have obtained before.

Let us try to find now the polar equation of the circle described from the point (P, R) as a centre with the

radius p. If we call p, r the coordinates of any point of the circumference, and S the angle contained between the

radii r, R, we shall have p = P ifc S, orp=PrtX2nT, and afterwards K=pPqp2nv, n being an

integer, which may be supposed equal to nothing. Moreover, the angle X being opposed to the radius p in

the triangle, the sides of which are r, R and
p, we shall have, by a well-known theorem of Trigonometry,

RS 4. ri _ ff
cos X = -

Y;
--

. If in this last formula we put for J its values p P ^flmr, we shall obtain the

equation cos (p P) = -
-f-, which is the same as that obtained before.

:- JV 7*

Let us try now to find the polar equation of a parabola the summit of which coincides with the point (P, R),
and the focus with the origin. If we designate by p, r the coordinates of any point of the curve, and by the

angle included between the radii r, R, we shall have still & = p P qr 2 mr. Moreover, the projection of the
radius vector r on the axis of the parabola will have for its measure the numerical value of r cos S = r cos (p P),
and as the distance of the focus to the directrix will be equal to 2 R, the distance of the point (p, r) to the
directrix will obviously be equal to 2 R - rcos (p P). But, according to a known property of the parabola,
this distance ought also to be equal to the radius vector r. We shall have, therefore, r = 2 R r cos (p P) or

o n
T =

1 + cos ( v PV
^ malfe tllis Iast et

luatio11 coincide with the formula we have obtained before, it is

sufficient to take for semi-polar axis that which, passing through the focus of the parabola, is directed towards the
summit of that curve, and to make in consequence P = 0.

We might obtain with the same facility the equation of an ellipse, the focus of which would coincide with the

origin, and one of the extremities of the transverse axis with the point (P, R). For, let still p, r be the coordinates
of any point of the curve, and S the angle formed by the two radii R, r. Let a represent half the transverse axis,
and e the excentricity. In the triangle, the summits of which are the foci, and the point (p, r) of the curve, one of
the sides, namely, the distance of the foci, will have for its measure the product of the transverse axis by the

excentricity or the quantity 2 ae, and the two other sides, (he sum of which, by a known property of the ellipse,
is always equal to the transverse axis, will be represented by r and 2 a r. In this triangle the angle opposed to
the sideSffl r will be equal to S, if the point (P, R) coincide with that extremity of the transverse axis which is

most remote from the origin, and to the supplement of the angle J, or to n S in the contrary case. Fwe adopt
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r2 + (2 a e)-
-

(-2
a - r)* 1 a (1

-
t*) Part III.

^e second hypothesis, we shall find cos (*-*} = -
'-J^^T

= --
er

" "
' mr = ^-

a '
' ~ )

. an(j then putting for S its value derived from the equation S = p
- P ^ 2 re B-, we find

1 -f- ecosS

i- =-_
. This last equation contains with the angle P, two other constant quantities a, e, one of

1 + e cos (p
- P)

which might be replaced by the radius vector R= a (I e). We may, moreover, remark that the last value we

have obtained for r will become exactly the same as the value we have derived before from the equation of the

ellipse in rectangular coordinates, if we take for semi-polar axis, that which passing through the origin of

coordinates is directed towards the nearest extremity of the transverse axis, and if in consequence we make P = 0.

Let us consider lastly a branch of hyperbola, the focus of which is supposed to coincide with the origin, and the

summit with the point (P, R). Let p, r be the coordinates of any point of this branch, and S the angle contained

between the two radii r, R. Let 2 a be the transverse or real axis of the hyperbola, and e be the excentricity.

In the triangle the summits of which are the foci, and the point (p,r), one of the sides, namely, the distance of the

foci, will be equal to the product 2 ae, and the two other sides, the difference of which is equal to 2 a, will be

represented by r and 2 a + r. In this same triangle the angle opposed to the side 2 a + r will be precisely the

r* 4- (2 a e)
- (2 a + r) a (e

8 -
1) 1 a (e

-
1)

angle S. We shall have, therefore, cos 8 =-^-7-
-

r
-- =---

, or r = '

2 (2 a e) r e r

and then putting for J its value S = p-PT2n7r, we shall have r = -
;

-- --z-. We might, in
1 -f- e cos (p P)

this last equation, replace one of the constants a, e by the radius R == a (1 e). We may moreover remark that

if we take for semi-polar axis, that which, passing through the origin, is directed towards the summit of the branch

we consider, and if accordingly we suppose P = 0, the last value we have obtained for r will become the same as

that we have derived from the equation of the hyperbola referred to rectangular coordinates.

If the focus were placed, not at the focus of the branch of the hyperbola, the polar equation ofwhich it is required

(**
-

1)
to find, but at the focus of the other branch, it would obviously be necessary in the formula r =- -. to

1 + e cos 3

r + (2 a e)* _ (r 2 a)*
substitute for the length 2 a + r, the length r 2 a. We would have then cos S =-- ^-

2 (2 a e) r

(*-!) 1 a (<*-!) a(e-l)- + -, or r = -*r, and, consequently, r = -
. In supposing in this last

ET < ecosS-1 ecos(p-P)-!
formula P = 0, we would find identically the result derived from the equation of the hyperbola in rectangular
coordinates.

(315.) Polar coordinates may be used with advantage, not only to express, but also to discover the several

properties of plane curves, and to determine their centres, their diameters, their singular points, &c. Let us

suppose, for instance, that it is required to find the two axes, or the real axis ofthe ellipse or hyperbola represented

2
by the equation r* =: . For that purpose, it will obviously be sufficientA+ C + 2 Bsm2p + (A - C) cos2p
to double the maximum or minimum value of the radius vector r. It is clear, moreover, that this maximum or

minimum value will correspond to a minimum or maximum of the expression 2 B sin 2 p + (A C) cos 2 p, and

2 R
consequently, to a value of p determined by the formula 2 B cos 2p (A c) sin 2p = 0, or tan 2p = --

A O
which is obtained by making equal to nothing the differential coefficient of 2 B sin 2 p + (A c) cos 2 p. Now

the equation tan 2 p = ---- is satisfied by taking p = - tan" 1 --- n it, or p = - tan"'-
A C A C 2 A C

n -j \ir. These two last equations represent two straight lines at right angles to each other, which coincide

with the axis of the curve under consideration.

From the formula 2 B cos 2 p (A c) sin 2 p = 0, we derive

sin 2 p _ cos 2p_, 1 _ 2 B sin 2 p + (A e) cos 2 p
2B

" A-c = :

"^"(4
Bt + (A - c)*~)

=
4 B + (A - c)

3

and, consequently, we conclude that the maximum or minimum value of the expression 2 Bsin2p+ (A C)
cos 2 p is //(4 B* + (A C)*). We would arrive at the same conclusion in considering the equation

{2Bsin2p-f(A-C) cos2p}
! + { 2 B cos 2p - (A - C)sin 2p }

! = 4 B4 + (A - C)*,

from which it results that the numerical value of the first quantity raised to the square, in the left side, is always
inferior to the square root of the sum 4 B8 + (A C)

2
, when the difference 2 B cos 2 p (A C) sin 2 p has a

value different from zero, and becomes equal to this square root, in the case where this same difference vanishes.
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If now we substitute successively in the value of r the maximum and minimum values we have just found for a part
Calculus, part of the denominator, we shall obtain the two equations v^p^x

ri

C - J { 4 B* -f (A - C)
8

}

' "

A + C + V { 4 B + (A - C)
8

}

'

It is easy to see that these two values of r
3
are the two roots of the equation ( 5

~ A.
J (3 C 1 = B8

. Their

*

product, namely, 77-7; 57. has always the same sign as the difference A C B8
, hence it is clear that they

(A O D )

will be both positive, if, A C B8

being positive, A, C and K are quantities of the same sign. Then the maximum
and minimum values of r

!
will give two real values maximum and minimum of r. On the contrary, one only of

the values of r8 will remain positive, and the corresponding value of r will alone be real ifAC Bs become

negative. We know, in fact, that the condition AC B8 > is verified for the ellipse, and the condition

AC B* < for the hyperbola, which has only one axis real.

(316.) Among the curves, the various properties of which may be more easily obtained by the use of polar
coordinates than by the use of rectangular coordinates, we shall mention the curves named spirals, which generally
form a great number, and even frequently an infinite number of revolutions round the centre, so as to approach
more and more to the origin, or to become more and more distant from it. The spirals which have in particular
been the object ofthe attention of geometricians, are the spiral ofArchimedes, the hyperbolic spiral, and the logarith-
mic spiral.

In the spiral of Archimedes, the radius vector r increases proportionally to the angle p. Therefore its polar

equation is r ~ a p, a being a constant quantity. When this constant quantity is positive, only positive values
must be taken for p, since r cannot be negative. In the same hypothesis, if we designate by R. the value of r

corresponding to p 2 ir, we shall have R = 2 a it, and if we make the angle p to increase from zero to infinity
the radius vector r will vary between the same limits. Consequently the curve may be considered as described

by a point which, setting off from the origin of coordinates, would turn an infinite number of times, with a direct

motion, round that origin, and would get to an infinite distance from it. If in the equation r = a p, we

substitute for the constant a the radius vector R, this equation will become r = -, and if we take R for the
2 v

unity of length we shall have simply r =: .

(317.) The hyperbolic spiral is that curve the polar equation of which is obtained, in substituting the polar
coordinates rand p in the place of the rectangular coordinates x and y in the equation xy = a, which represents
an equilateral hyperbola referred to its asymptots. This spiral will, therefore, be represented by the formula

a
rp = a, or r = -. If we suppose that the constant a is positive, p must also be positive, and if we make p vary

between the limits zero and infinity, r will vary between the limits infinity and zero, so that we have r= - for

p = 0, and r =r for p = -. Consequently the curve may be considered as described by a point which, setting

off from a position in which it would be placed at an infinite distance from the origin of coordinates, would make
an infinite number of revolutions round the origin, with a direct motion, and would approach it indefinitely without
ever reaching it, since r cannot be equal to nothing unless the number of revolutions is infinite. The hyperbolic
spiral has for asymptot a straight line parallel to the axis of x, represented by the equation y = a. For, since

a sin 7;

y - in p, and r p = a, we have y -
, and, consequently, y = a for p 0, which value ofp corresponds,

as it has already been remarked, with an infinite value for r.

(318.) The logarithmic spiral, sometimes called the equiangular spiral, is that in which the angle p is equal to

the logarithm of the radius vector. If the basis of the logarithms is A, and if we have Le = = a, we shall
I A

have for the polar equation of the logarithmic spiral p = L (r) = a I r, or r = ev IfA > 1, the constant a is

positive. Then when p varies between the limits -
^
and -"-

1, r will remain positive, and will vary between the

limits r = and r = oo . It is also obvious that when p = 0, we have r = 1. This understood, we may clearly
consider the logarithmic spiral as being described by a point, which being at first placed on the semi-polar axis, at

from the origin, would turn an infinite number of times round the origin, with a direct or retrograde
motion, so as to become infinitely distant from the origin, in the first case, and to approach indefinitely the origin,
in the second case, but without ever reaching it.

(319.) When a plane curve is represented by an equation in polar coordinates, to make it turn round the origin
in such a manner that each radius vector should describe an angle equal to P, it suffices to replace the coordinate
p, hyp - P, taking care to give to P a positive value when the motion of rotation is direct, and a ne<vative value
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Calculus, in the contrary case. Operating in this manner on the equation r = e* , we shall obtain the formula r = e
,

. _n-v ,_

< v-'' which will represent the logarithmic spiral in a new position. If then we call R the radius vector corresponding
-P p_

to p = 0, we shall have R = e*
,
and the preceding equation becomes r = R e?, orp = a (I r I R). If, in

this last equation, we substitute for the coordinates r and p their values in x and y derived from the equations
. 11 y

x = r cos p, y = r sin p, which are p = tan" 1

-, r = ,/ (z* -(- y'), we shall find tan' 1 - = a (IJ CT
S + y

8
)
- I R ).

which is the equation of the logarithmic spiral referred to rectangular coordinates.

(320.) Polar coordinates may easily be introduced in the formulas, which determine the direction of the tangent,

the arc, or the radius of curvature of a plane curve.

We have found, ^ being the angle which the tangent at the point (x, y) makes with the semi-axis of positive

abscissae, tan 4" = -^-.
Now, since we have x = r cos p, y = r sin p, we shall find

rdp
tan p -\ r*

sin p d r -4- r cos pap dr
tan Y' = -,

! S-* -~ = -T-,
cos par r sin pop rdp

1-tanp -

which formula gives

rdp tan ib tan p dr
-r-=-

-
;

! = tan ( \U p) or cot (V P) = Tdr 1-ftan^tanp rdp
cos p sin p cos ifr sin V

This last formula may easily be obtained in a direct manner. We have - = ^-, ,
= i-

, and, con-
* y dx dy

sequently,
cos (* p) cos pcosik + sin p sinV xdx-\- ydy

COt (1/r p) = / = L. Ll - L. = I_i L_* ?
sin (y p) cos p sin ^ sin p cos ^ xdy y dx

But we have r"= x8 + w8
, p = tan" 1

-, consequently 2r dr= 2x dx + 2ydy, dp
y ~ y f = y ~ ^ x

,

x X* +y* r1

or, which is the same thing, x dx + ydy= r dr, I
s dp z=xdy - y d x, and hence cot (ty

- p)= . = .

rdp rdp
We might also obtain very easily this formula by the following considerations. We have found that

r sin (p YO = R sin (P ty) =. a constant quantity, was the polar equation of a straight line. In order that
this line should be tangent to a plane curve, at a given point, it will be necessary that the values of the quantities

p, r, corresponding to that point should remain the same in passing from the straight line to the curve. But

by differentiating the equation of the straight line, we find sin (p YO dr + cos (p y) rdp~Q, which gives
for cot (Y^ p) the same value we have found above.

(321.) By means of these formulae, it is now easy to find the equations of the tangent and normal drawn to a

given curve through a given point. Let us conceive, for instance, that p, r are the coordinates of the point of

contact, and P, R the variable coordinates of the tangent. The polar equation of that line will be R sin

rf r
(P V) = " sin (p Y0 the angle ^ being determined by the equation cot

(iff p) = . But the equation
rdp

R sin (P - = r sin (p yo may be written in the following manner ;

k
~

= cot (^ p), and
tv sin \Jr

~~ o)

R COS fP o^ r AT
therefore the polar equation of the tangent will be P s'n(P- t

=
~d~'

To obtain the e(luation of the

normal, it will be sufficient to substitute V 5- to y. Hence we shall have, P and R being the variable coordi-

nates of the normal, ^^
P
_ = - tan (f

-
p) = - ^p for the equation of that line.

(322.) Let now e be the angle formed by the curve with the circle described from the origin as a centre with a

radius r, that is to say the acute angle formed by the tangent with the perpendicular to this radius, - v will be

the acute angle, which this same radius forms with the tangent, and consequently the least of the numerical values

ofy p. Therefore, we shall have tan v = cot
(

- v
)
= cot (^ p), and afterwards tan v =

\*
' -* / rdp

d Iri -j Moreover, as the quantity tan v will be essentially positive, and as for very small numerical values of

VOL. II. T
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Calculus A p, the ratio- will always have the same sign as its limit - , we shall take the sign + m the value of tan - j- -^
*~-vs Ap dP

v, if, setting off from the point (p, r), the radius r increases with the angle p, and the sign in the contrary case.

We shall for the sake of brevity suppose = r, then the preceding value of tan v becomes -
, and, conse-

quently, we have cos = sin v =

Let s represent the arc of a given curve reckoned from a fixed point on the curve, and let p be the radius of

1 dx (P y d y <P x
curvature. We have found ds2 = dx* -f- dy*,

- = i -- -
. If we substitute in these formulae the

(daf-t-d y^
values of x, y, dx, dy, &c. derived from the equations a?= rcosp, y = rsinp, we shall have, after reduction,

1 . r(drd*p dpd*r) + (2dr* + r'dp^dp
d if = d r + r8 dp2

,
- = -

, and, consequently, taking p for thes' 22

independent variable,

(P r
where r" = -

. It is essential to remark that in using, instead of the equations x = rcosp, y = rsinp, the

formulae x + y V l=rep N/~"1
, x y / 1 = r e~r v

'" 1

, which are equivalent to them, the calculation is much
shortened, and there is no reduction to make. Thus, for instance, if we take x for the independent variable, we
shall have

yJ^~l = (r
j + rJ \)<?^~

l

dp, dx-dyV~^\ = (

d*x +d!yV~l= (/'
- r + 2 r1 V^1!) e"

^~l

dp*, d* x - d*y S~^l = (r"
- r - 2r' V"^) e-'^dp*,

Now, if we multiply the two first equations, and then the second and third, we find immediately d Xs + dy1 =
(r

8 + r") d p\ and we find also that d x d*y d y d1 x is equal to the coefficient of V 1 in the product

(jJ r A/~) (r" -r -{>, r' V~^~\) dp\ so that we have dx d y dy d8 * = (2 r" - rr" + r
1
) dp3

. If

we did not take p for the independent variable, we would have found

dx1 -fd/ = dr*+r*dp', dxd*y dyd*x = r(drd'p dpcH>r) + (2 d r* -f- r' dp*) dp.

(323.) Let now xlt y, be the rectangular coordinates of the centre of curvature corresponding to the point x, y,
and P, R the polar coordinates of the same centre, so that xt

= R cos P, y l
:= R sin P. We have found (306.)

yi -y _ _ x^x _ d x* + d y'

dx dy
~
dxd'y dy d?x'

from which we easily derive

y (y.
-

y) + * C^ - *) _ (yi y) - y (*i
-

x) _ dx*+ dy*

ydx xdy xdx+ydy dxd?y-dyd*x
or, which is the same thing,

.

ydx xdy xdx-\- y dy
~

d x d* y dy d? x'

If then we substitute polar coordinates for rectangular coordinates by means of the formula we have already found,
we shall have

R cos (P p)
- r _ R sin (P - p) _ d r + r

8 d p*
- rdp dr

~
rtdrtfp

If we take p for the independent variable, we shall have simply,

1 - - cos (P - p) = 5 si,, (P - ) =1 PJr

From this last formula, we derive

__
2 r - r r"

and, consequently,

tan (P _ , = ,

rx
r r

n -r r"' (2 r'
a - r r" +

\ r _ TJJI I O
j^2

It is useful to remark, that since - = -
^j-- , we shall have

(l*.f f")
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p) -,

sin (P p) =

and, consequently,

R sin (P - p) = -
jj. p~psinv, R cos (P - p) - r = qr ,8 p = ^f p cos v.

vv " yv
(324.) These last formulae may be obtained in a different manner. The circle described from the point (P, R)

as a centre with a radius equal to p has for polar equation r* 2 R rcos (P p) + R' = p'. Now, let us

suppose that this circle becomes the osculating circle of a given curve, in a certain point given on the curve. Not

only the coordinates pand r but also the differentials dp, dr, d*p, d*r, corresponding to the coordinates of the

point of contact ought to preserve the same values in passing from the circle to the curve. In other words, the

value of p, dp, d* p, r,dr,d*r derived from the equations of the curve, must satisfy the equation of the circle,

and its two differential equations of the first and second order. These three last equations may be written as

follows :

{ Rsiu(p - P) }* + {Rcos(p P) r}"=p, R rsin(p P) dp { R cos (p P) - r } dr=0,
R sin (p P) { r d'p + 2 dp dr\ { Rcos (p P) r } (d

1 r r dp*) = (d r* -|- ;

From which we immediately derive the formula

R cos (p
- P) - r

__ Rsin(p P) __ { [R sin (p - P)]' + [R cos (p - P) r]'
]

< _
rdp dr J(dr

i +ri

dp
i
) ,/(<*

r
3 + r* dp")

_ Rsin(p P) . (rcFp + 2rfpdr) { Rcos(p P) r } (fftr- rdp')

r(drd*p - dpd*r) + 2 (dr
8 + r> d p

1

) dp_ _~
r(drd*p- dpd* r) -f (2d /* + r*dp*) dp

(325.) Most of the preceding formula may be established by Geometrical considerations alone.

Let us consider two points of a plane curve very near each other. Let p, r, and p + Ap, r + Arbe the coor-

dinates of these two points. Let s, as usual, be the length of the arc of the curve between the point (p, r) and a
fixed point, and let v the acute angle formed by the curve, and the circle described from the origin as a centre,
with a radius equal to r. The arcs of the curve and circle between the radii r and r + A r, will be respectively
A s and r A

p. If we call w the acute angle formed by the chords of these arcs, the limit of u> will be precisely v.

The two chords and the length A r will form a right angled triangle in which the side A r will be opposed
to the augle u>. In this same triangle, when the arc As will become infinitely small, the angle opposed to the

chord of this arc will differ very little from a right angle, and may be represented consequently by
- i e,
8

i e being a very small quantity. Hence, the third angle, opposed to the chord of the arc ir A^, will be

w + e, and if we compare two and two the sines of the angles to the sides opposed to them, we shall have

A r sin .' r A
:

~

sin
(
- <u q: e I

\2 /

from which we shall derive, in substituting first cos (<u db ) for sinf - w :p e V and then taking the limits,

d T .rdpI -r = sin v, = cos v. If we divide the first of these equations by the second, we find as before,

tan v =r
;

if we add them after having raised to the square both sides of each, we shall obtain the formula
rdp

dr'-f- __

df
(326.) Let us consider now the triangle which has for its summits the origin of coordinates, the point (p, r) of

the plane curve, and the centre of curvature corresponding to that point. If we call p the radius of curvature,
and (P, R) the coordinates of the centre of curvature, the three sides of the triangle will be respectively r, R, and p.

In the same triangle, the acute angle formed by r and p will clearly be equal to v, which is the angle between the

tangent and the perpendicular to the radius vector, or to the supplement of that angle. If we call & the angle
formed by the radii r and R, we shall have clearly +S=p P27r, being an integer, which may be equal
to nothing. As to the third angle, its supplement will be the sum of the other two, that is S + f

, or S -j- ir v.

This understood, if we compare the sines of the angles to the sides, we find -= =- =- . Hence,
p r

R sin J = p sin v, R cos o r ^ p cos v. If in these last formulse we put for X its value p P 2 TUT, we
shall find again the formulae Rsin (P p) = i p sin v, R cos (P p) r = ^r p cos v.

(327.) We shall now show some applications of the general formulte that have been demonstrated.

T2
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alculus. an() consequently, a being a positive quantity, -v

f>

At the same time the general values of tan (P p) and R8
given (3'21.) will become

Hence for p = v, we shall have tan v =r cot V^ tan P = -
,
v = -, p = R -

; and for p = -, tan v = 0,02 *

v = 0, tan (P p) = -, - = 0, R = a. Consequently, 1. the spiral touches at the origin of coordinates the

polar axis ; 2. for increasing values ofp, the angle v, and the curvature - decrease indefinitely in this same spiral,

whilst the value of R increases indefinitely, but in such manner as to be contained between the limits - and a ;

&

3. for very large values of p, the radius R, drawn from the origin to the centre of curvature, becomes nearly equal
to a, and very nearly also perpendicular to the radius r. If in the above value of tan (P p), we substitute for p
the real and positive value derived from the equation expressing the value of R, or which is the same thing, from

I

1 dr v ^ ~ ~~r
the equation s

=
, we shall find for the polar equation of the evolute of the spiral,

tan

4
-l+-/(5-

i \ n*- i /7 _i n?

p -
I

2R"

This evolute is clearly a new spiral which presents a stop point corresponding to the coordinates R == -, P = -
:

it is perpendicular at that point to the circle described from the origin as a centre with the radius -, and which as

it removes from this circle, makes an infinite number of revolutions round the origin, so as to approach more and
more to the circumference of another circle, having the same centre as the first, and described with a radius twice
as great. As this new spiral and this circumference will never meet, one of them may be said to be an asymptote
of the other.

If instead of the spiral of Archimedes we consider the spiral represented by the equation r = ap", we find

71 T .. n (n 1)7* fi
r nap*-' , r"=n(n i)ap*~* = , and, consequently, tan v = cot ( p) = -

p p j>

1 n(n + 1) +p 1 n'

Jp'
ta CP- ?> = ?+-,

R8 _

If in the preceding formulae, we suppose that the constant n is positive, we shall find again for p = 0,

tan v = cot f = -, v = ?T, and for p = -, tan v = 0, v = 0, tan (P - p) = -. Hence we shall infer that

the curve touches at the origin the polar axis, and becomes for large values of p very nearly perpendicular to the

radius vector r. In the same hypothesis, the values of p and R corresponding top = 0, or p = -, will be as this

angle nothing or infinite unless we suppose n=l, that is to say, unless the curve becomes the spiral of
Archimedes.

Let us consider next the hyperbolic spiral represented by the equation rpa. We shall find r1 = - -
2 a P.

-
~r> a d supposing that the constant a is a positive quantity, we shall have tan v =rcot (* p) = -,

1 p- 1 !
(

1 / 1 V) a"
P

f~ ""?'
~

P) =P +
'p

R
lp

s+V +pV ip"
Then> forP=' we have

V.J- ~n p )

tan = cot V = tan P = -, v =
*-, P = R = _, and for p

-
1, tan v = 0, v = 0, tan (P - p)

-
-, f = R - 0.
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Integral These results show, 1. that the angle v is nearly a right angle and the curvature very nearly nothing, for very
Part

Calculus. sman values of p, that is to say in that part of the hyperbolic spiral which is very remote from the origin, and ^"N
^^v" '

which nearly coincides with the asymptote of that curve ; 2. that for increasing values of the angle p, the angle

v decreases from v - to v 0, and that the same thing may be said with respect to the radius of curvature p,
m

and the radius vector R, the values of which, at first very large, at last become equal to nothing.

It is clear that by eliminating p between the value of tan (P p) and that of R! we shall find the polar equation

of the evolute of the hyperbolic spiral. It will show that this evolute is a spiral, which possesses also the remarkable

property of approaching indefinitely to the centre without ever reaching it.

- T T
Lastly let us consider the logarithmic spiral represented by the equation r == e". We shall find r

1 =: -, i" --,

a of

1 / l\ - / l\
tan v = cot ty p) = - p = I 1 4-

j
e " = ( 1 H i ) r r sec " The value of tan v shows that the

tangent and the normal form constantly the same angles with the radius vector r, which remark gives the means

to draw the tangents and normals to the curve through a given point.

We have also in this case, R sin (P- p)= r^-.Rcos (P-y)=0, and, consequently, cos(P-p)=Osin(P-p)=l,

R = -. The smallest value of P which verifies these equations being P = p + -, it may be affirmed, that the
a *

radii r, R of the curve and its evolute meet at right angles, or, in other words, that r and R are the two sides of a

right angled triangle, the hypothenuse of which is the radius of curvature. If we eliminate p between the

- r if 1 i. (r *\
equations r= e", R = -, and P = p + -, we shall find for the polar equation of the evolute, R = -e" * '*'

ct 2 a,

sse' (
r"i"') in substituting in this last formula rfor R, andp-f-

- + * forP, we would find for result the

T

equation r = e. Hence 1. the logarithmic spiral and its evolute are two curves having the same form and
dimensions ; 2. to obtain the evolute it is sufficient to make the involute turn round the origin, so as to make each

radius vector describe, by a direct motion of rotation, an angle equal to + a I a.

On Curves represented by two Equations between three Variables.

(328.) We shall now consider any curve whatever represented by two equations between three rectangular
coordinates x, y, z. The results which we shall obtain will therefore be applicable to any curve, whether it be

a plane curve, or a curve of double curvature, that is a curve which is not all in the same plane.

Let us represent the coordinates of any point of that curve by x, y, ?, and by x -f A, y + K, z + I, the coordi-

dinates of another point belonging to the same curve. Then, if we join these two points, and if we designate by
a, b, c, the angles which the line of junction makes respectively with the three axes, x,y, z, we shall have (See
ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY)

0080 =

and hence 7 = - =
7-. If, besides, we represent by * y,, z,, the coordinates of any point of the chord

/I K I

under consideration, it is easy to see that we shall have also

i, x y, y z, z x, x y, y z,
- z- == --p =- , and, consequently,

- = --- = --
.

cos a cos 6 cos c A K I

Let us now imagine that the point the coordinates ofwhich are x + h, y -j- *, z -f f, approaches nearer and nearer,
and indefinitely to the point the coordinates of which are x,y, z. The secant which joins the two points will, at the

same time, approach nearer and nearer to coincide with a certain line which is called a tangent to the given curve,
and which touches it at the point (,r, y, z). To obtain the angles a, ft, y, which the producement of this tangent
makes with the three axes x, y, z, it will be sufficient to find the limits towards which the angles a, b, c converge

whilst the quantities A, K, I become less and less, and infinitely small quantities. But at the limit the ratios -, -,

d dz
become equal to the quantities , -p-, thereforedx dx__df _ dy _ rf*

=
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tangent, we have

Xi x Vi y Zi z ,, -. x, a; y\ y= - = , and therefore
;

= *: = =
cos cos ft cos 7 dx dy dz

These equalities are verified for any point of the tangent ; they are true even in case the axis ofcoordinates should

be oblique, and when these axes are rectangular they are the equations of the projections of the tangent upon the

three coordinate planes. They are also true whatever be the independent variable.

(329.) A plane is said to be tangent to a curve in a given point, when it passes through the tangent at that

point. Hence it is obvious that through a given point, on a given curve, an infinite number of tangent planes

may be drawn.

(330.) A straight line is said to be normal to a curve in a given point, when it is perpendicular to the tangent

at that point. Hence it is obvious that through a given point it will be possible to draw an infinite number of

normals to a curve. All these normals will be situated in a plane perpendicular to the tangent, and this plane is

called a normal plane to the curve. If we represent still by a, ft, 7, the angles which the tangent to the curve makes

with the coordinate axes, and by x
t,ylt z,, the coordinates of any point of the normal plane, it will clearly follow

from what precedes that the equation of the normal plane will be

Or, x) cos + (yl y) cos ft+ (z, z) cos 7 = 0,

or by using the relations we have found between cos , cos ft, cos 7, and d x, d y, d z,

(x,
- x) dx+ (r/l y) dy + (z,

-
z) d z = 0,

a result which is true whatever be the independent variable.

(331.) Let now u = 0, v = be the two equations of the given curve, that is the equations of two surfaces which

contain it, so that u and v designate two functions of three variables. We shall have by differentiation

m . . WVH I* WO /'
and consequently since = -

d u
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Calculus (332-) When u is a function of x and y only, the first of the two last equations is reduced to (*, j)
- + ^ I

(y(
_

y) = o. In that case u is the equation of the projection of the curve on the plane of the x, y, and

the equation (T, x)
--

(- (y: y) -3
= is, at the same time, the equation of the projection of the tangent

to the curve in space on the same plane, and the equation of the tangent to the projection of the curve. Hence it

appears that the projection of the tangent to any curve whatever, upon a given plane, coincides with the tangent
to the projection of the curve on the same plane.

(333.) We shall now give a few applications of the preceding formulae. Let us first consider the ellipse

resulting from the intersection of a cylinder, having a circle for its base, with a plane. Let x* + y* = r* be the

equation of the cylinder, and ax + 6y + c2=dbethe equation of the plane. The differential equations of this

ellipse being xdx-\-ydy 0, ad x -\-bdy + cdz = 0, the angles , /8, y, formed by the tangent with the

axes*, y, 2, will be determined by means of the equations

x cos + y cos /8
= 0, Acosa + Bcos ft +C cosy = 0, cos'a-f- cos',8 -f- cos* y = 1.

Hence we shall find

cos a _ cos /8 _ cos y .__1_
~~v ~x

~
I
-(bx-ay)

fr | (
b

and we shall have for the equations of the tangent

x (#,
-

x) + y (y, y) = 0, a (cr,
- x) + b (y,

-
y) + c (z, z) = 0, or x xt + y y, = i,

*! + byt + cz, = d.

In the same manner the equation of the normal plane will be found to be

c
(<*, V - Vi *) + (6 x - ay) (2, z) = 0.

The equations of the tangent represent, as might have been expected, the first, the tangent to the circle which is

the base of the cylinder, and the second, the plane of the curve itself.

We shall take for a second example the intersection of a conic surface, having a circle for its base, with a

plane.
Let x* + y* a* z" be the equation of the coue, and ax + 6 y -f- c z = rf that of the plane. We shall find for

the equations of the tangent
xxt + yy,= 0*2 z,, axt + byl + cz, = d,

and for the equation of the normal plane

c (xl y yl x) + (bxi - a y,) a
1 z + (6 x a y) (z, z - a* z) = 0.

The equations of the tangent represent, as might have been foreseen, the two planes, the first passing through the

origin of the coordinates and one of the edges of the cone, and the other coinciding with the plane of the

curve.

/ rV i*

Let, for another example, x' -f- y + z" = ''", and ( * 1+ z>= T' ^ tne equations of the curve. The first

belongs obviously to a sphere having its centre at the origin, and for radius r, and the second to a right cylinder

having for its base a circle drawn in the plane of the x, z, passing through the origin of the coordinates, and the

diameter of which is equal to the radius of the sphere. This curve will have for its projection on the plane of the

x, y the parabola represented by the equation y* = r (r x), for its projection on the plane of the z, x, the circle

which is the base of the cylinder, and for its projection on the plane of the z,y, the lemniscata represented by the

equation 7*2* = y
1
(/ y*). Therefore the tangent to the given curve will have for its projections on the

coordinate planes the tangents to the parabola, the circle and the lemniscata, that is to say, the three lines

represented by the equations

As to the equation of the normal plane it may be put under the form

* z 2x'

and then it is easy to verify that this plane contains the line drawn from the origin to the point of contact, since it

passes through the origin of the coordinates.

We shall take for the last example the helix, or the curve of double curvature formed by a thread, wrapped
round the surface of a cylinder, so as always to make the same angle with the axis. Let us suppose that the axis

of the cylinder coincides with the axis of z, and that the basis of the cylinder is the circle represented by the

equation *-(- J/

! = J
4

. If we consider this cylinder as being generated by the uniform revolution of a rectangular

|varallelogranr round one of its sides, the helix may be conceived to be traced out by a point moving uniformly upon
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Integral the other. Hence if we call p the angle which the radius, which we may imagine to describe the base of the cylinder Part III.

Calculu*. by its rotation round the origin, makes in any position with the axis of x, and if we suppose that the point
^ v '

v-~v
>

describing the helix is in the plane of the x, y, and on the axis of x when the radius begins its revolution, we shall

have, in representing by x, y, x, the coordinates of the point of the helix corresponding to the angle p, x = rcosp,

y = rsinp, and z = arp, a being a certain constant quantity depending on the ratio of the velocities of the

radius and describing point. By eliminating p between these three equations we would find the two equations of

the helix. But we may find the equations of the tangent and normal plane, without proceeding to that elimina-

tion, since the formulae we have obtained are true whatever may be the independent variable. By differentiation,

we find

dx= rsinpdp, dy^rcospdp, dz=ardp.
Hence we shall get

sin p cos p^
, cos=

, ,

r
... cosy =

The last expression shows that the angle y is a constant quantity, that is to say, that the angle which the tangent

to the curve makes with the axis of z, or the axis of the cylinder, is constant. The equations of the tangent will be

Xi X _ y^ y __ Zi
- Z

sinp cosp a

and the equation of the normal plane (y, y) cosp (x, x) sinp + a (z, z) = 0.

(334.) The asymptotes of curves in space may be determined by means analogous to those which have been

used to find the asymptotes of a plane curve. Let us first suppose that it is required to find the asymptotes not

parallel to the plane of y, z, and let y = ax + b, z = ex + d be the equations of one of them. Then if we
derive from the equations of the curve the values of y and z in function of r. these values, for very great values of

x, must become respectively equal to a x -J- b, and c jc + d. Let y=ax + b + l and z = c x + d + m be the

equations of the curve, / and m designating two functions of x which will vanish when * is infinite. Hence, for

increasing values of x,

y z
lira - = a, lim - = c, lim (y a x)

~
b, lim (y c x) ~ d.

x x

Therefore to find the constant a and c it will suffice to make in the equations of the curve y = p x, and z = q x,

and then to find the limit, or limits, towards which converge p and q whilst the values of x increase indefinitely.
These limits will be the values of a and c. After having found them, the values a x + r, c x + s must be

substituted fory and z in the equations of the curve and the limits, towards which converge the values of r and ,

for increasing values of Jc be determined. These limits will be the values of 6 and d. To each system of finite

values of the quantities , 6, c, d, will correspond an asymptote of the proposed curve. By a similar reasoning,
but by exchanging between them the coordinates x, y, z, we might obtain the asymptotes which are not parallel
to the plane of z, x, or to the plane of z, y.

The asymptotes of curves in space might also be determined by observing that their projections upon each of the

three coordinate planes are, in general, the asymptotes of the projection of the curve. It must only be observed that

the projection of one of the first asymptotes would be reduced to a point, if that asymptote were perpendicular to the

plane. Then this point would be a stop point of the projection of the curve.

If we take for an example the hyperbola which is the intersection of a plane and of an hyperboloid represented

by the two equations

we shall have by substituting y =p x and z = qx

The limits towards which converge p and q whilst the values of x increase indefinitely, or the values of p and q
corresponding to x= co will be determined by the two equations

f+gp + hq =0, A + Bp" + Cqt

-j-2Vpq + 2Eq + 2FP = 0.

The values ofp and q being found, and designated by a and c, we shall substitute ax-^-r and c * + s for y and z

in the two equations of the curve. Then we shall have to determine the values of r and s corresponding to * = co,

recollecting that a and 6 are the values ofp and q which satisfy the two equations above,

These two equations give immediately r = and s = 0. Hence, if the curve have asymptotes their equations
will be simply of the form y = p x and z == q x, that is to say that they will pass through the origin of the

coordinates. If, moreover, we consider the form of the equations by means of which the values ofp and q are to

be determined it will become evident that the curve has for its asymptote the straight lines represented by the

equations

fx+gy +Az = 0,

(335.) We shall not enter here into any discussions about the singular or remarkable points of a curve in space,
because, in general, these points have for their projections, on the three coordinate planes, points which present
the same circumstances with respect to the projections of the curve.
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lulegrai On the Tangent Planes and normal Curve to Surfaces.
Calculus.

V-"V~~/

(336.) Let u = be the equation of a curve surface, u designating a function of three rectangular coordinates

x, y, z. If through a given point on this surface, the coordinates of which are repiesented by x, y, z, we imagine
another surface to pass, we shall have a certain curve resulting from the intersection of the two surfaces. The

tangent drawn to that curve through the given point will be the line of intersection of two planes represented by
the equations (a) given in number (331.) Now it is easy to see that one of these planes, namely, that ofwhich the

variable coordinates satisfy the equation

d u ,
d u . . du^- x)

dTx
+ ^- y)

d'y
+ (*'

~ *} d!
=

'

will be independent of the nature of the second surface, and also consequently of the nature of the curve of

intersection. Hence all the curves drawn on the first surface and passing through the given point (x, y, z) will

have their tangents in that point contained
in one plane. This plane, represented by the above equation, is the

tangent plane to the given surface, at the given point.

The reasonings which have just been used would still subsist, and consequently the equation of the tangent

plane would preserve the same form, if, in the function u, the variables x, y, z were referred to three oblique
instead of three rectangular axes.

If the equation of the surface u = be differentiated in considering u as a function of three independent
variables, x, y, z, we shall find

du
.
du d u

-r- dx+ -j-dy + dz = 0,dx dy d z

and if we compare this equation with the equation of the tangent plain',

du \du du
(,1 _*)

_ +(yi _ y)
_ + (Zl

_
2)
_
2==0 ,

we see that to obtain this equation, it suffices to replace, in the differential equation of the surface, the differentials

dx, dy, dz, by the differences x
l x, y, y, z, z.

(337.) If through the point (x, y, z) on the surface, we draw a straight line in a direction perpendicular to the

tangent plane, this line will be the normal at the given point. Let X, p, and v be the angles formed by this

normal with the three axes. The tangent plane being perpendicular to the normal, its equation may be put under
the form

Or, x) cos X -f- (y,
-

y) cos /* + (2, z) cos v = 0.

But we have found for the equation of the same plane,

.rf"., . du du

*-*n+>-)i5 +
7)jr.-*

therefore, in order that these two equations should agree, we must have

/djA
cos\\dx/ cosfi

dwV cosv /rfu

dl) \Jl

cos v
~
/dw

(dl \Jl
These equations, combined with the relation cos'X + cos*/ + cos* v = 1, give

cos X _ cos /* cos v 1

du\ /du

If to shorten the equation we make the denominator of this last expression equal to r, we shall have

I du I d u I du
cos X =: -

, cos u =
, cos v = .rax r dy r d x

This understood, it becomes very easy to find the two equations of the normal drawn through the point
(* y< *) If we designate by * y,, z,, the variable coordinates of any point of this straight line, we shall have

X, X

COS X COS ft COS V
'

and then, if we replace the quantities cos X, cos /, cos v, by their values in function of the partial differential

du du du
coefficients , , , we find

d x dy dz

''d u\ /d u\
'

/du\ '

x) \*v) \d *J
which are the two required equations of the normal.

VOL. it.
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Integral (338.) The acute angle formed by the tangent plane at the point x, y, z, with the plane of x,y, is called the

Calculus, inclination of the tangent plane, or the inclination of the surface at that point. This same aikgle is obviously
^-~~^~ '

equal to the acirte angle formed by the normal with the axis of z, therefore if we designate it by

1 du r

we shall have

(339.) If the given surface were represented by the equation u c instead of u 0, c being a constant, the

equation of the tangent plane and normal would still be

du d u. du a,
- x y t

- y z,
- z-" ^~

dy
If, in the first of these equations, we consider the coordinates jr,, y,, z, as constant quantities, and the coor-

dinates x, y,z as variable, it will no longer represent the equation of the tangent plane to the surfaces u = 0, or

u = c, but it will be the equation of another surface which is the locus of all the points where the surfaces derived

from the equation u = c, by substituting successively different values for the constant c, are touched by the plane

passing through the point (x,,yi, z,).

In the same manner, if in the other equations, those of the normal, the coordinates x, y, z are supposed to be

variable, and j;,, y,, z, to be constant, they will belong to a curve which will be the locus of all the points where

the surfaces just mentioned are met by the normal drawn to them through the point xlt ylt *,.

(340.) When the equation of the surface is resolved with respect to one of the variables, that is to say, is of

the form x f(x, y) or f(x,y~) z = 0, we have u =/(j, y) z.

Let -
^'V'

p -J-^yj q we shall have clearly
- = p,

' =
q, = -

1, and the differential

dy dx dy dz

The equations of the

dx

equation of the surface will become pdx-^-qdy rfz=0, or dz pdx + q dy.
tangent plane and of the normal become also respectively

z,
- z = p (or, x) -f- q (y, y) and x

l

- x -{-p (z,
-

z) = 0, y l y -f 7 (z,
-

z) = 0.

In this case, we shall have, also, cos T =-
;
-

5
-

, or sec t = J (1 + p* + q*).

(341.) Let us suppose now that the curve surface is represented by an equation of the form

u-j--fe + ........ = c, u,v, w ........

The equation of the tangent plane may then be put underdesignating several functions of the variables x, y, z.

the followin form

(du
,
dv . dw

TX + d X
+

-d-x

dv
,

dw
,

du dv . dw.
* + + ^

du . du du dv
4- *^

dv dv dw d w-
dy

-t- 21
dw

,--1-1

Let us assume that w, v, w, &c. are integral and homogeneous functions, the first of the m th
degree, the second

of the degree m 1, the third of the degree m 2, &c., the surface will then be a surface of the m'* degree. In
this case we shall have by the theorem relative to homogeneous functions,

du
,

d u
,

du dv d v
,

d v

dv dw

= mc v - &c.

u y mm B w u 2

and consequently the equation of the tangent plane becomes

/du dv dw \ /d u dv dw

*, = m M + (TO 1) u -j- (m
If in this last formula we consider the coordinates #,, y,, z, as constant quantities, and the coordinates x, y, z as

variables, it will represent the equation of a surface of the (m 1) degree, which will contain the points of contact
of the first with the tangent planes drawn through the point x,,y lt z,. Hence if the first surface is of the second

degree the second will be of the first. This result may be stated in the following manner.
If through a given point, tangent planes are drawn to a surface of the second" degree, all the points of contact

will be situated in one plane.
If we suppose v = 0, w = 0, that is, if we suppose the equation of the surface reduced to u = c, u designating

an integral and homogeneous function of the degree m, the above equation of the tangent plane becomes simply
d u du . d u

,

-T- t1 + y' + z' = m c.
d x d y d :

(342.) The tangent plane drawn to a surface through a given point (,r, y, z) may have only that point common
with the surface, or it may touch it in all the points of one or several lines, or it may also intersect it. In these
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Integral two last cases, if we designate by /(a;, y,z) = the equation of the proposed surface, and by xu y,, 2,, the coordi- Part IIL
Calculus. nates of any point of the line or lines common to the surface and to the tangent plane, these coordinates must ^^N*""'
^V"-'^

clearly verify the two equations

When it is possible to draw, on the surface, through a point (x, y, z) one or several straight lines, each of these

lines coincides necessarily with its tangent, and, consequently, is contained in the tangent plane at that point.

Then, the elimination of 2, between the two above equations produces an equation between *, and ylt which is

satisfied by taking for y, a linear function of xr If this take place not only for a particular point of the surface

under consideration, but for every point of it, this surface will be of the number of those which can be generated

by a straight line, and which are denominated by the French analysts surfaces reglees. Among these must be

noticed those which are touched by each tangent plane at every point of the generating line common to the plane
and to the surface; they admit of developement upon a plane, and are called by the French surfaces developpables;
then those which do not admit of developement upon a plane, are called by the French surfaces gaudies.

Cylindrical and conical surfaces belong to the first division. A cylindrical surface, in general, may be considered as

generated by a straight line which in every position is parallel to the same straight line. A conical surface,
in general, may be considered as generated by a straight line which, in every position, passes through the same

point.
We shall now give a few examples of the preceding formulae.

1. Let the proposed surface be a cylindrical surface, the generating line of which is parallel to the axis of z.

This surface will have for its basis a certain curve drawn in the plane of the x, y, and if f(x, y) = be the

equation of this curve, it will also be the equation of the cylindrical surface. Let us suppose, for brevity sake,

-'"3
- ~ = C*i y) and

, ^ (x, y), then thp equation of the tangent plane will become (xi x) <f>

(*. y) + (yi
-

y) V (*- V) = . and those of the normal (*,
-

J) V (x, y)
-

(y,
-

y) (x, y) = and 2, = z.

These equations show that the tangent plane is parallel to the axis of 2, and the normal perpendicular to the same
axis, and moreover that the tangent plane will touch the surface all along the generating line passing through the

point of contact.

2. Let us consider, in the next place, a conical surface, the summit or centre of which, that is the point where all

the generating lines meet, coincides with the origin of coordinates. Let us conceive besides that the basis of this

surface is a curve, situated in a plane parallel to the plane of x, y, which meets the axis of x at a distance of the

origin = 1. Let x7 and y' be ttie coordinates of any point of that curve, and f (x', y') = its equation. The

generating line passing through the point (x', y') will be represented by the two equations
'- =: x', =

y'. If
2 2

then we eliminate between these two equations, and the equation /(>', y') = 0, the two quantities a' and y', it is

clear that the equation /( -,
j
= 0, which we shall obtain, will be true for any point of any of the generating

lines, and therefore that it will be the equation of the conical surface. This understood, if we assume, as in the

preceding example,
- - =

(x, y), and ,
= ^ (*. y). we shall have for the differential equa-

tion of the conical surface

If now we designate by xlt y,, z,, the coordinates of any point of the tangent plane or of the normal at the .point

(T, y, 2), we shall find for the equation of the tangent plane

(*,
- ,) (* f ")

+ (y,
-

y) V fj,
y
-}

-
\\

x <P (-, ?)+ yV (; ,

y
-}} (2,

-
2) = 0, or aRer reduction

\2 */ \zz / z ( \zz / \zz /)

The equation of the normal will be

*i x v,
- y __2 (z 2,)

It may be remarked that since the equation of the tangent plane remains the same when x, y, and z a e made to

vary in such a manner as not to change the val .esof the ratios -, , it follows that each tangent plane will touch

the surface at every point of the generating line passing through the given point of contact. Here the two

equations which are to be verified by linea i'uncti: us of 2,, substituted for y, and ?,. ;ire
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It is obvious that bv taking - = - and - = -, these equations are satisfied, since we must always have
b

,
* i

f( - -] = and that = -, and = -
represent a straight line passing through the origin or the centre of

J
\Z 2 / Z, 2 S, Z

the conical surface. Hence this straight line is common to the tangent plane and to the surface.

,j,2 Af8

3. Let the equation of the surface be - + ^a
= 2 -, that is to say, let the surface be an elliptical paraboloid. We

shall find for the equation of the tangent plane

The equations of the normal will be

-*) 6*(y.-y) , ..
* (*i

-
a) + y (yi

-
y) + 2 z (z.

-
z)

r~
~~~

~~6~

X y

To ascertain whether the tangent plane has more than one point common with the surface, it suffices to examine if

several systems of real values of a,, y,, Zi may be found to verify the two equations

*? _, yj _ 2z, , yyi _ z + *i

o8 ~*~
6

'

c
'

a"

"

68 c

#2 7
8 2 z 3* 7/

1 #8 w* 2 x x
From these two equations, and from the equation + = we easily derive -J -f- J -f - + *~ --

a Q* C Qi ft Q

yVl = 0, or
(
---

) + I
~ -

)
= 0, an equation which can only be satisfied by making xt = x and y, = y,

6 \ a J \ b J

and these values give z, = 2. Therefore the point (x, y, z) is the only point that is at the same time on the

tangent plane and on the surface.

a* y* 2z
4. Let us next consider the hyperbolic paraboloid represented by the equation 8

= . All sections of
& C

this surface parallel to the plane of x, y are hyperbolas, and all sections by planes perpendicular to the axis of a:

x8
v*

or to the axis of y are parabolas. The section by the plane of the x, y is represented by the equation -f ^ = 0,
ft U

and consequently is composed of two straight lines passing through the origin of the coordinates, and represented

x y xv
by the two equations -- r= 0, rr = 0.

a b a b

The equation of the tangent plane is

x (x,
- x) y (yt

-
y) _ z t z x Xi yy t _ z, + z

a8
6' c

' F
~^ 6s

" =

~T~'
and the equations of the normal are

To obtain the lines which, passing through the point (x, y, x), are common to the surface and to the tangent
plane, we must find the values of or relations between xlt y,, and 2,, which satisfy the two equations

f> _ y
*

= 'ii1 xXi _ yjii
a* b' c

'

a"
"

b'

a:
9

y
9

2 z
These being combined with =:

, give
a o' c

and therefore

*i- x _ y ~y 'r- _ yi -y
, 5 or - ~ :aba b
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Each of these two last equations, together with the equation -p -' =
', represent a straight line. There-ttO C '

"m " V^"*1

fore there are two straight lines passing through the point x, y, z, which are at the same time on the hyperbolic

paraboloid, and in the tangent plane. But. in this case, the tangent plane touches the surface only at the point

(T, y, z) and not in every point where it meets the surface. Hence the hyperbolic paraboloid does not admit of

developement upon a plane, and belongs to the class of surfaces ganches. We shall not demonstrate this proposition

here, because in the sequel we shall give a general rule to ascertain whether or not a tangent plane touches a

surface in every point of the line or lines where it meets it.

In the same manner we would find respectively for the equations of the tangent planes and normals.

x* y* z'

1. To the ellipsoid represented by the equation + rj + -5
= 1,

({ o

j*i yyi ,
i _ . a' (Ji x) _ &' (y,

-
y) _ c* (z,

-
z)

a"
"

b*

"
c

"

* y z

2. To the hyperboloid of two surfaces, or the hyperboloid of two summits (the hyperboloide d deux nappes of the

x* y z'

French) represented by the equation + TJ -j= 1,

^l j. Mi _ ifi -
'

(Ji
-

*) fe* (y.
- y) _ c8 (z,

-
2)

a "T~ I a a 1 I
*~~ ^^~~^~~~~~~ -

a o c* x y z

3. To the hyperboloid of one surface, or the hyperboloid offour summits (the hyperboloide d une nappe of the

French) represented by the equation -, -f- |;
= 1,

-1 j. yjL1 _ ii; i

*
(Ji
- J) _ ft> (yi

-
y) _ <? (^ - O

a'

"
b*
"

c8
"

x y -z
We shall find that for this last hyperboloid that there are also two straight lines, passing through the point of

contact, which are, at the same time, on the surface and on the tangent plane, but that this plane touches the

surface only in one point, and consequently that the surface is a surface gauche.
For the last example we shall take the curve surface which is generated by a horizontal line passing constantly

through the vertical axis of z, and whose extremity is always found in the helix of the last example, given (335.).
If a plane pass through the axis of z, it will meet the generating line in one and even in an infinite number of

its positions ; and if any point whatever be taken in this line, whose coordinates are z, x, y, then z will bear the

same ratio to the angle described by the plane from its first position, as in the case of the helix, which guides the

generating line, and we shall have for the equation of the surface,

and for the differential equation.

y z
x = a r tan" 1

-, or y = x tan ,

x a T

xdy ydx x*-4-y
t

,dz = ar *
, , or 'Z- dz =r xdy y d x.

Hence the equations of the tangent plane and normal will be

x* + y* ar (z, z)
*yi-y*,= - -(*, -z),

' '

ar

By means of these equations we may easily ascertain various properties of the surface. It may be proved, for

instance, that there are an infinite number of straight lines common to the surface and to the tangent plane, one
of which is the generating line passing through the point of contact, or the perpendicular drawn through the

point of contact to the axis of z. It may also be remarked, that the axis of z is entirely contained in the

surface under consideration, since the equation of the surface is satisfied for x = 0, and y = 0, inde-

pendently of any particular value of z. To have the equation of the tangent plane drawn through one of

the points of the axis of z, we must write, in the general equation, ,r = and y = 0, or rather *= in the

Z X Z

equation y, x, tan =
(z, z) sec1 , resulting from the elimination of y between the equation

Q> T Q> T d T

of the surface and the equation of the tangent plane. Thus we find for the equation of the tangent plane in one

point of the axis of x, = tan . Therefore this plane will contain the axis of z. and all the generating lines
'

'

i
ft r

which make the same angle with the axis of x. It may also be remarked, that if a: or y be very large, the normal
"s perpendicular to the plane of x, y, and the tangent plane parallel to it.

This is the surface presented by the superior and inferior surface of a staircase, attached to a vertical column
round which it winds, or to the concave wall of a circular tower, its thickness being supposed to be uniform, and

no regard being paid to irregularities caused by the form of the steps.

(343.) There are sometimes points upon curve surfaces through which an infinite number of tangent planes
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Integral may be drawn. For each point of this kind the values of cos \ cos/*, cos v, must become undeterminate, and Part III.

'

^ du du du v
~v -

this can only take place in two cases, 1. when one at least of the quantities ,

-
, -7- , becomes undeterminate ;

u x & y ft z

2. when these three quantities become at once equal to nothing or infinity. In both these cases the substitution of

the values of x, y, z, transform the equation of the tangent plane to an identical equation, or at least to an equation
which contains an arbitrary constant.

Let us consider, for instance, the centre of the conical surface represented by the equation x* + 2/=ra 22 . Since

this centre is placed at the origin of coordinates, the corresponding values of x, y, and z will be equal to nothing,
and being substituted in the equation of the tangent plane XL x + y l y = r'

2

z, z, will make both sides vanish. But
if we introduce polar coordinates /> and p instead of x and y, by making x = p cosp, and y = p sin p, the equation

of the surface becomes z = , and the equation of the tangent plane J, cosp + y, sinp = r z,. This last

equation contains only one of the polar coordinates, namely p, and this angle, which is determined for every point

of the surface other than the centre, is undeterminate for the centre itself, and then changes itself into an arbitrary

constant. To the various values which this arbitrary constant may receive correspond an infinite number of planes

represented by the equation x
l
cos p -j- y, sin p = r

z,.

Centres and Diameters of Curve Surfaces, and Curves in Space, and Axes of Curve Surfaces.

(344.) Generally the centre of a curve, or a curve surface, is a point such that the radii drawn from it to the

curve, or curve surface, are equal to two and two and in opposite direction. When a curve, or a curve surface,

has a centre, and that this point has been taken for the origin of coordinates, no alteration is produced in the

equations, or equation, of this curve, or curve surface by changing x into x, y into y, z into z, &c. When
the centre coincides with the point which has for its coordinates a, ft, c, these equations are not altered neither by
substituting 2 xforx, 2b yfory, 2 c zforz. These propositions are obvious consequences of the

definition of a centre.

It is necessary to remark, that a curve, or a curve surface, may have an infinite number of centres. Thus, for

instance, if we have a curve situated in a plane perpendicular to a straight line, the centre of which is situated on
that straight line, if then we imagine a cylindrical surface having that curve for its base, and the generating line of

which should be parallel to the straight line just mentioned, it is obvious that every point of that line will be a

centre of the cylindrical surface.

Any straight line drawn through the centre of a curve, or a curve surface, is a diameter of this curve, or cuive
surface.

An axis of a curve surface is a straight line drawn in such a manner as to divide in two symmetrical parts each
of the plane curves, which are obtained by cutting the surface by planes which contain this same straight line.

Such an axis is necessarily a normal to the curve surface at the points where it meets it, unless the tangent plane
drawn through that point of meeting should become undeterminate. Moreover, each point of the axis is obviously
a centre of the curve.obtained by cutting the surface by a plane drawn perpendicularly to the axis through that

point. Hence if this axis coincide with the axis of x, and if the coordinate lines be rectangular, the equation of
the surface will not be altered by substituting y for y, and z for z.

(345 ) Let now uf(x, y, z) = be the equation of a surface limited on all sides, and let the point which we
suppose to be the only centre of the surface be designated by 0. If this surface admit one or several axes the point

will be situated upon each of them, for the intersection of the surface with planes drawn through this point, in

directions perpendiculars to the axis, will be curves having for only centre the point 0. If for greater simplicity we
place the origin of coordinates at the point 0, a line drawn through the origin to the point of the surface, the coordi-
nates of which are x, y, z, will make angles with the three coordinate axes the cosines of which are proportional to

x, y, z ; and the normal drawn through the same point will make angles with the same lines the cosines of which are
dn du du

'

~dx' d~' Tz' understood, let us imagine that the line drawn from the point to the

point x, y, z, coincides with one of the axes of the curve surface. In that case, the normal at the point (.r, y, z)

coincides with the axis of the curve surface, therefore the
quantities^, ^, , are proportional to the quantities

/dn\ /d u\ /^'A

x, y, z, and we shall have, consequently,
- - = & = Z-L. This result would still be true if the pro-

O *

posed surface were represented by the equation u = c instead ofthe equation u= 0, c designating a constant quantity.

on, ii \d x/ \dyj \ d z /Ine three equations u = c,
- - = 2- =

, will be sufficient to determine the coordinates x, y, s, of
x y z

the points where the normals drawn through the origin to the surface u = c meet this same surface. To each of
these normals answer a particular system of values of the variables *, y, z, and these values bein"- substituted in
the fnriTin]:,
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give the angles X, p, and v, which the normal makes with the coordinate axis. If then it be required to determine

whether the normal under consideration is an axis of the surface u = c, it will be sufficient to cut this surface by

planes drawn in a direction perpendicular to the axis, and to examine whether each curve of intersection has a

centre situated on the normal itself. But if we take on the normal a point situated at a distance K from the origin,

the coordinates of this point will be iccosX, K cos ft,
K cos v, and the plane drawn perpendicularly to the normal

through the same point will be represented by the equation x cos X + y cosfi, -f- z cos v = K; therefore we shall

have only to examine whether the system of the two equations x cos X -f- y cos p. + z cos v = K, and/(,r, y, z) = c

is altered by the substitution of 2 K cos X x, 2 K cos ft y, 2 K cos v z, for x, y, z ; and since the first of these

two equations will not be changed by that substitution, it will be sufficient to verify whether the equation

f (2 K cos X x, '2 K cos
ft y, 2 K cos v x) = c may result, whatever be the value of *, of the combination of

the two equations xcos X -f y cos ft -(- z cos v = K, and u = c.

In the case where u is an homogeneous function of the m'h
degree, we have

/djA /djt\ /du\

\dxj \dyj \dz/- - --

d u
,

d u d u
x j
--

\-y T- + * T~ ~mv,
d x dy dz

and since ^ = N"'yx = x " "''

, each of these quantities will also be equal to -. Consequently, if
x y z 'a? + y

9 + rs

we designate by r the radius vector drawn through the origin to the point (x, y, z), that is, if we make

/d_u\ /d_u\ /d_u\
\d x) \dy) \d z ) me

x -4- y
2 + za = ra , we shall get ' = = r- " ls essential to observe that the equations

x y s r1

d u\ /d lA /d T/\

; = = - are those which determine for the surface u = 0, or = c, the values maxima and
x y Z

minima of the function x* -f- y' -(- z*, that is, the values maxima and minima of the radius vector. Therefore
when a curve surface has one or several axes, which pass through the origin of the coordinates, the radius vector

must coincide with one of these axes to become a maximum or a minimum.

On the Differential of the Arc of a Curve in Space.

(346.) Let x, y, z be the coordinates of a point of a curve in space represented by two equations between these

quantities, and let * designate the length of an arc of this curve reckoned from that point Two of the coordinates

x, y, z are functions of the third, and it is obvious that the arc s is also a function of the samenndependent variable.

Let it be proposed now to find the differential of that unknown function. For that purpose let x -f- h, y 4- K,

z -f- /, be the coordinates of another point of the curve situated at a very small distance from the point (x, y, z).
The length of the chord joining these two points is clearly *] (h* -f-

2 + P). Let also m represent the length of

the corresponding arc. Then the ratio -, that is, the ratio of the arc to the chord, will be greater
V (fl"T * <~ ^~)

than one, but the nearer the second point will be to the first, the nearer will the ratio be equal to one, or, in

other words, one is the limit of that ratio. Moreover, at the limit, we have m = ds, h = d *, K = dy, and/ = dz,
therefore

If x be taken for the independent variable, and if we make ~- = p, and = a, we shall have d s = d x
d x d x

V (1 + P
4 + 9

5
)-

This value of */ (d i! -f- d y* + d z*) being substituted in the expressions which have been found (330.) for

the cosines of the angles which a tangent to a curve in space makes with the axes of the three coordinates, they will

become
d x d y d z

COS=-r-, 008/8=-^, COS 7 = -T .

d s ds ds

The acute angle formed by the tangent at the point (x, y, z) with the axis of x, is called the inclination of the

tangent, or the inclination of the curve with respect to that axis, it is obviously equal to, or supplement of, the

angle a
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(347.) Let us consider now any two curves. Let x, y, z be the coordinates of any point of the first, and s its

distance to a certain point on the same curve. Let x,, y,, z, and s, represent the analogous quantities with respect
to the second curve. We shall have

d s8 = d x* + d y- -f d z2, and d sj = d x\ + d y',+ d
z',.

The tangent to the first curve, at the point (x, y, s), will make with the axis certain angles the cosines of which

are 3, -~, , and the tangent to the second curve, at the point (r,, y,, z,), will make, with the same axis,d s d s d s

angles the cosines ofwhich are -
', ', '. Therefore if we call S the angle of the two tangents, we shall

d s, d s, d s,

have

d x d x, d y d y, d z dz, d.r.d,r
1 -f-dy.dy 1 -(-dz.dz 1

cos S = 3 . \- -j . h -j -r j 3ds d s, d s d ft,
d s d

s,
d s . d

s,

dx d x, dy d y, dz d z, dx dy dz ds
If the two tangents are parallel, we have = -

,
~ = 7, -7 = 3 , or = = = ;

d s d S, d s d s, d s d s, dx, dy, d x, ds,

and if they are perpendicular, dx dx,-}- dy dy, + d z d z, = 0. When two curves have a common point they
are said to form the same angle as their tangents at that point. They are said to be normal to each other when
the angle of their tangents is a right angle, and that they are tangent to each other when that angle is equal to

nothing, that is when their tangents at that point coincide. In the first case the coordinates of the point common

to the curve must verify the equation 1+ -
.

- -f . 3^ = 0, and in the second case the two equations1 d x d ii dx dx,
d y, d y d z, d z

-j
= 7, 3 =

-j
. Hence if x be the abscissa of the point common to the curve, when they will be tangenta Xi cL x d x, d x

the values of y and z, and --, , corresponding to that abscissa, must be the same for both curves.
d x d x

(348.) We shall now proceed to demonstrate a theorem of great use in the theory of the contact of curves. It

may be stated in the following manner. Two curves which are tangent to each other being given, if from the point
of contact we take upon each of these curves, produced in the same direction, two very small and equal lengths,
the straight line joining the extremities of these lengths will sensibly be perpendicular to the tangent, common to
the two curves at the point where they meet.

Let the coordinates of the extremities of these equal lengths be, for the first curve (x, y, z), and for the
second (x,, y, z,) ; let also s and s, designate respectively the length of an arc of the first curve contained
between a point chosen on this curve and the point (x, y, z), and the length of an arc of the second curve
contained between a point of that curve and the point (x,, y,, z,). If the coordinates x, y, z, x,, y,, z, t are made
to vary simultaneously, then the difference s, s will remain a constant quantity, and therefore we shall have
ds, = ds.

Let , ft, 7, be the cosines of the angles which the tangent, common to both curves, makes with the three axes,
let I be the length of the line joining the two points (x, y, z), (x,,y,, z,), and X, ft,

v the cosines of the angles it

makes with the axis. We shall have

d x d x, d y d y, dz d z.

cos X = !, cos
ft
= y ~, cos v = Z ~ 2l

. But since d s = d s,, we have also
< l I

dx" +df + dz^=dxi

,
+ dy

t

l +dzl r(dx+dx,)(dx-dx,
From the above values of cos

, cos /8, cos 7, we derive also

cos cos /3

If, moreover, we observe, that the quantities x x,, y - y,, z -
z,,

and I are equal to nothing at the point of
contact, we shall conclude, that for values of the coordinates differing but very little from those of that point, the
ratios of these functions are very nearly equal to the ratios of their differentials. Therefore the following
equations will be very nearly exact.

*ji*i. .. _y-y._<*y-dy. cosv _ z -z,_dz- dz,

I dl I dl
Thus we have very nearly dx - dx, = dl . cos X, dy - d y, = dl cos ft, dz - dz, = dlcosv, but we have
found d x -f- d x, = 2 d s . cos , d y -f- d y, = 2 d s cos ft, d z + d z, = 2 d s cos 7. Hence by multiplication
and addition we shall get

(dx -dx,) (dx + dx,) +(dy-dy,) (dy + dy,) + (d z - d.-,) (dz + d z,) = 2dl . ds

(cos a cos X + cos ft cos / -f- cos 7 COB >).
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> v'-

* ^^^
nearly perpendicular to the line joining the two points (x, y, 2), (,r,, y,, z,).

(349.) It is clear that in the preceding theorem, instead of one of the two curves we might take the tangent to

the other, and consequently, if from the point of contact we take upon a curve and its tangent, produced in tin-

same direction, two equal and very small lengths, the straight, line joining the extremities of these lengths will

very nearly be perpendicular to the tangent, that is to say to the normal plane. Let i represent the verv small

lengths taken upon the curve and tangent, the less i is, the nearer is the line joining the extremities of the tangent
and curve to a parallel to a certain normal of the curve. This normal, the direction of which is the limit, of the

direction of the line of junction, has been designated by the name of the principal normal ; its equations may be

found in the following manner.

Let x, y, z be the coordinates of the point of the curve through which the tangent passes. Let s be the arc

reckoned on the curve between the point (JT, y, z), and another point situated in such a manner that the length i

should be the producement of the arc s. Let , /8, 7 be the angles which the tangent, at the point (x, y, z), and

produced in the same direction as the arc s makes with the three coordinate axes. If we take the arc s for the

independent variable, the extremity of the length i, on the curve, will obviously have for its coordinates the three

expressions

-=- --: + 1, :r: ' -;Td s 2 \d a* J d s 2 \d s j J d s & \d s

where I, J, K are quantities which vanish when i = 0. In the same manner the coordinates of the extremity of

the length i, on the tangent, will be

d x d y d z
x + i cos a = x + i -, y + i cos ft = y + i , z + i cos y z + i .

as as as

This understood, if we call k the distance of the two extremities, and \, ft,
v the angles formed by the line joining

them with the coordinate axis, we shall have clearly

2 \d s* x _ x y
cos X =:

, cos ft
=r

, cos v =

and, consequently,

cos X cos ft

If now we suppose f to converge towards the limit zero, the values of I, J, K will decrease indefinitely, and
at the limit we shall have

cos X cos ft
cos v _

~df "d? 7?
or, what is the same thing,

cos X cos u cos v

It would be very easy to verify that the line passing through the point (x, y, z) and forming with the coordinate
axis angles determined by the above formulae, is one of the normals passing through that point. For if we
differentiate the equation ds8 = dj^+ dy* + d z

9
, in considering* as the independent variable, we shall find

dxdi

x-\-dydt y+ rfzd*z=rO, which is the same thing as cos a cos X + cos ft cos p, + cos y cos v = 0,

, ft, 7 being the angles with the tangent to the curve, at the point (x, y, z) makes with the axis.

The angles X,^, v, being once determined by means of the above formula!, it is clear that the equation of the

principal normal will be, in representing by jr,, y,, z, the coordinates of any point of that line.

Ji
- J yi -y _ Zi

- a

COS X COS COS V
'

or in supposing that is taken for the independent variable.

d* x d'y
and if i were not taken for the independent variable,

VOL. u
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ang]e as tne j r tangent planes. Two surfaces in particular are said to be normal to each other when their tangent v v- -

~~~*' "*
planes are perpendicular to each other, and they are said to be tangent or to touch each other when these planes

coincide. In the last case the normals coincide also. This understood, let u = 0, v 0, be the equations of

two surfaces referred to three rectangular axes, and touch each other at the point (x, y, z). Then it is obvious

from what precedes that we shall have

du dv du dv du dv

dx
'

dx
"
dy

'

dy
'

dz dz

Reciprocally, if this condition be satisfied for the point (x, y, z), they will have at that point a common normal

and he tangent to each other.

If the equations of the two surfaces were resolved with respect to z, their differential equations would be

of the form dz=pdx-{-qdy. Then the two surfaces would be tangent to each other, if in the passage ofthe first

to the second, the two quantities p and q preserved the same values.

On the Osculating Plane, of a Curve of Double Curvature.

(351.) Let us consider upon a given curve any point P, and let us conceive that a tangent to the curve has been

drawn through that point. The plane passing through that tangent and the principal normal, deserves a

particular notice, and is called the osculating plane of the curve. To obtain this plane, it is sufficient to draw a

tangent plane to the curve through the point P, and containing, at the same time, a second point Q of the curve,

and to find the position of this plane when the second point approaches indefinitely to the first. Let i be the

length of the arc PQ comprised between the two points, and let us suppose that the tangent being produced on
the same side as the arc PQ, the extremity of the length i upon the tangent is a point R. The straight line Q R,
contained in the plane passing through the tangent and the point Q, will be for very small values of i very nearly

parallel to the principal normal, therefore this plane will approach, for decreasing values of i, nearer and nearer

to coincide with the osculating plane.

Let, as before, a, /j,y represent the angles which the tangent to the curve makes with the axis, and X, p.,
and v

those which the principal normal makes with the same lines. Let us suppose besides that the arc s is taken for the

independent variable. Ifx,y, z are the coordinates of P, we shall have

cos a cos ft cos y cos X cos /t cos v

This understood, let us imagine that through the point (x, y, z) we draw a line perpendicular to the osculating

plane. This line will be at the same time perpendicular to the tangent, and to the principal normal. Therefore,
if we call l,m, n the angles it forms with the coordinate axis, we shall have the two equations

cos cos I -f- cos /3 cos m -\- cos y cos n = 0, cos X cos / -j- cos /
cos m + cos v cos n = 0,

which the above formulas will reduce to

cos I . d x -j- cos m . d y + cos n . d z = 0, cos I . da x 4- cos m . d1

y -f- cos n . d* z = 0.

These last equations may be replaced by the formula

cos/ _ cos m cos n

dydt z-dzd*y~dz d*x dxd*z
~

d x d* y d y d* x'

And since cos8 1 -\- cos7 m + cos2 n = 1 , we have

cos / cos m cos n

dy d*z dz d*y dzd*x dxd"** dx dl y dy d?i

1

+ (d z d* x -dxcPz)* + (dxd*y -

1

dz d* z)
8

}

'

If, moreover, we recollect, that d ^ + d y* + d z4 = d s
a
, and d x d* x -+- d y dPy + d z d* z = 0, we shall find

cos! _ cosm cos n 1

dx d*y dy d* x d s J { (d? x)
3

-4- (d )* -4-

U is not useless to remark, that for the relations we have found, may be substituted the following :

cos I cos m cos n
--, or

! z

cos I cos m
cos/8. rfcos? cosy .dcos/S cosy . rfcos cos a . d cos 7 cos a. d cos/3 cos/8 . d cosy'

These last equations are obtained by remarking that since cos =
, cos 6 = , cos Y = we have

at ds d
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ds*' ds d s* d s d s- d? x d' y d* z

cos ^ COS ''

These equations combined with the two cos cos / -j- cos y6 cosm -f- cos y cos n= 0,
d cos rf cos ft d cos 7

cos \ cos / -j- cos pcosm + cos v cos n = lead obviously to those above. They may also be found in a different

way. Let /, m, n designate the angles formed by the coordinate axis with a line perpendicular to a plane, which

passing through the tangent at the point (x, y, z) is at the same time parallel to a tangent at a point placed at a

very small distance from the point (x,y,z). Let also AT, Ay, Az, A cos a, Acos/5, A cos 7, be the increments

which the quantities x, y, 2, cos a, cos ft, cos y, take in passing from one point to the other. In this case, the

values of /, m, n will clearly be obtained by means of the following equations

coscos/+cos|6cosm+ cosycosn=0, (cos + Acos)cos/+(cos/6+ A cos ) cos TO+ (cos 7 + A cos 7) cos n 0.

The last, in consequence of the first, is reduced to A cos a cos I + A cos ft cos m + A cos 7 cos n = 0. But if the

second point approaches indefinitely to the first, the differences Acosa, Acos/8, A cos 7, will sensibly be propor-
tional to the differential d cos , d cos ft, d cos 7. Therefore at the limit we shall have cos I . d cos + cosm . d cosjS

+ cos TI . dcos 7=0, and this combined with cos cos /+ cos ft cos TO + cos 7 cos n = 0, will give as above

cos I _ cos m cos n

cos ft . d cos a - cos . d cos ft cos 7 . d cos cos . d cos 7 cos . d cos ft cos ft . d cos
'

Hence the angles /, m, n determined in the last hypothesis, are equal to the anles /, m, n determined in the first.

Therefore the plane which contains the tangent at the point (x, y, x), and which is at the same time parallel to

a tangent drawn through a point infinitely near the first, coincides with the osculating plane.
If the arc s were not taken for the independent variable, some of the formulae found in this paragraph would be

no longer exact. For instance, we have then dx d*x + dycPy-j-dzrf
a z = dsrf2 s and not equal to nothing.

Consequently, in this case,

cos I _ cos m cos n i 1

dyd*z- dzd*y
~

d zd* x - d xd*z~ cTxd^y dyd'x
~

d7J { (d* X)* + (d* y)
a + (d

1
z)

8
(d

3
)
8
}

*

In the particular case where x is taken for the independent variable, if y', z', y", 2" designate the differential

coefficients of the first and second order of y and z, the preceding formula becomes

cos I _ cos TO cos n +1
y'z"

-
z'y"

~ ^7I='"~^"'
=

V{y'* + '"+V*"- z'y")
8

}'

(352.) The angles I, tn, and n being once determined it becomes easy to obtain the equation of the osculating

plane. If we represent by x,, y,,and z,, the coordinates of any point of that plane, we shall have for that equation

(xt x) cos I + (y, y) cos m -j- (z, z) cos n =. 0,

or by substituting for cos /, cos TO, cos n, the values we have found,

(x,
- x) (rfyrf*z

- did*y) + (y,
- y) (dztfx- dxcfz) + (z, z) (dxd*y - dyd*x) = 0.

If x were considered as the independent variable, the equation of the osculating plane would be

(x,
- x) (y' z" - z' y")

- z" (y,
-

y) + y" (A -
*) = 0.

(353.) Let us represent by A , the increment which the variable s takes when the coordinates x, y, z become
*+ AJT, y+Ay, z+Az. The angle of the two tangents drawn through the extremities of the arc A s is

called the angle, of contingence. Let us designate by u that angle, and by Q the infinitely small angle formed by
the two osculating planes which correspond to the same extremities of the arc, or, what is the same thing, by the

perpendiculars to these planes. The quantities u- and O will be equal to nothing, the first when the proposed
curve is changed to a straight line, and the second when it is a plane curve. But, in general, o> and Q will have

w n
finite values, as well as the limits of the ratios- , , when As decreases indefinitely. These limits, which will

be equal if the curve be plane, the one to the curvature of the curve, and the other to nothing, will be used to

measure in every case what may be called thejirst and nfcond curvature of the proposed curve. It is in consequence
of these two curvatures that a curve which is not entirely contained in one plane is called a curve of double

curvature.

If we represent by
- and - these two curvatures p and r will be the radii of two circles which will have the

same curvatures, and we shall have according to what precedes

1 / - \ 1 / O \
- = lim - ,

= lim - .

p \ A sj r \ A sj

When the arc A s is very small, its chord J ( A x* -j- A y* -f- A z*) is very nearly perpendicular to the two
normal planes to the curve drawn through the points, the coordinates of which are (x, y, z) and (x+ A x,

y + A y, z + A 2) ; and the shortest distance between the point (x, y, z) and the line of intersection of the two

planes is very nearly equal to the radius/). Let />, be this shortest distance. If we conceive a plane passing
through the length p lt and at the same time perpendicular to the two normal planes, the chord A/ (A x* -j- Ay8

-j- Az") will form a very small angle with that plane ; that is to say, that it will form a very small angle with ka

projection on that plane. Hence this projection will be equal to the chord multiplied by a cosine very nearly
x2
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ua' to one, and therefore may be represented by a product such as (1 i) V ( A ar

8+ A y
8 + A z

9

), i desig- Part 111.

Calculus, nating an infinitely small quantity. Moreover in the triangle formed by the length />,,
and by the projection of v s^--

^- v x the chord, the angle opposite to the side />, will be very nearly a right angle, and the angle opposite to the projection

of the chord will be precisely the angle of the normal planes, that is the angle ui formed by the tangents drawn

through the extremities of the arc A s. We shall have, therefore,

sin ia sin 01 As w

Pi
_

i) ^ ( A j;' + A y* + A z
2

) (1
- ia

'

J ( A & + A y* + A z')

'

A *'

where e is supposed to be an infinitely small number. Hence at the limit we shall find - = lim- = -,
lim

/), A .1 p
or lim

/>,
= p.

It is necessary to remark that the osculating plane passing through the point (x, y, 2) being very nearly paralle
to the tangent drawn through the point x + A , y + Ay, z + A z, will also be very nearly perpendicular tc

the two normal planes drawn through the extremities of the arc A s, and to their line of intersection. Therefore

the normal which is perpendicular to this line of intersection, will very nearly coincide with the normal situated in

the osculating plane, that is to say with the principal normal. From this remark, and from what has been said

above, it follows obviously that, in order to obtain the radius p, it is sufficient to draw the principal normal

corresponding to the point (x, y, z), and to find the portion of the length of this line contained between the point

(or, y, z) and a normal plane infinitely near to the line itself. The radius p, measured in this manner, on the

principal normal, is what has been called the radius of curvature of the proposed curve, relative to the point

(x, y, x) ; and the centre of curvature is that extremity of the radius of curvature which may be considered as the

point where the principal normal, and a normal plane very near it meet. The circle which has for centre this last

point, and for radius the radius of curvature, is called circle of curvature, or osculating circle. It touches the

proposed curve, and has the same curvature. We may add that, if by the tangent at the point (x, y, *) and by
the perpendicular to the osculating plane, we conceive a new plane to pass, the centre of curvature will obviously
be situated, with respect to the new plane on the same side as the point (x + A x, y -f- A y, z -f- A z), and

consequently this centre will always coincide with one of the points of the line the direction of which is determined

by the angles X, ft,
v which verify the formulae of (349.)

(354.) If in the value of -, found above, we replace the infinitely small quantity tu by the angles a, ft, 7, or rather

by the differentials of their cosines, it will be sufficient to use the following formula; :

cos to = cos a (cos ft -j- A cos ) -f- cos /8 (cos j3 -f- A cos /8) -f- cos 7 (cos y -f- A cos y),

1 = cos at + cos'jS + cos
8
y, 1 = (cos + A cos a)* + (cos /8 -j- A cos/6)

8+ (cos 7 + A cos 7)*;

from which we get

2(1 - cos w) cos5 a 2 cos a (cos a + A cos ) -f- (cos a -f- A cos )
8
-(- cos8 /6 2 cos /3 (cos ft + A cos /3) +

(cos /8 + A cos (6)
9

-f- cos* y 2 cos 7 (cos 7 + A cos 7) -(- (cos 7 -j- A cos 7)',

f <u \
a

or which is the same thing, ( 2 sin -
j

= ( A cos )
s + ( A cos /6)

s+ ( A cos 7)*. Dividing by A s
s both sides of

this last equation, we shall get

a. V_ ( A cos V / A cosA2

AV ~A At y
+
v~AT";

Then ifwe suppose that A s converges towards a limit equal to nothing, we shall find at the limit

1 /) fdcos V (d cos /3V /dcos 7V|
7 ~ V 1 (~dT )

+ (~dT )
+ (-JT) [

In quite a similar manner, it might be proved that the equation = lim (
-

) leads to
r \A */

1 A /rfcos A' /d cos mV (d cos nV)
r
~ V I V ds )

+
(Td^J +

(~dTj 1'

From these formulae it obviously results that the first curvature - is generally equal to nothing when the ano-les

, /3, 7 become constant, and the second curvature -, when the angles I, m n are constant. If in the value of

we substitute for the cosines of a, /8, 7 their values, we shall have
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dy <F y

V

If s is the independent variable, we have simply

But if we take jr for the independent variable, we find

And, finally, if from the point (i, t/, sr) we take on the curve and on the tangent produced in the same direction,

two equal and infinitely small lengths represented by i, and if we call K the distance between the extremities of

these two lengths, we shall have, according to what has been proved (349.),

being the independent variable. Hence, since we have found - = ^ ' - ^' ^ *-=-i, we shall
p d s*

i3

have p = lim . Therefore to obtain the radius of curvature of a curve in a given point, it is sufficient to take

upon this curve and its tangent, produced in the same direction, two equal and infinitely small lengths, and to

divide the square of one of them by the double of the distance between their extremities. The limit of the quotient
is the exact value of the radius of curvature.

If we suppose that the plane of (x, y) becomes parallel to the osculating plane, the values of cos I and cos m
will vanish while those of cos n will become equal to rfc 1. Then we shall have dz = 0, cP z = 0, and

1 deed*!/ dyd*x _
- =

L""
value is precisely the same as we have obtained before for the radius of curvature

of a plane curve, and it proves, therefore, that the radius of curvature of a curve in space is the same, with respect
to its magnitude and direction, as the radius of curvature of the projection of the curve on the osculating plane.
The remarks which have been made with respect to the radius of curvature of plane curves, may obviously be

extended to any curve whatever, and it may happen that for certain points situated upon a curve of double

curvature, the radius of curvature should become nothing or infinite, or change suddenly its value. The second
case will occur whenever the projection of the curve on the osculating plane has a point of contrary flexure.

(355.) We shall now apply the preceding formulae to a particular case, and we shall take for an example the

helix represented by the equations

x = rcosp, y=:rsinjp, xarp.
Let us take p for the independent variable, we shall find

dr= rsinpdp, dy = rcospdp, dz = ardp, d* x = rcosp dp
1
, d*y= rs\npdp

t
,

or, which is the same thing,

dx dy dz d1 x d*y d2 z
:

= - - = =rdp, - = y. = _
,

sin p cos p a cosp sinp
Hence

... ,.i , cos a cos/8 cos 7 1
di = (1 + a2

) rdp, d*s=0, and - =-- =-- -= - .

sin p cos p a */(\ + a')

Since rf" = 0, whatever be the va.ue of p, it follows that we may employ the formulae in which the arc s has been

taken for the independent variable. Thus we shall have

cos X cos ft cos v cos I cos m cos 1= 1, and-
:

- =- = -- = +
cos p sin p a sin p a cos p 1 V + *

We shall find also

1 1 f/dsinpV /dcospVl* 1 dp 1

r

= - + =* = and hence ' = (1 + *>
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Integral Moreover, the equation of the osculating plane will become Part

a { (.r,
- x) sin p - (yl

-
y) cos p } + z,

- z = 0,
>-<

which may be written in the following manner, z,
- z = a (y l

cos p x l
sin p). Finally, we shall find, in

representing by r, the radius of the second curvature which before we have represented by r

d*
, .nd hence rl8B8

If in these formulae we substitute for the quantity a the angle 7 determined by the equation cos 7 = ..

V 1 ~r

they become respectively,

wsf_ _coLm_ cn
p = ^I_ = r cosec' 7, r,

= =2rcosec2y.
sin p -cosp tan 7 sin

8

7 sin 7 cos 7

From the values we have obtained for cos X, cos p, cos v, it obviously results that the principal normal of the

helix, at the point (x, y, z), coincides with the perpendicular drawn through this point on the axis of z, or which

is the same thing, with the generating line of the surface represented by the equation z = a r tan" 1 -. Hence the
oc

plane which contains this line and the tangent to the helix, or, in other words, the plane which touches that

surface at the point (x, y, z), will coincide with the osculating plane of the helix. This might also be seen by

substituting in the equation of the tangent plane to that surface which we have found (342.), * = r cos p,

y= rsinp, for then it becomes identical with the equation of the osculating plane we have just found.

The value of the radius of curvature p, might also be found by means of the rule given (343.). For that, let us

conceive that from the point {x, y, z), we take on the curve and on its tangent produced in the same direction, two

equal and infinitely small lengths designated by i. Let K be the distance of the extremities of these two lengths,

and let us suppose that the first is the point of the helix, the coordinates of which are x + Atf, y + &y, z+Az;
the second extremity will be on the tangent in a point which will still have for one of its coordinates z + A z.

Hence the length taken upon the tangent will have for its projection upon the plane of (x, y), tan 7 . Az, 7 being the

angle of that tangent with the axis of z. Let I designate this same projection, since we have, generally, z = arp,

tan 7 = -, we shall have also I = r A p. Therefore the projection I will be equal to the projection of the arc
a

As, that is to say, to the projection of the length i = A, taken on the helix. The first projection will be

reckoned on the tangent to the circle represented by the formula + y* = r*. It is moreover obvious, that the

distance * between two points which have the same z will be parallel to the plane (x, y), and will not differ from
its projection on that plane. Therefore, if, in that same plane, we take from the point (x, y), on the circle and on
its tangent produced in the same direction, two infinitely small lengths equal to i, K will be the distance of the

two extremities of these lengths. This understood, since the radius of curvature of a circle is precisely the radius

I8 j*
of the circle, we shall have, according to a theorem previously demonstrated, r = lim , and p = lim -,

therefore - = lim -,. But we have just found i = As, I = rA p, therefore - = lim /
|
= = 1 + a*

r r \rbpj r'dp
3

cosec
2
7 which agrees with the value found above.

Determination of the Centre of Curvature.

(356.) Let, as before, p represent the radius of curvature of any curve whatever corresponding to the point
(x, y, z), and let Xi, y,, z, be the coordinates of the extremity of that radius which is called the centre of curvature,

and X, ft, v the angles formed by the radius with the three axes, we shall have
x>
~ x

COs X,
y '
~ y

=: cos u
P P

= cos )/, the angles X, p, and v being determined by the formula

COS X _ COS fl COS V 1

d";r d1

y d1 z /f/dz a?V /d'yV /d*z\*)'
-7 3 j-

* / \{ I -f- ( I
-\- I I >

or, since we have found - = %-!-
~~T? ' ^y tne formula

p

cos X cos u. cos v p iT x d*y= -- = =
-7-5, from which we get cos X = P -, Cos

p.
= p a,

d' x d' y d"
z d f ' df d **

and, consequently,
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If * were riot taken for the independent variable, it would be necessary to substitute for

(
d*x

. -r-r, -T-. tne quantities
--

d f d? ds* d

d
d7)

and thus we would have

COS \= p

!U,
ds

cos
/*
= p

x,
- ar = p

a -

d <Tds
ds y,

- y = P

<l)
ds

"(ryds
~dT

-

ds

d
\̂d,

' COS " = P JT-.

, z,
- z = p

! f-")
VJiJ
ds

But when s is not taken for the independent variable, we have found

1 _ ^{(dyd'z -dzdy)4-(dzd'-x- d xd*z) + (d xd>y- dy d> x)' }

p~ ds3

and therefore we shall have

d a d* x d x d*_=_
(dyd

! z-dzd8

y)
l + (d z d* x - (dx d*y - dy d9 x)

, .

s

(dyd'z - dzdj

y)
8 + (dz dfx - d xd* z)' + (dxd*y - dyd*x)

!

__dsd*y dy ft?s

(dyd'z -

-
a (dx + dy + dz8

)

ds>__
- dxdz) + (dxd>y - dy tf x)

j8 rf
..

1

_~

(dzdx- dxd'z)
1

'^- (dx efy - dy d*

d s rp z dz if i

(d y d z -

_ dx(dxd*y dy d'x) + dy (dy d* z dzd* y)~
(dyd'z dzd'y)

8 + (dzd*x - dxd"z)* + (dxd'y dy d9
x)

4

In the particular case where x is taken for the independent variable, these formula become

, .

z, z =

, ,, ,

(1 + y* + z").

These coordinates must

i + y"+ z
s

(y
1 z" - y" z')' + z"

1 + y"
8
)

These formulae will enable us to determine the coordinates of the centre of curvature,

also, in general, verify the equations

(x,
- x)

8 + (y,
- y)'+ (z,

-
z)

f = p
1
, (x,

- x) dx + (y,
-

y) dy f (z,
-

z) d z = 0,

(x,-x)d
a x+ (y, -y)dy+ (z1 -z)dj

z - dx - dy
8 - dz8 = 0.

The two first are obviously satisfied by the coordinates of all the points situated in the normal plane at a distance

p from the point (x, y, z). As to the last equation it may be obtained by multiplying the values of x, x,

yi y. *i r
. by d8

1, d" y, and d* z, and then adding them. It is, moreover, essential to observe, that the

second and third equations may be found by differentiating the first and second, in the supposition that x,, y,, and

z,, are constant quantities.

(357.) To every point of the curve in space corresponds a centre of curvature, and all these centres form a curve

the equations of which will easily be obtained. It will be sufficient for that purpose to express the values of xp y,,

and Z! in function of only one variable x, y or , and then to eliminate that variable between the three values.

The two equations resulting from that elimination will only contain the three variables x,, y,, and z,, and will

represent the line formed by the centres of curvature of the given curve. To discover the principal properties of

this curve, we shall differentiate the two first of the three preceding equations, in considering each of the quantities

they contain as a variable. We shall find thus (TI x) dx, + (y, y) dy, -j- (z, z) d z, = p d p,
and

dxdx,-f-dydy, + dzdz 1
= 0. From the last equation it follows that the tangent drawn to the new curve

through the point (x,, y,, z,) forms a right angle with the tangent to the given curve at the point (x, y, z).

Hence the tangent to the new curve is contained in the normal plane to the proposed curve. Moreover if we call
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Integral s, the arc of the new curve, contained between a fixed point and the point (x,, y,, 2,), we shall have dsj = d T' -j- Part III.

Calculus,
dyt + dz', and we shall derive from this value, and the first of the two preceding equations, the relation v v~'

dp _ XJL -_X dx, ,_- dy, z^-z_ rfz, dp_ _ _ _

d s, /)
d s, /) d s, p a s,

a s,

of the obtuse or acute angle formed by the radius of curvature p with the tangent to the new curve. When
the proposed curve is a plane curve, this tangent coincides with the radius of curvature, or with its producement,

and consequently the ratio is reduced to the cosine of an angle equal to nothing or to ir, which is + 1.
(>, S

Therefore we have in that case d p = d s. From this result we may conclude, as we have done before, that in

the case of a plane curve the arc A s, is the difference of the radii of curvature corresponding to the two extremities.

But this is no longer true when the curve is not a plane curve, and in that case the ratio
]
obtains a numerical

d s

value which generally differs from one.

(358.) Let us conceive now that an inextensible thread, of a known length, is fixed by one of its extremities in

a certain point of the proposed curve, and that this thread, first applied on the tangent drawn to the curve through
the point to which it is attached, moves in remaining always stretched, so that a part of it is bent on the arc of the

curve contained between the fixed point, and the point (f, y, 2) that is supposed to move. The extremity of the

other part of the thread which will remain straight, and will touch the curve at the point (x, y, z), will describe

a new curve. The given curve is called the evolute, and the new curve the involute. Their relative properties

may be easily established in the following manner.
Let x,, y,, z, be the coordinates of a point of the involute which corresponds to the point (#, y, z) of the evolute,

and g the distance between these two points. We shall have

x,- x _ y,
- y _ g t

2 __ j^ a?i
- x _ y, y _ z,

- 2 __ g

d x dy dz
~~

ds' dx dy dz d s'

The first formula must be used when the length g- is reckoned from the point {x, y, z) of the evolute, on tlie

tangent produced in the same direction as the arc s, and the other formula in the contrary case. In the first

hypothesis we have g-^-s=:cordg~ ds; and in the second g s = c or d = d s, c designating a

constant quantity. Hence we shall have in both cases x, x = g -, y, y = ff -
, 2,

- z = - ff -.

dg
'

dg
s
dg

If we differentiate these last equations, we shall find dx t
=: g d( \ d y. = - gdl \d3,= - s d(

\d gJ \d SJ \d g

and as we have besides dg* = d f = d x* + d y -f- d z-, or f^-*Y+ ( Y+ (:r*Y= 1, or again . d
\dgj \dgj \dgj dg

-.J
+

^ -d(^-J + 3 -df,
J
= 0, we shall find by multiplying the values of d xt , dy^ dz,, respec-

tively by dx,dy,dz, and adding them, dxdx^ + dy dy t -{- d 2 dz
t
= 0. From this last formula it follows

that the tangents drawn through the points (x t , y,, z,) and (x, y, z) to the involute and evolute are at right angles
to each other. Therefore the tangent to the evolute is always normal to the involute. This proposition, which has
already been proved for plane curves, is also true for curves of double curvature. When the evolute is known, it

is sufficient to obtain the equations of the involute to substitute in the values we have found for x
t x, y l y,

z,
-

z, the values of*, y, z in function of*, tr> replace g by c :p , and to eliminate s between the three equations
thus obtained.

(359.) Let us suppose now that it is proposed to find not the involute, but an evolute of the curve to which
belong the coordinates x, y, 2. If we call xlt ylt z, the coordinates of a point of this evolute, which corresponds
to the point (x, y, 2) of the given curve, and if we still designate by g the distance between these two points, we
shall have by exchanging in the formula obtained in the preceding paragraph x, y, z into * y,, and z,, and

reciprocally. = = 2 = and consequently, d x, = (

dz
t
= -'

jj-
-I. Moreover we shall have (x,

-
x)' -f (y,

-
y) + (z ,

_ 2) = g . if we differentiate

three times this last equation, in taking s for the independent variable, and if we make use of the values we have
just obtained for d x,, d y, d z,, we shall find (x,

- x) d x + (y,
-

y) d y + (z ,

_
,) d z = 0, (*,

-
*) ffi x +

(y.- )<*"y + (*, -*)** = df, (x
( -^ d (g#x) + (y,- j,) d (? dy) + (2:

_
z) d \gfz) = 0; from

which we shall conclude_ _ _ __
dyd(gd'z) - dzd(gd'y) dzd(gd*x) - d xd (g d* z)

~
'dx d(S d'- y)

- dy d (gd*x)

__dj?_
{ dyd(gd

:

z)-dzd(gd
a

y)}+d>y{dzd(gax)-dxd(gd^z) \+ d* z {dxd(g d'y) - dy d (gd
1

x)}
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fi

_+1
]
i + [d (g d

1

yfi' + [

From this last formula we shall derive by inverting two of the fractions, and raising each of them to the square,
'

dzd(gd*z)}* _

{dxd*yd*z d x d* z d*
if -\ dy d*" d? x dy d3 * ds z + d z d* x ds

y dzdy d3
x}*,

CL o

or which is the same thing

d
lfY4- (*L\\ f Yl 1 4- 2 r*

x ^1^! d
2JL +^ *i i

dlV V<*V \*V-' d* Lds
*

'

ds" d x-
'

<**" d*8
'

ds3
]

? ds

_ (dxdt

yd*z-dx(ri

zd?y + dyd?z d*xdyd*xcPz -{- rl z rl
s

.r d" y dzd'y d^y*) g*
fS df

~

(360.) If in this equation we substitute for x, y, z their values expressed in function of s, it will only contain

d s
the variable s and the unknown g, with the differential coefficient . It will be a differentia] equation of the first

order. The integral will contain an arbitrary constant, and there is therefore an infinite number of functions of*,

corresponding to the various values of the arbitrary constant, which satisfy this equation. If, after having
determined one of these functions, we substitute in the three equations

(*,
-

JT) + (y,
-

y)
s + (2,

-
2)' = g-', (x,

- x) dx + (y,
-

y) d y -f (z,
-

)
d z = 0,

+ (z,
-

2) d
5
2 = d s

8
,

for the quantities x, y, z, g, their values in function of s, we shall have only to eliminate * between these formulae

to obtain between the coordinates x
t , y^ and z, two equations to represent an evolute of the proposed curve. This

understood, it is clear that this curve will have an infinite number of evolutes which correspond to the various

values of g, or which is the same thing, to the various values of the arbitrary constant All these evolutes are

situated on the surface represented by the equation resulting from the elimination of s between the equations

(x,
-

J?) d x + (y,
-

y) d y + (z,
-

z) d z = 0, (x,
- x) <? x + (y, y) d" y + (z,

-
z) d* z = d s*. This

surface, or the locus of all the evolutes of the proposed curve, possesses some remarkable properties which al^ easily
deduced from the two preceding equations. These may be put under the form

First, it is obvious that if we take for s and the quantities which depend upon it, that is to say, for x,y, 2, .

-,
-

, j-, -, determinate values, the two equations above, in which
ar,, y,, and 2, will alone remain

d s d s d r rfr d s
1

variables, will represent two planes the common section of which will be a straight line contained in the surface

in question. Therefore this surface will contain an infinite number of straight lines corresponding to the various

values of s, and will be consequently a surface reglee.

It may be observed that the first of the two last equations is precisely that of the normal plane drawn through
the point (x, y, z) to the given curve. As to the second equation, it may be transformed by means of the

equations

cosX = p- , cos
/
u = p J^,

cosi- = p , into (x,
- x) cos X + (y,

-
y) cos ft -f- (2, 2) cos v = f

d ^ d d &

and then we see immediately that it is satisfied by the values of x
t , y,, and z,, which belong to the centre of

curvature, and that it represents a plane drawn through this same centre perpendicularly to the radius of curva-

ture the direction ofwhich forms with the axis the angles X, /*, and v. If we assume x = <p (s), y =x (*) 2 == V' (')>

the two equations above will become respectively

{ *,
-

(*) } 0' () + (y,
- x ) x' () + (2,

- f ('))V () = o,

{ *,
- (0 } 0" + (y,

- x(*)) y () + (*.-* ()) *" (*)
= i.

The first equation will represent the surface above mentioned if we suppose s to be determined by the second.

This understood, it is easy to find the differential equation of the surface. For that let us differentiate the first

equation, in considering z, y, z, and *, as variables, then we shall have after reduction, by means of the second

equation, and of the relation (<# ())* + (x' ())*+ (V (*))'
= L # (s) d * + x' (*) dy, + V'(s) di, = 0.

VOL. II. V
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Integral This equation shows that the normal drawn through the point (T,, y,, 2,) to the surface reglee makes angles with Part III.

Calculus. dx
,

. . _dy ,
. _ dz

'^V '
the axis the cosines of which are proportional to the derived functions (.<)

= , x W ~
j^' 1r (*) ^

Therefore this normal and the tangent drawn through the point (x, y, z) to the given curve are two parallel lines.

Hence since the tangent plane drawn through the point (* y,, z,) to the surface reglee must contain the

generating line of this surface, and consequently^ centre of curvature of the proposed curve, it will necessarily

coincide with the plane drawn through this centre perpendicularly to the two straight lines, that is to say, with

the normal plane to the curve. From these observations it follows, that each normal plane to the curve will touch

the surface reglee at every point of the generating line through which it passes. Hence the surface in question,

that is the locus of all the evolutes of the curve, will be a surface developpable.

It is essential to remark, that the equation 0' (s) d x, + x' 00 dy, + ^' (s) dz l
= is the same as the equation

dx dx, + dy dy, + d z dz, = 0, we have found before, in which for d x, dy, and d z, their values 0' (s) d *,

x' (*) d s, y/ (s) d s, have been substituted.

It is also necessary to observe, that in the case where the variable s is no longer an independent variable, in

order to obtain the equation (x,
- x) d2 x + (y,

-
y) d y + (z,

-
z) d

1
z = d s

8
, it is sufficient to differentiate

the equation (x, x) d x -f- (y, y) d y + (z,
- z)dz= 0, and to reduce it, in taking into consideration the

equation itself, and the values which have been given for dx,, dy,, d
z,. Hence we may infer, that the equation

in iti,yi, 2,, resulting from the elimination (if s between the two equations just mentioned, will represent in every

case 'the surface which is the locus of all the evolutes of the given curve. And, moreover, as these two equations

are identically the same as the two last of the three which we have said are verified by the coordinates of any

point of the curve which is the locus of the centres of curvature, it may be affirmed, that this last curve is situated

upon the surface rt'glee.

It may be proved easily, and without the help of calculation, that a surface developpable which is tangent to

every normal plane to any given curve, is, at the same time, the locus of all the evolutes of that curve. This, in

fact, may be demonstrated by means of the following considerations.

Let us imagine, that the plane tangent to a surface developpable is made to roll upon this surface, with several

straight lines drawn through a point taken at random in this plane, this point will describe a curve and each

straight line will draw on the surface an evolute of this curve. Hence the surface developpable will be the

locus of all the evolutes ; and the tangent plane which will contain the tangents to the evolutes, or, in other terms,

several straight lines normal to the curve described by the point, will necessarily coincide with the normal plane

to the curve. If now it is required that the curve described by the point should be a given curve, it will be

sufficient to make the surface developpable to coincide with that which touches every normal plane to the

proposed curve, and to choose properly the point.

(361.) To show an application of the preceding formula?, we shall consider again the helix represented by the

equations x = r cos p, y = r sin p, z = a rp. If we take for the independent variable the arc s, or which is the

same thing, the angle p, we shall have

dx = - rsinpdp, dy = rcospdp, dz = a r dp, d <2 x= rcosp dp*, d?y = - r s'mpdp*, d1
z = adp*,

d* x= rsinpdp*, d3
y = r cosp dp

3
,

d* z = 0.

We have, besides, already found ds = (1 -f- a~r r dp, p (1 + a") r. This understood, we shall have for

the coordinates of the centre of curvature

x
l
= a*r cos p, y,

= a8
r sin^, z t

= arp.

If we eliminate p between these last equations, we shall obtain between the coordinates xu yp z
t ,

two equations

which will represent the line of the centres of curvatures. We shall have thus for these equations = tan
iPl Of T

a* + yj = a* r. Hence it is clear, that this line will be a second helix situated as well as the first on the surface

represented by the equation
- = tan , and on a right cylinder having for its base, in the plane x, y, a circle
X & T

the radius of which is equal to a* r. This result might have been easily foreseen, since we know that to obtain

the centre of curvature corresponding to a point (x, y, z) of the helix, it suffices to take on the generating line of

the helicoidal surface, from the point (x, y, ;) the length p = (1 + a') r, and consequently from the axis of the

cylinder the length p r = a*r.

The equations which determine the evolute,

(*,-*) + (y,
-

2/)
! + (*.

- 0" = 8, (*,-*)d*+(yi-)<*y+(z> -*)rfz = o,

\.x l -x)d
t x + (y i -y)d*y + (z,-z) <Pz = ds\ (x l -x)d(gd*x)+ (y l -y)d (gd* y) + (z,- 2) d (g d*z) = 0,

will become in this example

^+ 2/1
- zr (x,cosp + y, smp) + r

8 + (z, a rp)
! = g

8
, .r, sinp y, cosy = a (z, arp),.

x t
cos p + 3h sin p = a" r (i, cos p + y, sin p r) d g -f- (y, cos p xt sin p) g dp =0.

If after having raised to the square both sides of the second and third equation, we add them, we find
i

-
(i

2
-j- if l~l

a* -f- yf
= ' r* + a* (z,

- a rp)', and consequently, p = :f
j

~-^ - 1
1

. Substituting then this val""
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cos p -\- y, sin p = a* r, we find

This last equation, being that which results from the elimination ofp, represents the surface developpable which is

tangent to every normal plane to the helix, and which is the locus of all the evolutes of that curve. To obtain the

equations of one of these evolutes, it will be sufficient to join to the equation of the surface developpable that which

results from the elimination ofp between the two equations x\ + y\
- 2 r (x t

cos p + y, sin p) + r1 + (x,
- a rp)*= g

8
,

2 tx
1 + if 1

^

and p = < ~lf ^e first of these two last equations may be replaced in the present case by"
ar \ a* r8

J
' ' y*

_|_ r
] (1 -f a*) = *, which is obtained by combining it with Xs

, + y* = a'r8 + a1
(z, a r p)

%
.

n* 1

Moreover the differential equation of the first order between s and g will become + 8 g
8 =

8

a r(l+a8
)

which, being integrated, gives .
- -

p cos"'- = c, c being an arbitrary constant, and conse-
v (I + a ) S

quently g =
cos I c -

T ^ + "^
. This value being put in the equation ( t

y> + i*
) (1 + a!

) = g, gives/ j A \ a J

V Vd+O/
after the substitution of the value ofp found above

_^__^_
_

This equation joined to the equation of the surface developpable determines for each value of the constant c an
evolute of the helix.

It is not useless to remark that the smallest value of g is r (1 + a*), that is to say equal to the radius ofcurvature,

and corresponds to an infinite number of values of the angle p, one of which is clearly
-^

-, for then

C S C -

^

consequently jf -f- yf
:= a* r* I

-- 1 I, and this last equation combined with x*
t + yj =; a* r* + a'

cos
'

sr ( Y) 71^

(z, a r p)
8
will give *, arp=;(l + af

)
T r tan

^' ,
. From this last equation, and from the two

<r, sin p -j- y, cos p = o (z, a rp), x^ cos p + ,
sin p = a* r we may derive the values of x

lt y lt and z, in

function ofp, and we shall obtain thus three relations, which are contained in the formulae

ar.-fo'rcosp _ y. + a'rsinp = z,
- arp __ + $ f^ a (Pl

-
p)

a a 1 V (1 + a')'

which alone may represent each of the evolutes of the helix. These formulae show that the coordinates a?,, y,, and

z, of each evolute become infinite whenever the angle p obtains a value of the form p =p, (jj n -f- 1)

-, n being any integer whatever. Moreover whilst the angle p converges towards one of these values, the

point (ii, yi, zO is always situated on the surface developpable whose equation we have found, and approaches
indefinitely that generating line of the same surface to which the equations .T, sin p y,cosp == a(z, arp),
i, cos p -)- y\ s 'n P ~ fl8 r< when for p the above value has been substituted. Therefore each evolute will be

composed of an infinite number of infinite branches, each of which will have for its asymptotes two of the generating
lines of the surface.

If we call r,
and p., the polar coordinates of the projection of one of these evolutes on the plane (jf, y), we shall

have j, = rt cosp,, y, = r
t
sin p,, and consequently we shall have

r, sin (p ft) a (l-f- a)' r tan -?L_J|> r, cos (p - pt) = - efl r.

These two equations combined with z, a r p = (1 + a1
) r tan

r.^ -. may be used with advantage to

If
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/j,
= 0, these equations Part III.

Calculus, hernme N
v*"**'

i n. rt

, r2 sin {p p8) = ^ a (1 -f- a
1

)
2 r tan

TjCOS (p

and will represent that evolute upon which is situated the centre of curvature corresponding to the point of the

helix, which coincides with the origin of coordinates. To return from these last formula; to those we mentioned

just before, it is obviously sufficient to replace the quantities p, p} and z, by the differences p p lt pt p,,

z, a rp,. But the substitution ofp p, for p, and of the ordinate z, a rp, for z,, is precisely that which it is

necessary to perform in order that the curve to which belong the three coordinates pt , ra, and z, should displace

itself in space, in such a manner that each point should describe first, in turning round the axis of z, with a direct

motion of rotation, ifp, be positive, the angle -f- p,, or with a retrograde motion of rotation, if p, be negative, the

angle p,, and afterwards should move upon a line parallel to the axis of z of a quantity equal to a rp, in the

direction of the positive values of z, or of a quantity equal to arp, in the direction of the negative values of z.

Therefore this displacement is sufficient to transform the evolute we have last considered in any one of the other

evolutes of the helix. Therefore these evolutes are curves which may be made to coincide with each other. If

we should take for p,, one of the values contained in the formula ^1= + (2 -f- 1) , it will be the
a

various branches of the first evolute, which will be made to coincide by the displacement we have just indicated.

Therefore all the branches of one of the evolutes are equal, and may be made to coincide with each other. These
remarkable properties of the evolutes of the helix, depend upon the regular form of this curve, which may be made
to coincide with itself by moving it, at the same time, round the axis of z and parallel to that axis.

(362.) When two curves of double curvature have a common point, and when they have, at this point, not

only the same tangent, but also the same osculating circle, and consequently. the same osculating plane, the same

principal normal and the same curvature, then one of the curves is said to be an osculating curve, of the other, or

the contact which exists between the two curves is called an osculation This understood, the following proposition
results obviously from what precedes.

In order that a curve of double curvature should be an osculating curve of another curve of double curvature,

at a point common to both corresponding to an abscissa equal x, it will be necessary and sufficient that the

ordinates y and z relative to that abscissa, and their differential coefficients of the first and second order, that is to

d y d^ y d z d? z

say, the six quantities y, y' = , y" = -
, z, z' = , z" = ;, should preserve the same values in passingor' ax* ax a ar

from one curve to the other. And reciprocally when one of the curves is an osculating curve of the other, these

conditions must be satisfied.

An immediate consequence of this proposition is clearly that when one of the curves is an osculating curve of

the other, their projections upon the coordinate planes, and generally upon any plane whatever, have the same
relation of contact as the curves themselves.

From this proposition it also follows that, two curves of double curvature being represented by two equations
between the coordinates x,y, z to determine whether one of the curves is an osculating curve of the other, it will

be sufficient to take for the independent variable, either a given function of the variables x, y, z, or the arc s,

reckoned upon each curve from a fixed point, and to examine whether for the given point the same values of

x, y, z, d x, dy, d z, d8
x, d

8

y, d8
z, may be derived from the equations of the two curves.

If one of the curves be the intersection of the sphere and plane represented by the equations

(x
- - x,Y+ (y y,)

2
->- (z

-
z.)

8 = f, (x - j-,) cos I+ (y
-

y,) cos m + (z z,) cos n = 0,

the conditions to express that the point (x, y, z) is a point of osculation will suffice to determine the radius of the
circle and the coordinates of the centre, that is to say, the four quantities J,, y,, z,, and i>, with two of the three angles
I, m, n, between which we have, the relation cos" I + cos' m -f- cos* n = 1. Let us suppose that x is taken for the

independent variable, then the values of y, y', y", z, z', z'', derived from the equations of the other curve and its

differential equations, must satisfy the equations of the circle and its differential equations, that is to say, the six

following formula :

(x
-

*,)' + (y
-

y,) + (z
-

z,)'
-

p, x _ Xi + (J,
_

y|) y' + (z
-

Zl ) z' = 0,

1 + y" + z'8 +(y -
y,) y" + (z

-
z,) z" = 0, (x - x,) cos I + (y

-
y,) cos m + (z

-
z,) cos n = 0,

cos I + y' cos m + z' cos n=0, y" cos m + z" cos n = 0.

When by means of these formula; joined to the equation cos* I + cos*m + cos
8 n = 1, the values of I, m, n,

j,,y,, Zi, and p are determined, we find identically the same values we have obtained before.
If x were not taken for the independent variable, then the equations of the circle and its differential equations

of the first and second order might be represented by

(i
- xtf +(y -

y,)
8+ (z

-
z,)

8 =
ft, (x

-
x,~) dx + (y

-
y,) dy -f (z

- ; ,) dz = 0,

(x-x t)d*x + (y
-

y,)d
s
y + (z

-
z,) d8 z = - ds\ (j

-
T,) cosJ-f- (y

-
y,) cos m + (z

-
z,) cos n =

cos / d x + cos m d y -j- cos n d z = 0, cos I d* x + cos m d1

y + cos n d1
z = 0,
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Integral and ought'to be verified by the values of x, y, z,dx, dy,d z, (P x, d*y, <P z, determined by means of the equations Part III.
Calculus, of the other curves. j-^^.
^^v""-' (363.) Let us now consider a curve surface represented by the equation u = 0, in which u designates, as usual,

a function of the three coordinates x,y, z. If through a given point (x, y, z) on this surface, we conceive a normal

plane, the intersection of this plane with the surface will be a certain curve, which we shall call a normal section.

Let pbe the radius of curvature of this curve relative to the point (x, y, z), and a1

,, ylt z, the coordinates of the

corresponding centre of curvature. We shall have (x tf,)
!
-f (y yi)

8+ (* z,)
8 = p

!
, and since the centre

of curvature is situated on the normal, we shall have =
\* = *'. Let us observe, now, that the

equation (r x, )
s -f (y y^' + (z z,)

! =
/>*, when x, y, and z alone are supposed to be variables, is one of

the equations of the osculating circle of the normal section under consideration, and, consequently, that the
differential equation of the second order of that same equation,

(x-x 1)d'jc+ (y-y,)d
t

y + (z- z,)<?z + dx*+ dy* + dz'= 0,

ought to be satisfied by the values of x, y, z, d x, d y, d z, da
x,d?y,& z, derived from the equations of the normal

section.

Ifwe designate by s the arc of this curve, we have ds*= dx* + dy*-{- dzl
, and the above equation is then

reduced to (x a;,) d* x + (y y,) d'y + (z z,) d
8
z = - ds*. But if we differentiate twice the equation

of the surface, we have

d u du d u d1 u
,

d* u d* u
, ,

2 d1 u_ __ _
,

2d*u
. 2

-f -; -j
dz dx + - dydx = 0.

d z dx d y dx
Let, for brevity sake,

_ cPw
d_x*

d*u dy' ,d^ud_z^ 2d*udydz2d'udzdx Zd'itdydx
q
~'d~x>d7~^d^

id^d7d^ +
dydz df dTdH ~~rf7~

+ ~~
'

then the equation above will be reduced to

du . du du
r a*x+-d1

y + d*z = - diP.
dx dy d z

If we assume

we shall have

(y
-

y,)
1

du\ /du\
fdu\ I /(duV /dV, f*Y

(dy) (-d-z) (\/(dx) {djj
+
\T*J

_ (x jQcPj + (y ;

^

d u du d u
~

a
d?x + - d?y+ d*z

d x dy d z

and consequently,
- = + -. It is essential to observe that the quantity r represents a known function of the
p

- r

quantities x, y, z. As to the quantity q it may be expressed in function of the coordinates x, y, z, and the angles
which the tangent to the normal section through the point (x, y, z) makes with the coordinate axis. Let a, fi, y
be these angles, we shall have

dx dy d z dx dy d z
cos a =

, cos ft = -
, cos 7 = -r- , or else cos a = , cos />= 3-, cos 7= -r ,

as d s d s d s ds d s

and in both cases we shall have

d'u d* u
,

d* u d* u, , d* u d* u
q -r -. cos" a + -

; cos" ft -f-
- cos* 7 4- 2 , ,

cos ft cos y + 2 - cos y cos -4- 2 - cos ft cos a.
d jf d y* d z' dydz dzdx dy d x

Now, it is clear that the second member of this last equation, is a known function of the variables x, y, z, a,ft,y;

and, therefore, if with the point (jr, y, z) the tangent drawn through this point to a normal section is also given, it

will he easy by means of the preceding formulae to find the radius and centre of curvature of that normal section.

When we pass from a normal section to another without displacing the point (x, y, z) the angles a, ft, y take

other values, and the same thing takes place, at least generally speaking, with respect to the quantity q and the

variables x,, y,, z,, and p which depend upon it. If in this passage it should happen that the quantity p change

Us sign, then the radius of curvature of one of the sections would be determined by the equation
- = - -,
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Calculus an(l that of the other section by the equation
- = -, since the quantities p and r are essentially positive. On ^_*-v . -

the other side, the quantities , --, -j , being independent of the angles , g>, 7, it may be affirmed that if in
d x ay a z

the passage of one section to another, the quantity q changes its sign, the differences x xlt y y,, z z,, will

also change theirs. Therefore the centres of curvature of the two sections will be situated with respect to the

point (x, y, 2), on different sides, and both on the normal drawn through this point to the given surface ;
so that

the radii of curvature will be in opposite directions.

The radii of curvature of the various normal sections which pass through the same point, present properties

which deserve to be remarked. To discover these relations, it is first necessary to discover the law according to

which the radius of curvature p varies with the angles , /6, 7. This law may be made very obvious by means of

a geometrical construction, which consists in taking on the tangent to each normal section, on both sides of the

point (j, y, z) two lengths equal to the radius of curvature corresponding, or to a positive power ofthis radius. The

curve which will pass through the extremities of these lengths will clearly be a plane curve, contained in the

tangent plane ; and in the same manner as the radius vector drawn through the point (x, y, 2) to this curve will

vary, will the radius of curvature of the formal section tangent to that radius vector increase or decrease, so that

it is clear that the nature of this curve will show the law according to which the radius of curvature varies. In

the particular case where it is supposed that the length taken upon each tangent is equal to the square root of the

radius of curvature corresponding, the curve we have just mentioned is reduced to a curve of the second degree.

For if we designate by * yu zu the coordinates of the extremity of a length equal to p taken upon the tangent

which forms with the axis the angles ,/8, 7, we shall find
a',

,r=
/> cos a, y, y = p cos ft, z, z=p cosy;

and if we place the origin of coordinates at the point (x, y, z), we shall find x
l
= p cos a., y,

= p cos ft,

z, = p cos 7. We have besides q p =: i r, or substituting for q its value, we have

d*u d'u
,

d*u 2d'u -2<?u
,

2 d1 u_ cos, + __ cos ft + _ cos y + .._._
cos/j cos Y + j-^ cos 7 cos * + j^-

cos ft cos 7 = r.

Therefore if for cos
,
cos ft, cos 7, the values

^, t

,
j,

are substituted, we shall have

P* P* P*

cPuffiutPu. 2d*u 2(i*u 2 d'u

This last equation, when xu y,, and z,, are considered as the only variables, represents a surface of the second

degree which contains the plane curve above mentioned. It may be remarked, that this surface has for its centre
the new origin of coordinates, that is the point (x, y, z) ; and as the plane of the curve passes also through the
same point, we may conclude that the curve in question is a line of the second degree which has for its centre the

point (x,y, z). To obtain the two equations of this curve, it is sufficient to join to the above equation of the
surface of the second degree, the equation of the tangent plane, at the point (x, y, z), when the origin is placed

at that point, that is to say, the equation x
t

- + y,
-H

-j- z ,
_!? = o. But if X, p, v represent the angles

which the normal makes with the axis, we have
S =

^-^- ^ L and, consequently, the equation of--

(d*) (~dy dl

the plane containing the curve of the second degree takes the form xl cos X + y, cos ^+ z, cos v = 0.
From all that precedes it follows, that the curve drawn in the tangent plane according to the construction

indicated, will be reduced, in general, to an ellipse, or to the system of two conjugated hyperbolas ;
but that In

certain particular cases it may be transformed into a circle, or in a single point, or in a system of two parallel
straight lines, equally distant from the point (x, y, z), or in a system of two straight lines drawn through that
point. The same conclusion results also from the form which takes the equation

d?u d*u d'u ,rfM <p u cfu

when the plane of (x, y) is parallel to the tangent plane drawn through the point (x, y, z). Then the equation
the plane of the curve is reduced to 2, = 0, and in combining this with the above equation, it reduces it to

d* u d* u d1 u

5T l +
Ty*

yi 4
Hiyirx

y* Xl = * T' Now il is wel1 known that this equation will represent an ellipse

<P u d*u ( d3 u V
.

ren e
Tx*

'

d~f
~

\dltTdy)
IS Posltlve - two conjugate hyperbolas when this difference becomes

negative, and two parallel lines if thi.= difference is equal to nothing. The ellipse becomes a circle when
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Calculus 33 = . an" T = 0. an( a point when r = 0, in this last case the two conjugate hyperbolas are -j-^-*_f
__' j d x d y* dx ay

transformed into two straight lines. Since the plane of (x, y} may be chosen arbitrarily, the preceding reasoning

may obviously be applied to any point of the surface. In order tiiat the equation tf, (- y l + z
t

=
d x d y d z

should become, as we have just supposed, z,= 0, it is necessary that of the three quantities , , the two
d x dy d z

d u
first should vanish, or the third become infinite. In the first case r = ~~T~i an(^ tne equation of the curve

d? u <P u cP u , . d u
becomes - x? + 2 -

T x
t yC -, y\ =~ -fc -j

omce the radius of curvature p of a normal section is the
d x* dxdy d y d z

square of the radius vector J(i\ -f-y?) drawn through the point (x, y, z} to a point of the line of the second degree
drawn in the tangent plane, it is obvious that each of the normal planes which pass through the axis of this line

produces a normal section, the radius of curvature of which is a maximum or a minimum. We shall call principal

sections, and principal radii of curvature, the two normal sections in question, and their radii of curvature. This

understood, it is clear that the planes of the principal sections are always at right angles to each other, and that the

principal radii of curvature are in the same or opposite directions according to the conditions above stated
; the

first case will take place when the curve drawn in the tangent plane is an ellipse, the second when this curve is a

system of two conjugate hyperbolas. In the first case thsse radii of curvature will represent the one a maximum,
the other a minimum of the variable p, and in the second case two values minima of the same variable. In other

words, if the curve drawn in the tangent plane be an ellipse, the two principal sections will be the two normal
sections of greatest and least curvature; but if this curve be a system of two conjugate hyperbolas, both principal
sections will be normal sections of greatest curvature, only their curvatures will be in opposite directions. In the

same hypothesis the normal sections, the planes of which would contain the asymptotes common to both hyperbolas,
would have curvatures equal to nothing corresponding to values of /> equal to infinity. Hence the planes of the

two normal sections, of which the curvatures are equal to nothing, will form equal angles with the planes of the

principal sections.

When the ellipse becomes a circle, all the normal sections have equal curvatures, and then the name of principal
sections may be given to any two normal sections the planes of which are at right angles to each other.

When the difference -r ; . -r ; ( -j 3 )
= 0, the line in the tangent plane is reduced to two parallel

d x* dy* \dxdyj

straight lines, which may be considered as representing an ellipse the greater axis of which has become infinite.

In this case the principal sections correspond to a minimum value and to an infinite value of p, so that one of the

sections has a curvature equal to nothing.
If the quantity r should vanish, all the normal sections would have radii of curvature equal to nothing or

infinity.

It may easily be proved that if by the centre of an ellipse or of two conjugate hyperbolas, two radii are drawn

to the curve at right angles to each other, the lengths of which are represented by r, and rs , the quantity s -{ sr
'

'

r

is a constant quantity e'iiial to -, + TJ. and 6 being the two axes of the ellipse, or the real axis of the two

conjugate hyperbolas, provided, however, that, in the case of the conjugate hyperbolas, if we have agreed to take

with the sign -f- one of the quotients relative to one of the hyperbolas, the other, when it will refer to the second

hyperbola, should be taken with the sign .

From this proposition it clearly follows that if we draw through a point (x, y, z) of a surface two planes at right

angles to each other, and normal to the surface, and ifwe divide successively unity by each of the radii of curvature

of the two lines of intersection, the sum of the quotients will be a constant quantity, provided that in this sum we

always take with the sign -f- the radii drawn in a certain direction, and with the sign the radii in the opposite
direction. Consequently this sum will be equal, without paying attention to the sine, to the sum or to the

difference of the quotients relative to the principal radii of curvature.

(364.) We may also easily find the relation which exists between the radius of curvature of any normal section,

and the angles formed by the plane of that section with the principal sections. To obtain it, let us first observe

that, in the case where the tangent plane to the proposed surface is parallel to the plane of (T, y), we have for

the tangent to each normal section cos 7=0, cos* a + cos
8

/5
= 1. Hence we shall have in that case q = ,

,-72 - . fp af

cos* a + 2 cos a cos ft -\ cos* /3. This value of 7 becomes still simpler, when we suppose the planes
dxdy d y

of x, z, and y, z parallel to the planes of the principal sections. Then the equation of the curve drawn in the

tangent plane, belonging to a curve of the second degree referred to its axis, cannot contain the product of the
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CatS. coordinates *, and y,, and must be reduced to -
t

. a? -f- -3-^ yl = r. Therefore we have j-
= 0, and, ,

,^
.

7/ Ct ?

consequently, the value of q becomes q = -T cos8
-f

-
8 cos'yS. But we have also cos* 3 = 1 cos

a =
<!l '

'/

sin* , hence the value of q may be written 9 = -- cos8 + -
^
sin* . This understood, the formula - =

d x d y P

will give =i -
1

- cos'a + 3 -;sin
s k Let now /> and />, be the principal radii of curvature. To

r p r id x ay

obtain their values it will be sufficient to assume successively in the preceding formula = and a = -. We

shall find thus = H -r-;, ~i
-- --

;> an(l, consequently,
- = cos8 - sin

s
. It is essential

/>

-
r d a? p,

-
r d y* p p p,

to observe that , ,

- are quantities of the same sign in the case where the curve drawn in the tangent planed x1 a y*

is an ellipse, and of contrary sign when it is two conjugate hyperbolas. Hence in the first case, we shall have

- = cos* a -\ sin* , and in the second case = - cos2 -- sin
8

,
the sign 4- in the left side being

f Po Pi P Po Pi

taken when the radius of curvature p is in the same direction as p , and the sign when it is in the same direction

as the radius pi.
If the differential coefficients -j*, -j j

are equal, the curve described in the tangent planed i* d y

becomes a circle. At the same time we shall have p, = p and p = p,.

If one of the two quantities --^
- -

f
, is equal to nothing, the line drawn in the tangent plane becomes the

d2
11

system of two parallel lines. One of the radii
/> , p, then becomes infinite ;

let = 0, we shall have p,
= cc,

and the formula will give
- = cos* . In this case p. is the radius of curvature of the normal section which
P Po

has for its tangent a straight line perpendicular to the two parallel straight lines drawn through the point

(*. y. 2-)

If we add to the value of -
, what becomes that value when for a, a -)-

- is substituted, we find
, a

P Po /
J
i

result agreeing with the theorem stated at the end of the preceding paragraph.

(365.) Let us suppose now, that it is required to find in space for any point (x, y, z) of the given surface the direc-

tions of the tangents to the principal sections, and the principal radii of curvature. It will evidently be sufficient to

find the maximum and minimum, or the two minima of the radius of curvature p =; o:
8

-f-y
s + z!, the coordinates

Xi, yi, and Zi being connected by the two equations

dfu <Pu d 2d*u 2(Pu 2 d? u du du
,

du

Hence the values of x,, y t , and 2,, corresponding to the principal radii of curvature, must satisfy the equation
# dxl -\- yi d y, + z, d *i

= 0, after having eliminated d xlt d yu d z,, by means of the two equations
ePu d'n

d* u d*u (P

-dJd-^ + d^d-Z
y > +

d

du du , du ,

If then we add the three last equations after having multiplied the first and last by two indeterminate coefficients

s, t, it is clear that we may determine the values of s and t so as to render equal to nothing, in the resulting
equation, the coefficients of d x^ dy t , d z,, since it is obvious that these three quantities may be eliminated from
the three equations. Thus the values of s and t may be determined so as to satisfy the three equations,

d8
" d*u du d*u d>u d*u du-

rfu d*u

If we add these equations after having multiplied them respectively by x,,ylt s,, we shall have, r s p, or
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s = i - ch enter into these euatios th

relat ons

Calculus.
s = i - =

9. since we have already between the various quantities which enter into these equations, the

d*u
, ,

d*u .-*'
du du d n

x, + y,
---h 2, = 0, and x? -f- y\ + z\ = />.

Now, since the quantity a is the same as the quantity q, the three above equations may be put under the

following form,

(d*u

\ d3 u d'u du d* u /d1 u \ d1 u du
drx'- q

)
Xt

d'u d'u
. /dS M \ du

dx dz '

From which we shall derive the values of x, y, z. We shall find

ds u /d
2 u \ d1 u

I a I
_ (duT/d^u _ \/d*u_ \ /' <Fu; V~l d u

j~
d1 u

"
id^r LV?

~
V W*

~
V

~
\dy~d~z) J Ty \_dzdx

'
__

7y~dz
~

\d~7'

~
dTdy

duT d'u d'u du \ d'u
* dz _dydz

'

dxdy
<fu /d'u \ d*M~ dM~/rf*w N/d1

?/ \ _
8 V

rf?r ds
j< d'u /if u

dzdx V dydz
d?u

~l)

j ('

_ e J
d F d'u d'u _ /d* _ \ d*u

~\
.duT d'u d'u _ /d'u _"

idxl_dydrdjdy V^dy
8 q

)dy d zJ d y \_dxdy d zdx
~
\dT

2

In these formula; K designates a quantity the value of which may be derived from the relation x*} + y' + z? = p.

p*We find thus K =-
, u' being the sum of the squares of the coefficients of K in the values of x,, y lt and ?,.

Moreover, if we substitute these same values in the formulae x,
--

(- u, --f- z. -^ = 0, we find
d x d y dz

=-
(du\*r/fu _ \/d*u _ \ _ / jf-^ v-|

d d
r
\d2/L\rf^ V\5r / Vdxdy/J

1
dydz

g d8
!* A^M \ d*M ~1 duduP d'u d'u /dl u \ d' u

"""

dTdy
~
^dy

~
V dTd^J "*'

d~y d^r |__dzdxdydz
This equation is of the second degree with respect to q, and the two values it gives for that quantity are those

corresponding to the two principal radii of curvature. Knowing these values of q, the equation p db - will

give the values of the two principal radii of curvature, and {he above values of
x,, yt , z,, together with the

,4
equation K =

, will give the coordinates of four points situated on the tangents to the principal sections.

To determine the directions of these tangents, we have the equations

x, = p
?

cos , y l
= p

1
cos /8, Z! = />

2
cos 7.

When the variables x, y, z are separated in the equation u = 0, that is to say, when the function u is divided
into three parts, each of which contains only one of the variables x, y, z, we have for all the points of the given

surface = 0, = 0, = 0. Then the equations which, in the general case, give the values
dydz a* da d xd y

of xlt yv and z lt become

fd* u \ du /d1 u \ d u /d* u \ du
q ] T, = t ,

i qty.sst ,
i -i j Q ] z, = t

,
1 / dx \'ly* / dy \dz' */

' dz
VOL. II. Z
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Integral and by substituting the values of <r,, y,, and z,, derived from these formulae, in the equation Part III.

v _..-,_- du du du Vi^^/,

we find

\d_y
d*u

These same formulae combined with the equation p .r
8 + y\ + z', will give

1 1 0.

and then, by means of the formulae *, = p cos a, yt p cos ft, Zi = p* cos 7, we get

d*u

du du du
dx dy dz

These formulae joined to the relation - = - will be sufficient, in the present hypothesis, to determine the direc-

tions of the tangents to the principal sections, and the principal radii of curvature.

We shall apply these formulae to a few examples.
x* y z*

1. Let the proposed surface be the ellipsoid represented by the equation +?j H
;

We may assume
ft Or C

M = -
( (-

- + - - 1 I, and then we shall find

2\a- 62
c
8

}

du x du y d u 2 d'u 1 rf* u 1 d1

d x c?' dy &*' d z c
8 '

dx* a2 ' d y* 6
8 '

d

Then the equation which determines the value of q will become

as* y1 t
1

1
1 =0.

We shall have also

and

(1 q a
1

) cos a _ (1 q 6!

) cos ft __ (1 q r) cos y

These formulae will be sufficient to determine in each point of the ellipsoid the directions of the tangents to the

principal sections, and the two principal radii of curvature. Moreover, ifwe subtract from the equation of the ellip-

x' y* 2*
soid the equation which is used to determine the values of q, we get + + T

:= ^' Which equation999
shows, that if, after having calculated one of the maximum or minimum values of the variable q, a new ellipsoid
is constructed, the semi-axis of which, designated by a lt b,, ct are determined by the equations

a-a'-l, 6-6'-!, < - # -

this new ellipsoid will also pass through the point (x, y, z). It may be remarked, that the sections made by the

coordinate planes in the proposed ellipsoid and in the new ellipsoid will have the same foci, since

a' - 6
8 = aj

-
6!, a2 - c" = o - c

!
, 6' - c8 = 6? - c[.

2. Let us conceive that after having drawn, in the plane of x, y, a curve represented by the equation y f(x),
we make this curve turn round the axis of x. It will generate a surface of revolution, in which the distance of the

point (x, y, z) form the axis of x, which is J(y* + zs), will be equal, without taking into consideration the sign, to

the ordinate of the generating curve. Therefore we shall have for every point of the surface

r- z
1
) = /(x), or
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CakuTus. We may assume u = -
{ y* + z

8 - (/(*) )
s

} , and we shall find then

Then the equation to determine the value of 9, in the ease where the variables x, y, z are separated, will become

ffx)

X

)^+
(

f\x)f" (x)
+

\ H"
~ 0- If then we substitute for y* + z* its value (/(*))' we sha11

find q = - /ff .{'' ^ a
- We shall have besides, r = ^ { y

8 + z
8 + (/(*)/' <) } = f(x) V { 1 +

1 + (./ W J

x .,.
. . ^ . .

5 _A v/ '

.

(/* (*))'} Consequently, p= + 5
_A^

v/ ', This value of
/; is the radius of curvature of the

generating curve, which in fact coincides with one of the principal sections of the surface of revolution. As to the

radius of curvature of the other principal section, it will be sufficient to determine it to take the three equations in

q and t, which in the present case will be reduced to

{ 9+ (/%*)

These three equations are verified by taking q = 1, t =: 0, x, = 0, therefore the formula = - will give p

i T = iy (x) { 1 + (f (#) )
2
} , a value which is precisely that of the normal to the generating curve. Besides,

since x
t
= 0, we shall have cos a = ; and therefore it is obvious that the principal section corresponding to this

radius of curvature will have for its tangent a straight line contained in a plane perpendicular to the axis of x.

(366.) The general formulae we have obtained become simpler when the equation of the surface is resolved with

respect to z, and reduced to the form z =f(x, y).
Let us assume then

df(x,y) _ d/(*.y)_ tf/Oyy) _ r d*f(x,y) _ <P/fr, y) _
dx dy dx* dxdy

'

dy*
We shall have M = f(x, y) z, and, consequently,

d u _ d n _ du _ d* u _ d* u _ d* u __ d* u _ d1 u d* u

Tx~ P'Ty~ q'd^~ 'd^~ r

'd~if~'d~z*
= '

'

dydz~
' dzdx~ '

dxdy~
These values being substituted in the preceding formulae will give r, = y (1 + P~ + 9*). q r cos

8
a -j- 2 cos a

cos ft -f- 1 cos* /8, p cos a + q cos ft = cos 7, r x^ + 2 s x, y, + t yl = d; r, p #, + g y, =: * r, and 9, being the same

quantities we have hitherto represented by r and q. The two last will be in the present hypothesis the two

equations of the plane curve drawn in the tangent plane. Since the first of these two equations contains only the

two coordinates ^i and y ly it represents the projection of the curve on the plane of x, y, and as this equation

belongs either to an ellipse, to two conjugate hyperbolas, to a system of two parallel lines, or to a system of two

straight lines passing through the point (x, y, z), it may be assumed that the curve in question will present the

same circumstances.

As to the principal radii of curvature, they will be determined by means of the formula a:, d T, + y t d yt + i

d z, = 0, from which the quantities d xt , d y lt d *, must be eliminated by means of the differential equations

(rxi+ yi)dxl+ (**, + tyt) dy, = 0, pdx^ gdy, = dz,.

But if we first eliminate d z, between the first and the third of the three last equations, we find (.r, + p z
t) d x,+

(yl -f- q 2,) d yi = ; and this being compared to the second equation gives

r Xt + s y l _ a*. + ty l j, (i-a
1

, + sy.) +y, (sxl + <y,)

and then, since we have r x\ -f- 2 s x, y, + < yj = r,, p cr, -J- 9 y\ = z
i a d P *T + y?+ z' we s^a^ Set

rx,-f-y, _ sT, + <y! , r, __

or, which is the same thing,

[r
-

(1 +pz

)9,],r 1 + ( -P99i) 3/1
= 0. (s

- p 9 </,) ar, + (t (1 + 9*) 9,) y, = (a).

To obtain from these formulae the value of 7,, it is sufficient to eliminate x
l
and y,.

We shall find thus,

((! +j*)9i) 0- (1 + 9) 9,)
- -

.P 9 9,)' = 0, orQ+^ + T
8

)?;- { (1 + p1
) < - 2 P9 + C 1 +9*) r }

9, + r t - *" = 0.

We have besides,
- = + -

8 , and by combining the equation (a) with the equation p a;, + 9 y, = z

we find

jr, y, z, p* y^(l -j- p
8
)

P 1 rY + (1 + P
8 + 9*) [(1 + J9*) 9i

~ r]
8

}

'

z2
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Integral and, consequently. Put III.

Calculus. >~^v-
'_,--!_< cos a __ cos ft _ _ cos y __~ ~ ~

J{ [(1

The two values of q t
derived from the equation of the second degree, found above, are

_(1 + p*)t-2pg S + (\ + g
t
)r V { [ (I + p>) t - Zp gs + (1 + o8

) r]
8 - 4 (L + p* + 9) (r t - f) }

But the quantity under the radical is identically equal to

{ ( 1 + p') [( 1 + p) t - ( 1 + 9') r] + 2 p q [p q r - ( 1 + p") ] } + 4 ( 1 + p
8 + q*) [p g r - ( 1 + p') ]

(1 + p
1
)
1

it follows that the two values of q t
are essentially real When rt s

s > 0, the equation from which those two
values are derived shows that these values are of the same sign. Therefore in that case the two principal radii of

curvature are in the same direction, and represent a maximum and a minimum of the variable p. If we had
r t s

8 < 0, the two values of
<jr,

would have contrary signs, and the principal radii of curvature would have

opposite directions, and represent two minima of the variable p. Lastly, if we had r t s
8 = one of the values

of q,
= 0, and the maximum value of p becomes infinite ; therefore the curvature of one of the principal sections

would be equal to nothing, that is to say, that one of the principal sections would be a straight line This takes

place in each point of a surface developpable ; consequently, the values of r, s, t derived from the equation of such

a surface will verify the formula r t f = 0, whatever be the values of x, y, z.

The two values of g, become equal in the case where the quantity under the radical becomes equal to nothing.
This cannot take place unless we have, at the same time, pqr -

(1 + p
8
) s = 0, and (I + p

1

) t - (1 + <f)r =. 0,

or which is the same thing,
- - = =

;. But in this case o, = -- = =--. Therefore
1 +jf pq 1+g8

1 + p
8

p q 1 + <f

all the values of the variables
<?,

and p, become equal. In the same supposition the values of cos <*, cos ft, cos 7
become indeterminate.

In order that the principal radii of curvature should be equal and in opposite directions, it is necessary that the

coefficient of the first power of q, should be equal to nothing, or (1 +p*) 2p qs -f- (1 + g
!

) r = 0.

It was Euler who first established the theory of the curvature of surfaces, and showed the relations which exist

between the radii of curvature of the several sections made in a surface by normal planes. (See Memoirs de
UAcademie de Berlin, 1760.)

(367.) We shall investigate now the values of the radii of curvature of the curves which may be drawn upon a

given surface,

Let u = be the equation of the surface, and let us suppose that on this surface a curve is drawn, passing
through the point, the coordinates of which are represented by x, y, z. If she the length of the arc of this curve, and

p its radius of curvsture corresponding to the point x,y, z, the cosines of the angles formed by this radius with

the axes of coordinates will be according to (316.) p
-

p ?, p 1. If through the same point (x, y, z) we
U S U & CL a

draw a normal to the surface, and if, for brevity sake, we suppose r = * / If ) + ( ) + { )
1 theV (\dxj \dyj \dzjj

cosines of the angles formed by the normal, produced in a certain direction, and the axes will be respectively
Id 11 \dnldu
r d~x' r d~v' r d~z

" W *ng\e formed by the direction of the normal with the direction of th?

radius of curvature, we shall have

r ds*

Let, also, a, ft, y be the angles which the tangent to the curve forms with the three axes, we shall have, in making

du du du

and, consequently,
cosSo r

or- = - -, or p = -- cos S.
P r q

The quantity r contained in the right side of this equation depends only on the position of the point (x, y, z) on
the surface; the quantity q depends not only on this position but also on the direction of the tangent to the curve
drawn upon the surface; and S represents one of the two angles formed by the osculating plane of the curve or
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Integral which is the same thing, the angle formed by the principal normal to the curve with the normal to the surface. Part III.

Calculus. This understood, it is obvious that if together with the point, (x,y, z,) the tangent to the curve and the osculating
^ ^ -

^^v^- plane are given, the quantities q and r will be known, as well as the numerical value of cos S, and the radius

of curvature will be determined by the above formula p = cos S. Hence, since the quantities p and r are

quantities which are essentially positive, we may conclude that cos S and q will always be quantities of different

signs. Ttiis remark will enable us to determine first the sign of cos S, and consequently in what direction, on the

principal normal, the radius of curvature should be taken.

From what precedes, results, first, that, if two curves drawn on the same surface through the same point, have

at that point the same osculating plane, they will also have the same radius of curvature
; secondly, that if

these two curves have the same tangent without having the same osculating plane, their radii of curvature will be

proportional to the cosines of the angles which their principal normals form with the normal to the surface. In

the particular case where the osculating plane of a curve becomes a normal plane to the surface upon which the

curve is drawn, we have cos S = 1, the sign being determined by the direction of the radius of curvature ; and

we have therefore p = ^ , which is the same formula we have already obtained in (363.) By comparing this value

of p with the general value p = cos X, we obtain a theorem which may be stated in the following manner.

Any curve whatever being drawn on a surface, if through the tangent to this curve, at a given point, (x, y, z,)

we conceive a normal plane to the surface, the radius of curvature of the curve will be equal to the product of the

radius of curvature of the section corresponding to the normal plane, by the cosine of the angle formed by that

plane and the osculating plane of the curve.

It is easy to verify the preceding theorem in several simple cases. Thus, for instance, if through a given point
on a sphere, a great circle and a small circle are drawn, having, at that point, the same tangent, it is obvious that

the radius of the small circle is equal to the radius of the sphere multiplied by the cosine of the acute angle formed

by the two planes.
Let us consider for a second example the surface generated by the revolution, round the axis of x, of a curve

drawn in the plane of x, y, and represented by the equation y =:f(x) ; and let it be required to find the radius of

curvature p, corresponding to the point (x, y, z) in the curve of intersection of that surface, and of a normal plane
to it, drawn through that point, perpendicularly to the generating curve passing through the same point The
acute angle which this normal plane makes with the plane passing through the point (x,y, i) perpendicularly to

the axis of x, will clearly be equal to the angle T of the generating curve, at the point (x, y, z) with the axis of x.

Therefore, since the intersection of the second plane witli the surface of revolution will be a circle, the radius of
this circle will be equal to p cos -r. It is obvious, moreover, that this radius is equal in length to the

of the generating curve, and consequently, we shall have p cos ^ r= i/Xx) ; or, since

which is a formula already obtained in Example 2. (365.)

Let us suppose now the equation of the surface resolved with respect to 2, and reduced to the form z=.f(x,y),
then if we assume df(x,y)=pdx + qdy, and d*f(x,y) = rdx* + 2 sd x dy-\-tdy*. we shall have,

cos X r cos2 a + 2 s cos a cos /8 4- 1 cos* /8

according to the preceding formula? = . .. . , jr , when S will be the angle included
P V v.1 ~rP ~r9 )

between the radius p and the normal, this normal being produced in such a manner as to form with the axis tl.t

angles X, ft, v, determined by the equations

C"s /
= /,. , !.. . _.v cos " =

(368.) Two surfaces are said to have a point of osculation, when, having a common point, they have at that

point, not only the same tangent plane, but also their principal sections, for that point, contained in the same
normal planes, and their principal radii of curvature equal, and in the same direction.

This understood, if we conceive any plane passing through the point of osculation of two surfaces, it is easy to

conclude from what has been demonstrated in the preceding paragraph, that the two curves of intersection of that

plane with the two surfaces, will have, at their common point, the ssme radii of curvature. Consequently the

r cos* a + 2 s cos a cos ft -\- t cos8 ft

formula-
;

- rr1- will have the same value for both surfaces, for any values of and 6
-- a J

which satisfy the equation cos8 a + cos8 /8 -f- (p cos + p cos /3)
2 = 1. Moreover, the two surfaces having the

ame tangent plane at their common point, the quantities p and q, and consequently the denominator

^/(l + p
3 + if) will be the same for both surfaces ; hence, the numerator r cos2 -j- 2 scos acos/8 + teas' ft

must retain the same value for both surfaces ; and as for the supposition cos a = 0, this numerator is reduced to

t cos" /8, and for the supposition cos /8 ;= 0, to r cos* a; it is easy to see that r, t, and s must have the same values

for both surfaces. Thereloro when two surfaces, represented by two equations between rectangular coordinates
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Integral dz dz d* Z d* z ds z Part III.

Calculus, x, y, z have a point of osculation, the values z, p = . q ,
r =

-j 5,
* = -

, t = -, have tor the v-^ >

coordinates of the common point, the same values in both surfaces. In general, the inverse of this proposition
is obviously true ; however, it might not be so, if the values of some of the quantities, p, q, r, s, t, were infinite.

(369.) From the preceding number, and from what has been demonstrated (363.), it clearly results, that in

order that a point belonging to two surfaces should be a point of osculation, it is sufficient, 1. that the two surfaces

should have, at that point, the same tangent plane ; 2. that the conic section drawn on the tangent plane, any
radius vector of which is equal to the radius of curvature of the normal section, made in the first surface, through
the same radius vector of the conic section, should coincide with the analogous curve drawn on the same tangeri*.

plane, corresponding to the second surface. But a conic section is completely determined when the centre is

known, as well as three lines drawn from the centre to three points of the curve. Moreover, when the radius of

curvature of the curve of intersection of a surface by an oblique plane passing through one of its points is known,
it is easy to find the radius of curvature of the normal section, which has the same tangent, at that point, as the

preceding curve, and, consequently, the length of the radius vector for one of the points of the above-mentioned

conic section. Hence, in order that the common point of two surfaces, which^ have at that point the same

tangent plane, should be a point of osculation, it is sufficient that this point should be a point of osculation of the

three pairs of curves of intersection of the surfaces by any three planes drawn through the same point. This con-

dition will be satisfied, for instance, if the radii of curvature of the sections made in the first and second surfaces

by three planes parallel to the coordinates planes are the same in length and direction.

(370.) Let u = 0, v = be the equations of two curve surfaces, we shall have, by differentiating successively

du dud z du du d z
with respect to x and y,

--
\-
---

j
= 0, + -3

- =
; and by differentiating again each of these equa

d x d z ax ay a z ay
lions with respect to x and y,

d*u d x d* u /d zV du d*z _
dx dz dx d z*\ dj d z dx*~

d* u d z d* u d z d* u d z d z du d* z
i ,1 , ,t ~ T~ "*"

,7 ~ j T7, "*" A -2 T"-, T^. ' TT

dx*

dxdy dydzdx dxdzdy ds^dxdy dzdxdy
d' u

, .
d
8 M d z d*u /dz\*. dud? z

or, which is the same thing,

du du

d*u d'u
t
f u

,
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Integral sphere will meet the two curves in two points very near each other. The distance of these two points will be Part III.

Calculus, the distance of the wo curves at a distance i of the point of contact. This distance is clearly measured by the
v-~v"'

*"""v~p-'/ chord of tba arc of a great circle of the described sphere, contained between the two curves. The radii drawn
from the centre of the sphere to the extremities of this small arc will include a small angle, which we shall call

w, and each of these radii will form a very small angle with the common tangent to both curves. The arc of the

w
great circle, above mentioned, will be equal to i w, and the chord to 2 i sin .

w
It is obvious now that the less the length of the chord 2 i sin is, the nearer to each other will be the two

w
curves at the distance i from the point of contact. But the degree of smallness of the chord 2zsin -

, for the

same value of i, will depend on the degree of smallnes of sin -, or of w. Hence, it is natural to take the

degree of smallness of w, considered as a function of i, to indicate the order of contact of the two curves.

Let us then suppose that w, considered as a function of i, is an infinitely small quantity of the order a. Since

w
.

sin -

the ratio r-= has unity for its limit, the product w .
- = 2 sin -, will also be an infinitely small quantity

\w w 2

2

of the order a, and consequently the expressions i w, and 2 i sin , infinitely small quantities of the order a + 1.

We shall, therefore, say, that the order of contatt of two curves in space, which touch each other at a point P, is

less by one than the order of the infinitely small quantity which represents the distance between two points Q and

R, situated on the two curves, at equal distances from the point of contact, and the distance of which to that

point is an infinitely small quantity of the first order.

It is necessary to remark, that the line Q R, being the base of an isosceles triangle, opposite to the very small

angle w of that triangle, will nearly be perpendicular to the sides P Q, P R, and consequently to the common
*

tangent to the two curves. It is also obvious that the surface of this small triangle is equal to sin w, that is

to an infinitely small quantity of the order a + 2.

Let us imagine now that the two curves and the triangle P Q R are projected on a plane not very nearly per-

pendicular to the plane of the triangle P Q R. The projections of the two curves will have a common tangent, and
therefore will touch each other. Let the three points which are the projections of P, Q, and Rbe denoted by P'Q'R'.
Let S be the angle of the two planes P Q R, P' Q' R', and 0, x. at>d Y' ^e tne angles which the lines P Q, P R,
Q R make respectively with their projections P' Q', P' R', Q' R'. We shall have

P'Q' = PQcos0 = tcos0, P'R'=PRcosx = icosx. Q' R'= Q R cos ^ = 2 i sin ^ cos ty,

and also by a well-known theorem, the surface of

P'Q'R' = PQRcosS = itsin to cos J = sin Jw cos % w cos S.

Moreover, the sine of the angle P' Q' R' is equal to the double of the surface of the triangle P'Q' R' divided

by the rectangle P' Q' X Q' R'' of the sides including the angle. Hence, sin P'Q' R' =-=---

,
and the

cos cos ^
product of this sine by the line P' Q', or the length of the perpendicular drawn from the P' on the line Q7

R',

will be represented by
-'

. But the value of w being very small, and those of the angl 0, x, V>COS Mf

being sensibly different from -, the quantities cos J w, cos $, cos tf>, cos x. cos ^, will have values which will not

be infinitely small. Consequently, the line Q' R' will be an infinitely small quantity of the order a + I -he

angle P' Q' R', which it forms with the line P' Q', will be sensibly different from nothing, and the distance tf ihe

point P' to the line Q' R' an infinitely small quantity of the first order. Besides, the common tangent to the

projections of the two curves will nearly coincide with the line P' Q', and will therefore form with the secant Q' R'
a finite angle. Consequently, the projections of the two curves will have, as well as the curves in space, a
contact of the order a.

If the plane of the triangle P'Q' R' were sensibly perpendicular to the plane of the triangle P Q R, and if, at

the same time, the angles of the lines P Q, P R, and, consequently, the angle of the common tangent to the two
curves with this same plane P' Q1

R', were sensibly different from nothing, the projections of the two curves on
the plane P' Q' R' would have a constant of an order equal or superior to a. For then, the distances P' Q', P' R',
would still be infinitely small quantities of the first order, and the distance Q' R' an infinitely small quantity of

the order a -}- 1, or of a superior order. If, therefore, in this hypothesis, we imagine that a sphere be described

having P' for its centre, and F Q' for its radius, and that it cut the projection of the second curve in a point s1,
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contrary, the line Q' S', basis of the small isosceles triangle P' Q' S', wirl nearly be perpendicular to the same

tangent. Therefore the triangle Q' R' S' will nearly be right-angled at S', and consequently the lime Q' S' nearly

equal to Q' R' cos R' Q' S', that is to say, to an infinitely small quantity of the order a -f 1, or even of an order

superior to that number ; and, hence, the order of contact of the two projections will be equal or superior to the

number a.

Let us suppose now that the two curves in space are projected on the planes of the x, y, and x, s, and, more-

over, that the angle of the common tangent to the curves and the axis of x differs sensibly from a right angle.
This tangent will then be neither nearly perpendicular to the plane of x, y, nor to the plane of x, z. These
coordinate planes, besides, cannot be at the same time nearly perpendicular to the plane of the triangle P Q R,
for if it were so, their line of intersection, that is to say the axis of x, would necessarily form an angle nearly

equal to 90 with the lines P Q, P R, and, consequently, with the common tangent to the two curves. This

understood, it results from the principles above established, that the contact of the projections of the two curves

on the plane of the x, y, and that of the projections of the two curves on the plane of the x, z, will always be of

the order a, or of an order superior to the number a, and on one of the two coordinate planes, at least, of an order

equal to a.

Hence, to obtain the order of contact of two curves which touch each other in a point where the common
tangent to the two curves does not form a right angle with the axis of x, it is sufficient to find the numbers
which indicate the orders of contact of the projections of the two curves on the planes of x, y, and on the plane
of x, 2. Each of these numbers, if they be equal, or the smallest of the two, if they be unequal, will indicate the

order of contact of the two curves in space. This is equally true whether x, y, z represent rectangular or

oblique coordinates.

(372.) Let us suppose that two curves, each represented by two equations between the three rectangular or

oblique coordinates x, y, z, have a common point, corresponding to the abscissa x, and, at that point, a common
tangent not perpendicular to the axis of x, with a contact of the order a. Let us, moreover, take x for the inde-

pendent variable, and let y', y", y'", &c., and z', z", z'", &c., designate the successive derived functions of y and
z, considered as functions of*. Then, according to the preceding principles, and to what has been before stated

with respect to the contact of two plane curves, the quantities y, y
1

, y" y(n\ z, z', z",. . . . z(
"'. will assume

the same values, for the value of*, corresponding to the point of contact in both curves, n being equal to a,
or the integer immediately superior to a, whilst the values of y(l>+1)

, and 2C"+1)
, or at least the values of one of

them, will be different.

Hence, when the common tangent to the two curves is not perpendicular to the axis of x, and that it is known
that the order of contact is an integer, it is sufficient to determine this order to find the greatest value which can
be taken for n, in choosing this number in such a manner that the values of the quantities y, y', y" . . . . i/-*

}
,

z, z' z",. . , . ztn>, corresponding to the abscissa of the point of contact, should be the same in passing from one
curve to the other. This value of n precisely indicates the required order of contact. If the common tangent
to the two curves formed a right angle with the axis of*, it could not be, at the same time, perpendicular to the

plane of*, y, and to the plane of*, z. Consequently, it would form an angle differing from 90 with the axis

ofy, <nd with the axis of z, or, at least, with one of these two axes. Therefore to find, in this hypothesis, the
older of contact of the two given curves, it would be sufficient to substitute the axis of y, or the axis of z for the
axis of *, and the plane of y, z for the plane of x, z or *, y.

(373.) The order of contact of two curves may also be obtained by a different process, which has on the

preceding the advantage of presenting no restriction.

Let P be the common point of the two curves which touch each other. Let also Q and R be two other points
situated on the first and second curve, at equal distances from the point of contact, which distance is infinitely
small and represented by i. Moreover, from the point P, on the second curve, let an arc P S be taken, having
the same length and direction as the arc P Q, and terminating at a point S. The secant Q S, as well as the
secant Q R, will nearly be perpendicular to the common tangent ; and the chord R S nearly be parallel to the
same tangent. Consequently, in the triangle Q R S, the sides Q R and !Q S will form angles with the third side
I S which will very little differ from a right angle. Therefore the ratio between the two first sides, or, which is

the same thing, the ratio between the sines of the opposite angles, will very little differ from one, and, desig-

nating by I an infinitely small quantity, we shall have Q S = Q R (1 + I) = (1 + I) 2 i sin -. But the limit of
Jg

the ratio between the arc P Q and the chord P Q is also equal to one, therefore if/ designate another infinitely
small quantity we shall have arc P Q = (1 +j) i. This understood, let us suppose that the two curves have a
contact of the order a, and that i is an

infinitely small quantity of the first order. It is clear that the arc PQ
will also be an infinitely small quantity of the first order, whilst the distance Q S will be an infinitely small
quantity of the order a -f 1 ; and the order of this distance will not vary, if we suppose that the arc P Q, or a
quantity such as the arc PQ, remains an

infinitely small quantity of the first order.
Hence, to obtain the order of contact of two curves which touch each other, ft suffices to find the number

which represents the order of the infinitely small distance, between the extremities of two equal lengths taken on
the two curves trom the point of contact, in the case where these same lengths become infinitely small quantities of
the. first order. This number minus one indicates in every case the order of contact

Let i be the infinitely small quantity which represents each of the two equal lengths above mentioned Let
x, y, x, and * y,, z,, be the coordinates of the extremities of those lengths, and I the length of the line which joins
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them. Then / = J { (x T,)
1 + (y

-
3/i)

2 + (z ~iY {
If z be an infinitely small quantity of the first Part III.

order, and if a be the order of contact of the two curves, according to (371.) / will be an infinitely small quantity ^^"v~-"/

of the order a + 1, and consequently, P= (x x,)' + (y y,) -f (z z,)
2 an infinitely small quantity of the

order 2 a + 2. Therefore each of the differences t x^y y t , z z, must be infinitely small quantities of the

order a 4- 1, or, at least, one ofthem, the others being then infinitely small quantities of higher orders. The same
conclusion results also from the remark that the quantities x xlt y y,, z z,, are the projections of I on the

three axes, and that, generally, an infinitely small distance and its projection on any axis whatever are quantities
of the same order, only the order of the projection may be higher than the order of the distance in the case where
that distance is nearly perpendicular to the axis, and it is obvious that this circumstance cannot occur at the same
time for the three axes of x, y, z.

Let n represent the integer equal or immediately superior to a. Then since i being considered as an
infinitely

small quantity of the first order, one of the three differences x xlt y y,, z z,, must be of the order a + 1 ;

the two others being of the same or of an higher order, it follows that if we take t for the independent variable.

d (x
-

x,) d* (x - J.) d" (x - j.)

d?
d(y - y.) d*(y-y t)

y ~ y" di
' ~d?~

tf (y
-

y,)

di"
'

d" (z
-

z,)

d i d i d i-

d(r-z,) d(z- z.)

di
'

dfl di"
'

will vanish with the quantity ', whilst, on the contrary, each of the quantities

**'(*- x.) d-+' (y
-

y,) P+' (z - 2.)

d i*^"
1 din ~ l d i

n^" 1

or at least one of them, will not vanish for i r= 0. Let i and s, be the arcs of the first and second curve

beginning at the point of contact, and terminating respectively at the points x,y, z, and f,,yi, z,. Let us also

suppose that these arcs are in the same direction as the arc i. Since the three variables i, s, and will differ

from each other by constant quantities, we shall have di = ds = d*,, and, with respect to the first curve, we
may take for the independent variable s instead of t, and with respect to the second curve s, instead of i. This

understood, the quantities written above, which were said to vanish for i 0, will become

d x d x, d* x
'

d d,
'

ds!

and

d* x d*x, dy dy, ds
y da

y!

~ds"
~

d~f'
y ~ y"

d~i ds/ ~df
~

"d~sj

'

T~s"
~

Tsj'

d z d z, d? z d'2 z, d* z d" z,

d s dst

'

d sa d f
t ds-

d"+ l

y
d *+' d ?+'

'

In making each of the differences in the first line equal to nothing, we shall form the equations

dx d r, d*x, d*x d"
y =

d y d y, d2
y d* y,

d s d *,

*

d s
! d sj

d z _ d z, ds z _ d* z,

d s d s,' dst d sj

d* z _ d* z,

which must lie verified by the coordinates of the point of contact of the two given curves, whilst, for the same

point, each of the three differences between the partial differential coefficients of the order n -f- 1, or, at least, one
of them, must obtain a value different from zero.

Hence we may conclude that, when two curves have a common point, and touch each other at that point, if

the coordinates x,y, z, of each of them be considered as functions of the arc *, taken for the independent variable,
and if we suppose that this arc s is taken on each curve, in such a manner that its prolongation beyond the point
of contact be in the same direction in both cases ; not only for that point of contact, the variables x,y,z, and

their first differential coefficients , , , will not change their values in passing from the first curve to the
U S U S Ct S

d? x c$ x d? TJ rf" ij

second, but it will also be the same thing with respect to the differential coefficients
-j-j-, -j

.... -
, -j^-

....
d s~ d s3 d 8s d &

d* z d3 z

t , -J-, ..... up to that the order of which will be indicated by the integer equal or immediately superior to
d s (to

the order of contact. These differential coefficients will be the last which will verify the above-stated condition,
so that the three following of the next order, or at least one of the three following, will change value in passing
from one curve to another.

Hence, without repeating almost the whole of the preceding paragraph, it is easy to see what will happen when
the two curves will have a contact of the n'h order, n designating an integer.

(374.) Let r=f(x,y.z) be any function whatever of the three variables x,y,z. If we consider these

variables as functions of s, r will also be a function of s, and we shall find

VOL. II. 2 A
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Calculus, of the above derived functions would present themselves, for both curves, under the form -, or , and would,

however, vary in passing from one curve to the other. In every other case the variable r may be, as it has just been

demonstrated, substituted to the variable s. Only, it is necessary to remark, that it is not possible then to affirm

d"+I x d*+' y d"+' z
that, for the point of contact, one, at least, of the three differential coefficients, -

-r-,
- -, r ,

will change
d r"-r

L d p
n-rl d y^T 1

value in passing from one curve to the other.

(376.) Supposing again that the order of contact of the two curves is , and that r is taken for the independent

variable, let p, q, &c. represent new functions of the coordinates x, y, z. We shall have

dp dp

Part III.

d r d x

d 1

P _ dp

d x d p

dr dy
d* x dp

'

Tr* Ty

dy dp d z

d7 + Tz
'

Tr

d*y dp d* z d* p d x* d*p
Tr*

+
Ty l

dy* dtp
Tz* dr*

+ 2
fpr **'

+ 2
dydz

'

d r d r
d*p_dj: d_x + 2
dzdx dr

'

d r dx dy dr
p dx dy

dr'
&c

d* p __
d p d" x dpd'y djp

d* z

dr" dx d r" d y d r* d z d r"

Hence it is obvious that, in passing from one curve to the other, the differential coefficients . -., .... -
dr dr* d r*'

and even the differentials dp, d* p d?p, will have the same values. Similar conclusions would be obtained

by substituting the function q for the function p. We might also take p or q for the independent variable. Thus,
for instance, we might prove, that the differentials dq, d1

q . . . . d" q, and dr, d?r . .. . d" r, taken with respect to

p considered as the independent variable, do not vary, for the coordinates of the point of contact, in passing from
one curve to the other.

If we suppose r = x, p = y. q = z, these last conditions would become identical with those found above.

We may now remark, that it is always possible to choose the axis of x in such a manner as it should form with

the common tangent to the two curves an angle differing from a right angle. This understood, from what has

been demonstrated in the last paragraphs, and from what has been stated (311 ), it readily follows that if a curve

have a contact of the second order, or of a higher order, with another curve, each of them is an osculating curve of
the other, and reciprocally that two curves which have an osculation have a contact, at least of the second order.

(377.) Let us consider now two curved surfaces which touch each other at a point P. If through this point we

imagine a normal plane to the two surfaces, the two lines of intersection will be tangents to each other
;
and if

we imagine this plane to turn round the normal, the two lines will generally change both their position and form.

As to the number which will represent the order of contact of these two lines, it may remain constantly the same,
or change value with the position of the normal plane. Now, this number, when it is constant, or its minimum
value, in the contrary case, is used to measure what is called the order of contact of the two surfaces. Let a be

this order ; and let us suppose that the two surfaces being cut by any plane passing through the normal, Q and
R represent the points where the curves of intersection are met by an arc of a circle having P for its centre, and an

infinitely small quantity of the first order, designated by i, for its radius. The distance Q R, which, varies with

the position of the normal plane, will be an infinitely small quantity, the order of which will be equal to a constant
or variable number, the minimum of which will be a + 1.

Let us conceive now that through the point Q, situated on the first surface, a secant is drawn in a direction

parallel to a line which forms with the plane, tangent at both surfaces, an angle S having a value sensibly different

from o, but inferior, or at most equal to -. Let us, moreover, suppose, that this secant meets the other surface

in a point s. In the triangle Q R S, the side R S will nearly be parallel to the tangent plane, since it joins
two points of the second surface, situated very near the point of contact. Hence it will form with the

sides Q R, Q S, finite angles, the first of which will very little differ from a right angle, whilst the second will be

equal or superior to S. Therefore, if we designate by I an infinitely small quantity, and by A an angle greater

than S, and less than 90, we shall have Q S =
sin A Q R. From this last formula it results that the

infinitely small distance Q S will be, for all the positions of the normal plane, of the same order as the distance

Q R. Moreover, since the ratio between the perpendicular drawn from the point P on the line Q S and the line

P Q = i will be the sine of the angle PQS, formed by the line QS with a line PQ sensibly parallel to the

tangent plane, and consequently a finite quantity, this perpendicular will clearly be an infinitely small quantity
of the first ordt-r. From these various remarks the following proposition is readily deduced.

The order of contact of two surfaces which touch each other at a point P, is inferior by one unity to the value

or to the minimum value of the number which represents the order of the infinitely small distance of the points
Q and S, where those surfaces are met bv a secant, which forms with the tangent plane, common to the two

2x2
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(378.) Let us suppose now that a plane passing through the point P forms a finite angle with the tangent

plane. The intersections of this plane with the two surfaces will be two new curves. We may imagine that the

secant above mentioned, coincides with a line situated in this same plane, and then it will easily follow, that when
two surfaces have, at a given point, a contact of the order a, the intersections with both surfaces of every normal

or oblique plane which forms a finite angle with the tangent plane, common to both surfaces, are two curves

which have a contact of the order a, or of a superior order.

It is important to remark here, that not only the two sections above mentioned may have a contact of an order

much higher than the number , but that even, in certain cases, they may coincide. Then the number which

represents the order of contact of the two sections becomes infinite. These two sections, in some cases, are reduced

to one straight line. We may take as an instance the straight line common to two conical or cylindrical surfaces

which touch each other.

(379.) If the two surfaces are represented by two equations between the coordinates x, y, z, and if the tangent

plane drawn through the point of contact of the two surfaces is not very nearly parallel to the axis of z, then

supposing the secant Q S parallel to this same axis, we shall immediately conclude the following proposition.

To obtain the order of contact of two surfaces which touch each other at a given point where the tangent plane
to the two surfaces is not parallel to the axis of z, it is sufficient to draw an ordinate very near the point of

contact, and to find the value, or the minimum value of the number constant, or variable, which represents the

order of the infinitely small portion of ordinate contained between the two surfaces, supposing that the distance of the

point of contact to that ordimite is considered as an infinitely small quantity of the first order. This value, or

this minimum value decreased by one order indicates the order of contact.

Let z = f(x,y) and z = F (x, y) be the equations of the two curved surfaces. They will have a common

point corresponding to a system of given values of the variables x, y, and, at that point, a tangent plane common
to both, not paraHel to the axis of z, if for the proposed values of x and y the equations z=/(.r, y) and
z = F (x, y) give equal and finite values, not only for the ordinate z, but also for its partial differential coefficients

p = -T
, q= , so that the equationsd x ay

should be verified, and that both sides of each should take finite values. In this" hypothesis the difference

F
(,
x<y) ~f(.x<y) will vanish for the values of x and y relative to the point of contact, and will become infinitely

small when the variables x and y will receive infinitely small increments A x. Ay; and if we consider the dis-

tance -y/(A x* + A y*) as being an infinitely small quantity of the first order, the order of the infinitely small

quantity which will represent the new value of F (x, y) f(x, y) will ne higher by one unity than the order of
contact of the two surfaces. It is necessary, moreover, to remark that the expression \/( A x + A y*) will be
an infinitely small quantity of the first order, if each of the increments A .r, A y, is an infinitely small quantity
of that order, or if one of them be of that order, the other being nothing or of a higher order.

If the two surfaces touch each other in a point of the axis of z, but in such a manner tha* the axis of z should
not be contained in the tangent plane drawn through the point of contact, it will be sufficient, according to what
has just been stated, to determine the order of contact, to find the number which indicates the order of the differ-

ence F (x, y) /(.r, y), in considering the two variables x and y as infinitely small quantities of the first order
and to diminish this number by one. By operating acording to this method, it will be easy to ascertain that the
four surfaces represented by the four equations z = x* + y*, z x* + y

3
, z = x* + y

3
, z = x* + y-, have at

the origin of coordinates a contact of the first order, whilst, at the same point, the two surfaces z = x"+yf
,44 5_ *>

2 a= *"+' _(_ ^M-i, have a contact of the order n, and the two surfaces z = x -f y*, z = it + y*, a

contact of the order - !=-.
4 4

Let us suppose, again, that the two surfaces have, in a common point, the coordinates of which are x and y,
the same tangent plane, not parallel to the axis of z, with a contact of the order a. and let, besides, n be the integer
equal or immediately superior to a. The difference F (x,y) - f(x,y) will vanish ; and, if we designate by bx
and A y infinitely small increments of the first order, given to the coordinates x and y, the expression1

(.r + A *, y -j- A y)
- f(x + A x, y -j- A y) will be an infinitely small quantity of the order a + 1. In

order that the increments A .rand A y should be
infinitely small, it is sufficient to take &x = dx, Ay = a dy, a

designating an infinitely small quantity of the first order, and to give to d x and dy finite values. Then we shall

haveK(-f adx, y + dy)
- f(x + adx,y+ ady}, an

infinitely small quantity of the order a + l, what-
ever be the values given to d x and d y. Let us suppose, for the sake of brevity,

F(*+ a dx, y+ a dy) - f (x + a d x, y J- ady) = y ().

Then V"
+1() will be the first of the derived functions ^ (), ^' (a), y" (a), &c. which will not vanish at the same

time as a. We shall have, therefore, V (o) = 0, y (o) = 0, ^ '

(o) = ____ ^ (o) = 0. But we have, for
the coordinates of the point of contact,

V (o)
- F (x, y) -f(x, y), y' (o) = d F (x, y)

- df (x, y), y" (o) = d2 F (x, y)
- <F/ (x, y), Ac.....

Y'"' (o) = d" F Cr, y)
-

d"f(r, y).
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FCr,y)=/(*,y), dF(x,y) = rf/O,y), d* F (r, y) = d'f(x,y~), &c..... <P F (*, y) =<*/(*, y),

or which is the same thing,

Since these last formulae must be verified whatever be the finite values given to dx and d y, they will obviously

lead to the following equations,

F ,x , =f(x )

<* F (*-y) _ <*/T*y) d F (*. y) _ df(x,y) JF(j.y) _ <P/( j. y)

r, y) _(?/(*. y) <PF(T.y) _ <P/(*.y)
.

P F (j. y) _ <f/(j. y)

dxdy dxdy
'

dy* d x1 dx" dx*

.y) f/(j.y) <TF(j.y) rf-/(. y) PF(j.y) = ff(*,y)

rfy

~
dx"' l

dy
'

dxdy-
1 "dxdy- 1

'

. dy" d y*

Consequently when two surfaces touch each other at a point where the tangent plane to both surfaces is not

parallel to the axis of 2, not only, for that point, the ordinate z considered as a function of the two independent

variables x and y, and its partial differential coefficients of the first order -, , have the same values in passingd x dy
from one curve to the other, but the same thing takes place with respect to the partial differential coefficients

<f z tf z
<Fj

d3 z eP z_ ds r rfz

(T?' dxdy dy*' dx3
'

dx'dy' dxdy*' Jy
3.....

up to these the order of which is an integer equal or immediately superior to the order of contact. In other words,
if we designate by n this integer, the ordinate z and its total differentials of all the orders up to the order n, that is

to say, the quantities dz, d*z, d3
z, &c..... d" z, will have the same values in passing from one surface to the

other, whatever be the values given to the differentials d x, dy of the independent variables.

(380.) If, the two surfaces having a contact of the order a, the tangent plane were parallel to the axis of z,

then by giving to the values of the coordinates x, y, relative to the point of contact, infinitely small increments of

the first order, the difference F (x, y) f(x,y) would not generally be found an infinitely small quantity of

the order a + 1. Nevertheless we might still determine the order of contact by the method we have made use of,

in substituting one of the variables x or y for the variable z. Thus, for instance, to show that the two surfaces
i i 1 i

s = x (1 y*) , 2 = X (1 y3
) , which touch the plane of y, z, at the origin of coordinates, have, at that

point, a contact of the second order, it is sufficient to remark that the two equations resolved with respect to x

23 zt
2< 2a

assume the forms x = --
;,
x = --

, and that the difference
;
-- --

-, is an infinitely small quan-
l y 1 y 1 y' i y

tity of the third order, when y and 2 are considered as infinitely small quantities of the first order. As to the

difference F (x, y) f(x, y), it is reduced in this example to x (1 y*) x (1 y
s

) , and when we con-

sider x and y as infinitely small quantities of the first order, it is an infinitely small quantity, not of the second

order, but of the order only.

(381.) When the tangent plane to both surfaces is not parallel to the axis of z, and the order of contact is

an integer, it suffices to determine this order to find which is the last of the equations

F(r,y)=/Cr,y), rfF (*.y) = df(jc, y), d*P (x, y) = d*f(x,y), Ac.

which is verified for the point of contact, independently of the values given to dx and dy. The order of the

total differentials contained in this last equation, will be precisely the order required.
The axis of z may always be chosen so as not to be parallel to the tangent plane drawn through the point of

contact of the two surfaces. This understood, from what precedes it results that, generally, when a surface has

with another a contact of the second or a higher order, one of them is always an osculating surface of the

other; and reciprocally when two surfaces have a point of osculation, they have at that point, at least a contact of

the second order.
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Integral (382.) The principal object of the preceding pages has been to show the application of Differential Calculus Part III.

Calculus. ^0 Geometry. But it is only, as it may have been observed, those geometrical questions which relate to the ^-^v* '

v-""v~''
position of lines and surfaces with respect to each other, that Differential Calculus can be instrumental to

resolve. To that other and most important part of Geometry, which has for its object to measure lines, surfaces,

and bulks, Differential Calculus can be of little use, but to that part, on the contrary, Integral Calculus can be

applied with the greatest advantage. These applications will form the subject of the following pages.
We shall first propose a curve being given by its equation, or equations, to find the length of any portion of it

contained between two given points.

Let the curve be a plane curve, represented by an equation between the rectangular coordinates x, y, or a curve

of double curvature, represented by two equations between the three rectangular coordinates x,y, 2. Let s be the

length of the arc contained between a point A on this curve, and another point of the curve, the abscissa of which
is ,r; and let it be agreed, moreover, that s will be taken with the sign -f- or according to the side of A the

length * is supposed to be taken on the curve. If r represent the angle of the curve with the axis of x, at the

extremity of the arc s, we shall have d s = i sec Td x, the first sign being taken when the arc s increases at the

same time as the abscissa x, and the second sign in the contrary case. This understood, let P and Q be two

points of the curve, respectively determined, the first by the coordinates J ,'y , and Ihe second by the coordinates

J1; y t . Let us also suppose that the abscissa * increases or decreases constantly from the point P to the point Q.
And, finally, let s and s, be the two values of * corresponding to x = x

t
and x zi

a;,. Then since d s = i sec T dx,
we shall have by integrating both sides of this equation, and supposing the integrals to begin with x = xt,

f* /**'
s , = + I sec ^ dx, and supposing, in this last expression x = * we get ,

= / secrdj;. This
\J *0 ij XQ

formula will give the value of the arc P Q, the sign + being taken when the differences s, .?
, j, x

a , have the

same sign, and the sign in the contrary case. If the point P be supposed to coincide with the point A, then if

we suppose the quantities s, s,, x x
t , *, x,, to be positive, the above formula: would give s = / sec T d x,

.
J *

5,
=r / seer d j. When the abscisa x is considered as the independent variable, we have
*J *Q

n being the normal. Therefore s = / */( 1 + j i } d x. In the same manner for a curve of double cur-

vature, sec T =
^/(l

+ g +
tQ,

and consequently s

=fjg \/(l +^+ j) dx.

If the angle T were constant, which is the case when the proposed curve is a straight line, or an helix drawn

upon a cylinder the axis of which is the axis of x, then we hare s = sec T / d x = (y x
a) sec T. But x x

*J *0

is equal to the projection of the arc s on the axis of x; hence it appears, that when a curve, at every point is

equally inclined to the axis of x, the length of a portion of this line is equal to the product of its projection on the
axis of x, by the secant of the inclination.

Let us now apply the preceding formula to a few examples.
Example 1. Let the curve be the circumference represented by the equation x1

-f- if = r*. We shall have

n = r, and consequently sec T = ? =
^ (/_ jg)

. Therefore . =
rJ-^L^ = P

(
sin

-' f _ sin
-,^

a result which might easily have been foreseen.

Example 2. Let the curve be the ellipse represented by the equation + y- = 1 we have then
a2

b"

dy* _ fro* tfjf- - ~ and sec T =

Let < be the eccentricity of that ellipse, then a 6 =
^(a

- -
&'), and secT = \/ ["*," '*,**}. Therefore we

/*
/f

8

e*x*\
V

( a" x8

j

, V I - *' )

dX - K> in this last formula
> we make * = and ,= a, we have for the

fourth part of the perimeter of the ellipse . y^L^j d ,, and consequently four times that quantity

for the whole perimeter. If we suppose * = at, we have the whole perimeter of the ellipse

f<t/Vfe}<'-
This definite integral cannot be obtained in finite terms, but various methods give the means to ealcu ate thevalues of it, with as great an approximation as may be desired.

Example 3. Let the curve be the hyperbola represented by the equation -=1, we shall have
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Part III.

sec T

= / <a
*+ b^ *' ~ a

\ Let fc
. be the eccentricity of the curve, then a = */('+&'), and

V a2
(x*

- a2
)

_ / e x a
jjjgygfojg s I /( !

)
. d a. This formula is the same as that obtained forV x2 a" J wV \ x a J

the length of an arc of ellipse, but. in the last case, the quantity e is less than one, whilst in the case of the

hyperbola it is greater.

Example 4. Let the curve be the parabola represented by the equation y*=2px. We shall have

To find the value of this integral, let us make /( 1 + J=<,
or= "

a _ , and we shall find,

If v,e suppose x, ~ 0, we shall have for the value of the arc of parabola contained between the summit and the

point corresponding to the abscissa x,

Example 5. Let the curve be the logarithmic represented by the equation y = alx. We shall have tan ? = -,

x = a tan T, d x =
r-j . This understood, if we designate by T

O , the value of ^ corresponding to x = x
,
we

/*' dr 1 cos' T-f sin' T COST 1
shall have s =: a I r-:-. But we have - =

r-j
= -r-= h , and, moreover,J ^ cos T sin T cos T sin* T cos T sin T sin T cos T

/c_os^_T= __,_ r- = r- -&
J sm*T sin T ,/ cos T / , fr ,

T\

/ Hs + iT
hence we shall have

(sin T sin

It would now be easy to introduce in this formula the abscissa x instead of the angle T.

* ~r* *

Example 6. Let us next consider the curve represented by the equation y = a which is the catenary,

that is, the curve formed by a heavy and flexible chain attached by its two ends. We shall have for this curve

* * m 9

&
"

t*+e
y =

, consequently, sec T = , and hence

f _ *

e. + e
"

e
"

_ f

Moreover, it is easy to see that in this curve the point corresponding to the abscissa x = is precisely the

lowest point. Consequently, in the catenary, the length of an arc, beginning at the lowest point, is proportional
to y' = tan T, that is to say, to the trigonometrical tangent of the inclination corresponding to the extremity of

the same arc.

(383.) If in the general formula d s = sec T d x, we change x into y, we must, at the same time, change T into

V / >sf
l

a
~ r- We shall have, therefore, d=r icosecTdy. This understood, we shall have s

t
s = / cosecrdy

/"*!
if the differences sl and yl y are quantities of -the same sign, and *, -*=/ cosec T d y, if

J w
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l\ Part III

Calculus, these same differences have contrary signs. When (he curve is plane, cosec T = ^/\ I + ), and, consequently, Vji ^

supposing s = 0, we shall have s = / ,/( \ + -^ } dy. To show an application of this last formula, let us

r y
suppose that the arc s is the arc of a cycloid, represented by the equation x = rcos '

J(2r y y
!

), the

origin of the arc being supposed to be the origin of the coordinates. We shall have then

= j 2 r I
y-- = 2 V 2~r {-

y)

and consequently 4 r - s = 2 \/2r (2r - y). This last equation gives the arc s of a cycloid in function of the

ordinate y, provided the extremity of the arc is situated between the origin of coordinates and the summit of the

first branch of the curve. If in the value of s we suppose y = 2 r, we shall have the value of the whole arc = 4 r,

and by doubling it, the whole length of any branch of a cycloid, between two consecutive cusps.
/.i

(384.) The formula s,
- * = / sec T da; is no longer exact, when it is not possible to go from one of

J K,

the extremities P of the arc to the other extremity Q, without making the abscissa increase and decrease alter-

nately. Let us suppose that s,, s', *", .... i'', s, are values of the arc * forming a series of increasing or

decreasing terms. Let us also suppose that the abscissa x increases or decreases constantly, from the extremity of.?,

to the extremity of the arc
'

from this last extremity to the extremity of the arc ", and, finally, from the extremity of

the arc s1 3 to the extremity Q. Then the whole length of the arc P Q cannot be determined by means of the above

formula, but this formula may clearly be used to determine the length of each of (he differences s' * , *"
.?'', .....

s, s'"', and it will be sufficient to p.dd them together to obtain the value of s, s , that is the length ot the

arc P Q.
/y'

In the same manner, to apply the formula *, = db / cosec -rdy to the determination of an arc PQ, i

t/

would be sufficient to choose the arcs s', s" . . . . s*>, in such a manner that the ordinate y should continually
increase or decrease from the extremity of one of these arcs to the extremity of the next.

To make an application of what precedes, let us propose to find the length of an arc s contained between the

origin and any point whatever of the cycloid represented by the equation x = cos"' (--
J ^(2 r y y*), in

which the radical quantity ought to be taken with the sign -f- or according as the angle <u, determined by the

formula u> = cos~!*f--
I, has for its sine a negative or positive quantity. Let us, moreover, suppose = 0,

the arc s, to be a positive quantity, and the coordinates of the extremity of this arc to be designated by ,r, and yr
In this case, we shall take for the extremities of the arcs *',",. . . ./"', the summits and cusps of the cycloid which are

between the origin and the point (j,,i/i)- Then, it is obvious that each of the arcs s
7

, s" s', s"' s", . . . dm> <"-')

will be contained between two points, one corresponding to the ordinate y = 0, and the other to the ordinate

y = 2 R, and the arc s, /"' between a point corresponding to one of these two ordinates, and the point, the

coordinates of which are xl and y^. From the above equation of the curve we find

y dy /2ry / 2 rdx=~ f.dy,
-i = + A/-', coseCTrrA/ .

J(2ry-y*) dx V y V 2 r y

This understood, if we suppose that s is a positive quantity, we shall find, according to the formula

s, s = /

9s yd

cosec T d y,

/> cosec T d y,
M

- ' = "" - *"' = &c..... = r
J irV \2r-y

As to the value of s, /m) which must be determined by the first of the two last formulae mentioned if m bo>

an even number, and by the last, if it be odd, it will be in the first case

and, in the second,
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Integral If we add now the arcs s', s" - s', s"' s", .s^' - s*"" , s, a*"3
, we shall find for the even values of m, part III.

Calculus.
,
= 4 (m + 1) r 2 ^/[2 r (2 r ?/,)], and for the odd values of m, s' = 4 m r+ 2 ^/[2 r (2 r y)j, results ^^^^^^

s-*v"~<
'

which were both easy to foresee.

(385.) When the integrals contained in the general formula cannot be obtained in finite terms, it is then

necessary to make use of methods of approximation. One of the simplest consists in developing the values of

= A /( 1 -j ),
or cosec ? = \/( 1 ~\~ j % J

in a converging series, each term of which multiplied by

d z or d y should be easily integrable. This is obtained in various cases in making use of one of the two following:

formulae.

J,,,<>\2 I J ,,S 1

/, dxa

\^ ,

Ida* 1 Idx*
,

1 1 3d*5

coseCT=
^
1+

__J
= ! + ____. __ + _._.___&..

d TJ

The first of which is converging when is less than one, and the other when it is superior to one. Thus, for
(t X

instance, by means of these formulse, we may develope in a converging series an are of ellipse or hyperbola,

dy*
provided no point of the curve corresponding to - z= 1 should be between the extremities of this arc.

(386.) Another method by means of which an arc of ellipse or hyperbola may easily be obtained, consists in

developing A / (
-

),
or * /(-; J, according to the increasing or decreasing powers of theV \ a! & J V \ J? a /

eccentricity. Let us suppose first, that it is required to find the length of an arc of ellipse. If to obtain it we

/*
I / ff _ J* \

* / (
-

)
d x, it is clear that the numerical value of x will always be

, V\ a* - J )

less than a, we may therefore suppose x = a cos <p, and if be the value, of corresponding to x =: x^,

/t <v/(l
* cos' 0) d 0. If now we develope according to the

N

increasing powers of e the radical, we shall find

//(I - g
1
COS* 0) = 1 -

f- COS*0 -
S- COS0 - -

.
-

.

^
COS -

^-^-
- ~ COS Q - &.,

a developement which is always converging since by hypothesis e is less than one. Hence we shall find

e2 /** 1 e* /** 1.3 e /*
* = o(0,-0)+5- / cos0d0-f-- / cos'0d0+ l

- - / ros d -f &c.
* J Qo

* J (fa
-4.40 J 0o

But we have cos = (eP
v'" 1 + e"* ^"'

), and also n being any integer whatever,

cos2 n =
or, which is the same thing,

cos2 n = ~

+ -^ cos (2 n 2)0+
" "~ - cos (2 M- 4)0

1 1.2.3 ...2n
\

2
'

1.2. ...n.l.2..77n|'

and in multiplying by d0, and integrating, the integral beginning with =
, we find

1 Jsin 2 n't) sin 2 n 2n sin (2 n 2) sin (2 n 2)
O9-l 1 O^T ' ~"l O ,. O l~2-2

1 1.2.3. .. .2n

2
'

1.2 7J.1.2. . .

From this last expression it results that it is possible to express by means of a finite number of terms each
term of the infinite series which represents the value of s and therefore to find * by means of a converging series

each term of which may he calculated exactly.
It is not unnecessary to remark that in the preceding formula, the angle 0, determined by the equation

cos = -, is precisely the angle included between the positive axis of x, and the radius drawn from the origin to

vol.. i:. 2 B
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integral the point where the ordinate corresponding to the abscissa x meets the circumference of the circle which has for Part III.

Caleuliu.
jls diameter the transverse axis of the ellipse equal to 2 a. ^-^"V""-'

^~~*v~~^ If it were required to find the arc s equal to the fourth part of the whole perimeter of the ellipse, the limits of

the integral relative to x would be o and a, and consequently those of the integral relative to 0, o and -. then the

above formula gives

1 1.2.3 2n * 1.2.3 2 n *
'

1.2.3....n.l.2.3....n2
"

(2.4.. . 2n) (2.4. . .2 n) 2
i

_
1.3.5... .2?i - 1 T

2.4.6.. ..2n 2'

and, consequently,

' 1/1.3.5

I /1. 3. 5. 7

When the ellipse becomes a circle, then e = 0, and * = -.

It may be remarked, that the different products included between parentheses, in the right side of this equation,

are precisely the different terms which compose the developement of (1 e) .

Let us suppose now that it is required to calculate an arc of hyperbola. Then x is always greater than a,

and we shall assume x = .. Designating, as before, by , the value of corresponding to x = jr., we shall
COS

/**

d
jj (e

a cos* 0) . And by developing, according to the decreasing powers of we shall obtain

the equation

7(6
a -COSa 0)_ \_

1. 2. p '
<i _LJJ_> *<h

1-3.5 1

the left side of which is a converging series, since, in the hyperbola, we have > 1. Hence we shall find

a la /** 1.3 a
s = a e [tan tan ] (0 ) / cos* d

2 2 4 6s J 0, 2.46 s

/*
1.3.5 a /

cos* a . , / cos a &c.
tt 2.4.6 Se'J ^

We have seen above that each of the integrals remaining in this series may be expressed in finite terms, therefore

we have the value of s by means of a converging series, each term of which may be easily calculated. If we sup-
pose that the origin of the arc coincides with the summit of the hyperbola corresponding to the abscissa x = a,

we must suppose = 0, and the formula will be simply reduced to the following :

a la
110

~
2' 2

1.3 a /" 1.3.5 a

-fArj /
s
'W -

*3T6 87
It may be remarked, that the angle is precisely the angle contained between the positive axis of x, and the
radius drawn through the origin to the point where the circle, having its centre at the origin, and for radius a, is

touched by a tangent which cuts the axis of x at the point, the abscissa of which is x.

Since the asymptotes of the hyperbola are represented by the equation
- - y- = 0, it is clear that if we call
a" o*

r the distance between the origin and a point of one of the asymptotes corresponding to the abscissa x, we shall

6s 3? a8
-f 6*

have r9 = x- -j- = ^ . j = e a*, and, consequently, if we suppose x to be a positive quantity,

a, e

r = e x
|^

If from the preceding value of r we subtract the arc s, determined by the above formula, we

shall find

^>. rc
2.46<=5

,/

4
cos d + &p.
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alcirius. If now we suppose rf>= -, the last equation will give the value of r s corresponding to x = = oo
, that ."

V. IT ^^^^\/^^^^
COS -

2

is very nearly the difference between two very great lengths, taken, the first from the origin on the asymptote, the

second on the hyperbola from the summit, in such a mariner that the extremities should correspond to the same
abscissa. Therefore if we call D this difference, we shall have very nearly, when x will be very large,

airl I /I IV 1/1.3 IV, 1/1. 3. 5 IV )

D =
47(

1 +
2(2 -T)

+
8(574- ?)

+
4(5^55) +

.......
!'

(.387.) The determination of the length of an arc of ellipse may also be obtained by other means. We have clearly

1 e'x* - a* a*(l COST) a sin T

sec* T =- = -
,
and consequently, x' = ----

, or jc -
5 -,

COS'T r1 if 1 e'eos'r ^/(l e
!
cos! T)

a(l -*)cosrdT a(l-e*)</Tdx=- -
-, and ds = secrdx = --.-

3
.

(16* COB T)
T

(
1 - e COS* T)*

This understood, if we admit that, for increasing values of T, the arc s increases in the ellipse and decreases in

the hyperbola, and if we designate by TO the value of T corresponding to the origin of the arc s, we shall find for

the ellipse s=a(l ") /-: and for the hyperbola s = a (1 e
8

)
/

^ "
(I
- 6* cos8

T)'
J ">

(1
- cos' r)-'

The quantities under the sign of integration may be developed in converging series according to the increasing or

decreasing powers of the eccentricity. If we develope, for instance, the first formula, and if we suppose the

integrals taken between the limits T = and T = -
, we shall obtain a value of * equal to the fourth part of the

perimeter of an ellipse, and hence we shall find the whole perimeter P,

which value, it is easy to ascertain, agrees with the value already found above.

If, in the equation s = --~ we substitute for x its value a cos 0, we find
1 e cos T

1 cos* cos
8 T + t! cos* cos

8 T = 0,

and consequently, when cos0 is a positive quantity,

sin T
cos ==

6*COS*T)'

This understood, we shall have
c* cos T sin T 1

( 1 _ ) rf}=-V(l-..

the

a. \ 2
e1 cos T)

and hence

(1
-

**) / = e8 (cos0cosr - cos cos r
c) + / -v/(l

- e* cos* T) d T.

J
"(I -e'cos'r)*

We shall therefore be able to put the value ofs under the following form :

s = a *' (cos 0cos r cos cos r ) + a
j */(\ e cos' T) d r.

/ TO

This formula supposes T> T,.
Then the product a / A/(! f*cos*r) rfr, is positive, and represents

of the ellipse, the extremities of which correspond to the abscissa? a cos T and a cos T
O

. If this arc be designated
by i' we shall have = a e* (cos cos T cos cos T,) + y, or s *' = a e

1

(cos cos T cos cos T
O), or a<rain

if*' and x'.be the abscissae o the extremities of ', s s' = e* !

a

Hence the difference which exists between two arcs of ellipse so situated that the inclinations of the tangents
drawn by the extremities of one of these arcs be respectively equal to the inclinations of the two radii drawn
through the centre of the ellipse to the points where the circumference described on the transverse axis as a
diameter, is met by the ordinates of the extremities of the second arc, may be expressed in finite terms.

When we suppose T
O
= 0, we have clearly a

= and JT
O
= 0, and we find s s' *

, which equation is
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Integral the expression of a theorem discovered by Count Fagnano, an Italian Geometer. Let us observe, moreover, Part III.

Calculus, that, in every case, the abscissae ,r and x' relative to the extremities of the arcs s and s' should verify the equation
x-g~-v""""'

^"^^~~^ a4 a8
(,r

s
-j- JT') + e

!
x" x'* = 0, which is derived from the equation 1 cos

2
cos* T + cos

2
cos' r =

,r y
by putting

- and for cos and cos T.

(388.) We shall next consider the quadrature of plane surfaces, that is to say, that we shall propose to find

the value of a plane surface limited by curves the equations of which are given.

Let y f(x) be the equation of a plane curve referred to rectangular coordinates. Let P and Q be two points on

this curve corresponding, the first to the abscissa x ,
and the second to the abscissa x, ; let p be any point of the curve

corresponding to the abseissa x, and let it be required to find the area included between the curve the axis of x, and

the two ordinates corresponding to the abscissa; x and x. This area will be a function of x, which we shall designate

by M, and which will vanish for x=z X
Q
. Moreover, if we suppose x > xa , and if we call A x a positive and very small

increment of x, the corresponding increment of M or AM will represent the element of surface contained between

the curve, the axis of x, and the two ordinates f(.x),f(x + Ax). This understood, let q be the point of the curve

corresponding to the abscissa x + Ax. The ordinate of any point of the arc pq will necessarily be of the form

f(x + A x), 9 being a number inferior to one. Hence the ordinates of two points situated on the same arc,

the one at the least distance from the axis of x, the other at the greatest distance, will be of the form

f(x+ 9l Ax),f(x-\-6s Ax'), 6, and 62 being numbers less than one. The numerical values of these ordinates

will clearly represent the heights of the inscribed and circumscribed rectangles to the element of surface Au,
whilst the area of these rectangles will be measured by the numerical values of the products Ax.f(x + 9, Ax),
Ax .f(x -j-

9t Ax). Hence, if we use the notation M (a, a', a", &c.) to represent a mean quantity between the

quantities a, a
1

, a", &c., that is to say, a quantity the value of which is greater than the least, and less than the

greatest of the quantities a, a', a", &c. we shall have,

An = M [/(* + 9, A 3),/(* + t Ax)],

and taking the limits - = / (x) = y, or d u = y d x. If therefore we integrate, in the supposition
CL X

that the integral begins with x ==
x,, we shall have u = / y d x, and if we call the value of u corre-

t/

/ ydx. According to the hypothesis the function u increasing at the same time

as the abscissa x, it will be necessary to take the right side of the preceding (brmula with the sign + when the
ordinate y =f(x) will be positive, and with the sign in the contrary case. Let us now apply this formula to

some examples.

Example 1. Let the curve be the circumference represented by the equation x* + y* = r
8
, we shall have for the

positive value of y, y = ^(r
8 -

,r), and hence M = / ./(r* **) d x. But according to the rules of inte-
J ,

1 1 A/(P* t

a
)

gration/V(r*
- X* ) = - x J (r

8 -
a?)

- - r tan~'
(- const. If we suppose X = 0, we shall have,

therefore, u = x V(r> - f) + f- - tan- = x (>* ~^) + H'tan" or,
~

^(?
_

1 I a:

which is the same thing, u = - x y -f-
- i* tan~' -

, a result which it is easy to verify. If in this last formula we

suppose x = r, we must suppose at the same time y =r 0, and the value of u becomes - r8
, therefore the whole sur-

face of the circle is equal to ir r!
.

x* /*

Example 2. Let the curve be the ellipse represented by the equation
--

J- ^ = 1. We get for the positive

value ofy, y = - V(fl2 ~ ^ antl consequently u = - / ^/(a* x*) dx; but
a / io

therefore we shall have

or, which is the same thing,

x*) d x = x ^(a*
-

x')
t
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et the surface of the

angle x and y, that is to say, ^ x y, the remainder,

Integral If from the surface t, we subtract the surface of the right-angled triangle, having for the two sides of the right Part III.

Calculus. i
' "

-f
'*

1 ,bx 1
- a o tan" 1 - a b tan
2 y 2

.,(1)

(0
will represent the elliptical sector contained between the radius drawn in the direction of the positive y, and the

radius drawn from the centre to the point the coordinates of which are x and y. The surface of the fourth part of

the ellipse will be the value of the preceding expression of M, corresponding to x = a and y = 0. Therefore this

surface = - a b, and that of the whole ellipse will be TC a b.

4
r* if y* x*

Examples. Let us consider the hyperbola represented by one of the equations = 1,
^-t j= 1,

a and 6 being two positive quantities. We shall find for the positive value of y, y = -
^/(j;*^: a*), and, couse-

quently M=- / \/ (j
8

:p <z
2

) d x. But

f 2

Therefore if we consider the hyperbola the transverse axis of which is 2 a, and if we take x = a, and suppose x
to be a positive quantity, we shall have

or, which is the same thing,

/+>
1 1

, ,
a
T

6
;/ =r xy - -abl\2 4 IT y

a ~b'
Such is the value of the area contained between the axis of x, the ordinate y, and the arc of hyperbola the two
extremities of which coincide, the first with the summit of the curve corresponding to x =; a, and the second with

the point the coordinates of which are x and y. If we subtract this area from the surface of the right-angled

triangle the sides of which are x and y, the remainder,

*ill represent the hyperbolic sector contained between the radius drawn in the direction of the positive a;, and
the radius drawn from the centre to the point the coordinates of which are x and y. In the case where this last

point is situated at an infinite distance, that is to say, in the case where x and y are infinite, the expression of the

surface of the sector becomes also infinite.

If we designate by or, and yj the coordinates of a point of the asymptote corresponding to the branch of curve

we consider, we shall have ^- = ;
therefore if we suppose y, = y, we shall have %- = , and the value of the

b a b a

hyperbolic sector alxwe mentioned will become a bll |= a bit '

|. Therefore this surface
2 \x-xj 2 V /

is equal, but of contrary sign to half the product of the semi-axis a and 6 by the hyperbolic logarithm of the

ratio obtained in comparing with half the transverse axis the length x xt ; reckoned upon a parallel to this axis,

between the curve and its asymptote.
In the case of the equilateral hyperbola, represented by the equation x!

y' = r*, the surface of the hyper-

bolic sector would be r1 1 (
J.

If the same hyperbola were referred to its asymptotes, its equation would be

x y = r, or y = -, and we would have = r1 / = - r* I .

I X 'i J X X
a

Example 4. Let the curve be the parabola represented by the equation y
2 = 2p x, the positive value of y will

i i 4 f** 4 2 412
be y = 1p x , and we shall have therefore = (2/;) / x d x = -

(2py
l x i -

xy. Hence the area con-
J n
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Integral tained between the axis of the parabola, an arc of this curve which has the summit for origin, and an ordinate Part III.

Calculus.
* ^v

^^/-^
perpendicular to the axis, is equal to the - of the circumscribed rectangle. From this we may immediately con-

3

elude, that the area contained between the arc of the parabola, the tangent drawn through the summit, and a

straight line parallel to the axis, has for its measure the third of the surface of the circumscribed rectaii-rle.

Example 5. Let the curve be the parabola of the degree a represented by the equation y = A x\ A and a

P* A
being two real and constant quantities. We shall have u = A / x d x =

^-
ar**

1

or, which is the same thing,

u==
x y Hence in a parabola of the degree a the surface contained between an arc beginning at the summit

a+ 1'

or at the point of inflexion, the tangent drawn through that point, and a straight line perpendicular to this

tano-ent, is to the surface of the circumscribed rectangle as one to 1 + a. It a were less than one, the ratio

between these two surfaces would be that of the two numbers a and a + 1. If we suppose a == 2, or a = 1,

this general theorem gives results already known.

Example 6. Let the curve be the logarithmic represented by the equation y = a I (x) in which a designates a

positive and constant quantity, we shall derive from the general formula, in supposing J = 1 and x > 1,

u = a I Ixdx a(xljc x-j- \). To find the area included between the negative axis of y, and the part

of the logarithmic which has this axis for asymptote, we should make use of the general formula

f**\

u = / ydx. Then by taking the left side with the sign -, and supposing x, = 0, and
a,-,
= 1, we would

find for the required area u = a I Ixdx = a. This area, therefore, is not infinite as that contained between

the hyperbola and its asymptote; but it is equal to the number a, that is to say, that this number represents

the limit of the area contained between the axis of x the part of the curve produced on the side of the

negative y, and an ordiuate of the same curve, supposing this ordinate to approach nearer and nearer to the

axis of y.

e- + <?

Example. 7. Let the curve be the catenary represented by the equation y = a . If we suppose x =. we

*

shall find u = *
:

. Such is the expression of the surface contained between the axis of x, the catenary,

and the two ordinates a and y, corresponding to the two abscissae and x. If besides, we designate by s, the arc

6" C *

contained between these two ordinates, we have found before * = a . Consequently u = as. Hence
8

the area contained between the axis of abscissa, the arc * beginning at the lowest point, and the two ordinates of

the extremities of this arc, is equal to the rectangular parallelogram, having for its base the arc *, and for its

height the ordinate of the lowest point.

(389.) In several cases the valuation of surfaces may be more easily obtained by substituting for the variable x

another variable. Let it be supposed that u represents the surlace contained between the axis of x, and lhecyclo;d

represented by the equations x iz r (MI sin w], y = r (1 cos w). Then d x = y d w, and if we designate by

? the value of w corresponding to x = T
O , we have u = I y

2 dw= r* / (1 cos >)
! d w. Let us suppose that

U o U <m

'he area begins at the origin of coordinates, then te = 0, and we have

=/ (I
- cosw)

4dw= ra / (1
- 2 cos w -f cos zc) d w = ra / ( - -- 2 cosw + -cos 2 w Jdw

f 3 1 }= r- { w 2sinw H sin 2 wk
12 4

And, since w designates the angle described by the generating circle of the cycloid, it is obvious that by making
w = 2ir in the last formula, we shall have the area contained between the axis of x, and the first branch of the

cycloid. We find thus u = 3irr*, therefore the area contained between the basis of the cycloid and one of the

branches of the curve is equal to three times the area of the generating circle.

(390.) Let M now represent the area contained between two curves represented by the equations y =/(*^ and

y = F {x), and secondly, between the ordinates corresponding to the abscissa? X and x. Then it is easy to prove
that d u = {F (J-) 'f(x)}d x, the sign + being taken when the difference F (x) f(x) is positive, and the

sign
- when it is negative. If we suppose <p(x) equal to the numerical value of the difference {F(a?) /(*)},
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Integral /' Part III.

Calculus, we shall have du =
<j> (x) dx, and K = / (x) d x. This formula is similar to that we have used before, only

' '..~_' it

<t>(x) does not represent here the ordinate of a curve, but the length of the linear section made in the surface u

by a plane perpendicular to the axis of x, and corresponding to the abscissa x. If the curves represented by the

equations y =/(jr) and y = F (x), intersected in two points corresponding to the abscissae x
a
and x, then w would

designate the area contained between the two curves. It would also be the area contained between the two

curves, if they touch each other at the points corresponding to the abscissae * and x. Lastly, the values y =f(x)
and y = F (x) may be two values derived from the same equation, J\x,y) =r 0, representing a curve, limited all

round. Then to derive from the formula M = / (x) d x the value of the area inclosed by this eurve, it will be
t/

sufficient to substitute for a: and J the greatest and smallest abscissae of the points of the curve, or, which is the

same thing, the abscissae of the two points of the axis of x which include between them the projection of the curve
on this axis. lu most cases, these abscissae will be those of the points of the curve when the tangent becomes

parallel to the axis of y.

Let us take for example the curve represented by the equation J2"1

-f- y'
!m = 1, m being any integer whatever.

We shall have two values of the ordinate

y = (I
- ""), y = (1

- x*m)", and consequently, (x) = 2(1 - i*"1

)*.

dy /iV1"-'

The equation of the curve gives besides -
(
-

,
and it is obvious that the tangent will become paralleldx \y/

to the axis of y, at the points where y = 0, and consequently x = 1, or x = + 1. It is easy to verify that

these two values of x are the maximum and minimum of all the values corresponding to the different points of the

/*' L
curve. This understood, we shall have for the whole area of the curve u = 2 / (1 xfm

~)

t" dx, or which is the
t/ -i

/"'
'

same thing, M = 4 / (1 j^m)*"dT. Ifm = 1 the curve becomes a circle, and we find u = tr.

In m
Let us next suppose that the curve is represented by the equation a!"+ l

-f y
1^ 1 = 1. We shall have for the

JH-J-I

ny .* \ "
area inclosed by the curve w = 2 /

I (I
~ J^'+' I . d x. But if we suppose m to be inferior, or at most equal, to

n, we shall find that the abscissae 1 and + 1 belong to points where the curve presents cusps, and where the

tangent, instead of being parallel to the axis of y, is parallel to the axis of r.

If we suppose m = 1, we find M = 2 / f I

"+')
dx = 4 / ( I j*-*-'

j
t/x To find this value let

us suppose a; = sin**4
" 1

0, we shall get

f* r*w = 4 (2 w -f- 1) I cos2""^ sin8
" d = (8 n -f- 4) / cos' 8***' 0(1 cos2 0)" rf ;

i/ t/ o

developing, and making use of the formula

1.3. 5. ...271-1 TT

cos4
" d <t>

=
2.4.6 2n 2'

we find

,4 , a* (1.3. 5.. ..2/i + 1 TO 1.3.5....2n+8 w (n
-

1) 1.3.5... . (2 M -f- 5) _ >

*
12.4.6.. ..2n+ 2

""

1 2.4.6.. ..271+4"* 1.2 2.4.6 (2n+6) T
If we suppose at the same time m = 1 and n = 1, the equation of the curve becomes ** -|-y* = 1, and

3
* =

8
*'

(391.) It is also essential to remark, that the formula u = I <f> (x") d x is true in the case where the functions

/(j), F (a-), change their forms, so as to represent the ordinates of several curves, or even of several straight
lines drawn one after the other in the plane of x, y. Let us suppose F(r) = (1 Ja), that is to say, that the

first curve is the parabola represented by the equation y = 1 x*, and that/(x), for negative values of x, coin

3
cide* with the ordinate of the straight line y = x, and for positive values with the ordinate ef the straight

9

5 3
line represented by the equation y = x. Then, for x < 0, we shall have (x) 1 - x* -f

'

x, and for x^i)
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Calculus. (x) = 1 i4 -- x. The first value of (x) becomes equal to nothing for x = -
, and the second for ._r.^'j

x = . Therefore to find the area contained between the parabola and the two straight lines on the positive side
o

of the y, we shall have the formula

3 /** ,
5

,
1 1 3

,

2 8 5 847PO

u=J
It would not be more difficult to find the area limited by the sides of a polygon, these sides being either straight

or curve lines.

(392.) Lastly, let us suppose that the surface u is composed of several parts so disposed that the linear section made
in this surface by a plane perpendicular to the axis of x, and corresponding to the abscissa ,r, is composed of several

and distinct lengths represented by /I (.)>./ (x)<fa(x)< &c - tne nrst of which is contained between two given curves.

the second between two other given curves, &c. If we suppose, moreover, that this surface is limited by the

ordinates corresponding to the abscissae x
a
and x, we shall have still u = I <j>(x)dx, provided we take

i/ o

(f>(x) fi (x) -j-ft (x) +/8 (z) -)- &c. The same remark applies when the surface u is contained by a curve

limited on all sides, and so bent as to be met by the same ordinate in more than two points. Then the equation
of the curve resolved with respect to y, would give for each value of x an even number of real values of x ; and

after arranging these real values, according to their magnitude, it would be sufficient to subtract successively the

first from the second, the third from the fourth, to obtain the quantities which have been designated above by

/i (x*)'fi (*) &-> tnat 's to sav
>
tne quantities the sum of which would be designated by (x).

(393.) We shall now proceed to prove several propositions which are of great utility in the quadrature of plane
surfaces.

1. If the linear sections made in two surfaces by a system of parallel planes are to each other in a constant

ratio, the two surfaces are to each other in the same ratio.

Let us suppose that the points of each surface are referred to two rectangular axes contained in the

plane of this same surface, the axis of y being moreover contained in one of the parallel planes that are

under consideration. If we call f(x) and (x) the linear sections made in these two surfaces by one of

these parallel planes, that corresponding to the abscia&a x, we shall have f (x) = a (x), a designating
the constant ratio between the linear sections. Let xa and x

{
be the limits between which the value of x

must remain in order that the plane corresponding to this abscissa, and perpendicular to the axis of x should

/*'

,>*!

f(x)dx, and the second by / <p(x)dx,

/' /ii
but since f(x) = a (x), we shall have / f(t)dx = a I (x) d x, which is the analytical expression of

U t/ 1

the proposition to be demonstrated.

Let us consider two curves in the plane of the x, y, the one represented by the equation /(j, y) = 0, and the

other by the equation fix, -
J
= 0, 6 designating a constant quantity. It is clear that, for each value of

the abscissa x, we shall get from the equations of the two curves values of y which will be to each other
in the ratio of 1 to b. Consequently, the limits xa and # between which the value of x ought to remain,
in order that the value of the ordinate y should be real, will be the same for both curves. If we desig-
nate by y , y lt y,, ya , &c., the various real values of y corresponding to an abscissa x given by the equation

/(*, J/)
= 0, those corresponding to the same abscissa given by the equation f(x, - \ will be by,,, bylt b'y

&c. If, besides, we suppose the quantities y , y,, y8 , &c. arranged according to their magnitude, the lengths
previously designated by/, (*),/,(*), &c. will be, respectively, for the curve f(x,y) = 0, y,

- y y -
y,. &c.,

and consequently, the linear section of the surface contained within this curve will be represented bythe formula y,
- y + ys

-
y, + &c. In the same manner, the linear section made in the curve represented

by the equation
/(*, |J

= will be represented by b (y,
- yc + ya

_
y, -f- &c.) Hence the area limited by

the curve /(*, y) = is to the area limited by the curre f(x, } in the ratio of 1 to b
\ b J

By similar reasonings it may be proved, that the area limited by the curve represented by the equation

/(a,y) = is to the area limited by the curve represented by the equation//-, y\
-

in the ratio of 1 to a.

But this last area is also to the area of the curre represented by the equation /f-, ?Tin the ratio of I to 6
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Integral
hence the area limited by the curve represented by the equation f(r,y) = is to that limited by the curve repre- Part III.

Calculus. /x w \
v""~v~"'

* ^ ' sented by the equation /f-, jJ=
in the ratio of 1 to a b.

x* y*
Thus, for instance, the area of the ellipse represented by the equation

- + ?- = 1 will be equal to a b mul-

tiplied by the area of the curve represented by the equation a? + y
1 = I, that is to irab. In the same manner

8m 1m

the expression we have found for the area of the curve represented by the formu a x*+i -\- y**1 = 1 multiplied
1m tm

/a?\*4-i /\*i
by ab will be the area of the curve represented by the equation [-1 +

( f )
=1 - Thus we have found

2 *
/x \? /y\*

for the equation of the evolute of the ellipse (-) + l^j
= 1, in which A and B designate two quantities deter-

mined by the formula A a = B b = (a
4 - 6s), therefore the surface limited by this curve will be equal to A B

o

multiplied by the area of the curve represented by the equation x -{-y^- = 1, which we have found to be w.

3 /a* - 6sV
Hence the area of the evolute of the ellipse is equal to - w I - 1

If we suppose 6 = a, then the equation f( -,
J
= is the equation of a surve similar to the curve repre-

sented by the equation f(x, y) 0. Hence the areas limited by two similar curves are to each other as the

squares of the linear dimensions of these curves.

Let, as in the preceding paragraph, f(x) and <j> (x) be the linear sections made in two surfaces, situated

in the same plane, by a plane perpendicular to the axis of x, drawn at a distance x from the origin of coor-

dinates. Let us suppose that this last plane moves, but so as to be always perpendicular to the axis of x,

and that it cannot meet one of the two surfaces without meeting also the other. . Let x and xl be the limits

between which the value of the abscissa x ought to remain, in order that the plane perpendicular to the axis

of x should really meet the two surfaces. Then the ratio of the two surfaces contained between the ordi-

/ f(*)dx
nates corresponding to trie abscissae x

a
ana x, win oe ^ . Let the integral general of f(x) dx,

\ $(x)dx
/

beginning with x
a
be represented by F (x), and that of 0(j) dx, beginning also with JT

O, be represented by

#(*.) Thenwehave / f(x)dx = F(x), f <p(x')dx=:(t>(x')dx, and F fo) = 0, F'(*) =/(*), </>(* )=>0,
I/ *0 V *Q

<P(x)=.<t> (x). Consequently,

9 designating a number less than one. But it is obvious that^
* ^ is one of the values which the

9 (J
f f "\

fraction
^ may obtain for the values of x between the limits x

a and * and therefore :s a quantity contained

/*"*
between the greatest and the least of these same values. Hence, the ratio of the two integrals / f (x) d x,

J o

(x) dx, that is of the two surfaces under consideration, is a quantity less than the greatest value of the

ratio of the two linear sections /(x) and </>(*) made in these two surfaces by a plane perpendicular to the axis of

x, and greater than the least value of the same ratio.

If, for certain values of the abscissa, the plane perpendicular to the axis of x did not meet one of the surfaces,
the last proposition might still be demonstrated, but then x and x, ought to designate the values, which values

of x ought not to exceed, in order that the plane perpendicular to the axis of x should meet one of the two sur-

faces, and the value of/(j), or 0(x), should be considered as becoming equal to nothing for every value of x
for which the plane perpendicular to the axis of x should not meet the corresponding surface.

Hence two plane surfaces are equal when a plane remaining in every position parallel to the same plane, cuts,
VOL. II. 2 C
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Integral in every position, each of these two surfaces, so that the linear sections are equal to each other. If we suppose Part III

Calculus n,\ /*i *-^V~~^
^ V~' <j> (x) = 1 / CF) d x =. x, - x,, and consequently / f(x) d x = (xl a- ) /(* -f 9

(r, *)). But xl
- x

a

J 10 V.I*

represents the linear projection of the surface on the axis of x, and f(xe + (xl J )) a mean value of f(x),

between the limits x, and x,. Hence the ratio between a plane area, and its projection on the axis of x, is a

quantity the value of which is a mean between the various values of the linear sections made in that surface by

planes perpendicular to the axis of x.

Quadrature of Curve Surfaces.

(394 ) Let z =/ (f, y) be the equation of a curve surface referred to three rectangular coordinates. Let p be

the point of the surface which has for its coordinates x, y, z, and T be the acute angle which the tangent plane,

at that point, makes with the plane of x, y. Let us suppose, that an element to of the surface, both dimensions

of which are very small, and included in the point p, is projected, on the tangent plane, and on the plane of x,y.

If through a point of the element w, a third plane is drawn perpendicular to the two first, the intersection of this

plane with the element w will be a small arc, and with the two projections of the element two small straight lines

which will be the projections of the small arc, or of the chord which joins the extremities of this arc. Now, this

chord forms a very small angle with the tangent planes drawn to the surface, first through one of the extremities

of tin- arc, and secondly through the point p, which by hypothesis is very near that extremity. If the last

angle is represented by S, the angle which the same chord will form with the plane of x, y will obviously

be^ S. and, consequently, the two projections of the chord, or the linear sections made in the two pro-

jections of the element w will be to each other in the ratio of the two quantities cos X, cos (T S). Therefore,

according to the theorem demonstrated in the last number, the projection of the element w on the plane of x, y,

will have for its measure the projection of the same element on the tangent plane at the point p multi-

plied by a quantity less than the greatest value of the ratio
^

, and greater than the less value of the same

ratio. But the projection of the element w on the tangent plane may be represented by w (1 + i), i desig-

nating a very small quantity, hence the projection on the plane of x,y will be represented by a product of the

form w
C S '

(1 -j- ') Now, the quantities i and S being both very small, if we designate by i, a third
cos 6

quantity, also very small, we shall find - '-

(1 -f- = c s T + A. a"d since the plane of x, y may be sup-

posed to coincide with any plane whatever, the following proposition is demonstrated.

If w be an element of a curve surface, both dimensions of which are very small, and T the acute angle formed

by the tangent plane drawn through a point p of the element to the surface, and another plane, the projection of

w on the last plane will be w (cos T -f- ii). *\ being a very small quantity.

Let now P and p be two points of the surface, the first having for its coordinates x
a
and

y,,, and the second

corresponding to the coordinates ofthe variables x and y. If through each of the _.-oints P and p we draw two planes

respectively perpendicular to the axis of x and y, the intersections of the surface with these four planes will be

four curves, and the area included between these four curves will vary with the position of the point p. The

projection ofthis area on the plane ofx,y will be a rectangle, the sides ofwhich will be equal to the numerical values

of x j^and y y . Let (x, y) represent this area, and u its projection on the plane ofx,y. We shall have, if

we suppose x > ;r and y > ya,
u = (x ,r ) (y ya). Let also A x and Ay denote very small increments of the

variables x and y, and q the point of the surface corresponding to the coordinates x + A x, y + Ay. Then

(x -f-
A *, y + A y) (*, y) and A x A y will represent, the first the area of the portion of the surface

included between the four planes drawn through the points p and q perpendicularly to the axis x and y, and the

second the projection of the same area on the plane of -r, y. Hence if T be the acute angle formed by the tangent

plane at p with the plane of x, y, we shall have

A x A y = (cos T + i,) { (or -f A x, y + A y)
-

(x, y) } ,

or

(x + A x, y + A y)
-

(j. y) _ I

A x A y
~

cos T -f- i,'

If in this formula we suppose that the value of A x and A y decreases indefinitely, we shall have

d> (x, y) 1

j j
-- - = sec T-

ax ay cos T

It is now easy to find the value of the area (x,y). This area becomes equal to nothing, at. the same time as

its 'projection en the plane of x, y, not only for y = y whatever be the value of x, but also for x =
cr,

what-
ever be the value of y. We have, therefore, generally,

a, y.) = 0, (, y) = 0, and, consequent* =
,

fl = .

a x d y
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Calculus. This understood, if we integrate the expression
-j

-r* == sec T, first with respect to y, supposing the integral

Part III

j
-r == sec T, rst wt respect to y, supposing te integral

to begin with y ya, and secondly with respect to x, supposing the integral to begin with x = x
a , we shall find

successively -^^
x ' y ' I secrdy, &nd<p (x,y)= I I secrdydx. If in this last formula, we substitute

dx J m t/ i i/ yo

for the coordinates x, y of the variable point p, the coordinates * y, of a given point Q, situated on the surface,

the value A of the area contained between the four planes drawn through the points P and Q perpendicularly tt

/! /|
tne axis of x and y, will be A = / / sec t d y d x. As to sec T, if the differential of the equation of the

/ i/ so

surface z =/(*, y), be d z = p d x + qdy,vre shall have sec T = ^ (1 -(-p*

It is important to remark that in the formula representing the value of A, the order of the two integrations

may be inverted.

(395.) Let us suppose now that the surface represented by the equation z = f(x, y) is cut by two planes per-

pendicular to the axis of x, the first passing through the given point P corresponding to the abscissa x , the

second passing through the variable point p corresponding to the abscissa x. Let the same surface r-p nlso cut

by two cylindrical surfaces, parallel to the axis of z and represented by the equations y = (x) and y = 0, (x)
We shall have four curves of intersection, and the area contained between these four curves will vary with th&

value of x and the position of the corresponding plane. Thus this area will be a function of x, which we shall

designate by ^(x). If A x be a very small increment of x, the expression A ~fy(x) will represent a small surface,

the projection of which on the plane of x, y will be contained between two small arcs p q, r, measured on the

curves represented by the equations y = (x) and y= 0, (x), and between two planes perpendicular to the axis of

x, corresponding to the abscissa? x and x + A x. This understood, let and G be two numbers positive and less than

unity. We shall find by a process ofreasoning similar to that used in (393.) that, among the numerical values of the

product A x (0, (x + Q A x) <b (x + 0Ax)) which correspond to the various values of the numbers 0and 9, the

least and greatest represent the surfaces of the inscribed and circumscribed rectangular parallelograms to the pro-

jection of the surface A ^(-r), and consequently, the projections of two new surfaces, measured on the surface repre-
sented by the equation z =f(x, y). Each of these new surfaces, being included between four planes perpendicular to

the axis of *, or the axis of y, and corresponding to abscissae r, x + Ai, and to ordinates of the form (x-^-OA. x).

y-

0, (x + 6 A x), will be represented by A x t r d'y, if we suppose the difference 0, (j?) (a;)
OS COS T ~p 2|

positive. Hence the limit of the ratio ', or ^ = / sec T d y. And lastly, as we have obviouslyA* dx J -

/> /*!(*>

Y' (xo)
= 0> we sna" nave tyx I I sec T dy dx, and for a particular value , of the abscissa *,J / ft.)

n,\ /i
A = / / sec T dy d x, A being the portion of the curve surface represented by the equation 2 =f(x,y)J o J *)

limited by two planes perpendicular to the axis of x, the equations of which are x = x
a
and x = x

t , and by two

cylindrical surfaces perpendicular to the plane of*, y, the equations of which are y = (j) and y = t 'j). It

is necessary here to observe, that in this last formula, representing the value of A, the order of integration cannot

be inverted.

If the bases of the cylindrical surfaces, situated in the plane of x, y, and represented by the equations y =:0(j?)
and y = 0, (r) meet in two points, and if x, and j, be the abscissae of these points, the value A, given by the

preceding formula, will represent the surface, the projection of which, on the plane of the x, y, is the area con-

tained between the bases of the two cylindrical surfaces. It would still be the same thing if the two curves

y = (j) and y = 0, (*) touch each other in two points having for abscissas x, and ,*,. Lastly, (x) and

0, (_x) might be two values of y derived from the same equation, (JT, y) = representing a curve limited on all

sides, it would then be sufficient to substitute for .r
u
and ,r, the least and greatest value of the abscissae, which

correspond to the different points of this curve, in order that the preceding value of A should represent the

area, measured on the surface z =f(x, y), and limited by the cylindrical surface represented by the equation

0(1", y)= 0.

(396.) If for the surface z :=f(x, y) we substitute a surface limited on all sides, and which cannot be met in

more than two points by a parallel to the axis of z, then to derive from the preceding value of A the whole area

of this new surface, it will be sufficient to suppose that the cylindrical surface (x, y) = of the last paragraph,
coincides with the cylindrical surface generated by a line parallel to the axis of z, and tangent, in every position,
to the surface z =/"(JT, y) and to divide the required area in two parts, separated by the curve of contact of the

cylindrical surface and of the surface represented by the equation 2f(x,y). In most cases this curve of

contact is no other than that formed by the points for which the tangent plane is parallel to the axis of z; and,

consequently, the cylindrical surface abovementioned will be represented by the equation cos r = U, or

2 c
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= 0. The contrary, however, might take place, if the sections made in the surface, repre- ^^^
sented by the equation z=f(x,y) presented cusps. In the hypothesis we have made, the equation of the

surface z f(x,y) will give for each value of x, two positive values of sec T, which ought to be substituted one

after the other in the preceding value of A, in order to obtain the two areas, the sum of which will be equal to

the required area.
n*l />!()

(397 ) It is essential to remark, that the formula A = / / sec r d y d * may still be employed in the

J n J )

case where the functions (x), <j>t (,r)
would change their forms with the value of x so as to represent not the

ordmate of one curve, but the ordinates of several curves or straight lines placed one after the other. Thus

this formula might be used to find the area, measured on the surface e = f(x, y) and limited by a prism having

lor its basis a polygon drawn in the plane of x, y, and its lateral edge parallel to the axis of z.

(398.) If the projection of the area A, on the plane of x, y, was composed of several parts so disposed that the

linear section made in this surface by a plane perpendicular to the axis of x, and corresponding to the abscissa x,

were composed of several lengths, the first contained between two given lines, the second between two other

lines, &c., then to find the value of the area A, it would be sufficient to divide it in several parts. Let us sup-

pose that y , y,; ya , ya are the functions of x, which represent, between the limits a^and x,, the ordinates which

contain between them the parts of the area. We shall divide the area A, in as many corresponding parts, which

will be measured by the integrals

/*i

/i />*i r>m
I sec T d y d x, I I sec r d y d x, &c

rc c/ w i/ *o *J ift&

and by adding all these integrals we shall have the value of A,

/-*!
pyl

/**! /"3

A = / / secrdydx + j j secrdy dx-{- &c
<J *o J y t/ *e / t

= /
j

/ seer dy dx + I sec r d y d x + &c. ,...>.

In the same hypothesis the projection of the area A will be represented by

/*'
f /"** f1 "3

1 (*
A

\ dy + dy + &c
\
d x = (y x

-
y, + ya

- y2+ . . . . ) dx.
vy M u sft i/*o

The formulae given for the value ofA, in the different cases we have examined, would be inexact, if the surface were

met in several points by lines parallel to the axis of 2. Then it would be necessary to divide the required area

in several parts, by means analogous to those we have made use of in the case of a plane area limited by
curves.

(399.) We shall now apply those general formulae to some particular cases. First it may be remarked, that

f *l

I sec T d y = (y, yc) sec <, < being a mean value between the various values of T, corresponding to the various

J
r r ,

values of y between the limits y, and y . Hence A = / (y, y ) sec t d x sec <, / (y, ya)dx, <, being
t/ *0 I/ 10

a mean value between the various values of < which correspond to the values of x, between the limits x, and x,,

*hat is to say, <, being a mean value between the acute angles which the plane of x,y forms with the'tangent

planes at the different points of the surface A. Moreover, since as any plane may be taken for the plane of x, y,
the truth of the following proposition becomes obvious. The ratio between a curve surface and its projection

upon any plane, is a mean quantity between the values of the secants of the acute angles which the tangent planes
at the different points of the surface make with the same plane. Hence, if the angle of the tangent plane with
the plane of x,y is the same at every point of the surl'ace, the area measured on this surface is equal to the.

product of its projection on the plane of x, y by the secant of the angle which the tangent plane makes with the

plane of x, y. According to this last proposition, the area of the frustum of a cone is equal to the projection of the
surface on the base, which projection is equal to the difference of the two bases, multiplied by the secant of the

angle which the side of the frustum makes with the base. And it is easy to verify that this expression of the

surface of a frustum of a cone agrees with that given in Geometry.
When the equation of the surface is of the form z =f(x\ that is to say, when the surface is a cylindrical surface

parallel to the axis of y, we have sec T = V { 1 + (/ Cr))
a
} , and sec r containing only x, the integration relative

cmi

to y gives immediately A =: / (y, y ) sec r d x. By means of this formula, it is easy to find the area measured
/ fa

on a cylindrical surface, parallel to the axis of y, and contained between two straight lines parallel to the

axis of y, and two planes perpendicular to it. Then y, and y are two constant quantities, and we have

A. =: (y,
- y ) / sec T d x, y, y being the distance between the two planes. Moreover, it is obvious that r

*

is equal to the angle which the tangent to the base of the cylinder, on the plane of x z, makes with the axis of x,
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Cafcutos. hence i sec T d x represents the length of the arc measured on this curve, and having for its extremities the two v^^^l/

points corresponding to the abscissae x, and x . Therefore the area measured on the surface of a cylinder, parallel

to the axis of y, between two planes parallel to the same line, and two planes perpendicular to it, is equal to the

distance of these two planes, multiplied by the length of the arc of the base of the cylinder, contained between the

planes parallel to the axis of y.

Let us next consider the surface of the cylinder represented by the equation a;
2 r x + z = 0, and let it be

proposed to find the portion of this surface limited by the surface of the sphere having the origin for its

centre and for radius r. The equation of the sphere is therefore x^-^y* -f- z2 = r*, and the curve of inter-

section of the sphere and cylinder has for projection on the plane of x, y the parabola represented by the equation

y
8 =: r (r x), which gives for y the two values y = J r (r x), y = / r (r x). Hence the area mea-

sured on the cylindrical
surface on the positive side of the axis of z, and limited by the curve of intersection of the

/I r _
cylinder with the sphere, is equal to / 2 >Jr(r x) . sec rdx, T being the angle made by the tangent plane to

\J o

the cylindrical surface, at the point corresponding to the abscissa r, with the plane of x, y. If we take

2 + (r x x"-), we shall have

and, consequently,

/2 Jr(r- x)secrdx=:r% ("^ = 2*;
J /o Y JT

therefore A, or the whole surface limited by the sphere, not only on the positive side of z, but also on the negative

side, is equal to 4 r*.

If it were required to find the area of the portion of the surface of the sphere, limited by the surface of the

cylinder, on the positive side ofy and z, we should make use of the formula of (397.), and assume <r := 0, x
l
= r,

yc
= ^(r

s r x), y, = ^/(r
2

of). Moreover, the equation of the sphere being differentiated successively with

respect to x and y, gives

= 0, and p = , q = -, therefore sec r = - =

This understood, we shall have

AWT
\J I

We have, generally,

.=

c being a quantity independent ofy, and, consequently,

(*
V(r*-rfJ dy * /~T~ /( r

J vc*-~> v<f-*-*>
= - sm V r *

= cos V tF
Therefore

To find this integral let cos" l
f

j
, we shall have x = rtan* *, and

f cos~ '( Yd*= fsdx = sx fy dt= * x r I
(
-- 1 ids = (x + r)s r tan + const,

\r + xj J \cosfg )
and, finally,

This quantity being doubled will give the portion of the surface of the sphere limited by the cylinder on the

positive side of the axis of y, and corresponding to both positive and negative values of z. The area of this

portion of surface is therefore (T 2) rs= (l,14iy* . . . . ) r*.

(400.) Let y =f(x) be the equation of a curve drawn in the plane of (x, y) ; and let us suppose that this curve

lurns round the axis of x, it will generate a surface of revolution represented by the equation y* + z3 = {f(x) }"

The portion of this surface, situated on the positive side of the axis of y, between two planes perpendicular to the

/>*!/ f,*)

:\xis of x, will be represented by the formula / / sec r d x, xt and x
a being the abscissae corresponding to

<J *o J -/f)

the two given planes, and /(.r) being supposed not to change its sign between the limits # and #,. As to the
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Calculus, value of sec r, it is easy to find sec
Integral , /Yx)V { 1 + (/' (*))

2
} Part III.

Calculus, value of sec r, it is eas to find sec r = -^~ ^' Moreover' ll 19 easy to see that '-~~
-rJ

dy
/f(x)w

and also that/^).*/ {! + (/' (*))* } is precisely the length of the normal of the generating curve of the surface

r *i

of revolution, correspon I'ng to the abscissa x. Consequently, the integral may be reduced to * I N d r. The
t/ *o

double of this formula will be the whole area, measured on the surface of revolution, and contained between two

planes perpendicular to the axis of x1

corresponding to the abscissa} x and x t .

This formula being demonstrated for the case in which/ (#) does not change sign between the limits T
O
and *

it is sufficient to make use of it in the contrary case, to divide the area A into several parts corresponding to the

different portions of the curve situated on different sides of the axis of x.

It is also easy to see, that a portion of the surface A contained between two planes passing through the axis of x,

r* 1

and inclined to each other at an angle 0, will be equal to / Ndx. Lastly, if f(x) does not change sign
I/

between the limits x and xa this last formula and the preceding, or value of A, may be replaced Jay either of the

following expressions
/ xi n i / / *i

/ y sec T d x = / y v\ -f- y
1* d x, and 2 n- / i/secrrfj = 2ir/ y */ (1 + y

11
) d x.

tj *o v n i/ 10 v *t

(401.) We may now apply these general formulae to a few examples.
Let the generating curve y =f(x) be a straight line parallel to the axis of x, and situated at a distance r from

r fl

that axis. Then N r, andA = 2 tr I rdx='2'!rr{xl
x ), which is the well-known expression of the

*J *o

lateral surface of the cylinder generated by a parallel to the axis of x, turning round that axis, and limited by two

planes perpendicular to the axis of x, and situated at distances xa and xt from the origin.
Let the generating curve be the circumference having for its radius r, and its centre on the axis of x, then A will

represent the surface of a spherical zone, of the sphere generated, having for its height x t x . In that case,

we have still N = r, and consequently, A = 2n-r Or, ). Hence the surface of a spherical zone is equal to

its altitude multiplied by the circumference of a great circle of the sphere. If the altitude is equal to the diameter
of the sphere, the spherical zone becomes the whole area of the sphere, which therefore is equal to four great
circles.

Xs V*
Let the generating curve be the ellipse represented by the equation + j-}

1. The equation ofthe surface

generated will be
X- + y Z

- -
1, and we shall have N = -\J I o8

(
1 + -

J
a;
8

1. If we suppose n > 6,

we shall have, in designating by e, the eccentricity of the ellipse, a e = ^ (a? 61), and consequently,

2 b e f**
1

//a* \
But

^~ I X/l'i'
**

)
dx is the area of a portion of the ellipse represented by the equation

I? x* y*

~^~
+

rj ^i limited by the two ordinates corresponding to the abscissae j? and xlf Hence, if an ellipse is

supposed to turn round its transverse or greater axis, the surface generated by the revolution of an arc of this

ellipse will be equal to the product of the number ir by the surface limited by the two planes which contain the
bases of the zone, in a second ellipse, which may be derived from the first, in increasing the transverse or greater
axis in the inverse ratio of the eccentricity.
When the altitude of the zone becomes equal to the transverse axis of the generating ellipse, the preceding

theorem gives the value of the area of the whole ellipsoid, and this may be put under the following form,

2r68
-(-2jr tan"--.

e b

If we suppose a<6, we shall have by designating still bye the eccentricity of the ellipse, 6e= v'C&'-a
1
), and

2 ft
8
e r "

/fa* \
hut

~^T / V \^f
~^ x

j
dxis obviously the afea limited by the ordinates corresponding to the abscissae
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Calculus. *o and xi< ' n tne hyperbola represented by the equation = 1. Hence if an ellipse is made to turn ^_^- -*_''

round its smaller axis, the surface of the zone generated by the revolution of an arc of this ellipse is equal to the

product of the number v by the surface limited by the two planes containing the bases of the zone, in an

hyperbola the transverse axis of which coincides with the smaller axis of the ellipse, and the other is equal to

the square of the greater axis of the ellipse divided by the square of the smaller axis and the eccentricity.
When the altitude of the zone coincides with the smaller axis 2 a of the generating ellipse, the preceding

theorem gives the area of the whole ellipsoid, and the value may be put under the following form :

Let the generating curve be the hyperbola represented by one of the' equations = 1 = l
a 6* 6" a*

tH JJ^ "4~ 2 7/' f
*' 7*'

Then the equation of the surface of revolution will be one of the two - = 1,
y ~ "

i an
of b b' a*

we shall have N = - \/
j

( 1 + -,J
a? + a*

[,
orif we make a e = ^(a 4- 6s

), N = - J (e
8
x* :p a8

). Therefore

we shall have A = 2 T / (

* X -}dx. But it is obvious that I ( &*3: ]dx is the area limitedJ -A V a J *o\ V
by the two ordinates corresponding to the abscissa; x and * in one of the hyperbolas represented by the

equations
- - = 1, -^- r= 1. Hence, if an hyperbola represented by the equation = 1
CL O Qi (ft /,-

turns round its real axis, the surface of the zone generated by an arc of this hyperbola is equal to the product of
T by the surface limited by the two planes which contain the bases of the zone in a second hyperbola which may
be derived from the first, in decreasing the length of the transverse axis of the generating hyperbola, in the
inverse ratio of the eccentricity.

Let us next suppose the generating curve to be the parabola represented by the equation y' = 2pr, p beino- a

positive quantity. The equation of the surface generated by the revolution of this parabola round the axis of x

will be y* -f- z
8 = 2 p x, and we shall have N = J (2 p x + />*) Hence = N* , d = - N rf N, and the

2 ir /*"' 2 TT

value of A will be / N* d N = (nj nj), n, and w being the values of the normals at the points, the

abscissae of which are x
a
and x,. If we suppose *

t
= 0, then

,
= p, and A = /

p* Y3 \P /

Let the curve be the hyperbola represented by the equation xy = - The equation of the surface generated

by the revolution of this curve round the axis of * is
*

(y* + zs) = -
r*, and we shall have

f"1 dx Ir* r
A = irl* I sec T . But tan T = -

, and or =
J , x 2 x1

2 tan r

lx I (r) -1-1(2) -^/tanr, or = -
^ '

2 v '
2 x % sin r cos T

onsequently, if we call r, and r , the values of T corresponding to x = x, and * = T
O , we shall have

have

-
2 J ^ sin r cos* T 2 Icos r cos r,

*

Let us suppose thkt the generating curve is the logarithmic represented by the equation y = ". We shall

= -e', and d y'= -<? d x,a a*

hence

A = 2 * a'
J ^(1 + y

1

*) d y',

y' and y
'

being the values of y' corresponding to .r =r x, and r = x . Moreover, we have

r ,/, ,,N j ,
l

, in - l - M I +.V") -f-w'l is'i

jv\'~ry ) a y =:
5^' >^
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Integral
and we shall have

Calculus. _ _, f sin r, .

e" +e ' a *-

Let again the curve be the catenary represented by the equation y a---
. Then N -

(e + e )'.

and we have, in supposing x = 0,

- (e-

For the last example, we shall suppose that the generating curve is the cycloid represented by the equations

x = r (w sin w), y r(l cos w). Then we shall have

+dy*) =
and, consequently,

/>i s /* w w /e*
v - e "'V w 3w

A = 2
i *V/ (l-eosw)* dw = 8TT7*l sin'-dw. But 8 sin

3 - = f- --
^
= 6sm- - sin

-y.

Hence, if we assume W = 0, we shall have

If we wish, in particular, to have the area described by a branch of hyperbola, we must suppose ro, = 2 ir, and

then we find A = ir r* =
^ (8 r)

s
.

(402.) We shall conclude what we proposed to say with respect to the evaluation of curve surfaces of

revolution with two theorems which may be useful.

Let us suppose that the curve which is made to turn round the axis of x is represented by the equation

y b 4. f(x), b designating a constant and positive quantity. The normal to this curve will be equal to

{ 5 + f(x) } V { 1 + (/' GO' } . and we sha11 have for the area generated by the arc, the extremities of which

have for abscissae xt and x ,

B = 2 T /""/GO { 1 + (/'W)' } d x + 2 * b /"V{ 1 + (/' (*))'} d x = A+ 2 * b
I il ( l + (fl (*T dx<

J *o / *0
" ">

A being as before the area generated by the curve represented by the equation y =/(#), revolving round the

axis of x. But if s represent the length of the arc of the generating curve,

s= f*V {! + (/' (*)V}d*.
V *0

Therefore, if successively an arc of a curve is made to revolve, 1. round an axis arbitrarily chosen, 2. round

an axis parallel to the first, and at a distance b from it, the difference between the areas of the two surfaces of

revolution generated in the two hypotheses, will be the product of the generating arc by the circumference which

a point of the second axis would describe if it turned round the first, provided, however, that the two axes

should not meet the generating arc, and should be situated on the same side with respect to this arc.

If for the constant b the constant b be substituted, and if, moreover, we suppose fx < b for every value of x

between the limits x
a
and xu the above formula will become A 2 T b s, and will represent the area B taken with

the sign . Thus we shall have A -j- B = 2 T b s. Hence, if, in the above supposition the two axes of revolution

are situated, with respect to the generating arc, the first on one side, and the other on the other side, the sum of

the surfaces generated will be equal to the product of the generating arc, by the circumference which one point of

the second axis will describe in turning round the other.

By means of these theorems, which may easily be extended to the case where the generating arc should meet in

several points planes perpendicular to the axis of rotation, it will be easy to determine the area of the zone gene-
rated by an arc of a circle, represented by s, turning round an axis. Let r be the radius of this arc, b the distance

of the centre to the axis, and h the altitude of the zone. Let us imagine that a second axis, drawn through the

centre, in a direction parallel to the first, does not meet the arc s. If we call A the surface of the zone

generated by the circular arc, revolving round the second axis, we shall have A = 2 T r h, and, consequently,
B = 2 ir (6s + r A), or B = 2ir (b s rh). If the generating arc is equal to half a circumference, then

h ~ 2 r, s = T r, and B = 2 w r (T b + 2 r), or B = 2 ir r (ir 6 2 r). These two values added will give the

area of the surface, designated by the name of annular surface, and which therefore is equal to 4 ir
8
b r.

In the same manner it may be proved that any curve having a centre, and revolving round an axis which does

not meet it, generates a surface which has for its measure the product of its perimeter by the circumference which

the centre describes round that axis.
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Integral (403.) We shall now proceed to explain the process by which the volume or bulk limited by any given surface Part III.

Calculus.
of sur |aces may be determined. This process is called cubalure. To arrive more easily at a general solution of V*V"*~^

the problem of the cubature of bodies, we shall first examine the case where it is required to find the volume of a

cylinder, the generating line of which is perpendicular to the base, and which, for that reason, may be called a right

cylinder.
It is easy to prove that the volume V of such a cylinder, the base of which is represented by U and the altitude

by ft, is equal to the product of the base by the altitude or to h U.
"

Let us suppose that all (he points of space are referred to three rectangular axes ; and let the cylinder be

placed in such a manner as to have its generating line parallel to the axis of z, and its base on the plane of x, y.

At a distance x from the plane of z, y, let us conceive a plane perpendicular to the axis of x ; ihe intersection of

this plane with the base of the cylinder will be a straight line, the length of which will easily be derived from the

equation of the circumference of the base of the cylinder, and will be a certain function of x ; let it be represented

by/(x). Let also v be that part of the volume V which is situated with respect to the same plane, on the

negative side of the x, and u be the corresponding part of the base U of the cylinder. If x become x -j- A x,

Ax being an infinitely small quantity, the volume t> will become v + A v, and the base u of the volumes,

M+ Aw. Now, it is easy to see, 1. that the base AM of the volume Aw is contained between two rectangular

parallelograms the surfaces of which may be represented by the products (/(T) -(- z,) A x, and (/(*) + ij) A x,

i, and i, designating two infinitely small quantities ;
2. that the volume At> is contained between two rectangular

parallelopipedons having the same altitude as the cylinder, and for their bases the two preceding rectangular

parallelograms. Hence we shall have At) = h (f(x) -j- t) A x, i being an infinitely small quantity, the value of

which is between those of z'i and zs. If we divide both sides of this equation by A x, we shall have

= h (f(x) + Oi a"d consequently, if we take the limits of both sides = hf(x), or dv = hf(x) d x.
& x d x
This understood, let z

a
and x, be the least and the greatest value of x which correspond to the base U, we shall

have v = h I f(x) d x, and V = h I / (x) d x, but the definite integrals contained in these expressions rcpre-
J *o 7 *o

sent respectively the surfaces u and U, therefore v = h u, and V = h U.

The preceding demonstration would not apply, if the line, the length of which has been represented by/(x),
was composed of several separate lengths/, (x),_/i(x), f3 (x), &c contained, the first between two given

lines, the second between two other given lines, &c But then we might easily divide the volume V into

several parts, V,, Vs , &c , and the base U into corresponding parts, U,, Uz, U,, &c. . . . , so as to establish by
the preceding reasoning the following equations, V\ = h U,, V, = h U2 ,

V
3
= h U

3 , &c , and the addition

of these would lead to the formula V = h U.
Let us suppose now, that the volume V to be determined, is limited by any surface whatever. Let F (x) be the

area of the section made in the volume V by a plane perpendicular to the axis of x, and corresponding to the

abscissa x, and let again the portion of V, situated with respect to that plane on the negative side of abscissae, be

represented by v. If we consider a second plane perpendicular to the axis of a; and corresponding to the abscissa

x + AT, supposing as before A x to be an infinitely small quantity, the area of the section corresponding to this

new plane may be represented by F (x) + A F (x), and the corresponding volume by v + Au It is obvious that

the volume A v will be contained between two cylinders, the volumes of which may be represented by
(F (x) -f- t,) A x, (F (x) + 4) A x, ii and ?'8 being two infinitely small quantities ; hence we shall have

Av = { F (x) + i \ A x, i being also an infinitely small quantity, having a mean value between those of z, and

fj. Therefore, if, aiier having divided both sides of the last equation by Ax, we take the limits, we shall have

= F (x), or, which is the same thing, dv = F(x)dx. Hence, if we call x. and x, the least and greatestd x
value of x corresponding to the points of the volume v, that is to say, the limits between which the value of x

ought to remain, in order that a plane perpendicular to the axis of x, and corresponding to that abscissa, should

meet the volume V, we shall have = F (x) d x, and V = F(x)dx.
t) o y *o

The last formula holds good in the case where the area F (x) of the section made in the volume V by a plane

perpendicular to the axis of x is changed into the sum of several surfaces,

F.C*). Fs (x), F
8 (x), &c

Then the volume V is the sum of several volumes represented by the integrals

in each of which the function under the signj" has constantly a positive value, or HS equal to nothing, whilst the
abscissa x varies between the limits x and x^ This understood, we shall have, at the same time, in the present
case,

..... N= F t (x)dx+ F,(x)d ;r+ F, (x) dx + &c. ..

or V = F (x) d x.

Let us suppose, for instance, that x and x, being two constant quantities, y and
jy, two functions of the

VOL. II. 2 D
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Integral variable x, and Z z, two functions of the variables x,y, it is required to find the volume contained between the Partlir.

Calculus, two curve surfaces represented by the equations z = z , z = z,, between the two cylindrical surfaces represented \_^^
^^"v--~/

by the two equations y = ya , y = yi, and finally between the two planes x = x , x = x
t .

The section made in this volume by a plane parallel to the plane of y, z, and corresponding to a particular value

of the abscissa x, will be the area contained between four lines, namely, two curves, and two lines parallel to the

axis of z. Let us add, that in order to obtain the equations of these four lines, it will be sufficient to consider of

as a constant quantity in the equations z = Z , z = z,, y = y 0> y = y,. Let F (x) represent the area of this

section, and f (x, y) the length of the linear section made in the surface F (x) by & plane perpendicular to the

axis of y, and corresponding to a particular value of y. We shall obviously have/(;r, y) = z1 z , and hence

F O) = \f(x,y)dy,
i/ yo

or which is the same thing,
Cm Cm C'l

F(.r)= (z,-s )dy=: dydz
J ara J *o J a>

Consequently, since

V= I 'F(^) dx, we shall have V = I dzdydx,
J *0 *J *"> *J J
FI Csi C'<. cm

or V = I (z,
- *) dydx, or\= J f(x,y~)dydx.

t/ o *J ^o */ *o t/ yo

It is necessary to remark, that the function /(j;, y) is precisely the length of a linear section made in the volume

V by means of two planes perpendicular to the axis of x and y. Moreover it is easy to verify that the preceding

expressions for the volume V apply to the case in which the linear section f(x, y) instead of being a single

straight line would be composed of several distinct Hoes, the lengths of which would be

and would be contained, the first between two given surfaces, the second between two other surfaces, &c.

The preceding formula? might also be established by another train of reasoning. Let us suppose first that the

quantities y , y, are constant, that is to say, independent of x. Then the volume V will be comprised between
the surfaces represented by the equations z = Z , z = z,, and four planes perpendicular to the axis of x and y,

passing through two straight lines parallel to the axis of z, the first corresponding to the point the coordinates of

which are x
a
and y , and the second to the point the coordinates of which are a:, and y,. Now, if we substitute for

this second line another parallel to the axis of z corresponding to a point the coordinates of which are generally
x and y, the volume V will be changed into another volume which will be a function of a: andy. Let us repre-
sent this last volume by (x, y), and let A x, Ay be infinitely small increments of x andy. The very small

increment of V, which we may designate by Ax Ay0(i,y), will obviously have a mean value between the volumes
of two parallelopipydnns, the one inscribed and the other circumscribed, that is to say, a mean value between two

products of the following form,

[/(*. y) + J A or A y, [/(*, y) + Q A x A y,

i'i and if being two infinitely small quantities. We shall have, therefore,

A s A,0Cr,y) = [f (x, y) + i] A, A,,
i being an infinitely small quantity having a mean value between f, and is . If, in the last equation, we take the

limits, first with respect to Ay and then with respect to AJ, we shall obtain the two following equations,

and consequently integrating first with respect to y, secondly with respect to x, and observing that the function

(z,y) vanishes not only for x = x^ whatever be the value of y, but also for x = cr whatever be the value of
x, we shall find

f* f" f*i Cm= f(x,y-)dydx, and V = f(x,y)dydx.
tJ >tJ no J *o J m

This formula is therefore demonstrated for the case in which y, and y! are constant quantities. To deduce from
this particular case the general one, the formula {f(x,y) + i} A xdy must first be integrated between the
limits y and y,. We shall thus find

a formula which will give the value of the volume Ax0(i,y) contained between the surfaces z = Z , 2 = z,,
and four planes parallel two and two, namely, the two first being perpendicular to the axis of y, and distant from
each other of a quantity y,

- y , and the two others perpendicular to the axis of x, at a distance from each other
equal to Ax. If, in the equations y = ya , y = j,,, the quantities y and y, are no longer supposed to represent
constant quantities, but functions of x, and if c =

TJ,(
X) represent that part of the volume V cut off by a plane

perpendicular to the axis of*, and situated with respect to this plane on the negative side of x, then it may be
easily proved that the volume A ^ (x) has a mean value between those of two other volumes represented by
products of the following form,
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r'-fr
1

A. 'f***{/(**&+'<}*-. ^Calculus. I
.j

v-"1>v*

or *i designating quantities which have a mean value between those of the various increments of y or y,,
A V'Cx)

when x receives various infinitely small increments between and Ax. Hence the value - will be a mean

between two integrals of the form above, and in each of which i
,

i
l and i are infinitely small quantities. Besides,

if the numerical value of Ax be supposed to decrease indefinitely, these two integrals will converge towards the

same limit, namely, f(.x,y)dy. Therefore the limit of the ratio - or -~^ will be equivalent to

J m x " x

f(x,y)dy. Integrating now this last expression with respect to r, and observing that ^ (x) ought to

become equal to nothing when x = xa , we shall conclude

^(x)= j
f(x,y)dydx, and for * = x,, V = I f(x,y)dydx.

J *o J so J *o i/ yo

This last formula leads to the following remarks. If the cylindrical surfaces represented by the equations

y = y , y = yt should intersect, and the intersection be two generating lines corresponding to the abscissce x
t

and X,, the volume V would be limited on all sides by the surfaces z= z , z = z l and the two cylinders. The
same remark would hold if the two cylindrical surfaces touched each other along the two generating lines corre-

sponding to x = x, and x x,. The two cylindrical surfaces would be reduced to one, if the two functions y
and y, represented two values of y derived from the same equation between y and x. In the same hypothesis, it

might happen. 1. that the surfaces represented by the equations z = z , z = z l( being separate and distinct sur-

faces, should have for their intersection a curve situated also on the cylindrical surface
;

2. that Z and z, were the

two values of z derived from the same equation/Or, y, z) = 0, representing a surface limited on all sides, and

to which the cylindrical surface would be circumscribed. In the first case, the volume V would be limited on all

sides by the surfaces z = z, and z = z,, in the second case V would designate the volume contained by the sur-

face/^, y, z) = 0, . . . If z = 0, then the volume V would be that limited in the direction of the axis of *,

by the two planes x = x
,
x = x, ; in the direction of the y by the cylindrical surfaces represented by the equa-

tions y = y and y = y, ; finally, in the direction of the z by the surface z = /(x, y).

(404.) We shall now show some applications of the formulae we have established.

Let us first suppose that after having drawn on a plane perpendicular to the axis of a a curve limiting an

area represented by B, a straight line, not parallel to the plane of z, y, moves so as to remain constantly parallel

to a given direction, and to meet, in every position, the given curve. This line will generate a cylindrical

surface ; and if we cut the volume V limited by this surface and the two planes represented by the equations

x = x , x= Xi by another plane perpendicular to the axis of x, the section will be perfectly equal to B. In this

case we shall have therefore F (x) = B ;
and consequently V = B

j

dx = B(.xl x
c), or if we call h the

i/ *0

distance of the two planes V = b ft. Hence the volume V of an oblique cylinder the base of which is B and
the tltitude h is equal to the product B h of the base by the altitude.

(405.) Let us next consider the surface of a cone having its centre at the origin of coordinates. Let us con-

ceive, moreover, that the base of this cone is a plan curve situated in a plane perpendicular to the axis of x, and
at a distance from the origin of coordinates equal to 1. Let y, and z, be the variable coordinates of the curve,

and/(y,,z,) =0 its equation. The generating line passing through the point y[ and z, of this curve will be

represented by the equations y = y, x, z = Zi x. Now, if y, and z, be eliminated between this equation and the

equation/(y,, z,) = 0, it is clear that the resulting equation, namely,/! -, -
J
= 0, will be the equation of the

surface of the cone. This understood, let A represent the area of the base of this cone. The section of this

cone by a plane perpendicular to the axis of x, will be a curve similar to the base of the cone, and therefore if x
be the distance of this section to the origin of coordinates, the surface of the section will be Ax2

. We shall have,
f**\ _ . \ (x* _ ^3)

therefore, in this case F (T) = A x\ and consequently, V = A x2 d x = l-
. If the required volume

J o

is that limited by the surface and by the plane represented by the equation x ~ i,, then JT
O 0, and V = - A a*.

8

Besides, if h be the altitude of the cone, and B the surface of the base contained in the plane x = Xj, then h = x,

and B = A x*, therefore V = - B A. Hence the volume limited by the surface of a cone and a plane not passing

through the centre is equal to the third of the product obtained in multiplying the base by the altitude.

With respect to the truncated cone, or volume limited by the surface of the cone, and two parallel planes

* = x
t, x = x^ it has already been found equal to -

(xj a^) A ; but if 6 and B are the surfaces of the two

bases, and A the altitude, then 6 = A
xj,

B = A xj, and A = #, x , consequently, V = -A(B-f-6-{-VB6)

Hence, the volume of a truncated cone is equal to the third of the product obtained in multiplying the altitude

by the sum of the two bases and a mean proportional between the two bases.
O rt O
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Integral It is obvious that this last theorem as well as the preceding one relative to the volume of a cylinder would still patt III.

Calculus, hold, if the bases instead of being limited by a single continuous line was limited by a sysUui of several lines v -s /

v- \^"~>/ curve or straight, and consequently, the expressions found for the volumes of cylinders and cones apply also to

prisms and pyramids.

(406.) Let us next suppose, that after having drawn in the plane of x, y a curve represented by the equation

y =y(.r), this curve is made to revolve round the axis of x, it will generate a surface of revolution, such as the

section made by a plane perpendicular to the axis of x will be a circumference having for radius the ordinate of

the generating curve. Therefore, if we designate by y this ordinate, the surface of the circle limited by this cir-

cumference will be iry''. Hence the volume V limited by the surface of revolution and two planes perpendicular

to the axis of revolution x = x., x xlt will be V I

'

= ir \ y*dx.
\J *0

Let us apply this last formula to a few examples.

Example 1. Let the generating curve be the circle represented by the equation Is + y* = r', we shall have

in supposing x. = 0,

r* / i \ 9
V = v (r

2 j8

) d x = TT x I ra -- **
)
= -

Jo V 8 / s
IT r 1 x + -

hence the volume of a segment of a sphere, included between two parallel planes, one of which passes through
the centre of the sphere, is equal to the volume of the cone having for its base the small base of the segment, and
the same altitude, plus the surface of the spherical zone limiting the segment multiplied by one-third of the

radius. If the altitude of the segment becomes equal to the radius r, the volume V will be simply reduced to

2 4
irr3 ,

and the double of this product T r3 will represent the volume of the sphere.
3

Example. 2. Let the generating curve be the parabola represented by the equation y* = 2j, we shall find by
C* 1

assuming J = 0, v = irp I 2xdx = irpx- = Try*x. Hence it follows that the solid generated by the
J o

revolution of the parabola produced to the point the abscissa of which is x, has for its measure half the product
of its altitude by the surface of the circle TT/

! which may be considered as its base.

Example 3. Let the generating curve be that represented by the equation y = A X?, A and a being two real

and constant quantities. If we suppose also ,r = 0, we shall have

f*= 7rA<>

J
- d x = T A.*

If the constant a is positive, the equation y = A x represents a parabola of the degree a, and from the preceding
formula we may therefore conclude, that the volume generated by this parabola produced from the origin to the

point the abscissa of which is designated by x, is to the volume of the circumscribed cylinder as 1 to 2 a + 1. In

the particular case where a = we are brought back to the third example.

Example 4. If the generating curve is the logarithmic represented by the equation y = alx, we shall have,
supposing J = 0, t

V = *-a*
j

"

(Ixfdx- a*x{ (Z.r)
2 - 2 (ix) + 2 } .

J

If the equation of the logarithmic was under the form y = e*, then

V = - "d* = (3 - 1) = I
(y"

-
1).

_

Example 5. If the generating curve be the catenary represented by the equation y = a
e *

~. we shall

have, supposing J = 0,

(407.) Sometimes the determination of the volume of a body may be made easier by the substitution of
another variable for the variable x. Let us suppose that the generating curve is a cycloid, the equation of
which has already been given in the preceding pages. Then making use of the same letters, we shall have

dx=ydw, ydx = y*dw = r>(l - cosw^dio,
and if we designate by K>

O
the value of w corresponding to x = ar , we shall have

/ (1 cos zc)' d w.
ico

If we suppose x, = 0, we shall have necessarily ZT
O
= 0, and consequently,

V iff I (1
- cos wfdw.

.,' o

We have, besides,
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(l-cosir) = 2 s

siu6^= r^r, {*
^ -e^}'- j (10 - 15 cos w + C cos 2 w - cos 3 w).

Hence we shall have

' = -
( 10 w 15 sin w 4- 3 sin 2 w sin 3 w

}.
4 V, /

In this formulae w represents the angle described by the radius of the generating circle of the cycloid, therefore

to obtain the volume generated by the first branch of the cycloid, we must, in the preceding formula, suppose
w = 2 TT, and we shall have V = 5 TT* r3 .

(408.) If we suppose now that two curves situated in the plane of x, y and represented by the equations

y =. y 'and y = y,, the right sides of these two equations being two functions of x which are positive for every

value of x between jr. and * are made to turn round the axis of x, the volume limited by the surfaces generated by
C'1

the two curves, and by the two planes x = x
,
x = x

l
will be equal to the difference of the integrals TT yl dx

J o

r* 1

and TT yldx, so that if we designate by V this volume we shall have

J "
("i f"i /"y,

V = !, (yl-yl)dx = 2* ydydx.
%) o J *o ) yo

To deduce this formula in a direct manner from the preceding principles, it is sufficient to observe that the

volume under consideration being cut by a plane perpendicular to the axis of x, gives for section a zone limited

by two circumferences the radii of which coincide with the ordinates y and y,, we have therefore, in this case,

F (.r)
= TT (yl yl), and consequently the above expression of the volume V. This volume is precisely that

generated by the area U limited, in the plane of x, y, by the curves represented by the equations y = y , y
~

y l

and by the orcliuates corresponding to the abscissae J^and <r,. This understood, let us suppose that the area U
is made to slide in the plane of x, y in such a manner as the distance of each point of it to the axis of x increases

by the same quantity 6, or, which is the same thing, let us suppose that the area B revolves round a line parallel

to the axis of x and distant from it by a quantity equal to b. It is obvious that the new solid generated by the

revolution of the area U will be a volume equal to the difference

f"
J *a

{ (2/, + &)
1 -

(y, + 6)
2
} d x = * (y\

-
yl) d x + 2* (y,

-
y,) d x = V -f 2 6 U.

It would be easy to ascertain that the same conclusion would be obtained if the area U were entirely limited by
the curves y = y and y = y,, or by a single curve. Besides the product 2 TT 6 represents the circumference of a

circle which has for its radius the distance 6, and the axis of x may coincide with any straight line whatever

drawn arbitrarily in the plane of the area U, but entirely out of this area. Hence we may conclude that if a

plane surface is made to revolve, 1. round an axis situated in the plane of this area, but entirely out of it, 2.

round an axis parallel to the first but more distant from the area, the difference between the volumes generated
will be equal to the product of the generating area by the circumference of a circle the radius of which is precisely
the distance of the two axes of revolution.

Let us suppose now, that the area U may be divided into two symmetrical parts by a straight line parallel to

the axis of x, and distant from it by a quantity equal to b. In this case, the equations of the curves limiting the

area U may be written under the following form,

y=b-f(x), y
and then

V = f" { (&+/(*)) -
(6 -/*)t}d*.

I ' *0

or, which is the same thing,

V =4>r6
J

l

f(x)d x.

But we have also

U =
'

1

{ (6 +/(*))- (6 -/(*)) } d x = 2 f" f(x) d x,
*D t)

hence we shall find V = 2ir 6U. The same formula subsists when the area U is limited by a single curve, or

by several curves joining, provided it may be divided into two symmetrical parts by the straight line y = 6.

Hence, when a plane surface may be divided by a straight line into two symmetrical parts, the solid generated by
the revolution of this area round an axis parallel to that line is equal to the product of the area by the circum-

ference of a circle having for radius the distance between the two parallel lines.

*8
y*

Thus, for instance, the solid generated by the revolution of the ellipse represented by the equation + = 1

round the tangent drawn through one of the extremities of the axis 2 6, is equal to the product obtained in mul-

tiplying the surface ir a b of the ellipse by the circumference 2 TT 6 described by the centre of this curve. Hence
the volume V of this body is determined by the equation V = 2 TT* a b*.

(409.) Another remarkable theorem results from the formula V = I F (.r)
d x. Let us consider two parallel

I i
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Integral p] anes, and parallel to the axis of x, let b be their distance, and let us suppose that a curve is drawn in one of Part III.

Calculus.^ t jlem if ihen, from every point of that curve perpendiculars are let fall on the axis, they will generate a surface -*~~^s-~
v-"v*'"~/ which together with the two planes will limit a certain volume. Now, this volume is equal to its altitude 6 mul-

tiplied by half the sum of the two bases situated in the two planes.

To demonstrate this proposition it is sufficient to remark, that if the volume under consideration be cut by a

plane perpendicular to the axis of*, the section, the area of which may be as before represented by F (x~), will be

a trapezium, in which the parallel sides are the linear sections made by this plane in the two bases of the volume.

Therefore, if these two linear sections are represented by/ (x) and/2 0r), we shall have

F (*) = \ (/ GO +/. 00).
"*

t

and consequently,

which equation proves the truth of the theorem stated above.

(410.) To show an application of the formula

/i
r i

f(x,y-)dydx,
*o J m

we shall suppose that it is required to find the volume V limited by the plane of x, y, a cylindrical surface of the

generating line of which is parallel to the axis of z, and the hyperbolic paraboloid represented by the equation

xy = c2. We shall find in this case/(j,i/) = -xy, and consequently,

i f*> /"' i r* 1

V=- xydxdy- (y\-y^dxdy.
c J 'o J >

- c J *a

If the base of the cylindrical surface is the circumference represented by the equation (JT a)--}- (y 4)* = rg,

a and 6 being two positive quantities greater than r, then

y.= 6-^-(*-o)), y, = &+ VC*- (*-)'). and^-^
and consequently,

6 r"**
V = 2- V(r* -(*-)'

C J f-r

Then, by assuming x a = r t, we shall have

V = 2 - r f (a + r ^(1
- <

c J -i

Besides, we have obviously

r +i

t V(l - <
2
) d t = 0,

J -i

whilst the integral

r
+i

'

b c
Hence V = TT r3 . Therefore the volume V is equal to the product of the base ir r2 by a fourth proportional to

Ct

the three lines a, b, c.

If the surface required were to be limited by the same hyperbolic paraboloid, and by four planes perpendicular
to the axis of a; and y, then the quantities yc and y, would be constant quantities, and we should find

or which is the same thing,

V = Cr,
- *) (y,

- y )
**'

4 C

But the product (j,
- j? ) (y,

- y ) represents the surface of the rectangular parallelogram which, in this case,
is the base of the volume under consideration. Let

_

* za , zs , ?
4,

will obviously be the four ordinates of the hyperbolic paraboloid corresponding to the four summits
of this rectangular parallelogram, and we shall have

c

It may be well to remark, that in order to construct the hyperbolic paraboloid which limits this surface, it will be
sufficient to join two and two the extremities of the four ordinates z,, za , zr and z

t , and to suppose that a straight
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Integral line moves in such a manner as to meet two of the opposite sides of the quadrilateral figure so formed, and to be

Calculus, in a plane parallel to the other two sides. Hence the volume limited by the surface so generated, the four planes
V-"PN* -'

passing through the sides of the quadrilateral figure, and a fifth plane perpendicular to them, is equal to the pro-

duct of the rectangular parallelogram which is the base of this volume; multiplied by the fourth part of the sum
of the four ordinates corresponding to the four summits of the rectangular base.

(411.) The volume V limited by a given surface, may also be obtained by the following rule.

Let any straight line or axis be drawn, and let us draw in a plane passing through that axis, an auxiliary

curve such as the section made in the volume by any plane perpendicular to the axis should always be equal in

surface to a rectangular parallelogram having for one of its sides a given line b, and for the other side the

linear section made by the same plane in the area drawn on the plane passing through the axis. Then, if we

suppose this area limited in the direction of the axis by the two linear sections corresponding to the two extreme

positions of the plane supposed to move so as to remain constantly perpendicular to the axis, and to meet the

volume under consideration, this volume will be equal to that area multiplied by 6.

In order to show the truth of this rule, let us suppose that the axis above mentioned is taken for the axis of x,

and if we still call F (x) the area of the section made in this volume by a plane perpendicular to the axis, and

corresponding to the abscissa t, will be the ordinate of the auxiliary curve ; or in other words the linear

section made in the area situated in the plane passing through the axis. Hence this area is equal to

(x)dx.

Now if we multiply this integral by 6, we shall find the expression previously found for the volume V.

If the volume V be limited by the surface of a cone or by a pyramid, with any base whatever, and if we take

for the axis of the abscissae a straight line perpendicular to the base, the section F (x) will be proportional to x1

*,

and the auxiliary curve will be a parabola the axis of which will be the axis of ordinates. But it has been proved
that the area limited by the axis of x, the parabola, and an ordinate, is the third part of the rectangular parallelo-

gram circumscribed to area. This understood, it may be concluded immediately that the volume limited by a

cone or a pyramid, is the third part of the cylinder or prism having the same base and same altitude.

If the section F (z) be a trapezium the two parallel sides of which are the linear sections made in two plane
surfaces situated in planes parallel to the axis, and if we suppose that 6 is precisely equal to the distance of the

two planes, the ordinate of the auxiliary curve will be precisely half the sum of the linear sections we have just

mentioned; hence we shall conclude that the area limited by this auxiliary curve is half the sum of the two

plane surfaces, and consequently the theorem of the paragraph (409.)
It would not be more difficult to find by means of the last theorem, the volume limited by two parallel planes,

and the surface of a sphere, an ellipsoid, or hyperboloid, &c.

(412.) If the surfaces of the sections of two separate volumes made by a series of parallel planes are in a con-

stant ratio, the two volumes will be to each other in the same ratio.

In order to demonstrate this theorem let us suppose that the different points of space are referred to three

rectangular axes, and that the axis of x is perpendicular to the series of parallel planes. If we call F (x~) and

f(x) the surfaces of the two sections made in the two volumes by one of these planes, namely, by that which

corresponds to the abscissa x, we shall have, according to the hypothesis, F (T) = cf(x), c being the constant

ratio. Let also x
t and x, be the limits between which the values of the abscissa armust fall, in order that the plane

corresponding to that abscissa, and perpendicular to the axis of x, should meet the two volumes. The measure

/'I
f !

F (x) dx, and that of the second /W d x, but since F (a:) = cf(x}, we shall also
o i/ o

/*,

/!,

f(x) d x = c I F (x) d x, which formula agrees with the theorem stated at the beginning of this

*0 ty *0

paragraph.
Hence we may conclude that two volumes are equivalent when the sections made in them by a series of

parallel planes are equal in surface.

Let us next consider the sphere represented by the equation & -j-y* + z2 = a4
,
and the ellipsoid represented

by + -| =1. It is obvious that the section made in these two bodies by a plane perpendicular to the
a D c^

axis of x, and corresponding to the abscissa x, are for the first a circle the radius of which is (a
8 x1

) ,
and for

the second an ellipse thesemi-axes of which are -(a* x*) ,
and - (a

2 x!
) ;

the surface of the first section is

CL (2

therefore * (a
8

,z
8
), and that of the second (a* x\, the ratio of which is that of a1 to b c. Hence we

4
shall conclude that the volume of the sphere

-
it a3

is to that of the ellipsoid as a' : b c, and therefore that this
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last volume is r irabc. The same ratio subsists clearly between two segments of the sphere and ellipsoid

limited by any two parallel planes.

(413.) If we suppose a line to move so as to remain parallel to a given axis, and, if we suppose, besides, that

the lengths of this line, intercepted by two separate volumes, in every position, have a constant ratio, then we

may conclude that this ratio is also the ratio of the two volumes.

Let, as before, the points of space be referred to three rectangular axes, and let the axis of z be parallel to the

line that is supposed to move. This understood, let ft (x, y), /, (x, y) be the lengths of that straight line

intercepted by the two volumes in any particular position. We shall have, according to the hypothesis

fi (*. 2/)
cf(.x<y)> c being tne constant ratio. Let also x

a , a,-, be constant quantities, and ya
and y l

be

functions of x such as the equations x = x
a , x y = #, y = y, be those of the planes and cylindrical surfaces

which limit the space in which the moving line ought to remain in order to meet the two volumes. The first

r*i
pi

/ (x, y) d y d x, and the second

/'I
pi

f,(x,y~) dydx, therefore since ft (x,y) of, (x,y), we shall have also the first volume equal to the

*o \) no

product of the second by c.

The preceding demonstration would not apply if each of the given volumes could be met in several points by a

line parallel to the axis of x, or to the axis of y. But then it would be easy to decompose the two volumes into

corresponding parts, the ratio of which determined by the preceding reasonings would be equal to c ; and, since

when the parts of a sum increase or decrease in the ratio of 1 to c, this sum increases or decreases in the same

ratio, it is obvious that the theorem would still be true.

The same theorem would also hold in the case where the lengths ft (x,y), ft (x,y) would be composed o,f

several separate lengths, the first included between two given surfaces, the second between two other given

surfaces, &c. Let us consider two surfaces each of which completely limits a volume. Let the equation of the

first surface be f(x, y, z)
= 0. and that of the second fl x, y,

-
J
= 0. It is clear that for each system of values

given to a; and y, will be derived from these two equations corresponding values of z which will be to each other iu

the ratio of 1 to c. Hence the limits which the values of x and y ought not to exceed, in order that the values of 2

should be real, will not change when one of these surfaces is substituted for the other. Moreover, if we desig-
nate by z

c , z,, z8 ,
: &c. the various real values of 2, furnished by the first equation for a given system of

values of x and y, those corresponding to the same system given by the second equation will obviously be

c 2 , cz,, c zs , ex,, &c If, besides, we suppose the quantities z,, z,, 2,, i
s , &c. to be arranged according to

their magnitude, the total length which may be represented by 0, (x, y) of the portion of the parallel to the axis

of z, corresponding to the system of values of x and y under consideration, contained within thefirst surface, will be

0t (*> y) == z i~~ z
o+ 2

s Zs-f&C'i and for the second the total length corresponding represented by <pt(x,y) is equal
to cz, cz +cz3 e^+ Scc. = c(z, 2 +z, z2) ; we shall have, therefore, <t>s(x,y)

= c0,(.r,2/), and consequently

according to the theorem demonstrated above, we may conclude that the volume limited by the surface represented

by the equation / f x,y,
-

j
= 0, is equal to the product of the volume limited by the surface represented by the

equation f(x, y, z) = 0, multiplied by e. In the same manner it might be proved that the volumes limited by the

(y.

\ /
y \

-,y, z 1= 0,/l x, -, z 1 = are respectively equal to the volume limited by the surface/ (x,y,z) :r
a J \ 6 j

multiplied by a and 6.

If now we compare the volumes limited by the surfaces represented by the equations

we shall easily establish that the second is equal to the product of the first by a, the third to the product of the

second by b, and the fourth to the product of the third by c. Hence the last is equal to the product of the first

by a be.

Therefore, in general, to find the volume limited entirely by a surface represented by the equation

(x
y z\

-, r>
~

J

= 0, it is sufficient to find the volume limited by the surface represented .by the equation

/(T, y, z) = 0, and to multiply it by a b c.

From this general theorem it is easy to deduce the volume of the ellipsoid represented by the equation

g& y* 2*-
-1- r^ + - = 1 from the volume of the sphere represented by the equation a:

2
-f y* -f- 2* = 1.

If we suppose a = b c, then we see that the surface represented by the equation//-, -,
-

J
= is similar to

the surface represented by the equation f(x,y, z) = 0, and we conclude from the preceding theorem that the
volumes limited by two similar surfaces are to each oth^r as the cubes of their linear dimensions.
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CALCULUS OF VARIATIONS.

Calculus of (414.) Iv the problems of Maxima and Minima which have been treated in the preceding pages, the relation Part III.
'ns ' between the function and the variable is either immediately known, or is determined by means of some equation of **^V~^

"""*""* condition arising from the nature of the question ; and the problem is easily solved by the ordinary rules. But
there is a numerous class of problems, and of vast variety, in which not only is the property of a maximum or

minimum to be recognised, but the particular function to be investigated in which this property takes place.
For example, if it be required to find the shortest distance between two known curves, we must first discover

the species of curve to which this property belongs, and then find the least distance.

As a further illustration, let us suppose V to be a function of x, y, p, q, &c., where p, q, &c., are the differential

coefficients of y with regard to x. The integraiyv d x, taken between the same values of x, as a and a,, is

susceptible of an infinite number of values, dependent upon the relation between y and x ; we may therefore ask

what particular equation between these quantities y and x will makey*V dx to become a maximum or minimum.
And, here, whether the question be of the least length, between two points, or of the greatest volume, or surface, or

any other possible condition, it is obvious that in causing the ordinate y or the abscissa x to vary we must be en-

abled to pass from one curve or function to another : and the first thing which must be done will be to investigate
the change that takes place in the function J*V dx, when y and x have changed according to the manner here
hinted at.

Problems of this description early occupied the attention of the Mathematicians, who perfected and practised the

new Calculus which the genius of Newton had invented, and the notation of Leibnitz had rendered universally

acceptable.
But as it would exceed the limits prescribed to us, were we to undertake the task of presenting to the reader

even a short account of the methods by which the Bernouillis and Euler solved these problems, or of following
them through their laborious efforts to perfect the processes which were at first rude, and sometimes inapplicable,
we shall confine ourselves to the method which, under the name of the Calculus of Variations, owes its

invention to Lagrange, and of which the notation is not one of the least of its excellencies.

(415.) In this Calculus, the change which the function undergoes in consequence of the alteration in the value

ofy is called variation, and variation bears to the function the same relation that differentiation does to the

original function in the Differential Calculus ; in fact, it has been defined to be differentiation under a new symbol.
The distinction, however, between the operations may be illustrated by means of a curve.

Suppose we wish to find the shortest distance between two points, of which the coordinates are given.
If C and D be the two given points, (fig. 1.) innumerable curves may be drawn from C to D, and we

have to find which of these curves possesses the required property. We must, therefore, in our reasoning pass
from one curve to another ; as, for instance, from a point P in one curve to a point Q in a curve above it. This

change from P to Q is called a variation of the ordinate N P, while a change from P to P,, or from Q to Q,, P,
and Q, being consecutive points to P and Q respectively, in the curves which are the loci of P and Q, is merely a
differentiation of the ordinates N P and N Q.
The symbol (X) is used to express the variation or change from P to Q, and thus, while d y expresses the alter-

ation of the ordinate y, by passing from one point to another in the same curve, &y represents the alteration of the
ordinate when its extremity passes from one curve to another; but S has also a more extended meaning, as we
shall see hereafter : in this case, however,

If NP = y, MP,=y+ dy
and, since PQ = $y, NQ = y + Sy.

(416.) From the preceding illustration may be proved a theorem of which great use is made in the Calculus.

Since NQ =y + Sy /. MQ,= NQ+d.
And v M P, =r y + dy .: M Q, = M P, + S. M P, = y + dy + $ (y + dy.)

'

y + &y + dy + dty = y + dy + Sy

whence it appears that the symbols of differentiation and of variation are interchangeable.
Hence, also, if for y we put dy, we have

d S d y = S d1

y, or, since d$dy = dd$y,
'. d*Sy = Sd'y, and similarly d".Sy = & . d"y.

These theorems may, however, be proved without the illustration of the curve. For if y, = value ofy -f- dy,

dy = ^(y l _y) = Sy 1 -y = dy.
(417.) But, to return to the definition of a variation, we instantly perceive that the processes of the Differential

Calculus immediately apply, and thus to obtain the variation of a function ofy we must write y + y for y, and
having expanded the new function according to the powers of S y, subtract from it the original function, and the
first term of the difference will be the variation required. Hence, it appears that the first differential coefficient
of the function multiplied by S y is the variation of the function.

Thus . >f u = y", the difference of u = (y + 3y)" y".

and .'. S u = first term ofdifference =r ?! -'. o y = - 5 y.
VOL. n. dy

2 E
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Also, since if u =f(x, y, p, q, &c.) where p, q, &c., are the differential coefficients of y with respect to ot, Part III.
Variations. , , i __J, . ,

du -r dx + ~ dy + -5- dp+ jdx dy dp d q

du . du _ du du
orputting M = ^, N =

, P =
^, Q=^-&c-

du = M da+N d y + P d p + Q d q + &c,

and .*. by the rule just enunciated, the variation of u or

(418.) In the proof of the theorem d S y = $dy,it has been assumed that the ordinate y alone varied, and

that the abscissa x remained constant, but, as we may readily perceive, cases may occur in which both these quan-
tities vary. Such a case will always take place when in consequence of variation the point P is transferred to

another point in the curve above it, which is to the left or the right of Q ; the variation may then be conceived to

be made up of two variations, one of which is in the direction of the ordinate and the other perpendicular to it.

We now proceed to show that whatever be the function u, S d u = d $ u.

(419.) Suppose, then, thatM be any function whatever of the variables x, y, dx, dy,'d*x, d'y, &c., its variation

is therefore to be found, by writing instead of*, d x, d*x, &c., y, dy, dl
y, &c., the quantities

x + S x, dx + Sdx, d*x -f- S cPx, &c.

y + Sy, dy + Sdy, d'y + S d'y, &c. ;

and then subtracting u from the result, and stopping at the terms which involve the first powers of the variations ;

but this process will be rendered more easy if, instead of dx, d*x, &c., dy, d'y, &c., we put * x,, &c., yt , y,,

&c., and then wwill become a function of x XH xt, and y y,, yg, &c. ; and we shall therefore have

du
, ,

du du
,du = d X+-T- dxi + - dx, + &c.

d x dxl d x,

du
+

d-y ,

and from what we have said in our definition of a variation, that it is equal to the product of the differential coeffi

cient by the variation of the variable,

_ du
^

du
^ ,

du * la,
.'. S U = -; S X -+ - 6 X, + -- 6 X. -j- &C.

d x d Xi dt
t

.
du .. .

dw ,<*M*+^ +^' +^> + &C '

Keeping this definition in view, we must now find the 5 . du and d . S u : to do this it will be better to find the

variation of each term separately, considering each differential coefficient ,
-

,
-

, &c., to be functions of
d x d x

t
d xt

Now S
d
-^dx =^dx dx

*du du - , fd*M d*u
And ll l

[̂
-

&C. =&C. + &C.

+ &C..... +&C.
Next, to find the d S u ; differentiating the terms separately.

^.dx$x-\-- ^ dx. dx + &c.
dx" dxdx

d u ,

.'. d B u = -r da x
d x
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^ ^ +s
<#u dx pi

)

d xl

l

\dxdx, d x]

= dSu.
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Part IIL
'

&C. + &C.

= 3d x, we havewj,ence
'

and writing d u for u we have also

S.d'u = d.Sdu = cfdu, and finally S ,d*u = d'iu.

Hence, in general, whatever be the value of u, the symbols 8 and d are interchangeable, or the variation of the

differential gives the same result as the differential of the variation.

Example 1. Let u = y" :, d u = n y"~
l d y and I u = n y-

1 S y

dy= ny*-'.Sdy + nn - ly"'
1

.

= ny"-
l dSy + nn-ly"-*. dy By

and

Example 2. Let

and

and

whence

u = x* + y*.

2y dy
2y Sy

= d^x, and = i dy .:.Sdu = dSu.

(420.) There is also a similar theorem with respect to the sign of integration, namely, that Sfu =zf& . v, or

the variation of the integral of a function is equal to the integral of the variation of the function.

To prove this theorem, \eij"u = i ..*. = du}

And .:.Su
the theorem required. .

Similarly /' u =fSJ u = Sffu - if* u,

and thus we at length arrive at the equation f'lu = Sf* u.

(421.) Having proved these preliminary theorems, we now proceed to apply them to find the variation off u,

and, in the first instance, let u depend not only on y and its differential coefficients, but upon x and its differential

coefficients also. Let, then, u be any function whatever of the variables x and y, and of their differentials, such

that

+ mdy + nd*y
Then we have, since d* x = d . dx, d?x = d.d*x, &c.

u = Ma*+ N5 dx + PS

d1 y

'x+ &c.
3 + &c.

and, consequently, /J=/(M
d y

&c.)

&c.)

Now, by transposing the 3 and d, i. e. putting 3 after d, and integrating by parts, the terms S ,r and 8 y may be

freed from the sign of differentiation, and the formula forfSu be reduced to a more simple form : thus,

/N Sdx=fN d$x=W$x -

&c. &c.

In the same manner, / n & dy fn d S y = n S y _/ d n . Sy

fptd*y=fp<P.$y=:pdSy
- dply+J'dtpti,

&c. &c. ;

nd substituting these values in the expression forfdu, we have

(q
-
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(422.) The result which we have obtained is composed of two similar parts, one of which is due to the variation

of x, and the other to the variation of y : hence, we perceive, that if u be a function of*, v, z, or of any number
of variables, we may derive from the preceding expression the value of the variation ofju, by adding to it, for

each new variable, a series of terms similar to that which the variable r has produced.

Thus, let u be a function of x, y, z, in which case

+ mdy + nd* y-\-p d* y -\- q d* y -(- &c.

-l-pdz+vd1 z+7rd3

then, for the new variable 2,'we shall have to add the terms

- dv

It must be observed that, in the preceding investigations, y and x, as also y, x, and z, are independent of each

other, but may be considered as functions of another variable, as <, which is understood.

Let us consider y and x only, and let y be a function of x, then da is constant, and

du Mdx

and the variation of theyu is reduced to

(n dp + d'q- &c.) S y + (p dq+ &c.) d 3 y + (q &c.) d8 J y -f &c.

-\-f (ni d n + d*p dq + &c.) S y,

which may be again simplified, since u may be put equal to V d x,

dV du dV
and . . M = -7 d x, since -7 = -r dx;dx d x d x

consequently,
rd~v

J'MS x=: dx .Sx =

Since, if d x = a constant, S d x = 0, and thus the only terms which remain under the sign of integration are
those which are multiplied by Sy.

(423.) As an Example of the use of this theorem, let

\/dx>-j- dy* _ ds

_ r* i

.*. S u = ij d x* -\- d y
8
. S . ~J~ , o.

,J d j-s -j- y
.

. p=

and performing the variations as if we were to obtain differentials-.- a _
^ y B y

* Vdcr' + dy"

S.. Sy.dsdjs.Sdx dy S dy
' CM + =--1

-- -
Comparing this with the general formula for S u, we have

vr n ds . dx dyM = 0, m = N = -
, n = =?

Vyd" ^

P = 0, p = 0, Q = 0, q = 0, &c. ;

<y s
ox-\ - - S y

JJ.ds

This method of finding the variation of u is due to Lagrange. Euler, however, has given to it another and
nore convenient form for the solution of the problems, to which our attention will be directed. Instead ofM he
put V dx where V is supposed to be a function of x, y, and the differential coefficients of y with regard to jr.
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Calculus of (424.) We proceed, therefore, on this new supposition, to find the variation of/V d x, when y is a function of

Variations.
X) bu t the reasoning is only applicable when u can be put under the t<

Let

ThenThen =a;
where M, N, P, Q, &c., are the same as in the equation for d V.

Now S/V <*=/$.Yd *=/(V$
=f(V.d$x+ dx . SV).
=/V
=

and putting instead of SV and dV their values, we have

(dx3V-3xdV)=fdz(MZ

+fRdx (Sr-sSx) + &c.

We must now endeavour to find the forms of Sp q S x, S q r a xt Ac., and we shall see that each of these

factors depends upon Sy p S x.

S.dy pd 8 j dp Jtf _ dSy- d .p$J _ d(Sy p$x)
.'.Sp-qcx=- -77- J^ da

qdlx
dx dx

dq. dip qdSx dqdx d . (S p

d q _dxS dq dqSdx _ d$q rdSx
also 3r=S

d~;
= ~

da* dx

dSq r dSx dr$ x _ d . (Sq

Now make 5y p& x = w
rf tt?

"
c i) "" Q S fli ^^ .

d x

d

* "\* */_**>
and 5r-5*= jj-

-
j^-

&c. =&c.

.*. Substituting these Talues in the expression for Sj" (d x 8 V - dV S x), and adding V 3 x, we have

Then integrating by parts

CdP= Pw I -7-
J d

<*> ^dJ TdQ.
3 = Q -:

-- -r2 d
d x dx J dx
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dw dQ . r= Q^ - ^ +
J

-

t>
d* w __ n *iJf _ f1^R
"d^

=
d*!

""

J d*
'

Calculus of dw dQ . TlPQ Part III.

Variations. = Q -; W \- I r-r W a X

^^^^^, dx ax ,

d2

d R d w;
, fd". R

d8 w d R d w
,

d* R fd3 R

&c. = &c.

TO

")dm
d* w

+ &C.

(425.) Hence we see that the variation offVdx consists of two distinct parts, one of which is under the sign
of integration, and the other is not. The latter of which is effected only by the variations of the extreme values of

y and x, the former depends upon all the values between these extreme ones. Suppose the extreme values of a: and

y be Xi y,. and x,y, ; then the total variation ofyV d x.

w,

to,

dw,
d j'j

d w,

d x,

&c.

d"Q d'R
,+

The part under the sign of integration being taken between the same limits.

(426.) If w = 0, th formula is reduced to V &x, but since, if

S X d x
there is the same relation between Sy and S x as there is between dy and d x, and.', the same result ought to be
obtained as that arising from ordinary differentiation, and we know that dfVdx V. d x, the symbols d and
J indicating inverse operations.

(427.) It
^

is obvious, that if u had been a function of three variables x, y, z, instead of the two variables x and
y only, and if we still consider x to be the independent variable, then, since the differential of V can be put under
the form

. .JV = MSx +NJy + PJ p +Q
+ N,S z + P, Jp, +Q, X ?1 + &c.

we should have for the new variable z a. set of terms involving N,, P,, Q,, &c., precisely similar to those in
which N, P, Q, &c., are introduced ; and, making &z-pl tx=wl , the total variation will be found to be ex-
pressed by

/_ dR
,
dS

,
\dw

1 Q ~ j + u i &c -
) j--\ dx dx* J d x
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,.
. I Q

, o. > Part III.

Variations. /V <* * = V|S *s
- V, *, + f P8

-
-jj-

+ &C. 1 .

+ &c.

d P d' Q dR\
-I + &c. !

dx* dx, )
and since, whenf V d a; = a maximum or minimum, IfV d a = 0, we must have at the same time the expan-
sion = 0, and therefore the two parts of which it is composed each = 0. Hence we have two equations sepa-

rately = 0, by one of which the variations at the extreme points may be determined, and by the other the nature of

the function which possesses the maximum or minimum quality may be found.

Thus, by the equation N f-
- &c. 0, combined ivith .he equation dV WLdz 4- N d y -|-

rf x u x

P dp -f- &c., may the curve be found, which is the object of our research, and by the equation Vs S xt V, $ x
l +

P, wt P, c, 4- &c. = 0, may the position of its extreme points be determined, if these points be required.

(433.) But if, as it has been previously remarked, the extreme points be fixed S jr,, X xs, &c. each .= 0, and
the latter equation is of no use.

The two equations may be illustrated by the consideration of the following problem, the solution of which will

be first attempted. And, in the first place, had we to find the shortest line between two fixed points, we should

from the equation N ;
1- -=

; f- &c. = determine the equation to the line : but as the extreme
d x d x* d x*

points are fixed, and the line must pass throughthem.no other equation is necessary. But if it be required to

draw the shortest line between two curves, then since, when drawn, the line must lie between two points, the for-

mer equation will give the same result as before, but the equation of the limits is now necessary to determine the

precise points from which the shortest line of known species is now to be drawn, and from the equation to the

limits which involve the variations of the extreme points, and from the equations to the given curves, may the con-

ditions be found by which the line may be completely determined.

Thus, suppose P Q (fig. 2) to be one of the curves to be drawn between the given curves P P 1 and Q Q 1

,

and let P1 Q1 be the curve which arises from making x and y respectively x -f- S x and y -(- S y. Then, since P 1

and P are in the same curve P P 1

, and also Q Q 1 in the same curve Q Q 1

, if ~r- m, and * = n be the equationsax dx

to the given curves: and y, a?, y,;r, be the coordinates of P and Q, the equations r^-~ m and ^=^n will also be
X\ fcfg

true, for it is obvious that the ratio of the differentials of A N and P N will be the same as the ratio of the varia-

tions of the same quantities.
These values being substituted in the equation of limits, two of the quantities X y t

S y2, 8 *j $ rv as S y, and S yt

will be eliminated, and two independent variations, as & xt and S ,r,, will be left, the coefficients of which may be

put =r 0, and the conditions of the line at the points P and Q determined.
In this illustration it has been tacitly assumed that 8 dy,, Sdx,, &c. = 0, should they not =0, the equa-

tions to the curves will give us relations by which some of these qualities may be eliminated, and then the coefficients

of the remaining variations may be put equal to zero, and thus the equation of the limits satisfied.

In the succeeding pages we shall find instances illustrating these cases ; sometimes the limits will be considered

fixed, and at other times unknown, and to be determined by the nature of the problem.
(434.) But as the solution of problems of maxima and minima is much facilitated by deducing from the general

expression some particular formulas, we proceed to investigate them.

In general, dV =M d * + N dy + P d p + Q d q + R d r + Ac.,

1. Let all the coefficients, except N and P, =:

dP dP
andN - = 0.'.N=: -r- .

d x d x

2. Let all but M, N, and P, be equal to nothing ;

then dV=

3. Let M = 0, N = 0, and all the coefficients after Q = 0.
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Calculus of

Variations.
Part III.

And

d x

If M also does not = 0, then V =/M d x+ Q q + Cp + C',.

The following Examples will illustrate the use of these formulas.

(435.) Problem 1. Find the shortest line between two given points. Here

=fd x\/\ + l -

.'. d V = = M dx + N dy+ P dp + Q dq + &c.

.-.M=0, N = 0, P= = 0,&c. = &c.

But

1 - c

And y = a x + b the equation to a straight line, and the constants a, 6, may be determined by its passin- through
the given points.

Problem 2. Find the curve of quickest descent from one given point to another given point, the points beina-
in a vertical plane, and gravity the accelerating force.

Make the higher point the origin of coordinates, and let the axis ofy be measured downwards.

Then since, by Mechanics, = >j2g . y

ds

But then

or

by QDstituting for e

whence

- 2fl ~y . . _ 2g y - y'.~~
-
~

(g ~ y ~ )

VOL. II.

x = a T sin" 1

-^- - V 2 a y

2 F
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Calculus of the equation to a cycloid, of which the base is coincident with the axis of , and the curve meets the base in the Part III.

Variations,
origin. This is the simplest form of the Brachystochrone. -^^-~->

v-1""v"~1"/ Problem 3. Required the curve which, by revolution round its axis, shall generate the solid of least resistance.

Resistance = JY+t d x =fv d x

ml since, in this case, V = P p + c

p3 y 3 p* + p
5

:

+ c

= _ ++ . (1)^ 2

or, writing a for c,

y

Again, since

^=p.'.d,= .

d x p
But from equation (1) by differentiation we have

3 a dp a dp a
dy=: --<r-!?--^

+ *- dp

3 dp adp.a dp"'' ~

And ifp could be eliminated between the equations (1) and (2), the relation between y and x, or the equation
to the generating curve, would be known.
Problem 4. Required the curve which, within its own arc, its evolute, and radius of curvature, shall contain the

least area.

Let R r= radius of curvature to any point P at a distance (s) from the origin measured along the curve.

Then, if A = area included between the arc, etolute, and radius,

But

. <LA
d x ^__ ._.

And, as p and 9 are alone involved,
> '

= cp + </.

d x cp + o,
< -r = r-,, but since dx =
dp (l + p*)*

, _ ,~ r (r+^>
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Calculus of

Variations.
_ c, d y cdx

d s d s
'

Part III.

We may get rid of the constant c" by moving the origin along the axis of x, so that x becomes x + S, and makino1

c'= c, y c x

or =c/ + 2 V/3y ax . if c' =4/3, andc = 4 .

which is the same equation as that in Lacroix, but which is there obtained by a more laborious process : the

curve is the cycloid, and if, as in Woodhouse's Isoperimetrical Problems, we make o=0 and c'rsO, then

s = 2 V/3y, a well-known property of the common cycloid.

Problem 5. Find the shortest line that can be drawn between two curves whose equations are known.

Here V =

and we know from Problem 1 that the line is a straight one, and p = c.

Let dy mdx and dy = n dx be the equations to the two curves, and let y, cr, and yt x, be the coordinates

of the points in which the shortest line intersects them.

Now, since S yi and S xt represent the variations of y, and * as we pass from one point to another consecutive
d y--=-one in the curve
-j-=-

= m, we shall have

Xt Xs

But the equation to the limits is

VjS*a
- V,S Xi + P,M>, ?,>, = 0.

From which we obtain, since the variations of the extreme points are independent of each other,

V.Sxj+P,^ =0, and V.Sa-, + P,w8 = 0;
or

and

From (1) we have

and, therefore,

From (2) we have

^. + P^y.-P.p.Sx^O (1)

1 S J-, + P,ays -P8ps S;rir
=0 (2)

V, + P
l wi-P1y1

= 0,

V, 1+p? 1 1

-=^,-p;
= pl--^-=-- = -

c
.

V, + Ptn-P,p,-0

n = pt = pt
--- = -- = - -

.

P, p, p, c

which equations show that the line must cut both curves at right angles.

ya
And since the equation to a line passing through two given points is y y l

= -
(x xt) . and in this

= y*~ y
; therefore, substituting for c, we shall have 1 + m'

y*
~ y ' = and 1 + n .

Vt
~

Vl
-

Xl
. and

from these two equations, and those of the known curves, the values of y, xlt y, x, may be found, and the line com-

pletely determined.

Problem 6. Find the curve of quickest descent from one given curve to another given curve

Here

whence

and, as before,
2 p 2
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Calculus of

Variations.

Part III.

/- rrr .v y V 1 + p

and the equations of the limits give

V^j. + P^y, P, p^x, = and V,Jj?f + P,S

But if i := JM and = n be the equations to the curves r
' = m and ~? = n, whence

d x d x S xt $ or,

V, P,p, + P, m = and Vs
- P8 p, + P, = 0.

But

and

y <J

i . I+ J~. ~ and -
; + &=. =.. f=

V2<z

. . 1 -(- p, m = and 1 + p, ra = 0.

The last two equations show that the cycloid cuts the two curves at right angles. Also from the equation

V y V 1 + P* = ^ 2 a . it appears that the base of the cycloid coincides with the horizontal line from which we
have supposed the body to have fallen to acquire the velocity in the cycloid.

(436.) In the problems which have been hitherto solved, the function V does not involve the limits of the

integral. There are, however, cases in which this does happen, as, for instance, when the brachystochrone is

required between two curves, and the motion is to commence from one of the curves. In such case, which we
considered when the general theorems were investigated, we must add to the equation of the limits the terms

Cd V Cd V
S x, I 7 d x + S y, I -;

d x + &c., and we have the equation
J d Xt Jay

l^dx + ty C^-dx + &c.
d xl J d y,

+ P, ?,
- P, u\ + &c. + JJN

-
?j- +

&c.|jo
d x.

Example. Let the curve of quickest descent between two curves be required, the motion commencing at the

first.

Here, if y, be the vertical coordinate of the point at which the motion commences, and y that of the body at the

end of <",

whence

.-. dV=

P =
'y-y.v'l+P*

we may . . use the formula V = p p + c.

. vr+7_ jf

v-y,
+ c, or <J y

-
y,

. J 1 + p* = - = ^2 a,

an equation to a cycloid, its cusp being at the point at which the motion begins.

Next, referring to the equation of limits, since V does not involve x, x8 , &c., we have merely to find - .

,d V

But
d x

=

'd V _ _ _
^yi

'
~ P"

when taken between the proper values. Hence the equation for the limits becomes
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Cllciiliuof V^X,- V, 5 ^ + P
8
WS -P.ZA + (P, - P.,)Sy, . =0, Part I II.

Variations. or
v-^-^ '

^ v-'

(V,
- P, p,) S x,

- (V,
-

P.JB.) J j?, + Ps Sy.
- P, Jy, = 0,

or

a*.
_

a j,
, p. *

,
y s

.
--7= H 7= ya

--
. dy, = .

V'2a V2o V2a -J2a

ano if M. = m and = n be the equations to the limiting curves .'. = m and
j-

= n . vn; have
d x d x S x t

3 x
t

,r,
= .

whence 'Sx, and S J, are totally independent of each other,

1 -f-pt n = and 1 + p2 m = ..m = ,

or the tangents at the points where the cycloid meets the curves are parallel, and, since 1 + pt n = 0, it cuts the

second curve at right angles.

(437.) The problems which have been the objects of our consideration in the preceding pages have been those

of absolute maxima and minima. We proceed to treat of questions of relative maxima and minima. Of this kind

is the problem, the length of a curve being given, find its species, that the area included by it may be a maximum.
Such is the problem first proposed and solved by James Bernouilli, and to which the name of Isoperimetrical has

been given, a name which is extended to all questions of this class.

The problem of relative maxima and minima in its most general point of view may be defined to be this. To
find that relation between the variables y and x, that while J"u t dx is constant, theJud x may be a maximum or

minimum. The solution of this question is obtained by multiplying j"u t
dx by a constant quantity (a), and

adding the product iafudx, and then substituting their sum for_y
V dx in the preceding theorems; or, in other

words, making the variation ofJ"u djc + aJ~Ui d x, or o(J"dx (?< -j- a ?/,)
= . and this will appear obvious if we

consider that -.'fit, dx = c an&fudx is a maximum or minimum ; .'. 3
ffu i dx = and Sjudx= 0, and as

the condition of the greatest or least value ofj'u d x is dependent upon the equation fv.\ d x =r c, every condition

of the problem will be included in the variation ofj"(u -{- a M,) d x.

(438.) To put this, however, in a more distinct point of view, the following proof, which is founded upon that

given by Sir John Herschell, in a note to the translation of Lacroix's Elementary Treatise on the. Differential
and Integral Calculus, may be here introduced. And, first, we shall show that if there be any number of inde-

pendent equations, P = 0, Q = 0, R = 0, &c., where P, Q, R, &c., are functions of x, y, p, q, &c., they may be

all included in the general equation P + Qfl-j-R&+ &c. = 0, in which the quantities a, 6, &c. are entirely

independent of x, y,p, q, &c. For the sake of simplicity, let P, Q, and R, be alone taken ; then P + Q a + R 6 =
shall include the equations P = 0, Q = 0, R = 0.

For, since P, Q, R, remain unchanged while a, b, may alter, the following equations will hold good simultaneously.

P+Q-fR6=0
P + Qa, + R6, =
P + Qa8 + R68 =

.'. Qa a, + R6 -
6, = (1)

and

:. Q -z-fl,+ R"6 - b, = (2)

.-. from(2)Q= R^-^.
a a,

.-. substituting this value for Q in equation (1).

a-g,
f. e. R (6 6, a a,

- 6 fe, a ,)
= .

t. e. R (6 a, -f- o, a, -j- 6, a 6, a, 6 a, bt a) =
or

R . / (a 6 , 6, <?,&) = 0,

whence, since f(a b a, 6, &c.) does not necessarily = 0, .-.R = 0. The general equation is now reduced to

P -j- Q a = ; also . P -f- Q ,
= . . by subtraction Q (a a,) = and a -

a, does not =0. . . Q =
and . . P = 0. Hence the equation P + aQ + 6R = does include the equations P = 0, Q = 0, R = 0.

Now, to apply this reasoning to the case before us, let

then will the equation Hj (u + a a, + b M,) d x = include the separate equations of $_/"/ d x I), ^fn^dx= ;

/ M, d x = 0, if a and 6 be quantities entirely independent of x . y . p . q, &c.

Now, in the particular case of relative maxima and minima, iffudr be a maximum or minimum, $J"itdx=: 0,

and
if_/ t/, d x, taken between the same limits, be of a given value, ftfiii

d x IT 0. Hence every condition of the

problem will be included under the equation

aw,) djr =
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Calculus of it is plain that \ffu^dx be also constant, we must make f>J~(u + a u + J> t/,) d x = 0, and so on for any Part TII.
Variations. number of functions.

"

^ V'
"^^~"

(439.) Hence, in the variation offVd^vre must merely write for V, V + au, or V -j- au -f- bv, &c., and

proceed as in the cases of absolute maxima and minima. In these examples the total variation will he expressed by

(440.) Example 1. To find the curve which under a given perimeter includes the greatest area.

tlerefudx=f<Jl + p*dxis given, andf\'dx=fydx,
.-. /V, dx =/(V + au) dx =/(y + a V 1 + p*) dx

.-. V, = y + a V
ap

VT

/. M = 0, N = 1, P =

dP

--, Q = 0,

and V from N = 0, and d V = N dy-)-P dp ; we have
a x

or

/ 'i

.

'

. X C, = V o y c\ .

.*. . x c^ -f- y c\ = of,

the equation to a circle.

Example 2. Required the Brachystochrone, when the length of the curve is given.

Here u = and V =

But

ap \ ,

)dp
1+?V

= Pdp-fNdy
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Calculus of which by putting z
8

for y maybe easily integrated, and which will depend upon logarithms or circular arcs, part III.
Variations, according as a* is greater or less than e*. . ^_ __'.,

N' '

Example 3. Find the equation to the curve, which, of all those that have the same length and include the same
area, shall, by rotation round the axis of x, generate the greatest solid.

Here f\\dx=:f(u-{-av l -{-but)dx

since solid = T./V d *> length f*J 1 + p*dx, and area =fydx,
.-. V, =:u + aUi+ bVi y* + ccS

But, in this case,

Vl+p
. M=0, Q= )V i + p-

a

p'=l-
a,

c-ys+ by\

l - c - y'
- 6 y

'dy
' ~

^ (c
- y

8 - 6 y)
s - a"'

Example 4. Given the length of a curve to find its form, that its centre of gravity may be the lowest possible

Here

Let
f x>J 1 4- p*(X = depth or centre of gravity, /. X =S-^
J >J 1 + p

8
. <_

fxjl+p'dx= *--~- if / = length of curve

_ V 1 + p

But

V 1 + p* _ x + a _x .

f ,_,

a\-b>
. . y = b . log (x+ a +^ - 6!) + C, .

the equation to a catenary.

(441.) Find the curve B M, which is the least possible, when the area A B MN is given.

Here, (fig. 3.) area =s fy d x, length =f*/ l+p* . d x
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,-.V= V 1 + jf + a y
Part III.

,-.N= e, P =
l+p
P

&c

Therefore, in this case,

or

and putting

I + *

V = Fp + c,

a y 4- Vl -J-#

-, Q = 0, R = 0, &c.

P'
.+ c

Vl +p'

.-.ay V 1 +p'+l = c V 1 +/ .

1 c /
i = - and j8 = -

, (/3 y) v 1 + p* = (a)

whence

08
- y

T -s 1>

the equation to a circle.

(442.) Find the same when the area included between two lines drawn from a given point, and including

an angle, is given.
1

*= yVl4-p*. dx, &ndarea=-.f(xdy ydx) .Here

.-. V = + a . (px-y)

* I*
/ ^ w

Vi+ P
s

pdp= r + a xdp .

Vl+ P

r, and^=0.'. P = c
dx

/3
s

= -ax+c

P-.-a
\

x
.1

/C \ O X .. 1 , C
= a .

( --*):= ^ :ifa = -5
and - =

V / P P *

P* o -
)* o *|

Jj/ _ O - J
'

d
*~v/^T7^f

whence

y c,| + a :r)
= ^*,

the equation to a circle.

(443.) In the preceding problems we have only considered those cases in which the variable y is a function of *

alone; we proceed to show the application of the formulae to those questions in which a third variable z is introduced

The g-eneral expression for the variation ofJ"V d x, when y and z are functions of x, is

:=Va *'- ' *
---d^^-d*

&c. + &c. + &c.

, , d'Q,

in which w Nj, PI, Q4 , Ru &c., are of the same form as w, N, P, Q, R, &c., but z is to be written instead of y.
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f
Example. Required the shortest distance between two points in space.

- ^_ ' f / flyf ,7 2J

Here, if s be the distance, =
\ \/ 1 + j^-,+ -j- dx;
J ax an*

.-.dV pdp"

But, at a maximum or minimum,
,T rfP d"Q rf"RN -d7 +^-

and

whence Y N = 0, Q = 0, R = 0, &c., and N, = 0, Q, = 0, R, = 0, &c., we have from equations (1) and (2)

^f
= 0andS =

' "P = andP1
= 6.

But

? and = b . V 1 + P' + p!

Whence it appears that the trace of the required distance upon the plane of y z is a straight line ; and as, if we

had assumed z to be the independent variable, the result would have been similar, i. e. of the form y = ^ x + c,,

PI
we may conclude that the curve line joining the two points lies in one plane, or is a curve of simple curvature.

Hence if the points be g.ven and fixed, and there be no other condition than that simply of shortest distance
between them, the case becomes that of the first example, and the line is a straight one, the nature of which may be
determined by the given coordinates of the points to which it must be drawn.

'

(444.) The problem, however, may be solved by the following more general process, and which illustrates the
methods given in articles (421 and 422.)

Thus, supposingfd =/ Jdx' + dy* + d z',

Now by reference to article (422.), we find M = 0, m = 0, p = 0,

dx dy dzN=
l'"

= -' "=" dN =
' d = -

.
dx dy dz

.-^--a,
= 6, ^=0;

whence

da? dy> dz^ + d7 + d7= 1 = a+il + c'

an equation of condition by which the constants a, 6, c are connected. Also, since

d* a dy b
-r- and -2- =

,dz c dz c

/. t =
-^

z + c, (1) and y z + cs (2),

the equations to a straight line.

VOL. II.
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Calculus of The five constants a, 6, c, cu r, may be found from the four equations which arise from the substitution of the Part III.

Variations, given coordinates of the points for x, y, z, in equations (1) and (2), and from the equation of condition v_ v-_'
v v- a8 + 6

s + c8 = 1.

If one of the points be fixed, but the other situated on a curve surface, let ds = pdx + q dy be the equation
to the surface. Then, if the coordhates of the second point be xv yt, zs ,

and the equation of the limits, which is

d x,A . dy,. dx, .

^T"S*,+ -Z!Syi + T^&zt =
d *, d s, a s2

becomes
d xt J i', + rfys Sy, + dz2 . (pt J TS + ftSyt) = 0,

or

and since J ^8 and Syt are independent variations, we must put their coefficients separately equal to zero.

.*. dxt + pa dz, = and dyt + qt dxt = 0,

which show that the required line coincides with the normal of the given surface.

(445.) Next ; let it be required to draw the shortest line upon a given surface.

In this case the variations of the coordinates x, y, z, which are under the signy, must satisfy the differential

equation to the surface, since the line in question coincides at every point with it.

Let .'. dz = pdx-{-qdybe the equation to the surface, whence we have $z=pX:t + gSy; and substituting
for S x, we have

whence we have from the part under the sign of integration

d.^+ p . d.%- = and d . 4^ + 9 . d . ^ =
ds ds ds ' ds

which are the equations of the curve required.
Take for an example the least distance measured along a sphere.

Here 2"= r
f - .z* - y

1
;

dz x . dz y
.: - =p= -- and - = q = - 2

,dx x dy 2

and the equations become, considering d.i constant,

z fx x d*z = and z d*y y&zzzQ,
from which we also obtain

yd*x- xd*y = 0;
whence, by integration,

(1)

(2)

xdy ydx = aa ds (3).

Multiply (1) by y, (2) by x, and (3) by z, and add ; and then

= 0,

the equation to a plane which passes through the centre of the sphere ; but the intersection of a plane with a

sphere is a circle, and if the plane pass through the centre of the sphere it is a great circle ; the required line is,

therefore, a portion of a great circle of the sphere.
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Calculus of

(i ) CUSTOM has decided that no Treatise on the Differential Calculus can be reckoned complete, unless it also Calculus of

Differences
' nclude the Calculus of Finite Differences : and we adhere to the arrangement which has been made. Indeed we .

Fin 't

v^J^J' may consider that, by the term Differential Calculus, there is meant that branch of pure Mathematics which ^
solely treats of variable quantities ; and this division being allowed, the Calculus of Finite Differences is naturally

^

a subdivision, and rightly occupies the place assigned to it.

The intimate connection between it and the Differential Calculus, properly so called, will soon be seen ; and in

many instances it may be shown that the formulas of the one can be derived from processes given in the other.

The Calculus of Finite Differences, or of Differences, as Lacroix has proposed to name this branch of

Mathematics, may, perhaps, be defined as that which chiefly treats of numbers, and of the change which numerical

equations undergo, in consequence of given alterations taking place in the values of the number or numbers of
which these are the functions.

Although this statement may at first lead the student to suppose that this Calculus is confined in its views, and
limited in its applications, yet will he ultimately find its uses are most extensive : and, as instances, may be
informed that the theorems which it demonstrates afford the means and frequently the only means of solution of
the interesting Problems to which we are led in our inquiries respecting the Summation of Series, and the questions

arising from the Theory of Probabilities, and the construction of Logarithmic Tables.

(2.) We next proceed to explain the terms and the notation made use of in this branch of the Calculus.

If we take the series which is formed by the sum of the squares of the natural numbers, viz.

I
1 + 2s + 3 + 4' + 5 + &c. +3?+ &c.

where x expresses the number of terms, and of is in this case the ith term of the series. It is evident that by
giving to x the values 1, 2, 3, &c., the 1st, 2d, 3d, &c. term is produced: on this account a;' is called the

general term of this series ; and when the general term is known, the successive terms of the series are also capable
of being found.

The general term is therefore a function of x, i. e. a function of its place in the series, and mathematicians have,

for the most part, agreed to express this particular kind of function by the symbol v, or v,: the letter x is called

the index, since it marks the place in the series to which any particular term belongs.

And, as in the Differential Calculus, when the form of/(j) is given, that of/(j + A) can be found by means
of the differential coefficients of f(x) : so also may v,, as will be shown, be found in terms of the differences of

its preceding values.

The nature of these differences may be thus explained. But instead of the series of the squares let us take

the following,
a + b + c + d+ e + &c.

where a, b, c, &c., are numbers connected together by some constant law of derivation, a condition implied by the

notion of a series.

If now we subtract a from b, b from c, c from d, &c., we have the results

b a, c b, d c, e d, &c.,

which are called first differences, b a being the first difference of a ; if the process be continued, we shall have

c-26 + a, d-2c+6,e-2d + c, &c.

which are termed second differences ; and continuing the process we shall arrive at third, fourth, &c. differences.

(3.) Now if we return to the series of the squares of the natural numbers and write them down according to

their actual values, and not symbolically, viz.

1 -f 4 + 9 + 16 + 25 -f- 36 4 49 + &c.

and if we subtract the first number from the second, the second from the third, the third from the fourth, &c.,

and afterwards again subtract the first of these differences from the second difference, the second from the third,

and so on, we shall have, first writing down the original series, the series of numbers

1 + 4 + 9 + 16 + 25 + 36 + 49 + &c. squares,

3 + 5 + 7 + 9 + 11 + 13 + &c. first differences,

2 + 2+ 2 + 2 + 2+&c. second differences ;

whence it appears that the first differences are the odd numbers, and that the second differences are all equal.
Now the use of this investigation is this, that we can by mere addition produce any terms of the series we may

wish, if we know three corresponding numbers in each of the three horizontal lines. Thus having given 16, 9,

2, to form the succeeding terms of the series, add 2 to 9 and 9 to 16, and we obtain 11 and 25, the next terms in

the second and first lines ; and these being found, we may form in a similar manner other terms. In fact, having
given the 1, 3, 2, the first numbers of each horizontal line, 2 beinr assumed constant or the same for every place
of the lowest line, all the other terms may be found. Then adding 2 to 3 we have 5, the second number in the

middle line, and adding 3 to 1 we have 4, the second figure in the highest line. Again beginning from the

constant difference 2, add 2 to 5 and we have 7, add 5 to 4 and we have 9, the next two figures, and similarly

may all the terms be found.

227 2 o 2
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(4.) Had we taken the series of the cubes of the natural numbers, or 1 + 8 + 27 + 64 4- 125 + 216 + 343 Calculus of

Finite ^ 3^ antj taken tne nrst> second, and third differences, the first numbers of the horizontal lines, including the
*'

series itself, would be 1, 7, 12, 6, the third difference 6 is constant, and the process indicated in the preceding
article would be found to have place here.

And thus if the ?ith differences between successive logarithms become constant or very nearly so, the logarithms
themselves may be found by successive additions only.

The truth of this rule will be afterwards proved, although the formation of the differences makes it almost

sufficiently evident.

The term difference which we have used requires a particular definition, and it is understood to express the

excess of one term over that which immediately precedes it. The first object of the Direct Calculus of Differences

is to find the value of this difference whatever be the function of x ; and we may here add that x is supposed to

increase by unity.

(5.) From this definition it appears that the difference of any function is found by writing x + I, for x in it,

and subtracting from the result the original function.

This operation is symbolically represented by prefixing the letter A before the function under consideration.

Thus A?/, expresses the difference of u,, and A a; the difference of x, and thus

M,+;, v, = A u, and x + I x = A,r.

(6.) But since M.+I u, or AM, may also be a function of a;, and therefore susceptible of change when

x + 1 is put for x in it : Aw, will have a difference which is called the second difference of u,.

And the second difference of Aw, is from our definition

AMI+I
- AM,= A(MI+I -M,) = A(AM.) = A'M,.

A 8
M, being the symbol used for the second difference of v,.

We may stop to remark that the equations

u,+l := M + A w, and AMI+,
= AS

M, + AM,

express the method used in determining the places of the numbers in the illustration given at the commencement
of the article : thus let * = 4,

.'. u, = 16, AM, = 9, A^, = 2, w,+ ,
= us

= 16 + 9 = 25 and Au5
= 9 + 2 = 11.

(7.) The second difference being written A! the third difference is expressed by A
3

u,, the fourth by A4
w, ....

and the nth by A" u, ; a system of notation which bears a close analogy to that used in the early part of the Differ-

ential Calculus, when we had occasion to find the successive differential coefficients of a function.

(8.) Again referring to the definition of a difference, if M
O M, M2 M,, &c., wn be the values of u, when 0, 1, 2, 3,

&c n are put for x, we have the following equations :

?/,
- M = A w

U 3 w, =: A W|

v, - M S
= A wa

vt Ua =Aw,
&c. = &c.

- M,., = AM..,,
whence by addition we obtain the theorem

u, - u
a
= A M + A M, + A , + A w3 + &c. + A u, . ,

Then taking the series 1 + 8 + 27 + 64 + 125 + 216 + &c.

w = 1, A !/= 7, AM, = 19, A a = 37, Aw3
= 61

M
4
- MO = AMO + AM, + A s + Aw8 = 7 + 19+37 + 61 = 124,

or M4 = 1 + 124 = 125, as in the series.

In the same manner, since

A w, A M = A ( A /o ) = A! w

Aw2
- A w, = A2

M,

A u,
- A M2 = A8

s

&c. = &c.

Aw, Awn _, = A2
?/,. ,

Awn
- AMO

= AMO + A8
M, + A8 M2 + &c. + A8 Mn _,.

(9.) From the notation which has been used in the preceding articles, we see that the difference of a function
is expressed by prefixing the letter A ; what has been shown with regard to a monomial is also true for a set of
terms connected by the sign + or .

Thus

or the difference of the sum of any number of functions is equal to the sum of the differences of each.
Also since

.) = aM, +1
- avf = O(M,+ ,

-
M,) = a AM,,

it appears that constant quantities may be brought without the sign of the difference.
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And since A (u, c) = ^7- ^T~c = .+l

- w. = AM,,
c^f "

Differences, constant quantities connected to the function by the sign disappear when the difference of the function is Differences.

The constant c need not, however, be independent of x, but must be such a function of it that c^, c,.

(10.) When the form of it, is given, the first and successive differences are easily found, as the following

illustrations will show.

Let u, = a?, or let u, represent the general term of the series 1 +4 + 9 + 16+ &c., which is the sum of the

squares of the natural numbers, a series to which we have frequently referred.

Then +,
- , = AM, = (x + l)

s - x = 2* + 1

Again, if u, = x8
; AM, = (x + I)

3 of 3x* + 3x + 1

A8
u, = 3 . (2 x + 1) + 3 = 6 x + 6 . A" u. = 6, A4 w, = ;

this last expression may be thus verified, for u, = a3 represents the general term of the series 1 +8+27 + 64

+ 125 + &c.

The first differences of the terms are 7, 19, 37, 61, &c., the second are 12, 18, 24, &c., the third 6, 6, &c., and

the 4th differences vanish.

(11.) Again, if M, = x" :. Aw.= (x + 1)" - xm

= m

A*M. = mAa;"- 1 + o A of* + 6 A x"-* + &c.

and by writing m I, m 2, 3, &c. for m in the expression for A a;", we shall find the value of A
Ax"1

"', A a*"8
, &c., and we shall obtain

As
u, = mm I . a*'* + i a"8 + 6, x""* + &c.

Similarly, A* v,t =.mm 1m- 2 it""
8 + a^ x"1" 4 + 6, a;""* + &c.

and thus proceeding we shall obviously have

A"i* = mm -1m 2 .... m - n+ 1 . a"-" + Aa"1 1 + &c.

and ifm = n, every term but the first will vanish, and we shall finally have

A^aTr: mm lm-2m-3....3.2. 1,

a constant quantity, and, therefore, the higher differences of of will vanish.

(12.) Again, if M, = A x" + B a? + C xq + &c where m is the greatest index, then

A-t*, = A A" xm + B A*" + C . A1

"*' + &c.

But by the preceding article A"a;m =wtwi I m 2.... 3.2.1
A~ "=(), A"i' = 0&c.

.'. A"w, = A m . m 1 wi 2 ?n - 3 ....3.2.1.

(13.) The following examples contain some useful results, and will entirely explain the process of finding the
differences of functions.

Example (1.) Let u, = a + bx, which is the expression for the general term of an arithmetic series, MO being
the first term.

and ,+, v, = A M, = (a+6x+l) (a + 6 x) = 6

Aa
w, = 0, results which the formation of arithmetic series fully explains.

Example (2.) Let u, = a* .'. A?/, = a*+1 a* = (a l)a
r

.

AS MJ = (a I)
8

. a" and .'. A"w, = (a - 1)' a1.

Example (3.) Let u, = sin x 0, .'. A u, sin x + 1 # sin x

e / i\= 2 sin . cos f x + 1

Since sin A sin B = 2 sin ^ . cos r .

Again, let M,= cosx0, .'. A . casxO = cos x + ffl COST*

e / i\= -2sm .sin . [x + J0.

. A - B .A+Bamce cos A cos B = 2 sin -
. sin -
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/ l\
A* sin x 6 = 2 sin . A . cos ( x + I G

=
2siny .{cos

fa +
J0

-

Calculus of

Finite

Difference!,

= - 4 sin*- . sin (x + 1) 6.

/ l\= -4 sin"- . 2 sin . cosf *-f- 1 +
J6

e ( s\= 8 sin
8

. cos ( x + 1 6

:. A4 sinxe = 2* sin
4

. sin (* + 2)

A4
. cosa;0= 24 sin4 . cos (* + 2) 0.

m

f 0V
A8"sina;0= ( 2sin

J
. sin (x + n)6

Similarly,

Hence

A*1 cos a = f 2 sin
-^- J

. cos (a; + n)

the upper sign to be used when n is of the form 4 m, and the lower when it is of the form 4m + 2,
/ Q \+ / J \

and also A**1'1 sin * e =
(
2 sin

)
cos I a + n + 10.

\ / \ */

Example (4.) Let u, = tan * 9

A tan x 6 = tan T + 1 tan *

sin x + 10 siu j;

COSZ+ 10

Similarly, A cotan xd

_ sin ,r + 1 . cos x sin * . cos x + 1 6 _ sin

cos x . cos x 4- 1 cos x 6 . cos x + 1

sin

sin a; . sin x + 1

Example (5.) v, = log a;, .'. A log a; = log (a; + 1) log x

and A8

log x log x + 2 - log x + I (log a; + 1 log a;) = log* + 2 21ogx + 1 + log x

A8
log x = log x + 3 3 log * + 2 + 3 log x + I log x

A* log x = log a; + 4 4 log x + 3 + 6 log a; + 2 4 log a; + 1 + log a;,

and similarly it would appear that

A" . log x = log (x + n) - n . log (* + n 1) + n .

~
log (a + n 2)

. TO 1 n 2
log (x + 7i - 3) + &c

1.2.3
a formula which will be shown hereafter to be true for every value of u,.

(14.) Having found the difference of single terms, we proceed to deduce general expressions for the product
and quotient of two or more functions.

Thus A (u. vj = u^j vi+1
-

u<,v,

(u, + Aw.) (o. + Ac.) .

= u, A v, + vf A 11, + A v, A v,

= MAu, + t>I+1 AMI,

a formula of considerable utility in the inverse method of differences.

Ao-ain, A = J+1 _ ^- = "
~

. v, vt+l v.

Thus A (a: . a.) = .if . A a* + a**' . A . xm = o* . {a 1 at" + aA .

and a^_ a" . Aa" - a* A j"_ of . (a - 1) - A . x"
A =

r.H-1
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(15.) Next to find the difference of the product of any number of functions u, . u^ . M^, .... Ur+,. Calculus of

Finite
Difference,.

^ ^ % _ f_ , Differences.

and

1 \ _ uj -u,
+~H .' M. +4 . .+* .... .4 H

(16.) If u, = a + b x, i. e, if w, be the general term of an arithmetic series, these latter expressions assume a

simple form to which we shall hereafter refer.

For then

M^f^fi u, = (a + b . x + n + 1) (a + &*) = & . w + 1.

and

-n+ 16

U, . ,+, .... ,+/ M, ,+, ....

Hence when the function is composed of factorials which are in arithmetic progression, the difference of the

product is of the same form as the function itself, except that there is one factor less ; and the difference of the
fraction is similar to the fraction itself, with the exception of a new factor being added to the denominator.

(17.) From the preceding expressions, a theorem for ,+. may be deduced, in terms of M, and its successive
differences Aw,, A'u,, A"w,, &c.

For since M,+, u. = A u, or w,+, = w, + A
.'. AM.+, = A u, + A (Au,) = A u, + A'w,.

But

= M, + AM,+ AM, + A'w,

u. + 2 AM, + A'w,.
And

M.4. = M^., + 2 Au^f, + A 1
w^.,

= M, + Aw, + 2 AM, + 2 A'u, +A', +A* M,

= u, + 3 A , + 3 A'M, + A*w,.

The form of these expressions, the numerical coefficients of which follow the law of the coefficients of tbe

binomial theorem, would finally lead us to the equation

Ti1 .
,
nn 1 n 2-- A'w, + A'w, + &c.;

the truth, however, of this assumption may be thus shown.

Let the value for u^. be supposed to be true :

Then M.^, = M.+. + AM^.

nn l . . nnl n2= u, +wAw, + AM,+
i . . O

t-Aw. + n A'M, +
"" 1

A' M, + &c.

whence it appears that if the theorem be true for any one term it is true for the next succeeding. Now we have
shown that the law of the coefficient does obtain, when n = 2, and also when n = 3 ; the theorem is therefore

universally true.

(18.) The expression for u^ is very useful in finding the general term of a series when the differences are

given.
For first writing x for n, and then putting n = 0, we have for the (x + I)"

1

term, or M,

x 1 x x 1 j? 2
, = w. + x A MO + * . A4 w + - -

A'?/, + &c.
& 1 . & , i-5

# 1.Z-.2 x 1 # 2 # 3
.'. x* term or w._ t

= w + (*-l) Aw H At/fl + - - A8
-f &c .

1 . A !*
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19 + 28 + 39 + 52 + &c.

9+11 + 13+ &c. first differences.

2 + 2 + 2 + &c. second differences.

+ + + &c. third differences.

Here ua =l9, Aw =9, AS M =2, AB M = 0;

= 10 + 9 x + x*-3 x+ 2=zx>+6x + 12;

and by putting 1, 2, 3, &c. for y, the successive terms of the series will be found.

(19.) Having found the value of MJ+ in terms of u, and its differences, we shall now find A"w. in terms of

'M- and its Preceding values.

For since A u. = ut+l - u, and A u,+l = v^ vf+l

= w+s-2w,+ , +
and

A'M^S: A +.,
2 AMI+, + Aw,

= u^a - *,+,
- 2 (MJ+S

- M,+I ) + M.+,
-

7/,

= w,+s 3 M.+J + 3 ,+,

the law of the coefficients apparently following that of the coefficients of the expanded binomial (a 6)", and
we shall have by analogy

n I nnln2
A" u, = M^,- n . M.+.., + n -

!/,+..,
-- ,+_, + &c.

< I . < , o

Assuming this series to express the true value of A" ut ,

nnl nnln2
-y-

., + &C.

n . TOI

71+1. W 71+1. 71. 71 1~
J/l ""8 + '

Hence if the law be true for the index n, it is true for the index n + 1, and we have seen that it is true

when n = 2, and when n := 3; it is therefore true when n = 4, and thus by successive inductions is always true.

(20.) If A" u, = 0, or if the differences at length became constant, we have

nn 1 nn In 2 .

1.2 1.2.3
or, putting ,r = 1,

n 1 nn ln 2

whence it appears that any one term, as
_,.

is expressed by a function of the preceding terms multiplied by
constant coefficients, or that a series which has constant differences of any order is a recurring one : the converse

of this proposition is not however true;

(21.) We may here make some brief remarks upon a system of notation which has been applied to the formulas

for w^, and A" u,. The letter A has hitherto been considered as the symbol of an operation performed upon the

function u, ; so long, therefore, as we remember its primary meaning, we are at liberty to put any expression

involving A into another form, provided we do not change its value.

Now in the expression

1 f\
71 ^ 1 71 ft ^~ 1 71 ^~ <&

u*+ + n A v, + n Ae ux + A8
u, + &c.,

if we consider u. to be separated from A, A, A', &c., we may write

but the expression within the bracket may be expressed by (1 + A)", for this quantity when expanded will produce

precisely the same series in form. Then, finally, we may consider K^, to be expressed by the equation ut+, =
(1 + A)" u,, the right-hand side of the equation being considered only as the representation of the value of J/^, in

terms of u, and its differences.
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(1 + A)'- n(l + A)"
n 1

(1 + A)
n?i 1 n 2
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!)" . ? for A" and (l + A - 1 )" have the same meaning.

+ A)"'' +
&O.J

A)-**. 4- &c.

, ; (1 + A)' u, that

Ca
Fh!"te

'

Differences.

A)

But from what has preceded (1 + A)" u, is the expression for uf+f ; (1 + A)""' v, for w

for K4,-i, &c.

,_t
- &c. ;

whence it appears how readily the expression for the ?ith difference of any function u, may be obtained by means
of the notation which has been just used: namely, that notation by which we have expressed the expansion of

M + under the symbol (I + A)"M,.

At present, however, we cannot pursue this subject further, but other applications of this concise system of

notation will no doubt occur to the reader.

(22.) The formula M.+, = u, + 2 A , + A2
v, = *+, + A u, + A' u, = u^ + (uI+l v,) + A'w,

conducts us to an expression very useful in the arithmetic of sines.

For suppose v, = sin x 0, .: ?/,+,
= sin (j- + 2) 6 = sin (j; -f-

also we have seen that A8
?!, = 4 sin*- . sin (xQ + 0),

.'. making the requisite substitutions in the formula for uf+s,
we have

a

sin (* 9 + -2 0) = sin (x B + 6) + (sin (x + 0) sin x d)
- 4 sin8 -

. sin (xO + 6) ;

and making x successively = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, &c. and = 1, we have

sin 2 = sin 1 + (sin 1 - sin 0) - sin 1 (2 sin 30')'

sin 3 = sin 2 + (sin 2
- sin 1) - sin 2 (2 sin 30')*

sin 4 = sin 3 + (sin 3 - sin 2) - sin 3 (2 sin 30')*

&c. &c.

and having computed sin 1 arid sin 30', by some independent formula, for the sine in terms of the arc, the sines

of the arcs will be found by addition and subtraction only.

Again, let 6= 1', and for x + 2 put a; + 1 ;

.'. sin (V + I') sin x1 + (sin a! sin a/- 1') sin x' (2 sin 30")' ;

whence, knowing sin 30" and sin 1', the sines of minutes may be found ; and by assuming1=2 . 60 -f <p, a formula

may be found by which the sines of arcs consisting of degrees and minutes may be found.

(23.) Since, as we have seen in a preceding article, when n is of the form 4 m,

.. A'

A" sin 0= +(2sin-\
Jsin (* + n) 6 !

A"" 1

sin,r0 = f 2sin -
J <COS(,T + M

(g\-
r .

2 sin-
J

<smx + n - 1 ti L

4- A" 'sin x8 = (z sin-
j J2

sin -
. cos x + n - -0 + sin x + n - 1 6^;

and v sin (or -(- n 1) = sin

~~(2S 'n
2) (

d

x + n -

i e e i i
sin x + n -

. cos - + sin -.cosx+ra -9\< 9 J

/ e\- '

= I 2 sin -
1 (sin j + n) 9.

Multiplying hot h sides by
- ( 2 sin -

j
, and transposing,

/ G\n -^^ / fl\ a
( \

'

(

2sin-jsinj;
+ !e = ( 2 sin -

j
< A"' 1

sin x 8 + A"'sin or >

or A"sinj0=
(2

sin-
j JA"-'sinj;0+

V'si

VOL. II
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however general.
Thus having given any two successive differences of the sine of an arc, the rest may be found

;
and thus tne

sines may be computed by means of simple additions and subtractions.

(24.) The calculation of logarithms, always laborious, is yet much facilitated by the method of differences. The

following example, ihe numerical results of which are taken from Lacroix, will be an instance of its use.

Let u, log x, :. A log x = log (x + 1) log* = logf 1 + -
J

: = log(;r + 2)
-

A*logi~log(* + 3) -31og(jr + 2) +31og(*+ 1)
-

log-*

=
M.(J5

- &,

And

If higher orders of differences be required, we may, by pursuing a similar process, find them ; but in general, the

values of the third differences are so small that we may stop there, as the omission of the following terms will not

sensibly affect the result. The differences being computed, they are substituted in the equation =r u + n A u +

n A*M H - - A'tt, and proper values being given to (n), the value of u,, which is the object sought,

is discovered.

Thus if x = 10000, .'. u log 10000 = 4.

Then A u = 0.00004 34272 76863

A8 M = 0.00000 00043 42076

ASM= 0.000000000000868,
and let it be required to find the logarithm of 10006.

Here n = 6, and / = u + 6 A u + 15 A! w + 20 A8 u ;

and computing the terms of this equation, we shall find

v,= log 10006 = 4.00025 94995 47398.

We might, however, have obtained the same result, had we formed a table of differences, and then the operation
would have been performed by simple additions and subtractions.

In the common tables of Hutton the logarithm is only given to seven places of decimals ; so long, therefore, as

the omission of the other terms of the equation does not affect the value of this figure, the differences calculated

from the series will be applicable to find the logarithms required ; but when this figure is altered, as we can find

by trial, we must start from this point, and we compute A M, A8 M and A3
M. It is easy to find when this takes

50 X 49 X 48 X 47 (6 )

place; thus if n = 50, the value of the first neglected term = - - - - X M
j

- &c.t is found

only to influence the value of the sixteenth figure in the decimal part of the logarithm of 10050.

(25.) Other series more convergent than those given in the last article are readily found, which will render tne
calculation of AM, A*M, and A'w, much less laborious.

For since log (, + 1) = log *+ 2 M
{_L- +^^ + J (̂ ~ + Ac.

},

x + I
^

3 (2 x + 1)"

Again

= logz+M {i
-

J-j + -L __1 + &C
.J,
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Differences. log (z
-

1) = log z - M {
- + - + .

;
+ j + &C.

\,
Differences.

_,- ,_ '
v

I~y~L

1 1
,

. I

.27.
+ i? + *c

-r

Let z = a?+l,

/. log (x + 2)
- 2 log (a- + 1) + log x = A' log* = - 2 M

{ 57777^ + ,, ! ,^ + &(4 >
v i& ^i* -|~ i) *

^J; -f- 1^ J

and when a; is a large number, it is found to be only necessary to compute the first two terms of the expression
for A log x.

" Indeed when x = 10000, the second term 2M .
- is only .00000 00000 00036, and the following

(2 x + I)

term has twenty-two ciphers between the decimal point and the first significant figure, and with respect to A* log xt

the first term is quite sufficient for the second term, when x= 10000 amounts only to .000000000000000 0217."

Hence if N be any number above 10000, we may use without error the formulas A log N = 2 M )

> and A8

log N = -
..

(26.) We next proceed to investigate a formula for the computation of the logarithms of sines.

Since log(n + 2) = log (n)

let n = sin rO and -f- z = sin a: + 1 . .'. z~

l . 6 =log(sin* 9) 4- 2M J_-Ag^-_- + 1( .

A ' x
.

Y+ &c 1 .

\ 2 sin x 6 + A sin a; 9 3 \ 2 sin j; + A sin j d )

'
3 \2sin x9 + A sin x9;

a formula given by Delambre, but which was put under another form, to which the above is reducible, of xO = y
and 9 = h ;

and

.'. A sin x 6 = sin (y + h) sin y ;

and

Jsin y + h sin y 1 /sin y + h sin y\* 1

.'. log (sin y + h) = log (sin y) + 2 M .< I ! + .

(
- -4=L= ^

) + &c.l.
Isin y + h + sin y \sin y + A + sin y/

1

Now let * = 45,0= 1, .'. sin a; = sin 45. =~T=,
V 2

and

1
,

1

log sin x 8= log :22
.Mogsin46=Ilog-i+2M{-^_ + 1 (-__^^._Y+&c j2 '2 n

I2sin45+Asiu45 3 V2sin45 + Asin45y
^

Jf

And in a similar manner may the logarithms of the series of other arcs as fur as 90 be found ; and since as the we
increases the A sin x decreases, therefore the series becomes the more convergent as we approach 90, and the
sines of arcs greater than 45 being known, the sines of arcs greater than 45 may be computed from the
formula

A sin A sin A
sin =

^-
2 sin

(90 -A).\
A / A \

.'. log sin = log sin A -log 2 log sin
(
90 -

].

\
"
/

Thus log sin 31 = log sin 62 -log 2 log sin 59.

A singular formula for the log (cos a:), also given by Delambre, may have place here.

V cos*= (1
- sin8*) = (1 y

1
) suppose.

+ + &c.34 '}

.". fog cos x r= M
{

|- I- h I- &c. f
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Kinite = - M \ (sin ,r)
8 + (sin *)

4 + -
(sin x)' + &c. I. Finite

Differences. Difiurences.

v -v~' (27.) We have already found the expression for A (it, v,). We now proceed to find those for A* (. . v.), and */-'

A3

(Uj, ,). We hare seen that

A (. v,) = M, A vf + 0, A u. + A M, . A , (1),

and
/. A8

(u, vm) - A (ut A . .) + A (. A w,) + A (A u. . A .),

each term of which may be found by means of the equation (1).

Thus A (M* . A v,) = u, . A8
t>, + Ati. . A u, + A M,. . A2

v,

A (v, A M,) = v, AX + A u. . A v + A v, . A* 7/z

A . (Au, . AD,) = AM, . A2
c, + Aw. . A!

, + A8
t>, . Aw,;

.'. A(w,r,) = w, AS
7>, + t- A8

7/r + 2 A7/x . AT^+ aAw, A8
t>, + 2Atv . A!

7i + A'w, . AB
E,.

A8
( I t),) may be found in the same manner from equation (1), but the labour would obviously be considerable,

and the law of the coefficients is not sufficiently manifest to abridge the labour. The artifice of separating the

symbols of operation from those of quantity is here eminently useful.

First, let an accent be placed over the A which is prefixed to va to indicate that A' applies solely to that function,

while A refers only to so that we may write indifferently

u. A' v, or A' K, A* u, A'2
v, or A8 A'* , v,,

or in general
A u, . A" v, may be put A A" u, v, ;

but we must keep in mind that A' does not indicate any different operation from A, but that it solely belongs tor,.

This being premised, resuming the equation for A v, v,, we have

A (u, v,) = 7/T A' vx + v, A M, + A u, A' v,

= (A' + A + AA'),v,;
and

.'. A8
(u, vt )

= (A + A' + A A') A (M, ,)

= (A + A' + A A')
2

. u, VT

= (A
8 + A'8 + A A's + 2 A A' + 2 A' A' + 2 A A*) ., v,

= i^A'H, + w,A", + A8
?/, A't>, + 2 A?/, A'u, + 2 A' 7), A*H, + 2 A u. A"?;,;

which, by obliterating the accent, becomes the same expression that was previously obtained.

(28.) Similarly, since A8
(w-, v,) = (A + A' + A A')

s
. A (it, v,),

.'. = (A + A' + A A')
3
u,

.-. A' (w, ,) = (A + A' + A A')" u. tv

But (A+ A'*AA')"={A + A'(l + A)}",
.'. A"(w,t>.) = {A + A' (1 + A)}"w,r,

n A"-' . (1 + A) . A'

But v (1 + A)-, = M^,, .'. A"-(l + A)
m

i/. = A

.'. A" (M, .) = v. A' , * n . A"-' wi+l . A vt + n ^- . A" 8

/,+, . A8
v. + &c.

the law of which is sufficiently manifest.

(29.) By the same system of notation we may arrive at the nth difference of the product of any number of

functions. We shall, however, only indicate the process.

Since A' (u, ,) = (A + A' + A A')" v. v.,

and that

A + A' + A A'= 1 + A. 1 + A' - 1,

.'. A' (M,O = (1 + A . 1 + A' - 1)" u. v..

And if we have any number of functions, as w, v, it'* v'x, &c., and suppose A" to refer to '., A'" to v't, &c., we
shall obviously obtain

A* (u. v. u'. */.. . . .) = (1 +^A 1 + A' 1 + A".... - l)-u.v,,u'f t>'.....;

and the right-hand side of the equation being expanded, and the accented letters being prefixed to their respective

functions, the true developement of the difference will be found.

(30.) The particular values which in some cases the rath differences of u, take, demand our attention, and the

results which arise from on particular instance are curious and useful.
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Finite
(31) Since A" M. = wr.,-+-, + - -

",+.- -, 5 *+.-a + &c., we can, by giving par-
Flnlte

Differences 1.2.3 Differences

ticular values to u,, readily find values for the nth differences of functions.

Tnus, let u.= aT, then ,+. = (x + n)
m

, w^,., = (x + n - I)"
1

, &c. ;

.-. A". *= (x + n)- - n(X + n - 1)" + 2 :\
(x + n - 2)- -

""
\ ",

2
(*+ n - 2)- + &c.

1 . . o

But when n = m, we have seen in a preceding article that

A". aT = 1 .2.3 wi - 2 m - 1 .TO;

.'. whatever be the value of a?, and first writing m for n,

(x + m)
m - m (x + m - 1)"+ -

(* + TO 2)" - &c. = I . 2 3 .,...-. tt.

If, now, we make x = 0, we have the singular result

7n-_ wl(Bl _ir + ^LlLL
(

Again, if in the general value for A" xm, we make x = 0, we have

A". 0" = w- - n (n - l)
m + ^~-^- (n - 2T ~ " ~

\
" ~ *

(
- 3)" + &c.-

And since A . xm is constant, and equal 1.2.3 m, therefore A" . is equal to zero when n > m, and

equal to the product of the first m integers when m = n.

We may remark that, since x" is the general term of the series, CP + 1" + 2" + 3 + &c., A" . is the symbol
for the first term of the nth order of differences of this series.

(32.) Resuming the equation

A- . x" (x + TI)"
- n (x + n - 1)" 4 -

^j- (x + n - 2)"
- -"

""

g'^~" C* + - 3)" + &c.,

which, by changing the place of x, may be written

ln= (n + *)" - n (n - 1 + *)" + r (w - 2 + *V" _ (n - 3 + x)" + &c.,
'- 1 fit . O

and expanding each term according to the powers of x by the binomial theorem, we shall obtain

A" . *" = n" - n . (n - 1)- + ^- (n - 2)" - (n - 2)" + &c.
Gi 2

m .

jn"'
- n (n - I)"-

1 + ^- (n - 2)-
1 - &c.

+ &c.

= AV 0- +mA". 0-'. x + . A'. 0. *> +
~~

A"0-. + &c.
2 1.2.3

nim l.m-2 ..... /t -TT -
1.2.3

whence, after computing the values of A" 0", A" O"" 1

, &c., the values of A" . xm may be found.

(33.) These values, A" 0, A"O" 1

, &c. are very important in the theory of series, and in his Collection of

Examples on the Calculus of Finite Differences, Sir John Herschell has given the values ofA'O" as far as

A10
. O 10

. in a Table which we have annexed.
These numbers are computed from the 'brmiila

Thus, let TO = 3, then, making n = 1, 2, 3, successively,

A1
.

J = 1
s = 1

A"0'=2'-2.1 = 8 -2 = 6

A"08 = 3* - 3 . 23 + 3 . 1
s = 30 - 24 = 6

A40=4-4.33 + 6.2 f'-4= 112-112 = 0,

the last result we know & priori.
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Calculus of Similarly may be found the other values in the annexed Table, and which may be extended to any values of Calculus of

Finite m and .

Differences, i__ *n ...,,-,, ,,,. i -. i OA -.- i i -. n /? Ces -

Also A6
. 0" = 6" - 6 . 5" + 15 . 4" 20 . 38 + 15 . 2" 6

= 1679616 - 2343750 + 983040 - 131220 + 3840 6

= 2666496 2474976 = 191520.
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Calculus of ( n-^=l n^l n-2 \
Calculus of

Finite A . ,= u, . \
f* ~ n . tf- iv+ &-** fit-

1* + &c.
f

*rte
Differences. I 2 1.2.3 Differences.

The preceding demonstration is due to Dr. Brinkley, and was given by him in the Philosophical Transactions

for 1807.

(35.) Again, supposing that /(A) represents any function of A capable of being developed according to the

powers of A , such that

/(A) =a + 6A + cA9 + eA3 + &c.,

'. /(A) = au, + 6 A?/, + c A* ?/,. + A" w, + &c.
d d d

=.au, + b (e*~*- 1) w, + c (e^- I)
2
?<, + g (e^- l)

a
v, + &c.,

by Lagrange's theorem just demonstrated,

.'. /(A) v, = u, . [a + b (/~'
-

1) + c (^ -
I)

2 + &c.

= M, {a + 6 A, + c AJ + &c.}

for this series having precisely the same form as that which results from the developement of/(A), it must be the
a

same function of (ef* 1) as o + 6A + cA! + &c. is of A, and therefore may be represented by the same

symbol; and

a theorem which is due to Arbogast.

(36.) Thus, suppose the form of the function to be such that

then v for A we have written 1 + i_,

.-./(<
-

1) = (1 + eK - 1)" = e"=,
and

/.(1+ A)' u. = e'" . u, = v^,,

by Article (34.) ; and this is obviously true, since if (1 + A)" be expanded, and each term multiplied by .. there

will arise the series to which uf+, is equal.

(37.) Again, if/(A) = (log(l + A))", we have

{log(l + A)}-w.= {log (1 + f-- !)}',= (-jLY.:= ~J;
whence, if n = 1,

(38.) This last result may be thus verified :

But

n . n ] n 2

* 1.2.3
or, expanding according to the powers of M,

= u, + n \ A . vt - A8
. 11, + - A* . v, - A4

. u, + &c.
}v <& O *t *

+ &c.

II whence, equating the coefficients of n in both series,

dx 23
A A8 A8 A

= Jog(l + A),
the theorem in question
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Finite And, by collecting together the coefficients of n*, n% &c., we may also find the values of -p5-1 -T-J,
&c. in Finite

Differences. Differences.
^ -v^ terms of A . vt, A8 .w, &c., and thus verify the results which we might at once obtain from the equation -j-^-q_

tfu f A Aa A8
\

;r
= (log (1 + A))" M, the general form of which will be, since (log(l+A))''= A" U --

if
+ ~5

---
7" + &c

}'

A" . u, + A, A"+>. u, + A, A"4*. ;/, + A
3
A"4*. M, + &c.

(39.) We have previously found a convenient formula for A", x" in terms of A". 0, A". 0"', we can now

deduce a general expression for A", u,, dependent upon similar values.

Since A", u, = (e*' !)",, if the right-hand side of the equation be expanded, there will arise a series of

(he form

But if t be written for , it is evident that Am is the coefficient of i
m

,
in the expansion of (e* 1)

B
.

d x

Now (2 - 1)" = e"'- n

&c. ;

and .'. the coefficient of f in this expansion, or

M" - n (
- 1)" + : -

(
- 2)" - &c.

But n" - n . (w I)"
1 +

" ' " ~ 1
. (

_
3)"-

- &c. = A" . 0" (Article 31.) ;

**m i -i o '

I . 2 . 3 . . . . m
which is equal to zero when n is greater than wi, and = 1.2.3.... when m = n ;

A".0*4-1 A".0"+!

and therefore

d? v. A" . O*"1
"1 d"+l u A" . O"4

*

A . u, =
1.2.... (

+ &c.

(39.) Hence we may find the numerical values of A". 0"+', A". O"4*, &c.

Forsince A"= (/'-!"= -t' ^ -f-^ + j--^ +
&c.J

But from the expression for A" . v., obtained in the preceding article, first separating the symbols of quantity u.

from the symbols of operation, and putting = t, we have
if x

whence, by equating the coefficients of the same powers of t,
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Calculus oi

Finite

Differences.

A" . 0"+' = 1 . 2 . 3 . . . . (n + 1) . - = A" . O- .

A-. 0"+s =l . 2.3....( + 2) . |~-^

A- . 0*+" = 1 . 2 . 3 . . . . (n + 3) .

^ + "

Calculus of

Finite

Differences.

3 .

&c. &c. ;

and, similarly, may other terms be found.

Functions of two Variables.

(40.) Hitherto we have treated of functions of one variable only ; we proceed to give a brief account of the

direct method of differences when applied to functions of two variables, and the reasoning may be extended to

functions of a greater number of variables.

The different values which a function u
f>s of two variables takes when different values are given to x and y,

x and y being supposed to increase by unity, will form a series of progressions which may be arranged in the

following manner.
Values of x.
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Calculus of

Finite

Differences.

x . x- 1
,

ax - 1 x -2
.,*
= M

, 1, + a:A,. o,, + TTg A. , s + 1.2.3
'

Calculus of

Finite

Differences.

But, obviously, ,.,
=

ft ; and, therefore, we hare

Let this value be substituted in the expression for u,, y, so that u,, 9 may be a function of w,,,, and of its partial

differences ; but in making this substitution we shall evidently meet with the following terms :

A.CAj,. M ,o), Ai (Av . w,o) and A? . (Ajwo,,);

the last of which denotes n differentiations with regard to the index y, followed by m differentiations with regard

to the index x, and which may be written A^WO.O! and this notation being used, we have

.
x , ,

xx 1 . xx 1 a 2
,

M.,, = MO,O + Y
A, . w ,o + - Ae w

, + 7273 A. o, + &c -

+ Y^i Ai+'Mo-O
. x . x 1

a formula which gives the general term of a function of * and y in terms of the first term MO, O,
and its partial

differences.

(42.) It only remains to show how the terms which have the symbols A,, or
A,,,

or A,,, are to be found.

Referring to the Table in the article which has just preceded, we shall, by first taking the differences of the series

in the first horizontal line, and then in the second, and so on, have

MO, o,

, ,,

MO, 9,

AJ 7*0, o, AJ MO, o,
&c..... when y =

w. 8,

&c.

AJ w , ,,

A* z/o, s,

AJ J/
, 8,

Aj MO, i.
&c..... when y = 1

AJ i/o, s,
&c..... when y = 2

AJ j/o, 3,
&c..... when y = 3

A, , o,

A, w, ,,

A, W , ,

A,M , ,,

&c.

Now subtract the first line from the second, the second from the third, &c., and the remainders will express the

differences with regard to y, and these will be

A,. <>,. A^Xo, AJ+Xo, A^Xo.&c..... wheny =
A, .

o, ., Ai+; j/o, ,, AJ+J ?/, ,. A^J MO, ,,
&c..... when y = 1

Ay.wo,,!, Ai+X, A t>o, 8, A!*X,, &c..... wheny=:2.

Subtracting again the first line from the second, and the second from the third, &c., the remainders will be the

second differences with regard to y ; and thus there will arise

AXo. AifXo, A|fXo,&c..... wheny =
AJ M,, ,, Ai+* MO, ,, A^l MO, ,,

&c..... when y = 1 ;

and similarly we may arrive at any order of differences.

As an example, let the following numbers be placed instead of the values of
, , MO, i,

&c. ; viz.

5 6 9 14 21 &c.

8 11 16 23 32 &c.

17 22 29 38 49 &c.

32 39 48 59 72 &c.

&c. &c. ;

then, by the application of the preceding reasoning, we shall form the following Table :

First Group.
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.-. 1*0,0=5, A,M ,o=l, Ajj/o,o =2,

AXo =6,

x . x- 1

.'. v,, = 5 + x H . 2

243

Calculus of

Finite

Differences.

AJ 1/0,0
=0

the ffeneral value, and by which the table of numbers given may be formed, and their values extended.

(43.) We shall now find the expression for the total differences of a function of any number of variables in

terms of its partial differences.

Let w,, y be any function of x and y, and, in the first instance, let * alone vary, then the new state of the

function will be represented by ut<f + A, .
,, y ; but if now we suppose y also to vary, and if u', t , represent what

,, ,
becomes

Again, if M be a function of three variables, as x, y, z, then supposing x and y to vary while z remains constant,

the function will become as we have just seen,

= u + A, u + A, . u + A, . A, u ;

and, therefore, when z varies, we have

u'= u + A,M + A,M + A, . A,M + A, . (M + A,M + Ay w + Ay . A, u)

= U + A, M + ASM+ A, M + A
y . A,M + A, A,M + A,A,u + A, . A, . A, a,

and the process maybe thus extended to any number of variables; but the method of separating the symbols of

quantity from those of operation enables us to dispense with any further direct investigations.

For if M,, , be a function of two variables,

since 1 + A, + A, . + A, Ay
= (1 + A,) (1 + A,) ,

.*. M',, ,
= (1 + A,) . (1 + A,,) 7i,, y ,

and .*. AM,,, = w',,, ?/,, .
- (1 + A, . 1 + Ay 1) !,.,

where A M,, , expresses the total difference.

Again, vl + A, + Ay + A, + A, A, + A, A, -j- A, A, + A, A, A, = T+~H, 1~+~A, 1 + A.;

.'. it'M=/(,r,y, ;

and
M' = 1 -t- A, . I -t- A, . 1 -f A, u ;

:. A u =
{
I + A, . 1 J- Ay . 1 + Ay

-
1} w.

(44.) Next to find the second difference, change u into A..

.'. A'w,,, = A, AM,., + A, . A,,, + A, Ar . AM,,,

and, similarly,

= {1 +A, . 1 + A,-1}A,.,
= {1+A, 1+ A, -!}.,;

A"M,.,= {1 + A, . 1 + A,-
The expression for A!

t/^, y may be found by substituting; for Aw,, y its value, and the truth of the above reasoning
rendered at once evident.

We may obviously extend the formiihc proved for two variables to functions containing any number, and thus

have

A"M= {ITA, f+~A ITA,. .. .
-

I}""-

(45.) The preceding expressions fjr A" M may be put under another and emarkable form, by means of the

equation deduced in Article 34.

__We there see that, oy separating the symbols, since (e* l)u. produces the series which is equivalent to

A it may be written for A u,.
t j_

Hence for 1 + A,, 1 + Ar we may write tf*
t e5*; and thus, if w^ , represent a function of two variables,

A"
,,,
= (e

77+ ^r_!) ..,-,
and, similarly,

(46.) We may observe with regard to these expressions for A' M, and for the sake of illustration referring

solely to the more simple case, where
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Calculus Of d
,
d Calculus of

Finite that no confusion can arise from the powers of -- and 7- when expanded, if we keep in mind their peculiar Finite

Differences. V
,. JP+,

Differences.

_, f <P ,
dut, y v_.^s^

signification: and observe that any such term as X . ,,, is nothing more than
rfj, rf ^,.

d d
The coefficient of this general term may be thus found. Let t and , be written for and , then the co-

efficients of the expansion of A"M,,, will be the same as those of (e^i -
1)", and the coefficient of

will be the same as that off . i\.

But such a term as V . t\ must arise from the expansion of (t + t,)
1*1

, and by the binomial theorem the coefficient

of t? . t\

1.2.3. .{jX.
1 . 2. 3. .p1.2 q

But by Article 39 the coefficient of (I + <,

~
1 . 2 .3.. .p + q'

and, therefore, the coefficient of i' . t\, or of ~, will be
d xp . a y

A" . Op+t 1.2.3 P + q A_ _
1.2. S.-.pTg I- 2.3...p X 1 . 2.. .q

~
1 . 2.3...pX 1.2. 3..,q

Interpolations.

(47.) One of the most important applications of the theory of Finite Differences is to the subject of inter-

polations, or the method of inserting between the terms of a series some new term or terms subject to the

same law.

The general equation _
,
= + *. Aw + f- A' u + -Hf- A + &c.

2 1.2.3

will always give us any term we may wish of the series of terms, u, u,, wt) u....... u,, when u and its successive

differences, as well as x, are given : but it frequently happens that only a few of these terms are known ; and

then the result which we obtain, although satisfying the given conditions, cannot be said to be the only one

that possesses this property, and thus the problem is an indeterminate one.

(48.) Thus, if we wish to find an algebraical expression which, by giving particular values to x, as 0, 1, 2,

shall not only produce the numbers 3, 7, 19, but others in successive order, so as to form a series of which these

numbers shall be the first three terms, let us assume that the second differences are constant.

Then V M = 3, AM =4, A'w=8,

And now, if we give to x the values 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, &c., a series will arise ofwhich the first three terms will be the

given numbers, and of which the second differences are constant. But had we at once assumed u, . = A +
B x + Cx*, and determined the constants A, B, C by the three given conditions of u being successively equal

to the numbers 3, 7, 19 when x = 0, 1, 2, we shall find that u, = 3 + -x + -x3
,
which will give the very dif-

3 o

ferent series 3, 7, 19, 47, 99, &c., and of which the third differences are constant.

(49.) This example th'.is plainly shows the truth of the assertion, that the problem of interpolations is indeter-

minate ; but it may be further illustrated by the nature of a curve. For considering v, to be the general expression

for the ordinate of an unknown curve, ofwhich n + 1 values at given intervals are known, it is plainly impossible
to find the nature of the curve itself from these conditions, since it is easily to be conceived that innumerable

curves may pass through the n + 1 points, and yet in every other particular differ widely from each other.

But if it be required to find the nature of the curve at some one point lying between two given points, and if

we can assume this required point to be very near one of the given ordinates, the chance of error is much lessened.

Now this will come to the same thing, if we expand the expression

u, = w-r-*.Aw-|--
' -

. As u + &c.

according to the powers of f, when we shall have

ut = 11. + A x + B x* t C x3 + &c. . . . + N i" ;
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Calculus of and assume this value of u, to represent the true ordinate of the curve. The curve thus assumed is of the Calculus of

Finite parabolic species, and if not the one that we are in quest of, is at least of as simple a form, and may have an Finite

Differences, osculation of the 7tth order with it.
ifftrences.

^"" v~-/
When, therefore, we have to interpolate a series within very narrow limits, which is the case alluded to in the

preceding illustration, we may assume for the general term an expression developed according to the positive

powers of its index, and neglecting all the powers beyond a certain limit, which limit the number of given values

will indicate, the general term is known.

(50.) A simple instance of interpolation is given by the question, to place a mean between two terms of thj

arithmetic series a, a + b, a + 2b, a + 3 b, &c.

Then, if it be required to find a term between a + 2 6 and a + 3 b, which is also equidistant from either of

them,

making u = a + 2 6, ,
= a + 3 b ; .'. A . u = 6 and x = -

;

b 56
/. u, = w; + x A . a = a + 2 b + - = a + .

This question may be otherwise solved. For since two terms are given, and the intermediate one required,
we may slate it, that u and ua are given, and u t required.

u 4- u*
Here we assume A* . u = ; and /. u, 2 i + M= ; .". , = -

;

from which we have the same result as before.

(51.) In general, when it is required to find any one term of the series M, w,, MJ, u, .... un, and the rest are

given, we may'assume that A"w = 0, or that the (n - l)th differences are constant. For this supposition will

obviously give a term which will satisfy the conditions of the problem. In this case we have the simple equation

nre-1 nn - 1 7t - 2
u, -n M._, + -

..s
---

5
---h &c. = 0,

I . d

from which the required term may be found.

Example. Given three values, u, w,, 3 , of any function, insert the deficient one s .

Here we make A3 u = ; /. u3 3 w, + 3 i M = ;

u
a + 3 , M

.-.,_. __--
;

XX 1

aiul having found we can then find A u and A8
u, and thus determine u, = M + a: A w -j

----A2
u, and

obtain the general law of the series.

Example 2. Given u = 3, M, = 7, u
a
= 39 ;

39 + 21-3
M =-

3
- = l ;

.'. A . u = 4, A . u = 8, and ut =: 3 + 4 of.

(52.) Again, when two terms are deficient, let the series of terms be

, u,, M, ...... M., .+, :

and here we may make A" . u = and A" . w, = 0, whence we have

TiTi 1 nn In 2
.
- nu.. t + -

..,
--

1 2 3
... + &c. = 0,

and

71 71 1 71 71 1 M 2

2
""'

i 5 q
M"-* + &C-=

from which two simple equations the unknown term may be found.

Thus, if there be given M, w,, w,, ,, and ut, u, be required, assume

A4 M = and A4
M, = ;

.*. ut 4 j + 6 it? 4 M, + u = 0,
and

w 4M
4 +6ti, 4, + M! = O;

whence

10
and

- 2u + SM, + 10M, - 3u,_ __-_
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Calculus of and having got these terms we may interpolate any intermediate term whatever by means of the formula

Finite

Calculus of

Finite

Differences.

(53.) Of the use of this formula we will take an example from a table of logarithms, and which with some alter-

ations is the illustration marie use of by Lacroix.

Then let it be required to find the logarithm of 314.15926536, having given the logarithm of the equidistant

numbers 314, 315, 316, 317. and 318.

In this example the logarithms will be represented by the function and the numbers by x ; then, calling

= log 314, M, = log 31 5, &c., and omitting the common characteristic, we may form the Table
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Calculus of Now, in the example which we have taken, the terms vt , v,, , and K, are known, or four equations are given, Calculus of

Finite
b whicn the follr ull itnown quantities a, b, c, d may be determined.

, v/in"e
Difference!. J Differences.

> ^~^ Thus Wo = a=0, s = o + 36 + 3c + d=15, -^s-
u, = a + 6 b + 15 c + 20 d = 41, and u, = a + 9 6 + 36 c + 84 d 87,

and
A w, -2tts

= 11= 9c+18d,
and

whence
1 5

,
. . d 13

d = -, c=-, and6 = 5-c- = -
-;

and from these values the successive terms of the series may be found.

It may be observed that the value of the third difference in the original series is 9, while in the interpolated one

it is = - = = , or if D" / and A3
u^ represent these differences, D3 = 3" . A8

.

3 At 5

(55.) We proceed to give a general solution of this problem. Let the number of given terms be n 4- 1 ; and

let it be required to insert m 1 terms between each pair of the terms of the original series ; as, for instance,

between v, and MI+1 .

Now, the general value for u, is when A*tt is constant:

xx 1 xx \ x -I

s '
i& 1 .

XX - 1 X 2 .... X + 1

+ 1.2.3 .......... ,
- AU ;

and since there are to be m 1 terms between v, and ,+ we must suppose unity to be divided into m parts,

each = , so that * may increase each time by ; and .'. after (0 times x will be increased by ; or, supposingm m m

the original value of * to be zero, x may = , and /.m
t t.t-m , t.t m.t2m-.A + T-A' U

. + -
,

A'. + &c.

t . (t
- m) (t 2 m) ____ (t n - 1 m)

1 . 2 . 3 . . . . 7i . m"
U

"'

Let the successive differences of this equation be taken ; and since, in every algebraical function having posit.vt
indices the differences vanish when their order is greater than the index of the variable, we have

A" _ , y- - ..., . . . v - . ,

I . 2 . 3 . . . . r . m'

.^(t-rm)
1.2.3 (r + 1) m"

&c. -f &c.

j_j!_. ... .-r m .,
r+l

,

A' . t . (t
- m) (< 2 wi) . . . . (t -n-~\ . r)

1.8.....n.m
- AU"

The terms A , A' ,, and A" are constant, and the symbol A' indicates that the differences with regard
1

to x increase by .m
And now having performed the differentiations, and then made t = 0, and having given to r the values

1, 2, 3, &c., we shall find the differences that we are in search of and thus solve the problem which has been pro-
posed, or if we take as an illustration the example in the preceding article, we shall be able to find the differences

6, c, d ; and the formulae for u, in that particular example will be

.

whence it is obvious, since A' (t . t^S t- 6) = A8
. i = 1 . 2 . 3, that A' u

c
=

-^
A8

, an equation which

has been previously noticed.

If, however, in the general value for A'' un we arrange the terms according to the powers of t, and since

t. (<-m)(<-2m)(<-3m) .... (<-7-l . m) = C + Amf" 1 + b mff + &c.,
we have
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Calculus of A' . (f + A m i'-
1 + B m2

. f " + &c.) = A' .
<jj

Calculus of

Differences. A" (0+
1 + A,m t' + B,mi f" 1 + &c.)

~ A' . f+' + A,m A' <' Diffirences.

v s^-' A'(<
r+8 + A,mr" + B,mr' + &c.) = Ar

. r*8 + A a m AT*" 1 + Bsm . A" . t' ^^-^
&c.;

or writing a, ft, <y, &c. for Ar
. r, A' . f+l

, A' . t'+\ &c., we have

Let r=n, :.a=l .2 .3 ____ n. A"+' v. = 0, A"441
/, = 0, &c.,

and

which, when m = n = 3, is the theorem to which we have been led in the last article by mere inspection.

(56.) Next let it be required to find the index (x), to which, in a series of given numbers, a number included

between two terms of this series belongs. Such is the problem when there is given a logarithm not found in

the tables, and the corresponding number is to be sought.

The problem is not difficult when the values of A MO , A8 MO, A3
, &c. are very convergent ; for then, in the

equation

u, is given and x is to be found.

If A8
7/0 be very much smaller than A .

> we may as a first approximation neglect A! MO, and make u, =
r/o + x . A 7/0 ; whence

* =
~~A

^
-

Call this value (a), and then substituting (a) for ,r, and stopping at the second difference,

(. ,
1. \

.
M. -MO

u, MO = x\ A MO H Ae
7/

J;..*
=

JT^Tf
;

and calling this value of x, /8, and then include the third differences, we shall successively approximate more

nearly to the true value of x.

When, however, the differences do not decrease so rapidly as to allow us to neglect the second, third, &c.

differences, we must stop at the first very small term, and determine x by the solution of an equation, the

dimensions of which will be the last order of differences which we retain ; thus if A4 MO may be neglected, x

mrjF.t be found by means of the cubic equation

(1 1 \ 1 3 8
. A!

7/

Att -A2
J/o+ xA'Mo }x + 5 (AX - AX) 1" + ' -z

^ a j &

(&7.) As an illustration, let us take the following question proposed in Herschell's examples.
Three observations of a certain quantity were taken at equal intervals. The values were T/O, it,, M,; between

which its value was a. When did this happen ?

Here u, = a is given, and x is required.

Assuming A' = 0,

(2A - AWO)J: = 2(o-^?/ );

w - 2 A W + V (A - 2 A T/O)
S + 8 (a -'

) A8

}.

If A* W = 0, or be so small as to be neglected, we have, from the original quadratic,

_ 2 (_a 7/ ) _ 07/0
'? A 7/ u, ?/'

Next to find the value of*, when A' ?/, although small, must not be neglected, yet its square and higher powers
may be omitted : we must first expand the value of x obtained above according to" the powers of A8

?/ , and finally
retain the first power only.
Now make m = A*7/ , n = A um and c = a - ?/ .

1
Then x= --

. (m-2n + V(w 2nj* + 8cm.)'

1 f /, m 2cm-- +
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Calculus of , c / at /.*. 1 ml tt\ 1 Calculus of

Finite ._
Differences. 2m"' V 2 n na 8 n1 8 7l* B I /) Differences.

_= ~ + ~ ' ~ ~

2 n3

_ g ~ "
t

(
~ MO) ("i

-
) A8

?/

~
~~A IT"

~
O ^A Tf "\8

*

A . 7/ & (.A . 7/ )

the latter terra may .'. be considered as a correction to the value of a found on the supposition of A* w, = 0.

(58.) Hitherto it has been supposed that the differences between the values of the variable x are equal ; but,

as in the application of this theory to practical questions this is not found to be the case, it is necessary to have

formulae which are not thus restricted. We then assume the general term of the series to be represented by a

function of a, the powers of which are integral : the reasons for this assumption we have already given. Assuming
then

v, = A + B x + C x3 + D x3 + &c. -f N x",

and supposing that vl becomes successively u, ?/ MS, ?' &c., when a, a,, at, a,. &c. are put for x, there will result

the following (n + 1) equations to determine the (n + 1) quantities A, B, C, D, &c. N :

T/,
= A + B

, + C ffl! + D al + &c. + :N, fj

7/8 = A -f B a, + Cal + D al + SEC. + N,a';

w
s
= A + B a, + C

a', + D a! + &c. + N, a".

&c. &e.

Subtract the first line from the second, the second from the third, the third from the fourth, and so on in order;
and then divide the results respectively by : a, a^ aa a

t a,, at
r
a, &c., and we have

- = B + C (a, + a ) + D (al +a, a + a1

) + &c.
a, a

'JlZ-Hi = B + C (a8 + a,) + D (a\ + *,+ a?) + &c.

""""' = B + C (a, + a,) + D (a + a,af + a\) + Ac.
a
s Oj

&c. = &c. ;

or making, after Laplace, ^ = S M , ^' = Jv,,
V^ = ** &.,

we have

J M = B + C (a, + a ) + D (a\ + a, a + a8
) + &c.

4 u, = B + C (a, + ffli) + D (a\ + a, a, + a?) + &c.

i ,
= B + C (a, + Ot) + D (al + a, a, + a\) + &c.

Subtracting these results in the same way as we have done for the values of S u, Ju,, 5 8, &c., and dividing

the respective results by a, a, a
s

a lt &c., and then writing S^H, S'T/,, &c. instead of the fractions '-
,

Oy ^ Q,

', &c., in conformity with the notation used in the preceding equations, we have

Pu = C + D (a, + , + a ) + &c.

SM, = C + D (a, + a, + a,) + &c.

&c.

Again subtracting these equations, and dividing the results by a, a, a
t a,, &c., and making

= Xs u,
' = J* &c

o, a at dt
we shall have

4 M = D + &c.

The method of obtaining the equations by which the n + I quantities A, B, C. &c. N are to be found can now
present no difficulty ; yet as the calculations would be laborious when the expression for a, contains many terms,
we will stop at the fourth term D x3, or assume that u, rrA + Ba + C.r'+Dar8

, we shall then have

C = o a a (as + TI + o) J
3 w

B = J u (a, + a) S2 u + (at cr, + aa a + o, a) S
8 u

A = u a S u -r d a J
! M r>s a t a5* M.

VOL. ii. ZK.
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Putting these values for A, B, C, and D, in un there arises

Differences. U, = U + (x
-

a) $11 + (X* (a, + a) X + fl, ) J* U

+ {a?
-

(a, + a, + a) x' + (as a, + a 2 a + a, a) * a2 a, a} X
s M

= M + (x - )Jw + (x a,) (a;
- a)S

! u + (x a) (JT
-

a,) (x a)S
8

?/.

The form of this result is remarkable, and we may infer from it the general form of u,, where there are n + 1

values of x ; as a, a,, a8 , a, . . . . a,, and we shall have

u, = u + (x - a) S M + (x a) (x a,) S
s w + (j? a) (.r

-
a,) (a a,) S'w + &c.

+ (#
- a) . (x

- a,) (x a2) (r a.) S* M.

(59.) When the values a,, a2 , a3 , &c. are in arithmetic progression, having a common difference A ; then

.j _ S?/, X ?/ A!
J<

"a a

A8

Calculus of

Finite

Differences.

,
v, AM

S M = --- = -7-
a, a ft

:r

2 h?

'

2 . 3 K &c.;

and making

which we have previously obtained, and which may be put under the form

x a = A,, .*. * a, = A, A, x 2
= A, 2 A, &c. ;

A, A, . (A,
- A) A, . (A,

- A) (A,
- -2 A)j ! A , _L . :

-. i v '

by making A'M ^ vx u, where A'?< expresses the difference for an interval A,.

This formula is used by Lacroix to find the logarithm of 3.141592653, having given the logarithm of 3.14,

3.15, 3.16, 3.17, 3.18, and he assumes

a= 3.14, x 3. 141592653; .'. x - a = A, = .0015926536 and A .001;

and thus obtains the same result as we have done in a preceding article.

(60.) The coefficients SM, SM,, SMS , &c. have a remar'.-nble form, which we proceed to show, and thence deduce

an expression for u, by a very elegant method due to Lagrange, and which, as we shall see, possesses the greatest

advantages.

For since
i a, at a a a.

__ Sj/l_-_J_M _ 1 J M8 /, i _ _
a, a

~
at a

'

\ a, a, <z, af a, a a o,

1
J 8 i (ffl

-
) 1

az a (., , (a, a8) (a, a) a ,'

and, similarly,

(a* - a) (a,
-

a,) (a, a8) (a, a) (a
-

a,) (a
- es)

'

= ^ +. ^- -}
(a,

- a) (a, a,) (a,
- aa) (o,

-
a) (aa a,) (a,

- as ) 1

(, -
a) (a, - aj) (a,

-
a,) (a ,) (a a,) (a

- a,)

and putting these yalues in the place of S u, Xs , &c., we shall have for u,

- a (a,
-

, -a)a a, (a -a,) (a a,)

+ &c.

= XM + Xii/, + X8 M8 + X,?/8 + &c. + X.M.,

by substituting X, X,, X8, &c. X. for the coefficients of u, tiv &c. M..

(61.) The equation to which we have been led by the reasoning in the preceding article might have been
inferred from the circumstance that the values of A, B, C, &c., of which we have been in search, could not comprise
any other than the first powers ofthe letters ?< i/2, ws, &c., and that these must be in the numerator only.

I*t .'. M, = X M + X, w, + X2 w8 + X8
w
8 + &c. + X.w.,

where X, X,, X8, &c. solely depend upon x and a, a,, a,, &c.

Now this equation must fulfil the condition of u, becoming successively w, u,, u* M,, &c. when a, a,, a,, a,, &c.
are put for x ; and these conditions will be fulfilled if we have, when
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Calculus of x = a X=l, X, = 0, Xs =0, X

8 =0, &C., X. = 0,

.
* = X=' X '

=1 > X>=' X.^O.&C., X n =0,
* = X = 0, X, = 0, X3 -l, X3 =0,&c., X. = 0,

x-a,, X = 0, X, = 0, X8 = 0, X
8
= 0, &e., X.= l.

If now we read these results in a vertical order, we shall find from the column in which the values of X are

tabulated, that X = 0, whenever, x = a,, a2, a?, &c., a condition which is satisfied by making
at = a . (x a,) (x 2) (* c3) . . . . (x an) ;

and that X = 1 when X = a, a condition which is also satisfied when

1
Qt ff -__ - . ._ - ---

,

(a a,) (a a^ (a
-

a,) .... (a - a.)
'

and that all the necessary conditions are fulfilled if

x _ Q
-

g|) (x - aj (x
- a

3) . . . . (x - a,)~
(a- a,) (a

-
Oj) (a

- as) ---- (a - a.)'

In the same manner we may put

X
(a,

- a) (, - a8) (at o
3)

---- (a,
- an)

_ QE a) (x -
a,) (j - c 3) ._.

. . (j
-

a,)

(a, a) (a,
-

a,) ( 8
-

a,) ---- (a,
-

a,~)

and :

X ss
(J

~
ffl) (r

~ a>) (J - a) . . . . (a - a.-i
"
(a.- a) (a.

-
a,) (a.

- aa) ---- (an
-

a..,)"
And thus

u _ (J g i) (g - ) . . . . (J .)
^

(x - a) (x -
8) ---- (J

-
g.)

^~
(a
-

a,) (a
-

a,) .... (a a.) (a^
-

a) (a,
- as) ---- (a, a.)

'

(a?
- a) (j -

a.) ---- (a - an)+ 7
-

r-;
--

r
-

7
---r . MS + &C. ;

(as a,) (as a^ .... (a,
-

a.)

the coefficients of which can be calculated by logarithms.
(6-2.) The determination of the coefficients X, X,, X2 ,

X8 , &c. at once show that the problem of interpolations
is an indeterminate one

; for any function whatever which would fulfil the requisite conditions might have been
assumed as well as that which has been derived from the ordinary theory of equations.

Thus, since sinp (x a,) . sin q (x a,) . sin r . (x as) . . . . sin t . (x a.)

vanishes when a? = a lt a,, at , &c., we may assume

_ sin p (x a
t ) . sin q . (x a8) . . . . sin t (x )

sin p . (a a,) . sin q . (a a,) . . . . sin t . (a an)'

And, similarly, for the other terms, and by changing the values of p, q, r, &c., we may have as many values for

X, XL &c. as we please. Other transformations may also be found ; but what is here given is sufficient to show
the truth of the proposition, that the problem of interpolations is an indeterminate one.

The Inverse Calculus of Differ-rnces.

(63.) In what has preceded our attention has been chiefly directed to the question, To find the difference or
successive differences of uf , when u, is a given function: we now come to the more important, and, as it so

happens to he, the more difficult problem of finding the function from given differences. But, in the first

instance, we shall confine ourselves solely to the case in which the difference is an explicit function of the

independent variable.

Since A . (?/, + c) and A . u, give precisely the same results, it will be necessary in reascending from the
difference to the function to add to the result a constant quantity, or such a quantity as will not change its value
when x + 1 is put for x. But it is not necessary that the quantity to be added after integration should be

independent of x ; only that its value should not change when x + 1 is written fora;; we may, therefore, put
cf to represent the constant, if cx+t r, = 0, a case which is exemplified by cf being expressed by cos 2 ir x, for

cos . 2ir (x + 1) = cos(2ir + 2 ir x) = cos2ir,r; and .'. Acos2ir,r = 0.

(64.) The letter A prefixed to a function has been used as the sign of the difference of the function; and the
letter 2 is also put for the sign of integration, the reverse operation : or 2 and A neutralize each other, and

2 (A . M.) = , + c.

(65.) We have seen in the preceding chapter that

A . 11, + A . v, + A . w, = A (ut + V, + w,) ;

therefore taking the integral of each side, we have
2K-2
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= *. + ,+ ,,= 2. (A. M,) + 2(A.t..) + 2(A.*v>;
or the integral of the sum of any number of differences is equal to the sum of the integrals of each difference taken

separately.

Again, since a . A . u, = A (a . w.) ;

.'. 2 (a . A u,) = a . w, = a 2 (A . x),

it appears that a constant coefficient may be brought without the sign of integration.

(66.) The first case which we shall integrate is that in which u, is a rational function of x.

It has already been shown that the difference of any rational integral function Ax" + B x"~ l
-J- C x"

1"8 + &c.

+ K.X + L is itself a rational function of the form

A, x"- 1 + B, xm -* + C, j;-8 + &c. + K,.

Conversely, had we to integrate the latter function, in which the highest index is m 1, we may assume its

integral to be of the form A a" + Ba;"" 1 + C xm~* + &c. + K x + L, in which the highest index is m, the

difference of which expression must equal the given difference ; and having found the difference of the assumed

series, the coefficients A, B, C, &c. K may be determined by equating the coefficients of the same powers of x in

the two series.

The last coefficient L will not be found by this process, but remains indeterminate, unless it be known from some

given relation.

(67.) An example will illustrate our meaning : let the value of 2 (.r
3

-t- 2 of + 1) be required.

Assume that 2(x
a + 2x' + l) = axt + bx* + cx! + ex+f;

4a=l; .'. o=; 6a + 3b = 2; :. b = s - =
;

= 0; .-. c = .
- 1 - - = -

;113111
=0; .-. e =---- + - = --- = -;

(68.) In this manner we may find the integral of any rational function. But without attending to particular

examples, we will find the integral of x". ,

Let 2 . x" = A x"+ l + B x" + C x"~ l + Dx"~' + E x*-> + &c.

A if - \{(x + l)^
1 -

*"+'} + B {(j: + 1)- -x'} + C { (x + I)-
1 - f- 1

}

+ D {*+ ll~ f - a:
1

"'} + E {x+ l|'-
8 x"-3

} + &c.

+ D{
+ &c. + &c.

Equating coefficients :

A. (n + 1)
= 1; /. A =

n+ 1

1 1

2
Mn+1)= ~2

A.n.n + ln-2, BWM 1
+ : r +n-l .C = 0;1-2.3 i.s

01

nn 1 nn 1

2.3 4
and

nn J 7i 2 nn In 2 1 nn-ln 2

-TT71 3T4-- +
2' 3T4 + D = 0i D= -
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Similarly,

_ 1 n . n 1 n 2
p,_ljj7z

In 2....71 4"
6

'

2.3. 4T5~' 1.2.3.. ~T~
Calculus of

Finite

Differences.

and we shall have, by pursuing the investigation,

x*+l * 1 n
2 ' *" - ~ +

2. 3

1 nn Ira 2

6 2.3.4.5
In 2 n 3 n 4

2.3.4.5.6.7~
nn 1 TO 2 w 3 4 TI 5 n 6

2.3.4.5.6.7.8.910

5 nn In 2 n 3 n 4 . . . . n 8

2.3.4.5.6.

691

2lb

1 n 2 n 3. .. .n 10

2.3.4.5. 13

35 w n In 2 n 3 . . . . n 12
,

"a"
'

2 . 3. 4. 5~ .... 15

3617 n.n In 2n 3....W 14 _
'

~30~
"

2.3.4.5 17~~

43867 n (n - 1) (TO
-

2) (n 3) (ra
-

16) _,,

42 ~~2 . 3 . 4 . 5 19~~

122277 n (w - 1) (n - 2) (n -3) (n - 18) .,.

110 2.3.4.5 21

+ &c. + constant ;

a formula in which that part of the coefficient which depends upon the index n follows an obvious law : but not
so the other part. These coefficients give rise to some numbers of singular importance in the theory of series, that
we shall not hesitate to point them out in this place, although we shall hereafter more particularly allude to them.
If we refer to the coefficients we find a fraction independent of (n), and another of which the numerator consists

of the product of (m) factors, viz., nn 1 . n 2 .... n m + 1; and the denominator is = 2 . 3 . 4 .

m + 2, or the product of (m + 1) terms. Now the numbers in question are formed by multiplying the first

fraction by . They are called the numbers of Bernoulli, since James Bernoulli first remarked them.m +
'

The rule just given will show us that the numbers are, taking no notice of the algebraical signs,

111111 31
2 3' 6

'

5' 6
'

7' To
'

9'
'

or

- ! -L -I fe

6' 30' 42' 30'

(69.) If we give to n the successive values 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, &c., we shall from the preceding formula find the

integrals of 1, x, x', x3 , &c. Thus

2 . <x =: .

5 _ ^

J a*
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Calculus of (70.) The utility of such a Table as the preceding is manifest when we have to integrate an algebraical

Calculus of

Fmitc
expression consisting of a series of monomials.

Differences.

J ''

Thus, if u, = x*-3x* + 2x + l <~-^~~

Zu, = 2a - 32** + 2 2* + 2 1

-T-TtT t
_ a* 3x3 11 Ja

_ x
= T "~2~

'

~~4 2'

(71.) If the 2 (a;) and 2 (a*) be both considered to commence when a = 0, the constant will disappear,

y *-2*3 + a8

and 2-*- -

a remarkable expression, which when translated shows that the sum of the cubes of the natural numbers is

equal to the square of the sum of the numbers themselves. Omitting, however, the consideration of particular

results, we return to the remark that the integration of the general term x* gives us a means by which the

integration of any algebraical expression may be effected. Still, in some cases, other and more convenient pro-

cesses may be used by which the integration may be directly performed, and the rule by which it is done is precise

and easily to be remembered.

(72.) Thus, whenever it is possible to cause the function to be made equal to the product of a series of factors

of the form a + b x, a + b (x + 1), &c., we may dispense with the method of the preceding article

For since A { (a + b x) . (a + &T+T) (a + 6 (x + 2)) ---- (a + 6 . aT+~n)}

a + bx}

=. (a + b x + 1) (a + b~x~+H) .... (a + b x + n) b n + 1 ;

(a + b x) (a + 6,r + l). . .(a + bx + M)
.-. 2 {(a + 5 x + 1) (a + b x + 2) (a + b x + 3). . .(a + bx + 71)}

= i =
' '

(II -|- 1 )

or, writing * instead of (x + I),

.;r-l) . (a +
2 {(a + bx) (a + b . x + 1) . .. - (a + I r + -

1)} =
v-

ft + 1}

whence we have this rule : To integrate the product of any number of factors which are in arithmetical pro-

gression, multiply the function by the term immediately preceding the first of the given (actors, and divide this

product by the number of terms so increased, and also by the common difference between each term.

Example (1.) Thus to integrate ,= ( 2) (x
-

3) (x
-

4),

since 6 = 1, and n 3 ;

_ _ <* - 2) (x - 3) (x
- 4) (a-

-
5)** -T~

Example (2.) To integrate a? by this method, we must first put 3? into a proper form.

Now x* = x . (x*
-

1) + x = x l.x.x + l+x;
X 2.X 1.X.X+1 x . x 1 _

: .4 + c

Example (3.) Let M. - (2 * + 1) . (2 a + 3) . (2 x + 5).

Here 6 = 2 and n = 3 ;

.-. 2 (2, + 1) (2, + 3) (2, + >. (8* -DO" + 1H'+ )(" + ; + C .

8

(73.) The only difficulty in. the application of this rule is the resolution of the proposed integral function into

factorials. The mode of doing this has been shown in a particular case, when it, = x3
, Example (2). A similar

method must be applied to other cases, the facility of which depends only upon practice.

The method of indeterminate coefficients may be used as a means of resolving the function into factorials.

Thus, let i*=A.a;-lj;.*+l+B.j;.x-l+Ca;-
= A . (a?

- x) + B (,z
-

x) + C . x - C + D

.'. A = 1, B = 0, = A + C - B = ; .'. C = A = 1, D = C = 1 ;

.'. x'=x - 1 x . x+l + (x 1) + 1 = x - 1 x . x~+~l + -c-
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Calculus of A
.

]t 2a?-3x+l=\ x~+Tx + B x . + C Calculus of
rmue Finite

Differences. = A Xs + (B + A) * + C ; Differences.

.'. A = 2, B + A = - 3 ; .'. B = -
5, C = 1 ; .

.'. 2 x' - 3x + I = 2 . x . 7+1 - 5 . x + 1 ;

which is immediately integrable.

(74.) A general expression for x" consisting of the sums of the products of .r and its preceding values, viz.,

x I, x 2, x 3, &c., may, however, be deduced from the frequently used theorem for

For (n) put y, and we have

XX 1 XT \ X 2 .-

,+, = u, + x . A . uy + A' . v, + A' .
tf.

1* 9a 3

Let ,
= y" ; .'. MI+, = (x + y)" ;

A' . y
- +

*
AS ' ^ + &c>..

Make y = ; .'. y" = 0, and we have

x* =
^

^ + -: L -,r,r-l + - XXIX2 + xx - 1 x 2 x - 3 + &c.
l*i 1. 2 . 3 2 3 . 4

A . 0" A* . 0" A8
. 0"

The values of -
,
-

, -, &c., may be computed by the Table given in Article (33.)
1 1 9 . o

(75.) But if it be required to resolve x' into products of the successive factors of x, viz., (x + 1), (x + 2), &c.,
write x for x, and let uy =: y"+* ;

.-. (y
- x)+

l = y* - *

Make y =: 0, and divide both sides by x : _ -_
(- 1)"+' jf = - A . 0"+' - - x + 1 +

3
- * + 1 x + 2 - &c. ;

A8
. 0+' - A8

0"+'
.O^' --

jj- x+ l +
2 3

A! 0"+'
a general formula when the values of A . 0"+1 ,

-
, &c. are known.

(76.) The following method of resolving a? "+' into the sum of the products of coefficients which have a

cotistant difference is too remarkable for its elegance to be omitted here.

Let x* = v; :.x"+' = x. v".

Now assume that

v' = A + A, (v - 1) + A, . (v - 1) (
-

4) + A. . (v
-

1) (
-

4) (t>
- 9)

+ &c. + A. (
-

1) (t>
-

4) (v
-

9) ---- (v
-

n') :

an assumption which is possible, since if the factors be multiplied out, the highest power of v is v", and there

will be 7i + 1 equations to determine the n + 1 constants A , A A2 , A,, &c..... A.
To determine these, let v be successively made = 1, 4, 9, &c., or 1*, 2s

, 38
, &c. ;

.'. 1" = A.

2" = A + A 1 (2
8 -l)

3s " = A + A, (3*
- l

f

) + A, (3
s - 1

s
) (3

8 -
2")

4" = A. + A, (4
e - 1) + A2 (4

s - I 8
) . (4"

- 2s
) + A, (4 - l

f
) (4

s - 2) (4 -
3") + &c.;

whence
A =l ! "

A -
' 8 "

~

_
*

28 - 1
s

1 - 2

3 2"

(3?
- I

8
) (3

a
2s

)
T

(2
8 - I 2

) . (2
s- 38

) (1
-

2*) (I
1 - 3)

'

&c.

and thus knowing A , A,, A s , &c., (the law of which terms is evident,)
' = x {A + A, (*

8 -
1) + A, (.r

8 -
1) (T - 4) + A, (a*

-
1) (* - 4) (^ - 9) + &c.}

A,T 1 x .x + l + A 8 jr^-~2 . x - Ix . aT+~l * + 2

+ A. . x-3 ~x~^2 7~1 x x~+~l 7+T x~+~3 + &t.
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(77.) Again, if any of the factorials in a given product be wanting, the deficient factors may be restored, and Calculus of

the expression rendered lit for integration, as the following examples will show. Finite
iJitterencw. ^ ^ _ .,. ( r + j) ^ + 3^ and iet jt be required to complete the factorials.

Then v, =:x.x+l.(x + 2 + l) = x.x+l.x + 2 + x.x + l.

Again, let u, =xx+lx+2x+4x+&

As another example, let

vt =(2x-l) . (2x+])(2x
= (2x- l)(2x + 1) (2 + 2,r + 3)

These examples will be sufficient to show the manner in which the completion of the factorials is to be

performed.
(78.) The next case to be considered is that of rational fractions : of these but few can be integrated.
The integral can, however, always be found when the function v, is of the form a + b x, or

1 1

v. . uI+l . wi+8 u^ (a+bx)(a+bx + 1) (a + 6 . x + 2) (a + bx + n)

1 (a + bx) (a + b . x + n+ I)
For A .

(a + 6 x) (a + b . x + B) (a + bx) (a + bx + I) (a + b x + n + 1)

-n + 1 . 6

.'. 2 . = = C -
bx)(a + bx + 1) .... (a + bx + n

1 1

bx) (a + bx + 1) . .. . (a + bx + n) b.n+l (a + b x) . . . . (a + bx + n)

Whence this rule : To integrate a fraction, of which the denominator is composed of factors in arithmetic pro-

gression, and of which the numerator is constant. Change the algebraical sign of the fraction, efface the last

factor, divide the result by the number of terms remaining and by the common difference, and add a constant.

Thus 2 .

* = C i---
,

x.x+lx+2x+3 3.te.x+lx + 2
and

l)(2x + 3) 4(2x- l)(2j;+l)
1

(79.) If any of the terms of the arithmetic progression be wanting, their place must be supplied by multiplying
the numerator and denominator by them, and reducing the fraction to others which have constant numerators.

Thus to integrate ,

x+ 1 a + 2 x+ 4

I x + 2 x + 4 3+ 1 x + 2 ,.,.x + 4 x+l.x + 2 x + 4

1 1

x+lx + 2 ar + 4

.1 1

r4-lr-l-9T'-l_4 O
'

I o 3~ * " ~ ** * i ^ ^ X -f- Jl X ~t~ A X ~T~ I X +
(80.) And, as a general method, had we to integrate

A a" + B x'-' + C a-- + &c. + M
(a + bx) . (a + b . x + 1) . . . . (a + b . x + n +~l)'

we may assume that

A x" + B x-' + C x*-* + &c. = tt + ft (a + b x) + 7 (a + b x) (a + b 7T~f } + &c. ;

and by multiplying out the terms of the equation on the right hand, there will arise, from equating the similar
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Ca
Fimte

f

P wers of * ('l + equations, by which the 7+7 quantities a, p, 7, &c. may be found, and the fraction will
Ca^^

Differences, be resolved into the following fractions, each of which may be integrated : Differences

(a + bx)(a + bx+ l)...(n + bx +u + 1) (a + l> . x + 1). . .(a + bx + n 4-

(a + bx + 2) (o + bx + n+ 1)

(81.) Next to integrate the function u, = a'.

Sinca A . a' = a*+' - a' = a' . (a
-

1) ;

.. . .

a 1 a I

a**
Also if , = oto

; .'. Awx =a*". (a' 1); .'. 2 . a"= -j + C.

_
(82.) And since sinj6=:- __-- and

it is manifest we may integrate sin xO and cosj:0 by the formula for the integral of a1

".

The following method is, however, more simple :

-- e /2x+l\
V A . cosj;0 = cos j; + 1 cnsj-9 = 2 sin . sinf - 1.9;

cos a; 9

2sm-

C
or, writing x instead of----

,

.'. 2 . sin,re=C

2sin

Again YA sin cr 6 = SUIT -f 1 sin xO = 2 sin . cos --- 6;
',.

2 sin-

2 . cosj;0=: C
o

2sm

Also, since sin"* 6 and cos
m x0 maybe expressed in terms of the sines and cosines of the multiples of x 6,

their integration may be made to depend upon that of sin x 9 and cos x ; but had we to integrate of . cos x (> or
a* sin x 6, it would be better to use the exponential values for the sinaO and cosxO, as we will show in the next
article.

(83.) Integrate o . cos x e

a* cnsx
Xv>VT| , ,,V~v.

= a' . (------
J

** + a"<?-*
},

where = 6 V~T.
Now A (a* . e*) = a^ 1

. e+'f a' e** = a

and putting
- for 0,

e - 1 a
- -

VOL. n. 2 1
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j ((1*+' (f~^'* 4- e~~lf) a* . (e** + "**)) Calculus of

Differences. 8*1 a* a (e
f + "*

) + 1 Ditference*.

._ p cos x ~ 1 ^ a1
. cos x

a*~2 a cos t> + 1

In a similar manner may a'sini'9 be integrated.

(84.) Again, since A (u, u,+l u,+u) tif+l uI+l .... ?/,+
. (vf+H+1

- vf ).

Let v, = p . a1 + q ; .'. M,+M.I -u,-p . (a'+"+
l -

a') = p . cf (+' -
1) ;

.-. A {(p . a* + q) (p . a'+i + ?) ... (p .*+" + q) }
= (p . a'+' + 7) .... (p . 0*+" + 7)p . a' . (a*

1
" 1 -

1) ;

... 2 -
. (p ** + ,) - (p

- + ,) . . . . (p If* + f> (^^^
For x put x 1 ; and v a*

' = ,

a

.'. 2 a' . ]^-+-q . ,7^+M-^ .... ^l^^Tq = a .

(85.) Again, since A .

?/ It rl . . . WrJ. W V I
| ,...?/ I -

If i/, = pa* +9;
. A

1 -pa'.(a--- 1)
' '

(p . a* + 9) (p a*+"-' + 9 (p . c* + 9) (p a*+* +q)
'

and then writing n 1 for , we have

(pa' + 9 ) . . . . (p
'+ -' + 9 ) p (a"'

1 -
1) (p a' + q) (p . a'+'

- 2 + q)'

The utility of these expressions will be apparent when the results of these integrations are applied to the
summation of series.

(86.) Since A (?/, ,) = u, A v, + *>,+,
A v, ;

.*. vI A , = A (, t\)
- r^ ,

A . ?/, ;

.'. 2 (u, . A ,) = 11, v, -1 (vI+l A i/J,

a formula which is analogous to^ y d x y .T fxdy used in the Integral Calculus.

Now, writing v, for A . v,, and .'. 2 v, for vf,

'

2 (u, v,) = v, 2 vt - 2 (A i/, 2 rI+1)

=
i/, 2 ,

- A , 2s
i-,+1 + 2 (A* wx 2? cI+!)

= w, 2 tv
- A v, 2s

,+, + A' u, 23 ^+8
- A3

v, 24 cI+3 + &c.

A" ,/, 2"+' vI+, + 2 (A-+
1

Vf . 2"+' vr+a+1 ),

where n may he any integer.

If?/, be a rational function of or, then A" 11, is constant, and A"+l u, zero, and we have

2 (it, vt) = u, 2 v,
- A u, 2s

v,+l + A8
M, 23

1>,+2 A3
u, . 24

v,+3 + &c. A" . u, . 2*+' r+,
(87.) As an example, let u, = a^, and v, = a*.

/. A v,
- 2 x + 1, A8

v, = 2, and A' v, -

a - 1' a - 1'
~

(a - 1)'

_ __
-l (a -

1)

(88.) Next to obtain general formulae for 2s
(MI ^), 23

(j/lZ;i), &c , and finally 2ra

(w,rI), we must integrate
successively the formula for 2 (11, vt~).

And, first, 2!
. (u, v,) = 2 (u, 2 ,)

- 2 . (A w, . 2 u,+1) + &c . 2 (A" v, 2"+'

4

In this formula we must separately find the terms on the right-hand side of the equation by means of the
formula for z. (/, v,).

First, for 2 (,2O ; writing 2t>x instead of u,, we get
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Calculus of 2 (X 2 v,) = u, 2 0, - A K, . 23
r,+1 + A2

;/, 24
,+8 &c.

A" . Z+ ^ + 2 (A"*' . . 2"+< . t^+1 ).

Again, for 2 (A?/, . 2!

r^,) ; writing A w, for u,, 22 uJ+1 for and n 1 for M,

2 (A , . 2* f,+>) = A . u, 2s
t<1+1

- &c. + A" , 2"+' '.VH.

and thus
2 (A" , . 2"+' . V1+n )

= A" , 2"+
2

I+.
- 2 (A+' uf . 2"+!

e,^,).

Substiiuting these values in the expression we have

2! O, ,) = H, . 22
v, - 2 A u, 2s

t>i+1 + 3 A* M, . 2' cI+8
- 4 A 3

M, 2 5

r^a + &c._
+ n + 1 2 (A"+

l

. , 2"+
2

tv^.,) + 2^ (A+' i,, 2"+' . ri+n+l).

(89.) If this equation be again integrated by a method similar to that just adopted, we shall get

23

(u, v,) = v, 23 3 A v, 24
!>,+1 + 6 A8

?/, 25
c,^

- &c.

Calculus of

Finite

Differences,

n + 1 n + 2

X
" + 1 VQ+ l

** + 2'

And finally, we have

2" (u, ,) = w, 2 r,
- m A M, 2"-+1 ,+1 +

"

-^--
A* w, 2-+

8 r^ - &c.
1 8

2- . (A"+- , . 2*+" V; + n + I . 2 (A'+
l

. M, .

It will be observed that the law of the coefficients of this series (first given by Taylor) follows that of

coeffic-ients of the binomial (1 + j)~".

For
n/i+1 nn ln-i-2

I m m O

1.2.3 ---- m
&C

their values in terms(90.) Returning to the theorem for 2 (v, v,), and putting instead of c,+1 , t'^t ...

of v,, we get

2(t/,O = w,2t>, - AwJ (2'r,+ 2 iv) + A!
Ml (2

3^ + 22s
r, + 2O

- A3
v, . (2

4
c, + 3 2s

, + 3 2s
, + 2O + &c. ;

the form under which the theorem was given by Condorcet in his application of analysis to questions of Pro-
babilities.

(91.) We may now classify those functions which it will he possible to integrate.
lu the first place, if 11, be a rational function of x, such that it,

= Aa + Bi~ 1 + GJ;""* + &c. + L, then

A"
1

?/, = m m I m 2 .... 2 . 1 . A, and A">+1 vf = ; and therefore the formula for 2 (/,r,) will terminate

after a given number of terms. And we have seen that if v, be a fraction whose denominator is a set of factorials

in arithmetic progression and numerator constant, that its integral is at once to be found.

Again, if v, be either an exponential function of#, or a function of the sines and cosines, 2 v, may be found.

Hence we may integrate
1. Every function of the form

A x' + B jg + C xv + &c. + L

(a + bx)(a + b x +T) ---- (a + 6. a + n - 1)

when the index of x is less than n 1 ; for the fraction

I

(a + bx) . (a + 6 . x + 1) (a + b . x + n -
1)

can only be integrated n 1 times, since the number of the factors of the denominator diminish by unity at each

integration, and we cannot integrate when there is but one factor remaining.
2L-2
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Calculus of And 2. Every function of the form Calculus of

Finite a"" (A if + B X& + C rY -f &c.)
*'

Differences. , . . Differences.
y j-y-_^ may be integrated, whatever be the value ol m ; a, ft, &c. being integers. - ^_

And 3. Every function of the form

(sin x)" . (oos x)" {
A J + B jr

9 + C X* + &c.},

m and being positive, and cos x \" . sin x
| being changed into expressions involving the sints and cosines of

the multiple arcs.

(92) These three cases include almost all the compound functions to which the inverse method of differences

can be at once applied, and they merit particular attention both on that account and also since they load to the

summation of a great number of series.

The application of the formula for reduction may be shown in the annexed example.

Integrate jf . cos x 9.

Here v. = x\ A v. 2 x + 1 , A* u, = 2, A3
11, = 0,

v, = cos x 9, tVfi = cos x + le, tV|.s
= cos x + 2 9 :

- 1)28
. cosJ^fTe + 223

. cos x~+~2e;

and as 2 . cos ,16 and 2 . sin x6 have already been found, we can deduce from the results thus known the values

of 2s cos x -\- 19 and 2". cos x + 20, and thus 2 (tf
e
cos,r 0) will be determined; or we may integrate it by~ _

putting for cos x8 its value--
, or writing for J 1, by putting cos x 9 -

(e.** + e~*f
)

.'. 2(acos*e) = - {2 . .rV* + 2 . x8
. -*}

=
^ {a* 2 (e** + e-*) - (2 * + 1) 2* . (e- + e-) + 2 2s

(e' + -*) },

which may be found without difficulty.

(93.) The integration of the general function ux is of the greatest importance in the summation of series, and

necessarily attracted the attention of mathematicians. Euler has shown how it may be made to depend upon the
differential coefficients ot'w,, and on the integral J u, dx. We may arrive at the result by the following process.

Since l+l f(x + 1 ), where u, f(x), we nave, by Taylor's theorem,

d . u, d* v, I d3
u, I

.
rf
4
v. 1

A ' 7/* = -dr + -d^rT2 +
-rf^ 2T3 + -d^ 27371 + &C" ;

or, writing 2 (t/J for itf, and consequeiul}' u, for A . ?/,,

T T ~5~~8 . s ,
-

1.2 rfj;
3 2.3

IS'ow assume that

2 . (.) = A/M, d ^ + B , + C .^ + D . Jj + E ^J + &c. ,

where A, B, C, &c. are to be determined. A little reflection will show the justness of this assumption.

d . 2 . /, A
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Calculus of Equating the coefficients of?/,, and putting the coefficients of the other terms equal to xero, we obtain Calculus of

Kmite A _ i Finite

Differences. Differences.

'B+A^o B =-T
r+ B

4
A -C--L -

" + ~ ~
4 2.3~ 2 "2.3

c B A
. n_ _L_ J_ JL_ -" __

. 32.3.4" 2.3.43.4 2.3.4

J_ f_J__ JL 1
\ J_

2 . 3
'

I 3.42.4 4.5)
~

2 .

C B A
T

2 . 3 2 . 3 . 42. 3 . 4 . 5 2.3 3.42.4 4.5) 2.32.3.4.5
&c. = &c. ;

. . vr ,/?/,
.1 - u, + .

2 3 dj,

-

-g- 2.3.4,5
'

dj?

We can immediately from this series arrive at the expression for 2*, which has been made the subject of a

former article.

For if i/, = iT :. = mx"-', - = m . m - I m-2 . x"-3 + &c. ;

dx dar

v m _ J:
+1 1 m l

1 m T""' 1 m . TO 1 m 2 m 8-
i^+T

~ T ' T ~273~
"

"6"
'

2.3.4.5
But we harten, from particular examples of this formula, to explain an extension of our symbolical notation.

_d_

(94.) The formula of Lagrange, A"wT = (e
d *

!)"?* which has been proved to be true for positive values of
d

it, may be shown true when n is negative, and thence we may infer the truth of the equation H*itf = (^* I)~" ?/,.

For if we have any expression of differences, as

A Am z/, + B A"wz + C Ap
. vz + &c.,

and it be integrated, or the symbol 2 he placed before it, the result will be A A"1" 1

w, + B A"" 1
. u, + C Ap~' uf + &c.,

i. e. the symbols 2 and A" 1

are identical.

Arain, if we integrate the expression a second time, or place before the oriffinal expression the symbol 2 2
, the

result will be of theVorm A . A"-X + B . A"8
, u, + C . A'-'w, + &c., and thus it appears that 2s and A' 8

are equivalent ; and thus 2" and A~" are equivalent ; or, since A" = - =
-=;;-,

it is evident, and 2" and A" are
A 2t

inverse expressions, and when applied to the same quantity neutralize each other, and hence 2" A* . 11, = u,, the

constants which arise from the integrations being omitted.

Hence, also, it appears that whenever in any expansion of the functions fi
J
or /(A) we meet with terms

of the form f , or A"", we may change these symbols intoy* and 2*.
\d~xj

Now assuming the truth of the equation
_

A" u, (e
d *

I)"M,.
Let it be integrated (;) times;

.'. 2" . A" . v, = 2" . (<-~
- 1 )" M,.

But 2" . A" w, = M, ; /. M, = 2" . (e^ - 1)" . w,.

Hence 2" . (
J

1)" should be equal to unity, or 2" should make the index of (e
r'

1) equal to zero; but

.L
this will be the case if 2" = (e

d *
1)~", and hence 2" . M, = (e** 1)"" . vt .

d

This would be also apparent, if we are at once allowed to separate the symbols 2" and (e
ijl

1)*, treating them
as different quantities, for then

2" . = -=(<-*- 1)-"; and .'. 2"w, = (e<~*
-

I)-?/,.

(95.) If we make n = 1, then 2 (n,) = -5
- = w, -, where t is put for ;
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And assuming
- = -- + B + C I + IX2 + E . <

s + F . I
1 + &c., Finit

t I t

. , ,. .
2 22.3 62.3.4.D

' P "*

. &c.;

2
'

2.3 6
'

2 . 3 . 4 . 5

or restoring the values of t, and recalling to mind the signification of <"',

- 1 1 I d . vf 1 1 d? w.
2 (uJ=/^- ^---. .^.- y .^-lr

-
. +&c.,

the formula we have already found by a direct process.

(96.) VVe may write the sum of u, in another form by introducing the representatives of the numbers of

Bernoulli, the law of which we shall presently determine: ihtis

\ r A > B
d ' "J n

rf3 Mr
OO J "*

-~2
U' + ' Y72 dx *

'

2.3.4 dx3 "*" '

(97.) We now proceed to find the law of these numbers. We have just seen that if or
t

- be ex-
C 1 C *~ 1

panded according to the powers of t, that the numerical coefficients taken in order are the same as those of the

expansion of 2 u,, or are the same as those ofj'ii, d x, uf , ~, &c. ; and
ft I

: -T-
1

r = 4- + B + C t + E f + &c.,
e' 1 t

and

= A + B t + C t
2 + E 1* J- &c."

e' - 1

ifer that Ihere would b

thus shown :

we might infer that Ihere would be no odd powers of i except the first in the expansion for ; but it may be

/W-3TT

/(_0 = -*~ = -t.

Now assume

/(<) = a, + a,t + a,< + at P + a
t
t* + a, P + &c.;

.'./(-*) =a -a l
< + fl'8 f

! + a8 <
:! + c4 <

4 + a, <
5 + &c.

- /(O - /( - = t = 2 a, * + 2 a, f + 2 a5 < + &c. ;

.'. 2 a, = 1
; .'. a, = , a,

-
0, a, = 0, &c. ;

and hence we can only express
- in a series of the form
~~" i

BH B3, B 5, &c. being the numbers of Bernoulli, whose law we proceed to find.

(98.) If we attempt to find B,, B3, B 5 , &c. by means of Maclauriu's theorem, the differential coefficients of

-j
become - when t =

; and that theorem is therefore inapplicable for the purpose. Laplace avoided the

difficulty by an ingenious artifice, which we proceed to give.

a a

Since a

z*-l jr-1 x+1'
where x may = ?

;

t t
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Calculus of ' Calculus of

Finite / t \
~ F ' ite

Differences.
,'.f( J -/(<) = ^ .

iffcrences.

J_
/ t \ 2

And hence the coefficient oft" mf(
J
-/(O and in-; will be the same.

Now let nfa be the coefficient of ff* in the expansion of
, ; .'. ^ will be the coefficient of f* in the ek-
c -p 1 .-

t

pansion of Also let b& be the coefficient of f* in the expansion off(f), therefore - will be the coefficient

e* + 1

of t" in the expansion of/( J,
and we shall have for the- coefficient of f* m

f(~^j -/(O the expression

- _ i-
**

a4-
~~

41 '

2s*
1

But from the series for we have the coefficient oft
4
*, or

e' 1

, i v+i R
( Jjr* . US,., .

1.8. 3. ...2*~
1.2.3.4 ---- 2x

. a,, (1).

(99.) We have now to determine the value of a^, and here the ordinary method will apply, since the differential

t
i

coefficients of - do not become vanishing fractions when t = 0.
<*+ 1

Let u the function -;
-

, then since a,, is the coefficient of f in the expansion of -- it must be the co-
e + 1 e + I

efficient of <**"' in the expansion of -;
-

-, or of u ;

e + 1

A few differentiations will show us that
,
must always be of the form

du _ g + b<? + ce*+ f. t
a +&c. + kt

and, multiplying both sides by (1 + e')
8
", we obtain

(1 + eO
4*

. ^~ = a + fee' + c . e" +/* + &c. + fc . e
4"-'

;

from which it appears that, however developed, the left-hand side can contain only positive powers of t.

Mow make e* = o ; .'.

p-j-y
=
^-j-

= (? + I)"
1

5

.'. M = ( + 1)-' ^ -' - c-
4 + I)'

8 - -* + W 5
T>~' + &c.

,
f

du = du
^^dun= _ ., + 2o-e _ 3ir. + 4r -. _ 5r-

5+ 6e- _ &c.

rf < d v d t dv

-^ = 1
s

. u- 1 - 2'c-4 + 3s
t)-

3 - 4" iT4 + 54 c- s - &c.
r

&c. = &c. ;

"

TT^T
= - (I""'

~' - 24-'
i>-

2 + 34*- c" - 44" 1
o-' + &c.) ;

and
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: (v + 1)
2X = u

8- + 2 x . l)'-
1 + -

X

\

2X

2
~- v*'

2x . 2x I . Zx 2 ."' 4 &c.
Calculus of

Finite

Differences

Multiplying these equations together, and omitting all the negative powers of v, since they must necessarily

destroy each other, we have for a + bt? + ce* + &c. + Ae**~" the expression

1
8*~' 28*" 1 + (2

8'" 1 9 r . l
t

'-')v
i*~~''

"V>~>-
&c.

_'38 '-' -2 or. 2'
J" 1 + 2* . &c.

Now make t = 0, or e' = v = 1, and putting U8l _, instead of the differential coefficient,

.'. 2te
. U8l_, = I

81" 1 + (2
8*- 1 - 2 x . I

8

*-')

2x- I- (s8 *- 1 - 2 * . 22 '-' J- 2 x .

-r &c.

U..., 1

1.2.3 (~2x 1) 2*-'

and, therefore, we have for the xth number of Bernoulli

1.2. 3....2J

2*--T~
1 - (2

8 *- 1 - 2 x . I
8-'" 1

)

. (2
s* -

1)

+ &c.

U8 ,_, 1
'

1.2.3 ....2x^1
'

- 1

. I
8- 1

")

-
[ 4- - 2, .

1 . 2 1.2.3
&c.

(100.) From this formula to deduce B,, Ba,
B s, &c. ; first make * = 1

;

Make x 2 ;

6

- 4

16 . 15

+ (4
- 2 . 3 + 1)

- &c.

{1
_ (2

s _ 4) + (3*
- 4 . 23 + 6)

_
(43
_ 4 . 33 + 6 . 23 -

4)

- &c. ;

and, as every term of the form

2- - 4 (z
-

1)" -I- 6 (z
-

2)"
- 4 (z

- 3)' + (z
- 4)"

is (when z is greater than n) necessarily = 0,

Similarly, B5
=

(101.) B
first ten

>< 3

B5
= .

y substitution may other terms of the coefficients B,, B8 , B5, &c. be
numbers of Bernoulli expressed decimally and fractionally.

B,= 0.166666666666 = 4-
6

(101.) By substitution

the first ten numbers of B
ii 10 tf\, 1^8,

iiunj ..mi iiactionally.

B,= 0.166666666666 = 4-
6

B
3
= 0.0333333333333 =

B. = 0.0^38095238095 =
42

R 7
= 0.0333333333333 ^

found ; and we here subjoin
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Calculus of 5 Calculus of

Finite B, = 0.0757575757575 = Finite

Differences. Differences.

Bn = 0.2531135531135 =

B 13
= 1.1666666666666 =

2730

B ls
= 7.0921568627451 =

B
17
= 54.9711779448621 =

B,, = 529. 1242424242424 = -
2̂81.U

(102.) The applications of these numbers are very numerous ; but we have only room for one or two, and

must refer the reader to Lacroix, and to Sir John Herschell's Collection of Examples of the Applications of the

Calculus of Finite Differences.

These numbers occur when we wish to find the sum of such series as

ji;
+ Ja + gt

+ 4=*+
&c - to infinity

+ + H---h&c.
!.

I"
3
>, T y,

-r
7

T

It is well known that we may express sine and cos0 by means of the products

and

or, writing w and - 9 instead of 6,

O-F) (-4)

Taking the logarithm of the first expression, and then its differential coefficient, we have

2 e 20 29

1* 9* 8*

2e f e!
e4 e8 e**-

8
i~

y 1
l + v + v + + &c ' + 2^ + &c

'(

-&c.;

in which it is obvious that the coefficient of 6*"' will be

But
vri , .-..v"

.'. the coefficient of 6"-' will be the same as that of the same power of t in the developement of -
,

VOL. II. g M
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Calmlus of

Finite or of ff" in the developement of
-j -, multiplied by 2 ?r V 1 (2 -a- V 1 )**"', or (2 T V I)

8
*, or Fmi'e

Differences. e \ Differences.

v .^ ( 1)* . (Sir)
4
*; and is consequently represented by v ^_>

1.2.3 ____ (2

Equating these coefficients of 0"" 1

, we obtain

1.2.3 2 x
2". T"

B,..,.

' '"' ;

whence, making x = 1, 2, 3, 4, we have the values of the following series :

T'
+

1P
+ i + T +

T*
+ &c - = T11111 V*

-_
/J

(103.) Again, taking the logarithms of cos
, and of the factors to which it is equal, and then their differ-

ential coefficients, we find that

29 26 29 29

* T9 ~P~ "S5
"

5' '7s

-
2

tan T = +
^

+
77^

+
J_

+ &c ' ;

l
a

~
3!

"
5' 7 s

and the coefficient of 61'" 1

, by dividing out the fractions, will be found to be

But

till * ""^ _ .^_~ .^_^_______

*
~

2 V^Ti V-i - v:T
~

2 V

-*v~i'
and, as we have said before, the coefficient of 9

f*~ 1
will be the same as that of the same power of < in the expansion of

-j- , or of f in the expansion of
, but multiplied by ==

. (., ^ J )-, or (
- I)"

1
. ir

te
; and .'.

tr -j- 1 jj ._ J

the coefficient of 0"-' =
(
-

I)*-
1

. ** . aj,

-. /" 1\-I fix ^ ' U- I ^^ 1 J . IT
'

. ijg^. .

|

(2
s* - 1) . ir

v

"1.2.8.4 2j
' **""

and equating these coefficients of s*~ l we have

1 1 1 1 _ 1 (2- - 1) . ,
.

whence

J_ 1
, J_ J_ _jr_

1'"*" 36

"
1
"

5
+

7
C '

960'
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Calculus of (104.) Since also the series Calculus uf

Finite 1 11 1 1 1 Finite

Differences. T ~ MI +
gto

~
J& "*"

"j^i g5 Differences.

may be resolved into the two series

_L I 1 + &c - fl J_ _L + *
1" 38* 5" V2

4* 4" 641

or into 111 1(111
therefore the sum of the series will be expressed by

21.2.3 ____ 2x W 1.2.3 ____ 2*

_i (y-ajT* (2"-' - i) IT*

8 *-' ;
~
2' 1 .2. 3....2j

- -
l . 2 .3.... 2z

thence

_L 4.1 _L + _L -L + &C= J!:

1* 2 3* 4 8 5* 6s
12

and 111111 7.7T*_ _ __L_ _ _ _ I __ _ _._ J_ & _._
i

4
2' i>

4
4* 5

4
ti

4
"

720
'

We must again refer the reader to Herschell's Examples for many curious applications of these numbers to

the summation of series. Without these examples he cannot enter fully into the spirit of the inquiries of this

branch of analysis, or tbrm any conception of its extent or power.
(105.) The expression for the integral of uf , or

y,, r J* M
'-L

B
'

d "' Ba <*"*_ ,

B
5 d*v,2./.* - - + - . -_._

5
_r-4 . ^_+ ______ . __ _ &c.

is very useful in determining the approximate values of some numerical expressions which it would be difficult,

perhaps impossible, to arrive at by other means.

First, Ietw, = ; then, as we shall hereafter show, if u. be the general term of a series, 2J/.+, corrected is the

value of the series itself, .'. 2( -
)
is the representative of the seriesW

2 3

/ 1/ 1 \ 1
here S( ) represents the sum of the series, of which the last term is ;

\x J x

a series which is the more convergent the greater x is : it remains to determine the constant.

We cannot suppose x = 0, v log = x and the other terms are also infinite ; but let x = 1,

7
This series is only convergent for the first few terms for B lt

=
-jr.

and afterwards the numbers of Bernoulli

increase rapidly; but as the terms are alternately + and , the difference between two consecutive terms may
decrease, and as we shall have the value of C successively greater or less than its true value, according as we stop
at a positive or at a negative term, we may assume the value of C to be very near its real value when the

differences diminish and ure small.

Then successively putting for B,, Ba, B 5, B 7 , their values -, , , , we have
o oO 4 '- 30

2M2
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Finite 7 Z --(- 01-7. 50000 Z . 58333 Finite

Differences. 2 2 12 Difference!.

.58333 - Z .58333 - --

g
- +^ or 7 .57500 Z .57896

7 .57896 - ~ i.e. 7 ^+$0.

Hence, since .57500 and .57480 are decreasing, we may stop at .57896 as an approximate value tor C; ov

by taking an arithmetic mean between .57500 and .57896, C = .57698.

If we make x = 10, and let A represent the sum of

L+-L + --1-
_ _ + < e . _|_ = 2. 928968253968

C = A -
log 10 - 1 +

J-;
- + fc, = .5772156649015328,

by computing as far as the llth term of the series.

(106.) Let the value of Sf -
J
be required to 1000 terms, in which case it is sufficient to calculate the first foil

terms of the expansion for S
(

- I or make
\x/

1

4(1000)'

Now C= .5772156649015

log 1000 = 6.9077552789821

= .0005000000000
2000

7.4854709438836

^- = 0.0000000833333

.- + + + * + = 7-4854708605503

g
7- ^

is neglected, as there are 13 ciphers after the decimal point.

(107.) Next to find the value of 2w,, when ut is the logarithm of x.

/-. log:* B, d. IOJT(T) B3 rf
3

. log ( r)..2log (,)=/log .x.dx- -r + n-._^_ __-_.__.._-

x + l -^- + &c . + C

If we make x = 10, and calculate the first ten numbers of the series, and then add the Naperian logarithms of
first ten numbers together, we shall find that

C = .9189385332047.

(108.) But the actual value of C may be found in the following manner :

since S (log . x) = log 1 + Iog2 + log 3 ---- + log x log (1 . 2 . 3 . . . . r) ;

.'. log (1 . 2 . 3 . . . . x} =L + i") log x
- x + ^1

- "3 + &c. + C.
\ * / *J tj. 1*. X^

And to find C let x become infinite ;

. 2. 3.... X) = (3C + \\QS-X+ C (1)

.'. log (1 . 2 . 3 . . . 2 j) = 2 x + -
log 2 x - 2 x + C (2).

\ /

But log (2 . 4 . 6 . 8 ---- <Zx) - log 2' . (1 . 2 . 3 . 4 ---- x) = Iog2* + log (1 . -2 . 3 ____ x)

= xlog2 + log(l . 2 . 3 ---- r)=nlog2 +(.T+ -Llog j x+ C (3).
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Calculus of Now subtract equation (3) from equation (2) ; ^Finite
'

.-.logl .3.5.7.. ..27^T=*log* + * + log2-.r (4).

Then subtract equation (4) from equation (3) ;

.-. 2C -21og2=21ogp^-^- ^"Jin
2s

. 4* . 62
. S2

. C2x?
'D I Si S Ss~~ 75 rrs

~
log 2 jr

2' . 4* . 6' . 8* . . . (2 r)
8

08;
1 . 3* . 5" . T2

(2 x -
I)

2
. 2*

or s i nce and are the same when x is very great,
2 J 2*+ 1

2' . 4 s
. 6 . 8s

. . . . (2 *)'
,. 2 C - 2 log 2 = log

t y 5. 7. y^.D^+i)-
But by Wallis's theorem,

r 2 . 2 . 4 . 4 . 6 . 6 . 8 . 8 . 10 . 10 &c.

2~
=
1.3.3 5 5 7 7 9 9 11 &c.

'

.-. 2 C - 2 log 2 =r log = log T log 2 ;

A

r
1

whence

B,_ B,
S(logj) = log

B B-

(109.) If x be very great, so that L
,
-

j-j.
&c. may be neglected,

.-. log(l . 2 . 3 x) = log ^2 + (x

= log V^r /+7 -^;

.-. 1 . 2. 3....x= . e~

If * be not so large as to allow all the inverse powers of x to be neglected, we shall have

1 . 2 . 3 .... * B, B
8

los -^r^r
Wii-f7w

J -2v . x *

.-.1.2.3...,* = */~2"w /+T e-'e^"'"^'
4" 4

/ \x | j

Mfcrenc.

which reduces itself to the preceding value when by making x so great the terms , ;, &c. become so small
12 x 288 .r~

H a to be inappreciable.

(110.) But when x is considerable, the formula -J 2 ic x . (
J

is sufficiently accurate.

Thus if it be required to find the product of the first 1000 numbers ;

. /1000Y000

.-. 1 . 2 . 3 .... 1000 = V2T . 1000 .(
-

-) .

\ < /
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Now logV2*7lOOO= 1.S990899

1000 . log (1000)= 3000.000000

3001.8990S99

10001oge= 434.2944819

.-. log (1 . 2 . 3 1000) = 2567.6046080 ;

and thus the product 1.2.3.... 1000 will form a number consisting of 2568 figures, the first to the left

beincr 4023537, followed by 2561 ciphers.

If the number be computed by the formula

, MB, M . Ba

log 1 . 2 3 .... 1000 = log V 2 itx + jr logi -Mx +
^ j^3

,

where M is the modulus and the logarithms are the ordinary ones, the result will be

logl . 2 . 3 1000 = 2567.6046442;

and as .6046442 is the logarithms of 4.02387, the number will have its first six figures expressed by 402387,

and these will be succeeded by 2562 ciphers.

The difference between the results obtained by the formula V 2 ir x(
J

, and that from the theorem in which

the terms involving B, and B a are not neglected will obviously become smaller as x increases ; yet the first

formula is sufficiently accurate when the ratios only of high numbers are required.

(111.) The product of the odd numbers is very easily found from the previous investigation ; for

log 1 . 3 . 5 ....
~

Calculus uf

Finite

Differences.

x

.'.1.3.5.... 2x- I - (2 x)' V 2 . e- = V 2 . ~--

.'. log

Integration of Equations of Differences.

(112.) Hitherto we have only examined the cases in which the function may be integrated when the difference

is given explicitly in terms of x : we proceed to show how the integrations are to be performed when the differences

and the functions are involved together.
In such a case the proposed equation will be comprised under the general formula

F (.r, v,. 7^+,, &c., A . A* . J/,, A3
. it,, &c.) = 0.

But since we can express A . ,, A* . 7/,, &c. in terms of v, and its successive values, this function will not lose

any of its generality if we substitute for A . u,. A* . u,, &c. their values in terms of u,, ,+ i, &e., and write the

equation under the form

F (x, 7/., u^, u^n .... MI+n) = 0.

(113.) We divide equations of differences into orders: those involving A . 7/,only are called equations of the

first order; and when A* . uf and A . 11, enter into the expression, it is styled an equation of the second order,

nd so on ; or otherwise equations involving 7/^4.,
and v, are equations of the first order, and/ (7/I+9, *+ ,) =

is an equation of the second order ; and, in general, the equation f(x, n,, 7/ + , .... 11,+,,)
= is ot the nih order ;

and it is obvious that every equation of finite differences when solved will give the form of a series, and as,

when 11, is known, any term is known, hence any particular term will be a function of some of the terms which

precede it, and of the index of its place in the series.

(114.) We might infer from what has been previously said respecting the integration of differential equations,
that the integration of an equation of finite differences of (n) dimensions would introduce into the solution as

many arbitrary constants as there have been integrations, or as many as the order of the equation indicates.

But that the general equation f(x, u n,+l .... u^J = will, under its most complete form, include (n)

constants, may be thus shown.

Suppose w,to contain besides x, (re) constant quantities, a', a", a'". . . . a", so that

Then, writing x + 1, x + 2, x + 3 . . . . x + n for x, we may form the equations
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Calculus of
v,+l =f(x+ 1, a', a", a'" a'") Calculus of

,
= /(* + 2,o', a", a'".... a'")

1,a',a",a'".... a")

Finite f / _L O XT' " "< /^'^ Finite

Different!,. v,+s = J (x + 2, a , a , a .... a ) Differences.

= f(x + n,a',a", a'".... a'").

And each of these equations hold good simultaneously, and their number is n + 1 ; hence between them the (n)

quantities a', a", a'" .... a" may be eliminated, and we shall have at length the equatio

ffr 11 11 11 11 11 \ n
J \.X, Uf , |4| "j+Zj i+3 t+n) v

entirely independent of them. Hence, conversely, as every equation of (n) dimensions in its most general form

may be supposed to be derived in the manner just explained, we must, in reascending to the primitive integral,

introduce (//) constant quantities.

(115.) And as in differential equations, so in equations of differences will there be particular solutions, but

with this difference, that these solutions may in some cases be derived, which will contain as many arbitrary
constants as the complete integral itself. This will appear from the circumstance, that the constant need not

necessarily be independent of x, and therefore its determination, in order to free the equation from it, may intro-

duce arbitrary constants.

(116.) We now proceed to the integration of equations of differences, beginning with the most simple case, and
then ascending to the general theory of such equations. But we shall soon find that the number of cases which can
he integrated is very limited, and that the general methods frequently involve the analyst in difficulties greater than

those which the original equation presents, and that the solutions of many of the equations depend upon his

individual dexterity.

(117.) To integrate the equation of the first degree and of the first order,

where P and Q involve ,T only.
This equation is analogous to that of the first degree and first order, dy + Py d x = Q dx, and its integral

may be found in a similar manner.

Thus, let , = ,. z,; .'. A = v, A z, + z, . A v, + A f, . A z, ;

.'. substituting in the original equation, we have

z, . (Au, -r P, . t-,) + v, . As, + Ar, . Az,= Q,;
and making

A . v, + P, . v, = 0, and /. v, As, + A v, . A z, = Q,,

A V; Q, Q,
.'. = P, and A z, = =

V, V, + V, VI+l

But since P, is a function of x only, make v, = e? where i is a function of r only ;

.'. A v, = e'+" - e' - e' (e"
-

1) ;

.'.

* = - P, = e" - 1 ;

.-. e
i( = 1 Pi ; .'. A t = log (1

-- P,) and t = 2 log (1
- PJ.

But the sum of the logarithm of (1 PT) expresses the sum of all the terms arising from giving to x all the

values between the assumed limits, and as the sum of any number of logarithms is equal to the logarithm of their

product, we may express this product by [1 P,_i]*, where (I P,_,) represents the last term, and the index x

expresses the number of the terms (1 P ), (I P,), (1 Ps), &c in the product, and .". t = log[l P, ,1*.

Hence V e"*" = w, .: e' = [1
-

P,.,]' = v, ;

whence u, is known, or the general term of a series is found.

(118.) The method which is generally adopted in the solution of this equation, and which is derived from the

preceding investigation, is the following.

Substituting w,+1
- v, for Aw,, we have

*+!-(! -P,)w, = Q,5

or w^i A t uf Q,, where A. is put for 1 P..

Assume u, = A Ai A 2 A 8 . . . . A,_, v, ;

.'.
V._|_i

= A 8 A ( A 8 A 3 . . . . A, V
jt|.i i

.'. v,+l
- A,?/, = A A,A 2 Aa A, {!?,+,

-
v,} = Q.;

or

A . A! . A, . A A, . A V. = Q, ;
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^Se* A*.lf3fe WC; "I'
8 '"'

Diff UA. Aj-* D.^eii

.MI= A. A,. A..... A^.^A,, A,.

which may be written as in the preceding article

Instead, however, of using the notation [A,.,]* to represent the product of the x factors A A, A, .... A,.,,
Sir John Herschell has proposed to write it P . A,.,, P indicating product, and A,., the last term.

Thus [A,]**
1
will be expressed by P . A and thus

We shall refer to this expression in the succeeding articles.

Cor. (1.) If the coefficient of v, be constant and = A, then

AO A; . A AS . . Aj,_i zzs A j

.-. v, = A* . v,

.'. v+t - A w, = A-+> . (tvn
-

v,) = A'-l-
1 A , = Q, ;

Cor. (2.) We must take care that A, be not s= 0, when x = ; but if A, does vanish when this sub-
stitution is made for x, we must omit the factor A , and put x = 1.

Cor. (3.) If, when A, is constant and = A, Q, be also constant = B, the expressions for v, and u, are

much simplified.

^x-
-A) A*

C ;

.-. uz = A.'v,- -+C .A'.
1 A

(119.) We shall now give a few simple examples of the preceding formula.

Example (1.) Integrate I+1 x + lu, = 1.2. 3.. ..*+!.
Here A, =* + 1 ; .'. A,_, = x and Q, = 1 . 2 . 3 ---- Jr~+T

.Met .= 1 . 2 . 3 ---- x . v,;

.-. M,+,
= 1.2.3 a; + 1 . v.+, ;

.'. M^.,
- x+T?/, = 1.2 3 aT+1 . {+, - vf} = 1 . 2 . 3 "*~

'

w*+i
-

, = A . e, = 1 ; .'. , = a; + C ;

.-. v, = 1 . 2 . 3 a: . (cr + C).

Example (2.) Let ..,
*_ M, = a .

2x + 1
.

a; + 1 a + 1

x x j
Here A, = and A,_, = .

* + 1 x

But A,= ; and .'. we assume v, = A t A A.., . v, ;

-J_ A A g-j *-_! 1
' '"' ~

2
'

3
'

4 i~^T
'

~aT" "* ~
7"

' ^'^

1
'

w^, rI+1 ;
J? -T- 1

x I 1 1 a . 2x + 1~
.'. A . v, = 2 a x + a ; .'. v, = a . a; . x - I + ax + C = a x1 + C ;

1 C
.-. u,= v,,s: ax-\--.

X X
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Example (3.) Integrate the equation .+,
=T+J . ,

Differences. Here MI+1
- x + 1 . M, = 0,

and
A,= l, A,_, = ,r.

Let .'. u, = I . 2 . 3 . . . . x v, ;

= 1.2. 3.... 0+1
I
~

"T + l U' l ' 2 ' 3 ---- X + l

:. A v, = ; .'. c, = C,

and

, = 1 . 2 . 3 . . . . x . C.

But the following solution of the question will illustrate the general method:

As MH-I , =*;
.'. A M, = x . ,.

Make , = c . ; .'. A v, = c . e' . (e
a - 1) ;

.'. e" == 1 + x ; .: A . t = log (1+ a;) ;

/. <=21og(l +x) = logl +Iog2 + log3 + &c. + loga;

.-. e* = 1 . 2 . 3 . . . . *,

and

u. = c . 1 . 2 . 3 ---- x.

This question is the solution of the problem,
" Find the number of permutations which may be made of x

things taken together." Here u, represents the number required, while uf^.l will represent the number that can

be formed of x + 1 things ; and as the new letter can be written in x + 1 places, each of the former arrangements

can be altered x + 1 times, and therefore the whole number increased x + 1 times.

Hence we derive the equation w,+1 = x + \u,.

And since, when x = 1, M, = 1 = C ; .-. C =: 1 ;

/. 11,.= 1.2. 3. 4. ...0+1.0;
the same result as is obtained in ordinary algebra.

(120.) Next to integrate the equation of n dimensions,

,+. + Aw^,., + B Uf+._, + Cu,+^, + &c. + MM.+ NssO,
where A, B, C, &c. M and N are constant quantities.

Make M = a + A, ; .-. W.+, = a+" + A, ;

and, substituting, the equation becomes

o*+" + A a*+ ' + B a*+"-
8 + C o'+'-

8 + &c. + M a'

+ A.JI + A + B + C + &C. +M} + N=O;
and to determine A,, let

1 + A + B + C + &c. + M '

and .'. dividing by a*, we have

a" + A a- 1 + B a"' 8 + C a"8 + &c. + M = 0,

an equation of (n) dimensions. Let its roots be determined, and let them be a, /8, 7, &c.

Then the values of u, will be a1 + A,, ft
1 + A,, 7* + A,, &c., and *, ft', 7', &c. will be the () particular

integrals of the equation

u^., + A U.+,., + B ,+._, + &c. + M = 0,

and .'. the complete integral of that equation will be

CV + C"p + C"Y + C'4
X' + &c. ;

and .'. the complete integral of the original equation will be

v + cv + AC. +
Cor. (1.) If N = 0, A| = ; and .'. v, = a* gives the solution of the equation

,+. + A WT+,_, + B uI+n. t + C u^,.s + &c. + M u, = 0.

Cor. (2.) If the equation a" + A a""
1 + B o"~

8 + &c. + M = contain equal roots, then the result would not,
under its present form, have a sufficient number of arbitrary constants, and would not therefore be a complete
solution.

VOL. n. 2 N
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Calculus of Let us suppose that a and ft are equal ; and .'. C'a* + C"ft* = (C'+ C") of, which may be written C, a*. Calcnlus of

Finite In such a case suppose for an instant that ft = (a + a,) ;
Finite

= C'a

C" a
and putting C'+ C" = C,, and - = Ca, and making or,

=
;

..C'' + C"^=(C l + C8 )*.

And, similarly, if there be three roots, as , ft, 7 equal, we must put instead of C'a* + C"ft* + C'"y* the term

(C, + C8 # + C, .r*) a* ; and similarly, in the cases where a greater number of roots are equal.
And if any of the roots be impossible, still the expression for v, may be rendered possible by introducing, instead

of the impossible quantities, the cosines and sines of the multiple arc. We shall, however, take an example which

will illustrate this remark.

(121.) The general term of a recurring series, the scale of relation of which is given, may now be found.

By the scale of relation is meant the constant coefficients which multiply a certain number of the preceding terms

of a series, so that by addition of the terms so multiplied a required term may be found.

As a particular instance, let the scale of relation be p q -j- r : find the general term.

Here ul+i = p . u,+,
-

q . j/^, + r . u,.

Let M, = a" ; /. Ml4< = a*** ;

.-. a*+" = pa*4"8

q a1*1 + ra*;

.'. a5
p a* + 9 a r = 0, dividing by a*.

Let a, ft, 7 be the roots of this equation ; /. a', ft", 7* are particular integrals of the original equation, and hence
the complete integral is

u' = C'of + C"ft' + C"V-

(122.) It is obvious from the preceding article that if the scale of relation consisted of (n) terms, that the value

of v, would be expressed by the sum of (n) terms also, or that we may write it

M, = C'a* + C"ft' + C"V + &c. + C'" '.

This result indicates a remarkable circumstance which belongs to the nature of recurring series.

Here put instead of ,r the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, &c., and we shall have the successive terms of the series, or

Mn w . v M
4 > &c. ; and if we express the series which is the sum of MP 8, 8 , &c., by 2,

2 = C'( + ' + o? + &c..... ')

+ C"(ft + ft' + /P+&c. + ft")

+ C"'(7 + 7 + 7
3 +&c. + 7")

+ &c.;

and hence it appears that a recurring series, of which the scale of relation is p q + r + &c., is composed of

(n) geometric series, the ratios of which are the roots of the equation

a' - p a 1 + q a"-* r a-8 + &c. = 0.

It is to be observed that the roots are here supposed all possible and different.

Example (1.) Find the general term of the series when the scale of relation is 4 3.

Here uz+f = 4MI+l 3/.
Make u, = cf

; .'. <? = 4 a 3, dividing by cf ;
-

.-. a' 4 a + 4 = 1; /. a = 3 or 1,

Dfl

u, - C' . 3- + C" . 1* = C'3* + C".

Example (2.) Let the scale of relation be 6 9 : find the general term.

Here v^= 6u,+l
- 9ut ;

and

.-. a" - 6a + 9 = 0, or (a - 3)
8 =

; .'. a = 3 ;

and, as two roots are equal, we must assume

/,= (C, + C8 ;r)3*.

Example (3.) The scale of relation being 2 cos 9 - 1, find the general term of the series.

Here w^ = 2 cos Q . u^ u, ;

.'. making u, = a*, a8 2 cos 9 . a - 1 ;

.'. s8 2cos6 . a + cos*6 = coss e 1 = sin'0 ;

.'. a = cos V 1 sin 6 ;

and the roots of the equation are
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ls f
cos + </~ sin and cos - V^l sin 6 ;

Cal 1

V,

s of

Finite , . , . . . .
tmite

Differences.
and the particular integrals are Differences

^"^^^
(cos 6 + V 1 sin 6)' and (cos 9 A/ 1 sin 6)*, or cos x + V 1 sin 6 and cos x & V I sin .r 9

;

and the complete integral is .'.

u, C' (cos x0 + V 1 sin * 0) + C" (cos x Q - <J
- 1 sin * 6)

= (C' + C") cos x + (C' - C") V - 1 sin x 9

= B (sin A . cos x 9 + cos A . sin * 6)

= B sin (A + x 0),

by making
C' + C" = B sin A and (C' - C") V^l = B , cos A.

If the first term of the series be sin A, then when

x=0 vt == sin A= B . sin A; .'. B=l,
and

M, = sin (A + x 0),

which result may be easily verified.

(123.) Next to integrate the equation ii.+s A, . u,^ + B, . M, = D,, we shall first show that it is integrable
whenever u.^ A, w,+1 + B, u, = can be integrated.

Let u^i -a,u, = v,, (1)
and

iVn-/B.t>,= D.; (2)

M*f8 a,+i iVn = v,+i
= P, .v,+ D, = /8, um+l

-
ft, a. u. + D,,

or

which being of the same form as the original equation will be identical with it, if

,+, + ft, = A,, and if t a, = B,.

But the integration of the equations (1) and (2) gives

and substituting for v,, we have

P.. P. a. -P. ft.

= C U. + C' U' + Q, by substitution.

Hence it appears that when a, and ft, are known, the equation is integrable , the sole difficulty is therefore to

determine these quantities.
Now from the equations a^, + ft, = A, and ft. a. =. B, it is plain that the values of a, and ft, are independent

of D,; and .'. are the same when D,= 0. But then u, = C . U, + C'U' which is /. the solution of the

equation ,+, A^M^., + B,u, = 0; and if this be integrable the functions, U, and U' which are its first

integrals, will be known ; and then a,, ft, can be found, as we shall now show.

Since U, = P . ,., ; .-. U^., = P . a, ; .'. a, =
and

U' P a gfP '

^*-'Y U' Pa ?^' *fi
~

P ft.., U'^ _ P. ft.
" ~

and

whence

2N2
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and thus a., and ft, being found, the complete solution of the equation which is the subject of this article is found.

(124.) In a similar manner the integration of the equation

ii.^ Aw -4-Bw 11
^~~ P

may be shown to be dependent upon that of

w,+
- A^w^ + B, *_,.,

- C, , = 0.

In this case we assume that

.+i ft, ^, = iv* (2)

whence by eliminating va ,+ w,, and MV+, we obtain

which equation will coincide with the original one, if the three following equations be true, viz.

a,-& + A+i + 7 = A,, a^t .
ft^.t + a^, . yt + ft, . y, = B,,

and

and integrating the equations (1), (2), (3), and proceeding as in the last article, we finally obtain

U,= C U, + C' U', + C" U", + Qn
where

Now, as in the last article, the difficulty of integrating the equation will depend upon our finding the values

of <* $ 7, : but these quantities remain the same when D* = 0, and .'. Qt = 0, and .'. when ux = C U,
+ C'U', + C"U",. But this is the complete integral of wI+8

-
A,M^_, + B.u^, - C,M,=: 0, and ft,, ^

may be found when UM U'w and U", are given. Hence the truth of the proposition.

(125.) The difficulty of the process just detailed is much diminished when A,, B,, &c. are constant. As an

example, let

. v*+, + B . M, = Df.

Here let

and

whence

(1),

(2);

.'. a + ft = A and aft = B :

i. e. a and ft are the roots of*2 A a? + B = 0.

But from (1) M, = a"-'

from (2)

/. u, = C a" 1 + a" 1
.

For
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Calculus of (126.) The preceding articles lead us to the general proposition, that the integration of the equation Calculus of

Differences. ,+. + P, M.+.-I + Q* +- + &C- + U "* = V (1) Differences.

may be shown to be always dependent upon that of

tW. + P* +-. + Q* "*+.-* + &c - + U, . B, = (2).

The following proof of this proposition was given by Lagrange, and from its simplicity, as well as the close

analogy it bears to the proof of the similar problem in the Differential Calculus, it merits a place here.

Suppose we have obtained (n) particular integrals of the equation (2), and let these be

', u", B'",, &c.;

then the complete integral of the equation (2) will be

it, = C' B', + C" it", + C'" u">, + &c.

But if, instead of supposing C', C", C'", &c. to be (ri) constant quantities, we assume them to be functions of x

represented by C',, C",, C'",, &c. we may then assume

v, = C', u', + C"t u", + C'".u'". + &c.

to be the complete solution of equation (1).

Now writing x + 1 for x we have

,+l + C% . ",+, + C"V% + &c.

C", % + 0'".^% + &c.

+ u',+l A C', + %, . A C", + u'",+l . A C'", + &c.,

by putting

C'. + A C',, C", + A . C",, &c. for C'^, C%, &c.

Now make

u',+l . A . C', + B",+I . A . C", + u'% . A . C'", + &c. = 0,

and we have

.+i
= C'.'.+. + C",B",+, + C'". . B'% + &c. ;

whence

,+, = CV. B'I4S +C% . u"^. + C'%, . B'%, + &c.

= C',w'I+. +C".u"^, +C'", M'% +&c.

+ u',+a . A . C', + u% . A C". + M'% . A . C'", + &c.

= C'.M',+. +C"..M% +C'", .'",+, +&c.,
by making

'^ . A . C', + u% . A . C". + M'",^ . A C'", + &c. = ;

and thus proceeding, we shall at length have

*.-i = C'.'J4^ 1 + C", . u%,-. + C'"^'".^., + &c.,

and

'^.-. A C', + ",+-. . A C", + w'V., . A C'", + &c. = ;

and putting x instead of x 1 in ,+,_! we finally have

u^ = C',u'^ +C".u"^ +C'", M'%. +&c.
+ u'^ . A C', + %. . A C". + M'"^. . A C'", + &c. ;

and substituting in equation (1) these values instead of uml ,+ and ,+, and bearing in mind that

W'H-. + P^W'.-H.-I + Q, '.+- + &c. + U,', =
V + P, "+,., + Q, 7/V-, + &c. + U, M", =

&c.;

and observing that the first line is the coefficient of C',,, the second of C",, &c., the equation will be reduced to

7*',+,
. A C', + u%, A C", + %, . A . C'", + &c. = V, ;

and from this and the other n 1 equations which involve AC',, AC",, A C'",, &c., each of these differences

may be found in terms of x, and their integration will be that of a single variable only ; and thus C',, C",, C'",,

&c. being found, the complete integral of (1) will be determined.

(127.) The integration of the equation (2) can, however, be seldom effected when there is not some given or

obvious relation between the coefficients : it is, however, as we have seen, readily integrated when the coefficients

are constant, by the substitution of a' for the unknown function u,, and then we can integrate equation (1).

Thus, let the equation to be integrated be

u^, + A v,+l + B u, = D, (1) ;

then the solution of W1+s + A u^i + B u, = is v, = C' of + C" ft', where a and ft are the roots of the equation
M* + A u + B = 0.

Now putting C', and C", for C' and C", we may assume u, = C'.af + C",ft' to be the solution of (1) ;
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= C', . a"+l + C", F** + *+' A C', + *+'
. A . C".

Calculus of

Finite

Differences.

by making

and
.'. ,+,

= C', a'+
! + C", p+* + a?+* A C'. + F+* . A C",

whence, by substituting in (1) for u,, u,+l , and J+e, we have

*+"
. A C', + 0*+ . A C", = D,.

Also o'+'jS. AC', + /8'+
2 .AC"I = 0;

. AC , _c '-

and

* j

(128.) The integration of the general equation of differences of the nth order, when the coefficients are

functions of a;, can seldom be effected.

In the simple case where ut+l = Pf ux + () we have already shown how the unknown function may be found.

Laplace has given a very elegant process by which the equation may be solved ; but as it leads only to the same
result as we have already obtained, we pass by it and proceed to explain his method of reducing the equation to the

one of lower degree.
Let u^, = P, M^,_, + Q, 11,+.., + &c. + T,u^ + U, u, + V,

be the equation.

Suppose w^., = p, u, + q, ;

Multiply the first n I equations successively by the n 1 quantities or.,, 2 ,
ar3 . . . . a..,, and then add the

products to the nth equation, and we shall obtain

+ ?,+_, + <*_, . qI+,-t + ... . 9l+._3 + &c. + a, 9,.

Comparing this with the original equation we have the following results, if the equations be supposed identical :

= -i P,+,~,
-

.-*

whence we have
V, = &c.

- -
P^-.- . P, - Q.

and
,

.-. U,= a,

-,] . P, - ]-
8

. Q. - &c. - T,;

-'Q.- &C. - T,px ;

an equation which is of the order n 1, since it contains only the values pn p^.t P,+*-I b"1 which is

not of the first degree. Suppose this to be solved, or that we know some value of p. which will satisfy it, we
shall then obtain the value au a& as . . . . osn_, ; and let their values be substituted in the equation

V^/7 -I. a. ft 4- f s^ ,
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Calculus of which js Of ^TTi dimensions, and this being integrated we shall obtain q,, and thus finally to find , we have to ^p"^
of

Differences,
solve the equation u^ = p, u, + q,, of which the solution is known to be Differences.

(129.) Although this process is difficult of application, yet there are cases in which it may be used with

complete success" and, as an illustration, we will take the particular example

Here it is obvious that as V, = q,
= 0.

Let
' uf+l = vI vI ; (1)

= v^ . M^., (2)

. . multiply (1) and (2) by a, a, respectively, and adding their products to (3),

,+, = (v,+3 a,) w,^ + (asv^ a,) w^i + a, v, U, ;

.' v**
-

<*i
= A . p", ajlVf, a

l
= Ep

tf
, al v,= C.p";

'

oiiv,+i Ap*
i
=

*>*+* VH - A .,+,. p* Bp*%
and

,4. "*+i r* - Ar*-H ". P'
- Ev'P**

~ Cp
to = 0. (4)

The difficulty is to solve this equation.
Now make v, m. p'

+l
;

.-. Vf+t = mp"+
* and t>,+8

= mp***'

Substituting these values in equation (4) we have

m'p
3 '-* -Am", p

3'** -Bm. p
8l+1

.
- C . p

to = 0,

or

Am' B.m C_
~y

'

~^ jr-
a cubic equation, of which let the roots be a, 6, c. Then the values of v, are a p**

1

, ftp**"
1

, cp*+'.

Let , = p*
4"1

; .'. w,+i = o p**
1

w,-

To integrate which let

/i+i

w,= o*-' . (p'p*.p ---- p*) M', = a1
- 1

. p w',

.' M^,.,
= o' . p tt'^.,

= .'. a1 . p *
p*

4-'
. u', = a*p

',+I.'. M',+I
= u', ; .'. A . u', ; .'. u', = a constant = C, . a,

and
.+!

. w, = C, a? . p .

*+! -+l
This is only the first integral of the others are C, 6' . p *

, and Cf c* . p ; and .. the complete in-

tegral will be
..*+!

and by the same process the general equation

MI+. = Ap* ^_i + B p** ^,_j + &c. L p** u,

may be solved ; and if a, 6, c, &c. 2 be the roots of the equation

Am- 1 Bwi- 1 Cm-* Lm
'--p -y.

'

'-j^.

- &C---^I
p

then we shall find, as before, that

. = p * C 1 a* + C,6*+C3
c* + &c.

(130.) In a similar manner may be integrated the more general equation

M*+. = A XI+m . ,+,-, + B . X.,^ . X,+m_ l . tt,4._2 + &c. + L . X^ .... X^,_^, M,

where A, B, C, &c. L are constant quantities.
As in the preceding example, make MI+ ,

= u,px, and then to determine p, we shall have the equation

[p^..,]"
- A . X^ . [p,^-,]-

1 - B [X^J . [?*+.-*]"-'
- &c. - L [X^J- = 0.

Assume p, a. X,^.^., ; .-. p^,= a . X^^.^&c. ;

" = "
[X-4,]", and [p^,.,]-

1 = a- 1
. [X^.,]"'

'
. &c. = &c. ;
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Calculus of and substituting these values, the whole equation will be divisible by [XI+m]
n
, and we have the equation of (/,') Calculus of

Jinite
dimensions, ,,.J

inite

ifferences.
a" - A. a"" 1 - B a1- 8 C a"'3 - &c. - L = 0.

Differences.

Let the roots of this equation be , /6, 7, X, &c., then the values ofpx will be, if for simplicity we put m = n 1,

and .'. the value of u, will be found from the integration of the equation

w.+i <* X, . u,,

whence
,= C 1 '.[X._ I]'

which is one of the first integrals, and .'. the complete integral will be

vf = [X,_,]" . {C, a* + Cj/6
1 + C8 7* + C4 S* + &c.}.

Cor. Let X, = f ; /. X,_, = f and [X..J- =p~,
and

u, - p~^~ {C, of + C2 0* + C87
- + &c.},

as in the preceding example.
Cor. Hence may be integrated the equation

+. = A . x . MI+ _! + B x . x 1 ,+,- +C.x.x-la 2 w,+_, + &c.

+ L.a;.j; la; 2....1.
the integral of which is

where a, ft, y, &c. X are the roots of the equation

a' - A a"- 1 - B a"' - C a"-" - &c. - L = 0.

(131.) Of equations higher than the first degree little is known, and when solved, their solution is effected by

particular artifices.

The equation u,+, . uf a u,+t + b u, -f c = may be thus solved.

Let Vl = -^
v,

and then we have

)
t1 + fc _ a k + bk + c = 0.

vf

Let k a = 0, or k = a, and multiply by v,,

'

*^! + (a + 6) c,+1 + (b a + c) v, = ;

the integral of which may be found by putting c, = m*; and if a and ft be the roots of wi* + (a + 6) m + b a

c = 0, the complete integral will be v, = p of + q . ft*, where p and q are constant quantities ;

(132.) The following example may be solved by a particular artifice.

Example. Let M^, . u,+l . u, a (w,+s + w+i + u,) ;

then, since when A + B + C = 0, tan A . tan B . tan C = tan A + tan B + tan C.

Let u, = V^a tan v, ; /. M^, = V a . tan I+l ,
and M^J = V a tan u,+8 ;

3 .1

.'. o 2
(tan t?I+, . tan c^, . tan vt) = o 2

(tan tr^+s + tan "*+i + tan ")

.'. tan vI+8 . tan ^, . tan v. = tan ,+, + tan vI+t + tan v, ;

'

",+s + vI+1 + v, = 0.

Make , = 6* ; .'. 6e + b + 1 = ;

whence

1 ^V^T 1 ,--Va" 2T
.

,
--

.
2>r

4= _ -^ =-_. V-l- = cosT V-ls1n T ;

TJ
/
--

.
irx

.'. b = cos - v 1 sin -
;

3 o
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Calculus of
/ 2 T T 2r"\ / 5> * . 9 ~ r\ Calculus of

Finite .
p = C'( COS |- V - 1 sin

.Differences. V

2 it x
. . 2 IT x

.

= C, COS -
1- C s sin

3 3

whence

C, = C'+ C" and C, = (C'- C") V - 1 ;

.'. u, = >/~a . tan
|
C, cos- 1- + C2 sin

|.

For this and similar examples, see Herschell's Examples on Finite Differences.

(133.) By a similar substitution may be integrated the equation

,+i
- 2 7/1 + 1 = 0, or u,+l = 2 w; - 1.

For V cos 2 A = 2 cos* A -
1, .'. let v, = cos v, ;

.-. t/I+l
= cos v1+l ; .'. cos v^.i = 2 (cos r,)

2 - 1 ;

whence

Vn = 2t>,; .'. ifc. = a*.
' a = 2andr,= C. 2*;

whence

/r* nx\ / S*.CV-1 I --*CV 1\ _ //"*" _L Cl ~**\
v, = cos v, = cos (C . 2*) = (e + e ) = (^i + C, ).

(134.) The equation w, = V, . t/;_, . J. 8 . J/J_, .... ;_, which expresses that the general term of a series

is a function of the product of the preceding terms, may be easily referred to the solution of an equation of the

nth order.

Taking the logarithm of each side of the equation,

log v, = log V, + a log 7/,_, + log 7/,_ 8 + 7 log u,.a + &c. + v log u,.. ;

for log V, put U,, and for log v, write v, ;

.'. v, = U + a ,_i + ft c,_ t + 7 v,. t + &c. + ,_.

If U, be constant, this equation is easily integrable by making

,.. = a-', and /. v, = a?+".

(135.) Equations of mixed differences, when the coefficients are constants, admit of integration by substituting
e*

1 + H for vm . As an example, we will take the following equation,

v, + A W.+, + B .
~ + C .

d '

d

W

f
+l + k - ;

h AH + BAe^ + CAe*^ + k 0.

k
Make H + A H + k= 0, or H = -

.'. e** + Ae**+' + B k tf" + C Ae**51 =

Let & kt , k3, &c. be the values of k found from this equation, then will

1 T A

1 + A'

by making the proper substitutions.

(136.) Want of space alone prevents any mention of those equations of differences which involve more than

one variable ; the reader is referred to the great work of Lacroix, and to various Papers by Laplace, as well as that

invaluable collection of Examples of Sir John Herschell, the almost constant subject of our reference. We shall

conclude this portion of our Treatise by an application of the theory of continued fractions to equations of finite

differences.

(137.) In the Mecanique Celeste, vol. iv., p. 254, Laplace has shown that every linear equation of the second
order of finite differences may be reduced to a continued fraction. The following is the method used by him.

Let the equation be expressed by

M, = a, MI+I + b. M.+, ;

4

and

. 'fi _ 1
.

,

a, + 6, .
-

VOL. ir. 2 o
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Calculus of

Finite

Differences.

. "'-I-'
'*

-~ '

a.4.i

Calculus of

Finite

Differences.

and

*+

and thus substituting we can form the continued fraction

ff, -h *.

And making o, = l,b,= (x + 1) 9, or M, = u^ + x + 1 . then

l+x+ 1 . q

1 + j

&C.

And, finally, making a: = 0,

1

1 +&c.

fractions which express in an elegant manner the relations which exist between two successive terms of a series,

(138.) And, conversely, we may show how the value of a continued fraction can be found by means of an equa-
tion of finite differences.

Thus, let be the true value of the fraction

c

a + c

a + c

a + &c.

and let

cvt ;

represent the successive convergent fractions ; then it is shown (see ALGEBRA, art. 234.) that

Ut+t = a uI+i + c v,,

and

whence, by integration,

and

where a and ft are the roots of u = a u + c ;

v,

where (a) is supposed to be the greater of the roots os,j8; whence, if Fa be the value of the fraction continued

to infinity,

(139.) To find the constants C,, C,, C', C", we have, since

MI = c, J/s = ca, and ct
= a and ra = a2 + c ;

A ft=C,a + C,0 a = C'a+C"^
ca = C,a! + C,/8

2 a* + c = C7 a" + C"yS;
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Calculus of whence Calculus of

Finite a- fr An + C - g Finite

Differences. C, = c
8 _ = and t, =

g8 __
, Differences.

but
a + f> a and c = a /i ; .'. a &= a and a2 a ft = a a ;

c e + a a a /8 a
r^ _ . p*'

.. L-, , . . --
> ' " " ~~

_2 u ~~* o o >

p or pa a p a p
and

C or ~ C j6 _ p

C,/* = c-C, = c- =_
; ,.C,= - =

a aa-aft a* afr - afr
C ''

P = a- C>*=a--- =-^J--=^-^
cc p cc

M, C, (a* - 0') c . (a* -

-c'-^)'
-

a formula ol' singular neatness.

If we divide each term by *, and make x = OC, then, since is a proper fraction,

F -L-_L*-c i
-

Example (1.) Find the value of the fraction 1 to infinity.

Here
whence

a = 1, c = 1 ; .'. w2 u = 1 ;

.'. For = = -^ =

Example (2.) Find the value of 2 to j; terms.

1 + 2

1 +&c.
Here c = 2, a = 1

, u* u = 2 ; .'. a = 2 and ft = 1 ;

Hi 2 . (2^ (
-

1)') _2*+' 2(- I)
1

TAe Theory of Generating Functions.

(140.) Letw.be any function whatever of JT ; and let us suppose 0(0 to be such a function oft, that its

developement according to the powers of t shall produce the series

+ u_i t-
1 + + M, t + Us f + u, t

3 + &c. + u,_, t"
1 + u..t' + M,+I . t*+

l + &c. ;

then (<) is said to be the generating function of vf.

In this expansion we observe that u, is the coefficient of t* ; and, in general, the generating function of any
variable whatever, as u,, is defined to be such a function of t as, when expanded according to the powers of t, shall

have this variable for the coefficient of t" ; and, conversely, the variable corresponding to a generating function
is the coefficient of t" in the expansion of the function according to the powers of t.

It must be observed that the series for (t) is supposed to extend both ways, and thus include negative as

well as positive powers of t.

(141.) As examples of these generating functions. Since

;

t *_
= It + 2 f + 3 t* + 4 . t

4 + &c. + xf + 7+1 r+l + &c.,

and
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Differences.

t 1 11 .- !- and log
:- are respectively the generating functions of * and . For a and are the co-

efficients of t* in their respective series.

(142.) Resuming the expansion for (0. we have

(0 = . . . + MO + M, t + v, t* + U3 V + &c..... -f- u,., I'-
1 + u, t' + ?/,+,

. t'+' + &c. ;

.-. * (<) = w < + i
V + M2 t

3 + &c..... + ,/,_, . f + u, . t'+l + &c. ;

in which series, as n,, l is the coefficient of t*, therefore tc/)(f) is the generating function of M,_I. Again, multi-

plying by t, we shall have vx .s for the coefficient of t* in the expansion of t
1

<f> (t) ; hence <
!

(<) is the generating
function of w,_s ; and thus, finally, f . () will be the generating function of M,.,.

Again, if we divide (t) by t, we shall have

-L (0 = .... + j/, +M +Ms + &c. + M" 1 + ,+, f + u^t . C+l + &c.;

or (0 is the generating function of tvn-

Similarly (<) is the generating function of MI+8 , and (0 that of wI+n.

Whence it appears that if we know the generating function of u, we can immediately obtain those of v,_n or of

j/J+n by multiplying or dividing by t*.

(143.) If we take the difference between the expansions of 0(0 and (t), the coefficient of f will be
I

x+i
- u, r A u,, therefore the generating function of A ti, is f --- 1

J
(t). Let this be written 0' (<), then

/I \ /i y
the generating function of A w+i A ut or A* uf will be I

-- 1
J
0' = I

-- 1
j

1.

\* / \ /
/ 1 v / 1 V

Similarly, the generating function of A3
M, is I 1 . (f), and that of A" u,, is I I 1 . (t).

\ * / \ * /
(144.) We have hitherto considered A v, to be equal to u.,+l u, ; it might, however, be supposed to be any

ombination of the quantities u,, WT+I, ^.s , &c. ; suppose it to be av, + b ,+, + cu,+l + &c. + ^wl+n , and call

this quantity v Mi-

Then since the coefficient of t' in the developement of

is

+ T +
~e

+
~F
+ c '

is the generating function of Vw*; and if, as before, we call this function 0'(0i and if Vf
/ be what

becomes when \u, is written for v,, then

0'(0 f + 4- + 4- + &c. + 7rVr (0 i + -7- + 4- + &c - + =-}"\'C t y vCc fc.

will be the generating function of V!
",; and, in general, the generating function of v u, is

be e

(145.) To extend the reasoning to integrals, let 2 be the generating function of 2" . vf ; then, from what has

/I V
preceded, (I), swill be the generating function of A"(2",) or of u.; but as (/) is the generating

function of u, we may put

''" 1 **^ an<1 2 = 0(0 -

whence it appears that we can obtain the generating function of 2" u, from that of A*K by merely changing (n)
into ( ). We have here neglected the constants and the powers of x which are introduced into the value of
the integral by each successive integration ; but to make the generating function complete we must assume
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Calculus of for these fractions being expanded, the coefficients of i* in the expanded series will give the (n) constants and the Calculus o(

Finite
powers of x, which are requisite to complete the integral. Di<f

Differences. AS an example> iet n = 1. Then the integration of 2 . u, will introduce but one constant, and we have

But the coefficient oft' in is only A, and

Again, let n 2 ;

A,
.- . ___ __-_.

1 t

But the coefficients of t' in _ and are a + 1 and x ;

:. 2s
. v, = 2/ + (A, + A,) x + A, = 2/fcr) + B * + A,.

(146.) We shall now show the use of the calculus of generating functions, in proving
1 some of the theorems

demonstrated in the preceding pages.

The generating function of A" u, being ( -- 1
j

. (f), expand f -- 1
J

, and multiply each term by (t),

and we have _ __
n

but since . (0 is the generating function of uf+a, and (t) that of ,+_,, &c. this expansion will be the
C t

generating function of

._,, + &c.,
1 2 +"~

| 2 3

as well as of A* ,. Hence, since quantities that have the same generating functions are equal,

nn 1 7) 7i 1 2

(147.) Again, since the generating function of y^,, is (0 ; and since = ( 1 + -- 1);i" t* \ t J

.-. -10(0 = 0(0 + n .

(-)-- l)0(0
+ ^li (-1

-
iJ0

(o

But 0(<) is the generating function of u,, and (-
--

1)0(0 is that of A [-
- 1 )0(<) that ofA't/^&c.

V ' / \ ' J

Hence (<) is not only the generating function of vI+,, but also of
I

n . n 1 n n 1 . n 2
w. + nAw. + j-^-

. Af
s +-

j

-- A

and therefore this last series is equal to M^,.
(148.) Again, we have seen that if

V u, = a v, + b vf+l + c MJ+S + &c. + q . u.

the generating function of y"
1

v, will be

and if the polynomial be expanded, and each terrn be multiplied by (<), the generating function of V w will be
of the form

o0(0 + a,yZKO +
r-J-0(0

+ ffla

^- 0(0 + ,
-^-0(0

+ &c.;

whence it is obvious that

V" M,= ff " + l ,+l + ff
J/X+B

4- ff3 M^, + &C.

(149.) The series obtained in the preceding articles for vI+, are useful in finding the value of that term, by
means of other known terms, and as in this consists the theory of interpolation, we shall now obtain such series as
are most useful for that purpose.
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Finite (1 ) Since (/), which is the generating function of u,, = <p (t), Finite

Difleriiices. / _ 1 V Differences.

which may be written

= 0(0 +B-

But < . (<) is the generating function of J/x_i, and f -- 1 U . (<) is that of A iit.i, and f -- 1
J

. t'</> (t)

that of As
?/,_ and fy

-A f ^ (<) that of A" j/,_. ;

ra . n + I
,

7i7i + 1 rc + 2
'

",+ = w, + n . A ,_! + A" ux-t +-- - A3 uf_,

-f &c. : see Herschell's Examples.

(150.) This theorem may, by an extension of the principle of separating the symbols of operation from those

of quantity, assume a very remarkable form.

For considering vf as a factor, and writing ,_= u, . !/_, and considering _ as the representative of.

nn + I
. nn + I n + 2

rriL _. - - _. J i i * . i A*** _I_ _ _ \ a
F

A3

and in thus giving to the symbol u. n a new interpretation, no error can arise if, when we expand f 1 --
J

, we

remember that the powers of u are to be changed into negative suffixes.

(151.) Next let = 1 + ,
and let

.,+.
be required, of which the generating function is . <p (t).tl, i

Make =
y, .'. y = 1 + ay' ; and by Lagrange's theorem for the expansion of functions

n.n 3r l.n + 3r

0(0-

And (a) being equal t' . f 1\ /. a . (<) is the generating function of A . ;/*_,, and as (<), or

F (-.
~ 1

)
0(0 "8 the generating function of A* . u,. tr ; a*0 (0 that of A3

v,_w ,
&c.

; and as is that

of,+.,
w.rt + 2r-l n.n + 3r-ln + 3

u^.,
= v, + n . A . 7/,_r H - . A8

w,_. + 5
i IE *i . O

&c. + &c.

(152.) A more general method of interpolation will be found if we suppose t . ( - 1 \ t, and we find

expression for - in a series arranged according to the powers of z.

It is clear that is the same thing as the coefficient of a" in the developement of the fraction .
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Calculus of 1 at Calculus of
Finite Multiplying numerator and denominator by 1 a . t, we nave , which becomes, Finite

Differences. \ ot[ t { | + a3 Differences.

/ 1 V 1

t .

(

- 1 = z gives + t
~

z + 2,
V ' / *

since
\

1 - at I - at

1 a z - 2 a -f a 2

(1 a)
8 a

I 1 az a!
z! a3 z3~

1 + *
+

-
+

"'
+

And to find the whole coefficient of a", each of these fractions must be developed, and the coefficient of

the required power in each separate expansion being found, the sum of these terms will give the object of our

inquiry. _ _
J g s ~i- I s -4- 2 S I 7* _ 1

Now the coefficient of a' in the expansion of --- or (1 a)"' = ---
; whence

(1 oc) 1.2. 3 . ... ?*

the coefficient of a" in the expansion of is n + 1 ; and in that of -- is
; in that

of-- is--------
, &c. ; and calling Z the coefficient of of, we have

(1 a)
6 1.2.3.4.5

Z - n + 1 4-
nn + l ~"~+2

z
.

n- I n .n+ln + 2 "~-r~3 ,4

1.2*3 * i 4 &

n - 2 n - I n . n + 1 n + 2 n + 3 n + 4
3

a
and putting (n) instead of (n + 1), and calling Z' the coefficient of a" in the developement of , we

shall have

But it is obvious that the coefficient of a" in the developement of or-

is Z Z' t, and consequently

^-^=0(0{Z -Z't} . =Z . 0(0 -Z't. 0(0-

0(0 / 1 \2 / 1 \*
But - is the generating function of ,+; and z 0(2), 2

8

0(0,&c., or t . I 1 10(0. <*
( .

1 10(0,

&c. are the generating functions of A* . ,_ A4
u,_t, &c., while 1 (0> z.*0(0i 2!

<0(0. &&. of'0(0i
/I V /I \4

<
s

( 1
J

. (0. C ( 1
J (0> & -) are those of MT _!, A* Uj.j, A4

u^.a, &c., and therefore we have

is

o o *~*
~

o q ,1 R '~ 2
* o i ^ 4 D -*

(153.) Other expressions for v,+, may be deduced from the preceding value for .

Let Z"be the value of Z' when (n 1) is put for (?i) or the value of Z when (n 2) is put for (n) :

in this case we shall change the equation

1 Z' 1
whence~ = -- Z" ; or, adding the two values of, and then dividing by 2,

t t
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-. .

2
.

Ditterences. Z 2 ( 2.3 1.2.3.4.5

If n - -2 n I . n n-3n 2n l'n.n+1- 1+ --T7-3-- Z + -
8.4.5

-

_
!

. J!L. 4.
"' (*-D

s
.

3
. ('-D (^-4) ,3M .2 2.3.4' 2.3.4.5.6

/I V
and substituting for (*) its value 2 . f

-- 1
J

,

whence by passing from the generating functions to coefficients, and observing that (f) . (1 + t) = (/) + < (t)

= generating functions of u, and M*.,,

rf.if^T n'. ('-!)' -4
' '

2.3.4 '-' 2.3.4-5.6

+
-J-

. (A , + A u,_,) + y . ^-^ . (A
3
u._, + Au...)

(154.) This formula is useful to interpolate a term between an unequal number 2 x + I of equidistant

quantities, the common interval of which is unity : u, is the middle term, the series being u , u,, &c. w,+1
.... M^ and (n) is the interval between 11, and MI+,,.

The values A8
M,_,, AM, + Aw,.,, &c., which are the same as itx+l 2 u, + MX_,, MI+I u,.,, &c., are

symmetric in their form with regard to u,, for the terms they involve are arranged at equal intervals before and
after u,.

If. instead of making u, the middle term of the series, we suppose the terms to be arranged equally about ,

v*e must use negative indices on one side of wc. a"d tne series will be M_t , M_,_I .... v u, .... and u, will

be a function of u, and of the differences of the preceding values M_,, w_s , u_ 3 .... &c.

(155.) In the last expression obtained for write n + 1 for n, and then subtract from it ; the result
t t

will then be

0(0 _ 0(0 _ 0(0 fj_ _ A

T - ^ '

(T
-

whence, dividing each side by -- 1, and transferring the lower line to the upper place,

+(+!)*.* J-

And now passing to coefficients, since
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Calculus of and
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Calculus of

Finite

Differences.

/ 1 V
and remembering that f .0(0

(-J
I
J

is the generating function of A", u,.,, and P*1
.

that of A*. v,_,_,, we shall have

.1 (
M +Tj-T _i_

w,+. ("* + "-" + 1.2 2
'

' "*"' W*~ il '

2.3.4

A *>,_,+
1 . 2

2.3.4

^
3

...

. A'a^.s + Sc.

(156.) This formula is used for interpolation when there is an equal number 2x of equidistant numbers. The
two middle terms are y,_ l

and yx , (if we suppose y to be the first term) and yz,_i is the last term.

These two formulae of interpolation were given by Stirling, but without demonstration. He probably arrived

at his results by successive inductions. They might have been shown to be true in an earlier part of this Treatise,

but we reserved them for a place where they could illustrate the application of the theory of generating functions.

We must refer the reader to the Theorie Analytiquc des Probability of Laplace, page 19, for other formulae

of interpolation more general than that which has been just obtained, as our space wilt not allow us to pursue
this part of our subject further.

(157.) The results which we have already obtained show with what facility the theory of generating functions

demonstrates the theorems of finite differences. We shall continue to give some important ones as examples of

ts use.

We readily see that, putting T for (<),

i
But T.f -- 11 is the generating function of A . un T . f -- 1

J
is that of A8 &c ; and thus it appears that

T .

|f
1 + -- 1

J
1 \ is the generating function 'of {(1 + A . u,)' I}"

1

, taking care to remember that the

powers of AM,, which arise from the expansion, are to be considered only as symbols of operation, and that when

we meet with the term A . ut]
we must write for it Ar

. u,.

/I NT
But adverting to the left-hand side of the equation, we observe that T.( -1J= -T, which is the

generating function of v^, u,: this may be written A' ,, where A' indicates that (n) is the increment of (x),

and therefore T . f 1
J

is the generating function of A'*M,, (x) still increasing by (n), and hence

f l VT.I 11 will be the generating function of A' . v, ; whence we conclude that

A'".= {(l + A.,)"- 1}" (1)

If the symbol 2' represent the finite integral, when x increases by the number n, or relative to differences indi-

( 1 V"
cated by A', then it is evident that 2' u, will have for its generating function the expression T . ( 1

J
,

the constants not being taken into account ; but we have

whence we may conclude that

vol.. ii.

2'-. */,= {(! + A. w,)"-l}, (2)
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Calculus of observing to change the negative powers of A . ut into terms of the form 2wM 2s &c. : this last formula is Calculus of

Finite implicitly contained in the preceding, since putting ( m) for (m) we may change \'~m ux into 2' . u,. .|!
Differences.

(158.) These equations will also be true if we suppose that (x), instead of increasing by unity in Aw,, should ^""N"""~^
increase by another quantity, as (k), provided that the increase of (x) in A'M, is (nk). For if (x) be changed

/ x \
into (

-JT )>
then when (x) increases by unity, ,r,

= k x will increase by (k), and if (x) become (x + n), (xt ) will

become (Ajr + fen), or will increase by (kri) ; or we may consider x to become x + k with regard to the symbol
A, and x + nk with respect to the symbol A'.

If now we consider & to be a very small quantity, or d r, and (n) to be infinitely great, so that n k or nd tc

may be finite = a, and that k is very small, therefore AM, = d . ux, we shall have

A' .,= {(! + d. v,)"-\}1
2'wI ={(l +d. ,)'-!}-".

But log (1 + d . M,)" = n log (1 + d . u,) = n . d . u, = a '-

-';
'' ' I

omitting the other terms of log (1 + d . u,), since k is infinitely small,

;'.&
.'. (1 + d . ,)" = e "'

:

whence, substituting, we have
. '*

A'". z/,= (e
" -

l)
m

(3)

(4)

taking care to transfer to the symbol d the exponents of d . and to change the negative powers into integrals.
If we had considered (n) to be infinitely small and = d x, then A'" u, will become if u,, and 2"" u, will become

- fm
u, . d x", and

(1 + A . w,)" = (1 + A . u,)** = e '.i<*(H-*-"> = 1 + dx . log (1 + A . u,) ;

and substituting this value for (1 + AM,)", equations (1) and (2) become

if* i/

L + A.w.)}- (5)

(159.) At present we have only considered a single function u,; the theory may, however, be extended to the

case in which the product of many functions is concerned, and then some remarkable theorems may be easily
deduced.

Let T be the function of (t) when ut is the coefficient of f
T f u', t"

T" <" . , u" . t"

We shall, therefore, have un u',, u",, &c. for the coefficient of f, t'*, t'", &c. in the developement of the product
T . T' T". . . . : this product will therefore be the generating function of M,, u',, u", . . . . ; and, consequently, the

T . T'T".
generating function of uf+l . u',+ ,

. M"^, will be -

77 ; whence it follows that
*

.
*

.

rr* rrv fjvt

is the generating function of

u*+i u't+i "*+i .... - u, u', u", ---- = A . u, . u'x . u", . . . . ;

and thus the generating function of

A" . ux u',u"x . . . . &c. is T . T' . T". . . . {- ^-- 1
\.

V f t t

And if (z) be the generating function of 2" . (u, u', u", &c.), then that of A" . 2" . (M,M',M", ____ ) or of

u, u'. u"t ,
&c. will be from the preceding z . ( - -- 1

) , whence
\* it'.... /

which is the generating function of 2" . (* u', u", ....).
(160.) Applying these results to the product of two functions, u, and va where v, is the same as a'..

Then the generating function of \"vf v, will be T . T' . f
,

- 1Y which may be put under the form
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Finite

But from the preceding article we perceive that the products

T . T . (-- - lY= T' . T f- - - l\

T T' -1 -

T

&c. = &c.

are the generating functions respectively of the products v, . A"w.,, Ac* . A""'Mi+1 , A'w, . A"~ !

i^+g, &c. Whence

passing from generating functions to coefficients,

A" (u, . v,) = v, . A" . u, + n . A v, . A"' 1

w,. , + s . A8
v, . A"" ,+, + &c.,

2

and changing (n) into ( n), we shall obtain

2" . (v, . v,) = v, . 2" it, n Ac, . 2"+'z/1+1 + 7
. A!

e,

formulae previously obtained by successive and laborious induction.

(161.) Again, since we may put

T . T"T" . { ll"
(t. ft".. \

= TTT". . ..-ll-f 4. - l . l + 4- _ 1 . 1 + JL - 1 . -
we have

A'. u,u',u", ---- = {1 + A 1 + A' 1 +A" ---- l}"w, . u',u". ---- ;

taking care that in each term of the developement of the right-hand side of the equation we apply the symbol A
to the variables which are marked with the same accent. Thus if we had but three variables, the term
Ar

. u,u',u"f indicates u',u", . A'w,, and A' A" u, v'. u", is to be written u",K'ut . Ar
w/..

If (n) be negative, the formula will be true for 2".

(162.) Again, since TT'T" .

{ <t ^ ^-- l}"

Kll + T-
and indicating by A' u, u't u", ..... when x increases by h, we have

A" ., u'. <.... = {( 1 + A)* (1 + A')* (1 + A")*- - - -
- 1 }' M, ', u", . . . . ;

and if we change (n) into ( n), we shall obtain the expression for 2".

For further illustrations of this interesting subject we must refer to the Works of its author, Laplace, and to

the third volume of the Differential Calculus of his commentator Lacroix, where the reader will find the theory
extended to functions of two or a greater number of variables.

The Summation of Series.

(163.) By the sum of a series is meant, the sum of any given number of the terms w, , u, ut . . . &c. and we
shall show that when the general term is known the summation depends upon the integration of an equation of

finite differences.

Let S, represent the sum of x terms of the series just referred to ; or let

S, = , + u, + M, + M, + &c. + M, !

'

S.+, = w, + w, + us + u
t + &c. +w. + tVfi;

'

S,+1
- S, = A . S, = MI+ , ;

and

/. S, = 2 .
7/^., + C ;

2p2
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Calculus of and to find C, let x = and let S = 0, .'. 2tt, + C = 0, .'. C = - 2w,, Calculus of

Finite
_, _, Finite

Differences
'

*> = 2. J/,+, Z W,. Differences.

v--^^ ^ Hence to find the sum of any series we must find the integral of the (x + l)th term, and this properly corrected ^"V ^

will give the sum required.

(164.) If the form of v,+l be not at once evident, we may use the formula

xx 1
i

x . x \ . x 2 .,- -Aa
z/,+ - -A3 K,+ &c.,

A 1 . A o

which will give us the x + 1th term when one of the orders of differences vanishes. Sometimes, however, M.+,

can only be found in terms of the preceding terms of the series multiplied by constant quantities. This case will

demand a separate investigation: in the following examples, however, the (_x + l)th term will be found without

difficulty.

(1.) Sum the arithmetic series a + a + b + a 2b + a + 3b + &c. + a + x - 16.

Here , = a + x 16 and wI+1 = a + x b ;

:. S, = 2(o + xb) = ax+
X ' X ~ l

6 + C.

*, __ I
'

__ _
And if x = 0, S = 0; .'. C = 0, and S, = a x + -'--- . 6 = (2 a + x - 1 6) .

Cor. If a = 1 and 6 = 1, then 1 + 2 + 3 + 4+ &c. + x=
x ' x+

.

8

(2.) Sum the geometric series o + ar + arf + ar3 + &c. + or*"'.

Here u, = a r*~l

; .'. ,+,
= a r* ;

:. S, = 2 a r* = a 2 r" = a--^ + C.

And if*=0, S =0; ..0= ^r + C; /. C = --
, ;

r 1 r 1

1* I T* - I
.'. S, = a-- a-- = a .

---.rl r - I r I

(3.) Sum the series 1* + 2* + 3s + 4s + &c. + Js .

Here S, = ZM^, = 2(,r + 1) = 2 . x . T+\ + 2

_ x - 1 . x . x + I xx+ I

3 2

And when * = 0, S = ; .*. C =
;

(4.) Sum the series I
3 + 23 + 3s + 4s + &e. + x>

Here u.^ - (x + 1)' = (x + 1) {(x + 1)
! -

1} + ~x + 1 = x . 7+1 ae~+2 + 7~-

:. S, = 2uf+t =
^~ lj ' X+l ' J + 2

+^1 + C and C = ;

4 2

xx + I /x-lx + 2 ,N x.x + 1 x.x+l
2 a' ,{

Hence 1 + 2s + 3' + 4' + &c. + x" - (1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + &c. + x)\
a result to which we have previously alluded.

(5.) To find the sum of the terms of any order of the figurate numbers.

The series l + i + i + i + i + i + i + &c.

1+2+3+ 4+ 5+ 6+ 7 + &c.

1 + 3 + 6 + 10 + 15 + 21 + 28 + &c.

&c.

are called figurate series of the first, second, third, &c. order; it will be easily observed in these three series that
the ith term of the second order is the sum of (x) terms of the first order : and the same rule is true for the
third order. Hence we have this definition, the xth term of any order of figurate numbers is the sum of r terms
of the preceding order.

In the first order ,+,
= 1 ; .'. 2 . w,+1 = x ; _

.'. In the second order ,+, = x + 1, and 2 M.+, =
* '
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Calculus of a: + 1 J? + 2
.
_ XX + I X + 2 Calculus of

Finite .'. In the third order u,+ i

-
5
-

;

'

Ziifti
~-

5
-

; Finite

Differences.
A__ * a ____ _ Differences.

v v
' x+lx + Zx + 3 x . x + 1 x + 2 x+ 3

^ v^^
.'. In the fourth order w,+,

= --- - ---
; .'. Z uf+l =-234-- '

And thus we might proceed to find the sum of the terms of any order of figurate numbers, and thus it is

obvious that the sum of (x) terms of the nth order will be expressed by

__x . x+ 1 x + 2 jT+~3 ---- ~x~+ n 1

~~1 . 2 . 3 . 4 . . . . n

(6.) Sum the series 1. 2. 4 + 2. 3. 5 + 3. 4. 6 + 4. 5. 7 + &c.

Here it, =:x.x+I.x + 3=:xx+l.x + 2 + x.ae+l;
.'. S. = 2 MI+I

= 2 (j+ l7+~2 . x + 3) + 2 (x + 1 ~x~+Z)

3.4

(7.) Sum the series 3. 5. 7 + 5. 7. 9+7. 9. 11 + &c.

Here u. = (2* + 1) . (2 x + 3) (2 * + 5) ;

' ) 1 A

1.3.5.7
and x = gives C = -

;

32x+5.2i+7
(- C;

(8.) Sum the series ^-^ +
^-1-^

+ -i_
5
+ &c.

Here u, =
x .x + I x + 2

.". S, =: 2 Uf+l = -- ==. + C,
2x+ 1 +2

and

-

4 2 .x+lx+2

And if S = the sum of an infinite series, we hate in this case S = .

4

5 8 11
(9 ) Sum the series + - + + &c. The general term of 5 + 8 + 11 + &c.

l v * 4 '0 O4.D*D 4 9 V
is 3 * + 2 ;

3j+^ _ 3 (J + 4) - 10

. x + 2 a: + 3 +4 j + 1 x+2 a? + 3 .r + 4

3 10

x+ lx+2x + 3.x

:.s,= Ivf+l + c = c =_? + _ 10

9 2.x + 2x + 3 3 . x + 2 . a: + 3 jc + 4

, and S = .

9 fir-*-Qr-J-3r-i-4 ^
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Finite (10.) Sum - + ;T-T + r-= + &C.
Finite

Differences.
1 ]

Diflerenccs.

Here "* = ; "<+'
= - :

-, and C=+l;

___~~
2 2(2*+!)' 2'

(11.) Sum the series 1 + 2 a + 3 a2 + 4 a' + &c. +xa*- 1

.

Here w, = *> a"" 1

!

'

"*+i = * + 1 a* = x . a' + a" ,

xa* tf a. . of~
a -I IT-^i

~
(^l 2 +

And if
1 1

5 -o; =
[-( fy

4
+ c ; c

=(^ny^

v j v /

(12.) Sum 2 . 5 . 8 + 4 . 8 . 14 + 8 . 14 . 26 + 16 . 26 . 50 + &c.

Here u,= 2*. (3 . 2*'
1 + 2) (3 . 2* + 2) ;

/. ,+,
= 2'+' . (3 . 2* + 2) (3 . 2'+' + 2)

= 2 . 2*. (3 . 2* + 2) (3 . 2*+' + 2) ;

.'. 2 M^., = 2 . 2 2' (3 2* + 2) (8 . 2*+' + 2).

y / P a*- 1 + g . pa* + q . pcf+
l + q

IS . 2*-' + 2) . (3 . 2" + 2) . (3 . 2'+' + 2)
. . O, = I/ + 4 .

-

27 . 2"* + 63 . 2" + 42 . 2" + 8 132

3.7 -, and C == - 4 .

9 . 2s* + 21 . 2 s* + 14 . 2* - 44

T

_ 36 . 2to + 84 . 2te + 56 . 2* - 176

The law of such series as 5 + 8 -f 14 + 26 + &c., where the differences are the same, may be found by the

following artifice.

Since = 5, A = 3, A2 = 3, A8 w = 3, &c.

- -5-4-3
"

1 4- 3
x ~ * X ~ 2

4-
3 ' x ~ 1 ^""^ J ~^ *

= 5 + 3 {1 + H*"' - 1 }
= 5 + 3 . (2*- - 1) = 3 . 2 + 2.

The summation of many series may be effected by analytical artifices, some of which we subjoin.

I'. 4 2". 4' 3s
. 4" 4s

. 4
(13.) Sum_ + _ + 1

-y + ^J + &c.

Here .= .

*S 4'

_ (^ + 1) (* + 2)'

Now A.i^4* = l-Li-^-l 4.

*+l + 2 cc+1

3.4*
.* + 2'
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Finite

Differences..

1 4-+' . x _ 1 2
.'. S, = 2 U,+i = - - + C ; /. C = ,

2 4 j-1

Calculus of

Finite

Differences.

(14.) Sum j-- + --j - +
g

-
- + Ac.

a- + 4 1
Here

And since

, =

A ..

x .x+l x + 2

1 1

x . x + 1 2*-' ,r + 1 a; + 2 . 2* x.x+l . 2'~ l

xx + lx + 22'

.r.z+12'-'
_. .

x + lx+2.2*

(15.) Sum the series

Here

--- _
5.7 7 . 29 29 . 79 79 . 245

_ + &c.

And to integrate this expression we observe that, as

A
l

'

08 - a*) . (0 *+')

~"
a - 1 ft

Hence by making ft = 2 and a = 3,

and making

r o o p _

4 ^-(-

475'
' ' -

20'

. s j_ _i_ _ i_ _ i r i _i _\
i-

20 4 '2-(-3)-*'-T' U"
~

2 - (
-

3)-+')'
* ~

20"

(16.) Sum the series

Here

1. 3. 5. 7^5. 7. 9. 11
+

9. 11. 13.

x

&c

u,='

(4 * - 3) (4 x 1) (4 x + 1) (4 * + 3)'

In this example the difference between the successive terms of the denominator being only 2 instead of 4, the

ordinary rule will not apply, and we must hare recourse to the following method.

Since A .
~ * _ _L _ _ .Ap. + p.A, + AP. .

A*^
2,V, *t+l fi V, 2, 2, V, . Z.+1 . V,+t

ass<"ne , 4 x - 3 ; .'. z^, = 4 x + I ; .:' A z. = 4,
and

v. = 4* 1; .-. *+, = 4o? + 3; .'. Ar, = 4;

.'. 2, A V, + V, A Z, + A V, A 2, :

"
(4 * - 3) (4 x - 1) (4 x + 1) (4~ 32

' '

(4 x - 3) . (4 * - 1)
'

1

4j+ 1 . 4^ + 3*
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Make *= - C
=96' DiSce,

Differences. -

(17.) Sum the series sin + sin (9 + A) + sin (9 -t- 2 A) + &c. + sin (9 + T 1 A).

Here . = sin (0 + x - 1 A) ; .'. uI+l = sin (9 + x A),

and

2^,= 2 . sin (9 + xh).

Now A . cos (9 + z A) = cos (9 + s~+ 1 h)
- cos (9 + z h)

= 2sin .sin(9 +^ JA;

2 z + 1 A A . cos (9 + z A)-
AJ=--

2sinT
3 ~ + 1 2,r-l

Make ^- = x; /. z = -
; and integrating,

, *-

cos
l ,\

h
)

2 sin
2

Make a=0;.'.C =
. A

2smT
h\ f 2 ar 1 \ . f x 1 \ . x h
n I r \ * Q /

* '

9

+T .
h

2 sin sin

(18.) Similarly to sum the series cos 9 + cos (9 + A) + &c. + cos (9 + x - 1 A), we have to integrate

cos (9 + xh). _
Now A . sin (9 + z A) = sin (9 + z + 1 A) sin (9 + s A)

h ( ,

2 2 + 1 A
= 2sin .cos f 9 +

g -AJ;
whence

/U

2sinT
/ 2ar - 1 \ / h\ ( ,

x - I \ . xh
sin( 9 + -

. A J- sin (9 -
)

cos (9 H--- A) .sin---- ==--.

.

sm

Cor. Make A = 2 ; /. 6 +
X
^ h = 9 + a^'l 9 = a; 9, and - = x 0.- (sin x 9V

.'. sin 6 + sin 3 9 + sin 56+ &c. + sin 2 x - 19 = r-r ,

sin f

and

cos 6 + cos 3 9 + cos 5 9 + &c. + cos 2 a; 19 = --
:
-.

2 sin 9

(19.) Sum the series 1 4- a cos 9 + a* . cos 2 9 + a" cos 3 9 + &c. + a*"1
. cos * - 1 9.

Here .,
= a*"

1
. cos x I 9 and u,+l = o* . cos x 9.

^ . _ a"1
"

. cos x 19 a' . cos x 9
Now Sa'cosxe = C H .

a' 2 a . cos G + 1
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a cos 9 1

a* 2 a cos 9+1
= 0;

Calculus of

Finite

Differences.

1 a cos 9 + a*+1 . cos x 1 9 a* cos j e

and when x ccy, (a) being a proper fraction,

S =

a* - 2 a cos e + I

1 a cos Q

Make

and

a' 2 a cos 6 + 1'

1 - a + *+' - a* 1 - a - a* (1
- a) 1 - ft*

A * 1 -

(1
-

a)
s

(1
-

)
8

"
1 - a

'

S =
1 -a 1 -a 1

as-2a + l (1-a) 8
1 - a

(165.) We have already mentioned recurring series, and have shown in what manner the general term u, is to

be found, and have seen that the solution of an equation of the first degree is necessary to find uf : but as this

equation has constant coefficients, the difficulty is resolved to the solution of an equation of common algebra.

Example. The scale of relation being (p + q), find the general term and the sum of the series.

Here v,+t = p uI+l + q z/,.

Let u, = a* , /. o8 =p a + q.

Let a and ft be the roots of this equation, then a*, ft* will be prime integrals of the original equation, and /.

u, = C'of + C" ft* will be the complete solution. As the series is given, C' and C" maybe found by making
x = 1 and x = 2, from the equations

,
= C'a + C"ft 1 Let C'= A

4 = C'a8 + C"y8
8
j C"=B

A S, = C

.-..=

Ml+1 = C B ft ..
---

a 1 p 1

and C may be found by making x = 0, when also S, = 0.

(166.) We have supposed the scale of relation to be merely p + q ;
but if it consisted of n terms, the mode of

proceeding would be entirely the same, and the general term would be of the form

,= C I
a* + C8 /3-+C8 7* + &c. +C.',

and the series would be Zw^, + C.

Example (1.) The scale of relation being p + q, find p and o, and the sum of the series 1 + 5+17+53
+ 161 + &c.

u1+, p u^.l +qu,;
.'. 17 = 5 p + q, and 53 = 17 p + 5 q ; .'. p = 4 and q = 3 ;

'

M*+a
= 4 vs+,

- 3 u,.

u, = a', .: a8 = 4 a 3, .'. a = 3 or 1 ;

Since

Make
and

u,= C, 3* + C8. Make x = 1 and 2 successively ;

1 = 3 C, + C, and 5 = 9 C, + C, ; .'. C, = -^ and C, = - 1
3

.'. u, = 2 . 3 - 1 ; /. ,+.
= 2 . 3' - 1 ;

S* = C + 2 .

>
~

and

Example (2.) Find the scale of relation and the sum of the series

1 + 5 a + 19 a" + 65 os + 21 1 a* + &c

Here v 19 a* = p . 5a + q and 65 a? = p . 19 a8 + 5 a

.'. 65 a' = 19pa + 5 9,

Make-

whence
VOL. II.

/, 30 a" = 6pa; :. p =. 5 a and ? = 19 a' - 25 o" = 6 a8
;

/. ut+i = 5 a MJ+I 6 a* ,.

k

r

w, = m* ; .'. m4 5 a wi + 6 a8 =
; .'. TO = 2 a and 3 a ;

.'. 1 = 20,0 + 30,0
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2 ^ f i p .

and when

p 2 3 1
x = 0, C =

l 3 a - 1 1 5 a + 6 a8 '

.
g _ ~ g"T} ~ (3*+' - 2J+QaMLl

1 - 5 a + 6 a8

_ a*+l . (2 . 3*+' 3 . 2*+') - a1 . (3-+
1 -

2'+') + 1

1 - 5 a + 6 as

Cor. We have here supposed the roots of the equation as = pa + q to be different; if they be equal, and
each be = a, we must put u, = (C' + C" x) a', and proceed as before to determine C' and C".
But then S,= 2 M,+I = 2 (C' + C" + C"*)

= C +

where

C, = (C' + C") a, and C,= C" a.

(167.) But it is not necessary to integrate the expression for u^ in order to find the sum of the series.

For VM= q.u,;

AwI+l + (1 -p)Aw, +(1 -p -
9) M.= 0,

by putting ,+, + A ut+l for u^, and vx + A u, for M^., ;

.-. A . w,+8 + (1 -p ) AM,+I + (1 -;,
_

9) aI+1
-

0;

(1
-

p) MI+I + (1 _ p -
q) , 2 Mi+l = o

S, = 2 Ml+1 = C - "'+ + (1 ~
P) ".+.

.

1 -p -q
n r + (1 p)u.

. . U C ----
;l-p- g

. S, = - !"+
-

"i) + (l
-

y) (".+1
-

u.)

Application of the Integral Calculus to the Summation of Series.

(168.) As in many cases the value of an integral may be expressed by means of a series, therefore whenever
the value of the integral can either be

entirely or approximately found the sum of the series can also be foundNow it is easily seen that

Pj*_ _fVj^_*| ] f^
..

'
, a ,

+
5
-

L

dx at
,

x* 3? x"

i + *>- T + T~T +
'9'~

&C -

dx 1 a 1 .3 a
,
1.3.5 ^-*+ VTT + s 7 -r + :l-o 2 3^2.45^2.4.6

/ J^-
And since

between the limits of x = and x= 1,

= ^.^ and = = sin-,, ; we have) by i

11 1 1 1

4' "T +T~T + -9-~u + &c-

-=H JLo. 1 ' 8 11-3.51
2

"
2

'

3
+
271

' T + 2T1T6 T + &C'

t
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Calculus of
atl(j s ;nce the approximate values of log (2) and i are known, the sums of the series of which they are the repre-

Calculus of

Difference*.
sentatives are also known.

ivS'
1"**

Vj-y_^.' (169.) Also, as we can arrive at the values of certain series, as for instance the sum of the inverse powers of
the natural numbers, by other processes than by integration, and as these series can be produced by means of an

integral, we can assume the value of the integral to be represented by the sum of these, series, and, by a com-
bination of the values of known series and known integrals, the sum of many series may be found which it would
be difficult to determine by other means.

(170.) Series of this kind are the following :

1 28 32 2 3
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Finite

of And the value of the series may be computed whenever x is < 1
j but if x = 1, the series will be infinitely great. Calculus of_ _ finite

e"-

_ x +(l - x) . lojrd - X) _ x + IOJT l~rT"' _
Differences.

~
CC> '

x(l-x)
(173.) The method contained in the preceding article will apply to the summation of those series of which the

A j*

general term is -- , where A and B are rational and integral functions of n resolved into factors of the first

decree. The factors of the numerator are made to disappear by successive integrations, and those of the

denominator by successive differentiation.

Let -
a + nb

x" be the general term of the series

np

Multiply each term by px', and differentiate,

ax a + nb

and by making p = 6, and p r = a, or r =:
, the factors of the form -=-

may be made equal to unity, and
o a -f- n o

we shall have

b . 4~ ( *' ) = ( + 0) *~b + ( + 20);r*
+1
+ &c. + (a. + n ft) . x"^"'.

a x

Again, multiplying every term by px' . dx, and integrating each term,
"- r

-'egral of the general term will be

and the factor V~T~a ~t~ o T ~r 6 11

A

a + br + bn

ma(^e * disappear by making abp = a + br, and bpfi = b, or p = ;

p

&c.

whence

-+1 /' **\= x> .( -
J
= X by substitution ;

1 - -+.1
xt f

The integral of which must be taken from x ~ to x = ar.

A similar method will apply whenever the coefficient of x" contains a greater number of simple factors in the

numerator and the denominator; but as the plan is after the previous investigation sufficiently obvious, we pass
on to another class of series.

(174 ) In the series considered in the preceding articles, the number of the factors either in the numerator
or denominator is the same for every term. But there is a class to which the name of hypergeometric has been

given by Euler, in which this number increases from one term to the other. The series

I '.-
(a + 6) (a + 2 6) (a + 6) . (a + 26) . . . (a + nb)

is of this class, the summation of which (as we shall see) will require the integration of a differential equation.
In the first instance, however, w.e shall show how the most simple case of this class of series may be reduced

to an equation from which (?) is to be deduced.

Let s= (<* + /6)a:+(a+;S)(a + 2)8)*
s +&c. + (a

Multiplying each term by p . a? . dx, and integrating, we have

r +2 |

Let p (a + nft) = n + r + 1 ; .'. p , and p a
P

n+r+ I

r + 1 ; :. r = ^-
- 1 ;
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Calculus of , ,.
. . _ s Calculus of

Finite
.'. . ftxf~ . dx = x?

"*" + a + P) x^ + &c. + (a + ft) . . . . (a + n - 1 ft) . T* Finite

Differences. /j Differences.

whence, dividing by x> , and subtracting unity from each side,

1 r !-
. J s . xf . ax

s
a;-

= s (a + ft) . (a + 2 6) ---- (a + ra) x" = s A a?,

where
A = (a + ft) . (a + 20) . . . . ( + nft) ;

whence

/* x7~
l

dx = ft . ^+
'{1 + * - A . x"} ;

whence, by differentiation, we shall, after reduction, find that

A similar method will apply where the number of factors in each successive coefficient increase by two or by any
greater number.

(175.) Next let us lake the series in which the factors are in the denominator only ; so that

(<* + &) 0* + 2/0.... (

Multiply bypj;', and then differentiate ;

d.(^Q_p(r+I)^
nfi)'

and making pn ftn and p r = a, whence p = ft and r = -3- ;

p

ft^- .(i x~>)dx '
x

(a + /J) . . . . (a + n - 1 ft)
A '

whence
d s ft x A. a."

~j ' o * ~~
ir~o

a linear equation, the integration of which gives

1 _ ,, . /A or"\
* = .e"x "/e f

. x? - }dx.
P \ A J

(176.) Lastly, if the factors be found both in the numerator and denominator, or if

t
- a + b

I , (a + 6) (a + 26) (a + ft) (a + 2 6) . . . . (a + 716) .

a + /8 (a + y8)(a + 2/j)
+
(a+y)(a + 2ft)....(oi + nft')

X

Multiplying by pa;', dcr, and integrating,

c. +_p(a +6)(a + r,6)
i
-

j;

Let p (a + 71 b) r + n+ 1; /. pi = 1, and pa=: r + 1 ; .'. p =: -^ and r = ^- 1 =^ ;

o o 6

a + n - 1 6)

1 a 6

For fsx~de put S, and again multiply by px
r
, and differentiate;

(a + 6) . . .. (a + nf)

; /. p = 0, and p -- +

. j8 d f _i - fzi 1 f (a+6)....(+7I 6) 1 ^
. .-r- -r- \x> *. / sx * da;? = <1 + ----

:
-

-?-x*is>.
b dx (

J
J I (a + fi)....(a+nfi) I
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(177.) As an example, find the sum of the series Calculus of

Finite Finite

Differences. 1 1.21.2.31.2.3.4 Differences.

Here a = 0, 6=1; a + = 3, p1; .'. a = 2 ; whence

If we suppose the series to consist of an infinite number of terms, and x not greater than unity, the term

-^^rzrr may be neglected ;

n + 1 n + 2

a linear equation, in which erfil =

.-. 2 a I

. _L

"dx
a-

2

dx + sx =

and '.' when x = 0, * =
; /. C = 1 ;

If * = 1, s = 1 ; or + ll + r-^-r : + &c. to infinity = 1.
o o . 4 o . 4 . 5

(178.) If in the preceding expressions ( x) be written for *, we shall find equations for the sum of series

in which the terms are alternately positive and negative ;
but as the first term will be negative, we must change (*)

into ( s). if we deduce the value of the series from the foregoing investigation.
As an example, let us take the infinite series

*=l.x-1.2o?! + 1.2.3^-2.3.4a*+ &c.,
which compared with

gives a = 0, j8
=

1, and putting ( x) for (JT), and ( s) for (s), the equation

/8^.
j-x + ( + ft . x - 1) 8 = (n0 + a + ft) A *"+' - (a + ft) a

becomes

ds d*_ = ___
the integral of which may be found, since it is a linear equation, by multiplying both sides of the equation by

ace";
i

I -1 e* 1
.-.sxe *fe~'dx; ,\s = ,fe~.dx,

in which the integral must be taken from x = to x = x.

(179.) Similarly we might arrive at the value of (s) when

but more directly by the following process. Differentiating

^ = 1 - 2 . * + 2 . 3x* - 2 . 3 . 4a + &c.

ds
.'. ** = ** - 2 . a? + 2 . Sx4 - 2 . 3 . 4* + &c. = x - *
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Calculus of _I Calculus of

Finite Multiply by e
, and integrate, Finite

Differences. 1 Differences.
-L re'' L fe~' ,

.'. se ' = ax; .'. s = e* . I d x ;

J J *

which, integrated between the limits of x = and x = 1, gives the sum of the series 11 + 1.2 1.2.3
+ 1 . 2 . 3 . 4 - &c.

"i

/e~
dx cannot, however, be exactly computed, but Euler has giren a series by which

its value may be approximately found, the error being scarcely appreciable.

(180.) We proceed to give some applications of the theory laid down in the preceding articles.

Thus, if'it be required to sum the series1111
: 77 7 + tz

Let

1.3-3.5 5.7-7.9
JC
3 3? (T

7 3?

dn ,r
8

.
x4 a*

,
3*

( ^ +
' '

dz
'

\x
'

dx)~
1

. _1_
ds C dx . , . f dx

x
1. Taking the upper sign,

* f dx I ra?dx /y*-is=
Tjn^--2-Jr--*i=%~8-. Jk*

which, integrated from * = to x = 1, gives = .

m
2. Taking the lower sign,

f! f C x* dx -fx>+l

_^ if ti,

4 2

7T 1
whence s =

, if the integral be taken from aj = 0toa = l; or

TTs + 3T-5
+

5
1

?
+
7T9 + &c " to i

_
1.3 3.55.7 7.9^ "4 2

and .'.

1 1
+&c .

1. 3
' 5.7 '

9.11
'

'8*

(181.) Next to sum the series - - + - - + -- + + &c. to infinity.m m 4 . D i O 10 * 1 1

di x

d /<^ s<\_"
flf^

'

Vd^/
""

ds r dx C d *

which, integrated from * = to a= 1, will give the sum required.

Now

1 * 1 - x l-x
,' >/3 2=

^
log /

: =- tan~ l
. 1- -= tan'

1
.

Vl+,r + ,r 3/3 2 + * ^3
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Finite whence S =S 5 + 7 r + = + &C. =
j=.

Finite

Differences.
1>2 3V 3 Differences.

(182.) Again, sum^ - ^~ +^ -
jfg +

&c-

a! a* a;
5 a

Let f = T7s-274 + 375-476 + &C -

rfs a? cr* ,** j*

.. ..-. - .. _
dx \x dxj I + x

I ds C dx r C dx
.-. -7

= , ana * = / x d x ;

a d * J 1 + s J 1 + x

which, integrated from x to x = 1, gives S= .

(183.) To sum the series - - + ^^ + 7 ^ + -^ +
&c. to infinity.

Let

ds x x* x3

d /ds\ r dx ds rdx
|

dx
.'. x . I 1 = I , and I . I ;

d x \d xj J 1 x d x J x J I x
j Ts

Hence, as we have seen in Art. (170.), -j-, when integrated from x = to * = 1, is= .

d x

And s

fdx f-fL =, f-fL
_ f^L = . f-^ + , - f-rfi-

Jl-a? Jl-a; Jl-a; J 1 - * J ~ *

= x + (1
-

x) log (1
- x) ;

fd* f rftf
' S=I

J ~J r"-~^
~ x - (1 - ^ log(1 T *>

which, integrated from z = to x = 1, gives for the sum of the series

=?-'-
These examples will be sufficient to point out the way by which the sum of many other series maybe found.

(184.) We here conclude the summation of series, and with it the subject of Finite Differences. Notwith-

standing the length to which this Article has run, many things have been but briefly touched on, and some have

been omitted.

Among the omissions we must mention the applications of this calculus to geometrical questions. These

problems are among the most curious of any that have ever occupied the attention of the analyst, and their perusal
will fully reward the labour of the student. But for these and other interesting details connected with Finite

Differences we must for the last time refer the reader to the Examples given by Sir J. F. W. Herschel), and finally

record our sense of the many obligrations we owe to that Work during the preparation of this Article.

The Works too of Laplace and Lacroix, and the Memoirs of Learned Societies, will afford abundant materials

for the extension of our knowledge in a subject which appears exhauatless.
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CALCULUS OF FUNCTIONS.

Calculus of

Functions
) To enter into a detail of the applications of the

tneOry of Functions, would be to write a very large Work,
as there are few parts of Mathematics into which it has

not been carried. This treatise, therefore, confines

itself to those matters, which if not considered without

reference to application,
will not in this period of the

Science be considered at all. And by application is meant

as well to the ordinary branches of Mathematics as to

questions of Physics.
Neither will this Essay embrace all that has been

done with the subject, and for the following reasons :

those who have invented the little we know on functional

equations, little only as compared with the view it gives

of the possibility of more, have followed the subject
where it led, seizing every relation which presented
itself, without inquiring whether the conditions of solu-

tion were possible or not. And they were right in so

doing, the general interest of the Science being con-

sidered ; nor do we know whether any benefit would
have accrued from deferring to follow out a view
which struck them, until any requisite preliminary for

complete solution was obtained. But in a work which

professes to be so far elementary, that a student who
has gone through the usual course of the Differential

and Integral Calculus is supposed able to read it,

nothing would he less useful than filling an Intro-

duction to the Calculus of Functions with generalities of

which particular cases have not been given. That one

complicated functional equation has, by a beautiful

artifice, been made to depend upon another, of the solu-

tion of which there may be more hope, is a matter of

great interest, to be recorded for the future inventor,
who may thus make two steps in one. But to the

student, unless the artifice throw light upon his first

principles of notation, or add a general method to his

power of combination, such information is secondary.
An inventor and an elementary writer stand much in

the same relation as an invader and a colonist; the first

must seize all he can, the second no more than is use-

ful ; the first may go as far as he can make his way, the

second no further than he can make a road.

We have, therefore, confined ourselves principally to

the elucidation of first principles, and the extension of the

ideas which a student must be supposed to have on the

subject of notation, together with such methods for the

solution of functional equations as have succeeded in

giving algebraical results. We have also given such
methods of solution as have not yet been reduced to

Algebra, in every case wherein we supposed either a use-

ful view might be introduced, or in which we imagined it

probable that the next step to be made would be a
natural consequence of what has already been done,
we have also made such references as will enable the

Mathematician to see where may lie the most probable
help for any object he may have in view

; and this we
think enough, considering- that there are perhaps
in the whole of the Empire not twenty men who are

likely to look into a Work of reference with a view to see

what has been done in the highest branches of the

subject. Even supposing there to be so many, they
are already sufficiently familiar with the various Philo-

voi.. ii.

sophical Transactions, in which investigators record Calculus 01

their results ; and to which, as far as we know them, we Functions,

have referred. ""v^~/

Our object will be gained if the student is led to such

a knowledge of forms and familiarity with the results of

general operations as will render his grasp of ordinary
mathematical language more intellectual and less me-
chanical. The influence of signs on mathematical pro-

cesses, or, to borrow a term, the etymological branch of

Mathematics, is only incidentally a part of the subject-

matter of most writings. But, of late years, it has been

treated more for its own sake by the following writers,*

Babbage, Carnot, Cauchy, Herschel, and Peacock, into

whose Works the reader must look if he would judp-e of

the present state of mathematical language.
The very striking differences presented by two func-

tions, which, algebraically speaking, are the same, as

will more fully appear in the course of this Essay, some-

times renders the method of drawing general conclusions

established in Algebra dangerous, if not altogether un-

sound. This makes the examination we have given to the

manageable cases of functions a matter of some interest

to the Mathematician, already sufficiently prepared to find

such results by the processes of the Integral Calculus.

We have found it impossible to preserve as much con-

nection as is desirable between the different articles of

this Treatise. In a subject hardly yet considered fit for

the student, and on which only one elementary work

exists, of which we have any knowledge, the arrangement
which the general methods of the Differential and

Integral Calculus enables writers on those subjects to

adopt, we soon found to be impossible. More officers

must enter the service before functional equations can

be drilled into discipline ; and while we have, therefore,

arranged such materials as we could find or make, in the

order in which the student can most easily read, we refer

the Mathematician to the general Index at the end.

(2.) By the term Function is meant any mathemati-

cal expression considered with reference to its form, and
not to the value which it derives from giving particular
values to the letters contained in it. Thus a + x and
a* -(- 2? are both functions of*, but of different forms.

(3.) It is usual to call any expression a function of

x only, when it is only with reference to the manner
of containing x that it is necessary to consider the

function. Thus a + log * and 6 + log x are functions

* See Babbage, in various papers cited iii this Work, and his

Elementary Treatise on the Calculus of Functions ; Carnot, Gcomk-
trie de Position ; and Mtlaphysique du Calctil infinitesimal ;

Cauchy, Court 6?Analyse, and Elcmens du Calcul infinitesimal;

Herschel, papers in the Memoirs of the Analytical Society, and in

the Philosophical Transactions, and also his elementary work on ihe

Calculus of Differences, and edition of Spence's Logarithmic
Tramcendants ; Peacock, Elements of Algebra, and Report on the

Stale of Analysis in the second volume of the Memoirs of the

British Association. With the writers of the German School we arenot

so well acquainted, but if we may judge from such as we have seen,

they appear, with the exception of Abel, Jacubi, and Fuss, to have
taken a road, which, however useful it may be, does not bring the

results of their labours to bear very closely upon the considerations

which we have thought it necessary to employ here. The Calcul del

Derivations of M. Arbogast, however, has furnished many ideas on
the subject.

2 a
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Calculus ot Of x Of t |,e same form, and so are sin p x and sin qx,
r uiu'tions. , , j L j i_ j jr\
_>_ i^_i_ y (provided a, b, p, and 5 be independent ot a;.)

But two functions which are algebraically identical

are not therefore of the same form : for instance,

(a + x) ( x) and a* a?, between which algebrai-

cal equality always exists, are not of the same form.

The processes to which x is subjected in the two are

not the same, though the arithmetical result of one set

of processes be always the same as that of the other.

(4.) When two expressions contain x and y respect-

ively in such a manner that the substitution of x instead

of y changes the first into the second, and vice versa,

the two are said to be the same functions of x and y.

Thus a & is the same function of a; which a y* is

of y. But a y x* is not the same function of x which

a y
3

is of y ; for though writing y instead of x in the

first would give the second, yet writing x instead of y
in the second would not give the first.

(5.) Previously to entering upon the symbols pecu-
liar to this branch of Mathematics, it will be useful to

look at the nature of the symbols which have pre-
ceded. It is usual to say that all symbols are symbols of

quantity, and this is true, but only in a sense analogous
to that in which (a + x) (a x) and a2 x* are

regarded as identical in Algebra. Considered as repre-
sentatives of quantity they are the same

;
not so as

representatives of operations. Properly speaking, a

symbol of quantity is that in which the connection

between the symbol and the quantity is purely arbitrary,
without reference to the meaning of any previous

symbol, or the result of any defined operation. In

Arithmetic, therefore, 1 is the only symbol of quantity :

2 is, in the arithmetic of concrete quantities, the quantity

resulting from the operations contained in the symbol
1 + 1 ; in the arithmetic of abstract numbers it is

only the representation of the operation 1 + 1. For
the plainest definition of the science of " Abstract

Number" is, the method of reasoning upon the operations
which may be performed upon 1, considered independ-
ently of the particular quantities which 1 may represent.
And Arithmetic itself may be considered as the art of

reducing the result of every operation which can be per-
formed upon different functions of 1, to a function of
the form

a + bx + cxi + ea+&c.
where a, b, c, &c. are severally one or other of the
defined symbols 0, 1, 2 9, x is the operation
9 + 1, and generally, p q represents the same function
of q which q is of 1. The decimal notation, by which

writing is saved, (for in the preceding view every other

advantage of it is included,) consists in the substitution of

e c b a

for the preceding series.

(6.) In Algebra (in its most general form) we take as

many arbitrary symbols of quantity as we please, a, b x,
&c. ; understanding also that the symbols may define, as
well the magnitude, as any other modification of which
concrete quantity admits. But in Algebra, considered as

a consequence of abstract arithmetic, these are not sym-
bols ot quantity, but of undefined, or, ad libitum, opera-
tions upon 1 ; having the same indeterminate character
with respent to 1, which 1 has with respect to concrete

quantity. That is, Algebra is the science which draws
conclusions with respect to a, b, &c., whatever operations
they may denote, in the same way as Arithmetic draws
conclusions with respect to the definite operations only,

0, 2, &c. whatever concrete magnitudes they may denote. Calculi*

And, strictly speaking, we have in the letters ofAlgebra ^
our first arbitrary symbols of operation.
The objects of Algebra are either the determination

of the particular characters which a, b, &c. must have,
for the fulfilment of certain conditions, that is, the reduc-

tion of problems to equations of condition, and the

solutions of these equations ; or, the invention of opera-
tions which may be substituted instead of given opera-

tions, without the alteration of the arithmetical results

of any particular case. The latter may be thus stated ;

given a function, and the/brmonly of another function,

to find the particular case of the form assigned, the

results of which shall always be arithmetically* equiva-
lent to the results of the given function.

(7.) But we have yet another case to consider, as

follows. Given any number of quantities and any con-

ditions which are to exist between functions of these

quantities, required the forms of the functions which

will satisfy these conditions. For instance, required
that operation which being performed upon a:, and again

upon the result, shall reproduce x. Of this a x is a

particular case, for if a x be p, a p, or a (ax)
is x. Another case is

log (a No. whose log. is x)

for if this be called p, the repetition of this operation

gives

log (a No. whose log. is p,)

or, log {a (a No. whose log. is x)}
or, log (No. whose log. is x) or x.

We might give more instances, but this will be suffi-

cient to show that as Algebra gives results of greater

generality than Arithmetic, so the consideration of the

form which will satisfy certain conditions gives results of

greater generality than those of common Algebra. The

problem enunciated in this article is the general problem
of the Calculus of Functions.

(8.) Every hint, therefore, which can be gained
from the connection of Arithmetic and Algebra, may
teach us what to look for, and what to avoid, in the

transition from Algebra to the Calculus of Functions.

And, first, we must observe, that as the indeterminate

character of the algebraical symbols kept out of view the

limitations necessary in Arithmetic, so the corresponding

character of the symbols to which we shall come, as

compared with the definite forms ofAlgebra, may equally

make us lose sight of limitations necessary in the latter

science. And as each neglect of the necessary conditions

of Arithmetic made algebraical operations more extensive

than those ofthe former Science, the same may happen here.

Though the Calculus of Functions is not yet so far ad-

vanced, that we can look back upon such extensions,

yet certain anomalies which we shall have occasion to

observe oblige us to look forward to them, and we shall

therefore now ask, what are these operations of Algebra
which have been explained with perfect generality?
The great limitation of pure Arithmetic, namely, that in

a b,a must be greater than 6, led to the difficulty ofne-

gative quantities, since the indeterminate form of a and b

prevents the recognition of any such condition. The doc-

trine of positive and negative quantities, however esta-

blished, leads to the further difficulty of the square root of

* The word arithmetically is here taken in a very wide sense.

It should perhaps be ;
Given a function, and the gentral form of

another, required (if possible) a sfcifc form, such that it and the

given function shall be reducible to identity by the same operations.
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Calculus of negative quantity. The use of v
7 - 1 (called impossible)

Functions. has of )ate years pointed out a method of interpretation,*

which leaves us finally, we may say, in perfect posses-

sion of the following algebraical forms, in which all the

letters denote explicit arithmetical quantities, (whole or

fractional, rational or irrational.)

x, ( x)* (+
To which we may add the logarithms of the preceding

quantities, with their sines, cosines, &c.

But all forms in which the exponent of an exponent

has any but a purely numerical form, are not yet, we

think, within the dominion of the general theorems of

Algebra. For it will appear that such forms may be

found to satisfy conditions which common algebraical

reasoning would lead us to conclude it impossible to

satisfy. And, independently of this subject, it has lately

been shownf that the general theorem (or, at least, the

observed result) that
"

all functions which disappear

when x = 0, can be developed in positive powers of x
"

is not true in the case of e* c' ) or
j-,

which neverthe-

less vanishes when x = 0.

As to definite integrals, the present state of knowledge
does not enable us to class them.

We have here no farther to do with this subject than

to observe at the outset, that, when we prove a case of

impossibility by common algebraical reasoning, we mean
the impossibility to refer only to those expressions which

have been really considered in Algebra, as it now stands.

And that, for any thing we know to the contrary, the

expressions not yet considered, and discontinuous func-

tions in particular, may satisfy an algebraically im-

possible condition, just as the negative quantity of

Algebra satisfies an arithmetically impossible condition.

(9.) The study of Algebra leads to that of variable

quantities, in which a letter is considered as assuming
all possible values between given limits; and the re^

suits of that supposition are traced in the Differential

and Integral Calculus. To this we have nothing ana-

logous at present in the Calculus of Functions ; we can

neither arrange forms in order of magnitude, or ac-

cording to an order dictated by any other notion which

appears necessary to them. It is true that nothing would

dispose us to alter the arrangement of the following forms,
that is, to change the place of any one in its own set :

a log x.

a-\- bx log logx.
a -\- b x + c x* log log log x.

&c. Ac.

But suppose we ask, where, in the second series, is

the proper place of a -j- b x ? We can give no answer,
as no place appears more proper than another. But if

we write down two sets of algebraical or arithmetical

quantities, such as

we can, in the first, arrange both sets in an order derived Calculus of

from a notion which we call comparatice magnitude,
Functions,

which is essential to quantity, meaning that two quan-
x"~"*"""*

titles never present themselves to us unaccompanied by
it. And we can immediately remove one out of either

set to its proper place in the other. In the algebraical

sets, we can do the same in two different ways, answer-

ing (as the student acquainted with the theorem

1
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Calculus of Sented some difficulties ; for it has always been found,

>U9 '

that the inverse operation was not generally possible,
without some previous extension of the notions neces-

sary to the performance of the direct operation. Thus
the first inverse question which presents itself is in

Arithmetic, and is the following : if 1 + 1 be called 2,

what is that operation by which 2 may be reconverted into

1 ? This introduces the notion by which the symbol
of quantity itself is considered as a result of operations
on certain subordinate symbols of quantity, which would
be symbols of pure quantity only, if it were not more
consistent with our first ideas to consider the above

question as self-evidently answerable, and the inverse

operation itself as a new definition resulting from it.

But it is to be remarked, that the answer to such

questions as the above is not given without the inven-

tion of new symbols -, -, &c. inverse to

1 + 1,1 + 1 + 1, Ac., and an extension of the notion

of whole numbers.

The operation of subtraction, the inverse to that of

addition, leads to another extension ; that of extraction

of a root, the inverse of the raising of a power, to another :

and so on. And here we observe that every function

may have an inverse corresponding to every different

quantity which may be considered. If the operation
be such as to admit of interchange, that is, if the form

of a function is the same, whether a or b be considered,

the inverses are in both cases of the same form : thus

a + 6 and a b, considered with reference to either 6 or

a, give the same inverses. But in a', which, considered

as a function of a, is not of the same form as when con-

sidered as a function of 6, there are two inverses, the

extraction of a root in the first case, the construction of a

logarithm in the second. The following terms are

respectively inverse to each other, those which are

usually called direct being in the first column :

Addition Subtraction

Multiplication Division

Involution Evolution

Developement Invelopement*

Exponential Logarithm
Power Root
Positive Negative
Whole number Fraction

Inversion Inversion

Reciprocal Reciprocal
Production Reproduction
Sine Inverse sine

Cosine Inverse cosine

Function Inverse function

Sum Difference

Differential Integral.

(12.) The obvious method of signifying an inverse

function would be to invent some abbreviation of the

word inverse, to be appended to the functional symbol.
But it might be equally consistent to take the symbols
of any two simple inverse operations we please ; and, in

whatever sense it may be convenient to connect one of

them with the direct functional symbol, in the same

* This term ought to exist ; in consequence of the most usual

developement being that of a function into the sum of a number of

others, the term summation usually supplies its place. But in

treating of continued products, continued fractions, &c., many
awkward circumlocutions are rendered necessary by the want of

ft general term inverau to developement

way to connect the other with the inverse functional Calculus *

i .u u i Functions.

symbol, so as to make the latter express, both what is .^_ .,

the direct operation, and what is the inverse. The fol-

lowing will explain our meaning.
If we consider the series of quantities

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, &c.

as being each formed from the preceding by the same

general operation, and the same particular case of it, it

is evident that the operation is + 1, or any term being

p, the next term is p -)- 1. The inverse of this operation
is 1, and we thus get the series of di-rect and inverse

terms,

.... -2 - 1 -fl +2 .......

We may, by extension of our language, say that we
here consider the natural numbers as functions of 0,

for since it is the definition of an inverse function that

the direct operation performed upon it produces the

subject* of the function, and since a + a is always
= 0, we must, if we make any such extension at all,

when we consider a as an inverse of a, say that a is

considered as a function of 0.

We may also say that the modus operandi is absolute,

the formation of each from its predecessor having no
reference to the place of the latter.

(13.) We may now ask, having got this notion, how
are the series ot natural numbers to be considered as

functions of 1. That is, what direct operation performed
upon its inverse always produces 1 ? The answer is

I - 1 x a = 1, and the series of direct results being

2, 3, &c. as before, the series of inverse results is

-, -, -, &c., or we get

1 2 3
3' 2'

1>2>3...........

We, therefore, see reason to change the imperfect

analogies of article (5.) and to consider as there the

symbol first operated on, and + 1 as the modus oper-
andi by which x becomes x + 1 : but when we con-

x + 1
sider x -- is the modus operandi, then 1 is the

JC

symbol first operated on. And here the modus operandi
is relative, the formation of each number from its pre-
decessor being directly dependent upon the latter.

We may now ask, according to what method of deri-

vation may all numbers be considered as functions of 2.

What direct function performed upon its inverse will

i

always produce 2? Since (2*)' == 2, the series of direct

quantities 2, 3, 4, may be (Xa representing the logarithm
of a to the base 2)

2", 2", 2", &c., or 2, 3, 4, &c. ;

i i j6 'B fi
and the inverse set is 2 ,2 ,2 , &c. the first of which,

being = 2", (giving 2, which coincides with and
1 of the preceding cases in being its own inverse, and
which we shall therefore not distinguish,) may be con-

sidered as the first of the previous set and the com-

plete set is

.2* 8* _ 2
8
/ 2*' 2'4

* When a function of j- is mentioned, x is the subject of the

operations.
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Calculus of \ve might propose an infinite number of other ways
ins '

in which the series of natural numbers might be con-

sidered as functions of any one among
1 them : but the

above will he sufficient to illustrate this point, that each

set gives a distinct set of inverses, and that we have

therefore an unlimited number of methods by which we

may represent inverse functions of different species,

choosing of course those methods which present any

analogy to the manner of deriving the inverse in question.

We shall return to this subject.

(14.) We now proceed to explain the notation of

functional symbols. As in Arithmetic the notion of

concrete quantity was generalized into that of abstract

number, and in Algebra definite abstract number was

abandoned for symbols of general number, thus enabling
us to express any definite operation performed with an

indefinite number, so in the Calculus of Functions the

definite character of the operation is dropped, and
indefinite symbols of operation are used, which may be

either unknown, to be found by means of conditions, or

arbitrary, to be assigned at pleasure, or conventionally

definite, (like ir and e in Algebra,) to denote particular

operations which frequently occur. The syjnbols usually

employed are the letters F,f, 0, ->fr,a,ft: but in the pre-
sent Treatise all Greek letters are functional symbols

except TT and e, (oj is a functional symbol,) and of the

small Roman letters, / only is a functional symbol.
And no letter which is a functional symbol in any one

place will be used as a symbol of quantity in any other.

The subject ofthe function is written after or under the

functional symbol, as may be most convenient. Thus <p x
or 0, means some operation to be performed upon x : and

Fx.fx, 0*, ytx, xx, ax, fix,

may all denote the results of different operations per-
formed on x, or different functions of x. And when two
functional symbols are placed before x, as in 0Yf * it is

meant that the operation y having been performed
upon x, the operation is to be performed upon the

result. Each functional symbol has a permanence of

meaning throughout the same problem.
The symbols of unknown functions will usually be

0, y, and x ',
those of given functions, o, g, &c., those

of arbitrary functions 0, p,a,T; the symbol A, will always
stand for the Naperian logarithm, and sin. cos. &c. for

sine and cosine, &c., as in Trigonometry.
The following examples will illustrate this notation.

1. Let x = at*; then0(*+l) = a** 1

, 0X*=
sin *

2. Let 0* = 1 -f *; then 00* = 1 -j- 0x = 1

-f (1 + x) = 2 + *; 000* = 1 -f- 00* = 3 + x,

and soon. Let0x = a*
; then00*= a** =a &c.

3. Let * = cos x, y x = a* ; then y * = cos (x
8
)

^ * = (cos *)*.

Let 0a; = Lf f.a-lzf
1 X 1 + X

1 +
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Calculus of operation upon which if be repeated n times, the
Functions. resu ]t shall be x, which by analogy from the series is

The operation
a

performed upon 0~
8
.r restores x,

or
2
0"*lr = x. But we may ask this question ; if0'j-

be not considered as absolute, but as dependent upon x,

or as a function of x, that is, if 0r = ifr x, what is the

connection of the operations and if ? To take an

instance; let <j>x=.ax,
2,r=a 8

.r, or ty x = a*x.

Here a x stands to a x and a'x in this inverse relation,

that whereas a*.x is the second function of*, when ax

is the first, arx is the first function to which a x is the

second. This is what we call the second functional

inverse, and it bears relation to the number of operations

by which the direct function was obtained. Hence, by
a similar analogy, we shall choose the inverses of the set

i, i, 1, 2, 3

to represent these functional inverses, that is, since 'y is

0*, shall be^r . And we have the following relation

in the particular case in question, ^
2
Y x = a xi or

( tiV V' J *Xt Gi CC ^ fp X,

If we ask what five similar operations performed on
x will produce the same result as performed twice,
or what must ^ be that ^x = 0* x, by the same analogy

S. 2

we call x = Y^x a"d V * = * or generally
indicates that operation, which being performed n times,
shall produce i.

(17.) We may now show that the extensions of lan-

guage in (12.) and (13.) may be made to accord with the

notions just laid down. If x = x -f- 1, we have s*
= 0a?-j-l=* + 2i and <j>*x = x + n. Ifwe suppose
x = this gives

x or 0jf = 0]
0'* = ll in the case

<jPx = 2
1
where x = 0,

&c. &c.)

and we find the preceding equation to hold good when
n is negative. For if we assume

0-'* = x - 2

then 00~ s a = 0~ 8*-J-l=^ 1

But as it is not the custom to consider functions of

particular values of x, we shall say the natural numbers
are the successive functions of x + I when x = 0.

The consideration of the successive numbers as func-
tions of 1 is somewhat more refined. If we consider
the function ax, we have sx =: a (ax) = a*x and
<t>"x = a*x, giving us

0*= 1 -I

<b*x = a' >
m l'le Part'cu'ar case

0T=a'|
where *=1.

&c. &c. J

Now we cannot, for any value of a, find the series of
natural numbers in the set 1, a, a*, &c. But by taking
a sufficiently near to unity, we may so manage, that all

the numbers under a given limit (say a million) shall

severally be as near as we please to one or other of the

powers of a (say within -000001.) Or, if we express

this theorem in the language of Leibnitz, we should say Calculus of

that if a be infinitely near to unity, some powers of a, Functions.

a"", a"", e"*, with infinite exponents, having finite ratios *-^v~*^

to one another, will be severally equal to 2, 3, 4, &c.

In this sense, then, we may say that (1 + a) x, where

a is infinitely small, is the (unction which gives the

scale of numbers when x= 1, but that the successive

numbers are not successively produced, there being
an infinite number of operations interpolated between

each.

When we see quantity in a state of continuous in-

crease, we are so accustomed to consider the increase as

absolute, that we admit the notion of a succession of

infinitely small and equal increments in infinitely small

and equal times, without much repugnance. But because

the proportion or the rate, of increase is rather harder,

we do not so readily admit the notion of quantity in-

creasing at an infinitely small rate per cent, in succes-

sive infinitely small times. But we see that the second

is the necessary consequence of -supposing numbers to

be, in our phrase, functions of*, where x = 1, instead of

functions of x, where x = 0.

The preceding view is sufficiently practical, or was,
for by it Napier constructed logarithms before exponents
were used.* Halley's words in the preceding note, that

he considers ratio as a "
quantity sui generis," correspond

to what is meant by saying numbers are functions of 1.

In a similar way, by considering a as infinitely small,
we might have supposed any number or fraction to

" be an n"1 function of x or x + a in the case where

(18.) Next to the symbols of quantity in importance
come those of the calculus of differences, whether finite

or infinitely small, such as A , rf, 2, ft &c. These are

certainly not symbols of quantity, but of operation, and

* This ought to be more prominently stated in elementary
Works, as one of the greatest curiosities in the History of Science.

We remember discussing the merit of the invention with a friend,
when both of us were students at Cambridge, the one fur, and the

other against, both being under the impression that the system flowed

naturally from the extended exponential symbol, and neither

(as might be supposed) being Historian enough to know the con-

trary. Napier published his Minjici Logarithmorum Canonis Sfc., in

1614, and even in the time of Halley the symbols of Algebra were
insufficient to furnish a theory. The ideas of the latter we quote:
"
Logarithms may be properly said to be numcri ralionum expo-

nentes ; wherein we consider ratio as a quantitas sui generis,

beginning from the ratio of equality, or 1 to 1 = ; and these

rationes we suppose to be measured by the number of ratiunculce

contained in each. Now these ratiurtcults are so to be understood
as in a continued scale of proportionals infinite in number between
the two terms of the ratio, which inBnite number of mean propor-
tionals is to that infinite number of the like and equal raiiunculcc,
between any other two terms, as the logarithm of the one ratio is

to the logarithm of the other. Wherefore, if the root of any
infinite power he extracted out of any number, the differenliola of
the said root from unity shall be as the logarithm of that number."
Mite. Cur. vol. ii. p. 38, 39. Halley, of course, had whole expo-
nents, and even fractional ones, and thus was within (one would
thinkj a hair's breadth of the simple definition,

" if y a*, x is the

i

logarithm of y." In this very paper he used (1 + 7) not ex-

pressly as the mlk
root, but as an abbreviation of Newton's deve-

lopement. On such small matters of symbolic notation do the

simplifications of analysis depend, that the Calculus of Functions
assumes a character of importance. And, unfortunately, improve-
ments in symbols travel more slowly than any others. Perhaps
the abolition of the ttuxional notation in England is not in point,
as national prejudice interfered : but when was the decimal point
(certainly used by Napier) finally introduced into schools and
colleges in France ? We have evidence before us that it was after

1710, and perhaps long afier, and also that the Ptolemaic system
was taught as the most probable at the same time.
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v, = sin x

Calculus of
yet are not strictly functional symbols, in the sense in

Functions. wmch we have to consider functions. As nothing: is of
V"""N'1""""'

more consequence in this Science than to avoid letting

the reader fall, for want of warning-, into a notion that

the definitions of <j>, ^, &c., and their consequences,

d
have any necessary affinity with those of A ,

-j^,
&c.

and their consequences, we shall examine the degree of

connection which exists between the two.

It is plain that A?/, or ?/+ u, may always be con-

sidered as a function of v, ;
that is,* dependent upon x

through v, only. For if it, p, from which x may be

found in terms off, and substituted in ,+-*, the

result is a function ofp only. To take two instances,

*' sin A u,,A ux u, cos h -f-

uf = 3? A?/, =2 h V~wT-f h*.

Consequently, A0.ris a function in which the func-

tional nature of A depends upon that of 0. But in

\L*(f>x, ^ is considered merely as the index of certain

operations to be performed, not on the form of 0, but on

x considered as a result. Thus if $ x = x + a*, we
have

4- X = X + (<{> X) !/,='= e + ( ')
a

4> (x + x *) x + X x -f- (x + % x)'

^nft^/x=aftyx + ( ft 7 x)
1

;

or
\f/

x performs the same operations on x, which

iff /3<y does on a /3 7 x. But A sin x does not per-
form the same operation on sin x which A x' does on

x*. In fact, we may see that though the very simple
nature of the connection between A 11, and u,, ex-

pressed by
A v, J/.+4 u,

renders the operations easy, yet that in principle we have,

by the definition of A, ascended one step higher than

the Calculus of Functions in the scale of generalization,

by which concrete Arithmetic became abstract, abstract

Arithmetic Algebra, and Algebra the Calculus of Func-
tions. For we have thus proposed operations upon the

form of x, that is, A (if A x be considered as a function

of x) stands to in the same relation as to x, or as

x to abstract, or as abstract to concrete quantity.
But there is another point ofview (and that, it may be,

the more natural one) in which A x is not considered

with respect to x, but with respect to *. If we arrange
quantities in an order dictated by any law whatever

.... a., a_, o_, a a, a, aa ........

and consider + A v, as the operation by which we pass
from ?/, to

11;+,,
it is clear that we have a perfect analogy

with the contents of (12.) If we consider that in the

symbol + A uf ,
the tif is merely inserted to recall to the

mind at what point of the series we suppose ourselves

to be, we shall see that it, -f- A v, has a connection with

(1 + A)w,, of the same kind as a -f- ba with (1 +6) a ;

a being considered as the result of an operation on 1,

* This phrase we have often found necessary: its meaning is as
follows. If y be a function of x, then

<f y is also a function of x,
but only because y is so. Therefore, we say, if y is u function of r,

Ihraughy. Thus 3*+ 2 xz -f- if is a function of rand of z through
x + z

;
if the latter equal y, the function is y*, not containing x or

z. But x1 + 2 x z, though it may be considered as a function of
either x or z, through x + z, cannot be thus considered as a
function of both

; for if x + z = y, .r*+ 2 * z must be either a
function of y and x, or of y and z. One of the two, x and z, being
eliminated, the other remains.

and(l-j-6) a being the same operation on a which Calculus ef

1 + 6 is on 1. Still more direct is the analogy of Functions.

uf -j- A V, and (1 -f- A) v. with 7 pebbles + 3 pebbles
* V '

and (7 + 3) pebbles. Considered in this light, the Cal-
culus of Differences is (whichever word may be deemed
most correct) a refinement, extension, or generalization of
the method of figures,

" the only true demonstrable root

of human knowledge."
(19.) The preceding view may perhaps remove some

of the feeling of unmixed astonishment with which the

student always regards (or ought to regard) the now
common method of the separation of the symbols of
operation from those of quantity in the higher Mathe-
matics. Lagrange's well known theorem

(1 = w,4-nA7/,+ n.
n- 1

A ,+,&<:. (A),

the truth of which may be easily established, treats (not

considers) A as a quantity on the first side, and as a

symbol of operation on the second. And so, in an en-

larged view of Algebra, does

(1 + = 6-f nab + n.
Ti-1

a*b +,&c (B)

as explained in (5.) The connection was necessary
to Halley, in explaining logarithms without* the direct

aid of exponents.
In his version of the preceding theorem, 6 was

omitted, and (1 -f a)" was a quant/tan sui generis;
even the meaning of numerical symbols had been altered,

and merely meant "
ratio of one to one."

(20.) It would not be difficult so to generalize the

notion of successive counting, that Algebra should be-

come a Science of operations, even in the higher sense in

which A, an operation, is distinguished from v,, a

quantity. By that method, (B) would become a par-
ticular case of (A) in which um is derived from the

equation l\u, = bum . And Laplace's theory of gene-

rating functions might easily be connected with such a

system.

(21.) The Calculus of Ratios, for so it should be

called, really exists, though for convenience logarithmi-

cally connected with that of differences. From analogy
with (13., we might express the method of passing
from term to term of the series in (18.) by x V *, in

which case
11*4.1

= u,v it.. But as, if v, = X v,, we have

A v. = XV it,, or V u, = eA **,

the theorems of the second Science are virtually deduci
ble from certain cognate theorems of the first. But the

study of the consequences of defining

V, to be (w.., ?/+ w^,)
is yet in the merest infancy.

(22.) If we proceed to apply the preceding notions to

the Calculus of Functions, we are stopped by a warning
from the method by which Arithmetic was made Algebra.
The nature of the extension by which we passed from

u, -(- AM, to (1 -f-A) v, required no apparent exten-

sion of the usage of the sign -f-, which continued to

signify algebraical addition.

But, in the same manner as in Algebra, the sign +
acquired an extended meaning in the formula a +
V 1 6, or a -f- ( 6), so it may happen that the most

* We mean that his exponents were simply abbreviations of subse-

quent algebraical operations, not employed in his definition o

theory of logarithms.
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Calculus of general algebraical meaning of -j- will not render those
Functions, theorems true of (0 + ^) x, considered as meaning
'-""V"*~* x + ip x, which are true of (o -j- 6) x where a and b

are quantities.
The first enquiry in Algebra appears to be, how to

invent a simple and consistent notation, and deduce

rules f%am it. But this soon gives place to an inverse

enquiry, namely, how to invent notation, so that the

rules which follow from it shall be simple and analogous
to those which have preceded. We might, if we pleased,

say, let (tf>-\-i^) x mean <f> x + i|/ x, in which case

(0 + v/0" x must stand for the same function of x + 4/ x,

which the latter is of x, or for

(0 x+ fy x) + ^ (0 a1 + >// ,r.)

But this definition would be of no use, so far as its

connection with previous results is concerned, unless we

could deduce relations between <bx,tyx, and (0 + YO* * Calculus of

similar to those which exist between ax, b x, and Fuuctions.

(a + b^x: for instance, our definition will be useless
v-'"v'~-'

unless ty x = ^ *, and

(0 + Y0
! * = (0* + 2 V + V") *

If x = a x and ty x = 6 x, the above equation is true,

but this is nothing more than calling a coefficient an

operation instead of a quantity. But there maybe more

complicated cases, in which the indifference of the

symbols of operation and quantity may be established.

For instance, let

<j> x=.a (x + m) m $ x =. b (x + m) m.

Here, if (0 -f- ^-) x stand for x -f YT * + w, we
have the following:

s x =: a \ a (x -f- m) in + m} m = a2
(x + TO) m,

^ ^r *<e a {6 (X -t Hi
-\- m} m = a 6 (.r -j- "0 wz = Y* x >

* + ^ ^ + m = (a + 6) (x + i) m = (0 + 40 ^, by definition,

(0 + Y")
8 * == (a "f" ')* (* + m)

~ m
>

= 2 x + 2
iff

x -j- y* * + 3 m.

But, by the same rule, which laid down that

(0 + V) * means *+ Y1
" * + m >

we have

(0* + ^/) x = s
.r + 0^ * + m.

(a -(- 1) (x + )
m and r must be considered as 0,

when a, = 1 ;

y $ +

Hence it appears that the separation of the symbols of

operation and quantity can (for these functions) be carried

to the same extent at least as in the Calculus of Differ-

ences, with this extension of meaning of the sign +;
that -J- placed between two isolated signs of operation,
each taken once, requires the addition of m when the

symbols of operation are reconnected with thtir symbols

of quantity i or, that if

0! x = a, (x -j- m) m,

8 x =: as (;c -J- m) m,

y^ x = (y d>
^

iL* 4- 4/> V\l

or rather the second sides must analogically be con-

0. x = a, (x -f m) - m,

(Pi 0i + Pt 0s+ ) x means p, 0, x + p, 8 x + . . . .

+ (Pi + P, + -
1) m.

Hence (0 tjf)x means <j>x \[/
x + (I 1 l)m,

or x ijr x m.

The imerse of a (r -j- m) m is - (x-{-m) z;

or if * = a (x + m) m,

0'
1
x, by analogy

-
x, is -

(x -j- m) m ;

1 $ b
whence J/ -7 x, by analogy

-
x, is (x -J- m) i,

ffl

/ifrV
snd

( ) ,r, considered merely as a repetition of the

operation , is
- (x+m) m : but considered as ^* 0'*,

Q) Or

or as the operation ^ twice repeated upon the second

algebraical inverse of 0, which is (x -f- m) m,

it gives, as might be expected, the same result.

Similarly, (1 + </0 x will be x + i x -f- m, or

sidered as operations on a;, represented by e** and ',

considered as functional symbols. And thus a meaning
may be given to 0* considered as a functional symbol.

(23.) But in the greater number of cases which might
be proposed, analysis does not yet furnish the means of

assigning how + and between symbols of operation

may be defined, so that (0 -j- \}>)
s x and (0

s
-J- 2 \}/

+ 4-
s

) x may have the same meaning, &c. And this

even in the case of functions which appear altogether

congruous, such as ax + b and p x -j- q. One case

more, however, is virtually contained in the theory of

logarithms. If x == xm and \J/ x = x*, the functional

symbols may be treated as quantities, provided (0 + \J>) .r

mean x x %}/ x, &c. For in that case (0 + \j/)
x

means cr
4*1

, and (0 + \J/)
! x means jr

(m+ '

,
and (0* -f-

2 \J/ -j- \J/*) jr means 0* j? x 2 4< a; X s
s
.r, or

r
m + ! "+"

, which agrees with the former. And from
the case in the last article, and the present, we may use

the symbols of operation as quantities, provided the

functions are all of the form , where TO is the samem
in every case, and where (0 + \{/) x denotes m X x
X J' x, &c.

But suppose we ask, what relation exists between the

logarithm and the sine, so as to establish any connection
between the second logarithm and sine, the sine of the

logarithm and the logarithm of the sine, and to sim-

plify operations upon these functions by constituting
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Calculus of (log + sin) x a defined operation. What meaning
Functions. will it here be convenient to give to -f- ? This question
*"^V~-> we have not the most remote means of answering.

(24.) The last two articles open a wide field of

speculation upon the possible limits of analysis. Look-

ing at common Algebra merely to pick out the leading
features of its notation, we observe two sets of inverse

operations ; the first -f- and , the second X and

-T-, so connected with the first, that from them follows

a primary branch of Mathematics, called the theory of

logarithms, which is properly the theory of the con-

nection between the first set of operations and the second.

But suppose it had so happened that the construction of

ourreasoningfaculties had made some one of the thousand

lights in which Multiplication and Division might be

viewed more simple than that of their derivation from

Addition and Subtraction. We think there is ground to

argue that this might have been in some degree the case

with the Greek geometers and their successors ; at any
rate the general supposition is possible, for any thing we
knew to the contrary. Addition and Subtraction would
then have been performed by an inverse method of

logarithms ; the numbers would have been arranged in

geometrical instead ofarithmetical series ; the ratios which
are incommensurable (that is, not expressible in the way
we think most simple) might have been commensurable,
and vice versd. Suppose, for instance, that the series of

powers of 2 had been pointed out as the scale of natural

numbers. Then 2 5
, 2^, &c. would have stood (as to

simplicity) in the light of fractions, 3 would have been
an incommensurable fraction, and 2 -f- 3 (if ever it

were discovered) a very difficult operation.

Similarly, if it had so happened that a (x + m) m
had been more easily tabulated, eilher on paper or in

memory, than what we call a product, it would itself

have been denoted by a x, or, as we have called it, x
;

and the product which we now call a x would have been
considered under another form, perhaps as (x -f 1)

-

(!)

(25.) The Calculus of Functions, therefore, may be
looked at in the following light, when considered in its

most general form. Granting any given forms of

operation, x, x, &c., as fundamental, required the
translation into our notions of the most simple relations,
and vice versd: also, what must the fundamental opera-
tions be, in order that certain modes of connection (ac-

cording to our views) may exist between them. The use of
such questions must be obvious to those who consider
how apt we are to take the conventions derived from OUT
own* first view of numbers as the limits of our method
of considering symbols.

" Addition and Subtraction
must be the most simple mode of considering magni-
tudes, it is in the nature of things," says many a mental

philosopher. It is worth while to see how far another
nature can be given to things, (if the words of an un-

intelligible phrase are to be considered as having sepa-

* Many other points of speculation might be added, all tending
to disembarrass the mind of false connections between symbols and
reasoning, or phenomena and reasoning. If all mankind had
spoken one language,-in what light would the possibility of different

languages have been viewed ? If the rays of light had not moved
in straight lines, what would have been the effect on our notions of
figure ? Would the straight line in that case have been the one to
which all other lines would have been referred? &c. &c.
To the student of mathematical symbols we should decidedly re-

commend attention to the methods by which the deaf and dumb
are taught to read and write.

VOL. 11.

rate meaning,) and to recollect that, as every extension Calculus of

of notation has, by laying down new operations as Functions,

fundamental, assumed tlie possession of certain new ""v*^"-1
'

powers, and that the mathematical sciences seem to

have slackened their progress during the present century,
the relations of symbols are worth looking at as modes
of invention. It is not a bold surmise, that any great

step in the Mathematics can only be made by observing
some new relations existing between forms, and as-

suming the value of these forms to be known in all

cases, an assumption which is rendered a truth by
placing them in tables. Thus sines, logarithms, elliptic

integrals, values of /%"' dt, &c., have been succes-

sively tabulated, and put in the light of assumed

operations.

(26.) Two more warnings may be obtained from

algebraical recollections. The first, not to be hasty in

proposing new symbols of notation, but to wait until

theorems point out consequences to which it will be
convenient to adapt notation. And here we mean par-
ticularly compound notation : that is, it must be im-
material whether or p stand for an arbitrary function ;

but it may be dangerous to the progress of the Science
to assume that

,
and pt stand for operations which

have some specific connection with and p, unless
the convenience of that connection appear in the

methods which made { and p necessary. The student
who endeavours to apply principles must immediately
become an inventor of notation, and much of his success
must depend upon whether he does this well or not.

He must abstain from generality in symbols, unless
where there is generality in the theorems which can be

immediately connected with them. By inventimr a
shorter method of writing, he is almost sure to lose

sight of some relation, unless his new notation* only
abbreviates, and does not abolish. So lar as it ceases
to suggest, it becomes no notation at all. This remark
is particularly necessary in treating the Calculus of

Functions, because much notation is used which is not
abbreviation. But what is rejected is not done for the
sake of abbreviation, but purposely to throw away all

that the rejected notation would suggest. If the
student carries this process much further, he will never
find his mistake, simply because he will never have clear
ideas on the subject.

Symmetry of notation is indispensable in all com-
plicated processes. There is a limit at which the mind
requires a dictionary, if the similar relations between
different sets of symbols be not suggested by some simi-

larity of character in the notation. Symmetry begets
symmetry, and an unsymmetrical result from symmetrical
data is almost a proof of error, while the contrary is a

presumption of truth. For it is very unlikely that error
should not affect this point.

(27.) The second caution is as follows. When, in

Algebra, a particular case requires that some term or
terms of a general theorem become evanescent, nothing
or zero, whichever it may be called, some peculiarity of
form is generally observed. As the zero of quantity is

that which is conceived neither to increase nor diminish

quantity, so we shall term the zero of operation that

which is conceived to make no alteration in the subject of
a function, and which is denoted by 0. Thus x = x,

* Some xvriters carry this so far, that they hardly leave more
than one form of equation, U == 0, in the whole of Mathematics

2s
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Talculus of meaning that if we ask what function of x will fulfil

Functions. certain conditions, and the answer is x, we know that
v-*"v^"~' x itself is the answer desired, and x, considered as a

function of itself, we may say is operated upon by the

zero of operation, that is, not changed at all. Observe,

then, that wherever we make a supposition which destroys
a real operation, we substitute for 0, and may find

among our symbols effects analogous to those produced

by making x = in Algebra. For instance, if c x
be a term of an equation, of which we have the general

solution, we must not hastily conclude that the general
solution will apply when c = 1

; for by this supposition
we substitute an operation which does not change value

for one which does. We are more likely to find the

general solution apply to the case where c = 0, be-

cause X x is an operation which does change x ;

though in the latter case we must remember that we
have all the possibilities of common Algebra to en-

counter. Again, in a general solution, with respect to

x -\- c, we may safely, functionally speaking, suppose
c 1, though we are now not sure what may result

from c = 0.

We have no reason to assume that expressions
which resemble each other algebraically, are the same

2 + 2 x
in their functional properties. Thus -- and

2 + 2x
2 - 6x-

,

o c x

O ~~

appear very analogous particular cases of

but we shall see that, considered as functions

of x, they are as strikingly different as x" and a'.

(28.) In all that has preceded, we have considered

functions with reference only to one subject, or as

functions of one magnitude. We shall denote a function

in which two or more magnitudes are considered, in the

usual way, by such symbols as

(*, y) (*, y, z) (*, V x < x *)
Thus y x + x3 x x is a case f C*> V *" X *') an^ ' s

a function of a: only, but directly, as well as through
^ * and ^ x. Similarly, ^ (x, ^ (y -f- z) ) is a function

of x, y, and z, but of the two latter through y + z ; so

that, ify and z vary, and y + z remain constant, y/- (x,

X (y + z) ) does not vary. As we are principally con-

cerned with functions of one subject, we shall defer

further definition.

(29.) The direct question of the formation of a func-

tional equation, which shall have for one solution

0x = ax, may be answered in an infinite number of

ways. Suppose we wish to have an equation which
shall give x == Xs . As all our operations are inde-

pendent of the magnitude or form of the subjects, we
have (a representing a known function) a x = (a x)

2
,

between which and the former equation we may elimi-

nate x wholly or partially : that is, if we call the first

equation U = 0, and the second V = 0, and if ft x be

another known function of x, we have V -f- ft x U =
when x = x1 , or

0ax-f /3x<px-{(ax)* + x*p x
}
= 0,

of which, give a and /3 what form we may, x x* is

one solution : and, as there are two arbitrary functions,
we may determine them algebraically from any con-

ditions. But we are not to assume that x = x* is the

only solution of the preceding. Suppose, for instance,

n x= a x and ft x = a', (or o8

jr,) we have

(a T) = tt X. Calculus a

of which one solution is x = x*, but of which x x
Flinctums

is also a solution, if there can be a function which
shall not be altered by changing x into a x, or if a

solution can be found to ax = *. For in that

case

0(ax) = (ax)
8

(ax) = rAi*x = a*0x.

We have thus made an indefinite solution of (a x) =
as x depend upon finding any number of functions of

x which shall not be altered by changing x into a x.

A general solution to which we shall afterwards come is,

If (a x) = a* x, 0x = x8 x anyf of( cos 2 T -
V */

with certain limitations on the word any derived from
our future consideration of inverse functions.

(30.) To find a functional equation, admitting of two

particular solutions, CT, x and CT
S x, we may evidently take

F {0 a X CT! a X, ft X CT
8 jS X, X ts, X,

x - CT
2 x} = ;

where a, ft, &c. are known functions, and every term
contains none but positive powers of a x ra, a x,

&c. But this case may be reduced to the last, if a

function x can be found which will give the same
results whether cr, x, or OT

S
x be substituted for x

;
or if

a form of can be found to c^ x = OTJ x. For, if the

value of the two last be called x, and if an equation
be formed from the last Article by means of x
6 x = 0, 0ax a x ~ 0, &c., then that equation
will be satisfied either by x =:

or, x, or by x = ro, x.

(31.) Before proceeding further we must investigate
the properties of several functional relations. And
first, as to the algebraical inverse of x. We have seen

that x may have more inverse functions than one ;

for example, the inverses of x8
are the two values of x ;

those of a or* + 6 x are

2o
,

and
2a

Again, cos 2 T x has an infinite number of inverses,

all contained in the formula

(cos"
1

x) i m,

where m is any whole number. Here cos"'x placed i:i

brackets signifies an angle less than TT, and cos ' x is

the inverse of cos x, or the angle whose cosine is x.

The inverses of e* are infinite in number ; for since

e* in its most general form (TO being a whole number)

is
="""

-J~\ if we put V x = 6
* 8 ""r^ and X x for the

wMTOWcailogarithmofx.we findxi 2 TOT V^l= Xy*x,
in which, if the inverse y 1 x be substituted for x, which,

by definition, gives ^ V~' * = *> we nave V'"
1 x =

The following examples of direct and inverse func-

tions may be verified by the student.

1. Examples of direct functions which are their own
inverses :

1 x - -2 L
x, -, a -

x, (a"-x"), loir (a e
1
)

logl-j los:

.'*- 1'
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Calculus of The method by which these may be derived will

Functions, presently be explained. They are here given to be

^~^/~~-' verified.

2. The functions, in the second of the following
columns are severally inverse to the opposite functions

in the first.

Form of m. Corresponding Inverse.

bx

a-\-b x

a + b x

a' + b' x

logx
sin x

cos x

x"

ax*

ax*-}- b x + c

a"'

log (a -f- b 6*)

c a

x

b

x a

b

a a' x
~

b -b'x
t*, or log"

1 x

sin" 1

x, angle whose sine is x.

cos"' x, angle whose cosine is x.

~6 V&8 - 4 a (c
- x)

ia

\b (X* is log of log)

log

(32.) From comparison of various algebraical cases

it will appear that the inverses of the equation y = ty x

may be all reduced to any one inverse of the equation

y et..N/-i =
y, T) the different forms of which, arising

from different whole values given to m, will present the
various inverses of y = t^x. This is the case when-
ever the operation of inversion is direct, not depending
upon any subsidiary inverses.* But, when subsidiary
inversions take place, then each quantity inverted should

be previously multiplied by the form e*
T " v - 1

, where
is a whole number. And for the multiplier we may

write (1), if we recollect that (1) has re different
values. For instance, we shall invert

(* -
I)

3 = y, or (x
1 -

\) y (1)".

Let us choosef the direct arithinetical form of inver-
sion :

1. 3p

3p

2<7

Calculus of

Functions.

2.

3. \/ 1 +

yi-f-^OVorify,r=(;c* -
I)

3

Y/-

where m and n are any whole numbers. The cases
contained reduce themselves to six. as follows, (p and q
being whole numbers, and 1, r, r* being the cube roots
of unity.)

4. 3p+l 2q+l
5.

6.

3p + 2 2q v/i

-Vr
The first of these inverses we shall call the arithmetical

inverse, or, where distinction between it and the func-
tional inverses is necessary, the

arithmetico-algebraical
inverse, being that algebraical inverse in which the pro-
cesses of Algebra are supposed to take no wider form
than those of Arithmetic. All the six satisfy the equa-
tion of definition yy-'z x, from which it would
seem that we migh argue as follows. In the precedino-
equation write ty x instead ofj;. which gives y< (ty~

l

ikx)=:
Y- x ; but when y- v = y x, v = x, therefore y~

J

\jj
x = x,

or ify 1 be inverse to y, V is a'so inverse to y*-
1

. But
the clause in Italics contains a petitio consequent^, as
the algebraist will readily perceive ; for from y-v = T^X,
can only be inferred that one or more values of v are

severally = x. And it will be found, upon trial, that
while the arithmetical inverse does

satisfy y 1
14- x = x

the others do not. For instance, putting y- x instead of
x, in all the six inverses already found, we shall have
the following results for ty^iftx.

l.y--
l

i[rx=x 2. -'/;r=r -x
t

4. y->T= - Jl -r+rx-
6. V"'V-r= Vl -r'-hrV^

(33.) Even in the results of V'V"'*i we shall find a
difference of form, if we agree not to suppress r", r* &c
because they are severally equal to 1, &c. Thus' the six
forms (they are identical in value) are

'I.--* 2. {(- I)
1 - 1 + (-!)#*}.

3 T-* 4. -l 1 -l -

5. T*X 6.

and these, writing y,x instead of x, give the six forms
*, from which the six inverses follow arithmetically

(.r
1

I)
3 =

we find
arithmetically

=\/I -f

thus, from

orr*y,

(1)" whence value (3.) of ^-' x. From

t Let *"
y

t the case.

y signify the arithmetical cuhe root of y, in opposition

y is one particular case.

we find

whence value (4) of>-*. and so on. Whence and
from similar processes in the case of other functions we
lay down the following definition, and deduce the fol-

lowing theorem.

Definition. Two operations are said to be convert-
ible when the value of the result is independent of the
order in which they are performed. Thus and V are
convertible when y * = V *

Theorem. Every inverse is convertible with one or
other ofthe forms of the direct function. This theorem
nssumes the

convertibility of the direct function with
the arithmetical inverse which we have seen ; and we

2 s 2
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Calculus of have shown how to give the direct function the form by
functions. wnich any inverse may be arithmetically derived from it.

Thus (.r
8 - l)

s = ryr x, giving tyx the form ;

this form is. convertible with the corresponding inverse

form v 1 + rv x.

For example, the inverses 1 + v x and 1 v a: are

not both convertible with (x
-

I)
8

; but the first is con-

vertible with (x 1)*, and the second with the equiva-

lent form (I a)
8

. Again, sin * is convertible with

sin-'j, but not with sin' 1 x 2 IT ; the latter being

convertible with sin (x + 2v\ another form of sin x.

(34.) When we drop the supposition that y x repre-

sents any form of a function, and confine it to one form,

we shall letY"~'.r stand for its arithmetical or convertible

inverse, and (in order to remove the notation of expo-
nents where the analogy does not exist) we shall signify

tiny inconvertible inverse by y_, x. Then, from defini-

tion, y~'y .r = x
<
but Y'-i ^rx ' s not a 'way s = *

Those factors, or functional symbols, which are intro-

duced to change the form of a function, and which are

symbolical representations of changes of form only, we

call formal factors or functions, in opposition to real

factors or functions, which produce a change of value.

Theorem* If Y'-i be any inconvertible inverse of the

form y, and if y_ i y# = rf>x, and ifthe successive func-

tions of <f>x be taken, namely
8
,r,

3
J, &c., then shall

y 0"j? always be a form oi
y/-

x : and all the forms of y x

shall be contained among them.

Let us first consider y x, or y (Y'-i Y' *) Let p be

the formal symbol, which makes y_, x the arithmetical

inverse to p y x = the given form. Then, as we have

seen, y }'r_ l
x gives x in the form p x, and y y_, (y a) =

pyx another form of tyx. Again, in y y/-_i.r px
repeat the operations, which gives \ify. l ifc^-_ l x=pt

x,

the same or another form of x ; for if p x = x in value,

p*x = p x = x in value. Write y x instead of x in the

last equation, then y- y/-., y Y/-_i y/-
x = p*yr x, the same

or another form ofyjr: or y (y_,y ^ _ t y x~)
= f^y^r,

that is, y (jf'x
= /y x, and so on.

That all the forms of y# may be thus found, follows

from all the inverses having forms of the function from

which they are arithmetically deducible.

Hence, if we represent the various inconvertible in-

verses of
y/- by Y/v_i, y_i, &c., and if y -_, y/-

r = 0. x,

y>_,y t <p,,x, &c. F the several results

&c., so that the recurrence has already begun with Calculus of

0m r _ j,_ Functions.

(35.) When <p
mx'=.x, <px is called a periodic func-

*- N^ -

Zz'o/i of the with order. The above is an a priori proof of

the possibility of such functions.

(36.) To show a case of the preceding theorem, let

= VI + rWx, whence

^rH?

tjf x,

&c. &c.

r,

&c.

&c -

0'"r, &c.

&c.

/ x = x = V 1

= V 1 - = "r
>
si"ce '"

3 =

are all forms of <jrx. If we consider one horizontal

series (the first) we see that, if tyx have only a finite

number of inverses, there can only be a finite number
ot corresponding lornis, answering to a finite number of

values of the succession

i; <t>>x, <pJx, <$x, &c. ;

after the first value of these, which is equal to a pre-

ceding value, the series recommences, and * will be the

first which reappears. For (we are now speaking of

values only) let 0"+"j; = 0"jr, or 0'" (<p"x) = <p"i. Let

<t>"x
= 2 ; then 0"z = z, orf

m
(x) = x. 0"*-'.r = <b r,

* We consider the demonstration of this theorem incomplete in

several points: it is worth further consideration.

Remember, that we only employ general functional equations,

Again, let
y/-
x = sin x, y/-_ 1 x = sin"

1 x + 2 ir

this function is no periodic; 6w< sin x has an in-

finite, number of inverses ; and y 0".r = sin (j + 2 n ir),

which includes all one set of Conns of ^ x. Similarly,

y_,T = sin~ l x 2 K gives all the forms included in

sin (x 2 TI TT). But y_,j: = ''r sin"'xgives0a; = T x

a periodic function ; yr_,a; =: STT sin"
1

j: gives 0jr =
3ir x another periodic function, &c.

(37.) We shall now proceed to the consideration of

the successive functions x, 0V, 0".r, &c. ; and, firstly,

as to their values or the limit of their values, for a par-

ticular value of x.

Theorem. The limit (if there be one) of <j>*x, made by-

increasing n without limit, is a solution of the equation

<px = x.

For let us suppose that n can be made so great that

0"x and 0"+1 x shall not differ from a limit L by so much
as I and

/,,
which two latter may be made as small as

we please. That is, let

0"j = L 4- less than /,

0"^"'.r = L + less than 2
t
.

But 0-+
1 x = (0"x), that is, L 4- less than /, =

(L -f- lss than 1) ; or, since I and
J, may be made as

small as we please, L = (L). If this equation have

only one possible root, then the limit is independent of

the value of x first chosen; if it have more than one

possible root, some values of x may cause (bx, 0**, &c.

to approach one limit, and some another.

(38.) It may happen, that the values of 0"x may
approach in a regulated succession to different limits.

Suppose three limits, L, L', and L", to which 0"x,

0"
+1

x, and 0"+! x approach in succession ; then, by pre-

ceding reasoning, 0*** x = <j)"x, or
3x = x is the equa-

tion of which L, L', and L" are different roots.

(39.) The preceding theorem is sometimes used

explicitly in different parts of Mathematics. As when it

is inferred that the value of

is x where x =

let x =
2 + &c. ad. inf.

then 8
j? =:

& m
\

* i
, &c., the limit of

which is the solution of<px = x.

independent of the actual values of the subject of the symbols.
Thus ft = : is the same as pr= r.
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Calculus of
(4fJ ) But this theorem is used in a less defined form

'

throughout every part of the practice of Algebra, from
'*-<~~' Division and Involution to Newton's rule for approximat-

ing to the roots of equations, and the similar processes

of the Differential Calculus ; all of which depend upon
the following : that if a be an assumed value for x

(practically, it must be rather near) in the equation

a ...
(b x = ; and if & a ~ a -77-, where <p'a is the value

it

of the differential coefficient of x for* =
,
the results

of the succession tya, ty'a, &c., will approach a limit*

which is a solution of0a; = 0; or, as we should now

sav. of * - = x. that is, either of x = 0, or of

<f>'x

0. The first is the practical theorem, the second
<t>'

x

illustrates the difficulty sometimes found in apply-

ing it.

(41.) Thus, in any commercial transaction, if its funds

be acted upon nearly according to the same law every

year, and in such a manner that they do not tend to di-

minish or accumulate without limit, the effect ofsuccessive

years will render it comparatively immaterial how the

funds stood at the commencement, and will tend to re-

duce the business to a state of permanency, in which

the receipts and expenditure are equal.t And various

mechanical problems, in which the disappearance of the

effects of the primitive slate of the system is owing to a

succession of resistances, partake of the same analogy.

(42.) We may illustrate the value of <jfx geometri-

cally as follows. Take two rectangular axes O X, O Y,

(fig. 1,) cut by a line O A, equally inclined to both.

Let O 12, &c. be the curve whose equation \sy = <f>x, and
take O M any value of x, the ordinate of which is M 1,

then M 1 = (O M). Take O N = M 1, the ordinate

of which is N2, whence N 2 = 0(M 1)
= 0(O M),

and so on. By constructing different curves, the

reader will see that the finite limit (if there be one) of

0*(O M) must be that position of the ordinate at which
O A cuts the curve, or at which <px =: x.

(43.) Or take any table in which the tabulated quan-
tity is at some part or other equal to its argument; a

table of the mean duration (commonly called the ex~

pectation) of human life is convenient for the purpose.
For example, in the Northampton Table.t opposite to

28 we find 29-30, and opposite to 29 we find 28'79,
so that, if <px represent the mean duration of a life

aged x, the root of <px = x lies between 28 and 29.

If, going into this Table with any age, we take the

nearest whole year of mean duration, and repeat the

process, the result will finally be a repetition of 29,
in whatever part of the Table we commence. For
instance,

* In the Appendix to tlie second edition of Legendre's
TAeorie ties Nomhres, the principle is applied to the solution of all

classes of algebraical equations.

f Mutual insurance offices would be such when they reached
their stationary points, if they did not guarantee a fixed sum at
least to their insurers. And if Dr. Price had well considered that
the rate of interest depends on the quantity of money, he might
have seen reason to suppose that his farthing put out to compound
interest at the beginning of the world would never have exceeded
a fixed sum. The theory of the unlimited tendency of population
to increase might, for any thing its advocate could know to the

contrary, have required a similar modification independent of the

price of provisions.

t Morgan an Jtsvrances, London, 1821, p. 236.

Value of

X

<t>x

<p*

<t?x

<px

<j*X

(jfX

Case 1.

9

40
23
32
27
30
28
29
29

&c.

Case 8

25
31

28
29
28
29

29
29

&c.

Case 3.

63
12

38
24
31

28
29
29

29
&c.

Calculus of

Fuiictiuiis.

(44.) It is evident that (j>*x may be considered as a

function of n, and its second function might be taken

with respect to n, which would be denoted by 0* *x, &c.

But, to avoid this complication of notation, let us signify

0",r, treated as a function of n and x, by the capital
letter <t>, so that <p*x = O (n, x). That this will also be

true in the case of fractions, is evident from the following

reasoning. Since (0
m
)":c

will become <b(mn, x) gene-

rally, if the operations be those of ordinary Algebra, (in

which there is no distinction between the results of

whole numbers, generally expressed, and fractions) it

(meaning as yet un-follows that if m = -, and if

_

known, <f>*x being merely considered as a representation

f
of #(

n \
-,#) ) be called y, then ^'x will be * (p, x), or

is one of\0") x = <b (p,x) = <t?x; so that <b( , x 1 is

the wth functional inverses of <t>x, or may be called

p

We shall proceed to0" x in the sense explained in (16).
find some general forms of <jfx.

(45.) Since we shall afterwards see that expressions
of the same form, algebraically speaking, (such as

a -j- 6 x and c + ex,) may present important functional

differences, we shall not call a + b x and c -j- e x par-
ticular cases of the same general form, but cognate.

forms. And all the functions hitherto imagined or

treated of will fall under one or other of the following

cases, when considered with respect to the properties of

their successive functions.

1. Cases in which the successive functions all assume

different forms, algebraically speaking, ad injinitum.
Such is 1 -f x*, the second function of which is 2 -f-

2x* + x4
, and so on. Such also is log x, the second

function of which is log log x, &c.

2. Cases in which the successive functions of x as-

sume only a finite number of recurring different forms.

In this case we have seen that <j)*x will for some particular
value of n become equal to x, <f>*

+lx to <p x, &c. See (7.)

and (36.).
3. Cases in which all the successive functions are

cognate forms, either with or without recurrence. The

only cases of this kind known in common Algebra are

a+ b x
a T bx, an ax^-

a -\-b'x

(46.) A general method has been given by Laplace,*
which reduces the determination of successive functions,

and indeed the solution of functional equations of

all kinds, to the solution of equations of differences.

* Mem. det Havani Ktranyrrt, 1773.
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Calculus of Applied to the determination of successive functions, it

Functions.. j g as follows :

^-^v'"~-/

Let x, x,
!
.r, &c., be considered as the successive

terms of wn = <I> (71, x) = <p"x. Then, w^, = +l
j; =

00",r = 0!/,,, or u^.l is a given function of u,. But,

unfortunately, we know so little of general methods for

integrating M.+, u,, that this is of little use in find-

ing general solutions.*

But this method has the following use. It points
out that we are not to consider the successive functions

of (fix as absolutely irreducible to the same form, be-

cause they present differences which are in common

Algebra considered as essential. For instance,t let

2x
fpx =

1 -of

whence
"-,+1

which equation can be integrated as follows : assume

u, =: tan v,, then wn+,
= tan v,+l

= tan 2 v,, from the

equation ; consequently, v,+l = 'Z v,, or vn c . 2", and

. =~ tan (c . 2"), which may, by the exponential forn.ula-

be reduced to the following, as to form :

u - *'x - J 1
l ~ "*

where c must be determined from the condition that

u
a
= x, which gives

/ ,
I c V 1 x,= V-1 , orr =

-1

sb that, if x =
1 - *'

in the reduction of which for any particular value of

71, all impossibility will vanish, as is sufficiently obvious
to the practised algebraist.

Another example given in the same Memoir is the

following : If x = 2 tf
8 -

1, or
/.+,

= 2 *
1, the

integral ofwhich is (assuming v. = cos v,, and proceed-
ing as before)

not the most general form of <fr*x, when n is fractional,
Calcilllls of

for the following reasons.

(48.) The arbitrary constant introduced in the in-
^

tegration of an equation need not be considered as

never changing; it is sufficient that it does not change
under any changes which the verification of the equation

may render necessary. In the Differential Calculus, in

which every possible change of value of the independent
.variable is contemplated, the constant must under no
circumstances change with a change in the variable, and
therefore cannot be a function of it. But in the Calcu-

lus of Differences, in which, generally speaking, the

variable is considered as changing only from one whole
number to another, the arbitrary constant is any func-

tion of the variable which is the same for all whole

numbers, the most general form of which is Y' (cos 2 n ir).

Thus the solution of ,+1
= ua + 1 is not u, n + C,

but ?/ = n -f- V (eos 2 n v) ; where, however, ty must
not contain the inversion of the cosine. Again, in a

functional equation, the arbitrary constant may be any
function of x, which does not change upon substituting
for x all the known operations which are performed
upon it in (he equation. Thus, one solution of (x

s
) =

x<j>x is <px = x; but if a function 1-x can be found

which shall not change when x' is substituted for x,

that is, if the equation xs = t,x admit of solution,

then xO^x is a solution of (j;
8

) = x<f>x, where 6 is

any function we please, which does not invert ; for

x* = x, Qtx'i =0t,,r, and x'O^ofx X X0x.

Taking the second instance in (47.), in which x =
2 x* 1 and

?/_,.!
= 2 a/ 1, it appears, then, that if we

can so find t,x as that ^(2x
3

1) = x, the arbitrary
function x may be substituted for the constant c ;

for

the change of n into n + 1 changes x into <px, or

2j;
a

1, and >r remains unaltered. Hence the integral
is (see Remark at the end of this Treatise)

and

+ Jx*-\)" + (x- Jx* - I)
8
"

}

(47.) The above will be found to succeed when the
values of n are fractional or negative. If, for instance,
we make n 1, we find in the second case

1
~~

2

,l+xJtwhich is an equivalent form to (- -j, the real in-

verse of 2x8
1. But it may be suspected that this is

* Whether indeed this method is to be called reduction of
functional to differential, or uf differential to functional, equations,
must depend upon which class has had most substantial progress
made in its solution.

t Mtmoirt of the Analytical Society, p. 50. The Paper in
which this is found is attributed, we believe

correctly, to Sir John
Herschel, whose treatise, on the Calculus of Differences is one of
the richest analytical Works of its size extant.

Now there is no objection, consistently with the con-

ditions, to supposing 0x to contain n among the con-

stants which are introduced, provided the functions of

n thus considered <k> not change in changing n from one

whole number to another. For instance, 0x might be

5 x . cos 2 tii. And though, in this case, all the whole

values of n would not give 0"x different in form from

the value in (47.), the fractional values of n would.

When we talk of the most general form of a function,

we must be considered as speaking conjecturally, for we
have no test by which to try the generality of any solu-

tion whatsoever. Though n is not an assignable func-

tion of x, yet there does exist between them a species of

functional relation ; namely, that a change of n into

-f- 1 is equivalent to a change of x into 2 x* 1.

Either, therefore, more general forms of the functional

inverses may be given than are explicitly contained in

the expression for <j>"x, or there is some connection

between x and cos 2 ir n, which must oblige us to con-

sider one as a function of the other, or at least as having
this sort of relation, that 0(.r, cos '2vn~) is not more

general than 0(,r).

(49.) Much of what has been done in the Calculus of

Functions depends upon a class* of forms to which we

* Mr. Babbaire was the first who maiie this form known
;
but

he requests us to state that the method of expression. <p a<p-
l

suggested to him by W. H. Maule, Esq., of Trinity College,

bridge, and of Liucu n's Inn.

l

x, was

ity College, Cam-
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Calculus of now proceed. By observing a few processes of Algebra
Functions, functionally, we shall see that we are continually using
s "v^^^ such forms

; though, where value or developement is

the prominent idea, we lose sight of mere form.

In the formula V^+ c, we see the direct and inverse

operationsV and ( )
a

; but the inverse not performed

upon the direct function, but upon a. function of it.

The steps are x, x1, xs
-f- c, V ^! + Similarly, in

expanding sin TO* in terms of sin iT, we are seeking for

sin m sin~'jt> in terms of p ; and the steps are p,

sin~'p, msin"'p, s'\nmsii\~
l

p. Again, x", when repre-
sented by e

al g
*, is another instance.

And the algebraist cannot but have remarked, that triple

operations of this sort give expressions of more utility

as well as simplicity of relations than any others in

which the first and third are not inverse. Thus J x*-\-c

(50.)* If functions a. x and ft x be given, neither of Calculus of
which are periodic, required to find whether > be a Functions,

derivative of a, and, if so, what derivative. Let/3o: = v- vy '

00~',r: for x write <px, and the preceding becomes
/30 x = 0x, which equation is tobesolved. Assume

a*x = A (n, a) p"y = B (n, y),

and from these two equations eliminate n
; giving

F (a?, y, a*x, ft'y) = 0.

Between y and x suppose that relation to exist

which would arise from putting arbitrary constants C
and C' in place of a"x and /3" y ; that is, define y x

by the equation
F (x, y, C, CO = 0.

Then, since

a*+'x = A (n, a x) P"
+
'y B (n, /3 y),

elimination of n gives

F (a x, ft y, a^x, /9**-
1

*) = ;

or fly = <f>ax satisfies the equation

F(ax,fty,C, CO = .

consequently, the system of equations,

are both true when F (x,y, C, C') = is true : but these

two, by elimination of y, give jS0.r = 0x, or/3x:=
0a0~ l

,r. Therefore, x must satisfy the condition

F (x, x, C, C') = 0.

(51.) As an example of the last theorem, let us ask

what derivative is a'+ b'x of a + 6 x.

Here (22.) let us put a + b x and a'+ b'x in (lie

form p (j: + q) q, which gives

a.x = 6

whence (22.)

6-]

is ofa much higher degree of importance than J x3 -f- c

in all the practice of Algebra.
The general form of such functions is either 0a 0"

1

J,

0ot0.,x, 0"*0j:, or 0_,0,r; of which we shall

reject the second and fourth, and not consider them at

present. Let us call <pa<j>~
lx a derivative* of ax, (a

derivative of a x by 0, if it be necessary to distinguish

0.) We shall then have the following theorems.

(A.) Derivatives of derivatives of a x are derivatives

of ax.
Let 0a0~'>r be a derivative of ax; and y*(0a0~')

Y'
l

x, or Y~0 0"
1

Y'"
1 a derivative of a<j)~

l
x. Then, if

Y' x = \x, we have ^ x = x 0~' * -1 X $*"' Y'"' ^
or x~* x = 0"*i^~' a.", whence ^0*0"' Y"~'-ris x X"'*'

another derivative of a jr. Thus log (c*) , or n x, is one
derivative of a", therefore sin (n sin"'j) is another.

(B.) Ifn and v be corresponding derivative forma of
a and fl, then

ft,
v is a derivative of a ft. For let /t x =z

But 0-' x = x ; therefore, 0-' /3 0-\r = /3 0-
1

*, or

/*
v T = a ft <t>~

l

x, whence fiv is a derivative of a j3.

(C.) If two functions and ft be inverse to one

another, or convertible each with the other, then their

corresponding derivatives are inverse or convertible.

Thus, if a ftx = x, 0a0-'0/30-
1 x = 0a/30-'a! =

<j>(t>-
l x = x. Or, if a/3x = /?aa;,0a0-

1

0/30-
1
i' =

0ar/30-' lr = 0/3a0~'x=: 0/S0~'00~ l
r.

(D.)t The successive functions of the derivatives of
ox are the corresponding derivatives of the successive
functions ofj?. Thus(0a0~')a * = 00"'00~ 1* =
0or

!
0-'a'. Again, if (0 a0-')",r = 0"0-' x, then

0aa"0-
:
,r = 0o"+'0-

l

x; so that this theorem, being
true for the second function, is true for all which suc-
ceed.

(E.) The derivatives of a periodic function are pe-
riodic functions of the same order. Thus, if a*x = x
(0 0-

1

)" x <p a" <(>-
lx = 0-' x = x.

(F.) If two functions be algebraically cognate in

form, so will be all their corresponding derivatives.
For if we take 2 -f 3 x and 3 + 4 x, their derivatives

0(2 + 30-'x) and 0(3 + 40-',r) will be particular
cases of (m + n ~ l

x).

* We do not like to suggest any other than a generic name.
Any person may specify to himself what derivative he will call it. * This theorem is due to M. Collins, who refers to it in the
t This and the next theorem are due to Mr. Babbage. See PelertburgTrar,saction3,6\hseries,VQl.i.u.35<J. We have not seed

Philosophical Transaction!, 1815. his demonstration.

eliminate /;, which gives (writing C' and C for XC' and

XC)

or, writing C for log"
1

(C'\5 C X b'), which is merely
an arbitrary constant, (we shall frequently make a

similar change,)

= C

0-'* = c'x + 6- 1
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a! \^ or

a>

b'-l

(52.) We can now illustrate what has been said in

(27.) about functional distinctions. If, in the preceding
case, b' = 1, then the form of 0jr, as derived from the

preceding, is

xory = C d-

and has the form

:= b.e "'-

= C+ -

SZlJ

Calculus of

Functions.

\b

6-1

-
C)

which is useless. If a value could be derived, or a limit

of 0J:, when ft' 1 diminishes without limit, the func-

tion a'+ x might be considered as a case of a'-f- b'x

upon principles adopted in Algebra.* But the pre-
i

ceding expression is simply C** cc, which can in no
sense be called a representation of the function to

which we shall come, so long as C is a constant. But
we have treated C as a constant of the Differential Cal-

culus; whereas all that is necessary is, that it should be

a function of*, which does not change when either ax,
I3x,(f>x, or0"'x is substituted for x. If we could give
the general form, the preceding expression might become
of the form oc OC when &'= 1 ; in which case its value

might be determined by differentiation. For if P and Q
be functions of 6', which become infinite when 6' 1 = 0,

we have

(54.) We return to the subject of periodic functions.

By (49.) it appears, that if ax be a periodic function

of the nth order, then so is 00~',r. So many dif-

ferent periodic functions, therefore, as we are able to find,

apparently, so many different classes of periodic functions

can we ascertain, each class being infinite in the number
i

of its individual cases. For instance, (V)"x is aperiodic
i

function of the ?ith order; so therefore is 0(1)'' 0~';r,

giving the following theorem, a particular case of which
we have already arrived at in a different manner.

It" y be any non-arithmetical root of y* <j>~
1

x}*= 0,

<j>y is a periodic function of x. Thus 0( <t>~
1

x)

Again,
- and
x

is a periodic function of the second order.

1 x are periodic functions of the second order ; so also

must be </>(
J
and 0(1 0"'x) ; for instance,

6<

~
e Q''

where P' and Q' are the values - r and 7- when
do' do

6'= 1 ; and the value of P - Q may be finite if P'= Q'.
But we proceed to find how a'-f- x may be derived from
a-\-bf.

(53.) Let

x- 2 a;
- 2

J
-

6-1

Let

from the last

6

6-1

-l

na'+y C

We have seen (36.) that if r be one of the ?tth roots

of unity, then VI r + raf is a periodic function of

the nth order. For we shall find

a"x = V 1 - r~+ r"j*,

which is := x when w = n, since r" then = 1. Conse-

quently,

(Vl-r + r^-'j?)')

is a periodic function of the ?ith order.

If we take a x = V a + b xf
, we shall find

r

-
b \J 6 1

\C'-\(x

=C'-61
6"- 1

+ b"xf.

6-
\b

* By Algebra, we mean also the theory of limits : we consider that
common Arithmetic introduces the theory of limits in such ex-

pressions as V 2 ; nor can we find a meaning for the equation

V 8 = 2 V 2, without either the theory of limits or Geometry.We assume, therefore, the former as a part of Algebra.

"6 - 1

which is periodic of the ?ith order, if 6" = 1, inde-

pendently of a.

The preceding cases arise from 6 a; being periodic if 6
be a root of unity.

(55.) We shall now proceed to the consideration of
the third class in (45.), namely, those functions of
which the successive functions are algebraical cognates,
those which immediately strike us, and from which
indeed all others must be derived, being

a + bx
a + bx,

a'+ b'x
a i
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Calculus of (56.) It will be convenient to investigate the condi- ^x]
b

fSStfaJ!'
Functions, tions of convertibility of these several classes. We first 0x being ax

6 or
' and 0"x being of the form o'a,^^

" v~1-/ examines + b x. In order that a + b x andp + qx may __
,,,

be convertible, we must have

I = p+ q (a
'

or a + bp=sp + aq, that is,
p

b 1

~}
or r and m = const., being the condition of con-m
vertibility, it follows that m'= m.

(60.) The successive functions of a -f- 6 x and a *

1*

should

tions

0"x = 6" (x -*- m) m

_ (mx)"
m

(61.) In order to find the successive functions of

a + bx I + bx

Let = m, then a + b x = b (x + m) - m, a form or 6 (x + TTI)
- m and are contained in the equa-

O ^~ X

we have already used, all the cognates in which b only
is changed being convertible with it. It will always be

most convenient to write functions in the form in which

they are convertible with their cognates ; thus 2^ + 3

should always be written 2 (x -f 3) 3, and 1 2 x

be written %(x 5 )
+ o-

(57.) The conditions of convertibility of",
' "~

derived from the equation

,p + qx a + bx

or
p'+ q'x

P>+q*
,
a + bx

a + bx
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Calculus of The value of C may be determined from 6, =: b, from which, by substitution for p, and reduction, is Calculus of

Functions. v found* Functions.

-v -* which gives C = , or, all reductions made, - v^v-.^
_ x 6_26(6 + TO)cos +(6 + TO)

There are three distinct forms to consider, namely,
2 1-f-cos

2WTT^

/

where jf is positive nothing, and negative. This depends The re ,ation ana , s to thi derived from

upon whether TO* -j- 4 k is - , 0, or +.
(2 6 + m + 2 r/V - (2 6 + TO - 2 ")" =

2
' n presents k in an impossible form. It may also be ob-

TOS < 4 A: p8 is -f- I + bx

In the last of the three cases, the expression above
63'> If when ^ * =

b + m + kx
'*e wish to find <?*

given for 6. is the rational form and can always be more direct , we must solye the tion of differ.

reduced to a simple algebraical form ; in the first it
ences

becomes of an impossible form, trigonometrically speak- I +bv
incr, and must be reduced to an exponential form. w. ,

= -
(1)

By means of the expressions

^l tan
~

tan"0V) =

we find the following transformation for &

Let p
11 = -

p* = ^- + k

j-(26 + TO-

6 + TO + k vn

which has been virtually done in integrating

w.,, = -^ (2)
6 + TO + I/a

for, write the first in the form

1
.
b

.(3)

(26-f mH-2pO"- (26 + TO

:0,

Zp

when p
8 or + k == 0, the term

cot 71 tan'
26 + ni

tan n tan"
2b

becomes

or

or if

27)
'

2 6 (n 1) m=- ~

the solution of (2), with such a value of C as willmake

!/ = x, is

/ ,2x +m 2p\ m
,.-' /jta

" *
I .

2p 2 6 + TO/ 2

1 . . b

k

and for 6 and m, and therefore
j-

for p, which will

give the following ;

pi&nl tan-
V.

To make this the solution of (3), write - for k,
-

K

p /
?= r tan tan" 1 ntan" 1 2p-

26 + )m"2~
,

,
TO8

6 + TO -X
4

, ,

86 -( -l)m
1 H X

which may be easily reduced to the form

1+M
6 + + A x'

(64.) But the most direct algebraical method is as fol-

lows. Let the nth function of

<t>"x 26 - (re
---

2 re

ms

m -- x
4

be

(62.) The function
b,x

kx
"

A'. + B'.x

substitute the first for x in the second, and after reduction

is equal to x when equate the result identically with

A.+, -f B.+,.r
6, + m + kx

b, is infinite : this cannot happen in the last-mentioned 7 ,

case except when re = or <px = x, which fulfils the A' +1 + B n+, x

condition universally. But in the other two cases, the which gives two sets of equations of the forms

conditions of a periodic function of the nth order are A (6 -4- TO) -4- B = A*

26 + TO which give

where to is a whole number, positive or negative. This A.J., (2 6 + TO) A. + (6
s + 6 TO ft) A._, =

gives /
gw7r B.= 6A. - (6

s + 6 TO - ft) A._,.

/ 1 cos
2 P _

t

W7r _ / * This is the formula cited by Mr. Babbage (/?!/. Tr. Co^t-.

26 + TO 71

'

A / 2!7T
1 + cos

Functions, p. 5) from a paper by Mr. Homer, in the Annul* of
Philosophy, November, 1817, which we have not seen. We presume
the third method we have given is that of Mr. Hornei.
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Functions, result is as follows. Let r and / be the roots of

v-~v ' R2- (2 6 + m) R + (6
s + bm -

k) = 0,

if those roots be possible. Then
- r")

- r /(r-'-r""')} J

-r'") or'

= b- -}- mb k;

{6 sin nO - h sin ( 1) P} a?

) (r"-r'") -rr r

If the roots be impossible, assume

then

'r ~
(& + m) sin rc <? - A sin (n

- l)0 + fcsinn0 . a?'

from which the condition of periodicity may be derived

as before, and it is only in the latter case that a possible

cognate of (fix can be periodic.

(65.) All the successive functions which have here

been treated of may be made to give algebraical and

functional inverses, or functions with negative and frac-

tional indices ; but, as before observed, we have no

reason to imagine that we have thus obtained the most

general form of cjfx in those cases. Thus, if

<t> x b (x+ m) - m 0"x = b" (x -f m} - m,

we find that the operation 6"" (x + m) m performed

upon 6" (x + m) + m will give x, and that b
p
(x+m) m

performed on x, p times, will give 6" (x + m) m.

(66.) The periodic functions are the only cases which

at present elude this method, but the difficulty may some-

times be conquered as follows.*

Let r,, rt, ra, . . . . rn be the wth roots of 1 ; then

rl +r?+r,*+....+rf
= for every value of w, except w = multiple of n,

when it is = n. If we call the preceding n R,, then

only one of the following series

Rw RK-, R,-2 Ru-n+l

is equal to 1, and all the rest to 0. Consequently, if

<j> x be a periodic function of the nth order, then

<p"x
<

(/!, a?), Calculus of

we have employed processes which, though only demon- Fu

strable, or at least demonstrated, when n is a whole
^

number, are yet general in form, not introducing the

condition that n is whole, as part of the evidence of the

form of the result. Thus

(0")"a; = 0" 0a
is a result of the operations, without reference to the

value of m or n ; or, though m and n are understood

to be whole numbers, yet no consequence of this under-

standing affects, or can affect, the passage from any one

step to another. In the case immediately preceding,

however, the contrary happens ; the general expression

for 0"x cannot be changed into that for 0"+'a? by the sub-

stitution of 0a; for a;, without direct reference to the

whole value of m and its consequences, namely, that

1 - ( 1)" == 0, or 1 and 1 + (- 1) = 1 or 0.

Again, in the preceding cases we arrived at a func-

tion of 71 ;
in the present we have introduced an arbitrary

function of n. We say arbitrary, because there is an

infinite number of methods of accomplishing the same

object. Let

1 -(- 1)- 1 + (-!)"

then

where w = (mult, of n) -f- m.
For example, let us try a periodic function of the

second order. The roots are 1 and 1, which gives

2R= 1-f (- 1)" w = 2p+ m,

or the mth function of a; is

l _L ( 1 v1 T V. */1 -\-( I)"1
" 1

0'x = 0a;
2

1 _(- i)

2

I + (- 1)"

If for m we substitute a fraction, we shall find that

the preceding equation may or may not be true, accord-

ing to the form of 0. If <j>x = 1 * and m = -
; then

4V\x\ - x

But if x = -, and TO = -, the preceding is not true.

x 2

A reason to suspect such a result we may see as follows.

In deducing the various cases hitherto arrived at of

* Sir J. Herschel. Eramp. Calc. Diff., sect. li., p. 137.

*'" (0,r)
8'

&c.
par + q <j>x

are all forms which become a; or a;, according as m is

even or odd. And, generally,

is a representation of 0a?(02
lr = x), in which, by vary-

ing the form of YT, m itself may be introduced as a con-

stant in an infinite number of different ways.
In the same way we may see that if <f>"x

= x,

The student must not, however, confound this expres-

sion with that which has been called the derivative of

H.-I* + B.-.0* +....+ RM-0n
-'^,

which would be

Y-'
1

(Rm-i V** + R-0Y'*+ -r R^-^'-'Va;).

(67.) The equations by means of which the functional

inverses of
m
a; (0"a; = x) are to be generally found,

might be determined as follows. Let n = 2, and say we

wish to determine <trx, or to find x x, so that0 x =
-gx.

We have, therefore, to find YT and x fr m the following

two equations :

or

and

^X = X.

What we shall afterwards see of such equations will lead

us to suppose that periodic functions have no functional

inverses which contain arbitrary functions within the

limits of Algebra as defined in (8.)

(68.) But there is a certain class of functional in-

verses which are identical with the various successive

functions of x itself (0"a; = *). When p is a whole

number, we have 0""* = x, which gives 0P"0"*a; =

0""+ x = <t>

m
x.

a

Consequently, if
s
* be qfx, wherem is a whole num-
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Functions, which equation can always be satisfied by whole values ,
Functions.

v -^_-- - from which y is to be determined in terms of x, and vice v-vx /
~v " ofm and p, except only where 6 and n have a common

,, ., a versa. For instance, let ye y = -, x = 1 a1

: which
measure which a has not. If, then, we suppose y'

*

gives
to be reduced to its lowest terms, we have the following _ , ...

J~i~7^ _..,_., r-^ r

theorem. y -_ : L^
'

If 0"x = x, some value or other of <p
mx is a value of 2(1 x c)

x, except only where 6 and n have a common measure

greater than unity.

Thus, if 0'j; = x. we have a particular case of 0^ in

<jf, for (0*)
5 x 4X8+1 x = <px. If tyx= x, we have a

case of
TS

"

in
4

,
for (0*)"x = 0?

x'+3 a = 0",r, &c.

(69.) We shall now stop to consider a most impor-
tant part of the subject, for which the preceding articles

furnish materials, namely, the criterion of impossibility,

so far as the same maybe established or suspected. We
have as yet regarded the functional symbol as one of

continued quantity, but the preceding method of repre-

senting the successive functions of x ($Tx = x) has led

us to a functiondiscontinuousin value, namely, one which

is impossible in value for any fractional value of n, but

possible for all whole values of n. And we must either

say, that a general expression for <jf"x is either impos-

sible, or (if we extend our notion of the meaning of the

functional form) discontinuous.

We are here in the same situation as in Algebra, when
we say that a b (a < 6) is either impossible, or

(if
we

extend our notion of quantity) negative. The symbol
of the latter term is obtained by performing the opera-
tion indicated, as if it were rational

;
and in this as in

other cases, we find that though the symbols of analysis
can in no case be made to express the limitations under

which operations are possible, or to give warning at the

moment of overstepping them, they leave (each in its

own way) a mark of impossibility in the result ; or, if the

impossibility be evaded by extensions of meaning, a mark

of negative, imaginary, &c., quantity, as the case may be.

We shall, therefore, perform an operation of which we
know the result to be impossible, (or, if extension be

necessary, discontinuous,) meaning impossible, if we
stick to our primitive idea of the functional symbol ;

discontinuous, if we allow it to include discontinuous

functions.

(70.) We hare proved (49.) that the derivatives of a

periodic function are periodic, and of the same order :

we must, therefore, not expect any discriminating symbol if

we attempt to express one periodic function as a derivative

of another of the same order. In the proposition of (50.)
we excluded periodic functions, only because we had then

no mode of expressing <p*x in general terms. But let us

now suppose x and tyx to be two periodic functions of

the second order, of which Y'* is to be made a derivative

of 0,r.

_ . 1 - (- 1)' ^1 +(- 1)'

+ y

Eliminate n between these two, and remark that at

the same time we eliminate altogether ( 1)", the

symbol of discontinuity. Write c and c' for 0"j; and y"y,
as in (50.) The result is

x = -

- = 0(1-0-'*

(71.) Suppose we now try (what we know to be im-

possible) to represent a function which is not periodic in

the form of a derivative from one which is periodic. For

instance, to determine so that

As before, eliminate n from

y + n = /,

in which the sign of discontinuity is not eliminated with

its exponent. This gives

-!)- = c;

or

,= c'- X
<px-x

y + 1 = 00*, or x+ 1 =000-' x.

In verifying the last equation, remember that loga-
rithms of different signs must be chosen for 1 and

-
. The equation X.f. - )s \x, where

-1 V*7

gives relatively to itself

It therefore appears, and will appear, it is easy to see

how, that when such an exponent as rr occurs, there

\{ I)

has been discontinuity expressed or implied in the

previous operations or conditions. And those things

which are impossible of continuous functions are not

therefore impossible of discontinuous functions : all

ordinary reasoning upon functions is based upon princi-

ples which are only (as far as has been shown) necessa-

rily true of continuous functions; consequently, con-

ditions which such reasoning proves to be impossible are

not necessarily impossible, either of discontinuous func-

tions, or of those which retain the test of their appear-

ance in the process, namely, as an exponent, or

any other.

(72.) This I apprehend to be the answer to the dif-
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Functions. one sort of discontinuity (at least not continuity) as the

*~~V~~' means of its removal ; namely, the employment of

0_,;r in one part of a verification, and of <}>~
lx in the other.

It is as follows: if 0f-
J
= c0(o:), it follows that

0a; = o0(-l, by substituting
- for x ; whence by

Vx
mon multiplication 1 = c8 and c =

i

Therefore (and as to functions unaffected with ( )*~

or an equivalent there can be no doubt) no function

can satisfy this condition. Against this it is urged, that

( -
)

does satisfy the condition : for

* \ -x
X-l

Now, though the preceding solution is not obviously
discontinuous, (it must be remembered that we are

speaking of discontinuity of value, as distinguished from

discontinuity of law,) yet its inverse is so : for if

l-(-l)

tinuous functions may find rational solutions among dis- Calculus of

continuous functions, and the continuity presumed in the Functions,

problem may be satisfied.
v- V^-'

(74.) What we have here called discontinuity is dis-

continuity of value, as distinguished from discontinuity
of law, and the second may be expressed by means of
the first. And the theorem of the last article is, that a
discontinuous function (in value) of a discontinuous

function (in value) may be continuous in value. Of
functions discontinuous in law the same thing is suffi-

ciently obvious. For if x be a function which is ax
from x = a to x =: b, and /3 x from x = b to x = c ; then
if yx be another discontinuous function, which is

ya~
lx from x = a to x = 6, and y/B'

lx from x = b to

x = c, we shall have from a to c, ypx := <y,r. And
hence it is a necessary condition that the breach of con-

tinuity should take place at the same values of x in both.

The latter may also be shown with respect to functions

discontinuous in value, it being known that possible
functions ofpossible functions are possible, and that ofan

impossible function only an impossible function can
be possible. For if <j>x be possible only when x =
one of a, b, c, &c., then if tyx be discontinuous, and

yr<j>x continuous, y must be impossible where is im-

possible.

(75.) We shall now proceed to the expression of any
one periodic function as a derivative of any other of the

same order. Let <px and
iff
a be the two functions

in question, or let <p"x = x, y*x =. x. We have then to

eliminate m between the equations

O = c + *Rm + 0j:Rm _, + ....+ <t>"~
lx Rm _ n+l

O = c>+ y R.+ +y Rm_l+ . . . . + ^-'y R^^,
where

n R, = rr + r? +.... + C
and r,, r2 . . . . rn are the roots of r" - 1 == 0.

Ifrbe one of these impossible roots, such that the
rest shall be r8, r3

. . . . r", we shall have

n R, = r" + r1" +.... + r" ;1 + <- "
rv

which presents rational value only when a: is a whole power and (writing c and c' for - and - \ the substitution of
of c, giving a~ lx = for all odd powers, and a~ lx = CC n nj
for all even powers. And the same may be proved

i

IFT3
generally of (0a)

xc ~

, the inverse of which is

0-'{(- I)*-},
which will generally present rational values only when
x is a whole power of e.

(73.) Our definition of a discontinuous function being
that which has possible values for definite possible values
of its subject, and impossible for all between, and imply-
ing no more than is meant in this definition, we may
now show that a discontinuous function ofa discontinuous
function may be a continuous function.f For instance,
the second function of

this in the above equations gives two equations of the
form

where

P = c + x +
or

> X + . . . . + '*,

iq. of any odd No.

This theorem will show that problems relating to con-

* Observations on the analogy between the Calculus of Functions
and other branches of analysis. Phil.Trans. Read April 17, 1817,
p. 18.

t An argument might be drawn from this which would be as
rational as, and would set in rather a ludicrous light, a practice which

( "j + a
, because the negation of a negation is an affir.

mation, surely the discontinuance of
discontinuity has a right to be

considered as the commencement of continuity.

P, = x + r-'tf.r + r-'^4* + + r-C"-
1^" '*

&c. &c. &c.

If we eliminate rm from these two equations, in the
usual way, remembering that r"+>> = rr, we shall have
an equation of the form

Qo + Qi r + Q4 r +. . . . -f-Q...^-
1 = 0.

If we multiply this by r"~" it becomes

QO r-'+Q, f*-*'+ . . . +Q.+Q.4., r+. . . +Q._,i" '=(>.
or

Q. + Q.+ir + ... . +Q._,r"~' = 0,

or these functions Q , &c., must be such that the same

change which makes Q become Q, makes Q, become

Q+i, &c. Again, the only arlmissihle change is that

which arises from changing x and y into 0j and y>
m
y.

Hence the form of the final equation is
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rx(0*,yy) + r1 \ (<f>
l
x, y*y) +

+ r"~' x (0""'jf, V"~'y) == 0-

It is unnecessary to find more than the form ; for the

preceding process immediately suggests that any form
whatever of x will satisfy the conditions. For the

object being to obtain y = x in such a manner that

y/ y = 1, y*y == 2
'i &c., the preceding process

makes it appear that
ijr y = x, &c., might be deduced

by the same steps which give y Qx. Nor would the

particular form deris-ed from the preceding methods be
of any use, as it is obtained (66.) from a very limited

method of expressing 0"'j and y"x.
The equation in (70.) is a particular case of the pre-

ceding result ; where re = 2orr=: 1; being

y<px cy + c'x + ( 1) (xtyy c~>fry + c'0 x) 0,

for which we are therefore at liberty to substitute

Thus, in the case of (70.), where we make - a deriva-
x

live of 1 x, we may, instead of the equation there

given, determine y from

x + y=l - x+ -,
y

i

or from x \y = , &c.,

the last of which gives the most simple value of y,

l-x
namely, .

X

(76.) We now come to the subject of convertible

functions generally : that is, of those which satisfy the

equation y>-
x = if x - And, in the first place,

and are convertible for all values of m and n.

When TO and n are whole numbers, this follows from

the nature of the operation, for0
4 3

j; signifies 00(000 j)
or 0*r, and S 8* signifies 000(00,r), which

(

is also

<jfx. When m and n are negative, we have, by

hypothesis, restricted the meaning of 0~\r to the inverse

which is convertible with 0x, &c. Hence 0~
s
, for

example, is convertible with 0~
8
, both being 0~ 5

. We
m

shall also restrict the meaning of 0" to those operations
of the kind which are convertible with 0, that is, if any

others shall be found. Hence 00 x is the same as

^4- 4
0"0

3
x, both being 0**.

We have proved that if and y be convertible func-

tions, all their corresponding derivatives are converti-

ble. The converse of this is true, since the primi-
tive function is itself a derivative of its derivative

(0-' (000
M
)0;r = 0.r). But here it must be re-

membered that if

and if o and /3 be convertible, we do not know that

more than one of the values of which satisfy the first

equation is convertible with any one of those which

satisfy the second. We are not to assume, for instance, if

000-'* = 0^0-'*,
that therefore x = "tyx ; though this is evidently one of
the values which satisfy that equation.

(77.) To find functions which are convertible with a

given function a x, take any other function which has
another convertible with it, and such that the equation

ux Calculus of

can be easily solved. Let y x be the function which is
Functicns

convertible with ft x ; then 0/J0"'x and 0-/ 0"'j, or
^~~*'*"""'

ax and QrfQ~
:

a: are convertible. If 9 contain an

arbitrary function, an infinite number of solutions may be
thus proved, and sometimes obtained.

For instance, 1 -f- x and x -j- (cos 2 IT x) are evi-

dently convertible. Let

that is, let

a*x = A (n, x),

and eliminate n between

c'=. y + 71 and c = A (, x),

= Q x from c = A (c' y, x).

or find

Then

0(9-',r -f 0eos(27r0-',r))
will be convertible with a x. Generally, let x be a

solution of ax = .r, and let

Let 9/39~',r = ax, as before, then a and /3 are con-

vertible functions. But if, instead of n, c, d, we write

j JT, f $x, KX, &c., v, f, and K being any functions,

we find that

ax and 9B(e-'j", -q^x, f Ja, Kl,x____ )

are convertible. For
/ x, &c., are constants with respect

to the only change x undergoes in the function O B,

namely, a change into ax.

(78.) We have already considered the principal con-

vertible functions of Algebra : we shall only observe

further that all derivatives of ,r with respect to are

equal to x, if 6 and be convertible : for in that case

(79.) If two periodic functions be convertible, and if

they be of the nUh and rcth order, the function com-

pounded of them is periodic, and not of a higher order

than the (mw)th. For if

<f>

mx = x, y"x = x, and y x = ^ x,

then

0y .
<j)ijr

. . .(repeated mn times) = 0"
1"
^""x

If r and r1
be mth and nth roots of 1, then r x and r'*

are convertible periodic functions of those orders, and
so are OrQ~ lx and 9r'0~ l

.r. The function com-

pounded of them is &rQ~ l Br1 Q' l

x, or 9r/0-'x,
which may easily be shown to be as above.

(80.) There is one class of functions remaining to be

noticed, namely, that of functions which are symmetrical
with respect to two or more letters. A function of x and

y is symmetrical with respect to those letters when both

enter under precisely the same circumstances, so that an

interchange of the two does not affect the value of the

function. Such functions are

x + y, xy,

!

sin~';r + sin~'y.,

i y

The following are symmetrical functions of x,y, and

z; that is, an interchange of any two of the preceding-
three does not affect the value of the function.

x + y -,
L z xy + yz + zx

sin' 1

(x + y) + sin"' (y + z) + sin"
1

(z + x).

If a function be symmetrical with respect to * and y,
and to y and z, it will be so with respect to x and 2 ;
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Functions, and the corresponding interchanges being made, if no
v-"~v~~/ new terms be introduced thereby, then, since every term

or factor which contains y is only removed in either case,

there are the same terms and factors with respect to x

as to z. This will, however, appear more clearly by the

following reasoning.

(81.) If we call x + y = ~2p and xy q*,
then any

function of x and y is a function ofp and q. But all

unsymmetrical functions are twofold functions ofp and

q, that is, present double values, according to whether

we take one sign or the other for the values of a: and y
derived from the above equation. For instance, a? + y
is either

-
q*)* + p -

x + <px + sr + x . (fix .

or

(p vp* ~ 9) +p
But in symmetrical functions this cannot be the case ;

for, since x and y can be interchanged, so can any values
we may write for them. The characteristic of a sym-
metrical function is therefore that it has no more values
when considered as a function ofp and q than it has as
a function of x and y.

(82.) Let there be a function which is symmetrical
with respect to x and y, and is also a function of z.

Consequently, it can be represented by

Let it also be symmetrical with respect to x and z, so
that x and z may be interchanged in the preceding,
which, as before observed, is unambiguous in value.
That is,

(x-f-y, xy, z) =r (z + y, zy, x),

which last is the form of a function symmetrical with

respect to z and y.

(83.) A symmetrical function of x, y, and z can be

represented by an unambiguous form of

and so on.

(84.) A function is symmetrical with respect to any
two of n quantities, when it is symmetrical with respect

to ( 1) pairs out of the - n (n 1) which can be

taken, provided every letter be contained once. Take
five quantities, a, b, c, d, and e, and let (ab, be; ac} be
the abbreviation of the deduction of the symmetri-
cality of the function with respect to a and c from that
with respect to a and 6 and 6 and c. Let a b, be, cd,
de, be the pairs which enter into the hypothesis

a b, b c; a c b c, c d; b d
a c, cd; a d bd, de; b e

ad, d e; a e c d, de; c e

and there are but ten pairs from the five quantities a, b,
c, d, e.. If the pairs chosen had been a b, a c, b d, c e,
we should have had

a b, b d; a d b a, a e; b e

ba, ac; be c b, bd; cd
a c, c e; ae da, ae; da

(85.) If 0'x = x, any symmetrical function of x, x,
x. . . .0 'x is constant when 0"\r is changed into

m
',r,P* x into 0"'+

1

j;, &c. For, on account of the recurrence
of*, 0i, &c., in 0X 0-+

1

*, &c., this change amounts
to a mere interchange of the subjects of the function.
For instance, if0o; = x, then writing 0\c for x, in

gives
X + 4X + X -f X .

8
,T . X.

(86.) If we investigate the conditions under which

symm. function (a, x, as x, o
3
x. . . ,an x)

may remain constant when x is changed into 0x, we

Calculus uf

Functions.

shall find

or

or

a4 x = a
t x

anx = a, 0,r =

i x = os x . . . = UnX,

n

Consequently, either 0\c = x, in which case the function

may be reduced to

symm. function of (a, x, n, <j>x, a,
8x. . . ,a l 0"~'a;),

or <j>x must be the nth functional inverse of one of the

inconvertible algebraical inverses ofan x.

(87.) Any function of the form

Y'X X symm. function of (x, x. . . .0'"'*)
is periodical in its values when x is changed into j,
2
,r, &c., in succession, if (j)"x = x.

(88.) But when 0"j = x, a more general species of

symmetrically will satisfy the equation Y<-
x = y x.

It is sufficient to take such a function of x, <j)x,
8
j. . . .

0"~'.r, as will remain the same when x is changed into

0,1, 0x into
8
x, ---- 0-'x into 0"j or x, all at once.

For instance, if
3x = x,

x x (ftx

do not change when 0x is substituted throughout in-

stead of x. But a simple interchange of <px and x
would alter either of the preceding functions.

(89.) Hence it appears that a solution of
iff

x = ^ x
is not necessarily a function of the coefficients of the

equation whose roots are x, 0j?,
2
,r..... 0""'cr.

If we denote by x (a, b, c) any function of a, b, and
c, and by x (6, c, a) a similar function, in which a has
become 6, b has become c, and c has become a, the

general form of the solution of ^ x =: y x where

. *, 0*),
or any other properly symmetrical function of the three
forms of x_

(90.) Here it is to be observed, that when tyx
represents a function of x, <j>x,

!
x. . . .0"~'r, which

satisfies the equation ty x = ^ x, whence we have

y'<px, &c., and

- -(A)

in which all interchanges would seem possible : this is

nevertheless not necessarily the case. If ifrx were a
function of x only, and not identical with Y' x, then no

interchange would alter the form of the second side of

(A). But this is not always the case where
iff
x is

also a function of <j>x, &c., and neverwhen i^ffrx ilrx,

unless where the interchanges in question can already
be made in ^*by itself, without altering its form.*

* The late M. Abel, whose talents have most deservedly secured
a reputation almost unequalled, considering the age at which he
died, has (Crelle's Journa/,vo\. iv.) overlooked this distinction, and
in consequence has inferred, that whenever two roots of an irre-

ducible equation are connected by a known and rational relation,
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(91.) The two species of symmetricality described in

(go ) and (8g ) mi?ht jjg distinguished by the names of

disjunctive and periodical, which, for want of better, we

shall adopt. Thus
ab + be + ca

is disjunctively symmetrical with respect to a, b, and c;

while

ab* + 6c'+ ca*

is periodically symmetrical. All disjunctively symme-
trical functions are periodically so, but the converse is

not true.

(92.) In all cases, a particular solution of ff>
a' x = x

may be made to give a general solution of a x x.

Let or x be the particular solution, say of a3 x = x,

then any periodically symmetrical function of rax,

ta ax, and ta a8 x being taken, for instance,

ra,r max m a'x

m a x CT afx or x
'

any arbitrary function of this is a solution of(j>ax <j>s.

(93.) Mr. Babbage has proposed to let (x,y~) stand

for a function which is symmetrical with respect to .rand

y (x, y, z) to stand for a function of x, y, and z,

which is symmetrical witli respect to x and y only. But
as we shall not in this Treatise have sufficient occasion

to use symmetrical functions in very complicated opera-

tions, we prefer some circumlocution to the substitution

of a purely arbitrary symbol for a derived notion. The
future progress of the Science will doubtless, as in all

cases which have hitherto occurred, suggest the proper
method of representing a symmetrical function.

We shall be continually obliged to mention functions

which are constant under a x for x, (as we may call it.)

that is, which do not change form when a x is written

fora;. These we shall always denote by ; that is, ax
means $x, a function which satisfies the condition

x=:ax. Thus, cos 2 T x is a particular case of

|(*+I).
Most of the symmetrical functions which we shall

have occasion to use are those of x, (px..... <j>"~
l

x,

where <j)"x x ; and the symmetricality need be only

periodical (91.) This is then a particular case of

(88.); and though there may be other values of

(possibly) which may satisfy 0;c = x, and which are

not symmetrical, yet as our assumption of a symmetri-
cal function will always arise from our not knowing
what these other solutions may be, and as the other

solutions would do as well, if they could be found, we
shall use 0x as the representation of a symmetrical
function of x, $ x,. . . ,<ff"

l

x, when <p"x = x.

(94.) We now come to the various classes of functional

equations which it may be necessary to consider. If

there be any number of quantities, x, y, z, &c., between

which a functional relation exists, the questions which

may be asked are as follows :

1. Where all the functional forms are known, what
functional relations must exist between x, y, z, &c.,

in order that the equation may be satisfied ? This

embraces the whole of common Algebra : for instance,

the solution of

the equation admits of solution by means of equations of a lower

decree. His demonstration, however, from what has been here

said, cannot stand, unless any solution of $/$x = <par can be ex-

pressed in terras of the coefficients of the equation whose roots are

x, <px... ,<p*~'x, wit/tout taking the equation ilielf. This, we believe,

has never been done.

ar xy + ay* Q

is a particular case of the following,

F(x,y,<t>y,yx,&c.)=0,
where F, 0, ty, &c. are known forms ; what relation

does the preceding require to exist between y and x?
2. Where the forms which enter into the equation

are unknown, and it is required to satisfy the equation

independently of any relations between a, y, 2, &c. For

instance,

occurs in various branches of Mathematics, where x and

y are to be independent. The solution (it is the most

general) is 0j;=:mx, where m is independent of r

and y.

3. Where x, y, z, &c. are related in a given manner,
and one or more of the functional forms in the equation
are to be found so as to satisfy it. For instance, if

in the last equation, y = x -f 1, and we therefore require
to solve

Calculus of

Functions.

Here ex is a solution as before : but it is a more gene-
ral solution in one sense than is necessary, though not the

most general in another respect. Properly speaking,
this is the solution of

where y is independent ofx, and c retains its value, what-

ever y may be when x is changed into y or into x -j- y.

But the last equation but one only requires that c should

remain unchanged when x is changed into x + 1 or

2x + 1 ; and if x be such a function, x x * satisfies

the equation : for

xx + (x + 1) {(* + 1) = xl-x + (x+ 1) i-

= (2x+ !)*= (2 x+ 1H(2* + 1),

because

(95.) The third case is the one to which this Treatise

is devoted : but the second is a particular branch of the

subject which deserves some consideration.

If we take an equation, such as

,

in which x and y do not enter symmetrically, it is often

easy to prove that no continuous function of jr. or y will

satisfy it. In the preceding instance, let us, for the

present, write m for 0a;, which gives

Of this equation it can be shown, that if cry be any
solution, and my -}- ty y the most general solution, "tyy

can be found from another equation. For we have

ra
(3/ + 1)

=
(1 & y),

which, subtracted from the preceding, gives

1)
-*

(jf 4- 1)

Now

therefore

1+771

771

is a particular solution of the equation ;

IS lhe general solution, which
1 + m

must, if it is to be independent of x, be independent of

m. That is, "tyy must have the form +

where xj/ is independent of m. In this form, y y cannot
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Functions, be found, and hence .

or
1 + m

*, is the most general solution of the first-mentioned

equation. Hence <px must be a constant, or the first

equation can only be solved by </> x = c, which gives

c c = c x c, or c = 0.

(96.) The only remaining case is where x and y enter

symmetrically, which may be subdivided again into

cases reducible to Fx = Fy, and those which are not so

reducible. An instance of the first is

71 j/ 71 \ n j Calculus of

independent of or 0y=-0x, that is -x =r-0r; Function*.m \m J m
>_,_ _ ,

whence <pnx = 71 0* is true when n is fractional. Let

*, + a1

,
= 0, whence by the original equation

Here the change of y into x does not alter the equation,

which is moreover immediately reducible to

0*-0(2,r) = 0y-0(2y),
the only solution of which is

,r 2 ,r = a constant,

for any other solution gives a relation between x and y.

This case then is reducible to the third mentioned in

(94.)
But if we take such a relation as

* + y =r (2 ,r + 2 y),

which is not reducible to the form Fy = Fx, we know
that the solutions of this equation must be contained

among those of

being such among the solutions of the latter as satisfy

the additional conditions

d
n 2 V T> 0(2 y) * "

rf y
But all that precedes relates to continuous functions

only. We may not (69.) assume any of the conclusions

drawn from continuous forms to be true of those which

are discontinuous.

(97.) Several cases, however, of the last-mentioned

forms admit of solutions by common methods. Such
are

0*+ 0y = 0Cr + y),

from which are derived

0j?-f-0y = X 0y

0/c x 0y = 0(* + y)

0>r x y CEy)

and various others.

The use of the Calculus of Functions in regard to

these is to show that the obvious algebraical form which
satisfies them is also the most general of continuous

functions. The following process may be applied to

all the preceding.
Let r, -f j, = (*, -f- a?,) ; for x, write *,+ x, ;

then

or

0T, + 0*, + *, = (*, + X, + X,),

or, generally,

20*=0(2x).
Hence

71 X = U f,

where n is any whole number. Letmy = nx, n being
a whole number, then

0my= 07i, or
VOL. n.

or

( n J,) = (n x,) = n x,

or<f>nx~n(j)x is true when n is negative. Whence
in the equation <j>nx = n x the value of n is universal.

Let n x = y, then

y 0y 0*
0y=-0*. or =:

;

whence 0y r= cy.
The following theorems, which may be easily proved,

contain the preceding demonstration.

1. If be such a function that its inversion with

respect to 0* substitutes - for 71, then the equation
n

n x = (0 x, n) is true for fractional values of n, if it

be true for whole values. Such are 7i0:r, 0cc| .

2. If a be such a function that its inversion with

respect to 0* changes n into n, then 0(x-f-7t) =
u(<t>x, n) is true for negative values of n, if it be true

for positive values. Such is x -f- n.

(98.) The general functional equation containing only
one unknown function of one subject may be put under
the following form :

F (j?, ., X, 0/J#....) 0,

where F, a, /3, &c., are known forms, and is an un-

known form to be so determined as to satisfy the equa-
tion. In almost every case, it will be necessary to

suppose a particular solution found, either of the equa-
tion itself, or of one connected with it, in such a way
that ty a. x, y /6 y, &c. all enter into it. This, at first

sight, appears hardly to be a real solution, but only the

reduction of the solution to that of some particular case.

But a moment's recollection will show that precisely
the same thing takes place in Algebra. For instance,

x* + a x = b is not solved, except by reduction to the

more simple form y* =: 6, for which there are no methods
of further reduction in Algebra, independent of these

which Arithmetic applies to every particular value of b.

For x = (&) is not a solution, but a conventional re-

presentation of a solution, being, by definition, nothing
more than the solution of y* k. Similarly, every

equation of the first degree is reduced to a a; = 6, of

which - is not a solution, but a representation of a
a

solution.

Let us suppose a particular solution found, and let

it be

where a, b, c, &c. are arbitrary constants. A general
solution* may then be found, if a function of ,r can be

found which does not change upon the substitution of

a x, /8x. . . . respectively for x. For in that case, if the

function be called ,/3.....r, the following values

may be substituted for a, b, c,. . . . :

a=0x b 9,^x 0=6,^1 &c.,

* Whether the most general or no is not known. Bjr a general
solution we always mean one which admits an indefinite number

of forms.

2 u
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8U , may be any functions whatever, with

Functions. a limitation presently to be noticed. For in that case,
<1^"v~~'

a, b, c. . . . are constant under every change which can

take place in verifying the equation F = by means of

YC == BJ. For instance,

inctioc*.

x
is evidently satisfied by 0* = + ex; but in place of

Si

c may be written any function which contains only
even powers of x, or ( x), giving the solution

<j)oc
- +xt(- x).

(99.) The limitation alluded to above is the following :

&x, 0,t,x, &c. must preserve the property of unchange-

ability under x into x, x into fix, &c., that is, 0, On
&c. must not involve any operation inverse to . For

instance, Ox must not bo x + ^x; for in that case

0t,x is %x-\-x, which becomes I,X-\-OLX when x is

changed into ax. Thus, in the integration of the equa-

tion of differences, wn+1 = n, or wn :=/(cos23r)> fx
may not be x + acos~'x, tor /cos27rra then becomes

cos 2 T ra -j- a (2 TT 71), and may change when n is changed
into (n + 1).

(100.) The method of Laplace corresponding to the

method given in (46.) is as follows. Let the equa-
tion be

F(,r, 0;r, 0.r) = 0,

where F, a, and fi are known forms, and is to be

found. Assume
v, = a x v,+i

= ft x.

By elimination from which we obtain

M+I = ftot~
l

ti,,

or ,+1 is a known function of j/,, giving a common

equation of differences. If this can be integrated,

suppose it done, either in the common form

*=/(*, C),

or in the more general form

!/, =/\2, C0s2n-z).

Next, assume

OO = , 0,+i) = .+

which makes the original equation become

F (or
1

w,, vt , !>,+,),

another equation of differences, which, if it can be in-

tegrated, gives

v, = F, ( cos 2 TT s),

or

0or;r= Ft/ x,

whence
x = F

;/
a~ l

T.

For further extensions of this method, see the Memoirs

of the Analytical Society, p. 98, &c.

(101.) We may exemplify this method hereafter ; at

present we return to our first method, and observe

that we have reduced the solution of a functional equa-
tion,

1. To finding a particular solution which contains

at least one arbitrary constant.

2. To folding the function which is constant with

respect to the equation; that is, which is not changed
by changing x into ax, into fix, &c., ax, fix, &c. being
all the forms which occur. .

For the first, no general process can be given ;
we

proceed to ascertain how far we can fulfil the second kulus oC

condition.

(102.) And first we propose the equation

a. X = X,

the solution of which, when found, we have agreed to

call fax. This is evidently a particular case of

a x = fi <j> x,

already solved in (50.) Here fix = x, and the two

equations between which n must be eliminated appear
to be

a"x c y = c',

from which n cannot be eliminated, because it does

not appear in the second.

But, instead of c and c', we are at liberty to write any
functions of n which do not change on changing n into

w-j- 1, which gives

a"x = fi
cos 2 " n y = r cos 2 tc n.

Let us suppose these equations give

ti A. x ft D y j

then, by substituting ax for x in the original equations,
we obtain

n =: A. ax n = By,
and the fundamental relation is preserved, namely, that

a change of n into n + 1 is equivalent to a change of x

into ax. Hence we have

a x = B~'A,r.

It might appear that A x itself satisfies the cond itions :

but the reasoning of (50.) is based upon the theorem,
that in the result of elimination it matters not whether

the quantity eliminated were constant or variable; it

must be remembered that n = Ax and n=A;rare
not both true equations; but that the second set of

equations should be

71 1 = A a ^ 71 1 = B y
for

*"'
(ax) = ft cos 2 it (n 1 .)

Let fi cos 2 TT n = c ; then, since y=v cos 2 w n, we
have the following theorems.

1. If a*x = c, the value of n (or A x) is a function of

x, which satisfies the equation

Aax Ax 1.

2. A very general value of ax is contained in

a x = v cos 2 T A x,

where v is any function which does not invert the cosine :

but much more general values, containing, it may be

supposed, many transcendants which A.X cannot now

express, may be obtained by using

a*x = fa cos 2 TT n instead of ot'x = c.

(103.) The function c"** is a particular solution of

1ftOcX=^C-<lfX,

and a particular solution of

Y' ax = <f ijrx

can be deduced from it, in the form

Also the function c A x is a particular solution of
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r.Viituf f ,~A *'** f v, ~ - (11, rV or> which is the same form, (if the cosine be expanded, Calculus of

, , and the specific form of changed,)
Functions.

^^_- And in this way a large number of forms may be tound \^*v~*s
with known particular solutions. But we proceed with

6 x = 0cos 2 T ,

the investigation of the properties of A. X6

(104.) Where a name is necessary, we shall call A*
where Q h fom which doeg not invert the CQsine

the exponential inverse of ax* If or, x be a derivative A ; tfce exponentia, inverse of 6 (x -|- TO)
- TO is

of ax with respect to 0, and A,x the value of n derived

froin :* = c ; then A, x = A 0-x. For if , x = A Q.,^ or _

_^*jf
*>

.

whence) ag before>

of?^ zzi ct" t)
~

*r ^^ c \
in. \ (x -|- 7""t}

(6x + m -
TO) = 0cos27r ,

or, writing c for c we find Xo

.

-. which is a derivative of x*[ Qx = Vwe find, if

TO
'

V TO/

from which new classes of particular solutions may be (o + 6x) = 0cos27r
J-

.

deduced.
^ "

(105.) If, instead of ax, we takeamx, we find from the When b= 1, there is an indication of a change of form,

same process (")'x = c, or m n = A x; that is, in fact, tne preceding process fails by the reduction of

1 . 0i0"'x to x. But if cr,r = a+ x, we have "x =
n =r A x.

TO C X
Thus of x + na c and A x = . We have then

i m 1 ^

j f (a + x) = 0cos2 JT-.

a particular solution is A.X. This may be verified, for

(107.) Applying the same process to ax" in the form
since

Ax Ax 1,

we have

A !x = Ax l = Ax 2, &c.,
. ly

^ /V

whence a x 3? A x =
A-x = Aa;-TO, Xb

or \ r

A,*x = Am x 1, where A m x = .

where X'jp denotes X X x, the logarithm of the logarithm
This holds also where TO is a negative whole number : for of x

Aax = Ax 1, /(mx)'\ \fmx
WehaVC

A-x=Ax 1
*(~^~)

= '~~

A ~x =: A x + m, ../_ n X!a'-'x

or f (a x*) = 6 cos 2 TT .

Ax
A,~"x= Am x 1, where Am x = . This fails when 6=1, in which case a similar processm will give

*

But for m = we find A ,r = oc, as might be expected \x
for a solution of f (a x) = cos 2 JT

^
.

That the preceding will also hold when TO is fractional C108 ') The function
y^,

when put in the form

may be inferred in all those cases in which the form of
1 j. fi

a*x remains true when n is fractional. -
(57.), does not readily appear as the deri-

(106.) To apply the preceding method, let us take the

function a + b x, reduced to the form 6 (x + TO) TO, in vative of a more simple function of the same kind ; but its

which case it is a derivative of 6x, being 060"'x exponential inverse may be directly found from the ex-

where Qx = x TO.f Let ax = b x, which gives pression given in (64.) for its th function. The most

a"x = 6"x = c, or convenient value of c is zero, for the mere purpose of

Xc Xx c \x finding a value of Ax; as appears from the preceding

\b j^j
> instances. We have, however, retained it hitherto, as

solutions with an arbitrary constant are frequently neces-
changmg the form of the constant. Hence

sary But jn ,he presen/ case , let usJ
i6x = 0cos2,^, = *"=

* The reader may, as in the case of the derivative, supply any
wh'cn glves (64 -)

names lie likes better. It is important to observe that, in finding a(r* /") + {6 (r" T1

") T r' (r""
1 r'*" 1

)} * =
I x, A x may stand for the solution of Aax= A.xp, where p is

any whole number. from which we obtain, by dividing by r" and deducing
T The analogy between functional symbols and products is such /YVthat a factor may occupy the place of, and b considered as, a func- the value of |

-
]>

tional symbol. \*V
2u2
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whence we have (r and r1

being the roots of gh ^

R _ (a'+ V) R + (a'b
- a b') = 0) if at the same time

i b h

-J- o x ~ r x\ 2 c c

+ 6* r'x} It therefore remains to ascertain a*x. If, as before,

This expression fails in the case already noticed, in we assume <xax = un, we find

which the two roots of the preceding equation are equal, u +1 ==-{ AJ,
or in which 3n equa t;on which we are not aware has been or can be

a + bx
ti. r I + bx integrated, except in the case of

- takes the form r -.
a'+b'x b + m-^m'x gh = 0, or 2.

We might obtain AT in this case from the expression in _
(61.) ;

but by differentiating the numerator and deno- S = " " i

minator of the first expression for A in this article with we nnc*

respect to r, in the usual manner, we find, since r must w. = c
s

,

be i (o'+ b), or

r a; (a'-f- 6) ,r j; = j* a"j; = j;*" :

o-j-6j; rj; (fl
1

b) x 2 a' from which we find that if

whence i
a -2Z>

/l+6^\
ff'f-r -)=
\b + m -

% m*xj

_
(a'-,- ax = x8 /T= _

2c

m x 2

is proved the follo

A* be a solution of
(109.) In (104.) is proved the following theorem. If <jfx =/*"/-'a = + -

|

X+
\ic c { *

-ha.x = A.X wh. no. f0,r = cos2

T .

-'* = 6 cos 2 T A/'
1
*. [f we assume

, ,

then

_ _ ^ _ j

Hence the determination of fY'^ is reduced in all cases or

to the finding of a particular solution of a a; = a;' 2 w
n+l
= j/J 2,

or

noticed, or any other in which n can be found from the p+ = x
equation

* P
"~

Where ux is one of the fundamental forms already where

y other in which n can be found from the
*

u"x = function (n, x) 0. we find that if

This differs from the theorem in (102.), inasmuch as it is
6
! -26+ 8-4ac=

not here necessary to determine yx. <j)x=.a-\-bx-\-cx
l

(110.) We may moreover observe that the findingofthe f/f-'x+JC f-'x)*-4\*" //
1-'

lr-V(/'''*)
i!-4\2

"

\

Mth function by means ofequations of differences may be <t>"xf\{
-^~- --

Hi
-

T^
- ---

) f

more easily done by a similar method, and that, gene- l\

rally speaking, the circumstances which facilitate the where

integration of w+i = <j> (un) are derived from the ex- fx= __ 4- -

pressibility of <f> x in the formfaf'
1
*. For instance, in 2c c _

the case of <j>x = 2 x1- 1 we have evidently x = x2

(f'
lx -f- V (/"'^)

!
4)

cos 2 cos~
l
j;, whence 0"* = cos2"cos"'ir, from which f0* = OCOST-

^
--

the expression for $>"# in a preceding article may easilv

be deduced. (112.) We can thus find either the nth function or the

(111.) We shall now apply what has preceded to exponential inverse of any of the following forms :

o + 6. + erf =//-'. 0( + 60-'*)

If we assume (a (0"x)')

whence

y-
lx n-2

f where is any function whatever. All periodic func-

1 tions may be directly treated, as in (75.)
we find that (113.) When the exponential inverse is given, the

a -J- bfx-\- c(fx)* =fotx primitive function may be found from the equation
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Calculus of A,j; - 1),

find the expression for
'
from which we may also

"x, or

(114.) The most general solution of the equation

0Y'X = V'0x hitherto given is ^x = 0"x, where n

may be either whole or fractional, positive or negative.
Thus amx and "x are necessarily convertible ;

and by
this method a large class of convertible functions may-
be found. But in the case where ax is periodic, this

method furnishes at first only a finite number of forms

convertible with a x.

(115.) The preceding method is directly applicable

to the investigation of convertible functions, since

<f>ax = a0x
is solved by eliminating n from the two equations

"x = ,n cos 2 TT n a*y v cos 2 JT w,

in which, however, the present state of analysis will

oblige us to assume either n or v constant forms.

Assuming ,ucos 2 n- n = constant, we find

n = A (x, c),

where the arbitrary constant is explicitly mentioned for

convenience. In the same way we find

A (y, cos 2 TT 11) =. A (x, c),

or

A (y, v cos 2 TT A x) = A (x, c),

whence y is what A" 1Ax becomes, when in the second

operation A" 1 a different value of c is used, which is

replaced by v cos 2 TT A. x or fax after the completion
of the operation. Thus to find those functions which

are convertible with xp
, where Ax = {- c, if we in-

vert this, writing J for c, we have

A- 'x = &"',

in which, substituting f- c for x, we get

in which, writing f j* for c c?, we have

as the most general form which can be obtained of
functions which are convertible with nf

. We may
reduce this to the more simple form x'*

r
or (f xp)

x
*.

(116.) A large number of convertible functions may
be deduced as follows. Since mx and m'x are con-
vertible, it follows (49.) that the following pairs are
convertible,

cos m cos~'x and cos m! cos"'x
sin m sin~'x and sin m' sin"'x
tan m tan"'x and tan m' tan"'*,

&c. &c.

all of which are common algebraical expressions in a
transcendental form. For since, for instance, cos TO x
can be expanded where m is a whole number in the form
(we take that which is best known)

(cos x)"-
- m .

m .

2 (cos 0X)-' (1-1

TO 1 m2 m-3. "

COS 0X1*)- i

If for 0x we write cos~'x, we have the expression

m-l
C&lculus of

Functions.

xm m . x *
(1

-
x*) -f-

m .

I TO -2 TO 3
-a*)- &c.,

any two forms of which, for different values of m, are

convertible. For instance, let m = 2 and TO = 3 be
two values of m ; then we have

2 xa - 1 and 4*a
-3;r,

which are convertible functions, that is,

4 (2 -!)- 3 (2j^- l) = 2(4xs -3x)- 1.

(117.) We can also find, by an extension of the pre-
ceding method, an indefinite* number of solutions of the

following .-What function of * x,, x
a,

&c. is that
which is changed in a given manner by changing a:, into

a, a1

,, x, into ors x,, &c. ? Find a*^, ajr,, &c., and let

F,, F2 , &c. be given functions, and /,, fit , &c. arbitrary
functions. Let y be the function required, and fty the

change of form which is to take place. Eliminate
w8, &c., and m from as many of the following as may be

necessary for the purpose,

&c.

=
ft, {cos 2 TT n,, cos 2 TT 7!8

=
|is {cos2ir,,

&c .

The result will he a relation between y, x,, x,, &c.,
which equally holds between 0y, or, a-,, ,

xs, &c., and y,
obtained in terms of *,, xt, &c., will be the function

required.

(118.) But cases of the simplest nature will not give
a result of any generality of form, considering the wide
terms of the question. Suppose, for instance, we ask
what is that function of *, and x, which is not changed
by changing x, into x, -f 1, when x, is changed into
2xt. We can eliminate n (in finite terms) from the

equations

and we obtain

which satisfies the conditions : but though it admits of
an infinity, number of instances, it is not sufficiently
general to give the smallest idea of what even, in the

present state of analysis, must be considered as the most
general solution c:f the problem.

(1 19.) And we may give the forms hitherto obtained
for x an indefinite extension of generality. For if we
consider the equation

0T = 0J7 1 . . . . (1.)

of which A x is a particular solution, we find

<j)ax \x=:<fix -Ax,

0x A* = any formofor,r

is also a solution of (1 .) Hence for A x we may write

A*-f- fax,

* That is, supposing the nth functions of all the given fuue-
tions can he expressed.
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Functions, find dlat ?/Aj isa form of lax if it satisfies the following^^"V""'

equation,

/.+i
= cos 2 IT

where 6 is any function which does not invert the cosine,

and where 7/ = cos 2 it A.X.

(120.) The next step in the processof solving functional

equations is to find a function which shall not change
when either of a x, ft r, y x, &c. is substituted for jr. We
must content ourselves here with showing that we want

a process analogous to one of ordinary Algebra, which,

if it had not been found, would have left that Science as

full of difficulties as is the Calculus of Functions at

present.
Let us consider the very simple case of finding a

function which shall not be changed either by substitu-

tion of .r-j- 1 or of i*, instead of x. Since then we have

we have also

" +1) = <

*+ 1) = x, &c. &c. &c. ;

or generally, if

ax = x

Tf a particular value of could then be found, say <&, in

which case 0. would be a general value, we should

have in one expression a general value of la x for an

infinite number of different forms of a, for no one of
which can the most limited particular solution be found

by our most general previous methods. If this case

could then be solved, it would become the most unfail-

ing instrument of removing the difficulties of the pre-

ceding; but the converse is not true. For instance, the

finding of (a + 6 x + c x*) in all caees would be re-

duced to finding that function which is not changed when

c
x is changed into a + bx and into 1 + -.r.

(121.) In Algebnt, the difficulty of resolving such an

equation as a x = 7 x is overcome by developing a ft

and 7 in powers of x, that is, changing all functions into

functions of one general Conn. But in the Calculus of

Functions there is as yet no theorem by which any
function may be expressed in terms of the successive

functions of another function, or of functions in any other

way related to it.

(122.) The only cases in which the preceding ques-
tion can now be solved are where the given functions

are among the successive functions of some other func-

tion. For if ax= x, we have a*x = ax = ,z,

&c., and the same may be extended to algebraical and,

under limitation, to functional inverses.

(123.) We shall take this opportunity to lay before

the student some idea of the only route by which (if

experience be a guide) any of the difficulties of this sub-

ject can be removed. The mathematical term tran-

scendental is often used, but is seldom specifically

defined. The following will be a convenient definition,

and will include all the various senses in which the word

has been used.

One function is said to be transcendental with re-

spect to another when the second cannot be expressed by

any finite number of the operations which are presumed

as granted in the formation of the first. Thus, taking Calculus of

algebraical operations only, if we begin with the addition Functions,

and subtraction of whole numbers, then multiplications
<-<-'V^^

and the raising of powers, in finite numbers, are not

transcendental, but divisions, generally speaking, are

transcendental, though particular cases may not be so.

Thus tiie 7th part of 1 is a transcendental with respect
to addition, subtraction, and multiplication. When we

grant a new fundamental operation, we use a new

symbol in all cases; here it is -. Observe, also, that

this is a transcendental of a peculiar species, which cannot

be expressed, even approximately, in terms of additions,

subtractions, and multiplications. But ifone transcenden-

tal of the kind be given, say , and the operations of

addition, subtraction, and multiplication be applied to

it, we can then express all other transcendentals of the

same nature, either directly or approximately. Still

and its powers only being granted
J

- is a tran-

scendental with respect to whole numbers and -, the

operations granted being addition, subtraction, multi-

plication by any whole numbers, and division by 10.

Granting any division, we next come to the operation

V a, which is generally transcendental,* but not always

so. Similarly, the logarithm is a new transcendental, the

sine another, if we consider only possible functions, and

so on.

(124.) That all transcendentals arise out of inverse

operations, springs simply from this, that in selecting

operations we are naturally led to choose those com-

binations of preceding operations which are evidently

always possible. But though this may generally be the

method, it by no means follows that every subject will

admit of it. And it is matter of convenience, some-

times of accident, whether we shall first take that

operation which it will ultimately be proper to call

direct,t or its inverse. When Napier invented his

logarithms, he found ^x where y-x=a'; when

Archimedes found the area of the parabola, he solved

a case of integration, which is transcendental with

respect to all the curves he considered, instead of

differentiation, which, it so happened, was transcendental

to none. The ingenuity by which the difficulties of an

inverse operation were thus overcome, independently
of

the direct one, is a principal part of the merit of the two

great men alluded to.

(125.) The Calculus of Functions is essentially an

inverse calculus, or rather we have presented first the

inverse part. We have avoided mentioning the direct

calculus in the statement of the conditions under which

* In the following succession, each operation after the third

is transcendental with respect to the aggregate of those which

precede. Addition, subtraction, multiplication of whole num-

bers, division, extraction of th root, formation of logarithm,

sine, &c.

f This, however, is true only of particular inverses, absolutely

considered. For if the operation V a had preceded a* it would

have been afterwards found convenient to consider the latter as

direct, and the former as one of its inverses. According to the

received ide.is of these terms, the following question is direct:
" To what town does this road lead?" and the following inverse:
" In how many and u'htt ways can I go to that tuwn ?"
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Functions, formally introducing a branch of the subject which is

v- ^/ "-'
sufficiently considered in ordinary Algebra. But to

show the inverse nature of the functional calculus, and

thence the high probability of its requiring new tran-

scendentals, we shall now take one or two instances of

the direct calculus.

(126.) The general question is, given a number of

functions, required the functional relations which exist

between any of them and the rest. To take a simple

case, suppose we ask what functional relations exist

between x -f- c and ex*. If we call the first a x and

the second ft x, we ask, what equations of the form

F (x, a x, ft x) =

must be identically true when a.x^=.x-\- c and/3;c= ex-.

This, it is evident, can be solved in an infinite number

of ways ; we may, therefore, add some condition or con-

ditions to the general question.

1. Suppose the constant is to be eliminated ; we have

then

@ x t= (a x x) x*.

2. Suppose x is to be eliminated, except as the subject
of a function ; then

ft x c (a x - c)
!
.

3. Suppose both the former cases are to be included

in one. We may do this in an infinite number of ways,
for instance,

a^x=:cjr* + c /8 I = c ,r
2

c = a fix fix.

Let 7 j; be any function of x. The same reasoning

gives
c = /8<y x Pyx;

therefore

a fty x a PX Pyx fix.

Or we might differentiate the first value of c with respect
to x, which would give

'px=:l where a' x = .

ax

4. We may express one function by expressing its

nth function in terms of the Mth function of the other,
and then eliminating n, except where it appears as an
index. For instance,

P"x = c
8"" 1 Xs

"
a"x = x -f (

whence

a"x - x = {\*cpx - X'cj}.X2

(127.) Every question of the Calculus of Functions
is an inverse to some such question as one of the pre-

ceding, and, by experience, we must look for new
transcendentals, which is confirmed by our having
already found new modifications of the old ones, such as

cos XT, &c., or J(,r
~ l+ x~ "'), and these only in very

limited solutions. We have seen that no question, how-
ever simple, can be completely solved without the en-
trance of a transcendental, which is of the following
form :

f(x, cos x, cos cos x, cos cos cos at . . . . ).

That is, considering cos"x as a separate transcendental
for every different value of n, we have an infinite num-
ber of transcendentals thus introduced. And even these
are only one particular set; for (102.) every different

form of fi in the equation a"x = ft cos 2 n TT may intro- Calculus of

duce a different set. Functions.

(129.) The difficulties thus introduced by new Iran-
v-^v^"-'

scendentals it is useless to attempt to meet by reducing
them to the old and well-known forms. The mathe-
matical reader is aware how the attempts to integrate

elliptic functions, exponentials of the forme~'dt, &c.,
have settled down, so to speak, into the consideration of

these quantities as primary functions, in the same man-
ner as \x, cosx, &c., to be calculated and tabulated as

the starting points of new branches of analysis. It is

most desirable that a similar course should be pursued
with respect to other functions.

(129.) The periodic functions have hitherto appeared
to stand in some sort of relation to others, similar to

that of rational and irrational expressions in Algebra.
But we may also find a class of solutions with regard to

periodic functions, similar to those which we have

attained for others ; and we may then show that the new
solutions so attained are not really different in form
from the results of (87.), obtained by reference to the

fundamental property of periodicity. Let 0,r be a

periodic function of the second order, then we have

1 - (- 1)"
-^-+0*

A A

Hence, by equating this to zero, and finding n, we have

an exponential inverse of x, namely,

and

which, by the equation

cos 2 v \ y x =
gives

+ (V x)-*

which, since

(<px x)
1
or 0a;+x| f 4 x 0x,

is an unambiguous* function of 0x + x and X0>r;
that is, the preceding is simply equivalent to any func-

tion of {x + 0j?, x<f> x}, or (81.) a symmetrical function

of (r, 0.r).

(130.) We may exhibit a form analogous to that

already obtained for periodic functions of higher orders,
as follows. The function

where <p"x=x and r"= 1, is such that the substitu-

tion of x for x is the same thing as multiplication by
r"- 1

, or

X x = r- 1

x *.

whence an exponential inverse of0x is

(- l)Xr

0x = cos 2 it X {x + r <j>x + . . . . +i- l

<j>-
l

x}
{"- l)

*-',

where p*~
l

means the arithmetical ( l)th root only.

* t may be what we please, and therefore is unambiguous.
See (81.)
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Functions. duced as before, in such a way that the whole shall
v

- -

merely imply an arbitrary function of

which we might therefore suppose must be a symmetri-
cal function of x, 0<r, &c. And it is so, because, being
of the form (\ x)*' where an interchange of x and 0'",r

gives

X0m,r = \x x r
wb - n%

we have

As it is indifferent what root of 1 is taken, we may, when
n is an even number, take 1, which shows that

KX ~ ft KX 7 KX:

or, writing iff
for 7"', to

Y< 7 ax ~ fix .
Y<-
x + x,

which Is of the form

2. If for K we write
iff,

we have

^(') X~ fiicx IftX

In which, by taking a proper form for K, we may make
either fiicx or -y

K x what we please ; so that the equa-
tion

<f>ax fix <px + yx
can be solved independently of 7 x, if it can be solved

independently of ft x, or vice versd.

3. Let $x=:p'X'tyx-\-vx, in which case the equa-
tion becomes

fiax^['ce3!-^-vax=fixfix'>lfX-\-fixvx-l-yx,
or

fix fix fix fx + yx vax

fiocx [tax
If then v x be a particular solution of the equation itself,

and p x a particular solution of

*> or ^ x is a x ;the equation is reduced to ^ a x =
whence, in order to solve

a a = /} ,r

we must have particular solutions: 1. of the equation Calculus of

itself; 2. ofthe equation deprived of its known term
;
3. the Functions,

function which does not change when a x is substituted
v" "v"""

for x.

(133.) There cannot be two particular solutions of

the preceding equation, independent of the form of x.

For let 0,1 and <j)lt
x be two particular values of ;

then

we have

0,, x ~ ft x <t>,i
x + y x

0, a a? = /3 0, x + yx
/;

j - 0, a x = j8 x (0;/
<r -

<j>,x).

Consequently, rt
x

;
x is a particular solution of

every solution of this equation is a solution of the

original.

1. If KX = 7~'cT, the equation is reduced (writing a
for aiy~

l

, &c.) to the form

is a symmetrical function of x, <px, &c.

(131.) There is no general method of finding a par-
ticular solution of a functional equation, which (101.) is

necessary as yet to its complete solution, and (98.)

may be suspected to be essential to it. But there is an

indefinite number of ways in which the solution of one

equation may be made to depend upon that of another,

either with or without a particular solution. We shall

first take cases in which no particular solution has been

found.

(132.) Any function of x may be substituted instead

of x throughout the equation. If, for instance, we
have

where a, /8, and 7 are known functions, and is to be

found, write K x instead of x, which gives

Let

then

or x x -r- Xi * ' s a particular solution of

x = #;

or x * must be of the form

Wfc*-*/*){*
Take another particular solution, /;/

x ; hence another

particular value of \x is (0;/;
.r <P,x) Z,i<xx, and since

Jfi- must be a form of lax, it follows that

0,, X - <t>,X

must always be of the form a x. Consequently, all the

forms
; , 0,7,

&c. must be included in

M 5 a x + N,

and obtained by giving different forms to , without

changing M and N.

(134.) This remark is important, because it seems to

show (as we shall hereafter do more fully) that some cer-

tain solution of an algebraical character is the only

such, independent of the transcendentals peculiar to thin

subject ; except only in the case ofperiodic functions, in

which the transcendentals alluded to take algebraical

forms. We say some certain solutions, because it

does not follow that any one we may happen to light

upon is the most general of the algebraical forms.

This may be tried by following the preceding pro-

cess, and introducing an arbitrary constant in place

of f x, which, it is plain, satisfies the conditions. For

instance, let

which is evidently satisfied by 0,<r = x. Consequently,
x x must be a particular solution of

of which cix -- lisa solution, and every other solu-

. Consequentlytion must be of the form f x --
J
J

and the most general algebraical form is
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x+ c

(*
~ ~

(135.) In the same way we can reduce the solution of

ax <t>x + b.<j>px+. ... +m*= 0,

where a,, bt ,
&c. are given functions of x, to the finding

a particular solution, and the solution of the equation

deprived of its last term. For if
(j),x

be a particular

solution, then <t>x 4>,x is a solution of the equation

deprived of its last term : consequently, so many dis-

tinct algebraical solutions as we can find of the curtailed

equation, so many terms can we give the general value

of (j)x. Ifpt , q,, r,, &c. be particular algebraical solu-

tions, then

(138.) First, let

where m,, m* &c. may be constants, which gives the

general algebraical form, or forms* of

ax P x - . . . ,

which gives the most general form.

(136.) In the case where
, /3, &c. are successive

functions of a periodic function, a particular solution

may generally be obtained. Suppose, for instance,

1

x

X = (X + I) X + 3* ;

for x write ax, which gives
~ i i i

<f)x =

<O x =:
+ a* + 1-

x*-x(x+ I)
2

This is a particular solution only, and we must now
look for a particular solution of

a x = (x -f- 1) x.

This equation admits of no continuous solution, for by
substituting ax for x, we find

0*=
\x

or

which is not (rue. But from (70.) it may admit of dis-

continuous solutions.

(137.) To examine this further, let us take

<j>ax = px <px-$-y x oflx = x

<j>X~ P X <fi a x + ~y ax

l-pxpax
'

But

<pax =: P x<px

cannot, as before, be solved, unless

PX Pax = 1,

in which case the preceding value of x becomes infinite,
unless also

y txx -4-y x P ax = 0.

*
Meaning a function which does not change when ax., &x &c.

are substituted for *.

VOL. II.

then
P

4>ax fix (fix = f x;

which, writing x for *, becomes

4>x Pax <f>ax = 7 ax;

by which, and ft a x = ,
we find

ax Px =
which is the same as

= 0.y ocx-^-yx ,

Consequently, the proposed equation cati have no con-

tinuous solution, unless this second condition be also

satisfied. But from the condition Pxpx=l, the

preceding may be thus written,

y a X y x

of which a solution is

yx = \px 0(x ax) X symm. fuuc. (x, x),

where Ox is any function which changes sign when x is

changed into x. Substituting this in the original

equation, we obtain

a x P x x -{- y P x (x &x)%aXy
or

which gives
,

a x 6 (x ax) 0,x

ocx

where ( x)= Ox and 0, is any function what-

ever. The form of P must be P x = 9, a x -f- Os x, where

S is any function whatever. We shall hereafter return

to this subject in a more general form. See the Index
at the end of this Treatise.

(139.) If we proceed in exactly the same way with

<j)ax + px<pxz=fx afx = x,

we find the necessary conditions cf continuous solution

(with an arbitrary function) to be

Pxpx=zl y oix P ax y x 0,

and the solution is

In which the student must remember that changing
P x into P x changes the form of 7 x, which will

admit of continuous solution, and therefore he is not

to attempt to deduce one solution from the other Take
the two equations

^ax
+
px^x^yx]<j>x - Px<pxyx)

Eliminate 7 x, determine P x from the result, and then

write ax for x ; the equation PX pax 1 will then

give

,

for x ; the equation PX pax

00! X _ <j> X

which answers to the difference of form already obtained.

This is independent ofy,r, but applying the last con-

dition to the equations, we find

7 x (0 a x yax) =0,
2 x
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equations (A) cannot bo'.h have continuous solutions,
*-^v "^

unless 7 x = 0.

(140.) The discontinuous solutions of the preceding

equation would arise from the application of a general
method (if

one existed) for the solution of the case where

ax is not periodic. We shall now proceed to some

simple cases of the latter. Let

<j>ax = c(j>x + c1
,

where c and d are given constants. A particular solu-

(>

tion of this is , and a particular solution of <ba.x =
1 c

r,<j>x is c~
A* where A is the exponential inverse ofa,r,

which satisfies Aatf = Ax 1; hence a general solu-

tion of the given equation is

c
'

<f>x = - - + c~A'ax.
1 c

Whence the following instances in which the second

function given is c~
A
", or the multiplier of x in the

general solution of <pax = C0.r, that of the original

(S

equation being made by addition of .

Particular solution of0i = e0,i

(143.) The cases which we cannot succeed in solving Calculus of

generally are very often marked by this peculiarity, that Functions,

several particular solutions can be obtained, but none x ~^"-'

containing an arbitrary constant. Thus 0*j = a* has
i

the solution <px = xr", where, r being a primitive th

i

root of unity, we may write for p' either of V p, rvp,
r* J p. . . up to r*~

l \ p. The following- equation,

dm x

dx"

admits of a solution of the form c'x', in which c is a root

of the equation

a + bx

a + x

bx

a + b x

a' + b'x

a + bx

bx -

Sa+bxr'x
\a+ bx rx

c+""" r and r' equal.
o'+ b'x

Solutions might also be obtained for all other cases

in which a a; is a known derivative of one of the pre-

ceding.

(141.) Let <j>a.x = <f}x-r-c'. The general solution is

i = c'A * + a x.

(142.) Some additional forms may be derived from
the preceding by differentiation. It is evident that the

solution of0ax = e0 gives a solution of

. docx
at'xytocx^cii'X ct'x -,

dx
in which ty x = fix. From this it follows, that if 0j
be a solution of ^> a x = c x, (0'cc) is a solution of

Hence we find the solution of

= p xn x

to oe

and thus also may be solved the equation

c" c + m = 0,

and
C1 = {c . c. l.c 2 ...... c m + \}

m
,

which gives mn particular solutions, but contains no

arbitrary constant. And, in a similar way, particular
solutions may be found to

dx'
'

all of the form cV.

(144.) Many cases occur in which a particular solu-

tion may be obtained ; but we shall rather proceed to

consider such as more immediately depend upon the pre-

ceding part of this work. Unless we can combine our

various cases by some method of connection, there is little

use in considering them at present.
The nature of compound functions is of the first im-

portance. What connection exists between <pTfrx and

^0*? Till something more than we shall be able to

exhibit is made known upon this point, the Calculus of

Functions will be in much the same position as Arith-

metic without the knowledge of the relation which exists

between 6 times a and a times b.

We may call the preceding operations (namely, such as

(fry x, 0Y'x ;r
>
&c'-) compound functions of the second,

third, &c. orders, and 0, ^-, &c. their functional factors.
And 0Y^ anc* Vf mav be distinguished by calling the

ftrst the converse of the second, a term which must be

carefully distinguished from the inverse. The latter

term it might be more logical to call the contrary, but

custom has settled its present meaning.

(145.) Given the results of a compound operation of
the second order, and of its converse, required the opera-
tions themselves. That is, to solve the equations

y x=-ax -ty<j>x
= fix,

which give

a x = 0/6 <t>~
lx and

and therefore and ^ are respectively the functions by
which a is a derivative of /8, and ft of a. From the

method of determining these functions, given in (50.), it

appears that and ^ are in form inverse to each other.

But as they cannot be real inverses of each other, since

then 0^ and y$x would be respectively = x, the

forms only must be preserved, and different arbitrary
constants or functions taken. But this will require
that one relation should exist between those two arbitrary
constants or functions. For instance, let us propose

0^/ x == cosacos' 1^
iff (fix

= cos6cos~\r ;

the method requires that we should eliminate n between

cos a" cos~~'.r c and cos b" cos"
1

y = c',
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-\
(cos-'J;rf

-I -
1

yx = cos {C (cos-',r)
x

"J x = cos (C' (cos-'-r)"/
xs

Yr0,r = COS (C C'^COS-'j)
u

<t>yx = cos (C' C
1'
cos-V)

which satisfy the original conditions, if

CO = 6, which gives C' C" = o.

(146.) But if a and /8 be corresponding derivatives of

two other functions, as in the preceding case, the question

may be reduced as follows. Let it be required to solve

0y-,r = 00-'x ~<lr<t>x
= 0/80-';r,

and let 0i x and ^f, x be solutions of

0,f,j=ax y, 0, ,z = j; ;

then assume

(147.) If we apply the preceding conditions to the

solution of

\jtx
~ ax

we find

>ffl Aa

consequently to solve

0y,r = a(;r + m)
we have

y- ,r =

(148.) The following question is a particular case of

the last, in the same manner as that in (102.) is a par-
ticular case of that in (50.) Required a function, of

which one of the inconvertible inverses shall be such that

0_,0# is a given function of x. For instance, sup-

pose
U/ 3; Y' - X*t

in which, by the first equation, ^ is an inverse of0;
and, by 'the second equation, not a convertible inverse.

If we eliminate n between the equations

y = cos 2 it n i*"= c,

and pursue the preceding method, we find

X6 )

and the condition c = c" makes

if

0Vx=* and y$x = x**',

which is a very limited particular case of the problem in

question.

(149.) By the same method convertible functions may
be found, but not in a more general form than that

already given in (115.)

(150.) Required a function which shall be inverted
with respect to one variable, by an interchange of two
others. Of this a particular case is x + y z, the in-

verse of which with respect to x is x + z y.
Take any two similar functions of z and y, but which

have the same form with respect to x. Calling a, x and Calculus of

ay x these* functions, solve
Function*.

ijr x zzz cxs x ty x au j ;

then while by the method of solution ^ x is (the constant

excepted) an inverse of x, it is evident that, in the equa-
tions themselves, an interchange of z and y, accom-

panied by an interchange of and ^, makes no change
in the conditions of the problem. But the relation be-

tween the constants must be determined according to

the particular forms of each case.

For instance, if we assume

a,x = cosz cos"'j; myX = cosy cos"'*,

we find the function in question to be

and it may easily be shown that the derivatives of

functions which possess this properly also have the same ;

so that

are all functions in which y and z are interchanged by
inversion with respect to x.

(151.) Converse functions are simple derivatives of
each other. Thus aft is aft aa~

l
or (/8 ) a"

1
. Hence

converse functions are periodical together, and the

rath function of either is directly ascertained from

that of the other. And since any inconvertible inverse

a_! gives aa^x x, we have a ., aa~',r = x, or

a. l ax being fix, we find that a a; is a value of /8 x.

This is evident in the case chosen in (148.)

(152.) We now turn our attention to the general

equation
<}>*x = a x . . . . (1),

the solution of which is the general expression for

a" x, orthe nth functional inverse of x. It would appear
at first sight that 0"J? = x ought to be considered as a

particular case of this, and undoubtedly it will be so con-

sidered when the solutions of functional equations are as

general as the ideas implied in the equations themselves.

But in the mean while the following argument will show
that a peculiarity of x as distinguished from ax makes

every solution which we can obtain of (1) appear much
less extensive than those of 0*x = x.

From the preceding equation it follows that

0" (0 x) being = (0"j) .'. x = a x,

or and must be convertible. Now when ax = r, it

is convertible with every function of*; but when axis

any other function of x, however simple, it is convertible

only with a very inconsiderable variety of forms, and

those not all assignable at present. Now though
tjfx = x is a case of 0",r = *, we cannot for any useful

purpose consider them together, until we have some idea

how to fill up the void, if we may so speak, between ax
and x, so as to assign functions continually approaching
nearer and nearer to x in the extensiveness of the forms

with which they are convertible. See (9.) and (27.)

(153.) One solution of <j)*x
= a x arises from the sub-

stitution of - instead of n in the expression for a"x. But

* We here adopt a combination of the notation x and ax men-

tioned in (14.), to sigmfythat while * and a^x arc cognate func-

tion* of x, they are similar functions of z and y. Here x is the

subject to which the stated property is referred.

2 x2
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;n ]ike manner as we found various forms of lx in (33.)i
Functions.
>

*^~~-s by writing 0* = a x in the form 0s = ax . e"* *~ l

, k

being any positive or negative whole number, so we

may find many forms (whether all or not we cannot say)

\_

of a"x, by substituting for ax the form a x x e
s * Tv/~'.

For instance, let us suppose a * = x, obvious wth func-

tional inverses of which are the n forms of ,r"

suppose

^"X X" t
!l

v'~l.

Then, remembering that if

f i

we find

But

-HlrrT 8
**)

which gives an infinite number of values, corresponding
to the positive and negative whole values of k, in n

different series corresponding to the n forms of a";
one of these series containing only a finite number when

\_

a* and a are commensurable with the unit. The converti-

bility of the preceding expression with x' is easily esta-

blished, if we remember that

.

a 1

_X Qi ._

a 1

and thus we have an extension of the forms of the func-

tions which are convertible with x.

We shall here take the opportunity of observing
that, if n be increased without limit, the limit of the

preceding is x, or 0x, as we might suppose it would be.

(154.) A similar extension of form may be given to

the values of 0"* deduced in (46.), though without pre-

judice to the truth of the remarks in (48.). If in the

first example we assume tV)_,
= 2 v, + k v, k being any

positive or negative whole number, we have, if

x = tan 2 tan~' =
I x*

ax = pft /I~'JT.

In the general determination of /* from ft, ail arbitrary

function must be supposed to appear, from (50.) If

we now assume x = fi ty fi~'x, we find that the original

equation is satisfied by ty'x
= ft x, in the general solution

of which an arbitrary function also enters. Conse

quently, in determining /V /*"'*> we produce a result

with two arbitrary functions, having no means of proving
that these two reduce themselves to one, and knowing
that very different forms can be given to the two func-

tions, because the first depends upon ft and , and the

second on ft only; while ft may be any given form. And

being thus able to vary the forms of the arbitrary func-

tion, the general solution must be one which, explicitly

or implicitly, contains every possible form. We may,

therefore, conceive it possible that the general solution

contains an infinite number of arbitrary functions, the

subjects of which must satisfy one or more relations

derived from the nature of the function a x.

On the other hand, perhaps the preceding reasoning

may lead some to suspect that there should be no arbi-

trary function in the solution of 0"z = a x. And the

following reasoning may appear to be in favour of such

a suspicion. If we could find ro (x, c) a particular solu-

tion ofy'x = ft x, containing an arbitrary constant, the

latter might be immediately converted into an arbitrary

function by substituting Ox, the solution of

Now, as yet we have not the means of introducing
even an arbitrary constant (other than an integer) into

any single case of a*x.

(156.) The following method of solving tyx = a x is

given by Mr. Babbage.* Assume

Y/jr = 0/0~*,r a x = 0/"0~'j?,

where f is a known function. The solution of the

question is then reduced to the determination of from

0/" x = x.

Let us proceed to solve this as in (50.) If we call F
and A the exponential inverses of /and a, and eliminate

m from the two equations

f*"x = c am<p x =: c',

we find

mn = F x m-

Calculus of

Functions.

<j>'x = tan {2" tan- lj + (2"
-

1) k T} ;

which is equally true when n is fractional, but which in

the latter case gives as many different values as there

may be values of k.

(155.) But we have not any reason to suppose that

we can thus, even in these simple cases, give the most

remote idea of the general nature of the function which,

repeated n times, will give x. Nor can we, from

analogy, suppose the complete solution of any inverse

operation which does not contain an arbitrary function

or functions. And if we are to treat forms as different,

which we cannot prove to be the same, the following
consideration will show that we are not even to suppose

^
that a nx is limited in the number or character of its

arbitrary functions, but may require an infinite number of

arbitrary functions, with different subjects.

Let us again take <p"x = ax; and suppose a to be a

derivative of ft x ; thus

= A-'-F*
n

\-l
n

= A- '

because
-i)

a form in which the wth functional inverse has already
been obtained. With the forms of exponential inverses,

which are actually attainable, the preceding method is

therefore equivalent to the actual expression of a*x, by

giving n a fractional value. But for any thing which

appears to the contrary, the solution of

/*" =
p.
cos 2 if m T * = v cos 2 irm

may contain more general solutions. But some at-

tempts which we have made lead to an ambiguity
which will occur in a less complicated form hereafter.

(157.) The whole question relative to the solution of

\fr*x
a x is thus reduced to the solution of^"x= x 1 ;

Etiay, $c. Phil. Trans., 1815.
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2 ir K V - 1 + a"
Calculus of since any particular solution of this, cr x for example,
Functions.

_i.

^ v '

gives A-
1
to- Ax for a value of a"x, where A is the ex- or that it is

ponential inverse of a. But we have not any direct _ I

means of determining any other values for yx, except d(5JiJ4.V-l +

* - -. But by referring all functions to x', we may ^
ft

v ^ .

_
\ ^&;

arrive at a value of a*x for every value there given whence, the nth function of

of the nth functional inverse of x"; as follows: i a 1
Since we have generally (50.) 2 TT K V 1 + a"x being 2 a- K V 1 +

341
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Functions.

(where and /8 are any functions whatsoever, and A
and B their exponential inverses) let ft x = x, in which

case

B,= _? B". a.--"
X. a

i

Let OTJ be a value offt'x: whence we find by succes-

sive operation, that

is a value of "x. Take for wx its value already ob-

tained in (153.), namely,

^

X-' ( ^ 2 k irV"^ X if",
\a - i J

using X- l
,r for 6*. We have then

and therefore "* or A" 1 B ro B~ l Ax is the function

A- 1 of
I

- ~
A,<z

But here we must observe, that the absolute manner
in which the nth inverse of x" was obtained depended

upon the successive operations not inverting
"irvCr

, so

that the result appeared in the form 6"V^I . ^ or ^
But in any other case we must remember that the use

of the general form $x x e""'^1

requires an equally
general form of inversion : and without it, as we shall

see, we cannot make the preceding give an nth inverse
of ax, but only of a particular class of its derivatives.
If then we assume

xx-

\\-*(-\a. A*) = X-'f

and substitute, writing

. A.x) + 2k" J~

K for

v/e have for the value of a*x

')j
/'Xa

(158.) We may easily discover the conditions of
verification of this expression by observing that it is a
derivative of

the nth function of the preceding is

-"1^ 2 * T+ a 0- l

the only apparent case in which this gives the value

ax or A '

(Aar 1) is when K = 0, which explicitly
reduces the nth function to the form A~l

(A* 1); so

that, returning to the general form, we find the follow-
i

ing as an expression for a"x; namely,

'f - -LxW li
l_ Xa I \a I

subject to the following equation between the arbitrary

integers implied in its most general meaning ;

"- 1
a"k"= 0.

Various functions will arise in which the equation of

condition becomes unnecessary ; but, generally speaking,
it must not be neglected.

Unsatisfactory as the preceding must necessarily be,
we have thought it might be useful, in order to direct

the attention of our readers to this curious and by no
means finally settled subject of the inversion of the

exponential function of Algebra.* The difficulty is or

the same character as that contained in cos"' cos x, or

any other function which has different inverses, and is

comparatively little felt in problems whose scope and

meaning have been more attended to than the present
one. We see, however, that we have not yet succeeded
in obtaining a solution with an arbitrary constant: for

though a is such at the outset, the equation of condition

deprives it of that character, by making it a function of

arbitrary integers only.
The solution of yx =r ax, in all its generality, is a

fundamental inquiry in the subject of the present Trea-
tise : nor can more essential progress be looked for with-

out it, than in common Algebra without the complete
solution of j;*= 1. Our own suspicion is, that the

'solutions are infinite in number, but embraced under a

finite number of forms ; but we hope the subject will

be further considered.

(159.) The method of representing the nth functions

* The extension lately asserted of the logarithms of unity and
of numbers in general has not been adopted by us, because we
cannot agree with those who think it established. The funda-
mental assumptions have not been explained with sufficient clear-

ness for us to undertake to specify our objections. If it be really
meant to be asserted that

e to the (2 k+ 2kf - / -
l)th power = 1,

in the usual sense of such a formula, we must entirely dissent from
the conclusion.
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gjve a f()rm of their functional inverses. And it is neces-

sary that every such inverse of a periodic function should

be a periodic function : for if rf>"x = x, where a'x x,

we must have 0Tr = x. And since these conditions
i

can be fulfilled in periodic functions of the form (!)*,

j/
1

'", &c., and since any periodic function may be made
a derivative of any other of the same kind, we can ex-

press any periodic function of the pih order in the form
i

0(l)p0~',r, and the nth functional inverse of this will
t

be (I)p0"'ar. The arbitrary function contained in the

general method of determining 0, given in (75.),
shows that in this case, at least, there is an arbitrary

fe frail = ftfiV. similarly, let /a/s/, x be a particular Calculus of

"solution of ] at x, and so on. Then will d (/./._, . . . /s/, x)
Functions.

be a general solution of the requisite conditions : for
v~

though, for instance, _/i
as x is different from f\ x, yet

similarity of form is restored by the operation^, and so

on for the rest. A similar method may be applied to

the solution of the simultaneous equations a, x = 0/5, x
a2 x =: fit x ,

which indeed amounts to substituting in

the preceding or, /3f
l

for , x, and so on.

(163.) But the preceding process must be subject to

the condition that/,, does not invert/._/,., does not

invert __, &c. according to the remark in (99.) We
shall proceed to some instances.

Let mx and n x be the functions in question. A par-

ticular solution of (mx) = 0jr is cos 2 v -
: we have

\ n x \x
0cos2n-- = cos 2 ir- .

\m \m

function in a*x, unless, which may happen, it disappears therefore to solve the equation
i i

in forming 0(1)"'' 0"'j as well as (1)" 0~'x.

(160.) We now take the equation <p"x = a"x, ofwhich
one class of solutions is contained in the various th in- Let
verses of a"x. But another class is found as follows.

Let /3 be any periodic function of the order n, or a sub-

multiple of n, and assume (j>x = /6 a x. Then, if /Sand or
a be convertible, it is easily shown that <j)"x is the same

as ft* a*x or a"x. Thus being a periodic function of

A W

\x
cos2ir- =

\m
= 00J,

the second order, convertible with a;*, is a solution of
x*

<j?x = x*. But we are not in possession of any method

by which it can be found what periodic functions are con-

vertible with any given function.

(161.) If it ever be necessary to consider the succes-

sive functions of a x as derivatives of each other, it may
be done by the method of (50.), and the result will be as

follows: if

-> = />/-'*,
then fx must be deduced from the equation

A/*_^
Ax

~~

q'
where A x is the exponential inverse of a x, and different

values of the arbitrary constant may be employed in the
numerator and denominator.
The following theorem may also be deduced. Let

a** =/, /;'*,
and let

cf**x =
p a? 0-'x,

then among all the functions which may be found to

satisfy the conditions imposed onfp and 0,,,
a set may be

found between which the following relations exist:

fix fax

f,x = 0,0,,r

fo 0,0.0,*, &c.,

or

/+,* = 0. 0.., ... 0.-P/..,, X.

(162.) Mr. Babbage* has given the following method
of ascertaining the value of a function which does not

change when x is changed into a
t x,at x ,... ajc. Find

a particular solution of or, x, which call/,*; then find

a particular solution of t t x, and find what function the

latter is of /, x, or exhibit it in the form ^/, x : so that

*
Philosophical Transactions, 1815.

where <f>Qx is the function now to be found, and <j>x

is itself, by preceding methods, the same as yQ-'x
where ^ n x = ty x. Hence ^ 0" 1 Q x is the function in

question, which is, for convertible inverses, the same as

Y' n x, which by hypothesis (unless the solution is assumed
in the solution) satisfies ty n x = ^ x only. We have

then, owing to the inversion above alluded to, and

contrary to the limitation mentioned in (99.) aban-

doned the condition already satisfied, in trying to secure

the other. And it must be observed that the theorem of

(104.) is not true, if an inconvertible inverse of be made
to take the place of" 1

.

(164.) If, however, taking inconvertible inverses, we

carry on the process, we may arrive at this sort of solu-

tion, namely, an ambiguous function of ,r, which shall be

absolutely unchanged when x is changed into nx,
and changed from one of its values to another when x is

\x
changed into mx. For we find V x = cos2n-- .

\n

= cos-

\n
\m \x \

'ir - + 2wir
].\m J

where w is any whole number, positive or negative.
This is

cos

in which a change of x into n x causes no change, and
x into m x adds 1 to w, or gives another value of the

function. The conditions are indeed satisfied when
m is a whole power of n, but this gives only a case of
ofx = x, following from a x ,r.

If possible, let there be a function of x which does
not change when x is changed into m x or n x. It is

easily proved that it will not change when w'w'x is sub-
stituted for x, a and b being any two whole numbers,

positive or negative. But these whole numbers may be
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Caiculus of so taken, that rrfrt may, ifXm and \n be incommen-
mctions. surai,]ej be made as near as we please to any given
*"s/'

quantity c. Hence the continuous solution, in a form

independent of the specific values of m and n, is a

solution of <t>cx=.<(>x, for all values of c. Such a

solution is then impossible, in any sense in which we

consider equations as solved in Algebra.

(165.) The preceding solution is an accident arising

from our having functions for which 0^0 x is of the

formjr + c. If we take *" and nx, and extend the

theorem in (104.) to the case where 0_, is written for

0~ l

, for trial only, according as we take one function or

the other first, we arrive at the results

cos 2
m'\x
\n

and cos 2 v
X (\x-\-w\n)

\m '

the first of which again, by a peculiarity of this case, is

such a solution as that in the last article for all whole

values of m, and positive whole values of w. The second

is not in any case such a solution, but it leads us to the

following remark.

If we may suppose w to have any value whatsoever,
then the second formula becomes a solution of the

question ; for the substitution of xm instead of x gives

XI \x + w
) + Xm

cos 2 JT .
\mj

Xm

equivalent to changing w into : while the substitu-
X m

tion of n x for x gives

\(\x + (w + l)X?i)

~XlT~ ~~'

which is equivalent to changing w into w + 1. We
can, by this method, generally obtain a solution of the

following problem: Given or, x, a, x, &c., required such
a function <f>x, that <piX,<j>a^c, &c. shall only differ

from <f>x in the values of constants.

(166.) Let us take any two functions, ax and fix,
the exponential inverses of which are A.X and Bx, and
cos 2 TT A x is a value of ax. We have, therefore, to

solve the equation

so that cos 2 i A x may be a value both of x and

ZPx. A value of <j> x (102.) is cos2?rB A" 1

COS~\T,
7T

and therefore the equation derived from the preceding
method is

-j + w or

as appears from (105.), since w may be indifferently
a positive or negative whole number. Here it is evident
that in all cases the substitution of ax for x is the
alteration of a constant, and that if ax and /3 x be con-

vertible, the substitution of fix for * changes Ba"x
into Bfta"x or Ba"x - 1 giving no change in the
cosine.

Thus the ambiguous solution of the first example
may be obtained in all cases of convertible functions.

(167.) If the two functions in question be periodic
and convertible, the condition may be generally satisfied.

If, for instance, ax and fix be periodic convertible func-
tions of the second order, then

x+otx + ftx + afix

does not change when x is changed into otx, or into B x, Calculus of

becoming in these two cases Functions.

ax + x + fiax + fix
and

px + aflx + x + ccx,

which are equal, since a fix = fi x. Hence

fulfils the conditions <pax = x, <j>px <j>x.

Similarly, periodic and convertible functions of the

third order, ax and /3x, being given, the function

Cx
+ ax + fix \

+ a*X + Px + P*X \

+ x>Px + p>x + a!> P1x/
satisfies the conditions </)ax = <}>px = <]>x.

And generally, if al x, as x .... acm x be m periodic
functions of the nth order, which are mutually converti-

ble, two and two, it follows that

for every value of each of the quantities a, a, .....
between and n 1 inclusive, satisfies the conditions

0ar, x = (j)x <j>atX=:<j>x, &c.

(168.) When periodic functions are not convertible, a

similar formula may be constructed, if their compound
functions are periodic : but it must be observed, that

in the case of periodic functions of the second order, if

the compound function be periodic, and of the second

order, the functions must be convertible : and the con-

verse. For if

ofx = x ft' x = x a ft a ft x = x,

we have

a*/3a/3x &x or (Saflx ax

[I a fi'x = a fix or pax = aflx.

(169.) When the compound function is not periodis
e have no method of solving this question. In fact,

\{<j>ax <px<ppxz=<t>x, a"x=x (Fx = x, we have

also (3 x = x, and if a ^ be not periodic, we cannot
solve this equation directly or indirectly, except only
in the case where a ft is one of the forms noticed in

(112.)

(170.) We shall now give some methods of reduc-

tion of functional equations to more simple forms.

Several are derived from Mr. Babbage's Papers in the

Philosophical Transactions. Indeed, without these

papers, and the elementary treatise ofexamples published
with the examples to the Cambridge translation of

Lacroix, the third branch of the subject mentioned in

(94.) could not have been said to exist in a defined

form.

Let (y)"Vf /3i'= f-x.

where by (tya)* is meant ty a tya, &c., and the reader

must not confound (fy a)* with ^-"a", the two being the

same only when ^ and a are convertible. Let

^ x =
which gives

7/3"'a <j>x :

this equation may also be reduced to

X"^x = <Y /3"
1 a x where \ x = y *.
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(171.) Though the reduction of any periodic function
c ions.

t() a Derivative Of anv otner Of tne same order makes it

obvious that no apparent generality of solution of

ys'x = a: does in reality contain more than can be com-

prised under the form (1)" <j>~'x, yet the following so-

lution may give an idea of the variety of forms which the

last-mentioned expression may contain. Let

Y<"x=x and
tjt
x = 0/0"'j,

or

0/* 0"
1

a: # and 0/"x T_

Let fx be a periodic function of the k?ith order, and
take x any symmetrical function of

f f*r fln
-r fC'-if'rJC I JC I tK t t . I X,

then 0x is a solution of the preceding equation.
(172.) Questions might be proposed which occupy

the same position in the Calculus of Functions with
those on indeterminate equations in common Algebra.
One example ofsuch questions is contained in the follow-

ing.* Let ax and fix be two rational and integral
functions of the degrees in and n, having the roots

a, a3 am

Let
"/ x beany third function whatsoever; required

solutions of the equation

ax x -f- /J x Y' * y J-

If we signify by a'x anAfi'x the differential coefficients

of ax and fix, it follows from the theory of equations
that of the quantities

Of X otXi
x a, or'ff,' x Of a'ffj'

all disappear when x is equal to either of the series ,,

a,, &c., except only one which becomes equal to unity ;

while
R r fi

&c.

are in all those cases severally equal to unity, and
vanish w.hen x is any root ofx. Hence the expres-
sion

fi x ax fixa x

Similarly,

a'a, . fta, x at a'a, . /3 at

= when x is any root of fix,
= 1 when x is any root of ax.

aX fix

X 6, fi' 6, . 6, x b, fi'bt . ab,~
= 1 when x is any root of fi x,

= when x is any root of x ;

consequently the expression

ax 1

b fi'b . i

is equal to unity when x is any root either of ax or fix,
that is, for m + n values of x. But its degree is only

m-\-n 1, therefore it cannot contain x, and must be

identically equal to unity. From which it is evident,

thatyx multiplied by the preceding coefficients of x
and fix give <j)x and tyx the solutions of the equation.
The same process may be extended to any number of

terms, thus enabling us always to give a solution of the

equation

*
Cauchy, Extrcices de Mathematiquet, vol. i. p 160.

2(,r .0,r) = 7X, Calculus of

where a, x, a^x,
&c. are rational and integral functions.

Functlons
.

The distinction between this solution and any other of
s "v~"-''

the infinite number which might evidently be taken
consists in its always giving a rational and integral
solution whenever </? is rational and integral.

(173.) Required a curve of such a nature, that any
ordinate y being taken to the abscissa x, and also to an
abscissa which is a given function of the first abscissa and
ordinate, the second ordinate may be equal to the first

abscissa.

Let y tyx be the equation of the curve required,
and let a (x,y) be the given function of the abscissa and
ordinate. Then by the conditions, the ordinate, which
has a (x, y) for its abscissa, is equal to x ; or

V a (x, Y x) = x.

Let ty x = ^y^'j, which gives

0/0-' a (;r, 0/0-'x) = x,
or

0/0-' (0,1, 0/j) = X

<*(<j>x,<t>fx) = <j>f-
l

x,

which, taking any given form for/ is a common func-
tional equation with respect to 0.

If, for instance, we take for/,r any periodic function of
the second order, in which casef~'x =fx, we can from
the preceding equation deduce one of the following form,

0/x=/30o:;
the solutions of which are discontinuous, unless /8 be
also a periodic function of the second order ; in which
case we have the means of solution from (50.)

(174.) Let

F(x, yx, y8a*. V"/3 x ---- ) = 0,

F, or, /),.... being given forms.

Find a function x which does not change when x,

P x , . . . are severally substituted for x, and write

f-
1

Ji for V x. The equation then becomes

Let y =: ,x, which gives

or, J being known, the equation is reduced to the form

F,(y, 0y,0?

y....) = 0.

Let 0y = x/X~'y> f being a known form; which

gives

Pi(xy.x/, xfy ....) = o.

The solutions of this equation may be divided into two
kinds : those which are periodic and those which are not

periodic. If we assume for f a periodic form, then

and consequently ">jr
must be periodic, if x and J be con-

tinuous. In that case, the non-periodic values of ^ will

answer to discontinuous forms of ^ : conversely, if we

assume/ to be non-periodic, the periodic forms of ^, if

any, will answer to discontinuous values of%. In the

preceding solution, however, a point must be held in

mind which considerably limits its generality. In the

first substitution
~ l

0,r, and the subsequent assump-
tion of ~'0ax =: i-~

l

<pl-x, because x =
,r, we

may be led into the mistake pointed out in (163.) Gene-

rally speaking, it must be taken as a rule that the

operation
~ l

performed upon 4, whatever may have been
the intermediate operations, produces a result which does
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^ *
termediate operations, where x anff ? are wholly indepen-
dent. If, for instance, we were to apply the preceding-

reasoning to the equation

F (x, y x, y oc x ) = 0,

say, for a particular example, to

the first result of the substitution would be

from which it would appear that we could immediately
determine 0x. But the truth is, that though x = 0;

yet, firstly, the consequence <j>ax = x is only true ot

those forms of which do not invert any periodic terms

of I, and we thus perhaps throw away some forms of

the solution ; secondly, it does not follow that ~'0,r =
~ l

(f>x, and indeed will not be true of most of the forms
which we have found. Take, for instance, a?= ax,
and let

Let

the preceding is the construction of "'0.r, &c., in the

ordinary and usual meaning of the symbols of com-

pound functions; that is, assuming 0^ \x to be the
same thing as (0V)x^> and (''0) ax to mean the

same thing as '0(a,r). It is true that, if we per-
form successively the operations a x, a* (which is |x)
&c., we do arrive at the same result as x; but

owing to the ambiguity of the process of inversion, we
cannot say that (-' 0|) ax = (r'0).r, where T'0
is considered as one defined operation. But this is what
is meant in the substitution of ~'0.r instead of
the solution of

in

and the introduction of the substitution without attention
to this circumstance would be equivalent to confounding
the preceding equation with

^fx(l -f- ax) = ft a.

(175.) The reduction of an equation to an equation of
differences can be more simply done by means of the ex-

ponential inverse : and the method we now give is the
same in effect as that of Laplace, the finding of the

exponential inverse required answering to the first of the

integrations in article (100.) Let

F (x, a x, /6 x) :=: :

write or'x for x, and this becomes

F (ar'x, x, <f> ft a -'x) = 0.

Find E x the exponential inverse of ft a'
1

!, and assume
<t>x = y Ex. Then0/8a-'x= YfE/3cr'x= y<-(Ex 1).
Substitute in the equation, and write E~'x for x, which
gives

F {-' E-'x, V *, V (* 1)} = 0,

or, writing v, for V Or 1),

a common equation of differences. Similarly, if

F (r, x, a x, a*x .... oTx) =
let Ax be the exponential inverse of ax, and let y Ax
be the solution required. Then

VOL. II.

x = y (Ax -
i)

a8x = V (A a x - 1 ) = y (A x -
2), &c.

Substitute these values, write A~'x for x, and v,
which gives

F(A-'x, Va y I+, ,+.)
= 0.

Let

F (u; J, a x, a*x . . . . a"x) =
where

0a0~'.r = y x.

This, as before, may be reduced to

F (A'
1

*. ,, ?/,+. . . . i/I+n _,) = 0.

(176.) The question of the actual solution of any
given functional equation is yet far from capable of being
solved, unless in a few particular cases. By observing,
however, one general form, we shall be able to see to

what species of processes we must look as the means of

attaining the object. Let us take the general equation
of the first degree

0x + /6x0acx =70-.... (1).

Firstly, two solutions of this equation can differ only

by a solution of

for if OTX and ra
l
x both satisfy equation (1), we have

(GT x CT,X) -f- /8 x (ra a x or, a x) =0,

or or x CT
I
x satisfies equation (2).

Again, it must be evident that if cr x and w, x are

Tff &
particular solutions of (2), then is also a solution

CT[X
of

0x a x = . . . . (3),

which can readily be obtained when A x is known.
The solution of equation (1) either contains one arbi-

trary constant only, (that is, more than is contained in

ax, &c.,) or an infinite number. For if it contain a
finite number, let 0xbelhe solution with the greatest

possible number of constants. Let one of these con-

stants be c, and differentiate both sides of (1) with

respect to c, giving

d x d a x

dc dc

But
-j

is the same function of x which is
dc dc

of x ; so that - is a solution of (2), and thence

Calculus oi

Functions.

d<f>x
0.t-f c 3 is also a solution of (1) ; that is, there

dc

may be one more than the number ofconstants assumed,
which is against the supposition. By the same reasoning
it may be shown that the most general solution of (2)
as to constants can have one only or an infinite number.
And since the difference of any two solutions of (I) is a

solution of (2), &e , the most general algebraical form of
the solution of (1) is

fix + c . vx,

where p. x is a solution of (1), not containing a constant,

and v x a solution of (2). If in this we write x for c,

we have the most general solution, unless a solution can

be given for (1) containing an infinite number ofarbitrary
constants.

2 Y
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jo an infinite number of algebraical forms different from

v""~"v**-'

each other, which are solutions of the equation. The
same does any one constant entering

1 in a manner which
admits of the result being algebraically expanded in a
series of powers of the constant. For if

Ci ro, x + CjCT8 x + . . . . ad inf.,

or

T
O
i + CT, x . c + cr8 x . c

!+ .... adinf.

be solutions of equation (I), in which c does not enter

into ax, fix, or yx, it follows that OTO ,T, ro, x, &c. are

severally solutions of (1). But this cannot be if cr, x,

BT,jr, &c. contain only the ordinary transcemlants of

Algebra, still less if they are common algebraical func-

tions, as in that case ^m x, CT, x, and GJ,X being solu-

tions of (1), t3m x ?z,x and OT,, x r?,x are solutions

of (2), and

that is, the equation <f>x = <j>x is solved by a func-

tion containing only the common expressions of Algebra,
which, unless in the case ofa periodic function, we think

preceding evidence entitles us to say, cannot be ; at

least, never has been found so to be. This finally re-

duces the most general form of the algebraic solution

of (1) to

/i x + c . v
.r,

where fix is the most general algebraic solution inde-

pendent of new constants, and vx the same of (2).

Consequently
0jr = /U.T-(- or x . v x

is the most general solution.

(177.) The particular solutions of (1), as found by
trial or otherwise, may be of any number of forms, since,

if any specific value be given to c, fix + c vx does not

contain an arbitrary constant. But the particular solu-

tions of (2) will be all of one form, the difference being

only in a constant factor. Thus in the case of

cr* x* \

of which x* + x' and X* x3 are particular solutions,

caf is found to be the only algebraical solution of

(178.) We have before seen that the theory of dis-

continuous functions must form the link between those

of periodic and non-periodic functions. The former are,

if we may so express it, the rational quantities of this

branch of the subject, when considered in all their extent :

the whole numbers, when the successive functions only,
and not functional inverses, are considered. The dis-

continuous function is the radical sign, and is necessary
to the expressing of psriodic by means of non-periodic
functions, and vice versa.

To any functional equation whatsoever, an infinite

number of discontinuous solutions may be found, sub-

ject only to the condition that the solutions of continuity
must take place at the values of x contained in the series

.... a"
1

c, c, a c, of c, a* e, ....

where c is any given quantity, and ax one of the func-

tions which enters under an unknown functional symbol.
For example, take the equation (1) now under con-

sideration, and suppose, for instance, that a x increases

from x = octojr= + oc, and let the values of a x Calculus of

ofx .... when x = be denoted by c,, c,, &c. Function*..

Let there be a discontinuous function, which, from N- -/""'

x = to x = clf is TO x, from x = c, to x = CB is CT, x,
and so on. Assuming, therefore, A, to represent a

function of x which is unity for all values of x between

c, and
C.+,,

and nothing for all others, let us assume

<f>x = A ra x -j- A, CT, x + A, ^t x + ....

If for x we take a value lying between c, and c.+1 , we
have

> a x = A e
rt-f-l

1
a r,

(fix ~ T?,X (fiax = CT^,., u x :

let the following conditions exist between CT
jr, or, i. .

CT, x + /8 x cr, a x = y x, &c.
;

and the equation (1) is evidently satisfied for all values

of x from nothing to infinity. An additional series

would make the solution true for all negative values, and
the generality of the solution might be further increased

by supposing rvx itself discontinuous, ra,x, &c. being
then discontinuous in a corresponding manner.

(179). Thus, to solve the equation <p (x + a) = x, let

a straight line carrying points equidistant from each other

by a move parallel to itself, so that one of the points
moves from its first position to that of the next point,
over an arc of any curve, continuous or discontinuous.

Then the succession of branches so obtained is a discon-

tinuous solution of the equation.
In the same manner, any other case of <j> a x = $ x

may be shown to have an infinite number of discon-

tinuous solutions ; and therefore the solution of (1) or

<j>x=:/tx + !iax.vx

maybe subject to discontinuity in the term gotx, even

where the functions fix and vx are continuous.

(180.) Wherever an arbitrary constant is a part of a

solution, that is to say, a constant which does not enter

expressly into the conditions of the problem, it must be

determined by the particular circumstances of the pro-
blem. The constant of integration is only one particular

case, though the appearance of a constant is usually
held almost peculiar to integration. But a wider in-

duction from observation of solutions leads us to infer

that though the solution of the problem of giving a value

to a form does not introduce a constant, yet the latter

must always be looked for where the object is to

assign forms which stand in specified relations to other

forms.

By the term constant we see that we now mean any
function whatsoever which does not change under any

changes which are supposed in the equation, or which

become necessary to be considered in the actual verifica-

tion ofthe conditions of the problem. In the Differential

Calculus only is this constant absolutely constant in the

primitive sense of the term, the reason being, that every

possible continuous change is undergone by the variable,

and the constant must therefore satisfy Ac=0 for

every value of the difference of the variable. In the

Calculus of Finite Differences, (which perhaps analogy

may at a future time denominate discontinuous differ-

ences,) the condition is Ac = for given finite values

of the difference of the variable. In the Calculus of Func-
tions the condition is A c = for given changes ofform
of the variable. And this, it must be observed, may lead us,
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F unctions, tion, to either of the following species of arbitrary con-
v-*v-' stants.

1. A continuous function of x, unchanged when x is

changed into a x, ft x, &c.

2. A discontinuous function of the same kind.

3. A continuous constant, that is to say, a constant

in the primitive notion of the word.

4. A discontinuous constant, that is, a discontinuous

function of x, which only so far depends upon r, as cer-

tain values of the latter mark the epochs of the solutions

of continuity.*

(181.) The last-mentioned sort of constant, being of a

somewhat unusual character, requires some discussion.

The question is, can the equation a x = <px be satis-

fied by a function of x, which is

c,
from x = a

c
a
from x = a

c, from x =
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Functions, being direct and inverse operations of which either may
" ~-v-"- be assumed as direct, the question being the same in both.

But the developement of a function in an infinite series

of terms involves the inverse operation of invelopement,
with the consideration ofa remainder, unknown both in

form and magnitude, except by its developement. If this

remainder be to be determined by a functional equation,

and directly or indirectly many are so determined, an arbi-

trary constant may enter the solution, and the process

may be vitiated if its existence be unknown, as has re-

peatedly happened. If the remainder be that of a conver-

gent series, and diminishing without limit as the number
of preceding terms is increased without limit, the constant

being neglected, this does not make the last-mentioned

constant, if entering by itself, diminish without limit. On
the contrary, it is rather in a divergent series that an

independent constant term may be neglected ; and it

happens, in fact, to be the case, that series which are or

may be divergent present fewer difficulties in this

respect than those which are always convergent. But
in the case of a divergent series the form of the remain-

der is independent of the magnitude of the quantity,
and the arbitrary constant must not be neglected.
Some writers have rejected divergent series, on account

ofthe difficulties to which they are subject. But we shall

endeavour to make it appear likely that series which are

never divergent should be much more cautiously used.

Or rather we should say, that this has been already

taught in the case of series arising from the inversion of

periodic series, such as those for the sine, cosine, &e.,

and that it maybe useful to- make the same more appa-
rent in the case of other series.

The difficulties which lie in the way of the solution of

functional equations will render it impossible to apply
the preceding method in its full extent. But whereas

it has been usual to search both for the form of the con-

stant, (that is, to determine the intervals of continuity,
where discontinuity has been proved or suspected,) and

its values from the circumstances of each particular case,

the preceding method may be made useful in pointing
out the former, in cases where the determination of the

required invelopement is not possible. But we shall

give an instance, to show that the method does explain
some of the circumstances which have occasioned per-

plexity in treating of series. The first example will

show that the constant of the calculus of finite differences

is a particular case.

(185.) Let

which is evidently the functional equation from which

the invelopement of the following series may be obtained,

Similarly

gives

and

gives

= fix + -<trax

YT x = fix +

,1 1 , Calculus of
and h + m + -, and C' between h + m + - and Functions.

>& <

h + m + 1. This is expressed by

C tJ

LetaJr= x + 1. It will be found that0(j+ 1) = <f>x

cannot be satisfied by any but a periodically discon-

tinuous constant. Let h be any given vame of x, and
m being a whole number, positive or negative, let the

value of the constant be C between the limits h 4- m

Consequently the solution of every equation of finite

differences of the usual form may contain a discon-

tinuous constant of this species, in which it is worthy of

remark that the determination of the epochs of discon-

tinuity contains an arbitrary constant.

(186.) Next, let a x = of. The equation <j> x* = <j> x

may be solved by a discontinuous constant of the form

C-x, -. + C'_,, + C" + C'
,+l + C'"+1 + C+1 , x>

these being what we have called single values when
x = 0, and when x =: 1.

Let us consider the equation

a particular solution of which is x. Another particular

solution is -
(177.) ; but we find a solution of

x

1 +x*

<px = x -,
X

and hence the general solution of the equation (as to

continuous constant solutions of <j>x* = x) is

the developement of (/> x in a series is as follows,

x x x* x x*
=

Y+x'-
+
T+x*

'

1+^
&c. &c.,

which presents several curious circumstances. It is

always convergent, is not periodic for possible values o

x, is a symmetrical function (apparently) of x and -,

while the invelopement of it cannot be so, even if we take

the most general of the solutions which we have found,

namely,
1

The value of the series may to all appearance be deter-

mined by common Algebra as follows. Divide <px by
1 Xs

,
which gives

<px x x' __ x**'= ~ + * L

which will be found by developing each term to be

x + x* + Xs + &c. ad infinitum,
for

2m+I X 2 ra + 2 - 1

can be easily shown to be equal to a given odd number
for only one whole value ofm and n. That is, we have

$x x

but proceeding in precisely the same manner to develope

each term in powers of - we find that
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<t>x
or <f>

1 -*-'

But at the same time, the series being always conver-

gent, we may easily find by summation that it fulfils the

following conditions :

when x lies between 1 x x

when x r =
I

when ;r>lor<-l <px = -.

If we now proceed to determine the discontinuous

constant, we may do it, knowing the epochs of discon-

tinuity, by observing that, as x diminishes or increases

without limit, and x X <f>x have the limit 1. As-
x

suming, therefore, the expression

f ^
x + clx-- I,

we see that, since the only changes of the constant (the

single value excepted) take place at x = + 1 and

a' = 1, the value of the constant must be expressed by

(- 1 >-oe.-i + (0)_ ll+I + (- l)+1 ,+x + (0) ,

in which, as it happens, it is unnecessary to express the

single value. And this confirms what precedes.

(187.) The principle in which the preceding process
differs from common Algebra is in the adoption of an

axiom which may be thus stated : discontinuous func-
tions are to be admitted as solutions of an equation, when

they satisfy its conditions. All the rest is a necessary

consequence of ordinary reasoning. This axiom is

already admitted and used in various parts of Mathe-
matics ; and is, in fact, tacitly allowed in the explana-
tion which is usually given of the above. Let

be the equation whose roots are x* and y"". Then

r= *L + J_ a. =B .*l + I A + .

]

a, a, a.
, a2 a,

4
, &c.

*
I 4

a, as a, a t at a, at fr
t
aB
+ &c.

By similar reasoning, and neglecting the remainder, y
may be expanded into the same series

; which is, there-

fore, an .nalytical representation of either root. If

y = -, this series becomes the preceding ; and, as in all

other cases yet observed, though it represents either

root, gives the least root by arithmetical approxima-
tion. This theorem, namely, that the developement of
an ambiguous function gives, arithmetically considered,
the least of the values of the invelopement, has never, so
far as we know, been generally proved. Generally
speaking, divergency has been the consequence of an

attempt to expand any other value, but in the preceding
instance this is not the case. And the same occurs in

cases of infinitely continued fractions, the invelopement of
which is generally ambiguous, the arithmetical value
of the continued fraction always giving the least of the
values.

(188.) As another example, take the case of

The solution of which is C (1 x), where C may be Calculus of

subject to the same discontinuity as before. If we con- Functions.

sider the continued product
v-" v**-'

1

or

.

1 + r.

I -x

1

1 +
1

1

.... ad inf.,

l-x
1 _ i. ] + x*

1 _ ^x

we see that it is 1 x for all values of x lying between

1 and + 1, and for all others. This confirms the

solution derived from the functional equation, which is

(189.) From what precedes we may gather that the

discontinuous constant (for all discontinuously variable

functions may be reduced to functions involving discon-

tinuous constants) supplies the place of the symbols of

ambiguity in Algebra, in cases where the generality of

any unknown form prevents the ambiguity from being

explicitly considered : and also that the epochs of dis-

continuity may be determined from the known functions

of which unknown functions enter.

The discontinuity of the arbitrary function which

enters the solution of a partial differential equation has

long been allowed to be possible; but we are not aware

that the possible discontinuity of the constant of integra-
tion has received any attention. But the fundamental

difference of a common functional symbol and a differen-

tial coefficient renders it unlikely that the last-mentioned

branch of the subject will present very perceptible ana-

logies with that just considered.

(190.) We shall now proceed to consider the difficul-

ties which stand in the way of actually finding particular
solutions of the equations

tyx fix + yxyx ... .(1)

corresponding to the equations of differences

u, = ft A~'x -f- 7 A~'x ,.,

v, = 7 A'
1* w_,.

As all that has hitherto preceded seems to point out

the difficulty, perhaps impossibility, of making any pro-

gress, except in cases which admit of *x being expressed
as an explicit function of w, we shall assume this opera-
tion as fundamental in the case of all positive and nega-
tive whole values of n. That is, we shall assume the

exponential inverse Ax to be given when the form of

ax is given.

(191.) All functions may be divided into three classes.

1. Periodic functions of a finite order, which satisfy
the equation a"x = x for some whole value of n.

2. What we will call periodic functions of an infinite

order, being those in which a"x has a finite limit when
n increases without limit. For, as we have shown in

(37.), the limit in question is a solution of ax = x, and

gives a u*x x when n is infinite.

3. Functions in which a'x increases or decreases

without limit, x = oc or x = not being a root of

a x = x, and which therefore have no periodic character

whatsoever.

(192.) In the first of these cases, equation (1) admits

of absolute solution. We have already had an instance

(137.) : the general method (which is due to Mr. Bab-

bage) being, if a"x = x, eliminate^' J. Y^a^.r. . . y/"~',r,
from the equations
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ax = fictx

-f- / x Y' *

-f- 7 -i tyo?

giving

numerator of P shall be nothing. It may also be Calculus of

easily shown that the condition 1 e. e, . . . . c. ,
=

J^IOPS.
is required in order that P = c P, may be possible.

(194.) Given ax, required values of C , c,, &c., which

will satisfy the condition

1 - c c, ---- -, = 0.

It is evident that

yx ,
1 "i

x "i ax y ax .... 7 a x

When the numerator and denominator are both finite,

no arbitrary constant can enter ; for a solution of

<j>x "i
x <j>x gives

1 y X y ax . .. . y a*~'x,

which makes the denominator of the preceding infinite.

Excepting discontinuous solutions, we have here then

the complete and only solution. But it must be ob-

served, that the discontinuous function is of the species
noticed in (72.), and the method might be extended to

this case.

(193.) In what follows, we mean by P ,
a , &e., func-

tions of x ; by P,, a,, &c. the corresponding functions

of ax, and so on. So that the solution of

p _ + c B.+ c.c, B. + .... + c c, .... c.- a Bn_,

1 - c c,c8 ---- c._,

The denominator of this solution must vanish when-

ever the numerator vanishes, except only when B = 0.

For if the numerator vanish without the denominator,

P. = 0, P, = 0, and therefore B = 0. But this appears
more clearly by observing that the first of the following

equations gives all the rest, and that they give an equa-
tion of condition among c

, c,, &c. For simplicity, we

suppose the periodic function to be of the fourth order,

(c,
= c , B4=B , &c.)

B + c, B, + c c, Bs + C c, c, B3 =
B, + c, B, + c, c, Ba + c, c8 c3 B
B8 + c8 B8 + Pa c,B.+ c8 c,c,B 1

=
B, + c8 B. + o.c.B, + C.C.C, B8 = 0.

Now there cannot be two perfectly independent rela-

tions between C , c,, &c., which reconcile the preceding,
for if there be two such, namely V = and W = 0,

then V] = and W, =: fulfil the same conditions, and
so on ; that is, there are more than n 1 , namely (2 n 2)
conditions among c

c, c,, &c., and they cease to be in-

determinate. Except only when both V or W are

symmetrical functions of c , c,, &c., or else when the two
are connected by an equation of the form

satisfies the condition

that

= P ,

therefore makes the same sum = ; or that

satisfies the condition in question ; and the exponent

may be multiplied by any form of ,ax, or any symme-
trical function of x, ax . . . . "~'JF.

(195.) We may integrate the equation

PO = co 1 11

the preceding condition being fulfilled, as follows. Let

the degree of the function be the fourth, and assume

P = 1 + c + c c, + c (?, cs

Pt
= 1 + c, + c, c2 + c, c8 c,

Pi= c + c
c c, + P

O C,C,

whence
P = (1 + c + c o, + C c,c2) x

is the general solution of P = c
c P,.

(196.) Given C
,
so that c^c^^c^ = 1 required solu-

tions of

B + c, B, + c c, B, + c c, c2 B, = (a*x = x).

If we assume the first of the succeeding equations, we
have those which follow :

B =V +V'c +V"c c, +V'\c l
c1

CO B, = VC
O +vv. +v'V, C2 +v"

Co cl
B8 = Vc c1 +V'c c, C! +V" +V'"Co

c clCi B8 =VC((Cl
ca -l-V' +V"c +V"V,,

whence the equation in question is satisfied if

V+V'+V"-t-V'"=:0,
these being severally symmetrical functions of x, ax,

ofx, and d"x.

The preceding process fails when c
c
= 1, by giving

only the solution B = ; but in that case we have, as

before,

R -. P 3s.

(197.) Let us now take the equation

0x = fix + <y

c.B,

Therefore if one of the two be a symmetrical function of

c., c,, &c. (or a form of a x,) both are so. Now
1 -c,c,c,c8 =

makes the preceding equations identical, as appears by
substituting in either the reciprocal of the one omitted in

the last term for the product of all the rest. It is there-

fore the sole condition under which the preceding equa-
tions can be true, which may be verified by actual solu-

tion.

When the denominator of P
e vanishes without the

numerator, it is a sign that there is no continuous solu- which makes (0) become

tion whatsoever ; in fact, the last-mentioned condition Q C = ]

combined with the equation (1) will be found to give an

equation of condition, namely, that the function in the

where
B

Assume
P = Q

or

c c, B 8

1 c C c, c, =
. . . . (B)
. . . M

,
cs) = Q C , B. = B'
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Calculus of And because C is a solution of P = o P,, the con-
Functions. dition (B) gives

Assume

giving
m B' m B',

+ m"B' + m" (
- B' -

B',
-

B',),

which is satisfied by making
3

m = 1 m" m

TO = m m'

m"= TO' - m" m" -

or

_ 1
;

4

P = O C = tf3 +2^4-5?"
4 V C

^
C,

"*

C8,

This is only a particular solution, but it may be made

general by adding C^^ax, the general solution of
P = C P,, which gives

Cn

= -
(3 B 2c B, c, B2)

And the solution of the same equation, when a. x is

of the 7ith order, and the conditions are altered accord-

ingly, is

Po = - {^"lB +^2c B 1 + ... +r c, .. .(_., B._,}

+ (1 + e + c c, + ---- + c,, c, ---- c._a) jr.

In the case of a periodic function of the second order
the preceding assumes the form

and B must be of the form V V y .x, where V is a

symmetrical function of x and ax, or it may be of y x

and yax, that is, of y x and-. If we assume
yat

we may get the form of solution given by Mr. Babbage
(Examples, 4-0., p. 21.)

B,,=V+V' Co +..

B,=:V+V'cI +.

and solving the equation

by such an assumption as

(198.) We now come to the second of the cases
mentioned in (191.), namely, where a* is aperiodic
function of an infinite order, as we have called it bv

extension, namely, where a'x has a finite limit when n Calculus of

increases without limit. The analogy is not verv per- Functions.

feet, because the infinitely periodic function, instead of v "v~~p/

approximating to the value of x first set out with, approxi-
mates to a determinate value of x, namely, a root of
ax = x. Nor have we any method of solution in this

case which cannot also be applied to the third species of
functions in (191.) We shall, therefore, confine what
we have to say on infinitely periodic functions to this

article, and then drop the name.
Let p be a root of x = x. Then, since some values

of x always make a'x approximate to p (we have found
this by observation), and since the equation

gives
a'x = ft a'x -j- 7 a'x "+1

x,

the reasoning of (37.) shows that we must have

$p = ftp + yp</>p,
or

and if yp = 1, 0p is infinite or ft p = 0. Again, if

there be an arbitrary function in the solution, then

<j>x ~ y x 0ot x must admit of solution, or<j)p = 7 p<pp,
and either 0p is nothing or infinite, or yp = 1. Such

reasoning as the above is worth little, except as an index
to the sort of methods which are probably good, in

attempting to solve an equation of the kind specified.
We have found it confirmed by instances in which the

equation was formed from a given algebraical solution,
as follows: the equation of the form in question, which
has the solution ftx + vx.l-ctxis

fix. vax uaxvx vx
0a;= -f . a x>

v ax v ax
in all the cases in which vp is finite, we have y p = 1

and ftp ; while vp = gives
- for the value of

a p

yp, and pp( 1 ;- )
for that of ftp.

\ olpj

(199.) A process similar to that employed in the case of

periodic functions gives (using the same denominations
as before, namely, P = x E ftx c

a =yx P, =
ax, &c.)

P -c P, =B,

-
<\> i

c* P3
= B; &c.

CTn = C C, C, . . . . C.

P
o
_ OT. Pfi+l

-
BO ,

Bs . . . . + ._, B.

X OTgj, 0p .... (tu),

and is only 0x where CTX 0p = 0. But in obtaining
the invelopement from the solution of the functional

equation, we need not attend to any correction of the

general value of x ; for CTX is a solution ofP = c, P,,
and the second term of (CT) may be considered as a

part of vx^ocx in the complete solution px + vx
lax. But we here see reason to confirm the entry of a
discontinuous constant rather than a discontinuous va-
riablefunction, into the form of the solution of the gene-
ral equation, which gives the invelopemen* of the above-
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tne Ijmjts of a*x to be different roots of a x = x, or may
*"^<~*' make it increase without limit. And since there can be

but one solution (really algebraical) of<px = -fxtj)ax,
in all cases where the continued product erg. is alge-

braical, it is the solution in question ; whence if papv p3,

&c. be the several roots of p, the preceding term must

have the form

where C, C, severally disappear for all values of x,

except those which lie between certain limits. This also

tends to establish what we have hitherto observed,

namely, that among the epochs of discontinuity are the

arithmetical values which satisfy x = x.

(200.) The same considerations apply to the integra-

tion of equations of differences of the form

?/.= B, + G, /_,;

but the case which has been completely resolved, namely,
where ax is aperiodic function, gives only equations of

differences which involves discontinuous functions (in

value), as appears from (64.) and the reduction of

<j>x=:px-}--(x<pocxin (175.),
which is

?/, = /8 A-'x -f- y A'
1* i/,.,.

(201.) We proceed to point out some cases in which the

general functional equation of the first degree, containing
one unknown function of a known function, is integrable
on the supposition that Ax is given when a x is given.
The equation

x = a'x 4>ax

is integrable, where a'x is the differential coefficient

of ax.

The general solution is A.'xax. For the differen-

tiation of both sides of the equation

\ax = Ax 1

gives AW . a'jc = A'ai,

or A'tf is a particular solution of the equation in ques-
tion. Thus, to integrate

x = 2 x <j> X
s
,

we find that if

or

x = a:
8

, A i = - -
,
A'x = -

,

X2 X2 . x\x

1 X*r
<p a: = . cos 2 w -.

X2 . x\x X2

gives

because
0J" = A'a'j? .

A a"x = A amx -}-m it.

X x=x x (x -1),
whence

(p x =/"* cf'da, from a = to a =a ;

here \x is what is usually denoted by T x.

(203.) If ra,j; and cr,z be particular solutions of the

equations
x n

/ l
x (jiax 0x = 7jj;0aj:,

then CT, x . ro-;,
x and -- are particular solutions of

We have also

D a"x = D a, a""
1* . D a, xm-*s D a x,

where Da is considered as one functional symbol.

(202.) The equation <j>x= A.X <J>ax can be solved

in the form of a definite integral only. Let x = x A x,

giving

Calculus of

Functions.

Denoting the differential coefficient of <j)x by D <j>x,

we find in the same way, that

a; = ^ <

7s *
> a x.

From this we find that

<j>x =. (Dax)" <j>ax gives x = (D A x)" a x,

and since <f>x =: c<f>ax gives 1 = c**

a = c (D x)' (j> a. x gives <p x = c** (D A x)". l,otx.

(204.) From the solution of<j>x yx<l>otx imme-

diately follows that of x = 7 [
a; a x, where a, J is any

function which is convertible with a x. For ifroj? solve the

first equation, thencia! x= yttiXtsa t ax:=ya l
xrsa

l
ax

or d a, x solves the second equation. Thus, having got
a particular solution of

namely, x = 1 x, we can, by this article and the last,

find particular solutions of the equation

. i/. ., i
**

\ /\-v
1. u TJ

(jives <px =: = l**J
2 \ 2 /

2. 0T= 2x0aa
0-^ = ,(r5)=v5-Vr;

3. 0a?= c"x 0x* . ...0j; =
. x

1

0jr= 1 - a:

0,1=1 - J?"

/ba-
7. <p X :=[ 0* = .

0r =
|

(X 2)"'

(205.) The last is a particular case of the following.
The solutions of

and

<j>x ( x

upon each other. If rax solve the first,depend
solves the second : if rax solve the second, izOx solves

the first. Hence a simple general expression of the

problem may be given as follows. The solution of
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1

!, or th'e question is: to express a given d>x8j, +
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). And it will be essential,function in the form

in future researches, to remark that the mode of solution

of the equation does not depend onyx or ax, except in

so far as they affect the form of 7 a y~
l
x. Given this

last, the solution is given ; or whatever 7 x may be, the

method of finding the algebraical solution of

is independent of 7 x, or may be reduced to the solu-

tion of an equation not containing 7 x. For example,
we find \ x to be the value of 0* in the equation

x = 7 x (z
7
*).

(206.) When <px~yx<J)ax can be solved, the

solution of

<px~ fix-$-y x ax

can always be made to depend upon a form in which

<t>ax has no coefficient except unity. For if vx be the

solution of the former equation, we have

x /8 x (pax
v x

or

<t>x=
,

vax

fix- +

If a particular solution can be found to this, namely
H x, then p x . v x is a particular solution of the pre-

ceding, and v x^fix + ax) is the general solution.

The corresponding equation of differences can evidently
be solved by direct integration ; being

A w._i = a given function,

where v, =3 y A"'*. And since the solution of

0s=: yx (pax
also involves that of

one general form of soluble equations is contained in the

following conditions:

1. Let (px = y x (pax be soluble by vx.
2. Let/ii =: v 37X7, a?, where x = 7, xfiax is soluble.
3. Let the process of finite integration be granted, or

the solution of Ayx = a given function of x.

Thus we can solve

* = (A'*)" (n X a'x + c) + ('*) a *

as follows. A particular solution of the equation de-
prived of its known term is 0j;= (A';r)

m
, and therefore

we have to solve

or

which gives

or

whence, in the original equation,

*= (A'-r)" {cA*+ n A. A'jf-f
VOL. II.

= =*'. (A'*)"

give the solution of

the sole condition between them being, that

\x m (px TO, YT JT

must be a solution of

x (1 fn 7n,) 7 x a x.

(208.) The instances in which we are able to solve
this simple form of the functional equation of the first

degree are of the most partial and isolated character.
The instance x x (x 1 ) gives a sufficient insight
into the difficulty. Though the resolving function of this

equation has long been used under the notation of T x, it

has never been expressed in any general form except
as a definite integral. The well-known difficulties

which attend the determination of that integral for all

values of x are a sufficient indication of the transcen-
dentals which may be expected in the solution of the

general equation.

(209.) If one of the functions ftx,yx,ax, contain
an arbitrary constant which it is required should itself

be a particular value of the resolving function, a new
condition is introduced which considerably limits the

generality of the solution.* Let us suppose, for in-

stance,

x = (x a)

the solution of this equation, by preceding methods, is

0*=- ~ X *

but is no longer indeterminate, since, upon making
x = a, we have

\a
a = 9 cos 2 v-

,

\<f>a

which condition 6 must satisfy. At the same time,
however, though the preceding stipulation limits the
number of forms of the solutions yet obtained, we must
remember (1 19.) that these solutions are, to all appear-
ance, a very small proportion of those which might be
found. And we also observe, that the appearance of
another letter, with conditions as to the manner in which
it must enter, entirely changes the class of problems to
which the question must be referred. Since the solution
of the preceding must be a function of x and a, let us

represent it by (fi(x,a), then what we have called 0o
means <f>(a,a), in which a enters in a twofold manner;
first, as it entered before, secondly, as a; entered in the
first. The substitution of x<j>a for x is now that of
x (a, a) for x, and the equation becomes

(x, a) = (*0(a,a), a),

in which a is to have a given value. But this condition
can in no way affect the general question proposed in the

problem, except so far as this : that though there may
be a class of solutions which is true for the specific value
of a only, and not for others, yet every solution of the

general equation

(x, y) = (r0(y,y), y)
becomes a solution of the proposed equation, when y is

made equal to a. Unless, therefore, we limit the pro-

* Memoirt of the Analytical Society, p. 107.

2 Z
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Junctions. tne solutions presented are to be such as are true for
>"""

s/"^~/
one specific value of a only, we rather extend than limit

the problem. But the preceding solution is not subject
to any such limitation, the value of a being general.
To take a case of less difficulty, let us examine that

given in the excellent Memoir already cited, namely,

(211.) We shall now proceed to some questions in Calculus of

which the Differential Calculus is combined with that of
*

Functions.

In order to illustrate the distinction between the func-

tional and differential symbols, let us propose the equa-
tions

this we proceed to distinguish from the equation

a? = x -f- c.

The solution of the latter is

Assign any value whatever, CX2 to a, and let a*

be an arbitrary constant C'. Then if

C X 2 = C X'a -f C',
or if

0j?=C(Xi
.r \'a+ V2),

the first equation is evidently satisfied. But this solu-

tion is as general as the corresponding solution of the

second equation.

(210.) We had at first intended to exemplify at more

length the method of Laplace, already described in (100.)
But, on a closer examination, we find that the methods

already given apply to every case in which such a reduc-
tion is useful with greater facility. Among the instances

integrated by Laplace are*

(0*)* = 02a + 2
* = m x -f- p.

With regard to the first, the equation

<px = c-f-c' (<j>ux)
m

is easily solved with one particular solution, containing
an arbitrary constant ; and the independent artifice by
which the equation of differences, corresponding to the

first of the preceding, is integrated, is a step precisely

corresponding to finding by observation the particular
solution

0J=C* + C~*.

Of the second equation it is unnecessary to speak (103.)
An equation solved by Monge, amounting to the follow-

ing,

(aw*) - 0(6u") = CM,

may be immediately reduced, by substituting x for au",
to the form

of which a particular solution maybe immediately found

by assuming C xm = x. And another equation in the
same Memoir, of the form

a x b x = p x" q x*,

evidently admits of a particular solution of the form

in which C and C' are determinate and C" arbitrary

* We take these from the Memoir last cited, p. 1 1 1 . It is neces-

sary, however, that we should inform the reader (as otherwise he
might, if he consulted that Memoir, dispute our assertion) that
there is a material misprint in the equation cited from Monge.
The two exponents n and m should be the same

; the equation
of Monge being of the form

f a um <p b um = c it,

ml
$aum $btt

n cu.

See Mongv's Memoir in the Savans Etnmgeri, 1773, p. 320.

for comparison. If0 be given, to find y or a y, then

the first is a question of the inverse differential calculus,

the second of inverse algebra. If y be a specific func-

tion of x in the first, and a specific form in the second,
then the two questions are of the same kind, since we

d y
can always express

- as a function of y, in any given
a x

case. But if we leave y indeterminate, the first question
can no more be solved than the second, when a is left

indeterminate.

From the above we may, by a process precisely
similar to those in (50.) and (102.), solve the first of these

equations for a specific form of y, as follows. Express
the nth differential coefficient of y as a function of n and

y; thus

D'y - F (n, y),

in which a simultaneous substitution of n 1 for n,

and Dy fory makes no change. Consider the first

side as an arbitrary constant, and on this supposition
determine (what we may by analogy call the differential

inverse) the value of n. This value (3y) will be a

function of y, which satisfies the equation

whence

OcosZirSy satisfies f
-

)
= 0y

\d xj

c~3* satisfies i

&c. &c. &c.

Ify be railed a x, and if we eliminate n between

D*ax= F(, ax) and D" ft z = F, (n,y8 i),

and then replace D"a.r and D"y8z by arbitrary con-

stants, or by any functions of cos 2irn, we obtain a

relation between ft 2 and a; which is not altered by
substituting D ft z and D a x for /3 z and a x, or if

/8 = 0(j-) D/8* = 0(D,r).
But here we cannot, as in (50.), substitute for y6 z its

value 0T, and the remark in (18.) will show the

reason.

For D ft z is not the same as D (f>x, the symbol D
havi;ig a meaning dependent on the form of the func-

tional symbol which follows it. Thus we find that

is a relation between e
6' and e", which is not altered by

substituting E". 6 for e" and a", a for e"
; but the

equation

is not true.

(212.) But we may make the preceding process
verify a result we have before seen reason to anticipate,

namely, that the transcendentals which satisfy 0Jt= 0s
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c ""'8 '

most general use we have made of the function AT.

It appears that we can solve
(

-
)
=

<f>y by means of
\dxj

the differential inverse of y, in the same manner as the

preceding equation by the exponential inverse of ccx.

If then we assume

dy
cTX

= ay'

and find the differential inverse of the resulting value of

y expressed in terms of x, we obtain the following solu-

tion of 0(
--

) =0y; namely, the expression u-%,
\d xj

where
?/n+1

= 6 cos 2 v (n + ) w, = 9 cos 2 it $ y.

But this gives also a solution of 0ay = 0i/, and the

least consideration will show that the two functions

fiy and Ay are of the most distinct characters: the

first requiring only algebraical inversion, while the

second requires the inversion of F x, or of tlie solution

of 00! = x<j)(x 1). If there be then one general ex-

pression which embraces every possible case of a arc:

0, it must be one which indifferently contains all the

solutions derived from the preceding, as well as from the

equation in (119.)
But the preceding only serves to show how to deduce

still more general notions of the possible extent of the

solutions which (j)ax = <px may obtain. Let vy be a
function derived from y, in any manner whatsoever,
which will admit of successive derivations V*y, V*y,
&c., subject to the condition

v'"(v"y) = v"I+fl
(y).

This includes ordinary functions, finite and infinitely
small differences, as well as the more general sense in

which this symbol V has been used by Laplace. Indeed
it is evident that any sense in which V may be taken
is an opening for a new and more general definition.

Let

V"y = F(n,y),
an equation in which contemporaneous changes of n into

1, and of y into vy does not affect the result.

Putting an arbitrary constant for the first side, the
value of n deduced from the preceding is an exponen-
tial inverse to vy, which satisfies the equation

and if

7/.+1
= 6 . cos 2 tr (n + u,) u^=:

then
ii^y

is a solution of Vy = 0y.
In so many ways, therefore, as we can make vyz=ay,

in so many forms can the conditions of solution of
<x y = y be expressed.
The various problems in which the exponential inverse

has been used have their obvious counterparts in cases

where is substituted for y ; but the difficulties in

the way of expressing the most simple differential in-
verses will render the process useless for the present.
The inversion of Tx, directly considered, amounts to
the solution of the equation

a very limited solution of which would be the solution

of x = A.X ax, where A x is the exponential inverse of Calcnlug of

a x. But this we have no means of solving. Merely Function!.

as an expression of what sort of difficulty is in question
1~-"~v~<~-'

we may write the equation x z: A x at x as follows,

a x x

*x ax
On this we will make one remark for students (and

there are many such) who have acquired familiarity with

the various artifices of analysis, without paying much
attention to their connection. No process which any
one method of solution requires was ever dispensed with

in any other method. However different the various

ways of solution of a question may appear to be, if

method A were abandoned on account of a certain diffi-

culty which did not explicitly appear in method B, then

it is certain that the method B does contain within itself

the direct way of overcoming the difficulty of method
A. If, for instance, a problem of Mechanics may be

shown to depend upon a certain integral which has not

been found, and also upon a process of geometrical

Algebra which presents no direct integration, and which

solves the mechanical problem ; then the method of

Algebra must contain the method of finding the integral
alluded to. Thus the question of finding x in terms of

y in the equation

y=f*a-x'da
really contains that of finding a particular solution of

where the functional exponents are themselves functions

of*.

In the preceding, we do not speak of facility of solu-

tion, but only of possibility. And one method may be

much more valuable than another as a method of sug-

gestion of the artifices proper to be employed. For

instance, the integration of equations of differences

really contains the solution of all functional equations.
But the employment of what we have called derivative

functions frequently suggests a method of solution, in

cases where the equation of differences would baffle all

our efforts. But the solution of the functional equa-
tion once obtained, we find the equation of differences

to be integrable, and also that greater power of penetra-
tion would have suggested an independent method for

the latter.

(213.) But clearly to admit the assertion, that mathe-

matical difficulties must always be conquered, and can-

not he avoided or evaded, and that any successful artifice,

which appears not to introduce the difficulty, does, in

fact, introduce and surmount it, will require close con-

sideration of the various cases which occur. It was

immediately suggested to us by a friend, on our stating
this principle to him, that the following was a case in

point against us : an equation of n dimensions cannot be

directly deprived of its nth term, or first power of x,

without the solution of an equation of the (n l)th

degree ; whereas, by changing the roots into their reci-

procals, the thing can be done by an equation of the

first degree. But here, on further consideration, we see

that we have, in fact, changed the problem, solved it as

thus changed, and the whole question now lies in this :

can the first problem be reduced to the second without

supposing the solution of an equation of the (n l)th

degree? The first problem is: given an equation with

roots a, a', &c., to find another with roots a + h, o'+ A,
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Functions
j j

'-""NT"-'' readily an equation whose roots are (- k, -j-&, &c.,
a a

which shall be without the second term. But what we
want is A, and it will be found that we cannot determine

h in terms of k without the solution of an equation of

the (n l)th degree at least. If we know a, we can

determine h from fc; but this supposes the solution

of an equation of the nth degree : if we do not know a,

we must solve an equation of the n - Hh degree.

(214.) The equation

dx
~

d x

is satisfied, without reference to the form of y, by

this belongs to a class of questions bearing no very

perceptible analogy with those in (115.)
The same applies when vy is substituted for y,

where v?/ is a linear function of successive values of y,

when x increases by equal differences.

(215.) The equation
^/ I/,

.(1)dx

can be integrated whenever the following equation
- t

,
!* .

^
1 .. fy\

can be solved. The following remark will illustrate the

necessity of caution in applying conclusions drawn from

one form to other forms. Equation (2) being solved

with an arbitrary constant, the latter may be replaced by

any function which does not change when x becomes

either x + A, or a x. (We suppose a x independent of h.)

It might seem, then, that h being diminished without

limit in the solution of (2), which gives the solution of

(1), the only condition for the arbitrary constant of (1)

is, that it should not change when x is changed into a x.

But this is certainly not true ; for if cr x satisfy (2), then

cor a; also satisfies it, but x . era; does not satisfy (1),

unless 4 <* x be constant. At the same time the follow-

ing alternative may be easily proved. Either the func-

tion which does not change under x into x + h and x

into a x becomes a constant when h = 0, or there is no

such function.

(216.) The equation

dxm

has been reduced to a differentia! equation of the ordi-

nary kind by Mr. Babbage, as follows. If lor x we
write ofx, we have

Calculus of

Functions-

d a x dx'
dy

If x == a x, this gives

y c cos x + c' sin x = y r,

which satisfies the equation, when

c cos a + c' sin a = c'

c sin a c' cos a =r c,

which two equations are the same in different forms.

(217.) Either the equation (1) preceding has an

infinite number of solutions, or the equation

cr x d<px
0a.r =

where the second side denotes the performance of the fol-

lowing operation m times upon ^apx, namely, differ-

entiation and division by
d ct^j?

. Consequently, if the

x d x

has no solution except x constant. For if tn x be a

particular solution of (1), then if there be another par-

ticular solution not of the form c or x, let it be x CT x -

Then the preceding equation is the condition which

determines x. If the preceding have a particular solu-

tion CTI x, then a similar equation can be constructed

which shall determine <j>x, so that ^xta^xwx is a

particular solution. Proceeding in this way, and observing
that the sum of two particular solutions of (1), or a par-

ticular solution multiplied by a constant, is also a par-

ticular solution, we have as a general solution of (1)

whence follows the proposition stated.

(218.) The general expression for "x being

A' 1

(Ax -n),
we find the following differential equation,

d a"x dA.x d a"x _
H--i ~~i ^'

dx dx an

consequently the equation

d u d*u du d?u

d x dn* d n
=

function x be periodic of the wth order, we have, making

<j'X
= y*x=y,

d" d" dm

dx dn
contains among its solutions the nth functions of all

functions of* whatsoever, and its integral may he written

^ 0V, where ^ and are any forms whatsoever. Hence,

by interchanging n and x, follows this theorem : that if

f(n, x) be such a function that its *th function with

respect to n is the same as its nth function with respect

to *, then f(x, n) is one ordinate of a developable

surface, where x and n are the other two.

We mav also note that must be a function of or"*

dn

only, or must be the solution of an equation of the form

du
d7t
= * w -

(219.) Between the differential coefficients of a. x, c?x,

&c., where a*x = x, we find the following relations by

differentiating both sides of the preceding equation with

respect to x.

1 = a'a- lx

where a'x means

ttX (1)

dax
and consequently a'a x means

In the case where m = 1 and n = 2 we have for Ihe

solution of

da*x

dax'
Hence a'x is a solution of the equation
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^ x . ty a x .

iff
a*x ... . Y* a"~

lx = 1
,

of which the general solution is y# = e**"'"*, and by
what has been proved (194.), the most general solution,

exclusive of discontinuous functions or constants. And
we have before found (201.) that a'x may be expressed
in the preceding form.* Differentiating the logarithm
of both sides of (1), we find

a'x a"ax "*"' x
-T dx -\ ;

dax + -| . . ,
d a."-

lx 0,
a'x a ax a a x

dmi]rofx

f ax
whence Jax ^- . rf * is a solution of the equation

y x + ijfccx+ ....+ V ""'? constant .... (-2),

or the preceding integral is a form of C + 03? 6 ax.
The integrals

a ax

-
IJ

a'a'x
&c.

all possess the same property, and therefore the same
form, though apparently very different, and considered
as such when first given.f

(220.) The general solution of (2) in the last article

has a particular case in which the function has been said
to have the complementary property, but which might
better be thus described. The mean of the successive
values is always one given value of the function itself.

Such a relation we see in

TS

a X - x a*x = x

and in

COS2 X + COS8
( X } =

1

\

X

tan-'x + tan-' - = 2 tan' 1
!.

x
If we assume

Vx +V* + + V *"'* = wV*.

oriftx = iftk + 0x ax, we must determine k from
the equation Ok - Oak = 0, one set of values of which
corresponds to k ak-=. 0.

[f the function ax be not periodic, the only solution
of the preceding will be found to be

yx = ytk + r-^'tax r" 1.

(221.) A general methodj has been given for reducing
to a common differential equation

-

l>ut as it leads to very complicated details, we shall only
here describe it generally.

In the preceding equation, substitute a x, ofx . . . .

a*~'x instead of a:, and for

write
d d

-5 ... .y ofx expanded.dx

* In the simple case of-, we have
x

Sir J. Hersehel. Edition of Sprncc, p. 166.
t Bubhage, Philotophiml Trnmactioni, 1816.

dx (of)'x

We commence with n (r + 1) quantities

Calculus of

Functions.

of which all except the first line are to be eliminated;
that is, (re 1) (r-f- 1) are lo be eliminated. By suc-

cessive substitutions we set out with n distinct equa-
tions ; and every differentiation adds n to the number
of equations, and only n - 1 to the number of quantities
to be eliminated, for those in the continuation of the first

line of the above, namely,

y-C'+O^ yCWx ____

need not be eliminated. Consequently, after V differ-

entiations, we have n(l-)-V) equations with (ra
-

1)
(r-f I -f-V) quantities to be eliminated. If we make
the first of these greater by 1 than the second, or

n (1 +V) = (re
-

1) (r+ 1 -fY) -f i,

giving V= (n - l)r, we shall, after (n - l)r differ-

entiations, have one more equation than there are quan-
tities to be eliminated. If, for instance, we take

Here n = 2, r = 1, and one differentiation will be suffi-

cient. The corresponding equation will be

by differentiating these two equations, we obtain four

equations between which to eliminate V (1 x) and its

first two differential coefficients. In this particular case
we may easily see that the resulting equation will be
linear, and of the second degree, that its solution will be
of the form

C ~
-f- C'6-'-,

and finally, that ^x = is the only solution.

(222.) The preceding method will fail if the n equa-
tions of successive substitution are reducible to a smaller

number, say to n p. But it must be recollected, that
we have as yet only differentiated after substitution,
which will not, generally speaking, give the same result
as if we substituted after differentiation. For instance,

if we take -, we find that
x

substitution and differentiation gives 1

differentiation and substitution gives ,r*.

If, then, we suppose that the first substitution gives
n p independent equations, the number after substi-
tution and V differentiations will be

n ~P + (n P) V.

Generally speaking, the dependence of the equations on
each other will be destroyed in differentiation, so that

from each of the V differential equations which arise from
the primitive equation n 1 new equations can be

produced by successsive substitutions, or the total

ber will be

this will be greater than
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n p

But cases may arise, in which, for any thing appearing
to the contrary, both methods together will not produce
more equations than new differential coefficients, and to

these the method will not apply.

Again, the process may fail on account of a differential

coefficient being introduced in one equation only, and in

no other ;
that is, the number of differential equations

specified in the formula may fail. In this case more

differentiations must be made, and such equations must

be chosen as will answer the purpose.

(223.) The above method is general in form, but any
combinations of the equations which will eliminate all

the results of successive operation is equally good. For

instance, take the equation

differential equation, or the solution of a functional Calculus of

equation, they are, analytically considered, quantities of Functions.

an entirely unknown form. Generally speaking, either
V-""N'~"-'

a differential or functional equation may be chosen, but
as this may not appear with regard to many series,

we shall show in the following article one method of

proceeding.

(224.) Suppose we wish to reduce the series

substitution gives ty a x = a x ty x,

multiplication gives , . 7 s= a'x.
dx dx

Differentiate the first, and substitute from the third,

which gives, making y = tjfx,

dx dx*

If a x := 1 x, a particular solution of the preceding

is y = C x, and it will be found tnat- x satisfies

the conditions.

The preceding equation belongs to a class no general
method of integrating which has been found. We here

see a great distinction between the case in which a'x = x

d y
and all others. In the first,

-- is a function which, for
dx

certain values of the constants, is of the form

that is, satisfies the equation %<r% a x 1- This leads

us to the following observation. It cannot have escaped
the notice of any one who has looked at the history of the

Differential Calculus, how soon, after attention was first

turned to the subject in a general point of view, the great
forms of differential equations which are now integrable
were discovered ; and how little progress has been made

during the present century. We do not speak of par-
ticular equations, involving no general functional symbol,
but of those in which some form is left indeterminate.

The preceding equation adds some additional force to the

presumption, that the reason why no more general forms

are discovered lies in the incapability of analysis, as it

stands at present, to express the primitive functions of

such equations. For it draws a remarkable distinction

between the case ofa'x =: x and all others. We need not

allude to the equation known by the name of Riccati,

and to others, in which the ordinary processes ofanalysis
succeed only with very limited cases.

It is true that infinite series may be made to express

many otherwise unattainable results, but these themselves

are open to the same difficulties. When their invelope-
ments are not reducible either to the integration of a

2.3 '

2 .3.4.5
to a particular case of the solution of a functional equa-
tion. In the denominators, instead of 1, 2, &c. write

j-|- 1, ar-j- 2, &c. Call the result tyx, which gives

a a3

- &c.

S

x+l (cr-fl)Cr-f- 2)

The general solution of which, if it could be found, would

give iff (0) = sin a. By a process of this kind Legendre*
reduced the series for the tangent of x to a continued

fraction, which he employed to demonstrate the incom-

mensurability of the circle and its diameter.

(225.) We cannot quit the subject of the connection

of the functional and differential calculus without saying

something on the very remarkable theorem of Fourier,f

by which one value of a function is expressed in terms of

a definite integral which contains the general value. If

we write the two series

F x = A, cosz-f- AS cos 2 j-j- Aj cos 3 ,r-f- ....

fx = a, sin x -f- ffs sin 2 x -j- a, sin 3 * + ....

we see in them the conditions

F(*) = F(-a) /(*)=-/(-*)
by the known properties of the sine and cosine. Hence
an attempt to represent a function of the form F x by a

series of sines, orfx by a series of cosines, must introduce

some symbol of impossibility, or at least of discontinuity.
And the same may be said of the series

F x = Q, cos q, x 4- Q2 cos qt x -j- ----

fx = PI sin pt x -j- Ps cos p2 x -j- . .

where Q, .... P, .... 9, ....
jt>,

.... are not functions

of*.

The integral J*<pxdx, between the limits a; = a and
x = b, may be conceived to be the limit of the following

process. Divide the interval b a into n parts, each

equal to k. Then the sum of the several terms

<pa.k + <t>(a+k)-x.k+ (j>(a+2k)X.k+. . + <j>(a+nk)y.k

is an expression, the limit of which, made by increasing n

or diminishing k without limit, is the definite integral in

question.

If, then, in the preceding series, we assume

9,
:= k q, = 2 k . . . . q, . n k,

and suppose Q,, Q2 . Q, . . . . to be the correspond inn-

values of a cerlain function of q or mk, each multiplied

by k, namely,

and if we then suppose k to diminish without limit, we
have

F x =J~* Y' q . cos q x . d q,

in which F* now represents the limit of the series.

* See notes to Sir D. Brewster's translation of his Geometry.
f Theorie tie la Chattur, p. 449.
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Functions. tiplied by cos m k x X d x, and then integrated with
*

^, '
respect to x, from k x = to k t = IT. By the common

processes of the integral calculus, we know that (m and

r being whole numbers)
I*

Ji-i-cosmkx . cosrkx dx = or - -,

the first when m and r are different, the second when

they are the same. Hence it follows, that the preceding

integration destroys every term, except only that in

which cos wo: is found, which it reduces to

X j-r

Let k diminish without limit, and let m at the same
time increase without limit, in such a way that mk is

always equal to the general value q; then the superior

limit of x in the integration, which is-, (for kx then
K

= v,) increases without limit, and the result is, that

-iff q ^y* F x . cosqx . dx

tf
F x = J"^ ^ q cos qx . dq.

Exactly in the same way, using the sines instead of

cosines, and remembering that

yy sinmkx . slnrk x . dx=: or - -
t K

according as m and r are different or equal, we deduce
that

if

From which it appears that f
^ J tyq and Far, when

tyq and F* satisfy either equation, have this pro-
perty, that an interchange of x and q is accompanied

by an interchange of F and
y<- ; and also, that (-) \p

andfx have the same property. M. Cauchy* has proposed
to call these pairs reciprocal functions of the first and
second kind ; but the name reciprocal has been given to

other functions, and is besides too valuable as a general
term to be thus appropriated. We should propose to

call them Fourier's reciprocals, after their discoverer.

(226.) Substitution in the second equation of each
set gives the following theorems :

a
- x. cosqx . dx

Q

fx= -ffsinpxdpfvfx . sin px dx;

and in the first integration we may write v for x, the

general symbol of the variable being indifferent in a
definite integral : we may also make q p, since the
limits of the two are the same ; and we then have, ob-

serving that we have now a separation of variables in the

successive integrations,

*
Extrcicei de Mathtmatiques, vol. ii. p. 141.

2 - - Calculus of

F x = - J O
x
./o
a F c cos 1 v cos qx dq dv Functions.

/#== -yo
xyo

x/ sin gtt singtf dg d.

If the integration with respect to v be taken from
cc to + a , then each integral is merely doubled ; for

since

F v = F ( v) and cos q v = cos ( qv),
we have

F v . cos q v = F ( v) cos ( q v).

Similarly, since

fv = /( v) and sing = sin (go),
we have also

fv sinqii =/( t>) sin ( q v\
whence the proposition stated. But for a contrary
reason, namely, because

F v sin q v F ( v) sin ( q v)

fv . cosqv= /( v)cos(-qv),
we have

*M* ^V ' s'n 9 l' dv = yjL/t cos g D rf D =
;

consequently,

yco (Pu ^.yc) sin g do =y* /usingcdc

/"
QC (Fo + /") cosqudu =/" cc Fucosovrfi;.
cc ^ x

Substituting these in the preceding results, taking the

first integration from cc to -f-cc> and writing

/fx instead of/* ,

we find

F a; =: - y*yx (F v + fv) cos qv cos qx d q dv

whence, by addition,

- v)dqdv.

(227.) Any function whatsoever may be reduced to

the form Fx +fx, supposing constants and zero to be

included in these forms Fx and fx. For any function

</> x may be written

4>*=
a -

x) -0(- x)

the first term of which falls under F x, and the second
under fx.

Consequently, we have this general theorem, which we

may write in two different ways. If x be any function

of x whatsoever,

x f^f^^ v cos q (x v) dq dv

- v)dq;

between which, however, there is a distinction of some

importance to be drawn. In the case ofJ"J~P Qdxdy,
where P and Q are functions of x only and of y only,

and the limits are definite and independent of x and y, it

is absolutely indifferent whether we proceed in the order

denoted by fPdxfQdy, orinthntoffQdyfPdx.
The same tiling may be said as to definite and indepen-
dent limits of the general formJ'J''^x(j>(x,y)dxdy.
But where we have to integrate such a function as the

preceding, and when the integration with respect to y,
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Functions. limitation of form, such as the loss of terms which appear
v^v*~"<

when the limits are general, &c., it is obvious that the is known that

subsequent integration with respect to x will be altered

in form : in fact, the operation is not performed on the

same function as when the limits are kept general.* This

order, then, is absolutely necessary when the deduction

of the integral produced it; and absolutely false when
the deduction of the integral produced the other. The
order is a necessary condition of the result. If, for in-

stance, the result of an investigation be

fy* dx dy, from y = 1 to y = a,

from = cc to ,r =: 1.

According as we integrate, first with respect to x, or to

y, we have the results

A d V

The preceding equation is true, for it Calculus of

Functions.Cx sin z
,

~r d ~ =
J -X 2

f-
1 '+'-!

or -^
J -x *+i

which are not the same.

The preceding theorem of Fourier was deduced upon
the supposition of the first integration being with respect
to v. It remains to see what will be the consequence of

supposing it to be with respect to q. Generally, we hare

(c = x v)/sin co
cos c q . d q =-- + constant,

which we cannot attempt to integrate within the re-

quired limits, because the cosine of cc (an undefined

constant) enters. Also the expression of

f^ coscxdx=/f cos ex . dx +
>/'

r
cos c x d x + . . . .

gives the result zero ; as does every other similar

method. This result not making the theorem true, we
must either integrate between general limits, and make
these limits infinite when the final result has been

obtained, or keep to the order of the investigation.

(228.) By the first of the two methods M. Defiers

has established the theorem synthetically.t Taking

^cos q (x v) d q from q = 0, to an undetermined

limit, we have

/. sin q (x r)
/, cos q (x - v) do = ;_ p

1 f
x s\nq(x-v) ,

<j> x = - Z-i--- <t>vdv,
"V -cc x-v

in the result of which q is to be made infinite. Assume

v = ,r H , which gives

*

(229.) The very singular nature of Fourier's theorem,

and its not having appeared in English, to the best of

our knowledge, in any work yet published, must be our

excuse for presenting yet one more demonstration, given

by M. Poisson,* and which contains several analytical

considerations worthy of attentive study. We know
that so long as a constant is perfectly general in value, it

is indifferent whether it is made to vanish before or after

integration ; consequently, Fourier's theorem may be

presented in the following form :

1 f*X fX
x = - v cos q (x v)

"*
dqdv,

* J J -x

provided that in the result k = 0. And that this theorem

is true may be thus proved. If we integrate the follow-

ing by parts in the usual way, we find

k

expand the function of the binomial, which gives

x -
sins

<p x- a x,

whence

'=;/!
dv

. . . (A
. ** + (*

-
)

Let the reader remark that the indefinite character of

the first integration has now disappeared, or rather is

deferred to the end of the process, when it will be reduced

to making k = 0. We now give a literal translation of

the process of M. Poisson, to which we shall add one

which is more accessible to the common reader. It is

also to be observed that the former process applies only
to those functions in which <pv is not infinite for any
value of c, while the latter is general.

" Now, <fiv never becoming infinite, it is evident that

this simple integral (A) will be infinitely small at the

same time as k, except tor the extent, in which the values

of v differ infinitely little from those of x; it will suffice,

then, to integrate from v = x u lo v = x + u, u being
a positive and infinitely small quantity ; between these

limits 0v may be considered constant, and equal to x ;

in consequence we have

kdv _,v-xrx

J ..x *+Cr-iO
r
J _x *M-Cr-t>)'

which integral, between the assigned limits, is

u
2<px tan-'-,

K

which is ir
(ft
x w.he-n k= 0."

Or we may proceed as follows. In the left-hand side

of (A) write x + h for v ; we have then d h = d v, and

expanding <j> (x + h) by Taylor's theorem, we have, for

the integral required,

I kdh d"<i>

the other terms vanishing when q is made infinite, unless

/* sin z z
mdz be infinite for finite values of m, which

-x

* A general value of a constant is one which does not produce

any reduction in the result. Integrate 2 x + a from x = to

X = o, and we have c*-|- a et which is general ; the general form

can be restored from it Integrate from x = to x = a. and we
have 2 a 1

,
from which the general form cannot be recovered.

f Formerly a pupil of the Scale Nurmalc, and deceased some

years ago. This demonstration is given by M. Poisson, T/icorie de

la CAakur, p. 209.

x I rkh'dh\

t.3...nj *+ /
If, now, we consider separately (ra being a whole

number)
,

and k

we see from the form of the first that it vanishes when
taken between h = oc and h = cc, which correspond

* In a Memoir entitled Sur la Thiorie dei Ondes, in the Memoirs
of the Institute, Annie 1816.
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Calculus of to v = cc and v = + oc. Now the second, by alge-
Fuiictiuns. braical reduction, may be brought to the form or

^ a x + c y> x = c'/3 a, Calculus of

Functions.

All the independent terms of which disappear, even inde-

pendently of k, when integrated between the given limits;

and thp last term, being generally

4* tan- -, or, between the limits, * k*\

vanishes when k - 0. We have, therefore, only to

consider

Icdh 0J .ft ... , .

TTTj' or- tan-
1

r(fromA=-CCtoA=+Cc),
it + k* w

which is 0x, the same as before.

(230.) We shall now take some miscellaneous exam-

pies of simple functional equations. Some of them are

from Mr. Babbage's collection of examples in the

supplementary volume to the Cambridge translation of

Lacroix,

N w >PPOM c'

f
function f c

-
wh 'ch vanishes when

: fc which may be satisfied so as to make the value

Let

Assume

which gives

1 ijrx .

of__ any whateyer .
, e(

.

ft be c

** = C (fix - fi ax) = S ax (fix - fia).
II

.

m'ght here appear as if there were two arbitrary
functions and ft ; but this is not in reality the cas

since /3 x ft a x is itself of the form

ftx-ftx
(x ax) a or because -

Is ""changed by writing ax for or, that is, by inter-

changing x and ax.

(232.) Further to illustrate this appearance ofmore ar-

b'fary functions than one, in a case where it has been

proved that such a thing cannot be, let us take

yx + yotx = px <&x = x.

Now fix must itself be a case of ax, and we find

or + <J><*x =
Ifw x be a particular solution of the last, the general

solution of the first is

tan (ax + 8cos7rA.x~) if fl( x) = Ox.

T<. .
Ifa'a; x, the first equation is incongruous, unless

ftx be a symmetrical function of x and ax, in which
case a solution of the third equation is

9 x
,

0x+ e a x
**'

whence

ex

UsinS the reduced form of the last solution. But

_--_ i _L 1
.

0X ~ e<* x

0.v + 0ax 2 2'
tne second term of which (as well before as after multi-

plication by /6 x) is a form of 4 a x (x a x). whence

Vtx=: -4-E (x )
2

is really as general as any other solution.

The solution of

if,
x + y a x + fy a*x ss aPx x

., _ _ (1 1

_
(1 v l/8*)*i* which is the same general form as

where

i .

The preceding is an instance suggested by the for-

mulae of Trigonometry ; but if for /8 x we write V~-^~i x,
,
-

and V 1 V * lor V * we nave for the solution of

T//J;

_~

and appears to have two arbitrary functions, and not

more. For if we add two such forms as the preceding
together, which is a solution apparently containing four

arbitrary functions, it amounts to no more than writing

1
x .

x -f-
O

l x -- instead of 6 x
x

in the preceding; that is, changing the form of an

arbitrary function, by making it a function of other

arbitrary functions. And the same may be proved of

(<Z ' * +

: ~/=r tan (0, .rtan-'(V^Tf^j)) .

(231.) Let

yx+ifr a x = a*x = 0.

The method given by Mr. Babbage for the determina-
tion of the form of V' is as follows. Solve the equation

y x + c \*r a x = c'ft x,

But these two arbitrary functions are only one in

reality ; for if we write the preceding under the form

(6x-0asx)ax- (0ax -Ox)ax,
we see a form of-y^ - y x.

To this form every solution of the equation

VOL. n.

maybe reduced A particular solution of the equa-
tion is

3 A
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C0,r+ C'0* + ..

where C, C', &c. are forms of^ax, and

C + C'+ ____ + C"- 1) =0.

The application of the condition last named gives

C (0* - "-'a) + C, (Qax -e<*"-'x) +....;

each term of which is of the form 7 x j a x ; for if we
denote Oamx by Pm , we find that

-'} f

) f

r

t
~

Hence it follows lhat the general solution of

is

x = ft x (a*x = x)

ft x= ---\-6x-Gax,

and fix must be a form of a x, or when this is not the

ease, the solutions are all discontinuous.

(233.) The equation V x = 6 -f- c-tyax, a"x = x

gives iff
x = for the only continuous solution ; but

J. C

taking this as a particular solution, we find the general
solution to be

6

where, however, A.X is discontinuous in value. In a

similar way, we find for the solution of

where /tx is to be obtained from (192.), and v x is a dis-

continuous solution of
i//
x = 7 * Y' a x. It appears in

this way that the equation has in all cases an arbitrary
function ;

but that where only a single solution is found,
as in (192.), the arbitrary function has a coefficient of

discontinuous value, while the appearance of the result in

the indeterminate form considered in (197.) is the sign
of the conditions being satisfied, under which a con-

tinuous arbitrary function is possible.

(234.) When one or more of the terms is missing in

the equation

tyx + y<xX-\- . ... = a"x = x

there is no continuous solution, except ty x 0. For

suppose, for instance, that
ifs

amx = Pn , and that

P., + Pn
,
+ ....= 0,

where m,, &e. do not contain the complete series

from to n 1, both inclusive. Let 2P denote this

complete series, then, by successive substitution ofx
for x, and addition, the equation

2P + 2P + .... =0
is obtained, or the solutions of the first, if any, must be

solutions of 2 P = 0, that is, must be of the form

x <t>
a x, from which we find, by means of the first

equation, that

0., -f- 2 + ....= 0.,+, + 0,+, 4- &C.,

or each side is a symmetrical function of x, x . . . .

up to u*~
l

x. This cannot be the case, unless each term

be such. Suppose, for instance, that (ofx = x~), the

following incomplete sum is a form of ax :

<px + oc x + <p a'x + ofx.

Then, since the remainder of the complete sum is the

same, and since successive substitution does not alter Calculi:* of

this property, we find that each of the following- is a form Fum-inm,.

of4, -v-
(Ps+p8+p5) (P +p,+p3) (

Po+ P
4+P5) &c.,

whence the sum of any four, or of any three, is a form
of ax, whence the difference of any two is the same.

Hence

P.-P, = ?,-?,.... =P._,-P ,

but 2 (P - P,) = ; therefore P - P, = or P is

itself a form of r, and P P,, the solution of the

given equation, is = 0.

The same thing might be proved by observing, that

the particular solution, derived as before,

when the series is incomplete, does not give one equa-
tion of condition 2 C = 0, but n 1 partial sums,

severally equal to nothing, from which follows C = 0,

C'= 0, &c.

In a similar manner it may be shown, that the equation

is impossible when any of the terms differ in sign. For
in that case, one substitution and addition will either

destroy or double any given term, and the last case

results.

We must except from the preceding the case where the

number of negative and positive terms are equal, in

which case the general solution is evidently a x ; and,

secondly, the case in which the terms are alternately

positive and negative, in which substitution reproduces
the equation. In the latter case, we have either an even

number of terms, as in the case of

P -P1 + PS -P3 = <.r=cr,

equivalent to Q -f Q8 = 0, or Q = 0, or P = P,, that

is, to P =: J a x : or we have an odd number of terms,

as in

P -P,+ PS
- P,-fP= 5r=T,

in which successive substitution and addition gives

Po+ P. + P.+ P.+ P^O,
whence

(235.) The general solution of the equation

a. PC + />. PI+ <\>P. + + *. P.-i = 4

where P, is the same function of a x which P is of x,

and where a*x = x, offers no other difficulty except the

very complicated character of the terms which must be

employed. But it may be easily reduced in the case

when n = 3, to the one already solved in (197.), by

assuming P = Q + vtQ t ; an^ the following is the ge-
neral process for reducing the preceding equation to the

form

WoQ.-f-NoQ.^/..
Assume

PO = Qo -f b Q, + c Q, + .... -Ho Q.- 8

P, =Q, -fb, Q8 + c, Q. + .... -

- + i.

Q,-,

Qo

P.-, = Qn-, + b... Qo + c._, Q; + ....+ i._,Q._,

Determine the n 2 quantities b C . . . . i by

following equations:
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-f-

>.- + * =
._,+ =

. . . + /o h.-4+ ?u
=

both ides finite, or one or both infinite in the number of '-a'01 ' 11"1

, r r unctions.
their terms. If we assume

and so on until there are n - 2 equations. For a par-

ticular instance, suppose n = 5, and that

tfoPo + fc. P, + c. P 2 + r P
3 +/ P

4
=

I,.

Assume
P = Q + bo Qi + c Qs, + o Qa-

and
b e

) + c,cs + ea \+f,=

which equations (in this and in all other cases) are

changeable by successive substitution into the following :

AO PI + <u <', + ''o ''a + .to
=

a
l 1 + &1 CS 4" C

l
bB H~ e

i
=

/j e, + ns c
s -f- bt ha + r

f
= 0,

from which equations e,, c
a , and b3 can be determined,

and thence, by restitution, e0> C ,
and bc . The original

equation is now reduced to

which has been solved. With regard to the notation of

such questions as the preceding, observe

1. That it will very often be found convenient to

write such equations as the preceding in the form

a P -4- &i P + c, P8 -1- e3 P8 -f-f P = 0,

expressing the coefficient of P., by the function which

it is, not of x, but of-amx.

2. That in carrying on investigations connected with

periodic equations, it will often be useful to write them

round a circle drawn upon the paper, instead of in the

usual way.
3. That in questions of common Algebra, which have

reference to elimination, &c., from equations of the first

degree, a form of notation derived from analogy will

frequently furnish help to the memory : for instance, the

following

a'x
1 + b"x" + c"'jc"'+ ex = h'

fl"y'-j-6'V"-f-c x +fr xf h"

a"'x"'+bx +c'x' +e"x" = h'"

will be the best mode of writing such equations.

The preceding solution is, of course, to be adopted only
in cases where the disappearance of the numerator and

denominator of the result obtained from the successive

equations shows that a continuous arbitrary function

enters the solution.

When the equations which determine bc ,
c , &c. give

indeterminate results, one of them maybe assumed at

pleasure (say b = 1), and e and e must be determined

from any two of the equations. If the result be still

indeterminate, let c 1, and determine e from one of

the equations.

(236.) The equation*

CD m a x + CTI m
l
x + . . . . = &o + &i x + &2 .r* + .

admits of an algebraical resolution, whether we suppose

* A particular case of this equation is cited by Sir J. Hersi'hul

(Edition of Spence, &c. p. xxviii.) as having been found among
the papers of Mr. Spence.

+....,

make the substitutions on the first side of the equation,

and equate corresponding terms, we find

K 2 a k, KI 2) a m A, Ke 2 a n? kit &c.,

where
2 a m" moans au m -j- a, m" ~f- . . . .

Hence

2 a 2 a m 2am2

(237.) The equation

J? . Oi X . . Kn~ X ~ fi X,

where ,6 j: is a form of X, has for its general solution

l-e x

9 ax

But it must be observed, that the ambiguity of the second

side sometimes leads to results of this kind, that some of

the quantities <j>x,<f>ax . . . . must be considered as

belonging to one of the forms, and some to others.

This is always the case when the nth root can actually

be extracted, and when, as may happen, the root itself

absolutely considered, is not a form of a. x. For in-

stance, suppose it required to find the curve whose ordi-

nates equidistant from the axis of x on either side form

a rectangle equal to the square of their common abscissa.

The equation of the curve being y = x, we have

000 X
. ex

= v x*

$(-)'
which, in its present form, appears to satisfy the con-

ditions : but the form in question is, if 6 x be rational,

the equation of two distinct curves denoted by
ex OJT

which can only be considered as the same curve under

an extension of analysis, by which any number of curves

may be contained under one equation. Taking one

ordinale off' each curve, the condition is satisfied ; but

taking both from the same, we have 0xx0( *) = x*

instead of xs
. To get a curve which satisfies the con-

dition within the common meaning of the phrases, we
fl f

must let be an irreducible square root ; that
o ( x)

is, let

JxI / */ * _ I/ JL

x V i* \/ -_ , or
ji

! = xs

_ .

Similarly, we find for the curve the rectangle of

whose ordinates is constant and equal to 6, when that

of the abscissae is constant and equal to a, the equation

(238.) We shall now examine further the method of

derivation of periodic functions. The form 0_, <j> x,

which has been shown (33.) to contain periodic func-

tions, does in reality contain every periodic function. For

every such function of the rath order can be exhi-

bited in the form 0~'r0ar, where r* = 1. But since

the different inverses of a function (fix may be obtained

by solving the equation <px = ry arithmetically as to

form, we find that 0_,0x and 0~
1 r0 1r are the same.

3 A2
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Calculus of It has appeared, therefore, that the periodic functions
Functions. are jn an cases the results of performing an inverse
v- "v"'"'/

operation upon any other form of the direct function,

except that with which the inverse is convertible. But
the preceding inversion is only one particular case of

those which are possible; and it will appear from con-

siderations similar to those employed in (31.), that if

a direct (that is integral) algebraical expression be given,
its complete inversion cannot be found without applying
to every term in which there is a power of x, the factor

unity in the form f, where n remains unknown until

the inversion shows what root must be extracted.

We found the forms of periodic functions hitherto

obtained by supposing a particular solution ; and the

derivation of a non-periodic from a periodic function, or

vice versa, give a certain limited symbol of discontinuity.
We may show how to extend that solution in the follow-

ing way. Instead of supposing a x a particular solution

ofyjc=.x, let it not be so, and let a0~'. = ^x.
Then we have

o?x = x,

or

x = cos 2 TT-,

n

which being supposed, <t>ot<t>~
lx is periodic. But, by

actually performing the operation, all traces of a a: dis-

appear as follows.*

which does not, however, differ from forms already Calculus of

obtained. Functions.

(239.) The preceding attempt to derive a periodic
'"""'v

from a non-periodic function terminated in the disap-

pearance of the first mentioned; the following method

gives the same result.

In the equation <pofx = 0#, let 0=r^A, which

gives y (x n~) = yx, of which r* is a particular solu-

tion when r" 1. And since all the values of r are

powers of some one or more amongst them, it follows

that the general theorem deduced from the preceding is :

if 0jj = 6(r
A
-) r"=l,

and if

^ x = a 0~', then y-'x = x,

ax being any function whatever, and A x its exponential

inverse. The resulting value of y x is Q~ l
x.

(240.) We shall now consider the equation

where ax is not periodic.
ticular solution, we find

1 n
<b~ }$ = cos 2 TT -A a A" 1 -cos"'0~'cr

n 2 v

If we assume &"** as a par-

and if k,, &,, &c. be the roots of this equation, the general
solution of the preceding is

{,*.*,-*- + &a,r *,-** + ....

in which there are n arbitrary functions, unless the equa-
tion have one or more sets of equal roots.

In the case of a couplet of equal roots, the particular
solution corresponding to them is

(&* A*
oos 2 ir -

(
cos"' D~ lx 1

)

^n tne case f a tr'plet of equal roots, the solution is

= 9 cosf cos"
1 6~ lx

V n

which is evidently a periodic function of the nth order,

9*
but is derived from x , which is not a periodic func-

tion. At the same time it must be observed, that the

preceding is equally a derivative of x, and we should
n

therefore state, as a theorem of some curiosity, that pe-
riodic functions of all orders can be derived from periodic

functions of the second order, if the method above given
did not lead to a more remarkable extension of our pre-

ceding views.

The equation "^'x = x is solved when oc"x = x, tyx
being 00~ 1

,r. That is, when *x = 0"
1

0a; but if

<**,r = 0_i0or, (where 0.,, as before, stands for an
inconvertible inverse of 0) we have still

y'x = 0_, 0"'a; = x ;

the above is an instance, forcos"'a; 2ir is one of the

inconvertible inverses of cos a1

. The form of periodic
functions thus obtained is

0(0-10)^0-'*-

Thus, a periodic function of the nth order is

and so on.

The preceding equation shows the connection between
functional equations and equations of differences very

completely. In fact, if we denote any function <px by
yAx, &c., the equation

fix <px-\- fi t
x (fret x-{- f$t x<t) ofx -f- . . . . = v x

may be immediately reduced to

B xyx+ B,cr y(x -
1) -f BjzV (*~ a) + = N*,

which is a common equation of differences. There is

no occasion, therefore, to dwell further upon this case,
as we may refer the reader to all works on equations of

differences.

(241.) Let

Assume ^ x = a 0~'a
-

, where a is any given function.

Then, by substitution, and writing x for x, we have

* We do not use brackets
; every functional operation is relative

to the total result of all which precede in the order of operation.

which may in various cases be reduced to the last form ;

and it would appear at first as if we might get as many
distinct solutions as we can assign forms of ax. But
this does not follow; for since every function can be

made a derivative of any given function, it may happen
that any two solutions, 0, or, 0,~" and S a, 0^"

s
, may be the

same. But the arbitrary function (which depends only
on ax) may vary with the form which we assign to a.

We have already considered a particular case of the

preceding process, in the method of finding periodic
functions. In order to show generally the disappearance
of a x, remember that the several steps are, 1. ^ * =
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l
x. 2. x == x A x. 3. An equation of differences,

Functions, giving %x= F x, <(>x= F AJ, (it must be remembered
'^v""-' that, as far as we can assign them, the arbitrary func-

tions are also functions of AJ?,) <fi~

}x = A'T" 1

^,

y x = F A a A" 1 F-'X = F (F~',r
-

1), or the function

of which F~ I
J? is the exponential inverse. Hence ty x

appears to be altogether independent of ax. It is really

so if the coefficients be constant, or if Fx is expressed,
as will frequently happen, in the form F, Ax, not con-

taining x except through A*.

(242.) As an instance of the last, let us suppose

in which we immediately find

x = 0"'x = a x + V a? 1

X \
cos" 'a -f- cos~'-rr- ),

Vc/
which fulfils the conditions. But the general solu-

tion of

depends upon the inversion of

X x = c r* + c' r", where r /= 6 ;

and. generally, 2crn i^"j;
= depends upon the inver-

sion of 2 <;; y. It must be observed, however, I.

That the preceding equation always has one particular
solution of the form ex, derived from taking one par-
ticular solution only of the form r*, to the equation
which gives x x. 2. That if the product of any two roots

of2o.r"=;0 be equal to unity, a more general solu-
tion may be found, as in the particular case above,
namely

1

where r is one of the roots in question.
(243.) The equation

may be solved as follows. Let y x = a (f>~
l

x, and
take the logarithm of the result, which gives
a

l> \(px+ al \(j>ax + ---- + a. \ a"x = ____

which gives

where r^ is a root of

, + !+ ---- +fl B r" = 0;
the form of the solution is

X-'F(F-'Xa- 1)

in all cases in which the equation (X0) gives X0*as
a function of AJ-J that is, in all cases at present soluble.

(244.) We shall here proceed to consider the manner
in which the inconvertible inverses of a function must
be used in connection with the direct function, when we
take into consideration direct functions 'with more values
than one.

1. If /(a, 4) and 0(a,6) be two different forms of
the same function, so that when a and 6 are unam-
biguous,

/(a,6) = 0(a,6),
:

t does not therefore follow that when we substitute in-
stead of a and b functions with more values than one, that

any value of a combined with any other value of 6 will
make the preceding equation true, unless we use the

same values of a and b on both sides of the equation.
Calculus of

Hence, in Function.

ab = c, which gives am b m = c'",

it is not true that any value of a multiplied by any
1_ !_

value of 6 may be equated with any value of (ab)
m

,

but only with that value which arises from using the
i

same forms of a and b as those from which the a and
i

6 in question were derived in an arithmetical form. If

one of the primitive mth roots of unity be called r, and
if a be considered as a r*" and 6 as b r*, then a b on the

second side must be considered as a 6 J-CP+J)",

2. When y=z<f>x gives x = <f>_ l y, this equation is

not identically true, unless we give y one particular
form for each particular form of <f>^. In fact, as we
have seen, <j)_ l p<j>x is the representation of a1

,
as derived

from inversion and reinversion, where y is a symbol of

a change of form without change of value.

3. When we take the function ^ 0_, x, we have
different results according as we use one or another

form of 0_ l( except when ^ admits of unambiguous
representation in the form X0> in which case ^ 0-i# is

X00-ii or %x.
4. If we assume %x =<f>ilrx, then %_ t

x= Vf-i0-''r '

and any form of Y'-i applied to any form of 0_, gives
one of the forms of x-i- And if the forms of 0.,, ^_ 1(

and x-i ca" be found by giving different values to m, n,

and p, as in

0.,a;=:*(m, x) y_ l x=*(n,x) x-i x = x
(.P' x)>

then the equation %_ tx = ^-_, 0_ lx is an equation of con-

dition between m, n, and p.
5. If there be a constant c in 0* which admits of

several values, then we can only consider the intro-

duction of different values as forming entirely different

functions of x. For instance, one of the forms of

1 + (1) * is a periodic function, and the other is not.

6. Let there be a function of x which has more
values than one, and let us suppose it to be 0:c. If we
make x = y, we must remember that y is now either

of the values of (/>x, and in every alteration and substitu-

tion which we make, we must remember that the general
value of y must be used, and not the particular value,
in every case where the general value of <px is used.

For instance, let us suppose a* =
y,

where the first side

has as many values as there are units in the denominator
of jr. If we call m this denominator, then y being the

arithmetical value of a', we have a*= (l)
m
y, or, which

will do equally well, a* (1)*. y; the true expansion
of *

being

derived from the general binomial theorem

+xa + s^-a'

If then / a and I x be the arithmetical logarithms of a
and x, we find

s (ia+ 8Ti v)*+aa' V~= n V

an equation which is true for all values of m, n, and p,

provided that value of (1)* be taken which corresponds
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Calc.ads. of to the given value of m ; provided, in fact, we take
Functions.

*
. _M-y . J 62T J -' for (1)*; that is, we have

an equation which is certainly true, and might be veri-

fied by actual expansion. But we are not at liberty to

assert the equality of the exponents, unless we make

n p.

The theorems which have been lately proposed* with

respect to the logarithms of unity, amount, in fact, to

equating the preceding exponents without the restric-

tion upon the value of (1)' above alluded to, and the

assertion that x, as thus derived, is the real solution of

a' y.
For that process gives

(/ a + 2 it m V - 1) x+Z-rn V - 1

V - 1 + 27rp J -
1,= ly

or

where c and IP are any whole numbers. Ifa e and

y = 1, this gives for the logarithms of unity

1 + 2 T tt> V^T 2rip - VT'
(245.) The examples in (240, &c.) are closely con-

nected with the history of the methods employed in this

branch of Mathematics, on which we shall now intro-

duce some remarks. Every expression of Algebra must

necessarily give an idea rather of a set of operations to

be performed upon quantities than of the quantity itself

* With great respect fur the talen's of Mr. Graves and of Sir

William Hamilton, HI* well as of some distinguished foreigner*,
whom tht-y state to have produced coincident results, we must sup-

pose them to have fallen into this error, directly or indirectly,
until some one among them produces a more explicit statement of

their fundamental conventions, pointing out whether they employ
those in common use or not. After an attentive perusal of both

papers hy Mr. Graves, that in the Phitosophical Trantaclioitt of
1829. and that in the Fourth Rfpttrl of Ihe Britith Atmcialiun,
we do not know whether the assertion, that the logarithm of 1 is

---
;

- means, that

or not.

To find a relation between x and y in the equation a* = y,

Mr. Graves supposes a = cos Q + *f 1 sin 0, and hence con-

cludes that a?=f(xf-*a) where fQ= cos Q + ^"^"1 sin 9.
But this is equally true where fQ= ect, e having any value

vhntever, as appears sufficiently if the common processes of Algebra
be true. If they be not true, we cannot see how the theorem

fQ= the common expansion of e* ^~*

(which is admitted on all sides) is true.

If we were to hear an objection to the equation t
' r* l̂=l.

grounded on an objection to impossible quantities, we might appeal
to the actual expansion

or 1 + x V 1 = 1. Is it really asserted that the expansion
of the left-hand Hide ofA would give the right-hand side? If so, let
it be shown, and our objections of course fall to the ground. But in
the mean while we hold it safer, when two methods give discordant
results, to make the better known of the two throw suspicion upon
the other.

which results from performing these operations. Nothing Calculus of

is more difficult to a beginner in Algebra than the neces- Function.-,.

sity of considering a complicated literal expression as ^"^'
the value of an unknown quantity, instead of the exhi-

bition of the processes by which the value is to be

obtained, so soon as the subjects of operation shall have
received specific values. Before the introduction of

specific symbols for indeterminate known quantities by
Vieta, the language and methods of algebraists were
fast approaching to a calculus ofoperations, distinguished
from a calculus offunctions by the absence of symbols,
but on this very account approximating more perhaps
to the consideration of the functional than of the ordi-

nary algebraic character of expressions.
" Solve qitamvii

qi/eslionem. , . .servaoperationes. . . .ethabebis regulam
de modo pro omni consimili qnestione" are the words
of Cardan, which comprise his method of making one

arithmetical example point out the solution of another.

When the literal expressions of Vieta were introduced,

the object seems to have been to forget as much as

possible the method of formation which each expression
carried with it, unless at the moment when a new

operation was to be performed. And thus it became

necessary to describe operations in words when it was

desired to point the attention upon a function, as such;
and the rule of Cardan, above cited, became as necessary
in the Algebra of Vieta as in pure Arithmetic, simply
because a confined mode of viewing the subject had

conventionally invested the results ot the former with the

character of the latter. Hence rules and processes took

the place ot expressions ; and our readers must remember

that it was, and still is. usual tt> deduce the roots of an equa-
tion of the second degree dr novo on every separate oc-

casion. This anxiety to distinguish the operations of

Algebra from the symbols which conventionally repre-
sented the operations themselves, is strikingly manifest

in the older algebraists. Take the following example of

a process from Bartholinus.*

Exempla additionis simplicium.

Add

Summa a + b.

The Differential Calculus, or rather the Integral Cal-

culus, first turned attention expressly on theform.* which

will satisfy given conditions, considered independently of

values. The celebrated isoperi metrical problems of the

Bernoullis are among the earliest of the kind; but before

this the Priticipia of Newton had appeared, full of ques-
tions in which law and not quantity was the subject ol

investigation. The considerations entering into physical

questions made a more functional algebra absolutely

necessary : the pure mathematician was rapidly becoming
(out of Geometry) a machine for solving numerical

equations, summing arbitrarily formed series, and trying
to square the circle, when the call to follow up the re-

searches of Newton threw him upon difficulties which

were not of his own making.
(246.) We cannot find it stated precisely who first

used the indeterminate functional symbol. But this is a

matter of little consequence, since the time when real

questions of the inverse functional calculus began to be

agitated must date from the researches of Enter, Lam-
bert, D'Alembert, Lagrange, Monge, and Laplace. Jn

* Pi-in. Math. Vnii;
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Calculus of llieyear 1760 Lagrange* integrated the equation which

Functions, we should represent by

2 p, rf> (a + b a"x) = x,

where pa , p lt &c. are forms of a x, and a r rf+b'f.

The process consisted in a developement of (ffl -f- 6 a"-r)

by Taylor's theorem, and had no close connection with

the difficulties of the subject. The next step was made

by Monge, as we shall proceed to state.

(247.) The solution of an ordinary differential equa-
tion is shown by the direct method of forming such

equations to amount to the inquiry what function ofx

and y must be constant in order that a given relation

function from between two equations : for instance,
Calculus ol

take the manner in which Monge expressed the equation
Pu ctl"n!i -

of a developable surface, where 2 is a function of x
and y, obtained by eliminating V between the two

following,

between x. v, , &c. may exist.
J dx

The existence of a

functional relation between two quantities is necessary

and sufficient to the fulfilment of the condition, that the

one shall be constant when the other is so. A partial

differential equation, besides being known to arise from

the elimination of an arbitrary function, is shown to

depend upon two simultaneous differential equations of

the common kind, giving two functions of the variables,

of which it is sufficient for the conditions that they

should be constant together; that is, that one should be

any function of the oilier. The determination of the

form of the arbitrary function from given condilions

leads of course to questions in the Inverse Calculus of

Functions. To take a very simple case, suppose it is

required to describe a surface of revolution with a given

axis, which shall pass through a given curve. This

amounts geometrically to describing through every point
of the curve a circle perpendicular to the axis, and having
its centre in the axis. This, it is evident, can be done,

whether the given curve be continuous or discontinuous.

If the axis of revolution be made that of x, and axes of

x and y be taken perpendicular to it and to each other,

he differential equation of the surface in question is

d z _ rf z

d x dy
which is common to all surfaces of revolution having
the axis in question, and its complete integral is

z = (.r* + y
9
).

If a x and ft x be the values of y and 2, corresponding
to the ordinate x of the curve in question, the condition

that the surface must pass through the curve requires
that

and the determination of the form of 9 depends on the

inversion of a* + (a x)
1

.

Tile preceding method will frequently give the answer

required, because the importance of simple inversion

has led to the consideration of many cases, and inversion

has been invented (the process being practically supplied

by tabulation) where the ordinary processes ofArithmetic

have not been found sufficient. But in a great number
of cases the integral itself cannot be otherwise deter-

mined than by eliminating the subject of an arbitrary

* Mito. Taur., vol. iii. We cite here from the Memoir of

Mon^e already cited. Several writers have used expressions
which would lead us to inter they thought Lagrange had solved
a more general case. If it lx> so. we cannot see it from Monde's
account, nd we have not had access to the original. In the
Mrmoiri of the Analytical Society, u.Sli, it is stated that Laifrange
h'id reduced the question to the solution of a transcendental equa-
tion, such as those in (242.), which might be done.

where and
ijt may be any forms whatsoever.

(248.) Let there be a function z defined as follows:

where and ft are known forms, and and Y" are to be
so determined, that

: -fx when y = F x]f, F,ft , F,
2 =/, j when y = Ft x\ being known.

Hence we have the following equations,

Let ft (_x, F x) = u give* x = ft u, which gives

fft u = a (P u, F ft u) + YT u,

from which the form of ty is known, when that of is

known ; and by following a process exactly similar with

the second equation, making ft (x, F, x) = w, give

x = y8|"i, we fin

/; ft, !/,=$> (ft, F, ft, W| ) + yr ,.

and as these equations must be identically true, what-
ever we may write for ?/, or ?/, write u for u, in the

second, and subtract it so altered from the first, which

gives

an equation of the form

0/t.r v x = BJ j",

which may be reduced to the form

0J = /3 x + yz (pax,

already considered. The preceding process will apply

equally well to

* = .,, + b,, a (x, y) + c,, f ft (x, y),

and will give a result of similar form ; as also will

z= a,,, + {6,. , + c..,V/8 (x,y)},

which must be previously reduced to the form

0-' (*
-

,.,)
=

*,,, + cx,^ft(x, y).

(249.) The equation

z = 2 y (*. y) Y'. . (* y).

in which there are n undetermined functions, y/,, tyt , &c.

to be determined by n conditions of the form

z = f,x when y = F,x,

may be reduced by the preceding process to n equations,

containing each a term of the form ro u Y'I u : elimina-

tion reduces these to n 1 equations, wanting y^, u. A
repetition of the process eliminates Y/j u, and so, till we
have two equations only, from which the elimination of

V-i u leaves an equation of the form

*
/Sarwas the notation proposed by Monge for what we call

/3-
1 x (a notation introduced, we believe, by Sir John Herscbt-1.)

It will be convenient to reserve ihe former lor particular inversions*

required by problems, as in the present cane.
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i M 0.

(250.) The process by which Monge reduced the

equations he thus obtained to equations of differences, or

rather generalized the conditions implied in equations

of differences so as to raise them to functional equations,

is as follows. Taking the difference of x to be that by

which it increases when it becomes a x, or

A x = a x x,

and y a function of x to be determined, he defines Ay
by VOLX tyz,

A 2
y by V aS -r - y x (Yf ax ~ V'*)'

and so on. Thus the equation

Ay + Ay + B =
answers to what, in our notation, would be

Y"<x;r
= (l

- A)V*- B.

We shall give, in the words of Monge, his integration

(as we must now call it) of the preceding equation, for

the cases where a x = x + a, otx =:a + (b + I) x, and

ax = ax". It is extracted from the ninth volume of

the Memoirs of the Academy of Sciences, page 357. It

must be observed, that what we call 2 TT, Monge calls v.

" PROBLEMS V.

"
Integrer completement I'equation Ay -j- A y+ B = 0,

dans le cos ou la differencefinie de la variable princi-

pals seroit 1. = constante = a ; 2. = a -f- b x ;
3. =

ax x.
" SOLUTION.

"
Soil fait Ay + B = e" ; ce qui donnera

=: 1 ;
soil x la variable

FUNCTIONS.
a L . (a + 6 x) T L . (as + b r~

L.(6 + l)

done on aura, pour integrate complete,

Calculus of

Functions.

H

et,
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Calculus of Lambert communicated to Euler and Lagrange some
Functions,

expansions of 'the root of a trinomial equation in series,
"^^"V"~- which the latter generalized into his celebrated theorem,

the greatest step yet made in the calculus of inver-

sion. It is not, however, of any service in our present

pursuit, owing to the unlimited number of terms which

always occurs. And, in the method of Laplace, many
of the integrations of equations of differences which can

be effected are unserviceable, owing to the appearance of

a sum or product, the number of terms of which is a

function of x.

(252.) The method of Laplace can only apply, with

perfect generality, to cases in which the unknown func-

tion has not more than two subjects ; for if x = v,,

and fix = u,+\, which is always possible, subject to the

integration of an equation of differences^ it doe^ not

follow that y x will be !/,+, &c. ; but if this happen, the

method applies.

In (he Memoirs of the Analytical Society already
cited, it is shown how, by means of equations of partial

differences, to reduce more extensive classes of functional

equations to depend upon finite integration. The fol-

lowing is a sketch of the method.
Let the proposed equation be

F (x, a i, 0/8 x, <j> 7 x) = ---- (I),

where F, , /8, and y are known forms, and <px is to be

determined. Assume a function of v and z, name'y,
P

t?t, to be determined by the following conditions :

or

'-,., = -'
P... - . (2) 7-' P.,,., = -'

P.,. .... (3),

giving

P,,,= II (v, z,e (cos 2 JTI>, r)) (2')

P., ,
= II, (v, i, 6, (u, cos 2 TT *)) . . . (3').

That II and II, are known forms is the assumed inte-

gration ; and 9, 6, are arbitrary functions subject only to

the conditions n = n,, and that of not inverting the

cosine, provided always these two conditions agree. But
we have

x =r a~'P, ,,

and substitutions in (1) give (if 0P.., <(>,,,)

F (- P,,,, *., *..,. *_,) = .... (4),

another equation of differences, which we will suppose
integrated in the form

*.,= F, (v, s,0cos27rr, 0,cos2jrz) (5),

F, being known by integration, and and 0, being
arbitrary functions, which do not invert the. cosine.
From (2') and (3') v and z can be expressed in the
form

giving

0Pc,,
= F

1 (IlP,,,i
II

1 P,,,0cos2irnP,> ,0 1
eos2irri

1
Pe,.)

0.r = F, (II x, n, x, cos 2 TT fl x, 0, cos 2 * ri, x).

(253.) The words which we have put in italics relate
to points which have not been adverted to by the dis-

tinguished writer from whom we cite, (indeed, it hardly
lay in his road to do so) ; and in the perfect impossibility
of treating even the most simple case in all its gene-
rality, we are compelled to resort to analogy, and even to

conjecture. But as our object is to create doubt, not
to establish crtainty, such a method is more than
sufficient, since the simple word of denial is a sufficiently

VOL. II.

conclusive argument against whatsoever is not esta- Calculus of

blished by demonstration. Functions.

The simultaneous existence of any number of equa-
^^v^"'

tions may be of two kinds, very distinct in their character,

though not always distinguished. The first, to which
the name more properly belongs, (but which is not the
common species,) and which we shall call dependent co-

existence, is where we require that one or more of the

equations should be true only when the rest are true,
but not without them, necessarily. Instead ofseparate
equations,

V, = V i =O....W 1 =0 Wt =0....,
where the existence of the first set does not necessarily
make that of the second follow, the dependent coexist-

ence only requires that

e, V, + c8 V8 + ....+ h
t W, =

c'.V, + c'.V, + ....+ A',W, =

where the constants may be, and generally will be,
determinate. On the other hand, independent coexist-

ence requires the absolute existence of all the first sets of

equations together. The want of sufficient nominal dis-

tinction between these two different things creates a

difficulty in the Calculus of Variations well known to

those who remember the early obstacles to their pro-
gress. But we proceed to the bearing of this distinc-

tion upon our subject.

(254.) A question may arise as to the equations (2)
and (3), whether their coexistence is dependent or in-

dependent. If the first, the two equations are equivalent
only to one; and the solution, though correct, (for the

dependent includes the independent case,) is very limited.

That the solutions of the independent case are much
more limited than those of the other is sufficiently

evident; but we shall apply the distinction to the
common theory of differential equations; that is, we
shall digress to show that the arbitrary function appears
in the solution of depejidently coexistent differential

equations, even where no partial differentiations occur.
That the introduction of the arbitrary function into par-
tial differential equations may be referred to this cir

cumstance follows from the well-known method of de-

ducing then- integration.
Let 0(M, N) = P be the result of an integration,

where M, N, and P are respectively functions of x, y,
and g. Common differentiation shows that

or that the preceding condition is sufficient for the de-

pendent coexistence of

d M = 0, d N = 0, d P = 0,

or

~d~y
V

Jdz = 0, &c., &c.,

in which the appearance of the complete differentia,

form may be lost by suppression of factors. But let us

consider independently the coexisting equations

dy dx

-$--* in-y= '

the independent coexistence of which implies that

X = ce'-f eV', yrrce'-c't',
which latter equations will be dependently coexistent

when
Si
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dc

where 6 t is any function whatsoever. Here c may be

assumed as any function of t, and c' determined accord-

ingly. Let c-=yt, then the elimination of
iff

t between

the two equations which give x andy, leaves one relation

between x, y, and t, containing the arbitrary function

1 ; which is sufficient to satisfy the conditions. Or we

may multiply the second of the given equations by Qt,

and add it to the first, which gives

Assume y i^t, which gives by the common process

in which it is easily verified that ^ t'=.x gives

=
iff

t. The elimination of ty t then gives one rela-

tion between x, y, and t, with the arbitrary function Of.

The above method shows that we have implicitly pro-

ceeded step by step in the formation of a partial differ-

ential equation more complicated than the circumstances

require, and it is known that a given set of dependently
coexistent equations may be made to arise from an

infinite number of partial equations. But if we take

tV< most simple partial differential equation which

depends upon the two given equations, which is

dt

we have the most simple form of the relation required,

namely,
& -

y* = 9 (x + y e-0,

subject to which it is generally true that y and x being

functions of t,
~ =: x, when = y. There is, how-
d t at

ever, what we may call a singular solution for every

particular form of 0, which deserves the attention of

mathematicians, but is foreign to our present subject.

(255.) If we grant the equations (2) and (3) in

(252.) to be dependently coexistent, the arbitrary func-

tion in the solution of the single equation which then

connects the two must be neither of the form ( !)
or (z 1), but of the form (v 1, z 1). Sup-
posing them independently coexistent, we come to the

consideration of the two conditions :

1. II = II,, which connects and Ol ;

2. Neither 8 x nor 0, x must invert cos x.

Under what conditions these may be made to agree
must remain a question ; but the generality of the result

will not be altogether destroyed by supposing arbitrary

constants in the place of and 0,, owing to the final

arbitrary functions and 0,. But the form given to

these certainly appears too limited.

(256.) The following considerations will show that

the preceding method must be further considered before

it can be used with perfect safety. The coexistence of

(2) and (3), if independent, makes v a function of z (for
all assigned forms of and <?,), determined by eliminating

P,t! from (2') and (3') ; that is, (4) is not an equation
of partial differences, as supposed ;

if dependent, then

only one value of Pr, z results, whether we suppose it

obtained from the single equation

or by assigning such a relation between tnd 6, as shall

make (2') and (3') identically the same equations. In
either case, both v and z cannot be separately assigned
in terms of P

Vl ,,
which the subsequent solution requires.

In either case, however, solutions may be obtained with-

out difficulty when the arbitrary functions are supposed
constant ; but when they are not supposed constant, an

equation of condition results between arbitrary func-

tions.

When (2) and (3) are considered as independently
coexistent, let the condition which must be assigned
between and 0, be deferred, and the process continued

to the end, as described. If the expression of v and

z, by means of two equations, which are to be made

only equivalent to one, leads to any indeterminate

forms, the solution fails; if not, a relation may be

assigned between the constants or arbitrary functions

in the result, which will make the final value of <px a

solution. But it must be observed that the elucida-

tion of this point cannot be given in the present state

of the theory of simultaneous equations of partial dif-

ferences.

(257.) It would take more consideration than we can

here give to decide a priori upon the preceding method ;

and the only examples in which the solution of the

dependent equations (2) and (3) is possible are not con-

clusive, owing to the limited character of the functions

which must be employed, and of the solutions obtained.

We shall show, however, by an example, that the method
cannot be employed, as given, without the assignment
of a relation between the arbitrary quantities obtained.

Let the equation be

x -f* 2 # 3 3?

T 1> Or T> 1 r P* J
t>jl,

** J B-1,, OJ- r ,-,

/1Y
P.-,,, = 2 P,,, or P.,, = (5)9

= 11

Calculus of

Functions.

and

P.,,-, = 3 P.,, or P,,, =
QJ0,

= nlf

or

*.,, = 0"0; x B

subject to the condition 1 +
-j=r
= K-.

Assume and 0, arbitrary constants, and we have

\0 \x -

_A,0, \x
> o ' * x \ q '

/V ft A tj

and assuming 0, &c. to be constant, we have

<f> x = 0~~ x I i
* x e, = v v. e ,

^i -f-0/
which gives

wh cii are not equal except when

1+0-'

(258.) The only method which we can perceive of
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Calculus of Deducing a certain solution from the method in (252.)
Functions, is as follows. Integrate (2) and (3), and assume 9 and
v \^~* 6,, so as to make the two n and n, identically the same.

Then find
<!>,,_ as before; eliminate z between Pz,, and

0PI>If giving <j>x in terms of x and v. Then v is an

arbitrary function of r, which becomes v 1 when ctx

becomes /8 x, and remains the same when x becomes

7 x. If we apply this method to the preceding equation,

we find

0s = 6" (2"*)~~w X 9,,

which will be found to satisfy the conditions.

Two species of arbitrary functions are thus intro-

duced ; firstly, 0,, which must not change when a x is

changed, either into ft x, or 7 x, and v, which is changed
into v 1, and not changed at all, in the first and

second of these cases respectively.

(259.) We shall briefly observe, that the same sort of

proof which shows that differential equations of the ith

order are not completely integrated without the intro-

duction of n arbitrary constants, has been applied to

functional equations, as follows. If we suppose

V * = F, (j, a,, ---- o..,), V'r = Fi (,,....)
y*x= F8 (x, *.... a..,), V * = F, (a a, a,. . . . )

V"*=F.(*,a1,a,, ---- a..,), y v * = F, (v x ---- );

then the elimination of the n 1 constants between
each set of n equations gives an equation of the form

<I> (x, ijtx,^! ---- Yx) = 0, * (X, or* ---- v x) = 0,

from which it is inferred that the complete solution of

an equation of this form has at least n 1 arbitrary
constants. In the differential calculus the inference is

so far just ; but we have never been satisfied with any
of the inverse inferences which have been made, to the

effect that not more than n 1 arbitrary constants

could exist in the integral, though of course sufficiently
sure by experience that the result, whether correctly
inferred or not, is correct. Mr. Babbage* seems to have
had a doubt on this subject on his mind, when he

expresses himself upon
"
the train of reasoning usually

made use of to prove that a differential equation of

the nth order requires in its complete integral n arbi-

trary constants." And M. Lacroix, who has done as

much for the differential calculus as Delambre did for

astronomy, has not, in his researches, found even an

attempt at a rigid demonstration. In speaking of what
is, in fact, the same subject, namely, the various differen-

tial equations of the first order, which one of the nth

implies, he uses these remarkable words :
" En s'aban-

donnant a I'analogie, on en conclura qu'une equation
differe.nlie.tle de I'ordre n a un nombre n d'integrales

premieres."-^
We shall, therefore, not consider it an im-

pertinent digression if we attempt to give what may be

generalized into a proof of the proposition in question, in

illustration of a remarkable point connected with func-
tions.

(260.) In considering a function of x, y, and z, we
must remark two distinct species. 1. Functions of x,

y, and z, which cannot be reduced to the fom (x, p)

*
Eisay, Sfc. part i. Phil. Trans. 1815.

t Calc. Diff. vol. ii. p. 294.

where p is a function of y and z. 2. Functions of T,
Calculus of

and (y and z), which can be so reduced. Thus y xa+ z
* unctlons -

is an instance of the first sort; a 3 + yz is an instance

of the second. See (18.) and note. This precisely
amounts to the distinction of the conditions under which,

x only being variable, y and z are equivalent to two

arbitrary constants, or to one only. The conditions of

the second case are as follows. If u = (T, y, z),

which can also be reduced to the form ^ (x,p), then

du dp du dp _
d 2

'

dy dy
'

d c

which can easily be shown to be the necessary and

si/fficient condition, that u shall only contain x and y,
because it is a function of p, or of some function of p.

Now, if possible, let

-r = y (x, u) have the primitive u = (x, c, c,) ;dx
the differentiation of the second gives

du f du \= 0' (x, c, c,) c = V(r, ,c,J.dx \ dx /
The substitution of the form Y' for c in must eliminate

c, ; for if not, we can express in the form ro (x, u, c,),dx
and therefore

or the complete value of u can only contain c,, which is

against the supposition. So that cr (u, x, c,) must be

identical with \(x, u), or otherwise a relation results

which is not consistent with the supposition of M, con-

taining two arbitrary constants. Consequently, (1,^,0,)
is independent of c,, or

d_0 A^>
'

dc,

But from the identical equation

y
'

d c, d c,

and from the two last we obtain

(d

d 0' d d 0'^

difr d c, dc, d Yv
d V d0 d

Now, 1f-~ = 0, we have either - = 0, or - is

dc, dc, d
Y<-

infinite for all values of y (a form of c) ; which last

cannot be, and the first shows that is not a function of

c,. But if

d <b d(t)
f d d 0'

-
. . = 0,

dy<- dc, dc, d^!r

we see that can only be a function of ^ and c,, or of

c and c,, in the form

that is, the two arbitrary constants are equivalent only
to one.*

* The (to us) apparent laxity of demonstration with which this

subject U usually treated continues up to the present moment.
M. Poisson, in the TMorie de la Chaleur just published, has a

chapter on partial difi'erential equations, in which the subject is

treated with his usual happy combination of clearness and power.
But he begins with a proof that the integral of a differential equa-
tion of the th degree

" doil mntenir, pour etre complete, un

nombre n de conslanles arbilraires." This he does prove, with the

exception of the proposition implied in the words pour lire complete ;

for he does not show, or attempt to show, that no more than n arbi-

trary constants can be contained in the general integral.

SB
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Calculus of (261.) The preceding process cannot be applied to

Fuuctions. equations of differences, and it is important to notice
s v"""'' why this most simple case of functional equations differs

so much, in general, from what may, in one point of

dy
In we are

d x
view, be considered a particular case.

considering the properties of one term of a series ; in

A ni

we must consider the aggregate of all the terms.

If we let - A& stand for the difference of a, uponA 6

the supposition that b only varies, we do not find that

A w A y AM Ay
Ay A z Az Ay

is necessary when it is a function of a; and 8 (z, y). And
it may be made evident that we can satisfy a functional

equation by a solution containing as many arbitrary
constants as we please. For instance,

y!j = x gives 0(1) 0~X
where may be a function which contains any number

of arbitrary constants. To take a single instance, (a x*)',

containing two arbitrary constants, satisfies y!x = x, the

complete integral of which has been surmised to contain

only one. But at the same time, remembering what

we know relative to periodic functions, as opposed
to all others, we cannot allow even a suspicion derived

from them to affect our views of other functions.

The fact is, that in the most limited sense of the term,

every functional equation admits of an infinite number
of arbitrary constants, in admitting an arbitrary func-

tion. What we should ask in reference to the process
in (259.) is this: How many arbitrary constants can

b.e found in such a manner as to admit of being con verted

into separate arbitrary constants of the. equation, that is,

arbitrary functions which remain constant during the veri-

fication of the equation ? And, in this point of view, we
cannot assign even so many arbitrary functions as might
seem possible to the solution of *ft"x

= x, since we have

found only one, and even given a method which shows
all assignable solutions, at least, to be particular cases of

that one.

(262.) We shall now proceed to the consideration of

functions of more than one independent subject. If we
take such a function as

containing n independent subjects, we have n different

ways of proceeding to what we might denote by ^-
8

; or

in a wider sense, we have

suppose by comparing x + y and x, which is such an Calculus

analogy as would naturally present itself. In fact, we Function

are not proceeding from the consideration of x to that of
<-^N*"~

x 4- y where + is defined, but to x 4 y where + may
represent any operation whatever. But we should first

consider cases in which the method in which x and y
enter the function is of imperfect generality ; for instance,

such as

1 4 + + n . + n or 2' 1

such methods. Thus, in the case of y (T, y, z), which

we shorten (where it is an ultimate form) into y, we have

the following results of one repetition :

yr(j, y, z)

y (y, y, *)

V(Y'.y.Y')

y (f. Vf
. 2 )

(263.) Before we proceed with this subject, it is

necessary to remark, that Hie preceding operations con-

tain more indttermina/eness, if we may use the phrase,
in proportion to those already considered, than we should

in which x and y enter through a given function.

Again, the successive functions arising out of the

preceding method may subject x and y to new opera-

tions at every step, that is, to operations not performed

upon them in the original function. This cannot hap-

pen in functions of a single subject. If we see sin x in

the tenth function, it must have been in the first. We
may avoid this by allowing only what we will call lineal

substitution, that is, not regarding any letter as a vari-

able, except it come from itself in the original function.

This may be best done as follows: instead of substi-

tuting y(x,y) for x, and thus introducing y under all

the signs of operation to which x is subject, give a

specific value b to y before substitution. If, for the

present, we denote by y^y anfl V^Y*- tne results of one

substitution of this kind, in the first of which x becomes

a before substitution for y.
ami in the second of which

y becomes b before substitution for x, we find

6, y , y\

whence it follows that y, y^ y, y = yj ys y = y, y
*

y ;

or, generally, y yjj y = y yr y.
To avoid proposing different classes of notation for

different species of substitution, which we shall not have

much occasion to employ together, we shall denote

lineal substitutions simply by affixing the equations of

condition which determine the specific values of rand y.

Thus, by

we mean that m lineal substitutions of y (1,6) for x and

n substitutions of y (a,y) for y have taken place. If,

when the process is finished, we restore x and y instead

of a and 6, we may write

**-* ' ' "f

and if we finally write a and b instead of x and y, we

may signify the result by

(264.) GenmzZ substitution is that explained in (262.),

and the immediate consequence of the distinction be-

tween it and lineal substitution is, that the order of the

operations is not indifferent. Mr. Babbage has pro-

posed the following notation,*

y~'8'n'JO">y.*).

to denote that 1. the with function of the preceding is

taken relatively to the letter written first, namely x;
2. the result is considered as a function of z, (the third

letter,) and its nth function taken on that supposition;
3. the pi\\ function of the result is taken relatively to

y; 4. the qih function of the result relative to x;
5. the rth function of the result relative to y. By the

symbol

* About the tame time M. Cauchy proposed an analogous
method of representing interchanges. Jvurn. Ee. I'otytoch. Cak.

17, 1815.
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we understand m general simultaneous substitutions,

that is, we write y (x,y, z) at once instead of both x, y,

and z. Thus

Y-* (* y)
= y (y (y *iy> * *^y). V Of y.y v))-

(265.) It is much more easy to invent notation for

cases which it may be conceived will hereafter arise,

than to enter into the general solution of any one in-

stance. The following extract* will show both the ex-

cessive complication of the questions which might be

proposed, and the difficulty of taking in at one view the

conditions of the problem.

The equation contains the analytical enunciation of

the following problem. What must be the form of a

function of four quantities y< (.r, y, z,v), such that taking
the second function relative to z, the third relative to x,

and the second simultaneous one relative to z and v ;

if, in the result, ccx be put for y and /8z for v, and the

whole be then considered as a function of x and z ; and

if, on this hypothesis, the third function be taken relative

to 2, and the second relative to x ; and, if y x be now

put for z, and the third function of the expression con-

sidered merely as a function of x be taken, then it is

required that the final result shall be equal iofx, a

given function of x?"
We shall now proceed to the consideration of some

cases of functions of more subjects than one,

(266.) So long as we consider substitution relative to

one subject only, it is evident that we do not take a
more general case than those which have been con-

sidered in the former part of this Treatise ; thus we
have

y
11 ' '

(x, yj = a*x where y (x, y) = a x

-'Cr.) =" where (x,) =

In these cases one subject only is considered as variable,
and the other may be treated as an arbitrary constant.
In a similar manner, we have

for since y-
' '

(x, y) is not a function of
y, the successive

functions of it with respect to y are the same in value as

the first function. We must remember, that though by

definition ip-
'

(x, y) and y1-I

(j?,y) are the same, being,
in fact, only the same function considered as a basis for

two different kinds of substitutions ; yet, since Y'*'" (x,y)
has two different values according as the substitutions

are made first relative to x and then to y, or vice versa,
the function y' (x,y) may be either y?;2(x,j/) or

y;f (x, y). The first, as a particular case ofi/A" (x,y),
is x ; the second, for a similar reason, is y.

(267.) By the definition of simultaneous substitution,
we have the following equation,

Of *, y, y aTy) = . . . . (A),

for all whole values of m from 1 upwards. We shall
also readily find that the preceding order is invertible,
as follows :

y { V' x, y), V"^ (x, y) }
= r,y)....(B).

For if we consider the various manners in which V Calculus '

ruuctiuns.

enters into y
3 ' 8

, for instance, as follows : _,- y ^_ *

177 272 sTs

*
* I

And if we next consider y4> * as derived from substitut-

ing y for both x and y in the preceding, we have the

following expression, without brackets :

y.

which, after the brackets are written, appears exactly the

same as substituting yr*' for x and y in i}rz,y. If, then,
we make m in (A) and (B), in like manner
as we hitherto have applied extended notation only to

cases which satisfy such conditions of convertibility
as are satisfied by the general notation, we must make
the following equations determine y -

, namely,

{y (x, y),y (^r, = y (JT, y) . . . . (A)
= y (*, y) . . . . (B)

and we are thus led to a condition which we shall consi-

der as analogous to convertibility, and shall denominate
simultaneous convertibility, namely,

*
Babbage, Essay, Sfc., part ii. Pkil. Trans. 1816.

fi(ax,y, ax,y) = a

(268.) But there may be functions which satisfy one
of the preceding equations, -but not the other, analogous
in species to the inconvertible inverses already considered.
For example, if y (x, y) = x + y, we find that

^'(x<y)= 2
X + 9 y satisfies both equations, while

y' (x,y) = x satisfies the first only, as does y'(;r,y) = y.
In analogy with 00 x = <j>x = x, which do not in-

volve a condition, because <t>x or x is convertible with all

functions, we shall let y- signify those functions only in

which both equations are satisfied ; while those which

satisfy the first only shall be denoted by ^_ ; those

which satisfy the second only belong to an infinite un-
defined class, presenting analogies with the functions we
have denoted by the letter

, and point out an analogy
which has not struck us till this moment. The equation
00* = <t>x being satisfied by <px = x is also satisfied

by every form of 4 <f>x. Agreeably to the character of the
notation we have hitherto employed, 0,* should be the

symbol ofax in the equation x= 0,r, or in ax~x
af is i^x.

(269.) The functions which satisfy the first equation
only are infinite in number, and (which is a further

analogy with <p"x in 00jr = 0jr) independent of the

form of y (x, y). For equation (A) simply gives

yft-(4t) a *
ThuswiJ ny or xm y~", (where m n= 1) ; x a(

-
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.

(!) = !; cosJ^ -
1 1, &c. &c. are all

general forms of ^/ (x, y).

And it must be observed, that whenever the second

equation is satisfied, the first is satisfied by one or other

of the values of i//'
derived from it. For, if we deter-

mine a from the equation

i// (a, a) = V (x, y),

and if we afterwards make x = y, it is evident that one

value of a reduces itself to x.

For example, given

V C*> y) = *'+ y> required y*
7

(J. y) ;

o* + a = i2 + y gives a = - - - + x8 + y,

and the positive sign gives the function required, for

x, y) = sin (xy), required y"
1

(x, y) ; thisGiven

gives f'

(270.) If we call -yA" the zero-function* of y, we
have the following theorems.

1. The zero-function of a (x,y) is also a zero-function of

ifi
a (x, y), ">jf being any form whatever ofa single subject.

For the equation (a, a) = a (x, y) gives ^ a (a, a) =

^ a (x, y), and " "

(a, a) = a gives

a '

(y *, y, f *. y) = V x
> y ;

so that

tyr(*,;j/) = a
~

Cr,y).

2. The zero-function of a zero-function is the zero-

function itself; for if x (fl, a-) =: a, which is the sufficient

characteristic of x being the zero-function of some func-

tion or other, we see that x (a > fl ) = X (x> #) g'ves

a = X (*. )

We are thus led back again to the remark already
made relative to the step from ifrxtoys (x, y) being too

great a generalization. The consideration of ^ a. (x, y ) ,

for the various given forms of a, divides all functions of

two subjects into a number of classes, the zero-function

of all the individuals of a class being the same. And we
shall denote by the name of primitive zero-functions all

those which have no other zero-function except them-
selves ; that is, all functions of the form x (x, y) which

satisfy the equation ^ (.x, x) = x.

The same notions may be extended to functions of

three, or any number of subjects. The zero-functions of

sums and products are sufficiently known under the

names of means and mean proportionals.

Every function (x, y) can be represented under the

form <I> (x, y), where means the zero-function of 0,
and is one of the primitive zero-functions contained in

the general solution of (x, x) = x.

(271.) No zero- function can be a function of any other

zero-function as a single subject, that is, all zero-funo-
tions are primitives, and we may therefore drop the latter

term. For if (x, x) = x, and ^ (x, j) = x, and if

(x, y) = ^ (*> 3/)> we have, making y = x,

xz=ax,or<j>(x,y') = V (x, y).

But any zero-function of two or more zero-functions

* The simultaneous zero- function, if distinction be required.

is also a zero-function, as is sufficiently evident : and Calculus of

any zero.func tiOn may be expressed in terms of any
* ^

other, together with one of the functions presently to be

discussed, in which /(r, x) = 0.

If, for example, = ff + P,

P must be reduced to zero by y = x.

(272.) Let ty (x, y) be a function such thaty (x, a)= * ;

then if \(x,y) be any zero-function, the following con-

tains an extensive class of the same kind,

(=1:

and thus, by successive substitution, we may show that

no form exists under which all zero-functions can be

shown with any finite number of arbitrary functions.

But the most obvious form of all zero-functions is

x + 6 (x
- y) V (-r, 3/),

where (0) = and ^ (. *) is not infinite.

(273.) Homogeneous functions are reduced by making
x = y to the form ax", where n is the dimension of the

function. The form being

= a x" a

we have

(274.) If the function -f (x, y) be of such a kind that

iff (x, x) = constant, including or cc under the general

term constant, the preceding method fails, since we can-

not discover a real function of a to equate withy (x,y).

But in this case it must be observed, that we have the

equation

independently of m. We shall presently see that we shall

be obliged to consider the corresponding zero-functions

as infinite, or at least of the form OT f -
J.

Thus in x a y

we see a class of functions which satisfy the equation

But the original function cannot
.r, y) = CM -

be derived from the zero-function in this case, by either

of the equations (A) or (B), nor can two functions

which have the same zero-functions be made functions

of each other. Thus we cannot make Xs
y* a function

of x y, though both have the zero-function cc . Those

functions which have infinite zero-functions present ana-

logies in some respect with the constant of the differen-

tial calculus, and also with the absolute zero of Algebra.
For instance, if \(x,y) represent a function which has

an infinite zero-function (that is, which gives %(x,x)= 0) ;

then y (x, y) + \ (x, y) has the same zero-function as

i(r(x,y), after ^ + X nas ^een substituted instead of

iff.
thus the zero-function of xy being J xy, that of

xy + x j/is J xy + x y. Again, x (x,y) X^Cr,y)
is another form of x (*.#), if V (*> *) ^ fin>te - It is>

moreover, evident that

has the zero-function (.x.y) the same as that of (x,y~).

And many other theorems might be deduced, all convey-

ing certain ideas of classification among functions of two
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ra8-

algebraical properties of simple functions may be made
""^ the guides to generalization."

Any zero-function" is the answer to the following

question : What is the value of z in terms of* and y,
which shall give

dz dz .

1 = + (when y = x)ax ay

d sc* dx . dy

For a given value of , there is one zero function,
dy

namely,

where

(275.) By the modulus of (x, y) we mean the func-

tion a (x, x) considered as of a single subject. The
moduli of the sum, difference, product, &c. of two func-

tions are the sum, difference, &c. of the moduli. And

the modulus of + -7- , where z is a function of *
dx dy

and y, is the differential coefficient of the modulus of z.

For if we put the zero-function in the form

and if we denote the modulus of a (x, y) by a x, we
have

2 = a a"- (x,y),

= ('a')(- + Y''(*-y)x(*>y ^(^-y)~
or

similarly,

whence

Similarly we find the modulus of

/8(^y)^ + /8 (y, x)^-
to be ft *Jx,

of which the well-known theorem relative to the value of
dz dz .

*
-J r y

-j
ln homogeneous functions will give a

particular case.

(276.) If we consider a function which has a nume-
rator and denominator with zero for the moduli of both,
having the form

( 4.
*1\

\dx dy)

(277.) Sir J. Herschel* has applied equations of Calculus of

differences to the determination of functions, which Function*.

satisfy certain conditions when y is made a given func
"""^"v*"'

tion of x. We give one instance of this method, as

follows.

Suppose it required to solve

(x, x) V (x, 0) = a.

Let there be a function of x and
y, which becomes

f(x, h) when y = andf(x, h + 1) when y = x.

Such a function is/Xcr, h -f- P), where x = makes
P = and x = y makes P = 1. Assume ^ (x, y) =
/(or, h + P), which gives

f(x, h +!)-/(*, h) = Q;
and this gives

f(x,h) = ah + Q,

where Q is any function which is the same whether

or x be substituted for y. This equation being identi-

cally satisfied for all values of A, write h + P for h, and
we have

y (*, y) - a (h + P) + Q.
The general form of Q is

a x + YT x . YT, (y x) x (x, y),

where ^ = 0, Vi = 0. And the form of P is

ft- + w x
if

, (y x) Xi (x, y),

where /3 = 0, ft 1 = 1, <o = 0, m, = 0. Whence
the general form, supposing ah included in ax, is

where

ax -f a ft
- + x , (x - y) Q (x, y),

e o s= o e, o = o.

(278.) Simultaneous derivation f is the formation of

such functions as a (0""
l

, 0~'y) fr m a (x > y) and
it will be found that these derivatives possess the proper-
ties already treated in speaking of functions of one sub-

ject. When we wish to consider a derivative or other

compound function as a simple function of x and y, we
shall write it in [ ] brackets, which shall be reserved for

this purpose only, and the exponents of operation rela-

tively to the whole may be written on the outside.

(A) Derivatives of derivatives of a (x, y) are deriva-

tives of a (x, y).

(B) If p, (x,y) and v (x,y) be corresponding deriva-

tives (derived by means of the same function 0) of

(ie,y} and ft(x,y), then / {v(x,y\ v (x,y)} is the

corresponding derivative of a { ft (x,y), ft (x, y)\.

(C) If a and /3 have the corresponding- derivatives ft.

and v, and if a (ft, ft)
= ft (a, a), then ft (v, v)=.v(jt, /*).

(D)J The successive functions, however taken, of

any derivative of a ( x, y), are the corresponding deriva-

tive of the same successive functions ofa. Suppose it tme
for any one derivative of a (x, y), and any one value of

? ;, that

[0 a (0-
1

*, 0-y)]"'-
; = "' 5

(0-'aP, 0-y),
then a substitution such as changes n into n + 1 on the

first side, actually made in the second side, gives

we find its modulus to be , which is in this case

,

but if we now take a 1 ' 8 and change n into n -j- 1 before

derivation, we find

* Comb. Phil. Trans. 1820.

f Babbage, Essay, Sfc. part ii.

J Id. Ib.
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" +'
'' '

(
= * ' *

( * (*

whence the theorem readily follows by the usual method

of successive induction. Let P be the symbol of

m, m', m", ......

n, n', n", ......

where n, n', .... are severally either 1 or 2, and we
have

[0 a (0-X 0-'y)]
p = ap

(0-
1

*, 0"y).

(279.) All the derivatives of zero-functions are zero-

functions. For if oc (,) = x, wehave0(0"'j?, 0~'j)

<j><(>~
l

x-=x, or 0(0"'x, 0"
1

!/) is a zero-function. And
if Y<o(j, y) be the zero-function of y (x,y), then 0yf

(0"'^;, 0~*y) is the zero-function of x V (0"''ri 0~*y)-

Similarly if (,r, ) = constant, the derivatives of

or (x, y) have the same property.

(280.) If any function be simultaneously periodic,

then all its derivatives are the same. Or if

method of expression. We have called A the modulus* Calculus of

of the function a (x, y). Consequently, we can imme- ^ ^
diately assign the simultaneous functions of a very large
class of complicated functional forms, the essentials being
that a (z z) == a {x, y) shall be capable of solution, and
that a (z, 2) shall also be of one of the forms whose th

functions (considered as functions of a single subject)
shall be attainable in finite terms. Thus in the case of

a (x, y) =

then
" -

(0-X 0-'y) = -\r, 0-'y)

It remains to inquire what are the various classes of

simultaneously periodic functions.

Firstly, all zero-functions themselves are what we may
call permanent ; for if x (x, x) = x, we have

x*
75

(x, y) = x ( x (*. y). x (*> y)) = x (*. y)>

and, generally,

X^ (x, y) = x (a;, y) = x^*' )

To obtain functions which are not permanent, but

periodic, and of one certain degree, take any periodic

function of a single subject, of the order required, and

substitute instead of the subject a zero-function of # and

y. That is, let <j>x = x, and a (x, x) = x, then a (x, y)
is simultaneously periodic. For we have

(<j>aY-*(x,y) = 0a(0x,y,0a;r,y) = 8 a (x, y),

or, generally,

'

(*,

= (*, y) =
= m

(<*,

, y) = (0 x, y).

Thus, if we take the zero-function -
(x + y), and

2
the periodic function of it of the second degree ,

x + y
we find

(281.) The easiest mode of actually exhibiting the

simultaneous functions of a (x, y) consists in writing it

in the form Aa0l

(j;,y),
where a' is z in the equation

a (z, z) = a (x, y). For we then have

= A a **

= A A a1

and, generally,

B ^(*. y),

(x, y) = A!
x, y),

In perfect analogy with functions of one subject, we

should call a"1 the subject, and A the functional symbol :

but the necessity of considering a' separately as a

function of two subjects will oblige us to relinquish this

* + y log I

' + ay + 3/*

a"' (x, y) = 3a (x, y), A z = -

(282.) Since every function can be reduced to the

form Aa'*(#, y), a change of a constant or other

change which reduces a (x, x) to zero, or A x to zero,

will at the same time reduce a' in A a l0 to a function

of cc. Thus, if we take wx mmy, the zero-function

of which is

, /or x m nt y\a- 1

1

- -
),
and A 2 = ro 2 (1 m),

\ 1 -m J
the supposition of m = I reduces A z to zero, and

a-(jc, y) to ra~ l
f

J,
which is constant, nothing, or

infinite. In the case of x ay, we have '= oc

The addition of a constant makes no difference in the

zero-function, but only in the modulus, to which it adds

a constant.

(283.) Since 0( x, ay) <j>a a' 1

0' (a x, ay), and

the modulus of this function is a, its zero-function is

-'
0'(a:, ay), or we see that

"'
rj>(ax, a y) is the

zero-function of <t>(ax, ay).

It is almost needless to say, that if two functions be

identically the same, their zero-functions and moduli

must be the same.

(284.) If /8 be a derivative of ,
then both the

modulus and zero-function of /8 are the corresponding
derivatives of those of . For let

and
ft (x, y) = B p a (x ,y) = *, y),

B /S^Cr.y) = A <^ (0-'.r, 0-'y),

if we make x = y, we find B x = A 0"'ar ; and,

therefore,

A 0-' fi*(x, y) = A a^W-'x, 0-'y),
which is ratified by

/6~(*, y) = ^(0-'^, 0-y).
It is evident, therefore, that the problem of making

any function ft a derivative of any other function can-

not be generally solved. First make the modulus of

one a derivative of the modulus of the other; then see

* Such terms as modulus, derivative, &c. have been purposely
used, because, from the various senses in which they have been

used, they are movable terms. They must not be considered u
of permanent application.
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Calculus of whether the deriving function so obtained will make the

Function,, zero-function of one the derivative of that of the other.
^""v ~-~ We shall apply the process in (50.) to this problem.

If we consider a*'
" and ft"'

"
as functions of n, and a" 1

and ft'-" respectively, and eliminate n between the two

equations,

A- <t*(x,y) = c B*-fP*(J, y
1

)
=

c',

we find an equation of the following for

fpfp, tf) =*<*(*, y),

where ro is evidently the deriving function of B from A.

This equation, by the method of obtaining it already

explained, remains true if we substitute a (x,y) for x

and y, and ft (x', y') for x' and y' : that is,

ft (x>, y')
= CT a (x, y) . . . . fF^ <>', y')

- a"~(i, y)

are all consequences of the first. The condition under

which ft may then be a derivative of a is the permanence
of the first of these equations, when CT x and wy are

substituted for x1 and y'. Let us suppose

a (x,y) = ax+ by ft(x',y') ='Jax't + by"
>

a*~ (x, y)
= (a + 6)"-' (ax + by)

n-1

ft~" (x>, y')
-

(a+ b)~V a*'2 + 6 y\
and

ax'* + by'
3 = ax + by

is the equation which results from equating the preceding
to unity, and eliminating n. This gives between the

zero-functions the equation

so that CT x v z. Substitute \x for d and vy for

y', and the equation becomes identically true. Hence
the first is a derivative of the second, as is indeed suffi-

ciently evident.

(285.) It remains to inquire whether any given zero-

function can be made a derivative of any other. It

does not appear that this can be generally done, as in

the case of functions of a single subject. For instance,

all the derivatives of symmetrical functions are symme-
trical. And on comparing the question in the following
manner with the corresponding question as to a single

subject (which will often be found useful in tracing

analogies) we see a material limitation introduced. The

equation

ft (<*s y) = (</>"'*, 0~'y)

is evidently a particular case of the derivation of ft (x, y)
from a(x, y'), considered as functions of one subject

only, and y and y
1
being independent arbitrary constants.

The deriving function (j)x, being thus obtained, must now
be further subjected to the condition y' = <t>~

l

y, which it

may be impossible to satisfy. But the following method
will show that (continuously or discontinuously) a zero-

function may, in some cases, be made a derivative of

another. Let (x, y) and ft (x, y) be two zero-func-

tions, and assume the equations

ft(x',y') = c' a (x,y) = c,

which, by the permanence of zero-functions under simul-
taneous substitutions, admit of ft (x*, y') and a (x, y)
being substituted for x1 and y' and for x and y. From
these deduce

y' = Exl y= Ax
VOL. II.

and assume y' = yy. We have thus, by substitutions Calculus, of

,
y

. ...
' '

Functions,
shown to be legitimate, .

ft (x
1

, y')=Bft (x, y'), Or, y) = A (x, y)

Baf^-yA-x, Bft(x'<,y')
= 7 A (x, y) ;

or

ft (B-'y A x, y y) = fi-'y A a (x, y),

which are necessary consequences of the first two equa-

tions and true for all forms of 7. To obtain ft as a

derivative of , we have only to assume

B" 1

7 Ax=y x, or B ,r = 7 A y~
l

x,

or the function by which one zero-function ft is derived

from another a, is the same as that by which the value

of y' in ft (x', y')
= c' is derived from the value of y in

a (x, y} = c. It thus appears why symmetrical functions

can only be derived continuously from each other : for

if ft (x,y) be a symmetrical function of x and y, the

equation ft (x,y) = c shows y to be a periodic function

of x of the second degree ; thus, if /3 (x, x) = c, and if

ft (0 x, x) = ft (x, x), the substitution of <p'
lx for x in

the first gives ft (<j>~
l

x,x) c = ft(<px, x), one solution

of which is <px = <j>~'x or <$Px = x.

But in the preceding solution it must be remembered

that the initial suppositions

ft (X
1

?/) = > a x,y) = c

remain in force, restricting the truth of the derivation to

such values of x and y as simultaneously satisfy these

relations. The derivation can only be general in such

cases as give values of 7 x, which, by the process, are

independent of c and (/, or in which c and c' are other-

wise removed from the final equation. In the case

where neither zero-function is symmetrical, two new

arbitrary constants are introduced in the derivation of

B from A, by means of particular values of which it

may happen that the constants c and d do not appear
in 7 x. In the case where both are symmetrical, there

is an infinite number of ways in which B may be derived

from A (75.). and any number of arbitrary constants

may be introduced.

For instance, suppose it required to derive *l xy

Here we have

or 7
- x -

x -\- y
from .

(*.y)=

One value of 7 x is

e' (2 c x)

giving

But

which is = >
J~x~y >

when xy = c?* and x + y 2c

But if we choose yx = e", giving
gScfli

7 (2 c -
7-'*) = .

c'
a

we find that is thus made a derivative of x, if

x
i .

" = c", and we find that in this case V xy is a deriva-

tive of |^; for if

3o
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=; C =
The question, therefore, whether any one zero-

function can be made a derivative of any other remains

unsettled; for in the preceding process there are two

places certainly, and two more possibly, in which the

present state of analysis requires the substitution of con-

stants instead of arbitrary functions, the former in de-

riving B from A, the latter in the constants c and c'. For
it is sufficient that c and c' should be functions which
do not change when a (_x,y) and ft (x', y') are severally
substituted for x and y and for x' and y'. The only
forms of such functions known to us are 6 a (x, y) and

0,/6 (x
f

,y
l

), the substitution of which for c and cf is in

effect the putting the initial equations in a more com-

plicated form, and nothing more. But there may be

more general solutions containing arbitrary functions.

(286.) The theory of the simultaneous inverses is

reduced to that of inverses of functions of one subject

only, by the equations

(x, y) = 4> 0~ (x, y) 0~" (x, y) - * 0~^ (x, y) ;

thus *~ l
is the modulus of the convertible inverses,

giving

*a '

(*"
I a0>

,4> 'a5^) =r 4> <b~ ' a '
"
=r. o^(x,y)

Similarly, <!>_, is the modulus of any inconvertible simul-

taneous inverse of (x, y), or of
j (x, y),

and we
have the equation

0rrrri (0 (J, y), 0Cr,y)) = *-i <J> a' (x,y).

Thus, if we suppose 0(x, y) x + y, we have

,J.O. Of -.\ I
" A -. o - *h-l -

suppose a (x, y) to be substituted for x, and ft {x, y) for Calculus of

y, and continue this any number of times in any specified
Functlon -

order of substitution, we cannot express the result by
'*~~*s~'

what has preceded But if we agree to denote

y(;r,y) by Vtoy)^
>j,{

a (x,y),ft(x,y)} by y
we have in

If (x, y) = *
y, we have

i (*.) = 1 -V
(287.) Let

[0 i(9>Cr,y),0(

then 0(i/f"
f

", V"
1

") must be a form of 0(j?,y). This
is an extension of the theorem in (34.), and follows

from

|4>)*z being always a form of0.
(288.) The generality of the symbol (x, y) allows

us to imagine another mode of substitution, which we

may call internal substitution. If inyr,zwe substitute

ax for j", and repeat this operation, we have a result

capable of being expressed, consistently with the notions

contained in ^ and a, by ^ a".r. But if in (x, y) we

VI 1

;
,/3,

symbols analogous to

and differing from them only in this, that a(x, y) and
not y (x, y) is substituted for x, and ft (x, y) not y (x, y)
for y. Here we may see, 1. That a = y and ft = y
reduce this to common successive substitution. 2. That
if a be a function of x only, and ft of y only, the order

of substitution is altogether indifferent. Of this last

lineal substitution may be regarded as a particular case

(262.)

(289.) We shall now proceed to some functional equa-
tions containing functions with two independent subjects.
We may remark, as we have done before, that the tran-

scendentals which may enter are more and higher than
can be ascertained by any methods of solution which we
can give. And, as an instance analogous to x =
ar<p (x - 1) we may assign the equation

/(*. y) X f(r. -f y, 2) = f(x, X) x f(x + z, y),

which was shown by Euler* to be a property of

'da

>=/;
d~.

(290.) To simplify the notation, let it be understood
that a functional symbol unaccompanied by any subject
means a function of the two subjects x and y, the order
of operations being first with respect to x, and next with

respect toy, unless the contrary be specified. Let simul-
taneous substitutions be denoted by the single exponent
with a bar over it, instead ofthe exponent twice repeated ;

thus, n instead of n, n. And let the modulus of any
function be denoted by a bar placed over the functional

symbol : thus

0"(*,y) = 0'0
I
Cr,y) or0"=0'0.

(291.) Given (a, ft)
= 0, required forms of (x, y).

Firstly, if two particular solutions CT, and w, be

known, then 0(c7,, cr
8 ) is a solution. Or if one par-

ticular solution be known, then cr, is a solution.

Secondly, we may suppose to be a zero-function,

for if we can solve the equation ( a , ft) = 0, we have

a solution of00(, /3) = 00, or of $ (a, ft)
= 0.

Thirdly, if and ft be the same, and be also zero-

functions, then 6a(x,y) is a solution, for by the pro-
perty of a zero-function a (a, a) = a.

The general solution of the preceding equation de-

pends upon the determination of

as explicit functions of n, x, and y. Let

(*.y):];=V(*.y.n) ft(x, y)^ = W (a-, y, ),

*
Legendre, Af<: i. d /Vnrtif. 1809. .Fonef. %/. vol.ii. p. 370.
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Assume

it is clear, as in (50.).

V (x,y,n) = V(u,p,n - 1)

W (*, y, M) = W (,,- 1),

so that the function F must satisfy the equation

n l=i F (a, ft),

or

F(,# = F (*,)-!.
From this we may either derive transcendental solu-

tions, such as

</>(x,y)
= 6cos2irFCr,y);

or, by taking another form, /t instead of/, and thus

deriving a new form F,, we see thai

0(j,y) = F(x,y)-F 1 (*,3/).

In this way we may obtain any number of particular

solutions, and may thus form a general solution.

(292.) Required, for example, the solution of

Let

(J, y)^ = x + (2"
- 1) y ft (x, y)"^

= *y.

We have now to determine n by making x y -f- 2"y

any function whatsoever of 2"y ; or, which is the same

thing, making

2- = - y (,r-y), or n = ^ (*
-

y)
-

^|.
if

Taking two such solutions, the difference of which

merely gives an arbitrary function of x y, we find

6 (x
-

y) as a general form of solution. But we also

find a more general solution in

*, cos 2 * -
y)

-

(293.) Let

<j>(ax

a (*>y) =
Assume

"fry)^ = />.

which gives

by,a'x + b'y) = (JF, y)

b'y.

aq.

9+> = * P. + 6
'<?

and similar equations for p', and <;'. By elimination

we get the same equation of differences for the deter-

mination of all four, namely,

T.+,
-

(a + 6-) T^ + (a b'~ a'b) T. = 0,

T. = C r" + C' >",

where r and r1

are the roots of

R* - (a + 60 R + a 6'- a'b = 0.

To determine >n and qi., for instance, we must suppose

_
and the

,
?ith functions in question are the following,

r" - r"
by

. _ /. /r
n _ r r

,,

-a
r-r'

r" - r"
r-r'
_ r

"

6 -

r-r'
r'r- r r"

ax -\- by r'x ax -f- by"
-. Q r-

r r r r

p_ a'x + b'y
-

r'y a'x + b'y

r.T

Calculus of

Functions

Then Pr" Q r" may be assumed to be any function

of P'r" Q'r'", rr' being ab' ab. The only way in

which we can immediately draw a conclusion is that in

which we suppose the first to be c times the second,
which gives

Q - cQ'
=

P-cP"
the particular solutions which we can obtain (being or

the form of n
,,

in the preceding, or in any function
of it) give for the algebraical solutions all algebraical
functions of

(Q-cQO (P - c, P')

(Q - c, Q') (P - c P')'

which is itself an algebraical function of x and y, which
solves the equation. The corresponding transcendental

solutions are functions of

(294.) We see, then, that whereas in the case of func-

tional equations of one subject there seems to be gene-
rally, so far as our methods extend, one algebraical solu-

tion, accompanied by a class of solutions containing a

particular sort of transcendental, defined as in (119.), in

functions of two or more subjects there appear to be an
infinite number of algebraical solutions, with a separate
class involving also a transcendental defined by the

algebraic solution. Or rather, if we consider the greater
indeterminateuess of the problem as requiring greater

generality in the terms employed to express the solution,
we should say that, in functions of two subjects, a gene-
ral algebraical form, containing an arbitrary function,
stands in the same relation to the solution as the single

algebraical function containing an arbitrary cons/ant

does to the solutions of equations of functions containing
one subject only. If we consider the degree ofindeter-
minateness of a problem as a conception of comparison
which actually must be formed, though not capable
of numerical appreciation, we are justified in saung
that, within the limits of common algebra, the indeter-

minateness of ff>x is to that of (x,y) in the same rela-

tion as an arbitrary constant to an arbitrary function of

given forms.

(295.) If, in the general solution, it should appear
that V is per se a function of W, the general equation

/(V, W) = gives V= constant. The resulting alge-
braical solution is reduced to a constant, but it will also

appear that some of the transcendental solutions are

reduced to algebraical solutions, in the same manner

as in (129.) The successive n, //th functions will assume
a certain periodic character at the same time.

To apply this, suppose we require that class of func-

tions which is not changed by inverting x and y, pro-
vided that at the same time x is changed into a'x, and y
into by. That is, required the solution of

0(6y, a'x)=.<j>(x, y) ;

considering this as a case of the last problem, we have
R8

a'b = 0, and the successive functions involve the

symbol of discontinuity ( 1)". The algebraic solution

809
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Junctions. foun(i that P = constant x P' and Q = constant X Q',
* ~v--'

and that Pr" - Qr" is a function of PV" - QV. To
determine n, we assume then

P r" - Q r'" = const., or c"
{
P - Q (

-
1)"} = const.,

where c = V
'

a'b. The only case in which we can

determine a result is where the constant vanishes, which

gives
1

x
P _!_> P

71 ^Z- A. . r^T - \-
x<-i) Q ^V^

6y-rA

either term of which is a solution, and which gives as a

general solution

6 >J~a'x

where must not directly invert the square.

By making b = 1, a' r= 1, we have thus obtained, in-

dependently of particular solutions obtained from obser-

vation, the known general form of symmetrical functions,

namely, 6 (0^0^ ....), Ou Ot &c. being such functions

as just given.

(296.) We shall now show the propriety of the dis-

tinction between what we have called (for want of better

names) external and internal simultaneous substitution,
denoted by

When we propose the equation

the general method requires some species of successive

substitution, in which x and y shall be zero- functions.

This is not the case as to the external substitution, in

which the defined relation of i^ to both .randy gives,
as we have seen, one zero-function only. But in the

internal substitution we treat both .r and y as indepen-
dent, and the substitution has no dependence on the

form of y, so that we are able to define x and y as the

zero-functions of a and /8. But if we propose the

equation

in which of is itself the zero-function of or, relatively to

the notions implied in internal simultaneous substitu-

tion, we may proceed with that substitution in the same
manner as in (50.) For if we now determine n from the

equation

a*-*(x, y) = F (a
'

, n) = ft cos 2 it n, n = A of-
"
(x, y),

we have evidently a solution of the equation

or = a 1 ;

but not of any form in which x and y enter through two
functions. The equation

0(,j6)=0 (",)
is reducible to the case already solved in (117.), by
writing it in the form

(* , ft ft = (a , p), or ( ., /S y ) = (x, y).

(297.) Let us now propose (or, a) = (j, y) in the

case where a is a function with a constant modulus, or

an indefinite zero-function. If we substitute a (r, y.) in-

stead of both x and y, the equation of definition (z, z)=
constant gives 0(c, c) = 0(, or), or itself must be

another function of the same kind. But this gives

(x, y) = constant, and the equation therefore has no

continuous solution except this. That is, we cannot find

a function which shall remain unchanged when, for in-

stance, x y is substituted both for x and y. And,

indeed, it would be the property of such a function to be

reduced to a constant by y x; it could, therefore, be

only 6 (y x), which does not remain the same when

y and x are both substituted for x.

When 0(or,a) = (f>(x,y~), without the condition of a

constant modulus, we obtain a solution by finding

7i = A (r, y) from a (x, y)jj = F (n,x,y) =. /cos2irn,

or, which is in this case the same thing, from

a"7 " (x, y) = F (n, x, y) = p. cos 2 jr n ;

the solution of the equation is then 6 cos Sir A (x,yj ',

and here we have a case in which, generally speaking,
there is no algebraical solution, but only a transcendental

solution. This bears a great analogy with the c;ise of

subjects of a single function, which will appear still

more when we show that, if the modulus of or be n

periodic function, algebraical solutions may be obtained.

Firstly, 0z being the modulus of (r, y), it is clear

that
(or, a) is the same thing as 0or, that is, as .

We can then satisfy

(or a) = (x, y),

by means of a "
(x, y)

=
(x, y ), which, because

one zero-function cannot be a function of x and y

through another, gives = a", or the solution has the

same zero-function as the given function. We have then

a 3 = z, which admits algebraical solutions, as before

described, only when z is aperiodic function. For

example, suppose the equation to be

where

Hence

x + y x

a (*, y) = az=
2~~

fs = z -

= 0a*=

which will be found to be a solution.

Similarly,

-
xy). = (x, y)

gives

(298.) The inverse of d (x, y) or (x, y)^ is the

function in which a and /8 must be simultaneously sub-

stituted for a; and y, in order that 0(x, y) may result.

Let us then suppose
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Calculus of a (r, y) = x' ft (x, y) = y',

ons '

from which let

x = a
l (x',y') y = /U*',y')-

We liave then identically

otherwise denoted has been performed. If then we Calculus of

have a pair of periodic functions, as in the last article,
t unctions.

every pair of corresponding derivatives is periodic in the
*""~**~""'

same manner. But it is obvious that we cannot, con-

tinuously at least, make 0, (x,

or

{i (*.y)- & (*>y)}> is the function required ;

that is,

= e (A

The inverses which we mean to imply by this notation

ire 'ilso those which satisfy the converted forms

! { (*. y), (x, y)} = x ft {a (*, y), (x, y) }
= y ;

these two equations answering to 0~' # = *, and the

first two to <t><t>~
l x = x. Those which satisfy the first

pair only may be considered as giving A and B, incon-

vertible inverses.

By observing different functions, we may ascertain,

as in (34.), that every form of , and ftt may be made
a convertible inverse in some particular method of con-

sidering the two fundamental equations, and also that

if this particular method be retained in form, though the

performance of direct upon inverse operations destroys
all real difference of results, yet the final results of the

operations analogous to <j)<j)_ l
x may be thus preserved.

From which it appears, by reasoning similar to that in

(34.), that a (A
7
, B") and ft (A", B") will always repre-

sent one or other of the forms of a and ft respectively :

and also that, if the number of forms of a and ft be

finite, A and B must be periodic functions, which give
for some one value of n

As an instance, let us take

a = ift + y = ,/

By choosing as our direct process of inversion the

subtraction of the second equation from the first, and

then proceeding arithmetically, we find (r being a square
root of unity) _

cr=l+rVl +(x'-tf) = ,(*',/)

y =r

This gives

ft,

=r /- 2 - 2 r '-y' = ft,

= A(z,y) = 1 + r(x- 1)

= B Cr,y) = 2 x + y - 2 - 2r (x - 1)

B (x, y)J| = 2 x + y - 2 - 2 f> (x - 1 ) = y .

Both A and B are then periodic, and of the second

degree, and we have

a (A, B) = r' (x - 1)' + 2 x + y - 1 = a

(299.) If 6(r,y) be considered as 0(x,y)* then

by considering09(0"
l

x,0~'y)as [<f>9 (0~
1

*.0~
l

y)],J'L
we have the equation

[0 e (0- x, 0-y)]^ = : e (0- : *, 0" : y)^ ;

where, by the colon following the functional symbol, we
understand that the change of 6 into 0e, x into 0*'.r,
and y into 0-'y is the final operation, after all that is

a derivative of

0(x, the six functional symbols meaning any

whatever.

(300.) If we now review articles (197.) and (235.),

we shall see that the particular assumption of a change
of x into ax, though essential to that case, is not in its

specific character necessary to the solution. Neither

the process nor the result depends upon any thing except

there being some change which changes B into B,,

C into e,, &c. simultaneously, and which is of such a

kind that B. = B , c. = c , &c., followed by recurrence.

And in the place where ax seems to enter specifically,

namely, in l-ax, we see that this symbol merely defines

a function, which does not change when the changes

supposed in the problem are made. Consequently we
have then solved the equation

P =B + c P
1 ;

where P , B , c - are any functions whatsoever, which are

by any hypothesis simultaneously changed iuto P,, B ( ,

and c,, provided that successive operations reproduce
P , B , and cc . By (235.) we can solve the general case

(301.) One important application of this is the solu-

tion of the equation

where

making
0C*,y) = P ft(x,y) = B^ 7 Cr.y) = c,

(*> y)^ ',

= PI (#.
y)^'/,

= B I> &c - ;

writing instead of (ax) any function of

V.V'.V" W.W'.W"....
where V, V, V" .... are symmetrical functions of

and W, W, W" .... are symmetrical functions of

" (*i y) "
( r y)^'j

l

,
" (*t

y)"p'' "7
1

,

we have in (197.) and (235.) solutions of the equations.

(302.) From this it seems to us that the necessary
restrictions upon the generality of Abel's Theorem

(see (90.), note) may be obtained. Proceeding in the

manner of that most excellent analyst, let us suppose an

irreducible* algebraic equation f(x) = of the Tith

degree, between two of whose roots, a, and a, the equa-
tion a, = 8 a can be shown to exist. Then fx = and

fdx = have a common root, and, consequently, have

all their roots in common, for if not, a reducing factor

might be obtained by the usual process, which is

against hypothesis. Therefore 9 a is a root of/6 x = 0,

which, therefore, has a root in common with ft)
3 x 0,

and so on. Consequently, a, 9 a, 0* a . . . . are all

roots offx = 0. But as this has only n roots, the pre-

ceding series continued ad infinUum can only have a

finite number of values less than n, consequently, as in

(34.), it can be shown that we must have 6m x = x, where

TO = n. Suppose the first case, and let b be a root of

fx = 0, which is not included in the preceding periodic

*
Namely, in which fx cannot be divided by any rational

algebraic function of a lower degree.
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>ns-
must also be roots. If 2m be not so great as n, (it*
cannot be greater,) then c c . . . . ff*-

l
c must be roots,

and so on, that is, m must be a submiiltiple of n.

Now, from the process in (197.), it is evident that we
can assign m of these roots, when we know one of them,

and also the law of the function 0, provided we can

ascertain the existence of a functional equation between

Ox and x which admits of solution. It is not necessary
that we should absolutely know x, for by the preceding
method it is sufficient that we know B and B,, from

which 6 can be inferred.

(303.) Further consideration points out to us that it

is due as well to the memory of talents which we cannot

sufficiently admire, as to the weight they will have, and

ought to have, with our readers, to point out more

explicitly than we have yet done, our objection to the

theorem in question. The final process of M. Abel is

as follows. To take a case, let n in (302.) be a prime

number, so that m cannot be a submultiple of n, and

must be equal to n itself. Now if such a relation as

<7, = 6 a exist among two of the roots, it follows, as

before, that the roots must be a, 6 a, (Pa, .... 0"~'a.

Consequently we can express any disjunctively* periodi-

cal function of a, a, &c .as a function of the coefficients

of the equation. Consider, therefore, the function

yx = (x + 6 x . r + 0>x . r!+ . . . . + 0"~ lx . r" 1

)",

where r"=l, which gives ydx^^ x, and, consequently,

A + A, cos t + A t cos '2 t + . . . . + A.., cos (n 1) t Calculus of

antj
Functions.

A + A, sin t -f- A2 sin 2 t +....+ A._, sin (n 1 ) t
^~*^/~~^

must be disjunctively symmetrical functions of a, 6,. ...

That A A,, &c. are not severally of this kind, except in

the case of n = 2, may be made evident by expansion :

for instance, when 71 = 3, A, = 3 (
86 + c*a + 6sc),

which is only periodically symmetrical. Neither then

can the preceding expressions remain the same under

partial interchanges ; for in that case, by making a

sufficient number of partial interchanges, we might
determine cos <, cos 2 t, &c. in terms of A A, .... and a

disjunctively symmetrical function ; that is, we might find

rational expressions for them, which cannot be. The com-

plete developement of (a + 6 r + c
r*)J, where r = 1 is

(D! and Ds standing for two disjunctively symmetrical

functions)

D, + (a'6
- ab* + c'a c

8+ 6!c
'

and writing cos t +

* We cannot thus express any periodically symmetrical function

in the same manner. For instance, of the functions

a8 6 + 6'c! + cs oa and ab' + bi* + cas
,

we can express the first in terms of

a-l-i-t-e, ab + bc + ca, a be,

but not the second unless we first find a, b, and c ; that is, solve the

equation in question.
We must make M. Abel our excuse for having fallen into the

same error in article (130.) in the use of the word symmetrical.

It is true that we had previously defined the word to apply both to

the diMunctive and periodical kinds ; but, to the best of our recol-

lection, we had forgotten our own distinction.

or
iff

x is a symmetrical function ofx,0x,9
ix. . . .

and, therefore, can be expressed in terms of the coeffi-

cients of the equation. Let this be done, and let the

result be U" ;
then calling U, U, . . . . the values of

i

(tjf x)
m

corresponding to the roots r r, . . . . of r* 1,

it is easily proved that

x = - (U + U, + . . . . + U..,).n

Now the words in italics contain too much generaliz-

ation : the function ^ x is only periodically symme-
trical, not disjunctively so: it remains the same if, when

a; becomes 6 x, x also becomes (Px, and so on up to

0"~
l

x, which becomes Qx or x. But it is not allowable

to interchange x and G x without the other interchanges :

nor is

(a + br + crt + .... +q r"' 1

)"

such a function as can be expressed in terms of

a + 6 + . . ab + ac + . . . . &c., without the pre-

vious solution of the equation of the nth degree. For if

so, let the preceding be (remember that r" recurs)

A + A.r-r-.. . . + A.., r-
1

;

1 sin t for r, we find that

in which the coefficient of v 3 will not admit a single

interchange, and allow the whole to be still considered

as symmetrical, unless we, at the same time, use a

different sign for v 3, that is, suppose ourselves to

have taken a different value of r at the commencement
of the process.

(304.) We shall now consider some forms of simul-

taneously periodic functions. From (280.) it is evident

that any two functions being periodic and of the wth

order,* any two derivatives have the same property.
From (298.) it is obvious that a x + b y and a'x+b'y
are wthly periodic, when r and r' the roots of

R* - (a + b') R + a b - u'b = 0,

are also different roots of R" = 1. If a, a', &c. are to be

real, then a + 6' = 2 cos N a b' a' b = 1 where N

denotes , m being a whole number. This gives

a! = - -
(a*

- 2 a cos N + 1) b' = 2 cos N - a ;

6

bat if we suppose r = r1 = 1, then we have

(a x + 6 y)"'.
"

(na n + 1) jc-j- nby

(a! x 4- b' y)*:" = n a' x -f- (n b' n + 1 ) y,

so that there can be no periodic function in this case

except when 6 = a'=0 a = I 6' = 1.

We have then a class of simultaneously periodic
functions in

(a <j>-
lx + b 0-'y) (a! <j>->x + b' 0-'y)

a' =. - \ (a*
- 2 a cos N + 1) b' = 2 - a,

b

for it is evident that similar derivatives of such functions

have the same property.

(305.) We shall now investigate the conditions of

simultaneous convertibility, or the solution of the

equation

W, V) = f (0, 0).

* The reader must recollect that what we now call the nth
order answers to the (n + l)th in subjects of a single function.

Thus a, (a, ft)
= x shows periodicity of the first order ; but if

were = y, and a. (x, y) were called ft x, then a. (a, y) or a (z,y)~
would be ff x.
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i/*

be both zero- functions, then this equa-
Functions. (jon js re( |ucej to y/ = 0, which is the only solution.

2. If one only, 0, be a zero-function, the equation is

reduced to
i/'
= y (0, 0), which has been already con-

sidered.

3. It" both be functions with constant moduli it is

sufficient that the two moduli should be the same.

4. If one only, 0, have a constant modulus, the equa-
tion is reduced to y (0, 0) = constant, or the other is

of the same kind.

5. If both have variable moduli, and therefore vari-

able zero-functions, we see that
(iff, y/) being 0Y> or

\ft ifi",
and YT (0,0) being V0 or ^0^' we must nave

which shows that
i//

and must be the same ; for if

not, one zero function would be a function of another;

and that the moduli and ty
must be convertible.

For instance, having the convertible functions 2i* 1

and 4 a? Sx, and the zero-function */ xy, we find

the simultaneously convertible functions

2xy land V xy (4xy 3).

In a similar manner, the equation

0(*.y);;; = v(*.y):;S

may be reduced to the solution of the equation y"z =
Y'0"'2, which we cannot solve generally. One simple
solution may be obtained by finding convertible func-

tions and
iff,

which
satisfy y"~

l
.r = x <f>

m''x x.

Such are rx and r'z, where r""
1 = 1 and r"""

1

1;

from which it follows that ^>x = dr0- l
z ande/0" 1

*
will be convertible periodic functions of the kind re-

quired ; and 0re- l

a'(x,y) and 0r'e-V(r, y) will be
solutions of the equation.

(306.) The solution of (a, ft) = (x,y)
-

1, given
in (291.), leads, as in the case of functions of one sub-

ject, to those of

0(a,0) = 0(;r,y) c

(, fS)
- c (*, y) and (a, ft) = (0 (*, y))' ;

and if we denote by (, ) a function of x and y,
which is not changed by the simultaneous substitution

of for x, and for y, we find that the general solution

of (a, /8)
= A X (x, j/) is vs (j, y) x (, 0), where

d(j,y) is a particular solution, and also that the solu-

tion of

(*,y) = A (x,y) -f- B (*,y) (a,ft)
is

(*, y) = w Cr, y) + w, (x, y) (, ),

/here or is a particular solution of the equation itself,

and ra, of the equation deprived of the term A. The
perfect generality of this solution may be established in

the same manner as in (176.) ; but we may not assume
that we can in any case arrive at the most general form

(307.) Mr. Babbage* has given a method, amongst
others, of obtaining {(a, ft) as follows. To solve

(a>fi) = (x, y), assume 0, (/,/,) for 0, which gives

if / and fa be particular solutions, any form of 0, is

*
Euay, Sfc., part ii. prob. 4.

sufficient ; but an entirely different class of solutions Calculus of

will (or, as far as we can see, may) arise if we suppose Functions.

0! to be a symmetrical function of x and y, and sup-
s"^v^*-'

pose

/! (, ft) =/(*, y) /(, ) =/, (*, y),

which give, by internal substitution of a and ft,

y: { (*, ?>] ft (*,y} =/ <* y>

f{ =/
It is sufficient for these, that /and _/]

be particular solu-

tion of the given equation, for /(a, /3) =/" gives

but the same condition is not necessary ; for instance,

the forms of /and /| are any whatsoever, which satisfy
the more general equation just given. For example,

they are altogether immaterial if

a (*< y>,'0
= * ft (x>

y),'/3
= y-

which are satisfied if

,y) = 6

(^L.
-be-*x -

60-y).
ft (x,

In all such cases 0(x,y) =0(, ft) is identically

satisfied by = x (a > /8). This proves the impossibility
of deriving any two functions from any two given forms,

which, by analogy, might at first be supposed possible.

The following conditions also make = x (<*, ft)

satisfy the equation 0(,y3) = <t>(x,y) identically:

(,, y) = e
{ (*-*)

v~"' (e-'yn

)8 (a:, y) = { (e-^)"(0-'y)-
^
'-"'}.

(308.) We have already (117.) given the general
solution of

but we can divide the solutions which we may find into

two classes, disjunctive solutions, in which either sub-

stitution satisfies the equation, and simultaneous solu-

tions, in which both substitutions are necessary. The
first solutions satisfy both of

(x,y) = (ax,y) (x,fty) ;

and, therefore,

and form the solution given by Mr. Babbage-:* the

second class may be found by the method given in (117.)
For instance, suppose we have to solve

the class of disjunctive solutions is contained in

0(.r,y) =0rr,y +
J;

but by using the method in (117.) we may obtain such

solutions as x( y -- J, Xy (e
f

*-') ; or, generally,
\ y J

(ctx = x ft'y
= y),

where
iff

is a symmetrical function of the two forms of

0. This solution is, generally, simultaneous.

(309.) The equation 0(<zj?,ay) = <t>(x,y) admits of

*
Eitay, Sfc., part ii, prob. 1.
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... -.-v n_^ we have 02=0z, or =

funclions must be the same, we have

Since the moduli must be the same,

and, since the zero-

a-'0 (<*x, ay) = (x,y) or (

But of the latter we can give no general solution, though
we can make a general solution of the given equation
serve to show in what the difficulty lies. Let (x, y) =
^/ (Ax, Ay), where A x is the exponential inverse of

x; then

(ax, ay) = ^ (Ax 1, Ay 1) = y (Ax, Ay),
or

whence

or

(x, y) = 6 (Ay Ax),

and therefore has a constant modulus.

If we suppose (a, a) = (x,y), we find a == a0,

and a"'0(a, a) (the zero-function of (a, a)) = 0,

the zero-function of a0. This gives (a, a) = a 0",

or the zero-function of must also be a solution of the

equation. Consequently, we must find the general
solution of (a, a) = a<t>(x,y), in order to find that of

(a, a) = (x, y). By the method in (117.) the solu

tion of the first is found by eliminating m, n, and p,
between four equations of the form

F (a
m
x, a"y, ofz) =. 0,

and then determining 2 in terms of x and y.
It may be useful to observe that the method already

employed, which produces a result with a constant

modulus, is equivalent to allowing three of the equations
to be

amx =r c, a"y = c', arz = c",

and proposing as the fourth a relation between m, n,

and p, of the form p = (m, n), where 6 is then to be

found.

Without affecting the generality of the process in

(117.), we may suppose any relations to exist between

m, n; and p which are consistent with contemporaneous
increase and decrease ofthese quantities by unity. Assume
n'= m+c,p = m4-cf. Also, since amx is A~ l(Axm),
&c., and any functional relations between these may be

chosen, we may write Ax m in place of amx.
Assume

A z - p + q (Ax - m) + q' (Ay -
) =

1 + q + 9'
=

;

this allows us to eliminate m, n, and p, and gives

2 = A- 1

{C
-

q Ax + (1 + q) Ay} = (x,y),

whioh satisfies (a, a) = a 0. The same, therefore, does

its zero-function, which will be found from the equation

A" 1

{C qAt + (l+q)At}
= A' 1

{C -
q Ax + (I + q) A y}

to be

(310.) Before proceeding further, it will be con-

venient to recapitulate some of the forms of functions

which have, or have not, constant moduli.

1. No symmetrical functions whatsoever have con-

stant moduli.

2. No algebraical integral functions, except those of

the form (x y) (x,y) + c.

3. All ratios of homogeneous functions of the same

degree ; for instance, such as

ax + by x* -{- 2xy
a!a + b'y

&c.

xy +
4. Ratios of algebraical functions, which have the

sum of the coefficients of each order of terms the same,

or given multiples of the same, such as

a + bx + cy + ex' + gxy hy*

Here, then, is a zero-function, which satisfies

(<*,) = a<F(X,y),
whence

(a, a) = 0(1,2,)
is satisfied by

<p(x,y) = 6>cos2ir{(l + q)Ay -qAx}.

b'x

where

eV + h'y*

= m(b'-\- c')

5. All functions whatsoever of the above, and all func-

tions of the form

(x
-

y) x (* y) + c.

where 6 (0) = 0, and x (*, *) "s finite.

_(311.)
Let 0(x,3/) = a(x,2/), or 0" (x, y) =

a a" (x,y). Hence the zero-functions must be the same,

or one zero-function would be a function of another.

Hence the equation is reduced to 0"z = a z, a func-

tional equation of one subject.

The same reasoning applies to every equation of the

form

F (a, /8, 7 .... 0, 0'"",

;
..... 0") = 0,

if the zero-functions of a, /3, y, &c. be the same.

(312.) In all cases where we have more than one
known function not entering under the unknown func-

tional sign, we may proceed as follows. Let the equa-
tion be

<t>* (*, y) = (.x, y) + ft (x, y) (*, y).

As this must hold when x = y, let that supposition be

made, which gives

<p'x = ax + fix x,

which equation the modulus of must satisfy. Suppose
cia; to be a particular solution of the last equation,
which is now known, and let V be the unknown zero-

function which must be introduced, so that ro (V) may
solve the original equation. Then we have

(V) = a (*, y) + ft (x, y) v (V),

in which every thing is known except V. Let V be thence

determined. One or more of its values are zero-func-

tions, because, by the supposition on which ra was ob-

tained, x = y and V= x are simultaneously true. Con-

sequently, tor every different form which can be given to

CT, a different zero-function is requisite ; for it is obvious,

that if we could obtain cr with an arbitrary function we
could not solve the equation which gives V in finite

terms. If in the second equation we substitute (x, y)
for x, we have

0- (*, y) = a (x. y) + ft (x, y) f>, y),

which, with the first equation, determines both 0(x,y)

and <jf (x, y), and therefore gives an equation which
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ot<p>(Xt y) must satisfy. The determination of the equa-

^ tion will involve an indeterminate fraction, which will

render it not easy to use. But it thus appears that the

first equation, at most, takes a certain class of (he solu-

tions of every equation which can be formed by retain-

ing the moduli of a and ft, and substituting the same
zero-functions.

(313.) For brevity, write a" for a" (x, y), &c., and take

the two equations

.

omitting subjects, and putting a full slop between factors.

We then have

pp-pp*
Let a" and ft be as in the first two of the following

equations ; and let be assumed as in the third.

The determination of s and from (0*) and (0)
gives indeterminate fractions ; but if we substitute from
the equations just written, differentiate with respect to x,
and afterwards make j? = y in the usual manner, we
have the following values of s and 0.

. $"<px . <t>'x .dx=:<p'<px.<j>x- 0j:, Calculus of

which reduces every direct question of integration to the
* unctiuns -

solution of the functional equation
""v^"

x . <j)'x . 0"0 x x.

(315.) All the conditions which depend on moduli

being now satisfied, we must assume such a value of

F (x y) as will reduce F' to the value we suppose it

to have in determining F, and must then substitute

x -t- v

in the original equation. All is here known, except F,
which must be determined from the equation, and the

result will enable us to give a solution; being, in effect,

like the latter part of the process first given. A trial of

this process will maxe it appear that we have no method
of obtaining a solution to any given zero-function.

(316.) The equation

0~
2
Osy) = -

a?y + 2*90 (*,?)

gives the modular equation

<p-x = x* + 2 x*
<j) x,

which is satisfied by

(pxcx1
,

c3 = 2 c 1,

and by

x = x* - 1.

The first gives the solution

- (2 c-

the second gives

(*>#) = *# -

2c- 1

x*y* 3?y + 1.

(317.) Among the cases of equations which are

reducible to those we have considered, we may instance

fix F'.F-E'D
= 00

(Is F' F-B' B'

where F' means the differential coefficient of F (xg)
with respect to x, for the particular value x = y, and
Fa? is the modulus of F(x,y); and the same for the
rest. And F' , &c. may be severally zero, if their vanish-

ing ratios be substituted. Taking, therefore, a solu-
tion of the modular equation, which makes the above-

mentioned equations consistent, we must determine F
from the second, giving any value we please to F .

The two equations with which we set out then agree,
and we have for every form of an arbitrary function in

B zero-function 0; but we thus only determine the

modulus F, and must afterwards find its zero-function.

When A=.B, and A' = B' , we must suppose F= A

and F'
e
= A' , unless it so happen that - ~ is a solu-

t?*_
tion of the modular equation, in which case F and F'
may be any whatsoever.

(314.) The solution just mentioned, and its conse-
quence, arises from the following identical equation

VOL. n.

da

dy dy
u and /6 being any functions of x and y. This is the most

general equation with which we are acquainted that does
not contain differential coefficients of unknown functions.

Assume any function whatsoever, y z, and solve the

equation

y (,P) = 7 V fey), then (*, y) =^
dy

is a solution of the given equation, as is sufficiently
evident.

(318.) We shall now proceed to consider the forma-
tion of successions of partial substitutions, denoted by

If we consider (the order of the letters being always
that of operation, unless the contrary be denoted by
underwritten numerals)

it appears that the modulus of 8>1
(j,y) is0(0jr,i).

Similarly, the modulus of 3- '

(j?, y) is

0{0(0,r, *),*},
or if M 0'

'

be the modulus of 0"' ', \ve nave

3 D
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in which latter function n and 1 refer to x and x.

If 0<r be itself a zero-function, it is evident that the

modulus is and remains equal to x, or all successive

functions of zero-functions are zero-functions.

(319.) The application of the preceding methods to

equations involving partial substitutions would be of

little use, and all that has been done on this subject
amounts to the partial solution of a few eouations of the

most simple character.

But the preceding methods may be made useful in

giving some idea of the difficulties which stand in the

way of obtaining solutions.

Let us take the following equation, considered by
Mr. Babbage :*

functions of y as will make the periodic function in Cakuliw of

a X Functions.

question symmetrical. For instance, -j being a ^-^/ -^

1 * o x

periodic function of the second order, for a write a y,
and for b write by, and we have the solutions

a x y /a 6~'x 6"

but (70.) we cannot thus obtain any form which con-

tains more than 6 (a >~'jr Q~ l

y).

The same solutions will also satisfy

0'-
s
(x, y) X 2' '

(x, y) =xy,
and generally (F being given)

writing for 0, we find this is satisfied when y x, by

which, being true for all values of x, must be true if

we substitute for x, which gives

or we must have a function, whiqh. is a symmetrical
function of itself, and of a function of itself.

The several conditions here deduced can be easily
satisfied, but we have not met with any method by
which a particular solution can be found. Any zero-

function, for instance, satisfies the two last-mentioned

equations. And, if any solution can be found, any deri-

vative of it is also a solution. But we have not suc-

ceeded in determining any solution.

The interchange of x and y in the preceding does not

alter the problem ; from which it should seem that the

function in question must be syin metrical .t But, in this

case, the question is reduced to assigning (0 (x, y), y),
so as to be equal to (0 (y, x), x), or making (0, y)
symmetrical. Now it is easy to see that this cannot be
where is already symmetrical ; for it gives (0, y) =

(0, x), which cannot be generally true, but assigns an

equation of condition between y and x. This reasoning
is not, as Mr. Babbage remarks, of a very sure character,
but it furnishes a strong presumption that all the solu-

tions of the given equation are discontinuous.

(320.) We shall now conclude with some forms in

which particular solutions have been obtained.t
Let

Assume
= 0(0-' ;r,0-'3/),

which gives

Ox.Q K^(Xfy ) = 0ye f-^x,y\
which is satisfied if

a>'*(x,y)=y a*-
'

(x, y) = x
;

that is, we have to find a function which is periodic of
the second order, both with respect to x alone and to y
alone. Take any periodic function of the second order,
which contains one or more arbitrary constants, being a
function .of x, and assume the arbitrary constants such

*
Essay, Sfc. part ii. &c. f Id. Ji.

J Id. Ib.

(321.) Let

F (0~(:r, y), x) - F (a, 0"-
'

(x, y)).

Assume = a. (9"*J, 0~ l

y~), which gives

F (0 c? (x, y), x) - F (a, 9
* '

(x, y)),

and is satisfied by a2 = a, of"
'

(r, y) = x.

Take any periodic function with an arbitrary constant,

and substitute for the arbitrary constant such a function

of y as will give the resulting function a constant

modulus c: then assume c = 9~'a. For instance, take

m x . n r
, write m + y for m, and - for n, which gives

1 nx y
(m + y x)yy

, whose modulus
y nx

is

m
l-n

Hence is a solu-

tion.

(322.) Let F (x, y,y,y,, Vs. ) = ; Vi V> &c -

being all some successive functions of ty or y(x,y).
The assumption ^ (x,y) = da (9

~ l

x, 9~*y) reduces the

preceding to

F (6 x, Qy, 9 a, S a
t , 9 a ) = 0,

, a, &c. being the corresponding successive functions

of a.

Assume any given form for a, and the equation is

reduced to one containing one unknown function 6. For

each form of a the equation may or may not possess a

solution. And, even ifa(x, y) be a particular solution

of the equation, it does not follow that 6 contains an

arbitrary function.

(323.) The difficulty of the preceding species of

solution is this, that, when we have obtained the final

equation, we have no direct means of referring it to the

solution of an equation with functions of one subject,

except upon two considerations, neither of which will

apply. Firstly, the equation may be simplified if a a,

&c. have the same zero-functions, which will not be the

case. Secondly, if we take a particular form of a, and

solve the equation with respect to either x or y, consi-

dering the other as an arbitrary constant, we shall obtain

solutions containing the supposed arbitrary constant in

a manner which requires that we should actually con-

sider it as such, so that we cannot obtain a final result

which remains true when the temporary arbitrary con-

stant undergoes the given changes.
' To tak^ a case,

let us again propose the equation

and let us suppose (i, 2/)
= 9 (?~*x +

gives
6 (0"x + 2 e-'y)

= (2 9- l
j?

This
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6 x =
ft,
cos 2

X (x - 3 y)

~X2 '

considering y as an arbitrary constant. If we distin-

guish y when it conies from the supposition <p(x,y) =
0(Q-

lx + B~
l

y) from y as it appears in the preceding

solution, so as to suppose y to be lineally (266.) changed
with respect to the manner in which it thus enters in

forming 0''
s

(,r,y), we can obtain a solution: but such is

not the case supposed.

(324.) Since we have separated the considerations

connected with (x,y) into 1. those which relate to its

zero-function, 2. those which relate to its modulus ; and

since it appears that problems may be possible so far as

one of the two is concerned, and not possible with

respect to the other, we shall propose some questions
in which one only of the preceding two is concerned.

Suppose, for instance, it is required to find those func-

tions in which 0''(j?, y~) has a constant modulus. If

we take the case of m = 2, we have

So long as a condition between moduli only is given, Calculus of

leaving the zero-functions indeterminate, the question is
Functions.

frequently reduced to one of ordinary algebra : but
x-"^*~/

when the modulus is given, and the zero-function is to

be found, the question is reduced to one of the species
solved in (309.)

(326.) Required the function as to which the result

is the same, whether we differentiate with respect to x
or change y into a y : that is, which gives

c being the given constant. If then we assume any

zero-function, we may determine fix in terms of x and

0-'c.

Thus in the case of (x, y) =. i (c + y) , we find

x + y
(px = 2 0~'c x <j)(x,y) = 2c ---

,

which satisfies the conditions. And our being thus able

to determine one modulus only to a given zero-function,

shows that problems, in which both are left indeter-

minate, will probably be of very limited solutions.

(325.) Let the modulus of 0'" be denoted by 0'
7

,'

and let the equation be~

The zero-function is now arbitrary, and as in (319.)
we find

and our solution is this, that the function may either be
a zero-function itself, or its modulus may be any incon-

vertible solution off(x, y) =/ (y, x) : for the preceding

equation givcs/0 (x,y) =/0 (y, x). Thus by solving
the equation

x* + y = y* + x, we have y = 1 *,

and the zero-function in question is derived from

*' +z = a + y, giving z = - -

so that the function required is

'+ +
1

4'

which will be found to satisfy the condition ; namely,
that the modulus of 2>1

(.r, y), or of

is the same as that of 1 ' 8
(x, y), or of

1-v

(*> jO = ( x, y).

Assume

which gives

vo.y vy pay^py.vy ---- (fi, v),

by the first of which it appears that the second may be

solved as if v y were constant. This gives

where Ay is the exponential inverse of uy.
have 0(*,)

Hence we

When the function at y is periodic, (/, v) cannot be
both solved continuously, unless (a

nx = a;),

v x . v ax. . . .v of'^x = 1, or (y x)" = 1,

which gives

(*,y) = 2 {(y + r-ay

or, more generally,

(j>(x, y) = 2{ y(y

(327.) Mr. Babhage has reduced the preceding to a
differential equation, when a"y = y, as follows : the

first of these equations gives all the rest.

j^<t>
(*, y) (^ a*y) = <j)(x,ay

whence

d_
dx

from which the same solution may be obtained.

By similar methods, the equation

-,
may be reduced to a partial differential equation, when
a x and ft y are periodic of the same order. The general
solution of this case is of considerable difficulty, if in-

deed it be practicable.

(328.) A functional equation may admit of reduction
to one of a more simple form, if it can be seen that a
solution is derived, by supposing one function of the
unknown forms to undergo no change, when another
function of the same is substituted. Such is the equa-
tion belonging* to the class of curves which have the
ordinate and the normal drawn from the same point in

the axis of abscisss, equal to each other. It is

*
Euler, cited by Babba^e, Eisay, Sfc., part ii.

Sal
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Functions, by differentiating which, it will be seen that <j>x

.. _ / dx

is substituted fordoes not change when x + x

x. This leads to the equation

The connection between differential and functional equa-
tions might be advantageously examined by means of

such equations, but we have already gone beyond the

limits which we had prescribed to ourselves in setting
out.

Remark alluded to in (48.) The reason why we

may suspect that any general form, which contains sill

the whole functions, may also contain, at least, some
fractional ones, lies simply in our perfect ignorance of

the general form of 0V. We see in (70.) that one

purely arbitrary method of representing a whole function,

gives results entirely agreeing with those which are de-

rived from a more legitimate deduction of form ; and

this, even in cases where no fractional functions, or func-

tional inverses, can be obtained from the same represen-
tation of 0V. In making the extension on which this

remark is written, we have still, in our representation of

0V, preserved the condition (0V) = 0"+1 ,r, which
is the definition of 0V.. If, then, we find no functional

inverses among the forms so obtained, that we cannot

do so can only be a result of observation of some par-
ticular cases

; and the smallness of the number of forms

to which we can apply observation, together with the

results of (153.) and (154.), and the infinite number of

forms which we are able to give to <j)
n
x, when x = x,

must (even taking into account any presumption to be
derived from the observations in (158.) , oblige us to pause
before we assume the most simple method of represent-

ing 0V in terms of n, as the proper general expression,
even in the case where n is a whole number.

Addition to Article (26.) The invention ofwhat we

may call primary or fundamental notation has been but
little indebted to analogy, evidently owing to the small

extent of ideas in which comparison can be made useful.

But at the same time analogy should be attended to,

were it for no other reason than that, by making the in-

vention of notation an art, the exertion of individual

caprice ceases to be allowable. Nothing is more easy
than the invention of notation, and nothing of worse

example and consequence than the confusion of mathe-
matical expressions by unknown symbols. If new no-

tation be advisable, either permanently or temporarily,
it should caTry with it some mark of distinction from
that which is already in use, unless it be a demonstrable
extension of the latter. For this reason, had the sepa-
ration of functional symbols in (22.) occurred often, we
should have proposed to write [0 + 4] x instead of

(0 + 4>) x.

The mathematical parts of a work may be divided

into two species : firstly, the verbal explanations which ac-

company the passage from step to step; secondly, the

actual expressions themselves. In the first, there are

circumstances of convenience or inconvenience which are

not of the same, or even of an opposite character, when
considered with respect to the second. We think the

frequent ifse of >, =, and < in the first as rather in-

jurious to what is there required, namely, the considera-

tion of the different clauses of an assertion with respect

to their mutual relation in reasoning, though of course Calcmus of

highly convenient when the whole of an expression is
Functions,

to be considered rather as to what is obtained than as
*"

to how it has been obtained. But the power of the

printer's types is also to be considered in the first part,

though not in the second, and the following suggestion
is made on a circumstance which is of considerable

consequence in the printing of mathematical works

The occurrence of fractions, such as -. ,in the
b c + d

verbal part of mathematical works is a sourrp of con-

siderable loss of room, and creates an inelegant and even

confused appearance in the printed page. It is very

desirable, in every point of view, except the strictly

mathematical one, that some method of representation
should be adopted which does not require a larger space
than is usual between two successive lines. At the same

time.it is by no means of very great importance that the

verbal part should entirely coincide with the mathematical

part in notation, so long as the latter remains to pre-
serve the usual conventions. The symbol has been

disused for a sufficient reason, namely, the number of

times which the pen must be taken off to form it. This

has been, and we imagine always will be, the cause

either of abandonment or abbreviation. The question
is, whether a new and easy notation could not be sub-

stituted ; and it is desirable that it should be derived

from analogy, such as (accidentally, we believe) does

exist in >, =, and <. If we look at X and +, and
observe that the first is made by turning the second

through half a right angle, denoting multiplication,
which is primarily an extension of addition in like man-
ner as division is an extension of subtraction, we may
thus invent the symbol / or ~\ to denote division, which

is also the symbol of subtraction turned through half a

right angle. If a/b were used to denote it divided by
b, and (a + 6) / (c + d) to denote 0+6 divided by
c + d, all necessity for increased spacing would be.

avoided ; but this alteration should not be introduced

into completely mathematical expressions, though it

would be convenient in particular cases.

A complicated exponent might be avoided by the use

of the symbol \~ l
. The student would soon learn

to consider A."
1

{(a + bx) / (c + e x) xXa} as meaning
the same thing as

o-y.
ac+".

If, in the course of investiffation, some plan of this kind

be not adopted, the expense of printing will place a limit

to analysis. A work entirely devoted to the consider-

ation of such expressions as the preceding might easily

be doubled in size and price by the frequent occurrence

of them in the text, or else rendered confused and un-

intelligible by successive abbreviations. Considering,

however, that X is an inverse symbol in the sense of

(124.), and X~' a direct one, it would, perhaps, rather be

advisable that some method of denoting an exponent
should be adopted which does not raise the exponent
above the symbol of the root. Either of the following

might be proposed, the defect of them all being that they
are not derived from analogy :

a A {( + &*)/ (c+ex)} a: {(a + b x) / (c+ex)},

or the like. But we do not advocate the introduction

of these into purely symbolical expressions, any more than

in the former case.

Addition to Article (185.) In common differential
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Calculus of
equations, the arbitrary constant may have a discon-

uuctioiis. tinuous value. Take any arcs which join each other from
^

different individual curves of the species y ==
ty (x,c),

and the broken curve so formed is in every respect a

solution of the differential equation, even at the points of

union, where it may be supposed to have a discontinuous

tangent. As the phrase
" solution of a differential

equation" may contain matter of opinion, and even of

convention, we state that we mean by the solution of

F( x,y, ^-
\ = simply this: any line whatsoever,

such, that if any values a and + h be taken for x, giving

/ k\
b and b + k for y, the expression F I a, b,

-
) may be

made as small as we please by taking a sufficiently small

value of A. This appears to us nothing more than the

rejection of intermediate definitions, and the statement

of the conditions in terms of fundamental notions ; and,

if we are right in saying this, then it certainly follows Calculus of

that the constant may be discontinuous. By diminishing
functions,

the intervals of continuity without limit, we get for a

limit the curve whose equation is the particular solu-

tion of the equation in question ; but which might be

called the limit of the discontinuous solutions.

The same might be extended to the case of partial
differencial equations and their surfaces, by making the

arbitrary functions discontinuous. If the representation
of a discontinuous solution be made, the intervals of

discontinuity determined, and then diminished without

limit, the value of the discontinuous constant is then of

the form f(a), where a is the value of x at the last epoch
of discontinuity. The diminution of the interval of con-

tinuity will then be found to require a process for the

determination of the constant, which amounts to differ-

entiating the original equation with respect to that con-

stant, and eliminating in the usual way.

Article

1,

5,

25,

46,

126,

129,

214,

244,

ERRATA
Line

7, from the end, for enables read enable.

5, from the end, for q is of 1 read p is of 1.

4, supply -4-, which has dropped out.

in expression beginning = qp xfor <? read c*"

3, for and then eliminating read so as to eliminate.

6, from the end, for which, since read and.

3, from the end, for y read .

d je

in expression for i for (= 1) = real = (!)*.
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Theory of (1.) IP it had been our only view to write a Mathematical Treatise 011 the Theory of Probabilities, in the Theory of

-J^!
: common sense of the word, we might at once have proceeded to lay down the leading principles of the science.
es

But we have a prior duty to perform, arising out of the various opinions which are held, even by mathematicians,

upon the nature of this subject and the extent to which it is to be considered as a guide to truth. No part of

mathematics or mathematical physics involves considerations so strange or so difficult to handle correctly, and

there is no subject upon which opinions have been more freely hazarded by the ignorant, or rational dissent more

unambiguously expressed by the learned. One, an amusing and popular writer, but all whose works put together
do not, from the nature of his subjects, necessarily imply an acquaintance with so much as the (bur rules of

arithmetic, calls it, from his own stores of knowledge, an " elaborate delusion;" a second, a mathematico-physical
writer of the first character, while he appears to value the results* of the theory, seems not convinced by their

evidence. If we appear severe in calling attention to the maxim of Horace,

Intererit multum, Davui ne loquatur, an heros,

we consider that we are justified, with respect to the former writer, by his presumptuous opinion upon an
unstudied science ; and with respect to our subject, by the necessity of making it clear that we do not intend these

preliminary observations as an answer to every objector, but to those whose knowledge places them above that

position, inter Davum et heroa, at which the formation of an independent opinion begins to deserve respect.
At the outset, we concede this point, that no primary considerations connected with the subject of probability

can be or ought to be received if they depend upon the results of a complicated mathematical analysis. The

latter, if it be any thing else but an abbreviator of operations, is indeed an "elaborate delusion," and has often

been made such : for instance, by an earlier school of writers on astronomy, who contended that the form of a

planet's orbit should be deduced from geometry only. But the concession will not amount to much ; for it would

equally be made to a person who was desirous of knowing the number of cannon balls in a square pyramid of

50 rows high. All the mathematics in existence will teach no more about the number in the pile than can be

found by counting ; and if the latter should be preferred to a rule by a man who felt no assurance of the truth of

algebra, a mathematician who stood by, while he admitted the propriety of not trusting an unknown science, would

congratulate himself that he could certainly know how (by taking one-sixth of the product of 50, 51, and 101)
to produce the result in a minute which would cost the other an hour. But if he who counted called algebra a

delusion, he would not the less deceive himself because it is possible to do without algebra.

(2.) If, upon very simple and obvious principles, we can show that a certain problem about ten subjects requires
the multiplication of all whole numbers up to ten, and so on, it will be equally clear as to principle that the same

problem in the case of ten thousand subjects will require the multiplication of all the whole numbers up to ten

thousand ; and it will at once be decided that the first is within the compass of a reasonable industry, and that the

second is not. But this decision will not be correct ; for the higher branches of mathematical analysis show a

method of finding, not exactly but approximately, the continued product of all numbers up to any given limit,

with very little trouble. That is, suppose the product were really

2376948 ____ (with 10,000 intervening digits) ____ 16432,

it would be easy to find, as a mathematical approximation,

2376948 ____ (with 10,000 intervening ciphers) ---- 00000

the second of which, though it differ enormously from the first, does not differ from it by a millionth part of itself;

or, if money were the thing in question, by the tenth part of a farthing upon a hundred pounds. This will be
sufficient for practical applications, and every reader may now see in what way the higher branches of mathematics
are concerned in our present subject. They are the abbreviators of long and tedious operations, and it would
be perfectly possible, with sufficient time and sufficient industry, to do without them in every case.

The preceding consideration naturally divides the subject into two parts. In the first, we have to consider
first principles and easy applications : in the second we have to apply to the same, first principles the heavy
artillery of mathematical analysis, in the case of problems which involve large numbers. We shall therefore

proceed at once to the consideration of the first principles.

(3.) The word probable, as commonly applied to a coming event, indicates many different degrees of that

feeling with which the mind looks at the prospects of the future, and which depends upon the habits derived from

looking at the past. Mark the impression whicli the two following assertions produce upon the mind " The sun
will not rise to-morrow," and " The sun will rise to-morrow." The first is so excessively improbable as to

be practically absolutely deniable ; and the second approaches so near to certainty as to admit of positive
affirmation. Take any third assertion, and compare it with the preceding two as to the effect it produces;

1 1 will not undertake to say that I think the method of minimum squares is unexceptionable in all its applications, or that I attach
much more than a relative value to the estimation of pnbahle errors. But I think there is no doubt that these methods have con-
tributed much to the accuracy of modern astronomy, Sic." Rep. Brit, dssoc. vol. i. p. 165.
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Theory of ;f it be such as we should incline to class with the first, rather than the second, we at once call it improbable. Theory of

liabilities
^ we s ' loll ' (' ratner class it with the second, we call it probable. If we are in doubt which to do, we say it is ?*r

. ^_ il1 neither probable nor improbable. These words do not apply to any thing in the event itself, but to a state of mind
produced by its contemplation; which must be remarked, because it is at once the answer to many objections,

particularly those of a religious character. The theory of probabilities has been sometimes asserted to refer to

chance the settled plan of God's providence, so that it cannot reasonably apply except on the supposition that eventg

happen by chance. This entirely proceeds on the notion that we are looking at the event itself that is to come,
and considering its probability as a kind of quality which it possesses, in the same sense as matter is said to possess
extension, weight, &e. Now even if we granted the well-known theory of Berkeley, and referred all these qualities
to the mind, even then we say that we must refer the notion of probability to the mind of the observer in a
closer degree, as being one which belongs to subjects on which the knowledge and habits of individuals make
differences. Take Berkeley's theory for granted, and carry two men to a room in which are two boxes, one small
and ribbed with steel, the other large and roughly put together. Let these men have come from the two most

opposite points of the earth in manners and customs, yet they will immediately, when asked, point out which is the

larger of the two boxes : if they are both sane, disagreement will be impossible. Now produce a piece of gold,
and ask which of the two boxes is filled with that substance. One has seen gold, and knows its value, and
also that it is rarely collected in large quantities, or placed in insecure receptacles. He would say that most

likely the smaller box, if either, is full of gold. Or he may think that the question and circumstances are so

extraordinary, that the former would not have been put unless this case had been a departure from ordinary rules,
and may therefore pronounce for the larger box. In either case it is clear that the probability or improbability is

the consequence of a state of his own mind, or of an impression existing in himself, in a sense which cannot be,
in any view of the case, applied to the extension of the two boxes. If the other man knew nothing of gold, he
would not be able to bring his mind to either of the preceding conclusions, in preference to the other. What
we mean, then, by an event being probable or improbable, is this ; that with regard to that event the mind
of the spectator is in a state of disposition either to doubt or believe its happening ; which evidently depends
in no way upon the event itself, but upon the whole train of previous ideas and associations which the mind
of the spectator possesses upon such circumstances as he thinks similar. Therefore it is wrong to speak of any
thing being probable or improbable in itself. The same thing may be really probable to one person and

improbable to another. And thus men may be justified in drawing different conclusions upon the same subject.

(4 ) With regard to the question above mentioned, that the theory of probabilities makes events happen by
chance, let us consider for a moment what chance is. In common phrase, it means that we see no reason why
events should have happened one way rather than another. And, if this be chance, events do happen by chance,
for they certainly do happen when we can see no reason why they should not have been otherwise. But if bv
chance be meant that events happen when there it no reason why they should have happened, it is soon shown
that the rejection of the notion of chance is absolutely necessary to every theory of probabilities. A meets B
in Cheapside to-day at ten o'clock ; he says, I met B by chance to-day, by which he means that he can show
no reason why B should not have been any where else. He meets B to-morrow at the same place and hour;
he immediately begins to suspect that the meeting was not the work of chance, but that B must have some reason
for being in Cheapside at that hour, which renders it probable that he will meet him again to-morrow. The
very notion of probability only exists as attached to some cause why the thing should happen ; it increases with
our degree of belief in a cause, and finally becomes certainty when we know there is a cause.

Suppose a native of a foreign country in which there are no forms of trial, he himself not understanding
English, were to spend a week in observing the process of one of our criminal courts. He would certainly be able

to find out that upon the pronouncing of the words "
guilty" or "

not' guilty" would depend whether the prisoner
would be led away in custody, or allowed to go free. Perfectly convinced as he would be of the existence of a cause
for all the ceremonial he saw, what guide would he have to determine the manner in which causes act, so as to

infer the result in any particular case ? It is to him a problem of chance, as opposed to the proper object of
inference. But it is not a problem of chance as opposed to the result of order, or of cause and effect, for he sees

enough to assure him that there are reasons, but not enough to determine what they are. He is exactly in the

situation in which we stand with regard to many phenomena in the moral order of things.
The word chance has very often been confounded with probability, which is the only excuse for the preceding

objection. To take an ambiguous and metaphysical word, without inquiring in what sense it is used, namely,
as opposed to certainty, and to argue thereupon as if it entered as opposed to Providence, is a logic every way
worthy of the opponents of the sciences : we commend their fairness in not using one to the destruction of
another. If we use the word chance, it will be in a common signification, that of a very low degree of probability.
"
It is a mere chance that I go to-morrow, but I shall probably go the day after.'

1

(5.) The notion of probable is one which admits of the relation of more or less. It is more probable that rain

will follow a fall of the barometer than a rise, much more probable. So far every one admits ; but to the question
how much more probable, no immediate answer can be given. But this question must be answered before
mathematical reasoning can apply. Magnitude, the object of possible mathematics, is that to which the terms more
or less can he applied. But actual mathematics cannot be useful unless we can, having applied the term one to a
certain quantity, proceed to ascertain whether another quantity ought to be called 2, 3, 4, &c., or any intermediate
fraction. If we had the same sort of knowledge of mind that we have of matter, we might then know how to

weigh the force of one impression against another, just as we might in such a case make a numerical comparison
of the proportions in which two men possess moral qualities of any given kind. But this is above our reach,
and if we attempt to submit any state of mind to numerical analysis, it must be by means of some external
manifestation of the feeling; and let it be remarked that there must be at some point or other of the passage
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Theory of a convention as to the method of measurement to be adopted. It may be concealed, but still it exists ; it may Theory of

Pro- be considered by one as dubious, by another as nearly certain, but still it cannot be denied to be one of that Pro-
babilities.

class of trut}, s which, if admitted at all, must be admitted upon the species of conviction in our own mind, which bal.iliti<"*.

^~^-~-^ comes from its own observations, according to one sect of metaphysicians, or from its own fundamental notions,
v^"v~~-^

according to another, without the possibility of receiving absolute demonstration.* For it is easier lo decide

upon the notion itself, in the sense in which the words strike us, than to find out whether he who would
demonstrate it means the same thing by the words he uses as we do ourselves ; to say nothing of any other

difficulty.

The notion we mean is this ; we assert and require it to be granted that the feeling of probability or im-

probability is of the same kind, whatever may be the event in question ; that the probability we attach to one

event, say a fact in history, bears a ratio to that which we attach to any other of another kind, say the gaining of

a prize in a lottery. If we were to state to any person that an advantage depended upon his guessing

correctly which was the greater, the distance from London to York, or the weight of St. Paul's, he would at once

answer that the question was inconceivable, for that greater or less, which apply to one length against another,
or to one weight against another, do not apply to a length against a weight. By going to that universal referee,

abstract number, he could tell whether the number of tons in St. Paul's exceeds or falls short of the number of

feet in the distance from London to York, and might make this the subject of a guess with a certainty of being
either right or wrong. But if his ideas on the subject be clear, he would answer that he could neither be said to

be right or wrong in declaring that the length in question was greater or less than the weight. And with regard
to immeasurable subjects, he would answer in the same way ; for instance, if he were asked which was the

greater, the musical power of Handel, or the mathematical power of Lagrange. Grant that the former was ten

times the average power of musicians, and the latter nine times that of mathematicians, and the relation of these

abstract numbers suggests an answer ; but put one concrete quality by the side of the other for comparison, and
the answer will appear impossible.t But with regard to probability, or the state of mind which produces it, if we
were empowered to put the following question, we conceive that there would be but one answer. " There
are two events, one past and one to come, on neither of which are you in possession of total and mathematical

certainty. The first is the execution of Charles I. ; the second is the drawing of a white ball from an urn which
contains one white and ninety-nine black balls. Choose one of these, and let your interest in any way depend on

your deciding rightly the one you select : would you rather the safety of your life should depend upon your
saying correctly whether Charles I. was or was not executed, or upon your drawing the white ball, and not one of

the black ones?" Every one who could make his decision under these circumstances with satisfaction to his own
mind, does bona Jide admit what he meant he should admit, though the words in which he would state the

principle might be different from ours. He judges the impressions produced on his own mind by different events,
with reference to probability, proper objects of comparison, which he would make numerical comparison, if he
knew how. And he would not call his answer a guess, but the result of a rational process. We might put a
case of doubt, as for instance the executions of Charles I. and Lord Strafford, on which the decision would be,
that no man would sleep less soundly if his life depended on answering rightly as to the truth of either. But if

a sufficient authority were to assure him that one of the two executions was a total fiction, the difficulty he would be
under to say which it was would be a proof of his thinking the probabilities of the two proper objects of com-

parison, and of a defect of means only to decide, not of power to use them if he had them. J

(6.) But still this question remains as much unanswered as before, How are we to measure and compare
the impressions on our own minds made by different events? To this we answer as follows. In the first place,
there are two distinct considerations, of which the preceding is only one. They are

1. How are we to measure and compare ike impressions made on our minds by different prospects?
2. What is the rational way of using such measures or comparisons when we have got them ?

It is evident that we are liable to mistake in answering both questions ; we may use a righl measure wrongly
or rightly, and we may obtain a wrong measure, and use it either wrongly or rightly. The first is a psychological

question, the second a mathematical one. Any given answer to the first may admit of dispute ; there is no fear of
mathematics failing us in the second. But among the objectors we find a class who have confounded the two

* We are of no sect of metaphysicians, at least not decidedly enough to make their opinions the basis of a science. If the language
used in any part of this Treatise appear to favour one opinion or another, we take this opportunity of saying that we merely
endeavour to represent phenomena, as they appear to u, in phrases generally used, and to which of course any theory may be applied.

t Observe that this is distinct from the question, which should we admire most ? just as the question which cost most, the road to

York, or the structure of St. Paul's ? is answerable, and distinct from the one first put.

J The mathematician may say, that the certainty of any one event is a unit of its kind, and that the probabilities are abstract
fractions of it ; whence he may argue that we are only engaged upon the same sort of question as that of comparing a number of
miles with a number of tons. If we concede this, which we have no objection to do, our distinction must be thus stated : that we are

constantly in the habit of doing the first, whether we will or no, but not the second.
A distinguished writer says,

" Numerical measures are applicable only to things which depend on time or space. By such elements,
in such a mode, how are we to estimate happiness and virtue, thought and will ? To speak of a formula with regard to such things
would be to assume that their laws must needs take the shape of those laws of the material world which our intellect most fully com-

prehends. A more absurd and unphilosophical assumption we can hardly imagine. We conceive, therefore, that the laws by which God
governs his moral creatures, &c." The italics are of our own making : and unless for " are we" we should read "

is God," here is as direct
an argument from privation of human power to privation of divine power as the forms of language will allow. And from the preceding
sentence to our quotation (where the author is speaking of the posibility of the divine intelligence embracing the whole of the
mechanics of the universe in one formula) it is obvious that our proposed alteration, or something like it, must have been meant.
But this renders the whole a train of reasoning we cannot admit. Our answer to it would be contained in maintaining the following
proposition : whenever the terms greater and leu can be applied, there twice, thrice, &c. can be conceived, though not perhaps
measured by us.

3E2
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questions, and have treated those who answered the second with disdain, upon arguments which prove that they Theory of

Pru
: thought it was the first which was attempted to be answered. This has happened particularly with regard to the

r

le

"', speculations of Contlorcet and Laplace upon the mathematical consequences of testimony. These objectors
*

rank with those who dispute Kepler's laws because they cannot conceive attraction. But is it not evident that

the second question, properly answered, closes up one source of mistake, whether the first be answered or no ?

How many, for example, of controversial writers on all subjects have comprehended that an inference from ten

equally probable premises is not itself as probable as each of the premises. Because they did not know which

was two and which was three, they have declined to admit that two and Ihree make five.

(7.) We shall now enter upon the first of the two questions. Seeing that the impression which a prospect

produces upon our minds is the result of a large combination of circumstances, and that it is almost impossible

for us even roughly to estimate the share which each takes in the united effect, our plan must be to make circum-

stances for ourselves, in which all collateral considerations shall be avoided in every case in which we have any

reason to suppose they exert influence. Our object being, not to investigate circumstances themselves, but the

effect they produce upon our disposition to doubt or expect, we shall invent the former and examine the latter.

It must of course depend upon our degree of knowledge ; and, in examining the effects of partial knowledge, we

must state specifically the case we wish to try. Let us suppose it to be the following. We are in a room which

contains an urn. Our knowledge of its contents is limited to this much : that if it contain any thing it is a ball

or balls, either black or white, the conditions being interpreted without reference to any thing in the form of

expression which may make any one conceivable case more prominent than another. It is clear that a single

drawing must either produce nothing, or a white ball, or a black ball. To which supposition do our minds

incline? To neither; for there is no circumstance which should turn the scale. If we think for a moment that

the possible contingency of ninety-nine black and one white would make a black ball very likely, we instantly

remember that the equally possible contingency of ninety- nine white and one black would make a white ball as likely.

Caprice, as we should call it, might decide, but this could be only interpreted as the silent whisper of some habit

or association of ideas, strong enough to turn a point, so nicely balanced, but too weak to be audible by itself;

just as the thousandth part of a grain will turn the scales of a chemist, itself being hardly seen and not possible to

be felt. But we have supposed ourselves to come into the room without this thousandth part of a grain : we are

not asking whether we ever could come without it, but what should we do if we could. We should not guess in

favour of either.

We have required as an axiom the right to consider the impressions produced by different events as comparabli

in magnitude, and still more, of course, those produced by the different contingencies which the same prospect

presents. Mathematical certainty (a thing perhaps impossible in the strictest sense) is the terminus or limit

towards which our impressions approach as our knowledge becomes greater and greater, and is never attained as

long as any doubt whatsoever remains. Practical certainty is that high degree of probability on which the

mind acts at once, without thinking the counter-probabilities sufficiently large to be taken into account; and it

depends upon the character of the individual. A question must be raised as to whether the impression of

probability is a fraction of the impression called certainty which varies directly as the numerical amount of

circumstances. The mathematician will understand us ; but we may put it in this way.

1. To take one extreme case: suppose the life of an individual depending upon his guessing the result of one

drawing of the urn already mentioned ; suppose a second power overruled the first, and allowed him to name two

cases, granting his life if the result fell within either; suppose a third power, making one more interference,

and allowing him to name three cases ;
which would render certain the safety contingent in the first two cases :

for he would of course name as his three allowed cases, none, white, and black, one of which it must be. Now
the impression of obligation and of benefit received being proportional, would he feel more obliged to the second

or the third ? We suppose it would be answered without hesitation to the third ;
that is, these apparently equal

steps to certainty would seem to add very unequal benefits, or very unequal senses of the probability of escape.

Those who have considered this subject (and appeal to experience is necessary) have never doubted this

phenomenon of the human mind ;
and under the name of moral probability have distinguished that impression

which has direct reference to the particular effect of the event upon the individual. Thus they have considered

that two men who play for equal stakes with very unequal fortunes are not, in fact, (though staking the same

sums of money,) playing equally, and ought not to regard the result with impressions of the same force.

2. Now let every thing remain the same as before, except that the risk incurred is nothing at all, or of too

small consequence to upset the mind by hope or fear. The question now is, would the second or the third power

be held to have conferred the greater benefit? We are afraid that in this case the third would be charged with

having spoiled the fun. But supposing it a matter of common life, and all stimulus of gambling out of the

question, it seems to be the general opinion of mankind that the second and third powers would have acted

equally: this is proved by the uniform consent of those who have written on the subject, and the almost uniform

reception of their opinions. To some sort of consent of mankind every theory on this subject would be absurd

if it did not appeal. What would be a theory of probabilities (that is, of the manner in which certain impressions

of the human mind are to be compared) which did not appeal to the voice of the majority? The question at

issue is, Does the preceding statement fairly represent that voice ? Or it might even be put in this way : Would

opinions on one side and the other be such as to make the preceding notions a fair average statement? For

even in that case it would be the best probable rule of action.

(8.) We now lay down the following definitions.

1. Moral probability is the impression existing with regard to the happening of an event depending upon the

constitution of the individual, his knowledge of the circumstances, and the effect the event will produce.

2. Matftematical probability is the moral probability in that case, and in that case only, in which the mind is
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Theory of disposed to consider equal successive changes of favourable circumstances into unfavourable, or vice versd, as of Theory of

Pro-
equal importance ; not regarding certainty as possessing any peculiar value, more than would be derived from ^'*

^ its being the sum of certain probabilities, and therefore of course larger than either.

3. In future, probability means mathematical probability, unless the contrary be specified.

4. Absolute certainty against an event is denoted by the degree of probability for it ; and vice versd.

Absolute certainty for an event is denoted by the degree of probability 1 ; and all intermediate degrees of pro-

bability are denoted by fractions, as follows.

5. The probability in favour of an event is such a proportion of 1 as the number offavourable cases is of the

whole: all the cases being considered as equally probable. Thus the probability of drawing a white ball where

3
3 out of 10 are white is

6. The probability against an event is such a proportion of 1 as the number of unfavourable cases is of the

7
whole. Thus the probability against drawing a white ball in the preceding case is

7. Chance is used synonymously wit'h probability, but mostly in reference to problems of few cases, in which

the expectation, that results will nearly agree with a general average, is not great.
8. When the number of favourable exceeds that of unfavourable cases, the odds (inequality of probabilities) are

said to be in favour of the event, and vice versa. In the preceding instance the odds are against drawing a white

ball, as 7 to 3, or 2 to 1.

9. The sum of all the different probabilities which any case presents must be 1 : and if any different subordinate

cases be collected, and the happening of either one or other of them be the condition under which an event is to be

considered as having happened, the probability of that event is the sum of the probabilities of the several events

of which it is disjunctively composed. Thus if there be 3 red, 2 white, and 9 black balls, the event ' one of325
the two red or white" has a probability + or . For the event may evidently happen in five ways out

of 14.

(9.) We shall now proceed to some applications.
Lemma 1. The number of ways in which n counters can be taken out ofp counters, supposing each to be put

back again before the next drawing, is p*. Let this be true for any one value of n, say 5; then there are p
5

ways
of drawing 5, but every one of these ways has p different ways of being converted into a drawing of six : there-

fore p* X p or p* is the number of ways of drawing six. That is, if this theorem be true for any one value of n,
it is true for n + \: but it is true for one drawing, (there being p or p

1

ways of drawing,) therefore it is true

for all.

Corollary. This case remains exactly the same, if instead of p distinct counters C, C C
p, we suppose there

to be TZ, like C,, n, like C,, &c., there being p different sorts in all, and two of a sort being considered as the

same event.

Thus the number of different events arising out of four throws with a halfpenny is 24 or 16, as follows (H
stands for head, and T for tail) :

HHHH THHH THTH TTHT
HHHT HHTT TTHH THTT
H H T H HTHT HTTH HTTT
HTHH THHT TTTH TTTT

The following questions will enable the reader to see whether he understands the definitions.

Which is the most probable event, considering the same number of H and T as the same event, whatever be the

order? Answer. H twice, and T twice, which call (H aT2), of which the probability is
, while that of (H,T,)

and of (H3 T,) is only ^-. That of (H4) is -^, and also of (T4).
lo 16

What is the probability of H once at least? Ans. .

16

What are the odds in favour of H once at least? Ans. 15 to 1.

What are the odds against alternate throws? Ans. 7 to 1.

Let it be observed that p" is the coefficient of x" in the developement of .

1 -px
(10.) Lemma 2. If the whole number n be made up of n, n, .... n

r,
then the number of ways in which

drawings ofp counters give w, of C,, n, of C,, &c., without reference to order, is

1^2 . 3 .... 7i-l . n [n]

1 . 2 . 3 . . . re, 1 . 2 . 3 . . . n 1 . 2 . 3 . . . n,
r

[nj [n,] [nj

This follows from the common theory of permutations. The new definition is

[n] means l.2.3.4....n-l.n (F (n + 1) of Legendre).
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(a, + 0. + ..:. + a,)".

Lemma 3. The number of combinations of ra quantities which can be taken out of p quantities is (as is well '

known) _"~"
[p]

1.2 ...... 71 l>]

_[]_and the number of permutations is p jo
1 . . . . p + 1 or - r.

(1 1..) There is in algebraical multiplication a resemblance to the sorting of all the events which can happen by
combination of simple events, which is one of the most important principles in the application of mathematics to

this subject. If the first of three urns give out either a or b, the second either c or d, the third either e or/, it is

plain that the results of a drawing give one of the following :

a c e, a cf, a d e, a df, bee, bef, b de, bdf. .

Now consider a, b, &c. as algebraical quantities, and the sum of the preceding terms (juxtaposition denoting

multiplication) is no other than the product

Write these two under one another.

(a or b) (c or d) is either a c or a d or b c or b d.

The first is a well-known algebraical truth ; the second is a truth also, if by (a or 6) we mean an event which

may be one or the other, and by (a or 6) (c or d) the consecutive fulfilment of two such contingencies. It is

palpable that (a or 6) followed by (c or d) must be either a c or ad, or be orb d. The analogy which exists

between the two preceding processes directs us to the following theorem. Let + be read or ; let ( .), ( .),

( .).... denote a succession of events, each having the contingencies described in the brackets, so that

a + 2 b + 3 c means that we draw in a lottery* having the following tickets,

a b b c c c,

and is read ; a, or b in either of two ways, or c in either of three ways. This being premised, the results of the

process, which under algebraical definitions would be multiplication, are true.

we gather that by a drawing from each of two urns which contain

a b b c c c

we have one chance in favour of a a, four for a 6, four for b b, six for c, twelve for 6 c, and nine for e c
;
as would

be evident by developing

by multiplication. The whole number of events is the sum of all the coefficients, or

1 + 4+4 + 6+12 + 9, or 36 ;

this is what the preceding expression becomes when a, b, and c are severally = 1.

(12.) We shall now proceed to lay down some primary theorems in the manner in which Laplace has given

them, but not in the order.

Principle I. Is the definition of probability already given, in the case where all events are equally possible.

Let /and u be the number of favourable and unfavourable cases, and the probabilities are
ft

forit
7+^'

againstit
7+^-

(13.) Principle II. The probability of the happening of two, three, or more events, is the product of the

probabilities of their happening separately. This depends upon the following; that if there be/ and/' cases in

favour of two events, the number of ways in which they may happen together is //. For any one of the/ ways
in which the first may happen may be combined with any one of the/ ways in which the second may happen.
The whole number of possible cases is, by the same rule, (/+ u) (/' + u'), which gives for the probability of

happening
ff f ., f

</+)(/' + ') /+u /'+''
the product of the simple probabilities. It is the test of correctness in many problems, that the developement of

the denominator furnishes numerators for the probabilities of all the possible cases. In the preceding instance,

* This is merely saying we take a hazard of any sort. All affairs of life are more or less lotteries. One merchant, for instance, has
such skill that his success in business may be likened to drawing for the chance of a white ball where one of ten only is black. The

ignorance of another reverses the case. The continual occurrence of illustrations by lotteries, and such contingencies, leads many to

suppose that this subject is only applicable to games of chance. To any one who depends so much upon words we may present the

following application of them, which is perfectly consistent with our definitions. "
Certainty is the chance of drawing a white ball

from a lottery of ten balls, all white."
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babilities. or tne whole number of compound events consists of babilitien.

^-N'- /

ff ways in which both may happen. ^v '

fu' ways in which the second only may fail.

f'u ways in which the first o>% may fail.

MM' ways in which both may fail.

For instance, suppose the following syllogism: A is B; B is C; therefore A is C. Suppose the first

assertion is considered as having ten to one in its favour, and the second three to one. Now the probability of

the conclusion is entirely that of both premises being true, from which it necessarily follows. The probabilities
](''-* I ')

*

for the single premises are and , the product of which is that of the conclusion, or 15 to 7, little more

than two to one. This, it must be observed, is independent of any force the conclusion may derive from other

sources, a case we shall presently consider. In this way it is obvious that a lengthened chain of arguments,
unless each be a certainty, produces an inference, the probability of which weakens at every step. But at the

same time it is difficult, if not impossible, to produce a chain of arguments of which the reasoner can rest the result

on those arguments only. The result will of itself, without reference to its supports, produce an impression of its

own, which strengthens the premises if it be favourable, and weakens them if unfavourable. Thus the propositions
of geometry as they severally appear, have an evidence of their own, were it not for which, we feel quite
confident that in the mind of a beginner unused to reasoning they would, after the first few propositions, rest

on authority only.

(14.) Principle TV. If the different ways in which an event may happen are not equally probable, the probability
is the sum of the probabilities of the different cases; but it must be remembered that each method of happening
must be considered as contingent upon that method being the one which actually arrives. For instance, suppose
two closed urns as follows.

(3 wh. 4 bl.) P (4 wh. 3 bl.) Q.

A white ball may be drawn in two ways, from P or from Q. Suppose the drawer has no preference in his mind
3

for either. The common mistake would be to say that the probability of the white ball from the first is , from

4 34
the second , and therefore from both + or 1, that is, certainty. This result is absurd ; but the reason of

the mistake is that his going to one urn or another is itself a contingency. As to the urn P we should ask,

1. What is his chance of selecting that urn ? This is . 2. Having selected that urn, what is his chance of

3
drawing a white ball from it? This is . Consequently his chance of going to that urn, and selecting a white

ball is x , and for the other x . The sum of these two is , or the two together give an even

chance. This is easily verified ; for any given ball in one urn being as likely of its kind to come up as any other,
we do not alter the problem by pouring the contents of one urn into the other, and thus we have

(7 wh. 7 bl.).

If the drawer have any bias on his mind which renders it two to one that he will choose P in preference to Q, a
o Q o Q *5

by-stander must calculate thus : the chance of P is
, that of a white ball from it : therefore x - or

3 7 3 7 21144 10
is the probability thus derived, and x or that of a white ball from Q, and is the total probability.

We may suppose no such bias to exist, and place the cause of a similar alteration of probabilities in the circum-
stances themselves, by having three urns,

(3wh. 4bl.)P (3wh. 4bI.)P (4wh.3bl.)Q,
the total probability for a white ball (no bias existing) is

13 1314 10

TT + Y T + TT' or
2T

asbefore '

We may thus illustrate the dependence of the probability upon the knowledge of the spectator. We have
supposed that he knows the contents of the urns, but not which is the one and which is the other. If he know

nothing of the contents, the chance is even for a white ball from each, and the total probability is +'8.99-1
r
~2'

an even enance > as of course it should be.

Again, the problem undergoes a change during the process to a by-stander who knows which urn has the four
white balls. Tho probability to him varies with the motions of the drawer's hand, according as he sees reason to
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moment the drawer has inserted his hand into P, the probability in the mind of the spectator is or .

(15.) Let us now consider the following case. It is an even chance that A is B, and the same that B is C ;

and therefore 1 to 3 from these grounds only, that A is C. But other considerations of themselves give an even

chance that A is C. What is the resulting degree of evidence that A is C ? Let us take all the possible cases.

. j 1. An even chance that A is B\ (3. An even chance that A is C
le premises^ An eyen chance tfaat B is c j { from other evidence>

Let (1) denote the truth of 1, and [1] its falsehood. The following are possible cases :

1. (1) (2) (3) 2. (1) (2) [3] 3. [1] (2) (3) 4. [1] (2) [3]

5. [1] [2] (3) 6. [1] [2] [3] 7. (1) [2] (3) 8. (1) [2] [3].

Here are eight cases, equally probable, each consisting of a result compounded of three results, and there-

fore having a probability of. Of these, cases 1, 2, 3, 5, and 7 make the conclusion "A is C" necessary, either
8

by the establishment of the argument, or of the independent evidence. That is, five out of eight equally possible
combinations are in favour of A being C, or the odds for it are 5 to 3.

Let us now treat the preceding question as having two contingencies, the compound argument (1 to 3 for),
and the independent evidence (an even chance). We hare, therefore, four possible cases.

Probability of " A is C."

Argument and evidence both true x -r- or4^o313
Argument false and evidence true X or

Argument true and evidence false x or

Argument and evidence both false 0.

5
The sum of these is as before.

8

(16.) The above, generalized, is as follows. Let a and (1 a) be the probabilities for and against the

argument, and let e and 1 e be the probabilities from any other source. Then the chance that both are wrong is

(1 a) (1 e), and of the contradictory, namely, that the result
" A is C" follows from one or other is

1 (1 a) (1 e) or a + e ae.

But tnis proceeds entirely upon the supposition that an inference can be drawn, and that the arguments which

furnish that inference remain with their probabilities unaffected by the circumstances which, on other grounds, give

probability or improbability to the result. For in like manner as the certain falsehood of the result proves the

falsehood of one or both premises, so the improbability of a result will throw doubt of itself upon the premises,
and lower their a priori probability. How much of such effect they do produce we cannot ascertain ; but it so

happens that one indisputable case will show that we can deduce a phenomenon which will, as soon as slated, be

recognised and admitted to exist.

The preceding result evidently fails to represent the character of usual impressions by probable reasoning.
q

Let there be of probability for "A is C" from argument, but suppose other grounds of evidence give only

of probability for it, or 999 to 1 against it. Can it be believed that the latter adds probability to the

former, or that the total probability is

3 1 f 3 \ 3

T +
looo (*

~
T/

which is greater than T ?

This result is admissible, provided the methods by which is established have a probability which is not

shaken by the smallness of the probability for the result independently of them. But this can hardly be
the case, and the preceding theorem therefore omits a necessary consideration which applies with more or less

force whenever e is less than a.

But there is one case in which the preceding objection does not apply. When the independent probability ,

e is one half, the evidence for the premises cannot be affected by it. When a result of argument cannot be

considered as either likely or unlikely, we do not go back to the premises with any consideration drawn from the
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_ju- v -i_

*

result is to be considered as neither likely nor unlikely in itself, nor having any force but what it derives from the

premises. The following theorem will be readily admitted on its own evidence.

If any assertion appear neither likely nor -unlikely in itself, then any logical argument in favour of it, however
weak the premises, makes it in some degree more likely than not.

In the manner in which writers on logic apply the calculus of probabilities, this result never is a consequence
of their suppositions. For what we have called a is their resulting probability of the argument. Suppose, tor

3
instance, a writer on logic presumed that the argument from analogy gave to the probability that there is

vegetation in the planets, which must be considered as a thing neither likely nor unlikely in regard of evidence

3
derived from any other source. He would assert to be the probability of this result, that is, less after an

1 13 13
argument in favour of it than it was before. We substitute + . or .

2 2 10 .0

3
(17.) The chance of throwing at least one head in two throws is . Let us suppose that the thrower is to

leave off as soon as he throws once. There are then three cases. 1. H the first time, in which case he leaves off.

2. T the first time, and H the second. 3. T the first time, and T the second. These are the only three events

2
contemplated ; two are favourable, and one unfavourable : the probability of H then appears* to be . But it

o

has been forgotten that the three cases are not equally probable. For H the first time we have
, for T[ H2 we

m

have x or , and for T,T, we have also . Consequently the probability of H once in two throws is

1 or ,
as before.244

But at the same time, with regard to the objection of IVAletnbert cited in the note, we must observe that il

any individual really fei-1 himself certain, in spite of authority and principle, as here laid down, that the

9 Q

preceding cases are equally probable, he is fully justified in adopting instead of
,

till he see reason to the
o 4

contrary, which it is hundreds (o one he would find, if he continued playing for a stake throughout a whole

morning, that is, accepting bets of two to one that H would not come up once in two throws, instead of requiring
three to one. He must begin to reason mathematically from that point at which he is convinced he has the

means of applying mathematical principles; and remark that the accordance of apparently different methods
does not confirm the theory, but the correctness with which the theory has been applied. The individual just

supposed, has applied correct mathematics to a manner in which lie feels obliged to view the subject, in which
we think him wrong, but the error is in the tir-t of the 1 10 considerations in (6.), and not in the second.

(18.) All that we have hitherto done is to lay down direct principles, in which we reason from known causes

to probable events We now come to inverse principle?, in which we reason from known events to probable
causes.

Principle IV. Knowing the probability of a compound event, and that of one of its components, we find the

probability of the other by dividing the first by the second. This is a mathematical result of the last too obvious

to require further proof.

(19.) Principle V. When an eveiit has happened, and may have happened in two or three different ways,
that way which is most likely to bring about the event is most likely to have been the cause. This is so

well known a principle that it is continually in onr mouths. " A man has died; is it A, B, orC?" "Most
likely it is A, because he was in weakest health, and therefore most likely to die." This is so common a

phraseology that we at first imagine we are using tautology. But on considering a moment we see that it is not

so. Death has happened, either to A, B, or C ; an event is given, and we ask in which out of given ways it arose.

We immediately, not change the phrase, but reverse the supposition, and make the event a contingency. If death

be to .happen, to which is it most likely to happen? To A, it is presumed. Then, we say and know that the

death which has happened is most likely that of A.
This principle is not in reality different from the one first stated (Principle I.) If the causes of an event be all

equally likely, we can give no preference to one over another, and consequently, if they be n in number, each has

a probability . But to say that one cause is more probable than another is merely to say it is a greater

collection ofpartial causes than are contained in the other. Now what are we considering? An event has

happened, say a white ball has been drawn, and it must be from one of the two,

* So said D'Alembert,
" Dei que croix tera arrivf au premier caufi, on n'en jo-iera pas un lecond ; ft ainsi let deux premitrt com-

binaitoni croix croix, croix pile, le reduisent a croix /." Opuscules, vol. ii. p. 16.

VOL. II. 3 r
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babilities. A white ball has been drawn ; let us, without altering the contingencies of either, change the number of balls in babilities.

x^^-^' both, so that the number of balls shall be the same in both. Multiplying both numbers in each urn by the same ** -v ->

number does not alter the probabilities resulting from either, and therefore does not change the character of either

as a cause. We thus have

84 wh. 36 bl., or 100 wh. 20 bl.

There are now 120 balls in both; and the only question is, was the white ball actually drawn one of 84, or one

of 100? Each ball has the same chance of being drawn, whichever it be in, namely . Because the ball is not
13RJ

black, we may strike out the black balls altogether, and if we suppose the white balls supplied from a third urn

which contained 184, the chance of the ball which was drawn having been in the first urn is , and in the second

. These are then the chances of the observed event having arisen from the two causes respectively. But

84
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;<> tain distinct branches of the subject.
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f
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,an n .haU he f
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^
Siie -

, h be named which ,s likely to

compared **<*"* **K treSiSy That he will beat them all. Suppose a horse

Sfea?^SSsS3^^Sg3

''S^J^
-

and the other 32 may be found by changing B into A and A into B.

A A A A A A
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When the game is partly skill and partly chance, the probabilities of a run are increased. The party who wins
v
~"^-'~~'

the first game gets confidence, and ease of mind, while the reverse takes place with the other. The first is there-

fore rendered more skilful than the second, or which is the same thing, nlaced in circumstances which favour the

undisturbed application of his skill.

This belief in runs of luck is exactly the feeling of destiny which has predominated in the minds of many
historical characters, and particular of the Emperor Napoleon. Granting somewhat to temperament, the greater

part of the feeling appears to us to have arisen from an idea that the common order of events is regular
succession of good and bad fortune, and that any thing else is to be attributed to some particular cause, to which
the first cannot be traced. Let those who are inclined to believe that rum of luck are out of the common order of

events watch the succession of carts and carriages in a crowded street. It will be found that a crossing will some-
times be clear for a minute or two ; then a rush, more or less, of vehicles will approach, and the events of suc-

cessive minutes will exhibit every variety of succession, from the average number up to five or six times as much,
or down to nothing. A continual average would render the great thoroughfares in London impassable.

(24.) 2. We have frequently heard it asserted that a change of circumstances, such as taking another chair, or
the like, changes the luck. If the preceding cases be observed, and if we suppose this alteration of circumstances
to take place at the end of the first three games, it will be found that in 22 out of 32 cases the luck is not
the same both before and after, and that in 16 out of 32 the first and last triads present decided differences.

It is then an even chance at least that a change of position will happen immediately before a triad which will

differ in its character from that immediately preceding; and it is always 11 to 5 at least against the approaching
triad resembling the preceding one, in the number of games won and lost. But if A having lost three games
in succession should change his chair to get rid of his ill luck, (which we have seen done,) he then may easilv

suspect some virtue peculiar to his new position, for it is 7 to 1 that there must be some alteration, and any
alteration is in his favour. Those, therefore, who adopt this method of courting fortune, should try it on all sorts

of luck ; for by using it only when she is very much against them, they put the majority of possible cases on
their sides as well as the magic of the new seat.

(25.) 3. A confusion very often exists in the mind between the joint probability of two events which are to

happen, and the same where one has happened. Thus say, it is beforehand unlikely that a man should receive
two letters by the post ; suppose that it is an even chance he receives one, and that he has ten correspondents.
Consequently, supposing the probabilities of their severally writing on any one day to be the same, the chance of

either writing on a given day is . Now he knows that his correspondent A must write on a part'^ular day :

he therefore thinks it unlikely that either of the others will write on that day, for he calls it unlikely that he should
receive two letters on one day. He here compares his position with that of ordinary days, in which he is certain

of no letter whatever: in which case, since there are 10 . 9, or 45 pairs of correspondents, either of whom
31

may write, and since the probability of any one pair both writing is x , the probability of his receiving two

45
letters only is -, and so on. But when one letter is certain from A, the probability of his receiving two letters

only is exactly the probability of his receiving the second letter, which, from all the remaining nine corre-

9
spondents, is . Similarly, a man may say,

"
It is very improbable that I should be robbed twice in one day ; I

have been robbed once, and therefore most likely shall not be robbed again." Here is the same fallacy ; it is

very unlikely that two robberies should take place in the same day ; but when the first has taken place, the

probability of two becomes the same as the probability of the remaining one.

(26.) We now proceed to the principles on which pecuniary risks are proportioned to the probabilities of the
events on which they depend. First, let us suppose that the sum in question is of trifling consequence, so that it is

indifferent to the speculator what the result may be. Suppose that the chances are 2 to 1 against his receiving
a pound. It is clear that his chance has a value to him ; he may not gain, but he is in a different situation from
a person who has no risk upon the same event. We may consider the subject in two different ways.

1. As a matter of gambling. Let us suppose the pound must be given either to A (the speculator in

question) or to B or C, and that all three have the same chance. It is then 2 to I against A, as proposed.
If they all three agree to relinquish the hazard, it is clear that the pound must belong equally to all three,
or if divided, must be equally divided ; for no reason can be given why A should receive any sum, which is not

equally applicable in favour of B or C. Hence each would receive one-third of a pound, and if the stake
were to be made up by equal contributions, each must give one-third of a pound, and take his chance of receiving
all or nothing. If C sell his expectation to B, then B has two chances where A has one and consequently must,
if they draw stakes, receive two-thirds of the pound. Hence

Principle KII. The advantage of a contingent benefit, or. the expectation which the speculator should have,
must be such a proportion of the benefit, as his probability of getting it is of unity.

(27.) 2. As a matter of commercial speculation. In this case a great many such contingencies are con

templated, and the merchant is to calculate in what manner he shall probably make tl'ie gains cover the losses,
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we see (11.) in the coefficients the number of ways in whicli all, all but one, &c., may succeed, and if we divide

both sides by the whole possible number of cases (a+ 6)", and let

a b -*- ~

we have

the terms of which express the probabilities that all, all but one, &c., will succeed. The ratios of these successive

terms to those which precede are

3

(p+ l)thterm n-p+ 1 ft

;

-- =----
; let this be called P..

pill term p a.

Let the pth term be the greatest ; that is, let P
p be less than unity, and Pp., greater than unity ; or (/8+a:= ! )

But the pth term expresses the probability of losingp\ and gaining n p+l of the speculations : consequently,
in n separate events, against each of which (he probability is y8, the most probable of all losses is the whole

number next below (/i+l)/5, which is more likely than any other given loss, though not more likely than any
out of the other losses. The preceding relations also give

n-p+l (n+l) a na-ft
'

a

when n is a great number, the two fractions just found are very near to : whence this theorem.

Of n successive, or simultaneously independent events, the combination which of all others is most likely to

happen is that in which the number of losses is to the number of gains most nearly as the probability of losing

any one to the probability ofgaining it.

We shall afterwards show that though this most likely individual case is not therefore to be expected, yet that

the greater the number of speculations in question, the smaller the per-centage of deviation which is to be

reasonably looked for. This, then, is the primary axiom of commercial prudence, as far as what may be called

accidental fluctuations are concerned. If 1000 speculations* be entered into, against each of which it is nine to

one, then the undertaker must look to lose 900 and gain 100 ; he must therefore not adventure, unless upon terms

which will make 100 pay the risk of the whole thousand. If each successful speculation would bring ]0, he

must only invest \ in each of the 1000. But he must even invest less than this, to compensate the probable

departure from the most probable case. There is then a contingency in what are called his profits, the remaining
part being made up of what he would derive from simply investing his capital in the funds, and of that portion
of profit which he expects for his own labour. Considering that the fluctuations will be on one side and on the

other of the most probable case, he may be tolerably certain that his extra fundforfluctuation may be made a

source of profit ; but it must always exist, especially at the commencement.

(28.) The preceding views, though not numerically acted upon, for want of positive data, are notoriously truths

of the commercial world. It is well known that large businesses can exist with lower profits than smaller ones;
for the fluctuation fund must be a larger per-centage of the whole in the latter case than in the former. The increase

of large farms, large manufactories, &c. confirms this abundantly. A large business and a small one, at the

same rate of profits, are much like a line-of-battle ship and a boat in a rough sea. Where the first only rocks, the

second is upset.
It must not therefore be inferred that a small business is comparatively dangerous. A risk to some one there

must be, but there are various methods of taking this off the customer. The first is the system of credit, by which
all ordinary fluctuations are equalized, and the loss of one month or year is carried to the chances of the next.

Where these chances are prudently calculated there is little risk, but where the most probable case has been

mistaken, a series of transactions must end by showing a permanent departure from the anticipated series of

results. The second is the investment of a fund larger than is necessary for the purposes of business. Thus in

the case of an incipient insurance-office, the capital which always appears as a part of the scheme is a reserve for

the possible fluctuations of the first years. The largeness of the sum usually staked upon the success of such

undertakings is, we suppose, the proof that those who invest it feel perfectly secure, for it is generally much more
than can be needed.

* We do not mean the large transactions which par rjecelfcnce have that name, but we consider every transaction, however small, as
one case
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g

babiUties. customary to consider the two together ; but though the results be the same, the difference of the method of
babilities.

.
_, _'- deriving them is very great. On a single throw it matters little whether the just expectation be staked or not. . _,_ ^_L

-

But the merchant is certain of ruin sooner or later, if he neglect this principle on the average of his transactions.

The first adopts it because there is no reason why he should stake more or less ; the second because there are

positive reasons why it should be followed, to the exclusion of all other methods. So obvious is the second result

to most persons that it might be made the foundation of the authority for the first. When a halfpenny is thrown

up many times in succession, it is never disputed that in the long run, as the phrase is, there will be as many heads

as tails ;
or if not exactly, very nearly. Consequently, the chances of a single throw are presumed to be equal for

both events.

(29.) A systematic gambler, who has many transactions of the same kind, is a merchant whose speculations

differ from those commonly called mercantile, only in the individual risks being somewhat greater. But even this

is not always the case. To take the instance of a horse-race ; suppose one person can find somebody to take any bet

he offers, and that four horses, A, B, C, and D, are to start. He offers four bets against each, (he must take care

not to bet in favour of any,) namely, a to a' against A, b to b' against B, c to c' against C. and d to d' against

D. The following then are his contingencies :

If A win, he gains b'+c'+ d' a.

If B win, he gains a'-f c'+ d' b.

If C win, he gains a'+ b'+ d' c.

If D win, he gains a'+b'+ d' d.

All he has to do then is to make the sum of every three consequents greater than the fourth antecedent.

Suppose, for instance, he bets 10 against 10 on every horse; he must then win -20 whichever way the

matter may go. Or he may bet 10 to 5 against A, 10 to 6 against B, 10 to 7 against C, and 10 to 8 against
D. Then, if A win, he gains 11; if B, 10; if C, 9 ; if D, 8: that is, 3 worth of fair gambling,
and 8 worth of not always perhaps sheer roguery, but very often so, and generally something very like it.

It is evidently a fool-chase, not a horse-race, which he is engaged in.

(30.) PROBLEM. To determine the proportions in which the acceptors of the four preceding bets are unfairly

dealt with. Suppose the real probabilities of winning are a, /5, y, and S ;
in which case ot + /5+ 7+S:=l. The

odds for A are a to 1 a, or a to ; but ;
a'= ;

if (a+ a1

) a<a', he takes an advan-
1 a 1 a 1 a

tage. In the case where the betting is fair, the total sum risked upon A's winning is -+ - K - a.
1 p 17 1 S

(31.) The odium which attaches to the character of a gambler, that is, a person who lives upon mutual

transactions which necessarily involve loss to one party or the other, without producing any addition to the

commercial prosperity of society, does not arise, or ought not to arise, from his being considered as a spendthrift,
or as a man who willingly puts to hazard the means of fulfilling his engagements. If he gamble much and

skilfully, not staking too large a proportion of his capital on any one hazard, he is in truth one of the safest

merchants going, and cannot be considered as running so great a risk of ruin as is incurred in many honourable

and necessary affairs. If he played only with gamblers like himself in knowledge and means, whatever might be

thought of the utility of his occupation, nothing could be said against its honesty. But it is evident that a

society of such persons must finally come to ruin ; for their transactions having no tendency to make any
absolute profit, or to increase the value of any thing they handle, the deductions necessary for life must
in time destroy their common fund altogether. And herein consists the villainy of their occupation, that any
permanent increase of their fund must come from unequal play, that is, from offering or accepting hazards which
are unduly in their favour, of course without the inequality being known to and recognised by their opponents.
The principle which is carried the length of certain gain in the horse-racing trick we have mentioned must exist

more or less throughout their engagements. Now it is clear that no honest man can enter into bargains with

A, B, and C separately which would be fraudulent if he had offered all three to A alone, merely because

neither of the three knows what, has been done by the two others. This matter would be here irrelevant, but for

the common notion that this theory has a tendency to promote gambling. On the contrary, it will appear

sufficiently from the lower as well as the higher parts of this subject, that there is a proposition which admits of

something as like mathematical demonstration as can be possible in any case of morals namely, that when a
man plays for more than he can prudently spend in pleasure with a man or a firm which lives by gambling, there

is a fool on one side and a rogue on the other.

(32.) We must refer the reader to the article ANNUITIES for the principal applications of the preceding to the

commercial cases of annuities, insurances, and life contingencies. Much prolixity might be saved in such works,
if it were usual to lay down the general problems as preliminary lemmas, which it is preferred to repeat as often as

there are particular cases. These- problems we shall now give as simple applications of the preceding principles.
Let the existence of any set of circumstances be called a status, which may be either actual, or prospectively certain,
or prospectively contingent. A benefit may accrue to an individual yearly during the continuance of an actual

status which must have an end, or it may begin to accrue yearly upon the commencement of a prospective status

which must come, or of a contingent status which may come into existence. And the questions are the following.
1. What must A pay at once to entitle him to receive one pound at the expiration of every 365 days after the

completion of the bargain, so long as a given status, existing at the time of the bargain shall continue to exist?

This is the problem of annuities.
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Theory of 2. What must A pay down, and continue to pay at intervals of 365 days, so long as a given status continues, Theory of

to entitle him to receive a pound at the time when he would otherwise have repeated his payment, at the settling

i|^ day next following the termination of the status ? This contains the most common cases of life insurances.

3. What must A pay, and continue to pay as before, so long as two given status both continue, to entitle him
to receive a pound, as before, when one of the two status (not either, but one which is named) has terminated ?

(33.) To simplify the question, let the first of January be the only day of payment by either party to the

bargain, and let it be the birthday of all the parties whose lives are concerned in the status in question. Let Pn be

the probability that the status in question in the first problem is in existence at the end of n years from the day
of completing the bargain. Let r be the interest of one pound for one year, interest being acquired yearly.

Then, in problem 1, the chance which A has of receiving the nth pound is P,, and its value is therefore P,.

Consequently, he must now give for that single chance such a sum as, improved at compound interest for n yeare,
will give P., namely, Pn (lH-r)~

n
, or PB i>", if v=(l + r~)~

l

, the present value of one pound to be received

at the end of a year. And hence, what he must give for all his prospects is 2Pn t>", from n=l to such a value

that P.ti" is not worth calculating, or the value of his annuity is P| + P, t + P
3 e*+. . . .

This problem generally admits of no simplification: each term must be calculated separately, or the following
method must be adopted. Let us consider the state in which the buyer of the annuity will be after the first year,
if the status in question continue, and he should then wish to make another bargain for another annuity.
Let Q,, Qj, &c. be the probabilities of the status then continuing one, two, &c. years. Now it is evident that

P,xQi= P!, for the event of which P, is the chance must arise from the consecutive happening of the events

whose chances are P, and Q,. Similarly, P, xQ=P3 and PiXQ=P+i, by which relations it will appear, that if

(P)= P, u+ P,
"+PX+ &c.

(Q)=Q 1D+Q! t>
s+Qa t>

s
+&c.

we must have (P)=Pi

So that by beginning under such circumstances that the probability of the status continuing more than one year is

not worth considering, we may pass to the case of the year preceding, of the year preceding that, and so on, down
to the case actually in question. It is thus as easy to form a whole table as to find the present value in the earliest

case; and this is usually done, and tables of annuities are thus calculated, to which all the corresponding

questions of the second and third problems are referred by formulae, as we shall proceed to show.

(34.) Let (P), (P)i, (P) s, &c. be the present values of an annuity, namely, (P) at present, (P), as it will be a

year hence, if the status be in existence, and the bargain be then made, (P) a the same for two years hence, and so

on. We now 'ask what is the present value of an annuity which is to begin payment n years hence,* if the

status be then in existence, and to continue during the remainder of such existence ? It is plai-n that the value of

such annuity the instant before the first payment is 1+ (P). ; the chance of the status on which payment depends
being then existing is P., and P { 1 +(P)} is what should be paid if money made no interest during the period of

deferment; with reference to the interest, the present value of the preceding is P.c" {1 + (P).}, an expression
of easy calculation by means of tables.

(35.) We shall now consider the second problem, which is that of the present value of an insurance. The
bargain made by A is made up of a series of separate bargains ; he is to receive at the end of the nth year one

pound, if the status determine in the nth year. Now that it will determine in the wth year, and in no other, is the

fraction by which the probability of its failing in n years exceeds that of failing in n 1 years, or (1 P.)

(1 P_i). For the probability of the status ending in n years is made up of the probabilities of its failing in

the several years of that period. Upon this probability depends the acquisition of 1 at the expiration of n years,
and the present value of that prospect is therefore (PB _, Pn) v*. Hence, since P =l, for at the moment of
the bargain the status is in existence, the whole present value of a pound to be received at the close of what year
soever the status may end in, is

(1 - P,) + (P,
-

P,) v<+ (P,- P8) v>+ &c.,

or +(P)-(P), orc-(l-c)(P);
so that the tables of (P) being given, the present values of insurances can be immediately constructed by a simple
formula.

(36.) Now to take the next case, namely, what must A pay down, and continue to pay at intervals of a

year during the status, to receive 1 at the end of the interval in which it determines? If he paid l, it is

clear that the present value of all his payments (premiums they would be called) is 1 + (P); consequently, if he

pay x, the present value of his premiums is {1 + (P)} x. But this must be equated to the present value of the
benefit he is to receive, as determined above, which gives for the premium required

.-(!-.) (P> (P)

But if the premiums are to be paid during the continuance of another status, the probabilities of the continued
existence of which at the end of the first, second, &c. years, are P',, P's, &c., and (P') the present value of the

annuity, then the proper premium will obviously be

It is important to remember that, in treating of annuities, the formulae are so constructed that they are said to be created a year
before payment is made : for instance, that if we buy an annuity January 1. 1836, to date from that day, the first payment is made
January 1, 1837. Thus an annuity which begins payment January 1, 1840, is au annuity to commence on that day augmented by
one year's purchase.
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(37.) As an instance of such problems, let us suppose the following question. A father who has a life income N/ --

allows an annuity to a son and his wife, and intends to allow the same to the survivor, if either of them die before

him : he desires to secure that annuity to them jointly, or to the survivor ; that is, he wishes to place them in the

same position as they would be in if he were certain of surviving both. What should be paid to an office which would

engage to fulfil his intentions?

It is --plain
that the status during which payment of premiums should be made continues as long as,

1. all tb.ee are alive; 2. the father and son only are alive; 3. the father and daughter-in-law only are alive ;

for the object has ceased if the father survive both, and the benefit is to begin if the father die. Let a, be the

probability that the father will survive n years ; and p, and q, the several probabilities of the son and daughter

surviving n years. Then the probability of all three being alive in n years is a a pn qn ; that of the father and son

only surviving is a,^ (1 gO ; and that of the father and daughter only is on (l />) ?. The sum of these, or

aap,+a,q, a,p,qi, is the probability of premium being payable at the end of n years, and consequently if 1 be

paid down, and 1 of premium contemplated, the present value of all premiums is

1+2 (a, p,+a,q,~ anpa q,) v",

or

the three latter terms of which can be found from tables, for the second is the value of an annuity to be paid so

long as father and son are both alive, the third the same so long as father and daughter are both alive, and the

fourth so long as all three are alive. These are technically called annuities on the joint lives, and where two
lives are concerned, are laid down in tables, which afford a sufficient method of approximating to the case where

three are concerned. We will suppose these annuities found, and called (A P), (A Q), and (A P Q). That is, if x
be the premium necessary, the consideration given for the benefit must he estimated at x

{
1 + (AP) + (AQ) (APQ)}.

Now the cases in which the office will be required to pay, at the end of the nth year, are when either of the

following status exist: 1. the father dead, and both the others alive; 2. the father dead, and the son only alive ;

3. the father dead, and the daughter-in-law only alive; the several probabilities of which are (! ) p,qn ,

(1 aa~)p,(] (/), (1 O (1 P) <7. The probability of one or other of these, which is the status in question,

is the sum of the preceding, or p,+ q, an pn a,q, p,qn+ an pn qn, which, by similar reasoning to the preceding,

gives for the present value of such a contingent annuity of 1, (P) + (Q)-(AP) (AQ) (PQ) + (APQ) ;

whence, if the office engage to pay c annually, the proper premium is

_ (P)+ (Q)-(AP)-(AQ)-(PQ)+ (APQ)
1 + (AP)+ (AQ)-(APQ)

(38.) We shall now come to what is called the moral expectation, as distinguished from the mathematical

expectation. And here we must take the commercial case first. We have seen that a small and a large business

cannot risk the same sums in speculation, unless the former make a higher rate of profit ; we shall afterwards see

reason to conclude it must be a much higher rate. If we suppose that a business which can always command
10,000 considers it prudent to risk 1000 in a certain speculation, then another which can only command
100 should only risk 10 in the same. To take the extreme case, suppose one man can command pounds,

where another can command only pence. What should the second do to preserve his relation unaltered to the

first? It is clear that he must, 1. engage in exactly the same transactions; 2. risk one penny where the

second risks a pound. In this case both, if either, must be bankrupt together, and both pay the same per-centage
of their debts : or if both gain, it is the same per-centage of their invested capital. The only difference between

them, mathematically speaking, is in the name of the coin they deal in. Change the word pound into penny, and

the books of the first become those of the second. And the rule of conduct which prudence points out in

multifarious transactions becomes, from want of sufficient reason to depart from it on one side more than on the

other, the proper guide in single transactions, or in pure gambling. Hence the principle in the next article.

We omit here a circumstance which always is, and must be, in favour of the larger business. The expense of

management is one of the risks of the business ; now that outlay in a small business cannot be as much less than

the same in the large one as the different capitals invested require, according to the preceding rule. It will

always take, to manage 10,000, more than half as much as to manage 20,000. We also omit the consideration

that a small business not being able to command so large a sum, has not the same range of choice tor temporary
investments, and must take the best out of a more limited number than the larger one can command. In this

country, the increase of proprietary bodies, the funds, &c., so far as they influence the point at all, tend to equalize
this disproportion ;

and the system of credit still more so : but the comparative disadvantage must always exist

more or less. On these considerations it is evident that partnerships of small capitals are good to the holders,

cateris paribus.

(39.) Principle VIII. Two players of different fortunes stake equally when they stake the same proportion of

their fortunes, other things being the same : and, all things being the same except the fortunes of two speculators,
the sums they ought to risk must be the same proportions of that which they can honestly lose.

This principle will always furnish an answer to those who are pressed by friends of more means than themselves

to engage equally with them in any speculation, however probable. If A, who has twice as much as B, take ten

shares in a project, and recommend B to do the same, he asks his friend for twice as much confidence in his own

judgment as he has himself.

(40.) There is another consideration which enters into the moral expectation, as it is, and distinguishes it from

that which it ought to be; namely, the tem erament of the individual, of which we can give no other account
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Theory of than that different persons will look forward in the same circumstances with different degrees of hope. One man

babilities.
w'" cons'^er himself better off than before when he has bartered one pound certain for an even chance of two:

.^^ _^ j a second will contemplate loss more strongly than gain, and will consider himself damnified by the exchange.
The following is a celebrated problem, by whrch any reader may test himself in this respect.
A penny is thrown up time after time, until a head appears, when the play ends. If it appear the first time, I

gain \ ; if not till the second, I gain .4 ; if not till the third 8 ; and if not till the nth, -2* : what is the value

of my expectation ?

The probability of there being no head till the nth throw
/ 1 V

is I
)

;\y

If we consider the value of all that it is right to risk as unity, we have, mating R=F',

_los(F+FO-.log(F+F-R).~F + F)- log (F)

or about '42.

which is, on the preceding suppositions, the moral ralue of R pounds to a person who has F+ F, of which F' is the

largest portion he ought to risk. The suppositions entirely depend upon that of the value of a small sum being
inversely as the rest of the fortune ; if this be admitted, all the rest is demonstration. From the formula, it is

evident that any species of logarithms may be chosen.
Thus if a man may risk half his fortune, or if F=F', and if R=^F, the moral value of the first half is

log 2 -log lip
,'

* 2
,

log 2

With these principles we shall now proceed to some cases of simple mathematical probabilities.
(43.) PROBLEM. If two common dice be thrown, what is the probability that the sum of the two numbers thrown

is n, which of course is not less than 2, or more than 12 ?

We have said that mathematics is in this subject only an abbreviator of operations. To show this we shall first

solve the problem by inspection, and then apply a method. The possible throws are as follows ; all but the
doubleti (*) may occur in two different ways.

It is recorded somewhere or other that the pendulum of a clock once revolted, upon the ground of the enormous number uf times
it had to vibrate in one year ; but was appeased by one. of the weights, a more solid thinker, who reminded it that it would have just
as enormous a number of seconds to vibrate in. iteport also says, that not only did the pendulum return to its duty, but that it never
went too fast or too slow again ; a commendable example for our readers and ourselves.

VOL. n. 3 Q

which, multiplied by the benefit 2" gives

.1: consequently, the mathematical expectation for each throw is 1. But there is a mere possibility of head

being deferred till any throw whatsoever; whence if the play is to go on ad infinitum, the mathematical

expectation is 1 + 1 + 1 + . . . . arf inf., or infinite. But, nevertheless, no one would give '20 for his chance at

this game; unless it were so small a sum that the mere caprice of amusement would be sufficient inducement.

It is plain that different men would stake a different number of throws, according to their different ideas of

caution. But the chance of more than a million of millions of millions of pounds at the 60th throw would

tempt no one to give a pound for the chance of 59 tails in succession followed by a head. This problem
has always led those who have considered it to the conclusion that the actual expectation is not the mathematical

expectation ; and very justly as far as a single case is concerned. But if any one were to offer us as many sets of

sixty throws as we pleased, without long delay or trouble to ourselves, with the addition of only the millionth part
of a farthing for each set, over and above what its result would give us, we should propose to have ]0 lo

sets of

throws, at the cost of .60 each set, and should feel as certain of winning largely as it is possible to be on any
subject. And if it be absurd to talk of so many throws, it is not more so than to talk of 10 18

pounds. A case

may appear absurd* when the presqu'infini of one of its conditions is prominently insisted upon, to the exclusion

of the presqu'infini of another. But, nevertheless, with regard to the single case, the following principle must be

admitted.

(41.) Principle IX. The mathematical expectation is not a sufficient approximation to the actual phenomenon
of the mind, when benefits depend upon very small probabilities; even when the fortune of the player forms no

part of the consideration. A great number of mathematical laws might be proposed as hypothetical repre-
sentatives of the law of expectation ; but there are no direct means of submitting them to experiment.

(42.) In (38.) it must be observed that we have only compared the proportions in which the risks of

different persons are to be adapted to their fortunes. But in considering the value of the different parts
of a person's fortune to himself, it is evident that the first shilling risked is of less value than the second, and so on.

If we suppose F the amount which an individual should not risk at all, and F' the rest of his fortune, F+ F'
in all, and if we divide F' into n parts, each equal to dx, and so great in number that dx is small, the values

of the successive equal portions, estimated by the proportions they bear to the amount left, will be

mdx mdx mdx dx

F+F'-dx F+ F'-2dx
' ' '

F+ F'-ridx
*

~F~'

where m is a constant to be determined.
If we diminish dx and increase n, without limit, we have by known principles the value of the first portion

R of F' in the formula

dx F+F
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1 + 1=2
1+2=3
1+3=4
1+ 4= 5

1 + 5=6
1+6=7
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Theory ol The result required is the coefficient of a' in the developement of (x + js'+x*+ . . . . +a")' or (1 *"+')' Theory ot

(1 x)~', or the product of the two series Pro-
babilities. babilities.

where, as before, [i, i+z] means i (i+1) .... (t'+z), [z\ means 1.. 2 . 3 .... z,

\ve wish to extract the term S* from the product of the preceding, and we must therefore ask in what ways s

can be made by taking one out of each of the sets

n+1 2n + 2 3n+3 &c.01 2 3 &c. ;

or to find all the solutions of V(7i+l) +W=, where V and W are whole numbers (0 being included.) This gives

Exponent from Exponent from Corresponding coefficient

first series. second series. of x*.

v=o w=* i

V=l W=.--l _
[s-w 1]

v_ 2 W- -2n 2
(i-l)[f.+
-a" 1,-Z

and so on, up to

V= whole number next below ---, say v ;

71+1

.[MW=s-vn v; giving +
[r>] [ nv v]

The sum of these c+1 terms is the coefficient required, or the number of ways of drawing sin i trials from

0,1.. . ?/ ; and this divided by (?i+ l)', the whole number of possible drawings, gives for the probability of

drawing s, u + 1 terms of

-1]
!

2 "~[^2^-2]~
+ ""f

which, by the application of the formula

[i,g+n']_ [Z+H] _ [

W "P-ll-M
(which gives a common denominator) becomes v+l terms of

1

(+!)< \ [.]

*

'[s-n-

As an instance, suppose we ask in how many ways 25 can be drawn from three drawings of 0, 1 .... 10. Here
j=3, n=10, =25, and t>=2; therefore the term in brackets (0+1=3) is

[26, 27] -[15,1 6] X 3 +[4, 5] X^, or 42 ;

which divided by [i 1] or 1.2 gives 21 for the number of ways in question, which may be easily verified by
observing that io+10+ 5 may be drawn in three ways; 10 + 9+ 6 in six ways; 10 + 8+ 7 in six ways;
9+ 9 + 7 in freeways; 9+8+8 in three ways; and 3+6+6 + 3+ 3=21. But (n+ l)

3= 1331 ; therefore "the

21
probability required is .

(45.) Now let us suppose the number n to be increased without limit, and 0, the unit of the counters, to be
diminished without limit, in such manner that n6, the highest drawing, shall always be N ; and let s at the same
time increase without limit, so that sO shall always be S. The common method of the integral calculus shows that

we must thus obtain the infinitely small probability* of obtaining exactly S for the sum of i drawings, where each

drawing may give any thing between and N, and all intermediate quantities have equal probabilities, ft is

evident that ench product within the { } has i 1 terms, which, severally, as s increases without limit, approxi-
mate to s, in the first product, to s n in the second, to s 2n in the third, and to s vn in the last; v being

* If we should suppose a point to be thrown at a straight line, all points of which it has the same chance of hitting, it is plain that
the probability of hitting any given point in a finite number of trials is infinitely small. If we were here advocating the theory of

infinitely smull quantities, (which we only use as an abbreviation of language,) we should say that we have a conception upon
which the mind can (bund a notion QffafbHtffy small as distinguished from nothing. No one can say there is no probabi/ity whattotvfr
of hitting a given point ; while it is clunr there is only one case in favour of it against an infinite number of unfavourable cases.

3n2
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PI(; the whole number next below , or , or , or -
, since 6 diminishes without limit. Hence the pre- Pr(;_

labilities. babilitie9 .

V v~' ceding probability continually approaches to t>+l terms of ^-^v -'

1 \( s V- 1 ./s-nV- 1 .i-l/-2Y-' * 1

l^l]n+ l)t^+T; ''(i 2 U+lJ
which itself may have the first factor written in the form

/iv-iaV
and (multiplying the numerators and

denominators of the fractions in the { ( ) } by 6) may be shown to approach to a ratio of equality with v+ 1 terms of

~
1 1\"?j)

~ zd\F 1
)

"*~ z ~1T ( TvF~
2

)
~&c

-f-

Now is the differential of S, for the possible drawing next higher than S or sO is (s+1) 9 or S+0, .-.0=dS ;

and we have thus the infinitely small probability in question. To determine the probability of the i drawings

giving a total between and a certain specific value of S, we must add the probabilities of each of the several

cases, 0, dS, 2dS, &c., up to the specific value ; that is, we must integrate the preceding expression with respect to

S from S=0 up to S = the specific value ; which gives for the said probability (i resulting in the denominator

from each integration, changing [i 1] into [i]) v+ l terms of

1 f/S^'

D
If

-^
be a whole number, it is plain from the original investigation that v is that whole number. If we then

propose to find the probability of three drawings giving a total between and 3N, we must take S=3N, t>=3,

i=3, which gives

-i-{3'-3.2
3+3 . 1

8-1 .
3

},or 1;
2*3

that is, certainty, which is evidently true. Let the student deduce this mathematical theorem independently;

which is here the means of indicating the certainty of i throws, each between and N, giving not more than j'N

(46.) There are ten planets, besides the earth, the orbit of which is the ecliptic. Each of these ten planets
has an orbit inclined in a certain degree to the ecliptic The inclinations of these ten orbits are so small that

their sum is only 91 -4187 (French metrical system) less than one alone might be (100), if the orbits of the

planets were the work of chance.

Suppose it possible that these ten inclinations were not dependent on any cause, but that they were formed in a

manner which would render any one inclination from to 100 as likely as another. What then is the probability
that we should have ten inclinations, the total of which is under 92. In this case 8= 92, N=100, =0, and

the first term of the formula gives
1

/_92
V(

[10] \lOOj
' or -00000012;

and if there be a reason for the inclinations being as described, the probability of the event is 1. Consequently
it is 1 : '00000012, or about ten million to one that there was a necessary cause in the formation of the solar

system for the inclinations being what they are. The same reasoning, applied to all the observed comets,
does not give any ground for suspecting that their inclinations are similarly circumstanced.

(47.) If we suppose the ratio of the probabilities of drawing exactly P and P' (lying between and N) in

single trials to be p and p
1

,
then the probability of drawing between P and P+dP in a single trial must be

proportional to pdP. If we consider p itself as a function of P, and dP as infinitely small, then any variation of

probability between P and P+ dP will itself be infinitely small, and may be disregarded in connection with p.
This principle is precisely the same as that by which, P representing the accelerating force on a particle, Pdm
represents the moving force on the element dm.

If, then, we wish to know the probability of a drawing lying between a and 6, we must integrate pdP from

P=a to P=&, which we can do when p is a known function of P. For instance, if the probability of drawing
exactly P be aP* for any value of P between and N, we must have J^aP*dP= 1, if there be certainty of drawing
between and N, or N3=3: so that it is a rational supposition to lay down the case, that a drawing may be

3P*
any where between and N with a probability of for the drawing being between P and P+dP. And the pro-

bability of drawing between a and a+ k is therefore

III just the same way, if there be two drawings, and the probabilities of their severally giving results between
P and P+ dP and Q and Q+dQ be pd~P and qdQ, the probability of both events taking place is pqdPdQ,
from which may be found by integration the probability of both drawings lying between given pairs of limits.
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,_'_!
es '

y (48.) We now come to the question of ascertaining how to judge of the probability of future events from those

which are past, on the supposition that the circumstances which produced the latter continue in force. This must
be the practical problem in all cases ; for we cannot command urns with a given proportion of black and white

balls, nor can we open those which circumstances present, but must be content to draw what we can, and form
our conclusions as to those which are to come from our experience of those which have appeared. This, as

explained in (19.), must be done by referring the event to every possible cause, deducing the probability of each

cause from the event, and then deducing the probability of the coming event from each of the possible causes.

PROBLEM. There is an urn containing counters marked W, X, Y, and Z. Of m-}-n+p+q single drawings,

(restoring each drawing again,) m were marked W, n were marked X, p were marked Y, and q were marked Z.

What is the probability that in the next m'+n'+p'+q' drawings m' shall be marked W, n' shall be marked X, &c.,

supposing that we have no reason whatever to imagine the contents to be in any one ratio rather than another,

except what we gather from the observed event ? we are, however, supposed to know that either W, X, Y, or Z
must come out.

Let w, x, y, and z be the probabilities of drawing W, X, Y, and Z at one throw. Then

w+x+y+z=] ; (1)

and the probability of the observed event is wmx"yfzj, for their coming out in any assigned order. But the

whole number of possible orders is (10.) [m +n+p+q] divided by [?]. [/j]. [p]. [q'], which call A. Then
Aw'Vyz* is the probability of the observed event. Now let us suppose that w, x, y, and z may be severally
taken out of the sets o>, 2 &>,. . .&c. ad inf. , 2, &c , ij, 2i/, &c.. ", 2f, &c., in any manner consistent with equation
(1). This gives for the probability of w, x, y, z, being the real proportions, the fraction

A.wm x"y'z* wm x'y'z'
1

,

P
or ^ ... ., which call

^p>

in the denominator of which (19.) every possible state of the numerator is a term. If we multiply numerator and
denominator by w

); ,
and then diminish the three factors without limit, which, as in the last problem, is equivalent

to representing the last product by dw dx dy, we find the preceding become -=- ; which, since the inte-

J Pdwdxdy
gration is to be made for every possible value of w,x,y, and z or 1 xyw, gives the following: suppose
w and x constant, and integrate with respect toy from j/=0 toy=l w x; then suppose w constant, and
integrate with respect to x from x=0 to x=l to; thirdly, integrate with respect to w from io=0 to w= 1.

LEMMA. f'v
n (a-v)"dv=[m] . [ra]-7-[m+n+l]xa"+

"+l
.

For

Call the required integral between the given limits Vm,,; then

n n(i
v _T

-,

whence /; p- (a - v)" dv=
"+"+ '

bee
*

. MM. "1

[m+l,m+n] m+n+l
The steps of the application of the lemma are as follows :

Integrate from to which givei

y>(l-w- X-y)'dy y=0 y=l-w-x

a:=0 X=l-W

[m+n+p+q+ 3]

whence the denominator required is -
'

^ _? Qi
= 7T? or tne probability of w, x, y, z being the proportions

[rn +7i-r*p+<7+oJ v>

of the counters, is C wm x*
y^

z' dw dx dy dz. If this were certain, the probability of the proposed prospect in
a given order would be to' j:"' y* z*, therefore the probability that the prospect will be realized from this cause only
in (20.) A'xCw"I+"'x'v+"'j/'

>+I>

'(l w x-y)i+*dwdxdy, where A' is (what A was to the observed event) the
number of orders in which the prospect may be realized, namely, [m'+n'+p'-\-q

r
}-^-\m''\ [n

1

} [p
1

] [if] ; and
therefore, to find the whole probability, taking every possible cause into account, this must be integrated in
the same manner as the preceding, which gives (restoring A' and C)
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[m'+ri+p'

[m']M [p'] [?']

It is evident that 3 will be replaced by i l, when there are i sorts.

Suppose, for instance, the first six drawings have given four white and two black balls, (assuming only white

and black to be possible,) what is the probability that the next two balls shall be both white, or both black, or

white and black ? These three cases suppose

i=2 i-l=l
I. 7=4 n=2; both white .... m' 2 ?i'=0

II. m=4 =2
;

white and black m'=l ?;'=!

III. 7W=4 71=2; both black ---- m'=0 ?i'=2

2 - 1 MKU!!
2.1 [4] [2]' [9] -72
2.1 [7] [5][3]= 80

1.1 [4] [2] [9] 72

in
2 ' 1 J-7---
2. 1 [4] [2] [9] 72'

these are the probabilities of the three cases ; their sum is unity, as the hypothesis requires.

The general formula is as follows ; let there be i sorts, and let the observed event be m l of the first, m s of the

second, &c., and the prospect of which the probability is required be m\ of the first, m'a of the second, &c. Let

2m and 2 m' denote the number of drawings made and to be made: then the probability which the observed even'.

gives to the proposed is

[2m'] [wii+ l.w^+m'i] ---- [m,+ l,m{+m'i']

[rn'tl .... [m'J
'

[2m-M,

Thus if the prospect be that of drawing one ball of the rth species, the probability is _" .

(49.) There remains, however, an important case not yet considered ; suppose that having obtained i sorts in

2m drawings, and i sorts only, we do not take it for granted that these are all the possible cases, but allow our-

selves to imagine there may be sorts not yet come out. This requires that in the integration we should not

suppose z to be 1 w x y, but treat it as an independent variable, subject only to the condition that its limits

of variation must be and 1 wxy. That is, integrate between these limits before substitution, or begin with

zi+l

-.(q+ \) instead of z", introducing dwdxdydz as a factor of the numerator and denominator, instead ofdwdxdy.
This process changes the result in nothing but substituting i+l for i in the last denominator, and gives

= '
for the probability of the next drawing being of the rth sort ; adding together therefore the probabilities

of the first drawing in prospect being of either of the sorts already obtained, we find not certainty, as before, but

(2m-H)-r-(2i-r-z+l), leaving one chance against 2m+i that the new sort may be different from any pre-

ceding. Therefore we have this theorem :

Judging of future events from the past, and in no other manner whatsoever, if 2m observed events show i

varieties, it is 2m+ i to 1 that the next event shall be a repetition of some one preceding; and, cateris paribus, the

greater the number of varieties the more probable is it that no others will happen. But the last part of this theorem

maybe mistaken. Do we mean to say, for instance, that if a continued succession of drawings gave 1, 2, 3 ....

up to 1000, it would be more probable that the next should be a repetition of some preceding number (and not

1001) than it would have been when we had only drawn 1,2? In asking this question, the reader is taking
the word event in a wrong sense. He is turning his ideas from the mere drawing of a number to a relation

between two successive numbers, and constituting the latter the event in question, while he wonders at a conclusion

drawn from the former. Let the succession not have been observed, but only the numbers, and then 2m= 1000,

2=1000, and it is* 2000 to 1 upon this observed event that the 1001st drawing will be a repetition. But let him
have observed the succession ; that is, let the observed event be the repetition of the one event, ordinal succession;
and 1. The very number of events observed is different, being 999 and not 1000. 2. Since i=l and 2m=:999,
it is 1000 : 1 in favour of one more succession; and the same conclusion would have been obtained if the COP

tinual difference of each drawing from the preceding had been the event observed. We are here met by the same

difficulty which we stated in (15.), namely, the necessity of considering the combined probability arising from
an event having different probabilities when considered in different relations, or as the result of different trains

of inference. We have now got beyond the point within which we are prepared to try the results of our theory

by our own impressions, or those of mankind in general. Cases so complicated as the choice out of an infinite

number of causes, to be made according to the several probabilities of their yielding an observed event, are beyond
the reach of unassisted judgment. Whether the mathematical theory of probabilities be a good and trustworthy

guide may be a question: but it is not to be opposed on the strength of any independent impressions which exist

* We must again warn the reader that probabilities are in his mind, not in thf urn from which he draws.
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(50.) We shall now take some problems involving complicated possibilities, not so much for the sake of nume-
rical solutions, as of showing various methods by which the difficulty is reduced to a purely mathematical form.

PROBLEM. Two players, A and B, of equal skill, want x and y points of winning a game, and whichever makes

up his points first, wins. What are the probabilities in favour of each?

Let 0(, y) be A's probability; if he win the next game (of which the chance is
J

his chance will then be

<j>(x l,y), and therefore of his winning the first point, and winning finally, the chance is 0( l,y):2

similarly, of his losing the first point, and of winning the game, his chance
-^-<t>(x,y I). But the sum of the

two latter probabilities makes up his present chance; therefore

Now imagine that 0(ar, y) is the coefficient of t* c* in a developement which contains all whole values of x and

y, such as (0, 0)+0 (0, 1) v + (1, 0) t+.... +0 (x, y) f +&c.....

Let this function be ^ (t, v), or 2 (x, y) f v" ; then it is plain that t ty (t, v) and v y* (t, v) will have for their

developements
20(,r l,y) f*B*{2 not containing terms in which =0)=^ ('>")

20 fay l)2"o* (2 not containing terms in which y=0)='y<-(<, r) ;

whence (ifx>Q y>0, both restrictions being made)

fsum of terms of 20 (x, y)fif omitted by omitting severally x=0, y=0,
or 0(0,0) +0(0, l) + (0,2) '+....

I +0(l,0)i +0(2,0)

I sum of terms of20 (x l,y) ftf omitted by omitting y=:0,

lor 0(0,0)<+0 (1,0) /+....

_ J sum of terms of 20 (*,y 1) fif omitted by omitting x=0,

(or (0, 0) 0+0 (0, 1) c*+

But 0(0, 0)=0, there is no case in which both can win ; 0(0,y)=l, A has actually won when he has no

points left to gain ; 0(x, 0)=0, A cannot win when B wins; and 0(*,y) y
-<f> (x~ l.y) 0(riy 1) =

in all cases. The preceding ttierefbre gives

I

*(*,">=
(!

in the developement which the coefficient of ft* is the probability required.
The developement of this in powers of t is

v ( I t 1 t'

l ~ v
\

~~~i~ +"" +
~2~-A r^-+ ---

I

l -2 v V"
and the coefficient of c in ( 1 v }l-v V 2 )

or

is the sum of all the values of the coefficient of

.
-

[X]

"
2J'

where 6+ \=y, from X=0, S=y, to X=y-l, 6=1. This multiplied by 2~*. is
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Suppose, for instance, .r=2,y:=3, and the game must be decided in five points at most. The orders favour- v-"~v "^

able to A winning are AA, BAA, ABA, ABBA, BBAA, BABA, the several probabilities of which (the chances

bein"- even) are , , , , T-T, 7^, the sum of which is-^-. This will be also the result of the preceding ex-488 ID 10 16 ID

pression ; for when x2, y=3, it becomes1/22.3 1 \_22_11
4 V

+
2 2 4y~32"~16'

We have introduced the preceding problem that the student may be prepared* to admit the use of Laplace's

Theory of Generating Functions, which we now proceed to describe. The preceding is a case in which its

principles are applied. It may be stated in the following words. To find P, a required function of x, where, x is

a whole number, endeavour to find the series of powers of t, which shall have P , PI, P8, &c. for coefficients of

f, P, P, &c. ; that is, find <pt the finite invelopement of P +P I<+Ps<
8+&c. It will then follow that every method

of developing <j)t will also be a method of expressing P,. And 0< is then called the generating function of P,,

(which we shall abbreviate into generatrix,) and P.we shall call the generata of 0f. Similarly, when y (<,)=
"ZP.^t'v", ty is the generatrix of P,,,, &c. The following theorems may now be easily proved.

1. When the generatrices are identical, but in different forms only, the same is true of the generatae, and

vice versa.

2. The generatrix of a sum or difference is the sum or difference of the generatices. 'Thus if (jit generate P,,

and x' generate K,, then 4>t\t generates PK; and if <pt'^t'+x^ ant^ 0'Y'' an^ X' severally generate

P., Q,, and R,, then P,=Q, R,.

3. In the preceding case (fit x \t generates K, P + K_, P,+ ....+ K, P,_,+K P,.

4. If <j>t generate P,, then r<f>t generates P,.,r beginning from xn inclusive upwards.
P P P _

5. Let <j>t generate P,, then t~*<j>t gensrates 1. the series -^+7^7,+ "I T^~ ' ^. P,+ for all values of x.
t t t

Observe, that the phrase
"

<j>t generates P," means that, x being a whole number, P, t" is the only term of the

developement which contains <*; that is, P +P 1<+Ps<
8+&c. is the whole of the developement, so far as whole

powers are concerned. But this has no relation to any negative or fractional powers : consequently, we may not

say conversely that if 0< generate P,, therefore the generatrix of P, is ff>t ; for <j)t is only one of the generatrices of

P.; others are contained in 0<+ V'<, if ^ do not admit of expansion, wholly or partially, in whole powers of

t. When we pass from a generatrix to the generata, the process is direct ; but the passage from the latter to the

former involves the addition of an arbitrary function, depending upon the particular circumstances of the case.

A student who is used to the differential calculus in its various forms will easily seize this consideration. We shall

now show an instance or two of the application of this theory.

Let 0< generate P,, then <pl generates P,+l) and ( 1 \<j>t generates P^.,-P, or AP,.

Similarly (
1

)
<j>t generates AP,+i AP,, or A'P,, and ( 1

J
<j>t generates A"*. But

=^t-n^t+n~ p5#-&c.;

and therefore by theorem (2) preceding,
71 1

,-8 &c.,

a well known theorem. Similarly =] l+( 1
)[ expanded gives MI+.=w+nAr-r-&c. ; and to use the words

of Laplace, which contain a theorem more easily deducible from first principles than any other of the same extent,

" Toutes les manieres de developper la puissance , donnent autant de manieres differentes d'interpoler les suites."
m

For example, suppose it required to express P.+J in terms of P,, APt_ r, A'P^.j,, &c. We can do this the moment

we have expanded ^ in powers of f 1 If. Let this be a
; then = 1 + af

J
: use Lagrange's theorem to

/ 1 V
develope ( )

; pass from the generatrices to the generatee, and we have
\ /

f(i+nr-l) (i+nr-n+1)
T o o 1 TT

~ i

* Is not the neglect of this theory a consequence of the introduction of it into books without any results of application except such

as have been already obtained without it ?
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(51.) We have found that
(

-- 1
)

(j>t generates A"P,, when n is a positive whole number let us examine the con- fttJ
babilities. \ t J babilities.

^ N' '
sequences of supposing n 1. In that case \^^~^

=Po

/ 1 v
But 2P.,= P +P,+ . ...+P_,.,; therefore I

--
1J <pt generates 2 P,. If we extend the theorem with respect

to A" fx to the case of negative whole numbers, we see that it is necessary that A" 1

P^. should stand for 2 P.
Let T=a +ai l+at t* + . . . . +a, t", a . o &c- being constants. Then if <J>t generate P it will be found that

1'<j>t generates a P,+aiP_i+ +a. PI-> fr m z=n upwards; or universally, if we suppose P, to stand for

zero whenever 2 is negative. In fact, the series T(f>l is OoPo+(ffoPi+ iPo) <+. . +2(ff P*+. +<*. P*-) t't

where 2 includes all values of a; from n inclusive upwards. If, then, we suppose P, to be such a function that

a
tl 'P,+a l P,_i+ ... +a,P,_=0. . .(1), for all values of a: from n upwards, and if, moreover, we assume a P =AQ,

a P,+o, P =A,, &c. up to a P,_,+ . . . .=An _ 1(we have T0<=A + A, t+As <
2+ .... + A,_, T"

1

, and therefore this

theorem : that the equation of differences (1) has for the value of P, the generata of

A.+A.f +.... + A... f-'

T
where A,, A|,. . . .A._! are the n arbitrary constants which it is known that integration must introduce.

In a similar way it may be proved of the function P,, ,,
which satisfies the equation (from xn y=:n upwards)

aP,,j,+&PI_i, s,+cP.iS,_ 1+ ____ up to {?,_,,+ ---- +P,tJ,..}=0, that it is the coefficient of t'v" in the expan-
sion of

A+B
---- +sv')

'

where A, B, C, &c. are indeterminate, or depend on the indeterminate constants.

(52.) PROBLEM. There are n-f- 1 players, CiCs . . . .+ who toss a shilling together in this manner. C, first

tosses wilh C,, the loser puts a shilling into a common stock, and the winner tosses with C,, the process being
repeated. If C, beat all the rest, the game is finished ; if not, the process goes on, each one coming in again in

turn, till one has beat all the rest, one after another. What is the probability that this game will be finished

at or before the arth throw? The player who wins at the ,rth throw must come into play for the last time

against a winner, and at the (.r n4-l)th throw, which he must win, together with the n 1 following throws.

This preceding winner has won either 1, 2, 3. ... or n 1 throws, not more, for he would then have won the

game. Let P, Ps . . . .P._, be the probabilities that immediately previous to the (x n+ l)th throw, the player in

possession shall count 1, 2, 3. . . ., or n 1 throws won. Let m be a number not > 1 ; then, if a player have
won m throws, and win the remaining n m, he wins the game ; and if the former event have been completed in

xn throws, he wins it, if at all, when xn+nm (or x m) throws have been made in all. The probability,
therefore, of the game finishing inxm throws (being that of two events of which the probabilities are Pm and

;-r^ J
is P..X p^- ; or if zp be the probability that the game finishes in p throws, we have

p x^;= 2-. or P=2-m
z,_.

The probability that a new player shall gain the {x n+l)th throw is ; and his chance of winning is

evidently made up of the probabilities that he will win by entering against a player who counts 1, 2, 3. .. ., or

M 1 throws. Hence that he will, 1. enter at the (j; ?i+l)th throw against a player who has won m throws

preceding; 2. win the (x 7t+l)th ; 3. win the n 1 following, the probability is

P" xT x IF1'
or 2"~" z'-~ x

~2''
r
lr *'-" ;

the sum of these probabilities, for all values of m from 1 to n 1, is the total probability of his winning,
therefore

*.=-g-...i+-gi*.-i+-gi*._.
+ ....

+gr, z+i (2)

Of this the solution z, has for its generatrix (51.)

where yt is to be determined. If we develope the remaining factor (considering Tjft
as one) its first term is I,

consequently the lowest term of the product is the lowest term in yt. Now, at first sight, it would appear as \(

the equation of differences gave z,:=0 : for it is obvious that the game cannot be won in n 1 throws or less ;

VOL. n. 3 H
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Pro- But* the consideration on which the equation was formed excludes all supposition of the game being won at the v.;
babilities. ^h tijrow . fa the player who wins was supposed to enter against a player who had won one throw at least.

'

^"^~v/"~^ Therefore the process counts from the (+l)th game. The generated series has no term corresponding to z,,

and the n 1 constants depend on Z 2) z8 z,: of which, by the conditions, all are zero except the last, which is

_ ,,
because the game is won if the player who wins the first game (be it either of the two) also win the nl

t
n

succeeding games. Therefore, by making \iit=^lt
as many terms of the complete series z 2

8+za <*+.... as

there are arbitrary constants are made correct, and the developement will give the remainder. Now the pro-

bability of winning the game at or before the <rth throw is made up of the probabilities of winning it at the jith,

n+ 1th, &c., up to the dth ; that is, of zn+ s,,_i.i+ . . . . +** But, as we have seen, if the series z, P-K ... be

multiplied by <+^+ . . . . the coefficient of f*^' will be zn -f. . . . +zt : multiply, therefore, by ! + <+...., or

by , and the coefficient of t* will be the probability of winning at or before the a:th throw. We have, there-
I ~~ fc

fore, to find the coefficient of t* in 1

t"
l

9*
2"- 1

r 2-<

/ f,\

-0(^1 -*+--)

or that of f in

1 (2 -<)<* L 2-"<"
S

"2" /I _na 1 f^7"

The rth term of the preceding developement (without its sign) iselopement (without its sign) is

j_ (2 -pr j_ (2-Q r
2- (l-i)**

' r
2"- (l-Or+I>

(1 t)"+
l 2 (l-Or+'

and the coefficient of f in this is

, r+x rri\ 1 [r+l,r+x rn 1]

[x-rii]
~* 0-rn-l]

and every term has a coefficient of t", for which x is greater than or equal to rn ; or as long as the whole number in

is greater than or equal to r. Consequently the probability that the game in question will finish at or before

x
the xth throw is as many terms of the following series as there are units in the whole number next below

(Explain the apparent anomaly in the first term, as found from the formula, by referring to the formula im-

mediately preceding.)

^^^^*-^
If we suppose x to increase without limit, there is a set of terms (the highest powers of x in each) the ratio

of which to the sum of the whole continually approximates to unity ; namely,

X
-

**
I

X"

-&c or 1 --'-"
"2= 1.2.2*"

+ 1.2.3.2S"

But this latter continually approximates to unity as x is increased without limit; consequently it is certain this

game must finish if we are at liberty to continue it for any number of throws. This is a result which appears rather

strange ; but the extraordinary part is the phrase
"

it is certain." It would be better to say
"

it ought to be

considered certain," because what has just been said proves the following : If all the number of possible
events in x throws were placed together, and those in which the game would hare stopped be compared with

those in which the game would not have stopped ; then, by making x sufficiently great, the favourable cases

may be made to exceed the unfavourable, as p to 1, where p is as great as we please. Play then a number of

*
Laplace (p. 240) has omitted all allusion to this circumstance ; and the omission is highly characteristic of his method of writing.

No one was more sure of giving the result of an analytical process correctly, and no one ever took so little care to point out the various

small considerations on which correctness depends. His Theorie dfs Probabilitit is by very much the most difficult mathematical work
we have ever met with, and principally from this circumstance : the Mccaniijue Celeste has its full share of the same sort of difficulty ;

hut the analysis is less intricate.
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Theory of throws so great that the ways in which there is a stoppage are 10,000,000,000,000 as great in number as the
Theory ot

ways in which there is none ; and there is more certainty of the game being won somewhere in that number of Pro-

|^, throws than of any event of common life which is in the smallest degree problematical, in any sense in which the babilities.

word is ever used. There are few events, of the happening of which to himself a man ever thinks, which
" p^~~-'

it is 10' to 1 that he shall be able to avoid.

The preceding is highly illustrative of what we have said (23.) on runs of luck. In fact, it requires that some

one player should have a run of n throws in his favour before this game is won. And it appears that, however

great the number of players, the number of throws allowed may be made so much greater, as to make the chance

of some one winning as near as we please to certainty. Those who are desirous of seeing the chance of any
given player, and the value of it, may consult Laplace's Tlieorie des Probabilites, page 242, &c. We shall now
take the wide question of the probability which skill gives to a run of luck, as the phrase is.

(53.) PROBLEM. Let q be the probability of a single event : required the probability of its having happened i times

following at or before the ith throw. (The principal difference between this problem and the last, which if I-*-

appear to be the same, lies in this, that every throw in the last puts some one or other one step towards the

i;ame ; whereas here there is no step towards the game unless one given event happens.)
Let us first ask, what is the probability of such a run being just completed at the ith throw for the first time?

The (x z)th throw must be unfavourable, or else the run of i, which is supposed not to have occurred before the

ith, would in fact have occurred at the (x l)th. Prior to the following succession, (Y the event does happen,
N it does not, the number of the throw being underneath,)NY Y Y

x i x i+ l x i+ 2 x

the throws may be any whatever, provided there be no run of i. Again, the N immediately preceding the

(x z)th throw may be either the (x i l)th .... up to the (x 2z)th, but not further back, for reason as above.

Now let Pm represent the probability of this compound event, that there shall have been no run of i successes

preceding the (x i m)th throw, and that the (x i m)lh shall be the first unfavourable throw next preceding
the (x i)th, be that which it may. Consequently the x i m+l . . . .x i m+m 1 are all Ys, m 1 in

number, and the run will be accomplished in i m+l more throws, or at the (* m)th, if all these be Ys, of

which the probability is q'~
m+>

; that is, the two events whose probabilities are Pm and q'~
m+l must happen con-

secutively to complete the first run at the (* m)th throw. Let zf be the probability of the first run of i being

completed at the pth throw; then will Pm 9'""
+1=,_m- Again, the probability of the succession above written

by itself, and without reference to what precedes, is (1 q) q
1

; but to make it the event in question, it must be

preceded by one or other of the events whose probabilities are P,, Pt) Ps . . . . Pf ; that one or other of these shall

happen, the probability' is Pi+Pa+ . . . .P(, and therefore that one or other of these shall happen, followed by the

succession above written, the probability is (P1+P2+ .... +P() (1 <?) q', which is also z,. But

hence z,=(l-q) . {z,. 1+ gzI_,+g
1
z,_,+ +q

i~ l

z,.,}.

After the ith throw, therefore, the probability required, z,, is the coefficient of f in

where ipt must be so taken that no term under f may appear, (the event cannot happen in less than i throws,) and
that the coefficient of t' may beg'; that is, yt must be q'f. If we then divide by 1

t, the coefficient of f
becomes Zj+Z(+i+. +* which is the probability of having a run of i in x throws or less; that is, somewhere
in x throws. Consequently, we must determine the coefficient of t* in the developement of

1 g'<'(l qt)

T^t f~

the rth terra (without its sign) being

and the coefficient of t* in the first factor is (*= or >rt+r 1),

[r+l.j-rt+l] [r+l.T-rt]

0-ri-r + l]

~
q

\_x-ri r]
'

Multiply this by (1 q)"
l

q", make r=l,2, &c., and so on as long as x is greater than n'+rl, or up to

J?=ri+r 1 ; make the terms alternately positive and negative, and we have (settling the first term by itself, as

before, and making q'=l q,) for the probability required
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9i{^_0+1}_^?iz| {^_ 2z._ 1)+a} _

babilities. babilities.

Let us suppose the number of throws to be 6=.r; the number in the run 2=i; and the chances even,

=?'= . We hav<
8

heads in six throws is

=r?'= . We have then 6>3r 1, or r must not exceed 2. Therefore the probability of having a run of 2
8

1/1 N 1 1 6-4 \ \ 35 43

This may be easily verified, for the cases in which runs of two heads occur, are 1. Where the heads exceed the

6.5 6.5.4
tails, or 1 +6H ^ , or 22 cases. 2. Where there are 3 heads and 3 tails,

-

'

, or 20 cases, excepting only
< A . 3

HTHTHT, THTHTH, HTTHTH, HTHTTH, or 4 cases, remainder 16 cases. 3. Where there are 2

heads and 4 tails, in the cases HHTTTT, THHTT, &c., 5 cases ; or 22 + 16+ 5, or 43 cases out of 2s
, that

is, 43 out of 64.

Now comes this question: if two players, whose chances are as q and ?'(?+?'=!), play on indefinitely, what

is the highest run which the first is ever to expect in his favour? If we take out of the preceding the highest

powers of x, and thus form the series to which the preceding perpetually approximates as x increases without

limit, we find

Consequently we have this singular result, that however much the chances may be in favour of one player, on a

single game, so many games can be played that the odds shall be as great as we please to name, in favour of the

one who has the smaller chance winning as many games following as we like to name, somewhere in the series.

We may also establish this result by returning to the generatrix of zf \ or

If we now suppose t1, we have l = z,-+Ztt_i+ . ... ad inf., which verifies the preceding. But if we ask, in a

very great number of throws, what are the runs for which the two have equal chances, we see, reversing q and q',

to obtain the chance of a run oft', (which substitute for i,) in favour of the other player, that we must have

1 g-'
(
''I=l -""'*, or ?'?'=<?"'?.

il log?'
ClVing -; = : -.

I 1 log?

9 1
Thus if one player be nine times as skilful as another, q'=, t-^> we have

i l Q ri4 1

4-4= = -046, so that if i=2, i'=22- +
t 1 1

Or a player nine times as skilful as another has a better chance (slightly) of winning 22 games running in u

very large number than the other has of winning two games running.
(54.) PROBLEM. There is a lottery containing n numbers, 1, 2, 3. ... n. Of these r are drawn at once, and then

replaced. What is the probability that all the n numbers shall have been drawn in i drawings?
Let z

n> ,
be the number of sets of i drawings, in which ? and all under it can be drawn. It is evident that

the number of sets of i which contain up to ? fall short of the number which contain up to q 1 by a parcel
of possible drawings, each of which contains up to ? 1 without the appearance of q ; the latter being precisely the

number of sets of i drawings of a lottery from which ticket q has been removed, and the problem altered from

demanding 1. . . .? into 1. . ..?!. That is, the number of sets by which
z,,, f

falls short of z,lt _, is z,.,,,.,, or

where A refers to n. But by the same reasoning .-i,,-i=A2._s>f_s , and so on, whence f
n)f=A*,_,i ,_,= ....

= A'zn.,,
. The whole number of ways of drawing r out of n q is [n q,n ? r+l]-f-[r], and as i trials

may combine these in any number of ways, we have the z'th power of the preceding for the whole number 01

cases. And this itself is z.,, , for the preceding must be interpreted as the number of sets of i drawings,
in which all up to appear, or the number of sets of i drawings without restriction. (This ought not to be per-

fectly satisfactory atfirst to a beginner ; we leave it to him to furnish a method which contains no extension.)

Consequently

w r
But the total number of sets of i drawings of r out ofn is {[n, n r+ l]-r-[r]}

(

; whence the probability of all

the ? numbers coming out, as required in the enunciation, is
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1-c

([n.n-r+1})
1

To find the probability of all coming out, we must make q=n in this result, which is, when developed,

j-1 \ g-l f n-l\Y-2V t
-r (

n ~ l V
m
( M-?+ 1 \

f
n ~ l V / M-9 V

r-fl/
' 2 Vn-r+1/ \n-rj \n-r+lj

'

"\n-q-r+3j \n-r+lj
"
\n-q-r+%J

'

This formula is not easily applied, except in cases where no denominator becomes negative. But the preceding

expression may be applied. For instance, required the probability of drawing all (q) out of four (n) in two (i)

drawings of two (r) each. In the product whose difference is taken there are two (r) terms, and if we there-

fore begin forming products sufficient for the fourth difference, we have

4s
. 3s =144

, ft
,

3* . 2s = 36
* "

76

Theory of

Pro-

babilities.

AQ O-l 1

? S = o

"
:2

4

8 ^ 24 m^p^M
(-!)=

This may be verified as follows. The drawings of ABCD which favour the event are AB . CD, CD . AB,
AC . BD, BD . AC, AD . BC, BC . AD, six in all ; the total number of drawings is the square of the com-

ft 1

binations of two out of four, or 36, and is , as before.
36 6

(55.) All the formulae to which we have hitherto been led are perplexing to calculate for moderate numbers, and

absolutely out of the question for high numbers. We now come to the part of our subject which may be con-

sidered as the most important of the whole, being the most difficult of the indispensable considerations; namely,
the approximation to functions of very high numbers. But we have first to consider the species of expressions
which have been hitherto obtained. And here we cannot have avoided observing that in every case variable

products have been obtained, in which one of the variables is the number offactors, which varies in a manner

depending upon the number of events in question.

Now an event of any kind is not like a continuous magnitude, capable of division into parts which resemble each

other and the whole, in every thing except size. All the parts of a line are complete in the possession of every

property which belongs to the whole line ; yet if three drawings of a lottery gave severally an inch, an inch, and half

an inch, we could not, in common use of language, say that only two events and a half had happened, but

three events, the third of which had a numerical accident of only half the magnitude of the first two. If we look

at the word individuality, the same in etymology as indivisibility, we may trace to the notion above given the

foundation of our way of making a general word which shall express a collection of circumstances or properties,
as making a whole distinct from other wholes of the same kind. And because we say the first event, or the second

event, &c., we are not therefore to talk of fractions of events ; for it will be readily seen that there are here pronouns
of succession, rather than numeral nouns. One as distinguished from another, is not the same as one as dis-

tinguished from one and one put together. The first is only this, as distinguished from that ; or the first as

distinguished from the second. Now Jirst, second, third, &c. are really pronouns,* whatever grammarians may
say to the contrary ; that is, they are referable to the same class as this, that, and the other ; and they do not admit
ideas of partition.
We cannot, therefore, speak of 2i events, except by an extension, which, though perceptible enough in itself,

will not be any guide to proper deductions. The product 1 . 2 . 3 . . . . x, when x is a whole number, is readily
understood; but what is its meaning when x is 3j? Is it 1 . 2 . 3 . 3j? We shall show that by laying down this

definition we do not get a continuous function of x. Let a be a small fraction; and suppose [3 or] means
1.2. (3-), while [3+a] means 1.2.3 (3+a). Therefore

[3+ g]_3(3+a)
[3-a]~ 3-a '

and when a=0, 1=3, which shows that [3 + a], &c., as thus defined, cannot have the properties of a continuous

algebraical function. We now ask this question : What is that function of x, which, whenever x is a whole number,
reduces itself to 1 . 2 . 3 . . . . x, and which varies continuously from 1.2. 3 ... . n to 1 . 2 . 3 . . . . n+ ] , when
x varies continuously from n to w+1 ?

Take an axis of coordinates, and measure off 1, 2, 3 .... for values of x, upon which construct 1, 1.2,

1.2.3, &c. for the values of the ordinates of y perpendicular to x. We may thus lay down an infinite number
of points in the curve, and through the first two we can draw the line y=av -}-a1

x by properly assuming and

a,. Through the first three we can draw y=a -^-a l x+ai x', and so on; whence through all we can draw

y=a +o, *+.... ad. inf.; or if this form should give anomalous results, we can draw y=a ,r+a1 1 x+
.... ad. inf., where <p^x, 0, x, &c. are functions of x to be determined. Having got this, we can now

* Our definition of the distinction between an adjective and a pronoun would be as follows : the former is a word denoting an
accident absolutely considered, and which therefore is not definite until the quantity, &c. &c. is defined ; and the word is used in a

manner which would render a word for the grade of quality desirable, if it could be given. Thus when we nay a green ball, meaning to

describe an individual ball, the meaning is not complete until we know what degree of greenness we are speaking of. But when we

speak of a lottery of green and blue balls, it matters nothing how green or how blue the balls may be, for any shades of the two contain

the distinction required. The greenness and blueness being here made tbe distinction between nouns, are, we assert, pronomtnal/y used,
as much as /Ail or thai.
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assign the value of y, corresponding to fractional values of x, not the fractional values of 1 . 2 . 3 . . . . x, but the Theory of

baMities
r̂act 'olla' values of the function whose whole values are contained in 1 . 2 . 3 .... x.

._,__,_', (56.) The method adopted by Laplace is that of expressing- such functions as [s] by means of definite integrals, in

which the variable of integration is not s, but an independent quantity whose limits are given. Nothing better tends

to illustrate the calculus of variations than this method, which repeats its process and result with different meanings
and hypotheses. We shall give one case at length as an exposition of the method. Required a continuous

function of x, which shall, whenever a; is a whole number, be equivalent to 1 . 2 . 3 .... s. If we call this y, we
have

y,_|.i
=(+!)# which we assume to be a universal property of the values of a;. If there be any definite

integral of the form f^<t>(x,s) dx, which is ty (s,a,6), then by the well-known properties of constants in integra-

tion, we have /"J0 (x, s+1) dxzzif' (s+l,a, 6). If we assume y,=zj~^if
. . dx, where is to be a function of

x only, we find

1

<j>dxx'+
l

<t>+fx'+* -j- dx, from x=a to x=b

\ *'+' dx.

Now if we propose for such a function that the last term shall be integrable, we may make the whole

expression =0, and shall have done what is required, subject to this condition, that one of the two, a or 6, must
be a function of the other and of s. Our object is to have a and 6 fixed and independent of s, which can be

done by assuming 0+ =0, or 0=Ce~*, which leaves Ca'+l s~ C 6'+'g~*; and this can be made equal to
dx

consistently with y. being finite,* by a'+1=0, and ~'=0, or <z=0, 6=cc. This gives the following :

if y.+,=(s+i)y. y,=Cfx-e-'dx yo=c/;e-^=c,
or y,=y(>fx'e--*dx.

But when s is a whole number, it is obvious that y,=ya .2.3.4 . s, whencef~*3l'dx=:[s] t when * is a

whole number, and is a continuous function, such that 3/+i=(*+ l)y, in all cases where is positive.

In the preceding process, we naturally ask why the formf x' <pdx was preferred to any other? Observe, that the

question, generalized, is as follows : given

required an expression of this function as an integral, in such a manner that the integral may have certain

definite limits independent of the value of s. Now in the calculus of variations, which we here mention

not to recall the object of that science, but only its process, we have the solution of the following problem.
Given y and x, of which the former is an indeterminate function of the latter, and /being a given functional form

required the separation of

J>(**I-S
.....

)*;<
into a function of the form

where 10 is an indeterminate function of x, and P, P, . . . . and ^ are determined. This being done, the equation

X=0 makes y such a function of x as leaves the disappearance of the preceding between given limits depending
only on satisfying the equation II, I^rrO, where n2 and II, are the values of the terms of (C) which

precedey, for the superior and inferior limits. In the calculus of variations those limits are given, or at least

subject to one or more relations. In the present subject they are part of the qutesila of the problem. And thus

the preceding expression is made to disappear, independently of the general form of to, though values of u at the

limits may be specified.
To reduce the expression (A) to the form (B), we must observe that s is not to be a function of any continuous

variable mentioned, but if y,, &c. be expressed by definite integral functions of x, must be an arbitrary constant.

And the most obvious method is to take such a function of a; and s that all the terms in (A) may be easily

represented by differential coefficients of the functions, combined with functions of*; so that * may not appear

except in the functions just mentioned. Let f (x, s) be one of those functions, giving readily ipi in terms off,
its differential coefficients with respect to x, and x itself. If, then, we assume

y.=/7X0Xd,r, y'.=/y X0'X<ir, &c.,

where 0, 0', &c. are functions of a only, it is plain that we may, under the preceding supposition with respect to

frs, ^s, &c., express (A), which now becomes

Y's+TVi* 7 dx+fy# Y 0' dx+&c.,

in the form /( x, 0, 0'. . . . 7,
i..... ]dx,

and from thence, choosing 7 itself for the function o>, we may reduce

* If we attain the condition by making a=b, we have y,=0, which is one solution, seeing that 0=(+l)xO.
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Theory of the preceding to the form (C), determine the forms of0, 0', &c. under which the integral will vanish independently Theory of

b b^ties
' '*s um''s ' and the limits of integration under which the preceding part will satisfy given conditions. In , ,?5. T

._^-"-^_ general, x> in the expression (C), will be a function of 7, 0, 0', &c., and their differential coefficients, which will ^ ^,
lead to the preliminary solution of a differential equation.

(57.) The only cases of ^*> ^i*. &c. which it will be necessary to consider are rational and integral functions of s.

Now a rational and integral function of s may be expressed in either of the following forms, consistently with easy
reference to usual theorems :

+&c.

B- _ x""- X
* ) ^1.2.3.

where AY's=Y'(s+A:)Yr
i'> and the brackets indicate the value for *=0. In the case of common differences,

where kl, the assumption of 7 (x, s)=j' gives

In the second form given to ^s tne assumption of 7 (x,s)=s
"
(where

" would do equally well, but it is

desirable to have a function which vanishes when x is infinite and positive, for convenience merely) gives

If in the first case we assume y,=yV . . dx, we have, by the convertibility of independent differentiations and

integrations,

=/V . . log x dx ---- -'=/V . . (log*)" dx

Ay.=yH.,-y.=/x'(ii;-l)0 . dx ---- A"y.=/jr (x-l)'0 . dx,

the limits being those employed in y,.

When we assume y.=:Js'"(j)dx, we have

Ay.=/V" (--1)
(58.) We shall apply this method to the expression of s~' and A" . s~'. The reader must remember that the reason

of this apparently complicated method of expressing simple formula? is, that there is a method to be presently
explained of expressing the definite integrals so obtained, in series which are very convergent when the numbers n
and t are large, which is usually the case in the theory of probabilities.

y,=s-' gives s-jj+iy.=0.
Let y.=/ . dx, s-*=y

da0
Let t'0

--
^

^=0, or 0=A **-', which gives 7 . *0=. A.x'.

The limits of the integration being x=0, x= oc, the term yxfy vanishes at both limits, and the equation is

satisfied ; we have then
-u

x'-
>

dx, and 1=
the latter being what the former becomes when s= 1 ; and we have, therefore,

A. a.<_

the denominator being constant with respect to .

(59.) Having thus shown that such functions as the preceding can be reduced to definite integrals, we shall (or the

present
leave this

part
of the subject, and proceed to inquire in what way these integrals may be expanded

into convergent series. Since the object is to expand functions containing high powers or many factors, we have
first to ask what functions of high powers are. necessarily small, in order that we may endeavour to obtain series

arranged in powers of such small quantities.
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absolutely speaking, they have no fixed meaning. If s be called greai, is to be called small, and vice versa, babilities.

This is definition. But further, the terms great and small are never applied except in cases where the terms
"

as great as we please" or " as small as we please" may supply their places, by carrying the initial supposition,

out of which greatness and smallness arose,
"

as far as we please." For instance,
" when x is small, sin x and

x a? are nearly equal," is a common theorem. But this theorem implies more; it is really equivalent to the
6

following:
"
By taking x sufficiently small, we may make sin x and x x* as nearly equal as we please; or

a1
. ,,

as near to 1 as we please.

x of
6

And in all that follows the student is carefully to watch that he is never led into admitting* that p is small

when q is nearly r, except upon proof tliatp may be made as small as he pleases, by making q as near to r

as may be requisite. With this accompaniment, we may freely use the indeterminate terms small and great,

without the implied circumlocutions.

Let n be great, then u" is neither small nor great, necessarily ; being the first when u is less than unity, and

the second when u is greater than unity. But its logarithm, n\ogu, and the differential coefficient , are

great, ifw be independent of n. (Remember, this means that being a fixed quantity, n times as much may be
// (> J-

made as great as we please by making n sufficiently great.) If the preceding be then called , we have a small

quantity in u; and if y=u'u''' . .. . X0, where s, s
1

, &c., any or all, are great, we have a small quantity in

y_ __1__
dy'

r

* du
jS_

<fc' J_f^~
dx u dx u' dx dx

(60.) PROBLEM. To expand fydx in terms of v. We have then

fydx=fvdy=vy -fy^ dx= vy -fv -

dy

dv r d vdv
,

dv d vdv r d d dv
=:vyvy- \-y-r- -r~dx=vy~ yy^ ri*T" ~i

--
y'T""7~' v1

T~ dx">

dx J dx dx dx dx dx J dx dx dx

and, proceeding in this way, we find

dv . d dn d d dv N
s-'T-r-v-:

--- v v + &c. ',

dx dx dx dx dx dx /
which is to be taken in the usual manner between the limits, when they are given. It will be observed that the

differential coefficients of are also small quantities; and, in general, we know that if a function be necessarily
doc

small, on account of a great constant which appears in the denominator, the differential coefficients will also be

small. So that if we say that v is of the first order of smallness, v will be of the second; v v of the third,
dx dx ax

and so on : that is, the preceding series will be convergent. But we must except the case in which one of the

limits is near that value of x which makes y a maximum or a minimum, for then may be small, and not

small. For instance, ify=x"s" , we have v - , which is, generally, small when n is great, except only when xnx
is nearly equal to n. For practical use, x must be small as compared with n ; and the series is altogether

(iv

inapplicable when nx, in which case -r^= 0. As it is this latter case which is most useful, a special method

has been applied by Laplace.
(61.) Previous to entering on this method it may be useful to show in a more common way the principle on which

a series becomes convergent when the exponents of a previous equation are great numbers. Suppose we have

i
I

in which all powers of x are wanting up to the nth inclusive. If we assume the preceding =A'e~ , and
take the sth root of both sides, expanding the exponential, we have

* It is quite impossible a beginner can clearly understand what follows unless he attend to this point.
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v ^ ' of which the common reversion of series shows that a; can be expanded in the form Pt+Qts+ ...., and that P. v- \^ '

Q, &c. decrease rapidly when s is great compared with n, or when sf > is considerable. And to determine P we have

A P=\- *=P< nearly.
i v Us

(62 ) Let*=o make -=0 ;
whence it follows that (j-a)' 0* being positive) is a factor of , and

y dx y ax

(x a)*
4"'

is a factor of the integral of the preceding, or of logy+ C, provided C be so taken that the preceding

shall vanish when x=a. Both factors are the highest of their kind. Let Y be the value of y corresponding to

z=a, then (x-a)f+l is a factor of logy- log Y. If, then, the latter* be called I"*1

, we find that a; -a is a

factor of t. Let
it Gi

t , or x=:a+vt .... (1),
v

where v does not become infinite when x=za; for if it did, we should know that (x a) is a factor of -, and (*)'
is not then the highest power of x a which is a factor of t. The preceding also gives

v=x a (log Y logy) *+', a function of x;

so that from (1), by Lagrange's theorem, we have

where the brackets are placed to denote that * is made =a after the differentiations. The bracketed terms are

then functions of a only. If we differentiate the last equation, and multiply by

y=Yr-"
+I

, making G. stand forft" s'^
1

dt,

-have

The question is, therefore, reduced to the determination of G , G,, &c., or in general of G, ; belonging to a

succeeding part of the subject, the actual investigation of definite integrals. But, as these integrals are of a

degree of importance in this science almost corresponding to that of successive powers in algebra, we shall at

once proceed to show how they may be found. We must observe, however, that we shall have little, if any-

thing, to do with any case except where /=! ; that is, with the form

Gn=ffe-'*dt.

Integrate the preceding one step by parts, which gives

Write n 2 for re, which gives G._, in terms of G._4 , and so on ; the ultimate forms being G, when n is odd,

GO when n is even ; of which G, is algebraically integrable, for

and GO or fe~*dt remains to be found. We have then

6^,= \fi>+ne-
i+n . ^1 f-+ ....+[, 2] +[, 1]}

To determine G from <=0 to <=x let

the integrations being made, first for s, then for ,r, and the given limits used. Now perform the integrations in

the inverse order denoted by

But /; -=o . =
v v *

* The negative sign is an anticipation. It will hereafter be found that Y is generally greater than y, so that an explicitly negative
euuivaltnt form of logy log Y will be convenient.

vni.. ii 3 I
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" G e- s~*ds= G /"

-"2<f, if *=

=G x2G =2GJ; whence 2G;=Y G =-T-

or f-t>dt=-
k

the last being a consequence of a well-known property of integrals of the form J' (f) dt. It now remains to show
how to approximate to the value of this same integral from <=rO to <=a, where a is any number or fraction. By

simply expanding e~
f

in powers of <
e
, and integrating, the first of the following series is found: the second is

found by integrating by parts, as in

3 i

and the third by the same method, applied as follows :

The first two are always convergent, but the convergence is distant and slow if a be greater than 2. The third

is never convergent, and is not from (=0 to t=a, but from t=a to <=oc. But we know that

whence f\ s-''dt=- J^ -/' e'^dt.
A

(63.) The third series may be converted into a continued fraction, which shall become more convergent the more

divergent the series ; BB follows. Let

JL i +s^s^x Xs xs y?

which gives q=ux I.

du

Let M be developed in powers of 1 *, as follows :

w=yo+y,(l

By comparing 9, and ux l, or u (1 x) u I, we find

yo-i=-gyi. yi-y=-2qyt, y,

and. generally, y,+i y,= -(r+2) gyr+t .

Hence y=- = &c., or y =--

1+ 2?_
1+&C.

But yc
is the value of u when 1 a=0, or when jr=l ; the series for which from the first series is

l-q+ 3<f-3 . 5g*+&c.

Let g= r-i, and we have from the third series for G

The successive approximations to the continued fraction being
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(64.) If we proceed in the same manner as in (62.), with

+J . *
HS111

n
we find the following result, by a method analogous to that just cited :

nf;S
->"

dt x/; r- f- dl= ~
nsin

For n write--, and for t write t'~', which gives

n'/.V-'e-
1" x f,"r-'s-

fdt=-
(r
~ l \sinl . I

\ * )

Adopting the notation of Legendre, namely T (a+ 1) for f" e~* * dx, and making n=l in the preceding and
r l=r, this becomes

sin re
(65.) Having found G we may see from (62.) that

f-*<fc=yn(n-l)Ot-2)....3.2. 1=(

.

<t(ff
_2n-l 2n-3 j^ _1_ j_~

2
'

2 2
'

-Z T

whence, in (62.),/ydr, taken between such values of x as make <= -oc and t= +a, (the most common case )
we have

On looking aty=Yf-
>

, we see that <=-oc gives y=0; <=0 gives y=Y a maximum; t=+oc gives u=0;
so that, in fact, the preceding is the expression for the integral throughout the interval, at the beginning and end
of which y=0, and Y is the intermediate maximum or minimum value of y. And <=0 gives x=a. If

x=a+e, and if Y, Y'=0, Y", &c. be the values of y, ^, , &c . corresponding to *=o, we have

y=Y+-g-Y"e*+&c. by Taylor's theorem. Consequently,

(1
Y" \ i v/'

1+TT et+
"--)

=~YT ea+ -"-

Consequently (u), made by making x=a or 6=0, is*/
,, giving (very nearly)

If Y be positive, then it is an algebraical maximum, and Y" is negative. If Y be negative, it is an

algebraical minimum, and Y" is positive. In either case the preceding expression is possible. In the first case
the positive sign must be taken ; in the second case the negative.

(66.) The preceding process may be thus more synthetically performed. Let Y be the maximum or minimum value

of y corresponding to 1=0, and let y^Ye'", there being two values of x for which y=0, one on each side of Y,
and if t be determined by the preceding equation, answering to <= tt and t=+cc. Assume jr=a+e, giving

3 i 2
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r ~
<f==log

(
1+

"Y" T+T" 2^3+ --")
=- Aaet -A e5- &c -

from which, by reversion, let

fydx=Y (8,60+28,6,
the integrals being taken from <= oc to <=+ oc . This gives

It is easily ascertained that B, Y J TT is the term (A), as given in the last article.

Y" 6* Y'" 6
3

(67.) If in the equation I + + - -+ ---- =-*
i '- t V o

we substitute B, t+ Bg.

s+B8
a
-|- . . . . for 6, and expand the first and second sides, we find by equation of

coefficients

/ 2Y _ 1 Y'"Y _9Y"
3 Y+5Y'"8 Y'-3Y"Y"Y 8

/~Y"
HI-V ~Y" ~T "Y^"

"~
i8Y"< ~V ~w

(68.)* The preceding principles are applied to the determination ofjydjcdx' in the following manner. Let
this integral be required between limits which severally give y= 0, and let x=a, x'=a' be the values which give
the maximum intermediate value of y. Let Y be this maximum, and assume

y=Y -"-^,

t and t
1

being new variables. Let xa+ e, x'=a'+6', which gives, remembering that Y' and Y
;,

or -p and -p,,ax dx
(when x=a, a/=a'), are severally =0,

Y+A0S+2B e e'+c e"=Y s-'
8-'*'

where A, B, and Care functions of 9 and 8'; the whole of Taylor's series, from terms of the second degree upward ,

being capable of such an arrangement in an infinite number of different ways. For instance, the term Pee 6's

might be written either as Pe4
6'5 . 68

, or P65 e'
4

. 06', or Pee"> . e 18
, and might be brought into either of

the three last terms. Divide by Y, take the logarithms of both sides, and change the signs, which gives an

equation of the form
'

which may be satisfied by an infinite number of relations between t, 6, 6', and t', 0, ff. Resolve the first side into

the sum of two squares, which equate to ff and t'
s
, giving

<=M"^(Me+ Ne') <'=M~^(MP-N s

)ie' (1),

and by differentiation dt=L,dd+\dt)' df=l/de+ l'dO'.

These latter equations follow necessarily from the preceding, independently of all suppositions as to the method of

differentiating, it not even being requisite that this should be the same in both. It only remains to see what

peculiar forms of them are required by the method of differentiating implied in J'ydxdx', which is given, and its

equal J'fdtdt', which is to be found. In the first dx=dO, dx'=d<)'. LetJ~ydQdd'=V, and suppose 6' expressed
in terms of and t from the first of (1), which requires that we should determine dd' from

dt. L Jde'=-de,
or from this as it will be when its value has been substituted for 6' in L and I.

But do' in fydd . dd' was obtained on the supposition that d9=0, whence de'= or J"yd6dd' I
,

which contains 9 and t without 6' or t'. Now substitute for 9 its value in terms of t and t' derived from both

equations in (1), remembering that dt' is to be considered as obtained simultaneously with dt=zQ, that is, from

Q=l,d6+ ldO', dt'=l,'dO+I'de',

\dl'

The denominator of the integral is a function of i and t' derived from the inversion of (1) ; and in the same
manner as in (65.), where it is shown that the first term of the series gives a sufficient approximation, we may
use instead of M, N, and P, their first terms, which are constants, namely,

Y" Y ' YM= 2N= P= -
2Y Y 2Y'

Any reader who is not very well versed in analysis is recommended to omit this Article.
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N /PM-N'
=\/ r;v M

Y
fydxdx'=: /.% /:. s-"- dtde= -

on the sign of which remarks similar to those in (65.) applv.*

(69.) The following results will be easily obtained :

fe-*edt=
- <"+

&C. &C. &C.

Hence, when the series in (62.) is to be taken from <=T to tT, we have (if we make

and let a and a+6' be the values of x corresponding to *=T and t=T) the following equation :

=Y
(Y.+JL^+V rnf

-~
s-**(Y.4

T'
IJ

The first line of the preceding is sufficiently convergent when y contains large exponents . the second and

third are convergent if T and T' be not too great. To examine this further, observe that if be a large quantity

of the same order as the exponents in question, in which case a will be a small quantity, then v, containing logy
under a square root in the denominator, will be of the order V , so that Y,, Ya . Y

3,
&c. will be of the order V<*, <*,

__ 1

V of, &c. Consequently T and T' should not be of an order much superior to ~7=, or else the series will converge

very slowly.

(70.) We shall now proceed to some examples of the methods here laid down. We have shown (56.) that

1.2.3 ---- szz

Now e~* x' is a maximum when x=s, and is when x=.0, or when jr=oc. For as a? increases by increase of j,

e
1
increases in continually greater ratio, as appears sufficiently evident, if we consider the effect of increasing

an exponent, compared with that of increasing the root of a power. The student should apply the common
methods of the differential calculus. Let then x=s+9, Y=s'"', and assume

=- *-'. ... (i).

To follow our method we must differentiate e
'
x* continually, and make x=s in the several results, in order to

obtain Y', Y", &c. The shortest way to do this is to differentiate y *=:jf, which gives, calling yw the nth
differential coefficient of y,

s-, &c.

from which we get Y'=0, Y'=
^-Y, Y'"=J-Y,

Y"
=(- ^) Y, &c.,

or from (67.) B, ~.>fa, B,=-|' B.=-^ "7='
&c

v2.

* We have only.indicated the principal steps of this result, as its complete developement would require more space than its im-

portance entitles us to allow it. The reason of the difficulty is the incomplete manner in which the comparison of differentiations under
iliffurent circumstances is treated in all the elementary works on the Differential Calculus.
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~ ^.'~^ When s is a large number this series converges rapidly. If s be so great that the second and following terms may
^-~~^ ^

be neglected, we have what we should have obtained from the approximate value in (65.), namely,

But this result may be, in this particular case, more simply obtained from (1) by dividing both sides by S~'ff, and

taking the logarithm of both sides, which gives

!_(?__ e8 e*

by the reversion of which we obtain

e=V2l . <+--<
8

+5-7=<
s +&c.;

6 V2s
from hence we may find dd or dx, and hence fydx, as before.

(71.) This series is also a simple result of 'the well-known theorem which expresses 2y,, or ya+yt+ . . . . +y,.
in terms offy.ds and differential coefficients of y,, namely, if i (s* 1)"' be expanded as follows,

e--l~ 2
^ '

2 ""2.3.

which developement must necessarily* be the true form : then it may be shown that

la this theorem it is most important to remember that an alteration in the meaning of 2, as to the terms with

which it shall begin, is equivalent to nothing but an alteration of the arbitrary constant in the integral fy,ds.
This theorem may be shown thus: if 2y, can be expanded in a series of the form

2y.= A /y.ds+A 1 y,+A 8^+ . . . .(A).

where A , A^ Aa , &c. are the same for all functions, we may determine them by substituting any function of

y,, of which we know the developement. Let *' be the function chosen ; then

*'
1 /*'

which gives -j~ = A I

\k

= !+ *+**+.... +<-"*, or l,
*'

1 /*'
+ constant )+A 1

*'+ A/fce*'+&c.

As this constant of integration is independent of s, let s be infinite and negative, or "=0, which gives

^ =A x constant.

Subtract this from the former, and divide by **, which gives

which, compared with the preceding developement, gives

A =l A,= -4- A,^ A3=0, &c.

It only remains then to show that 2y, can be expressed by such a series as that assumed. We know that, in

all cases,

For y, write _fy,ds, and then sum both sides, or perform the operation 2 on both, which gives

r j -^ .
l ^ dy> ,

i ^ <f*y . o.

./y,rfs=2y,+ 2 --+5 ^2-ri+&c.

ds

* This function gives <ft $(/)=/; and if -(-air+ .. . bu made to satisfy this condition, we find that ai =
"^,

and that aa a,,

&c. disappear.
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^d'y, dy, 1 ^ d'y,

by substituting each of which in the preceding the first is reduced to the form in (A).
The numbers /8,, ftet &c. are called the numbers of Bernoulli, and would be a very important element of our

subject, if it were not that the very great convergence of the series renders many terms unnecessary.
The most simple method of obtaining them is from the expression given by Sir J. Herschel, {Examples Cede

Diff. p. 81), namely,
(A . O*

1 A* .

s* A3
. 0'*

. A8*
. 0'*}

PVS-I- \
'

) | n o '

4
.... .

then A= A= &= .

To calculate the last, observe that x3, ( !)'= 1, and the successive differences of the first term of the

series 0", 1. 2 ____ are 1, 62, 540, 1560, 1800, 720, whence

( 1 62 540_1560 1800 7201 1

fti
~

\2 3
+ 4~56~7 !~42'

If we apply the theorem to the case of y,= log/>, we find

---- +logp,=21ogp,+logp,

and the inverse logarithmic process gives

putting V for I
--

'ds, and for /8,. The theorem in (70.) (making p.=s) maybe confirmed by this in

~

every point except the factor \/2~r, which comes from the arbitrary constant to be added to V, namely, log
in this case. In fact, the difficulty of determining this constant renders the preceding theorem practically useless,

though, as we have seen, the necessity does not occur in the method of Laplace.
(72.) To form an idea of the degree of approximation which the equation (P) makes to exactness, write $+1 for

s, and divide the result by (P), which gives

This equation evidently becomes true when s is infinite, from a well-known property of (1 +"')', namely, that its

limit is e when increases without limit. Taking the common logarithms of both sides of the last, we have

4342945=(*+-JH(c
. logs+ 1 -c . log*).

We shall not be very far from the truth, considering how little approximation we ought then to expect, if we make
=1, which gives '45154 for the second side of the equation. If s=9, we get -4348 on the second side.

The approximation is therefore very rapid : the result being a little too great.

(73.) The method of (70.) applied to y,= 1.3.5 27-^1 will give

1 . 3 . 5 .... 2* - 1 =T=/" ** "*Sdx= 2*^
(

This we leave to the reader, and also the deduction of Wallis's theorem, namely, that

T 2 4 4 6 6 8

T=T-T T--$-T-T---- ad - inf-

(74.) We shall now consider the case alluded to in (22.), where a large number of events being to happen, each
)t which must happen in one of two waj-s, with known probabilities in favour of either, it is required to know
the

probability in favour of a given degree of departure from the most likely collection of events. Suppose,

for example, th chance of drawing a white ball to be , and that of a black ball , we are going to solve33
generally a question of this kind : in 3000 drawings which are relatively more likely to give 2000 white balls
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___ ^', Let these two possible events be denoted by P and Q, and let p and q be their probabilities ; whence p+ <j= 1.

Let the number ofdrawings be x-\-x' where x : x'l'.p '. q, so that the most likely case is that P shall happen x times

and Q shall happen x' times. Let x+x'=n, so that np=x, nq= xr

; and let P_, be the probability that P shall

happen exactly x I times out of n, and Q, x'+l times. Then P., is that term of the developement of (p+ q)*
+

*',

which contains p"', or

= * > '

very nearly.

which is incorrect by terms of the order , , at most. Now the logarithm of the second factor is
X X

~ ~
nearly ;

i_ + , rejecting ,&c.;

_,+,_$ ,

f / i \
or the factor is x e **( 1 + ....

J

To make the third factor, change x into x1

, and I into I, which gives, rejecting ;,
the following for the approxi-

mate value of _ r

're

2*

And the same for P,, the probability of P happening x+l times exactly, since the preceding is a function of P
Hence the probability of the number of white balls being either x l, x l+l . . . .x+l 1, x+l, is the following

/ ,2

where 2 includes every value of / from to / 1. Without the subtraction, the term answering to feO would have
been repeated twice on the second side.

If I be under V x and >J~lc', or thereabouts, the exponent off will be of the order at most, and its differential

coefficients decrease rapidly ; we have, therefore,

26-p=/~=
s

dl -
y"^+constant

:

and, since 2 and _/ are to begin together at /=0, we have constant= We have, therefore,

/~n~ JJil /~~n~ (" _"*

2̂ ' 2
"
!"'-p +2p'= 2V2^' J /

*
But the first side represents the probability of the number of Ps being between xl and x+ l. Suppose

then the second side of the preceding becomes

2 Ft # -ii ,
* .-

-"....(A).

We shall give an instance (being that whose result is stated, Laplace, p. 281) as follows. Supposing 18

boys are born to 17 girls, in which case out of 14,000 births the most likely individual case is, that 7200 should
he boys, and 6800 girls, what is the probability that the number of boys sha'l fall between 7200 + 163?
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,r=7200
0^=6800
n=14000
fe!63

Theory of
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babilities,

log*= 3 -85733

logx'=3 -83251

log 2=0 -30103

7-99087

log n 4- 14613

2)4-15526

log<-H =2-07763

log/ 2 -21219

log t 0^28982 t= 1-949
2

Table II. (<= 1-949)

1-95 3-71252
Diff. -001 - 00002

1-949 3-71250

tog^-V^ 1-94754

00582 3-76496

1 1-00000

<-M/ .yW) -00015

-

Vir

1-00015

-00582

99433

= log.e-

0-57964

log -43429 I- 63778

21742

43459^=1-6498
- 43459 <

e=2- 35020

log<-r/=2-07763

Comp. log 0-05246
8

Comp. log 2 1-69897.

00015 4-17926

It is, therefore, -99433 to -00567, or 175 to 1, that the number of male births shall be within the limits specified.
Such a problem as the preceding will explain how it is that offices dealing in calculable contingencies are not

precarious speculations. The truth is that, properly managed, and with a real knowledge of their contingencies,

they are, so soon as they command steady supplies of business, by many times more safe than any other species of
mercantile adventure whatsoever. If we suppose, for example, an office which engages to give a certain sum to

families on the birth of each son, on receiving a suitable consideration. Putting other risks aside, and attending
to this one only, it appears that, if they can command a continual supply of business to such an amount as will

jive them the chances of 14,000 children, and if they are correct in calculating the relative births in the whole

country at 18 boys to 17 girls, they will, by calculating their premiums on the supposition that 163 out of 7200
cases will happen contrary to expectation, make it extremely unlikely that they should sustain any loss by what
would be called the accidental fluctuations of the proportion.

(75.) Let / be a certain fraction of n, namely, en, or 100 e per cent, of n. We have then

/ n , / n* e\ n
ten\/ -=eVttX\/ ,= . ;V 2rx V -)xx J o~~

and the probability of an excess or defect not exceeding 100 e per cent, in n drawings is

Vw -JZirpqn
When the chances are even, we have t=e */2n, 2e~'ra _<t .

In both these formulae t varies as e V, and the third term is very small when compared with the second;
whence in drawing rough conclusions we shall consider the two first terms only. The greater t is, the smaller is the

second term, and when t is as great as 3 the tables show that the second term is very small. But ^=3 gives

e=3-i-V2n ; and if we were to suppose n= 5000, we should have e= 03, or 3 per cent. It is, therefore, next to

impossible, as the phrase is, that out of 5000 even risks of the same kind the total loss or gain should amount to

3 per cent, of the whole sum staked. But if #=200, then e= 15, or 15 per cent. The probability of this loss

or gain from fluctuation is then excessively small. If we make e='10, and n=128, we have <=1'6, and

n,= -024 nearly, or about 40 to 1 against accidental fluctuation causing loss or gain of 10 per cent.

It must be borne in mind that the absolute safety of life contingency offices depends upon two circumstances.
1. The correctness of their tables, or rather their being on the right side of correctness. 2. The quantity of the

variations from the assumed standard of events. Now considering that such offices always set out with tables

VOL. n. 3 K
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Theory of confessedly favourable to themselves, (as they ought to do,) and add at least 10 per cent, for fluctuation and Theory of

Pro- commercial profit, it is clear from the preceding that any idea of their being insecure from the course of events, Pro-

babilities.
independently of improper management, should be out of the question altogether. The preceding instances are babihtie*.

v-"v""""x
fair representatives of the mass of their transactions, as follows. In an insurance-office, for instance, some die

v "v"'/

before they have paid enough, while some pay their policies perhaps twice over before they die. Supposing the

tables to be correct, and the premiums calculated accordingly, it is, as far as can be known, an even chance

whether any given individual shall fall among their good or their bad bargains. And, though the preceding is

not precisely the problem of determining the question of probable excess or defect to a given amount, it is oue of

the same kind, and will serve to show perfectly well the order of probability which exists for the gain or loss in

question.

(76.) It is evident from the preceding that, t remaining the same, e varies inversely as the root of n (in all

cases). Consequently, if for a given number of events it be prudent to count upon a fluctuation of 10 per cent.

from the most probable case, it is not twice as many events that will justify calculating upon 5 per cent, of

fluctuation, bat four times as man}'.

(77.) In what precedes we have the probability that the number of times P will happen out of n throws will lie

between I times more and I times less than the number which is individually most probable. We shall now con-

sider the inverse question, namely, supposing the event to have happened x times out of x+x1
, or n, what

X X
presumption* is there that the probability of P happening lies between --\-k and -- k? Let p be the proba-

ft ft

bility in question, then, making
ry]x[>]-rO+<l=x,

it is evident that the probability of the observed event is Xp*(l p)'', whence the presumption of the probability

lying between p and p+ dp is f =w \
"

is the presumption required. Let us then suppose y=p*(l p)
1
', considered as a function of p, and by (66.)

this presumption is very nearly

B./+: e-fdt+ 2 B./+: t e-
f dt

;

which, since the second term of the denominator vanishes, and the first is Vr B,, is the same as

. ..<!);

the indefinite integrals in both cases being taken between those values of t, which correspond to p=ts k and
P=GT+&. We must now find B, and B8 . The maximum value of y is cr, consequently p=tn and <=0 are

simultaneous; and by differentiation it will be ascertained that y, y', y'', and y'" in the case of/>=GT, or Y, Y', Y",
and Y'", may be thus obtained. Differentiate the equation

logy=x\ogp+q'log(l -p)

three times successively; giving (
cr=

, 1 r= \
\ n n /

_.__ _

y p lp' Y

y' (yy'"-y'y") - (y y"-y") 2yy'

Hence if p=vs+0, we have 0=B,<+B, 8+ ----
;
and for small values of e we have 0=B,<. Whence,

supposing k to be small, we have to integrate from

T *,
T

t

a
Ti'

d
i
19
lng

such
.
a Phrase M th probability of a probability, writers on this subject usually employ a synonyme. Thun

Laplace talks of the probability of the facility of P happening, and English writers speak of the poisibilily of P having its probability.We have used the phrase in the text as being more English ; we cannot reconcile our ears to dcgrta ofpotsit*Kt<t.
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Theory of which makes the second integral in (1) vanish, and reduces the first to Theory of
Pro- . Pro-

babilities. 1 C+1

Aj 2 Ck\S ,. babilitiea.- ' -"1 C+1

Aj 2 Ck\S
-rr e-*dl, or

-j=
'

*JirJ -i vitJ o

If we suppose the variation of probability k to be such as would lead us to expect x+l throws where

there are now x, out of n, then would x+l=n(n+ k'), or l=nk, so that the superior limit of integration would be

n
., the same as before, and the expression obtained is the same as the first term of that which precedes

(A) in (74.)
The preceding expression may be thus stated, to accord with our tables: if P happen x times out of x +x*,

then the presumption that the probability of P happening in any one instance lies between \-k and *

small) is nearly

2 T" & / n>
I := I S~ dt, tk\/ JT ,.

The preceding process fails from the commencement when x'=0, and y becomes p', both by giving an expression

of a different form, and also by presuming a probability 1+Jfc greater than 1. But in this case the presumption
that p lies between 1 and 1 k may be found from the expression

fl-k P* dp+f\ p-dp,ot\-(l- fc)*
+l

.

If 100 balls out of 101 be white, and the remaining one black, the presumption that the probability of drawing
100

a white ball lies between '01 is -68. If there be 100 balls drawn, all white, the last formula makes the

presumption that the same lies between 1 and 1 01 to be 63.

(78.) We have introduced the preceding articles in order that the student who does not wish to go very
far into the subject may stop here with some view of the manner in which the higher branches of analysis become
the abbreviators of operation which we have described them to be in (1.) We now resume the preliminary
mathematics of the subject, preparatory to more extensive applications.
The following results of integration are readily obtained. The limits of integration are written after them,

the inferior limit below.

*+-+*=.. .-X from =- to

(79.) Previously to proceeding further, the character of definite integrals will require some discussion, particularly
as to those in which impossible quantities enter. By Jydx, taken from xa to x=.b, is generally understood

06 0a where 0* is that function of x which, differentiated, gives y. But, 1. This definition is not the point of

view under which integration is considered in its applications either to geometry or physics. 2. It is not a

proper assumption to speak otfydx as a function obeying the laws of algebra, in those instances in which we
have not the most remote idea what such function may be, and when, in all probability, it is a transcendental
of a class which algebra has no present means of expressing, or of knowing whether it has not peculiar

properties. May it not, for example, have some properties which set ordinary theorems of algebra at defiance ?

(See the Calculus of Functions, art. 72 ) We require a definition peculiar to a definite integral, and we find

it in the view which actually exists of such a function in geometry and mechanics. The definite integral of

<j>xdx, taken from *=a to x= b, means the following : divide the interval b a into n equal parts, each 0;
then form

6 {0a+0 (a+6) +0 (a+20) + . . . . +0 ( +n0, or b)}.

The limit of this, made by diminishing or increasing n without limit, is the definite integral in question. We
do not here inquire into the general form of the function for all values of a, but we require only the expression
for n terms of a given series, or, where that cannot be found, its limit as n increases without limit, subject to

nO~b a. But it must be observed that this definition only applies in cases where $x does not become infinite

in the interval between x=a and x=b. In this case the general term 60(a+ m9) does not always necessarily
diminish without limit, and other considerations are necessary to be introduced, which have been considered by
M. Poisson.* But such cases will not need to be considered in the integrals which this subject introduces.
It may be shownf that this definition of a definition agrees with the common one in all cases in which an inverse

* Journal de PEcolt Po!ytechnitjue, caMer 18, vol. xi.
(

Also Differential Calculus, (Library of Useful Knowltdgt}
3 K 2
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Theory of differential coefficient can be found, to which Taylor's theorem may be applied. What we are now concerned irith Theory >?

.?.
r
. 7 is the passage from possible to impossible functions, and most particularly in the case of exponential functions, Pro-

\ which we may now consider, in common algebra, as freed from anomalous results. Labilities.^v""
(80.) But we must first remark (as we suppose others have done, though we have not met with it) that we *"*""*""~/

have no right to assume a definite integral to be properly expressed in analysis by the symbol oc, because the

numerical result is infinite: such assumption being precisely the same as that 1+2+4+8+.... is infinite,

because its arithmetical summation is so. We know the latter to be expressed by 1, and the reasons are

explained in works on algebra. We cannot doubt that the successive acquisition of 1, 2, 4, 8. ... counters would
lead to the acquisition of any number in time ; or that the area of the curve whose ordinate is e* might be made to

contain as many square feet as we please by taking the abscissa x sufficiently great. What we say is, that those
who would contend for f*

* dx= oc must be required to show cause why 1 + 2+ 4+ . ... should not be regarded

as also infinite ; while those who abide by the result l + (l+p)+ (l +/>)*+ . . . .= may be made to know

1

that f ff* dx= on the same grounds. For it is obvious that
*

isrfj oe .Jn&iofRsoo
;

Her*

6 ('*+<#"+&'+ ....ad inf) = j-f^;=
-, when 6=0,

by the common rules of the differential calculus. When p is negative, this result is also arithmetically true, in

like manner as I+-JJ-+-T-+-
= ^- And if it be necessary to ask of every algebraical infinite, whether it is

numerically infinite, or has become negative by passing through infinity, the same question must be put as to a

result of the integral calculus. And if any should contend for the infinity of a definite integral, by referring its

value to that obtained from the ordinary definition, we should ask them how, in any particular problem, they

prove the continuity of the arbitrary constant which forms a part of the general expression, in the precise case

where the variable is infinite? (See Calculus of Functions, art. 181, &c.)

(81.) We shall now show the consistency of the results derived from passing from possible to impossible

quantities. Let us take the cases off'cosxdx andf'sinxdx, as derived from the definition. By taking

.), or-|-

(sin 6+sin 20+sin 30+ ...),or -,
i COS v

which severally approach to and 1 when 6 is diminished without limit, we have

f'cosx . dx=0, f'slnx . dx=1.

By using the following equation,

we obtain for the first integral 1 1 -1 + 1 + 1 &c., or 1 2 ( \=0. For the second, we have +1 + 1 1 1

+&c., or 21 L or 1. These results will be better understood, by taking the arithmetical cases of which they

are limits, that is, f" f* cos xdx and f'e'^sinxdx, p being positive. By integrating these, whether by
common process or by finding

' -"1 *' -ma'

e-"
1'*' cos me 0, and 2^e-mra sinmO . Q,

it will be found that, for every positive value of p, however small, the first (6=0) is arithmetically , and the
s

second TV;; the limits of which (p diminishing without limit) are and 1. And the same results have been

deduced by M. Poisson and others, in various other ways. We shall now apply these integrals to the case of

/**^=y<T
cos xdx /HI y- sin xdx,

the second side of which, treated in the manner just shown, gives v 1> or 4. . , a result agreeing with that
v 1

obtained from the right-hand side in the usual manner, by means of the equation f^e^dx --
, before established

in all cases.

The integral y=f e~***cosrxdx may be thus obtained without impossible quantities. Differentiate with

respect to r, which gives
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= _ ; sln rx .^ __ r
rt

babilities.

g+:*=0. y= B r=r,

where B must be the value of y when r=0
;
that is,f"-*'*

dx, or (78.)

/""
-'*** cos TO dc=-^- S~^.J " 2a

Now substitute the exponential value for cosra, find
_/*"

'****'**~ l

dr, as in (78.), and the same result will be

obtained.

(82.) We shall now proceed to find approximate values for coefficients of given powers of a, in the expression

(a-"+a~"+
l+ ---- + -'+ ! +a+ ---- a-'+a")

1
---- (1),

where n and are high numbers. If we call P, the coefficient of a' in this formula, we see firstly that a~' has the

same coefficient, so that the formula may be written

P +P,(a+a- l)+P.(M-O+ -(2) ;

or, if we make a+e~*=2 cos or, the formula becomes

P +2P, cos tz+ 2Pa cos 2 w-h ---- (3).

But, if we take the following equation, (y and w being whole numbers,) multiply both sides by dw, and integrate
from w= to C5=:7r,

cos v or cos w cr= cos (c w) s>+ cos ' +w) w,

we find that, according as v differs from or is equal to w,

yjcost)CJcostocj=0, or -T.

This holds also when /=(). Hence, if we multiply (3) by cos Ita, and integrate, we find every term of the
result evanescent, except only that which arises from 2P, COS/CT, which becomes wP,. But when Z=0, owing to

the first term not being multiplied by 2, the result is TT P : and the multiplication is by cos GOT, or 1. Rut if in

(1), the equivalent of (3), we make the obvious summation by substitution of

, i* i* t* u- i

1+ ; -r-+- -
,
or

2 2 cosw
and

1-a-'
+
l-a~ '

"'

2-(a+a~ l

)

[

rVsinJ(2nT P/= I
g

: .

'

)
cos tedcr ---- (0

J A sinj

for all whole values of I except 1=0, in which case

T ^^
2 J ,\ sinjci /

Let A* be the power of the ratio of the sines in question. Then it is shown immediately that this function is

never infinite, for if 0=M>ir</> (0 being small) me=m,WTm<p, and

i sin mfl sin m0-=, or + = m, when 0=0.
sine sin0

Now m being an odd number, as 9 proceeds from to -J-T, (its extreme value since 8 is here -3-01,) m0 pro-2 2

ceeds through an odd number of right angles, in each of which the ratio may have an algebraical maximum or

minimum, determined by the equation
tan wie=mtan0

,. d siamO cos me . cosO ,or .
.

=--- (m tan 8 tan m9),
de sine sin'e

which can only vanish when the last factor vanishes, and does not become infinite from e=0 to e= it. There

is a change from 4 to in this differential coefficient from before to after 6=0, indicating a maximum, and in

the first right angle m, tane is always less than tan me. The whole continues negative till has so increased
that me is out of the second right angle, but while me is in the third right angle (the tangent having become
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positive again) there is an angle for which tan me=m tan e, and a minimum is indicated. Similarly, when m& Theory of

liabilities
ls m t'le ^tn seventn

>
&c - rig\\t angles, there are maxima and minima alternately. It remains to find superior

._<-v -^_'y and inferior limits for the values of which determine them.
The first, a maximum, is when 6=0; for the second, md being in the third right angle, lies between * and

3
IT, or

2 v 3 is

For the second e > <
TO 2 m

For the third e > ?f < JL _1
m 2m

For the mth 6 > <, or not > -^-.m 2

To find closer limits, observe that m tan 6 being always >m0 when 0<a right angle, we must have in the cases

under discussion tanm9>wi9 ; if, then, me be greater than m, tan mO is also >TT, and mO therefore greater than

vv+, for all tangents of angles between vv and VTT+ TT are less than unity, and therefore less than vr. That

is, at the second value above mentioned, m9 is greater than IT
;

at the third, md is greater than ir, and so on.
4 4

Now, as to the value of the function itself, we have in the case of a maximum or minimum (for numerical

values, neglecting signs)

sin md cos mO m m 1 m 6 mi?
. =-m =

; =-r- <- , or .
-

, which < .
;sm0 cose coseVl+TO! tan! Vcos*0+m*sin'e sln ^ md sine me 2

for it may readily be shown that e-^-sinO is an increasing function of d from 6 =0 to e= IT, and therefore
'-

is greater than any other value within those limits. Substituting for me any inferior limit, d fortiori, the last

obtained disparity is increased ; that is,

.. sin TO 6 2
At the second maximum* : < m

smd 5

o
third <

lf
m

2
...... fourth < m.

^* .

The maxima and minima of A', or (sin /wS-j-sin e)', depend upon the same value of e as those of A; and the

/ 2 V / 2 V
first value, when 6=0 is m1

; the remaining values are severally less than ( -r-
J

> ( ~^r
m

)
&c -

Of these numerical maxima, it is evident that their values diminish with extreme rapidity when * is even a

moderate whole number. If* be 10, the second is little more than the ten-thousandth part of the first. If s be

100, the second is a fraction "0000. . . of the first, where first significant figure is in the fortieth decimal place.

Consequently, since sinwie-^-sine is a maximum when 6=0, and becomes when

-L(m _l),r
if 2v Sir 2

6= , or , or . . . . , or ,m m m m
we have the equation (j=^

\
A'<te= |~A'rfro+ {~\'dia+ + f A' dor.

Jo Jo J L J <=z!>
m m

The first integration is made from a maximum to a vanishing value of A; the second, &c. (with the exception
of the last) from one vanishing value of A to the next : if, then, we apply the method in (64.), and call

Y,, Ys . . . . the maxima of A', we shall have

/;A'<to=Y l
T1+Y,T8+....

TI, T,. . . . being certain convergent series. But, owing to the very small value ofY8, Y, . . . . , as compared with

Y,, the first of them only need be retained, or it is only necessary to integrate A, dor from cj=0 to the first value of

or, which gives sin (2n+ 1) ,
or sin wi6=0 ; that is, to iz=- r, or 6= .

2 n+l m
* We call them all maxima, because it is numerical value only which we are considering. Taking the alternate numerical maxima

with their negative signs, they are algebraic minima.
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Theory of Let US then assume
Theory ot

babiltL Y=m' logy=logsinm0- S log Sin0 -= ---
\ sin ) y

'(l+tan7iz0) l+ tans 0\
';

tan* me -TO" tan8

)=-s(m
!

-l)+ s-

y V tan* me tan*0 / tan*m0 . tan"0

of which the second term vanishes at every maximum except the first, when 6=0, in which case, substituting

1 2
6H 6*+.... for tan 0, &c., this same second term becomes -^(m'l) ;

so that at the first maximum we
3 3
v" 1

have = (m* 1) s, and (m* 1) I at every other.

V
7T

Now since 9 and 6 give the same values to A, and therefore to A', we may integrate from 0:=0 to 62= , by

taking the half of the approximate integral from 0= -- to 0= 4--, which is the integral taken between the

two vanishing points which contain the maximum rrf. This approximation (65.) is_ _L '

>

therefore

_
I A'<W= OT'A/--^ -= "A'dw;
J o

v (m-l) J
so that the term independent of a in (1) is very nearly expressed by dividing the preceding result by ir, and put-

ting 2n+ 1 for m, which gives _
P = (2n-|- 1)'\/---

,'

a very near approximation, when s is a large number.
The passage to any other term is easily made by means of the integral in (81.) In the process, of which the

preceding is an application, we have (66.) (since the maximum is when 0=0, whence in this case is 0+0
there ; that is, is the same in both cases)

/~2Ye=B i <=v -
Y"

* very nearly-

And it maybe easily shown that A' cos 2/0 is a function with alternate positive and negative maxima, decreasing
with great rapidity. But, without entering into this question, we have, from what immediately precedes,

cos2l$=coa( 2/A/ - -
. M very nearly,

A'=m'-* (the fundamental hypothesis,)

/ 6
de=/V/ . dt very nearly.~

(tnr I) s

Whence, on account of the smallness of A* after 0=
, and the still greater smallness of A* cos 21 0, we need onlym

integrate from 0=0 to 0= instead of to 6=ir, which answers to integrating from t=0 to <=X, and gives

/ 6
(8L) =v (^

which (if we multiply by 2, then substitute o for 20, and 2n+l for OT, and use this integral, for reasons above

stated, instead of integrating from w=0 to OJ=JT) will, when divided by T, give P nearly. Or we have

(83.) We shall now proceed as in (74.) to express

S=P_,+P_H.l+.... + p
as before, we have, supposing ?,+?,+ -----hP^irrZP,, to find 22P, P+2P(, or

; (71.)
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3 small with respect to W2
s, we may reject the differential coefficient, and we have, therefore, for Theory of

the sum required, Vio-^^ 2/ P,d/+P,-P + constant; babilitie,.

which, if 1=0 is to reduce the series to P , (which is the case supposed,) requires that the constant =:?, or we have
V"

I fU o

(84.) We now come to the application of the Theory of Probabilities to the estimation of the errors which

may be expected in the results of observation.

The numerical result derived from any observation whatsoever must be expected to contain an error, depending
for its magnitude upon the distinctness of the phenomenon itself, the general and individual qualities of the

instrument employed, the habits and temperament of the observer, and similar circumstances. Each observation

must be considered as a result most probably greater or less than the truth, and in the former case is said to be
effected with a positive, in the latter with a negative, error.

In defining what we here mean by an error, it must be understood that we include only those variations

from truth of which no account can be given, except that they are found to exist. Under any other conditions

they cease to. be errors, and become phenomena, the laws and causes of which are objects of inquiry. Thus,
for instance, upon a principle analogous to that in (49.), if any circumstance connected with the observation

excite a remark, that remark is itself a new observation, which must be taken into account. Suppose, for

example, the numerical results of a set of observations continually increase, no one being less than its predecessor.
The probabilities become insuperable, either that the phenomenon or the instrument is in a state of regulated

change; something which was imagined to be constant is not constant; and the laws of a phenomenon present
themselves for investigation, not the probable amount of a result. Nothing is to be called an error which is

more likely to be of one sign than the other. Suppose an observer should find it to be the case, in comparing
his observations, say of right ascensions of stars, with the results of a catalogue, that the transits he observes

make the stars almost always pass the meridian too soon according to the catalogue, and seldom too late. He
will then feel strongly assured, either that he is in the habit of noting phenomena too soon, or that the observer

who formed the catalogue had a contrary habit, or that one or other of the instruments was not well fixed in the

meridian, or that there is some permanent mistake in the method of reducing the results of 'the first catalogue
to his own time, arising, it may be, from a yet undetected change in right ascensions, or from error of principle or

computation. But if he only find a moderate excess of positive departures over negative ones, on comparing
his results with those of the catalogue, it will be proper for him to try, by the method in (74.), what would have

been the probability of such an excess upon the supposition that positive and negative departures were equally

likely. If he find his observed event very improbable, then (77.) the supposition of the differences being really

errors, in our sense of the word, is also very unlikely ; and the contrary.

(85.) An instrument for observation consists of two parts; the observer himself, and the inert matter which

he has put together for his purpose. The combination is subject to errors at each observation: but upon which

part of the apparatus they are to be laid is a question which cannot be altogether settled. We suppose that the

results of different observations do not differ much from each other ; so that any one will be near to the truth,

and the extreme differences will give some idea of the probable limits of error. But they cannot be made to

furnish any presumption as to what is the law of probability of the error, until the most probable result of the

observations has been obtained, as it should be, supposing the tendencies of the instrument to be entirely

unknown. We may afterwards apply knowledge gained from a first set of observations to finding the (with
that knowledge) most probable result of a second set: and here new circumstances may create new impressions
and new probabilities. But, as there must be one set at least antecedent to any formation of opinion upon the

instrument, it is to this set that we must first turn our attention.

(86.) By the law of facility of the errors is meant (fucdx, which expresses the probability that, before an

observation is made, its coming error will lie between * and x+dx: so that J"<fixdx between any limits will

express the chance of the error lying between these limits. The cases which arise in practice are always
those in which considerable error is extremely improbable, that is, <px is a function which diminishes rapidly as x

increases. The most convenient mathematical representation of the law of facility is one which supposes any
error, however great, positive or negative, to be possible, but errors of a certain magnitude to be so improbable,
not that they may be rejected, but that they may be taken into account; the reason being, that the integrals

which the subject will present are by that supposition made more manageable. If, then, a be an amount of error

which we are almost certain of avoiding, it must have such a function 0j for its law of facility, that f+%t>xdx is

very nearly the same as
J~t%<t>xdx.

(87.) Considering an error as a disadvantage in proportion to its magnitude, we may, on the same principle

as that in which we ascertain the value of a pecuniary risk, determine the total risk arising from all possible errors.

If any sum might be gained between a and 6, and if <j>xdx were the chance of its lying between x and x+ dr, the

value of the contingent advantage would be jKfrxdx from xz=a to *=&. If there might be gain or loss to any
amount, the sum to be given or received, according as it is positive or negative, would be J~^i<pxdx. Similarly,
where <pxdx expresses the law of facility of errors, the amount of error on which it would be most safe to reckon

has the same expression. And this is called the mean risk of error: or, generally, the mean risk arising from all

the errors between a and b ufg$*dt from x=a to x=b. But, if we should ask for the probable mean nth

power* of the error, it must be found from the expression fx*<j>x.dx.

* Observe, that the moat probable square, &c. of the error, and the square, Sec. of the most probable error, are distinct things.
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Theory of (88.) Now no previous impression which we have of the law of facility is better worth attention than this, that 'theory of

we expect the .most probable ?uh power of the error to be a finite quantity, whatever n may be. No one who has Pr

**^ ever observed, or seen the results of observation, will admit any other axiom. If the errors of all the transit

observations that ever were made, a tenth of a second counting as unity, had their nth powers arithmetically added

together, and if the sum were divided by the number of observations, which would be an approximation to the order

of magnitude of the probable ?ith power, it would appear as unlikely to an observer that the result should be as-

great as 10,000" as that he himself should mistake by ten minutes the mere noting of a single phenomenon. We
shall take the impression as good for this much at least; namely, to make it worth while to inquire what are the

laws of facility for which it is true \.\\atfx"<px dx is finite for all values of n, on the supposition that 0jr is positive
and less than unity for all values of a;. This requires that x"<fuc should diminish without limit as x increases with-

out limit; for if x*<t>x were always greater than a, from and after x=p, then f*x"<j>xdx would be greater than

f'adx, and would be either infinite (which is against the supposition) or negative, which cannot be, seeing that

the most probable of all the positive errors must be positive. We have, then, to investigate a class of functions

for which x*<j)X= when .r=cc
, for all values of n. By the common rules of the Differentia! Calculus, we must

have in such a case

n.n-\.n-2 3.2.1 ..... . ...-.,0=a 9>r=- -jj-
for all values of n, x being infinite

(t
*

djr" <px

Consequently and all its differential coefficients must be infinite when x is infinite. The most general of known

and ordinary forms which satisfies such a condition is s*" .-^x, where yx and x become infinite together, and which

maybe represented in the form eai + hjc* + .... {A+ B.r+ . . . .
},

which may be reduced to s" {A'+ B'j+ . . . . }.

This is not the most general form which might be given ; but it will be sufficient for our purpose. This being
the reciprocal of 0r, we have for rf>r the form

~
{ A''+B".r+. . . .

},
and if positive and negative errors of the

same magnitude are to be equally likely, we must give 0z the form g-o*2

(A.J-Bi
!+ ....) I" a" these cases a

must be positive.
If we assume the form just obtained for 0r, it is evident that f"jc'fpxdx is a series of terms of the form', where p is always odd or always even. And from the general formula?,

ax, 1 1.2. 3.... n C* .,- Vr 1.3.5. ...2-l
-H ax ,-. *-i

2~n+lU
A 1.2.3. .n B 1.2. 3. .7i+l f" ,

V^ f A 1.3. . .2/t-l B 1.3...2n+lP" ftu-iwL ,
A 1.2. 3. .7t B 1.2. 3. .7i+l f VTT (A

J
J^ d,=

1
-_

Tr
_+ -

r
- _^_+

..,J
ffrte=T

( a a "
I

These series may be made convergent in an infinite number of different ways, by giving- u sufficiently rapid
diminution to A, B, C . . . .. : so that we have an extensive class of possible laws of facility which will satisfy all

our preconceived notions of the conditions necessary to be fulfilled. (See also remark at the end.)
(89.) When we have no reason to prefer any one observation to any olher, the universal practice is to take the

average or arithmetical mean of the results, and to consider that average as the most probable value of the
numerical phenomenon in question. Where positive and negative errors are equally likely, we may show, as in

(74.), that the most probable sum of errors (before the observations are made) is : or L being the true result,
and A n that of (he th and last observation, both unknown, that 2 (A p L)= is the most probable equation, or

L= 2Ap
. We therefore conclude, that if it were requisite to construct a method of treating the observations

7t

before they were made, the best method would be that of the average. But when the observations have been
made, ami the errors, though unknown, are no longer contingencies, the position of the observer is changed.
It is no longer necessary to reason as upon an urn containing known balls, from which drawings are to be made,
since they have been made, and the question is, what, judging by the drawings, are the probable contents of the
urn. Let 0e represent the comparative probability of an error e being made at a single observation. If, then, x
had been the true result of the observations AiA 8 ....An , the antecedent probability of the observed event,

namely, the succession of errors A,-,r, A, x, &c. would have been 0(A, x) <j> (A, x). . . . (A. x), which call

y. And the probability resulting from the observed event to the value of x will be (19.) ff . taken between the

extreme limits of the possible value of x ; for every different value of T may be considered as a possible state of

things under which the observed event might have happened. If, as in (86.), we suppose oc and +cc to be
the limits of the value of x, and make H= l-z-f+%ydx, we have llydx for the probability that x is true. Now
the absolute truth is not the object of investigation. Let L be the value which, whatever may be the reason, we
take as the most probable result. Consequently L x is the error, and the risk of this error is exactly
that of x being true, or (L x) Hydx is the disadvantage.* The sum of all the possible disadvantages is

/T^(L-.r) Ilyrfr, which can be made equal to nothing by taking for L the value J"t" rydi-~-f"^ydx \ That is,

iliven the law of facility of error, the most probable value, or at least the value which gives the least total risk of
error, is determined. Now if we represent the law of facility <f>e by s ^(fS

), where ^ is not ambiguous in form,---,-.-:--.-
*
Meaning the opposite of advantage, us used when we say that the advantage of an even chance of 2 is \.

VOL. u. 3 j,
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Theory of w hich may be made to include every case in which positive and negative errors are equally likely; and if, more- Theory of

, over, we assume xL+ z, we have Pro-
[JtiUIlllIca. . .- -

^^,- y
_ -^(A 1_^-4(A2

- 3-).-..._ e-M-2NZ-P^-...

N=2{(L-A)Y/(L-A)'} P=2 {V'(L-A)'+ 2 (L-A)"^" (L-A)'}, &c.

which is the necessary condition of a law of facility, in which positive and negative errors are equally likely, being
coexistent with any result of observations actually made, and such that the sums of all the risks of error is

nothing-. The preceding condition is evidently satisfied perse, if there be no odd powers of* in the exponent:
but the following consideration will allow us to disregard them all except Nz. Since the observations are near

together, and since the supposed law of facility is such, that the probability of the result not lying among them is

excessively small, y becomes excessively small when z is not very small ; that is, the part of the integral

f+%zydz, which arises from all the sensible values of z, is inconsiderable compared with that which arises from the

small values of z. Hence the terms following Pz! may be neglected ; for when z is small they are of incon-

siderable effect, when z increases the whole becomes inconsiderable. But we have

r+ _M+^! r+
zs-M-2N,_P.rf2-f P

J - J -*

whence N= is the necessary condition of the law of facility ; or 2(L A) Y'' (L A)
8=0. This is a relation

between the value of L and the form of yt, which cannot be explicitly deduced, but it leads to the following

remark, namely, that the average of observations is not necessarily the most probable result, when the observations

themselves are given, though it is so for unknown or prospective observations. If, then, we assume the average
as the most probable result, we do either assume a law of facility, or the necessity of choosing one law out (if a

particular class, defined by the preceding equation. We now proceed to inquire what this law must be. Let us

suppose the preceding equation to be satisfied in all cases by L=: 2 (A!+ .... +A,). s being the number of

observations. Let i of the observations give A,, and the remaining s i give A 8 , then we have

t'Ai+ (-') At , .. AS -A, .A, A,L=----
, L-A,=(s-t)-- , L A*, i --

-; make A. A,=A;

which being true for all values of * and i, gives Y^=constant, or ^x-=CJe+c'. And this may be shown to be

true for s different observations, since N is then 2c(L A), or c(nL 2A), which is =0. Consequently, the

chance of an error lying between e and e+de is g-ce*-cf de, or c"s <** de ; and since this integrated from cc

to +cc mustgivel, we have c"v7r-r-c=:l, whence the law of facility of errors, which gives to the average of observed
results the sum of all the risks of positive error := the same for negative errors, may be thus expressed :

The probability of the error of a single observation lying between p and q is =\/ I i~ cx* dx.
* J P

(90.) The supposition of the real law of facility (which depends on the instrument, the observer, &c.) being a

consequence of a common notion as to the best method of treating results, is altogether out of the question as an

assumption, upon its own merits ; but we must observe, 1. That the indeterminateness of the constant c will allow
of an adjustment of this law, with a considerable degree of nearness, to any law which can be proposed. 2. That,
as we shall hereafter see, the assumption of this law will give in fact a mathematical approximation to any other

law, and the more nearly the greater the number of observations in question.

(91.) Returning to the suppositions in (89.) we have now (for .1 observations)

2A
-cz(x-A)t

i an(j js of the form H'~ cs"
, where x=: \-u.

This, for any value of w, is the presumption which the collective observations give to the supposition that u is the

error of the average. Integrated from oc to +x it gives 1, whence H'=vcT-j-ir, and

/ cs [''The probability of an average having an error between p and q is A/ gotu ^.
v J P

(92.) The infinitely small probabilities of two sets of s and s' observations giving the exact truth are as

\s to VY and since we have

the trrors which different sets of observations have the same chance of not exceeding are inversely as the values of
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Theory of ^. for djfferent sets of the same observer, inversely as the square roots of the numbers of observations; and for
Th ^ "f

bataHties.
the same numbers of observations by different observers, inversely as the square roots of the values of c. Hence

J^^J' the probability of s observations, averaged, giving an error between e is the same as that of a single observation

o-ivinn- one between Vs\<>. Suppose, for instance, the extreme of error on which it is worth while to reckon in

the noting of the passage of a star over a single wire of a transit instrument to be two-tenths of a second, or 0''2,

then if \/5e= '2, we have e '09, or nine-hundredths of a second is as improbable in the mean of five wires, as

two-tenths of a second on one wire. The present Astronomer Royal,* speaking of his observations at Cambridge,
remarks that he has "been accustomed to consider the error of a transit orer seven wires as not greater than

0'-06." Now \/7 X '06= 158 nearly, which is the consequent estimate of the error at a single wire.

(93.) The multiplication of indifferent observations does not give results so much exceeding in value those

of a few good ones as is sometimes supposed. Let there be 10,000 observations each as likely to have 1 for

the limits of error as 100 others to have each an error lying within 1. In the first, JlQ,OW\ =1, ore='01 ;

in the second, VTob e 1, or e= 01 ;
that is, the first set does not exceed the second in merit.

(94.) In Table I. it is not J^e-^dt which is given, butj'"e-t*dt, the two being connected by the equation

T+ - * f~ C" -t* 2 /"

J -a J \C

where P, denotes the probability of the error lying within +e in a single observation, and I(vce) means the

number opposite to <fce in Table I. If P, can be ascertained, c can be found by inverse process from the Table.

And it will facilitate all operations with these Tables to remember that VTT is itself I (0), being J"
'~ dt.

For instance, let us assume it as 4 to 1 that the error on a single wire of a transit does not exceed 158 (=e),

4
or P,= . We have then

5

l-P.= -2 log 1-30103 -9062 log T'95722

\C, or 1(0) 1(0) log 1-94754 e=-158 log F- 19866

Vce=-9062 I(Vce) 1-24857 0' 75856
2

c=32'89 T^im
(95.) If in (91.) we suppose all the different observations to have been made under different laws of facility,

whose constants are c,, c3 , &c., the same process will give

^. . / V* /"*-r*

-r= for the average; \/ I e~~c -""du for the chance of an error between e,
2c V TT J _.

c,A,+e,A,+... . + c, A. .

which substitutes =
. instead of

e,+ ca+ + r.

This observers call giving different weights to the observations, and say that the weight of A, is to that of

A, in the proportion off, to ct . They are also in the habit of assigning weights by judging of the relative good-
ness of observations from the impressions on their minds at the time of observing. The soundness of this

practice entirely depends upon the truth of the proposition which it tacitly assumes, namely, that there is a

liigh probability that the observation which the observer thinks the belter of two is the better. We cannot either

confirm or refute this notion ; but the practice derived from it should be used with great caution.

We may, however, call the constant c the specific weight of the observations to which it applies, and 2cA-r-2c
the weighted mean; and thus we may express the following theorem : the weight of a weighted mean is the sum
of the weights of its component observations.

(96.) If we consider both the positive and negative errors, the most probable individual result of a coming
observation is that the error should be nothing, and the most probable risk of error in an average is also nothing,
since f+x . <j>x . dx=Q. But if we consider positive errors alone, we find the risk of error to \>e f*x<j>xdx, which,

when 0.r=:Vc TT
~ câ becomes /

This is what Laplace calls I'erreur moyentiK d craindre en plus, and
2vcn-

the corresponding error en mains is of the same magnitude wilh a different sign. We shall call it the risk of the

observation, the sign uf the error not being considered. It is what a man should in equity pay for being relieved

of the liability of losing any possible sum, under such circumstances that the chances of the loss lying between x and

x+ dx is vc-f-7r e-c-^dj. It appears, then, that the risk of an observation is inversely as the square root of the

specific weight.

(97.) The average 2A is evidently the value of x which makes 2(j A)
4 a minimum. If ,r be assumed as

* Memoirs of the Rvyal Astronomical Society, vol. vi. p. 97.

3 L 2
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'ory of (he probable truth, then x A is the error of A, or the method of averaging is a particular case of the method of Theory of

leant squares, meaning the method by which such a result is obtained us will make the sum of the squares of the ')r
!*~.

'j errors the least possible. And the weighted mean is the value of x, which makes 2c(j> A)a a minimum.
If we consider every determination as the solution of an equation, the case we have discussed is simply that of

.r=a, or x a=0, where a is determined by observation. But let us suppose the equation in question to be

px+ h=zb, where p, h, and b are 10 be determined by observation. We are not now at liberty to form the value of

r, namely (& K)-^-p, and to proceed as before ; for the chance of x thus obtained is a complicated function of the

separate possibilities of error of p, h, and b. Two terms of an equation which is subject to error are not to be

combined without considering the risk of the result, and the proper method by which it ought to be deduced from
the risks of the components.

(98.) Let f(x t . TS, *,. . .) be a function of rlt j4 , &c., which are to be severally observed. We shall confine

ourselves to the case of three variables, and inquire what is the risk of the expression. From any number of

observations obtain approximate values a,,at.a3 , differing from the truth by quantities of the same order as the

risks of the several species of observations. Then the correction to be applied to f(a,, as, aa) is of the form

TOAa-,+ 7/Ajs,4-;jAr>+ . . . . if jr,=ra+ A,r,, &c., and we need only consider terms of the first order. Let P,, e

and O
a
be the errors of Ax, or x,, &c-, then md l+ ndi+p9i is the error of /"very nearly: and the probability of

Tfl fl T T f
this lying between r and r+ dr, or of 0H-- 6,+ 3 lying between and --\-d. is the sum of every possi-

p p P P P
b!e value of

ClC* C e-o^i-^- which consists with 0,H 0,+03= (1)
7rV,r P P P

Write m instead of , &c. for the present, substitute =r wiO, 7i9.,; we want then
P

B AC-B8 AE-BD
Assume t-^0,-!-- 0) M= : , N=r ;A A A

which reduces the exponent to M0| 2N0,, Ac*+ 2DB+ F, in which the variables are separated. Let

dvdQi, or let v and 0, vary together in the first integration, and integrate, which gives

.
D2 N*

dr r*V**-8k<te, r
J J VAM VAC-B"

1. Substitute for A, &c. their values; and 2. restore for r, for dr, &c. ; which gives for (1) above
p p

_*f2<*rL /Y
"I c C\ CG-\-CO Cam TCa Ci H 9 A. / ^
1 i c * /X /

1 1 /m*
and the nsk requ.red

___ _ _

or the squared risk of a sum is the sum of the squared risks of its components. For the risk of AJ, being

l-7-2v<vr, that of mAr,, m not being subject to error, is m^-^^/c^ir, and so on. This theorem applies to any
number of variables, for the preceding shows that, by considering a sum of two terms as one observed result,
instead of its components as two observed results, we must give to the result the risk expressed by the square
root of the sum of the squares of the risks of the components; and the converse. Whence the general theorem

Jf >J7

readily follows. And we see also that the risk of any function /is that of-j-.
,r

l+ --^-a;
2+. . . . , where the partial

(/ '
i u*l/g

differential coefficients are considered as given, and ,, xt, &c. subject to error. Hence, if we denote by
, jj. . . .) the risk off(ii, xs, ....), we have

Or, -1- TB+ ... )

'^N /i ,

s x,+ +*. /V + ' PJ;> lf "^"^ " T.T=V
But if the above method be incautiously used, we become liable to the mistake of supposing the same

variable determined by different observations in different parts of the same expression. For instance, the risk of

.ry being as just ascertained, that of ,r+ ,ry is V(px)*+ o;
!

(py)
I -

r-y
i

(px)
1
; but treating x+xy as one expression,

which has the partial differential coefficients 1+y and x, we find its risk to be < (l+y)
s
(p^)

e+ xs
(py)

!
. Both

are correct on their different suppositions: in the first we observe xy, and then x, and take the sum, the observa-
tions by which x is determined in xy and in * not being the same ; but in the second we observe x and y, and
from these values we compute x+ xy. The risks are different in the two eases, and, as might be supposed, that of
the first process io the less of the two

; there being a chance of compensation in the first, which does not
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Theory of exist in the second. Similarly, the risk of 2x is 2px, if x be observed, and ~2x computed; but the risk of x+x, Theory of

liabilities, where both are observed, is only V 2 . px ; and that of x x is the same.
babilities.

v v^> (100.) We have hitherto considered the mean risk of error, to which a probable approximation might be made >

.,--

by taking the average amount of a large number of errors. The name of the probable error has sometimes been

given to this result, but incorrectly. If by probable
error be meant the most probable of all errors, the answer

should be nothing, or the correct truth is individually more probable than any given error. At ihe same time, if

we take the common meaning of the word probable (that is, more likely than not), we see that there is a certain

amount of error positive or negative, which is probable, all lower amounts being improbable. For c being the

specific weight, if we determine e, so that Jc-^-TrJ'f,
s c:fS rfj;= -, we have the following theorem : it is exactly

an even chance that the error lies between +e and e more than an even chance that it lies between e+e' and
e e'

\ and less than an even chance that it lies between e e' and e+e!. In calling e, thus obtained, the

probable error, we mean then that any less superior limit of error is improbable, or any greater inferior limit. It

is improbable that the error should be less than e e', or that it should be greater than e+e'.

The solution of the equation /\J s~ x'djc= gives e '4769360 ;v "" J - *

consequently, (92.), we have
j= =probable error to specific weight c ; and the probable error to the mean
vc

risk p is 1 690694 X p.

(101.) The distinction between the mean risk of error and the probable error is exactly analogous to the one for

want of which the mean duration of life has been called the expectation of life in English Tables. The mean
duration of li"e is found practically by summing the number of years enj.iyed by a large number of persons of the

same age : theoretically, it is fxifrxdx, where, of a very large number of persons attaining the age a+ x (a being
the common age of commencement) <f> represents the proportion which those who die between the ages of a+ x
and a + x+ dx bear to those who began at the age a: the limits being from x=Q to x= the greatest possible
term of survivorship. This is the average duration of life; but it is not therefore the term of existence which each

of the individuals may expect; that is to say, it is not the term through which each is as lil<ely to live as not.

For the proportion surviving at x years from the epoch of commencement is evidently 1 Cfflx . di, and the

value of J which makes this = is the probable life, and is what should have been called the expectation of life.

In De Moivre's celebrated hypothesis the two coincide; in the Northampton Table, which very much resembles it

at the ages of adult youth and manhood, the two are nearly the same: in the Carlisle Table there is sensible

difference, as will appear by the following comparison :

Northampton.

Age. Mean duration. Probable life.

20 33-4 33-3
30 28-3 28-1
40 23-1 22-7
50 18-0 17-5

Carlisle.

Mean duration. Probable life.

41-5 44-8
34-3 36-6
27-6 28-9
21-1 21-6

(102.) We have dwelt thus much upon one law of errors, because, as already observed, it is not only the law which
is necessarily connected with the assumption of the average of observations made and finished, but also the

approximate result of any other supposition which preserves the essential conditions (88.). This we now proceed
to show.

That we may pass from finite to infinite, as in (45.), let all the possible errors be multiples of 9 ; and to

preserve general terms, which may render the process more perceptibly applicable to other questions, let counters

be thrown into an urn, marked nO, (n \)Q.... e, 0, 0. . . . (n1) 0, n9, the number of counters of each

mark x9, being proportional to W
)
the comparative probability of that error; the greatest positive and nega-

tive errors being of course + nO. Then to express that one of these errors must appear, we have 2^1 ]""' tne

sign 2 extending from x= n to x= + n. And if s drawings be made, and the result of each drawing restored
before proceeding to the next, the probability of the sum of the s drawings, attending to their signs, being exactly
10, is the coefficient of a' in the developement of

or, which is the same thing, the term independent of I in the preceding developement multiplied by a'+ a~'. If

then, as in (82.), we make a+ er l

=2coscr, and if positive and negative errors of the same magnitude be equally
lik'.-ly,

or if ty ( z)=y ( + z), we find by integration for the coefficient in question

I costercfcriVI ) i//( ]
. 2cosCT+ . . , , +y( |

. 2cos ,crK
Jo: I \ / V / V " /
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Theory of Expmid cosra, &c. in the term in { } ; the term containing ro' in that expression is Theory of

babilities
2CT*

( ( ^\ I'-L. /A^O'-r- +y,(*\ n*^\
labilities.

(103.) When n increases without limit, and 6 decreases without limit, let E be the greatest error (a given

ciuantitv) so that 9=E : and let the sum of the drawings, 19, be always =L. And as the probabilities of

/ \ / X\
individual errors diminish in such case without limit, let ^Y

-^-J
be written 6p( \ where X=,r0: the ultimate

//X\0( -JdX
between these limits;

for being (ff+l) x9, is the difference between consecutive values of X, or is dX. Again, as I increases, let ta

diminish without limit, but in such manner that fo=Lr, which is a fixed quantity throughout the preliminary

transformations, but which, when we come to integrate with respect to TO, gives l,dv=ldtn, or I0.dv=ld&, or

da= 6dv. We have also rs=vQ; consequently, as ro, &c. diminish, the limits of v answering to those of

GT (0 and ir) become and oc. Make these substitutions in the last expression of (102.), which becomes

2" fVr /X\ v 2'E'-l-1

/"'
the limit of which is

J
dA-pf IX", or

3^7 J
***"

On this we remark ; 1. That to render the last expression in (102.) perfectly general, the last but one should

have VI I
altered into 2y( \ but the term so added decreases without limit. 2. That if the greatest pos-

\n J \ n J

sible error be infinite, as, with the remark in (86.), it may be, the preceding appears to fail ; but it may readily be

transformed thus. Let 0( )be written x (X) ; the integral in { } of the transformation becomes ff x (X) . X'rfX,

\E/
or, by the supposition,/ x (X).X'.dX. Whence the term in question becomes 2i)'^-2.3.. .zx/x (X) X?dX;

or, in the processes following, if we would pass from the supposition of limited errors to that of unlimited errors,

we must write unity for E, except where it is the limit of an integral, in which case we must write cc for E.

Let h<t>x.x" . dx, orf'x (x ) X'dX, as the case may be, be called &w , except only where 2=0, in which case

let k= 2f$>fdx. (We preserve the notation of Laplace.) That is, let fc=2J(j>xdx, k'= f<pi xdx, &c. Sub-

stitute in "the last but one of (102.) Lt> for to, edo for dra, &c., and the probability of the sum of s drawings

giving L is

But EA=2E TV di=2 f <j>(] dx= (^ (^J
dx= 1,

since the error must lie between E and +E (inclusive.) Assume e-P for the *th power just obtained,

remembering that E&=1, and if s be considerable (x=10 is sufficient), v can be expanded in a very convergent

series of powers of t. Take the logarithms of both sides, and the first term of the expansion of that on the first

side, which will give
6 (" ( U \

s'E?v
l k"=f nearly, or the probability required is cos . .

* J o VVftJFEV

Let ft=f7 ' and this becomes eV ~/JL!
'

which is the probability that the sum of s drawings will be L.

In this expression 6 is dL, and thus we have \f
--

I e~^dL for the probability of the same lying be-
17 J -

tweeu +e.
For L write Ls, and remember that the probability of the average drawing being L is thj same as that of

the sum being Ls, and make c=/6s
s
, we have then

-- - L8 dL, where 0=

for the probability that the average of s drawings will lie between e: that is to say, whatever the law of the

errors may be, the results of the law already established as necessary when the average is assumed to be the most

probable result, become more and more nearly true as the number of observations is increased, and are practically

true for moderate numbers of observations. That is, we may proceed as if the specific weight of a single observa-

tion were (^"E
3

)-
1

, the mean risk of error V&"E 3
-r-*-, and the probable error 1'69 of the last.

(104.) This method fails to show that the average of two observations is the most probable result ; but if we go
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Theory of hack to (89.), we find that, on any supposition as to
yr,

the substitution of an average of two results for L gives Theory of

Pro- N= 0; but not so for an average of three. So that if we diminish the accuracy of the preceding approximation Pro-

babilities.
by giving smaller and smaller values to s, the approximation does not become more and more defective; but when ^

*-~^/~-s g has diminished to a certain extent, begins again to approach the true result of the same principles, as they
would appear if the approximations were made perfectly rigorous, and finally coincides with them when s=2.

(105.) If in (103.) we write i
! for cL!

, in which case the limits of t are Ve.e, we have, making T=Vc.e,
1 /*4-T 9 f*r

4= -<2

<*/,or-: .-<*
VTT J -1 VJT J o

2TV)fc"E3

for the probability that the true result lies within the average of s observations ---
.

(106.) The preceding is the result of Laplace, with a difference of notation, as follows, arising from the necessity

of simplifying the peculiar species of infinitesimals which he has employed. To compare any result with the form

given in the Theorie des Probability, for k", k'", &c. in this work write k"-^-k, k"'--k, &c., and for E write 1.

(107.) We now proceed to consider errors without reference to sign, that is, counting them as positive in both

cases ; and we suppose it required to determine the sum of a certain function of the errors, ae, or to find the

probability that ael+ aei+. . . . +oce, will be contained within given limits. It is evident that the probability of

this sum being exactly (/+/w)0 (the errors being nO, (n 1)0,. . . .0. . . .n 10, ?i9, since the negative errors

are reckoned as positive) is the coefficient of at/+'")9 in

If a be s
a>v

', the series above written has for the term containing ro* (or would have, if for ^ f
J

2y/Y \ which makes no difference when we take the limit),
"

we wrott

in which let *
[ )

be convertible into 6<f> ( )
as before, so that when n increases without limit, the limit of the

\n J \Ey

/B
/X\
1

) (X)' dX. Write this 2, until the limits are taken. Consequently, the preceding sth

o YE/
power is

(3).

But in the original expression we can detect the coefficient required by multiplying by
~ ('+w' 1

d0ra, and

integrating from 9cj= TT to 6ro= -fir ; for J"+l e1**' l d . era is between these limits, except only when
j=0, in which case it is 2ir. We have then for the probability in question

'-'S~ "
or-!-

Now previously to the operation of integrating with respect to cr, comes that of diminishing without limit.

Let 19 be always =L, and /t9=M ; we may then represent 9 by (/L, and d (^6) by rfLdtjr, the rejected term being

of an inferior order. But the limits of BJ, which are -
, now become cc. Represent the limit of 22,

2
r<t>(-j?\dX,

or 2E/J0jdjr by Eft as before (=1) ; and let aX=E- l

(-g-\

and let ^aXydX, or E"^'/.^ (,*)' rfx be

The probability required is ^ rH
5-(L-f-M,)wVri dCT (1+2K'E-+

1roV^I-K"Elu+l r'- . . . .)'. If, as be-
2ir J _

fore, we assume s '* for the sth power in question, we have

as far as ro* inclusive. Substitute this for f, and make Ms+2*K'E"+'=0, or assume M=2K'E'+l
, which

gives for the probability required

P* E-
r J -

which gives tlie probability that Zae shall lie between 2K.'E"+'s+L and 2K'E~flj-|-L-f-dL. This probability h
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Theory of greatest when L=0; or errors being all positive, the most probable individual value of ~S.cte is 2K'E"+ 1

*
1

. And Theory of

Pro- we aiso have the following theorem : the most probable value of 2e for s terms is 2K'E"+-1s
; and the probability

liabilities. of a departlire from this value lying between +L is that of a single error lying between the same limits, in an
*~~m**~~' observation having the specific weight {4s(K"E

8"+1 2K'2E8*+8
)}~

1
. And E is the greatest value of e which is

(X\JdX
is the probability of e=X

and a
lx=E~"a(Ex'). But in the case where E is infinite (103.), put unity for E, and make the limit of the

integrals and cc.

The probable value admits of a confirmatory explanation, as follows : in 2K'E"+l , or

2E-+ 1

\fa.UtX.dx, or 2
| 0( -^- } E"a,(-^ }

d. X, or 2 I 0(Jo Jo V^1 ' \k/ J o \
we see the sum of all the values of the function, each multiplied by its probability: and s times as much is the

probable sum of * such results.

The preceding may also be written thus : the probability of

2oe lying between 2K'E"+'s 2LV<K"E'"+' -^K/'E
4

-**) is -^ \

-'"' dt.

V?r J -L

(108.) Let oe=e. Then X=E ,
or a,X=X, and u=l; whence K'=k', and K"=fc". The probability of

the sum of* errors lying between

2'E*s 2L,Vs (k"E3
2A:'

8E) is -j= I -'*dt'.

JirJ -L

(109.) Letae=e". ThenaX=E!

^, or a,X=X8 and w=2 ; whence K'=A", and K"=fc". The probability of

the sum of the squares of* errors lying between
. .

jn .
1 f+

L
_f

If 2/c'
!E) is := e~ dt.

\irj -L

(110.) The last two theorems give the means of determining k1 and k" experimentally with sufficient accuracy.
Adda large number of errors, and also their squares, and equate the results to 2&'E*s and 2A;"EJ.. We thus

obtain approximately k'E* and k"E", the necessary elements for the application of the results in (105.) and

(108.), which are the cases of most practical utility. .

(111.) If in the preceding problem we suppose all the functions of the errors to be different, or propose to find

the probability of oc
l
e

1+ '

8 e,+ .... +a,e, being contained within given limits, the only alteration required in the

preceding is this, that the generating function is not an *th power, or the product of* identical factors, but the

product of s factors which are similar functions of a,,&c. Consequently the logarithm will not be *&c., but 2&c.,
or for sK' we must write K',+ K'2 -r-. . . . +K',, and the same for the rest. The probable mean is derived from
--Ms+ 22 (K'E

8-1
-1

), where K', E, and w may be different in all the different functions. The transformation may
then be very easily made.

(112.) VVe shall now take the problem, supposing the negative errors are to count as negative, and firstly when
all the functions are the same. In this case, in expression (1) of (107.), instead of 2o*(rt)

, or a<a) +a!**''
> doubled

because errors of both kinds enter with positive effect, we must write a" (*: 'i)+"(l9)
> the consequence of which

C" /X\
in (2.) is that instead of 22n &c. we have 2 + 2 , &c. where 2., &c. have the limits ( X) dX,

J -E \k/
/*> /x\ / x\ /x\

f
-JJT J

{ (
-
X)}

8 dX &c., which, if positive and negative errors be equally likely, or ( )=#(
-JJT J

gives

r /x\ r+E /x\
#() (aX)' dX for the limit of 2,, or

( )
(X)' dX must be substituted for 22, in (3). If, then,

J -E V t/ J -E \E/
we wish to retain the final notation of (107.), we must assume

for 2= E/+1 <pxdx=Ek= I, for z 1, 2, &c. f+\ 0* (a^)' d.r=2Kw ;

and the rest of the process with the result is then as before. The probable sum is *
| 0( VaXdX, which<

J -E
can be confirmed as in (107.)

Next, let all the functions be different. We have then, as in (111.), to change sK^ or KW+KW+ ---- into 2K C>)

or Kf*4-K*+ . . ., similarly derived from or,, az , &c.

(113.) If the limits of positive and negative error be different, and also their facilities, suppose E,, E 2
. &c.

to be the limits of positive error, and Us , &c. to be those of negative error. Let vn, and n' be whole numbers

always proportional to EE, E and E; then (107.) expression (1) becomes the sth power of

which divides (2), as it there stands, by 2, and substitutes for the last factor of (2) a sum whose limit is
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"iSU- ( 0( , )(aX)'tX. When 2=0, this is =1, in other cases let it be 2nw ,
and the final result is that 'p^T

"

labilities. J -E \E+ Ji/ babilitiea.

> v^-~ the probability of a, ei+ a2 e,+ + or 2ae, lying between v ^-^
J |"+L

22/c
7 2L "/^" 2 2/c'

! is . e~' dt.

JitJ -L

Let a, et m,e,, a> el=mI el> &c., the limits of negative error being the same throughout, and also those of

positive error. If, then, I <t>( )

X'dX be called /fcw ,
for distinction between this and the W* of (103.),

i? v K "\~ E i
\J ~M N /

we have 2i/= 2?nxA
; ,
2/2= 2ms xA,

!
,
and 2ic"= 2m5 xft

//,
or the probability of the preceding sum

lying between
1 /4-L

e-f dt. (Laplace, p. 332.)
j /-t-L

s-p e

V 1C J -L

(114.) It very frequently happens sensibly (always, we presume, more or less) that the means of sets of

observations made by two different observers will differ sensibly, and the same way for every set: that is, that

the average of A's observations will always be a little greater, or always a little less, than those of 1J. even for

the same species of phenomena, observed with the same instrument, under the same circumstances. Undoubtedly
this arises from a difference of temperament in the two observers, which induces one to suppose a phenomenon
actually arrived a little before it appears so to the other, or from a difference of constitution of the eyes of the

two, or something which depends on the observer only. It is called the personal equation. We may take

account of it thus : suppose that the numerical phenomenon is A, and that if the observers could be sure

of avoiding casual errors, or those which are equally likely to be positive and negative, the phenomenon would be

to them A and a, so that positive and negative departures from these are equally likely. Let E and E,

and e and e, be the limits of their errors, and S and s the number of observations in a set of each observer.

The probability of error in 2A 2a, or 2A+2( a), is easily found from (113.) Let * and be the

functional symbols of the laws of error : then

2dz being

and S f
+E
*
(gZl)

z'dz+ s P* *** bei S 2SK"

the probability of the error of 2A 2a lying between

is -f= I e~
tjirj -f-

This result is expressed in a form which will allow of our immediately passing to the supposition of infinite limits

of possible error. Let T be the real phenomenon, and T+P and T+p the personal phenomena; that is, the

phenomena which the constitution of the observers would lead them to assert, using the same instrument, &c.

Supposing positive and negative departures from these to be equally likely in single observations, the laws of

facility may be expressed as follows :

which gives

2K'=P

and the probability of S observations of the first observer exceeding a of the second by a quantity lying between

When the number of observations made by both observers is the same, the difference of the sums enables us to

approximate to nothing but P p, the advance of one upon the other. But by taking different sets of observa-

tions, a number of equations may be obtained of the form SP p=obs. diff, from which, by the method of

least squares presently to be obtained, the values of P and p may be obtained, and their probabilities.

(115.) The considerations which have been applied to the errors of observation may be applied to the

observations themselves, which will amount to the use of a process similar to that of changing the origin of
coordinates in geometry. Instead of supposing positive and negative departures from zero equally likely, in

which the theory of errors consists, suppose positive and negative departures from A equally likely, up to AE.
fx A\

Let V( F }d* represent the probability that the observation shall lie between x and x+dx, or the error

between x-A and x+dx A ; then the equation
VOL. n. 3 M
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Theory of y y, (x

_ A) dx=J *ll Y'-
1 <** Theory of

babilit'ies. immediately shows that the theory of errors may be reduced to that of discordant observations. Thus the case of babii"tieg.

N ' (105.) in the theory of errors is the same as that in (108.), when we use the observations instead of the errors : ^^^^^
since all the observations are supposed to have one sign. Thus, from the theory of errors and (105.) we learn

that the probability of the error of an average of observations lying between

2T,v/ mean square of an error
2 f

iSyzVTT J o

while from the theorem on discordant observations answering to that on errors in (108.), we find that tne

probability of the truth lying between

2T/V/' {mean sq. of an obs. (mean of obs.)
8
} _ m

Mean of obs. is
-j=

e-?dt.

V* VirJ o

Let V be the mean of the observations, and e,, es, &c. the errors ; then

Whence mean sq. of obs. (mean of obs.)*=mean sq. of error,

which shows the coincidence of the two methods.

(116.) If in (115.) we take that value of T which gires an even chance for the probability in question, or,

(100.) T= -4769360, we have the following theorems, which may easily be applied without any knowledge,

except that of common arithmetic, by any one who desires to know the relative merit of any sets of observations.

To determine the probable error of the mean of any sets of observations, take either of the two following

methods, whichever is most convenient.

Find the mean of all the observations.

Take the excess or defect of each observation from

the mean of the whole, and add together the squares of

all these reputed errors.

Divide the square root of this sum by the number of

observations, and multiply the quotient by '67449,
whose logarithm is -8289751 1.

If the result of the preceding be e, it is an even chance

Find the mean of all the observations, and square it.

Square all the observed numbers, and find the mean
of these squares.

From the mean square subtract the square of the

mean ; divide the difference by the number of observa-

tions, and multiply the square root of the quotient by
67449, whose logarithm is '8289751-1.

that the error of the mean is less than e ; or as follows .

1
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Theory of Tables I. and II. (which run together) contain the values of the integral from t to infinity, together with the Theory of

logarithms of the values, and the differences of both, and are taken from Kramp. They have already been used Pro-

^ (74.), and need no further explanation. They were calculated (Kramp, p. 135.) from the following approxi-
b"bilities.

mate formula, (A<=r='01), obtained from Taylor's theorem,
"~~"v~ '

(118.) Table III. contains the values of the integral from nothing to the values of t which appear as argu-

ments, multiplied by 2-j-Vf, thus giving the values of the function at which we have so frequently arrived. It is

from the Jahrbuch cited above, but we do not know whether it depends on the Table of Kramp, or was calculated

independently.

(119.) Table IV. (from the same work) contains the integral of Table III., the limits being, not t the argu-
ment, but 4769360 x<, so that it gives by inspection the probability of the error being within ty.e, in which e is

the probable error, or error which there is an even chance of not exceeding. The following is an example of

its use.

If the odds for success in a single trial be as 7 to 3, required the probability that, out of 1000 trials, the

successes shall lie between 700 + a. We ascertain first the value of a, for which there is an even chance. This

(74.) must be found by equating a Vl 0004-2 X 700x300 to -476936, which gives a= 10 (in round numbers),
or it is about an even chance that out of 1000 trials the successes lie between 690 and 710. Looking in

Table IV., opposite lo 2, we find -82 : that is, it is 82 to 18, or more than 4 to 1, that the successes lie between

700 2x10, or between 680 and 740.

(120.) Table V. is abridged from C. F. Degen, Tabularvm ad faciliorem et breviorem probabilitatis computa-
tionem utilium Enneas, Copenhagen, 1824. It contains the logarithms of the values of 1.2.3. . . .x, or fa], as

we have called it, from #=1 to a^=:1200 ; and its utility is sufficiently apparent.

(121.) The method of correction known by the name of that of least squares is comparatively of recent date. It

was proposed by Legendre* in 1806, not as having any foundation in the Theory of Probabilities, but as a very
convenient method of reducing equations which are more in number than the unknown quantities to a set which,
while they give only one result, will make that result partake of the peculiarities of all the equations in question.

If, for instance, a, b, and c be variable elements which are connected together by the equation ax+ by=c,
where x and y are constant, but unknown, it is plain that two correct simultaneous observations of a, b, and c

will accurately determine xand y. But suppose twenty sets of observations to be made, affected with errors, it is

equally clear that the use of different pairs of observations will give different values of x and y ; so that 190
different results might be obtained, the average of which, it might be supposed, would give values very near the

truth. But if the results of observation be a,, b,, c,; as , bt ,
c8, &c. ; and if

, ft,, and y, be the errors of the nih

observations, it is plain that a,x+ bny cn , instead of being 0, as it should be, will be a,T+/6,y yn if x and y
have their true values. Let this be called en ; we have then sets of equations of the form aax+b,y c,=e,, where

b,, c. are observed, e, is unknown but small, and as likely to be positive as negative ; and the question is, to

determine the most probable values of x and y. The most probable value of the sum of the errors is 0, and
2e,,=0 gives j2an+y26n 2rn=:0, an equation of a high degree of probability as compared with any of the

components from which it is formed, but still only one, whereas two are wanted to determine x and y. If we take
the equations

*+ y- = , *+?--=-, and assume 2 ^-=0, 2^=0,
. a. a, b, 6. 6. a. b,

we have (s being the whole number of observations)

sx+2 .y 2 =0, 2 .j+sy-2 =0,
a a b a

which are two equations of higher probability than any of the originals, and from which values of x and y may be
obtained. But the hypothesis on which we here proceed is pure assumption ; and we are not to be content with
two equations simply more probable than any of those derived from single observations ; but must endeavour to

find those which are more probable than any others whatsoever.

(122.) Legendre observed, that by giving x and y those values which make 2e!
the least possible, 1. as many

equations are obtained as there are unknown quantities, and no more
; 2. the method reduces itself in several

remarkably simple cases to that which the unassisted judgment most approves. For 1. The rules of the differential

calculus give 2 (ax+by-c)* a minimum, when ta?.x+ 'Zab.y 2ac=0 and 2aftj;+ 264.y-26c=0 ; and 2.

when x=a is the equation, and observation of a is to determine x, then Z(j? a)
8 a minimum gives a= the

average of a,, Oj, &c. And Legendre also observed, that an old proposition relative to the position of the centre
of gravity of a number of points in space is a theorem of this method. If equal weights be applied at each point,

* Nomelln mfthodet pour la determination des orbitti des cvmetrs, Paris. 1 806. La methode qui me paroil la pita simple et la plus
gfnfrale, consiite a rendre minimum la somme tlei quarrel det erreun. On obtient amsi autant tTequatiom qu'il y a del coefficient
incmnu,, Sfc. Preface.

Par ce moyen, it t'itablit entrt In erreun une sorle d'equilibre qui empechant let extremes de prevaloir, ett tret propre afaire con-
tunlre Fetat du tytteme le plus proche de la veritf. Appendix.

I

l
n
j
US* he stilted> however - *hat Gauss, in the Throria Motus Corpnrum, #c. Hamburg, 1809, mentions his having used the same

method from the year 1795. Ceterum principium nostrum, quo jam inde ab Anno 1795, uii tumus, nuper etiam a clar. Imgendre m
opere Nouvellts Mithodet, Sfc., prolatum ett, Sfc.f. 221.

9*t
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Theory of the centre of gravity is a point so placed, that the sum of the squares of its distances from all the points is a Theory ot

Pro
; minimum

;
that is, an , &, and cn being- the wth observation of the coordinates, the choice of the centre of gravity

Pro-
tle8 '

as the most probable mean of all the observed points is the assumption of those values of x, y and s, which make batl'l 1 'i'!s-

2 (x o)
!+ 2 (y 6)

8+ 2 (z c)
8 a minimum. Circumstances of this kind brought the method into use as one

"""

which had as fair claims as any other, and could not be far wrong, at least if any whatever could be right.

(123.) The method of least squares was shown by Laplace to give the most probable, as well as the most

convenient result. As a demonstration has not, to the best of our knowledge, found its way into any elementary

work, we shall confine ourselves, in the first instance, to the most simple case, ax=b, where a and 6 are to be

determined by observation, and s sets of observations have been made. We have as well to establish the method

itself as to meet the objections which have been taken to it. These, for the most part, seem to resolve themselves

into a supposition, that the formation of an average is a method of which the soundness is almost self-evident and

universally admitted, while the method of least squares has a hard and mathematical name, and is a deduction

from dubious principles. With regard to the soundness of the averag-e, we have shown (89.) that, in an absolute

sense, it is derived from a pure notion of the mind, independent of the individual qualities of the observations;
and that it is by no means a necessary truth, being- only admissible as such when one particular law of the

facility of errors exists. Consequently, when we only know the observations themselves, and have nothing to

guide us as to the law of facility, if we assume the average, we assume with it the law of facility in question.
We leave out of view the subsequent demonstration, that whatever the law of facility may be, the most

probable result of a considerable number of observations cannot differ sensibly from the average, because that

consideration, rendering the probable truth of the average itself a matter of deduction as complicated as the method
of least squares, cannot be a ground of objection against the latter as compared with the former.

(124.) There are two obvious ways in which the average equation of ,#=&,, a^c=bit &c. may be formed :

the first by averaging a and b separately for the probable values, and then solving the equation ; the second by
forming the solutions first, and then averaging. We leave to the objectors the decision between these two methods,
as to which is the one which unassisted judgment would point out.

The first gives 0;==- ; the second gives x= 2 f
j.

Both are particular cases of the following, in which

we shall consider them. Let the equations have been previously multiplied by ?! ?n2 . . . . m,, so that the solution of

the average equation 2wza..r=2?n& is a==^ , the risk of which is (supposing a and b to have equal risks)
*_/ . TflCt

1m* 2m8 (2m6)
8 / /

^ ^H TV ^ Pa>
or \/ *+l v ~v -W-

Ima)* (Ima)*
* V \2,maJ ima

The second average, of which the result was given above, is a particular case of this, derived from m,:= , &c. ,

the first supposes m^m^ &c.= l. It remains to determine m,, mt , &c. in such a way that the preceding risk

may be the least possible.

Now ZmA-T-2?na must lie between the extreme values of 6-f-c, and therefore the factor in which it appears

only differs from the truth by a quantity of the order of the squares of the errors, and may be considered as con-

stant. The remaining factor is therefore to be made a minimum. The differentiation of 2ms
-~(2ma)

8
with

respect to m, gives, when the result is equated to zero, 2m,. (2.ma) 2a 12ms

=0, whence

ctf a. Of

expresses all the requisite conditions, and m,, m,, &c. are proportional to a,, fl2, &c. This gives for the final result

2a&-=-2a', which is the value of :c necessary to make 2 (ax ft)
8 a minimum. The result is the same as arises

from assuming j,=a,, ms=a,, &c., and the mean risk of error is therefore (x being the obtained result)

._ risk of a single observation

on which we have to observe, that when x is very small, po-r-Z.a
8

expresses the absolute value of the risk; but

that when x is considerable, the same fraction expresses the proportion of the error to the whole result : whence
it is always best, if possible, to observe the coefficients of equations which give small results. This is made still

more desirable by observing that, c&teris paribus, the greater the value of a, the smaller the risk of error.

(125.) The preceding is entirely based upon the supposition, that the risk of a single error being between e

and e+de is VC-^-TT
*

de, to which, as we have seen, every admissible law approximates (and we may add,
with a closeness unknown in most other approximations) for a moderately great number of observations. The

result of Laplace (p. 320, changing the notation) is E VF-Hkr-i-VETa
8
, in which (103.) E=l, as the limits of

possible errors are infinite, and E& is also =1, whence Jfc=l. But, in Laplace, the expressions A"" and k have
reference to ax -b, considered as a single result; whence if c be the specific weight of that result, we have

k"=fo<j>e.e*de, which, if 0e be Vc-^-n-s-ce*, js l-:-4c. Hence V&"^risH-2 Vcir, the mean risk of ax 6.

But, the mean risks of a and 6 being the same, that of ax b is (98.) V(pa)
8

a*+(p&)*, orVl+^x mean risk

of a or b ; whence the accordance of the two results* is manifest.

* This proof of the method of least squares appears very much more simple than that of Laplace, which is owing to our not
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Theory of (126.) The preceding also specifically depends upon the supposition, that the weights of all the observations
Theory oi

p
.'9~. are equal: and we have sometimes seen the method of least squares, in the most usual meaning of the words, Pro-

ies<

applied to cases in which the different as and 6s were themselves means of different numbers of observations, and ^abilities.

therefore not equally good. Let us now suppose every a and every b to be an observation with a distinct ^~^~~~^

specific weight. Hence the risk of the average 2wi6-^-2ma is

'V 7? Y +
~

~T* "' r v
~

x being 2wi6-7-2/na, the presumed value, and pa,, p&,, &c. the mean risks of 6,, &c. Differentiate with

respect to m,, and we have

ir,,.M / \9) 2(mp&)
s+*i!

2(pa)
a

^
i
{(p&,)H*-(p,)

8}=- f^)- -, and so on;

this is satisfied by m,=a,-:-{(p&1)'+,r*(joa 1 )
8

}>
&c. &c. : that is, the probable mean is the value of x which

makes 2 ---- a minimum, where x
t
is a near approximation ; and the mean risk of error of this result

(pbY+xKpa)*

is the reciprocal of the square root of 2[ , .

a
,
--

r^ ), which, as should be, agrees with the result in (124.),
V(p6/+.r!(pa)V

when pff,=po8=:pi 1
=:&c.

(157.) Since the mean risks are inversely as the square roots of the specific weights, let 2 , &c. be the

specific weights of a,, a,, &c., and /8,, j62 , &c. those of 6,, 6,, &c. Then the most probable result of a lx=b l , &c. is

that value which makes the first of the following expressions a minimum ; and its mean risk is the second :

The expression ax b, considered independently, has the risk VJ?
a

(pffl)
!
+(p6)*, whence a case of the following

remarkable theorem, which is true of all functions whatsoever.

Let Ui=0, Us=0, &c. be equations which give nearly the same value of x, and which should give exactly the

same, if certain data of observation could be made absolutely correct. Let c,, c,,
&c. be the specific weights of

U,, U, &c., determined from (mean risk) x ^specific weight \-^-Z>Jir. Then the most probable value of a? is that

which makes 2cU8 a minimum. The mean risk of this result is the reciprocal square root of 24irc(
J

,
or its

specific weight is 2c (

J
. The generalization is easily made by the process in (98.) : the correction of x

(which call ) being reducible to the solution of an equation of the form m+n=0, where m and n are to be
observed.

(128.) In the preceding process it is to be remarked, that it is not necessary for a and 6 to be derived from
observations of the same phenomena; it is sufficient that they give nearly the same values of x. The point of

difficulty is the determination of the relative weights. So long as we really appeal to independent observations of

the same a and 6, made under the same circumstances, the most simple case of the formula may be applied.
But if, as frequently happens, the coefficients a and 6 are under different circumstances, it must be remem-
bered that the making of 2U* a minimum, or tacitly supposing an equal weight throughout the observa-

tions, does not give a result which is necessarily better than an ordinary average, except when the weights are

nearly equal.
This point can be best tested by approximating to k"Es

, or l-f-4c, remembering that 2&"E's, or in this case

2k"s, since the possible limits are infinite, that is, s-?-2c, will be nearly equal to the sum of the squares of a large
number of errors. Or the specific weight of a single observation may be assumed at half the reciprocal of the

average square of an error. Nor will this result be sensibly affected if we take reputed errors derived from the

mean, as in (116.). Thus, if the average square of 20 errors give -01, the specific weight is about 50. This

rough test may be generally applied with great ease ; and it would be highly advisable in series of observations to

examine the sums of the squares of the errors for each day's work: from which we are persuaded a much better

notion might be formed of the relative value of the different sets, than from the unassisted estimation of the

observer. It is very well known, that nothing is more common than for an observer entirely to mistake the

relative merits of his individual observations; we know of nothing to show that any one is a better judge by
estimation of a collective set, than of the individual cases composing it. The application of the preceding test

would either afford to every person an irresistible confirmation of his own judgment, or would gradually lead
him to better habits of estimation.

(129.) Applying the results of the last article to (124.), and making ax o=e, when * has its real value, and

a and 6 are observed (in which case all e is error), we find pe-f-V2o* for the mean risk of the most probable result.

virtually repeating the process in (98.). as is done by our illustrious guide, not once or twice, but always. The fact is, that the

greater part of the Thiorie ies I'rotabifiles is a reprint of papers in the Memoirs of the Academy, which appear to contain the contents
of the first papers on which he set down his processes. These, with preliminary chapters, descriptive, not of what follows, but of the

general methods which h drew from the following parts, make up the whole work.
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8

), babilitiei.

je_ /*S.(ax-by_ /

Vf^-V ~2^2~a~-V
since 2(a*(2a&)

8

)
= 2ae x (2a6)

s
, &c. We have thus an approximate value of the mean risk in terms of the data

of observation only.

(130.) Now let there be any number, I, of unknown quantities, x, x
1

, ar", &c. to be determined from a set of
s equations (s>6) of the form

a,x+a\x'+a"lx"+. . . . =& or M,=0
atx+a'ti'+a"tx"+ ---- =Aj, or M,=0, &c.,

where a, a'. . . .h are data of observation. If we were to multiply these equations by mu m,, &c., n,, n^, &c.,

and thus form I equations "2.ma.x+ . . . . =2mA, 2a.x+ - . . . =2n, and then deduce the mean risk of x, of . . . .

derived from these equations, we should find that risk to be a minimum when TO,=ffl,, m2=fflz , &c., ,=:'
Terra's, &c., or when x, x'. . . . have the values which make ZM* a minimum. We mig-ht thus extend the process
of (124.) and (126.), which we should recommend the student to do in the case of 1=2. Instead of this, sup-

pose it granted that the method of least squares is true up to / 1 quantities. It is obvious that the most probable
values of x', x"---- must also be their most probable values derived from any set of equations which are

mathematically equivalent to the preceding.
LEMMA. If M, M', M". ... be severally functions of x, y, z. . . ., and if the value of x derived from M=0, be

substituted throughout 0(?/, u',u". . . . ), called also a(x, y,z....), thereby making it become ft(y, z. . . . ) : the

values ofy, z. .... which make ft a minimum, are also those which, with the proper value of x, make a a minimum.
Let d0=Adu+A'du'+-..., du=mdx+ndy+pdz-\- ..... du'=m'dx+ridy+p'dz+ . . . . ; then the values of

y,z... ., which make ft a minimum, are those determined from M=0, du=0, A!du'+ A."du"+. . . . =0, for all

ratios of dy, dz. . . . From this we find

f(n'-m'V mj
\"n"-m" + ... .=0 k'p'-rri --. ... =0, &c. &c.,m

or An+AW+. . .. - (Am+AW+. . . . ) = 0, or 2Aw=: 2Am, 2Ap=--2Am, &c.m mm
If, then, to the system of equations which makes ft a minimum, we add 2Aro=rO, we have 2Afn=0, 2Aw=0,
= 0, &c., which are the conditions under which a is a minimum.

This lemma contains almost obviously the means of showing the truth of the method of least squares as to I

equations from its truth as to I I equations. Assuming w,=0, eliminate x out of K8=0, &c. We thus get I I

equations, containing x
1

, x". . . . , of which we presume the most probable values are those which make Mj+ wf-f- . . . .

a minimum, after x is eliminated. But these values are those which make 2 8 a minimum with regard to if, x", . . .

Assuming, therefore, these values, we have now only to ask what value of is the most probable result of
,
=

(),

&c., after these most probable values of x1

, &c. have been substituted. The answer is, that value (124.), which
makes 2we a minimum with respect to x alone ; the condition of which, combined with the other conditions, shows
that the most probable set of values of the whole / quantities is derived from the same method as that of the I I.

(131.) We now pass to the case of the last article, with this addition, that a,, as, &c., a\, a'2 , &c., AM Aj, &c. all

have different risks. Looking at the last process, we see that it enables us to assert our proposition with respect to

I quantities by means of I 1 quantities, to every extent to which it can be asserted of the latter. In (124.), it is

shown, that in the case of one unknown quantity, the condition d.Jw'rrO gives the true result, not only in the

case where a,, as , &c., 6,, 68 , &c. have all the same risks, but also when they have different risks, provided only that

T*(pa)
s

+(p6)
a be the same in all the equations. That is, our result is true, if MJ, &c. all have the same risk,

in whatever manner the component risks may differ. Again, k being a determined constant, the risk of kz is kpz.

Divide, then, the equations ,
= (), 7/s=0, &c. by such quantities as will make their risks equal ; that is, k being

arbitrary, divide by kpult kpus, &c. If we were to divide by pu,, pw,, &c. we should reduce the risks to unity,
which may appear not to be a small risk : but the risks are now all equal to 1-j-fc, which may be made as small as

we please. Consequently, the theorem in the last article applies to Ui-T-kpuu in place of M,, &c., and the most

probable result is derived from making 2 (w'-J-A;
9

(pM)
s
), or 2 (w'-Hptf)

8
) a minimum. This answers to the

generalization in (126.), which might have been established in the same way.
(132.) It remains to inquire, what is the mean risk of the result thus obtained? First, let the risks of all the

expressions MU u
z
, &c. be the same; let x, x1

, &c. be the probable values of the unknown quantities. Then we
must have the following equations, deduced from the equations which the method of least squares gives.

2aJ.*+2W.,i'+. . . . =2a/i, 2aa'.x+2o".*'+....=2a'A) &c. &c.

Now, in virtue of the risks of a,, a,, &c..... A, let e, be the error of &c., so that M,=e,, vt=tet, &c. would give the
true results, taking a^ s .... ft,, A, ..... as they have been observed. Let 4, ', &c. be the corrections of a;, /, &c.,
in consequence of these total errors : then we have

'.f'+....= Sac, Saa'.J'+Za'
8.^. . . . =2a'e, &c. &c.

From which it follows, that changing A,, A,, &c. into e., e,,&c., the values of x,x', &c. become those of
, ',&c.

And they assume the form
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M=A2ne+A'2a'e+ . . . . M'=B2<ze + B'2a'e+. . . . &c., Theory of

babilities. where M, A, A', &c. are easily (in principle) obtained from the solution of the linear equations. Now, in cal-
v

v*"1^
culating the risks of , ', &c., it is unnecessary to consider those of a, a', &c., both because the risks of these ..

quantities are already considered in e,. es, &c. ; and because, were it not so, elt et, &c. being already of the order of

the errors, the errors of o,, a,, &c. would only enter in terms of the second order. Consequently the risks of

e,, &c. being the same (let each be pe), we have for the several mean risks

pt=px= V(Aa,+AV,+ ....)

0, 4 B'a',4- . . . . )
8+(Bas -!-B'a',+ ....)'+....

where the expressions under the radical signs are A!2al+A's2a/s+ - +2AA'2aa'+. . .
, and so on.

(133.) To apply this to the case of two quantities, observe that a,i+a,V=A 1 , &c. give 2a*.,r-f 2aa'.*'=2aA
and 2aa'.cr+2a'a.*'=2a'A, from which we deduce

2a'8
. 2aA 2aa' . 2a'A

,_2a8
. 2a'A

2a.2a'8 -(2aa')
8 2as .2't

(

M=2a.2a"-(2a')!
, A=2a's

, A'=-2aa', B=-2aa', B'=2a!
,

,_~

For pe write its probable value v2e!
-f-2s7r, derived as in (128.), and we have the expressions of Laplace.

(134.) There are several equations of connection between A, A', &c., B, B', &c., which it would be worth
while to investigate only if (which never happens) more than three or four unknown quantities are considered

together. For instance, the quantities under the radical sign in the results of (132.) all contain M as a factor.

But the following is the only property which will be of use here, as by it we pass from the risk in the case of
I 1 to that in the case of I quantities. Suppose we eliminate one of the variables (<, whose coefficients in M,, u.,,

&c. are 9, 8', &c.) from the s equations in (130.) We have then a set of s 1 equations of the following form :

2a0.2'9 2a9.2A9
'

and so on ; using the equation in which t has the coefficient 29*, as the eliminator. And since the value of x,

and its risk, so far as the same depends upon forms derived from the solution, will be the same from whichever
set it is derived, we may ascertain the successive risks of two, three, &c. unknown quantities, by changing 2z!

into

2z8

sr-r-> and 2zz' into 2zz' =l-j ; where 2 after the change contains one more, term than before, as
2.0 2&

does 2e8 in the coefficient. Thus, having Vl-j-2a
9
for the coefficient of pe in the case of one unknown quantity,

we immediately obtain

or

for two unknown quantities, and

for three unknown quantities, and so on. To extend the same process to equations of different weights, divide

each coefficient by the square of the risk of its equation.

(135.) Upon reviewing the whole process of the method of least squares, it seems to us, 1. That this method
is at least as worthy of confidence as the notion that the average of observations of a single phenomenon
gives the most probable result 2. That its weak point in practice is the difficulty of ascertaining with great
precision the weights to be given to the several equations. With regard to the latter point, it may be shown
that errors in the estimation of mean risks must be considerable before they can much affect the mean risk of the
result.

LetX,, X,, &c. be the presumed multipliers of a,a?-6,, a^s 6,, &c. as in (131.), which are to reduce the

equations in (124.) to equations of equal risk ; derived from the general form Xirrl-i-Vx" (pa)
8+ (pb)*- We may

then consider \ax \5=0 as giving a new set of equations in which the coefficients Xa and \6 are affected both

by the error of observation and that of estimation. If we could determine p\, the risk of the preceding expression
might then be ascertained from

X'{(pa)
8

;r;+(p6)} + (pX)'(aa; -6), or 1 + 0>X)' (or,
-

6)*.

( \' )

Consequently (126.), we must make 2 1- --
; 7-:^, (ax - ft)

8

} a minimum.U + (ax, 6) (pX)*

Now, since it is not the absolute errors of X,, \2, &c. which affect our result, but only the errors of their

proportions, and since
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v "v""-' we see that the method is abundantly secure if pX-J-X be of the same order as pa, &c., and the more so the ~~~^/~~~

greater the value of the unknown quantity.

(136.) The methods which precede imply that we are obliged to make use of all the equations, so 'hat if one

or more should give results very different from the mean as compared with the rest, it is not therefore to be either

rejected or modified. But it would not be difficult, having determined the most probable value, or even any
kind of mean, to return with that value to the equations, and to select a set from which, if a new probable value were

deduced, its risk with reference to its own equations, or even to all the equations, should be less than the most

probable value of all. This Laplace has done in a method on which he lays some stress, having explained it in three

places.* He calls it the method of situation, and still continuing to style that of least squares the most advan-

tageous, we accordingly find conditions under which it is stated in so many words, that the method of situation is

better than the most advantageous method. But it must be remembered that Laplace did not speedily come to the

consideration of a method of least squares with equations of different weights ; which appears for the first time in

the third supplement. His method, properly considered, is only one of the infinite number of ways in which

presumptions drawn from the most probable result might be allowed to affect the presumed weights of the

equations : and we cannot discover any reason why his particular method should be preferred. At the same time

we cannot refuse to allow that the establishment of a most probable result places us in the circumstances alluded

to in (15.). where we have to return upon the premises with new probabilities forced upon us by the con-

clusion. The probability of an equation is that of its result being exactly true : consequently, X being the most

probable value of x, and x, that derived from the nth equation, the reputed probability of that equation is as

g C (X '"'n)

2

, where c is the specific weight of the result, derived from the mean risks. When we have more
than one unknown quantity, we may either ascertain its probability with respect to x, where x, is the value

of deduced after substitution of the probable values of 3/, x", &c. : or we may ascertain the joint probability of

any I equations (I being the number of unknown quantities), which will be as the product of e~ c (%. *)
2
,

-c'(X'-.r')
8

i c -pjjg pr jncjp|e explained in the article CALCULUS OF FUNCTIONS, 37, furnishes a method

by which the method of successive substitution may be appended to that of least squares. Assuming the weights
as nearly as they can be found, ascertain the most probable result, from which find the weights of the equations.
If these agree with the assumed weights, the process is finished : if not, repeat the process with the new weights

(or if we wish to give more importance to the first weights, with the mean proportionals between them and the

new weights), and so on, until a result is obtained for which the assumed and deduced weights of the equations
are sufficiently near to equality. This process would involve considerable labour, but the time must arrive when
the method of least squares will require to be modified in this or some equivalent manner.

(137.) The method of least squares coincides with the ordinary solution when the number of equations is the

same as that of unknown quantities : but when the unknown quantities are in excess, it gives an indeterminate

problem, since, though as many equations as unknown quantities are produced, they are reducible to the original

equations, and are not independent.
(138.) The method of least squares holds true when positive and negative errors are not equally likely : the

only difference being in the specific weight of the result, and in Jc-Z-wJ'sc* de, from +e to e, no longer

denoting the probability of an error between these limits, but between M e, where M is the mean error obtained

on considerations similar to those in (107., &c.) But it is hardly worth while to enter into detail on this point,

and we therefore pass to other applications of the theory.

(139.) Dividing all discrepancies into errors of observation, and unexplained phenomena, the former of which

are as likely to be positive as negative, we may immediately ascertain what, as respects two average results, is the

relative probability of their difference being referable to one or the other class. Let there be two phenomena A
and B, which, being at first supposed under the same circumstances, are found to differ in s observations, the

sum of all the A's exceeding that of the B's by k. If we suppose A B to be a quantity as likely to be positive as

negative, it follows from (103.), that the probability of * (A B) being as great as h, or greater, is

/rs-^dTxVjS-Hr, where /J=l-f-

1 / 2 C \
or ir(l F *~* o'l. from <=0 to <="

\ Vir J j

This is the probability of the result arising from ordinary error ; if it be very small, then the complement to unity,

which is very near unity, is the probability that there is some other cause of the difference. Supposing k'

unknown, the case most unfavourable to an external cause (excluding the supposition that the error and its

probability increase together) is that all errors from E to +E are equally likely. This gives

or the most unfavourable value of the limit of integration is A-r/v/ sEs
. To take the instance given by

* 3

Lap,ace : 400 days were chosen, throughout which the barometer did not vary 4 millimetres : so that, in this case,

Th(ane, &c. p. 343, fteme. Supplement, &c. p. 42. M(c. Cel. liv. iii. No. " 40.
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Theory of we suppose E= 4. The sum of- the heights at nine in the morning exceeded those at four in the afternoon by Theory of

Pro- 400 millimetres, ffivinn- an average of one millimetre. That this should have happened from mere error of obser- Pro-
babilities. 1/2 \

babilitieg,

-"V ^
vation, has only the probability (l -pfe^dt], from t=0 to <=V37i ; a result of such exceeding

s1v-1**

2 \ VTT /

smallness that the supposition of a diurnal variation of the barometer becomes insuperably probable.

(140.) Common sense dictates to us the notion that, of two causes which are not equally probable, the one

most likely beforehand to have caused an event is most likely to have been the cause. From this notion (shown
in (19.) to accord with the fundamental principles of the theory), we have the following theorem, already used:

that if we consider each possible degree of probability as belonging to a state of things under which the event

observed might have happened (which is all we here imply by a cause), and if the assumption of * xs . . . . for

the probabilities of the components of an event give y=.f(xl , xs . . ..) for the probability of the event happening
under that status, the relative probability of such status having really existed is f(xu xf . . . ~)-J'f(x1,xi . . . .)

dxl dxt . . . . Or rather, /X ds l
dxs . . . . divided by ffy^dx l dxt . ... is the probability of the causal status being

such that the chances of the components lie between cr, and Xt+ dx^ xt and xt+dxlt &c. If *,, &c. be inde-

pendent of each other, the integral in the denominator must extend from 0^=0 to i=l, from ,r,:=0 to j?8=rl,
&c.

; but if some of the variables depend on the rest, only those which are independent must be used as

integrators. The most probable cause is that status which makes / a maximum : and it must be our object to

determine (at least for one and two variables) what is the probability that a
t ,
ait &c. being the values at the

maximum, the causal status is one in which the component probabilities lie between ol 0, and Oi+0'i, ffs 9t
and 0,+ e',, &c.

(141.) But first, it is worth while to observe, that the argument in (89.) is reinforced by proving that the
result is that* which makes the observed event most probable, as well as that which gives the estimated dis-

advantage equal to nothing. The maximum value of 0(A, j?).0(A x) . . . . (A x) is ascertained from
the following equations : )(x=:<p'x-r<f>x and 2^ (A )=0. Assuming that the average satisfies this, we may by
the same method, as in (89.), ascertain that -)(x=Zcx or lr= (a* +c

',
in which the condition of a maximum (as

distinguished from a minimum) requires that c should be negative.
(142.) Let and 6' be so near and so small that T and T' (in (69.), altering the sign of the inferior

limit), the values of t answering to x=a9 and x=a-{-0', differ by no more than a quantity of the order

1-T-va: where a, as in the article cited, is such that the orth root of y does not contain considerable exponents.
The equation there given then becomes

/o+S- J /+T=+ (*+T I

ydx=.~ ydx X e~' dt+ tvrms of the order , &c.
J *- Vir J -fc- J -T a

The values of y corresponding to the limits of t are both zero : and it will generally happen that the values of a;

which make y~0 are and 1 : since practical cases are mostly those in which the observed event could not have

happened with absolute certainty either for or against the event whose probability is x. It is sufficient if the

extreme values ofy be very small. Let */ (T8
-f-T'

2
)=r, and observe that using r and +r for T or

/I I r\ i-V Y (T'+T"') + (T-T"), and +T' or +^/ (T'+T") - (T
1
-!") is equivalent to a rejection of

terms which are only of the order 1-J-a. Reject all such terms, and we have

(*+''
. C l

_J_ P4
"
_ f

\j 0-9 tj o VTT c/ -T

But assuming y=Yg-'
!

, as in (65.), and observing that x=a gives t=0, y=Y, we have

1 Y" / l Y"
<*=

^y-e*4-Ae
3+ . . . ,, whence r=e/\/ very nearly;

/ 2Y I /^+I
'

or the probability of* lying between oL/v/ is -= I e '*dt.
* Vff J -L

(143.) When the observed event is compounded of two independent events, and y is the probabilityt that the
dterved event would have d priori, if x and x1

were those of the components, then the probability which the
observed event gives to x being contained between p and q, and if between p* and q',

is (48.), (68.),

fy dx dx1

(from x=p, x'=p' to xq, x'=q') fe-'*-''* did? (limits specified below)

fydx Ha/ (from x=0,x'=0 to ,r=l, y=l) fe-f-'H did? (from <=-, f= -oc to /= +cc, C'=+oc)'

(neglecting a factor which should multiply both the latter integrals) where <=M~*(Me+ Ne'),<'=M-*(MP ,

(supposing x=a+ 0, x'=a'+ 0'') are equations which connect simultaneous values ofx and x? with those of t and
. To this it is a sufficient approximation that 2MY, 2NY, and 2PY should be Y", Y;, and -Y,,, being

the values of the second differential coefficients of y, when ar=a, j/=a', or when y is a maximum (=Y).
This gives us

Thu is the foundation adopted by Gauss, in his Theoria Molut, &c.
\ It if> supposed, as generally happens, that y is 0, or very small when x=0, x'=0, or when x= ^, *'=\.

VOL. JI 3 N
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< v-' whence the piobability that * v '

<

j will lie between , and a H ;=

will lie between a! and of + .

'

VMP-N 8

is
* o

(144.) We shall now apply the preceding analysis to some instances connected with statistical inquiries.

And first let there be two events possible, P and Q, and p being greater than q, let P have happened p times, and

Q, q times. We can from (77.) ascertain the presumption, that the probability of P lies between p-r(p+g)&,
where k is not considerable. But we ask what is the presumption that the chance of P in a case yet to come is

greater than that of Q. Let a be chance of P happening in any one instance. The probability of the observed

event is [p+g]-r-[p].[9]Xa'(l #)*, and as in (142.) the presumption that the chance of P lies between and

is fa? (I xy-r-f,x
r (l-x)'

1
, where the first integral is taken from a;=0 to *= . The method of (61.)

2
will not apply to this case, in most instances, and that of (60.) must be employed. When y=.a? (\ *)', we
find v^x(\x)+-{p-(p +q)x], which gives

from (48.) and (70.) We have, therefore, for the presumption that the event which has happened most often

is not the more probable of the two,

1 _1 f p+q \
. -.A. ..i -f=-f

--
r 1

1 7
s-^f very nearly.

pf+*q<+i J^.(p q) ( (p a)M
J

The most easy method of computing this is by the formula

formed by expansion and reduction of the terms in pairs, the first and second, third and fourth, &c. In the

case where p and q differ so much that p+ q is small compared with (p q)*, the resulting presumption is very

nearly

-J- -. -

, where c=-y-^ : which is a very small quantity.
4c Vpqir V2 (p+ q)

The remainder of unity is the presumption that the event which happens most often is the more probable.
But when p and q are so near each other that the preceding does not apply, we find, as in (142.), that

ftydx-i-flydx \sfe-
^ dt-^-'J^, where the limits of the integral require examination. Taking y=af (!,*)*,

where p is the greater, we find that in y=Y -*, is derived from x=p-$-(p+q), or x is more than

. If, then, we integrate from =0 to x= t we do not get so far as the maximum value ofy ; whence we

must assume t= +<x as the limit corresponding to x=0, and <= X to *=1. SinceYpr
q
1
-T-(p+q)

f*1
, we

( 1 \
f+t 1

have < (p+q) f -r-p
I
'g' for the value of -'8

, corresponding to a:=. Integrate (to preserve a positive sign,

reverse* the limits) from <=(p g)-iV2(p+<ji) to t= +x, using the value of t derived from the first term of

the preceding series. We have then the presumption, that the most frequent event is not the most probable.

(145.) Let there be two sets of p+q andp'+g' events, and let p and p' be the number of times which P
happens, and q and q' the number of times which Q happens. Also let p'-i-q' be greater than p-r-^. Required
the presumption, that the probability of P under the first circumstances is greater than under the second.

Return to (77.), making c^V(p+q)'-+-2pq and </=^(p'+ q')"-r-Zp'q', we find that the several probabilities
of Plying between a+0 and a+e+dO in the first, and between a'4-e'and a'+e'+dQ' in the second, are

Vc-HrS- c8'd0 and Vc^Te-^'de', a and a' being p-4-(p+<7) and p'-Hp'+</0. If. then, we multiply these

together, make a'+9'=a+9+ <, and make 6' and t vary together from <=0 to <=x, we h&\e,for a given value

ofe, the presumption that a+ has the corresponding value, and a'+Q' a greater. Then, integrating with

respect to e, from 0=-x to e=:+x, we have the total presumption _that a'+O' is greater than a+0. That

is, we must find (78.)

* The ambiguity of sign in the value otfydx in (65.) has reference to this circumstance.
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babilities. TJ-.Jo .
""Jo babilities

"~
<v""">

(where k*=ct
c
n

(c'+c
1

*)) ; this is -7= I s~f dt, where L=A:(a'-a), which is also

. Vn-J -L

(146.) The preceding (questions may be easily applied to the determination of the presumption, that the

probability of a child to be born shall be a male rather than a female, by means of the recorded births in any

country. But this is a question of pure curiosity compared with the following. The method of forming tables

of mortality is (where it can be done) by observing what proportions of a number of individuals remain after one,

two, &c. years. Supposing a table to be formed which should thus represent the career of 1000 individuals, it is

obvious, 1. That the value of that table goes on diminishing as the number of individuals composing it diminishes.

2. That it must be a question how far that number itself is a sufficient guarantee for the presentation of some-

thing like an average of the whole of the class in question. We now ask, supposing that of p status of the

same kind, q or Kp are left at the end of a given time, what presumption is thereby afforded that at another

trial, ofp' status, some number between g'z, or Xp' a given number, shall be left at the end of a second

such time. If x had been the d priori probability that any one of the first status should have lasted out the time,

the consequent probability of the observed event would have been (No. of combinations of q out of p)
Xi' (1 *)'"'. and tne probability of the proposed event (on the supposition that q'+ z exactly are left) arising
out of the possibility of that particular presumption being correct, will be

a? (\ x)r~'

(No. of combinations of /+ out of p') X fl >.
J o

1^ (.*
~ x)

so that the required result is

[p'-<7'-2] fl *' (1 -*)'-'

Write for q and cf their values Xp and Xp', and use the formulae

which gives, after reduction, the following result :

H+./ \-V-i-
x {The 8ame funcliOM of !-A and -

But (l+A)B^= (Bi+c)CAz- AV)=s- c
(l+ACz) nearly;

and in the four factors preceding, making cp-^-Zp' (p+p') (A A.*),

and rejecting the term which follows c, as being of an order inferior to c, the probability in question becomes

VC-T-T t~ cz
*. We reject the term containing 2AC, both on account of its smallness, and because it presently

disappears in integration. Therefore Vc-J-ir e-^dz is the probability that the number left will lie between

._ M
Xp*+z and ty'+z+dz, and VC-T-JT e~ cz

dz, that it will lie between Ap'+ L.
J -L

If we suppose the original number p from which X is determined to be very considerable with respect to p
1

,

then c=l-:-2p'(X Xs
), and we may easily draw the following conclusions: 1. That a table of mortality formed

from finite data may be applied to any contingencies, and that the theory of the probable errors is the same as

that of the errors of observations. 2. That the specific weight of a table is the greater, the less the number of

persons lo whose lives it is to be applied. 8. That presuming an application of the table to a number of persons

bearing a given proportion to the number in the table, the specific weight is inversely as the number of deaths in

the table x (X X*). If X be near to unity, as is usually the case, let 4=1 X, and the specific weight is then as

inversely as (number of deaths) x J, nearly.
This result seems contrary to common sense : but examination will show that it coincides with former results.

For a given amount of business, the contingency being the number who shall remain alive at the end of a given
term, the greater the number of previous observations made, the greater is the confidence which may be placed in

the results. But if an office dealing in such contingencies, and adding but a small security fund to the results of

tables, were to double its engagements on the strength of having a double quantity of observations, without

increasing the per-centage of the security fund, it would not be so safe as before. The observations must be
increased in a greater proportion than it is proposed to increase the engagements. But 1. Such contingencies
are not common. 2. The per-centage which is added to the results of tables is at present amply sufficient.

Nevertheless, an office whose gains or losses depend entirely on the number of survivors being within or without

given limits at the end of a given term, might be ruined by over confidence in its tables, derived from the exten-

siveness of the observations.

3N 2
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Theory of (141.) Now suppose it to have been observed that there were p status at the commencement of an observation, Theory of

^r
.T of which \p lasted through a first interval, ftp through a second, and vp through a third. The probability that of }\"
ies '

p' of such status, \p'+z shall last through the first interval, has been determined. This event having happened, ,^_! 'l^

9

'..

the probability that (\p'+ z) + u shall last through the second interval has the specific weight \p-$-2p' (p+p')X

(fi\/j.
f
), if z be neglected as compared with p' or Xp'. Again, this second event having happened, the pro-

bability that
( [j,p'+ z+u

)
+ shall last to the end of the third interval has the specific weight ju,p-J-2/>'

r*.'\
* /

(p+p'~) (V[j.
y
!
). Hence the probability of the three events happening (within dz, du, and dt>), calling these

specific weights c, c?, c", is

making Xp'+ z, pp'+ z', and vp'+ z" the limits.

(148.) The problem in (146.) may be applied to any event whatever, of which the single probabilities

(supposed equal) can be approximately found. For instance, n marriages are contracted, in which all the men
are of the same age, and also all the women. If the law of mortality be that X and x' be the surviving Auctions

of the numbers of men and women at the end of a years, the probability of any given marriage still continuing
at the end of that term is XX', and wXX' is tlie most probable number to be then in existence. The probability that

the number lies between nXX'L is iJc-^-wf
- c(>dt from = L to = + L, where c is the reciprocal of

2n (XX' X'X'8)- The result of Laplace, corrected,* is equivalent to this.

(149.) We shall now consider the single or joint duration of a number of lives. If, at a given age, the

probability of a life lasting x years be 0j, we have to alter the result of (107.) as follows. In the article cited,

there were errors of either sign, both to be interpreted as positive. Consequently, the real law of facility there

employed was 2<pxdx, which is the (ftxdx of this article. Hence, for 2k1 and 2k'
1 we must write k1

, k", and (the limits

of possible drawing (86.) being infinite) we have 14-V'TT f's~f dt, from <=-Lto t + L, for the probability

of the sum of s lives lying between k's'L <j2s(V' A/8). But Us is the sum presumed from the law of the

tables, whence the probability of the departure from tables being L V2.s (&" k") is l-^-\v e~^ dli. The

specific weight is, therefore, the reciprocal of 2s(k'' k'
i
), and the mean risk of error is the square root

of s(k" k>2
)-^-2ir. Dividing this by ,

to find the mean risk on a single life, and remembering the value of

k" (the 2k" of (106.)), we have the following result: * being the number alive at the commencement, and
. s2, &c. those remaining at the end of successive years,

. .._ /mean square of duration (mean duration)
2

Mean risk of duration of life = 39894 \/- ----^----.V s

See (115.), of which this is a case, with the mean risk deduced instead of the probable error. It appears that

correctness of observation is of more importance than large numbers. Ceeteris paribus, one table is twice asg-ood
as another, when there are four times as many events recorded in it.

(150.) The same result applies to other cases, and by way of recapitulation we may now state the following
theorem.

Let there be s status, each of which has the chance X of outlasting a given term : it being necessary that X
should diminish without limit as the term increases without limit. Then the probability that at the end of

the term the number of status remaining should lie between sXL V2(X Xs
) is (l-t-J^fe-^dt, from

<= Lto (=+L. The mean duration of the status isf'hxdx, X being a function of x, the time elapsed from
the common commencement; and the probability of any one status lasting for a time lying between

is
-)r rV''d<
JiT J -L

where ft' and V are approximately found by taking the actual mean, and the actual mean square, of a larjve

number ofobserved durations. Again, the mean risk oferror in estimating a single duration is -39894 V(&" &'")-f-.'{,

and the probable error is -67449 J(k" A/
8
)-;-*.

(151.) It is to be regretted that the consequences of this general theory have never been put in so popular
a form as to be accessible to the majority of those who are engaged in the construction of tablest of contingencies
for practical use. In most contingency offices, all their different kinds of dealings are considered as equally likely
to depart from the tables one way or the other, in providing the necessary overplus for security. This prevents

* The solution of Laplace (p. 415 >418J is highly characteristic of this most powerful, but unsymmetrical, architect. In page 418,
the solution of a definite problem actually appears with an indeterminate quantity (p'), altogether independent of the conditions <>f

the problem. But a previous supposition (subsequently neglected) requires that this quantity should be very great, which reduces the
result to the one which we have given.

f Not being well able to decide upon the relative importance of small details, calculators on this subject have hitherto judiciously

presented their results such as they ought to be if the tables were mathematically exact, and to the nearest farthing. But more
extended views on the subject of probabilities, and on the nature of observations in general, would have caused the time which has been
wasted in carrying out annuities to many more decimals than the data are good for, to be employed iu apportioning the risks of

fluctuation, by estimation of the mean risks of the tables.
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Theory of an equitable partition of the risks of fluctuation. Suppose, for example, to simplify the question, an office which Theory of
Vr -

undertakes to grant annuities single and joint, upon lives aged twenty.
liabilities.

The observations on which the office

1
'

tables are founded are the history of a large number .1 ofsuch lives, containing s (s 1) pairs. The mean dura-

tion, single and joint, and the mean square of duration, are ascertained sufficiently for the purpose without any

great difficulty. Calling these k\ and A7,, and k'\ and k",, we have V(", - A/J)-i-s : ^/ (A"s
-

'S)-T-
- s (* 1.

for the proportion of the mean fluctuations against the office in the case of single and joint lives. Commercia

prudence points out that the fluctuations should be treated as if they must necessarily be against the office

This proportion is the proportion of the per-centages to be added to the results of the tables, for security. It i:

desirable, for the sake of equitable distribution, that something like this proportion should he preserved ; as it

certainly will be when insurers of all kinds come to be aware that, as the matter stands, those concerned in simple
risks pay a part of a security fund which should fall somewhat more heavily on the complicated risks.

(152.) We have hitherto considered nothing but the probabilities arising out of proposed circumstances : we
now come to the appreciation of the probable gain or loss, on the supposition that every possible case which can

happen is attended with a given amount of one or the other. Returning to the principle enunciated in (26.),

we lay it down that the mathematical advantage arising from the chance p of a gain v is expressed by pv ; and

also that it is only when the parties opposed (for such there must be, since the gain of one must be the loss of

another) are similarly situated in regard to the value of an absolute gain or loss, that the mathematical advantage
is a fair estimate of the thing required.

(153.) We may also consider questions of absolute gain or loss as questions of simple chances, in which cer-

tainty is no longer represented by 1, but by v: it being known that when v is negative, the contingent gain
becomes a contingent loss, and vice versa. We may also see that a negative answer to a question of probabilities

denotes that the solution gives a chance of an event diametrically opposed to the one presumed in the mathe-
matical reduction of the problem.

(154.) If we multiply every possible loss or gain by its chance, and add the results with their proper signs, it

follows that the sum is the value of the prospect, or what we may call the mean advantage. In the case of a

succession of single events, each of which must be either A or B, the chances for these being q and 1 q, let us

suppose that A and B bring the gains v and
fj. every time they occur ; consequently, in s trials, if A occur i time?

and B occur s i times, the resulting gain is tV-f- (s i)/i, or tyc.-H (? /*) Multiply this by the probability oi

the event, or by { [s]-f-[z] [* *'] } <f (1 ?)*"'> which taken for every value of / from i=0 to i=j, and each case

multiplied by its resulting benefit, gives the same result as the following expression, if t be made =1 after

differentiation,

sp(qt+l-q)'+(?-[*') -r (.qt+ l- q)' ; which is sp+sq (v-u,),

or q.sv+ (l q)sfi is the mean advantage required.
In the case of mathematical equality, f/,

and v must be of opposite names, and in the proportion of q to 1 q.

Again, from (74.), the probability of A occurring a number of times, which lies between sq + l (extremes inclu-

sive) is

where t=-.--
*

f't-V^ J
But this is the probability of the actual benefit derived lying between (sql) y+ (s sg + QjU,,

or Ml(v p),
where M is the mean advantage.

(155.) The most usual case is where v and p, are of opposite names ; and we may suppose p, to be a loss, and
therefore negative. We are now led to the appreciation of the advantage arising from the division of risks.

Let us suppose that, instead of making s ventures, each of which is either a gain of v, or a loss of p, a merchant
makes ks ventures, each of which is either a gain of v-$-k, or a loss of p+k. The mean advantage remains

unaltered, but the probability of a given departure from it is altered in his favour, as follows. Let /' be the value

of /.which gives the same value of t as before: then J'=/Vft and l(y /*), and wfc(v |U.)-r&, or l(y [>.')-S-'J~k

are the limits of departure for which there are the same chances. Consequently whatever may be the risk of
ruinous fluctuation in embarking a certain quantity of capital in each of a certain number of similar speculations,
it is halved by employing one-fourth as much in each of four times as many speculations, and so on.

(156.) Mercantile men are perfectly aware of the general truth of this principle, but they very often imagine
that they halve the risk by doubling the number of ventures, which is not true. And the rest of the world, in

judging of the various commercial schemes which arise, regards them as a symptom of a propensity to gamble.
But this is not the case : a monied man who takes the run of the market, and makes large numbers of different

investments, has only to consider the general features of the time, and to ascertain whether the prevailing dis-

position is on the whole regulated by prudence and calculation. If he see this attested by the decided success of
a large majority of undertakings, it is, though not unimportant, yet of minor importance, whether he judge
wisely or not in one or two instances. He can, with no unusual degree either of prudence or knowledge, make
his success highly probable.

(157.) We shall now suppose that any number of different events may happen at every trial, of which the

probabilities are a,, 6,, c,, &c. at the first, a,, 62, c,, &c. at the second, and so on ; so that we have generally
a +fr.+ <s+ . . =1. Again, suppose that at the first trial the benefits contingent on the different ways of

Pro-

babilities.
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Theory uf happening are X,, //, v,, &c., at the second Xs , ju.,,
v
s,
&c. If, then, we suppose s trials, and multiply together the Theory of

Pro- s expressions of the form ax* + bx*+ cx"+ . . . ., we shall have a series of terms of the form AT", where K is one Pro;
bilities of the pOSSib|e results as to benefit, and A the probability of obtaining it. Let M be the mean advantage of * b

""s'"1"'>

trials; whence, as in (102.), we find the chance of the advantage of s trials being M.+ 1 to be the term in-
^

dependent of x in the developement of

a,-(M+o (0^+ 6,^1+ . . . .) (o^+V^-f. . ..)(....) (.**+. . . .),

or, assuming <r=
tBvC

"

1

, we must integrate the preceding from CT= TT to w=+7r, and divide by 2?r. But since_ j
. . . .=1, the several factors preceding are all of the form l + (aA+6ft+ .)rav 1 (aX

!+

. . . .) ro8 . . . . , and their logarithms are of the form (a^+bp+. . . .) CT v 1+ -{(oX+6|U--f- ....)*-
*

. . . . )}ro
B+ ..... Consequently, passing from logarithms to their exponentials, and remembering

that M must be 2 (aX+6/x+ ....), where 2a means a t+at+ . . . . ; and making

we have for the probability in question

l_

E,
the integration of which, when s is a considerable number, will not be materially affected by our making the

limits infinite; thus in fs-^dx, from x=h to x=+h depends upon fe-*
f
dx, from x=hJs to

x=+h*fs. And we may neglect the terms which contain ro", &c. on principles explained in (89.) Con-

sequently (78.), the probability of the total resulting gain being M+ l is

r
-. s 4**8

: which gives . I e
4
***d<, from t I to <=-f I,"

v TTst
2 V'\irsK1 J

for the probability of the resulting gain lying between MJ. But this last step is on the supposition that the

number of partial contingencies composing each event is so large, and the gain of each so small, that the definite

integration will be nearly equivalent to the summation which suggests it: or else that the number* is so large
that any gain lying between M + may be obtained either exactly or nearly, in many different ways. The result

is that the probability of the resulting gain lying between

.l is -p \
f-**dt

VTT J -i

In (154.) we see a particular case of this, with the fo.ttt rejected term, owing to the process in (74.) having
been carried further than is necessary for sufficient approximation. This term, as in the example of (74.), is

always a small part of the whole, when s is considerable.

(153.) Where there are only two contingencies in each trial, we find that the probability of the result lying
between

is -J= f e-<
Vir J -'

dt,

and the substitution of the factor s for the symbol 2 converts the general case into that in which all the trials are

repetitions of the same.

(159.) Suppose s lives of the same age to be insured for Q each, of which the law of mortality is as follows :

of K lives of the given age, K t remain at the end of a year and Kn at the end of n years : now P being the

premium paid by each, what is the probability that the present value of the "Itimate gain or loss of the insurance

office will lie between given limits ?

It is impossible here to consider the life of each individual, and its total result, as one event with respect to the

office, for it is made up of all the chances connected with the different years. Considering an individual A, and
the period of time between n and ra+ 1 years elapsed from the moment of completing the insurances, we have
the three following cases : 1. A may overlive the period, in which case the office gains P at the beginning of the

year : or, looking at every loss and gain with reference to its value at the time of making the bargain, it gains
P", where v is the present value of l, to be paid a year hence. The chance of this event is K^-f-K, which
call p+|. 2. A may die during the year ; in which case the office gains P at the beginning, and loses Q at th

end, of the period ; that is, loses Qo*"1
"1

Po". Thechance of theevent is (K. Kn+1)-;-K, orpn p*+\.. 3. A may
have died before the period begins ; in which case the office neither gains nor loses, or this case may be omitted.

Hence the portion of the mean result contributed by every individual is the sum of all his terms of the form

PM-I IV~ (.P,
-
P.+I) (Q^1 ~ IV). or PfV"- (P.-P

This is exclusive ofP+E certainly paid down at the beginning, where E is a fee demanded at entrance. And P
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Theory of itself is not the gross premium actually paid, but the remainder after a certain proportion is deducted for Theory uf

expenses of management. The mean result, therefore, from each individual is (p<,= l), ft?*
labilities. . _ babilitics.

The ,abular value of an annuity of 1 on the life of each party is p,e+p,c
s+ ---- Call this A : then the pre-

ceding becomes E+P (1 +A)-Q (1 + A)+ QA. The office premium is generally calculated as in (36.),

with the addition of a per-centage. Let / be the fraction of unity in this per-centage, and we have

P={Qv(l+A) QA} (l+/)-r-(l+ A); where in /may be included the diminution allowed for expenses o'

management. This reduces the preceding expression to E+/Q (w+uA-A), and s times this latter sum is the

mean result.

The component of k*, in (157.), which arises from the period between the completion of n and n+l years, is

Summing this expression with respect to an individual insurer, an easy method presents itself of providing

what we will ca\\ fluctuation tables, in addition to the common tables. A new rate of interest must be taken, such

that if, and not v, may be the present value of one pound receivable a year hence (for 4 per cent. 8 per cent.

will do.) With this rate must be calculated tables of annuities on single lives, on two joint lives of equal ages,

and on two joint lives in which the older is a year in advance of the younger. Let A, A, AA, and AA represent

the values of these annuities for 1 per annum, increased by one year's purchase, (see Note to (34.)), where the

single bar indicates the age of a party being that of the problem, and the double bar a year older. Hence we

have, S denoting summation with respect to successive years oj^the
same individual (from ?i=0 upwards),

Sp.t^=A, Sp^tfrrpiA, SpnpM.1 -=p1AA, Spio'-^AA, Spl^rrp'AA .

Let the following expression be denoted by K8
,

(Qc-P)T+2Qc(QB-P)p1 AA-Qt)(Qi'-2P)p 1T-(Q-P) I1

AA-(QB)'p!AA;

then K8 is the factor 2 (&c.) in the value of k1 in (157.), and therefore &= K*. Hence the probability that

the ultimate gain of the office from s individuals shall lie between

4= ]e-
Vir J -i

and the same that the average profit from each individual lies between E+/Q(c+A A)Ki v2-j-.

(160.) Let us now see how the case would be altered if each individual paid down the whole present value of

his insurance, instead of yearly premiums. This case may be deduced from the former by supposing P=0, and

E to be the present value paid down + its former value.

Beginning the problem again on the supposition that the present value demanded is Q(w+A A) (1 +/).
we find the mean advantage of the office the same as before ; while the value of Ka

, which call K*, is now deduced

from K* by making P= 0, which gives

K8 - K!=P (A-AA)+ 2PQpp, (A-AA) -2PQ (A-AA ) .

Now the difference of A AA and A AA (necessarily positive quantities) will be trifling; and the sign ol

P 2Qv(l p,) will decide that of the preceding. And I and s remaining the same, the limits of fluctuation for

which there is a given probability increase with K. When the preceding is positive, premiums are most favourable

to fluctuation : when negative, total payments. And cteteris paribus, the larger pi is, that is, the better the class

of lives, the more will the former method favour fluctuation, as compared with the latter. But these conclusions

must not be applied to very old lives, without examination of A, &c. This question is immaterial at present,

owing to the rarity of the occurrence of an insurance being completely paid for at the moment of completing the

bargain.
The same considerations may be applied to the question of a number of annuities purchased, or any other of the

kind, and generally the facilitation of the question of probable fluctuations will require the calculation of ordinary
life-tables at different rates of interest, connected with the one on which the primitive tables are constructed.

At present, however, owing to the tables in use being always indicative of a much lower (or in the case of rever-

sions, higher) rate of mortality than is expected, and the rarity of knowledge upon the higher parts of this theory,
it is useless to expect any adoption of results founded upon the calculation of fluctuations.

(161.) From the preceding it appears that the mathematical advantage is greatly in favour of the insurance

offices, and most certainly it ought to be so. It is by giving the office mathematical certainty of a large profit
that the individual insurers buy the moral security which they have of receiving the stipulated benefits. But
while we take this opportunity of declaring that the directors of any contingency office would be most justly

open to censure if they attempted to hit the line of mathematical security exactly, or very nearly : we must also

say, that there is no need to help the proprietors of a nominal capital to any part of the large profits which are

accumulated to deaden the effects of fluctuation. Let the insurers share this among themselves ; that is, let

them be mutual insurers, fearless of fluctuation, because they have established a sufficient fund to meet it; and

withdrawing the surplus of this fund, as it accumulates, for their own use and benefit.

(162.) Instead of the probabilities being absolutely given, let p events have been first observed, of which
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Pro- possible cases. Then, by (146.), the probability that of p' cases yet to come the number which gives v will lie . r.f
c

babilities. hsttvpon

. i8 _L
P Vir

which is also the chance of the total result, as to benefit, lying between

On comparing this with the similar case in (154.), and supposing 6 absolutely given as the probability of the

gain /in each instance, we see that the limits of fluctuation for which there is the probability just found, are

L(v fj,)^2p'd (I 0), or less than the preceding in the ratio of Vp to Jp+p'. That is, the assumption of a

probability from observation of p past events, made an hypothesis for calculating the chances of ^'events yet to come,
must be considered as likely to produce larger fluctuations than happen in cases where the same probability is

absolutely known, in the proportion of >Jp +p' to Vp.
(163.) We now come to the question of gain or loss, relatively and not absolutely considered, as in (42.).

The value of money must be considered absolutely in all transactions between man and man ; that is, the terms ot

every bargain must express definite sums. But in the previous consideration, which every one must give, as to the

policy of a proposed bargain, it is notoriously false that any practical view of the subject considers money
absolutely. The supposition, therefore, of the mere mathematical gain or loss must be abandoned, whatever may-
be thought as to the propriety of one or another substitute. The theorem in (42.) gives results decidedly nearer

the truth than any results of the view just abandoned : but a little consideration will show that it must be modified

before it will yield the best representation which we can give of relative value. That a man with five hundred

pounds will think (ess of five shillings than another of the same temperament who has only one hundred pounds,
is readily admitted : but that the first will look upon five shillings just as the second does upon one, may be

doubted. But we must observe, that no person looks upon an outlay of money with reference to the whole of his

own property, but considers the purpose for which the expense is to be incurred, and the proportion which it bears

to the greatest possible sum he can devote to that or similar objects. An amateur of painting, of very large

fortune, will give a thousand pounds fb' one work of a great master; while another person, of the same fortune,

intending to lay out one thousand pounds in pictures, will not buy the single picture, but will prefer twenty at a

cheaper price. In the two cases, the \-alue of a thousand pounds is different ; in the first it is only a small part of

the fund out of which it is to come ; in the second it is the whole. Suppose it to be admitted that the relative

values of small and equal additions to the similar funds of two persons are inversely as the amounts of the funds,
which is not only the most natural supposition, but one which seems not more liable to objection as giving too

much, than as giving too little. In that case, the fund being x, the value of dx is of the form kdx-^-x, and the

value of the whole fund is k\ogx+h, where A is a constant to be determined. But it must be observed, that the

whole process fails when x becomes very small, and it is besides easily shown that in such case the natural and
obvious character of the supposition entirely disappears.

Imagine a small fund in the possession of an individual, out of which an expense of serious magnitude is

proposed. If this fund be the sole means of the individual, the value of its several parts will be large. But if

the purpose in question be the support of life, we must place in the fund a money representation of all that

the individual can do to maintain himself when his money is gone. If that small fund were really the whole

support of the individual, so that he must undoubtedly perish after its extinction, there would be no objection to the

formula k\ogx+ h, taken from x=0, considered as representing the whole value of the fund. But no such case

arises, so that in fact when we speak of kdx-^-x as representing the relative value of dx, we are considering dx as

an accession to a fund already existing, and of such magnitude as not to present an extreme case. Under these

circumstances, the above valuation of dx is of a highly probable character, and k\ogx+ fi is the necessary mathe-
matical consequence of it, as the representative of the relative value of #. Laplace calls x the fortune physique,
and klogx+ h the fortune morale, for which we shall substitute the terms absolute and relative values.

(164.) The preceding method of estimation will require us to reconsider the method of estimating probable
losses and gains. When we speak only of absolute values, the formula (a+ b) b=a, and the fundamental
axiom from which it springs, cause many simplifications of process. For instance, suppose a man who has a, has
also the chance p of gaining 6. We estimate his absolute advantage at a+ pb. But we may also proceed as

follows. An event lo come will leave him either with a or a+ b, the chances of which are 1 p and p. Hence
his expectation is (1 p) a+p (a+ b), which is a+pb. But suppose that the values of a and a+ b are repre-
sented by 0a and (a+ b) ; then, except only where 0a=const. x, the value of a sum is no longer the sum
of the values. We have then a lottery in which a proportion lp of the tickets is marked 0<z, and the remaining
portion p is marked (a+ b). If a very large number of persons draw, the average drawing will have a very
high probability of being excessively near to (1 p) 0a+ p0 (a+ b). In this form we must state the preceding
sentence, for otherwise it would appear as if we were adding values to values to produce the value of the sum.
We must then solve the equation (1 p) 0a+p0(a+ 6) = 0.r, and x is the absolute sum corresponding to the

present state of the party's expectation. Thus suppose the formula which expresses the value of x to be
k log x+ A. and that a person who has now z must gain either a, ft, y ..... of which the chances are p, q, r, ...
The solution of
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"' ?'VeS x=(z+ <*y (z+ /6)' (~+yY---- since p+q+r+ ---- = 1, Theory of

bahilities. and (z + a)' (z+ /8) (z+ 7)"- ... z is the benefit which the chances give.
Viu-

^v ~s (165.) If a, y8, 7.... be very small, the preceding is very nearly equal to pa.+ qfi+ ry +...., the expression for ^|"
J

the mathematical expectation. Th'it is to say, the absolute and relative methods may be considered as coincident

for very small additions to the absolute sum proposed.

(166.) All risks, if only mathematically balanced, are disadvantageous. Suppose A, whose fund is a, stakes the

sum
p.,

with the chance p of winning. He ought therefore to win (1 p) p.-^-j>, and the value of his expectation
is therefore

The product in the second factor has the logarithm

p
in which the coefficient of dp is evidently negative for all positive values of

p.. The logarithm is theiefore

negative, or the function less than unity : whence the expectation itself is negative.
To compensate the disadvantage, suppose t to be the sum against which p. is stated. Then

.1 1^?1

(a+(y (a jtt)

l~*= a, or t=:{ar-$-(a p.)
r ] a.

In the case where P-JT this is pz-7-(a p.). Thus a person should not stake half his fortune upon an even

chance, unless the contingent gain is to be double of the stake.

(167.) In using the formula k logx+A, to signify the moral value of a sum j, it is obvious that, though the
initial supposition in (163.) may seem reasonable, the result deduced from it is of a strange and unusual appear-
ance. But at the same time it may be shown that the results of common notions upon subjects which are

unconnected with any principle of estimation of relative values, present an accordance with the consequences of
the preceding method, which, even on the supposition of a mere accidental coincidence, shows that the formula

itself, which exhibits such an agreement with conclusions drawn from other sources, must not be slightly thought
of on account of its unusual form. Let us take the case of an insurance upon an event which must happen at

some time or other, and may happen at any time, such as a common life assurance. In looking at the grounds of
such a contract, we see that it is not gain which is contemplated, for the insured party is as likely to have over paid
the value of his insurance as to have fallen short of it. Indeed, it is obvious that, if the insuring parties did not
receive as much of surplus from those who live beyond the calculated term aa they have to pay in the shape of
loss to those who do not come up to the term, they could not fulfil their contracts. It is not, therefore, gain, but
freedom from the consequences of uncertainty, which is the benefit contemplated by those who insure. It would
have precisely the same effect if the uncertainty were removed by a power which could insure, not money in case
of death, but actual life. We have before mentioned the tendency which exists to consider the average as the

certainty which is to be assumed, when the effects of fluctuation or discordance are to he removed by assumption
and, in the present case, we are sure of being joined by a very large majority of those who would express any
opinion on the subject, when we say that the practical effect of an insurance office must he, on the whole, to secure
to each of its customers Ais average life : so that the moral effect of it would not be altered if each were made to
live as long as, one with another, each does live. Without either adopting or rejecting this notion, let us remem-
ber that just as in (69.) the adoption of the method of averaging was found to be necessarily connected with the

assumption of one particular law of facility of error, so in the present instance may the apparently fundamental

proposition just stated be equally connected with some particular method of estimating the value of the contingent
benefits of insurance. Now supposing a sum x to be paid at the end of n years from the present time, and v" to be
the present value of l due at that time, let (JTC") be that function of the present value of x by which its value
is to be estimated, as a possible payment of a contingent insurance. Upon the assumptions in (35.), the present
value of an insurance of l is

(A).

Again, supposing * status to exist at first, the number left at the end of 1, 2, 3, &c~. years (or other terms) is *P,,
P,, sP,, &c., whence, provided that the duration of the different status through fractions of years may be
neglected,* shows us that (l P,) enjoy a complete year, *(?, ?,) enjoy two complete years, and so on : whence
the average duration of each status is

(1-P1)+ 2(P 1-P,)+3(P,-P8)+ ........

Insuring this duration, the present value of \ at the end of the term, estimated according to the same formula, is

00>'+
11
')' On equating this to the expression (A), the resulting functional equation is found to be satisfied by

<jiv=k\ugv+ h. For in that case (A) becomes

(1 -P,+ 2P 1
-2Ps

-
r-. ...) k logc-Kl -p. + p.-p.-f. ....) h,

or (1 + 2P) Arlogf+A. And this is the only solution which is equally true of any number of terms. On looking
over the preceding, however, we remark that we have made the terms v, rf, ', &c. enter the formula independently
of any property which the insured possesses beyond his interest in the insurance. This is equivalent to supposing

* The common correction for this supposition amounts to adding half a vrar to the average duration.

VOL. II. 3 O
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that, in the case of a person who depends entirely upon an insurance, the assumption that he is placed by the Pr"-

J^ ^ insurance office in precisely the position in which he would be il'he were certain of living his average term, is not

correct, unless accompanied by the supposition that the present moral value of every interest x is of the form

k\ogx+h, -x being the mathematical present value.

(168.) The principle of a common insurance is, as already observed, a moral security given to the insured,

to whom his own particular case is every thing, in consideration of a mathematical advantage given to the insurers,

who run no risk, seeing that they have the average of a large number of similar transactions. The amount which

an insurer can afford to pay for the security, over and above its mathematical value, may be determined in a

simple case, as follows. Let a man's property in hand, or otherwise certain, be denoted by 1, and let 6 be the

expected return of an existing venture, the chance of which turning out favourably is p. On the supposition
that he does not insure, the relative value of his present expectation is kp log (1 + >) -\-h ; but on the supposition
that he insures, paying (1 p*)9+ a, or the mathematical risk increased by an office profit a, he is then made
certain of 1+pO a, the relative value of which is Arlog-(l +p0 a)+A. The equation of these two gives

a=i+p o-(i+ey,
which is always a positive quantity, when is positive and p less than unity. For

p~>p (l+ey~ l

, and
t/' pd0>i/' p(l+e)'"

1

d0, or p9>(l+ 0)
p 1.

This value of a is the highest which can be prudently paid upon the hypothesis as to value which we are now

1 49
considering. Let us suppose 0=^-i P 77> a"d we "ave a= '000025, (1 p) being '001. That is, two and

a half per cent on the mathematical value of the insurance is the greatest profit which should be allowed to the

office.

In the case in which the risk p is not known, but it is equally likely to be of any values between, say p" and p',

then the value of 0, resulting from the probability of success, is I
(/ , p0, or -

(p'+p") 0, so that the average

risk may he taken.

(169.) Having thus made it appear that there is a method of estimating relative values more in accordance

with the first notions on the subject than the assumption of absolute values, and which, in several cases, repre-
sents common opinion in its results, it becomes of interest to inquire how far this new hypothesis may be

dispensed with in considering a multitude of transactions together. The truth is, as we shall proceed to show,
that the division of risks not only diminishes the chances of fluctuation, as in (155.), but also tends to bring the

relative value of a prospect near to its mathematical value: so that, though isolated transactions may frequently
be looked upon wiih a degree of caution arising from the preceding considerations, yet there is no necessity to

recommend the adoption of any new rule in calculations which involve multifarious dealings of a nearly similar

kiiid.

Let us suppose the fraction in the last article to be invested in r similar risks, each risk having the pro-

bability p of turning out favourably. The chance of z being successful, and the rest otherwise, is therefore

,
(1 __y-.f and the result is i + _

E]
since (z-r'O is added by this event to 1 already possessed. Multiplying the relative value of each result by its

probability, we find the following expression for the relative value of the prospect, the summation extending from
z= r to z:=0, both inclusive,

which, as the logarithm independent of z, or made from 2=0, vanishes, and the coefficient ofh is

- becomes

but when the whole fraction is in one risk, the preceding integral becomes

kp f
"

or kpt p-l.r-f'Joi+e Jo [-i]
since (p -(-1 p)*~

l=l. Subtracting this from (1.), we have

r-l.r-z + l] p-'(l-p)
1

(r-

a quantity which is necessarily positive, since all its terms are positive. And this is the excess of the relative value
of the divided risks over that of the single risk.

The expression (1) may be transposed into

[r-l.r-z+l] p'-
l(\-Py-d9

| A
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~ I+
{P

~
7* + 1 -pl'-'

Let us first consider this expression with respect to x, that is, as Jydx. There is no maximum or minimum
of y between x=0 and x=cc, for we have

which is always negative between the limits specified. Proceeding as in (60.) we find_pg"^* + 1 P_ dv __ p(l p) (r

p(l+0)"^+(l-p)(l+-^)
Now y vanishes when ar=oc, and is =1 when *=0. In the latter case

v~

which is now to be integrated with respect to 0. But the expression, rejecting the higher powers of , becomes

1 1-p=
: and

1+pO r (l+p0)
8

Adding h to both sides, it now appears that, when r is considerable, the absolute fortune corresponding to this

result is nearly l + p9, that is, the sum already possessed together with the mathematical advantage of the

prospect. At the same time the relative prospect is always a little less than the absolute one.

(170.) We shall now resume the problem in (40.), in which, as there shown, the mathematical advantage ot

the player is infinite. This will be a test of the practical value of the hypothesis now under consideration ; since

it is clear that no theory which professes to produce results in accordance with common notions, in cases where

they are worth considering, ought to indicate that any one could prudently stake a large proportion of inis fortune

at such a game. Let a be the fortune at the outset, and x what the possessor should give for the chance ofn
throws ; that is, his sole chance of gain is on the first time head is thrown, and if this happen at the th throw,
and v be less than or equal to n, he is to receive 2 pounds sterling.

The relative value of his fortune befon. the stake is k log a+ h, after it k log (a x~)+ ht which there is the

chance 2~" that it will remain. At the same time there is the chance 2~ that the absolute fortune will become
a x+2", and this for every value of o from i>=l to vn. Hence the relative value of the prospect is

A22- log (a--jf+2")+A22-+2-A; log (a x)

or Ar22" loj

which, equated to Aloga+A, gives

a-x a-x

These factors approximate without limit to unity
cm the limit of

If these logarithms be summed, from nr=l, until 2"-^(a x) is not small (say >10), the sum of the remainder
of the logarithmi ad injinitum from n inclusive, will be nearly

s \*^ /

in which the tabular logarithms may be used, if the second term be multiplied by '4342945. We thus have, in

the case where the mathematical advantage is infinite, the fortune which a person should have before the stake,

in terms of his fortune after the stake, supposed given ; that is, the proportion of his whole fortune which, on

preceding principles, he may risk at this game. For a 1=100 it gives a=108, and for a x=200 it gives
R=209 ; that is, out of 108, not more than 8 should be risked, nor more than 9 out of 209.

(171.) All the problems which have hitherto been proposed are those in which an answer either can be given,
or may be readily conceived to be given, to bo'h of the questions proposed in (6.). We now proceed to a

>*
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being able to point out any practical mode of obtaining them. We refer to questions connected with evidence and
matters of moral probability, in the usual sense of the words. But we shall begin by pointing out a mode in

which the theory may be applied to a sort of intermediate question, which at first sight will appear utterly

insoluble, but will nevertheless be shown to be perfectly within the theory (and, were it worth while, to a great
extent within the practice) of the methods previously laid down.

(172.) PROBLEM. A floor is ruled with equidistant parallel lines, and a thin rod of less length than the distance

beween two parallels is thrown down at hazard, and which therefore may or may not fall on one of the parallels,
but cannot cut two of them : required the probability of its falling on one of the parallels.

Let a be the distance between the parallels, and 2r the length of the rod (2r<a). The problem will not be

altered if we suppose that the centre of the rod must fall on one given perpendicular to the parallels, and also

between two given parallels (inclusive) : for in whatever proportion the number of favourable cases is increased

by removing this restriction, the whole number of possible cases is increased in the same proportion. On the

principle applied in (44.), let the distance a he divided into n equal parts, and a whole revolution into m equal

parts, reckoning from the direction of one of the parallels. Let us suppose, for the present, that the centre of the

rod must fall on one of the subdivisions of a, and that the angle its direction makes with that of the parallels must
be a multiple of 2ir-r-m. Then upon the supposition that its centre falls at a distance y from one parallel, the

number of positions in which it can cut that parallel corresponds to the number of multiples of Si-r-m,
contained in the angle 40, where rcos0:=y (it being possible that either side of the rod may cut the parallel),
and is in the case of the limit proportional to 40 : that is, when m is increased without limit. Taking this result for

sill the subdivisions ofa, we have, when n is increased without limit, the total number of favourable cases proportional

to
4j~<j)dy,

or 4j,y 4/y<f0 ; that is, 40y 4r sin 0, from ?/=0 and 0= to y=r and 0=0 ; that is, 4r. From

y=r to y=o r there are no favourable cases; while from y=a r to y=a there are chances of the rod meet-

ing the other parallel, which are, on the same suppositions, also represented by 4r. Now the whole number of
cases in each revolution are as 2ir, and for all values of y, as 2jra; whence 8r-$-2tra, or 4r-j-jra is the probability
of the rod intersecting one of the parallels.

Hence, two out of the three, r, a, and it, being given, the third can be approximately found by observation of a

large number of hazards. Thus an approximation to the value of the ratio between the circumference and
diameter of a circle may be made by throwing a stick on a floor a sufficient number of times, and registering the

number of times which the stick cuts one of the divisions between the boards. Supposing n throws to be made,
and that r--a= ), the probability that the number of throws in which this is the case lies between

n.
r .)=4= l

VT J
To make the probable variation the least fraction of the whole, ceeteris paribvt, (* 40)-j-9 must have the least

value* consistent with 0< , or = , which will admit of the application of the process. Hence we must take
& 'i

" ==
"o~

or tne rod must be equal iu length to the distance between the parallels. In this case m out of n being the

observed number of times which the rod strikes one of the parallels, the probability that m lies between

In this way it is sufficiently obvious that, were such a process necessary, the value of it might be determined with

any degree of accuracy short of that with which lines can be actually measured. And many problems might be

suggested in which the determination of given constants by comparison of the results of large numbers of
hazards, strange as it may appear at first sight, is free from any difficulty of principle.

(173.) We now consider a class of questions in which we can only form a notion of the method (fusing data,
without absolute knowledge of what the data may be in any particular case. We refer to the probabilities of
evidence, and of judicial or other decisions, considered as depending upon the separate probabilities of each
witness, or of each judge. It would much facilitate a proper use of the theory, if its particular province in these
matters were better defined than is usual in mathematical writings.

All application of the present subject requires firstly, that we should not be in possession of any absolute cause
from which we can deduce the quantity or character of an effect; and secondly, that there should be (4.) some
relation between the successive phenomena in question, which makes us certain that, happen what may, there is

some particular reason for the event being what it is and no other. The observation of physical phenomena
shows us that one circumstance, which call A, is either always accompanied by another, B, iu which case the
connection between the two is the object of mathetnatico-pbysical research ; or else it shows that A is more or
less frequently followed by B. In the latter case, the phenomena having reference to quantity, we do not stop
here and consider the connection between A and B as more or less probable: for our means of further inquiry
may be such as to enable us to seek an absolute reason why B should follow in some eases, and not in others ;

that is, to detect all the relations of cause and effect which exist among the various particular phenomena which

* The result uf Laplace (p. 360) makes the fluctuation tor which there is a given probability a maximum instead of a mimmuM.
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us to consider results as having more or less probability, which we do not therefore imagine to be themselves bab'"t.

fortuitous or unfixed. It is precisely the same with most of the questions on which neither the certainty of
"^v "^

physical measurement nor of mathematical deduction can be obtained : the only difference lies in the very
different character of the means of discovery which it is necessary to employ.

Accurate investigation, or absolute physical or mathematical demonstration, being supposed impossible, it

might be imagined that the next method of inquiry, in order of merit, would be the absolute collection and

comparison of large numbers of facts. Such a process would lead direct to the application of the theory of pro-
babilities: and the little use which has been made of the latter arises from the neglect to procure the former. All

attempts of this kind have been of comparatively recent date. It seems to have been one of the most difficult con-

ceptions which could be arrived at, that by possibility there might exist general laws a-uong masses of phenomena,
however uncertain might be the results of any particular case. Take two men aged forty, and it is very possible
that the life of one of them should he double that of the other; but it is extremely improbable, and is never

found to be the fact, that the sum of the lives of one hundred men, each aged forty, differs materially from the

same sum for another hundred lives of the same class. Statistical observations are making it more clear from day
to day, that, taking a whole community, there is hardly any one circumstance which admits of measurement,
in which the average of one year differs greatly from that of another, or in which a gradual progression in either

direction exists without a sufficient and assignable cause.

(174.) This power of deriving knowledge from numerical observation of facts, which exists incontestably
with regard to natural and social phenomena, is denied by many in regard to questions the elements of which are

functions of the moral and intellectual state of mankind. Independently of the theoretical, we see also a practical
denial of such power, in the indisposition to collect any specific information. Perhaps no question of its kind has

been more debated, than the English policy of requiring absolute unanimity among the individuals composing a

jury. The tendency arguments, the d priori deductions of reason lor or against, from the nature of man, and the
"

state of society,'' the discussion of the lt

principle" of starvation, &c., &c., &c. are very amusing drawing-room
topics, and will, we doubt not, with many, supersede the necessity of counting cases. But for ourselves we
should feel much better able to form an opinion if we could procure some statistical knowledge of this kind. AH
the world knows that when a jury retires for two or more hours, the necessity for an unanimous verdict is the proxi
mate cause, in nine cases out of ten at least. Now presuming, which we doubt not is the fact, that in most cases

where new trials are granted there is some reason which people in general would be inclined to admit for disturb-

ing the previous verdict, a test presents itself which must be acknowledged to be very likely to afford a valuable

result. Take five hundred trials, in which the jury have delivered their verdict at once, and five hundred more
in which they have deliberated for two hours. Does the per-centage of new trials granted from the conduct of the

jury in the second set exceed that in the first set? No doubt it does would be the answer; for the second five

hundred would include all the difficult cases. But, not allowing any thing to these antecedent presumptions, we
should like to be informed as to the fact. In the first set there is real unanimity; in the second there is the

forced unanimity of the law. If it should turn out (and no one knows the contrary, for it has never been tried)
that the per-centage of error in the second set does not materially exceed that in the first, there arises an argument
for the continuance of the present system by very much stronger than any which has been produced. But better

still, such information might arise during the process of examination, as would show in what direction further

inquiries should be made.

(175.) But though the preceding process have one definite practical end, the consequences fairly deducible
from it may be carried further. Suppose it to be established from the first set of cases, that unbiassed unanimity,
where i' occurs, is liable to a certain chance of error. The questions next arise, what chance of error is thence to

be attributed to each individual of the twelve? Would the chances of error be materially altered if the number of
the jury were reduced to six? Such questions as these are mathematical deductions, and can be clearly shown to

be such. Let us suppose, for instance, that we put the following case. Knowing the absolute impossibility of

judging with certainty from such evidence as it is generally practicable to procure, we must rest with the conviction

that a certain proportion ofjudicial decisions (let us confine ourselves to criminal cases, where the verdict can be

only one out of two) will be wrong. Let us admit that society is secure if only one decision out of a hundred be

99
wrong ; that is, if the probability of a correct decision be -

. Let us further admit, which seems reasonable,

that, owing to the manner in which unanimity is obtained in our courts, the verdict of a jury of twelve men is not

entitled to more confidence than would be a majority of eight to four, all unbiassed by each other, and each worthy
of the average degree of confidence. It then becomes a purely mathematical question what that average degree

99
of confidence should be, in order that the aforesaid majority may invest its decision with a probability of -

.

(176.) Let x be the probability that any one individual will form a right decision. Then the observed event

being, that eight are of one opinion and four of another, two cases arise which may be considered as causes :

1. That the majority is right and the minority wrong, which gives xP(\ JT)' for the probability of the observed
event. 2. That the minority is right, which gives (1 x)" x* for the same probability. Hence the probability that

the decision is correct is

i*(l-xY 99 1000

x)i'
wbich '" (175>) IS supposed = Too

: gmng *
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Theory of This problem will serve to illustrate tlie particular province of our theory in regard to such a question. No Theory of

^r
.T mathematician, as such, can say whether or no the confidence due to the verdict of an English jury is or is not . ,~\"

^ equivalent to an unbiassed majority of eight over four : nor can he undertake, as such, to say, whether one wrong .J^V _'-

verdict out of a hundred is within or without the limits of necessary security. But he can undertake to say that,

upon the preceding suppositions, the preceding amount of security cannot be attained, unless the individual jury-

men, supposed equally worthy of confidence, be such as can be depended upon for correctly deciding about ten

cases out of thirteen, each one by himself.

This individual probability of correctness being admitted, the reduction of the jury to six, and the requirement
of unanimity, considered as equivalent in value to the verdict of four against two, would give for the probability
of the verdict

1000 . 10
' whlchwhen *=

or such a jury would decide one case out of eleven wrongly.
(177.) The same distinctions may be drawn with regard to the value of evidence, and they tend to separate the

worth of an hypothesis, which may be small, from that of the conclusions drawn from it, which may be absolutely
demonstrable. For instance, there are very few cases in which different witnesses who actually assert the same
fact are perfectly independent of each other, so that neither could have known of the existence of the other's

evidence. In such cases we give immediate credence to the account. But it more usually happens that there is

mixed up with the consideration of the question, 1. a possibility of collusion between the witnesses; 2. the

circumstance of the evidence of all not being the same, but exhibiting only more or less of agreement. These
two characteristics of evidence are in some degree contradictory of each other; perfect agreement strengthens the

probability of collusion ;* while to draw the line, and determine where disagreement ceases to be presumption of

honesty, and to become that of perjury, is the most delicate part of a decision. Taking all such circumstances

into account, it becomes impossible even to frame a mathematical hypothesis, the results of which it would be

worth while to examine. Nevertheless there are circumstances connected with the mathematical theory of

independent evidence which it may be useful to examine.

In this, as in several other preceding investigations, it is not so much our wish to deduce and impose results,

as to inquire whether these results really coincide with the methods of judging which our reason, unassisted by
exact comparison, has already made us adopt. The use of the process is, that both our theory and our pre-

conceptions thus either assist or destroy each other: in the former case we feel able to trust this science for

further directions ; in the latter, a useful new inquiry is opened. For when we consider the very imposing
character of the first principles of the science of probabilities, and the mathematical necessity which connects

those simple first principles with their results, we feel convinced that, even on the supposition that the main
conclusions of the present treatise are altogether fallacious, there must arise a necessity for investigating the reason

why a methodical treatment of certain notions should lead to results inconsistent with the vague application of

them on which we are accustomed to rely. For it must not be imagined that opposition to the principles laid

down in this treatise is always conducted on other principles : on the contrary, it frequently happens that it is

only a result of themselves obtained without calculation, which is arrayed against arithmetical deduction.

(178.) A witness, whose veracity (meaning here the probability that he is willing to speak truth) is^>, and
whose judgment (meaning the probability that he is correct in what he supposes) is r, asserts a circumstance to

have happened. Say that there is a lottery with n balls, and he asserts number one to have been drawn, it being
known that some one or other has been drawn. Required the probability that number one actually was drawn.

There are two cases in which number one was drawn : 1. The witness tellsf the truth, and is correct in his idea of

it. 2. The witness intends to deceive, and to state a number which was not drawn, but mistakes the number

drawn, and selects the real one, thinking it not to be such. The probability of the first supposition ispr: that

of the second depends on three circumstances, namely, that he intends to deceive, is wrong in his judgment, and
chooses number one out of n 1 balls which might equally have been chosen. Of this triple event the pro-

bability is (1 p) (1 r)-f-(w 1), and therefore the probability that the event stated really happened is

pr-\
-- ---

. If the possible number of events be very great, then pr is the probability in question ; but

if there be only two, then l + 2pr p r is the probability.

(179.) The preceding question is solved in a different manner by Laplace, as follows. Here is an observed

event, namely, the announcement of the drawing of number one, and the actual truth of the statement is one

among the various causes (or precedent circumstances) of the observed event. The hypotheses which can be

made as to the preceding circumstances are as follows: 1. The witness is both honest and correct. 2. He is

dishonest, but not mistaken. 8. He is honest, but mistaken. 4. He is both dishonest and mistaken. In either

case he may announce number one : and the probability of this event being determined from each hypothesis, the

sum of such probabilities as necessarily involve the truth of the fact, divided by the sum of all the probabilities, will

* Cases may arise in which disagreement happens by collusion ; but the whole history of judicial evidence tends to show that
cross-examination must render nut only the disagreement, but the agreement, of collusion, almost certain to be detected. At the same
time, such detection may become difficult, if the circumstance on which the deception turns be extremely simple. There was, it in

said, at one time an Old Bailey method of proving an alibi, which often succeeded. The parties called for the prisoners swore

honestly to an atitit which really existed some hours or days before the committal of the offence, taking care to state no untruth
whatsoever, except only the time of the circumstances to which they cirposed.

f Ob-erve that this phrase has throughout reference to his intentions: he means to tell the truth.
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Theory of give the probability that the precedent circumstances are one or other of the sets which involve the truth of the Theory of

Pro- fact ; that is, that the announcement is true. Pro-

babilities. Now in the principle of (19.). 't 's easily shown that, if the causes be not a priori equally probable, the Dal>ilities.

'^'^s^-'
probability which each cause gives to the observed event must he multiplied by the probability of the cause itself. ^"^v^ '

If, for instance, a white ball be drawn from one or other of two lotteries, which have the fractions a and 6 of white

balls out of the whole of each, the probability of the first lottery having been the one selected is a-j-(a+ 6).

But if there be m of the first lotteries, and n of the second, then though the probability of any one of the fiist

lotteries having been chosen is o-f-(ma+ w6), yet that of one or other of the first having been chosen is

-77-7. as was asserted.-
,, -.
---

. .

ma+ nb {m--(m + n)} a 4- {n-i-(m+ ii)\ b

Reasoning in this way, we give the results of the four several cases mentioned above, as exercises in the subject :

In the fourth case the first term has reference to the case wh<-re number one is not drawn ; and the second to

that in which number one is drawn. And the sum of the probabilities corresponding to the truth of the announce-

ment, pr+n+ (I p) (1 r)-^-n (n 1), divided b; the sum of all (which is 1-r-n), gives the result of the

preceding article.

(180.) Let a and ft be the probabilities of a white and black ball (a + fi= l) : and a witness has announced a

white ball ; his veracity and judgment bei.'ig as before. On the first hypothesis of the preceding article (of which

the chance is pr) the white ball must have appeared, and the relative probability of this hypothesis is apr. On
the second hypothesis, the same is /8(1 p)r; on the third /6(1 r)p\ and on the fourth (1 r) (1 p) ;

for this case can only happen when the announcement is true (there being but two possible cases). Hence

{jssjw+a-pHl-r)}.
The probability that an event whose chance is a, asserted by a witness 1 __f9_

whose veracity is p and judgment r, really did happen is
J aq + (l a) (I q)'

This is in accordance, as to result, with the universal impression that a very extraordinary event, asserted by a

single witness, is not worthy of belief unless the presumptions in favour of the honesty of the witness be pro-

portionally strong. It must be observed, that q is the probability that the witness stales what happened (whether

by intention or by mistaken method of attempting to deceive), without reference to the probability of the event.

And the preceding probability becomes an even chance when q+ a=l : that is, we may by easily admissible

conventions make the following sentence a mathematical truth. An extraordinary fact, asserted by one witness,
becomes as likely as not, if the character of the witness for honesty and judgment together be such that his

being incorrect would be as extraordinary as the fact itself.

It is here worth while to notice the preceding result as a specimen of the manner in which a mathematical

expression points out the most convenient meaning of a term. Thus in the Article LIGHT, the inverse of the

focal length of a lens is called its power ; not because there are any a priori notions which point out the pro-

priety of such a definition, but because it appears that, subsequently to the deduction of a complicated pro-

position, such a definition will lead to the desirable theorem, ''the power of a complex lens is the sum of the

powers of the simple lenses ;'* a notion which any one would be likely to form, but which could not be formed

correctly unless the definition of power were as above stated.

It is not of unfrequent occurrence that such a choice is made of the meanings to be assigned to terms as will

render a common and vague notion strictly true. Thus it is universally admitted that the extraordinary nature of
an asserted event must be overcome by evidence of such strength (hat its failure would be at least as extraordinary
as the fact. This proposition becomes a mathematical truth under the following definition. The strength of the

evidence of a single witness is measured by pr+(l- p) (1 r), where p measures his veracity, and r the correct-

ness of his judgment. We shall resume this point after having considered the evidence of two or more
witnesses who agree in asserting the same thing.

(181.) Let a number of v witnesses, whose veracities are p,, pt , &c., unite in asserting that number one was
drawn out of a lottery containing n different numbers. Let it also be supposed, for simplicity, that they are not
liable to mistake : whence it follows either that all tell the truth, or that all deceive ; the probabilities of which

hypotheses are p\pt- and (1 f i) (I />,).... In the first case, number one was drawn, of which the

probability is l-j-n : in the second all the witnesses have separately chosen the same false number, of which,

supposing them to have no bias in favour of one rather than another, the probability is !-=- (n I)'"', where v

is the number of witnesses; for ( l)-f- is the probability that number one is not drawn, and l-j-(re 1) is

the chance of v individuals fixing on the same number out of n 1. Hence, as in the preceding articles, the

probability which the evidence gives to the fact asserted is

(n- l)'-'plPl p, .... + (1 -Pi) (1 -p,) (1 -ft) ....

From this we see* the necessity of distinguishing between the case in which there are only two events to choose
out of, and that in which there are three or more. If a hundred witnesses of very bad character (say of a

veracity of one-tenth) unite in asserting that A happened where only A or B could happen, the multiplication of

*
By which we mean that we see such a consequence to result from the mathematical formula. We are not proving these well-

known things, but simply showing that the results of the formula coincide with those which are universally admitted.
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Theory of evidence weakens the probability of the fact, which is only 1 -^(l+9'). Here the only question is, Have these

Pro- witnesses all spoken truth, or all spoken false? and it is clear that though the union be an extraordinary fact, yet it
'

is much less extraordinary on the second supposition than on the first. But if there had been ten possible cases,*"v '^
A, B, C . . . . the question is, Have these witnesses all spoken truth, or have they all, not only spoken false, but

independently fixed upon A as the false assertion out of nine equally probable ones? The probability of the

assertion now becomes 9"-;-(9
M+ 9 10

), or one-tenth. But it is evident that, however low the veracity of the

witnesses may be, the number of events out of which they have to choose may be so great that (collusion being
impossible) the truth of an unanimous assert i m becomes insuperably probable. The result is, that in cases

where a very large number of different events might have been chosen, the unanimity of many witnesses (or
even of two witnesses) entirely destroys all question about their veracity, and throws the whole difficulty of

deciding upon this question, Was there, or was there not, collusion? Whether they be good or bad witnesses

individually can only affect the rational probability of their assertion in the manner in which it affects our dis-

position to suspect combination. And here are two distinct elements to be employed : firstly, what, all circum-

stances considered, is the probability that there could have been collusion? secondly, what, from the known
character of the witnesses, is the probability that there was collusion?

(182.) We have said that the mere unanimity of witnesses upon an assertion chosen out of a very large number,
throws their veracity out of the question, until we come to ask whether there was or was not collusion. There is

a celebrated argument with regard to miracles (thai of Hume), of which it may be said that it was a fallacy
answered by fallacies, so far as the mathematical bearing of it was concerned. Many who reject the mathe-
matical theory of probabilities nevertheless read Hume's argument and Paley's answer with serious attention,

never dreaming that they are considering a mathematical formula expressed in words, and that q+a=l (see

(180.)) contains Hume's assertion, tacitly admitted by Paley.

Hume, (Essay on Miracles.) Paley, (Ecidmces of Christianity.)

When any one tells me that he saw a dead man Mr. Hume states the case of miracles to be a contest

restored to life, I immediately consider with myself of opposite improbabilities, that is to say, a question
whether it be more probable that this person should whether it be more improbable that the miracle should

either deceive or be deceived, or that the lact which he be true, or the testimony false: and this I think a fair

relates should really have happened. I weigh the one account of the controversy.
miracle against the other, and according to the supe-

riority which I discover, 1 pronounce my decision, and

always reject the greater miracle. If the falsehood of

his testimony would be more miraculous than the event

which he relates ; then, and not till then, can he pre-
tend to command my belief or opinion.

Now from the preceding articles it appears, 1. That not only is Hume's principle rational in the case of a single
witness, but that he himself would have been (had he understood his own assertion) of a morbid degree of faith,

willing to believe a miracle the moment more than an even chance was made out in its favour. 2. That in the

case of two or more witnesses, his "contest of opposite improbabilities'
1

fails entirely to represent the state of

the case, and should not have been admitted as " a fair account of the controversy."

(183.) Generally speaking, however, the favourable presumptions which evidence presents do not arise from
the selection by several witnesses of the same circumstance out of many, but from their agreement in several

circumstances, each of which presents only a pair of alternatives. And it may be fairly assumed that, before an
assertion is made, that is, before the nature of the fact asserted affects the character of the witness, it is more likely
than not that the witness will speak the truth. Let us assume that all degrees of veracity between \ and 1 have

equal presumptions. It is observed, that n witnesses have all agreed in asserting m distinct facts, of each of

which the antecedent probability is a, (let + /}=!). Required the probability that all these facts shall be true.

The veracity of a witness being x, the probability of n witnesses agreeing in the assertion of any one of the

facts is the sum of the chances in the two following cases : 1. The fact happens, and all the witnesses speak
truth. 2. The fact did not happen, and all the witnesses speak falsely. This probability is, therefore,

ow"4-/8(l x)*=F. Consequently the probability of m such occurrences is P1

", and the presumption which the

observed event gives to any value of x is T*"dx, divided by J~P
m
dx, taken between the widest limits of the

question, that is, from one half to one.

Hence the presumption for any value of x between one half and one is Pm
d:c-^-J'^

1
P*'dx. Again, a value of x

being assumed, the resulting probability of the several facts being all true is (ax'-z-P); whence it follows that

the probability of x having a given value, and of the facts being true, is

Vdx a xm" amf\ x
m'dx .

TTp^TZX-pi- or
'

- is the total probability.
J i

r ax J *r ax

The same process may be applied to the case in which out of n witnesses (=p+q) p unite in affirming and q in

denying m different facts.

(184.) We shall notice one more case, taking the same sort of definite mathematical assumption which has

already preceded. Traditinn, in the strictest sense, is the delivery of a statement by a first witness to a second,

by the second to n third, and so on, no one witness having any authority except that which he derives from the

<
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Theory of one immediately preceding. In the more common signification of the term, it implies the successive delivery of Theory of

a fact from generation to generation, each race having not only the authority of that immediately preceding, but

a'so l^e confirmation of written or other monuments : to such an extent, that the only pure tradition is that of

the writings, customs, or other modes of testimony.

Suppose that any number of successive witnesses pass the statement that, out of a lottery of n balls, number
one was drawn ; that is, the observed event is, that the rth witness affirms that he was told this by his predecessor.

Let the veracity of the rth witness be pn and let y, be the probability of the fact so soon as stated by this witness.

Then, on the delivery of the statement to a new witness (the (r+ l)th), the probability of the fact (y,+ t) is the sum
of the two following 'probabilities.

1. That the rth witness is correct, and the (r+l)th reports him truly, (or

pr+tyr). 2. That the rth witness is incorrect, and that the (r+l)th witness reports his account falsely, choosing
number one out of n 1, not named by the predecessor, (or (1 pr+l ) (1 yr)-r-(n 1)). Hence we have

-l)yr+l pr+l

"'+' n nl
1 n 1 (?i/>i 1)

whence
r n n (!)'

where the constant of integration (n l)-f- is so taken that when r = 1 yl =/>,. From this it appears, that so

long as the veracity of the witnesses is greater than the probability of the fact, their evidence makes the latter

more probable than it is in itself. But a single witness less credible than the fact itself makes the whole chain of

evidence weaken the intrinsic probability, and so does the occurrence of any odd number of such witnesses ; while

an even number of the same has the contrary effect. The mathematical treatment of this problem serves to show
how little the common notion of tradition coincides with the strict definition of it. That no received fact of

history is really accompanied by a distinct perception and admission of its having passed through many successive

witnesses, will be readily admitted : and we may add, looking at the manner in which the general results of the

theory of probabilities coincide with the maxims to which universal assent is given, that disagreement between any
mathematical result and general opinion is of itself a strong presumption that the first principles on which the

former is obtained are not those on which the latter is formed. Thus we see that, in the result of the preceding
investigation, a succession of witnesses of no credibility whatsoever (or who always speak false), if even in number,
increases the intrinsic probability of the fact delivered by the last.

If the number n be extremely great, the result of the preceding is very nearly the product Piptp,. . . ,pr.

On the preceding investigation, the same observations may be made which have suggested themselves with regard
to the evidence of a single witness. When there is only one chain of tradition, the evidence for the fact asserted

depends materially on the character of the witnesses. But when there are two or more such chains, which end by
agreeing in one fact, out of a great many which might have been chosen, the character of the witnesses becomes

immaterial, except so far as it affects the chances of previous collusion. If it be impossible that there can have
been concerted agreement between any of the witnesses in the two chains, then their final agreement is insuperable
evidence of the truth of the fact which they assert : including under the case of concerted agreement, that in which
the separation of the two chains is not entire throughout their whole continuance, or in which the same witness or

witnesses are part of both chains.

(185.) We feel at liberty to say, that though a result of the theory of probabilities, upon a moral question, is

not to be lightly or easily adopted, when it differs from usual notions, yet, on the other hand, it is not therefore to

be immediately rejected. When both the ordinary notion and the mathematical result are derived from the same

hypothesis, the latter must be the more correct : and in those numerous cases in which the difficulty lies in reducing
the original circumstances to a mathematical form, there is nothing to show that we are less liable to error in

deducing a common-sense result from .principles too indefinite for calculation, than we should be in attempting to

define more closely, and to apply numerical reasoning.

(186.) Remark on Article (88.) The theory of series, in the case of terms which are alternately positive and

negative, receives an important addition from the theorem giving by Lagrange on the limits of Maclaurin's
theorem ; namely,

where e is less than unity. It is easily proved that, in the case of decreasing terms ad infinitum, alternately
positive and negative, the sum of any number of terms is in error by less than the first term rejected ; and this

whether the whole number of terms be finite or infinite. Whence it follows, that if such a series as A Bx+
Cx1

.... begin by diminishing terms, the same proposition is true as long as the terms diminish, even though
they should afterwards increase without limit. Supposing we stop at the term /" (0) xa;"-:-2.3. . . .n, all the
terms up to that point having been as above described, the theorem stated must be true for all values of a: which

make/" (0) greater than/
(n+1)

(to) Xa;4-(ra+l), provided /("+1)
(dx) be always of a contrary sign to/w from

to x. Thus, in the third series of (62.) for
j"

s f dt, we see a series which though always divergent at last, yet
begins by convergency whenever 2oa

is greater than 1. Thus when a = 2, we may infer that

c_ a3 / 1 \ 1 3 _a3

f" s
" dt does not differ from

(
1 - ^-^ ) by so much as --5 ,

Jia \^
tt J oa
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ERRATA.

Article 5, line 9 from the end, far what he meant read what we meant

14, liue 1, for IV. read III.

24, line 8 from the eud, /or particular read particularly.

60, line 5, for u read .

79, last line of the page, for of a definition rfail of an integral.
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laws of facility. Determination of the law under which it

is so.

(90.) Reason why the average is practically a sufficient approxi-
mation.

** From (91.) to (98.) the law of facility deduced in (89.) is

adopted.

(91.) Probability that the error of an average lies between given
limits, determined.

(92.) Comi'urison of the errors of the averages of different sets.
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Index. (93>) Bad observations in large numbers not preferable to few and

j good ones.

(94.) Example of the determination of the constant of the law of

facility.

(95.) Problem of (91.), the observations having different laws of

facility. Definition of the term specific weight.

(96.) Definition and expression of the risk or mean rM (Terrevr

moyexne).

(97.) The preceding results are included in the method of least

squares.

(98.) Risk of a function deduced from the risks of its variables,

(99.) Caution in the use of the preceding process.

(100.) Definition of probable error. Distinction between it and

mean risk. The former always about 1 69 of the latter.

(101.) Analogous distinction in tables of mortality : mean life and

probable life.

(102.), (103.) Problem of (91.) in the case of any law of facility.

Justification of (90.)

(104.) The mean of two observations always the most probable
result: remark on the approximation of (103.).

(105.) Alteration of form of the result of (1 03.)

(106.) Comparison of preceding notation with that of Laplace.

(107.) Determination of the probability of a given amount in the

sum of any functions of errors, all errors being considered

as positive.

(108.) The preceding in the case of the sums of the errors.

(109.) The same in the case of the sums of the squares of the

errors.

(110.) Approximate determination of the necessary elements.

(111.) Problem of (107.) in the case where all the functions are

different.

(112.) The same where the negative errors are to be counted as

negative.

(113.) The same where the limits of positive and negative error

are different.

(114.)
Consideration of the question of personal equation.

(115.) Consideration of discordant observations, compared with

that of their errors. Coincidence of results shown.

(116.) Rule for the determination of the probable error in an

independent form, with example.

(117.), (118.), (119.), (120.) Description of the tables at the end

of the work.

(121.) Introductory account of the method of least squares.

(122.) Its coincidence with several common notions.

(123.) Comparison of the method of least squares with that of

averaging.

(124.) Demonstration in the case of one element to be determined.

(125.) Coincidence of the result with that of Laplace.

(126.) Extension to the case where the weights of the observa-

tions are not equal.

(127.) ExteBsion to the case where the unknown element is not

determined from an equation of the first degree*

(128.) Practical method of determining the specific weight of

observations.

(129.) Determination of the mean risk of the result of (124.)

(130.) Method of least squares, the number of elements to be

determined being more than one.

(131.) The same in the case where the equations are not equally

probable.

(132.) Method of determining the mean risk of the result.

(133.) Application to the case of two quantities.

(134.) Artifice for passing from two to three or more elements.

(135.) Errors in the estimation ofthe risks of the equation must be

considerable before they can materially affect the result of

the method of least squares.

(136.) Remarks on Laplace's method of situation.

(137.) Cases in which the method of least squares fails.

(138.) The method holds good when positive and negative errors

are not equally likely.

(139. 151.) Miscellaneous applications of the theory of probable
fluctuations.

(139.) On the question whether observed discrepancies are con-

sequences of a general law, or accidental fluctuations.

(140.) Method of proceeding in the determination of the most

probable cause.

(.141.) Gauss's method of establishing the result in (89.).

(142.) Application of (69.) to the question of (139.) in the case
of one single cause.

(143.) Application of (68.) to the case of two causes.

(144.) Application of (60.) to the determination of the pre-

sumption that the event which has most often happened is

the most probable.

(145.) Determination of the presumption that increased frequency
of an event has a particular cause.

(146.) Presumption that a table of mortality which represents the

past shall represent the future within given limits, on a

single set of instances.

(147.) The same in several instances.

(148.) Application of the same principle to other problems.

(149.) Mean risk of fluctuation in the duration of lives

(150.) Recapitulation of the preceding Articles.

(151.) Method of estimating the apportionment of security funds.

(152. 162.) On the mathematitat advantage or disadvantage

arisingfrom any given prospect,

(152.) Statement of principle.

(153.) Meaning of a negative answer.

(154.) Determination of the mean advantage, and probability of a

given amount of fluctuation, in a simple succession of chances.

(155.), (156.) Principle of the division of risks.

(1!>7.), (158.) Extension of (154.).

(159.) Method of constructing tables for the estimation of the pro-
bable fluctuations in the gain of an insurance office.

(160.) Comparison of premiums and single payments.
(161.) Advantage of mutual insurance.

(162.) Case of (154.), where the probabilities are inferred from

given previous observations.

(163. 170.) On the moral or relative advantage or disadvantage

of any given prospect.

(163.) Further consideration of (42.).

(164.) Determination of the moral benefit of a prospect.

(165.) Case in which this coincides nearly with the mathematical
benefit.

(166.) Risks, mathematically balanced, may be disadvantageous.

(167.) Coincidence of a result of the method under considera-

tion with a common notion.

(168.) On the quantity of mathematical advantage which can be

given to an insurance office in return for the moral security.

(169.) The division of risks raises the moral advantage nearly to

the mathematical one.

(170.) Further consideration of the paradox in (40.).

(171. 186.) Miscellaneous, principally on the probabilities of
testimony.

(171.), (172.) Application of the theory to a peculiar class of

problems.

(173.), (174.), (175.) Remarks on the application of the calculus

of probabilities to moral questions.

(176.) On the decisions of a jury.

(177.), (178.), (179.), (180.) On the testimony of a single wit-

(181.) On the testimony of two or more witnesses,

(182.) On Hume's argument with respect to miracles.

(183.) Extension of formulae by the integral calcuHs.

(184.) On tradition.

(185.) General remarks.

(18'i!) Remark on (88.)
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DEFINITE INTEGRALS.

Definite Fx being a function of x, whose differential coefficient is fr, and C an arbitrary constant, Fj;+ C is the Definite

Integrals. GENERAL INTEGRAL offx. If the arbitrary constant C be determined on the hypothesis that this general integral
I "te

K^
t1 *'

~""v^"<'

shall vanish when x= a, and the definite value b be assigned to x, this integral will assume the particular value
'

~*~~'~*~~'

FbFa, and it will have become a DEFINITE INTEGRAL : said to be taken between the limits a and 6, and written
T

fxdx, the superior limit being placed above and the inferior beneath the sign of integration.

A meaning will be attached to this process of integration, from which its fundamental properties may be

deduced, if we revert to that conception (if the Integral Calculus in which it originated, and to which many of
the terms and symbols of its operations are to be traced, but which has now become a theorem no longer
embracing our conception of an integral, but deducible from it.

THEOREM I. The definite integral I fidx is the limit of the sums of the values severally assumed by the.

product fx . Ar, as x is made to vary by successive equal increments q/"Ar, from a to b, and as each such equal
increment is continually and infinitely diminished, and their number therefore continually and infinitely
increased.

To prove this, let us suppose thatfx does not become infinite for any value of a; between a and b, and let any
two such values he x and i+Aj?: therefore by Taylor's theorem F (x+Ax)=Fx+ A.r/i+(ArM*'

M, where the

exponent 1 +X is given to the third term of the expa isioi; instead of the exponent 2, that the case may be included

in which the second differential coefficient of Fr-^ is infinite, and in which the exponent ci &x in that term
dx

is, therefore, a fraction less than 2.

Let the difference between a and b be divided into n equal parts, and let each be represented by A.i- so that

b-n_
n

Giving to x, then, the successive values a, a+ Ar, a-f-2Ar + ( 1) AJ:, and adding

Now none of the values of M are infinite, since for none of these values is fi infinite. If, therefore, M be the

greatest of these values, then is ZM. less than nM, and therefore .

%

The difference of the definite integral F6 Fa, and the sum 2"Ary{a+ ( l)Ar} is alaays, therefore, less than

(6 a)M(Ar)
A
'. Now M \sjiirile, and (6 -a) is given, and as n is increased, AJ is diminished continually, and

therefore (Ar)
x

is diminished continually. X. being positive.
Thus by increasing n indefinitely, the difference of the definite integral and the sum may be diminished

indefinitely, and therefore in the limit the definite integral is equal to the sum, (;'. e.)

F6-F=limit 2"A.r ./{+( l)Ar},

or, interpreting this formula, F6 Fa is the sum of the values of Ar./V, when x is made to pass by infinitesimal

increments, each represented by AT, from a to 6.*

* This demonstration fails in the case in which fx becomes infinite f>r anv of the supposed values of sc ; but M. Poisson has
remarked that, analytirally, this difficulty will tie overcome, provided the transition of x from a to fi be made through a series of

imaginary values of that variable, in which c-ae none of the corresponding values of fr will be infinite, and the definite integral may

receive its ordinary interpretation. Thus, in respect to the integral I dx, in which becomes infinite for the value 0, through

which * passes in its transition from 1 to + 1, and upon which the ordinary interpretation cannot, therefore, be put in its present

form, if we assume x= {cos r+ siu v 1 z\ ;
the extreme values +1 of x will correspond to the values and (2n-(-l)(r of z, and

between these the function of z - will not pass through infinity ;
the definite integral will have, therefore, this sub-

cos z-(-sins "v 1

etitution being made, its ordinary meaning. Substituting

/<*"+') .

'

...

=/>-+-
= -(1n+\}*J~^\.

3 ft 2
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Definite Where the general integral of a function may be determined, the discussion of any definite integral of that Dtfinits

Integrals. |\,nct;oll j s unnecessary. There are, however, no methods of integration which include the whole order of
^Integral

"""-V "^
GENERAL INTEGRALS ; "they extend only to functions of the form of rational fractions, or reducible- to that form ^~~*s~

by a slight transformation.

There are, moreover, no general methods of DEFINITK INTEGRATION in respect to given limits known. There is,

indeed, reason to believe that a large proportion of the functions which are included under the general designation

of definite integrals cannot be represented analytically;* and so few, in comparison of what remain, are the

definite integrals, including results in physics, which have yet been determined, that our ignorance in this matter

may be considered to interpose a barrier on the very threshold of science.

Out of the infinite variety of algebraical formula which fx is put to represent, there may, nevertheless, be formed

orders or classes of functions, having in a greater or less degree common properties in respect to the process of

integration, and reducible in some cases to common methods.

Among these there is an extensive class which it will be convenient to distinguish as periodical functions.

THEOREM II. A definite integral being considered as the SUM of the products of the infinitesimal quantity

beneath the sign of integration by all the successive values of the finite quantity fx, when x is made to pass, by
successive equal increments, from one limit to another; it is manliest that, if the finite part be periodical, so

that as x is increased by the same quantity a, the same values of fx will return, then will the definite integral,

when taken between any two consecutive values of x, differing by a, be the same as when taken between any
other two. For each of these definite integrals is a s?/;n, and the quantities composing each sum are the same.

Moreover, the integral taken between values of x, differing by n intervals of a, will be n times the value

of that integral when taken between limits which differ only by one interval of a. Thus, if fa be a periodical

function of x,

fVm,
/ />6+na (*l+a

fcdx=n fxdx fxdx=n fxdx.
Jo Jo J J

If the value offx be periodical with respect to the increment a, with this reservation, that for each successive

increment it changes its sign, then supposing a series of definite integrals of this function to be taken, whose limits

have, in each, an interval of a, it is manifest that these will, by reason of the variation of the sign offa, have in

succession different signs but the same numerical value. Taken then in respect to limits which differ by an

even number of intervals of a,

equals nothing; and taken between limits which differ by an odd number of intervals of a,

rft+ofrdr= fxdx.
J '

These properties of periodical integrals appear to point them out as the first to be investigated. And to this

class belong the integrals called Elliptic Functions.

The FIRST FIVE sections of the following paper will contain a discussion of the theory of elliptic functions.

In the SIXTH will be discussed the relations of a class of integrals of extensive application, called Eulerian

integrals.
The SEVENTH will contain the discussion of formulae for llie expression of the sums of certain series, and the

functions of which certain series are the expansions, by definite integrals.

The EIGHTH (conversely), of certain methods by which the value of a function may, between certain limits of the

variable on which it depends, be expressed by the sum of a series of periodical definite integrals taken also between

those limits. This section will contain the demonstration of the celebrated theorems of Poisson and Fourier.

The NINTH section will be devoted to certain applications of a method of definite integration by differentiation

and integration in respect to an arbitrary constant under the sign of integration.

In the TENTH section will be discussed what is known of the theory of ULTRA ELLIPJIC FUNCTIONS.

ELLIPTIC FUNCTIONS.

The definite integrals to which the name of elliptic functions has been given are comprised under the three

following forms :

d<t> >, __ , d<j>

and according as they are included under the FIRST, SECOND, or THIRD of these forms, they are said to be of the

FIRST, SECOND, Or THIRD ORDERS.

By a similar substitution the definite integral I ^ may be determined to be _:__{ cos (m-1) (2u+l)l}, and the ordinary
J -i

interpretation may he put upon it.

*
Laplace states, in the Mecanique Celeste, that he has proved the definite integrals, on which depends the theory of the attraction

cf elliptic spheroids, to be impossible. He has not published this demonstration, and it has not been found among his papers.
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In each order the superior limit 0, of the integral is called the AMPLITUDE of the function, and the arbitrary
Definite

'

constant k, supposed always to be less than unity, is called the MODULUS of the function. Integral*.

Into functions of the third order there enters a second arbitrary constant n, and this is called the PARAMETER of
V *v~"~'

those functions.*

Where the modulus of an elliptic function of either of the three orders is zero or unity, or nearly equal to zero or

unity, the value of the integral may be approximated to by the ordinary methods with any required degree of

accuracy.
The value of a function having any other modulus is determined either by establishing a relation between it and

another having a less modulus, by which its value is made to depend upon that of the other, that upon a third

whose modulus is yet less, and so on until its value is eventually made to depend upon that of a function whose
modulus is nearly evanescent ; or the value of the function is determined by causing this transition from modulus
to modulus to be made through an ascending instead of a descending scale, until it is at length made to depend
upon the value of a function whose modulus is so near to unity that it may be approximated to by the ordinary
methods.

The elliptic function of the FIRST ORDER is represented by F&0, ; that of the SECOND ORDER by E^; and that
of the THIRD ORDER by H/,-r/v
When the amplitude of a function of either order is a right angle, the function is called a COMPLETE function,

and written thus,__
The quantity vl Ar*sin*0 is not unfrequently represented by the symbol A, or by
When an elliptic function F is considered as a function of its amplitude, that amplitude is represented thus

amF. The complement of a function is the difference between it and a complete function ; and from certain

analogies between the properties of these amplitudes of elliptic functions and trigonometrical functions, the

amplitude of the complement of a function F has come to be called the coamplitude of that function, and written
coam F.

The first step taken in the theory of elliptic functions was the determination of a relation between the ampli-
tudes of three functions of either order, such that there should exist an algebraical relation between the three
functions themselves, of which these were the amplitudes. It is one of the most remarkable of the discoveries
which science owes to the illustrious EULER. In the year 1761 he gave to the world the complete integration of
an equation of two terms, each an elliptic function of the first or second order, not separately integrable ;f of
which integration the arbitrary constant, introduced a third function, related to the first two by a given equation
between tlie amplitudes of the three.

This integration involved, in respect to functions of the second order, a property of the ellipse or the hyperbola,
before discovered by FAOANI,| by which property two arcs differing from one another by an assignable algebraical
quantity may be taken on either of these curves in an infinite number of different ways; and the properties of the

lemniscata in reference to a function of the first order having the modulus -7=, discovered by the same Italian

V2
philosopher.

In 1775 LANDEN, an English mathematician, published his celebrated theorem, showing that any arc of an

hyperbola may be measured by two arcs of an ellipse. An important element of the theory of elliptic functions
as it has since been developed, but then an isolated result.

The great problem of the comparison of elliptic functions having different moduli remained unsolved; and it

is a remarkable fact that, although Euler had in a measure exhausted the comparison of functions of the same
modulus, this of functions having different moduli he^eft untouched. It was completed in 1784 by LAGRANGE,
and in respect to the determination of the numerical values of elliptic functions the comparison of Lagrange may
be considered to leave little to be wished for. The value of a function may be determined by it in terms of a
series of functions whose moduli continually increase or diminish, until at length this relation becomes one
between the proposed function and a function having a modulus indefinitely near to unity or zero.

For all practical purposes this was sufficient ; and all that remained in respect to functions of the first and second
orders was to calculate for a series of values of k, extending by sufficiently small intervals from to k, the
numerical value of each function corresponding to a given amplitude, and to do this for each amplitude between
and 90.
This herculean task was undertaken by LEOENDRE. At enormous labour, and with his own hand, he completed

tables of elliptic functions, in which are to be found their numerical values for each degree of amplitude between
and 90, and for every value of the modulus k determined by a degree of the angle sin"

1

/!: between the same
limits.

The labours of Legendre in the advancement of this branch of analytical knowledge were not, however, confined

* Any function of the second order may be represented by the arc of an ellipse j and it is from this circumstance that the name of

elliptic functions has been made to distinguish the whole class of which this order of functions forms a part.

(**! fje dx
All integrals embraced under the form .

, where/* is any rational function of x, may be made to depend for

Jo va + 6*+ojr
s
+/r

tegraUOn UP " 1he '"teS tion of elliPti <-
1 functions. Se* Leg.-mtre, Fonctioni Elliptique*, vol i. ch. i.; or Hymer's Ir.ttg. Caln

t AOKI Com. Prtrop. torn. vi. 7.

J Produzionc Matcmatichc, torn. ii. 1750.
Nouvtaia Memoirei rle Turin, am 1784 et 1785, torn. ii.
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Definite to the calculation of these tables. There is none of the discoveries of his predecessors in it which lias not received Definite
Integrals. more or ]ess of perfection at his hands ; and it was he who first supplied to the whole that connection and arrange- Integrals.

ment which have constituted it an independent science. Although to the numerical calculation ot the values of v-"~v~-/

elliptic integrals the method of Lagrange was sufficient, yet to the theory of elliptic functions it was insufficient.

His relation between two functions having different moduli had about it all the characteristics of a particular case

of some more general theorem, of which general theorem a second particular case was afterwards discovered by
Legendre.

Here, nevertheless, the science remained. From the year 1786, when Legendre took it up, until the year

1827, when the second volume of his work (Traite den Fonctions Elliptiqiies) was published, the labours of no
other philosopher of eminence were superadded. It had been in a great measure the business of his life, and he

had pursued it alone. Scarcely, however, had his work passed from the hands of the printer, when it became
known to the scientific world that the theory of elliptic functions was placed upon a new basis, and had received a

new and extraordinary developement by the independent labours of two mathematicians, whose names were

comparatively new in science. The researches of JACOBI, professor of mathematics in Koningsburg, in the

theory of elliptic functions were first published in the 123d Number of the Journal of Schumacher, and those

of ABEL, professor of mathematics at Christiana, in the 3d Number of the Journal of Crelle for the year 1827.

Three supplements to the great work of Legendre contain an account of these discoveries, the publication of the

last of which but a little preceded his death.

The researches of Jacobi have for their principal object the developement of that general relation of functions

of the first order having different moduli, of which the scales of Lagrange and Legendre are particular cases. This

branch of the subject he has pursued with extraordinary sasacity, and he may be said almost to have perfected it.

It \vas to Abel that the idea first occurred of treating the elliptic integral as a function of its amplitude ; and,

proceeding from this new point of view, he embraced in his speculations all the principal results of Jacobi. In
some of the most important of these, as in the developement of the properties of functions directly and inversely by
the introduction of imaginary quantities, he undoubtedly preceded him ;

but in that particular theorem which is

called the theorem of Jacobi, by which so much light is thrown on the investigations of preceding mathematicians,

although the discovery of it appears to have been made by both nearly at the same time, yet the priority of

publication is undoubtedly with Jacobi. It is not, however, by discoveries, in which he divides the honour with

Jacobi, that Abel has rendered his name immortal, but by his contributions to this branch of analysis.

Having undertaken to develope the principle on which rests the fundamental proposition ot Euler, establishing
an algebraical relation between three functions which have the same modulus, dependent upon a certain relation

of their amplitudes, he has extended it from three to an indefinite number of functions, and from elliptic functions

to an infinity of other functions embraced under an indefinite number of classes, of which that of elliptic functions

is but one, and of which each class has a division analogous to that of elliptic functions into three orders having
common properties.
The discovery of Abel is of infinite moment, as presenting the first step of approach towards a more complete

theory of the infinite class of ultra-elliplic functions, destined probably ere long to constitute one of the most

important of the branches of transcendental analysis, and to include among the integrals of which it effects the

solution some of those which at present arrest the researches of the philosopher in the very elements of physics.
Abel died in 1828, at Christiansand, in Norway, at the age of twenty-seven. Science has had in our times no

greater loss to deplore.
In the FIRST SECTION of the following paper it will be shown, that if there be three elliptic functions having

the same modulus /c between the amplitudes 0,, 0, 3, of which there obtains the relation

cos 03= cos 0, cos 2 sin 0,sjn08 A03 ....... (1.) ;

then among the functions themselves, of which these are the amplitudes, will there exist, according to the orders

to which they severally belong, the following transcendental equations:

F0I + F0S -F03=0 ........ (2.)

E01+E08-E03=A-
2 sm0 sin 0, sin 0. ........ (3.)

1

, . . (4.)
l + n (1-COS0.COS0SCOS0,)

Moreover that this relation will obtain in respect to the equations (1.) and (2.), if the sign of a be changed.
It will be shown in the SECOND SECTION that these are but particular cases of a more extensive theorem,

embracing, with the necessary modifications, every order of ultra elliptic functions, and extending to any number
of functions in each order.

In the THIRD SUCTION, the general relations of two functions which have different moduli will be investigated.
In the FOURTH, these relations will be applied to the determination of the numerical values of elliptic functions.

The FIFTH will contain the discussion of certain relations of elliptic functions to the parts of a spherical

triangle, and to the lengths of the arcs of certain curves.
The equation of condition (1.) admits of the following transformations, all of which have their application in

the theory of elliptic functions, and which are therefore given here once for all.

ai)cosa 0,+ coss 2+coss
8 2 cos 0, cos a cos 3:= 1 ft* sin

2
0,8^*02 sin

8

3
........ (5.)*

* CO This equation is obtained simply by clearing equation (1.) of the radicals which enter into it, and transposing it.

<! -) Adding c-os^icob
2^ to both sides of equation (">.), and transposing, we have
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Definite
(B

cos^) 1
= cos0S! cos^>8+sin^>il

siii fa A$, ................ (6.) Definite

I

'^
e
g^

U
: >cosfa=coafacosfa+smfasinfafa ................ (7.) Integrals.

.. . s
Sm =

-J

* ^' /(!

(10.)

(11.)

SECTION I.

THEOREM III. If there exist between the amplitudes fa, fa, fa of threefunctions of the first order the relation

cos fa cos fa cos <, sin fa sin fa Af3 ,

will there exist between the functions themselves the relations

Ffa +FfaFfa0.
Dividing the equation of condition by sin fa s\nfa, and differentiating with respect to fa and fa, these being

considered functions of a third variable <p,

dfa (cos fa cos fa cos
<f>3 \ dfa Jcos fa cos fa cos fa\

d<p I sin 0| 1 d(b * sin <ha

Substituting in this equation the values of

cos 0, cos fa cos fa cos fa cos fa cos <p
: and

:

sin fa sinopj

from equations (6.) and (7.) we have Vd< / \dcj> )
~T^ +~T1 =

5

.*. integrating F<,+ F< 8 F^>8=:0, 3 being the value of
<f>, when d>t=0.

THEOREM IV. Jf there exist between the amplitudes of three functions of the FIRST ORDER the relation

cos < 3
= cos <, cos <,+ sin <, sin <, A< 3 ,

then will there exist between the functions themselves the relation

{
cos$1 cos dt, cos <f>3 }

*= 1 cos8 <j cos8 <^ -f cos
8^ cos8

<j>3 /4
s sin* $1 sin*^ sin* tpt

=sins
fa sin* 0g *2 sin8 (pi sin2 fa sin2 fa

using the sign + because it appears by equation (2.) that when ci=0 fa=fa.
(a')This equation is obtained by a similar transposition to the last, mutalit mutandis,
(*) Multiplying (6.) by cos

rj>\,
and (7.) by cos fa, and adding, we have

cos2 <^>i+cos
s
</i2 2cod>icosfacoafa sin fa! cos dn sinfa &fa-}-cosfasin<j>\ A<j6i}

=0.

Subtracting this equation frcm (5.),

sin*fa=m fa I cos fa sin fa Ao52+cos fasiu fa &fa \ +AS sin2 fa sin8 fa sin2 fa ;

*) Substituting this value of sin fa in (6.),

.A+sincos

, _cos0, *! sinloii8in8 <^2 co3oi 1 ainfasiafacosfa Afa
~T-'kf̂ fa^rfa~

co fa sin* facoi fa sin fa smfacosfa Afa~
cos0, aosfa sin

' ' COS(fc>= '

l-A's^
<''' Transposing (7.),

cos<^-cos

.*. by equation (4.), sin$i sin <

Ao^j= *8 sin fa sin fa cos c^.
(''

Multiplying equation (10.) by Afa,
Afa AfaAfaA*fa=k*sinfa<imfacoafa Afa;

lio by (1.) _ jPcos1fa=lP cos fa cos fa cos < 3+*8 sin fa sin o^j cos 1

/. by subtraction Ao>i AfaAfa l+A8=*8
cos0i cosfacoafa;

or Afa AfaAfa=kr>+*>
CQtd)iCosfacoafa, assuming *"! *.
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^r

e

^!^L
S*

The proof of this theorem is, mutatis mutandis, precisely the same as that of the last.*

* Hence therefore, generally, in respect to functions of the first order, it is shown that, if

cos (3= cos 0i cos <.,: sin 0i sin <^ A0a
then F0iiF0j F0j=0. The converse of this proposition maybe proven". It maybe shown that, if these obtain the relation

F0I+F0J F03=0 between three functions, then will there obtain the relation i-os0] = cos0i cos0^4.siii0isin0.> A03 between the

amplitudes of those functions. The following is the integration of Euler.

Differentiating with respect to 0i, 0,, assumed to be functions of a third variable 0, we have

-p.
Vl -& sin4 0i

~
iJl-

Now may be any whatever, tf>\ may then be any function whatever of 0. Let 0i be that function of which satisfies the

equation

:=1

Squaring these equations, and differentiating them, we have

= -* 8in (-*) cos <

= A8 (sin
!

<)!)|
sin8 <

ss *8 sin (^i+)si

.-.integrating V
(ft)

Reversing the lower of these equations, and multiplying, we have

.-. C,, cos (<,+<&,)=!, cos (oi.

/. (CS-C,) cos 0i cos
S
- (C2+C,) sin 0, sin 02=0, ...... (y).

It remains to determine the constants. Adding and subtracting equation (/}), and observing that by equation ()

we have (C2+C,) sin0iCos02+(C2 Ci) sin

(Ca+Ci) sin 0j cos 0i (C2 C,) sin
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Definite THEOREM V. If there exist between the amplitudes of thee functions of the SECOND ORDER the relation Definite

Integrals. Integrals.
\^*./^^, cos 3

= cos 0i cos 2 sm0 l sin08 A03, ' J--u_-
then will there exist between the function the relation

E0, +E0S E03= ft
8 sin <, sin 8 sin 0,.

Let E0,+E08-E08=<J>;

rf^ A^_L d*2 A^-d$
.

.. A^,+ A^_-;

.'. substituting the values of A0, and A0, from equations (6.) and (7.),

<0, fCOS 0, COS 2 COS(^)S ) rf08 (COS 8 COS 0, COS 0,1 (l<t>

dip \ sin 2 sin 0s >
d<j> I sin0i sin 3 1 d0

'

(sin 0, cos 0, cos 8 cos 3 sin 0,}+ -
{sin 2 cos 8 cos 0, cos 0, sin

tj},}

a0 d<p _ *

si ii0i sin 8 sin 3 rf0
'

- < sin
8
0,+ sin* 8+ cos 0, cos 0, cos 0, f

dip I '& * ' "P

sin 0, sin S sin 8 (20

But, by equation (5.),

s

2 sin 0i sin 0, sin <ps (20

d {
sin 0, sin 0, sin03 }_ <M>

_

d'/j d<p

.'.ft* sin 0! sin 0, sin 0,=:*,

no constant being added, because <J>, that is, E0,+ E0S E0, vanishes when 0j=0 ; and .'. , by the equation of

condition, 0,=0,. Therefore, if

cos 08= cos 0i cos 0, sin 0, sin
<f>t A08 ,

then E0,+ E0S E03= ft* sin 0, sin S sin 3.*

THEOREM V. If there exist between the amplitudes of three functions of the THIRD ORDER the relation

cos 3=cos0i cos 8 sin 0i sin 8 A03,

then will there exist between the functions the relation

-n0,= tan-
Nsin0.sin08 sin0.

N
'

11+71(10080,0080,00805))'
where N=Vw(7i+ 1) (w+ft').

Let
.*. differentiating with respect to 0, and 0,,

&t> ,,,
. . . .(A.)

wsin'0,) A0, (I +nsin !
8 ) A^-, d0

Now if 02=0, F0,-F03=0; .'. 0!=03 ;

/. (C.+C,) sin 3=2 A0,
(Cj-C,) sin03=2AO=2.

Substituting these values in equation (y),
+2cos

1 cos02 -2sin0 1 sin04

ai.il again, making 02= 0, +2cos0,j=C sin

.'. cos 3= cos 0i cos
2 4lsin 0i sin

i-j 2 A08.

* The converse of this proposition is not true. Differentiating equation (3.) with respect to 0,

."., see the preceding note,

(A0,"!
8 (A02)

z
={sir. 02 cos 0i A0i sin0] C

.*. cos2 0i cos8
2
=8in 0j sin 3 cos 0i A0, sin 0i sin 3 cos 02 A02,

subtracting cos 0,, cos
2 , cos 3, from both sides, and transposing

cos 0i {cos 0, (cos02 cos03+sin02
sin 03 A0,l } cos02 {cos 0j (cos0, cos 03 -(-sin 0,-sin-03 A0;>)}=0

Now this equation is satisfied, if equation (1.) obtain, because then equations (6.) and (7.) will obtain. But the conrersr of this is

not necessarily tnie- The relation expressed in this equation does not necessarily imply that of equation (1.). Equation (1.), between
the amplitudes, is therefore tiifficient to equation (3.) between the functions, but it is not mcettary to it.

VOL. II. 3 s
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.'. by (A.) and (B.)

01 \d<f> J j 7z(sin*</)8 sin
8
^,) 1 rf$

~A0T Kl+nsin'^XL+nsin
8

^) I

=
d0

but by (B.) and (C.)

,

rfrp

{sin <, sin <, sin <

Let sin 0, sin S= ;

by equation ( 1 .) .*. cos ^>, cos <^,= cos $3H -

8

;

cos 9,3 A0S 7i

l+nsm'fa-Zn-- ~+-_ __"
P* ( 1 + 7i sin

8

^3) 2 Pn cos ^a A^3+ (;t
s+ /i A'

8
sin8

<t>,)~~d<t>

Integrating by the ordinary rules,

J n
\* j P (1 + n sin" fa)

- n cos <, A(/)8 1

~l(+l)( + A8

)l

'

t {re (w+ l)O+ A
8

)}* sin <^a
I
1

n
,

f l+nsin
8
(A3 7isi

or il>^: COt ------N [
N sin <, sin fa sin 3

Now 1 +wsin8
<, n sin 0, sin ^>, cos^a A03=] +n ncos<f>,{cos<f>, sin ^>, si

, ............................. =1+71 71 COS 0i COS fa COS ( a ;

_ 7t
_,

I N sin i^! sin
(ft,

sin
(ft,

1

~N ll+7i(l cos <^),
cos 8 cos <^0 '

'

.'. &c*

* In the case in which n is negative, the integral assumes a logarithmic form.

Let = A8 sin
8
4;

N

_ -j- ^ "

11

cot 1&6 sin <, sin fa sin $3 1

1 1+ ( 1 cos <, cos < s cosifta))

[ cottfA^siiK^siiK^jSin^j il

ll+n(l cos0, cos^jCos^ij)) J
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Integrals. SECTION II.-THE THEOREM OP ABEL. [n.egrals.

The preceding theorems are particular cases of a general theorem, extending to any number of functions,

and to any order of functions included under the formula I :---
, where fx and <px are any function of i.

J (xa) V0x

THEOREM VI. Let i^a:,, iftxt .... represent the definite values of the integral I
-----= when taken

J (xa) >J<t>x

between values of x, 0, and xu x
t,f3 .... respectively.

Also let 0j? be the product of any two factors 0,:r and 8r, respectively of 77, and 72, dimensions in x. Let e,x
and e,x be polynomials ascending by positive integral powers of .c, and subject to the condition

(e,ff)(0i*) -(eir)
!
(0ifr)= P, (*-*) ...... (D),

P,(x a-,) representing the product of the p factors (x *,) (x <r8) (x *). . . .(a; a1

,),

Then

1
,

(0,^^*+ 0,1.707*1
"here *t=-=log.{

--g=- ^ ........ (E),
l '

-=
V0T

and ^y -i
<-^-
--

-|
is put to represent the coefficient of in the expansion of , according to the negative

\ ^J
*~

Cff
' JC *C^~ OL

powers of T. This is the celebrated theorem of ABEL.

Let OiT=ai+ b
l
x+ CiX'+ ---- + l l

xmi

By substituting these values of 6
tx and e^x in equation (D), and equating like powers of x, equations will be

obtained establishing certain relations between the OT, + wz8+ 2 quantities a,?,^. . . .ffl,6,cs . . . ., and the
p. quan-

tities jr,x8 . ...; and if the dimensions wi,wi2 , n, 71, be properly assumed in respect to
ft,

the values of these

quantities will be determined in terms of j, j, ..... and there will remain certain equations of condition between
these quantities themselves, further necessary to the relation (D), which has been supposed.

Let one or more of the quantities x, xt . . . . be conceived to be variable ; and assume the variable element of

the polynomial (9,T)'(0,i;) (6tx)
i
(0!T), which results from this supposition, to enter into it under the form of

a function of y. Moreover, let the polynomial itself be represented under these circumstances by <bxy.

If, then, x be supposed to represent one of the quantities xl xt x, . .. . <!>n/=0;

Now rfy=2(0^)(0^)dy-2(08T) (e,x)- dx.

But since (e,*)
9
(0,*)

- (e,r)'(&) = ;

/. e,x V0,x= etx V0J* ;

where the sign is to be taken according as 6,T and e,x have for the assumed value of x the same or differen*

signs ;

Hence, reducing and assuming by equation (8.),

sin. _
'~

sin f cos <

we have *=J-
tan<

loir I
'+*asin <8in y

.
sin<fr gin^ .

2 A< b
ll+A-^sinOsin^sin^sin^l

'

where, it will be observed, that the subsidiary angles, ??>
and Y

2 , are the amplitudes of function- which satisfy the conditions

Since irrational quantities of the form V ! tan-' v 1 T may be immediately c inverted into logarithmic functions, it is considered

unnecessary to write the relation of three functions of the third order under any other form than that given in the text.

3 s 2
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enite J* r, fla r iJft rl

integrals. .-. hy (F), -^ dx= Z^r 00^ -
e,X ^\dy;

-
j ., .

- ax I ay ay I

Definite

Integral,.

fx.dx 2fx f dQ2x de,x)

"(x-a)^fx~
(x a)

d** r'
C

~^~
'

"d^J
y '

dx

In this expression x represents any one of the quantities x
l xt , . . ,xf . Let it be made in succession to represent

each of them, and let the sum of the formulae which result from this substitution be taken ;

/^
f *to

d$x (. d
._ ...... .

dy d$xy (. dy dy >~~
Let ,- -

dy dy

where A.xy is a polynomial ascending by positive integral powers of x, having for certain of their coefficients

functions of y.
We may assume Axy=A.ay+ (x a) A lxy ........ (I).

By (H), therefore, 2 -J^=Ay . 2- + 2^ ........ (K),
dy d<bry d<bxy

(x a) - -

di: dx

Now

therefore* -=2-~^ ........ (L) J

'*

<S>ay

&--*?
..(M)..

dy 3>ay

dy

It remains now to determine the value of the last term of this equation-; Expanding
-

,
or

(
1---

)X Xn J1

\ X J
in each term of the second member of equation (L).

-L=-L2-^-+l2-^-+-L2_fL. l.
1

2 tf
I.

x d$x,y x* -d<bx,y a? d<bxny xm+l d<bxny

dx, dx, dx, dx,

Assuming in this equation for m the different values of the exponents of x in the terms of

successively, multiplying the equations which thus result by the respective coefficients of those terms, and

adding

^ 1 A
t
Tny~

x

Thus, then, the last term of equation (M) is the coefficient of in the expansion of _l^ii, or

* Let
'

_i
-2

.

txy x x^ x
x-i

x
A,, .-V,. . .. being independent of x;

dx.

^'3-.y
( 3* X^) ;

dx.
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,

D
t

efini'e
A.-rj/ f\, A,.ry Definite

rfa-

./My
|^1

, J Ajy Aay_ 1

dd>jy~*-
y *

\(x-a) <!>ry (a-o)*^)'/. by (I),

"rf-T

Now the least negative exponent in the expansion of ---- is fi+1, the highest positive exponent in
<t>zy

V / *^ y

being ft.
No portion of the coefficient of is therefore found in this term of the expression ;

Ajey

dx

.

dy
^-^

(* a)$xy Say

which expression, it will be observed, does not involve x. Also

desoc de.a
6^. -- 9ta.~-i--

y dy

in which expression fa, ^a, ^>,ar do not involve y ;

lo-

S
B

/*

both these integrations being made in respect to y, which is independent of x.

By equation (H)

Of this beautiful theorem a very remarkable feature is the arbitrary character of the functions 6tx and 9r,
resulting in an arbitrary superior limit of the number

p. of the functions included under the symbol 2. The
further discussion of it will be reserved for that portion of this paper which treats of the theory of ultra-elliptic
functions, and we shall here confine ourselves to two of the most elementary applications,

EXAMPLE 1. Let fx=(xa)

dr

or if xs=s\n<t>, ^i
In this case faa a=Q

,

.'. by Abel's theorem 2 V^= C.V 7 **+ C ........ (a).

Now in this case it is easily seen that

C ........ (6).

Let <, 1x=l-x>

Byequation (D) ..(,+&,*) (1
- x>)-(a,+b.p)* (1 -^a')=P4 (-sin^)........ (e).

Assuming in equation (c) ,r= 1 ^= 1

1 1
X=T X=~T

* The conditions on which the evanescence of this term depends will be found fully discussed in the tenth section of thii Article.
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* 8

Also equating the coefficients of ;r* and .r in (c), -

af cr|=:P4 sin0 ;

2 P
4
cos<= &'

2+ ft'
8
ft
4 P4 sin 0.

Now in the first term of this equation the sign + must be taken, since the whole of the first member has the

same sign with that term, and since moreover the second member of the equation is essentially positive:

.'. P4A0=^+ft8 K* P4 sin
<f>

l<* P
4
cos

<f> ........ (</),

which is the equation of condition annexed to the relation

Tf

To determine the constant, suppose </>,=<,=<,,= , then will the equation of condition (d) be satisfied if we

T
assume <pt

= .

8

Since, then, the values, ,
---

satisfy the equation (c) ;

7T

-;

EXAMPLE^ Let

In this case, as before,/a=:0 ; .\~ = (1 t*x*) Vfx ;
X ~~ (X

:. by Abel's theorem, Z y,r=C 7 {
1 -^a8

} *^+C ........ (/).

Assume 6ii=a l+b l
x

6,1=0,+ btx

Let

. M _

* Let 03 and < 4 became negative, the equation of condition (if) will then remain unchanged, and F^i+ F^g F<^g F04=C.

Suppose 0,= 0; /. F0,+F^, F03=0, and P3A0= A'
2+*! P3 C(0, which agrees with equation 11, page 495. It will be observed

that in equation (e] the ambiguous sign of equation (b) is taken positively : this assumption will be found discussed in a Note at the

nd uf the Article.
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C T {I-*
2 *5

} V*=kC ~.
1oS.

1 +

1-

.

Now by Example 1, page (503.), fcl-iJAfe-l. Also if 4=0, aj-a;=0;

.'.0,62 a8 &i= (ffj 6| g.8 os) ;

and equating the coefficients of a8 in equation (c), 2 (0,6, aa 6s)=: Ps sin^> ;

which agrees with equation 3, page 496.

sin <j>,

Definite

Integrals.

SECTION III.

ON THE GENERAL RELATIONS OF ELLIPTIC FUNCTIONS WHICH HAVE DIFFERENT MODULI.

It is proposed in this section to investigate the relation of the amplitudes and 4>, arid the moduli k and K of

two functions ; such that

FA#=|M,FK0 ........ (12.),
where /& is a constant quantity.
Let sin<j)=x sin*=X

dx r_rfX

~J (1-X2)*(1-K!

X)*
;

........ (N)t

._ C
X X
~J (1

-

1. TAe relation dxkx=nd\KX admits of the double substitution of for x, and -for X.
KOO JXA.

For rfvft =A kx

Similarly, KX

2. This condition of the double substitution of and --= for x and X extends to the integralKX i\ .\.

For let this integral solved with respect to x be represented by x=6X, .'. substituting,
And this is true for all values of X :

KX

3. Let

then will the equation T=0X be subject to the condition of the double substitution, provided that
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A -X
1

1 p. I K'XM=&(- jH
ft /1-K2X8V

-K8XV 1-X2

)'

But by (O) ,=A;

1

AtfKX

J_
kx

4.

satisfying one condition necessary to the relation dxkxudx,KX, M it be required to determine whethur

any and what other conditions are necessary to that relation.

Squaring equation (P), and transposing

K4 X4 - (!"+&**) K' X! +AM2=0 ........ (Q.) ;

.'. differentiating {2X'-(W+1)} K
!

XdX+{l-K'X
s

} kxdx=0;
K' XdX xdx

"
k aKl-K'XVgX'-C^+l)"

5

{

x
Substituting this value and that of

,

_- '

Now

This condition beinar satisfied then, we have ftrfx^X d%kx= 0. Thus then it appears on the whole that to

the relation x&*=pxKX the conditions (P) and (R) are sufficient. The equations (N), (P), and (R) inuy
be otherwise written thus :

sin 2$

.(13.)

5. 7%e relation (P) is KO <Ae on/y o?^e which will satisfy the condition of the double substitution.

i-
Tf J IT

*

8 j
represent the product of any number of factors obtained by giving different values to the

index n of the constant entering into the formulae enclosed within the brackets, and any value or values whatever

whole fraction positive or negative to the exponent m.

Thenwil,
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Definite satisfy the condition of the double substitution, provided there be given to the constant a. a certain value Definite

Integrals, dependent upon the values of K, k, c, m. Integrals.
y-^v '

Let this function of x be represented by Px ;

v-"~v" ^

J___L PJ
1

~^M'^
kx~pkx .-\~,

&8
<^

I A T^ a

{1

b*r' TL-A
J

i-4

p/j_r JL
"V/fc

* UXJ 'KX
The condition of the double substitution holds therefore, provided

(l-k'claf)

To determine therefore the required relation between X and x, to this general form of which we are directed

by the condition of the double substitution, all that is required is to assign to the constants c, and to the exponent
m in the product (S) such values as shall cause the value of X expressed by that product to satisfy the other

conditions of the equation dyhx=ii,dyim.
THE THEOREM OF JACOBI.

An 4 1

6. Now this will be (fie case, 1st, if we assume m equal to unity and c.=sin am F,, where am F,
P P

represents the amplitude ofa function equal to the fraction of the complete function F, or Fft ; and Zdly,
P

if we take the number of factors under the symbol f^ to be--
, the values ofn attendingfrom 1 to .

These substitutions being made, equation (S) will become

1
4n

sin am F,
P

l-#Vsin8 am F,
P

from which equation the following is deducible,t

(
4Tl

T,
I sin coam F,

.(14.),

"=(-!) P (15.);~
I sin am F

t

I p

whence, by elimination in (T), K=k" J j sin coam F, V (16.).
-i I p

* It will be remembered that the symbol P indicates here, as before, the product of any number of the factors included between the

brackets or of any powers or roots of any of them,

f It will hereafter be shown, that when x-\, X=l ; .-.by equation (14.),

sin
2 am Fj

P

[l-/i
2

sin'am-Fj

. 1 sin8 am F,
Also by equation (2.) and (7.), assuming (j>,=^r and oSjSam - F

1,sin
!coam F,=

voi, ir.

sin'ami"F
P
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~v~-' LEMMA I sinam \Fk<j>2mFk [=( !)" sin am Fk<j>
* ~v~

v. A t

cosnmlFk<i>-2mFk^-}=( I)"
1

cos am F*<.

.'. Fk<t> 2mFk ^--2

Let

Now

therefore, by a known property of periodical definite integrals (see Theorem II.)

.'. by equation (8.) sin0,= ( l

by equation (9.) cos <,:= ( 1 ) cos
<j>.

LEMMA II. Let

2 sin <b
l
cos <bs Ad),

.-. by equation (8.) s,n ,1+ 8,n
o-,^ _^^^ sinT^

sin^-sin
2^

sin
cr, sin (Tj=:-- .

....... (U) ;

1 ^sin^ism
2

^,

1 k* sin8 d>, sin8 rf>s+sin
s

(/>,
sin2

< a + 2 sin 0, cos

Let f/i'j
be the coamplitude of Ft^) ; /. by equation (8.)

and.'.

Substituting these values, and reducing,

s.n ^)=

f
_sin^),\'

. (1 + sing-,) (1 + sino-j,) I
+

sin0'8 )

sin8
, sin*

Let now 0,=amF, <ij=:am FI; .\(',=coam FI
P P

f in \ / 4n N
r1=am(F+ F,) <r,=ram( F- F, );

V p J \ P /

;. by Lemma I. sin <r,= sin am (F F, J=sinamf FH F,
J;

/. by equation (U)
sin'am F

sinam ( FH F! Jsinamf FH F, )
sin

s am FI
V P / V P_ / P

(W) ;

sin
8 am F. 1 k* sin

8 am F sin
8 am FI

P P
by equation (V)

C sin am F

-------- -1-~- ~
n

cos
2 am F, 1 A'

s
sin2 am F sin

2 am F,
P P
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Integrals.
Since ,r=sinamF, X^sinam ,

we have from equations (14.)and (W.)
lSega?s.^

eliminating

by equation
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F F

1 sin am =1, or sin am 0.

I"- M-

Since, then, in this equation sin am vanishes when F=0, it vanishes for all the p values F, of F, and
M- P

therefore the relation (17.) and (18.) are different forms of the same relation. Now

Definite

Integrals

1 sin am I FH F,

cos am F,
P

=(1- sin am F)
{l

-sin am
(
F+

F,)} {l-sin
am(r+i^ F,)}

.', by equation (X), Lemma II.,

i

F P
1 sin am =(1 sin am F) ^\ -

1-

4n 4(p 71)
cosam FI cos am --

P P

sin am F

^
sin coam F,

P
4/z

1 k* sin
8 am F sin

2 am FI
P

(190,

or

sincoam

r
4., V

m F,|
P '

4n
11

P

Now by equation (14.) it appears that when X becomes X, x becomes x;

.(20.).

4/1

in'am F,
P

\

sin coam F t

P

Also when X becomes -, x becomes ;KX kx

-A"^ sin
8 am F,

P J

.(Y).

1 k s
3? si u* coam F!

P

1-
_^ A A4n 4/i

-jPi ft
4 sin4 coam sin 4 amT V P

But
4n . 4

sin4 coam sin4 am =A~!

P
kr f sin4 coam F,

.-1 sin
8 am F,

4n ( |U p

by equations (15.) (16.) ;

e _ 4n vsin coam F|
P

K'

lk*x* sin
2 coam F,

1-

/. by equation (15.) l-K8 Xa

=(l-^.r
s

)

.". by equation (Y)

sin
s am F,

f

4w r.
1 k JT sin coam r ,

4
F,

.(21.);
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Definite

lutegmls.
[ 4n _ }

8
r X*

{ 1 k' x sin* coam F, f
II--

sin
8 coam- F,

Definite

Integrals.

Let the numerator of the product in the second member =M S
, and the denominator =N2

;

M8

.-.(1 -KS

X')(L -Xt)=(l-AV)(l-a) -j
........ (Z)

1

Let X,=NX= "Oil ~-
f{ -2 4>1 V
7^1 sin am F,~

P

(j^*_ K2 X 2
) (N2 X2

)= (l fc'iT
2
) (1 x2

) M*.

The first member of this equation is the product of the factors

N+KX, N-KX, N+X, N-X,,
which are po\ynomials ofp dimensions, N being of p 1, and X, of p dimensions. Now these four factors have

no common divisor, since N and X have none. Also their product is divisible by each of the factors

l + kx 1-kx l+x l-x;
And after such division each factor becomes a square, since their product is a square M8

; or, in other words, each

of the four factors

N+ KX, N-KX, N+X, N-X,
is a square, or the product of a simple quantity and a square.

Now
X=|';

VT8 AT , v
.. N ' =N

;

-- X, =X S suppose;ax ax ax

..,-, i ,

where A is any constant quantity.

If, then, N AX, have a square factor, then is X2 divisible by the simple faclor of which it is the square; X,
is therefore divisible by all the simple quantities whose squares are factors of

N+KX, N-KX, N+X, N-X,.
But the square factors of these quantities compose by their product the square M8

, the factors of which these are

the squares compose therefore M ; Xs is therefore divisible by M.

But X, being of p dimensions, and N of p l dimensions, X2, which equals N-j-* X|-r-| is of 2p 2
CLX (.iJC

x
dimensions: also M is of 2p 2 dimensions ; .'.

- is of no dimension in x, or it is a constant quantity.

Let x be exceeding small ; in this case

,". for all values of x

by equation (Z)

- N-l M-l Y- dXl L. X'__L.
, IN 1 JV1 I Aj =- , 'TT

-
1

fj.
dx p M

ft,

X 1

M
M dX_

dx

The values of X, K, //,,
assumed in equations (14.), (15.), (16.), satisfy, therefore, the equation %kx=p.')(K'X,

and the demonstration of the theorem of Jacobi is thus completed.
7. There are certain other forms of equation (14.) under which it will now be convenient to place it.

By equation (14.)
F sin am F

sin am =
u, a

1

sin
8 am F,

P

1 -k* x1
sin" am F,
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Definite

Integrals.

F
1

and by equation (Y) cos am =cos am F
p.

n
l-fc'^sin'am F,

P
Also by Lemma II. ,

1-
sin

2 coam F,
P

Definite

Integrals.

( FH F, [sinamf F F! ]= sin
2 am FI

V P J \ P J P

_

sin
8am

sin am (
x -i x\ ]

sin ami ri ]= snr am r i i

-*-7
F>

and proceeding by a similar method to that given in Lemma II., with respect to cos <r, and cos erj,,

cos am F 4 _ . ,
.

. _

P

1

F tan am F
.'.tan am =

sin*coam F,

P cot
2 am F, f>tanan/F+ F\B P 4 V p )

Also by equation (21.), making X=a;=l, since by equation (20.) these are corresponding values of X and x

Pi
{A

coam
^F,}

4*

_ UT

<in
A coam F,

K.

f

K,=Fp^j~^LJ.^(iril:rp{ta ! Fly,
P-I 4 j>-i I 4ra r-i I p
~r cos am I1

! I -j- I sin am Jfj I

. f

by equation (15.) /. K'=k'p ft

8

J[^
|
tan am

F,|
; .'.f cot

2 am F!=JW f
g-, J

;

"
~a~

F 1 ........ (22.);

471j- 71 ^

1-sinam
,

. 1^ sin coam Ft
- sin am F

t . .,. u, 1 smamFT>] p
also by equation (19.) -- =-:

--=: J \
--

-.

--
[J F l+ smamF-:t . 4n

1 + sinam T smcoam F,+smamF
P

If 471^ 'I

3
tan

i
coam7 Fl"amF

/--
IT
-

^j- tan <i coam F^amt?

The mth, from the termination of the series of values of the form sin am F,, obtained by giving to m Hie

P

values 1 to^-, is 4
{ 2

--m~
sin am- F,,

P
-

T1
or it is by Lemma I. sin am-- Fv

P
Also the wzth from the beginning of the series is

,
. 2 (2m)+ sin am- F,.

These are, therefore, consecutive terms included under the form

(-1)" sin am F,.

* For the relations of the amplitude and coamplitude of a function on which these transformations depend, see Lemma II.
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Definite Wherever, therefore, in the preceding formulas there occur factors which differ only by values of n, ascending Definite

Integrals. . . Integrals.

"^v"""^ from 1 to Z
, in the form sin am F,, we may substitute for this form this other, ( 1)" sin am F, ; and the

v~"*^~^

same is true of the coamplitude. Equations (14.), (20.), (15.), (16.) thus become

sin
8 am F

i

l o,.

T, T^FJ sin'am F,F sin am F I

sin am =
* 2/i

1 A2 sin' am F sin
8 am F,

(A').

_ sincoam F,f

1-sinam =(l-sinamF) ^ - P '
........ (BO,

1

1 k* sin
8 am F sin* am FI

P

,,-,-JL (sincoam F,]

-j- I sin am F,

(sincoam F,V........ (D')
i I p J

j-i
l p

8. We come note to the discussion of another class offunctions, included under the form

Functions under this imaginary form having the modulus k may be transformed into others under the form ot

real functions, with this difference, that the modulus which was before k will now be V.

This transformation is the object of JACOBI'S SECOND THEOREM.

C </^l d<j> CFA<= ^- = --^
JVl-As

sin
2 J V cosscoss

</.+ sn
<f>

Let tan 0=V^l sin <'........ (E') ;

.'. cos 0=: sec ^>';

.
- V - 1 d<f> cos

THEOREM VIII.

Thus, then, the imaginary function V 1 Fk<j> will become a real function Fk'fi, provided we change k into ila

suppliant k, and give to <' a value determined by the relation (E'). Thus then

V 1 tan am Fk<f>=sm am V 1 F&$= sin am FA'

p
where F' is written for v 1 Fkcf>, or Fk'<j>' ; .'. substituting in equation (22.),

sin am =(. 1)
*

[ ,
f

cos am F 1
Also sincoamF=--STT-^,AamF AamF

sin am F /
- V IsinamF'^ =;= V-ltanamF'.AmF'=-- -;

sin coam F sin coam F^

^
by equation (15.) . |x=J

J
sin coam F',

P-t I . ^^rti \

-:- I sin am F,l
P

l

(25.) ;

since K'= A" a! JR {tan am F,}*;Si I p J
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Definite

Integrals.
/. K'=A.f,8

P{sinain F',}

4

;

P-I I

i

Definite

Integrals.

Pr 4 14

{sincoamF} ........ (26.).
y-i i p '

The equations (24.), (25.), (26.) serve to determine the quantities *', p, K', in terms of <', ft', subject to the

condition F'$'=/x FK'<f>'. Comparing these equations with equations (17.), (22.), (15.), (16.), it appears "that the

same formula which serve for the transformation of a function having- the modulus k into another having the

modulus K, apply equally to the transformation of a function having the modulus k' into one having the

F' p~ l

modulus K', provided that in these last F be replaced by , and jj, by ( ])
s
p.

V -1
These last formulae, which serve for the transformation of functions whose moduli are complements to the

moduli of the first, are called by Jacobi complementary formulae.

9. If in equation (B') we write, after the symbol of multiplication, the wth term from the end instead

of from the beginning of the series of factors, we have

1 sin am =(1 sin am F)P 1- (1) 2 sin am F

p 2/t+l
sin coam F.

P >

P
F,

or
F P

1 sin am =
(1 sin am F) "?i

J-a-H

1- (1)
* sin am F

1 k* sin
2 am F sin* coam

. (H').

If, therefore,
^"' 2n - 1 F

C-l) P F= -
F,, 1-sinam =0,

P P

and this is true for all values of n, from 1 to

therefore when

. Moreover, by equation (12.), am increases with am F,

I 3 5
=+ P,, -- Plt + P,.

P P P

p^i F
11

7
:

. j_"
p

'

-, : P.;

(27.),

and FI^ representing the complete functions FK and Fk .

2 &

THEOREM IX. By equations (14.) and (Y) it appears that

tan am =F tan am F

sin ! amF

I
sin

! am F

sin* coam
P

F' sin am F'
~

.'. sin am =

1 +
tan* am F'

sin
4 am F!

P

1+-
tan* am F'

siu'coam F,
P
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Definite ,.?iI v Definite

Integrals.
Let now amF ( 1)

*
J Integrals.

4/i

P ,
1 J^sin'coam

F, p__,

.: sin am = %*-----=(-1) by equation (15.) ;

u u p-i . ,
4/i

^T sin
8 am F,

zi T F' 1^1

/. when am F'=( 1) !
, am =(-1) -5-;

fi J6 '-

/
iF

I
K' ........ (28.);

pi
i

T^ TC

by equation (27.) .-.^sp| ........ (29.).

By this remarkable theorem a direct relation is established between the modulus k and the modulus K of two

functions, whose amplitudes are connected by the relation (14.). For a discussion of the various applications
which may be made of it in the theory of elliptic functions, the reader is referred to the third Supplement of

Legendre. vii., or to the work of Jacob! Fundamenta nova Theories functionum ellipticarum.

SECTION IV.

ON A METHOD OF APPROXIMATING TO THE NUMERICAL VALUES OP ELLIPTIC FUNCTIONS.
i

From the equation HL= kp
If sin*coam--

p-i p
i!

it appears that since k is less than unity, therefore K is less than k.

Thus, then, the function "Fk<f> may be ascertained by Jacob?sfirst theorem in terms ofanother FK$, having a less

modulus. This again may be made to depend upon a third, whose modulus is yet less, and so on ; and thus

we may, ultimately, find the value of afunction in terms of another having a modulus as much less as we like.

Again, by the second theorem, the value of a function whose modulus is k', the complement ofk, is made to

depend upon one whose modulus is K', the complement of K, and since k is greater than K, therefore k' is less

than K'. By this theorem, therefore, we may make the value of one function to depend upon that of another

having as much greater a modulus as we like.

And in thus making the values of functions depend upon those of others whose moduli are so much less as

to be considered nearly evanescent, or so much greater as to be considered nearly equal to unity, in both which
cases these values may be determined by known rules, consists the method of approximating to the numerical

values of elliptic functions.

The formulae of Jacob! supply an infinite number of relations* between k and K, by means of which this may
be effected, as many indeed as there may be taken odd numbers p ;

and Mr. Ivory has given analogous formulae
for the case in which p is an even number in the Philosophical Transactions, 1831.
Of all the infinite number of scales of moduli, however, which may thus be found, there is probably none

which so well serves the purposes of calculation as that which we have first investigated (art. 9. equation 13.) ;

as moreover this scale of moduli is that by which the existing tables of elliptic functions have been calculated, we
shall enter fully on the discussion of it.

The equations (13.) admit of the following transformations :

K=

These relations have been discussed by Jacobi in his work Fundamenta Nova, &c. for the cases p=3 and p=5 ; by Guetzlaffin the
twelfth volume of Crelle's Journal, page 1 73, for the case of p= 7 ; and in the sixteenth number of that journal, page 97, the equation*
of the moduli have been placed under a variety of new forms by Professor Sohnke, and applied to the values of p, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13. 21.

t By equation (13.) sm*2*=^ +*) 8in'( |l_-Ji_ sin8
*}

sin 2*=sin< { 1 +A2 +2* cos 2*} ;
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=1+*

Definite

Integral).

Now K* is greater than ft, and K' is less than k1

; therefore the equations

K
=I+ft

sin (2* 0)= k sin
rf>

Fft0=

(30.),

FK*

which serve to determine the value of FA0 in terms of FK.*, make the integration of a function having a less

modulus to depend on the integration of one having a greater modulus. And the equations

tan(0-*)=K'tan* (31.),

which serve to determine the value of FK* in terms of FA0, make the integration of a function having a greater
modulus to depend upon that of a function having a less.

And by a series of equations such as these, the value of an elliptic function may be made to depend upon th?<

of another, as near to unity or as near to zero as we like.

If k* be greater than , it will manifestly be more convenient to use the ascending scale, and if less the

descending scale.

Let K, KI, K..... K. be a series of moduli, and *, * *.....* a series of amplitudes taken in an ascending
scale according to the conditions of equation (30.), so that

= 0+-^- sin"
1 k sin 0,

&

'! + *'

4>,= $+
-jj-

sin"
1 K sin *,

&r
1 + K,'

&

a, L

Then FR*=
2

FK,*,, FK*,=
2

FK>8 , &c.=&c. ;

.-.F*0=-f

1+K,

,(N')-

If, similarly, k, ki, kt , k,.. .. be moduli, and 0, 0,, 0,, S . . . . amplitudes determined according to the con-

ditions of the descending scale of equations (31.), so that

1 ft' 1 ft'- 1 ft'

"l+ ft'

1 !
~l+ft','

3
~~1 + A',

4=:$+ tan~ l
K.'tanfl> 1 1

= 0+tan~'ft'tan0, s =0i + tan~' k\ tan 0,, &c.= &c.

' * w^ / rtl i
* T 1. t I 1 D

Ps=r jy
Fft

a0j, &c.=:&c.

'"I+K"
* l~'

sin 2*=sin

cos

cos

0)=risin0 cos (2* 0)=

sin {*+(* 0)} sin {*(* 0)}=:* sin sin
<f>

2sin*cos(* 0) = (!+*) sin0;

2 cos * sin O 0)= -
(1 -4) sin ; .'.tan(0- *) =-rTi tan *'

-
i ...

V*
T K_i i here supposed to represent *.

_
V*

. ->A; ... K>*.
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I'efimte pi, rf, Definite

Integrals .-. FK4>= - -- ........ (O
7

). Integrals.

(!+*'._,)

1 l+k,

.-.FK*=-^-- ........ (F),

Suppose that n is taken so great that in the first case K, may equal unity, and in the other case k, may
equal zero ;

(32.)

FK4= - -r- ........ (33.).

d +*'_,)

These two equations are sufficient to determine the numerical value of any elliptic function of the first order.

12. Now the values of all elliptic Junctions of the second and third orders may be determined in terms
of those of elliptic functions of the first order.

By equation (13.) we havet d* AK*=-

= I ^-{fccos<+Afr<}
! = f-^-

J A0 J Aft0

.'. (1+ A)

BK=-(l-t)n*+ ........ (34.).

Thus the value ofEK* is made to depend upon that of Ek<f>, and that of Fk<j> ; K, *, depending upon k, <p, by
the same relation which connects the amplitudes and moduli of functions of the first order.

By a scale of such amplitudes and moduli, we may, therefore, determine the value of EK<t> in terms of &$,
where k, approximates as nearly as we like to zero, and &</> to

tj>, ; or in terms of EK*., where K. approxi-
mates as nearly as we like to unity, and EK,*n to cos $. This process of reduction will be greatly facilitated

if we assume

GK*=EK*-FK;
for subtracting from equation (34.) the equation

* *'_ i is here supposed to represent K'.

t Differentiating equation (i), see note, page 513,
'

,.8A*J
O U 6
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Definite

Integrals,
we have GK*=

-^-^
{Gkrf,

- AFA0+ A sm<}. Integrals.

Similarly, Gci:=

&c.=&c.

.*. by elimination

Now, by equation (P )

also

A. "(!+*.)*

LEMMA III. Let Q= , and let i be an indeterminate quantity;

d _ rf# 1 ** sin*.;

Let tlie denominator of this last fraction equal the product of the factors

(1+nsinV) ( l+^ si

then will jCl-f>n--

The second member of this equation may be put under the form

LEMMA IV. If we assume sint&= \ .,,.'. T ,s

then will

where

(l+ K)d* 1-Ksin'*
for qg>=s

1 K sin
8 *

+W
l-K'siu2*

r_^ 1+wsinV
+ IT-

--i
J A*0 I 1+ sin

!
<^

-' '

(R').

.' &c.
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Definite 13. On the reduction of elliptic function* of the third order. Definite

(l + K)sin*
Assume s,n 0=

--
;

sin
8

*}
8

TT ^ f * fr-
nk<i>

-J H^sTn>A^-
Let the denominator of this fraction be assumed equal to the product

(1 +M sin* *)(1 + N sin')

. . _ .

,
M+N=2K+n(l + K)

s
)

Equating the coefficients MN K8

where M and N may be found. Of these let N be the less, then is N less than K.

Now

where c may be any whatever ;

Assume (1 + *)K=M (I-.-)-

The second term of the above equation becomes then

K
(
d*

-K)
J -^

-

C
I

1. J

_^ ^_ . _ _

Also bv Lemma 1 1 1. JAR*,, r ./, K . T \~"VT8 8

_^ ^_ . _

,, r ./, K . T \~
(1+N sin

8
*) ( 1 + sin

8 *
j

where t=(l +N)14-=(l +N)(l + M)= l +(M+N)+MN=(l + K)"(l+n) ;

.'. on the whole,

n*0=-=^= tan' 1 -^-2.0(1 + K) nNK*+(] +*)(! + K)FK*. . . . (36.).
Vl+w Alv*

Also (l+/c)K=(l- K)M;

M-N
and M-N

v/T

Thus, then, the value of a function of the third order may be found in terms of a function of the same order

having a less modulus K, and a less parameter N.
14. On the theory of complete functions.

If in equations (29.) we assume *=
-^-

and $=ir, the second of these equations will be satisfied. AJso from the

tliird,
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Definite Also similar substitutions in the subsequent equations of the scale will satisfy, in each, the relation of the ampli-

Definite

Imegrals. tu(]eg Integrals

= - --...... ..(SO,

L_ (T).

(!+*'.-,)

In equation (35.) let $ be assumed -r-, and 0=?r;

since when k,=0, Gh<j>,= 0;

/.EK-FKJl-ZJ*.., ........ (U',.

IT 7T

15. To determine the values ofFIc and E& in converging series when k is small.
2

Let *=

Let s
1* '>'-'

=at; /. 2 cos 2^.^

where A, R, &c. are certain functions of K ;

{A
sin 20+1 B sin 40. . . .

Similarly

'+ .... +2Acos20+2Bcos40+. . . .

)V+(^)V+(i^)V+
....}i ........ <SS.,

Now K is always less than A; when, therefore, k is small, we may neglect the powers of K:

2

........ (X').

16. To determine the value of a complete function in a convergent series when its modulus very nearly

equals unity.

Ffe=/sec { 1 +fc* tan* 0}-* <ty.

Expanding and applying the formulae of reduction

/"sec tan"0d0= sec tan""1 --
/"sec tan"~

!

0rf0,'

Fi0=i/sec0<J0 k'*\
sec tan /* sec 0d0212 2

3 f 1
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Now let 2Ffo=:F/fc ; .'. by equation (1.) tan<:=-T^ ;

2 vA/

Now as A; approaches unity, k' diminishes continually, therefore when k is very nearly equal to unity

lF*-=logA Flo ........ (U').

Again,

whence expanding and applying the formulae of reduction

fcos $ tan" <pd<f>=
-- sin

<f>
tan""

8
<
--

^a

V 1

Assuming as before in equation (1.) 0,=r -0,=(,=( tan0;=-=r.

Also by equation (3.) 2Eft0-E;fc y=(l-A")sin
8
^; .'.

Let now k very nearly equal unity, or k1

very nearly equal zero ;

...Eil+- ........ (V).

elation EJLE^' Gi^.G^'= between function
9

whose functions are complements of one another, was discovered by Legendre. It may be demonstrated as follows

17. The remarkable relation EJLE^' Gi^.G^'= between functions of the first and second orders,
9

dFA:0 f*8in0 1 p-(A*0)' I

~dT=J (A*0y
d0~Tj -(^^^^T

Now let E^.E^ Gi^r. 0,^=11; difTerentiaiing in respect lo k, and substituting

H does not then contain k. Let then A be indefinitely small ; .'. by equations (R') (S')

2

Also E tfc'= 1, and by equations (U') F.fr'rrlog.
-

; .'. 6,^= 1 - log.
-

;

.- = ._{EA'-]} by equation (V);
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Integrals.

Definite

Integrals.

Table, of the numerical values of COMPLETE Elliptic Functions of the FIRST and SECOND orders for values of the

modulus k corresponding to each degree of the angle sin"
1

k.

sin~'.
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ON THE RELATIONS OF ELLIPTIC FUNCTIONS TO THE PARTS OF A SPHERICAL TRIANGLE AND TO THE LENGTHS

OF CF.RTAIN ALGEBRAICAL CURVES.

Let A B C be a spherical triangle, whose sides a, 6, c are respectively equal to

the amplitudes < $s, <p, of three functions Fk<f>,, Fk<pa, F&03, such that

Fk<p t Fk<j>t-F<t>t-0.

Then by the principles of spherical trigonometry

cosC=
sin <p l

sin 0,

cos 0, cos
<ft,

cos <,
COS B=- ; ;

:
;

--=
sin cp, sin <p,

3= *A*<p, ;cos A=

/. sin A=
Thus then the constant ratio of the sines of the sides and angles of a spherical triangle, thus formed, is equal

to the common modulus of the function of which the sides are the amplitudes.

If there be taken a triangle polar or supplemental to this, then will the cosines of the sides of that triangle be

represented by

and their sines will have to the sines of the opposite angles the ratio instead of*.

From C let fall a perpendicular CD upon AC ; .'. by Napier's analogies,

tan AD=cos A tan d>,,

tan BD= cos B tan 0, ;

tan"' (tanij^tan"
1

(tan <p, A&</ s) tan '

(tan tp, A&</>,) (W*).

ANY ELLIPTIC FUNCTION MAY BE REPRESENTED BY THE ARC OF AN ALGEBRAICAL CURVE.

LEMMA V. To represent any given integral fPdtp by the arc of an algebraical curve.

Let CY be a perpendicular from the origin C upon the tan-

gent to the point P of a curve whose coordinates CM, MP, are

.randy. Let CY=P MPT=<, AP=* ;

.'.P=y sin <p+x cos
<ft ;

and observing that

dy ds dx ds .-= cos^, -7T=-;n s>n&
U(/J urp wp Ct(p

=y cos ^ x sin <

a<p

From these two equations we have

dP
*=P cos d> sin

<f>

dip

'
d

i=-(
l

dP

n<p

f

By which equation the integral fPdcp is expressed in terms of the arc s of an algebraical curve, and of the

JPdP
algebraical function

dtp

18. To represent an ellipticfunction of the FIRST ORDER by an algebraical curve.

1 dP &*sin<icoBrf>
Assume P= rT~\I>

' =
i

by equation (')
If sin

<t>
cos <p

VOL. II

* The negative sign of the cosine uf '.'ither angle indicates the angle to be an obtuse angle.

3x
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Definite assuming the arc s to commence from the point where <=0. Equations (X') give the following values of Definite

utegrals. x anj y ^ w hieh this curve may be traced : Integrals.

x=

y=--
<l-*sin

f

The curve is the locus of the intersections of perpendiculars to the extremities of the consecutive diameters of

an ellipse, the ratio of whose eccentricity to its semiaxis major is k, and whose semiaxis minor is unity.

Let PQ be a perpendicular to the extremity of any diameter CP of such an B

ellipse, and let AQB be the locus of the intersections of PQ in the consecutive

positions of CP.
Let PCB= <, CP=r;

therefore by the polar equation to an ellipse from the centre

1

7*
-

Now

Also

arcBQ=PQ+/ni.
dr _ If s\n

<fi
cos

(f>

AarcBQ=

d<f> (I

k* sin
(f>

cos

As k is diminished the arc AQB continually approximates to the elliptic arc APB, from which indeed for

small values of k it does not sensibly differ.

In the particular case in which k1=, we obtain by elimination between equations (X') for the general

equation to the curve

19. It will be observed that the curve we have used serves to express the function Fk<i> by the difference

between the length of its arc and a certain function of the angle <f>.
In this particular case thefunction may

be expressed by the length ofa curve alone. That curve is the leminiscata.

The polar equation to the leminiscata is r"=o* cos 29 ;

dr a sin 29

d6 */>s 20

Let

n/drV }* ffsin*2e 1*. f d
.-.:= if^J+^f de=a\\- -+cos2e|d0= a -7=.

J l\*/ J lcos29 J*/c7s20

cos 20= cosi

df> cos
<f>

sin
<f>

f\lrh f '

chttth

J eos$ J Vl cos4
<#

r d<t> _ja_
r

J Vl+cos'd)~V2 J

Since an elliptic function of the first order may be added to, or subtracted from, another, or multiplied any num-
ber of times, or divided into any number of equal parts, therefore the arc of a leminiscata may likewise be added
or subtracted, or be multiplied as many times as we like, or divided into as many parts as we like.

Let AP,, AP8 , APa be three arcs of a leminiscata whose semiaxis is a, and at the points P,, P,, P, let the

radii vectores be r,, rt,
rt.

Also let >i
= cos~ l

, <>,=cos~' < 8=cos~' ;

and let the points P,, Ps, P3 be so take" *'>"*
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'Definite

Integrals. cos
<fj3

cos ^,
1

V2
A T> A P _l_ A P

. xi IT 3^ xV J-
i T^ xx I g

From this formula we may double the arc of a leminiscata, or halve it.

Suppose, for example, that it is required to halve the arc AP3. Let P, and P8 coincide;

l_

. V2
> Ala, cos o>,

~' ->

1

Definite

Integrals.

from which equation < and therefore the position of P,, is known in terms of
(j>3

. If the arc to be bisected is

the whole semi leminiscata, then r3=0 ; .'.<f>3
:

19. To represent an elliptic function of the SECOND ORDER by the length of a given curve.

Assume P=(l A'sin
8
<) 4

;

.'. by equation (')
k*s

Also by equations (X') we have
COS0

P ~P
between which, eliminating 0, y*=k'

i
(l j;

8
).

The equation to an ellipse whose semiaxis major is unity, and the ratio of its eccentricity to its semiaxis major
k. If we suppose s to be measured from the extremity of the axis major, the constant disappears, and we
have

Let P, be any point in an ellipse, whose semiaxis major is a, and the ratio of its

semiaxis major to its eccentricity k, and let Q, be the intersection of the ordinate

M,P,, produced, with the circumscribing circle.

Let Q,CBr=$,; .'. CM,:=.r

.'. calling E, the length of the arc BP,

(A");

the constant disappearing, since when E,=0 <,=(). If 0, ^s be similarly taken in respect to two other points

P, and Ps of the ellipse ; then if there exist between < <ps , <t>3 the relation

cos S= cos 0, cos
<f)t sin 0, sin (fi,

A&<
8

there will exist between the arcs BP,, BP8, BP3
the relation

*BP,+ BP8
- EP,=ak' sin 0, sin 0, sin <, ........ (B") ;

.'. BP1+PSP8= afe
8
sin 0, sin 0, sin

</>,
........ (C") ;

or if 4>t be ><, BP, - P,P8=a# sin 0, sin < s sin <,.

Let P8 coincide with A ;

..<,= , A' tan <^, tan </),= 1 , BP, PsA=at*si

BP,-AP8=-or eliminating < 8

therefore the difference of the arcs BP, and AP, is equal to the perpendicular from C on a tangent to P, ; a

Thus we can determine the arc of an ellipse which shall differ in length from the sum of two others by a given straight line, at

conversely.

3x2
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Definite

property which was discovered by Fagani, and bears his name. It may also be deduced from a comparison of Definite

S^ equations (Z') and (A"). ^als-

Suppose the points P, and P, to coincide ;

.-.BP.-AP^a^sin*^,,

and sm! __

If, therefore, the point P, be taken according to the condition tan <,=-=, then will the difference of the arcs

BP, and AP, equal that of the semiaxes of the ellipse. Let it be required to determine two arcs of the same

quadrant of an ellipse which shall be equal to one another. Call fa, fa the angles corresponding to the

extremities of one of the arcs P,, P3 , and <', <j>'3
those corresponding to the extremities of the other P',, P's.

Also let there exist between the quantities fa fa, <f>'t $', the relation

sin fa cos fa A0S+ sin
<f>3 cos fa A0,_sin <f>',

cos <' A0'8+sin <' cos $', A0't"'
and let each of these eqal sin0, ;

.'. by equation (8.) and equation (C")

BP,+P,Ps=aA ! sin fa sin fa sin fa, BP^P'jP's^aA:8 sin fa sin <', sin
<fna

If, then, sin fa sin fa sin
<j>'t

sin $',=0........ (E")

The relation (D") becomes by means of (E")

sinews $2 A03+ sin < 8 cos < 3 A08=:sin('8 cos $'4 A<

There are two equations of condition, (E") and (F"), between the four quantities fa, fa, <' 0,. Any two of

these are, therefore, indeterminate : and hence it follows that any arc being given we can determine another, and

only one other, in the same quadrant which shall be of the same length.

20. To represent an elliptic function of the THIRD ORDER by the length of a given curve.

Assume P=(l+ nsins
'/))-

1

(1 -A
s
sin

!

0)-t;

substitution in equations (X') will then give the following values for the coordinates of the curve :

and by equation (Y
7

) the function will be determined in terms of the length of the curve by the equation

n hf,
2/1 sin p cos A* sin cos

+
(l+nsin'^l-A'sin

8
^)*

~
(i +nsin 0) (l-ft'sin^)?'

21. Let k and V be the semiaxes of an hyperbola ;
then will its equation be

Let jr=

.:r=k{l+k'*ten'<j>}*; ,

'. taking Y to represent an arc of this hyperbola,

l-'A8
sin0

A8
sin* 0rf0

Now d {tan0A0}=A0sec
8
0</0-^

Y=tan 0AA0- Ek<f>+k* F*0........ (G").

If J,, a perpendicular from the centre C of the hyperbola, on the point whose coordinates are x, y, then will

(H").
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Definite
'

if the equation (1.) obtain between the amplitudes < fa, 3> it follows by equation (2.) and equation (H") Definite

Integrals, that Integrals.

,=*' sin 0, sin& sin& ....... (I") ;

or the same relation obtains between the lunclions H as between the functions E
; or if a curve be supposed to be

taken whose length shall always equal the difference
between the length of an hyberbolic arc and the perpendicular

let fall upon its tangent, then will the arcs of this curve have to ane another the same relation as those of ait

ellipse. By equation (32.)

also by equation (G") YAr0=fcT0 EAr^+ ta

Thus, then, the length of an hyperbolic arc may always be represented by a straight line, increased by the difference

of two elliptic arcs, whose eccentricities are connected by the equation (K'), and their amplitudes by (If),

This is the theorem of Landen.

EULERIAN INTEGRALS.
SECTION VI.

;*' x?~ ldx P |
1 l-i

The definite integrals
-- and

\
lo<r. ? ds

Jo "~ J

J.

have received the name of the integrals of Euler, by whom they were first treated as functions of their exponents

p and q, and shown under this form to have certain remarkable relations to one another, and an extensive

application in various branches of analysis.
In respect to integrals embraced under the first form, and called those of the first class, the investigations of

Euler did not extend beyond that case in which the exponents n, p, q, are whole numbers, and his comparison
of different integrals was made on the supposition that n remained the same. In respect to integrals of the

second class, he confined himself to the case in which p and
(/
are whole numbers, and compared only those in

which q remained the same.

As our object here is, however, to present the discussion under the form in which the more recent researches

of Legendre, Poisson, and Jacob! have left it, we shall consider these integrals (after Legenire) as embraced
under the following more general forms:

i

(1 xy~
l &~ l dx represented by the symbol [p, 9]

dx represented by the symbol TV.

Both these classes of functions are considered as continuous. The latter are commonly known ty the name of

the functions Gamma, from the symbol which distinguishes them, and for a similar reason the first will in this

paper be designated Parenthetical Functions.

It will be convenient to include both these classes of integrals under the same discussion, and to take first

in order the functions gamma, on which the values of the parenthetical function may be made to depend.

Let
tt=*|log.yj ;

du f 1 \ f 1 !->
*

~'
t lOfiT,

~-~~
f
^P 1 'OT f J

dx \ x 3 \ x )

and observing that between the limits and 1, u=0, we obtain by integration

(i.).

Also this is true for all positive values of
p, therefore if q be any positive integer,

rOH-g-l)=p<>H)(/+2) (p-r<?-2)I> (2.).

Let p=l; :.Tp= P'cfe=l;

.T<7=1.2.3.4....(g-l) (3.).

To determine a relation between the class of parenthetical functions and the functions gamma.
Assume u=af (l-x)q~ l

;

du
'

~d~x
=(P+9- 1K" l

d-*)'-
1

-(?

Integrating and observing that, between the limits and 1, w=0t
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'(l -x)'~
ldx - (?-l) f^'d -*)f- 1

<

And this is true for all positive values of 7. Supposing it, therefore, an integer, and observing that

[p,l]= f^-'drrr-l,Jo P

Now by equations (2.) and (3.) the product in the numerator of this fraction equals Tq, and that in the

denominator - L .

This equation has been proved only in the case in which q is an integer ; containing, however, no longer the

indefinite product (1.2.3.. .9 !), it may be considered continuous. Now the value of the second member will

not be altered ifp and
(/
be interchanged therefore generally.

P>g]=[9.p] ........ CO-

The integral [p,g] may be exactly determined when p+q=l ; for in this case

Assume 1 ar= ; .'.<r= ;
and the values of u corresponding to jr=0 and x=l are and cc* ;

C&Hur^du
/.substituting, [p, l-p]=l -[+

fur~ tdu f
>tx'wl>

~ l
dii ir

Now from the general value of the integral I
j

-- it may be shown that - = --
. Also by

J I+M" Jo 1-t-" s>n^T

equation (6.) [p, l-p]=

(l
-
p) is called the complement of Tp

Forpsubstitute(i+p);
.'.

r(-L

Moreover, by equation (1.).

/. Tp T(l -p)=
*

........ (8.).
sin pit

Similarly, P
J2 +(1^)}

r
{+(!

-
,)}- j(|-J-^ r(l+l+ P)r(l+^- p);

&c. = &c.

where m is any positive integer, and the number of factors in the product is (m 1). From which equation it

appears that, dividing the values of Tp into periods, of which the first contains those between TO and Tl, the

second those between Fl and F2, &c., the mth those between Tm 1 and POT; then those which are contained

in either half of each of these periods may be determined in tarms'of those in the other half. If we makep=0,
we shall obtain for the middle term of the mth period,

r(m- |L\=l.
3.5.7.

...(gm-S)-^-.

* For a direct proof of this equation, including the positive fractional values of p and 9. see Nute '2 at the end of this paper.
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Definite i __ Definite

Integrals. Le t WZ=1 .'.T = </ir Integrals.

/i

1

a'-'O -xy-'dx. Assume x=(l + u):,

[p.p]=2
l"sp f

fl

(l-w!
)""

l

<*; <" [p,p]=2
1

-.
a'2.

( (l-u)'-'dM;
J -I J

or, substituting ,r for *, [p,p]
= 2 1 ~ !p (li) 1"" 1

*"*<&;;
J o

..[p,p]=
2-*[p,i-]

........ (10.).

TVp
But by equation (6.) [p,p]=--and I

p,yj
= -^---

;
---

(11.).

The equations numbered from (1.) to (11.) include the whole theory of the functions gamma, and the

parenthetical functions [p, q] ; all the formulae given by Euler and Legendre may be deduced from them.
*' xf~^di /lA

The relation of Euler's functions, T ^- represented by I- 1, to the functions [p, 9] is expressed by
"n _/r")^i~

V7/

the following equation :

\_n
'

n J~ J o

Assuming therefore x=u",

\_n
'
n J "J ," "V?/

Also by equa'ion (6.)

B, equation (1.)

f ,.^

n)/p+1 \
'

The first of these formula is to be used when p+q is <n, and the second when it is >n.
Prom the preceding formula may be deduced a great variety of others, applicable to particular cases of definite

integration

Also by equation (1.) F (p+l)=pFp ;
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/. by equation (12.) {

jf J

=
, taking 7!=2;

or f..^
'

. f -- = -1.
I ft fft \ t ( 1 r* i , a, n_/ 0\ * US / iJ \ * ^^^' / j F

Definite

Integral*

This theorems, which is commonly proved by a direct but more laborious method,* is a particular case of a

more general theorem.

If n be any positive integer,

rpr

r !"i r/ L 1 > i"i r/'
- ] A i~i \

.*. I ft x pH ), x ( p + -1, =-
L J |_\ n / n _J ?t y 7i _| /?

(15.);

,
1

Let log-=K2
; .'. x^s-" ; .'.dx=2s-*

also the limits and 1 of * correspond to M=X ?/=0 ;

Tt 1 1
1
" 1 r .

* c'
:. I

]'S |

dx=-2\ w*-'e- rf=2 M"-'*-" </M;

u*'~'~" dM= rp.

(16.).

Tables of the values of the functions gamma for all values of the exponent p having been calculated by
Legendre, and the values of the parenthetical functions [p, q~\ having been made to depend in every case upon
those of the functions gamma, by the equations (6.), 13.), (14.), it will be sufficient here to refer the values of the

latter to those of (he former. The values of the parenthetical functions may, nevertheless, be approximated to,

independently, and formula? for that purpose are given by Legendre, (Integrates Euleriennes, chap, iv.)
The following is the formula by which the tables of Legendre for the functions gamma were calculated.

r(l+j?) representing, when x is a positive integer, the product 1.2.3.. .x; it is shown by Euler (Cal. Diff.

p. 465), that

1 A' B'
log.

2 '1.9* 3.4^5.6*'
where A' B' C' are the numbers known as the numbers of Bernoulli

log.T (l+x)=log.r'+log.(2ira-)
i -log<

(17.).

The first member of this equation has hitherto been taken to represent the product 1.2.3. . . .a, it has been

taken, therefore, to represent only those values of the function gamma in which the exponent is an integer; the

second member of this equation is, however, continuous. The whole equation is therefore continuous It serves

to determine the value of T (l+#), and therefore, of Fx, which equals
--^for all values of x.

m
It is a remarkable property of the series which determines the value of log. R, that it is convergent only up to

a certain term determined by the value of x
;
and that after this term is attained, it becomes divergent. This

feature of the calculation, to which particular attention must be paid, results from the irregular values of the

Bernoullian numbers, which diminish to the third, and afterwards increase. A limit beyond which the number
of the term of incipient divergence of necessity lies may be determined as follows. Let it be the (n+ l)th and

let B. and B.+i be the nth and (n+ l)th numbers of Bernoulli.

JB._ B.H., m . B.+. (2 + 2)(8n + l)
,"

2fl(2/i -I)*
8- 1

^(2n+2) (2/i+ l)f"
+1 '

B"
^

(2)(2/i-l)

* See Lacruix, Trailc del Differences, p. 394 and 403.
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But Euler has shown (Cat. Diff. p. 429.) that
^n+ Z^n

L>
is a limit to *hich the first member of this

inequality continually approaches, as n increases, but which it never exceeds;

. \-"n
~j- -x* l

' 2n (2n l)>47r
!
iT*, and ?i>5rj.

4** (2n)(2n-l)

SECTION VII.

THE SUM OF A SERIES OP PERIODICAL QUANTITIES MAY SOMETIMES BE DERIVED FROM A DEFINITE INTEGRAL.

Let a and p be any two real quantities,
of which the latter is less than unity.

Adding, and subtracting, and substituting cos a and sin a. for these values interns of e
"' and

1-pcos* . .

f

_ -= sn n*. . .. (2.).

l-2pcosa+p*
The first of these equations may be written thus,

? -=l + 221 p"cosna (3.).
1 2pcosa+p*

Let k be any real or imaginary quantity, multiply both sides of this equation by f*', and integrate in respect to

a from a=0 to a=x;

.
f" (l-pV-'Vfo _1-E-"

| 2c
-Uv"P' sin

^ Sc
-l. s kp'cosnx

,

o v
^P*_ _

Letp= l p. The integer in the first member of this equation will then become

np(2+p)g'

tj
tfa

A /i ~\ : _i_*.

Now, suppose p to be infinitely diminished, so that p may approach indefinitely to unity, all those elements of

the integral which correspond to values of a, which are not also indefinitely small, will then manifestly be

evanescent ; the whole finite value of the integral will thus be made up of those elements for which a is in-

definitely small, and it is immaterial within what limits we take it, provided we include these. Instead, then, of

taking it between the limits and *, let us take it from to cc'y, making at the same time a and p indefinitely

small. The integral then becomes

Making, then, in the preceding equation, p=l, and supposing, x>0 and <2ir,

If the superior limit x be taken =2r, the quantity sin will become infinitely small immediately about the

superior as well as the inferior limit, end there will be two periods immediately about these limits through which
the integral will not be evanescent. The value of the integral for this last period may be determined like that of
the first to equal ""*, and taking p=l *=2r, equation (4.) will become

''
fc
8+n"

1 _. k /e**+f-*'N
or

~k"^ l

fct
i

=

Adding this equation to equation (4.), we obtain

Changing the sign of,,

fa _, t, ~r,k sin nx k'cosnt
+*r,- A -rf-- -2-. T

whence multiplyinir the first equation by **, and the second by -**, and subtracting and adding the two

equations respectively,
VOL. n. 3 T
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>_ -*C n ^nkwi
u g-u }

~2
-jF+"/

Definite T JgK >_ -*C n ^nkwinx) Definite
Inte8 ls-

-5T u -u ~2 -"
Integrals.

> -'
ffi >

y Jst'-O+ g-K >1 COSHJ,
'

2ft I ^'-e-4' J-^A+n
These remarkable formulae, first giren by Poisson in the Journal de FEcole. Polytechnique* for 1823, may be

considered as embracing all the results which analysts have hitherto obtained by different means with respect to

the summation of series of the sines and cosines of multiple arcs, and of sines ascending inversely by the squares
of the natural numbers.

It must be observed that they suppose the value of x to be included between the limits and 27r, and that they
do not necessarily exist at those limits, although the second in point of fact does by reason of the equation (5).

k may represent any quantity, real or imaginary : let it become Av 1 ;

:(T x)\ nk sin?u;^
T (sin k

"Tl si

........ (7.).T fcos(T z)\_ cosnjr

2*1 sirTitir )~ '
n*-k*

THE ROOTS OP CERTAIN TRANSCENDENTAL EQUATIONS KAY BE EXPRESSED BY DEFINITE INTEGRALS.

Let <jxz be any function of a less than unity independently of the sign, and let x represent any real quantity ;

fa V~^a+ J_
2 3

Now n and n' being any two different whole numbers, we hare

j

C"'-.>. V~.rfx_ r cosCn'-TO^j+VZT
|

sin(n'-n)*^=t.

But if n and n' represent the same whole number, this integral, instead of vanishing, evidently becomes Sir.

If, therefore, we assume n to be any positive whole number, and multiply the preceding equation first by

then by e" v^, and integrate, we shall obtain the equations

.

Now let Fa represent any other function of a ; then representing -r by F'a, multiplying the above equations

by ;

---
JT F'a; then differentiating them (n l) times in respect to a, and writing fxa for F'a log.l.O*. \ft

~~ 1 )

(1
-*V

~'0a), we have

1.2.3. (n-l)J / da- 1 1.2.3....W da-

Giving to n in these equations every value from 1 to cc'", then adding them, observing that the terms under the

sign of integration, the factors f~"
Vr' and "v - 1

being omitted, will in the first represent the expansion of/
!*V

-'), and in the second/ CT, a -t-"
V
~), and, finally, writing for these quantities their assumed values,

r
2*J _/

. (8.),

f.
But by Lagrange's theorem, if y be determined by the relation y^=a+^y, the second number ot the first of the

above equations will be represented by Fy For. Subject to this condition then

^
* r' - ::I r=Fy-Fa........ (10.)-

In the particular case in which Fa=, this last equation becomes

^.logf. {1

* Vol. xii. cahier 19, p. 418.

4 This formula, representing under a finite form the root of the equation y=+0y, was farst given by M, Perseval, (,l/m. /<., tome i.)
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Definite
Performing by parts the general integration, of which the definite integral is indicated in equation (10.), and Definite

Integrals. observing that Integrals.

it becomes

*^) log.il-. ^ (a+
-w--,

)}
_ r
J

Now the quantity not included under the sign of integration being supposed developable in a converging

series, according to the powers of s"^~ l and g"*^1

,
it follows that it will assume the same* value at the limits

x ir, and that it will therefore disappear from the definite integral;

1 (* ts"S- 1

<i(a+S~
;cv

'::

')- < '(a+ s~*^ri)} F(a+ e~"t/
-i)

: -. ,

~
17=7 dx=Fy- Fa.

Now since F (a+ g~* v'~ l

) may be expanded in a converging series, according to the powers of
~* vC

^, and that

every term of that series will vanish when integrated between the limits x~ + v, except the first term, we have

Adding this to the preceding equation,
4_ f x v/^I^ 1 1? ffy j_ g-* \T-i\ J,

-=Fy (11.).

Transforming equation (9.) in the same manner, it will become

Let P be a quantity independent of a and x, and less than unity, we may then assume (fy P> an^ .'. y<* + P.

1 r* F (a-J-g-'^-h
By equation (11.) .-. : ^.d^=F(+P).TJ 1 Pg*^-'

By equation (12.)
J

Novr

p i+_^)rfj;= p (F^+g*^) F(+g-^)K
_

J -. l-Pf-V-i '~J O
l l_pg.v/-i

+
1 _p -V-i I

therefore, adding and subtracting the preceding equations,

f
Ff8+'"tT)-^- H F(+g-^) F(g

J -, i_p^\/-' J ,1 i-ps-v-i i_

.(13.).-<+-
These results are of an exceedingly general form, for the function F may be any whatever; but it must not

be forgotten, that although their form is finite, yet, being deduced from series which are infinite, they are not

necessarily true if these series be divergent. The conditions on which the convergency of the series depend must
not, therefore, be neglected ; $a must be less than unity, and the value assigned to a must in no case be
such as to give to the differential coefficients of Fa an infinite Value, or the second member of equation (10.)
cannot be taken to represent the series in equation (8.) f
Making P=0 in the first of equations (13.),

ftF (a+e-vr5 )+F (

Multiplying this equation by , and subtracting it from the equation from which it has been deduced, there
I

results the following:

* The reader will observe, that ,Vri

may be put under the form conn*! ^'.TT sin nx.
f For examples of the cases of exception the reader is referred to the paper in which Poisson has demonstrated these remarkable

formulae, Journal de f Ecole Pulijtechmque, vol. xii. p 4S3, &c.

ST 2
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(14.).
2*

As an example of the application of equations (13.), let us assume Fa=aA
, and let a=l. If we limit the

values of A to those which are positive, this supposition will include none of the cases of exception. Also

x f Ax / Ax)
A=2A

.cos
A

.

jcos
+V-i.sin

f
;

..F (1+"*
v~ l

)+F (1 + e*
v
"')= 2A+1 .COS

A
. cos

{F (1 + s-'
v
-')
- F (1 + "vrr

) } V^l =2A+l
. COS

A

y . sin -.

By the substitution of which, equation (14.) becomes, dividing by 2A and writing 2x for *

2 (1 -P") f"L cos* x. cos Ax _/l+PN
A-

"Jo l-2Pcos21r+Pa
" =

V 2

and by the second of equations (13.) . (15.).

4P PZ cos* x sin Ax sin 2* , YH-PV J_

Tj
'

l-2Pcos2,r+P8 \~2~J
~
2s

From these formulae may he obtained an infinity of others by the method of differentiation under the sign

of integration. Thus differentiating in respect to A, and then making A=0,

log.

.-2Pcos2x+P!

If we differentiate equations (15) n times in respect to P=0 they will become

A(A-l)(A-2)....A-n+l) 1
* COS

A
X.COS Ax.cos2xdx=- A1.2.3 n

*

2

, A A(A-l)(A-2)....A-n+l) 1
cosAx.sm Ax.sin2jrdr= r~o~a 'o*1. >.... ....71 ~

Taking the sum and difference of these equations,

A(A-l)(A-2)....(A-n+l) 1

Ifi
-Jo

mil diffi

2 C
! COS

AX . cos (A 2n)x.dx=-
T "

r-~
\ * COS

AX.COS (A+2) x.rfr=:0.

/ o

As another application of equations (13.) let us assume Fa=E 4
, A being a constant quantity, the factor i

k

will be common to both sides of these equations, a'.>d the second of them and equation (14.) will give

l_p. p
* J

2P
p'g

Ac
".sin(Asinx).sinJr _ AP_,|

J T^Fcosx+P2

~

_

l-2Pcos*+P*

If we assume P=0, the first equation gives us

^=l ........ (17.).

Equalling the coefficients of the same powers (n) of P in the expansions of the two members of equations (16.),

2 (** a* )Ac **.
cos(Asin,r).cosna;dx=y-

1

2
JX V' '}

<18->'

e
A
*'*. sin (Asinx).sin7ir.dx=r r-r I

e J 1 ,.o. . . .nj

where n is any whole positive number.

If we assume the integrals to be taken in two distinct parts, the one extending between the limits and -it, and

1 it it

the other from it to it, and in the first part substitute for x, x, and in the other part for x +x, then will

the values of both parts of the integral remain unaltered, provided the limits of the integration of both be made

and
-|-*.

r*ia / /-8

Let fx be any function of x; .'. I *x<&= I txdx+ I Qxdx. In the first of these two integrals,

J t J J
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Definite
if, moreover, we assume n=2i, or 2i-l, according as it is even or odd, we shall obtain the four following

Integrals.
equations

.

"--
(-l)'A*

")cos (Acosx).cos2a.dj:=r-r TT-
i .&. a. . . ,(6t)

(-l)-'A
8- 1

*) cos (A cos x) sin (2i
- l)x.dx- /o,_ n

rt /*

_
I
j(g

A.ta_ g
-A,

2 r-
s(

-A''_ A 'i

-
p(

-A ' i"+ A
"") '" (A cos x). cos (2(-l)jr.<tj=

1 2 3 (2<^1)

As an example of the application of the general equation (11.). let us assume <fxx=A.e; A oeing a given

constant, y will then be determined by the equation y=a+ Ai, and it will be expanded in a converging series

by Lagrange's theorem, if Ar be less than 1, independently of the sign. Supposing this, then, to be the case,

assuming Fa=a, and observing that <i>'y=<t>y and y=+<t>y, so that a+~*v-'=+#' (a+g
y
-'),~

-
J

we have by equation (11.), V=^J L_ Ar ^.. ec,--o V-i
'

Now since the value of y-ais, by Lagrange's theorem, a converging series, ascending by powers of A", it

follows that the coefficient of in the expansion of the second member of the above equation, is unity, or that

If_i-*"^ .fel.
2*J l-Ar.s" ".^ to ')v-i

The value ofy becomes, therefore,

(l-
-v

~')s-
v
~

,..
S----i

- ax ;

or observing that \i~ ^~=1 -cos *+/^l sin x=Z
sin-|-siny

+V- 1 cosy

V=T
:

r.

,
._ -*7 '

. sin

^l f---^-^cir
J .^l-Ar.e". ('-'">v-i

The imaginary quantities may be made to disappear from this equation by combining the elements of the

integral, which correspond to positive and negative values of x, and integrating the whole, thus combined, from

tOTr. The following will be the result in the case in which a=0,
'

. 3 . /5
8'"-^-^ - Sln

(

Tj-tf-si

J

SECTION VIII.

The sum of a series of periodical quantities has in the preceding section been expressed by a definite integral,
and in a particular case the integration has been performed, and the function itself which expresses this sum has

been determined.

let x be assumed =a tj.

dfexdjc jffxilx dx. d ftxdxNow -J -= J -.1= sL_ =-*--*(a-*,)
d*i dxi dx dx

... f*xdx= y* (a
-

Similarly,

.'. I *xdx=-
j

*(o xddxi=*
j
*(a-

*jc</*=
j

*
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Definite >phe converse of this proposition is now to be discussed. IT is PROPOSED TO EXPRESS THE VALUE OF A Definite

Integrals. F(JNCrION BETWEEN CERTAIN LIMITS OF THE VARIABLE ON WHICH IT DEPENDS, BY THE SUM OF A SERIES OF Integra ls-

PERIODICAL INTEGRALS TAKEN BETWEEN THOSE LIMITS.
V^~V- ''

Let yibe an arbitrary function, whose values, between the limits fl and fl, it is required to express by a

series of periodical quantities.

In equation (3.) of the last section, if -^ - be substituted for ,r, both sides multiplied by , and the equa-
t I

tion integrated in respect to i,, between the limits / and /, we shall obtain the following equation :

f> "
-if

n being a whole positive number, and its values extending, under the symbol 2, from 1 to infinity.

Now, suppose p to be indefinitely near to unity, the first member of this equation will then equal fx; for, on

this supposition, all the elements of the integral will be evanescent, except those for which cos ap-
I

proximates indefinitely to unity, or x
l indefinitely to x. Let x

t =:x+ z, and 1 p=p. For those values of a: for

which z is indefinitely small the integral becomes then

Pldz ,1 ^
(\i-,)

f*-
J -a-*)-9*?*++*

Moreover, since the integral in this expression is evanescent for all values of z, except such as are infinitely small,

it is immaterial between what limits we take it, other than such as are infinitely small, and we may take it without

altering its value between the limits + c and oc , in which case it will become equal to unity, and the proposed
integral will become fx,
Now this integral, thus taken, includes all the elements of the integral in the first member of the preceding

equation, except those which are evanescent. Making />=:1 ;

-i I
' U -i l I

This is the theorem of POISSON.*

It has been stated to be immaterial between what limits the integral (1.) is taken, provided they be not in-

finitely small, and the value of that integral is taken on the supposition that they are not. If, then, I differ

from x only by an exceeding small quantity, the theorem fails.

In this case the value of the integral is made up of those of its elements which lie immediately about both its

limits, all the rest being evanescent. We may then suppose this whole integral to be the sum of two others.

Commencing respectively from its limits, and extending each to infinity, it will be represented thus,

(i-O

whence, since each of the integrals equals , we obtain,

l{/;+/-/} =lJV^l

+l2(-l,-|J'_cos^A
1 <ir1

}
(3.).

Comparing this equation with equation (2.) it is manifest that the latter fails when i= x, except the form of

the function be such that//=//.
The function fx is entirely arbitrary, it is not even subject to the law of continuity : thus we may suppose fx

to have certain finite values during that portion of its transition from/
1

/ to ft, which lies between the limits

/A and^V, and to be evanescent without those limits, the integral being thus to be taken between the limits A
and A' instead of I and /. But it is important to observe, that for the values j=Xand x=\' the theorem will

fail, the actual value offx being one half of that which is given by it. In the demonstration of it, x, about which
the finite value of the integral is found, is supposed to lie between the limits of integration, the integral includes,

therefore, elements which lie in both directions, positively and negatively from x, and which constitute each one
half of the whole integral; but when x does not lie between these limits, but coincides with one of them, the

integral embraces only the elements which lie in one direction from it, the others being without the limits of

integration, and therefore evanescent. Thus the integral is in this particular case one half the general integral.
Let us now suppose that fx vanishes for all negative values of x, including /, but that it does not vanish for

the positive values between and /. The theorem then becomes

Replacing x by x we have

1 rf j ! v-J r **(x+x t). , \

Hi] f*1 1+T "ij
cos ~~

i /***/

Theorie Mathtmatiqut de la Chaltur, p. 188.
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Definite" Adding these equations, and subtracting them, Definite

**C* 1 f 2 i r< n*X ) nix Integrals.

A-TjA ^+T 2{J
>s2^A *r,J

cos
7

^ ........ (4.),
^-"

SJ _ f f . TZTTJ:, . . I
,
nw*

/r=yZJ I sin
/jr,djr,|sin

........ (5.).

These two equations constitute the theorem of LAGRANGE, given in the third volume of the Anciens Mem.
de Turin.

In equation (2 ) the limits I and I may be as great as we please. Let them be infinite. The second

member of that equation will then represent the function fx for all real values of a; from oc to +OC. More-

over, the first term of it will vanish by reason of the infinite divisor I, and the second term may be written under

the form

If, therefore, we write the infinitesimal quantity (

J=<fa,
and n a, the symbol 2 will become I , and

we shall have

fx= I cos a (xxl)fxl dadxl (6.J.

which is FOURIER'S celebrated theorem. (See CALCULUS OF FUNCTIONS, art. 225.)
This theorem being in point of fact embraced under the preceding theorem of Poisson, the method of its

application is the same. Thus to apply it toagivenfunction/jof x, whose value it is required to determine between
certain given limits, it must be converted into a discontinuous function, evanescent beyond certain other arbitrary

limits including these, and the integration then made in respect to these arbitrary limits instead of oc and

+oc : and, in general, the integration is not in any case to be made in respect to these infinite limits, unless the

arbitrary limits spoken of above, beyond which the function is evanescent, be themselves infinite.

The following example may serve as a verification of the theorem :

Let fx=:x, and let x be supposed to be evanescent beyond the limits X and X', therefore, by the theorem of

Fourier,

CB= I I , cos a (x *,) da dxi.

JA
X' X 1 1

*, cos a (x-Xi) dx=. -- sin a (x X) H-- sin a (x X) H -
{cos a, (x X') 1 }

---
{cos a (* X) 1 } ;

M

and multiplying by dp, and integrating in respect to
//,,

under the sign of integration in respect to a, we have,
taking the integral from to

p.,

Applying then these formula? to the preceding integration (.r X), and (a; X') being substituted successively
for ft,

we get
1 f Tx< 111 1

x
l coaa(x-x t)dxlda=X+ X+ (T_X')+ (j-X).T J tJ x

Now the second member of this equation reduces itself to x, and thus the theorem is verified.

SECTION IX.

ON THE VALUES OP CERTAIN DEFINITE INTEGRALS DETERMINED BY THE METHOD OP INTEGRATION OR
DIFFERENTIATION IN RESPECT TO AN ARBITRARY CONSTANT UNDER THE SIGN OF INTEGRATION.

Let u be any function of x, involving the arbitrary constant a
;

dfvdx_ a
di

fudx_du d'fudx du dfudx f du~~ "~~-~' -' ''~~~= ........ a);

that is, the integralfudx is differentiated in respect to a, when u is differentiated under the sign of integration
in respect to a. In the last equation, for u substitute fuda ;

da

Integrating J {fuda} dx=f{Judx}da........ (2.; ,
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Definite that is, the integralJudx is integrated in respect to a when u is integrated under the sign of integration in Definite

Integrals, respect to a. The above processes of integration and differentiation proved of the general integral are necessarily Integrals.
v v -' true of the definite integral, and proved of the first orders of integration and differentiation, they are necessarily

~* v~-/

true of every other.

By means of them we may, from the known integral of one function between certain limits, determine the

integrals of an infinite number of others between the same limits,

Thus, let d.r=A, A being given, and let u,, A., w(n>
, Aw represent respectively the nth integrals, and the

nth differential coefficients of u and A in respect to the arbitrary constant a; then will

m m
ii,dx=A, and u^dx=A("\

J ' __ J a

Differentiating with respect to a n times,

EXAMPLE 1.
j

(a' x>

)~*dx= .

o 2

I 8n+l

(a'-x*)' dx=-
o

Ji
i-^ .

o m

Integrating with respect to m under the sign of integration,

i r i if i
whence since when m=l log.n=0; /.C= ; .*. I =io- m.

log. J o log.*

Another application of this method of differentiating and integrating under the sign of integration is the

following.

Let I udai be assumed = A, and let this equation be n times differentiated in respect to the arbitrary constant
J <*

a. It may occur that, between two or more of the resulting equations, the integrals I dx, &c., which enter
J a da"

into these, may eliminate. A differential equation will then be obtained in A on the solution of which the
determination of the value of the proposed integral will have been made to depend.

r -*'--
EXA.MPLE 3. To determine the definite integral I ( ** dx assume it =A, then differentiating with

J o

respect to a,

or
da

J"
1-*8di= -^(equati
2

-*8di= -^(equation (16.), Section VI.);

EXAMPLE 4. To determine the definite integral

under which form is included the preceding. Assume it =A : differentiating twice with respect to a,

But integrating by parts we obtain

*" -_*_ ,r~* <tx

b<f . ia- bcf

Also the term without the integral sign vanishes for both of the limiting values of oc, and oc;
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",, />

^= f 5
i8" 6a" J o

i

.'. eliminating, =n*ba*~*. A ........ (3.).
da

On the integration of which differential equation the value of the proposed integral is made to depend.
To reduce it to an equation of the first order, let A be assumed :=srsj"j

.*A/dR N--
/

.'. by equation (3.) ^+Rin^tfM ........ (4.; ;

UfZ

which is the equation well known by the name of Riccati's equation, integrable under a -finite form by the

_ 4 t

ordinary methods, when n 2= , where i is any positive integer. The value of the proposed definite integral

2
may therefore always be determined whenever n is included under the form .

For a yet more general integral, of which this is a particular case, the reader may see Euler, Calcul Integral,

chapter is. and x.

EXAMPLE 5. To determine the values of the integrals

e~
to
.cosar.;c"~Wj, and ~**.sina.r. x ax,

let the first integral be represented by A, and the second by B ;

dA r
,

..-v-= I

~t*.s\nax.x*.dx
da J .

JT> /

^= I
-**

.cos ax . x* . dx.
da J ,

And integrating by parts,

/'**
sin ax x" dx= -:- ~*'smaxx'->-- "**

cosaxx*dx+-f- g~**sinoo;.T"~
1
.rf1

jr,

^ b J bj

fs~
b*
cos ax x*dx= -- ~to

cos ax x"-- s' 1" sinax x"di+ s~
k*cosax .x"~

l .dx.
b bj bj

Now the exponents b and n being supposed posjtive, the first terms of the second members of each of
these equations vanish for the values of x, 0, and oc. They become, therefore, by substitution,

dA a dB n \

da b da b

dB a dA n
4-j-=-T--v-+-r Ada b da b

Eliminating B between these equations we have

~
fl

da da

ng in this equation A=(6*+a
11

reduction,

Assuming in this equation A=(68+as

)"R, and tan' 1

=ot, we shall obtain ultimately, by substitution and

in which equation, if we assume m n, we shall obtain

'=0 (6.);w
whence by the known methods R=C, cos na+ C, sin na ;

A _C| cos na+Ct sin not
.A ;

(a'+b*)'
'

To deiermine C, and C, let a be made =0 in the values ot A and ^-
du '

VOL. n. 3 Z
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Definite /^A\ Definite

Integrals. .'.A^SiC, 0~", f -r J=Csn6~*. Integrals.

Now O
=

IJ

i _ r* . r / 1
1"~' r / * i"~

f

Jo J J '

bx > J o^
'

bx >

i , l
cos I n tan" 1

r

**.cosax.x*~ ldx= ; Tn (7.).

Eliminating -j
between equations (5.), and substituting for A and , we obtain

ct (i da

$ ,
a

sm<ntan~

Tn.
J t

frit-t-lf}*

Let J=0, and w=l ;

-
r;

/:

2
cos ax dx=. r 1 =

a

~*cos ax
o

sin axdx= T 1= .

a a

These values of cosaztfaand sin ax dx are to be considered as limits of the values of
J o J o J ,

rt"-
1 dx and "**

sin aj x*~l dx. The integrals of periodical functions, such as cos ax and sin a*, which extend

J
to infinity, can in no case have any other interpretation than as the limits of other integrals whose elements con-

tinually diminish, and in their infinite state vanish.

EXAMPLE 6. To determine a differential equation on the solution of which the integral

cos ax dx

may be made to depend.
Assume this integral to be represented by u ; and let the denominator be supposed not to vanish for any real

value of x, so that the integral may not become infinite between the values of x, 0, and cc
ff

. Differentiating the

proposed integral twice, four times, &c., 2/i times in respect to a, and multiplying successive.ly by +A, B,

+C, D, &c., the denominator will, by the addition of the resulting equations, disappear, and we shall obtain

the equation

Au-B -r\+C-^--~D~+ -7-^=1 coa*dx.
da? da* da' da" J

But it .las been shown that co5or<fo=0;

,. A,_B+C^D+....O O-).
da' da* da" rfa

On the solution of which differential equation by the known rules the value of the proposed definite integral is

made to depend.
r* sin"jrrfjc

EXAMPLE 7. Let A= ;

J o (1 2 cos x+ aa
)

^n which a is an arbitrary constant, and p and n any quantities whatever, positive or negative, with this condition, that

p+ 1 is positive, without which the value of the integral would be infinite. Differentiating twice with respect to a,

, v jc a)s\n rxdx

da

d*A_ P" (COST a)
t
s\n''xdx r* sin'r dx

7a''~ 'J t (l-2acosx+a*r+
i
~

J (l-2acusj;+a
e

)"
+ '

'

Now, integrating by parts, we have
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p cos x sin"* rfx _1__siii^+'j 2(tt+ l)a f sin^'j dr

J (l-2acosx+a')^-^+T (1-20 cos + 8r+l P+l J (l-2acoS *+
Definite cos x sin"* rfx 1 siii^+'j 2(tt+ l)a f sin^'j dr Defimt*

;
Integral..

and since the first term of the second member vanishes at the limits and ir,

s\nf*'*xdx C* s\npx dx
. dA_4ra(n+l) a C* s\

'''~da~~ p+l J (l-22acosx+a*)*

Multiplying this value of -r by
-

, and adding it to that of
-j-j-,

we have
da a eta

d*A p+ldA
j + - =2/i (2ra

-
j

also adding the first value of -7- multiplied by a, to that of A multiplied by n
da

dA. s . f sin'^rfj;
a-r + A=n (1 a ) -T- --

.. ,. . .

da J (l-2ocosi+a')"
+l

Eliminating, therefore, the integrals in the two last equations,

-2n(2n-p)A=0........ (10.).
-

da (a } da

On the solution of which differential equation depends the value of the definite integral under consideration. We
shall here confine ourselves to the discussion of a case in which this equation presents itself under a form readily

integrable, referring the reader for the discussion of other integrable cases to the paper of Poisson, in the tenth

volume of the Journal de I'Ecole Polytechnique.

Let p=2n ; /. --\
---=-=0, whose integral is A.=C l +CtfTv>

.

da* a da

In the determination of the arbitrary constants C, and C,, two cases present themselves. First, that in which

a<l, and secondly, that in which a>l. In the first case the proposed integral may be developed in a converging
series, ascending by whole and positive powers of a ; in the second case the series will descend by the powers of

a 2/z, 2n 1, 2 2, &c., in which no power can equal zero. From this it follows that in the first case no
term or terms of the expanded integral can equal Csa"

!
", or C,a~r p being essentially negative or a fraction

; and
that in the second case no term can equal C,a ; so that in the first case 0, must equal 0, and in the second, C\
must equal ;

f
'

sin
8"* dx , . C' sin

8"* dx
.. in the first case,

-- - = Gil and in the second case, --r^:=C"
J (l-2acosj;+a

!
)
s"

J (l-2a cos x+ a1
)
1"

Also making in the first integral a=0, we have I sin"",r d.r=Ci ; and making in the second u= CD'" I sin **x dx= C 8.

Jo Jo
P" sin'-jdx C" . 1.3....(2n-l)

In the first case therefore ---rr = sm!
"a; dx = ----

ir.

J e (l-2acosx+a!
)
!"

J, 2.4 .........2n

C' sin^rdx n C' . 1.3....(2w-l)The second case ----- = or"
\
sm8"*aj:=- --*--^ .o *..

J (1 2acoso:+a>
)
i" J 2.4 ......... 2ra

SECTION X.

ULTRA ELLIPTIC FUNCTIONS.

Elliptic functions, properly so called, and ultra elliptic functions, are included in common under the formula

fJ. ft dx

J 0(j-)V^"
where fx and <f>x are rational functions of x.

If the dimensions of <j>x be not less than 3, this formula represents an ULTRA ELLIPTIC FUNCTION.
An ultra elliptic function is said to be of the nth class when the dimensions of $x are represented by the

formula; 2n+l, or 2n+ 2.

In the formula 1 _^a ./a+ C ........ (1.),
X "~ (X

which, by ABEL'S THEOREM (Section II., pare 499), represents the sum 2 ifrx ofany number ofelliptic or ultra ellip-
tic (unctions; the sctondttrm may vanish, fx being of the form (x a)fiX, sothat/a=0. Moreover, the^rs< term

1 fx / l\
may vanish, not entering in the first power into the expansion of *

according to the powers of
( ).x a \ Jt /

Thus the fu'ojiral terms of the formula may vanish, and the theorem of Abel reduce itself to

2x=C; 3z2
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T '^ secon^ ^erm onty mav van isn and the equation become DeBnite

xx Integral..

or neither of the terms of the equation may vanish, but/r may represent unity, in which case

All elliptic and ultra elliptic functions are included under some one of these three cases, or are reducible to

others included under them; and, as they are included under the first, the second, or the third case, they are said

to be of the FIRST, the SECOND, or the THIRD ORDERS ; a division analogous to that of ordinary elliptic functions,

and, indeed, including it.

C*l'x
fx

- ^ is evanescent.'

This equation may be expanded under the form

the values ofN being taken from unity to infinity.

Otl *

i i / 1 Y
where is a function ascending by powers of from (

J
and n,, n, are the dimensions of 9 tJS, e4r.

X X \ X /

d>tx ( 1 \>i mj 1

Similarly, if TO! mt be the dimensions of fax, 0^, -= I I * ,

<plX \X / X

] i f i Y
where * is a function ascending by powers of from I

J
;

feiX\W- l/fcr\N / 1 V2N-1) (,-*) +N (,-") f 1
) f

1
|i - i i - i _- _ i ity \J9 >.

\etX J VW \*J I *Jl *J

/ /I \"Hi-/+l 1

Similarly it may be shown that - *-?-=
[

I /i ,

(* a)<J>sx \*/ x

where /, is a function ascending by powers of (

J
from f

J
,
and where / represents the dimensions

of ft in x ;

C^xfx ... 1 f-,1 )/l \(2N- 1 )('- B2)+N (ml-'"2)+m2-/+ 1

: r-V=2 '2N^i{
FTKTj

where F is a function ascending by powers of from f

J
.

C'tyx.fx_ _ ;-

'

is evanescent, if, for all positive integral values of N,
X Ot

or
,

And if this inequality do not obtain for all positive integral values of N, then the first term of the formula (1.) is

not evanescent.

Now let us suppose that m, and n, are taken greater than mt and n3 , or equal to them, then, its first term being

positive, the inequality will be satisfied for all values of N, if it is satisfied for its first, value, unity, or if

2(nl ns')m l
-fni+ms+ns n

l f>0;
or if h-,+i-/>0 ........ (2.).

Also, since i, and n, are greater than m? and , the dimensions of the first member of the equation
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Definite are those of its first term ; .'. 2/1,+ jn^M- ........ (3 ).
Definite

Integrals. Intfirnils.

VJ--^> Let the difference of the dimensions of the two terms of the first member of the equation be c ^v^._

E'iminating m l and mv observing that m l+mt=m, we have

........ (4.).

Eliminating TO, by means of equation (3.), the inequality (2.) becomes (i+w8)+jn f>, and eliminating

(n,+ ns)+j, by equation (4.), it becomes

(5.).

It is on this inequality, then, that depends ultimately the evanescence of the first term of the formula (1.), provided

w, and n, be assumed greater than ma and n a .

Now,/x may, or it may noi.be of the form (x-a)/,r, where /,# is a rational function of a.

If it be of that form, the second term of the formula'(L) will vanish since /<z=0.

Moreover, the evanescence of the first term depends upon the condition expressed by the inequality (5.) ; or,

since we may assume the arbitrary functions O^x and 0,x of such dimensions that may equal or 1, according as

m is odd or even (see equation (4.) ), it depends upon the inequality

.(6.).
2

fx being of the form (x ot) f,x, and this inequality obtaining, the two first terms of the formula (1.) will

vanish, and the function will be of the FIRST ORDER.

fx being of the form (xa)f^x, and this inequality not obtaining, the second term only of the formula will

vanish, and the function will be of the SECOND ORDER.

Now let us suppose that/!r is not of the form (x a) fa.
Since fx is a rational function of x, thereforefx fa. is of the form (x )f\x.

Let fofa=(xa)flx;

:.fx=fa+ (x-a)flX ;

.dx, C dx Cfa.dx
.'. 4>x=fa I p= +

J-LF=- (7.),
J xa)'J<j)X J Vtfix(x )V0cr

where the integral
j

'-
belongs to the THIRD ORDER of functions, that in which fx equals unity ; and the

J (x-a)J<px

integral
j

'

, being of the class in which fx is of the form (x a)/,*, has been shown to be the FIRST or

J \(px
SECOND ORDER. All ultra elliptic functions are therefore reducible to one of these three orders of functions.

/* / i

From equation (7.) it appears that when /a=0 any function of the form j= may be made to de-

pend upon another of the form I . .

J vd>x

Now, any integral included under the last of these forms, in which the dimensions off^x are greater than

m l,m being the dimensions of <]>x, may be made to depend upon another or others in which the dimensions of

ft
x are less than m 1. For let M be a multinomial of m' dimensions ;

'

\dx

of which the numerator is of m-(rm' 1 dimensions. Now the coefficients of the multinomial M which enter

into this expression are m'+l in number; these may therefore be so taken as to cause m'+l of its terms to vanish

and to give it the form

'*+H"'~ 1 - ~'
/x

m dx
i=-=^'m ^nA m+m' 1=

J**

A dx_| ,
in which X is equal to or greater than (m 1), the dimensions of <px diminished

\<j>x
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Integrals. ^
, Integrals.

'*^*^-*-' m 1. Now any integral of the form I

'

T in which fa is a rational function of x, may be supposed to be
^

J \<px

made up of terms of the form -. Any such function then, which may be made to depend upon others in

\J V dix

which the dimensions of fx are less than those of rj>x diminished by unity.

Now if any function yx be of the nth class of ultra elliptic functions, 2ra+ 1 or 2ra+ 2 are the dimensions of <j>x

in that function, according as these are odd or even. Every such function may then be made to depend upon

;fx
dx

-
'

, in which the dimensions of ftx are less than 2n or 2/J+-, and since /at=0, it is a

\<t>x

function of the FIRST or SECOND ORDER. The inequality (6.) becomes then, in either case,

or n+l>f.
and on this condition it depends whether afunction of the nth class, in whichfa=0, be of the first or second order

of functions.
The least number of terms which can compose the sum 2Y<M appears by equation (4.) to be that for which

n
t and n, are each zero, or Q^x and 0,* reduce themselves to constants, and for which ft is zero or unity, according

asm is even or odd. This least value is therefore - or . Greater than this p may be of any value, the
&

proper dimensions being given to 9
l
x and tx. The equation (0,x)

!

(<,*) (V) 2
(<**)= (<* *i ........ 8.)

M

determines the ?,+! coefficients of 6,1, aiidthe??8+l coefficients of 8tx in terms of the quantities a-, xt. . . . x
f by

fj. equations obtained by equating the coefficients of like powers of x, there remain then p n, nt 2 equations

between the p. quantities JT, x, . . . .
dr, themselves, ji,+ n,+ 2 of which are therefore indeterminate. By equation

(4.) it appears that the number of equations of condition may be represented by
--- 2.

As an application of the theorem of Abel to the theory of ultra elliptic functions, let us take the following

example of a function of the second class.

Let

Assume .-.*,*= 1- * ="-+*' d -*)=!-* ~ +*t ~~*, and

let

In this case fx=(x ) ; /. fa=0 ; also m=5 /=!; therefore by the inequality (5) it appears that

I j,-- is evanescent. Thus the function is of the first order, and 2<*=C.^^ x a

To determine the conditions necessary to this relation of the functions y* we have by (8.)

=(*-j,) (T-a-,) (x-*,) (x-rt) (x-tj........ (9.)

Equating the coefficients on both sides of this equation, we shall obtain five equations of condition, three of

wh'ch will determine the constants a and b, and c, in terms of x
t ,

i't, X3, x
t , x

f, and there will remain two

equations of condition between these last five quantities. Three of these five quantities are, therefore, indeter-

minate ; let them be , 1, 2 ;

l-* 1+^~ -- - + tr-*,) (x-x,) *~(*-
It is required from this equation to determine the values of x,, xt in terms of the given values of x

a, xt , xit

whence will be known all the functions which enter into the sum 2y<;r, and also the constants a, b, c; thus the

functions 0,T and 0,x will be determined, and from these the signs with which the different terms enter into that

sum. Assuming in the above equation T=l, there results the condition 6+ c=0. Hence, substituting fore,
and dividing by lx, we obtain the equation

Assuming in this equation *=: , and x 2,
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Definite 1 i- / 1 \5
r- Definite

Integral!. y 6'(6+V5)-( o+
j
(6-V5)= 0, 3 62 (4-V5)-(a-2)(4 + ^5)= 0. Integrals

From these equations we obtain a=20-45345 ........ , and 6=20-03:253 ........ Moreover, equating the

coefficients of x9 arid x", there result the equations 6*4 -- 2fl=.r,+x2+ 2 and 6s a!
=x,;ra ; whence

we have x
t+xt= -440 -08338, &c., a?, xt= 1 7 04939, &c. ; :.xt=Q- 03873 ....... , j-8= 440 '12211 ......

All the values of centering into the sum 2 + V"^ are now known. It remains only to determine the signs of
rt _

the several terms of this sum. These are determined (see p. 499) by the sign of the fraction , or in this case
e

t
x

by the sign of --r for each particular value of a:; or substituting the values of a and 6 by the sign of

20 45345, &G.+ J

(20-03253, &c.)(l x)'

Giving to x the three supposed values of <r8, xt,xf , 1, 2, this expression is positive. It is also positive for

the value x, of x, but when xt is substituted it becomes negative, All the terms of (he sum, therefore, are positive,

except that involving this value of x ;

.-.V (0 -03873, &c.)-V( -440 -12211 ____ )+f -

8

Thus the value of the constant C is determined, which satisfies the equation ^T,
for all values of J,, xt, xs, xt , x,, subject to two equations of condition, which equations of condition are determined

by equating the coefficients of like powers of .r in the equation (9.).
The value of C may be verified by making any other assumption with respect to the indeterminate quantities

xt, xa , xt
than that made above, provided only that this assumption give the same siijns to the comsponding

integrals. If we take these three quantities each equal to zero, the two following values will be obtained forC;
these are numerically the same value with the preceding :

V( 2-18399---- )-V (0-56596____ )+^o+VO+ yO,
and f (-4-52014 ---- )+y (-0-715S2 ____ )+VO+Y<0+yO.

It is a remarkable fact, observed by Legendre, who has made these calculations,* that this value of C is repre-
1 1

sented by the transcendent y<- , and from the laborious solution of a great number of similar examples

he has arrived at the conclusion that, however the conditions of the case may be varied in respect to the sum of

J*

dx

-j=^, the constant C will be represented numerically by the transcendent

fl-^-jY'f ?r)>
or ty a transcendant of two terms of which this quantity is one, and ^1 the other. He has

carried the verification of this remarkable fact to ten places of decimals. The following are some of many
examples :

-V/ (-0-20080. . ..)-y (-6-88759. . . .)+y (_I)+Y,O+^O= ^ V (- \
/ IN

V (

jj- J.
All the values of C may, therefore, be embraced under the formula

7T

Now ^1= cos

NOTE 1.

Note on equation (e), page 502.

In this equation it is assumed that, for the three arbitrary positive values of x the positive sign only is to be taken

in the sum 2to, and therefore that for these three values, the signs of or
a iX

are the same. It is

____^_ 0ft a,+bs z

* Catcul de> Fonctions Elliptiquet, third supplement.
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egr^s.^ Subtracting the two first and the fifth of the equations (page 502) which determined the coefficients a,, 6., a8> ba Integral*.

we have v-^vv
2 8 (<z2+6s) &"== P

4
cos

<t>
- P

4 (1
- sin 0) and 2a, (Oj -6S) *'= P. cos <j>- P4 ( I + sin 0) ;

. a+68_P4 cos0 P4 (l-sin0) . g, _ 2P4 cos0-P4 (1+sin 0)-P4 (l-sin0)

"^^"~P4 cos0 P
4 (.l+sin0)

'

"37~~ P4 (l+sin0)-P4 (l sin0)~

Proceeding similarly in respect to the third and sixth, and fourth and sixth equations,

6, 2P4A0-P4 (1 +k sin 0) P. 1 -fcsin 0)

~a~i~
'

P
4 (l-Msin0)-P4 (l-Asin0)

f\ _

The sign of changes then for different values of a:, as does the sign of
9%x

2P
4A0 -P4 (1 -ffrsin 0) - P4 (1 k sin 0)'""

. 4V - ,-sin0) P
4 (l-sin0)

2P4cos0-P4 (l+sin0)-P4 (l-siu(p)

-.
1

-
4

-
4

oras--- *
.

- r-~-.-r ,, . ou
'- - Hence giving to a? any one of its values, sin 0,,

(1 x) P4 (l+sm0) -(l+x)P4 (l sm0)2P4 cos0

A8
0, Pa (1 + k sin 0) - A0, F3 (1-fc sin 0) 2 sin 0, P4 A0
-cos8

0,Ps (l + sin0) - cos'0, P3 ( l-sin0) 2P
t
cos

'

P
3
sin

j-
P3Aj>

Vcos cos0, {
1 +^2^8 sin 0}

If in this expression fa be replaced in succession by 2, <f>,, <f>t, the symbols P8 , 2s- applyinu; in ench case to the

three remaining terms, its sign will determine that of the corresponding term in the sum 2 + FA0. Now it is

shown, pa<je 502, that the positive sign is to be taken iu the last term PaA< in the numerator of the expres-
sion. If, therefore, 0,, <f>,, a, <

4
be positive, the numerator is essentially positive, whichever of these quantities

be taken; and if in the term A 8 P4 cos0 of the equation of condition (rf), page 502, the negative sign be taken,

the denominator is essentially negative for all values of<f>. This negative sign being then taken in equation (rf),

and the values of being assumed to be positive, there are no changes of sign in the sum 2 +^-

NOTE 2.

Note on Equation (6.), Section VI,

Assume a:=~"; .'. Tp= jlog. [
<fa= s-*zp

~ l

dz;

:.Fp.rq=: I -'z"- l
dz. I eu'>+l .du= \

I
-'-". z-'-'.u'-'dzdf/.

Jo Jo J oj o

Now if the variables u and z of any double integral I I Vdudz be changed into x and y, it becomes

,fdu\/dx\ /
rdu\/dz\ C f... C Cv

Assume then u+ 2=y, u=xy; /.gs^^^^-J^-.^-J^j; .'.J J
V

=J J
\

substitutions in the preceding equation, and observin

nd x of y, and the values and x'y of z to the value

Tp.Fq= I (Y (/)'-'(! -x)>'-
1

y>'dxdy= f f
J aj o J tn) a

Making these substitutions in the preceding equation, and observing that the values and cc of u correspond to

the values and x of y, and the values and x'y of z to the value 1 and of x, we have

This demonstration applies to every case in which p and 7 are positive quantities, or imaginary quantities of

which the real part is positive. It is nearly that given by Jacobi, in Crelles Journal, vol. ii. page 307, which

moreover differs but little from the method of Poisson, Journal de FEcole Polytechnique, vol. xii. p 477. The
method of reduction by means of double integrals appears first to have been used by Laplace.



MORAL AND METAPHYSICAL PHILOSOPHY.

Moral and Introduction.

licamii- EVBRV man is surrounded by .a world with which he

losophy. converses by means of his senses. Every man is con-

^~-s~~-'

nected with "other men by necessary or by voluntary rela-

tionships. Every man exercises a power over things

which in bulk and ordinary force are far superior to

him, and is influenced by things which are far inferior

to him.

A man may ask, What is the order and constitution

of the world which I see lying before me? Such an

inquiry gives rise to Physical Philosophy.

A man may ask, What is the meaning of these bonds

by which I am connected with my fellow-men ? Some
of them it is obvious cannot be broken. I cannot cease

by any act of mine to be a brother or a son ; but I can

act as if I were not in either of these relations. Under

what conditions must I live to be in conformity with this

position in which I find myself? How may it become

a practical contradiction ? Such inquiries give rise to

Moral Philosophy.
A man may ask, What connection subsists between

me and the world around me? Am I subject to the

same laws which govern it, or to different laws? Are

the powers which I exercise akin to those which these

things exercise, or have I some peculiar power of my
own ? If so, in what right and under what conditions

do I possess this power ? Such questions give rise to

Metaphysical Philosophy.
Moral Philosophy then commences with an observa-

tion of our actual position as men ; Metaphysical Phi-

losophy with a comparison of our position with that of

the things around us. Both are distinguished from

Physical Philosophy, in that both refer primarily to man.

But the moral philosopher assumes a position distinct

from that of the physical student ; the metaphysical phi-

losopher is always seeking to establish such a position.

The habits of feeling, and the external circumstances

which lead men to reflect on morals, are widely different

from those which lead them to become metaphysicians.
A desire to find the foundation of our practical life is

the great impulse to the moralist. A desire to find the

foundation and the limit of our faculties is the great im-

pulse to the metaphysician. All the primary elements

of Moral Philosophy are found embodied in laws, man-

ners, political institutions ; these give birth in later times

to speculations, schools, and systems. The metaphy-
sician endeavours at first to interpret the difficulties

which he finds in himself by speculations about the

external world, and feels by degrees the necessity of

studying the order of human society. But these lines

of thought are continually intersecting each other ; it is

impossible to follow the track of any great moral question
without entering into the region of pure Metaphysics.
It is impossible even to understand the meaning of the

problems in Metaphysics until we have some acquaint-
ance with the grounds of Morality.
We wish to assist our readers in tracing the progress

of human thought upon these momentous subjects.
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The history of Moral and Metaphysical Philosophy is Moral and

profoundly interesting ; nor will one who engages ear- Metaphy-

nestly in the study find himself at any loss for docu-

ments. What he chiefly wants, we conceive, at any rate
y^

what it seems most within the power of an Encyclopaedia
to supply, are some hints as to the right method of

using his materials. He may be glad of an outline map,
which though very rudely sketched, and only indicating

here and there a mountain and a river, may yet give

him such a general impression of the country as he could

scarcely have obtained from a more minute survey, and

may enable him with greater interest to examine parti-

cular localities in the company of more learned and

critical travellers.

HEBREW PERIOD

FROM B. C. 1920 TO B. C. 600.

Preliminary Observations.

The early records of the world are contained in the Hebrew

Hebrew Scriptures. These Scriptures appear to trace perio'l.

with much order and clearness the progress of human
^^en^uiw

thought during the period which they embrace. The^ ^J^!!'
first conclusion of every one would be, that they were ries, how

indispensable documents in any sketch of moral and connected

metaphysical inquiries. But his second thought might
w'*h

.

a re~

probably be, that the character which they assume as
ve a "on '

records of a Divine revelation makes them unsuitable

for this purpose. This opinion he will find confirmed

by two sets of persons, who take very opposite views of

these records. The first affirm that the subjects of

which they treat are different from those of the ordinary
historian and philosopher ;

the second affirm that they
are merely a part of ordinary history, and that the appa-
rent peculiarities in their style of thought and composi-
tion are either not really characteristic of them, or

may be accounted for by mere accidents of age or

locality. Either of these hypotheses would make these

records useless to our work. The first, obviously, by
showing that they have no connection with our subject ;

the second, as certainly, by depriving them of all autho-

rity, and showing that the pretensions upon which they
are based are spurious. To the common historian they

might be serviceable, even upon this last supposition,
as stating actual facts, though referring them to a false

principle. The moral historian they would only mis-

lead, for every step in the progress of human thought
must be erroneously marked, and wrongly connected

with that which preceded and followed it. But pos-

sibly some reflection may lead us back to our first con-

clusion. We may notice that the first view is open to

this fatal objection, that it contradicts the writings
which it proposes to magnify. Those writings take the

utmost pains to convince us, that the persons whose

actions they record were like al! other men ; were en-

gaged in the actual business of life, were sons, fathers,

brothers, shepherds, warriors, statesmen. Their feelings.
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thoughts, deeds, are essentially human ; the whole his-

sicafpM
tory must be rewritten in order to deprive them of that

losophy."
character.

_j- v -_ ' But there is an objection equally destructive of the
second hypothesis. It is at war withfacts. An obscure

Syrian tribe, as Voltaire called it, has exercised an

imazing influence over the destinies of mankind ; over
all the feelings, thoughts, and deeds of men ; even to the
most remote corners of the universe. This is a fact

which must be accounted for; you do not surely account
for it by saying that there was nothing peculiar in the
condition of this tribe. By all the contrivances which

you make use of to diminish the wonder of the narrative,

you increase the wonder and difficulty of this problem.
This argument would suggest itself to the ordinary

reader. Another suggests itself still more strongly to

the moral and metaphysical student. The attempt
to reduce the Hebrew records to the law of ordinary
histories, presumes that those histories are clear and

intelligible. This he knows not to be the case. A
thousand puzzling and perplexing phenomena occur
to him at every step of his progress ; he feels that he
wants some help to the course of thought indicated

by the mythology, the poetry, the formal speculations of
the people of Greece or Rome. It is, he is persuaded,
because the moral and metaphysical peculiarities of
these nations have been less studied than the mere events
which befell them, that their history has ever been sup-
posed to be the solution of riddles, and not the riddle

itself. This thought suggests to him a method of

reconciling those two hypotheses, to either of which

separately he had found it impossible to assent. If

these records should themselves be the key to the solu-

tion of the puzzles he meets with elsewhere, it must be

true, as the first affirm, that these records are in all

respects very remarkable and peculiar; it must be true,
as the last affirm, that they have the closest connection
with all other records relating to the life and affairs of
.new. With this suggestion to guide him, he is led to

;econsider the opinion, that the history of a revelation
cannot be the history of human thoughts, feelings, and
exercises. He perceives that it is true to this extent ;

philosophy must be the search after wisdom ; it must be
therefore the formal opposite of wisdom communicated,
that is to say, of a revelation. But he knows also,
that in all common education we communicate informa-

tion, in order to excite the desires and faculties which
receive information. He does not decide the question
whether this is the only method of learning; it cer-

tainly is the most common. If so, a revelation, though
it may not be philosophy, may be the first source of it ;

and the history of a revelation may contain, not only a
series of communications, but also an accurate record
of the awakening of thoughts, feelings, and faculties, by
those communications. There is nothing impossible or

contradictory in this notion ; if a revelation be possible,
this would seem the most reasonable form of it. On
turning to the Jewish records, he finds that it is the
actual form of revelation therein exhibited; he finds

these records purporting to be the history of the educa-
tion of a nation by means of a revelation.

We take them to be what they pretend to be. In

doing so, we adopt the common faith of our country ;

we reconcile two opinions, either of which is itself at

variance with facts; and we find, as we think we shall

show hereafter, the clearest exposition of the history
of philosophy in those ages and countries of which

this revelation does not treat. With these arguments to Moral and

justify it, the assumption we think is not unwarrantable. Metaphy-

Every historian must take something for granted, if he

adopt a method at all. He seems to take least for

granted who does not frame an hypothesis, but adopts
one ; who does not set it up against other hypotheses,
but explains them by means of it ; and who subjects it to

the surest and severest of all tests, by boasting that it

will enable him to discover an order in that which is

otherwise unconnected, and remove difficulties otherwise

inexplicable.

With the first part of the Mosaic records we have no Earl?
immediate concern. They are indeed profoundly in- histu'ry.

teresting to the student of philosophy ; the questions of
which they treat recur at every step of his progress.
But it would be an abuse of language to say that these

documents, however closely connected with human in-

quiries, do themselves describe the progress of human
inquiry. We reserve the consideration of them, there-

fore, for a future stage of our history, when we shall

have occasion to compare the views of the origin and
order of the world ; of the early state of man

;
of his

position in reference to nature and to God, which are

developed in them, with those which prevailed in other

countries and ages. The necessity of such a preface to

the history of the chosen nation will be best under-
stood when we understand the object for which they
were chosen ; nor is it a needless, though a very obvious

remark, that these records presume the facts of the sub-

sequent history, and were written for the benefit of a

people who believed themselves to be separated from
the rest of the world, and adopted into covenant with

the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob.
One observation, however, must be deduced from (he

history of the antediluvian world, in order that the nar-
rative which follows it may be intelligible.
The historian represents mankind to have been di-

vided into two classes : one following nature and incli-

nation, rushing prematurely into political society, in-

venting mechanical arts, neglecting family relationships;
the other abiding in those relationships, and in faith in

an unseen Protector and Lord. The confusion of these

two races, and the general lawlessness and violence

which followed it, is marked as the immediate occasion

of the Deluge. The race is preserved in a single family.
After the Deluge we observe another step in human
progress. The covenant entered into with Noah, as

representative of mankind, marks the commencement
of a national period; the terms of the covenant exhibit

men in their relations to God, to nature, and to each
other. The animal world is given up to their use anc'

government, subject to a restriction upon the eating 01

blood. Men are declared to be mutually responsible
for each other's lives, and the feeling of confidence in

an unseen Being, who has established these relation-

ships, is called forth and upheld by the promise that

He will not henceforth let loose the waters for the

destruction of mankind. The historian interrupts the

course of his narrative to relate an event illustrating
the connection between the new form of society which
this covenant established, and the family relationships,
for which the former dispensation had been the witness.

One of the sons of Noah exposing the drunkenness
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Moral and o f n js father, a curse is pronounced upon his descend-
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which the Jews, who knew the character of the

losonhy. Pe |>'e on whom it had fallen, were well able to under-
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t_, stand as a solemn declaration that every race among
whom the parental relation is not respected, becomes

inevitably
" a servant of servants."

Under this promise, and with this warning, the de-

scendants of Noah go forth to colonize the earth, after

their families, after their tongues, in their lands, after

their nations ; words clearly indicating that the esta-

blishment of national societies, each having a distinct

language, and preserving their family relationships, was

the purpose contemplated in this dispensation, and was

not, as has been strangely imagined, the effect of that

rebellion against the Divine order, of which the first

recorded manifestation took place on the plain of Shinar.

That event is so simple in itself, and so simply told,

so exactly suitable to the age of the world in which the

scene is laid, that no wise man could ever have fancied

it to be a mere allegory, if other men had not as per-

versely overlooked the principles which the fact involves

in controversies about the fact itself. That the ground
of all human society is laid in faith on an unseen Being,
that by this faith man is raised above his own animal

nature and the animal natures which surround him, that

by this he is preserved from the fear of the grand objects
and operations of nature, which are continually passing
before his eyes in the heaven above and the earth be-

neath ; this is the principle of that covenant of which
we have been speaking, the principle of the whole Bible,
the principle on which we shall find all history, and the

history of man's inquiries respecting himself especially,

illustrating and establishing.
The transaction of the tower of Babel is the prac-

tical rejection of this principle. A portion of the de-

scendants of Noah, in their journeys through Mesopo-
tamia, lose their confidence in the promise which was
the bond of their connection with an unseen Lord, fall

into a slavish dread of the powers of nature, and attempt
to provide against the evils with which these powers
threaten them by brick walls. The result is a disso-

lution of society, indicated by the loss of that which is

the great bond of human fellowship communion of

language.
This event has always been connected with the

establishment of that Babel or Babylonian monarchy
which is spoken of throughout the Scriptures as one,
under all its changes of dynasty, because it preserved
the same identical features, because it was originally es-

tablished and continued to rest upon that principle against
which the Jewish nation was the abiding witness. The
disbelief of a fatherly government; the acknowledgment
of power and not righteoumess, as the idea of Godhead ;

the consequent worship of the powers of nature ; the
reverence for mere power in man ; these are the cha-
racteristics of that system, of which the building of the

tower of Babel was at once the commencing act, and
the permanent symbol. Under such a system of ty-

ranny and superstition, language in its proper sense
does not exist ; words are merely the utterances of
animal necessities, no bonds of feeling or society ; nor,
without that Divine interference whic.h is recorded in

the next passage of the book of Genesis, have we reason
to suppose that man would long have had any instru-
ment for expressing even those wants which are common
to him with the brutes; far less that he would ever
have found any method of communicating his deeper

wants, or that he would ever have been conscious of Moral and
them. This interference is the commencement of He- Metaphy-
brew history, and, in one sense,

metaphysical history of mankind.
of the moral and

s '

Family Period of Hebrew History, from B. c. 1921 to

B. c. 1706.

A descendant of Shem, born in that country in which Grounds of

the foundations of the Babel monarchy had been laid, is relative

awakened, the historian tells us, to a consciousness o f
ora''tv '

his relation to an invisible Lord. The same Being who B|JZej,eud-
makes him aware of this mysterious connection inspires ed by the
him also with confidence in his promise and protection. Jews.

The feeling of his own relationship to this Being is

accompanied by a sense of the subjection of nature to

Him. He has power to bestow the soil of the earth on
whom he will, it pleases Him to bestow a portion of
it upon Abram. But the feeling of being a favoured

man, though strong, is not the strongest in the mind
of this lonely shepherd ; far deeper is the feeling that

he is a man, in him all the families of the earth are to

be blessed. This feeling is not one of a vague benevo-
lence ; it is connected with the thought of a distant

posterity, over which he feels that the same Being who
cares for him will preside; in whose fate he feels that

he is and shall be interested. These truths, thus simply
revealed to his heart, become the foundation of his life,

and the key to the system of practical education to

which he is submitted. Every outward event of his

life, however trifling, is used by his Divine instructor to

bring him into the consciousness of some principle. He
goes down into Egypt with his wife, tells a lie for her

protection, and finds that it has nearly proved her ruin.

A separation takes place between him and one of his

kindred, who is intended to be the (bunder of another

race; it is made the means of kindling in him a fresh

assurance of the distinct and glorious office which is

destined for his seed. Again, he is brought into a wider

sphere ; a predatory war breaks out among some of the

Canaanitish nations, in whicli his nephew is taken

captive; he acquires a sense of the power which man
possesses who is not a slave of outward accident and

appearances, but is depending on an unseen Protector ;

an assurance that strength does not lie in multitudes;
a new apprehension of the importance of his own posi-
tion among the selfish and slavish people of Canaan.
Yet he is not allowed to form an exaggerated notion of

his own dignity. He is not alone in his worship of
God

; nor is the dignity, which he feels belongs to him
as the destined head of a nation, the highest that God
bestows on man. As he returns from the fight, he is

met by a mysterious personage, who blesses him in the

name of the Lord of heaven and earth ; assumes to be

his priest, and in that character receives gifts from the

father of the faithful.

Hitherto this man has been brought into a lively

sense of his connection with an unseeen Lord, and of

the favourable regard of that Being. This was the first

part of his discipline. It was the ground of his prac-
tical relations to his fellow-men. It enabled him to be

an honest shepherd, an affectionate kinsman, a good

neighbour, a brave warrior, a humble and reverend

man. But now began a second stage of his education,

in which he was to be brought by the same practical

method into the perception of deeper truths. A nu-

merous seed had been promised him, yet he ha no
4 A3
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Moral and SOn, not even tne hope, or the apparent possibility of
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keen fulfilled to him ; he is the possessor of numerous

.

j _j flocks and herds. The question, who shall be the heir

of these, arises within him ; he is told that a son of his

own shall inherit them ; he believes, and his faith is

counted unto him for righteousness. Then, first the

idea of a righteous Being, of One who must be true,

however appearances and possibilities seem to be at

variance with lib word, is fully and practically pre-

sented to the mind and heart of Abram. He believes

in this Being, and rises into a participation of his cha-

racter, feels that he is righteous, because the Being
in whom he trusts is righteous. On this truth the

moral life of the patriarch stands; on this truth the

nation of which he is the destined founder is to be

built. A vision of the future condition of his descend-

ants, of their bondage, and of their deliverance, is the

reward of his faith ; and the mysterious sacrifice which

accompanies it prepares him for the future discovery of

another important element of national life. From this

time the perception of a law or order which man cannot

transgress with impunity, is more and more brought out

in the mind of Abram, while the former acknowledg-
ment of a merciful Protector is wonderfully interwoven

with this new faith. The quarrels of his wife with the

concubine she had given him, lead him into a clearer

understanding of the nature of family relationships ;

yet he sees that the innocent woman is not forgotten

by his Lord, and that her posterity, though not the

heirs of the blessing promised to him, are still cared

for. And now the habit of moral distinction, which had

been beginning to be cultivated in him, was further

strengthened by an institution which connected together
his family life with his relation to God, and both

with the prospect of a race to come out of his loins.

The institution of circumcision is witness of the Divine

covenant with Abraham and his race ; the everlasting

sign of a distinction between man and that which be-

longs to man ; between man living according to that

which is below himselfi or man looking to that which is

above himself; between man in union with God, and
man separated from Him. The mere sign was per-

mitted, nay intended to be diffused over many nations,

partly as a witness that the/ac< was true of all, though
the knowledge of the fact, and its practical consequences,

belonged only to one, partly as a proof that it was the

sign of a covenant and not a charm, and that, except in

connection with the idea of that covenant, it was un-

meaning.
As soon as the patriarch had been made conscious of

his own spiritual position as a man, a remarkable vision

to him in the plain of Mamre leads him into another

and higher step in his education. He learns that the

Divine Being is not merely his protector who gives him
flocks and herds, and has promised him greater things
than these, but that he has in him the capacity for fel-

owship with this Being: he learns at the same time
hat only by an act of condescension on the part of God
can he be raised to enjoy this fellowship. If we consider

the total effect of that vision on the mind of the simple
shepherd of Mesopotamia, we shall see now, by the

simplest method, the three feelings of the reality ofGod;
of his connection and sympathy with man, and of an
awful mystery which made it impossible to apply the

rules and standards of number and time to Him,
were gradually brought out, and how at the moment,

when the trust, and gratitude, and awe, the sense of Moral and

fellowship, and the sense of distance, had reached their

highest meeting-point, the announcement of the in-

tended judgment upon Sodom concentrated them all

in adoration of a righteous Being ; yet how that very
adoration called forth all the human sympathies of

Abraham, and gave birth to the most confident, and

humble, and awful intercession. The grand idea of

retribution was one which the mind of the patriarch was
now able to receive. AH the meaning of righteous

punishment without caprice, punishment in order to

support order, punishment for the preservation of

the universe certain, discriminating, merciful, now
dawned upon his mind, and became a part of its sub-

stance.

This is properly the moral stage of the education of

Abraham. The third and concluding one is indicated

by the long-expected birth of one who should be heir

of the promises.
Both the former parts of his discipline, that which

had instructed him in his relation to a Divine Being,
and that which had brought him into some perception
of His character, were necessary before he could fully

understand his own position could feel that, as a man,
he was destined to exhibit the image of those relation-

ships and of that character in his own life. He could

now estimate the dignity of the parental office ;
could

feel that a birth is the most solemn of all events ; could

understand how confidence in a Being above ourselves

is essential to the right performing of every social duty;
he could understand also how all the powers and ener-

gies of life must be referred to the same Being, and

lastly, that these principles were the foundations of the

state of which he was to be the head.

As soon as Isaac is born, the son of the concubine is

cast forth, to be hereafter the head of a race, retaining
much of the patriarchal character, and yet formally con-

trasted with the Jewish commonwealth. The members
of it feel themselves brothers, fathers, husbands, and so

far they carry about the blessings of circumcision with

them. They are not merely given up to brute nature,

but that grand feeling of being persons, of being distinct

from their nature, of being united to a Being above

themselves, has not dawned upon them, and without

this men must continue in hordes, and can never enter

into organized society.

This is the first offshoot from the Abrahamic stock,

and is distinguished by many important characteristic?

from any of those tribes which existed previously to th

call of the patriarch.*
As the Hebrew family becomes more and more dis

tinct from these branches of it, the moral idea upon
which it rests becomes more and more evident, and
Abraham himself is initiated into higher and deeper

principles. The last and grandest point of his education

is that respecting the meaning and nature of sacrifice.

We do not mean that he had not yet performed sacri

fices, or that the act had not fas in the case of the

solemn transaction, when he was informed of the destinies

of his descendants) been invested with a great moral

significance ; what we mean is, that the principle of

sacrifice had not yet been expounded to him by some

* It must not be forgotten, however, that the Moabites and

Ammonites, the descendants of Lot, are never confounded with

the other nations, but are described throughout Scripture as having
some moral features in common with those of the Jews, and on
that very account as more capable of being contrasted with them*
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Moral and great practical lesson ; it was indeed evidently reserved
-

aB tne climax of his education ;
'that without which it

"
would not have been complete, and which in its turn

must be interpreted by the previous steps of his disci-

pline. The Being who had inspired him with such

confidence in Him as his personal protector, and as

the faithful and righteous Being, calls upon him to

take the child of promise and to sacrifice him upon a

hill many days' journey from his tent. To decide

whether this suggestion was from a good or an evil

source may have been difficult, or even impossible to

the mind of the patriarch, in spite of all his previous

training, but of this he felt certain, that absolute sub-

mission was due to that Being whom he served. And
the absolute confidence which he reposed in Him, made
him feel that he would not be suffered to obey any
wrong impulse, and that the reason why the thought
had been presented to him would, in due time, make
itself manifest. He goes, therefore, as directed, simply
and ignorantly confiding in the wisdom and goodness
of the Being from whom he had received this child, to

whom he had committed himself, and who, he believed,

had mighty destinies in store for them both. The child-

like submission receives its reward, his son is spared,
and a new light is shed into his mind respecting his

own character and relations, and respecting the God
whom he worships.
The mighty mystery of a sacrifice of the will, as that

which the perfect and Divine will requires of us; of the

fruit of that sacrifice being the highest of all blessings,

perfect sympathy between the creature and his Lord ;

lastly, the dim apprehension which after ages were to

interpret, of the truth, that He who requires the sacrifice

himself sets the example of it ; that in this, as in all

things, man is only his image : these were the blessings
with which Abraham was blest, and which he was per-
mitted to transmit to his posterity, to be incorporated
into their institutions, to become a part of their daily

life, to preserve them from the abomination of human
sacrifices, and to open their minds gradually to the ap-
prehension of the great voluntary sacrifice.

Here the moral education of Abraham may be said to

be completed, though the two remaining transactions

recorded of him exhibit him as a witness for some great

principles of moral order, reverence for the dead, fide-

lity in transactions with men of a different race and

faith, and the sanctity of marriage. We think it must
be allowed that the simplest and most literal view of this

history gives it an immense importance in the eyes of
the moral historian ; if we reflect ever so carelessly

upon the ideas which it has developed, we must see that

they have been those upon which the life of man and
the life of society has turned. Ifwe reflect ever so little

upon the method by which those ideas became a part of
the patriarch's mind, we shall see how wonderfully it

connects together the ordinary blessings and transac-

tions of life with his highest speculations; if we reflect

ever so little on the moral effect of these discoveries, we
must see that they tend to form a real manly character,
and to make each man a true servant of his fellow-man.
What is most remarkable in the history is, the absence
of all glaring incidents, all oriental extravagance; the
facts of the patriarch's life are

ordinary facts, wilh no-

hing heroical or portentous about them, all their value
lies in their significance ; the events are only striking
from the principles which they involve.

The history of the remaining patriarchs is interesting

and intelligible upon precisely the same grounds as that Moral and
of Abraham. They are another chapter in the family Metaphy-
records of the world ; another step in man's education,

sical Yhi-

by means of ordinary relations and every- day facts, and
their own follies and dangers ; into a perception of their

relation to an invisible and permanent Being ; into a

knowledge of the social order in which He has placed
them, and into contentment with this will and submis
sion to that order. Throughout, the principle of faith

or confidence in an unseen Being, grounded henceforth

upon His express covenant with the Abrahamic family,
is marked out as the basis of their family life. Those
who possessed this had the grand element of humanity,
that which raises man above sensual and brutish in-

stincts; those who wanted it, became, in the main, the

slaves of those instincts ; though noble and generous
feelings, the indications that they had a right to a better

state than any to which they aspired, dawned through
their ignorance and degradation. On the other hand, a

disposition to craft and dishonesty beset those who felt

that they had a higher wisdom and perceptions unshared

by the men around them. The first are left to accom-

plish their wishes and work out the principle of self-will

by becoming powerful men and founders of societies.

The latter are trained by a severe and humbling disci-

pline into a feeling of the reasonableness of their faith,

and its inconsistency with all trick and deception. As
the circle of relationships becomes larger, other truths

are brought out in the same practical method ; the mis-
chiefs of polygamy, the conditions under which primo-
geniture is sacred, and on which it may for a higher
end be superseded ; the distinction between those who,
retaining the sign of the covenant and remaining heirs

of its privileges, mistook their position and sought for a
selfish dignity; and those who understood that their

great glory was to be heirs of a blessing intended for

mankind, and to be witnesses for the God of Abraham.
It must often have excited the surprise, and perhaps

the contempt, of the ordinary annalist, that the story
of Joseph and his brethren, the favourite of peasants
and children, should occupy a larger space in the

records of the world's early history than all the politics of

the Pharaohs and ofEgypt. The historian of philosophy,
on the contrary, feels that this family narrative deve-

lopes principles which are really more important to

mankind, and especially more important in records of

the family age of the world, than the most minute chro-

nological narrative of the dynasties and revolutions of

Egypt could have been. But at the same time he will

be far from admitting that the few facls contained in the

book of Genesis respecting the condition of Egypt, and
the influence exercised over it by a young Hebrew slave,
are not in a political point of view of the highest worth.

They reveal some most interesting truths respecting
the progress of society, and the influence of moral wis-

dom and insight upon the institutions and destinies of a

nation.

In the history of Joseph we see facts that are indeed

most wonderful, but yet none which, in the ordinary
sense of the word, are portentous. They are most

strictly supernatural events, events indicating a super-
natural Author, but they are events which rather exhibit

the moral system and order of the world, than any de-

parture from it. The feud with which the adventures

of the youth begin, his purchase by the Ishmaelitish

merchants, (the carriers of spices from Arabia to Egypt,)
his rise in the house of Potiphar, the circumstances of

lusophy.
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Moral and his disgrace and imprisonment, if more romantic than
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inward and spiritual wisdom, triumphing over accidents,

with the constant witness borne by them to those eternal

truths which the education of Abraham had developed,
that has made them so precious to all countries and

ages. The facts which follow, understood simply and

literally, have the same, and a still higher value. No-

thing would be, il priori, more likely, and yet there is

no fact which we are more glad to know from positive

testimony, than that dreams were one of the means by
which the minds of men, not possessed of an actual

revelation, were awakened to the consciousness of spi-

ritual faculties and to the existence of a spiritual world ;

they have that effect upon the peasant of our own day.
However much they may have been used as instruments

of superstition, men would be far more superstitious,

because more sensual, without them. Again, the dig-
nified position which the young heir of the covenant as-

sumes, his calm assertion of a knowledge which those

around him did not possess, yet the utter absence of all

pretension in that assertion ; his feeling that he is a

witness for the God of Abraham, and that this God is

the God of the whole earth, and watches over the welfare

of all people, and reveals himself to those who are not

within the scope of His covenant; in one word, the

sense of a high vocation, and of that vocation being for

the good of mankind, is the most striking and beautiful

testimony that can be imagined to the effects of this

Hebrew revelation in cultivating and expanding the

heart and faculties of man.

Not the least memorable passage in the history is

that which exhibits the Hebrew youth as educating the

King of Egypt to habits of reflection and foresight,

teaching him by a simple method to understand that

there is a Divine order and system in the world, and
that the providence of God is the ground of providence
in man. This elementary lesson in political wisdom
was a more effectual method of communicating moral

and theological wisdom to the heart of Pharaoh than

any direct indoctrination ; and it explains how that me-
thod which we have observed in the Divine teaching of

the chosen family became the model for all those in-

structions which they imparted to mankind, and which
were pledges of the fulfilment of the promise, that in

them all the families of the earth should be blessed.

Interval between the First and Second Period of the

Hebrew History.

Egypt. In that version of the story of Prometheus, which Ms-
Influencc of

chylus has made immortal : lo, the human animal who
these first

j,a(j jjeen a(jm it(e(j to a fatal commerce with the Divi-
moral ap- .. c , . ...

prehensions
nlty> a ' ter many a weary journey through Scythian

on
political deserts, persecuted by the gadfly, and unable to escape

institu- from the pipe of the shepherd Argas, is told by the great
tions.

patron and benefactor of mankind that in Egypt she

shall bring forth a son to Jupiter. But he declares that

twelve more generations shall pass away before the child

is born, who shall restore form and repose to the de-

graded wanderer, and deliver the tortured prophet from
his rock.

We can find no explanation of this mythus so rational

as that which supposes the foundation of civil society
in Greece, (attributed to Hercules,) as a corresponding

and countervailing power to the dead laws of nature, Moral an*

(impersonated in the tyrant Zeus,) to be that event Metaphy-
which gives freedom to the long crushed spirit of fore- s 'cal

"

sight and wisdom, and rescues humanity from the rest-

less and half-brutal condition of pastoral or nomadic

society. According to this interpretation, the first part
of the prophecy will of course intimate, that an imper-
fect attempt at political order, one not sufficient to give
the energies and intelligencies of men their proper play,
had been previously attempted in another country, and
that this country was Egypt. We would not rest upon
what may possibly be a mistaken view of this story,

though it is strikingly confirmed by another version of

it, given by the sophist Protagoras, in the dialogue of

Plato, which bears his name, if there were not so many
facts and traditions to show that it was the prevailing

opinion in Greece. But how is this opinion consistent

with the belief that the monarchies of Asia were the first

in the world, a belief which sacred and profane history
seem equally to support ? the answer has been in part

given already. These Asiatic monarchies began, accord-

ing to the Scripture report of their origin, with rebellion

against the first principles of moral order ; they dis-

carded the idea of fatherly government, trampled on
the relations of family life, were connected with the

worship of nature. Here was that true enthroning of

Zeus, the mere lord of nature, in opposition to the Lord
of man, which the Pythagorean poet perceived to be
hinted at in the traditions of his country. The spirit
of the earth, at once glorified and degraded by its union
with the Lord, might be truly said to seek refuge from
such tyrannies amidst hordes of wandering shepherds ;

and the spirit of wisdom and moral insight to be cast forth,

incapable indeed of destruction, but conscious of subjec-

tion, bound and tormented.

It is quite possible then that moral culture and poli-
tical order may have had their first birth in Egypt; and
if this be once admitted, we believe it will be difficult to

find a more intelligible account of that birth than the

one which is contained in the simple narrative of Moses.
The family of Abraham, as we have seen, was the formal

witness against societies based upon mere combination,
without reference to human relationships, and to a Di-

vine father. A youth deeply imbued in the principles
in which, through three generations, his family had been
instructed by a Divine teacher, comes into Egypt in a

period of approaching dearth. We need not suppose
that the people at this time were mere barbarians ; they
had evidently traces of an older faith lingering among
them, an appointed priesthood, who were the guardians
of this faith, and (possibly) an hereditary monarchy.
But we cannot believe that they had escaped the fate of

all societies prematurely founded ; or that the govern-
ment of the Pharaohs was much less tyrannical, or their

worship much less natural, than that which prevailed in

Mesopotamia. By the providence of the Hebrew coun-

sellor the monarch becomes possessed of stores, to which
the people are compelled by their wants to resort. All

their disposable property being exchanged for corn,

they filially give up their lands; the race of independen'

proprietors ceases; Pharaoh becomes the general ownei
of Egypt. This revolution being thus quietly effected,

Joseph is able to establish a system, resembling in its

leading features the feudal system of modern Europe,
This observation will only sound strange to those who
have identified the accidents of that system with its

essence, and have traced its origin to ideas of military
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al and subordination. On the contrary, we affirm that family
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of it was only a graft upon a previous stock. In this

sense we are bold to say that a feudal system is the

cradle of all institutions. They may be strangled in their

cradle ; feudality may become all in all ; and then a na-

tion, in the proper sense of the word, will never be deve-

loped ; but a nation must have some such commence-

ment, or it will never acquire any healthy, vigorous life.

The institutions of Joseph were not those which were

intended for his own nation ; they had had the discipline

of a long family period, which had prepared them

in the appointed hour to obtain, in the truest sense, an

organized polity; but they were the only institutions

which could have given rise to a moral and political

order in Egypt : these must have been the features of

Epaphus, if indeed he was born there.

We are by no means anxious to disprove those

hypotheses respecting the migrations of priests across

the land, or down the rivers, in which some modern

mythologists delight Valeant quantum valebunt ; but

since they leave one portion of the problem which they

profess to solve untouched ; since they explain merely
whence certain notions may have been derived, not in

the least how they became a part of the national mind,
and as this is the question in which the moral and

metaphysical student is interested, we do not see why
the profoundest respect for the inventors of these theories

should prevent us from believing a story transmitted to

us on sufficient authority, and perfectly consistent with

itself, which does extricate us from this embarrassment.
It should not be forgotten that views, however learned

or interesting, of the manners, the government, or the

literature of a people, or of an age, do not really satisfy
the mind, unless they teach us how each bore upon the

other; how each, in fact, involved the other. Even the

exquisite chapter in Mr. Thirlwall's History of Greece

upon the heroic age seems to us, we confess, to prove
that the greatest ability, diligence, and command of

resources are not sufficient to create a complete and

living picture when the facts of it are distributed accord-

ing to a formal and artificial method. The history of

Joseph gives us very little help in understanding the de-

tails of Egyptian art, or worship, or policy, but we think

that, by a few very simple touches, it supplies exactly
those hints which we need to give order and coherency
to facts with which every body is acquainted, but which

probably dwell very loosely and confusedly in our minds.

Taking the history of Joseph's adventures, of the in-

fluence which he acquired over Pharaoh, of the order

which he established, of the descent of the Abrahamic

family into Egypt, as we find them recorded in the
book of Genesis, we can explain with tolerable clear-

ness the position and circumstances of that people, the

degree of cultivation which it was possible for them to

reach, and the steps of their moral and political de-

generacy.
The people constituting one large family, of which

the king is the superintending father, and the priests
the appointed instructors, acquire the notion of a fatherly
government, which is strengthened by intercourse with
the singular race which had been admitted to occupy a

portion of their land
; partly by positive traditions

respecting their own education which the members of
that race communicate, much more by the silent witness
which is borne to this principle by the very existence of
families so connected and upheld. The sense of a

superiority to nature which accompanies the cultivation Moral and
of human relationships gives the first impulse to thought Metaphy-
and intelligence among the people ; and that intelligence

" al hl ~

is exercised, as it would of course be, in reference to

their peculiar occupations in discovering the arts of
which an agricultural people are in need. There is no
occasion to resort to the fantastic notions which the
national vanity of Josephus has invented, and to sup-
pose that the children of Abraham taught astronomy
and geology to the Egyptians. They did what was
much more valuable, they led them into that position in

which men are able to seek out for themselves, at leas'

that portion of knowledge which raises them above
mere savage dependence upon chance supplies of daily
food ; enables them to sow lands in expectation of an
harvest; to feel that there is an order in the world ; to
consider the past, and to look forward to the future.
The priests, as we have said, would necessarily be the

depositories of this knowledge, because it is a knowledge
which only becomes possible when truths relating to the
connection of man with his Maker, and consequently
his superiority to the world around him, have been
diffused in a country.
An agricultural people who have reached this point of

civilization were not incapable of any of the conception:',
which tradition leads us to ascribe to the early Egyptians
A perception of beauty implies a much greater mom.
and political progress; when the wonder inspired

by the objects of outward nature is modified by a
still higher admiration of the human form as the seat

of intelligence or affection. But mere massive archi-

tecture seems to be especially connected with those
first astronomical observations, which are aurakened in

the minds of a people devoted to tillage. The contrast
between the simplicity of their daily occupations, and
the grandeur of those objects which seem to regulate
them, favours the developement of that habit of mind
which has created obelisks and pyramids. A notion ol

utility is connected more or less closely with all these

buildings ; but it cannot be said to be the motive of
their erection. The religious feeling, the sense of awe
and worship, which, as we have shown, is excited be
fore any agricultural or astronomical knowledge is pos
sible, was no doubt the primary impulse ; one, how
ever, which would never have left such memorials 01

itself, unless the government and habits of the country
had lost much of that patriarchal character which we
have attributed to them. This alteration would be

accompanied or preceded by another, which the ex-

perience of history enables us without difficulty to set

down. How soon in a country so wonderfully fertile as

Egypt the victory over nature is changed into a deeper
subjection to nature, how soon the absence of a curse
on the soil moves a curse to the tillers of it, we need
not tell any moderately thoughtful student. One of
the first and most natural indications of this degeneracy
is the tendency to consider men in reference to the ser-

vices which they perform, rather than according to a
law of human relationship. Institutions, of which ter-

ritorial divisions are the basis, take place of those ol

which family life is the basis. In an agricultural coun-

try thus corrupted, a system of castes becomes inevi-

table. Again, family life ceasing to be the groundwork
of institutions, the worship loses its original character

We need not inquire how pure it may have been in its

best estate. Possibly there may have been at all times
a confused notion that each relation of the family had
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Moral and some distinct divinity for its prototype; at all times
MetaPhy- there may have been among the Egyptians a reverence

"osophy."
f r brother, sister, and mother gods ; perplexing and

.__r,f-^_
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interfering with, though still terminating in, the acknow-

ledgment of a Father. All we contend for is, that the

idea of a being related to man will have preponderated in

their worship over the idea of mere gods of nature, and

that in proportion as they become sensualized, the latter

feeling will have gained the ascendency, that these

family gods would have become hopelessly enshrined in

those objects of sensible utility over which they were at

first piously supposed to preside ; that there will soon

have been castes of gods corresponding to the castes

among men; that at last the objects and the powers will

have become identical, and that thus, though we will

not presume to fix at what precise period animal wor-

ship became prevalent in Egypt, there was no abomina-

tion of that worship which would not in due time

naturally and inevitably be invented. The priesthood,
in the mean time, who should have been the great means
of resisting this downward tendering of the national

mind, are carried along with it, and retain their power
by ministering to it.

The awful and mysterious ideas of an elder worship
remain among them to impart greater significance and
fearfulness to the objects which that worship had once

taught them to rule. The reverence for the priesthood
is upheld no longer by their being the guides of the

people to a wisdom which lifts them above themselves,
and above nature, but by the notion that they possess
some means of making the powers of nature hostile or

propitious to them. It was the inevitable accompani-
ment of these changes, that the king, from the father

of a set of families which composed the nation, should

become the head of its castes. Still he would riot be a

despot in the Asiatic sense of the word ; a feeling of his

connection with the people over whom he ruled, that

he was, as his taste or disposition might prompt him, the

first warrior, or soothsayer, or handicraftsman of his

land, would widely distinguish him from those rulers

of the East, who looked upon their subjects merely as

instruments of personal lust or ambition. Such rulers

as were the Pharaohs would not indeed improve the

cultivation of their people, but all skill and genius that

were in the country they would call forth and employ.
What were the limits of cultivation compatible with its

moral and political condition we have considered already,
and we may add, that the moral degradation of Egypt,
though it retarded the progress of that cultivation, and
reduced the body of the people nearly to the condition

of brutes, may yet very well have permitted the con-

tinuance, even through many ages, of that degree of

knowledge and art, which are expressed in its existing
remains; in that portion of them, we mean, which can-

not be proved to be the work of a period when the

Greeks had far more than repaid to Egypt all that they
are alleged to have borrowed from her. We reserve

any remarks which we may have to make on the indica-

tions furnished by pictorial writing, of national progress
in intellect, till we come to speak of the introduction of

ordinary letters, a subject which will very soon engage
our attention.

It is a question of very little importance whether the

king who knew not Joseph was an invader or usurper,
and of a different tribe from the monarchs who had pre-
ceded him. At all events it is probable that the thought,
so natural to a monarch of some rude sagacity or cun-

ning, of enslaving or extirpating a singular race, dwell- Moral and

ing in the heart of his country, and possessing inex- Metaphy-

plicable privileges, was connected with other revolu-

tionary schemes, for which, however, the minds of the ^ J^,

people had been long preparing. The abolition of the
*"

institutions of Joseph, the complete substitution of a
caste system for a feudal system, were probably the

great achievements of his policy. He may have been a

popular, as he was no doubt a magnificent monarch ;

originating, perhaps, or prosecuting with more vigour
than any of his predecessors, the works for which Egypt
has been, and will be for ever remembered. But it

was he, and such as he, who caused Egypt to be with-

out a history, to drag on weary ages of existence, in

which the chronologist vainly attempts by unwearying
diligence to detect a few uncertain landmarks. In

destroying the family institutions of his country, he de-

stroyed the seeds of its moral life, which might have

sprung up and brought forth fruit in a healthy vigorous
national society. He converted the priests into ob-

servers and contrivers of portents to answer the purposes
of the politician ; the politician into a mere plotter how
to make a set of human machines work to the greatest

advantage ; and the people into mere slaves and brutes.

He gave full sway to all those natural influences which

are continually degrading the heart and spirit of man,
till night and darkness become the only symbols by
which the condition of Egypt could be adequately

represented.

LEGAL PERIOD.
FROM B. C. 1491 TO B. C. 1271.

The Jewish historian is silent respecting the condition Grounds of

of his own people during the years of their sojourn in P"5 '1 '

Egypt. There is enough, however, in his future narra-
j" g
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tive to warrant the opinion, which we might have formed
al)pre.

without his authority, that they sank with the nation htnded by
which their ancestor had been the means of raising,

the Jews.

It would have been a violation of the desiirn of their

great Teacher, that they should have been more than a

collection of families. They could communicate to

another race the first principles of political order, because

those principles are involved in the relationships for

which they were the appointed witnesses. But these

principles were not intended in their own race to gene-
rate institutions till the foundation of them had been

laid in a more august revelation than any with which

they had yet been favoured.

In this period then, previous to the commencement of

their slavery, we may presume that they fell almost into

t he condition of an Arab horde ; preserving, no doubt,
accurate genealogies, the sign of their covenant, and in

some families traditions of the knowledge and of the

promises which had been imparted to their ancestors ;

but gradually losing their faith, and sinking, by the same

steps as the Egyptians around them, into animal and
natural worship. If we suppose them to have taken

any interest in the speculations of the Egyptians respect-

ing the arts of life, and the motions of the stars, we

might have another way of accounting for their loss or

patriarchal simplicity, and of that moral wisdom for

which it was the great guarantee. But it is more con-

sistent with reason and analogy to consider them as

mere herdsmen, separated by customs and traditions

from the people among whom they dwelt, acquiring

only those notions and habits which insensibly pervade
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Moral and the minds of all men, where there is no strong influence

Metaphy- to counteract them, and daily exhibiting more of that
plu-

sensuality and division, the growth of which among the

sons of Jacob is so accurately traced by their honest

historian. We know that this people did become an

orderly national society. If we could obtain an accu-

rate record of their passage into it, we might expect to

find a key to many questions which will hereafter occupy
our attention. Such a record should illustrate the law

of national life ; its connection with those relationships
in which it has its birth ; the distinct ground upon
which it rests; how it is connected with morality;
how it affects intellectual culture ; how it promotes or

retards the establishment of those wider relations which
exist between men as the members of one race. The

Scripture history, if it fulfil the purpose at which it

seemed to be aiming in its account of the patriarchal

family, ought to give us the hint of these discoveries,
and to endure the test of its principles being applied
to the exposition of puzzles which present themselves

concerning the political and moral position of men

generally.
This assistance, we believe, it will be willing to

render; this test, we think, it will not decline.

The vulgar fancy of Josephus has crowded the

history of the deliverer and legislator of his country
with events, in which no person, who really feels the

importance of the work which that hero performed, can

compel himself to take the slightest interest. What can
it signify whether or no he was the general of Pharaoh
in his wars against the Ethiopians? or who could for a
moment feel that the dreary pages which record his

exploits have told him as much of the character of the

man as the few simple words which describe his first

feelings respecting the bondage of his country; his first

consciousness of a vocation to be their deliverer ; his

efforts of rude and inconsiderate patriotism ; his cruel

disappointment at the discovery that the slaves whom
he hoped to rescue ft >m outward tyranny wore their

chains upon their hearts? Or what narrative of his

transactions after his exile in the land of Midian could
teach us so well as his own clear and beautiful outline,
the course which his thoughts must have taken, while
for forty years he was tending his flocks in the deserts
of a strange land? In that silence and solitude the
traditions of his country would rise up before him in a
new and startling shape. Hitherto they would have
been connected with thoughts of the wonderful honour

put upon his ancestors, of the degradation of their

descendants, of the hope which still hung over their

destinies. Now he would be led to connect these mani-
festations of an invisible Being with strange question-
ings respecting himself. The feeling that, as a Hebrew,
he had some relation to the God of Abraham, of Isaac,
and of Jacob; the feeling that such an hereditary, and
as it were vicarious connection, was not sufficient to

uphold one whose countrymen had lost all feelings of

fellowship and kindred with their ancestors, and who
was himself cut off from those countrymen, would force
itself upon his heart, and would awaken in him the
most awful of all human anxieties. "

I am a distinct

solitary person ; I have a being of my own ; of this

being, no time, or accident, or circumstance can deprive
me; this being no relations to my fellow-creatures can

comprehend." With these thoughts would come obscure
dreams of a higher relation perceived, not realized ; a
longing for the simplicity of those early fathers, of

VOL. II.

losophy.

whom he had been told, who walked daily in the cheer- Moral ami

ful sense of friendship with an unseen Being, without Metaphy-

any of the restless strivings from which he was sufferinar.
sical

_ " O I? lAan
In his mind, the thought of a presiding, and ever

watchful Parent, upholding his children in their path,

directing them whither they should so, giving them

promises, increasing their flocks and herds, and still

more wonderfully allowing them to beget children in

their own image, were mixed with perplexing notions

of natural gods the powers of the world, superintending
the different creatures that minister to man

; providing
him possibly with the means of sustenance ; unrelated
and indifferent to the man himself. To harmonize
these conflicting feelings would be impossible ; his

heart sighed after and secretly acknowledged such a
God as his father worshipped, but his understanding
led him to a very different conception ; and the awe of
his mind seemed to require some mere absolute Being.
a Lord of man, not one who merely cared for him and

provided for his wants. Of such a Being, the very con-
tradictions in his heart seemed to speak. What was
this sense of wrong, of solitude within him, but the

intimation that there was such a Being, that there was
a right, and a righteousness? At this anxious stage ol

thought he would recur again to his reflections and the

bonds which connected him with his countrymen. The
same conscience which recognised a superior judge,
recognised his relation to other men ; reminded him of

acts inconsistent with his posit'ion towards them. There
was a mysterious connection between these thoughts ;

where was it? what was the meaning and ground of it?

A hope would begin to dawn through his miserable

self-questionings ; perhaps there might be one answer
to them all ; perhaps it might be vouchsafed to him ;

perhaps he might yet be the destined deliverer of his

nation. This hope would assume a softer and quieter
character, and yet not be quelled, when, after tending
his flocks all day, he looked upon his wile and children,
and saw in them the very pledges of Divine protection,
which his fathers had esteemed most precious. It

would be deepened and solemnized when he returned
to the back parts of the desert, and beheld again that

awful scenery which had nourished, though it could not

awaken, the thoughts within him. To all these thoughts,
the necessary consecration of every man destined to do

any great work for mankind, the awful revelation in the

bush, at the sight of which, he took the shoes from off

his feet, was an answer.

The dreadful name,
"

I am that I am," was that

name which for forty weary years he had been seeking.
Here was the declaration of an absolute Being, the

ground of his own being. But the accompanying
words, which declared that He who had this awful name
was the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, that He
remembered his covenant ; that He was the enemy at

oppression and wrong ; that He was a deliverer, and was
about to manifest himself in all these characters, was

exactly that reconciling discovery which he had longed
for. The absolute personal Being whom he needed to

sustain that feeling of personal distinctness, otherwise

intolerable, was not another from the Being whom his

fathers had wor
shipped ; was still the head of all

human relationships. This was that Being of strict and
absolute righteousness, whom in the sense of his own
evil he had felt to be so dreadful, and yet desired to

know ; in knowing whom he felt that he was evil no

longer; for he rejoiced in His good, sympathized in

4 B
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Moral and His good, and desired to see it prevail over all that

Metaphy. res j s te(} jt in others and in himself.

"osophy"
Here was the deliverance from all those natural,

>_r .

r
-Jj' sensual notions, into which the member of a degraded

race, even if he had not been learned in all the wisdom
of the Egyptians, must necessarily have fallen. The
absolute Being was not a natural being ; not removed
from man, as a star is removed from man, by a hopeless
absence of sympathy, but the perfect archetype of that

righteousness which man perceives, recognises, and

may exhibit in his own acts.
" And these truths," the

patriot would exclaim,
" do not belong merely to me,

though revealed to me ; they belong to my nation ;

they shall be practically manifested in its deliverance

from bondage; manifested through us to the whole
universe."

On the basis of this revelation the Jewish polity
stood. The idea of an absolute Being was the first

principle of it
; the idea that He was a righteous Being,

the enemy of oppression and evil, the second ; and these

views were changed into practical realities by a third

principle, that this Being was the God of their fathers,

that He had selected them from all the nations of the

earth to be His witnesses, that He was the upholder of

their family life. How these principles were expressed
in their constitution, how they permeated every part of

the system, our readers will understand just in propor-
tion as they are attentive students of the books in which

the nature of these institutions is declared, and of those

in which their practical working is exhibited. We neither

contend for nor against the notion which Michaelis and

others have so ingeniously elaborated, that each law,

and custom, and institution of the Jews had some refer-

ence to their position as an Oriental nation. In propor-
tion as we believe the system to have been a wise one,

grounded on deep principles, and constructed by a

Divine architect, we must be inclined to believe that

there was a skilful provision for the circumstances of

the particular people to whom it was given, which of

course would include the geographical position, the

climate of their country, and their relation to the people
around them. As little are we inclined to enter into the

controversy between our learned countryman Spencer
and the Dutch divines, whether any portion of these

institutions may have been adopted and purified from

some previously existing in the nation to which the

Hebrews had been in bondage. If our view of the

character of Joseph's instructions be a correct one, it

will readily be admitted that they were seeds of institu-

tions, not in the strict sense of the word institutions

themselves, and that they would have given birth to

various laws, customs, and systems, mixed of course

with mythological notions, which for the very sake of

removing those notions from the minds of his

people the Divine legislator may have presented in

their true and uncorrupted form in his own economy.
There is nothing, we say, at all impossible or impro-
bable in either of these speculations ;

the only complaint
which the historian of philosophy is inclined to make

against them is, that they have rather tended to obscure

the groundwork of the Mosaic institutions, and to

leave on men's minds the impression, that it requires

little investigation in comparison with those subtle ar-

rangements which concerned the outward life of the

Jewish nation ;
or those which were to restrain them

from the adoption of certain evil customs in the sur-

rounding nations. A habit of looking rather at the

negative than at the positive parts of the Jewish system, Moral and
its provisions rather than its principles, has prevailed to Metaphy-
a great extent among our divines and biblical critics. "cal ***"-

The vague phrases that it was intended to provide
080Ph >'-

against idolatry, and for the recognition of the Divine

Unity, have hindered students from steadily examining
these institutions, and considering what information

they give us respecting the grounds of national and
social life. Our conviction is, that there can be no clear

understanding of the principles of political order, as

they existed in Greece and Rome, and as they do exist

in modern Europe, until the constitution of this Divine

commonwealth is meditated upon in an honest and
humble spirit.

Our limits will only permit us to notice just so many
of its peculiarities, and of the facts which record its

establishment, as are necessary to throw light upon the

connection between the moral speculations and the

social condition of man.

Passing by, therefore, the hint which is given in the

very commencement of this narrative of the distinction

between the priest and the lawgiver; passing over that

series of remarkable signs by which the dominion of an

unseen God of righteousness over the different powers
of nature was established, the tendency to natural wor-

ship in the minds of the Egyptians condemned, and the

legerdemain cf their magicians confounded, events most

important as asserting the principles on which the

Jewish nation was to rest ; passing by for the present
even the last and most terrible of these signs, which
bore most closely upon the ideas of primogeniture
existing in the old world, we proceed to notice the three

leading peculiarities of this system the TRIBE, the

CODE, the TABERNACLE.
The tribe system is the link between the family and

the national life of the Hebrews. There were not a set

of lares and penates presiding over the hearths and

households of the Hebrews, and a Jupiter Capitolinus
who ruled in the citadel ; the God of their fathers was
the God of their nation. There was no caste system,

separating them according to their occupations ; the

distinctions were all genealogical ; the land, when they

possessed it, was to adapt itself to distinctions previously

established, not to be the cause of any. The family life

was bound up with the national by the festivals, most of

all by that of the Passover, the celebration of a glorious
common deliverance, to the sacrifice attending which

every family contributed its quota. It was connected

again with the institution and administration of the laws

by the selection of a set of elders, the heads and repre-
sentatives of the different tribes, to be the magistrates
of the land. It was connected with the ecclesiastical

body, in that one whole tribe was formally constituted

the priesthood of the nation ; that the priests succeeded

by a law of hereditary succession, and were considered, in

their devotion to the immediate service of the tabernacle,

as substitutes for the first born of every family. By this

means the idea of primogeniture was upheld, while there

was a perpetual witness against the abuses to which it

sometimes leads. The early history of the Jews had

warned them, by the instances of Ishmael, Esau, and

Reuben, that the principle of primogeniture, though

grand and sacred., exists for certain moral ends, for the ,

sake of which it maybe sacrificed. The new instituiion

reminding them what that moral end was, kept up the

balance of feeling, the absence of which has in different

nations by turns given a dangerously exclusive pre-
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Moral and dominance to feudal notions, or expelled them alto-

Metaphy- gether. These are a few hints respecting this side of
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the Jewish constitution, which our readers may find an

O interest in following out for themselves through all the

details of it.

In doing so, we would entreat them never to lose

sight of the great moral and metaphysical lesson which
the harmony of their family and national life taught
the Jews, and for the sake of which we have alluded to

it here ; namely, of the essential distinction, and the

necessary union between relative and absolute morality.
Into how many questions the neglect of this distinction,

or the want of this union, has led men ;
how essential

the practical recognition of it is to the theoretical appre-
hension of it; how this recognition is connected with

political institutions and theological opinions, our sub-

sequent history will abundantly testify.

The prescriptive CODE of the Jews was not given
them till the institutions of which we have been speak-

ing had been formally established. They had recognised
the God of their fathers as their deliverer, their pro-
tector, and their friend, before they were called upon by
any solemn act to recognise Him as the I AM. Yet, as

we have shown already, on this recognition national

society depends ; without it, there was no permanence
for the family life which it protected. The same grand
truth, which Moses needed to call forth in him the feel-

ing of his own personality, and to prevent that sense

from overwhelming him, was needed to give being to

the Jewish nation. Family life exists in the feeling of

connection and association ; national life, in the feeling
that each man is a distinct person.

After an awful preparation of three days, amidst
thunders and lightnings, and the sight of a devouring
flame, those words were proclaimed which every Jew
felt were addressed to him ; which withdrew him from

relationships, friendships, sympathies, into the secret

chamber of his own spirit, obliged him to feel that he
was a distinct living person, obliged him to recognise
something in himself as at war with an order, which
he at the same moment confessed to be right. Yet

along with the awakening of this dreadful sense of per-

sonality was a deeper and stronger feeling, that he
was the member of a commonwealth, that every act

which he or any other man did affected the common-
wealth, that the protection to which he as a single per-
son must look, was that which overshadowed the whole

society.
"

I am the Lord thy God which brought thee
out of Egypt," were the first words that every Hebrew
heard from the holy mount, and which, before even the
sense of evil had been awakened in him, reminded him
that he personally shared in the blessings of his nation ;

assured him that he personally was observed and pro-
tected by the unseen head of it.

The history of the Jewish nation and of the world is

a commentary on this code. Whatever causes have
broken up commonwealths, or made society untenable,
or turned men into brutes, are therein set forth and
predicted. The loss of faith in an unseen protector and
guardian, the idolatry of sense, the loss of reverence for
the name which speaks of the reality and personality
of Him whom we worship; the loss of an institution
which teaches men to view Him as an object of fixed

contemplation, the ultimate resting-place of the spirit,
and not merely as ever acting for them, and which con-
nects that instruction with the rest of all creatures from
their labours, thus reminding them that, both in their

losophy.

toils and in their repose, they are His image loss of Moral and

reverence lor parents leading to incessant emigration ; Metaphy-

loss of reverence for life, for marriage, for property,
Slca' ptli

for character ; lastly, which is the source of all these, ,

the grasping, self-seeking, money-getting spirit; what
more wonderful index can we possess to the history of

the decline and fall of empires? The idea of this code

necessarily excludes all prohibition of mere excess. It

is an important part of the statutes of a nation, to pro-
vide against acts of excess, as occasion shows them
to be detrimental to the community ; but it would be

a violation of all principles of order and distinction to

introduce them into a system of universal prohibition.
In the Jewish economy, there is a strict and admirable

discrimination between the laws and the statutes of the

nation, between the positive denunciations against fixed

evil and the provision against emergencies an& overt

acts ; between the rules which had reference to the

actual condition of society in a particular nation and the

principles which are the groundwork of society every-
where. But a still more important distinction is rigidly
observed between the literal code and the righteousness
which is the ground of the code ; which can be con-

templated only in the acts and life of a person ; which
is positive, not negative ; which is attained through
a knowledge of the character of the Being we worship.
A recognition of his authority is implied in national

order, the recognition of His righteousness is connected
witli a higher universal human order.

The third part of the Jewish economy has a reference

to this higher righteousness and higher order, and re-

cognises man as capable of holding communion with

the unseen ruler of his nation. THE TABERNACLE was
the grand witness and practical manifestation of this

truth, involved alike in the family and national life of

the Jews, the crowning glory of both ; for which both

existed. The first part of the Jewish system expressed
the idea of fatherly care and government ; the second,
the idea of a righteous Being formally distinguishing
between good and evil ; the third portion, the idea of

communion with this Being ; the last idea including,

though not superseding, both the others, and constantly

reminding the Jews that the end of the Divine educa-
tion and law was to exalt them to the contemplation and

knowledge of himself. With this grand theological
idea was connected, as we have already intimated, a

great human principle. It was the universal side of

the Jewish polity, it was the link which bound the

particular nation to the human species, which enabled
them to understand the promise made to Abraham, that

in his seed all the nations of the earth should be blessed,

which led him to regard his own separation as a means
to an end, not an end in itself.

By keeping these observations in remembrance, we
are able to understand the relation of the parts of the

Jewish ecclesiastical system to each other, to the civil

government, to the members of the nation, and to man-
kind

; an inquiry more important than it may first

appear to the study of the moral and metaphysical his-

tory of the Jews and of other nations. The system may
be referred to these three heads: 1. the tabernacle

itself; 2. the priests; 3. the sacrifices. The building
which was prepared and set up with so many awful cere-

monies, and which attended the Jews in all their wan-

derings through the wilderness, brought continually
before them the idea of an awful and mysterious pre-
sence ; not floating in the air, not diffused through the

4 n2
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Moral and forms of nature, but a real and personal Being, con-

Metaphy- nected primarily with them; only, in the second place,
eical Phi- w jtjj tne rest o f creation. While man was thus elevated
)sophy.

jn ^e gca|e o (- creatures, by feeling that the Maker of

all things was his friend, the idea of absolute truth and

righteousness presented in the law, seeming to crush his

aspirings, really gave them a surer confidence and a

higher aim. The possibility of becoming like this Being

by contemplating Him; the hope kept alive by so many
national promises of a more complete manifestation;

the thought of a deep abyss of being, which man could

never fathom, but on which he might repose; these

thoughts, meditations, hopes, were kept alive by the

presence and by the order of the mysterious tabernacle,

and were communicated, as we shall see hereafter,

through it, and through the more magnificent, perma-
nent edifice which afterwards received the ark of the

covenant, to the mind and heart of the Jewish prophet.
The ministers of this awful sanctuary were distin-

guished, though by no means separated, from the elders

who represented its family constitution, from the chief

who promulgated and interpreted its laws. The office

of the whole body was distinguished by garments for

glory and for beauty, betokening, as the words in-

scribed upon their foreheads implied, that they were a

dedicated race, the witnesses to the whole nation of the

fact of a connection between them and a perfect Being,
even when they were not performing the duties by which

that connection was expressed and realized. Yet they
were in no sense separated, either from the nation cor-

porately, or from its particular members. They repre-
sented the dignity, the purity, the glory of the nation,

that which it really was, not what by forgetfulness of

their privileges its members might become.

They took cognizance of the most practical wants

and sufferings of the people ; they were the divinely

appointed physicians of the land, educating the suffering
Jew to feel that his bodily health was watched over by
a Divine guardian, to understand that disease itself

is under a law, and that the knowledge of the law leads

to the remedy. In the case of leprosy, higher truths

were indicated, and a practical apprehension of tliem

imparted to the people. Even disease was made a

means of teaching them the lesson which the whole

Jewish polity was devised to illustrate that communion
between men is grounded upon their common relation to

an invisible Ruler, and that the impurity of one man may
defile the whole congregation. Another branch of the

priest's office also, that of defining theclean and unclean

food, enabled them to act as the practical instructers of

a rude and ignorant people. Without supposing any
deeper reason for the prohibitions than that which Mi-

chaelis has assigned, and even being ready to admit

that in j.ome cases that reason will be difficult to discover,

we contend that mere arbitrary appointments of this

kind must have been most useful in cultivating habits

of 'distinction in those who were subject to them, in

making them feel that they were in the midst of an

order, even when they were not able to interpret or

reconcile the different portions of it.

But the grand vocation of the priest, that which really

brought him into connection with all the members of

the commonwealth, that which gave the meaning to all

his other functions, was to offer Sacrj/Eces , those daily
sacrifices which each man brought to the door of the

tabernacle ; that more august annual sacrifice which the

high priest, the Coryphaeus of the body, offered on that

day when he went alone into the holiest of the holy. Moral and
We have pointed out the idea of" communion as that to Metaphy-
which the tabernacle and the office of the priest alike sical Phi "

pointed, which being absent, institutions become a ^s"phy^
dreary weight, law an intolerable oppression. To this

idea we must refer sacrifices, or we have no clue to their

meaning in the Divine commonwealth, or in those whose

system we shall have hereafter to examine.

That the nation, and erery member of it, is united to

its Divine King and head, that as long as each member
abides in the covenant, retains his allegiance to the

head of the nation, and his fellowship with the other

members of it, he enjoys this connection ; that by every

transgression of the law which defines his position in

reference to his God, and to his brethren, he practically
forfeits it ; that something must be given up before the

connection can be re-established : these are the ele-

mentary principles in the idea of sacrifices, as it is

expounded to us in the Jewish Scriptures, and as it is

illustrated even in the most corrupt practices of heathen

nations. The question which we shall find at issue be-

tween them is this : Is the hinderance to this intercourse

some capricious distaste in the mind of God towards

the suppliant, or is it the impossibility of fellowship be-

tween two beings, in whom there exists a dissimilarity
oi' feeling and character, and whose relation to each other

has by some act on one or other side been disturbed?

If the former notion subsist, the value of the offering
would of course regulate the petitioner's chance of suc-

cess. A hecatomb will be worth a hundred times as

much as a single ox ; a child or a beautiful woman, in

countries where human creatures are reverenced, will

often he thought a more hopeful offering than either.

The other noble idea of sacrifice is that which is ex-

pressed in the Hebrew institutions. The Jew must

not, dare not, fancy that a more costly offering than the

appointed one will do him greater service. If he

brought to the door of the tabernacle of the congrega-
tion some precious sacrifice, devised after his own con-

ceit, and not according to the provisions of the law, the

priest was bound to reject him, and to reprove him, or

he virtually renounced his own office. Every thing in

the matter and mode of the offering was rigidly pre-
scribed ; it was the will of the offerer only vt hich the

law permitted and required to be free. Thus the idea

of an unchangeable Being lay at the groundwork of an
institution which, in every other country, left on the

mind the most lamentable sense of fluctuation and ca-

price. Thus he was taught to feel on the one hand
that he was in a fixed relation to the King and Father
of the nation, and yet that, as this King and Father was
a moral Being, all the blessings of that relation are for-

feited by an immoral state of mind. Thus he was

taught by what kind of acts that immoral state was pro-
duced, ami that relation violated ; by acts, namely, of

self-will, separating him from God and from his bre-

thren. Thus he was taught what effect that self-will

produces, how it enslaves a man to the animal nature,
above which he had been raised, by being admitted into

fellowship with his Creator. The animal which he

offers, teaches him what it is that he has to sacrifice;

the voluntary will which is required of him, teaches him
what it is that has need to be restored ; the priest, who
alone can offer the sacrifice, teaches him that the con-
nection between him and the invisible Being is upheld
in the person of some mediator; and, together with the

great act of atonement, prepares him for the idea of a
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Moral and
Being who, by the offering of his own body and the

ic'al'pln-
ent're sacrifice of his own will, shall be the bond to unite

losophy. together the whole race with the perfect and absolute\^_/ will. So wonderfully did the idea of moral order in

the universe, of God, as the founder and upholder of

that order, of man, as a rebel against that order, and

yet capable, by a mysterious process, of being brought
to apprehend it, evolve itself through institutions appa-

rently the most purely national and exclusive.

U e can but hint at a subject closely connected with

sacrifices, that of purifications, as a part of this great

system of education, and one which illustrates some of

the most difficult passages in the moral and metaphy-
sical history of mankind.

By following out the method we have been endea-

vouring to develope, and especially by keeping in mind
the threefold principle of the Jewish commonwealth,

answering to its patriarchal, legal, and ecclesiastical in-

stitutions, our readers will be able, without difficulty, to

trace the connection between this or any other part of

the scheme which we have left unnoticed, and its gene-
ral design. It remains that we should say some words
on the intellectual developement of the Jewish nation,

corresponding with these steps in its moral and social

progress. Moses tells us, that the deliverance from
Pharaoh was celebrated in a triumphal song. This is the

first instance of Hebrew poetry in the Scripture ; for if

the prophecy of Jacob respecting his descendants be

rhythmical, (a doubtful question,) that form must liave

been imparted to it by ihe historian., in order to preserve
the connection which the mind of a Jew, and even of
most pagans, recognised as so close between prophecy
and poetry. This fact is worthy ot our notice; for it is

an observation which has been often made, but scarcely

enough dwelt upon by those who have endeavoured to

ascertain the meaning and functions of poetry, that it

never existed apart I'rom some definite form of political

society, and that the periods in which the bonds of poli-
tical union have been most strongly realized, are those
in which poetry has manifested itself in its greatest

power. To say that poetry has never coexisted with savage
life, or with any condition of society in which the selfish

feelings have predominated over the social, would be a
trite common-place. But it is a great question whether

any kind of social feeling except that to which we give
the name of NATIONAL, does naturally express itself in

this way. In the communion of mere family life, the

soul is unconscious of its own workings ; the man be-

comes, in the strictest sense of the word, attached to the

members of his own circle, and forgets himself in them.
A result not altogether dissimilar takes place in the

universal communion of the church, which, when it is

strongly realized, often absorbs the conscious faculties

of a man altogether, in the contemplation of the Being
who is the centre of it, or of the different members of it,

whom he is to love even as himself. It is exactly in

that communion between men, which exists in a political

body circumscribed by definite limits, feeling itself in a
certain sense at war with the rest of the world, that
each man vividly and consciously realizes his relation to

the whole, and rises through the sense of that relation

to the dignity of a personal being ; and of these feelings
poetry seems to be the legitimate and intended expres-
sion. The crisis of deliverance is that which gives occa-
sion to its first utterance ; one person, who most strongly
feels that he is a member of the nation, expresses by
words the excited fetling of his own spirit, and those

words married to music are felt by the whole society as Mural ami

their own. That the first poetry would inevitably be

song, that it will be a long time before it is even con-

ceived possible to separate it from music, we need not

tell any reader. The explanation of the fact we find in

the connection of poetry with national life, and in those

peculiar conditions of national life which we have been

endeavouring in this chapter to set forth.

If we have been right in our remarks respecting the

feelings which give birth to poetry, it will not be strange
that it should be contemporaneous with the commence-
ment of orderly and coherent language.. After the

formal notions of language have become parts of our
habits of thought; after we have been used to separate

altogether the beholder from that which he contemplates;

objects from the feelings with which they are viewed,
acts from their agents, qualities from that in which they
inhere, it is delightful to find the connection restored to

us in poetry ; to find that we are in the midst of a living
world ; to see deeds performing by actual persons ; dead
names restored to life by being united with their attri-

butes. Not that poetry leads to any confusion of these

great distinctions, but rather enables us to realize them
more vividly ; and above all, that grand distinction be-

tween persons and things, which is half lost when we
treat of both alike as mere subjects of narrative and

speculation, is felt in its power when we find ourselves

actually in the midst of our fellow-men, sympathizing
with them, and especially rejoicing 10 see how they
exercise a government over nature. From these consi-

derations we may understand why poetry, which restores

language when it has been corrupted, must also be
almost identical with it, in its infancy, why the common
notion may be no extravagant one, that the Greek lan-

guage was created by Ihe Homeric poems. Mr. Thirl-

wall has endeavoured to solve the difficulties respecting
the introduction of LETTERS into Greece by supposing
that they too may have been first employed in the poet's
service. That written characters will appear very shortly
after the language which they are to transmit from ge-
neration to generation has acquired a distinct order and

formation, we cannot doubt. Both, we believe, accom-

pany the commencement of a national period ; but as

there seems no reason why poems should not be pre-

served, for a time at least, by recitation, we do not see

the need of letters for the sake of; but we do perceive the

indispensal.le necessity of letters for the sake ofthat which
is the most characteristic element of national life its

laws. We are thus led to adopt, in preference to Mr.
Thirl wall's hypothesis, a much older and less ingenious
one, that written characters, as distinguished from that

writing which is the imitation of natural objects, first

come into use in every country where formal codes or

charters are grafted upon its institutions and common
law. By this observation our readers will see that we
adopt as literal the declarations of Moses respecting the

giving of the law, and the method of its preservation.
And it seems perfectly consistent with the whole idea

of this economy, that the deliverance of men from the

thraldom to nature and natural worship, the worst part
of their Egyptian thraldom, and without which the other

parts of it could never have existed, should have been

accompanied by that introduction of letters, as well as

of laws. Neither were necessary in the first patriarchal

age. Then there was no explicit code ; then heaps of

stones were sufficient to establish contracts and preserve
traditions. When this patriarchal system had given
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Moral and birth to the feudal institutions of Egypt, the want of

Mttaphy- some other method of communicating the will of the

loso >hv"
sovere'gn r tne dogmas of the priests would have been

,j_ *__'.. felt. Natural objects have still the dominion over the

heart and mind. Language is not felt as an expression
of human thought, but as a description of natural ob-

jects. The invention of a system of hieroglyphics is the

natural result. It may have afterwards been appro-

priated to the service of the priest, and been invested

with a mysterious dignity, when ordinary writing had

been introduced from other countries; but it never can

have been invented at a period after ordinary characters

were in use. Nor can we conceive that the soul of the

Israelite could ever have enjoyed that emancipation from

the tyranny of sense which was intended for him when
he was brought under the law of an invisible and per-
sonal Being, if he had nnt been taught that the words

which were the utterance of his spirit were not dependent
on the forms around him ; that nature was the image
of the thoughts which his words expressed, not they the

image of nature ; and if to sustain these all-important
instructions he had not been provided with such means
of formally distinguishing those words, as made the use

of natural symbols unnecessary. Upon this observation

we would ground another. Song, we have seen, was
the first expression of the Jewish spirit after its deliver-

ance from captivity. But the earliest records of the

Jews are not, as in the case of the Greeks, poetical.

Poetry belongs, in its highest form, and its most mature

efforts, to the third stage of their history. The difference

is very interesting, and is connected with the difference

between the Hebrews and Greeks generally. The

peculiar Divine education of the Hebrews, instead of

superseding the regular progress of the human spirit,

gave the most orderly direction to that progress. But
the natural overflow of the human spirit in poetry, at

the very infancy ot its political existence, is not favour-

able, as Greek history will show us, to the consistency
of society, or to the permanence of moral feeling. Un-
less law and history in a nation precede the continuous

exercises of the poetical faculty, there is little hope that

any fixed national order will control the struggle of

the individual intellect and will. It was therefore most

accordant with the Divine scheme, that the teaching of

the nation, when that teaching for the first time took a

literary form, should be through the means of a history,

possessing indeed much of the charm of poetry, by its

simplicity and clearness, but still formally distinguished
from it, not merely by the absence of rhythm, but also

by its strict chronological method, and the want of a

central object.
The third step in the Hebrew intellectual develope-

ment of this period is connected with their ecclesiastical

life. Architecture here, as every where, had its source

in the idea of communion with an invisible Being, and

presented that idea outwardly. The account which is

given of the fabrication of the tabernacle expresses with

great clearness the principle of all these records :
"
See,

I have called by name Bezaleel, the son of Uri, the son

of Hur, of the tribe of Jtidah ; and I have filled him with

the Spirit of God, in wisdom and in understanding, and
in knowledge, and in all manner of workmanship, to

devise cunning works, to work in gold, and in silver,

and in brass, and in cutting of stones, to set them, and
in carving of timber, to work in all manner of work-

manship. And I, behold, I have given, with him Aho-

liab, the son of Ahisamach, of the tribe of Dan; and in

the hearts of all that are wise hearted I have put wis- Moral and

dom, that they make all I have commanded thee."
Jft*\

al
p,

The revelation of certain great truths to the legislator iu, phy.
of 1he people, the selection of a particular man to set .*-.,,'.

-

forth those truths in sensible forms, which forms are

intended as the means of educating the whole people
into the perception of the truths ; this is exactly the

order which the Scripture is uniformly presenting to us.

The Lord of man unveils himself to the faith and won-

der of a man whom he destines to be the moral guide
and teacher of his people. But outward nature is the

expression and mirror of those truths. Certain men
here and there are endowed with the gift of perceiving
the correspondence between nature and the mysteries
in the heart of man

;
these are of a lower grade than

the former in the moral scale, but still they have a glo-

rious vocation. They also are the teachers of mankind,

converting the very senses which are wont to be its

tyrants into the means of its deliverance. We shall find

hereafter how strikingly this view of the relations of men
to each other in a state illustrates the doctrine of Plato

on the same subject. We shall not here enter into any
observations respecting the nature of Hebrew architec-

ture ; its contrast to the mere massive temples of Egypt,
or to the graceful and definite temples of Greece. Such

remarks, if we have leisure for them, will occur best

when we notice the final achievement of the Jewish

spirit in this direction, in the age of Solomon. We
merely notice the subject at this period in order to show

how the same Divine power which gave the Hebrews a

polity, and made that polity a means of awakening them
to a perception of the three great moral principles in

which all society is based, tribe relations, positive law,

communion with God, show forth their intellects, also,

in three directions corresponding to these. First, in

poetry and music, expressing their sense of common

relationship, and giving form, and meaning, and har-

mony to language; next, in letters, arbitrary devices,

in which man exults because they are arbitrary, deter-

mined hy his will, not by nature, to convey the laws by
which he is bound, and the thoughts which he utters

from generation to generation ; lastly, architecture, by
which he compels nature itself to give him symbols
which may represent the deepest speculations and prin-

ciples of his mind.

Such is a very short view of the Divine education of

the Jewish nation, at this most important crisis of its

life. Our readers will not fail to perceive how it is con-

nected with that earlier period of family education ;

nor, we think, while they contemplate the relation of

one to the other, the gradual and wonderful growth of

one out of the other, by processes so analogous to the

subtlest and most mysterious processes of nature ;

finally, the integrity and coherency of the whole system;
will they refrain from asking themselves whether the

supposition, that the historian who records it was a fa-

bulist, does not involve the belief of more portents and

miracles than the most child-like acknowledgment of

his veracity ?

The nature of our work does not permit us to notice

any further particulars respecting the history of the

Jewish people during this period.

The journeys through the wilderness do indeed illus-

trate the deepest moral truths, and are most instructive,

as an illustration of the experimental method by which

the members of the chosen nation were educated, to un-

derstand the tendencies of their minds, the meaning of
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Moral and the ]aw of God, and the purpose of his discipline, and

ncll p'lul
when we come to study the history of the people at a

losophy.
'ater period, we shall find how the records of these jour-

>.^/
- neys at once gave the impulse and supplied the mate-

rials to the reflections and meditations of their seers.

Equally important is the history of their entrance into

Canaan ; of their victory over the slavish, degraded,
natural people of the land, through the might of their

confidence in an unseen, personal God, and the faithful

records of their own degradation and misery, when they

forgot to worship their deliverer and friend, and became
the servants of their senses.

But these records are only the illustrations and work-

ing out of principles, of which we have already spoken,
and therefore, though most important in a history of hu-

manity, can hardly be said to belong to a history of phi-

losophy.

Interval between the Second and Third Hebrew Period.

The Phcenicians.

The Pho3- j t j s an Opjn jon which was prevalent in former times,

Influence of
an<* ^as Sa 'ne^ strength from some recent discoveries,

the appre-
tna' the Edomites had attained a remarkable civilization

hension of at the time when the Hebrews were bondsmen in

positive Egypt.

imparted to Suppos'"? there to be any sufficient evidence that the

the He- excavated buildings of Arabia Petrrea were really the

brews on work of so early a period as this, they would be the

political in- symptoms of a people who had attained a very unnatural
)ns - and precocious knowledge of the mechanical arts, un-

sustained by that moral cultivation which alone can
make the history of a nation interesting, if it be not
more correct to say, which alone can give it a history at

all. The inferences which have been drawn from the
book of Job respecting this people, are at best of a most
doubtful character; for that buok was at all events
intended to be, and must be leavened with Hebrew
wisdom. It may be intended as the history of a man
who retains the old patriarchal faith without being a

partaker of the blessing of the law and civil polity of
the Jews, and if so, the scene of it would very appropri-
ately be laid in the country of the descendants of Esau.

But before we found any conclusions upon it respect-

ing their moral state, we must assume both the date of
the book and the object of it, and then, contrary to all

principle and analogy, must speak of it as an Edomite,
instead of a Jewish work, and this too without attempt-
ing (as who dares attempt ?) to exclude it from the canon
of Scripture. At any rate, it would be inconsistent with
our idea to recognise any nation as spiritually important
which has not made its importance felt by exercising some
direct influence on the character and condition of man-
kind.

There is however, a most interesting question con-
nected with this part of our subject. All traditions
seem to prove that Phoenicia must have arisen into im-
portance between the time in which the Jews invaded
Palestine and the reign of David. How far may the
formation of its civilization and power be traced to the
influence of Jewish ideas? Is there any thing to war-
rant the supposiiion that the Jews, in their second or

legal state, may have acted upon the conquered nations
of Palestine, or upon their immediate neighbours, in

any thing like the same manner that their fathers in the

patriarchal stage appear to have acted upon the con-
dition of Egypt? It falls distinctly within our purpose

to throw out some hints upon this subject, because it is Moral and

connected with the influence of moral principles upon
et "I' 1

?y~

the order of society, and because it will remove many "usophy'"
difficulties out of our way when we enter upon the study ^ j- [_''

of Greek philosophy.
It is certain that the Greeks attributed a part of their

own cultivation to Egypt, a part to Phoenicia. It is not

necessary to inquire whether the stories respecting their

early communication with either country be partly true

or wholly fabulous. They prove at least this much,
that the Greeks of later times discovered in a certain

portion of their own national ideas so close a resem-

blance to those which they found embodied in the tra-

ditions of the priests of Thebes or Memphis, and in

another portion of them so close a resemblance to those

which were recognised by the merchants of Tyre, that

they had plausible reasons for supposing them to be
derived from those two sources respectively.
Now we think that some modern theories have consi-

derably embarrassed the question, Which portion of the

Greek feeling and mythology most corresponded to that

of the agricultural, and which, to that of the trading

people? It has been maintained that the two divinities

of Phoenicia, Baal and Astarte, represented, one the pro-
ductive and the other the passive powers of nature. So
refined a notion as this, it seems to us, can never have

been the foundation of any national worship; it is evi-

dently a late philosophical exposition of a popular belief,

which must have had a very different and a much more

living root. We do not deny that there is a stage in

society in which the worship of outward nature, in the

strict sense of the word, becomes the characteristic of a

people. We shall have to examine by and by such a

stage, and to consider the meaning of its phenomena.
We shall find them altogether different from those of

Phoenicia, and we shall find that they assume a much
more grand and startling shape than that of investiga-
tions and reflections respecting the productive and pas-
sive powers of things. Men do not get their notions of

these from the outward world, but from ihemselves.

Baal and Astarte we believe to have been neither more
nor less than the Lord and Lady of Phoenicia, who might
be worshipped in a hundred different natural forms, but

the idea of whom was suggested, not by the sensible

world, but by the forms of national lilie. Here
then would be the great difference between the Egyptian
and Phoenician. The one would worship family gods,

fathers, mothers, brothers, sisters, husbands; the other

would worship national gods, kings, queens, legislators,

champions, heroes. The first worship, as we have shown,
is connected with the cultivation of the soil, and gives
birth to rude and massive forms of art ; the second will

be found in union with a commercial spirit, and with an

approach to the more definite and precise architecture.

The tendency of the former will be to mere grossness;
of the other to mere sensuality. The intellectual degra-
dation will be greater in the first, the moral degradation
in the second. If these observations be correct, there

can be little difficulty in determining which portion of

the Greek character and mythology had a counterpart
in Egypt, and which in Phoenicia; and we think that a

careful examinaiion of the legends respectively given to

each country would lead to the same result with our own
d priori speculations; we think that both would show,

that whereas the ideas of family life, which existed in

the Greek mind and were embodied in its forms of

worship, would enable the travelled Greek to feel a
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sympathy with that early form of society of which he

f u"d traces i" l 'ie African nation ; his hero worship,
his notions of art and letters, all that strictly belong to

him as a political being, would very naturally, though,

perhaps, quite falsely, have been supposed to be brought
to him by the restless traders of Asia. Here then

would seem to be the answer to our first question. We
have explained the difference between the position of the

Jews at this time and in tlie patriarchal ages. We
have seen that while a permanence was given by insti-

tutions to all their early teaching, great moral principles

hidden and implied in that teaching had been brought
out into c'ear manifestation, and formed the ground of

the Jewish national life. It was not merely in the

father of the family that they beheld a type of their un-

seen guide and friend ; in the legislator, in the priest,

in the conquering leader, and finally in the judge, they
had the witness of his presence and his power, the living

type of his order and government. The last-named

officer especially marks at once the stage at which the

Hebrew nation had arrived, and the difference between

them and all other people. He was the champion, the

hero, who was raised up at some particular emergency
to restore the fallen commonwealth ; but his heroism

was not his main characteristic ; it never enabled him

to become the founder of a dynasty, or even to exercise

the kind of power which the able tyrants of the Greek

colonies acquired in a later age. His name indicated

that he was the representative and expounder of the law,

that he recognised right and wrong as permanent dis-

tinctions, which it is the highest honour of the ruler of

a state to perceive and enforce, which he never can create

or set aside. This was the great and glorious distinc-

tion of the Hebrew the lock of hair, with which when

he parted he became weak as another man. While he

retained it, he was the unconscious means of commu-

nicating to tribes, which had no participation in his

higher privileges, notions of order and law, which raised

them entirely out of the condition of savages, even where

they did not issue in any high moral cultivation. Of
such notions the Phoenician worship seems to have been

the expression. Conceptions of a Divine judge and law-

giver and king would dawn upon them through the

forms of their old traditional religion ;
would incorporate

themselves with its polytheism, and would give that po-

lytheism a humanized character. As these ideas ob-

tained greater power and prevalence, society would

become organized, and would in its turn give to the

moral conceptions more shape and definiteness. Civi-

lization in the pupil would seem to proceed far more

rapidly than in the master, for the sense of their own

powers, which men acquire as soon as they feel them-

selves members of an organized community, would not

be checked by the feeling of submission to a prescribed

system and a pre-established law. They would arise

speedily into the condition of a kingdom without any of

that tedious preparation by which the Hebrews were

taught to understand what a kingdom means They
would soon have their seaports, their fleets, and their

colonies; in every country they would leave vestiges of

themselves. They would expand the minds of those to

whom they came with notions of distant worlds, of the

power which man possesses over the elements, with a

dim feeling of the dominion which mind is meant to

possess over matter. And little will it have been

suspected by those who received this lore, or those to

whom they have transmitted it, that all this feeling

of spiritual dignity and human grandeur were first

imparted them by an obscure tribe, subject to the gical^rn"
severest rules, and practising the most inexplicable rites,

losophy.
Little will it have been understood that in those rules ^~,J*~-'
and in those ceremonies lay the secret principle and true

conditions of that power over nature which the Phoe-

nicians seemed to wield so mightily, and the Israelites to

exercise so feebly ; that while the Phoenician acquired
some notions of a Divine order from the regularity of

human society, which consequently changed with all its

fluctuations, the Hebrew was able to discern a fixed and

permanent ground for all institutions and government,
in an unchanging personal Being; that while the ab-

sence of all domestic ties seemed to give freedom to the

movements of the Phoenician, the Hebrew, by preserving
the strictness of those ties, was delivered from the rest-

less spirit of emigration to which the other was the per-

petual victim. Finally, that while the Phoenician was

able to establish a few colonies, and to give to a portion
of them forms ofgovernment which lasted amidst much
conflict for a few centuries, till they were buried under

corruptions which were inherent in their constitution

from the first, the Jewish commonwealth has exercised

an influence over mankind from generation to genera-
tion ; an influence which is felt and acknowledged the

more in each country in proportion as its inhabitants

are orderly, peaceful, and happy.

PROPHETIC PERIOD.
FROM B. C. 1271 TO B. C. 600.

If it is a probable supposition that Jewish ideas in Grounds of

the second or national stage of their history exercised an absolute or

influence over the conquered tribes of Palestine, analo- ^
n

'hty as

gous to that which the patriarchal wisdom exercised over grst aiipre-

Egypt, it is quite certain that the Jews of the period hended by

immediately preceding the rise of Samuel suffered from the Jews.

the sensual idolatry by which they were surrounded, as

their fathers in the time of Moses had suffered from the

animal worship of their African taskmasters. The form

of degeneracy is exactly what we might have expected.
It had reached the vilals of national life when the priests

became sensual and infidel, when the sons of Eli intro-

duced into the worship of the tabernacle the abomina-

tions which were practised in the temples and orgies of

Palestine. As every page of Hebrew history and of

every other history assures us, such proceedings were

a sure prognostic that a crisis was approaching, and that

if society was to be upheld there would occur some tre-

mendous visitation through which it would pass into a

higher state.

The birth of a boy, not in a miraculous manner, but

in answer to the prayers of his mother, who immediately
dedicates him to the Lord, is recorded with great solem-

nity and minuteness by the inspired historian as the

index of the commencement of a new era. This boy, we
are told, was in very infancy made conscious of a spiri-

tual presence, unseen by the eye, but not removed from

communion with man. He was appointed by his invi-

sible teacher to warn the high priest that the sacred

office was about to pass from his family, and that defeat

and slavery were in store for his nation. And by indica-

tions, of which this is a specimen, the historian informs

us that Samuel was understood by all Israel to be a

PROPHET. We have thus clearly and simply pointed
out to us the meaning and object of a function which
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losophy,

Moral and had hitherto existed in connection with other offices, but

Metaphy- which now first became the characteristic of a distinct

and recognised class. The prophet, as such, was nei-

ther a legislator nor a civil officer, nor a minister of the

tabernacle, though he might by accident be any one of

the three. He interpreted the movements of society, set

forth the meaning and spirit of the Divine law, showed

how the ignorance and transgressions of rulers, priests,

and people lead to national ruin. He instructed his

countrymen in the fact, that there is a great moral order

in the world, which men may violate, but violate to their

own ruin. Thus he carried men into a region above

positive law, into the deep and inward principles of

law, into their connections with the heart of man, into

their effect upon his actions. That society is not a ma-

chine moving by an impulse communicated to it at

creation, or receiving its direction from the chance im-

pulses of human will, but that its primary order was

devised, its continual progress superintended by a living

person, from whom all law had proceeded, in whose
character the truth of all law is embodied ; who rules

over all the operations of nature, but communicates to

men a knowledge of his character, that they may become
conformed to it, and of his purposes that they may be

his vicegerents in executing them ; these were the grand
foundation of the prophet's light and teaching. But
this high form of personal and political morality would

have been worth nothing if it had not been grounded
upon a revelation distinct from all that had preceded,

though harmonious with them and rising out of them.

The belief of a Divine Word dwelling with man and

teaching him the ground of his life, in knowing whom
only he could rise to the height intended for him, and
become properly a man, the ideal of that wisdom and

goodness, of which the Jew had seen the indications in

the fatherly discipline of the God of Abraham, of which
he had heard the announcement in the awful name
spoken to Moses in the burning bush, and repeated in

the thunders of Sinai, was that which raised Samuel
to the dignity of a prophet, and which constituted all

his successors the living examples as well as the formal

teachers of the people. How these great politicians and

profound moralists were taught to express their thoughts,
and why they took the form of poetry, are subjects for

future consideration. The instance of Samuel and
some of the earlier prophets who left no written records

enable us to ascertain the essential characteristics of the

office before we examine its accidental peculiarities. But
another great change was also in preparation, another

great step in the political and moral developetnent of

the Jewish nation, of which the great crisis to which we
have adverted was to be the precursor, of which the in-

stitution of the prophetie order was the necessary accom-

paniment. If our readers have entered into our view
of the moral and political ends for which the Hebrew
commonwealth was instituted, they will be at no loss to

understand the necessity of asserting for a time the

naked majesty of law, stamped with the awful sanction

of a Divine revelation. Without such a discipline, the

grand idea of a theocracy, which is the basis of all poli-
tical ideas, could never have been received into the mind
of that people or any other ; neither natural order nor

personal morality could have had any practical exist

ence. For national order without positive law is a con
tradiction of terms. Morality which is not grounded in

the belief of absolute righteousness is a phantom of

opinion and fashion. But the remarks which we have
VOL. II.

made in our last section may enable our readers to see Moral and

how important it was to the political system of the Jews, jf^f jlfj"
no less than to the ideas which that political system embo- i080phy.
died, and which through its means became a portion of -_^ v _.

the national mind, that at some period th# people
should be taught to. attach the feeling of permanence to

the person who administered its law, as well as to the

law itself. In no other way could they have learned to

feel themselves one people with their forefathers and
their posterity. Formal law, however deeply engraved
on tablets, or written on parchments, can never convey
this impression. It gives each man the sense of his

own personal responsibility ; it does not communicate
to him the sense of union and fellowship. This sense

was partially created in the Jewish mind by patri-
archal institutions and memorial feasts. Those insti-

tutions resting on a recognition of a God of Abraham,
Isaac, and Jacob, preserved a recollection of the pant of
each age. But that recollection is imperfect and dream-
like, till it is upheld by other institutions which connect
both past and present with the future. Such iui insti-

tution is an hereditary monarchy. An hereditary priest-
hood had already been established ; for from the first it

seems to have been intended by the Divine lawgiver to

put that strength and permanence on the ecclesiastical

institutions of the commonwealth, which its civil insti-

tutions were only to acquire by degrees.
A breach in the straight line of sacerdotal succession,

the rule being broken for the sake of the principle for

which it was established, was one of the indications of

the great political crisis which Samuel had foretold.

Another, which proclaimed that it had arrived, was the

loss of the ark, the symbol of the Divine presence, of

national unity. For a period after its restoration Samuel
succeeded to the office of judge ; his character we have

already seen was invested with a dignity which had not

belonged to his predecessors; he was, emphatically, the

prophet-judge. The two offices were closely connected.

The power of distinguishing the boundaries of right
and wrong, which appertains to the interpreter of the

law, implies, according to the Hebrew idea, that discern-

ment of the mind and will of the lawgiver which is the

especial privilege of the seer. Samuel was therefore the

perfect judge, fulfilling the meaning of the institution,

just as it was about to pass into a higher one. His sons,

we are told, did not walk in his steps, and then the

wish for a monarchy first arises in the minds of the

people. The feeling which dictated this desire is very

clearly manifested. The ill conduct of their judges,
and the decay of their own faith, led them to regard the

majesty of law as a dream, the awful name of an invi-

sible lawgiver as powerless. They longed for a leader

of their armies ; for one who should not administer the

law, but be himself the law. With so slavish a state of

mind, reverence for God, the feeling of national unity,
the regard for national institutions, was incompatible.
The principle of idolatry was in the heart of the people;
it must soon have found its expression in all the out-

ward forms of idolatrous worship. The presence of the

visible ruler would destroy all faith in an invisible

righteousness. Power, not justice, would be the object

of their fear. The appointed moral and political teacher

of the nation expounds to them the sinfulness of their

wish, tells them its consequences, and yet permits them

to gratify it. For though itself the offspring of caprice

and sensuality, it was the index of a real want in their

minds which their Divine teacher had himself placed
4c
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Moral and there ; for which he had intended in due time to pro-

S-" v'^e tne satisfaction. But first it was necessary that

the people should be taught by a terrible discipline what

a monarchy created by self-will and upheld by self-will

really is ; how real that law is which they had supposed

only to be an imaginary terror ; how it derives its reality

from the reality of the awful and invisible lawgiver ;

how wretched and precarious personal and social life

must be where that name is not recognised, and feared,

and delighted in. The history of Saul is a most im-

portant chapter in moral and political philosophy. From
first to last it is an illustration by appalling facts of the

connection between an arbitrary government and an in-

difference to high principles in the people. A slavish

habit of reverence for mere power producing national

cowardice ; this temper in the king producing caprice,

vulgar artifice, indifference to great moral and political

distinctions, and unconsciousness of any vocation or

duties. The two great crimes in the early part of his

reign, that of acting as the mere selfish invader of a

neighbouring territory, instead of feeling himself the

minister of God's justice upon a tyrannical king and

guilty nation ; and that great civil atrocity of confound-

ing the priestly with the kingly office, are texts on which

the political student should meditate long and carefully ;

on which he will find the history of the ancient and
modern world is the instructive commentary. The
lesson is not less profitable because it is obvious from

the history that Saul had no deep-laid plot to establish

an arbitrary government. Carelessness of old land-

marks, a habit of thoughtlessness, and indistinction, and

self-will, without the least settled intention of evil, were

sufficient to make him an oppressor, and destroy the

moral feeling of his subjects. But during this self-

willed reign the connection of moral and political prin-

ciples was asserted positively as well as negatively by
an exhibition of the blessings of faith, as well as of the

miseries of disobedience. In the personal history of

David we have the counterpart of the life of Abram.
As the one was trained by a singular course of discipline

to apprehend principles which were to fit him for being
the founder of a family ; the other, by a still more de-

tailed and remarkable discipline, was prepared for his

future position as a ruler of the nation. Every step in

his various and adventurous career was contrived to

call forth in hirn a sense of his personal insufficiency,

confidence in the continual succour of a Divine pro-
tector ; a feeling that he had received from Him a voca-

tion to a mighty work which could only be carried on

by His help ; a desire to be the image and representative
of this Being, in the care which he exercised over His
creatures. Thus he was prepared to be the first of a line

of sovereigns reigning by Divine covenant and institu-

tion, upholding the permanence and unity of the nation,

acknowledging the Divine law as the will of all their

proceedings, communing with the righteous and invi-

sible Lord, and presenting Him to the people, continu-

ally upholding their hopes that He would manifest him-

self to them yet far more perfectly ; would establish a

righteous and everlasting kingdom over the whole earth.

Such is the idea of a Jewish sovereign, partially exhi-

bited in each king, just so far as he was a faithful and

understanding man.
David is always held out t6 us as the most complete,

though still a very imperfect realization of it. In him
we find the link between the characters of the prophet
and the king ; the one exhibits that same moral order

of the nation in acts, which the other expounds in words. Moral and

The very existence of the king is a prophecy, and the *?
et

.

a
CJ|X~

prophet lives to interpret the relations and duties of the
i080.,hy.

king. He is a link between those civil and ecclesiastical j y * J

functions which must never be confounded, never sepa-
rated. He cultivates in the nation the feeling of that

connection with an invisible Being, which is implied in

all the acts of the king, without their contradictions.

He is the recluse and the statesman ; in one he lives in

the most awful and mysterious contemplation, and yet

there is no one of his contemplations which does not

bear upon the most ordinary transactions of life. In

David we have the essentially moral, and the essentially

political character, harmonized in one, yet not so lost in

each other, but that when the king departs from his

right position and breaks the laws which he is bound

to obey, the separate function of the prophet shall come
forth in another man to rebuke him.

And now that the nation realized the full sense of its

unity in the person of its monarch, now that it could

look back with delight upon its history, feeling itself

the inheritor of the covenant with Abraham, Isaac, and

Jacob; with delight upon its law, seeing it honoured

and upheld in the person of a living sovereign, and

with delight upon its prospects; for the future was

pregnant with a race of monarchs, and with One in

whom all their glories should be concentrated, and their

dominion extended over the earth ; poetry came forth

with mightier power than at their first deliverance

from bondage to be the expression of their thanksgiving,
their conflicts, and their confidence. The king himself,

he who gives the one heart to the nation, is also the

Coryphaeus through whom that heart makes its feelings

known. That the whole of the book of Psalms is not

Davidian is true, but popular language happily ex-

presses the feeling of the collection by giving his name
to the whole of it.

The idea of an invisible righteous Ruler in whom the

nation subsists, in whom each member of it feels and

realizes his own dignity, against whom all selfish tyrants,

all the powers of the world, are striving, who upholds
each one who trusts in Him against their enemies

within and without; in whom the weakest may find a

refuge, apart from whom the strength of the strong
is of no avail ; whose righteousness shall at last be

demonstrated to be mightier than all the energies
which oppose it ; for the continual acknowledgment of

whom his image is presented to the nation in every
anointed religious king; of whose permanence the

prolongation of a dynasty through a number of dying

persons is a perpetual witness; who shall finally be

shown forth perfectly to man in a perfect humanity;
this may be said to constitute Hebrew poetry. The
conflict of naked power with righteousness, of the visible

with the invisible, of confusion with order, of the devilish

with the Divine, of death with life ; this is its subject.

And because this is the subject of all human anxieties

this book has been that in which living and suffering
men in all ages have found a language which they have

felt to be a mysterious anticipation of and provision
for their own especial wants, and in which they have

gradually understood that the Divine voice is never so

truly and distinctly heard as when it speaks througti
human experience and sympathies.
The reign which followed that of David is closely

connected with it, yet it is in some sort the commence-
ment of a new era. The idea of a righteous king was
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Moral and ihat which, amidst all the infirmities of his character,

sicafphi-
am' Part'y % means f those infirmities, David was

losonhy. appointed to present. No mere feudal monarch, yet
*.!! y-i_

;

asserting the principle of hereditary succession ;
no head

of castes, but the spring and fountain of all the moral,

and intellectual, and practical energies of his people,
who gave the impulse and direction to their devotions,

imparted consistency and meaning to their political

order, diffused a sense of justice as the foundation of

power over the land, led their armies to victory. It was

agreeable to what we might almost call the natural

order of things; though we shall have written much in

vain if we have not led our readers to feel that human
events do not follow a natural, but a moral order

; that

in the son of this great prince, supposing him en-

dued with his father's principles, peaceful magnificence
should be more remarkable than the higher and more
active qualities which he inherited. In place of a war-

rior poet, possessed with the idea of a righteous Being,
and seeking to present that idea in our actions, we
have in Solomon the great statesman, meditating on the

principles of human actions and feelings, and the rela-

tions of the different parts of the system of things to

each other and to man, and to their Divine Author full

himself of the idea of wisdom, and holding it his highest

glory to hold communion with that wisdom, and to

set it forth in his conduct. The books of Proverbs and
Ecclesiastes may be spoken of as that which answers
most formally in the inspired volume to what is else-

where called philosophical speculation. In the very
beginning of the book, the great problem which is ex-

pressed in the word philosophy is announced as the

subject of it. It is the search after wisdom and under-

standing ; not in any sense after the wisdom and under-

standing which are seen in nature ; on this we are told

that the monarch had meditated, but his thoughts upon
it could have had no place in the history of the Divine

revelations, and of the education of man into a know-

ledge of himself and of God ; but after the sources of
that political wisdom and equity by means of which the
character of God is revealed, and the thoughts of man
awakened ; a search therefore after the foundation of
our personal and our social life. Two powers are intro-

duced as contesting for the heart of man, the harlot

sense, the phantoms and attractions of the outward
world, and the Divine word or wisdom. No abstract
notion of propriety or excellence, no formal rules of
law, but an actual person, with whom it is possible to

hold true and real fellowship, is claiming for its own the
man whom a thousand seductive influences are seeking
to destroy. If he embraces the one alternative, he be-

comes a thoughtful, reasonable man, he understands

himself, he feels his connection with the beings around
him, he enters into sympathy with the order and har-

mony in which he is placed, he enters into communion
with the Being who created the earth and the foun-
tains of waters, who gave to the outward world its form
and its beauty, but whose delight has been with the
sons of men, who created them for converse with himself.
If he takes the other course, he sinks into slavery and
death

; all personal consciousness, all moral dignity, at
last all intelligence, are buried in sensuality, cowardice,
superstition. The preface to the book is the key to its

contents. The idea of a power upholding the moral
order of the world, and leading man by different steps
rnto the apprehension of it, and of a power of nature or
death acting on man to degrade and sensualize him ;

of two orders of men, one taking the upward, one the Moral and

downward course of life; freedom and happiness being Metaphy-

the privilege of the first ; disorder in the faculties and s
.'

cal **'""

affections, and the final destruction of both being the ^ ^V
consequence of the other, may be traced through the

whole of it. It is brought out in the most practical
manner in reference to the highest and lowest transac-

tions of man, to the throne of the king, and the scales

of the shopkeeper. In every event and act of life the

contest between light and darkness is shown to be going
forward. Every step may be one which exalts or de-

presses the character, which weakens its capacities for

good, or cultivates and ripens them. It is a book

throughout of action and business, continually affronting
the notions of those who think that there is one philo-

sophy for the schools and one for the hourly friction of

life ; showing that the highest principles of philosophy
are those which are most real and most directly appli-
cable to practice. It would be manifestly absurd to

deduce a metaphysical or moral system, in the ordinary
sense of the word, from this book. But, perhaps, we
shall find that some portions of the Greek philosophy
have scarcely suffered less from the attempt to reduce

them into a mere set of dead dogmas than this Hebrew

philosophy would. That which is truly required in phi-

losophy, that it should keep one end in view, that it

should regard that end as real, yet as one of search or

discovery to each new student; that it should lay down
a method for that search, that it should show how facts

and phenomena of the most various and apparently

contradictory kind explain themselves when they are

referred to this one principle ; these characteristics are

all found in the book of Proverbs. Its other great

peculiarity is the antithesis of its different sentences.

This is no mere accident of a style of writing, it is es-

sential to the idea which the writer seeks to develope,
and it is connected with some of those observations of

contraries which we shall see hereafter exercised the

minds of all the Greek philosophers, from Pythagoras
downwards. We have no hesitation, therefore, in set-

ting this down as a Divine type of the future labours

of men in this direction. In comparing it with the

book of Psalms and with the Prophets, we may dis-

cover the formal difference between poetry and philo-

sophy, and may see at the same time how nearly their

objects are connected, how inevitable it is that they should

often be confounded. The poet contemplates every

thing as moving, acting, living; he feels the necessity
of permanent forms and principles, not for their own
sakes, but as the only condition of their life. The phi-

losopher, as such, inquires primarily after the ground and

substance of things, and regards their life as the essential

condition or attribute of their substance. Each, there-

fore, has one vast province assigned to him, not by acci-

dent, but by Him who is the all-perfect reason and the

founder of all order, and each by the same law has his

own prescribed mode of expression, which by degrees
he discovers for himself. Verse, which, as we have

seen, is the first garb of human thoughts, after they have

thrown off the loose drapery of conversation, that which

in union with music expresses the sense of a living har-

mony and orderly succession in things, is soon found a

most inapt vehicle for describing those fixed forms and

accurate distinctions with which the philosopher is con-

cerned. He therefore finds out a method of discourse in

which the conversational manner ofthe historian is com-

bined with the dogmatic dignity of the lawgiver. He is

4c 2
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M ral *n(* the inventor of those rigid principles of discourse which

eicafphi-
are agam expanded into a style, and mixed with some poe-

losophy,
tical elements by the later historian, and which suggest

^ v-^-' the formal limitations as the poets suggest the living
laws of grammar. The idea of philosophy must im-

pregnate all poetry which arises after the commence-
ment of civilization, or it is in danger of becoming the

reflex of temporary forms and passions ; but poetry
never can be written for the purpose of expounding phi-

losophical principles without losing its proper nature.

On the other hand, the living feelings of poetry must

impregnate the mind of the philosopher, lest, instead of

observing substantial principles, he should only take

notice of the dead shapes of things; but the philosopher
cannot aim at the vital forms and expressions of poetry
without forgetting his own true function.

The book of Ecclesiastes, the other great specimen of

sacred philosophy, is also not poetical. In the Proverbs,
wisdom is brought before us as a personal object,

wooing the man to its embraces, delivering him from

all his seducers, satisfying him with its own perfect love.

It is addressed, as we have seen, to a man entering

upon life who has as yet had no experience of good or

evil influences.

In the book of Ecclesiastes we have the mental bio-

graphy of a man who has merely exulted in knowledge
as a power, which was not to deliver him from the

world, but to make him the master of it. In the very
first verses of the book, he tells us the subject of it it

is vanity ; the world and all its proceedings regarded
out of their connection with God ; man attempting to

recreate by his wisdom that which he finds established

making himself the centre. The maxim of the book is

this, you can find no centre of things in the world around

you, you yourself are not the centre of the world ; you
must refer yourself and all things that you see to a

Being above you, or all is vanity and vexation. When
we come to investigate the problems of Greek philo-

sophy we shall find how useful this experimental book
is in the exposition of them. Many of the forms of

thought prevalent in the schools of Greece have

their germ here. We have not the theory, but we
have the feeling and experience which were its parents.
The sense of restlessness and confusion in all things

continually encountered by perceptions of a mysterious
order ; the alternate attempt to glorify the senses and
the intellect at the expense of each other ; the gene-
ralization of the rules of life from experience which
seem satisfactory, and then, as new facts present them-

selves, give place to their contraries ; the attempt to

find a key to the problems of nature and society, and
the constant discovery that there is something in them
which baffles our speculations. These are hints which

every student will at once acknowledge to be the heads

or titles to long and weary chapters in the history of

Moral and Metaphysical Philosophy. In fact, the more
we study the dogmas of sects, in different periods of the

world, and attempt, as Mr. Hume has done, in reference

to later Greek speculations, to find out the facts of ex-

perience and the prominent feelings which gave the

character to each, the more we shall acknowledge the

truth of this book, and its utility in translating mere

notions of the understanding into the real language of

the heart.

Among the poetical books, the bock of Job is the one

which most nearly approximates to the philosophical cha-

racter. On this account partly many modern writers sup-

pose that it belongs to a much later period of Jewish Moral and

history than the time of Moses, or even of David. The Metaphy-

usual answer to such an argument, that it might please *j[jj,
'"

the Divine wisdom to give that form to even the earliest ._, __'/

writings is clearly inadmissible, at least by those who

recognise the principle of a Divine education, and per-
ceive throughout all these books the traces of a wonder-
ful order in that education ; and as either hypothesis
must depend merely upon internal evidence, the authority
of the Jews being, it is believed, not decisive either way,
there can be no reason for retaining an opinion respect-

ing the early date of this book, which was probably
itself a departure from some older one. Be that as it

may, the book of Job presents us in a dramatical form

with a history of a man, the specimen of his own nation,

the specimen of humanity, struggling under an over-

powering weight of calamity to discover the cause of

human misery, how its existence is compatible with the

mercy of God ; the sense of inward evil, fighting

against the feeling that in some sense he is a righteous

man, surviving amidst patient hope, doubt, and de-

spondency.
The reader is taught in a preface or prologue that he

is about to view the conflict between the spirit of good
and evil, each wrestling for the heart of a man. The
man is then introduced in his lowest depth of suffering,

still holding fast his faith in a God of justice and righte-
ousness. In his misery three friends come to him, who
set before him the vision of a God of mere power,

delighting to baffle and confound his creatures, and
between whom and them there exists no bond or sym-

pathy.
In the vigour with which Job repels this view of the

character of the Being whom he worships consists the

grandeur of his arguments, in his attempts to recon-

cile this idea with actual appearances, and in his uncer-

tainty whether to call the evil or the good within him,

himself, consist their confusion. He had acknowledged
the righteousness of God, but he had not bowed before

His wisdom. God answering him out of the whirlwind

overwhelms him with a view of the mysterious order,

disposition, and harmony of the natural world, brings
him into an awful sense of his insignificance, and into a

still more awful understanding that in himself, separate
from the Being who had thus vouchsafed to converse

with him, he was unrighteous and unclean. From this

state he is restored to all his former peace, joy, and

prosperity. This is the Jewish drama, and it seems to

us to present the very idea of a drama. To identify it

with other specimens of that species of composition
would be monstrous ; equally monstrous, we conceive, to

reject the notion which has so universally prevailed, that

it has some relation to other dramas. The nature of

that relation our past remarks will have made sufficiently

evident. It is as it were the essential archetypal form
of dramatic writing ; as if we should suppose that a

general, by selecting a few of his men to go through
certain evolutions for the purpose of illustrating his

general system of tactics, gave the first hint for the

game of chess.

Of course it is not for the purpose of explaining the

nature of poetry merely as a branch of art that we make
these remarks. But the history of poetry, and in a less

degree than the other fine arts, is so interwoven with

that of man's moral and metaphysical speculations that

we can only give meagre and doctrinal views of the one,
without frequently taking notice of the other.
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Moral and The book of Job in itself awakens some of the most

anx'ous questionings of the human heart, and yet we
think its importance is not appreciated unless it be

viewed as the Hebrew form of that drama which
in Greece was the great connecting link between the

active and speculative life of man. That which has

been called the Epical poetry of the Hebrews we regard

precisely in the same light, not to be tried by any inferior

standard, but the ideal by which the nature of all the

specimens of a similar kind of composition existing else-

where may best be ascertained.

That mysterious person, the unseen guide and teacher

of man, whom Solomon had contemplated as the source

of all wisdom to kings and rulers, to labourers and

handicraftsmen ; this awful person, as Mr. Coleridge
has remarked,

"
is the hero of the Hebrew Epic." How

all passing events, all convulsions of empires, all changes
of dynasty indicate his presiding government, illustrate

the eternal laws ofjustice and righteousness, by which

he is ruling ; how he has chosen one nation to be the

centre of the universe, that its kings might exhibit the

pattern of his justice, and wisdom, and condescension to

man ; its priests, that holiness and purity of character to

the likeness of which he would raise man, the whole
order civil and ecclesiastical, the deep inwoven harmony
of that scheme according to which all the ages of the

world had been disposed ; how the violations and trans-

gressions of this order, by the perverse will of men,
their refusal to be the witnesses for God to the nations,

the lust and pride of rulers, the selfishness of priests,

the ignorance of the people, were preparing the way for

the dissolution of their commonwealth ; how yet the

purpose of that commonwealth would be fulfil led, because

it stood not on the caprices of men, not in the faith of a

peculiar people, but had its foundation in the " fact" of

an union between God and man, in the person of the

Mediator, in the certainty that He was the bond of all

society ; how this Being would finally be manifested to

man ; the completeness of his union demonstrated ;

how by transcendent arts, yet beheld only in the dis-

tance, reflected in imperfect human mirrors, the full

meaning of this incarnation would be accomplished, and
the foundation laid of an universal human fellowship,

grounded upon the fellowship between man and God :

these are the principles by uniting together political facts

with political science, yet appealing to the hearts, and

making themselves intelligible to the faith of the poorest
sufferer, of the most humble wayfarer because they set

forth the character of One, with whom he, as much as

the ruler of his land, was permitted to converse which
found their expression in the Hebrew Epical Poetry.

Each inspired prophet appears at some peculiar
national crisis to expound the principles of the Divine

government in reference to that crisis, and thus to bring
out into manifestation a scheme of moral order so neces-

sarily applicable to all times, that in each new age, each

particular event, however limited by the words of the

prophet to the period and nation for which he wrote,
should be supposed to be some one then in progress or

preparation. Every new prophet in this practical way
was appointed to present some new sign or phrase of
the Divine character, as the one most needful at that
time to be contemplated, some new principle of that
scheme which can only be seen to be complete and cir-

cular when it is beheld by the light of a future dispen-
sation, and by that light only, perhaps, when the eye has
been purged from all the films of mortality.

Interval between the third Hebrew Period and the
*1

Commencement of Greek Philosophy.

We spoke at the commencement of our discourses of -
_

those monarchies, built upon the worship of power and of influence

nature, the commencement of which is referred by the of Hebrew
Hebrew historian to the Tower of Babel, and against the wisdom in

principle of which the family life and national order of
chaWea-

the Hebrews were a formal and continual protest. What
mutations these monarchies underwent, thedeeds of their

monarchs, the changes of their dynasties through many
centuries, are not recorded in any authentic document,
and would not be worthy of repetition if they were.

Till some principle gave vitality to their dead tyran-
nies there could not be enough of social order or moral
life among them to produce records. Nearly all the

prophecies are connected with these monarchies and
their relation to the Jewish people, but it is obvious that

the Chaldean dynasty, whenever it may have been

established, was very different in kind and character from
those which had preceded it. A race of magicians, the

study of astronomy, magnificence and decoration in

buildings, distribution of provinces under Satraps : all

these are indications of a different stage of society, a
character of humanity which it is impossible that any of

those earlier savage despotisms could have possessed.
To what were such habits, studies, and institutions

owing? and do they correspond to the third stage
of Jewish education, as the changes in Egypt did
to the first, and those in Phoenicia to the second ?

Every thing we see in the Jewish mind at this time

was leading to the idea of a mysterious Being, pre-

siding over human society, directing the movements
of the external world, ruling and disciplining the hearts

of men, and binding them together. There was an

universality in the views into which the Jews were now
led, which, though it had grown out of their former

relations, was very different from them. The parody of
this universalism, that false image of it, which a nation

not agricultural like the Egyptian, with no facilities for

commerce like the Phoenicians, living under a clear and
beautiful atmosphere, used to absolute government, and
educated in notions of conquest might exhibit, is exactly
that which we know to have been the worship and the

government of the Chaldeans. Far removed from the

animal idolatry of the Egyptians, almost as far from the

human worship of the Phoenicians, the Chaldean saw
in the powers of the world, and especially in the stars

over his head, the images of that all comprehending and
all observing superintendence which the Jews were

taught to attribute to the unseen God of righteousness,
the God of their fathers. These mighty dynasties, who
ruled the world below, exercising so great an influence

over all the operations of nature, must likewise have

some mysterious connection with the destinies of a

being, who, even while he was humbling himself below
the powers of the world, could not help feeling himself

more important than all. Hence the hint for a science

of astrology, built up partly on an observation of natural

phenomena, partly on principles connected with the

heart and conscience of man projected outwards to

meet these phenomena partly upon that recognition of

an absolute Divine supremacy which the Jewish faith,

acting upon old Chaldean notions, had called forth.

Such worship will always be connected with grander

conceptions and occasionally with a deeper prostration
of mind than either of the other forms can be. It will
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Moral and be compatible with wide schemes of conquest, with

Metaphy- magnificent cities, with buildings, not suggested by
sical Phi- notions of utility, but claiming admiration for their own
losophy. sajjeg gut j n those forms of art which refer to the

countenance and proportions and life of man it will be

deficient; it will have (in this respect resembling the

Egyptian) a sacerdotal, not a popular literature ; all

those energies which lead to self-reflection will not so

much be crushed by outward power as never awakened.

The principal qualities developed will be a sort of

political sagacity or cunning; the principal moral vir-

tues will be magnificence and clemency. These are

something like the characteristics noted in the Scripture

as belonging to those Asiatic monarchs, of which the

Chaldean may he called the first specimen; the first,

that is to say, in which the savage features of the Babel

system were softened and subdued by a more mild and

human expression. The thoughtless and ignorant Jew
who travelled into these lands, and admired their fine

palaces and august natural temples, little knew how
much the neighbourhood of his own despised tribe

tended to produce the cultivation which raised those

palaces, and inspired those grand conceptions; little

knew when, on going back to his own people, he im-

ported the Chaldean speculations and the Chaldean

horses and chariots, how much he was labouring to

undermine the principles of that cultivation, and to

destroy the only principle which could ever uphold it, or

give it further extension. The neighbouring idolaters

of Syria, the intercourse with Egypt, too frequently
resorted to as a protection against the older Assyrian

monarchy, had done much to sensualize and to animalize

the Jewish people. Family life had decayed through

popular grossness, through neglect of the patriarchal

institutions ofthe memorial offcasts and holy traditions

which connected them with the past national law and

order had been undermined by the commercial spirit.

There wanted but this Chaldean imposture, the substi-

tution of grand notions of nature for a belief in God, to

complete the overthrow of the national character. The

corruption advanced gradually, amidst warnings and

exhortations, embodying the deepest, political wisdom
ever expressed in human language. At times, through
the instrumentality of a righteous king, sweeping away
the forms of superstition, and restoring the forms of the

individual worship, and drawing them to their proper

centre, it was arrested. But when this Chaldean ele-

ment had been introduced, the complaint was near the

vitals of the state. The destruction of groves and high

places might remove the temptation to Phoenician idol-

atry ; this worship of nature was inward, consummate

apostasy. A subjection to the people in whom it had

reached its height ; an experience of that all-crushing

despotism which always had coexisted, and always
must coexist with that system of faith which recog-
nises no real bond of sympathy between the worship-

per and his God, was the method which the Divine

wisdom chose for the discipline and restoration of

the fallen nation. During that period of captivity the

prophet Ezekiel felt, with no exaggerated nationality,
that the glory of the earth was departed, that no one

formal, practical witness for righteousness, and truth,

and order was left upon the earth, and that nothing
but a faith which, nourished by the forms of his

country's worship, enabled him to look beyond them,
could withstand the dreadful conclusion, that mankind
would be henceforth left without a remembrance or

a hope to choose it own delusions, and be the victim Moral and

of its own ignorance. Metaphy-

The Scripture history, however, which has traced so ""o^y
far the progress of human education, does not leave us . __ >

to fancy how these melancholy dreame were refuted, and
the faith which the holy man was enabled to maintain
in spite of them confirmed. A book, the removal of

which from the canon, according to the peremptory sen-

tence of some modern critics, will at all events leave a
most inexplicable chasm in a history which has hitherto

been continuous, and which, with this addition, and
that of the two or three prophets after the captivity,
offers an intelligible link between the records of the

chosen people and those of other nations subjected to a
different discipline this book shows howthat knowledge,
of which the Hebrews were the depositories, influenced

the mind of Chaldea. All such influences must of course

have acted directly upon the monarch, and through him

upon the people. The discovery of a wisdom speaking
to the heart of man, which surpassed and overreached

the superstitious guesses drawn from the observation of

phenomena; the grand idea of a Being ordering the

course of empires, not by the motion of the stars, but

with reference to a moral end ; the idea of a Being of

foresight and order, interested in man more than in

nature ; an object of his trust, and able to protect him

against the powers of nature and man these, with a

severe and harmonizing discipline, are said to have

wrought upon the mind of Nebuchadnezzar, to have

brought him to honour and fear the God of righteous-
ness and not of nature, and to have diffused a mild and

gracious spirit through his government.
Although it is not the proper business of this

Treatise to defend the genuineness of these docu-

ments, or of those which sketch the history of Asiatic

monarchies, from the Chaldean, through the Medo-

persic of Darius, and down to the Persian of Cyrus,
that branch of the Alexandrian monarchy which was
established in the persons of the Seleucidae ; yet we

may be permitted to remark, that if the forger of these

histories and prophecies lived, as is supposed, in the reign
ofAntiochus Epiphanes, he possessed a most miraculous

faculty of clothing his invention with the forms of an

age in which he was not living, and a most unhappy
talent of making it inapposite to the period in which

he wrote. The Syrian monarch was Hellenized through-
out. Greek worship, Greek taste pervaded his mind
and kingdom, and these it was his ambition to set up in

Judea. But the scenery of the book of Daniel is

throughout Oriental. The spirit of Asiatic monarchy
breathes throughout it. To suppose the heart of the

Maccabees stirred up by such a composition is reason-

able enough, if it were found among their sacred books.

But the man who should have set down to write it for

the purpose of exciting them must have been a madman
as well as a liar, incapable by his dishonesty ofpatriotism,
no less incapable of arousing it in others, by his igno-
rance of the feelings and circumstances to which he
addressed himself. Whether either of these suppositions
are consistent with the method displayed in the book, a
method as fully recognised in the objections of Porphyry
as by any Christian panegyrist, and whether consequently
the difficulties from internal evidence, which has been

chiefly resorted to, are not greater for rejecting the book
than for retaining it, we leave for our reader's con-

sideration. But if we admit its truth, we are authorized

to assert that, as a fact which reason and experience
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Moral and would have warranted us in expecting, that as Jewish

Metaphy- influence gave her early feudal institutions to Egypt,

gave that impulse to Phoenicia which converted it into

the first mercantile nation of the world, so it also was

the means of converting the Babel monarchies of the

East into those comparatively humanized and orderly

despotisms which Aristotle did not consider unworthy of

being treated as organic polities.

Thus, then, we have taken a view of the progress of

Moral Philosophy in that nation in which we believe

it to have been cultivated by a Divine Instructor. We
have seen in what way family life, political institutions,

experimental history, and the direct teaching of eccle-

siastical ordinances trained the chosen people to a know-

ledge which raised them above nature, enabled them to

realize their position as men, brought them to a sense

of the law under which man exists, of the tendencies

which dispose him to violate that law, of the power by
which he is preserved in obedience to it, of the con-

sequences which result from its violation. The feeling
of being brought into a system of moral order different

altogether from that natural order to which he saw all

things around him subjected, yet one not less real, not

less permanent, not less, but more emphatically, the

expression of the will of a personal Being who was

leading him up, through the framework of outward laws

and institutions, into the apprehension of a still more

deep and mysterious order, in a still more universal sense

belonging to man ; the manifestation of which would in

some remarkable way be connected with the manifestation

of himself was wrought not by violent inculcation but

by gradual processes of experimental discipline into the

heart of the Jew. The grand and awful question

respecting the nature of evil, its relation to man,
its relation to nature, its relation to God, was made
known to him by the same living process. Habits

of reflection and meditation were, as we have seen,
not the ornaments of his character but parts of its

very substance. His practical life was a super-
natural life, he could not act without thoughts, which
carried him above nature, above himself; he could not

fight battles, or rule kingdoms, or pronounce the most

trifling judgments, but under a sense of mysterious

government and fellowship. Yet he was a man of

ordinary vulgar passions, not different in anyone respect
from his fellows, teaching them as much by the sen-

suality into which he constantly sank, as by the heights
of wisdom and moral grandeur to which he was after-

wards raised, the mystery of manhood, that debasement
is not its law, that dignity is not its nature, that a man
may be brought into such conformity, such sympathy
with his law, that he shall feel dignity to be his rightful

inheritance, debasement his natural bondage ; that this

state is only possible when he beholds his dignity in

a Being above himself, united to himself and to his

fellows ; when he can disclaim every thing selfish as not
his own, as the relics of an imaginary and false con-
dition out of which he has been delivered.

GREEK PERIOD.

Preliminary Observations.

Commence- If we would distinguish the subject on which we are

Me'ra >h''si
a^ ut * enter from that which we have been examining

cal Phi-

"

hitherto, we must not content ourselves with saying that

losophy.
tlie Hebrews were the subjects of a Divine education,

and that the Greeks were left to follow the workings of Moral and
their own minds. Metaphy
The evidence of all history, had we no higher witness,

sical Phi

would lead us to believe that the spirit of man is never . ^"""P"?
awakened to any earnest or continuous inquiries but

by an influence superior to itself. From the Hebrew

Scriptures we learn that all human society is so constructed

as to be an instrument by which the Divine Teacher
acts upon man. Human relationships, laws, political

events, are (as we have seen) the agencies whereby
man is led to seek after a knowledge of his Maker and
of himself. Wherever these exist, we may be sure

that this higher influence is at work, whereby their

existence is recognised and felt to be important, there'

we may be sure it is strongly at work. We are bound*
therefore, to suppose that it was not wanting in Greece,
and the earnestness and continuity of the speculations
in which her sons engaged add irresistible force to this

conviction. It is not in the absence of Divine cultiva-

tion, but expressly in the absence of that kind of cultiva-

tion which takes place by means of a Divine revelation,

that we seek for the difference in the two nations. The
mind of the one is led to seek after some centre to which
all that it beholds without, all that it feels within, may
be referred ; the other has a centre given with which it

is taught to connect every observation and every conscious

act ; the one gropes in all directions after its object,

the other is restricted to meditations on the relationships
of man ; the one ardently desires to understand the

meaning of the powers which it finds in itself, whence

they proceed, and lo whom they belong, and under what
limitations they exist; in the other the sense of power is

either merged in the feeling of responsibility or else

realized only in the outward acts which manifest it. We
have here indicated the characteristics of the Greek phi-

losopher he is seeking for a centre. He is seeking this

centre in nature, in the instruments by which man
studies nature, in his own thoughts, in institutions. He
is seeking with an ultimate reference to the discovery of

the nature and limitations of his own faculties. Now
here, it will be seen, is that kind of inquiry which, in

the outset of our sketch, we called metaphysical, and
which we distinguished from moral by this character-

istic, that it was suggested by the desire to discover the

foundation of our powers, not the foundation of our

relationships. The Hebrew and the Greek we consider

the originating points of two great lines of thought.
We shall find these lines continually approaching, moral

discoveries implying metaphysical truths, metaphysical
theories seeking a ground in morals : at Alexandria we
shall find them attempting to form a speculative union ;

in Rome we shall see an unsuccessful, though very

interesting, experiment to combine them in practice.
Before the history of ancient philosophy closes we

shall endeavour to show where they did find an actual

meeting point; and then we shall be able to trace with

a greater feeling of security, and with a better hope, the

course of modern philosophy, seeing more clearly both

the point from which it starts, when it is moving with

retrograde steps, when it is advancing, and what is its

ultimate goal.

Having made these remarks, it is scarcely necessary Source of

to explain why we do not assign a separate division of
^'

our work to the philosophy of India and the other

Oriental nations. We have proposed to ourselves the

task of tracing the progress of thought and inquiry.

Now the sacred books and poems of India may contain
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Moral and vast materials for thought, the results of many specula-

Metaphy- tions, but no one will contend that they afford us the
s 'ca

^
hl'

least clue to a discovery of the method which the human

^ ^ spirit has followed in its search after foundations of

things. We hold it better, therefore, even for the pur-

pose of illustrating these remains or -deposits of an un-

known antiquity, that we should not be tempted by them

to leave a path in which we can trace a regular series

of clear and definite footmarks. They will be under-

stood far better when they are contemplated as the

chaotic raass out of which more harmonious specula-
tions have been disposed, than where they are studied in

their own rudeness and incoherency.
To the purely physical philosopher the cosmogonies

of India must always have an interest because they are

obviously attempts to explain the meaning of observed

phenomena. They cannot be neglected by any writer

on theology, for they exhibit one of the forms in

which the feeling of a superior power and the necessity of

worship find expression. The moralist is struck by

observing ho* thoughts of justice and goodness insinuate

themselves into this physico-theology, and give it all that

it has of consistency. The metaphysician observes with

a more melancholy interest the hopeless attempts of the

spirit of man to disentangle itself from the confusions

of sense. But neither of the last can feel that

these cosmogonies directly belong to his province, for

they neither indicate a search after the law of our con-

nection with other men, nor after the nature of the

faculties which we find in ourselves.

It is, however, a question of some interest whether the

Greek philosophy is at all derived from these Oriental

sources. On the doctrine, which was formerly much
more prevalent than it is now, that the Greeks were in-

debted for part of their knowledge to Hebrew seers, we
need not say many words. Were the notion built upon
any alleged facts, it would become us to consider these

facts, and only reject the conclusions from them, if we
found that they were not proven, or that they were

neutralized by more powerful facts on the other side.

But as no one has pretended to do more than affirm the

possibility of an intercourse between certain Greek

philosophers and certain of the inspired writers, or the

possibility of their attaining to a secondhand know-

ledge of the inspired books, we have only to encounter

the theory which has given these affirmations plausi-

bility, that unless we admit them there is no way of

explaining how the Greeks became possessed of their

wisdom consistently with our reverence for the Jewish

Scriptures. Now we stated by anticipation our objections
to this theory, when we contended, first, that these

Hebrew books themselves most clearly and consistently

explain how the Greeks might acquire all the thoughts
which they did acquire without any external teaching ;

and, secondly, that we can best understand these thoughts
and those which were imparted to the Hebrews by sup-

posing them to have started from different points, and
to have proceeded in a different direction. The other

controversy, whether the Greek speculations can be

traced to an Indian, Or if not to an Indian, to any
Eastern source, must be settled by an examination of

Greek mythology, for through this, and not immediately
the foreign influence, must have reached the Greek

philosophy. Such an examination is on other accounts

of importance ; for though mythology in itself, and the

period which is called the mythical or heroical, cannot, for

the reason we have stated, be considered as belonging

to the history of human inquiries, yet the influence Moral and
which it exerted upon the later developement of the Metaphy-
national mind ought not by any means to be over- sica'

looked.

The mythology of Greece has three stages, answering
to those we have taken notice of in the Hebrew educa-

tion, and which we have seen respectively paralleled in

Egypt, Phoenicia, and Chaldea. Professor Muller,
with evident truth, has remarked,

"
that we may trace

in the mythology of Homer clear indications of an
earlier worship'." This he supposes to have been the

worship of natural objects. For general reasons, which we
have stated at large already, we object to this doctrine,
and we do not think it is borne out by the evidence to

which he himself appeals. In the phrases" Father of

gods and men," and all those phrases and stories which
ascribe family relationship to the gods, whether among
themselves or with men, and not in the epithets

" Cloud-

compeller,"
"
Thunderer," &c., we discover the leading

characteristics of the older and simpler faith. Respect-
ing the second stage there is no controversy. It is

clearly the national or political stage. The council

chamber of the Argive chiefs is transfigured into the

council chamber of Olympus ; the gods are kings and
chieftains

; they acknowledge laws and enforce them.
This is Professor Miiller's own opinion, though by what
means such a worship could have been superinduced

upon a mere natural worship he does not undertake to

explain.
In neither of these stages of religion can we trace the

slightest resemblance between Indian and Greek ideas.

In India there is the constant want of a human moral

foundation; in early Greece there is scarcely the

slightest attempt at speculation upon the origin of

world or the principles of things.
If we take one of the clear harmonious pictures in

Homer, and compare it with the monstrous conceptions
of the Indian cosmogonies, we shall be at once convinced

that no possible resemblance can have existed between
the spirit of the two nations at this period, or the senti-

ments in which it expresses itself. The Greek himself,

as we have already hinted, was more successful in dis-

covering a connection between his own religion and that

of other nations. It may be quite true that the family

mythology sprung up in the mind of the Pelagian herds-

man without any external culture. Still it had its coun-

terpart in the faith of the Egyptian herdsman. It may
be that the Greek citizen had no need ofbeing taught by
others to worship Divine legislators and monarchs.
Still he might find a similar worship among the political

Phoenicians, only there was this remarkable difference,

that he did not stand still at the Egyptian point of culti-

vation, losing that which he had attained in animal

grossness ; that on the other hand he did not commence
at the point of civilization from which the Phoenician

thoughts took their rise, and thus sink into the mere

cunning commercial sensualist, but that the national

branches grow out of a fair and family trunk, which
contained indeed within it the seeds of its own decay,
but contained also a living and healthful sap. To this

difference we consider it as principally owing that the

Greek was able in this second stage to clothe his thoughts
in manly and lasting poetry. But as these two steps of

Greek mythology are obviously in no degree connected

with the mythology of the East, so likewise they

produced no direct effect upon the philosophy of the

nation. We cannot determine, therefore, till we have
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Diunttsus,

Moral and considered its third stage, whether this philosophy was

Metaphy- not impregnated with Indian ideas.

It has been often remarked that the name Dionysus
does not occur in Homer. Now, if we consider only

the dignity which this Dionysus afterwards attained as

the patron and inspirer of the Greek drama, we shall

not want any further proof that his introduction into

the Greek pantheon was the symbol of a most import-

ant era in Greek feelings. And the more we meditate

upon his character and offices the more we shall be

struck by the new region of thought to which this new

divinity belongs. We do not mean that there is no

indication in Homer of the kind of feeling out of which

this worship must have grown. His heroes are con-

stantly spoken of as inspired with courage and counsel

by some Divine protector or protectress ; and the idea

of constant communication between the Olympian gods
aa men here on earth, denoted by visible signs, but

really carried on between the heart of the man and the

Deity, is the very soul of the poem. But the acknow-

ledgment of a Being who is emphatically the inspirer,

the lifegiver, who, therefore, becomes connected with

the most secret emotions and energies of the human

spirit, and whom the worshipper inevitably associates

with all the movements and activities in the world which

he sees around him, this carries us out of the circle of

local gods dwelling on a certain Thessalian hill into

strange indefinite apprehensions of a presence to be felt

and realized rather than beheld or understood. Every
one knows in what grotesque forms this awful feeling

enshrined itself; the god becoming identified with that

which was the aptest outward symbol of internal life

and joyousness, and the mind of the worshipper disport-

ing itself in all fantastic combinations and contrasts,

as if it were struggling with a thought that over-

mastered it, and found its revenge in inventing these

ludicrous natural types of the conqueror. Much,

doubtless, of all that is deepest and strongest and most

contradictory in man may be found embodied in the

history of Bacchus and the Satyrs. Yet this was not all.

The Greek himself felt that there was something in him
which no stories could tell, no pictures embody. He

Mysteries, had need of Mysteries, and these mysteries spoke not to

the initiated only, but to every one who had heard their

name, and knew that they existed, of something about

him, above him, within him, which language could not

interpret.
We have no thoughts of entering into the inquiry

what these mysteries signified, an inquiry which would

scarcely have been mooted, or at least not pursued with

so much theoretical exclusiveness, if their real influence

upon the mind of the people had been understood. We
can easily adopt all the explanations that have been

given of them, and acknowledge them all to be true, and

yet after all believe that the power which they exercised

arose mainly from their witnessing to the truth that

there is something most nearly and intimately concern-

ing us which is above all explanation. Consistently
with this idea the mysteries may have spoken of a

unity in which all separate things begin or terminate, of

a Divine power which could not be expressed in images,
of a Divine element in man, of the secret operations in

the womb of the earth. Whatever a man found too

large for his thoughts to comprehend, this, whether it

were in God, in himself, in nature, became the mystery
which he connected with the riles and symbols to

which he was introduced, or of which he heard dim
VOL. II.

rumours. Indeed, it is perhaps the very difficulty to Moral and

know where precisely this mystery was in nature, in
S
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God, or in his ownself which created his anxiety ; only iosophy.
this he knew, that it was somewhere, and that not to own j-v-_ '

it was to deny himself.

How this Dionysiac worship and these mysteries were
connected with the feeling that gave birth to cosmogo- Cosmogo
nies we may not at once be able to discover. But it nies -

would seem that the characteristic of the state of mind
which this faith expressed is a feeling of the latent

powers in man and in all nature; It would seem, also,

that the period during which this change in the national

mind took place, was one in which pictures of human

political life, such as Homer presents us with, must have
lost their charm, because there was nothing in the actual

circumstances of men with which they could be com-

pared. In the feeling and literature of such an age
there will have been inevitably a bias towards phy-
sical theology. In such a time the works attributed

to Hesiod may have been produced ; for though
the Weeks and Days and The Theogony may not

have proceeded from the same author, the common
name given to them seems to show that they belong to

the same period of moral cultivation. Here, then, we
find a point of coincidence between the habits of thought
in Greece and in the East. But the resemblance is not

surely sufficient to prove that the one was derived from

the other ; it is not greater than that which we have

observed between the two earlier states of feeling and

those prevailing in Egypt and Phrenicia. In fact, it is pre-

cisely the same kind of resemblance ; in each case the

Greek, exhibiting a steady and remarkable growth, and

passing for a time into those conditions of thought and

feeling which became the fixed and hopeless prison-

houses of the people with whom we compare him.

From the moment political feelings were reawakened
in Greece, that bias towards physico-theology, of which

we have spoken, received a mighty counteraction. Then
we hear of the Homeric rhapsodies being read, admired,
collated ; then the old local mythology recovered some
of its former life, and the new idea which had threatened

to exclude it became blended with it. Yet that idea

was by no means lost. It had even acquired new

power from the political life which seemed to threaten it

with destruction. The mysteries were honoured and

accounted most precious by the statesman.

Again, the idea which was contained in the worship of

Dionysus gave birth to the deepest thoughts and the

noblest literature. It informed and possessed the mind
of the poet, enabling him to realize, and making him

eager to express, thoughts which belonged to his kind

even more than to himself. It worked also in the mind
of the philosopher, making him feel that there was

something in himself which needed explanation ; leading
him to connect the world within with the world without,

and to hope that, by some means or other, by studying
the phenomena of nature, by applying the new found

sciences of mathematics and astronomy, or by exploring
the recesses of language, lie might find the solution of

the enigma.

Ionic School.

About the time that Judea sank into a province of Ionian

the Great Babylonian Empire, the philosophical spirit
school,

first began to manifest itself among the Greek colo-

4o
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Moral and nists OQ the Western coast of Asia, and in the South of

Metaphy- Italy.

Many circumstances may diminish our surprise at the

,
fact that in Asia, rather than in its proper home, the

Greek genius should have put forth its first buds. The
Greek colonist was on the very soil which was hallowed

by the traditions of those elder days when European
wisdom, exerted in a righteous cause, triumphed over the

pride and luxury of Asia. Seeing himself constantly
surrounded by men whom he felt to be his inferiors in

sagacity and individual prowess, who formed only the

elements of a massive Oriental despotism, he would be

inclined to exercise all the wit which was his hereditary

endowment, and which the exertion of maintaining a

position in a foreign land must have ripened. He had

already cultivated his native resources by commerce
and by travelling. He kept alive in his new country
those tribe distinctions which united the family feeling

to the national. His political talents were called forth

in the effort to preserve the municipal government in

each city, or to maintain its combinations and its rival-

ries with its neighbours. The conflicts through which

the mother-country was working its way to settled free-

dom had terminated here in the rule of particular

tyrants, men promoted by their shrewdness, activity, and

political wisdom ;
who rather called forth these qualities

in others by their example than discouraged them by their

jealousy. The genial Asiatic climate, which gave such

sweetness and softness to the dialect of these colonists,

imparted also a portion of its influence to their character.

It quelled the excessive restlessness without extinguish-

ing the energy of their minds, and thus disposed them

more readily to exert that energy in inquiry and con-

templation.
On the coast of the JEgean the influence of the

Ionian tribe was predominant; the colonies in Southern

Italy were almost exclusively Dorian. There the genius
for order and legislation which belonged to the tribe

had already displayed itself, and the names of Charon-

das and Zaleucus are surrounded with an obscure

traditional dignity like that which belongs to Lycurgus.
Yet it seems that the philosophical spirit could not

exert itself in either country, till the vivacious and
volatile temper of the one tribe had acted upon the sober

and severe wisdom of the other. We shall hear pre-

sently how an Ionian travelled into Italy, and what a

new character was imparted to his inquiries by the

disposition towards order and fixed institutions which
he found prevailing there. And it is equally true

that the commencement of directly philosophical in-

vestigation among the Asiatic Greeks was preceded by
the appearance of a set of men who were evidently

political sages, whose thoughts were all more or less

connected with practical human life, and who embodied
them in terse sentences, such as the Spartan delighted

in, but were very far from the free habits of the rival

tribe. And we think our readers will discover "roofs

in the short sketch which we shall give of Ionian

philosophy, (the subject which deference to common

practice, as well as a desire to exhibit the gradual move-
ment of civilization from the East to the West, compels
us first to notice,) that a human element did enter most

strongly into it even when it seemed exclusively to

consist of speculations on nature. The portion of it

which relates to man may seem insignificant when com-

pared with that which treats of the external world ; but

if we look carefully, we shall find that this is really the

centre of the whole, and that, when we refer every Moral and

thing else to it, each system becomes internally cohe- Metaphy
rent as well as connected with the rest. sical Phl

Thales is by universal consent the father of Greek

philosophy. The place of his birth seems well ascer-
j

tained, there is great doubt about the date of it ; but all

authorities would seem to place him in the period during
which the Ionian cities were in their most flourishing

condition, and his own city of Miletus conspicuous

among them. Some traditions would represent this

circumstance as a matter of indifference to the philoso-

pher, others speak of him as taking the deepest and
most practical interest in the affairs of the colonies.

These reports are easily reconciled ; a meditative man
will always seem a recluse to the world, even if his

thoughts have the most direct application to its business.

The mere fact of Thales being included among the

seven Sages of Greece, would prove that he was not

merely devoted to physical speculation, for their fame is

entirely moral and political. The sayings attributed to

Thales are so expressive of the spirit which informed all

Greek philosophy, that they may seem to have been

dramatically assigned to him as the traditional founder

of it. But the sentences,
" Know thyself,"

" All things
are full of the gods," will at any rate prove that his

countrymen supposed the foundation of his philosophy
to be in some sense spiritual. Still more strikingly is

that feeling manifested in his reported maxim, "That all

things are open to the gods, even our thoughts ;" for it

is an absurd supposition of Bayle, that he uttered such

sentiments merely to disguise his real opinions. Very
probably he never uttered them at all; if he did not,

they are indications of his character; if he did, it is a

gross anachronism to fancy them insincere. Pytha-

goras concealed truths which he thought too sacred for

the multitude, but only the later schools adopted any
contrivances for the purpose of hiding their atheism.

Nor do we think these opinions of the Greeks at all

inconsistent with the speculations which they attribute

to Thales. Water is the first principle of all things ; this

was the central doctrine of his system. Now, if we may
believe Aristotle, this thought was suggested to him not

so much by contemplating the illimitable ocean, out of

which, as old cosmogonists taught, all things had at

first proceeded, as by noticing the obvious fact that

moisture is found in all living things, and that if it were

absent they would cease to be. It is evident from the

same authority that he connected this observation with

facts which he noticed in himself; nay, we think it may
quite reasonably be inferred that Aristotle felt this

analogy to be really the most important point in the

theory. Just what this moisture is to the ground, ne-

cessary to its being what it is, yet not the ground itself,

just such a thing do I find in myself, something with-

out which this body would not be what it is ;
a seed of

life within me, something which, if it were withdrawn,
this, which now seems so firm and solid, so active and

vigorous, would become a mere dry, useless husk, ready
to fall into pieces. Such we suppose to have been the

sense, the feeling, contained in the opinion of Thales.

We do not mean that he looked upon water as a

symbol only of his soul : to imagine this would be to

anticipate a discovery which was the result of a series

of gradual guesses and experiments, hereafter to be

recorded. Thales, no doubt, believed this humour or

moisture to be, as he saiei, the essence and principle
of all things. He believed it in some sort a principle
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Moral and to which he might refer himself. But the thought
Metaphy- which lay behind this notion, and in vain sought to

*hi-
compress itself into it, is the one which it really con-

cents us to take notice of. For thus we are able to

perceive in this early philosophy a most interesting step
in self-consciousness, and we obtain a valuable help to-

wards understanding how the successive theories respect-

ing the outward world were connected with the progress
of apprehension respecting the world within.

Anaximander is the next in order ofthe Ionian philoso-

phers, but the interval between him and Thales seems too

wide to admit the notion of their being connected to-

gether as master and disciple. He was born, however,
in the same city, and the speculations of his predecessor

produced, we imagine, more influence upon him than

some historians, observing the marked opposition be-

tween them, not only as to their outward form but as to

their principle, have been willing to admit. Anaxi-
mander appears to have advanced in astronomical and

geographical knowledge far beyond Thales ;
it would

seem also that he was the first of the Greeks who re-

corded his speculations in writing. From these two
circumstances we might, perhaps, have guessed that his

philosophy would have acquired a new character, that

the simple observations of Thales would give place to

more extended observations ; but that, on the other hand,
the lively consciousness of what was passing within him
would be lost to a great degree in the attempt to impart
it through logical forms to others. Such are in fact the

characteristic differences in these two early thinkers.

They offer one of the simplest and most primitive illus-

trations of the difference between thought employed in

the solution of actual difficulties, and thought employed
for the construction of a theory. A fact so simple, so

obvious to every child, as that every thing requires
moisture for its life, appears to this observer on a large
scale as pregnant with no meaning; yet seeing that an

hypothesis has been suggested for explaining the facts

of the universe, he too is urged to reflect, and to try if

he cannot produce another more comprehensive and
rational. He looks round upon the world, and sees that

there are going on upon its surface millions of facts like

that to which Thales attached such importance. He
cannot find which of these facts is the most potent and

generative, but he can at least find a name for that to

which all other things owe their origin : he calls it

apx)/, beginning. This is something ; but he can do
more, he can find out a name for the whole multitude of

powers, principles, influences, facts that are at work in

this universe ; he calls it TO aircipov, the Infinite. The
person who invented such a phrase might well feel that

he had reached the Hercules' pillars of philosophy. What
could be said after him which he had not comprehended
in his formula? We believe, however, it is justice to

Anaximander to believe that there was something in his

heart and mind which he himself could not comprehend
in it ; that this word infinite brought with it thoughts
upon which he meditated in silence and awe, and could
not express to others or to himself. The intellect which

imposes upon itself words for realities, generalizations
for principles, be it remembered, is still the intellect of a

man; it would be falling into his own delusion to sup-
pose that he felt no more than he could put into phrases.

Anaximander is commonly said to have made earth his

centre, as Thales did water. This language, without

being wholly erroneous, may easily mislead us; the
earth and the water are not opposed in these two sys-

tems, as the (so called) solid element to the fluid ; for Moral and

wo have seen that, according to Thales, water meant, not

an extended separate mass, but the invisible moisture
in all things. On the other hand, the earth, in Auaxi-
mander's mind, must have been contemplated as in-

cluding both seas and land, and all the phenomena
which characterise either of them. For this reason it

was the natural expression of his notion of the infinite

and indefinite, redeemed that notion out of the circle of
mere abstractions, and formed a link between his specu-
lations and those of his predecessors and his successors.

The doctrine of Anaximenes, the third philosopher of Anaxi-

this school whose name has been preserved, exhibits mene> -

a very interesting step in the progress of internal re-

flection. That within us which is not visible, or audible,
or tangible, does not present itself to him as a mere

quickening or vivifying principle ; he feels it to be the

ruling thing, the great controlling power which all

that is visible, audible, and tangible is meant to obey.
The necessity of moisture to all things is not the fact

which lays hold of his imagination ; still less could it be
satisfied with a mere theory or index to a great number
of facts. He is struck by the dominion which air exer-

cises over all nature, how secret and invisible a power it

is, yet how universally and inevitably acknowledged.
The importance which he attaches to this observation is

not the unconscious effect of an internal feeling; he

says, plainly, that the air rules over all things, as the

soul, being air, rules in man. These words which Plu-

tarch gives us are very interesting. They strikingly
indicate a period when a man is struggling to discover

something in nature which answers to something in

himself, and does not know which is the ground of the

other. The thought of what he is himself dawned upon
him while he was noticing the outward fact ; that would
therefore seem to him the first and most important ; but

again there is something in him which would not permit
him to consider it the first. He must assume himself as

the ground of the comparison; here there is another

important advance in discovery. The philosopher is

beginning to suspect that the outward object is sym-
bolical. He has not realized the conviction, but it hovers
about him and is ready for a future developement. One
other observation it is necessary to make respecting
Anaximenes. The theology of Thales was by no means

physico-theology : it seems scarcely to have connected
itself at all with his speculations on the principles of

things. He acknowledges that the gods saw the very

thoughts of men, and that satisfied him. What they
had to do with moisture he did not care to inquire. The
logical formulas of Anaximander must have been far

more fatal to the recognition of direct personal powers.
The Infinite must have included them as well as all

other things. In Anaximenes we discover the first

attempt to combine the ideas of an elder faith with his

reflections on nature. The ruling power of air, or in

air, why should it not be he who in ancient times was
called Jove? The thought may have caused a pious

pleasure to the inquirer; it seemed to give philosophy
greater fellowship with humanity. But we may find

hereafter that whenever it has been reproduced,
;
t has

been equally mischievous to theology and morals, to

metaphysics and physics.
The last and greatest of the Ionian school, properly Heraclitut.

so called, is Heraclitus of Ephesus. Of all the Greek

philosophers, except Socrates, this man seems to us

to possess the most marked individual character. That
4 u 2
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Moral and vulgar notion of him as the crying philosopher must

[^al'ph?'"
not ^e w^"y discarded as if it meant nothing, or had

"usophy"
no connection with the history of his speculations.

_,f- -^_' The thoughts which come forth in his system are like

fragments torn from his own personal being, and

not torn from it without such effort and violence as

must needs have drawn many a sigh from the suf-

ferer. Neither is that other notion of him, as "the
obscure or dark" man, an unfounded one. The fire

that was in his heart and brain, and of which all the

world around him presented the image, no doubt emitted

much smoke which did confuse and stifle, not, per-

haps, to his displeasure, the careless gazers and

passers by ; but there was something within him which

neither his tears nor his smoke at all adequately repre-
sent. If Anaximenes discovered that he had within

him a power and principle which ruled oyer all the acts

and functions of his bodily frame, and which had no

so living type as the air, Heraclitus found that there

was a life within him which he could not call his own,
while yet it was in the very highest sense himself, so

that without it he would have been a poor, helpless,

isolated creature an universal life, which connected him
with his fellow-men, and with the absolute source and

original fountain of life. The individual life (said he) is

really a life at all only so far as it has communion with this

universal life ; separated from that it exists indeed, but

potentially, not actually.
" Like as the coals which,

when they come into contact with the fire by connection

with a different nature from their own, become fiery,

but when separated from it burn out, thus the portion
from the encompassing whole, which hath taken up its

tabernacle in these our bodies, by separation therefrom

becomes well nigh irrational, but by the communion
of natures through its various passages is made homo-

geneous with the universal. Now this common and Di-

vine reason, by participation whereof we become rea-

sonable, Heraclitus calls the criterion of truth ; whence
that which appeareth to all in common is the thing to

be believed, for it is received by this common and Divine

reason, but that which happens to any single person
alone is not to be believed, for the opposite cause."

Such is the profound fact which was revealed to the

mind of this Ionian philosopher, and which, as the

extract we have made partly shows, he saw expressed
in the relations of fire to the different objects of the uni-

verse. It was inevitable that an Ionian of this age
should seek in the forms of outward nature an expres-
sion for the truths of his own being. Heraclitus had
no wish and no power to invent an entirely new method
of speculation ; nay, that which he inherited from his

predecessors seems remarkably suitable and almost ne-

cessary for a mind of his character. Far more imagi-
native and poetical than any of them, he contemplates
the outward object which symbolized the operations of

his mind with a delight only the keener for being mixed
with a certain under consciousness which they did not

possess, that it was an image and not an archetype. All

the secret workings and manifestations of fire suggested
to him new thoughts and reflections which may some-
times have carried him very far from the original prin-

ciple which gave occasion to the analogy. But in

general we shall find that the different opinions attri-

buted to Heraclitus by others, or which are found

expressed in his own fragments, dispose themselves

harmoniously enough about this centre. If there is

a universal life in things which alone constitutes

them what they are, then these things looked at in Moral nd

themselves are visions, phantoms only; the pheno- ;i
ft

ptjj~
menaof the universe exhibit merely an endless flux and i090phy.
reflux. But contemplate the meanest organized body v^N(^x
as organized, and it acquires a meaning, a reality; it

becomes a part of the universal harmony. The soul

again which beholds these phenomena, what a poor

paltry thing it is, a victim of delusions and impostures
at every moment! Miserable creature, only to be wept
over or despised ! But this soul, sharing the universal

life, and conversing with it, how glorious it becomes !

capable of knowing the name of Jupiter, which is its

only business and object.

Our philosopher was therefore almost necessarily an

aristocrat, in the Greek sense of the word. For order and
law (says he) we should struggle to the death

; the indivi-

dual powers which democracy worships are utterly con-

temptible. In all the utterances of Heraclitus there seems
to be a singular consistency, and what we know of his

life is a luminous commentary upon it. The sense

of a harmony existing beneath a perpetual conflict of

powers, and making that very conflict the means of their

preservation, pervaded his being, gave the tone to all

his thoughts, and realized itself to him in all the inner

forms and outward images of nature.

These four men, THALES, ANAXIMANDER, ANAXI-

MENES, and HERACUTUS, seem to be clearly distinguish-
able from all those who have been commonly classed

with them as members of the same school. They were,
in the strictest sense, lonians ; they succeeded each

other at no very considerable intervals, and there seems
to be a connection between their opinions, which is not

the less striking because it is often a connection of

opposition and contrast. To find the law of his own

being by meditation on the external world, this, as we

suppose, was the object which each proposed to himself.

On the whole, each set about the accomplishment of his

object with much sincerity and singleness of aim. We
cannot therefore help regarding their inquiries with a

very deep and affectionate interest, or doubt that they
exercised a very important influence on the Greek mind.

Nor is it impossible that the thoughts and strivings of

these simple and earnest men might teach something to

men of a more enlightened generation, who can study
the laws of nature and of mind without perceiving that

they have any relation to each other, or that they them-

selves have any important connection with either.

Pythagorean School.

We now come to the second of the Greek schools, Pythago-
which had an Italian birthplace, an Ionian parent, and, rean school.

in many important respects, a Dorian character.

In order to understand the peculiarities of this school

and its influence upon Greece, two remarks ought to be

especially borne in mind. The first is that the parti-
cular doctrines to which it gave birth are referred by the

most trustworthy authorities to Pythagoreans rather

than to Pythagoras. The persons whom Plato and Pythagorat.

Aristotle seem habitually to recognise as the propounders
and defenders of this system, were men living at a dis-

tance from all the circumstances which acted upon their

master ; not Italian colonists, not members of any par-
ticular guild or corporation, but schoolmen subjected to

the ordinary influences of Greek society. Our second

remark is, that in spite of tliis practice of theirs no

phrase ever escapes their lips which can lead us to sup-
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Moral and
pOse tj,aj tjjey considered Philolaus, Lysis, Eurytus, or

Sphi- Archytas as really entitled to the fame which the voice

losophy.
of all Greece assigned to Pythagoras himself. It seems

-^-v ' *o have been admitted universally, and most by the wisest

men, that there was something in him which he had not

transmitted to his successors, something which, whether

capable of definition or not, had left a permanent im-

pression upon the character and literature of his country.

These considerations seem to us very important helps
in understanding the true nature of this philosophy.
Within it we believe are certain elements of thought
which came forth from the soul of a living man, and

were by him communicated in their power to other men,
not in digests or argumentative treatises, but in pregnant

maxims, in allusions to passing objects and scenes, in

explanations of difficulties as they arose, in a discipline

suggested rather than imposed and practised before sug-

gested. These thoughts are what the Greeks from age
to age felt of Pythagoras ; when they spoke of him they
meant these ,

what husks of opinion formed about them

afterwards, when they had been dried in the schools for

use or exportation, is a question certainly not without

interest, but chiefly interesting to those who have had
some taste of the genuine fruit.

Pythagoras was born at Samos, in what precise year

may be doubtful, certainly at a time when the Greek
colonists had become conscious of a strong impulse to-

wards philosophical inquiries. Under what master he
studied has been a subject of great controversy ;

if we

might venture to choose one guess out of many, which

may all be false or all true, we should take that which

assigns his early training to Anaximander. That philo-

sopher, as we have seen, carried his mathematical studies

further than any of his predecessors ; his geometry in a

great degree determined the nature of his theory. A
youthful pupil of earnest character and high imagi-
nation coming into contact with such a thinker, would
be likely to experience a great conflict of feelings. The
science, new not only to himself, but in some measure
to all around him, would seem to him strange, wonder-

ful, sublime ; the doctrine appended to it would repel
him as eold, vague, and unsatisfactory. He would begin,
we may fancy, to meditate on his teacher's favourite

phrases,
" the infinite TO aireipov this forsooth is the

Geometry, sum of all things in the universe. A conclusion how
unlike that which geometry would have suggested ! that

leads us to the idea of limitation, distinctness, in each

thing and in all things. And is not such limitation,
such distinctness, that which constitutes their perfection?

Surely it is this, the irt'pac the ultimate limit, and
not the limitless, which the wise man is to seek after.

Arithmetic.
Again, Anaximander talked of an afxy- Here, indeed,
he has profited by his science. Mathematics did teach
him the necessity of this. He found every line starting
from a point, every series beginning from a fixed num-
ber. But why forsake the teacher ? Why go abroad
to look for your beginning when you have it in the very
instrument which you carry with you ? You Ionian phi-

losophers are groping after unity in the world about you.
But where did you get that idea ? Was it from their

numbers, from this geometry? Surely it is there that
we find not the mere shadow of unity, but unity itself."

Such thoughts we may fancy began to work in the mind
of Pythagoras while he was yet in Ionia, and to excite
in him a discontent with previous methods of inquiry,
and a hope that he might discover a better. With these

feelings we may suppose him to set out on his travels,

losophy.

not, however, till he has carried away another (perhaps Moral and

a greater) benefit from his Asiatic education. The Metaphy-

rhapsodists, who used to sing the legends of earlier
slca

days to the Greeks of that region in which Troy stood,
and in which Homer or a number of Homers lived,
these were perhaps silent. But not only their words
were preserved, and by this time at least committed to

enduring characters, but what was perhaps even more

important, the melodies in which they had spoken still

lived in the hearts of the people. The impression of the

Dorian and Lydian measures on the young Greek must
have been very deep; it might be effaced afterwards in Music,

some by the passion for abstract speculation, in others it

would give speculation itself a richer and more poetical
character. All the thoughts of Pythagoras respecting
the mystery of number seem to have combined them-
selves from the very first with musical feelings and asso-

ciations. Was not music itself an illustration, the

highest illustration, of this mystery ? Whence came
that strange disposition of thoughts and words into

verse, whence the fascination of melody and tune ?

whence, if number be not the secret law, the moving
soul of the universe ?

All these apprehensions and imaginations might have
dwelt in his mind and produced little fruit, or no better

fruit than a crude philosophical system. But Pytha-
goras, as we said, became a traveller. The reports of

the regions through which he journeyed are all uncer-

tain. This at least we may conjecture with tolerable ,

confidence, that he was brought into contact with human

beings in a variety of different positions and circum-

stances, and that he began to think more deeply of

their nature and destiny. And then with what new in-

terest, in what a new light, would the number-mystery
present itself to him ! This surely was the very pro-
blem which all legislators had been seeking to solve, in

what way a number of apparently separate units might
be able to feel themselves really a unity. All society,
all government was but the working out of this problem.

Away then once and for ever with all Ionian experi-
ments after a physical unity ; here was the true field for

examination and discovery. But what is it in man
which has the capacity for association and organization ?

It is not resemblance in feature which produces it
; it is

not contiguity in space which produces it. It is that won-
derful thing which inhabits this animal frame which can

transport itself beyond all limits of space and time. I,

Pythagoras, can carry myself back to the age of Achilles

and Agamemnon ; doubtless in some condition or other Metem-
I actually lived in their time. I can project myself for- psycho*!*,

wards into ages that shall come ; doubtless under some
condition or other I shall live in those ages. But in

what condition ? This soul, which can thus look before

and after, can shrink and shrivel itself into an in

capacity of contemplating aught but the present moment,
of what depths of degeneracy it is capable ! what a

beast it may become ! And if something lower than

itself, why not something higher ? And if something
higher or lower, why may there not be a law accurately

determining its elevations and descents ? Each soul has

its particular evil tastes, bringing it to the likeness of

different creatures beneath itself; why may it not be

under a necessity of abiding in the condition of that

thing to which it has adapted and reduced itself?

Such thoughts Pythagoras may, or may not, have

borrowed from Egyptian priests. Doubtless to a man
in his posture of mind every old tradition, every relic
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Moral and of national faith, will have been precious ; still there was

sU-afphT
notn 'no 'n tne doctrine of a metempsychosis which

"losophy. might not easily and naturally have grown out of his

v ^^/ reflections upon that which makes men human, and
enables them as human beings to associate with each

other. To another and deeper discovery he was no
doubt led by studying the governments of different

countries, especially those which had received the Do-
rian impress. He found everywhere in these commu-
nities that the bond of connection was the recognition
of a power superior to man, a righteous law-giving

power. No human legislature ever dared to dispense
with this recognition, no society could cohere without it.

Deep and awful idea ! The union of men presuming a

still deeper ground. IB not this ground the Trtpae, the

ultimate unity, after which we are seeking?
'Thus gradually we suppose the idea of limitation,

which Pythagoras had acquired from geometry, and
which had been brought out in his mind in opposition to

the notion of an all-comprehending infinite or indefi-

nite; and the idea of beginning and succession which
he had acquired from arithmetic, and which had come
out in his mind in opposition to the notion of a mere
external ground of things, fused and softened as they
both were by the sense of a music dwelling deep in

the heart of the world, may have become associated

with practical thoughts respecting the nature of the

human soul, and the bonds by which souls are related

to each other, and finally, with still more awful contem-

plations respecting the being of God.
But it followed from the very nature of these thoughts,

no less than from the character of the mind in which

they were formed, and from the processes by which he
had arrived at them, that they could not be satisfactorily

expressed in the most luminous spoken or written dis-

course. Pythagoras felt that his principles could only
be embodied in a society of living men. In the bonds

by which they were held together in their dealings with

each other, and with men without ; in the silence and
fear with which they acknowledged an invisible ruler

was his inmost meaning to be expressed. Thus would
the proportions and relations of the universe be mani-
fested on their hig-hest ground ; thus would the mystical

harmony be felt and acknowledged ; thus would the

dignity of the human soul, its capacity for growth and

perfectionment, be proved ; thus would the nature of

distributive justice, the geometry and arithmetic of poli-
tics be practically realized ; thus would the idea of God
be taken out of the cloudy formless region in which

philosophers had caused it to dwell, and be felt as the

foundation of social life. Such, we apprehend, was the

feeling of Pythagoras ; and if so, we may go a little fur-

ther than Mr. Thirlwall ; we may admit that the corpo-
ration or order which he established in the South of

Italy is not only for the ordinary historian, but even for

the historian of philosophy, a more interesting subject of

contemplation than the mere details of his doctrinal

scheme. Instead of feeling the difficulty which some
feel to connect Pythagoras the thinker with Pythagoras
the politician, we own we find it a hard matter to conceive
how they should be separated. We do not know what his

philosophy would mean, or how it would be generically

distinguished from the Ionic on the one side and the

Eleatic on the other, if it were not for this very circum-

stance, that Pythagoras sought for that unity in a fellow-

ship of living persons, which the former had hoped to

find by observations u
t
oon the sensible world, the latter

by investigating the demands and constitution of the Moral and

mind itself. Looked at from this point of view, the Metaphy-

speculations ofPythagoras and the practical experiments
s

j

in which they terminated, seem to us full of the pro- -j~ -^]-
foundest interest. We would entreat our readers not

hastily to throw aside the consideration of them, because

they are told that Pythagoras was a fantastical dreamer ;

that he could not distinguish a geometrical point from
a numerical unit; that he talked wildly about tetrads ;

that he fancied himself a supernaturally inspired person ;

and that he pretended to give to his society the mystical
and divine foundation. Let them rather consider

whether there be not some fantasies and confusions in

our own minds upon these apparently simple sub-

jects, which a kind-hearted consideration of the truths

which were in the heart of Pythagoras, and of the im-

perfect and erroneous methods of sensible exposition
which they sometimes found for themselves might remove.
Let us not say that he was a slave to certain idle notions

about number, till we have studied the history of human

thought with some attention, till we have understood

how much all men (ourselves included) are subject to

delusions of this nature, until we have satisfied ourselves

that this was not one of the earliest efforts to escape from

the delusion, instead of to perpetuate and propagate it.

Before we cast any very heavy blame upon him for fan-

cying that he might sometimes lawfully use the great

gifts which had been bestowed upon him to startle men
with a sense of his own dignity, rather than to instruct

them in the true conditions of theirs, let us observ*

how constantly human vanity, under the most favourable

circumstances, has been liable to this temptation ; how
much more it is likely to assail those who are establish-

ing or presiding over a society, than those who live only
in their studies ; how far more really disgraceful and
mischievous after all that habit of mind is which

leads a man to look upon his wisdom and power as

self-derived, as ministering only to self, than that which

acknowledges the fact of communications from above,
and only falls into mistakes arid conceits respecting the

method of them. Before we condemn Pythagoras for

believing that a human community has a mystical ground-
work, let us ask what other groundwork it can have, if

it is not built upon the sand, and destined to instant de-

struction.

Eleatic School.

We have now briefly examined two of the Greek Eleatic

schools. We have found the lonians seeking for unity
School,

in external nature, the Pythagoreans in the constitution

of human society. We have seen how the latter was led

by his speculations upon man into the recognition of a

higher and more transcendent unity in God. It was
this part of his philosophy which seems to have attracted

the attention of Xenophanes. The countryman of Py-

thagoras in both senses, an Italian emigrant from the

Ionian colonies, this remarkable man felt the influence

of the thoughts which each region had generated. He
felt that there was a world full of wonders lying about

him, and he endeavoured in the true Ionian spirit to

understand this world. But the grand truth of Pytha-

goras, that man wants another ground to rest upon than

the world, had presented itself to him with no less

irresistible evidence. There must be God as well as a

world, and the world and God are not one. The pas-

sage from one of these truths to another was not, how-
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Mcril and ever, bridged over by this inquirer as it had been by
e' a "

Pythagoras. He did not ascend from nature to those

instruments by which man takes hold of nature, and

from these to man himself, and from man to God.
The two ultimate points of the series were at once

brought into connection and contrast in his mind.

There is something which I see with these eyes, hear

with these ears, there is something which I do not see,

or hear, or taste, but which emphatically is. That
which I see, and taste, and handle is continually changing
the aspects which it presents to my eye, the impression
it makes on my ear or my palate. Can I affirm of this in

any sense that it is? Is it anything more than that

which appears, and of which the appearance yesterday
can by no means be identified with the appearance

to-day ? Can I affirm of any thing surely that it is but

just of this one thing of which I have no evidence, but

simply this necessity of affirming it. Such are the first

hints of a principle which has produced more real effect

upon philosophy from that age to our own, and which
in different ways has been working more secretly at the

heart of all philosophy, than any of which it is possible
for us to speak.

Xenophanes, when he had once made the discovery
that the most real is not that of which his senses gave
him information, nay that, strictly speaking, his senses

gave him no information of what is real, announced the

fact to the world in poems, of which we still possess
some fragments ; but it was not the speculative side of
this discovery which most interested him. That Being
whom my mind thus affirms, what is he ? Into this

solemn inquiry Xenophanes entered with an intelligent
earnestness and freedom, and yet, in general, with an
awe which inspire us with a great respect for his cha-

racter. Starting from his one immovable position, that

the senses give us no information about God, he began
with a bold and rude, but certainly not an impious hand,
to tear ill pieces the fables ofpaganism. AH the notions

of the gods in Homer are connected with sensible forms
and appearances ; these, therefore, are essentially false

and degrading. They are multitudinous, because it is

from the impressions on the senses which reflect a mul-
titude of objects, and so many phantoms of the same

object, that the notion of them has been derived. And
even if these appearances were not sensible, how can

any conceptions of men about God be otherwise than
false ? Must not they be derived from themselves, or
from things on a level with and lower than themselves ?

If an ox could worship, would he not impute to his god
horns and hoofs? Away with all conceptions then.

And is your Pythagorean better than any other ? What
do you mean by saying that God is either finite or infi-

nite ? the finite and the infinite are both alike thoughts
of our own. Thus reasoned Xenophanes, full of earnest
faith in the reality of that which he was, nevertheless,

reducing so very near to a mere negation. He had
learned a precious truth, Man can feel a ground of being
deeper than his own being; man can be certain that God
is but what he is ? of this he could not be certain, only
what he is not. In this mournful conclusion was Xe-
nophanes obliged to rest, and it spreads a mournfulness
over all that he thought, even when he is most earnest
and true. For he was a real man, no mere philoso-
pher, who can come at this same conclusion, and repose
in it, because a conclusion is all that he wants, besides
the glory and self-satisfaction of being the concluder;
he had a heart which delighted in the truth which had

been revealed to him, and, therefore, did not delight in Moral and

the miserable void into which, partly through a real love Metaphy-

of that truth, partly through hurry and impatience of

all other truth which men before him had acknowledged,
he was unhappily led.

A healthier thinker than Xenophanes, yet one in whom
it is not perhaps possible to feel the same interest, took

up his course of inquiry ; this was Parmenides. The Parme-

question respecting the nature of God, which had so "'''"

occupied the philosopher of whom we have just been

speaking, does not seem at all in the same degree to

have agitated him. His mind rested on the principle of

Xenophanes, that what the senses present to us are ap-
pearances ; that only that which the mind affirms without
the aid of the senses actually is. What is this then
that the mind affirms ? Xenophanes had said

" God."
Parmenides said ''

Unity," or " The One." My senses
tell me thousands of things, and yet has not every man
who thinks and feels ever been groping after some one
root and ground of all these things ? This, verily, is what
man wants, and this is affirmed to be by that within him
which fights against apparitions and phantoms. Plu-

rality is merely one of these apparitions, deceitful, tran-

sitory ; nothing abides but unity, this is permanent,
eternal. Such a belief could not dawn upon the mind
of a Greek philosopher without imparting to him a

feeling of deep wonder. He had seen a succession of

lonians questioning all nature to tell them of this unity.
He had seen Pythagoras evoking it out of the relations

of number, and actually constructing a human society to

illustrate it. And now it seemed that this unity was
a condition of the human mind itself it had been

seeking high and low, it had been seeking for that in all

other things which really dwelt only with itself. The
confused look of a child gazing upon a new world, is

but a faint emblem of the surprise with which such a

thought must have possessed the mind of an earnest

seeker on whom it has just burst. Yet he cannot doubt
that it is a true thought. It makes so much of all that

had before been perplexed in his mind intelligible, it

accounts so well for the thoughts which have revealed

themselves to other men. But what consequences
follow ? Faith in the things about us becomes impos-
sible ; we live in a shadow world ; we do not, in fact,

behold any thing. For these distinctions of things, this

apparent multitude of objects, exists not ; it speaks to

our fancy only. The unity which the mind beholds and
demands, this only has substance.

Every one must see how this doctrine of Parmenides
laid him open to the jests of witty men, such as grow
upon the surface of all lands, and of which Greece and
her colonies were certainly not less productive than
others. These wits believed no doubt that they were

opposing self-evident facts to mere dreams. But Par-
menides had a friend and disciple who was not willing
to leave them in undisturbed possession of this opinion.
Zeno of Elea was convinced that there was not only po-
sitive falsehood, but direct absurdity in that doctrine

which experience seemed so irresistibly to establish, and
he holdly undertook to make this absurdity palpable to

the popular mind. In a series of arguments, some of

which are still preserved to us, he endeavoured to show
that space cannot exist, that we cannot suppose a plu-

rality of objects without attributing self-destructive qua-
lities to them ; that if there be a number of real exist-

ences, this number must be both finite and infinite ;

lastly, that the notion of movement involves a contra-
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Moral and diction. Our readers would not, perhaps, be much inte-

Metaphy- rested in these early specimens of Greek subtlety ; nay,
1""

tney wou'd be inclined'to denounce them as the exploits

of a mere word-conjuror. But assuredly Zeno deserves no

such name. He was both in action and speculation a

brave man, and we owe to him a most important prac-

tical discovery. In fact, he occupies a peculiarly import-

ant position as a thinker, which it is for the advantage
of our future studies in Greek philosophy that we should

understand.

Every philosophy must have an instrument or organ
to work with if it would make itself intelligible. Some
external object served this purpose for the Ionic philo-

sopher ; lines and number for the Pythagorean. But
what was the instrument of the Eleatic philosopher?
He seems to have ascended into a region of such pure

metaphysic, and so entirely to have rejected all common
and sensible analogies, that one does not at first see

how he can ever impart his doctrine to others, or at

least suggest any successful method for pursuing inves-

tigations in his own direction. And this difficulty seems

to have been felt by Xenophanes,and to a certain extent by
Parmenides. Precious and pregnant as are the hints

which each of them present us with, it seems likely that

they will be obliged to stop at the point which they have

already obtained, and to leave no race of successors.

But Zeno has found the solution of the puzzle; he has

found that words bear to this philosophy the relation

which sensible objects and numbers bear respectively to

the other two. The language in which we discourse

with each other must needs embody the law and prin-

ciple of our own mental workings, and it was exactly
this principle which the Eleatics were dealing with.

Zeno had only an imperfect consciousness of this truth,

but he acted upon it, and it bore useful fruits for him
and for us. There was no falseness in his use of words.

He felt that they did affirm and embody truths, and he

employed them for the purpose of elucidating truths.

And herein he was surely as honest as those wits who
set themselves to confute Parmenides and philosophers
of his class by an appeal to experience. For they too

profit by our belief in words. They awaken our con-

sciousness to the fact, that the words which we speak
bear on them an impress and image of the external

world ; and it is this consciousness which they rest upon
as their real defence against the philosophers who set

at nought the evidence of the external world. Zeno
awakens our consciousness to the fact, that the words
which we utter express something to which there is no

counterpart in the external world, and he rests upon
this consciousness to oppose the conclusions of those

who set at nought the witness of their own minds. Both

appeals are in themselves fair, and carry conviction with

them. But the one merely convinces us of a fact which
we took for granted previously ; the other obliges us

to perceive truths lying very near our inmost being,
which were yet almost entirely hidden from us.

But it is the practical discovery which was the direct

result of this search after an organ or instrument for

the Parmenidean philosophy that obliges us to regard
Zeno with most admiration and gratitude. Mathema-
tical science we owe, according to the best historical evi-

dence, to the East. And it entirely accords with the calm,

contemplative, and yet sensual character of the Orientals

that this should have been their contribution to human

knowledge. But the science of Logic, the science which
declares not what are conditions to which external things

Logic.

are subject, but the conditions under which we ourselves Moral and

speak and judge this was of purely Greek invention. Metaphy-

No other people had ever the subtlety to conceive the

possibility of such a science, far less to ascertain its dis-

tinct province and its appointed work. Though logic,
in a formal and narrow sense, is considered as the anta-

gonist of poetry, yet only a most imaginative and poeti-
cal nation could have discovered the meaning and

necessity of logic, and have given it the statue-like per-
fection which it has attained in Greek hands. Now Zeno
is believed, on the best grounds, to be the inventor of

logic. He first was led clearly to perceive that the

mind has a distinct law regulating its own affirmations,

and he consequently was first stimulated to inquire what
this law may be. How much we owe to him from this

achievement we shall understand better as we advance

Our principal object here has been to point out the con-

nection between it and the Eleatic philosophy, of which

Zeno was the accomplished and able defender; to

indicate the kind of influence which that philosophy
exercised upon the mind of Greece; to show how im-

portant a place it fills in the history of human inquiry ;

and to excite our readers' interest in the future develope-
ment of the doctrine which they have beheld in its first

germ. In so very rapid a sketch as ours it is clearly

impossible to do more than notice what seems to us the

living and central peculiarity of each system as it rises

up before us. But the real germinant principle is often

hard to discover amidst the multitude of mere notions

and opinions with which it has environed itself. An
historian will distrust his own sagacity in detecting it,

and will rejoice greatly if he can find it any where in its

rude and primitive shape. Little value as it may seem
to have, nay, as it may actually have, while it remains

in this condition, yet he deems it not wise to wait till

the animalcule has become a perfect insect, or till the

insect has died, before he commences his examination

ofit. We offer this apology for noticing the anti-So-

cratic schools, briefly indeed, but yet at a length which

many may think disproportionate to the time that we
shall be able to bestow upon their successors. We are

convinced that our readers whom, as we have remarked,
we wish not to furnish with a history, but to put in a

right method of procuring one for themselves, will have

a clear or confused understanding of the palmy period
of Greek philosophy between the age of Socrates and of

Aristotle, as well as of the age ofsenility and decrepitude
which followed, exactly in proportion as they study or

pass over the years of its infancy. Let them not hope
to understand Plato or Aristotle, or even Epicurus, Zeno
of Cittium, and Carneades, if they have begun with

despising Hcraclitus, Pythagoras, and Parmenides. Nay,
we might go further and say, that we should greatly
doubt the pretensions of any one professing to have a

clear understanding of Hobbes, Locke, Leibnitz, or

Kant, who could discover nothing but confusion and
barrenness in these early inquiries.

The Sophists.

Hitherto our attention has been directed to the com- Sophist!*.

paratively silent and solitary labours of thinking men in

provinces remote from either of the two Grecian capitals.
But from the conclusion of the Persian War the thought
and speculation as well as the active energies of Greece
had been continually seeking for themselves some centre

of light and attraction. We have already observed that
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Sophists,

Moral and the two leading tribes of Greece respectively embodied

Metaphy- t ||OSe (wo grea { qualities of the human spirit respect"'"
ôr or(ler and 'aw consciousness of individual powers,
and a desire to exercise them. As in the speculation
of particular men neither of these bore much apparent
fruit till il had been acted upon by the other, so was it

also to a great degree in the actions and movements of

Greek society. Till Athens had produced men whose

principal aim was to give her something of the order

and compactness of the Lacedemonian polity,
the great

intellectual energies of her sons never really displayed
themselves. On the other hand, till Sparta had been in

some degree brought into friendly contact with Atheni-

ans, and had experienced some of the lively impulses

by which they were continually actuated, it never became

really conscious of its own position as the witness for the

stable power and order by which these impulses are

counteracted. The crisis when these two feelings and

principles began to put themselves in conscious op-

position to each other that crisis in which their

mutual dependence upon each other became also mo^
apparent, and began to be most realized by thoughtful
men is the period to which we always look back as

the most interesting one of Greek history. Then did

Greek poetry come forth in the form which s-eems to

have been most exactly fitted to express that feeling of

an overruling system, and of a power in man to strive

against it even if 'he must ultimately succumb, with

which the Greek mind was now exercised. Then
the sculptor and painter, and in a less degree the

architect, was teaching his countrymen to feel that

nothing which they saw could have meaning or reality
if there were not a deeper meaning or more perfect truth

beneath, which the highest human work fails to em-

body, which (he very meanest proves to exist. Then,

lastly, which is the point most immediately concerning
our present inquiry, experiments of practical legislation
and political organization beg;m to combine themselves

in a thousand strange and perplexing ways with political,

moral, and metaphysical theories. The workmen in

this particular branch of human labour were not poets
or artists, but a race which has been known to all future

ages by the name of Sophists.
It has been a very common fancy that some resem-

blance exists between this body and the schoolmen who

appeared in Europe during the middle ages. We con-

fess that if we were seeking for two classes of men, the

must directly contrasted in all the important features of

their characters, we should have selected precisely these

tw. That they both engaged in philosophical inquiries,
both attached considerable importance to logic and

that some members of each class took an interest in

philology and that to men living in a circle of

influences entirely different from that to which either

was exposed, the notions of each mny appear about

equally grotesque this is undoubted. There is just

enough of these superficial resemblances to make the

difference in all other respects the more striking. The
schoolmen of western Europe, if they ever forgot that

truth was the end which they were pursuing through all

labyrinths, and this faith seems not entirely to have
deserted any of them, lost sight of their object through
mere simple delight in tracing the windings of the road ;

the sophist of Greece disbelieved in truth altogether,
and proposed to himself another object, that of exercising

power over the minds of men. The error of the school-

man was, that he set too much store by all instrumental

\OL. II.

arts, as if they were precious for their own sakes. The
sin of the sophist was, that he estimated every thing byJ o "J
Us tendency to promote a low, grovelling, secular end.
The great misfortune of the schoolman was that he
mixed too little in human society, understood too little

the actual workings of human life. The misery of the

sophist was that he lived in a perpetual round of bustle

and excitement, caring for no thought but so far as he
was able to translale it into talk, perpetually confounding

1

together the realms of speculation and action.

This, in fact, is the distinguishing characteristic of the

sophist. He must always be talking
1 and doing, or

teaching others to talk and do. For this purpose he
avails himself of all modes in which the human feeling
had expressed itself in all different periods, sympathizing
with none, able to convert all into an argument that

man's life is merely a shifting mode, that nothing is,

but every thing seems. Now he is a great mythologist ;

knows all that poets have imagined ; has a thorough

insight into the popular faith
;

he can tell you how this

and that notion had its origin, he can adopt it into his

own system, or laugh at it as he finds most convenient.

Now he is a natural philosopher; the thoughts which
a Thales or an Heraclitus actually worked out become

part of the implements of his trade; he can bring these

theories skilfully along side of the old cosmogonies, and
so at his pleasure prove the ancients to have been pro-
found naturalists, or show that all their conceptionsabout
the divinities meant nothing. Again, he is versed in all

the ideas of Pythagoras about order and society ; he can

parade his acquaintance with the doctrine of transmi-

gration, or with the mysteries of the numerical scale,
that men not possessed of this knowledge may feel how
absurd it is for them to pretend to any perception of

right or wrong. But most of all he has studied in the

school of Zeno, and can tell how little the evidence of

experience is worth, how little reality there is in things,
what secret powers lie hid in words.

What can a man do after a king ? what can a sophist

hope to accomplish after these Greeks? Protagoras,
Prodicus, Gorgias, Hippias, may he fairly said to have
carried the trade to the furthest limits of which it is

capable. They were not, as is sometimes imagined,
mere pretenders to talent or erudition ; they were men
of more than Greek sagacity ; some of them even

appear to have possessed creative powers ; all pos-
sessed large and various information. Whatever mere
intellect without a moral meaning or purpose can do

they accomplished. Nay, they may be said to have

demonstrated how very much it can do, and what is the

nature of its doings. They proved that it has the power
to weaken the sinews of a nation, to destroy, as no wars
or tumults can, its innermost heart. We should
beware of despising their gifts, which were in all respects
most remarkable. Nor could the possessors of them,
even by the art of the most consummate genius that

the world has ever seen, have been made the objects
of our scorn as well as our indignation, if that consum-
mate genius had not exhibited them side by side with a

man of earnest and single aim, and compelled us to feel

that true power is in this, and that all other powers
must shrivel and Hook helpless when brought into col-

lision with it.

Physical Philosophers.

The readers of Cudworth's Intellectual System of the
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losophy.

Moral and Universe will no doubt expect that we should assign a

*jj prominent place in this part of our sketch to the name of

Democritus. In that work his theory appears as a cen-

tral point in Greek philosophy. Plato and Aristotle

seem to be mainly employed in illustrating or under-

mining it. Our excellent and learned countryman, it

must be remembered, had proposed to himself a specific

object, that of relieving the Cartesian philosophy from
the imputation of atheism ; and with a view to that ob-

ject he may have exhibited the different schools in their

proper proportions and relations. But when his book
is taken as a manual or guide to Greek speculation ge-

nerally, it cannot fail, we think, to confuse the student's

judgment respecting the documents which he is to exa-

mine, greatly to exaggerate the importance of a particu-
lar class of inquiries, and to throw another and far more

important class almost wholly into the shade. In a sketch

of moral and metaphysical inquiries we conceive that

neither Democritus nor his predecessor Anax;igoras
have, strictly speaking, any title to be mentioned; we
notice them both here, because they throw some light

upon the character and objects of the man who was in a

remarkable manner the centre of all the systems which
came into being before or after his time.

The men of whom we speak were emphatically and
exclusively naturalists; the first we have met with who
deserve that description. Thales, Heraclitus, Pytha-
goras, Zeno, started, as we have seen, with a desire to

interpret their own thoughts, perceptions, powers; na-

ture mingled itself in their investigations, but never

formed the staple of them. Accordingly they were poli-

ticians, feeling the deepest interest in the social condition

of their countrymen; though colonists, yet most truly
and heartily Greeks. With the philosopher of Clazomense
the case was altogether different. Living in Athens in

the most stirring times of the republic, the friend and
tutor of Pericles, he seems to have cared nothing for

men. Life is better than annihilation, (this we arc told

was one of his favourite sayings,) because, while we are

alive, we can contemplate the sun and the stars. The
idea of a moral world, a world of affections, relations,

sympathies, never presented itself to him as a reality.
That of which his senses told him, was the only one in

which he could believe. Not that he was merely a slave

to the judgment of his senses ; he was a Greek, actuated

by a spirit of earnest inquiry, incapable of resting satis-

fied with mere surfaces and phenomena. But as he
had no sympathy with the feelings and doings of men,
so neither had he the intuition into the life of things
which seems to wail upon that sympathy, and to be very
rarely separated from it. It was not the energies and
movements of the animal or vegetable world that occu-

pied him, but merely the amalgamation of its parts."
Nothing, properly speaking, is born or dies ; birth is

the composition of elements, death the dissolution of
them ," this was the observation of which Anaxagoras
had made, and by help of which he believed that he
could interpret the universe. While working out with

sincere diligence the meaning of the only fact into which
he had gained any insight, he threw out many valuable

hints respecting the laws of cohesion and affinity, and
the doctrine of a vacuum, for which later science has

willingly confessed its obligations to him. It must be
owned also that he did not refuse to acknowledge an-

other principle different from the one with which he

started, when he found that the problem of the world

could not be solved without it. Little as he seemed to

value bis position in the city of political wisilom, he could Moral and

not help seeing how intellect was there every day assert- Metaphy-

ing its dominion over the elements of matter. A similar
s

! S
power he was obliged to own, a power different in kind .J_J^__
from the atoms of which the world is composed ; a mind,
an intelligence must have given them their first impulse
and order. Whether this were its last and only work,
or whether it ever after mingled with, and sustained,
and regulated the force which it had communicated to

these atoms, or which they gained from their union with

each other, on this point Anaxagoras expressed himself

indistinctly and inconsistently. It would be most unjust
to blame him for his confusion, far rather we ought to

hail it as an evidence of his honesty in recognising facts

whether he could adjust them to his theory or no. It is

quite another question whether we can acknowledge him
for a martyr, because he was imprisoned as an atheist,

and afterwards banished to Lampsacus. That the charge
was formally false we cheerfully admit. One who refers

the origin of the world to a mind cannot be an atheist.

Let it also be admitted that such a man may connect

much deeper thoughts with his speculation than we can

at all measure or conjecture. 15ut to all intents and

purposes, so far as the Athenians were concerned, the

accusation was true. The gods whom they worshipped
were gods related to themselves, superintending their

hearths and their city, their helpers, judges, lords. To
substitute for such beings a mere opiftjc mundi was to

introduce all the practical consequences of atheism, to

rob them of a precious truth, a truth which they felt to

be, and which was, the stability of the state and of the

life of each man in it. If we confound this crime with

that which was committed many years after against

Socrates, we must confound two men whose feelings

and objects were as nearly as possible the direct anti-

podes of each other. We may grant that the sublime

physical conceptions of Anaxagoras assis'.ed in forming
the mind and the eloquence of the greatest statesman of

Athens; but let it never be conceded that his persecu-
tion bore the slightest resemblance to that of her greatest
moral teacher.

The atmosphere of Athens had, as we have seen, an

unacknowledged influence upon the mind of Anaxa-

goras. From this influence Democritus was entirely Demomtia.

removed. Though he visited many lands merely as a

traveller and observer, he seems never even for a moment
to have shared in any of the feelings and practical inte-

rests of the period in which he lived. The desire of off-

spring and the love of country, said this Thracian, are

evil passions; they prevent us from feeling that our

home and nation is the world. From this flight of

cosmopolitism we may easily conclude that Democritus.

if he had energy to become a speculator at all. would

travel in the same road with Anaxagoras, and would

proceed further in it than he ever did. This was actu-

ally the case. The feeling of Anaxagoras, that decom-

position and composition are the only laws of the uni-

verse, pervaded his mind. The notion of a moving
power or intelligence, not being suggested to him by any
thing in his daily life, took no hold of it. But to supply
the void which the want of that thought left, he at-

tached a kind of vague and awful meaning to space.

In place of the affinities and cohesions of his master he

conceived that the atoms move in a vast void, and that

herein is the true essence or origin of things. Demo-
critus, the prince of materialists, had a kind of mysti-
cism of his own. He used the phrases of the Eleatics;
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Mral and he talked of an eternal truth and of the ideas of things.

Metaphy- But the eternal, invisible truth, which he perceived was
ical Phi- Space> his ideas were the infinite atoms which are and
losophy.

j]avg j)een f()r ever c jrcu ] at ;ng jn j t . \ve shall be com-

pelled to notice this theory again when we speak of

Epicurus and of the noble Roman poem in which it is

worked out. Properly speaking, the illustration and

history of it, as well as of that high form of dyna-
mical philosophy which was contained in the poems of

Empedocles of Agrigentum, belong to the student of

physics. It is interesting to us as one of the many
forms of opinion which were acting upon the Greek in-

tellect, not directly, but in combination with the prac-
tical speculations of the sophist.

Socrates.

Athens Thucydides does not once interrupt the stately march
durin,: the of his narrative to notice the theoretical disputes of the

Peloponne- period of which he wrote. Perhaps the modesty which
lar<

is so beautiful a characteristic of his mind withheld him
from touching upon a topic foreign to the habits and

feelings of a soldier. Perhaps he was secretly conscious

that his facts, his speeches, and his quiet reflections would

really throw more light upon it than many laboured

disquisitions. One circumstance must have struck all

his readers that if other historians record instances

of crime as great as any that appear in his pages, no
one exhibits to us so many self-conscious, self-justifying

criminals. Evidently this peculiarity is not to be

accounted for by the temper or talents of the histo-

rian ; Thucydides is not an ambitious, professional

analyst of motives like Tacitus; he would not have in-

troduced men explaining their evil acts and reducing
them to principles, if he could, by any other means, have

given a faithful picture of the time. Another peculiarity
of the Greek mind, at this crisis, may be seen in the

very surface of his history. Whatever might be the

alleged causes of the Peloponnesian war, whatever tribe

jealousies may have fomented it, the people of Greece
were divided from each other on a theory or a principle.

Aristocracy and democracy were, more than Sparta and

Athens, the watchwords of the combatants ; these ab-

stractions were, to young Athenians especially, in place
of the love of soil and country which had achieved such
wonders at Marathon and Plateea. Such tacts prove
that the mind of the nation was sophisticated.

Against this evil condition ot society few powerful influ-

ences seem to have been at work. By far the most effi-

Jruto- cient it would appear was the comic poet Aristophanes.
This remarkable man, uniting the genius and poetical

spirit which generally belong to an earlier and more
unconscious age with the distinct purpose and worldly
observation of a later one, had set himself steadfastly
to the work of making the new revolutionized Athens
look ridiculous in its own eyes. No statesman, war-

rior, poet, philosopher, who, as he thought, was lending
his hand towards the destruction of old notions and cus-

toms, or towards the cultivation of the fashionable tone of

thought and feeling, escaped his vigilance. Mob flatterers

and worshippers of all kinds, but most of all those who
flattered it with appeals to its too acute understanding,
he regarded as abominations to whom the lover of his

country should grant no quarter. That satire would be
the most powerful instrument for working upon the

feeling of Athenians; that wretches who had learned to

laugh down all grave admonitions would ill abide

laughter far keener than their own, were at least plau- Moral and

sible conclusions. We must not therefore hastily con- Metaphy-

clude that he was wanting in strong moral indignation
"

,

'"

against crimes which he would appear only to treat as . _,_ j-^_ /

ridiculous; still less that his affectionate feeling for the

past and his sound political doctrines were merely the

fruits of his discontent with particular men of his day,
and not rather the causes of it.

Yet neither reason nor evidence warrant us in be-

lieving that the success of Aristophanes was propor-
tioned to his zeal or to his genius. He may have abated

some of the nuisances which were infesting Athens. He
may have diminished the race of sycophants, have made
the vulgar kinds of mob- persuasion less effectual, have
even done something to abate the litigious spirit of his

fellow-citizens. But he can have helped very little to

root out that which he felt to be the real cancer of the

nation's being, that which fed upon the hearts not of the

worst but of the best and noblest and most promising
of the Athenian youth. No one could apply any sound

remedy to this evil who merely despised the age into

which he was born and mourned over one that was de-

parted, who merely saw the effects of the sophistical

poison, without understanding its nature and the consti-

tutions on which it was working. He only could hope
really to reform the young men of Athens who could

heartily and affectionately sympathize with them, who
did not merely express his contempt or indignation for

their favourite teachers, but who was ready to follow

them through all their windings and subtleties, who,
without for a moment forgetting the great purpose of

leading them back to realities, could yet grapple fear-

lessly with the most shadowy and impalpable abstrac-

tions. A man of this kind would have great and sore

difficulties to encounter, through which nothing but the

clear perception of his object could possibly lead him
unhurt. His inward conflicts, before he could befitted

for his task, must be severe ;
of his outward, the greatest

perhaps would be this, that his purpose would be infal-

libly misconstrued by those who were aiming, with very
different instruments indeed, to resist the same evils. It

would be perfectly inevitable that he would pass with

them for one, perhaps the subtlest and most mischievous,
of the sophistical class. Because he sought to make
men feel that there was no resting place in any of their

theories or opinions, he would be suspected of universal

scepticism -, because he led them to feel that even they
were not without a ground to stand upon, if they would
seek for it, he would be accused of undermining the

ground on which their forefathers stood ; because he
endeavoured to look through the clouds which had been
drawn up from the earth, into the serene heaven that lay
behind them, it would be fancied that he wished to make
these clouds his permanent habitation, that he invoked
their protection and did them homage.

Such a man was Socrates, and this was his fate. He
was hated by sophists, and ridiculed as the worst of them.
He treated the diseases of his country according to a

method exactly the opposite of that which Aristophanes

adopted, and therefore he was denounced by Aristophanes
as t'ne great promoter of them. We have now to con-

sider what his method was, how it affected his own age,
and what traces it has left of itself for subsequent gene-
rations.

Socrates was the son of a statuary and a midwife.
He was born in a little burgh of Attica. When he came
to Athens we know not with any exactness; probably

4 F2
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Moral and about the commencement of the Peloponnesian war,
*

I*?" when Pericles was still living- and Anaxagoras teaching.

losonhy"
That he frequented the school of the latter has often

. _ been asserted, and is at all events no improbable sur-

Education niise. Nor is it at all unlikely (hat he may have entered
of Socrates, with considerable ardour into the studies of his master,

and may have carried away from him many valuable

hints respecting mathematical and physical science.

But no one who considers his character as it is presented
to us in the writings of either of his disciples, or even
in the play of his great satirist, can doubt that even

from the first he must have looked upon these acquire-
ments as subsidiary to another and higher design. The
main effect of all physical speculations upon his mind

was, it would seem, to awaken the inquiry,
" What are

all these to me? Let atoms be connected by what
law of affinity they will, let them whirl at random through
space or be guided by a directing intelligence, still

this question remains, What am I ?" Wo have traced

the rise of such a thought in the mind of a Jewish sage
who was destined to be the deliverer and lawgiver of

his people, and to hear from a divine voice a direct an-

swer to his inquiry. What a reality and meaning does it

give to that history and that revelalion to find the same

feeling awakened under circumstances so different in a

person not partaking the blessings of a divine covenant,

though happily not removed beyond the reach of a di-

vine influence ! Not in a lonely desert, but in a crowded

city ; not to the member of a rude tribe, but to a man

dwelling among the most intellectual of all people at

the moment when their civilization had reached its

highest pitch ;
not to one led by exile and want of other

sympathy into meditations upon his human and domestic

relations, but to one who was estranged from them, as

well by the condition of society around him as by his

own peculiar position, did this wonderful thought pre-
sent itself. In the midst of the gossip of the Agora and
(tie bustle of the Piraeus, where every person bad to tell

of snme new speculation, or was preparing for some new

enterprise, amidst crowds who were rushing to the po-
pular assembly, or the judgment-house, or the theatre,
did this man begin earnestly and with his whole soul

to dwell upon the thought that he himself was some-

thing, and that to know what he was was more import-
ant to him than to know ought else that man could

teach him.

This question Socrates was led to ask himself, and let

it not be thought that it was one to which he gained no

reply. The deep and satisfying answer, indeed, was

wanting, but he learned a lesson which, whether the

language in which he expressed it were correct or not,

was in itself most tnie, and proved its truth in his life. He
found that he had a companion and teacher within him

reproving him when he had erred, warning him of evils

nbout to be done, approving, censuring, judging his

thoughts, and words, and deeds. Xenophon asks, with

plain, soldier-like honesty, whether his accusers could

really believe that he told a lie about this matter; and
hints that it would shake his faith in all reality to sup-

pose that a false impression on the mind of a man so

clear-sighted and free from superstition could produce the

effects which he himself had witnessed. We frankly own
that in this XlXth Century after Christ we are just as

unable to disbelieve in the Demon of Socrates as his

own disciple was. Any notion of a particular impres-
sion appertaining to him, of which all men may not be

partakers, we should of course reject; nor does there

His
Demon.

appear any clear proof that Socrates himself claimed any Moial and

such privilege. When he spoke of his Demon, he was et

?CJJ?"
asserting the fact of a conscience asserting it not as a

"osnphy
name or a notion, but as an actual reality, and asserting -_r- L-
it in language perhaps more honest and less contradictory
than those are wont to use who describe it merely as a

faculty belonging to the person on whose conduct it pro-
nounces so absolute a verdict.

That Socrates, however he may have sometimes ex- His cha-

pressed himself, did not really mean to describe this as ratter and

a special gift vouchsafed to himself, we gather from the
influence>

simple fact, that the whole labour of his life was to inte

rest others in that inquiry which had led him to his first

apprehension of it. What charms he used to draw a

circle about him whose thoughts he could lead in this or

any other direction might seem at first inexplicable.
Most of the sophists were men advanced in age and

reputation when he first appeared in Athens. They
promised to fit men for being politicians, orators, gene-
rals, and offered very plausible evidence to prove that

they could do what they professed. He promised no-

thing. He was come, he said, to exercise his mother's

profession on behalf of those who had thoughts of which

they wished to be delivered. You could not understand
what line he took ; whether he was a philologist like

Prodicus, or a professor of statesmanship like Prota-

goras; he seemed to be all things by turns, and nothing
definitively or constantly. Personal gracefulness and

beauty were great recommendations among the Athe-

nians; he had large projecting eyes like those of a bull,
a flattened and upturned nose, a protuberant stomach ;

he wore a tattered cloak, and was seldom seen with sandals.

Nevertheless, the youth of Athens began to flock about

him; even noble young men believed that he had something
to teach them, and that by some means or other he would
be able to impart to them the art of governing better than

the more regular doctors. It is impossible to say that

snme of the causes which we have mentioned as likely

to alienate his countrymen may not themselves have

contributed to this result. The Athenians liked a hu-

morist, and a humorist Socrates, by his outward neg-

ligences, as well as by the whole tone of his discourse,

showed himself to be. Moreover he had a most hearty

genial way of interesting himself in whatever interested

those with whom he was mixing; as little of solemn

quackery as was ever found in the composition of any
man. Add to this that he was a thorough, genuine
Greek ; Greek in all the habits of his mind, Greek in his

taste for society, Greek in wit and argument, Greek in

a brave unflinching love for his own land, Greek in

making freedom (to a much greater degree than is

usually observed or acknowledged) the passion and end
of his life. But all these circumstances together could
not have availed to counteract the many disadvantages
under which he laboured, if he had not possessed the real

magnet which must draw the hearts of young men alter

it, be they never so reluctant, a knowledge of the thing
which they are really wanting, and which they have
been toiling in vain to find.

Political power was, as we have seen, the one prize His Dia

which the sophists proposed to themselves and held out log'"*-

to their pupils as the reward ol all the trouble which

they bestowed upon abstract speculations. Now, though
there were different roads to this end, and though each
teacher believed himself, and induced his disciples to

believe, that his was the shortest, yet one method was
common to them all; all sought to acquire power by
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Moral ami mesns of words. The mastery over words was the

Metaphy- great art which the Athenian youth was to cultivate ;

sicul Phi-
hi s own feelings, and an observation of what was pass-

J!
"*l' )

j ng every day in his city, told him that there was a charm

and fascination in these which the physical force of an

Oriental tyrant might vainly try to compete with. It

seems to have been the first observation of Socrates

when he began earnestly to meditate on the condition

of his countrymen, that in this case, as in most others,

the tyrants were slaves, that those who wished to rule

the world by the help of words were themselves in the

most ignominious bondage to words. The wish to

break this spell seems to have taken strong possession
of his mind. But the wish would have been ineffectual,

and would only have interfered with the main feeling of

his life, if he had not been able to connect the study of

wouls with that deep question respecting his own being
of ivhich we spoke just now. As he reflected, he began
more and more clearly to perceive that words, besides

being the instruments by which we govern others, are

means by which we may become acquainted with our-

selves. In trying really to understand a word, to find

out what was the bonajide meaning which he himself

gave to it, he found that he gained more insight into

liis own ignorance, and at the same time that he ac-

quired more real knowledge than by a'll other studies

together. In this work he knew that he was really

hnnest, he was feeling for a ground, he was breaking

through a thousand trickeries and self-deceptions. If

then he was to deliver his countrymen from that mi-

serable shallow ness into which they had been betrayed

by the ambition of wisdom and depth, if he was to lead

them out of the multitude of systems about morality into

any firm feeling that there was a morality, above all, if

he were to rescue them from the worship of power,
this must be his means. He must not stop to canvass
the wisdom of this proposition or that. He must not
denounce with great moral indignation some that struck

him as very mischievous or outrageous. He must not

candidly and generously concede the truth and wisdom
of those which seemed to him plausible or reasonable.

But in every case he must lead his disciples to inquire
what they actually meant by the words of the proposi-
tions which they were using, and must consider no time
wasted which they honestly spent in this labour; no

perplexities or contradictions dangerous which started

out of their own minds in the course of it. No doubt
this would be a most irritating, vexatious course of pro-

ceeding. No doubt an opponent who had adopted a
certain proposition, and was provided with abundance
of arguments in defence of it, would be tortured beyond
measure by finding himself not fairly encountered upon
those arguments, but led back into a question which he
had assumed, forced to give an acr >unt of a word which
he fancied every one was agreed upon, and not per-
mitted after all to bring any of his own resources into

play. It was most perplexing for i disciple who had
come expecting that a certain doctrine would be either

established or refuted, and, perhaps, that the ingenious
arguments on both sides of the question might serve
his purpose in a popular assembly, to find that he got
no decision either way, and moreover that he himself
had been talking all his life in a language which he
did not understand, and using words as if they were

algebraic characters. But \et in some way or other the

sophist was taught that he was in the presence of one

stronger than himself. He might chafe and fre', and

complain that he had been treated with great unfair- Moral and

ness. But he could not say that his opponent had not Metaphy-

got the better of him in his own word fighting; he could
s

, \,
losophy.

not say that all the scepticism which he had brought v_r_ '-^_-
into play against the common thoughts and feelings of

his countrymen and of mankind had not been made to

tell with tenfold force upon himself; he could not help

owning and feeling that there was one in conflict with

him who had some other end than the mere exercise or

display of power, and yet who did possess a power be-

fore which his own quailed. On the other hand, the

disciple, amidst all his bewilderment, will have gone
away with a feeling that he (perhaps for the first

lime in his life) had actually learned something, and
with a conviction that if there be not something
better than the attainment of dominion over other men's

minds, there is at least a most important and indispen-
sable preliminary to it, unless we would have ourown the

sport of every deceiver.

The infinite humour and vivacity of Socrates must His irony.

of course have been of the greatest service in such dia-

logues as these. But oftentimes his opponents will

have fancied that he was merely indulging his humour
when he was in fact following out his principle. The

practice of confessing his uncertainty or his ignorance

upon any subject that was presented to him, which
formed in their eyes the chief element of his

"
irony,"

was not always or generally affected. We make no doubt
that he often entered upon a discussion without knowing
whither it would lead, actually, as he professed, hoping
to be a learner by the result of it. He was certain not

of a particular conclusion, but that his method was a

sound one, and that it would conduct each person who
followed it to clearness and truth. It is probable that

his discoveries respecting himself and his fellow-creatures

were the practical fruits of this method. For instance

it was by repeated experiments that he convinced

himself of the immense importance of the habit of recol- Recollec.

lection ; how the mind that wants it is at the mercy of tion.

all accidents ; how the mind that possesses it is conti-

nually realizing its own possessions, receiving them as

if they were then for the first time bestowed. Upon
this principle the greatest part of his moral discipline

depended. The necessity of removing the impediments
to recollection, of leading the mind away from mere sen-

sible images and impressions into an examination of its

own treasures, was the pmpose and ground of it. But
this principle was redeemed from any Brahminical ten-

dency by his constant use of words and sensible images
as the means whereby a man feels his way into the

principles and grounds of his being. It is in trying to

understand all common things, what the carpenter
does with his wood, the shoemaker with his leather, the

mason with his stones, it is by really getting to know
what we mean when we talk of all these things, that a

man learns to understand himvelf. It is not therefore

an escape from common life, from daily business, thai

the withdrawment or recollection of Socrates pointed at.

It is the habit of seeking out in every thing that which it

really is, and not merely its shapes, and appearances,
and accidents, which the man is to cultivate, and which

is ultimately to fit him for perceiving that which is

deepest and truest in himself. Now it is the faith at-

tained by repeated proofs and trials that man has that

in him which does desire to find out the truth of things;
and again that he has an inclination to be constantly

conversing with the mere images of things, and that
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just so far as the first of these tendencies is kept upper-

most, and subordinates the other to it, he is in his honest

sound position, and that just so far as the lower ten-

dency is uppermost, he becomes a mere shadow-pursuer
and shadow-fighter, which is the soul of Socrales's doc-

trine. It was not adopted as a scheme to supplant any
other scheme; he stumbled upon it as a fact which

he could no more gainsay than any one for which he had

the evidence of his senses, a fact which was, let it be ex-

plained as it would, and must be recognised in all our

dealings with ourselves or witli other men. Hence fol-

lowed the principle which undermined all the sophis-
tical conclusions, there is a right and there is a wrong.
You want to know who invented these distinctions.

You want to know what the worth of all the old max-

ims, laws, religions is which assume them. You say
that they must have been invented some time or other

by the strongest or the cunningest, and that what

the strong and the cunning invented once they can now

pull down. I answer you, man is something, and to be

that which he is, is right, and not to be that which he

is, is wrong. Most men are liying as if they were some-

thing else than they are ;
it is the business of the wise

man to know what he is, and by all means to seek to be

that and nothing else. That which is crooked thenD
cannot be made straight. To perceive, not to create,

to walk in a line, not to devise one, is our business.

From this statement it will be seen in what sense know-

ledge seemed to Socrates the basis of morality. Those
who suppose that he meant to exalt the human faculties

and to make them the grounds of virtue and of truth,

do not merely mistake, but invert his meaning. To

destroy the worship of power, and especially of intellec-

tual power, may be said lo have been the purpose of his

life. And in nothing did he show this more than in his

doctrine respecting the relation of knowledge to mo-

rality. As the outward eye sees certain objects, and is

good for nothing except as it sees them, so the inward

eye perceives certain objects and is good for nothing

except as it sees them. The objects are there. It is

the whole blessing of the man to behold them, as he be-

holds them he is like them, but they are not the variable

functions of his mind, but the eternal, unchangeable

principles and grounds of it. A notice of Socrates is

only an occasion for indicating this faith ; in speaking
of his great disciple, we must strive to expound it.

But it is necessary to show that his whole philosophy

proceeds upon the recognition of something which it

does not give, and consequently drives us to those ancient

laws, to that faith and reverence which Aristophanes
accused him of subverting. It is pleasant to compare
the actual effects of the methods adopted by the philo-

sopher and by the satirist in reference to this very point
The comedian, anxious to preserve respect for the

mythology and the notions of his fathers generally, did

nevertheless, because his mind never rose above the fami-

liar irreverent level of Greek Pagan feeling, take such

liberties with the gods of his country as must have tended

to lower them still further in the estimation of a scep-

tical age. The moral teacher, feeling the want of a

communication from heaven to meet the wants and de-

mands of which the mind by self-inquiry becomes con-

scious, listened with deep attention to all the ancient

traditions of Greece, and probably of other lands, pro-

fessed his disregard of all attempts to explain them into

mere natural theories ; never pretended that he had dis-

covered any truths which had superseded them or even

made practical attention to them on his own part need- Moral and
less ; never permitted himself to spend any of his over- Metajihy-

flowing humour (a humour not inferior to that of sical

Aristophanes himself) upon them; never condemned

any of them, except when he felt that they robbed ttie

objects of fellowship and worship of the awe and sym-
pathy which was their due, when the imitation of their

characters would have made his own dishonourable and
base. Even then it was not the faith of his country so

much as the Homeric representations of it which he

censured.

This view of the character of Socrates will seem un-

satisfactory to those who have been in the habit of im-

puting it to him, either as a merit or a crime, that he

set himself in opposition to the steadfast and deliberative

faith of his countrymen. It is a notion less prevalent Mono-
indeed in these days than it was formerly, but not yet theism,

obsolete, nor always we think supplanted (when it

has been abandoned) by a truer opinion, that Socrates

proclaimed the doctrine of monotheism, and died a

martyr for it. The supporters of this hypothesis find

infinite difficulties to overcome in the records of Plato

and Xenophon, and are obliged to acknowledge either

that the story has been perverted by cowardice, or that

their hero was guilty of unaccountable inconsistencies.

In the remarks which we have made respecting Anaxa-

goras, we have indicated our feeling upon this subject.
We do not think that a mere negative monotheist, a
mere denier of Pagan stories and traditions, would be

worihy of the esteem which Socrates by nearly every
part of his conduct extorts from us. The glory of un-

belief belongs to Democritus, to Protagoras, to Epi-
curus. Some notion of a divinity still hung about all

these ; if the not acknowledgment of many gods be the

same with the recognition of one, they are the great
witnesses for truth in Greece. But if to seek after God
with the continual desire of fresh light, yet with a deter-

mination to abandon none that he had, if the continual

asking for a Being of purity and truth, in whom his spirit

might rest, rather than the violent rejection of any of

the fragmentary notions of such a Being which might
be scattered among the forms of ancient Paganism, if

even a feeling that he had no right to dispense with the

aids of ancient worship, except so far as his conscience

told him that they must proceed from falsehood, because

they led to immorality, if these be the feelings which

would have endeared a man, placed as he was, to a

Jewish sage, then none of the praise bestowed upon
Socrates, though it may often have taken a wrong form,

has been misapplied or exaggerated. A Christian has

no occasion to fear that in doing honour to him, he is

dishonouring revelation or setting up some miserable

substitute lor it. Other philosophies may affect to be a

provision for all the wants of humanity, that of Socrates

is expressly a discovery of the want, and a cry to hea-

ven for Ihe satisfaction of it.

As it is the internal life of Socrates with which we His pu-
are chiefly concerned, we must not dwell on any of the nishment.

well-known circumstances of his outward history. Un-

doubtedly Athens has a right to plead in mitigation of

her guilt towards him the fact that his name was asso-

ciated with those of the two citizens who, by two oppo-
site linesof policy, had wroughther the greatest mischief

Alcibiades and Critias. It cannot be denied that this

circumstance may have unconsciously had weight with

men not habitually indifferent to justice, and that the

abundant evidence which proves to us that Socrates had
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clone his utmost to prevent the genius of the unhappy
victim of mob popularity from proving his own and his

country's ruin, and had incurred the bitter animosity of

the tyrant, may not have availed to remove the prejudice

in his own day. But after all fair allowance for this

bias, it is impossible not to believe that young men, who
knew that he had restrained them from corruptions

to which they surrendered themselves when his influ-

ence was withdrawn, were the great abettors ol the

charge that he corrupted the youth; that men who
dreaded and hated the notion of ati ever-present con-

science, were those who eageily voted him guiliy ot

introducing new demons ;
and that those who convicted

him of not honouring the gods whom the city honoured,

were inwardly conscious that they honoured no gods at

all. The crime showed how little that national liberty,

which the Athenians had just recovered, could avail with-

out the higher liberty of which Socrates had spoken ; it

excused, though it could not warrant, the despair to which

some of his disciples yielded respecting the condition of

their countrymen ;
it has proved to all subsequent

generations that every really honest and wise man, even

if he has not the highest and most offensive wisdom, must

in general choose between the indifference and the hatred

of those for whose sake he has lived.

The hints which we have thrown out may, we think,

enable our readers to reconcile the three documents

which we possess concerning the life of Socrates. If

we look first at the Aristophanic portrait, we shall find

that it is indeed a broad and extravagant caricature, but

still drawn by a consummate artist who, even in distorting
the expression of his original, shows that he had studied

it. We could not consistently bestow this praise upon
him if he had, as some of his commentators pretend,

represented Socrates as a natural philosopher. But the

name of the play of which he is the hero is really almost

the only excuse for such a notion. And who that

knows any thing of the genius of Aristophanes, or of the

delicacy of the Athenian taste, will suspect him of per-

petrating, or his audience of tolerating, the wretched
conceit that a man worships the clouds, because he is fond
of gazing at the stars? Far rather are the airy nymphs
whom the philosopher is said to have substituted for the

gods of his country, the patronesses of those attempts
to catch the thi.i, delicate, evanescent meanings and
shadows of the meanings of words which might so

plausibly be imputed to one who estimated philology

highly for its own sake, and found it so indispensable
a weapon in his warfare with the sophists. The basket

too in which the philosopher is found hanging between
heaven and eartfc, because he wishes to mingle his

thoughts with the congenial air, indicates no sort of

apprehension on the part of the poet that Socrates looked

upon himself as a mere particle of the general li.'e of
the world, and desired to be reunited with his native

element ; (thoughts which would have very well become

Anaxagoras ;) but on the contrary, points to that doctrine
of the withdrawment and disengagement of the spirit
from the appearances and phantasms of the world,
which we have spoken of as forming so capital an ar-

ticle in the moral creed of Socrates, and of which his

idea respecting the condition of the soul after death is

only the expansion and fulfilment. The maps and

geometrical instruments which the old Athenian found
in the phrontisterium partly prove that illustrations

from subjects with which the education of the Athe-
nian jouth made them familiar, were frequently in the

philosopher's mouth, and partly seem intended as a Mural ami

joke at the Socratic attempt to reduce morality to a sci- Metaphy-

ence. The dialogue respecting the cause of thunder
S

\^K
is evidently intended far more as a caricature of the phi- . _,_ _^_'/

losopher's method of discourse than as an exposition of

any of his particular opinions ; the chief object being
to leave an impression on the hearer's mind that So-

crates substituted some special demon of his own (which
the poet, to keep his metaphors consistent, and to strike

an oblique blow at the really physical speculators, calls

Aivoc) for Jupiter. It is necessary to make these

remarks in justification of Aristophanes, for if in these

parts of his play he has wished to represent Socrates as

a naturalist, the whole plot of it is absurd and inappro-
priate. Why should Strepsiades go to a natural philo-

sopher that he may learn how to cheat his creditors ?

or how should such a teacher give Pheidippides lessons

in heating his father? But the most remarkable fea-

ture in the whole play, the contest between the just and
the unjust principle, this is at once decisive as to the

meaning of Aristophanes, and shows us how conspicuous
a place the truth of a conflict within us between a power
of good and of evil, an uplooking and a downlooking
mind, must have held in all the discourses of Socrates.

It is this truth of which his ingenious satirist has laid

hold, and which, with the quick, intuitive discernment

which might be expected from an Athenian, and such
an Athenian, he has perceived to be the most charac-

teristic and important peculiarity of the system he was

ridiculing.
The one point in the life of Socrates of which Aristo- The So-

phanes shows himself to have been utterly ignorant is,
crates of

the object of it, and this is the one point upon which ,.7r""*v J
. . . . ... . rabilta.

Xenophon is anxious to give us information. This

worthy disciple is too much upon the stilts, he is too

anxious to show us Socrates in his dignity, and therefore

we miss the hearty humorist, who may be seen,

though disguised, in the comedian's picture. It was
natural that a soldier should be more struck with the

positive conclusions at which Socrates arrived upon
direct practical matters, than with his method of arriving
at them. It was equally natural that the professed

apologist should be eager to exhibit his master in the

way that would be most intelligible to plain persons, who
had been puzzled with reports of his strange argumen-
tations, and who had fancied that some great mischief
must lurk in them. But if we bear these facts in mind,
and look upon Xenophon as rather the expounder of
the Socratic discipline than of the man himself, or of
his principles, we shall probably be much more struck

with the agreements than with the differences between
him and the other biographers. Constant homage
to an invisible guide and teacher, the distinction

between the principle in man that looks upward and
that which gravitates to the earth, the recognition of all

restraints upon the animal nature as means for the en-

franc! isement of the true man, we shall find in every

page i f the Memorabilia as the actuating convictions of

the philosopher's life. Standing alone, Xenophon would
be unsatisfactory, nay, even misleading. His Socrates

would be almost as much a mere bundle of fine qualities
or true opinions, as his Cyrus. But he is most useful

in giving clearness and steadiness to the apprehensions
which we derive from other, and, on the whole, better

sources. We see clearly in him that Socrates did from

first to last keep a moral end before him. We see that

he was, to all intents and purposes, a practical man.
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^mm^m^> intelligible and more consistent with themselves, than

we should otherwise have thought them.

In the Socrates of PLATO we find both the Aristo-

phanic and the Xenophontic Socrates the mere humorist

and debater, and the mere moralist, uniting to form the

real man. It has often been said that the brilliant ima-

gination of this philosopher created a hero between
whom and the actual Socrates there were, perhaps, very
few points of resemblance. Certainly it would be a

hopeless task to vindicate Plato from the charge of a

brilliant, and more than a brilliant, imagination. But
two meanings may be given to this word. If it signifies
a contempt of reason and probability, the gift, we appre-
hend, must belong in a much lower degree to I'hito

than to those who conceive it possible for a person

living in the very city wherein Socrates hud been for

years walking and talking, to have palmed upon his

countrymen a false or fantastic image of him. If,

on the contrary, by imagination we understand the

power of giving to that which would be otherwise a

mere shadow, substance and life, it must surely be a
most serviceable ally to him who would collect and har-

monize the remembrances of an actual character no less

than to him who would call into being one that never

existed. Strong affection may supersede the necessity
of sucl) a faculty in a mere biographer, or rather, per-

haps, may awaken it. But one who has not only to

describe the thoughts, words, and acts of a friend, but

to show how they bore upon the state of his country,
and how they will bear upon men's speculations and
lives for ages to come, has need that no ordinary mea-
sure of this faculty should be imparted to him. Now
this is the work of Plato. It was Socrates, as the guide
into a particular line and course of thought, that he pro-

posed to exhibit. But in order to do this, it was ab-

solutely necessary that he should be brought livingly
before us, that we should see not his opinions, but him-

self; that we should be able to trace the workings of his

mind, to see how he acted upon others and they upon
him. By any other means Plato would have been un-
able to give us the true Socrates, and without presenting
us the true Socrates, he could never have brought out

wilh any clearness and distinctness the different sides of
his own philosophy.

Influence of Socrates upon the subsequent Developemeuts
of Greek Philosophy.

Practical But there are prejudices upon this subject which will not
C

fth
aCter **e overcome, even if we should succeed in persuading

Socratic
our reatlers 'hat 'he Platonic dialogues contain a faithful

philosophy. Future of Socrates himself. The question will still be
asked, Is the Platonic system the work of the master or
the disciple ? And it will not be answered by the ob-
vious remark, that the seed of a doctrine may be sown
by one thinker, and may only fructify in the speculations
of another. For it is the old notion that Socrates

brought philosophy from the clouds to dwell with men,
and it is the equally common notion that Plato carried

philosophy into a more fantastic region than it had ever

sought for itself before. The one is regarded as charac-

teristically i he teacher of practical wisdom, the other
as characteristically the idealist. What relations can

have existed between men so opposed in tl.eir objects, Moral :.ni!

and in the habits of their minds? Meiaphy-

Some writers, we have seen already, have found it
S

]

possible to escape from this difficulty by denying that . _jl *__',
the traditional phrase respecting Socrates has any pro-

priety. Instead of bringing philosophy from the clouds,

they agree with Aristophanes that he made them its

ordinary habitation ; his grand object was to mystify his

hearers; to the old disputes respecting the origin of

things, the dignity of number, the perception of unity,
he added a host of new puzzles of purely native inven-

tion. Such a person, therefore, might well he the parent
of the idea] philosophy; it was but a consistent form of

tolly created out of the primeval nonsense to which So-

crates had contributed the most important, that is to

say, the most absurd, elements. From all the advan-

tages of this explanation, however, and from the popu-

larity which always attends the impugners of an esta-

blished reputation, we have effectually excluded ourselves

by our previous remarks. We have admitted the truth

of the notion which for so many ages has been current;
we have endea\ cured to show that Socrates did bring
his philosophy to bear upon the actual condition of so-

ciety, and that it had a substantiality to which none
that preceded could make any pretensions. If the liveliest

interest in the commonest, the most mundane transac-

tions of his fellow-creatures, if intercourse the most
familiar with all classes, high and low, if courage dis-

played, not in word fighting, but in actual battles with
swords and spears, if the pursuit of a direct practical

end, entitle a man to be considered something better

than a dreamer, Socrates abundantly vindicated himself
from that disgrace.

But were his inquiries then less deep or less myste- Mysterious
rious than those which had occupied the schools of Asia character

or of Italy ? We believe not. We believe that they
f the

.

i j .-I ijf/ oocratic
were more human and practical, and therefore more

philosophy.
deep and mysterious. Hitherto the questions which
had engaged the students of Greece had related to the

powers of man. Thales and his successors had ques-
tioned nature to tell him what they were; Pythagoras
had studied their workings and combinations in human

society. Parmenides had discovered that they have a
wonderful region of their own, apart from nature, apart
from fellowship. Then came the Sophists amalgamating
all these doctrines; adding nothing to the knowledge
of man's powers, or of the conditions under which they
exist, but converting them into objects of worship, and into

instruments for destroying all the faith and order of the

world. This is evidently a crisis in our history. Phi-

losophy was setting itself up against all that is dearest

and most sacred to man ; this any ordinary observer
could discover. Socrates was permitted to see that it

was also compassing its own destruction, that the ido-

laters of man's spiritual powers were making the exer-

cise of those powers impossible. Philosophy, or inquiry,

presumes that something is; the Sophists of that age,
us of every sub-equent age, taught that the thoughts
and powers of men originated that which they took an
account of. Laws, virtue, gods were all their offspring.

Then, said Socrates, philosophy is a lie, the powers of
man are a lie, and you who are worshipping these powers
are worshipping a lie. For in the very constitution of
these powers that is assumed to exist, which you affirm

them to have created ; we are only thinking beings in so
far forth as we acknowledge objects of thought which
preceded and are distinct from the thought itself. We
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repeat these assertions, because il depends entirely upon
our understanding them whether we understand So-

crates, whether we see the connection between him and

his great disciple, nay, whether we are able to take one

firm step in manly investigation ourselves. Socrates

then was the person who was destined to perform the

task which we prophesied must at some time or other

be performed, of connecting metaphysical with moral in-

quiries; of proving that a man, in order to understand

his powers, must understand his position, in order to

exercise his thoughts rightly upon mature or upon the

relations of society, or upon his own spiritual properties,

must arrive by some means at the knowledge of what he

is. This is that firm practical ground upon which So-

crates placed philosophy, abundantly justifying the

opinion of mankind that he had given it a honester,

less airy character than belonged to it heretofore this

is that deep invisible ground upon which hs placed phi-

losophy, abundantly justifying the indignation of those

wits who complained that he forced men to more painful
exercises of thought, and involved them in profounder

mysteries than all his predecessors. A few words re-

specting the schools which owfd their origin to the dis-

ciples of Socrates will illustrate these remarks; will

show how great a revolution he had accomplished; will

explain how far it is possible to separate the practical

from the mysterious in philosophy, and will enable us to

establish the assertion that Plato was guilty of no fraud,

but evinced his singular honesty, his insight into prin-

ciples, his skill in the choice of means, and his admirable

modest}', by making Socrates the expounder of truths

which, in their fulness at least, he himself had been

the first to unfold.

The immediate outgrowths of the Socratic philosophy
and discipline were three schools, ordinarily distinguished
as the Cyrenaic, Cynic, and Megaric. These may be
said to be the parents of the most conspicuous theories

uith which later Greece was occupied. The Cyrenaic
doctrine, having mingled with a tributary stream flowing
from the physics of Democritus, terminated in Epi-
curism. The Cynic combined with the Megarian to

constitute Stoicism. The Megarian moreover contri-

buted one element to the important speculations which
had their home at a much later period at Alexandria.

It is interesting, therefore, to trace the leading thoughts
of each, and to show how they originated with Socrates.

Aristippus of Gyrene seems to have been a man of a

singularly easy, happy temperament. Never having
been troubled with any internal conflicts, and having

probably a healthy frame and a good digestion, he found

little in the world to annoy him. Pleasures excited him
not, pains passed lightly over him. Few men, one
would have thought, would have had less sympathy with

Socrates, who was a hard fighter all his life long with

himself and with the world. Nevertheless this earnest

thinker had charms even for Aristippus Socrates said

that we are not to yield to circumstances, but are the

masters of them ; and the light spirit which no circum-

stance affected or oppressed found an interpretation for

the maxim in his own experience. The perturbations
and restlessness of the thoughtless, unrecollected man
were frequent topics for the pity and warnings of So-

crates; could there be a more natural inference than
that freedom from annoyance, a dismissal of all careful

and turbulent anxieties, is the great end of philosophy ?

In addition to these, the well-known common-places of
his master's discourse, Aristippus could no doubt quote

authentic fragments of his conversations, in which he Moral and

had seemed to assume pleasure as the end of life, and to
Met

_

aphy-

adjust his other maxims to this conclusion. He could
s

j^ j,

'"

tell, we may be sure, of cases in which Socrates, address- *_*- -i_'

ing himself to his own lazy, voluptuous habits of mind,
and reprehending them, had yet seemed to make it his

object to prove, not that they were leading to a wrong
end, but that they were ill-chosen means for accomplish-

ing that end. Aristippns, therefore, easily persuaded
himself that he had a good title to call himself a Socratic,

nay, that he was the best and most complete interpreter
of the Socratic views, when he announced the great dis-

covery, that pleasure and pain are the ultimate principles
of human life; that the pursuit of the one and the

avoidance of the other is and must be the business of

every man. Whatever honour belongs to the first formal

promulgator of a doctrine which has occupied so pro-
minent a place in the philosophy of all ages as this,

must in all justice be given to Aristippus. That in

which he is distinguished from later and less practical
reasoners of the same class is in the distinct and honest

assertion, that the momentary, concrete gratification,
and not the complex notion of happiness, is and must
be the object of men's desires and labours. It was

easy for Aristippus to adjust some other portions of the

Socratic creed to this doctrine. If the choice of what is

agreeable, and the rejection of what is disagreeable, be
the great virtue of the human soul, how conveniently

might the Umguage of Socrates respecting the connec-

tion of virtue with reason and knowledge be pressed
into the service of the new sect. Of course it is the

intellectual faculty which prefers and discards, and why
should not these acts of judgment be the same with
those acts of reason, that perception of what is and
what is not, to which the master had so constantly re-

ferred ? And as for the apparent self-restraint and

bodily privations of Socrates, these were in no real con-
tradiction to the Cyrenaic theory, which admits, of course,
all varieties of taste, and may well permit one man to

seek mental pleasure at the expense of corporeal, an-
other corporeal by the loss of mental. This school un-
derwent several changes. In the hands of Tiieodorus

pleasure and pain ceased to be real outward objects, and

self-seeking and self-glorification became the defined,

acknowledged ends of the wise man. In Hegesias the

hope of attaining pleasure is exchanged for a mere in-

vention of contrivances to avoid pain. Anniceris seems
to have taken off the rough edges of the doctrine, and to

have prepared the way for its merging in the more

general notions about happiness which were matured

by Epicurus.
The Cynic school as it presents itself in the persons The Cynic

of Antisthenes. its founder, and Diogenes, its only very
school.

notorious disciple is the formal opposite of the Cy-
renaic. Yet they added one to the numerous illustra-

genet.
tions of the old maxim, which Mr. Coleridge has ob-

served to be of all maxims the most pregnant for the

philosopher and the philosophical historian,
" Extremes

meet." Both in fact started from the same Socratic

maxim
; both may probably have alleged the same dis-

courses in vindication of their system. The wise man
should not submit to circumstances, but rule them, said

Aristippus; his whole business is to arrange his circum-

stances that they may produte the maximum of plea-

sure, and the minimum of pain. A man is to be

superior to his circumstances, said Antisthenes, and
therefore he is by all means to overcome his sensibility

4 F
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to pleasure or pain, and endeavour to live solely within

himself, cultivating that nobler part of him which is not

affected by outward impulses and impressions. If the

first could allege passages from the discourses of So-

crates in support of his theory, the latter could more

confidently appeal to the whole course of his life, to his

habitual endeavours after a victory over mere sensations.

The Cynics were in fact more disciplinarians than doc-

trinists. They had a hard dogmatism of their own, but

they were much more ambitious to show their own
indifference to passing accidents, than to discover

principles and reasons for such an indifference. Of the

two professors of the school Antisthenes seems to have
been the honester, Diogenes the more original. The
first was hard and narrow, but apparently sincere; the

second was an ostentatious coxcomb, from whose proud
and insolent spirit were emitted now and then sparks of

what might have been genius, if it had been accompa-
nied with simplicity of character and a true purpose.

Euclides of Megara was unquestionably a more saga-
cious and subtle man than any of those we have named.
He was attracted to Socrates by no hope, either of ob-

taining a theory respecting life, or of discovering a

scheme of self-cidture, but by his unrivalled skill in dis-

putation. Had Euclides lived thirty years earlier, he

would have been an Eleatic or else a Sophist. But
in nothing is the effect of the Socratic teaching,
and the change it had wrought upon the minds of

his countrymen, more remarkable than in the moral
tone which it imparted to the thoughts of those who
would otherwise have been metaphysicians merely. To
argue was the taste and the vocation of the Megarian
school, but their arguments were all irresistibly drawn
to the question,

" What is the good?" In pursuing
this inquiry, they were naturally led to those pregnant

positions of Socrates respecting evil, as a departure from,
and rebellion against what is, which constituted, as we
have seen, the ultimate, and, in one way, the most cha-

racteristic part of his philosophy. This principle, in

fact, disjoined from all the living processes by which
Socrates had arrived at it, and by which he sought to

make other men conscious of it, and exhibited in

naked opposition to all other ideas of virtue or goodness,
constituted the Megarian doctrine. All their labours

were employed in disproving the obvious and appa-
rently irresistible opinion, that those things whereof
the senses give us information, are the most real and
certain. We have heard how Zeno defended the doc-
trine of his friend and master Parmenidcs by showing
the utter instability of all sensible presumptions and
conclusions. The Megarian school adopted the same
method. The difference lay in the characters of the

respective periods; the purpose of Zeno was to sup-

port the metaphysical idea of oneness, of the Mega-
rian, to support the moral idea of absolute, unchange-
able Being.
The history of this school is melancholy and instruc-

tive. Euclides, though the bias of his mind was to

disputation, felt the grandeur of the moral truth which
he liad learned from Socrates. In Eubulides positive
faith was superseded by delight in his own subtlely,
and in the confutation of antagonist arguments. The
mere forms of the understanding, apart from all vital

principles or results, seem to have been the objects of

admiration and reverence to Diotlorus Cronos. Lastly,

Stilpo seems to have lost the characteristic idea of the

Megarian school altogether, while he carried its charac-

,

teristic infirmitv to its greatest height. Not to establish Moral ami

the existence of objective truth, but to show how an in- Metaphy-
tellect may be formed which shall be most impassive to

influences from without, and least disturbed by affections

from within, was his problem. One of his pupils was
Zeno of Cittium, the author of Stoicism.

Plato.

Plato conversed with both Aristippus and Antisthenes. Relation

With Euclides he enjoyed a closer intimacy than with between

either of them ; for to Megara he and other disciples
fled after the death of Socrates, when it seemed less safe

to dwell in Athens. It would be rash to say that the

direction of his own thoughts was determined by his ob-

servation of these three men, for it is a notion apparently
well supported by internal evidence that his Phtedrus
and his Laches were written in the lifetime of his master.

Yet it seems impossible to doubt that he had very early
noticed the tendency in his different fellow-disciples to

adopt certain sentences which fell from their teacher's

lips, and from these to form systems and schools, and
that he had considered very deeply whether there

were no course by which he might escape from the

like temptation. If Socrates had compounded his

creed out of the different systems then prevalent in

Greece, it could surprise no one that the elements
thus artificially put together should reassert their in-

dependence, and in some new shape, perhaps, be
Claimed as the property of the minds to which they were

severally most adapted. But every thing that he had
seen of his muster made this supposition impossible. The

very secret of the power which Socrates exercised over

men of tempers and intellects so dissimilar arose from his

having been emphatically original. Whether he had
studied the doctrines of other schools or no, it is evident

that every thought which he uttered came fresh and

living from himself, or, rather, was the united fruit of his

own reflections and of those of the persons with whom
he conversed. It was evident that he had been able to

minister to other minds, because he knew so well what
was passing in his own, and had sought out every prin-

ciple as the solution of an actual difficulty. But it is

fair to suppose that every philosopher is in some sort

an inquirer into the working of his own mind, nay that

his philosophy, so far as it is sincere, is an exhibition of

his own mind. How then was Socrates, who was so

remarkably himself, preserved from that narrowness
and exclusiveness, into which Aristippus and Antis-

thenes, both sincere men in their way, had obviously
fallen? Plato could only answer the question by sup-

posing that it was the healthy habit of always con-

necting h's own thoughts with outward circumstances,
and with the puzzles of the age in which he was living,
which prevented the Socratic doctiiues in their owner's

hands from ever stagnating into a mere theory. The
obvious resource for making his philosophy complete and

general, and suited to all times, was to strip it of those

accidental features which had adapted it so happily to a

particular crisis. Plato was convinced, by reflection

and experience, that precisely the opposite course was
the safe one. The poetry of Homer could be read aiu

enjoyed in the age of Pericles, not because it stood

aloof from all temporary and local accidents, but be-

cause it was enveloped in them. It was exactly when
men were presented to them as they were in an entirely
different state of mantieis, that they were able to realize
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_-./-^s sufficient for our purpose that they did not weigh with

Plato. No one knew so well as he no one felt so

strongly the essential difference between poetry and

philosophy ; he even was betrayed into exaggerations in

his attempt practically to assert it. But he was con-

vinced that it did not consist in this, that the poet ob-

tains immortality lor thoughts which he utters by adapt-

ing himself to the feelings and the temper of the age in

which he lives, and the philosopher by divesting him-

self of them all. He thought he could see that the

abandonment- of all living and practical sympathies,
the attempt to divorce himself from human interests,

gives to the philosopher that narrow and hounded cha-

racter, from which he hopes by these means to deliver

himself. If, then, Grecian wisdom was not to retro-

grade from the point to which Socrates had brought it,

or if it was ever to become useful in other countries and

periods, Plato concluded that it must not resolve itself

into speculations or declamations about this or that

scheme of life, this or that principle of action or pursuit,
but must be content to exhibit itself in the conversations

of actual living men, not of some imaginary day, but of

that day, talking about the actual matters of which they
did talk when they met in the streets or at their feasts ;

not taking the least pains to forget the men among
whom they were living, or the transactions that were

occupying them, or to adopt any more universal mode
of thought and speech than that which was common

among them.

Why he The DIALOGUE of Plato is not then, as some have
selected ilie

represented it, an artistical invention, in which the phi-

losopher sacrificed his severe judgment to his ima-

gination, or to a desire of reputation for dramatic

skill with his contemporaries, or with posterity, or to

the ambition of presenting his truths in an agreeable
form. It is most evident that he regarded it as a ne-

cessary mean for the elucidation of the truths with

which he believed himself to be possessed; and that he
i not at all more anxious to impress any one principle

upon his readers than this, that in the Dialogue, rightly

used, we have the rii'ht induction to all principles. It

is strange, indeed, that Plato should be accused of

sacrificing the interest of his disciples to a selfish desire

of fame, by that method which lie has adopted speci-

fically for the purpose of leading them onwards step by
step in self-inquiry; or that he should be supposed to

have used this as a means of conciliating their favour,

when, in fact, it has caused more conscious vexation

and irritation to every superficial student of subsequent

days, as it did to every superficial talker of that day,
than any which his genius could have devised. A mere
artist endeavours to carry us at once into noble contem-

plations, which make us conscious of our own greatness
and dignity. It is Plato's continual desire that we
should feel our own way into these contemplations, that

we should understand that if we would really have them
become parts of ourselves, we must ascend into them

through very rugged and thorny paths, that we should
lie aware how many frivolous difficulties we shall be

suggesting to ourselves and must clear away if we
would really see any thing as it is. His Dialogues are

literally an education, explaining to us how we are to

deal with our own minds, how far we are to humour
them, how we are to resist them, how they are to enter-

tain the glimpses of light which sometimes fall upon
them, how they are to make their way through the com-

plications and darkness in which they so often feel

themselves lost. Nowhere but in the sacred oracles

do we find an author so cognizant of our own per-

plexities, so little anxious to hide them from us
; nay, so

anxious to awaken us to the consciousness of them, in

order that we. may be delivered from them. Herein
lies the art of Plato. Most consummate art it is we
admit ; s.iperior in the depth of insight which must have
led to it, and in the influence which it exerts to that

which is displayed in almost any human composition.
Still it is not art, in the sense commonly given to that

word ;
it has no independent purpose of pleasing. It

does not work underground, leaving the ordinary man
to feel its effects simply, and the thoughtful man to

judge of its character by its effects. On the contrary, it

most anxiously draws your attention to its own methods
and contrivances : that you should enter into them and
understand all the springs and valves that are at work,
is as much the writer's ambition, as that you should

accept any one of the final results. Indeed, he does not

acknowledge the results as yours, till in the region of

your own inner being you have gone through the pro-
cesses which lead to it.

This is so primary and characteristic a principle with

Plato, that we must be permitted to fix our readers'

attention upon it, as that through the understanding of

which they must attain to all his other principles. Plato

above all men must be studied in Plato. A hearty and

sympathizing acquaintance with one Dialogue will do
more to initiate a student into what is blunderingly
called his system, than the reports of all philosophical
critics and historians. There you find no digests of

doctrine, no collections of ready manufactured notions, to

be adopted and carried away. Every one is alive and at

work. The actors too are not, as in our best Dia-

logues, in those of Berkeley for instance, personages
with significant names ; they are real Phaedruses,

Gorgiases, and Protagorases, discoursing in a place
which is actually ascertained to us by an accurate and
vivid description, about some passing question in the

folds ofwhich are found to be contained all the deepest
and highest principles of our being. These are drawn
forth not violently by any predetermination that such
and such facts shall give forth such and such a moral,
but by the ordinary accidents of conversation, amidst

explanations and contradictions, the confusion of dis-

ciples, the anger of doctors, clumsy attempts at recon-

ciliation by good-natured by-standers. The dialogue is

often a Sin's. Like Berkeley's admirable treatise, it may
be bound here on earth to no worthier a stake than the

properties and virtues of tar-water. Oftentimes the

starting point may be one far less worthy than this, the

lying speech of some sophist in support of some mis-

chievous and vulgar paradox. Yet the chain is un-

wound with a skill of which our modest countryman
would have cheerfully confessed that his was but n

feeble copy, till its highest link is felt to be about the

throne of Him whose name it was the privilege of

Berkeley to utter, the honesty of Plato to declare un-

utterable.

Thus far we have described Plato as reasserting the

entire principle of Socrates against those who had dis-

membered it. But a notion has gone forth, and has

received support from a highly able and eloquent French
commentator of our day, that Plato was an Eclectic; in
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other words, that his object on every occasion was to

set in opposition two imperfect principles, and, either by

merely showing their inadequacy, to suggest the hint, or,

by clear exposition, to develope the form of a third idea

which should include them both. This is the most

plausible shape which the theory has taken. Another

and common way in which it is stated is, that Plato

framed to himself the notion of a philosophy which,

taking its start from the doctrine of Socrates, should

adopt into itself all the other Greek philosophies,
whether metaphysical or moral, and that accordingly we
do find in him not only an attempt to harmonize the

doctrines of the schools, which took their name from

Socrates, but also of those which preceded him. In

both these statements there is, as it seems to us, much
truth: yet truth put into a form which is exceedingly

likely to mislead a reader, utterly to pervert his notions

respecting the real object of Plato, and to deprive him

of the benefit which a meditation on these remarkable

works might procure him. We suspect that, in consi-

dering these theories, we may both arrive at a clearer

apprehension of Plato's meaning, and gain some light
which will profit us in all our future inquiries.

One main object of Plato in using the dialogue as

his mode of communicating truth, was, that he, might
discover the meaning that was latent in words which

had been disguised by conventional usage, and might
lead the inquirer to recognise this meaning as that

which had been implied in them from their very origin,
and had been really floating about in the minds of those

who had given them quite a different signification.

Hereby he was carrying out the method which Socrates,

as we have seen, had been throughout his life maturing,
and to which we have traced the success of all his expe-
riments in moral science. For this practice was

grounded upon a faith which it ripened day by day into

certainty, that there is in every man that which appre-
hends Mid recognises truth ; that the truth is continually
near him ; and again, that his view of it is continually

interrupted and distorted by the phantoms which are

presented to his senses, In drawing forth this truth

out of the mind of the student and teaching him to

realize it as his own, consisted, as Plato believed, the

great duty of the Socratic teacher ; to this all his

labours were to be bent ; so far as he did this work

faithfully, he might hope to be rewarded with greater
illumination. Never, however, was it to be forgotten
that the discipline was a moral as well as an intellectual

one, nay, that it was primarily and essentially moral ;

that he must resist the attractions and bribery of sense

in order to escape her impositions. Now the process
we have described leads to a result which often looks

very like the result of Eclecticism. An opinion seems
to be rejected as false, an opinion that is set in oppo-
sition to it is shown also to be unsatisfactory, and then

at last a truth is seen, or suspected to be hidden some-

where, which both alike had been aiming ineffectually to

reach. The reader of Plato's Dialogues will be encoun-

tered again and again with instances of this sort. But
let him beware of hurrying to the conclusion, that the

reconcilement of these opinions, or the construction of

another opinion which shall be more comprehensive
than both, was the aim of the teacher. If he will quietly

accompany him along the road, he will find that in such

conversations as these, distinction is much more his

object than accommodation. To distinguish between
those images which the mind shapes for itself out of

the objects of sense when it is sense-ridden and sense- Moral ai:d

possessed, and that sound meaning and reality which it

is capable of perceiving when it has sought to purge os
itself of its natural and habitual delusions, to teach

it the art of rejecting as well as chopsing, and to put
it in the posture for either one act or the other ; this is

the intention of Plato. It may be that he has done
more to introduce harmony and unity into moral specu-
lations than any philosopher who has ever lived; we

fully believe that he has. But he begins with culti-

vating in us the habit of moral distinction. He begins
with leading us to feel that truth and falsehood are

radical ultimate contradictions which cannot be ac-

counted for or resolved into any others. To see that

which is, as it verily is, this is the highest privilege of

the best and wisest men ; to see things as they are not,

confused, sensualized, corrupted, this is the misery and

curse of the thoughtless, slavish victim of inclination.

To open that inward eye by which the reality of things
is discerned in other men, is the vocation and privilege
of him who has himself served an apprenticeship to

truth, and feels that he is her servant. Such, we con- Purely

ceive, is the object of one large class of the Platonic Socratic

Dialogues, which are the induction or vestibule to the Dialogue!

rest. In these Plato is distinctly and emphatically So-

cratic. They must, indeed, differ in a most important

respect from the actual conversations of Socrates, in that

the end must always have been much more present to

the mind of the writer, than it could have been to that

of the speaker. Socrates argued with a sophist, and in

the course of his argument traced out aline of thought
which led his hearers to that ground of reality which
his opponent was keeping out of sight, and presuming
not to exist. Plato makes the refutation of sophists,
and every turn and winding of the discourse, a mean of

arriving at the principle which is always before him
as the object of human inquiries. In Socrates the

strongest feeling seems to have been,
"

I am certain

there is something which is not appearance or phantasy,
which man did not shape out for himself, but which
will remain when all phantasies have disappeared, which

is, and which I must recognise if I v.ould be any thing
but a phantom or shadow myself.'' This was the con-

clusion of a practical working mind. By earnest medi-

tation upon this conclusion, Plato comes to feel that if

there be an unseen reality in all things, a truth, a sub-

stance in things, of which the eye sees only the shape
and the colour, there must be a truth and substance

which has none of those sensible adjuncts, which is in

itself, and the beholding of which is the function and

highest attainment of the purified spirit. Now the out-

ward shell of this opinion so closely re*embles the

doctrine of Euclides that we cannot wonder that some
critics, in their desire to reduce the philosophy of Plato

into fragments, should have pronounced several of the

earlier Dialogues to be not in fact his, but the production
of the Megarian school. All in which they Ibund this

substance, this TO ov, put forward as the end of human

investigations, they naturally connected with a system
which had the assertion that good and being are identi-

cal for its prominent characteristic. Those who agree
with us in the view we have taken will at once see the

plausibility of the critic's notion, and its utter untenable-

ness. In no part of Plato's works is the distinction These f>ia.

between him and the Megarians so conspicuous as in 'oges uo

this where he is asserting their own principle. For by
adhering closely to the method of Socrates, by making
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his Dialogues not the declaration of a truth, but a

mental exercise to arrive at it, he has not only divested

the doctrine of all its dryness and prickliness, but

he has shown how it is connected with those other

more obvious notions to which the Megarian set it

in rude opposition. Pleasure is not the good, they
said ; self-denial is not the good ; being is the good.

Yes, said Plato, but there is a being in pleasure, there

is a reality in it as well as a falsehood in it. Whatever

man has found an expression for in language, whatever

man has pursued as an object in life, there is in that a

truth, a substance, which may be distinguished from the

lyins; phantom which surrounds and counterfeits it.

And so far as a man does this, so far does he put him-

self into the right condition of mind for arriving ulti-

mately at the perception of that truth, that being which

is encompassed with no accidents, but which actually

is. But then, in order to attain or to cultivate this

state of mind, there must be a discipline, a curbing, and

contradiction of the lower nature, and therefore this too

is a good.
Without, then, any purpose of combining opinions,

nay, while resolutely maintaining boundaries, and using
a most subtle test for the discrimination of the true

from the apparent, Plato had actually reduced the three

doctrines which assumed the name of Socratic into a

certain relation and harmony. It now became him to

consider how far this same doctrine arid method might
be applied to the earlier philosophers of Greece ; how
far his master had been anticipated by Xenophanes,
Heraclitus, Parmenides, or Pythagoras ; how far he had

thrown back a light upon them which might make their

speculations more intelligible and consistent with each

other. Here commences, in our judgment, the second

class of the Platonic Dialogues, that in which the link

between Moral and Metaphysical Philosophy, between

the doctrine of being which Socrates had asserted, and
the question respecting unity, which had been the great

occupation of the Greek mind, is illustrated and deve-

loped.
Our readers will not have forgotten that the leader

of the Eleatic school, Xenophanes, was in one re-

spect distinguished from his successors. His lan-

guage at first sight seems remarkably to accord with

that of Socrates. That which he supposed to be the

true object of man's contemplation was God, or " The

Being." Yet, while doing justice to the course of

thought by which he arrived at this conclusion, we were

obliged to admit that he was essentially a destructive

thinker; that he reduced his Being to a mere negation
of human qualities and attributes ; and that Parmenides
found a much happier expression for the results of his

inquiries when he said that they simply led to the affir-

mation of oneness. How then did the doctrine of

Socrates differ from that of Xenophanes ? It was sepa-
rated from it by a whole heaven. The Being of Xeno-

phanes was altogether exclusive, the Being of Socrates

was altogether inclusive. If the language of men con-

tained such words as
"
just,"

"
merciful,"

"
good," if it

attributed these names to certain acts, then, whether these

words or no had been understood, whether they had
been rightly applied or no, there was a reality corre-

sponding to them, there was a "justice," a "
mercy," a

"
goodness," and all these centred and united them-

selves in The Being. No sophist could embarrass him
with the question,

"
Seeing mau also uses the words

unjubt, unmerciful, bad, why should not the--e also have

] sophy.

doctrine.

their appropriate archetypes ? and why may not these, as

much as the others, dwell in that permanent and all con-

taining substance?" For it was assumed in the very

hypothesis that all these are departures from that which

is, that they are intrinsically falsehoods. Now it was

by reflection upon this difference, so delicate yet so

vital, so strikingly marking the man who was fighting

against all popular opinions and faith from the man
who was finding out substance and liie in all, that Plato

seems to have gained his first insight into that doctrine

of Ideas which constitutes the most native and peculiar Ideas.

portion of his philosophy, that which may not wrongly
be called its purely Platonic portion. We are perfectly

willing to admit the assertion which the other disciples
of Socrates seem to have made with no little vehemence,
and which Aristotle has adopted from them, that no
such principle as this was enunciated by Socrates in

any of his discourses. Yet we believe as undoubtedly,
that by his steady adoption of the Socratic method
Plato arrived at this principle, and tiiat they failed in

apprehending it only because they neglected that method.
In endeavouring to make this remark clear, we shall

also perhaps be able to give our readers such insight as

a treatise like this may hope to give into the subject
itself.

The Greek word for appearance and for opinion is Practical

the same. An opinion is that which seitns to each man. difficulty in

Now the whole of the education and discipline of

Socrates had been to lead his disciples away from
'

appearances to realities. And just so far as he did this

he felt that he was leading them from opinions to know-

ledge. His experiments upon others convinced him, his

own heart told him, that there is in us a thirst after know-

ledge, that with less than knowledge we cannot be

satisfied. These at least are Socralic assertions ; no
one pretends that these were pulmed upon him by
Plato. But how could this be? The essence, the

being of a thing, or of a person, seems shut up in that

thing or person. I may acknowledge that it is there,

but how can it ever crme within the region of my per-

ceptions ? Must it not be after all some shape or image
or phantom of this thing which I take account of, and
not the very thing itself? Supposing this were admitted,
the Socratic philosophy falls to the ground. And
what falls with it? Not a scheme or a system, but

the faith that truth is any how cognizable by man, the

faith that he is not the necessary dupe of shadows and

impostures; the fact that he is a moral being. It was
not a doubtful question whether these results would
follow from such a determination as this ; they had
followed ; the practice and education of Socrates hud
been nothing less or more than a deliverance from them.

The sophists had turned the world into a shadow

world, in which they could safely practise their juggle-
ries. It was that great assertion that something is, and
that what is only may be known, which had discomfited

them, and made a mock of their subtleties. Yet un-

less this great practical puzzle could in some manner be

resolved, the conclusions of Socrates, however ascer-

tained to be sound by the reason and moral feeling of

every one who fairly worked them out, would be liable

to continual assaults on the side of the understanding.
On this point, too, Plato was not left to his own con-

jectures. The sophists had stolen their armour from

the real, the honest philosophers of Greece. They had

not dared to grapple with this difficulty, and the prools
which they had left of its existence in their speculations
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had been eagerly laid hold of by those who knew so

well how to suck the poison out of every flower.

We have intimated that a faithful and affectionate

study of the strange, earnest thoughts which occupied
Heraclitus might be profitable to any man. But his

sayings concerning the endless vicissitude of things,

and the falsehood of all human conjectures, made far

more impression upon the Greek mind than his deeper

thoughts respecting the universal light in man, and the

power he possesses of conversing with that which is

universal. These latter sentiments had only connected

themselves with the vague pantheistic notions which

were now gaining ascendency, (notions probably very
far indeed from the mind of Heraclitus himself, who

thought it the ultimate wisdom to know the name of

Jupiter;) the former, in the hands ol Protagoras, had

become a system which excluded all feeling of constancy
and permanence or order. One man has one notion of

the things which he beholds or meditates upon ; one man
another. Any one of these notions m;iy be as right
as another, and that \ve cannot have more than such

notions, that we cannot arrive any more nearly to the

truth of things, is a proposition not so much to be

proved as to be taken for granted. Meantime the

Eleatic
"

fixedness," which was the formal opposite of

the Heracleitan "
flux," served the purpose of the

deceiver equally well. To be able to deny the fact of

plurality, and so embarrass the minds of men respecting
the objects of their worship, was just as convenient a

line of policy as to upset their faith in their own con-

victions. Such observations might have led another

man to despair of all inquiry; they only gave Plato a

stronger moral interest in prosecuting those upon which

he had entered.

All the notions, you say, which the mind forms respect-

ing that which the bodily eye sees, or that which its own
inward eye sees, are confused, fluctuating, contradictory.

My notion of the flower is not the very flower ; my notion

of what is just is not (he very just. Most true, Hera-
clitus ; most true, Protagoras. But these notions are in-

dexes, guiding-posts to that which is not false, or con-

fused, or contradictory. This notion of the flower and
of justice proves that there is a very flower a very

justice. Again, the mind is capable of beholding the

Being, the One. But of this Being, of this One, all the

notions, imaginations, premonitions of the sensual un-

derstanding offer most miserable and counterfeit resem-
blances. True, Xenophanes and Parmenides ; yet
there is that in this Being, this One, which does and
must answer to these notions that which they are trying,
however vainly, however awkwardly, to express. If,

then, we connect the results of these inquiries, which
start from such opposite points, what follows? There
are forms permanent and unchangeable in which that

which is manifests itself as it is ; in which we behold it

as it is. Are these forms, then, in the beholder, or in

that which he beholds? We answer; the region of

pure beinsr, that in which the inner mind dwells, may
be (one might expect that it would be) under some

corresponding law to that of sensible phenomena. At
all events there could be nod priori presumption against
the doctrine that as a sound cannot, by the very nature of

language and of things, be referred only to that whence
it proceeds, but likewise involves the supposition of an
ear which receives it, so there may be such a presenta-
tion of that which actually is, of the substance or essence

of each thing, as can neither be understood merely in

reference to that thing, nor merely in reference to that Moral and

whereunto it is made, but must by its nature be spoken
Meta

l
l!lv -

of as appertaining at one and the same moment to both.
s

'j^ )h
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But then this presentation cannot by its very nature be > j -

fluctuating or variable, it must be permanent and sub-

stantial, or it cannot make known that which is perma-
nent and substantial ; it must be the very opposite to

that which is its parallel in the world of sense. Are we ' s
.

s
.

l ' 1> "

to say of such ideas or forms that they are eternal as

well as substantial ? To answer "
yes" would perhaps

startle no one, if these ideas or forms had merely
reference to justice, goodness, or even beauty. But
when we speak of the actual flower and tree that

we behold as having; a primary form or idea, is there

not something dangerous in a doctrine which would

represent such forms as eternal ? The reply is, that this

statement would do but very partial justice to Plato.

For if in the minutest thing he believes that there is a

reality, and therefore in some sense an archetypal form or

idea, yet he believes also, just as firmly, that every idea

has its ground and termination in one higher than itself,

and that there is a supreme idea, the foundation and
consummation of all these, even the idea of the absolute

and perfect Being, in whose mind they all dwelt, and in

whose eternity alone they can be thought or dreamed of

to be eternal. This remark 'may also relieve the doc-

irine of another objection. These ideas, being by their

very nature substantial, must be substantially in him
who perceives them. It is only seeking to remove the

difficulty a step further from us, and falling into a con-

tradiction and absurdity in the attempt, to suppose that

there are indeed forms or ideas of things, but that we Ideas how
have only notions or conceptions of these ideas. The idea iu us.

itself must be considered as with us and in us; the

notion which we form about that whereof it is the idea,

when we begin to use our senses, to compare and to

reflect, must not be identified with the idea, but is a wit-

ness and proof of its presence, and that we are feeling
after it; to realize or to possess the idea is to have the

science or the knowledge of the thing. But then this

assertion, that these ideas are substantially with us, must
be taken in connection with what has been said before,

and it will be seen at once that, instead of affirming tne

ground and root of our knowledge to be in ourselves,

this is the very falsehood which Plato was seeking to

overturn. These ideas are the witnesses in our inmost

being that there is something beyond us and above us ;

to enter into the idea of anything is to abdicate our own

pretensions to be authors or creators, to become mere

acknowledgers of that which is. And to enter into that

deepest and ultimate idea, which is the ground of our

being, must be in the deepest sense an abdication of our

own notions and imaginations, an act of submission to,

and reception of, the Truth.

Here, then, we find Plato most consistently carrying
out the principle which it had been the vocation of his

master from first to last to assert. Here we see how

perfectly harmonious the Socratic doctrine, that know-

ledge is the end of life, is with that humility and con-

fession of ignorance which are at the root of all the

Socratic discipline and culture. Here we see the har-

mony between knowledge and being ; how necessarily a

certain state of character and affections is presupposed
in every act of knowledge. Here, lastly, we see how

truly Plato did reconcile those two forms of philosophy,
one of which had dealt with the objects of our know-

ledge, one with our acts of perception how truly he did
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Moral and discover a truth, one side of which each had dimly
Metaphy- perceived, yet how little this was the result of any pro-

T*
1

^
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j
ect 'or harmonizing opposite theories, how much rai her

!__

it was the effect of resolutely pursuing a principle
which

supersedes theories altogether, and so far as it is faith-

fully acted upon, delivers us from our bondage to them.

Not to frame a comprehensive system which shall in-

clude nature and society, man and God, as its different

elements, or in its different compartments, and which

therefore necessarily leads the system-builder to con-

sider himself above them all, but to demonstrate the

utter impossibility of such a system, to cut up the notion

and dream of it by the roots, this is the work and the

glory of Plato. He who is attempting the construction

of such a Babel must understand not merely that he

will not find the model of it in Plato, but that before he

advnnces one step he must undo every thing that Plato

has done, must disprove all his conclusions, and prove
the falsehood of the process by which he has arrived at

them. These commentators who can find in Plato

nothing but the most exquisite ridicule of all the system-
makers in his own and in past days have, it is true, un-

derstood him imperfectly. That ridicule would not be

so delightful and satisfying as it is, so thoroughly genial
and consolatory to every earnest student, if he did not

feel that it was the handmaid of the most severe demon-

stration, that it was only another aspect of the most

generous and noble sympathy with every thing that is

honest and humble, and practical and true. The kind

and experienced teacher smiles at our useless waste of

lime in attempting to build, but it is that he may urge
us to the more profitable occupation of seeking after the

foundation of that which is built. The one is the em-

ployment of those who desire to be gods, the second of

those who believe that the highest blessing of which
man is capable is to know God.

His sup- But if it be true that Plato is almost free from that

posed clas-
propensity for theories which has beset most philoso-

phers, nay, that his principle, consistently followed out,

is positively incompatible with them, how is it that he is

so commonly supposed to have mapped out the domain
of human knowledge into the three provinces of Dialec-

tics, Ethics, and Physics ? In considering this question
we shall perhaps discover the purpose of a third class of

his Dialogues, and be able, moreover, to contemplate
his so called Eclecticism under yet another aspect.
The critics who have discovered this classification in

Plato evidently cannot mean that there is one portion of

the Dialogues which does, and one portion which does

not treat of dialectics. They must be aware that every

dialogue exhibits the dialectic method of Plato, that

every one is making with more or less success some
new trial or application of it. Neither, we think, can

they pretend, without doing violence to the purpose and

language of their author, that these dialectical dialogues
are not also ethical. Not only is a moral purpose con-Ilis dialec-

tics and
ethics inse-

spicnous throughout them, but, as we have said before,

parable.
the development of the method by which the truth is

perceived and ascertained is inseparably interwoven with
a moral culture. The disengagement of the mind from
sensible impressions and sensible fascinations is the

joint effect of restraint upon inclination and of the art

by which the apparent is distinguished from the real.

Without the feeling of this connection and intertwining
of the ethical with the intellectual discipline, the most
beautiful Dialogues are unintelligible; nay, the desire to

separate that which Plato has believed inseparable, is

perhaps the main cause of the narrow and partial views Moral and

which have prevailed 'as to the object and construction Metapliy-

of his works. Look, for instance, at the Phcedrus.
S

J^
'

Lysias had proposed a certain thesis respecting Love, .

j-^-^_i
and had defended it with abundance of ingenuity in The Pkce-

studiously balanced sentences, the aptest clothing for a drui.

sophistical purpose and a sophistical method. Socrates

shows, first, how easy it is to meet his arguments with a

counter series as ingenious and as artificially expressed.
Then he discovers the radical defect of both sets of

arguments, that they were dealing with a word, the

meaning of which had not been ascertained. In the

attempt to discover what this word signifies, to separate
the true from the apparent meanings of it, he unveils

the whole principles of his dialectics. But there is com-
bined with this exposition the most distinct declaration

and warning, (assuming a form which, however unfit

for us, was most appropriate to the evil condition of

Greek society, and proves the purity of the writer, who,
in the midst of such a society, could maintain so elevated

a standard,) that only by restraining the grosser appe-
tites can we be in a state for apprehending the true

nature of Love. In the conclusion of the Dialogue, the

two principles are harmonized in a splendid mylhus,
wherein the disciple is taught that only he who governs
hi mself, who has his lower nature in subjection, can be fit for

the highest exercise of his faculties, for the contemplation
of that which verily and indeed is. We cannot reduce

this Dialogue under any of the partial names and descrip-
tions tliat have been given of it. We cannot consider

it a mere attack upon the rhetoricians, or a mere deve-

lopement of the Soeratic method for testing the mean-

ing of words. Neither does it seem to us a treatise on

pure love, or on the idea of beauty. All these subjects

may be hinted at, and even most valuably illustrated.

But the reader of the Phcedrus must be contented to

feel how they sustain each other, and to let them form

themselves into a whole in his mind, without being eager
to give the absolute supremacy to any one of them. He
will then find, we believe, that this Dialogue is one of

the most conspicuous, we might say the type dialogue,
of that class which teaches us how to make substance

or being the end of our inquiries and meditations; but

he certainly will not be able to discover whether it is

more ethical or dialectical. The Gorgias is another The Gur-

almost equally striking instance of the same kind. 3""-

Formal critics have determined that this too shall be

merely an attack upon rhetoric, or else that it shall

have the merely moral object of explaining the nature

and purpose of punishment. It must strike a person,
who only hears of this discussion, that a work which
could suggest such opposite interpretations must be most

incoherent and rhapsodical. The more he reads it the

more he will be struck with the sequency of its thoughts,
with the natural and easy manner in which one grows
out of another. And he will find, we believe, upon
reflection, that as the intellectual purpose of the sophist
was inseparably combined with the moral, as the pur-
suit of political power for an end was inseparably
united to the cultivation of a treacherous art as the

means, so it was impossible to introduce a sounder

intellectual discipline among the youth of Athens, wifh-

ont leading them at the same time to perceive that the

true purpose of their lives was not the acquisition of

dominion or the escape from suffering and punishment,
but the attainment, even through suffering, punish-

ment, and disgrace, a deliverance from the moral evil
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Moral and which obstructed their search after truth, and made
Alftajihy- power a curse to them. Here, again, lie distinguishes
meal Phi-

the tme from ti,e appall, not by the help of ethics with-

^ [,
out. dialectics, or of dialectics without ethics, but of both

conjointly. How the case stands in reference to physics

we shall have to explain shortly. But thus much we

may affirm now, that whensoever his opponents have

engaged in physical speculations, Plato is not unwilling

in those Dialogues, which have most distinctly a moral

purpose, to cope with them, and that he never in such

wise divides these two provinces as to suggest the

thought that the principles by which either is governed

may not most usefully or injuriously affect the other.

Of this fact we could easily convince our readers, if we

The Thece- could afford space for an analysis of the Theceletus.

reius. J3ut we must do no more than commend that exquisite

specimen of Platonic wisdom to their careful study, and

proceed to show how the notion that Plato established

a formal division in the subjects of human thought may
have originated, and may be reconciled with our belief

in his hatred of theories and consistency of purpose.
We have often observed that the founders of the dif-

ferent schools in Greece had been led by the circum-

stances of their position, or by the peculiar tendencies of

their own minds, to choose for themselves a distinct

sphere of observation. Jt was no forethought or wish

to be a natural philosopher that drew Thales into his

Search course of speculation. It was merely that the outward
after unity, facts submitted to his senses weie those wbich struck

him as mo?t likely to contain the solution of the pro-

blem which he found within. Accordingly, many poli-

tical and ethical theories may have been mixed by him,

as we know they were by Heraclitus, with the physical

doctrine from which he started. In like manner Py-

thagoras was led by a series of scarcely known or

acknowledged influences gradually to desert the maxims
of his native soil, and to make Society, or the State, the

subject of his inquiries. To these we know he added

a scheme of nature which he tried to reduce under the

same law as the facts which related to the order and go-
vernment of men. Parmenides and. Zeno again entered

into their purely metaphysical region, not from any
resolution ofchoosing one province of thought more than

another, but merely by reflecting upon the two pre-

ceding systems, and rinding that they were inade-

quate. They too sought to make their own system

universal, and to make the scheme of the political world

and of nature, in some sense dependent on the laws

which concern the region of pure mind. Plato then

found the fact already established for him, that there

actually are these three lines in which the thoughts of

men, when they are strongly exercised, naturally run.

He had not to create any artificial distinctions ; the

natural distinctions had been discovered by the expe-
rience of his predecessors. What remained for him ?

To follow them into each of these regions, to inquire

how far any of them had discovered the unity of which

he was in search, to consider whether what they had

looked for in nature, in society, in the mind of man,

may not be implied indeed in each of these, yet have its

foundations beneath them all. This, we believe, was

the final and consummate effort of the Platonic philoso-

phy. As there is a set of Dialogues which seem to us

designed merely to unfold the Socratie doctrine of Being,
another expressly intended to develope the principle of

Ideas, as necessary to the support of the former, and as

solving a problem which the Heracleitans and Eleatics

.

"/osonhv""

had shown to exist, so we believe there is a third in Moral and

which Plato reflects upon his master's discoveries and his

own, and exhibits them in direct application to the three

subjects of nature, of society, and of knowledge. Every __ _

one will recognise in the Timeeus an attempt to dis-

cover a unity tor the external universe ; in the Republic,
an attempt to discover tlie meaning of political unity.

And, therefore, without contradicting our previous asser-

tion that, in all his Dialogues, Plato is evolving a dia-

lectical method, we m;iy also admit that there are some
in which he proposes himself the direct and formal aim

of showing how this method is a guide to the true unity
in knowledge. Nor must it be forgotten that Plato

was enabled by his position as a reviewer of past

systems, was obliged by his position as an expounder of

Socratics, to reverse the order which we have followed in

tracing the rise of these schools historically. He not

only might begin with those principles which the Eleatics

hud expounded, and descend to the natural speculations
of the lonians, but he could not follow any other course

if he was to make the Socratie doctrine of Being, and the

Socratie method of distinguishing the real from the

fantastic, his guiding stars through the whole journey.

Here, then, we must begin our notice of his experiments
in search of unity. We are eager to introduce our

readers to that which we consider the crowning labour

of his life, the end at which he was obscurely aiming

through the whole of it his POLITY; but we must first

refer to his discussions respecting the conditions and

meaning of SCIENCE. A few words will then be suffi-

cient for the less important, though by no means un-

interesting, question how far his views respecting the

PHYSICAL WORLD were in conformity or disagreement
with his other principles.

There was one great and obvious difference between Unity in

the position of the Parmenideans and that of the Pytha-
science.

goreans or lonians. No one could doubt that they
had a real subject for their inquiries, let those inquiries
be as idle as they might. But the Eleatic had to pro-
duce both the dream and the interpretation; to maintain

that there was a region of a pure mind, as well as to

show what was transacted there. Plato, therefore, had

also two tasks He had to show that their assumption
was sound, before he ventured to inquire how far it

was able to carry them. For this purpose he adopted a

method which has greatly puzzled many of his readers.

]n the Dialogue entitled Parmenides he introduces The Par>

Socrates, full of youthful vivacity, broaching the doctrine me>

of ideas in opposition to the antiplurality doctrine of

Parmenides and Zeno. The aged philosopher treats

his antagonist with most graceful courtesy, allows him
to put forth one explanation after another of his scheme,
shows him that all are untenable, then encourages him to

hope that, after a more severe philosophical training, he

will understand himself better, and finally proceeds to

establish his own doctrine of the One in a series of annihi-

lating propositions, wherein he shows that it must exist,

and that it cannot exist under any conditions or limita-

tions with which the understanding is acquainted. Pro-

bably no one but Plato ever ventured upon such an

experiment as this the experiment we mean of show-

ing that his own principle was untenable except so far

as it is connected with and grounded upon the principle
of another philosopher who did not recognise it. But
this Dialogue of the Parmenides does not merely serve

the purpose of establishing the truth that the mind
witnesses of something which is not under sensible
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losophy.
v v-
The

Sophist.

Moral and laws, but it also prepares our minds to feel the want

Metaphv- which the Eleatie doctrine could not satisfy. A convic-
sical Phi-

jjou vf tne pure |y negative character of the method grows

upon us as we read, and while we assent to its conclusions

we feel an increasing moral interest in seeking for some

higher point of view from which we may contemplate

it, and that imperfect substitute which the young So-

crates had proposed for it. In the Sophist this wish is

to a great degree realized. There we have an Eleatie

stranger discussing with the young Theaeietus the mean-

ing of the word Sophist, and the qualities of the animal

which it denoted, how far it belongs to the same genus
with the Philosopher, or how they are distinguished.
In the course of this dialogue we arrive at the conclusion

that the great object of the sophist is to set up a uni-

versal science. By universal science he means merely
a capacity of talking upon all manner of subjects, of

framing a set of images of that which is, and passing
these olf for substances and realities. But here a diffi-

culty arises : Parmenides, whose opinions the Eleatie

stranger might be supposed to favour, has told us that

we are not to inquire respecting that which is not; that

the conception is in fact an impossible one. How then

will our definition of the sophist practically avail us?

How shall we be able ever to pursue him on to that

ground whereunto we have had the clearest evidence

that he has betaken himself? The Eleatie stranger finds

himself obliged then, much as he fears the guilt of

parricide, to inquire into the soundness of this doc-

trine of his honoured countryman and teacher. By
degrees the fallacy unveils itself. We find that in re-

fusing to recognise the notion of not-being, he was in

fact shutting his eyes to something which is. The con-

tradiction may appear startling, but we do not escape it

by refusing to look it in the face. We have actually
stumbled upon an instance in which that which is ad-

verse to reality must be treated to all intents and pur-

poses as real. And when we look a little further into

the use of language, we see more and more the impos-

sibility of giving that definite rigid exclusiveness to the

word or notion of being which it must bear in the system
of Parmenides. We find that we cannnot by any means

identify our notion of sameness or of difference with

our notion of being. And yet the notion of being enters

into both of these ; there i a sameness and a difference

between things. Whither does all this lead ? It leads

to the conclusion which, as is so constantly the case in

Plato, is carried more directly home to our understand-

ing than it is expressed in words, that ParmeniHes is

after all dwelling in a region of words. For all that he
seems to have sounded the very inmost depth of thought,
and though he has actually discovered that there are

depths which words do not reach, yet he himself is at

last only setting up one notion against another notion.

It is not Being, but the notion of being which he has
been investigating, and which he has necessarily inves-

tigated most imperfectly. And now, then, the vision of
anew kind of science wholly unlike that of the sophist,

yet in one sense as universal as his, wholly different

from that exclusive dogmatic notional philosophy of
Parmenides, yet like his, having unity for its condition
and ultimate ground, opens upon us. This is the science
of Dialectics, the science expressly appertaining to the

philosopher. It is that which rejects no form of thought
or language as unfit for its investigation, but searches out
the idea of each, and ascertains what notions and phan-
tasms are inconsistent with it, and attach themselves to

vol. M.

sical Phi-

losophy.

it, and have sought to make themselves part of it. Being Moral and

it looks upon as the object of its search, but being con-

nected with life, connected with power, not a dry abstract

notion, the mere negation of other notions. This mu>t
be the science of sciences; not because it reduces all

forms of thought to one, or because it includes all exist-

ing sciences, but because it discovers in all forms of

thought an ultimate ground of unity beneath them all,

because it assigns to each science its specific object, and
its relation to every other.

Every science is seeking after a foundation. It rests

upon the faith that, there is a law for the facts which it

inquires into ; what that law is, is the subject of its in-

quiry. The science should explain to us how the mind

proceeds in the search alter these laws through whatever
set of facts we may be looking for them. But its own
specific object is the deep ground of all laws, the bring
from whom they derive their life and potency. This
dialectics then is the search after premises. Parmenides
and Zeno had gone no higher than to the notion of a.

Logic which, taking the premises of the mind for granted,
should affirm what conclusions will legitimately and

necessarily flow from it. This was in fact their uni-

versal science, as Rhetoric was that of the sophist The
first overthrew all facts, setting up a law in the mind in

opposition to them. The second confounded law and

fact, using certain laws of the mind to overturn admitted

facts, or the contradictions of facts, to disprove the exist-

ence of law. Tne principle of seeking for laws in and

through facts is the principle by which Socrates upheld
the faith and morality of men against the invasions of

Rhetoric, and by which Plato upheld the possibility ol

discovering science against the invasions of Logic.
Here is that inductive science which two thousand years
after had to maintain the same battle against the same
enemies, when it for the first time clearly and efficiently
asserted itself as the only guide to a knowledge of the

physical world. The Socratic doctrine of being, makes
us feel that it is necessary. The Platonic doctrine of ideas

makes us understand that it is possible. The demand
in the mind for a unity which shall be not negative, but

positive, not the amalgamation of parts, but that which

preceded all distinction into parts, and remains unaffected

by it ; this makes us confident that it is real.

The connection between the Platonic dialectics and
the Platonic politics is indicated by several passages in

the dialogues, which are intended to unfold the character
ofeach. Thus in the Sophist the Eleatie stranger proposes
to examine the meaning of three words, sophist, philo-
sopher, politician. The last is reserved for a separate
discussion, and actually forms the subject of one dia-

logue. But it is obvious that Plato intended us to feel

how strong was the relation between the three persons
denoted by the words, and how impossible it would be to

investigate the last without a previous knowledge of the

other two. We have had occasion to remark already, that

while the sophist sought to make his rhetoric a substi-

tute for all knowledge, his real object was to make it

subservient to political ends. The young Athenian,
under his teaching, began more and more to (eel that the

rhetorician and the statesman were convertible terms,
that the efficient and practical ruler of men was the
efficient master of words. On the other hand, it is ob-

vious that the logic of Parmenides and Zeno must have
made politics a mere set of abstract propositions, to

which an earnest and enthusiastic man might impart a

practical meaning and life, but which would in fact lose

4u
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Moral and a ii the qualities which had endeared them to him as a

sicalPhi"- 'sic'an ' '" proportion as they received this impregna-

losophy.
t' n - Zeno himself was probably a specimen of this

v, T -i_- class, but we have no reason to suppose that he left

any successors ; his disciples must either have devoted

themselves merely to inquiries respecting entity and

unity, or have become politicians of the rhetorical kind.

Now it is obvious that the dialectics of Plato, by their

very nature and definition, could not pretend to be them-
selves politics. They necessarily assumed facts, not

indeed as premises to start from, but as the raw mate-

rials, in the heart of which premises lay hid. The laws

and conditions of society were to be investigated by this

dialectic, could not be investigated without it ; but they
were presumed to exist, and they were perfectly distinct

from the faculty and science by which they were disco-

vered. Plato then was in a condition to do justice to

Pythagoras as he had done justice to Parmenides. He
could believe that there might be much in the disco-

veries of the one respecting the order of society, us there

had been much in the discoveries of the other respecting
the conditions and requirements of the pure mind, ana
he prepared himself to use the philosophy which he had
ascertained to be true in one region for an investigation
of the observa'ions which had been made and the doc-

trines which had been broached respecting the other.

But this is not all. The reader of Plato's Republic
will discover, not, perhaps, without some surprise, that

questions respecting the nature and objects of dialectics

occupy a considerable place in this political treatise.

Hence it lias been inferred that the title of the work is

altogether misleading ;
that it is not the purpose of

Plato to teach us the conditions and the relations of a

state, but merely to raise a platform upon which to carry
forward wi,h more interest, and probably with greater

success, the philosophical inquiries which he has com-
menced in his other Dialogues. The Republic, accord-

ing to these commentators, is a kind of laboratory which
he has built for the purpose of pursuing his experiments
into the nature of the individual man. On many ac-

counts this hypothesis will be likely to find acceptance
in this day, even if it had not been supported by talents

and erudition of the first order. We are not anxious to

refute it, hut we are anxious that our readers should

study the Republic with a free spirit, and that they
should not be hindered by a theory from perceiving how
it illustrates a subject which has occupied us so much
already, and must occupy us at every step of our future

progress; we mean the relations between the mind of

man and the constitution of society. To Plato we believe

was committed the task of expressing the deepest wants
and necessities of our being, and of discovering or pro-

phesying the kind of satislaction that must be provided
for them. We make no apology for- dwelling so long

upon his name in this rapid sketch of moral and meta-

physical inquiries, because we are satisfied that if we

put our readers in a right course for studying his works
and those of Aristotle, and the Jewish Scriptures, they
will be able to trace with little assistance from us the

progress of these inquiries in modern Europe, whether

in the age of the fathers, of the schoolmen, or in the

period since the Reformation ; whereas the most

able and elaborate discourses upon the ethics and

metaphysics of later times without this preparation can

we think avail them very little. It must, therefore, be a

great point with us to ascertain whether Plato is silent

upon those wants which belong to our social being and

losophy

position ; whether he thought them of a purely secondary Moral ami

and accidental character ; or whether he found them
so imbedded in the constitution of man that he could

not investigate the law of each man's internal life without

also investigating that by which he is related to his

fellows. The supporters of the former opinions (as the

readers of Schleiertnacher's Introduction to the Republic
will perceive) have lelt that they needed and have not

failed to exercise the most admirable ingenuity in work-

ing out their conclusion. Those who adopt the latter

may content themselves with beseeching attention to

the express language of Plato, and with briefly recapi-

tulating the heads of his dialogue.
We find ourselves at the beginning of the Republic

in a circle of Athenians met to witness a religious cere-

mony lately introduced from Thrace. The most pro-

minent and interesting person in the group is old

Cephalus. a cheerful and benignant octogenarian, with

whom Socrates begins a discourse on the comforts of

old age, and the advantage or disadvantage of riches. A
remark of Cephalus leads to the inquiry, whether the

definition of justice given by Simonides, that it consists

in speaking the truth, and giving to each man that which

is his due, is satisfaciory or no? Ceplialus being called

away to perform a sacrifice, his part in the dialogue
devolves upon Polemarchus. But we have not ad-

vanced further in the discussion than to a general con-

sent of the parties that the mere external acts indicated

in the words of Simouides cannot satisfy the idea of jus-

tice; and again, that its obligations cannot be affected

by our position to each other as friends or enemies ;

when the sophist Thrasymachus breaks in with a vehe-

ment assertion that the whole notion of justice is a fraud

practised by the strong man upon the weaker. The

consequence, that the life of an unjust man would be in

itself desirable, is one from which he does not shrink,
and to the examination of this doctrine the greater part
of the first book is devoted.

In the beginning of the second, we find young Glau-

con and Adeimantus professing themselves dissatisfied

with the manner in which Thrasymachus has defended

his cause, and with his haste in abandoning it. They
have no sympathy with his views, they are convinced in

their feelings that justice is intrinsically good, but the

arguments by which it is proved to be so seem to them

inconclusive. Is it not true that society has put honour

on a certain course of conduct which ministers to its

own security and advantage ? Has it not succeeded in

helping out the weakness of its own sanctions by reli-

gious feelings and terrors? Are we not brought into

the world under this twofold set of impressions in favour

of what is called justice, and against injustice? Can we

suppose a man retaining the idea and practice of justice

in opposition to laws and his fellow-men, and without

the imagination of some divine sanction or patronage ?

The question Socrates allows to be difficult ; perhaps
it cannot be at once answered. But might we not arrive

at some solution of it if we examined it upon a larger
scale? The question presumes- an existing state of

society ; it supposes this notion of justice, be it a fiction

or reality, to be necessary to the support of a state.

Shall we inquire then how it becomes necessary to a

state; what justice in a state is? Then possibly we

may know better what justice in an individual is, and
whether it can or cannot be maintained under the dis-

advantages imagined by Glaucon. Now we would

remark in passing, that those who consider the political
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which the subject of a state is introduced as the great
staff of their theory. They maintain that it is altogether
so much easier and more consistent to believe that the

subject started in the outset is really the main and cen-

tral one of the book, and that all subjects which may
occur by the way are merely intended for the illustration

of it, that no student of Plato who really understands

that teacher's method will tolerate any other supposition.
We admit at once that this is the object of Plato, that

the Republic is an inquiry inlo the nature and meaning
of justice ; that if this end be lost, sight of, it would be

quite impossible to understand the connection of its

different parts. But then we say that the most natural

and obvious construction of Plato's words leads to the

belief that ihe idea of political justice was in his mind

inseparable from that of individual justice ; that this

was precisely the quality which he perceived to be the

meeting point belween the spheres of ethics and politics,

say, rather, which proved that these are two concentric

spheres. The clear establishment of this relation

is, we conceive, the great purpose of these two first

books. They are a lesson to all future reasoners with

sophistical men, that they can only maintain the moral

ground safely when they are content to follow their op-

ponents on to their own political ground, when, instead

of contending that there is an order which the individual

is obliged to follow, supposing society to have no exist-

ence, they will be at the pains to prove that there are

eternal principles involved in the constitution of society

itself, to which its individual members will conform

themselves, not because they are content to sacrifice

their own distinct personality, but because they have no
other way of asserting it. Whether the ethical writers,

from Hobbes to our own day, would have fared worse
or belter if they had attended to the admonition of the
most experienced and subtle of all the .antagonists of

sophistry, we may have occasion to inquire hereafter.

At all events, those who believe that the main purpose
of the Platonic Dialogues is to discover and develope a
method of thought, must, we think, be strangely ham-
pered by a theory which compels them to suppose that

on this occasion the result arrived at is the only im-

portant consideration; and that the processes for attain-

ing it are altogether artificial, and yet withal most

clumsy and cumbrous.
But to return ; starting with the hope that the pro-

posed scheme for seeking after justice in a state will

lead to a solution of our difficulties, Plato proceeds at

once to the formation of a society. Now any one who
looks in the arrangements which he here sets forth for

the outlines of some imaginary perfect commonwealth,
will unquestionably be much disappointed. So far

from there being any thing mystical or Utopian in his

primary conception of the society, every thing is as ter-

restrial and common-place as the merest materialist

could de-ire. Men meet together and find that each is

not sufficient to provide for his own animal wants.
Different necessities arise, different capacities discover
themselves among tlie persons associated adapted to

these necessities ; hence division of labour, distinct

occupations and professions. By and by comes the
desire for an excess of the good things which earth pro-
duces ; hence tumults and external wars. Now we feel

the
necessity for a set of guardians or watch-dogs of

the state what manner of persons must these guardians

be? Clearly they are in danger of becoming wolves Moral and

instead of watch-dogs. How is this to be prevented ? Metayihy.

How are we to produce in them those internal qualities
s

,
,

"
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whole community? We say that these arrangements
are very unlike what might be expected from the builder

of an imaginary commonwealth. No assumption of

any advantageous position ; no previous theory about

the wants and feelings of the persons composing the

society ; above all no hope, by outward contrivances and

dispositions, to avert the occurrence of crime. How can
this be accounted for ? Does not such apparent care-

lessness about external contrivances rather favour the

notion that the society is only a scaffolding ? We answer,
if it were so we should be utterly unable to account for

the scaffolding not being more elaborately constructed.

If Plato had the liberty of forming his own plan and

choosing his own materials ; it it were a matter of utter

indifference to him how far these are consistent with the

nature of things provided they did but help him to a

discovery which will afterwards be good and entire on
its own ground, whatever steps may have led us to it,

any attempt lo conform to dry ordinary facts as they
meet us in the world would be idle, and, as an offence

against art, censurable. If, on the contrary, his object
were not to frame a society after an ideal in his own
mind, but, as we have supposed all along, to investigate
the conditions of political unity the idea involved in

the very existence of society by departing Irom which it

has become confused and incoherent if this be the

.view of the treatise, which is most consistent with the

rest of Plato's philosophy, and which most clearly exhi-

bits its relation to the other Dialogues, then it can be no
matter of wonder to us that Plato should carefully ab-

stain from any exercises of imagination while he is setting
before us the bare and naked elements of which society
is composed, that he should take pains to convince us

that he is not a creator but a searcher ; not one of those

poets to whom he can assign no place in his common-
wealth, but one of those investigators of the truth as it

actually is whom he would put at the head of it.

The Republic of Plato then assumes selfish desires

to exist, and the evil results of them to have occurred.

And it is an examination of this question, under what
conditions can we suppose it permanently to cohere in

spite of the tendencies to decomposition which mani-

festly discover themselves within it? When, however,
we direct our attention to the means of preserving any
body from decay, we may either consider what positive

precautions are necessary in order to resist the progress
of its corruption ; or, on the other hand, by what means
it is possible to call forth and invigorate those principles
ot life which it must have within it in order that it may
be at all, though their presence may only make itself

manifest through the power which opposes them. Plato

again and again gives us to understand that it is with
the developement of these principles of life, and not with
the outward regulations for the repression of evil, that

he concerns himself in this dialogue. It is on this

account that the Republic has assumed to many persons
the appearance simply of a treatise on education, nay,of
little more than a censure upon the existing Greek edu-

cation. These peisons remind us that he has scarcely

given the first rude hi .t of his society before he tells us

that the nruds of ih guardians of the slate must not be

corrupted b\ those false ideas of the cds wliich occur
in the ooems of Homer. That a great part of .the third

4a2
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book is occupied with the consideration of two particular

brunches of education, gymnastics and music, and even

with a minute and elaborate inquiry respecting the kinds

of music which serve or frustrate the ends of education.

That the subject is renewed in the sixth and seventh

books, where the use of all the sciences in forming the

mind of a statesman is carefully investigated. All this

is true, yet we are persuaded that the value of this por-
tion of the work will be far more appreciated by those

who consider it subordinate to the great object of dis-

covering the principle which lies at the foundation of so-

ciety, which connects it with the processes oi the individual

mind, and which gives consistency and harmony to both

of them, than by those who determine that it shall be the

sole and independent purpose of the dialogue. Nothing
is more entirely consistent with the purpose which we
have attributed to Plato than his placing a right view of

the character of the gods at the threshold of his edu-

cation ;
for the idea of the good, and of this as connected

with order, is that which underlies his whole scheme.

To make men leel that this is, that this exists, to teach

them how to distinguish between the anomalies of society
and its principles, is his great endeavour. Above all

things, therefore, we must see that our models are not

defaced with our own corruptions,
For precisely the same reason the subject of music

becomes invested with so much importance. To de-

velope the sense of order and harmony in the minds
of the members of the commonwealth, is the secret for

making it really that which it pretends to be. It is

a part of this order that the feeling of it should be first

communicated to the guiding, guarding minds of the

society, that from them it should diffuse itself through
the whole; and by this means a new and most im-

portant element of our Republic is brought to light.

Among the guardians will be some of a higher order

than the rest. They will be those on whom the educa-

tion has produced its complete mellowing effect; dis-

tinguished from the others in this, that whereas they
have chiefly derived a more braced and masculine tone

of character from the union of gymnastic exercises with

the higher forms of music, these have imbibed the very
essence of the music, have acquired that perfectly har-

monized temper, that sense of wholeness which makes

them the true ideals and representatives of the entire com-

munity. These are obviously our magistrates. But
how shall we persuade our people that these different

qualities exist, and that they constitute a fitness for the

different offices in the state ? We must tell them a story,

says Plato, in order that we may bring home this con-

viction to their minds. We must inform them that they
were all made originally out of the earth, which, on that

account, thi y are to love as their common mother ;

reckoning themselves brethren in consequence of their

relation to her. That however it pleased the gods to

introduce different materials into their composition,

making some of gold, some of silver, some of inferior

metals; that it is important that these should not be

confounded, but should be kept distinct and applied to

distinct uses, in order that the society may receive benefit

from each of them. Such is.the parable by which our

author teaches us that he looks upon himself not as the

contriver of some imaginary scheme, but only as follow-

ing out the intentions of Providence in the institution

of society.

All this time we seem to have been forgetting our

original question respecting justice. But we find in the

fourth book that the arrangements of the state, and even Moral and

our long discussion upon music, have been preparing
jj|.

e

the way for a more clear developement of this idea. We
have discovered three classes in society, and we have
seen that each of these classes embodies a certain cha-

racteristic quality, which through it becomes the quality
of the whole fellowship. The class of magistrates ex-

presses to us the very idea of wisdom, superintending,

distinguishing, arranging ; the class of guardians, the

very idea of fortitude, sustaining, amalgamating, pre-

serving ; the inferior classes, while they keep their posi-

tion, the very idea of temperance, self restraining, and

submitting. Without any of these it is obvious that a

society could not exist, and the permanence of its exist-

ence depends upon the degree in which the qualities of

each class interpenetrate the rest. But then does not

this imply the existence ot still another quality of some

principle of power which fuses together all the classes

and all these qualities -which belongs not primarily or

particularly to one class, but must by its very nature be

predicated of the whole? This is evidently thut musical

principle which we have been seeking by all our educa-

tion to instil. But what shall be the name of it? Is

not this ttmt Justice which we have been trying to un-

derstand the meaning of? Do we not translate the

rude outward notion of Simonides into a real practical,

satisfactory idea, when instead of making justice consist

in giving every man his due and in speaking the truth,

we describe it as that which determines the true relation

of all things and persons to each other, the very law

and harmony of the world. Yet may we not go still a

little deeper ? Our first object was to discover the na-

ture and effect of justice, not in society, but in the indi-

vidual. At every step of our progress we seem to have

found proof that these two considerations are inseparable;
that the law of society must be the law of the individual.

Now, perhaps, we are in a condition to explain this fart

more particularly. Our inquiry has brought to light

three classes as the necessary constituents of the stale ; a

class of magistrates, a class of guardians, a class occu-

pied in supplying the animal wants of the whole body.
Whence the necessity for this distribution of society ? Is

it not that there is a similar distribution of parts in the

man himself? Is there not in him a reason, energy, or

wil', cupidity or an animal nature? And if these are not

to exist in perpetual discord, the man in perpetual mi-

sery, mu^t there not be that in him which preserves each

of these apprehensions or tendencies in their proper
relation to the rest, giving the supremacy to reason, pre-

serving the strength and purity of will, subjecting

cupidity? Is not justice then necessary to each of us?
This point being ascertained, Socrates is willing to

finish the dialogue. But Glaucon and Adeimantus re-

mind him that justice being according to him the princi-

ple of harmony or unity in the commonwealth he is bound
to explain the other conditions of this unity. For if any
inevitable circumstances make this union impracticable,

justice itself is impracticable, and if for the common-

wealth, then, according to the whole tenour of the argu-
ment, for the individual also; so that we should be

obliged at last to acquiesce in a conclusion not very unlike

that sophistical one which we have been labouring to

confute. The four next books, then, from the beginning
of the fifth to the end of the ninth, are occupied with

these questions : first, in what sense are family relation-

ships compatible with the unity of a commonwealth ?

secondly, how far can it consist with the individual set-
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Mvtaphv- thai law of decay and degeneracy to which all societies
sil Phi- seem to have been subject ?

What p^to's statements are upon the first of these

subjects we have no need lo inform any reader. Those
who know scarcely any thing else of him have heard

that he has somewhere spoken of the two sexes as in-

tended to perform exactly the same duties and exercises,

and that he has connected with this doctrine another

(which indeed in a logical mind will generally be inse-

parable from it) of a community in wives and children.

They have heard also that these notions actually enter

into the composition of his perfect commonwealth ; and

that he wishes to supersede all those existing relations

of father and child, wife and husband, which we have

described in the beginning of our sketch as lying at the

foundation of all moral apprehensions and all political

order. The question then naturally suggests itself, not

whether we are prepared to offer any justification for

this part of his speculations, but how, while such a huge
and hideous blot exists in them, we can venture to speak
of them as important ; above all, can devote so much
time to the examination of them ? Many readers and

admirers of Plato have dwelt with much satisfaction on

the fact, that in the Laws (a later work undoubtedly
than the Republic) he appears to have changed his

views, and to recognise the sanctity of human relation-

ships as they exist. We confess that we do not regard
the passages referred to as a recantation. Even if Plato

considered them so himself, (of which there is no proof,)
we feel convinced that he would have relapsed into his

former opinion, if he had again devoted himself to the

task of studying the idea of a commonwealth. The

Laics, it seems to us, are intended to explain the condi-

tions under which any particular nation exists; whence

proceeds the coercive power by which the evils of its

members are restrained ; how it is lo be preserved as a

distinct community. For this end Plato perceived the

importance of distinct relationships j he could not help

seeing that they lie at the very foundation of national

life; that with the loss of them it would perish. The

Republic, on the other hand, is not an inquiry respecting
the conditions of a particular state. Phrases may occur

in it again and again which seem to define this as its

object; but others far more pregnant in their meaning,
and oftentimes uttered unconsciously, show that another

and grander aim was present to the mind of the writer,

and was haunting him when he could not realize it. He
felt that there should be some body which expresses not

the law of a confined, definite, national lile, but the law

of society itself, the principle of its unity. He felt that

such a body as this is implied in the existence of every
national community, but yet transcends it, and is not

subject to its limitations. We could easily produce proofs
of this feelihg from every book of the Republic, but we
know none in which it comes forth more strikingly than
in that fifth book of which we are now speaking. The
idea of a universal Greek society is there formally put
forth, yet it is evident that this does not satisfy the mind
of Plato ; he has the dream of something still more

comprehensive : a feeble sophist would have tried to

express the dream in big words ; he is content to sug-
gest the nearest practical approximation to an expression
of it that his circumstances made possible. But with
this universal society Plato does not see how distinct

relationships are compatible. Perfect community seems
the very law of its being ; whatsoever interferes with

this seems to frustrate its intention. Here then we see

at once the ignorance and knowledge of Plato. How
such an universal society as this could grow out of a

national community, out of a family, and could preserve

uninjured, in harmony with itself, both those holy in-

stitutions which had been its cradle, this he did not

know; this wisdom was reserved for the shepherds of

Palestine. To them it was only communicated by de-

grees, and their chief duty consisted in keeping that

which had been divinely given them in the sure confi-

dence that more would be added. But this was per-
mitted to the sage of Greece; he was allowed to feel

the necessity of a universal community to the life of

man. He was permitted to feel that it was a great

living truth implied in the existence of society, though
yet undeveloped. To such insight and honesty of pur-

pose, rejecting no light that has been vouchsalied, it is

granted that even the crudities and ignorances into which
it falls in the search after truth shall be for the benefit

of future generations, nay for the practical correction

and exposure of these very crudities when they are re-

produced by men of a different spirit. The fifth book of

the Republic is a curious anticipation of every scheme
of universal society which has been propounded by reli-

gious fanatics or political theorists from the propa-

gation of Christianity to the present day. It remains a

standing practical testimony from the wisest man in the

ancient world, that this is the only consistent law, and
must be the ultimate law of every such society, when-
soever it attempts to exist alone, as a merely spiritual or

cosmical family. Rejecting then with indignation the

errare meherctile mala of the Koman academician, and
follow Plato only so far as he loved truth, we may yet find

a worth even in this unfortunate passage of his writings.
The portion of the Republic comprehended in the

sixth and seventh books is second lo no part of it in in-

terest. The difficulty to be solved in it is the compa-
tibility of such a state as we have described with the

selfish notions of men. Plato does not blink the ques-
tion. He at once declares his conviction that such a

state could only be administered by philosophers ; and he

then goes on to explain what he means by a philosopher ;

why it is that the persons generally bearing that name
are unfit to be practical politicians ; what their real rela-

tion as to the rest of their countrymen is. Here then we
have the full exposition and developement of that don-

trine which we found lying at the root of Socratic teach-

ing; that the selfish self-seeking principle leading men
to animal gratifications is the source of disorder and con-

tusion in the life of man, not really the moving spring
of it ; that there is in man something higher which is

not satisfied with itself, bat which seeks after converse

with the good. The philosopher is the man who is

holding this converse ; whose mind is fixed on the true

end and meaning of things, upon the substance the

reality of them. The rest are following images and

shadows, but still in the pursuit of these are confessing
their want of a good, and are blindly feeling after it.

The philosopher, if he descends to the pursuit of their

shadows, becomes worthy of their contempt, for there is

a perpetual contradiction between the higher aims of

which he is conscious and the grovelling course he has

actually taken. If, on the other hand, he steadily keeps
his own idea in sight, he is necessarily unintelligible to

them, and on that account they despise him. But sup-

pose, having worked his own way out of the mine in

which they are dwelling, and no longer receiving light
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Pty- confused, and lead men utterly astray as to the fountain
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J sunlight, and by it seen all objects as they are, he nei-

ther glorifies himself by living apart from them, nor yet
submits to confuse his light with their darkness, but

goes down amongst them that he may lead them by the

same track which he has himself trodden into the clear

day. Would he not then be filling his function as a

philosopher and yet be most truly a politician? If the

question occurs to you, what is this upward road ? Plato

is ready to consider it with you. There is a certain

education recognised among men ; they teach arith-

metic, geometry, as well as the gymnastics and music,

we spoke of before, and they evidently atlach a high
value to these studies. Are they wrong? surely not.

They are wrong only in this that, throughout their whole

lives, they are seeking shadows instead of substances,

and that they have made all these sciences helpful to

their low ambition. Arithmetic and geometry have

been resorted to merely for secular commercial ends ;

they might be made the means of purifying the mind to

a perception of the truth of things. What is the appro-

priate function of each of these sciences, with a view to

this object, he carefully inquires : and this inquiry

brings out the necessity of that grand, deeper science of

dialectics, which directly leads to the contemplation of

truth as truth, of good as good, in its pure essence.

Now a nation thus guided and educated comes into the

condition of such a republic as we have described. Its

wisest, deepest minded men will become it< magistrates ;

the community will have one end ; that principle of jus-

tice, which assigns to each his proper place, imparts a sense

of proportion and harmony to all, will be diffused through
it and actuate it. Thus, then, the existence of ambition

and selfishness does not upset the idea of our republic,

does not prove that it is not implied in the nature of

society, does not show that it may not be at some time

or some where realized.

We come next to that law of decay in societies which

most speculators have recognised, and which the Pytha-

gorean philosophers fancied they could express in cer-

tain numerical ratios. Plato has given a very valuable

turn to the inquiry by connecting it with the cardinal

doctrine of the Republic, that the life of men and the life

of states explain each other. In conformity with this

doctrine, he maintains that there is a democratical, an

oligarchical, and a tyrannical form of character answer-

ing to those respective forms of government. This form

of character is obviously a departure from some true

and original model. The same may be shown of the

governments ;
and it is possible in each case to trace the

process of degeneration, and to show how that which

takes place in society, anil that which takes place in the

individual, react upon each other. In this part of the

dialogue Plato proves that his faculty of close, lively,

practical observation had not been impaired but strength-
ened by his converse with transcendent realities. It

would be hard to find a passage in any ancient work on

which a modern statesman might more profitably medi-

tate, or in which he would be more sure to find hints

explaining to him the facts of his daily experience, than

the eighth and ninth books of the Republic. The
result of the investigation is the same as in the former

case. This law of degeneracy exists in the common-
wealths of the earth, just because they have not under-

stood and steadfastly contemplated that original model,

that perfect idea of a commonwealth, which is also the Moral and

original model and perfect idea of a human character.

It is a contradiction and absurdity then to allege the
fact of this degeneracy as a proof that no such model is

to be found. But after all these inquiries does the

thought still linger about the mind, where is it to be
found ? Plato answers, (book ix. p. fin.) AXX' iv ov-

ftavu 'iiriag irttpaSei-yfjia. avaKiirai TU fiovXvfilvy bpav teal

ipwvri iavrov (carottiftiv. Is it wonderful that such
words should have suggested to some of the Christian

fathers the recollection of those words in the Epistle to

the Hebrews, which describe the hopes of the head of

the covenanted people, EJeSt'^fro yap rijv roue OtfttXiovs

tXpvorav iruXiv r\q Te^)'iTT)f cat Srifjuovpybf u Qioc : or
those which describe this hope as accomplished, 'H TTO-

Xireia I'/^wy iv roic ovparoif?
There is still one subject upon which it is needful to

say a few words, especially as Plato has devoted his last

book to the full exposition of it, we mean his opinion

respecting the imitative arts generally, and especially of

poetry, so far as it is included among those arts. It is

evident that our author attached great importance to

these opinions, and yet that he was never wholly satis-

fied with them. He touches upon the question almost
as soon as he has sketched the first outline of his society ;

he recurs to it again when his task seems completed,
partly as if he felt there was no security for the reception
of his idea while any doubt overhung this point; partly
as if there was something in it which he had not fully

penetrated. Again, in the introduction to the Timeeus,
he offers a kind of apology to the poets fur his severity,
and appears to think that they may have an important
vocation, though he does not clearly understand what it

is. It is observable that the grounds upon which he

places his arguments in the third and in the tenth books,
are not precisely the same. In both, indeed, he dwells

much upon the fact that the poet must adapt himself to

the opinions of mankind respecting actions and cha-

racter, otherwise they will not acknowledge the veri-

similitude of his picture; hence he must need pervert the

truth of things, and can never exalt those minds to which
he accommodates himself. But in the last he appears
to see a peculiar mischief in poetry from its tendency to

destroy the harmony of character, to weaken self-control,

and thus to undermine the just ce and order of the com-
monwealth by the honour which it bestows upon all

excited and passionate feelings. The latter argument
might lead one to suspect that Plato was at least in

part determined to these views by the circumstances of

his own age. The exaltation of passion, the want of

balance and harmony in characters, the preference of

weak, earthly creatures to calm and stately ideals, were
the great characteristics of the Euripidean, as distin-

guished from the Sophoclean drama. Add to this the

influence of a poetical age (an influence felt most when
that age had departed) in fostering the worship of mere
creative power, and the notion of the mind of man being
the origin of all that is, which lay, as we have seen, at the

root of all Greek sophistry, and which it had been the

great aim of Socrates throughout his life to combat.
Still Plato's attack upon Homer, and his eagerness to

disprove the common opinion that the Greeks were

really indebted to him for much of their organization and
cultivation, are proofs, we think, that he was not merely
affected by these temporary considerations. We leave

it then as a hint for our reader's reflection, whether this

reluctant condemnation of poetry by one who had been
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Moral and himself a poet in the forma] sense of the word, and in

Tpn *'"-' Dest sense continued a poet always, may not be ex-

losophy" pla'ned i" the same way as we explained just now his

*_M- Y-^ theory respecting relationship. In an early part of our

sketch we remarked that poetry seemed to belong pri-

marily and almost exclusively to national life. The
sense of national union gives the first impulse to it; when
that sense is weakened it withers, with its revival it

starts to life again ; without it men would never become
conscious of their own powers, their own affections,

their own wants ; and in the consciousness of these con-

sists the joy and freedom of their life as the citizens of

a state. By calling this forth in the Greeks, Homer

may be said to have made them a nation, a nation full

of life, full of turbulence. But is there nothing higher
than this mere consciousness of power? Is there no

higher condition of society than this of being citizens of

a state ? The Republic is an answer to the question. It

teaches that far beyond this consciousness of power lies

the contemplation of truth and goodness, and the assi-

milation of the soul to these. It shows that far beyond
the mere feeling of energy to dare, to act, to revenge,
lies the perception of order and harmony, and intimate

fellowship with a Being above us, and the beings around

us. It teaches that there is a universal society, of which

this contemplation and assimilation are the ground, this

perception of order and harmony the life, of which this

fellowship is the result and the realization. With this

community, says Plato, poetry hath little to do. Praise

of the gods, eulogies of great men, these are the only
fields for its exercise. Strictly speaking, we think he is

right, that is to say, if it were possible for us, as it was

necessary for him, to separate (how important it is to

distinguish we hope we have explained) the national

life from the universal life, the national society from

the universal, poetry, which is the soul of the first,

would, except in the cases named by him, be excluded

from the other. If we would connect all the vital ener-

gies of which poetry is the expression, with those deeper

insights, that perfect moral state and moral life which

belong to the higher region, we must also understand,
and by understanding realize for ourselves at least, and
BO far as is permitted us for mankind, the law by
which the universal and the national society sustain each

other.

The Republic ends nobly with a discussion on im-

mortality, which has been less popular than that in the

Phtedo, because the scenery of it is less solemn and

affecting, but which for its own merits seems entitled to

even more attention. We are far indeed from thinking
so lightly as some have dune of these arguments from

reminiscence, and from the law of interchange between

light and darkness, death and life, which occur in the

d\ ing conversation of Socrates. On the contrary, they
seem to us pregnant with the deepest meaning. But
we cannot help thinking that when Plato had once

realized in his own mind the connection between the

life of the individual and the life of society, he felt he

had a stronger ground to fix his hope of immortalily
upon that he had found the point where the witness in

the heart meets the demands of the reason. The sense

of belonging to a community, stretching behind and

before, outlasting the deaths of generations of men, is

an evidence to each man of his individual immortality,
which you may he quite unable to translate into syllo-

gisms, but which happily supersedes the necessity of

them Plato only went to the roots ofthis feeling, when,

having shown that the existence of the individual and of Moral and

society are alike based upon the idea of justice, and are

alike sustained by the contemplation of that which is

true and permanent, and alike die a moral death when
they contradict the principles of their being, he affirmed

that the accident of physical death can as little change
the condition of one as of the other, and that as each
has lived here must be his life hereafter.*

We have dwelt so long, for reasons which we have

explained already, upon this great summary of the

ethical, metaphysical, and political philosophy of Greece,
that we can afford time but for one remark which is ne-

cessary in order to show how the doctrine of Plato is con-
nected with that of the great predecessor whose labours
we suppose that it was his intention to review. That
there is a Pythagorean character in the Republic, the

book on music, the passages on geometry and arith-

metic, and certain mystical sentences respecting the law
of decay in a state, which have defied the skill of com-

mentators, abundantly prove. But if we look well at the

work, we shall find that the whole of it may in one sense
be called Pythagorean. For the discovery of the mu-
sical law which gives internal wholeness to a state, as

distinguished from that external law by which its parts
are prevented from falling asunder, is in fact the object
of the treatise. Wherein then does he differ from Py-
thagoras ? Precisely in this ; that while he gives music
and arithmetic their due honour as instruments for culti-

vating in man the feeling of his own position and rela

tions, he does not deduce that position and those rela-

tions from any combinations of notes or series of num-
bers. He makes justice a moral principle the music
of his commonwealth. And this is the more remark
able and the more honourable, because it is evident that

he felt the temptation to be a cabbalist, and never divested

himself of the belief (perhaps no deep thinker was
ever able quite to divest himself of it) that there is

something profoundly and mysteriously interwoven with

the life of man in the relations of lines, of numbers, and

* As the Republic, like so many other of the Platonic Dialogues,
closes with a mythus, and as the passage in the third hook on Lying
brings the whole subject of the use which Plato thought it lawful
to make of fables and legends directly before us, it may be as well
to make one remark on this subject. Throughout this dialogue,
even more than in his other writings, it in evident that dearly as he
loved truth for its own sake, and firmly as he believed it could be

contemplated in its pun- essence, he \ et felt that there was no cri

terion of truth so sure as that it governed practice and was the
law of life. To substitute a pure idealism for the faith of his

country was never his object or his dream. Ha hated such

attempt*, not more for their hardness and cruelty than for their

utter inconsistency with his whole doctrine. He left them to men
who did not believe that ideas were substantial, who thought they
were mere creations of the mind and had nothing to do with living
acts. While then he was very jealous of all those stories which

evidently hindered men from acknowledging goodness and truth

as the ultimate ends of their existence, he was equally certain that

bomehow or other all great principles must have an investiture of

facts, and cannot be fully or satisfactorily presented to man except
in facts. And if no such series of facts embodying and revealing
truths were within his reach, ratlier than leave it to be fancied

that his truths are bare naked conceptions of his mind, he wiil

invent a clothing for them : it is the least evil of the two. But it

is an evil ; it exposed him to fearful contradictions ; it often puts his

love for tnith in the greatest jeopardy. Then what pretence
have those to the name of Platonisis who wish to believe that

then- is no series of facts containing a revelation of supersensual
and transcendent truths, uhu th nk it an a priori probability that

the deep want of such facts which Plato experienced has not been

satisfied ; who are determined even by the most violent treatment

of historical evidence to prove that whenever a supposed fact ma-
nifests a principle, it must be a table ?
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Moral uud of sounds. It was a great merit thus to keep the prac-
tical ground so steadily, and never to forget that this is

really the highest ground. By doing so he was enabled

,
to perform the same service in one sphere which he had

already performed in another, to discover the political

principle which Pythagoras had been seeking for amidst

the influences that connect us with nature, as he had

discerned the scientific principle which Pannenides had

been groping after amidst the forms of our own minds.

It is a great satisfaction to us that our duty, as his-

torians of moral and metaphysical inquiries, dors not

call upon us, or even permit us, to say many words on

the subject of Plato's Physics. Still the Taneeus is so

curiously connected with the Republic by the exquisite

introduction to it, in which Critias tells the story of the

submerged state, so like in all respects to that which

Socrates had described the day before, (here we have

the doctrine of reminiscence obviously brought into play,
and a new evidence that our philosopher considered the

Republic as no work of imagination, but the discovery
of a truth implied and forgotten in the constitution of all

societies.) and so much importance has been attached

both in early and la'er times to this dialogue, as if

it contained the very heart of Platonism, that we
cannot venture entirely to pass it over. With respect
to the link between the Politics and the Physics of Plato,

we would not speak confidently. He may have per-
ceived a closer relation between the moral KntrfjLOf.

which he

had been investigating in the Republic, and the material

universe which Tima3iis creates, than we are able to

trace. But this we think is evident, that he did enter

upon his new task with a kind of consciousness that it

behoved him to fill up a gap in his speculations and to

complete his review of the ancient philosophy, and at the

same time with a secret apprehension that the light

which had hitherto guided him might forsake him in

this region. It is strange at all events that, while un-

dertaking to develope a subject so important in Greek

eyes as the creation and organization of nature, he should

make Socrates a merely listener. To a faithful student

of Plato it must still seem more strange that he should on

this occasion utterly desert his customary method, that the

dialogue form should be merely used to throw a graceful
dramatical veil over the introduction, and that in the

expository part it should be exchanged for the ha-

ranguing style to which Plato was in general so averse

And yet it is to this cause more than any other that the

Timeeus owes its reputation among those who under-

take to furnish summaries and synopses of Platonical

doctrine. Elsewhere they found him balancing opinions,
often refusing to pronounce a verdict upon their respective
merits most unnecessarily tedious (as they think) in

tracing the road to a conclusion, most unaccountably and

ill-naturedly forgetful of the duty of clothing it in pre-

cise, available, transferable formulas. Here on the con-

trary, though his language may be more obscure than it

is in other places, though there may be more allusions to

ill-understood portions of Greek speculation than in all

the rest, though, lastly, his teachings refer to a question

upon which we all believe that he could have only very

partial illumination ; still the manifest convenience of

catching so Protean a philosopher for one moment in a

rigid definite state, has overweighed all these considera-

tions, and has made the Platonic cosmogony the grand
storehouse from which diligent redacteurs have been

wont to collect their notions of the mind and the works

of Plato. Nay it has even been a plausible and popular

theory, ingeniously accounting for the uncertainty of the Moral and

other Dialogues, that they were only intended as a vesti-

bule, to the inner oracle of the Timiewt. Having suffi-

ciently explained our views respecting these so-called

uncertainties, and having endeavoured to show how
much the method of Piato is part and parcel of Plato

himself, we must needs regard this particular work with

very different feelings. Not pretending to behold with

indifference the splendid theory which it developis,
aware how closely that theory is connected with some of

those which exercised the strongest influence upon the

minds of men, especially in the first ages of the Christian

Church, and being very willing to accept for Plato the

compliments which natural philosophers have paid him
for his intuition of truths hereafter to be established, we
must yet confess that the Timeeus seems to us chiefly
valuable because it illustrates the worth of the principle
from which it is so signal a departure. In every other

dialogue Plato is teaching us how to discover a universal

law in any particular fact which falls under our notice ;

here we have huge hypotheses to begin with, and all

fac's fitted and disposed according to them. For what-

ever there is of truth in these hypotheses he is indebted

to his previous studies in another direction. Having
arrived by his own sure course of upward investigation
at the doctrine of ideas, he was able to see that the

world must be created according loan idea. But having
atiained this point, his light forsook him, he was not

able to apply his dialectic to the elimination of this idea,
from the names or facts in which it was imbedded. He
had simply to trust to his imagina'ion to construct a

theory. Whereas in other cases he is a philosopher
seeking for light, and when he could not perceive the

truck of it, showing where it ought to be, and from what
unris"ii sun it must flow, here he is a presumptuous theo-

logian, assuming himself capable of declaring that which
must he revealed, and thereby losing the right ws>y to

that which may be discovered. Bacon does him no in-

justice in respect to his Physics when he says that he
confused and corrupted them with theology, when he

implicitly includes him among the giants who piled hill

on hill in hopes of reaching heaven. Would that our

countryman, lor the honour of his own character, for the

sake of the ages which were to follow h'tn, had been as

willing to recognise the truth of Plato, as he was acute

in detecting his falsehood
',

as honest in acknowledging
him for a guide, as he was right in pointing him out for

a beacon. He would then have seen that the Timeeus was
in contradiction to the principle of induction, because it

was inconsistent with the principle of Plato. He would
have seen that in one solitary instance the Greek sage was

betrayed by that ambition of completeness and circularity

(which far more than the desire of fame deserves to be
called the last infirmity of'noble minds) into the examina-
tion of a subject on which he only could dogmatize, and
could dogmatize only by forsaking his own method. He
would have confessed that the Novum Organum was
but the extension of that method to a new class of sub-

jects. He would have taught his disciples that the

course ot investigation which promised them such new
discoveries in the world of sense, which was grounded
upon the great principle that man is but a seeker after

that which really exists, which is prosperous in propor-
tion as they endeavour simply to behold that which is,

and not to darken it by the mists of his own concep-
tions, had been ages before marked out as the only one

by which they may safely hope to become acquainted

sical Phi-

losophy.
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Moral and with the truths of their own being. He would solemnly
Metaphy- naye conj ure(j t|lem to remember that a heathen, unin-

'losoiihy'."
strutted by that revelation which deals directly with

t_M-^_, these transcendant truths and lays them open to every

peasant, had yet perceived that they must be the most

precious which a man can know, and that only in know-

ing them he is truly a man. He would have told them,
that if ever that study, in which the heathen sage forgot

his usual wisdom, should become the only one in which

Christians care to be proficients, if ever ex reseratione

viarum sensus et accensions majore luminis natures

aliqidd incredulUatis et noctis animix nostris erga di-

vina mysteria oboriatur or there should grow up a

fueling towards these mysteries which is worse than

unbelief, or else another form of it, a stupid acqui-
escence in them without the acknowledgment that

they answer to any cravings in the heart, any necessities

of the reason, any predictions of the Imagination, then

fur the sake of the age and country upon which such a

diseasehad fallen, for the lake of all that should follow it,

for the sake of physical knowledge itself, which can

never long flourish apart from moral light, it would be,

most desirable that men should resume the study of the

Athenian philosopher, should realize the wants of their

minds by observing those which lie experienced in his

should consider in what way we can find an adequate
provision for both.

Aristotle*

Aristotle. A student passing from the work* of Plato to those of

Eternal
Aristotle is struck first of all with the entire absence of
that dramatic form and that dramatic feeling with which

him and he has become lamiliar. The living human beings with
PUto. whom he has conversed have passed away. Protagoras,

and Prodicus, and Hippias, are no longer lounging upon
their couches amidst groups of admiring pupils ; we have
no walks along the wall of the city, no readings besides
the Ilissus, no lively symposia giving occasion to high
discourses about love, no Critias recalling the stories he
had heard in the dais of his youth, before he became a

tyrant of ancient and glorious republics ; above all, no
Socrates forming a centre to these various groups, while

yet he stands out clear and distinct in his individual

character, shuwing that the most subtle of dialecticians

may be the most thoroughly humorous and humane of
men. Some little sorrow for the loss of so many clear

and beautiful pictures will be felt by perhaps every one.
But by far the greater portion of readers will believe that

they have an ample compensation in the precision and

philosophical dignity of the treatise for the richness and

variety of the dialogue. To hear solemn questions treated

solemnly, to hear opinions calmly discussed without the

interruption of personalities ; above all, to have a pro-
found and considerate judge, able, and not unwilling, to

pronounce a positive decision upon the evidence before
him ; this they think a great advantage, and this, and
far more than this, they expect, not wrongly, to rind in

Aristotle.

Still we are of opinion that a person who is able to

render justice to the method of the master, will, on the

* It may be as well to remind the reader that two elaborate
lives of Socrates and H.ato appeared many yean ago in this EN-
CYCLOPEDIA, and that one of Aristotle has lately been added to
them. Tlie author of this article has therefore no excuse for

dwelling upon any particulars of their history, not directly tending
to the elucidation of their doctrines.

VOL. II.

whole, be the most likely to appreciate the disciple ;
Mor.il and

at all events we shall not understand either well if we
^T^pi^"

content ourselves with a vau-ue notion that one was a
i0501,i,y.

consummate artist, the other a profound practical philoso- \_**v~~^

pher. That Plato did not adopt his dialogue form for any This differ

artistical purpose, but simply because it was necessary ence no

for thedevelopement ofhis idea of science, we have con-
fj t r f)^c

!" !'

tended already. And we feel it equally necessary, in
superiority.

order that we may claim tor Aristotle the true and very
noble position which of riirht belongs to him, not to let

it be supposed that his pretensions to be either practical
or profound rest upon his want of those qualities, and his

abandonment of that method by which Plato is distin-

guished. In common parlance we are wont to consider

those most practical whose studies are most connected

with real, living, passing questions. Now it was the

actual opposition of sophists, which drove Socrates and
Plato to seek for principles not yet recognized, lest they
should lose those which they had. Aristotle had the

advantage of being able calmly to examine sophistical

arguments, because it was the hour in the school for that

particular subject to be lectured upon. It was a ques-
tion of life and death in Plato's day, whether we have

something permanent to rest on or no; for men in every
town of Greece were abusing the name of Heraclitus in

support of the doctrine of a perpetual flux. Aristotle

could label this question physical or metaphysical, and

patiently balance it against some opposite theory. The
Parmeiiideans forced Plato to investigate the nature and
conditions of science, for they threatened it with a hope-
less stationariness. Aristotle is under no such alarm ;

he has merely to make out a system of analytics. It

was because the Body of Socrates was about to pass

through death, that he was led to consider the meaning,
and nature, and enduring properties of the Soul. Aris-

totle begins his treatise on the same subject, with in-

quiring whether the subject is to be considered in refer-

ence to any particular person at all or abstractedly, and
whether we are to speak of it physically or

dialectically.
Without determining which of the two courses we have
indicated is the best, we think it must be a violence upon
ordinary usage to say that the latter is the more practical.
Neither is the quality of depth precisely that one which
we conceive ought to be predicated of Aristotle, when it

is our object to contrast him with his predecessor. It

was the necessary consequence of Plato's situation and of
the task which had been committed to him, that he was
always seeking for principles for a foundation to rest

upon. The most simple every-day facts interested and

puzzled him ; nothing that human beings were interested
in was beneath his attention ; but then it was the meaning
of these things, the truth implied in them, which he was

continually inquiring after. He found the commonest
word that men speak, the commonest act that men do,

unintelligible, except by the light which comes from
another region than that in which they are habitually
dwelling. Of this feeling there are no traces in Aristotle.

To collect all possible facts, to arrange and classify them
was his ambition and perhaps his appointed tuuction : .

no one is less tempted to suspect any deep meaning in

facts, or to grope afier it. In like manner to get words

pressed and settled into a definition is his highest aim;
the thought that there is a life in words, that they are
connected with the life in us, and may lead at all to the

interpretation of its marvels, never was admitted into his

mind, or at least never tarried there. In this disposition
there may be a comfort and an advantage ; but it certainly

4 H
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Moral and is not that upon which persons who ore careful in the use

Of language could bestow the epithet profound.
S

loso hy'~
Another prejudice in reference to these great men it

..^_ _;_ is necessary to remove, or we shall not understand their

Aristotle relative positions. It is often fancied, and Aristotle

incapable seems not altogether anxious to do away the impression,
of under- that Plato's disciple forsook him when he forsook his

master ; that the later philosophy is in some important

respects a return to the simple faith of Socrates. If

what we have just said be correct, this notion must be

not only wide of the truth but in direct contradiction to

it. The personality of Plato was precisely that quality

of his mind and of his writiims which he had inherited

from Socrates. That he so seldom deviated into abstrac-

tions ; that he preserved so strongly the feeling, we are

actual men, wrestling against evil tendencies within, and

evil powers without, capable of beiugeducaied,and of edu-

cating each other into a longing afier, and perception of,

the perfect goodness and truth, this he owed to Socrates.

His own especial work was to connect this personal

struggle with the orderly developement of principles. It

was precisely then with the Socrates in Plato that Aris-

totle was incapable of feeling sympathy. That he had

a general reverence for his good sense, that he recognized

him as the useful and victorious opp >?er of what was

mischievous and unphilosophical, and that he sincerely

believed him not to have held certain offensive opinions

of his disciple ; this we can easily imagine. Hut that he

the least admired the Socratic method, or that all his

wisdom could avail to teach him into what conclusions

that method must necessarily lead one who habitually

followed it, we cannot believe.

Though these remarks seem fora moment derogatory

to the fame of this wonderful man, they will be found

upon reflection to relieve his character from some unjust

imputations, to set his actual merits in a clearer light,

and to explain the kind of influence which he has exerted,

and must always exert over mankind. There are

passages in his works which, in the opinion of some

over walchful and sensitise critics, indicate a personal

jealousy and dislike of Plato. They remark that he does

not introduce his comments upon him in a manly, phi-

losophical spirit, but generally with some of those

affected phrases of reluctance which display often more

than the strongest vituperation the ill will that is

lurking- within. Possibly far less meaning would have

been seen in these passages, if the gossiping anecdote-

mongers of later Greece had not illustrated them by
. stories of dissensions between the master and the pupil,

alleged which, though obviously derived from a very vulgar

jealousy
of invention or a memory generally treacherous, because

Plato. always trivial, still unconsciously influence our minds

when we have once heard them,and prevent us from fairly

looking at the evidence which gives them their only

plausibility. Separated from these stories, the quotations

we think prove no more than that Aristotle felt a certain

irritation and displeasure when he perceived there was

something in the words of Plato, which his large intel-

lect and immense information did not enable him to

comprehend. To be continually haunted with a con-

sciousness of this kind, In all definable qualities I am

equal, nay superior to my predecessor, I have reduced

subjects into far greater order ; I analyze lar more per-

fectly, I have a far greater store of tacts at my com-

mand, and yet there is in him something quite itnde-

finable, which feems to make an incredible difference

between us ;
this may have been no doubt very vexatious

even to an honest and grtat mind. For it was not Moral and

merely the personal humiliation of such a reflection Metaphy
which would be grievous to him, it would jar against the si<:al ^h'~

strongest feeling of his mind that nothing ought to be
t^ p

j*f .

incapable of definition, and that whatsoever does defy ^N^~

it can scarcely be of any great worth. While then it is
belong to

no doubt possible that petty quarrels may have been different

stirred up between two such men by admirers and flat- period*-

terers, who were equally incapable of understanding
either, we have no need of that supposition to account
for the sneers and taunts (if such they must be called)
which now and then displease us in Aristotle. We shall

fully explain these to ourselves when we consider the cha-

racters of the men, and connect them with the characters

of their times. This last point is of more importance
than we are at first inclined to fancy. When we think

of Aristotle as the disciple of Plato, we group them

together as if they belonged to the s;ime portion of

Greek history. But when we acknowledge Plato in his

true character, as the expounder of Socrates, we feel at

once that the age which bore the name of Pericles, but

may really be said to date from the Persian war, was
the one which he was appointed to adorn. This was an

age of individual energy, when pregnant events were
transacted in insignificant localities ; when the lowest

party-contests were developing the most universal and

permanent principles. That which was followed was
an age of concentrated, organised power, of successful

assaults upon freedom, of grand conceptions, of exten-

sive conquests, of what has been well called material

sublimity. Of such an age Aristotle was, we believe, a
more perfect representative than Alexander.

In conformity with these remarks it will not be diffi'

cult to show wherein the peculiarity of the Stagiiite phi-

losophy consisted ; how it grew out of the Platonic, how
far they are contradictory, how far one occupies a space
which the other had left void. We have seen by what

steps Plato was led into his high estimate of Dialectics.

He watched his master maintaining a safe moral posi-
tion against the attacks of the sophists. To assert

realities against appearances and counterfeits was his

single aim. Keeping this steadily before him, he almost

unconsciouly wrought out a method entirely different

from that of previous philosophers. As Plato reflected

upon the end which Socrates had proposed to himself,

he perceived the full practical meaning of that truth

which in terms had been asserted by Xenophanes and

others, that Being is the object of all our inquiries.
He saw at the same time how necessary it was to con- Connection
nect the end with the method ; for till that method between

had been practised, Being had been a word, a notion,
the

,

two

a negation ; not an object to be really beheld and striven
P{

after. Hence the immense importance of bringing that

method forward ; of presenting it substautivelyj as it

were, to his pupils; not allowing them merely to con-

template it as leading to certain results, but as the safe

and universal means of arriving at any results. We
have alluded to a class of dialogues having this pur-

pose ; and these, or something answering to them,

(approaching, it is possible, the nature of ordinary expo-
sition, though we can scarcely believe that Plato ever

abandoned the dialogue as his vehicle of instruction,)
must have been the peculiar study of the academy, as

such, and expressly of the more advanced disciples.*

* In the Life of Aristotle, published in this ENCYCLOPAEDIA,
it has been shown, we think most satisfactorily, that the oeroo*
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slcatplu"
fee''"o respecting dialectics which Plato would have

losophy."
keen anxious to discourage, and yet which his own

v ,_' works continually tended to foster. Seeing it used as a

key to unlock the secrets of social life, of moral life, of

physical life, and seeing, likewise, the pains which their

master took that they should examine the wards of the

key, it was most natural that they should think a much
fuller and more systematic developement of this all-

important science was desirable and even necessary. It

would occur to them that there was something like con-

fusion and irregularity in the proceedings of their great
teacher. Had he not strangely mixed together inquiries

respecting the grounds of morality with statements

respecting the nature of science ? Surely it would have
been much better, much more orderly, that these ques-
tions should have been kept distinct and referred to par-
ticular heads. And were there not also some indica-

tions of narrowness in Plato, which a more accurate

habit of distinction would have delivered him from?
Had not his aversion to some of the usual abuses of

rhetoric led him to undervalue the whole art, when it

was undoubtedly capable, like every other, of being
reduced to strict laws, and must deserve to be contem-

plated without any reference to its accidental results?

The same might be said of his doctrine respecting poetry ;

the same, still more strongly, of his ill-concealed indif-

ference to physical speculations. If all these subjects
could be directly looked at in themselves as distinct

branches of human culture, how much increase of know-

ledge might be expected in each, how much increase of
clearness respecting the capacities and limitations of the

human intellect! Such thoughts, we suppose, may have
been at work in the minds of many who frequented the

school of Plato. In few they will have borne any
fruit, in most of these few the unripe or blighted fruit of
some feeble theories, professing to universalize the

system of Plato, really proving that their authors knew

nothing either of Plato or of themselves. But there was
one who was able to make the thoughts of the rest in-

telligible. To him Platonism will have appeared a

needful preparation for a complete and circular philo-

sophy. Its unsystematic character, its imaginative

flights, its disregard of certain provinces of thought,
will have seemed to him indications of rudeness and in-

fancy. And he will have conceived the thought of as-

signing to each study its true position, that one which
Plato declared and proved to be so important, occupying
the first place, being exhibited in its full proportions,
and determining the character and treatment of the rest.

Dialectics, then, was in some sense the centre of both

philosophies. Nor would it be correct to say that Aris-
totle consciously altered the signification which the
word dialectics had borne in the discourses of his pre-
decessor. He only wished to give the study more dis-

tinctness and prominence, to exhibit the processes aid
operations of which it treated apart from any particular

applications and results. But in fulfilling this desire,
he character of the pursuit, became inevitably changed.
The feeling of Plato was, Theie are certain objects pre-
sented to my mind; they may be sensible objects,

matin treatises of Aristotle differed from the exoteric, not in
the abstrustmens or mysteriousness of their subject-matter, but in

this, tiiat the one formed part of a course or system, while the
others were casual discussions or lectures on a particular thesis.

The remark in the text is an extension and adaptation of this doc-
trine to the case of Plato.

al Phi-

ophy.

Dialectics

of each.

as trees; they may be objects for the understanding Mural and

merely, as nan es ; but objects they are still; things "**?!}!['

thrown in my way, and I must know what they mean
;

I must find out the truth of them. For this end I must
have dialectics. The object has vanished from before Connected
the eyes and mind of Aristotle ; he has begun to devote with real i-

the whole energy of his mind to the contemplation of dia- tles ln
.

lectics in themselves. What is the consequence? The?.?',!"
,

,. Aristotle
sense of requiring them as the means of escape from the not.

impositions which intercept our views of things as they
are, becomes more and more weakened, till at last it dis-

appears altogether. That principle which it had been
the business of Plato's life to assert against Protagoras
and his school, that the mind is not its own standard,
that the aspects under which objects present themselves
to us, do not constitute our knowledge of them, but that

we may arrive at an acquaintance with them as they are

in themselves ; this principle, which had given his dia-

lectics all their meaning, is no longer felt with any
potency by his disciple. On the contrary, it is precisely
the aspecis under which we see and judge of things that

he proposes to investigate. He wants to know what are

the rules and conditions under which the mind, by its

own constitution, considers and discourses. He makes
the mind a centre, referring every thing to itself, just as

those did with whom Plato contended. But he differed

from them in this, that their intention was knaush, his

most honest. They set up the doctrine that all things
are merely as they seem to us, for the purpose of unset-

tling all faith, and proving the judgment of each indi-

vidual to be a lawful standard. He sought to convince

men that all is riot unstable and fluctuating, by show-

ing them that there is a fixed rule to which human
judgments must conform, which limits the exercises of

individual taste and caprice, which tests and reduces to

order those appearances which the sophist pretended
were infinite.

From this statement it will be easily apparent that

the definition of dialectics in Plato and Aristotle may be

almost the same, and yet that the whole scope and

object of the science indicated by this common defini-

tion will be different. One as much as the other could

say, Dialectics is that science which discovers the differ-

ence between the false and the true. But the false in

Plato is the semblance which any object presents to the

seijsualized mind, the true the very substance and

meaning of that object. The false in Aristotle is a

wrong affirmation concerning any matter whereof the

mind takes cognizance; the true, a right affirmation con-

cerning the same matter. Hence the dialectics of the

one treats of the way whereby we obtain to a clear and
vital perception of things ; the dialectics of the other

treats of the way in which we discourse of things. Words
to the one are the means whereby we ascend to an

apprehension of realities of which there are no sen-

sible exponents. Words to the other are the formulas

wherein we set forth our notions and judgments. The
one desires to ascertain of what hidden meaning the

word is an index ; the other desires to prevent the word
from transgressing certain boundaries which he has

fixed for it. Hence it happened that the sense and lead-

ing maxim of Plato's philosophy became not only more

distastetul, but positively more unintelligible to his wisest

disciple, than to many who had never studied in the

academy, or who had set themselves in direct opposi-
tion to ii. When Aristotle had matured his system of

dialectics, there was something in it so perfect and satis-

4 H 2
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factory, that lie could not even dream of any thing lying
out of its circle, and incapable of being brought under

its rules. He felt that he had discovered all the forms

under which it is possible to set down any proposition in

words, and what there could be besides this, what open-

ing there could be for another region entirely out of the

government of these forms, he had no conception. At any
rate, if there were such a one, it must be a vague unin-

habited world. To suppose it peopled with other and
those most real and distinct forms was the extravagance
of philosophical delirium. Accordingly, when he speaks
of the doctrine of substantial ideas, of ideas, that is to

say, which are the grounds of all our forms of thought,
and consequently cannot be subject to them, he is re-

duced to the strange, and for so consummate a logician
most disagreeable, necessity of begging the whole ques-

tion, of arguing that, since these ideas ought to be

included under some of the ascertained conditions of

logic, and by the hypothesis are not included under

any, they must be fictitious.

As we proceed we shall have occasion to notice how
this primary difference atfected the views of these philo-

sophers upon all questions which came under their

notice. At present we speak of it, in order to show
that the methods having a perfectly distinct object, do
not of necessity interfere with each other; that the Pla-

tonic doctrine is not absurd, because Aristotle could find

no place for it in his system ; that the labours of Aristotle

are not useless or ill directed, because they do not supply,
as he fancied they did, any satisfaction to the inquiries
which Plato had awakened.

Every orderly examination of Aristotle must then,
we conceive, take its start from his treatises on logic.
That these are not the most interesting of the works
which he has bequeathed to the world we may easily

admit, but, unless something is understood of their

nature and purpose, it is scarcely possible to understand

the character, the value, and the necessary limitations of

his opinions on ethics, on politics, on rhetoric, on poetry.
We shall presently quote the opinion of an eminent
writer on physical science, to prove that a just estimate

of Aristotle's labours in that department depends upon
our knowledge of the importance which he att iched to

the forms of logic. And tlie settlement of the long de-

bated question which falls more within the province of

this article, what precise meaning he attached to the

word Metaphysics, or what portion of his thoughts his

disciples referred to under that name, can, we think, be

hoped for only from a previous understanding of the

connection in his mind between the idea of science and
that of dialectics.

In the Berlin edition of Aristotle, the Categories

occupy the first place. Some doubt has been enter-

tained respecting the genuineness of this treatise, which
modern inquiries appear to have removed. It would in

many cases afford a reasonable ground of suspicion

against a work, that it exactly filled up a gap in a set of

acknowledged works by the same author, so that with it

they form a complete system of instruction upon the

subject which they treat. But it is a set-off against this

consideration, that roundness and completeness are the

great characteristics of Aristotle, and that it is less hard
to imagine how a perfect series of his logical writings
can have come down to us, than to believe any pupil

capable of supplying a void that he had left in it. The

difficulty, too, of supposing one man to possess the full

mastery of this subject, which is indicated by the succes-

sive works which he has left, is dimiivshed when we SIotal ""!

remember that the original conception of the study was Metil
l'

ll >"

not his, but Zeno's. How naturally that conception
arose in a mind which had once entered into the great
principle of Xenophancs and Parmenides, that the mind
has laws of its own, and is independent on the appear-
ances and determinations of the senses, we have ex-

plained already. What more than this discovery, and
the application of it in confuting sensible conclusions,

may be owing to Zeno, we do not know. It is not im-

possible that some of the sophists, while they turned the
art to the worst purposes, may have yet done something
for the refinement and improvement of it. In the

school of Euclides not only the practice but the principles
of logic must have been studied and elucidated. With
these materials to work upon, it seems nowise incredible

that one trained in the school of Plato to the greatest

subtlety and precision of thought, and possessing in

himself a comprehension and a diligence quite unparal-
leled, should have been able so to produce a design and
an edifice which after ages have found it scarcely possible
in the minutest particular to alter or amend. He had not
to raise a science from its foundations, but laterititiam

invenit marnwream reliquit, may perhaps be said of him
with as strict truth as of almost any architect that the

world has seen.

Now the work on the Categories seems to be a most Categorict.

fitting vestibule to this building. On entering it we feel

at once that the purpose to which it is consecrated is

altogether different from that which Plato has been

teaching us to regard as all important, and we feel that

it is a true purpose still. There is a way of penetrating
into the nature and essence of things, whether those

which present an outward image to my senses, or those,

equally real, which merely utter themselves to my mind.
With this way Aristotle does not concern himself. But
it is equally certain that our mind does form notions and

conceptions about the things belonging to both these

kinds which it contemplates, and it may be that these

conceptions themselves are subject to certain rules. They
may be defined and classified ; there may be a general
set of conceptions to which all particular conceptions
will refer themselves. This Aristotle affirms to be the

case. Under the ten notions of Substance, Quantity,

Quality, Relation, Time, Place, Position, Possession,

Action, Passion, he says you may reduce all your no-

tions. Now a Platonist is very likely to ask, But what
do these words, Substance, Quantity, &c., themselves

signify?
" How do I know what Substance is, better

than I know what a man or a horse is?" "Quantity
better than I know what three cubits long is?" And
these are questions which, as we shall find hereafter, had
need to be asked, and were asked with effect and advan-

tage when the Aristotelian province of thought had
endeavoured to bring all other provinces within it. But ,

for any further purpose than for destroying this preten-
sion they are impertinent. When I study an actual man
or an actual horse, the substance is doubtless the x or
unknown quantity which I am inquiring after to

assume that I know it, is to stop all investigation But
I understand ihename substance as well as * understand

the name man or horse. And who told you that, be-

cause there is a science of things, there is not a science

of names? that there are not laws of dependence and

affinity among them ? and that conformity or noncon-

formity to these laws is not exactly what we mean by
coherent or incoherent discourse ? There is no alter

1
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native between the assertion, that the desire so deeply

implanted in us of arrangement and classification is a

mere disease, or the belief that it arises firm the sense

of certain limitations and conditions to which our minds

themselves are subject, and is another name for the wish

to understand what they are.

The rules of grammar, the terminology of every art

and science, the very attempt to be intelligible, presume
these. And there is no safety from the efforts of men
to invent divisions and schemes of thought, no safety for

the great principles and laws, which these dividers and

schemers are continually narrowing and stifling, but in

the clear and steady perception of certain necessiry
boundaries not imposed upon us by our fellow men, but

by the nature of our own understandings. Let then the

reader carefully consider this work on the Categories.

Let him ask himself whether it has not the effect of

clearing his mind, and that in no ordinary degree, respect-

ing his own modes of speech ;
whether it does not lead

him to feel more than he did before, that his words,

winged though they may be, can take no chance flight,

but must move along an appointed preordained path ;

and, therefore, whether there be not a witness in himself

that Aristotle has a distinct and reasonable end of his

own, which it is very much for our interest to be

acquainted with.

From the investigation of these general forms under
which we reiluce all the notions that enter our minds,
he proceeds in his treatise Htpi Ep^rjrttac, to inquire

respecting the mode of our affirmations and denials.

In this treatise he developes the nature and limitations

of propositions, the meaning of contraries and contra-

dictories, the force of affirmations and denials, in im-

possible, contingent, and necessary malter. This sub-

ject has been so fully treated in the article LOGIC in a

former volume of this ENCYCLOPEDIA, that we can have

no excuse for travelling over the same ground. For
the same reason we must say nothing respecting the two
books of AcaXum-a Ilportpa, which develope the syllo-

gistic principle and process. But we cannot sufficiently

impress on our readers the remark which has been
made already for another purpose in that article, that

Aristotle is not in these books the mere inventor of an

art, but the masterly expounder of the facts upon which
that art rests, and but for which it would have no mean-

ing. He dues not teach us how to make propositions,
but what propositions are, and necessarily must be, ac-

cording to the conditions of the human intellect. He
does not tell us how to make syllogisms, but how we do

syllogize, when we do not violate the laws of our mind
as much as we should violate the laws of our body, if

we tried to walk upon our heads instead of upon our feet.

But Aristotle perceived that this analysis of our men-
tal operations was not sufficient, lie had told us how
we discourse, but he had not told us how we know.
Are these forms of Logic themselves knowledge? Is
the syllogistic demonstration the same thing with
science? Or, is one kind of it science? Or, are the

results of it science ? Or, are there certain premises
assumed in it which also do or may belong to science?
What are these? how do we get at them? Such are
the important inquiries which occupy Aristotle in his

AvuKvTina \artpa- We shall endeavour to seize a few
of those points in the investigation which will best
enable the reader to estimate the character of Aristotle's

mind, and to see how he stands related as well to his great
master as to the expounder of the inductive philosophy.

The treatise opens thus : Haaa &c)a<7Ka\<a u Tra.ua Mora! and

ua8/;<rtc Ciai'OT)r(K)) tic irpovirap-)(pvari yivtrai yvtaatMQ-
e aP -*"

\ ^ \ t\ * ~rt t\
slcsl j^ni*

(pavepof ct TOVTO Ofttipovnv tin Ka.aiav a< n yap [tattif- ioso,,hy.

^lariKat rwv CTTIOT^WI' cia TOVTOV TOV TpOTrov irapa- i-
.^

-,_
'

yivovTai KOI TU>V aXXwv iKatrrr) Tf)(vi>v- opoiiag ce Ka\ irepi

rot/e \oyovc 01 TE Sid av\\oyiafiii>v cai ol St' tTraywyj/s-

afj.(j>urepoi yap cid irpoyivoHTKOfj.eviiiv iroioiit'rai Tijv oica-

ovcaXia)' oi
fJLev \ayu/3avovrc lie Trapoi ^uvltvriav ol Ct SfiK-

vvvTff TO KadoXov Sid TOV Si/Xoc flvai TO Kaff iKartTov- (ay

c' avrutc; KOI oi VqroptKot avfiTriSovaiv- % yap Sid irapa-

SciypaTiiiv oirep E<rrt tTrayaiyij $ Ci tvdvfiriftaTMV otrtp ttrn

<rv\\oyicrfi6f. There are two very important words in the Aristotle'*

opening clause of this sentence which we imagine were '''saof

carefully distinguished in the school from which Aris-
sclence -

totle came, SiSatrKaXia and fiadrjate. We feel confident,

also, that the last being, by the force of its name, the

method of learning and acquisition, would have uni-

formly taken precedence of the other, which points to the

communication of knowledge. That the order is here

changed, that <!tc)a<miX<a is put foremost as if it included

the other within itself, is a very significant circumstance,
which is an explanation of much that follows. Plato,
it is well known, had a profound reverence for mathe-
matics. He was wont to say,

" Let no man undisci-

plined in geometry enter the halls of philosophy,"
Now we cannot account for this admiration unless we

suppose him to have perceived in the mathematical pro-
cess something akin to his own method. But this re-

semblance certeinly does not lie in that which we are

wont to call the mathematical demonstration, it does not

lie in the machinery of axioms, definitions, hypotheses,

propositions. This machinery, valuable as it is, has

scarcely a Socratic element in it. What remains?

Plato, we conceive, would have answered. Exactly that

which is the essence of mathematics, exactly the pa&rirrtf.
For this demonstration is but the cicaaxaXta, a neces-

sary and inseparable accident of the science, but imply-

ing the presence of something else and unmeaning with-

out it. The fiaOrfaiy
is the process whereby in any par-

ticular triangle I arrive at this as one of the laws

which belong to it as a triangle, that its three angles are

equal to two right angles; the cicaerKa\ia is the formal

verbal enunciation of that law and the confirmation

of it by certain deductions from previously admitted

premises. In this sense mathematics would seem 'o

him not indeed the science but the best preparation for

it, because it recognises certain permanent Ibrms and

principles existing in visible objects, which we are ca-

pable of entering into and discovering. Now Aristotle,

as we have often hinted, perceives only the forms and
laws of our mind. That, consequently, which was the

subordinate and accessory part ofmathematics in thejudg-
ment of his master, became in his judgment the whole.

He looks upon mathematics simply in reference to its de-

monstrations ; the characteristic of mathematics is that it

deals with necessary matter. If you ask why necessary,
the only answer you can get is, that it starts ultimately
from some self-evident propositions. So that, after all, the

proposition, a mode ofourown mind, becomes the ultimate

ground of all things. Or if you will find out a Hercules'

pillar beyond these, you have the Categories. Pent

within these limits, it becomes difficult to grasp the

meaning of science. Aristotle feels the difficulty, and

with his usual honesty does not evade it. He acknow-

ledges that it may puzzle us to tell whether science is

only that which we obtain after a series of satisfactory

syllogisms, or whether the premises assumed in those
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syllogisms must not of themselves be entitled to the

same character. And he can only say, that we must
deal fairly with facts, and that what we are bound
to assume as known, we do actually in some sort

know. Ultimate knowledge then, as well as primary

knowledge, the most perfect truth which the philosophers
can attain, as well as the point from which he starts, is

still a proposition. All knowledge seems to be in-

cluded under the two forms, knowledge that it is so,

knowledge why it is so. Neither of these can of course

include the knowledge at which Plato is aiming, know-

ledge which is correlative with being a knowledge not

about things, or persons, but of them.
But if these Ibrms of our mind be the ground of our

knowledge, we cannot at once arrive at them. What
are the steps ? Here comes in the Aristotelian doc-

trine about sensible objects. Our perception of these

is not strictly to be called knowledge ;
that word, whe-

ther used about premises or conclusions, the data of a

syllogism or its results, has still reference to what is

universal. Our sensible apprehensions refer only to

particulars, to individuals. But from these, which are

the most evident to us, we come to the more general by
a process of induction. What this induction is, and how

entirely it diB'ers from that process which bears the

same name in the writings of Bacon, the reader will

perceive the more he studies the different writings of

Aristotle. He will find, first, that the sensible pheno-
menon is taken for granted as a safe starting point.

That phenomena are not principles, Aristotle believed

as strongly as we could. But to suspect phenomena,
to suppose that they need sifting and probing in order

that we may know what the fact is which they denote,

this is no part of his system. The sensible impression
was to him satisfactory, not indeed to rest in, but as a

true beginning; all the difference between ihose who

acquiesce in it and the most consummate philosopher

lay in the use which the latter made of his power
of generalizing and syllogizing. It is in this way that

Aristotle has become the parent of all the modern
schools of sensible philosophy, which schools have,

nevertheless, drawn their very best and most convincing

arguments from the errors into which Aristotle and the

Aristotelians were led by the adoption of tlieir own hy-

pothesis. The first book of Locke may be justly said to

be an elaborate and satisfactory exposure of the no-

tions into which the Stagirite school is driven, by its

determination to recognise no foundation of truth but
sense and experience. They were too learned and

thoughtful not to perceive that universal forms are in

some way or other demanded by the mind ; and be-

cause they would not acknowledge them as the grounds
of our mind, they are forced to seek for them in the

mind, and thus to conceive them in the shape of propo-
sitions. Hence the fancy of an innate notion that what-

ever is, is ; that the whole is greater than its part, &c. ;

a fancy whicii Mr. Locke has confuted amidst such

shouts of triumph from his admirers, while he was, in

fact, conspiring with Aristotle to disparage the principle
which delivers us from such fallacies. But we are an-

ticipating a future page of our sketch.

These A.VO.\VTIKO. Yorrepa deal, it will be seen, entirely
with demonstrative reasoning. The Topics, a much

longer work, refer wholly to probable reasoning. On
this subject Aristotle, it seems to us, is much more at

home than on the other. We have intimaied our sus-

picion that he never did possess or could possess Hie

idea of science. It lay altogether out of his province ; Morai and

when he tried to grapple with it he necessarily brought Metaphjr

it within conditions and forms which robbed it of its
s 'ca' *"'""

very essence. But no one ever did so much as he to give J^P^ y

a scientific form and semblance to those subjects which
are by their nature not scientific. No one ever did so

much to give our thoughts precision and clearness re-

specting all the wavering and fluctuating matters that

fall within the domain of opinion and of ordinary con-

duct. When we look at the Topics, we are brought to

confess (not without a certain reluctance) that there is

no method of persuasion or human discourse so loose

and random but that it may be subjected to analysis,
and shown to involve certain inevitable limitations.

Undoubtedly there is some justification for our discon-

tent with these resolute reductions of all our thoughts
and arguments to a system ; we feel that the vital power
is not there; that what really brings men into consent

with either a falsehood or a truth, the energy and con-

viction of him who utters it, is taken no account of, and
that the habit of contemplating arguments without refer-

ence either to the truth of that which they are meant to

establish, or to the moral influence which they exert, is

somewhat hardening and (leadening to the mind. But
we shall find that the work of a thorough master in this

line, like Aristotle, will on the whole produce a good
effect. He so entirely understands himself and what
he is able to do, that we cannot commit the mistake

which inferior writers often draw us into, of fancying
that nothing is wanted but what he tells us. His ex-

qui>ite dissections teach us what more blundering dis-

sectors might not ; that there is something which

cannot be dissected. To understand Aristoile rightly,
the Topics should be read together with the three books

on Rhetoric. We cannot speak of that work now be-

cause so much of the moral and political wisdom of

Aristotle is presumed in it. Nevertheless it is closely

connected with this work on probable argument". The

Topics are to it what the six books of Euclid are to a

treatise on practical mechanics. Now, though it may
seem strange to talk of a geometry expressly for a

rhetorician, and though we have already shown in what

sense geometry was very alien from the habits of Aris-

totle's mind, yet we cannot help seeing that just so far

as a person who has the faculty of persuasion can be

taught that his is not a mere craft, but has maxims and
laws to govern it, lie will become at any rate less mis-

chievous, and may become a sincere, true-minded man.
In another point of view the Topics give that roundness

and completeness to the logical system of Aristotle which

we said that he evidently desired, and had in so remark-

able a manner realized.

The last treatise of Aristotle directly upon a logical

subject, is that On Sophistical Proofs. From this short

work we should pass in a complete criticism upon his

works to his voluminous writings on physics. In these

we have no direct interest. To show, however, how the

logical ideas jf Aristotle affected his views in this depart-

ment, we shall take the liberty or extracting a passage
from Mr. Whewell's History of the Induction Sciences,

vol. i. sec. 2.
*' The Aristotelian Physical Philosophy."

" The principal treatises of Aristotle are, the eight Physic*.

books of fhysical. Lectures, the four books Of the Hea-

vens, the two books Of Production and Destruction,
for the book Of the World, is now universally acknow-

ledged to be spurious, and the Meteorologies, though
full of physical explanations of natural phenomena, does
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Mora, and not exhibit the doctrines and reasonings of the school in

Mf'aphy- so general a form ; the same may he said of the Mecha-
"

o

t

nical Problems. The treatises on the various subjects of

natural history, On Animals, On the Parts of Animals,
On Plants, On Physiogiiomonies, On Colours, On

Sounds, contain an extraordinary accumulation of facts,

and manifest a wonderful power of systematizing; but

are not works which expound principles, and therefore

do not require to be here considered.

Extract
" The Physical Lectures are the works concerning

from which the wrll known anecdote is related by Simplicius,
Whe-ell a Greek commentator of the Vlth Century, as well as

by Plutarch. It is said that Alexander the Great wrote

to ''is former tutor to this effect :

' You have not done

well in publishing these Lectures, for how shall we, your

pupils, excel other men if you make that public to all

which we learned from you ?' To this Aristotle is said

to have replied :
'

My Lectures are published and not

published ; they will be intelligible to those who heard

them and to none beside.' This may very easily be a

story inscribed and circulated among those who found

the works beyond their comprehension ; and it cannot

be denied that to make out the meaning and reasoning
of every part would be a task very laborious and diffi-

cult, if not impossible. But we may follow the im-

port of a large portion of the work with sufficient

clearness to apprehend the character and principles of

the reasoning, and this is what I shall endeavour to do.
" The author's introductory statement of his view of

the nature of philosophy falls in very closely with what
has been said, that he takes his facts and his generaliza-
tions as they are implied in the structure of language.
' We must in all cases proceed,' he says,

; from what
is known to what is unknown.' This will not be denied ;

but we can hardly Ibllow him in his inference. He adds,
' We must proceed, therefore, from universal to par-
ticular. And something of this,' he pursues,

'

may be

seen in language; for names signify things in a general
and indefinite manner, as circles, and by defining we
unfold them into particulars.' He illustrates this by
saying,

'
thus children at first call all men father, and

all women mother, but afterwards distinguish.'
"In accordance with this view he endeavours to settle

several of the gr<'at questions concerning the universe

which had been started among subtle and speculative

men, by unfolding the meaning of the words and phrases
which are applied to the most general notions of things
and relations. We have already noticed this method. A
few examples will illustrate it further : whether there was
or was not a void or placewithout matter, had already been
debated among rival sets of philosophers. The antago-
nist arguments were briefly these : there must be a void
because a body cannot move into a space except it is

empty, and therefore without a void there could be no
motion ; and, on the other hand, there is no void, for

the intervals between bodies are filled with air, and air

is something. These opinions had even been supported
by reference to experiment. On the one hand, Anaxa-

goras and his school had shown, that air when confined
resisted compression, by squeezing a blown bladder, and

pressing down an inverted vessel in the water ; on the
other hand, it was alleged that a vessel full of fine

ashes held as much water as ifthe ashes were not there,
which could only be explained by supposing void spaces
between the ashes. Aristotle decides that there is no
void on such arguments as this : In a void there could
be no difference of up and down

; for as in nothing there

are no differences, so there are none in a privation or Moral and

negation ; but a void is merely a privation or negation ^'ff?"
of matter; therefore, in a void, bodies could not

move up and down, which it is in their nature to do. It

is easily seen that such a mode of reasoning elevates

the familiar forms of language and the intellectual con-
nections of terms to a supremacy over facts ; making
truth depend upon whether terms are or are not primi-
tive, and whether we say that bodies fall naturally. In
such a philosophy every new result of observation would
be compelled to conform to the usual combinations of

phrases as they had been associated by the modes of

apprehension previously familiar.
"

It is not intended here to intimate that the common
modes of apprehension, which are the basis of common
language, are limited and casual. They imply, on the

contrary, universal and necessary conditions of our per-

ceptions and conceptions ; thus all things are necessarily

apprehended as existing in time and space, and as con-
nected by relations of cause and effect; and, so far as

the Aristotelian philosophy reasons from these assump-
tions, it has a real foundation, though even in this case
the conclusions are often insecure. We have one ex-

ample of this reasoning in the eighth book, where he

says that there never was a time in which change and
motion did not exist;

'
for if all things were at rest, the

first motion must have been produced by some change
in some of these things ; that is, there must have been a

change before the first change;' and again,
' How can

before and after apply where time is not? or how can
time be when motion is not?' '

If,' he adds,
' time is

a mensuration of motion, and if time be eternal, motion
must be eternal.' But we have sometimes principles
introduced of a more arbitrary character, and, besides the

general relations of thought, the inventions of previous

speculators are taken for granted ; such, for instance,
as the then commonly received opinions concerning the
frame of the world. From the assertion that motion is

eternal, proved in the manner just stated, Aristotle pro-
ceeds by a curious train of reasoning to identify this

eternal motion with the diurnal motion of the heavens.
' There must,' he says,

' be something which is the

first moved ;' this follows from the relation of causes
and effects. Again,

' Motion must go on constantly,
and therefore must be either continuous or successive.

Now, what is continuous is more properly said to take

place constantly, than what is successive. Also the

continuous is better; but we always suppose that which
is better to take place in nature, if it be possible.' We
see here the vague judgment of better and worse intro-

duced, as that of natural and unnatural was before into

physical reasonings.
"

I proceed with Aristotle's argument,
' We have now,

therefore, to show that there may be an infinite, single,
continuous motion, and that this is circular.' This is,

in fact, proved, as may readily be conceived, from the

consideration that a body may go on habitually revolving
regularly in a circle. And thus we have a demonstration,
on the principles of this philosophy, that there is and
must be a first mover, revolving eternally with a uni-

form circular motion.
'

Though this kind of philosophy may appear too

trifling to deserve being dwelt upon, it is important for

our purpose so far to exemplify it that we may after-

wards advance, conscious that we have done it no in-

justice.
" I will now pass from the doctrines relating to the
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Moral and motions of the heavens to those which concern the

Metuphy- ,mterial elements of the universe. And here it may be

remarked, that the tendency (of which we are here

{racing the developement) to extract speculative opinions
from the relations of words must be very natural to

man ; for the very widely accepted doctrine of the four

elements, which appears to be founded upon the oppo-
sition of the adjectives hot and cold, wet and dry, is

much older than Aristotle, and was probably one of the

earliest of philosophical dogmas. The great master of

this philosophy) however, puts the opinion in a more

systematic manner than his predecessors.
" ' We seek,' he says,

'
the principles of sensible

things, that is, of tangible bodies. We must take, there-

fore, not all the contrarieties of quality, but those only
which have reference to the touch. Thus black and

white, sweet and bitter, do not differ as tangible

qualities, and therefore must be rejected from our con-

sideration.
" ' Now the contrarieties of quality which refer to the

touch are these, hot, cold; dry, wet; heavy, light;

hard, soft; unctuous, meagre; rough, smooth; dense,

rare.' He then proceeds to reject all but the four first

of these, for various reasons ; heavy and light because

they are not active and passive qualities ; the others

because they are combinations of the four first, which,

therefore, he infers to be the four elementary qualities.

"'Now in four things there are six combinations of

two ; but the combinations of two opposites, as hot and

cold, must be rejected ; we have, therefore, four ele-

mentary combinations which agree with the four appa-

rently elementary bodies, air is hot, wet, (for steam is

air,) water is cold and wet, and earth is cold and dry.'
"

Jt may be remarked that this disposition to assume

that some common elementary quality must exist in the

cases in which we habitually apply a common adjective,

as it begun before the reign of the Aristotelian philoso-

phy, so also survived its influence. Not to mention

other uses, it would be difficult to free Bacon's Inqni-

sitio in Naturam calidi,
' Examination of the Nature

of Heat,' from the charge of confounding together very
different classes of phenomena under the cover of the

word hot.
" The rectification of these opinions concerning the

elementary composition of bodies belongs to an advanced

period in the history of physical knowledge, even after

the revival of its progress.
" The Aristotelian doctrines concerning motion are still

founded upon the same mode of reasoning from ad-

jectives ; but in this case the result follows, not only
from the opposition of the words, but also from the

distinction of their being absolutely and relatively true.

' Former writers,' says Aristotle,
' have considered

heavy and light relatively only, taking cases where both

things have weight, but one is lighter than the other ;

and they imagine that in this way they defined what

was absolutely (air\u>e) heavy and light.' We now
know that things which rise by their lightness do so only

because they are pressed upwards by heavier surround-

ing bodies; and this assumption of absolute levity,

which is evidently gratuitous, or rather merely nominal,

entirely vitiated the whole of the succeeding reasoning.

The inference was that fire must be absolutely light,

since it tends to take its place above the three other

elements ; earth absolutely hi avy, since it tends to take

its place below fire, air, and water. The philosopher

argued also with great acuteness that air, which tends

to take its place below fire and above water, must do so Moral and

by its nature, and not in virtue of any combination of Metaphy

heavy and light elements. For if air was composed of
S

Josophy"
two parts, which give fire its levity, joined into othei .^-'j
parts which produce gravity, we might assume a quan-
tity of air so large that it should be lighter than a simi-

lar quantity of fire, having more of the light parts. It

thus follows that each of the four elements tends to

take its own place, fire being the highest, air the next,
water the next, and earth the lowest. The whole of this

train of errors arises from fallacies which have a verbal

origin ; from considering light as opposite to heavy,
and from considering levity as a quality of a body,
instead of as the effect of surrounding bodies."

These remarks of Mr. Whewell's show how neces- The Meta-

sarily the method of Aristotle obstructed the true obser- physics,

vation and interpretation of nature. To us they are

important chiefly from the connection which has always
been felt to exist between the physical treatises and
those which by Aristotle himself or some disciple are

classed under the name of Metaphysical. These latter

writings have been the subject of much dispute. Some
have supposed that they owe their name to an accidental

juxtaposition with the books on nature, among which it

was evident that they could not conveniently be classed ;

some to a feeling in the mind of Aristotle, that he was

ascending into a higher region, above and beyond that

in which he had been dwelling previously.
One of his early commentators appears to adopt both i* xt inn

explanations of the title. "We," he says,
" make our AO-XA.M-/OK

beginning from those things which in nature are the "" ^"v";

last, seeing that these are the better known to us. For ^EwLk
this reason, then, he discourses to us first concerning
physical matters, for these are last in nature, but to ns

first. But this present subject is first in nature, but to

us last, for the imperishable tbJnus are older than the

perishable, and the ungenerated than the generated.
Aristotle then discourses to us first concerning those

things that are moved without an order, (in his book on
Meteors :) then again concerning those things which are

moved according to an order or system, (in the work on

the Heavens, concerning the stars and the spheres;)
and finally in this treatise he discourses to us concern-

ing those things which are in all cases unmo\able.

Now this is theology, lor such a study befits the gods.
For this reason the work is inscribed Ajler-lhe-Physics.

(Mtra ra tyvaiKa,) seeing that he first discoursed to us

concerning the physical things, then consecutively con-

cerning this; it is propir, theretbre, to read it alter the

physical treatises; this the title shows." Another of
the Scholiasts is more decisive:

" This work is entitled

Mtra ra
(j>vatKa,

not in reference to the character of the

book, but to the order in reading it, for he treats concern-

ing physical principles." These hints, if considered in

connection with the bonks themselves, will, we conceive,

explain the origin of the two theories, and in a great

degree reconcile them. Without pretending to ascertain

the proper succession of treatises which are comprised in

this division of the works, there can be no doubt, we

imagine, that the review of previous Greek philosophers
is the intended introduction to the rest. This review

is prefaced by the remark, that there is a kind of Know-

ledge to which the word wisdom (trotyia)
is especially

applicable; it is comeisant with principles, (ap^at.)
These principles may be looked for in four ways. Either

in the subject-matter, (17 i)Xr; uai TO viroKiifii i'ox,) or in

'hat which produces motion, (oQtv >'; apx7
? Trie
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Moral and Or in (he substance, (; ovtrta ;at TO n rjv eivai,) or in its

''Tph^' PurPose (T0 v tvW") Aristotle believes that one or

losophy"
'ber f these courses of inquiry was followed by each

^y school of Greek thinkers, and was considered by that

school as the only and all-sufficient method. Thus the

Ionic philosophers studied the matter of things in hopes
of discovering a primary element to which all other

things might be referred. Those of this class who
selected fire as their element were naturally led by the

effects which they observed resulting from that power to

speculate upon the meaning and mystery of Motion.

Hence a new kind of inquiry was started, which pro-

ceeded, however, much in the spirit of those respecting

Elements till Anaxagoras discovered the necessity of an

Intelligence to set physical agents in movement. As,

however, he had only recourse to this ultimate principle

when other instruments failed him, the Atomic theory,

which furnished a more plausible explanation of the

facts of nature than his Homseomeriae, easily supplanted
them. Between this theory and that which affirmed

Numbers to be the first principles of things", Aristotle

appears to detect a connection, one not well supported

by chronology. That doctrine of numbers he considers

the first form of the inquiry after the Essence or Sub-
stance of things. The archetypal Ideas of the Platonists,
who regarded numbers as a kind of intervening powers
between sensible things and pure essences, is the second

and higher form of it. The inquiry respecting the object
or purpose of things had not, he imagines, been pursued

distinctly by any class of his predecessors, but it had
entered somewhat confusedly into the speculations of

them all.

How far this able and interesting sketch of previous

systems is satisfactory we need not now stop to inquire.
We have given our reasons, which might, we think, be
confirmed by many unconscious testimonies from Aris-

totle himself, for regarding Socrates as the key-stone of

Greek speculations. If Aristotle be right, he was only
an accident or interloper among them of right, there-

fore, only mentioned in a parenthesis as chiefly devot-

ing himself to ethical questions, Plato's intellectual

descent being traced not through him to the Italian and
Heraclitan schools. We might derive much evidence

in favour of our view from the remarks respecting the

mixture of the fourth class of inquiries which had
reference to the intention or utility of things with the

three which were suggested by physical observation.

We might show, from the tone of the whole treatise, that

Aristotle did not sympathize enough with his prede-
cessors to understand the complicated thoughts which
were at work in them, and was therefore naturally

tempted to find classifications where no classification

existed. But we do not refer to this book as a help iu

understanding Aristotle's predecessors, but Aristotle

himself. It removes, we think, almost entirely the

difficulty which has been raised respecting the use of
the word Metaphysics in application to this and to the
twelve books which follow it. It is evident that he is

here tracing the method by which, as he supposes, men
were led to discover in Physics something beyond
Physics, which is their necessary ground. To say that

all these inquirers discovered something which was dis-

tinct from physics was far from his meaning. It is one
of his great objects to show that the first seekers after a

principle really went no further than the mere outside
facts which they proposed to investigate ; still they, as

much as the others, were in search of an ap^r). Their
VOL. II.

inquiries, as much as those of their successors, (some Moral end

of whom, as the Atomists, were as purely physical as Metaphy-

they had been,) must be classed among the TO. fucra. TO.
'\mav^,.

'

fti/fwa ; for they groped at these if they did not find them. - ^-^ .'

The simplest explanation, then, which has been given of
the expression is in one way the truest. But that

explanation by no means excludes, nay it involves, the

belief that Aristotle is finding out the nature, and defin-

ing the objects of a science not merely coming next in

order to physics, but, in kind, transcending them; and,
we conceive, there is no difficulty in understanding why
this word may have now first been consecrated to such
a purpose, though the inquiries which we have called

metaphysical had been proceeding for so long a time in

Greece. Not only has it happened in a thousand cases

that the name for a Tstudy has not been invented, or at

least, not authoritatively stamped and circulated till it

has performed its greatest achievements, and the ardour
for it has declined not only is Aristotle peculiarly the

definer of boundaries, the systematizer of thoughts, pre-

viously living and at work but also it might be inferred

as much from the common view of Greek philosophical

history which we have taken, as from his more ingenious
view, that it would have been impossible, before his

time, to have comprehended, under one such word as

this, the subjects which are here expressed by it. Aris-

totle is confessedly feeling his way to a distinction which,

according to our notion, they could not recognise, which,
in his notion, at all events, they had not recognised.
How questions regarding nature are connected with man,
or what common ground there is for both was, we have

suggested, the great puzzle of those philosophers, who
busied themselves, as Aristotle says, wilh the v\i/. That

they should have formally separated them, no one would

expect. An entire confusion of speculation with prac-
tice was the characteristic of the Sophists. They
endeavoured to turn practice into speculation. Socrates

endeavoured to make all speculation practical. Plato

showed how the practical ground necessarily involved an

absolute truth which the speculative eye only could

behold. It remained then for our philosopher to make
this partition, to assign one region to the philosopher as

a philosopher, another to men as men, and as a neces-

sary consequence, to make the region of philosophy a

region in some way connected with nature, though
passing beyond it.

We are very anxious that this point should be under- .

stood, because the history of subsequent philosophical

inquiry in a great degree turns upon it. The meta-

physics of Aristotle are troublesome reading, partly from
the frequent repetitions which occur in them, partly from

the difficulty of discovering a sequence in the books.

Nevertheless they should be read by any student who
wishes to investigate the questions which have occupied
men in later times. We shall illustrate our previous
remarks by tracing a very rude outline of the subjects
which are discussed in them, and recording some of the

solutions Aristotle has given of the difficulties which he

starts.

A kind of appendix which follows the first book con-

tains a proof that causes are not infinite, that there is

consequently a possibility of carrying on that inquiry in

which past philosophers had engaged. The same short

book contains some important remarks upon the manner
in which the search was to be conducted, upon the con-

tributions to truth which each school may have made,

upon the advantages which a philosopher may derive

4 i
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losophy.

Mural and from attending even to popular notions, upon the dislike

Metnphy- whjch some have to exact mathematical reasoning, and

the determination of others to have nothing else, and

upon the proper limitation of mathematical accuracy to

things without matter. We have here also the clear

announcement of a principle which the student of Aris-

totle would have need to keep constantly in recollection,

0wpj;m-?/c p-tv rtXog a.\T)Qeia., Trpa/crjKijc 2' tpyov- He
adds an explanation, which still further illustrates his

meaning', and makes the difference between him and

his master more conspicuous, that the practical man has

nothing to do with the eternal or the absolute, but only

with the relative. This book ends with a promise of an

inquiry into the meaning of the word nature, which is

not however fulfilled in that which is commonly placed
next to it.

This second book is a collection of doubts or ques-
tions to be hereafter resolved. The first doubt is,

whether it is the business of one science, or of more, to

inquire into all kinds of causes or principles. This ques-

tion involves the very subject of the whole treatise. So

many different subjects seem to be included in that pro-

vince to which the general name
tr<xf>ia

has been given

matters purely belonging to the senses, the causes of

motion, the nature of being, the reason and purpose of

things how is it possible to suppose a single science

dealing with principles apparently not admitting either

of analogy or contrast? Secondly, are we to look upon
the most comprehensive genera to which individual

things can be referred, or upon the atoms of which they

consist as their principles? The third question is con-

nected with this, is there any thing besides individual

things? If not, how can they be known, for are not

individual things infinite, and is not knowledge of that

which is one and universal ? Fourthly, are the prin-

ciples of things perishable, and of things imperishable,
the same ? Fifthly, (which is the great question of all,)

are Being and Unity the essences of things that are and

not distinguishable from them, or are we to seek for the

TO ov and the TO iv as if they had each a distinct nature ?

Sixthly, are numbers, bodies, planes, and points, sub-

stances or not ? Such are the general controversies of

which we are to hope for some settlement in the books

that follow.

The third book may be considered an answer to the

lirst question. There is a Science which contemplates
Existence as Existence, and whatever appertains to it

in reference to it, not like other sciences, merely the

attributes of certain particular existences. There are,

he says, certain things peculiar to Being as Being, and

these are things concerning which it is the philosopher's
function to investigate the truth. The dialectician and

the sophist resemble indeed the philosopher ; being is

the common subject-matter to all three. They discourse

concerning the subjects which are in a peculiar sense his

property. The dialectical <Wape differs from the

philosophical in its nature ; the sophistical in the inten-

M. 3. 1. '20. tion of him who uses it (TOV fiwv TI\ irpoaipitrti). tan 2t

T\ SiaXcKTtKri TTtipairTiKt) TTfpt uv ) <j)i\o<7o</;ia yvoipiaTiKr) ;

tie ao^teruo) ijxiivofjifii),
ovtraS' ov. This is an important

passage as illustrating the difference between the Pla-

tonic and the Aristotel an dialectics. According to

Plato dialectics was the. human science, the science of

the philosopher as such. Soviet in its essence belongs
to God. Aristotle, we see, discovers a difference be-

tween dialectics and the highest philosophy, and inevi-

tably ; for, as his dialed- treats only of the forms of

losophy.

human thought, as it deals with knowledge merely .'n Moral aud

the sense of the powers and means of knowing possessed Metaphy-

by us, there must be another science concerning the
8

objects of knowledge as such. But then, in this science

also, the objects cease to be objects, they become sub-

jects for man's contemplation, they become Metaphysics
or Ontology. The hint respecting the Sophist contained

in this sentence should also be compared with the elabo-

rate exhibition of his character and functions in the

dialogue between the Eleatic stranger and Thesetetus. It

connects itself with the inquiry, whether mathematical

axiomsare subjects of inquiry for the On tologist or highest

philosopher. The answer is in the affirmative. Those
axioms were assumed by the mathematician. The
student of physics sometimes meddles with them, but

rashly and presumptuously; they are first principles, or

tipcat, and as such are cognizable only by the person
whose office we are defining. Now as it was the

especial delight of the sophist to deny axioms, to say
that the same thing could be and not be, this becomes
the natural place for settling his pretensions. Consist-

ently with their characteristic difference, Aristotle repre-
sents him, not in Plato's manner, as one who invents

counterfeit images of that which is, but as one who
attributes accidents to accidents instead of to substances.

We can scarcely conceive two portraits of the same per-
son so correct and felicitous, and yet expressing so

thoroughly the manner and principle of their respective
artists.

The fourth book is a book of definitions. We can only

convey a notion of its importance by giving a list of the

words defined. They are Principle, (ap^j;,) Cause,

Element, Nature, Necessity, Unity, Being, Substance,

Sameness, Opposition, First and Last, Power, Quantity,

Quality, Relation, Perfection, Limitation, To tad' o

(secundum quid); [the meaning is easily understood
from Touchstone's words in As You Like It, "In respect
that it is of the country it is a good life, but in respect
that it is not of the court it is a vile life, &c."] Dis-

position, Habit, Passion, Privation, Inclusion, Deriva-

tion, Part, Whole, KoXofov, (the mutilated,) Kind,

Falsehood, Accident. The explanations of some of

these words will, it is obvious, have been repeated from

the Categories and the Analytics. Some of them will

be better understood from the arguments in the subse-

quent books than they could be from any formal defini-

tions ; still they are worthy to be read and reflected on.

The one on " Nature "
is perhaps the most important,

but to his notions of this word the entire treatise is the

only satisfactory clue.

The fifth book explains Aristotle's view of the differ-

ence between physical and ontological science. They
agree in this, that they are theoretic not practical or

poetic. They differ in this, that the physical deals with

that which has a capacity for change or movement,
and with that which is embedded in matter. The pri-

mary philosophy deals with the unchangeable and with

that which is separate from matter. Mathematical
science lies between them, resembling ontological science

in the first characteristic, physical in the second. If

there be such a science as Theology, it must be a part,
and the highest part, of the primary Philosophy. The
TO dew (the divine nature) must be pre-eminently rw>

UKIVJJTWV KO.I -x>apiaTuv. Tile condition of those things
whereof physical science treats, is that they are suscep-
tible of accidents ; not that there can be a science of

accidents ; as such they exclude science altogether.
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Moral and But there may be, and there are, principles and causes

Metaphy- of those things which admit of accidents, which are not

ical Phi- themselves in any sense accidents, but are necessary,
losophy. pursu jng these, physical science still retains its formal

distinction from that higher science which deals with

existences and essences as such. There is another sense

in which the phrase TO ov had been used, especially by the

Platonists, which it is necessary to distinguish from our

notion of it. It had been confounded with truth; not

being with falsehood. Now truth, according to Aris-

totle, is not in the things but in the mind. Affirmation

combines, negation separates, falsehood separates that

which should be combined, combines that which should

be separate. But the existences with which we are

dealing are simple or uncompounded. Here again we

have one of the capital and vital points of difference

between the two philosophies.
The sixth book contains some of the most important

distinctions and differences in the whole treatise. It

begins with repeating a remark previously made, that

Ontology has a twofold object. It deals first with that

of which other things are predicated ; secondly, with

that which is predicated of it. Now substance is that

of which other tilings are predicated. What then is

to be included among substances? Are walking, sitting,

being in health, substances? No, all these imply a

subject, to which they must be considered as referring.

In this way we get rid of the notion of an essential good,
as well as an essential warmth or whiteness, &c. All

these alike are considered as qualities of some subject,

and what that subject is must he sought in each indivi-

dual which offers itself to our observation. '

But does not substance when thus considered neces-

sarily connect itself with body ? Here is one of our

great puzzles. Some would have the boundaries of body
to be substances ; some would have substances which

are in no sense cognizable by the senses ; some would
make the One the primary substance, and suppose dif-

ferent sets of substances, such as numbers, magnitudes,
souls, to be generated from this. Aristotle's opinion is

this. To every subject belongs, first, {1X17, which we
must translate matter ; secondly, fiop<j>ri,

or form. The
mat'er of a thing is not merely an accident of it,

it is its necessary condition. But this matter is not

its essence; something else is implied in it, some-

thing which it presents or makes manifest. Applying
this principle to the questions which occupied the third

class of philosophers, mentioned in the introductory
book, the Platonists namely, and the Pythagoreans, it

appears that this form is the true tISoc of which they
dreamed. It is the essential thing in each thing; it

is not substance such as we behold it, but that in virtue

of which substance is possible, without which it is incon-

ceivable. But it does not exist apart from each parti-
cular substance

;
it is that which enters into the defini-

tion of every subject, and without which the definition

would be no definition ; obviously, therefore, it must
be viewed in that subject, and cannot be contemplated
as a distinct, peculiar essence. Tested by this rule it is

obvious also that all notions of an ideal form of hollow-

ness or of pugnosedness (we use Aristotle's favourite

illustration) must be out of the question ; these cannot

be, primarily at least, subjects for a definition ; they

presuppose something whereof they are properties, and
in that, and that only, can you look for an tUof. All

notion again of Being as distinct from the particular

person who, or the thing which is, falls to the ground.

sicul Hli-

liisophy

Socrates and the being of Socrates are identical ; the Moral and

avTOfKaarov, of which he had talked, is nothing else but

this tISoe, or form inherent in the thing itself.

The mode in which this same principle is applied to

another class of inquiries, those which relate to the ge-
nesis or first origin of things, requires a more minute

examination.

In considering any production, we find, first, some-

thing whence it has been generated ; secondly, some-

thing by which it has been generated ; thirdly, the

result or the thing itself. There are three modes of

production natural, artificial, automatic. In natural

productions we discern at once a matter ; nay, in the

largest sense, Nature itself may be defined that out of

which things are produced. Every thing that becomes
has a nature, which is only another way of saying that

it has a v\)) ;
and that in each thing which might not

have been is this f/Xn. Now the result formed out of
this matter or nature is any given substance a vege-
table, a beast, a man. But what is the producing, ge-

nerating cause in each case ? Clearly something akin
in kind to the result. A man generates a man. Then
we suppose in the resulting thing a productive force

distinct from the matter upon which it works. And
this is our titles. And it is the combination of this clSos

with the iXi) which both produces a substance and con-

stitutes it. Look now at artificial productions. Here
the tISoe is slill the producing power. It is in the soul.

The art of the physician, the plan of the architect, is that

eI2oc which produces actual health or an actual house.

Here, however, a distinction arises. In thi-se artificial

productions is supposed a for/aif and a Troiijcrtg. The
voriaiq is the perception and internal entertainment of

the form ; the iroiriait the creation out of the given
matter. But we mentioned a third mode of production
not strictly natural or artificial, but by the action of the

thing itself. For instance, a cure may take place by
the application of warmth ; a body may become warm
by rubbing; this warmth then in the body is either itself

a portion of health or something is consequent upon it

like itself, which is a portion of health. Evidently this

implies the previous presence either of nature or of an
artificer. Evidently also there is a necessity that this

kind of generative influence should combine with an-

other. There must be a productive power; there must
be something out of which it is produced. In every
case there will be an iXj and an eldoe. Upon this prin-

ciple, that which is generated is the whole substance,

consisting of matter and form. But the form, properly

speaking, is not generated. It is reproduced in eacli

particular subject in combination with a certain matter,

and it becomes a new and peculiar form in virtue of that

combination. There is necessary then to every produc-
tion a certain form and a certain matter ; and all the

qualities appertaining to this substance which is pro-
duced, mutt inhere (not actually, but potentially) in

the substance producing, and may belong to the form
when they are produced.

It remains to consider how this doctrine bears upon
the inquiries of those philosophers who busied them-

selves with the search after a primary element ; (those

who sought for the TO ov evtxa are reserved for an-

other discussion.) But before we can enter upon
this subject several of the doubts in our second book

must be resolved. First, as to the meaning of the

words Part and Whole. The first and most obvious sig-

nification of part has relation to quantity ; but this h;

4 i 2
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l and nothing to do with our subject. What we want to know
)'" ' S 'ke connect 'on f tne idea ^ Part w 'ln substance.
"

Assuming the division of substance into v\rj and eltSoc,

we should say that in a brass statue the brass formed

part of the statue, as the complex of form and matter,

but not of the statue considered as a Form. Now as

Form is the proper subject of a definition ; as it can be

described in itself, and as that which is material cannot

be so described, it comes to pass that in certain cases

we necessarily speak of the parts as constituting the

whole, and in other cases not. We define a circle with-

out reference to its parts. We define a syllable by the

letters or elements which compose it ; for the parts of

the circle are material parts, the parts of the syllable are

formal, logical parts. Of course, if you look upon a

syllable as composed of certain letters in wax, or even

of sounds in the air, its divisions become material and
do not fall within the scope of a logical definition. Again,
in a material division you assume the whole as preceding
the part. On the contrary, logically and formally, the

part precedes the whole. For instance, if you define

the lite of an animal you will describe it by some of its

functions. None of its other functions can be performed
without sensation. This particular faculty of sensation,

therefore, will precede and be assumed in the existence

of the whole animal. This principle holds equally in

reference to aesthetic matter, (that which the senses

take account of,) as in noetic, (the figures of mathe-

matics.) Generally, therefore, it may be affirmed that

the question as to the priority of part and whole de-

pends entirely upon the distinction between matter and
form being admitted, and that it is not possible to settle if

that distinction be disregarded. At the same time

Aristotle admits the difficulty of defining simply with

reference to form, and not to the complex substance,
which consists of it and of matter together. He acknow-

ledged that the attempt to divide matter from substance

and look upon things sensible as not sensible, has led

to all the Pythagorean and Platonical inventions, which

he regards with so much dislike.

Another question, in which these philosophers are

also involved, follows immediately upon this. How are

substances connected with kinds? If there be certain

types after which all sensible things are formed, these

types would seem to be universals, and those tilings

with which the senses converse particulars. All possible
differences and properties which can be discovered in

the most marked individual of any kind must then

upon this showing be included in those primitive, uni-

versal forms; but, according to logic, precisely the oppo-
site is the case. The genus is divested of the difference

which goes to the composition of the species, and of the

properties which go to the composition of the individual.

Your genera can never be types of the individual. By
their very nature they are deficient in all that charac-

terises him. The tlSof then which forms the essential

in each thing which makes it be that which ills, must
be looked upon as individualized by the v\ri with which
it is connected, as being apart from the modifications

which it thus undergoes only a logical existence, the

highest genus to which it is ultimately referred being

pre-eminently that which can be only contemplated by
and in the mind. Such we take to be the meaning of

Aristotle, and from it the doctrine seems to follow very

closely with which he winds up this book, and which

applies the meaning of it to those who had dealt mainly
with the t/Xij. Any fact or thing being given, I have no

Jusophy.

further occasion to trouble myself about the on. This the Moral and

sense, or something corresponding to sense, supplies.
Metaphy-

I am not to ask what is the musical man when I
8
u^,,v,'"

see a musical man. He is that whieh I behold and no-

thing else. My business is with the ciori, the cause.

Why is he this or that? And the answer is in the iloof,

the form or constitution. This is the ultimate reason

of that which each thing is. Consequently I do not get
nearer the cause or reason of things by reducing them
into their natural elements. The analysis may be phy-

sically proper or useful ; but it does not lead me to that

of which I am in search. Every thing which is, and
which I can cither behold with my senses or my mind,
is not the A or the B whereof it is composed, but is

something else ; the synthesis ol the A and the B involves

the presence of a form or existence, which cannot be
found in either of them separately. So that find out

as mny primary elements as you will, you do not

thereby find an apyri.
Our main business then is to discover the meaning

of this ilSof, and the relation which exists between it

and the i>\). The seventh book takes up this subject,
and carries forward a hint which was given in the last

one which is, perhaps, the most pregnant of all the hints

in Aristotle's writings, and that which has most effect

upon his whole philosophy. The tISoc or
/iop^)ij

is an

energy, the i/Xij is a <Wape or potentiality, implying and

requiring the action or co-operation of the energy to pro-
duce a result. Ouerta, ns we said before, is the synthesis
of these; omitting the tvtpyna you come merely to certain

material elements and combinations which do not in any
way give you the actual things you are examining. The

difficulty is respecting those things which appear to

have no tvepyeta in themselves, as a house. Musi the

substances of these be considered as something distinct

from them and external to them ? The answer is this :

Do you mean to ask whether the material house, that is

to say the stones and cement, is a substance? Cer-

tainly not ; you have excluded the very notion of sub-

stance by the mode of your question. But do you mean
to ask whether that house is actually something? You
assume it by your very question. You cannot define

any thing without treating it as a substance, satisfy

yourself as you will about the reason it is so; there is

something then not distinct from the house, but implied
in it. which is a form or tlcSoc. The test that there is,

is your own attempt to define it.

Proceeding upon this principle of an energy and a

Swafiic in each substance, he shows how needful it is in

any inquiry after causes to keep the three questions in

sight. By cause do you mean potentiality, Svva/j.ts 1

By cause do you mean moving power? By cause do

you mean the form ? (the two last may always be the

same; still the inquiry after the constitution of each

thing is distinct from the inquiry after its productive

force.) Do you mean, lastly, the ov CVCKU ? (This also

may be the same question with the last, though dif-

ferently stated ; that is to say, the constitution of each

thing may determine the purpose or object ot it.)

But this use of the word potentiality (tWa/atc) sug-

gests another doubt. Has not every subject a poten-

tiality for contraries ? Must not we say that every healthy

body is potentially sick? that water is polentially both

wine and vinegar? The answer is that this absence or

deprivation of qualities is an accident of these qualities,
and not itself a quality. For a dead body to become

alive, it must pass into a certain iXij, which has therefore
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Moral and the potentiality of life ; for vinegar to become wine it to have the art as soon as he ceases to exercise it. Apply
^et

i

a
m?" must Pass into water; nothing similar happens in the i* to things without reason or life, and there is nothing

"losophy!"
PPosite case. Finally, he applies this principle to the sweet, or warm, or cold except at the moment when it

_, ^ _ / solution of that difficulty respecting unity at which he

JWoral antl

Metaphy-
s cal Pbi-

is tasted or felt ; an argument not, perhaps, very de-
structive of the proposition in our minds, but which was

very effective as against the Megarians, who had the

greatest horror of the Protagorean doctrine. It is then

possible fora thing to have the capacity of being and not
to be, and to have the capacity of not being and to be ;

that of which it is the capacity takes place where some-

thing is superadded to it, which is Energy. Energy is

analogous to motion. You cannot predicate either

motion or energy of things which are not ; the moment
energy or motion is added to them they are ; but many
things which are not have a possible or potential ex-
istence.* At the same time energy is not to be con-

founded with motion. The difference does not lie

where we might suspect, in that motion belongs to that

which is irrational, energy to the rational, for learning is

referred to the head of motion, sight to the head of

energy. The difference is in this, that every motion
is incomplete, tending towards an end, but not including
the end in itself, that energy has an end in itself,

and that it does not involve a pause or a termination.

Learning, building, walking, all imply a termination.

Seeing, thinking, being happy, imply no termination ;

these are energies.

Upon this showing, energy, in the order of reason
and of substance, precedes Svvape; in the order of time
not always. It precedes in the order of reason because
the first of all capacities or possibilities is the capacity

to some primary Swapif, which is the cause or begin- or possibility of energizing. A man who has the faculty
ning ofa change in some other thing as another thing, of building, is one who has in him the capacity of using

had so oflen hinted, and on which he had expressed his

opinion with sufficient plainness already. If the defini-

tion of a man be that he is a biped animal, how comes
it that each of these " animal" "

biped" do not con-

stitute a separate entity? What, in short, is the

ground of our conception of each thing and person as

one ? Aristotle intimates that this question is hopeless
and unanswerable if put in this form, for then by each

variety of your definition you create a new puzzle. He
would rather then assume the unity of each thing as a
fact or datum of the understanding, and account for its

being reduced into different constituent elements in a

definition. And this is accounted for by the necessary

co-presence of matter and form in each thing, and from
the matter being merely a potentiality, and the form an

energy. In this way the dream of a unity distinct

from the individual thing is got rid of, as the dream of
a substance distinct from each particular thing had been

got rid of before.

The eighth book is still occupied with the subject of

potentialities and energies. Aristotle inquires into the
different senses of the word Svva/jte; what we mean
when we say that a thing can or cannot be. There is

a use of this language in geometry, which is meta-

phorical, and not to our present purpose. We say that

a thing can or cannot be, meaning that it is or it is not.

But all iwaf^eif, in their proper sense, have reference
some

Warmth, for instance, is a Suva/tue. It is so equally in

that which warms, as in that which is warmed. The
Svvafiif in the thing warmed hath reference or relation
to the corresponding primary Swapis in the thing
warming, and this necessary implication of that which
answers to itself in something besides itself, is its cha-
racteristic nature. To every capacity there will of course

correspond a certain incapacity, which may be under-
stood either as the absence ofa faculty of communication,
the absence of a faculty of reception, or, again, merely
as a negative want, or as a positive state involving that
want.

Avva/utic, are divided into rational and irrational ; the
rational those which subsist in the reasonable soul, the
irrational those that are merely physical. All art and
knowledge are of the first class. Now, if we look for a
radical distinction between them, we may find it in this

way. Warmth, an irrational
Svvap.if, has the power

only of producing warmth ; the art of the physician has
the power of producing either health or sickness. Ge-
nerally, therefore, the one kind of power can produce
contrary changes, the other only a certain change; and
these contrary changes are wrought by the rational

powers with and upon the irrational powers.
This description of Swoftcig might seem in some

points to trench upon that notion of energies which
Aristotle had given us in his last book. He proceeds
therefore to distinguish them. The Megarian sect, in

his energy in the art of building. In time it is otherwise.

The primary energizing power of course precedes, even
in this sense, that which receives the impression of it,

Form being older than Matter. But if you take the case
of any particular person or thing, we say that its capa-
city of being that person or thing precedes its being
such actually or energetically. But then, though this is

the case in each particular thing, there is always a fore-

gone energy presumed in some other thing to which it

owes its existence. And thus the principle is asserted

which we shall find afterwards turned to practical
account in the Ethics, that the exercise of any particular

energy precedes the habitual use of the faculty apper-

taining to that energy ; that it is by playing on the harp
we become harp players. Several important ethical

doctrines are in fact developed in the course of this

inquiry, but of these we shall take distinct notice here-
after. One pregnant notion more directly bearing upon
our present subject occurs in the course of it. Ai/ra/nr
had been defined that which is the cause of change in

some other thing as another thing. But this notion
wants a resting place, unless you believe that there is

some primary Swapis presupposed in all others, which
is the beginning of motion. This is

<J>VOIQ, and thus

* "Oj* iVr/ 3i", adds Aristotle, "Sn clix i<rtXi;ii' ter'it." Met.
8. iii. 36. This passage, perhaps, determines as clearly as any
we could produce the meaning of the word itrtXt^ua, which is so

important in some brandies of the Aristotelian philosophy. It isponfnrmitv with tVioir <>,,,.. 1 1 e j important in some brandies ol the Aristotelian philosophy. It a
ill) w.th their general rule of reducing every the opposite to ptvuMitg, yet would be ill translated by that

ttiat ot being, and of excluding all distinct no- which we often oppose to potentiality, actuality.
~~

tion of production and becoming, had identified Power
" u~'

or Capacity with energy. Where there is no building
said they, there is no builder. Apply this, says Aristotle, ^^STfS f
to arts, and the man who has studied the longest ceases important si 'e of it, but nc

expresses
the substance of each thing viewed in repose, its form or consti-

tution ; tn^ytut its substance, considered as active and gene-
m seems to be the synthesis or harmony of tliee

Cicero therefore represents the most
not the whole.
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Moial and we have arrived at the most complete notion of it which
Mctaphy- we can expect. And this first and primary cause of all

change, Energy still precedes and surpasses. Aristotle

proceeds to show wherein energy is better and more

glorious than cvvapig ; as, for instance, because Svva-

p.is
is the same of contraries. The capacity of health

and sickness is the same ; of stillness and movement; of

being raised up and of falling down. But one of these

must be good, and therefore the energy which deter-

mines which of these contraries shall have effect must
be better than the faculty or capacity. Two conse-

quences follow. The energy is that which makes things
be evil which have only the possibility or potentiality of

evil in them. Secondly, in those things which are

primary and eternal there is no evil, no fault, no decay ;

the capacity for these lies in nature. The importance of
these two axioms will be felt by every moral and theolo-

gical student. Another more doubtful proposition,
one which has been extensively applied in another

direction, is added respecting discovery. It is that

discovery means the bringing things into energy which
exist potentially ; because knowing is an energy.

This book concludes with another reference to the

relation between truth and being, falsehood and not

being. Truth and falsehood being the accordance or

discordance of our judgment with the actual state of

things, there are three cases which may fall under our
notice. First, things always united and inseparable, or

things always separable and never united. Respect-

ing these the judgment must he uniform ; the same will

be truth in all cases, falsehood in all cases. Secondly,

things which may be either separated or united. Here
comes in the possibility of that being true to-day which
is false to-morrow, true under one aspect which is false

under another. Thirdly, things perfectly simple, things

admitting neither of division nor combination. To these

the words true and false do not apply, but merely know-

ledge and ignorance. You either know such things or

you do not Respecting these there is no mistake, no

deception possible ; but merely the presence or absence
of knowledge. All substances which exist in energy
merely and iv Svvaftet, are of this character ; they
are analogous to the sensible objects whose exist-

ence you ascertain by touch or sight ; the want of
touch or sight, not a false opinion, excluding them from

you.
In the ninth book we come again upon the question of

unity. The name One is used, he says, in four ways.
It means that which is continuous by nature, a whole,
an individual thing, that which is predicated of a whole.
The general sense of the indivisible is common to all

these. And again unity in any of these senses we may
attribute to some particular substance which is insepa-
rable in place, in form, in thought, as well as to some

actually indivisible whole. The fundamental notion of

unity he conceives to be that of a measure to quantities ;

without such a measure quantity is inconceivable. There

may be something actually indivisible, there may be
that which is indivisible to our senses, an actual unity
in form, and a supposititious unity in matter. Each will

bear the name, because each will be used as a measure.

The need of such a measure, he asserts, in opposition to

the Protagorean notion of man being the measure of all

things, which he treats as a silly truism, putting on the

form of a paradox, and producing the effects of a false-

hood.

The existence of a distinct absolute unity is denied on

precisely the same ground as the existence of a distinct Moral and

absolute substance. The one is always some one thing
Me aPh )'-

or nature. In colours, if you suppose them all to ori-
*'"

ginate from white, white is the one. In voices, the .^!
I

_^',

elementary vowel, and so in all other cases. Of course,
then, the Ionic attempt to discover some matter, such as

air or fire, which shall be 'unity, is as unreasonable as

the Parmenidean, Pythagorean, and Platonic to invest

unity itself with a formal and separate character.
" The one'' is the undivided, or the indivisible ; this

is the primary notion of it, to which all others may be

reduced. " The many" then will mean the divided or

the divisible ; from which, as more cognizable by the

senses, the one will be inferred. The question occurs next,
how the one and the many are opposed to each other;
whether the "

many" and the " few" are not equally

opposed, and whether, if this be the case, unity is not

merely an element of plurality. This question intro-

duces a discussion respecting the different modes ot

opposition; the opposition of contradiction, of things in

relation, of privation, of strict contrariety, tear'
avTt<f>a<riv,

Tiiiv Trpof TL, Kara ortpntTiv, KO.T' ivavTMaiv. Possibly there

has been some confusion of different lectures or reports
in this part of the book; for in the lengthened explana-
tion we seem to lose sight of the original subject. Our
readers cannot fail to have remarked how much the idea

of a " law of opposition" in things entered into all

Greek speculations, so as to seem to many the foundation
of them. Aristotle contemplates the subject from the

logical side ; the forms of opposition which he discovers

in our minds determine his view of ihe actual opposition
which exists in nature. And in this way his remarks
on this point, though apparently irrelevant, throw
considerable light on his doctrine respecting unity.
What our understanding wants in order to explain to

itself the existence of multitude, this he called
" the

One." Unity was therefore, in his mind, identical with

Singleness.
In the next book, which is for the most part a reca-

pitulation of puzzles and solutions already given, (not,

however, to be passed over on that account, for Aristotle's

repetitions of himself, or the reports of his different

pupils, generally clear away many difficulties, and here,

especially, the remarks on the nature and limitations of

the primary philosophy and his confutation of the two
cardinal sophisms of Protagoras are, in many respects,
more complete than those in the third book,) we shall

notice merely his analysis of Motion and his remarks

on the idea of the Infinite. Motion is neither an energy
nor yet merely a potency ; but it must be contemplated,

alternately, as each. A lump of brass is potentially a

statue ; the energy which is to make it one is in the

mind of the sculptor. The motion, i.e. the transition from

its condition as brass to its condition as a statue, is not

found in the brass, neither is it found in the mind ; it is

that which gives the potentiality of the brass its meaning
and connects it with the energy. Or to express this in

a formula,
" Motion is the entelechy (the perfecting

power or principle) of the potential as potential." He
admits the difficulty of finding an expression for this

idea, but he shows, by an examination of previous

attempts, that his own, however awkward, is the only
one which is satisfactory.

On the subject of the Infinite, which had so much
exercised the minds of previous Greek speculators, and
had been resorted to as an ultimate solution of so many
difficulties, he aims at no precision of language. By its
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Moral and very nature it excludes precision. To bring it into a
et

.

a
Pj?Y~ scheme, or regard it as a helpful definition of nature or

losophv

"

tne Ulnverse 's> >n his judgment, absurd ; it can only be

._r_^__'. looked upon as marking the ne plus ultra to which

human thoughts and inquiries can reach, or, at least,

have already reached. The limitations by which alone

you are able to deal with the subjects that fall under

human cognizance, it excludes by its very name. His

opinion on this point is characteristic of his mind, and it

has an important bearing upon the history of meta-

physics. Scarcely any more interesting question occu-

pied the Greek mind than that which was at issue between

the schools of Pythagoras and Xenophanes, whether it

is more true and reverential to speak of God as the TO

Trtpae, or as the Infinite. Aristotle's concluding remark

on the subject of the Infinite should be quoted for the

casual light which the latter clause of it throws on his

idea of Time, an idea which the student of modern

philosophy has so much need to reflect on : TO o'

UTrfipo*' ov TO.VTOV iv f.iyt6ti KCII ktvijffti Kai ygbvtg we

rf('a Tt
(fivaiQ,

aXXa TO vimoov Xtyerat rara TO wpo-

vpov, olov KivijaiQ Kara ro fieyeBof; i<f>\oii
KivtiTai 7; aXXoi-

tCrai j; aitfcrai, xpovos 2e Sia Ti)f Kivr/aiv,

Book eleventh opens with an attempt to ascertain the

number of Causes or first principles. There is in every
sensible substance a capacity of change : these changes
are four: changes in respect of substance, of quality, of

quantity, and of place. Generation and corruption are

the names for the first kind of change, growth and decay
for the second, alteration (aXXoiWie) for the third,

transference (<j>opa) for the fourth. These are changes
into contraries. But contraries themselves do not

change; there must be something which undergoes the

change from one to the other of them. This something
must be matter. Being does not arise from not being;
but being in potency is changed into being in energy ; and

being in potency is matter. Assuming this, there are

three ap^ai or first principles ; the two contraries Form
and Privation, (orfpijaie,) and the Matter which passes
from one to the other.

But Aristotle says that this enunciation is strictly

applicable only to material things ; in these the element

(aToixtwr) and the principle (apxj) are the same. You
have heat, the (loot, cold, the oTtprioit, that which has
the potency of being either i/Xij, the resulting substance,
the flesh, bone, or whatever it may be. But in those

things which are apprehended by the mind, another idea

intrudes itself. Besides, the two opposites, health and
sickness, and the matter, which is susceptible of both,

you have the health-making art of the physician. The
principle in this use of it acquires a double meaning
which does not belong to the element. It must be

contemplated both as the stationary Form and the moving
Power. There must in a sense be four ap\ai, though
only three elements. These conclusions have been,
the reader will perceive, partly anticipated, but it is

needful to repeat them here; for here, is the link between
Aristotle's Metaphysics and his Theology ; this is the

road, or at least one step of the road, by which he arrives
at the eonceptionofa First Moving Cause. To the un-
folding of this conception the greater part of this

remarkable book is devoted. V\ e can but give our
readers the results of an argument which Aristotle

evidently felt to be the summing up of his metaphysical
series. There must be an eternal, immovable Snbsi'ance,
which is at the same time the source of all movement.
The primary notion of this substance is that it is an

Energy. The notion of potentiality is excluded from it,
Moral and

for the highest form of being js incompatible with the
^'J

1

?,
1

^"
mere capacity of being. And seeing matter and poten- iosopi,y.

tiality are convertible terms, it must be immaterial. ^_l-,.-1_-

There is no refuge from the notion that all things pro-
ceeded from darkness and nothingness, except in this

belief. Energy being anterior to mere potency, eternity
must be predicated of the chaos or night out of w hich

things are supposed to be formed, in a different sense

from that in which it is affirmed of the Primeval Being.
We must attribute a continual negative existence to

them, but a continual operative existence can only be
attributed to the first cause. We want them to account
for Corruption and Decay. We want the other to account
for actual Existence and Life. Matter is in no sense a
cause either to itself or to any other thing; and to

a first cause we necessarily attribute self Causation.
Other things impart motion, having first received it ;

this must be its own Mover. The next step in the

apprehension ofthis being we obtain by the consideration

of our own intellect and volition. There is an object
of cognition or thing to be known, an object of volition

or thing to be desired. By these respectively the intellect

and the volition in us are set in motion. That which

appears good to each understanding or will actuates that;
that which primarily actuates must be that which is

good. But in this we discover the union of the faculty
of knowledge with that which is to be known, the union
of the faculty of will with that which is to be desired.

Thus self-contemplation and self-delight must be the

essentials of Deity.* By other processes of reasoning
he arrives at the conclusion that the Being must be with-
out parts, (a^itpiys,) without passions, (aTra-vte, our rea-

ders will perceive the change of gender, and will easily
believe thatro Qtiov is the more common antecedent than
a dtoe,) and subject to no vicissitude. (di'aXXoi'airo*-.)
We then approach the grand question, whether there

is one such cause, or many. In nothing is the differ-

ence between Aristotle and his master more remarkable
than here. We have seen with what tenderness Plato
treated the mythology of his countrymen, not from

cowardice, but because he felt that it contained a latent

truth for which no philosophical abstractions or genera-
lities could offer a substitute. Aristotle having satisfied

himself that the argument was in favour of a one cause,

sweeps away all notions which interfered with it, con-
siders the gods whom his country worshipped as derived
from certain astrological notions, and as setting forth

the secondary sensible substances which proceed from
the first immaterial cause.

With equal decision he denounces (upon this new
ground) the different philosophical schemes which had
been substituted for the old cosmogonies; attributing to

them these two common vices, that they had acknow-

ledged an antithesis and contradiction in things, but
had not taken account of that third element, matter,
which is the only explanation of the evil and disorder in

* We must quote the fine passage in which this argument is

summed up. 'H Si MWTIS fl xa3' afirnv TBV KO? avro oteiffTou Ktti rt

/af^ifra roi fta.KiirTX. avrat 5i ttiT a nut KOLTO. ^tr<i^.tr^it rev tnrav-
lawr'af yitf y'lyvl-rtfi Stiyydtiuv *i iaui. lain Txl/rev vms xai im'r'n. ri

yi( ItxTixm
TOV^

venrm xx'i n< etir'ixs >aH;. 'nuyu 5s i^w tlrr' i*i7v

ftA>.o -rtiiTm e SOXE? i tiui tun
;. nuyu s i^

x i, xi n Bl^ia ro fa-rti

nri, a 3i xii, Sauuxirni-
, 9a*/imttvln i%u Ss <J3/. *} T,un 2s yt itra'f^n i)

<*. itt7iai Si YI tt'uyiui- tnfyiM Si n xccS' aiiTm ix
HOCI a/S*0f . Met. xi. 7 .

y ,rut tv l%n ui
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Moral and the universe, and that they had substituted many original

S'HH- PrinciPles for the one - "

"losophy!"
*n tne two 'ast books their doctrines (respecting

v
f ^_ ideas and numbers) are again discussed at great length,

and with Aristotle's wonted ingenuity. It cannot be

expected that we should go over arguments to which we
have so often adverted, and which we are leas anxious

to present fully and formally than to fit our readers for

studying them in the places where they occur. But we

may take this opportunity of remarking, that the con-

tinual renewal of these discussions with the Platonists and

Pythagoreans is very important in helping us to deter-

mine the nature and connection of these particular trea-

tises as well as the character of Aristotle's whole mind
and system. It is evident that he felt the refutation of

these opinions, and the substitution of something else

for them, to be in a manner the business of his life. At
all events, it was the needful preliminary to all his more

positive proceedings ; while his mind was haunted with

these notions, the system, physical, metaphysical, or

moral, which he proposed to rear, had, it seemed to him,
a dubious and infirm foundation. We look, therefore,

upon the metaphysical treatises (whether capable or not

of being reduced into a formal sequence and unity) as

having this subject for their centre. To show what
ideas are not, and what they are ; to establish the doc-

trine, that the cl^oy is not distinct from the particular
individual substance existing apart and connecting it

with some other higher substance, but merely its inherent

form ; to connect the tiSos, which is the constituent prin-

ciple of each thing'with the twpytia, whereby it is culled

into existence, and thus to make the same answer satisfac-

torily to the two Greek inquiries respecting the nature of

being and origin of matter; to explain the nature and con-

ditions of the vAi;, and by depriving it of all intrinsical

substantial properties, and reducing it into a mere po-

tency, practically to get rid of the old Ionic investiga-

tions; then finally to hint at a principle of which his moral

writings are the full exposition, that the final cause or the

ov fvcica, is also connected with the tlSoe and iytpytia ;

that the good or purpose of each class of substances is

known when we know what its nature and proper energy
are; this is the object at which he is aiming most con-

sistently amidst all his windings and recapitulations
in the books of metaphysics. But this object is con-

nected, on the one side with Logic, on the other (as
the scholiast is so anxious to inform us) with Theology.

Though we have not seen our way to adopt Kilter's

method of identifying the logical treatises with the

metaphysical, (a plan inconsistent with the very words
of the third book,) though, as it seems to us, we should

sacrifice by such a course much insight into the habits

of the philosopher's mind, and the growth of his opinions,
which we obtain by seeing them distinctly, and yet

acknowledging the most intimate connection between

them, we believe Aristotle to be primarily and at heart

a logician ; to have become thoroughly enamoured of the

forms of logic, and convinced that they supplied a satis-

factory exposition of the facts of the world ; and then

gradually to have worked out in his mind an nnto-

logical system, which gave the rationale of those forms

and interpreted their relation to different phenomena.
Now, if it be true, as we have maintained, that the

mathematician 'has another set of laws, discovered to

him in the course of his inquiries, from those withwhch
the logician is conversant, we need not be surprised
either that the arguments of Aristotle against Ideas should

DC so constantly mixed with allusions to the Pytha- Moral and

gorean study of Lines or Numbers, or that that study Metaphy-
should actually have been the base of the principle which sical )Jhl

he is endeavouring to subvert.
^losophy. ^

It is on all accounts a more important inquiry how
theology became interwoven with either set ot specula-
tions. We think it cannot he denied that the recognition of
an absolute being, of an absolute good, was that which

gave life to the whole doctrine of Plato, and without
which it is unmeaning; that on the contrary, it is merely
the crowning result, or at least, the necessary postulate
of Aristotle's philosophy. In strict consistency with this

difference, it was a Being to satisfy the wants of man
which Plato sighed for ; it was a first cause of things to

which Aristotle did homage. The first would part with

no indicaiion or symbol of the truth that God has held

intercourse with men, has made himself known to

them ; the second was content with seeking in nature

and logic for demonstrations of his attributes and his

unity. When we use personal language to describe the

God of whom Plato speaks, we feel that we are using
that which suits best with his feelings and his princi-

ples, even when, through reverence or ignorance, he for-

bears to use it himself. When we use personal language
to describe the Deity of Aristotle, we feel that it is im-

proper and unsuitable, even if, through deference to

ordinary notions, or the difficulty of inventing any other,
he resorts to it himself.

The light which the metaphysical treatises throw upon
this point makes them an important introduction to

Aristotle's ethical system.
We might have concluded from his Dialectics, that he

utterly rejected the Platonical doctrine of Ideas as a

scientific exposition. But it would not follow that he
should discard that belief in some ideal of excellence

which had impregnated all mythologies, and had never

been banished from the hearts of men. But the Aristo-

telian conception of God as a ground of nature, simply,
leads us at once to feel that no recognition of his perfec-
tion can have the least connection in his mind with a

scheme of practical life and conduct. We feel that it is

not with Plato, or any philosopher who had attempted
to give the rationale of men's dreams on this matter,
he will feel a want of sympathy, but that he actually has

not discovered in himself, and does not recognise in his

brethren, the want which all ages had been contriving in

so many forms to express. And then it becomes an in-

teresting question, what will be the groundwork of the

Aristotelian ethics answering to that Theology which is

so obviously the foundation of the Platonic ?

The answer to this question brings us to a very im- n^, Yvxw.

portant treatise of Aristotle which embodies more of what
has been commonly called metaphysics in our day, espe-

cially here and in Scotland, than the works profess-

edly bearing that title. We mean the three books

Iltpi ^wxic- The first of these books is occupied as

usual with an examination of previous theories on the

subject. He despatches very elaborately the different

notions respecting the soul which Democritus, Empe-
docles, or the Pythagoreans had encouraged. He shows

why we can never be satisfied with calling it motion,
or the principle of motion, the primary element or

number. He then proceeds in the second book to

develope his own doctrine. The soul belongs to

the category of entities. It has then, of course, a

matter and a form ; the matter here, as elsewhere,

coincides with its Svvapit ; the form is (
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llloral and The soul is neither of these separately, but the result of

Metaphy- ^(j,. There goes to the forming of sight the energy of

Tosophy

1"

vi s>011 >
ar>d the faculty of vision, and there is, in addi-

_^^-^j tion to both, an organ, an actual eye. What is true of

this sense is true of the whole substance of which it may
be said to form a part. The soul, possessing both its

energy and its faculty distinct from the organ through
which both are manifested, does yet require such an

organ. The soul is not a body, but neither is it with-

out a body. Generally it is the distinction of a living

creature, (woc,) that it has a ^"Xl- ^u ' a" ''vmo
creatures have not a soul exercising the same Svva^itf.

We may define all the faculties which can exist in any

living creature to be these : first, the faculty of receiving

nourishment ; (Optimo/ ;) secondly, the faculty of sensa-

tion; (aiaSriTiKri ;) thirdly, the faculty of motion in place ;

(KU'TjTiKri ;) fourthly, the faculty of impulse or desire
;

(opeKTiKTi ;) fifthly, the faculty of intelligence, (Smvoijriicn.)

The threptic faculty is the lowest of these, and is present
in all cases. The soul, therefore, as endued with this

one faculty, may be attributed to vegetables. Wherever

any of the higher faculties are present, there all the

lower will exist also. Under each of these heads a very

interesting discussion arises respecting the character

and limits of the particular faculty. The question, for

instance, under the first head is, whether the life in each

plant or thing must be considered as the active or only
the passive instrument in self-sustentation ? Under the

head of sensation many more complicated points arise,

arid Aristotle enters into the whole theory of the subject,

examining the operation of each sense in detail. This,
it may be remembered, is the discussion which is carried

on with so much liveliness and profundity in one part of

the Theteti'tua. Theopinions there attributed to Protagoras

(and so far as the doctrine of sensation goes, apart from

its moral consequences, not denied by Plato) is nearly
the same as that maintained hy Aristotle. Sensation is

neither in the organ of sense nor in the object, but is

generated between both, and is the effect of the medium

through which they hold communion with each other.

The question as to (he motive faculty involves us at

once in a consideration of that which is higher than

itself. Movement must depend upon impulse. This
will be true in all creatures. And in spite of the effect

of the appearances which are produced upon or by means
of the senses, in generating impulses or desires, we must
not impute a governing power to sensation ; we must
rather think that the nature of the faculty of impulse
determines how these shall influence it, than that

it is determined by them. It would seem then, that

each creature has a nature, which is expressly seen in

this faculty of impulse. Wherein then does man differ

from other creatures ? Neither, it would seem, in the

absence of this impulsive faculty, nor in its being less

properly his nature than it is that of other animals, but
rather in his having the dianoetic faculty to direct it and
act with it. In the coincidence and conspiracy then of
these two faculties will consist the true nature of man.
Thus, then, the soul may be considered as containing
three portions, logically not materially separate, one

absolutely without reason, the other rational, another

participant of reason.

In this psychological system we discover the root of
the Aristotelian ethics of which we were in search : they
begin in psychology and terminate in Politics.

Aristotle informs us, very early in the Nichomachean
treatise, that he looks upon politics as the a|

VOL. 11.

losophy.

Ktluca

tfl-ioDtyi?),
and ethics as an introduction to it The two, Moral and

therefore, are not identified in his mind as they are in Meiaphy-

Plato's ; it is quite possible, nay necessary, to treat of 81cal

them distinctly. According to his uniform method, he

seeks for the grounds of combination and society in the

nature of man. He cannot tolerate Plato's simplicity
in admitting outward necessities and accidents to be the

occasions of it; for this simplicity necessarily involves

another proceeding which seemed to him not simple but

pregnant with all Plato's idealism, that of supposing
some higher Unity than that which is expressed in the

character of any particular society to be involved in the

constitution of society itself. A principle of equality
and adjustment is that which seems to him to pervade
all things, to be in a manner a law of the universe, and
to he especially the secret of human order and govern-
ment. The like principle, taking a different form, is

(he mainspring of his ethical system. Virtue lies in a

n.ean, in a sense it may be said to he a mean, so that,

on the one hand, government, which is also a mean, is

naturally occupied in sustaining the virtue of particular

men, and on the other, this virtue is itself the great con-

servation of government. This observation ought to be

made, as without it the connection between these two

spheres, which is as much acknowledged by Aristotle as

by his master, will not be apparent. Many difficulties'

also will present themselves to the reader as insur-

mountable, if he looks at the ethics as an entire system,
and do not remember that a directing educating power
is for practical purposes presumed to reside in a govern-

ing body, the functions and nature of which have not

yet been defined. But we are not to suppose that

Virtue, or the attainment of this mean, is in Aristotle's

judgment the formal object at which either the life of

each particular man, or society at large, is aiming.
When once the notion of an absolute good, which "

those

dear" and troublesome men, the Platonists, had intro-

duced, was taken out of the way, there remained one

obvious and generally admitted end of all human desires

and searchings. HAPPINESS is emphatically the human
reXoe. But if human, then the definition of this happi-
ness must be sought in that which is peculiarly the

characteristic of the human class. It cannot exist in any
of those powers or faculties which are common to it with

other classes, not therefore in the threptic or the aesthetic

powers merely and chiefly. And any how, it must be
in some exercises or energies that it will consist, for in

these the soul or life of every creature makes itself

manifest ; it must be then in the energies of our best

and highest nature, exercised not at intervals, but

through a whole life, a life possessing so much of ex-

ternal prosperity as shall permit them a free scope.
But all energies must have a certain direction ; the right
direction ol its energies constitutes the virtue of each

class. What then will be specifically the human virtue?

It must of course be in the man, and, according to our

psychology, the optfre (the impulsive faculty) is the

constitutive faculty of the human soul, though its excel-

lence consists in its subjection to the dianoetic faculty.

Virtue then will imply the presence and the harmony of

both these ; still it will be found most positively and

characteristically in the former. It must be then a

habit. But of what kind? To what does it point?
What is its aim, seeing that an absolute good, or an

ideal, is out of the question, and that happiness cannot

be the aim, because it is the very nature of happiness
which we are now resolving into its elements? We are

4 K
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Moral and no'> Aristotle says, to trouble ourselves about scientific

Metaphy- accuracy in our definitions ; our purpose is purely prac-
sical Ehi- tical

;
we want to form an actual man of a certain cha-

losophy. racteri no (, a theoretic man. Well, then, practically

speaking, excess is in every case that to which you attri-

bute mischief and derangement. There is an excess

called Timidity, and an excess called Fool-hardiness, an

excess called Prodigality, and an excess called Narrow-
ness or Avarice. But the extremes suppose a mean.
This is the end at which our habit aims. Virtue gene-

rally lies in this. But we are aiming at action ; and
actions are not general, but specific ; how then shall we
arrive at the notion of specific virtues ? Their species
will be determined by their distinct objects. Certain

tendencies and habits will be conversant with external

pleasures. Certain others with passions of the mind

itself; in each case it will be found that the practical

purpose defines the virtue. But though a general

description may be given both of the excesses and the

means which correspond to them, a description which
will be really applicable in all cases, it must ever be

remembered that the excess itself may be different for

each man, actually different according to his actual cir-

cumstances, different in its effects and influence upon
him according to his greater proneness to one side or

the other. For instance, liberality of course will be

practically a different quality in the rich man and the

poor man, and the temptation to profusion will be that

which is to be most resisted by one, to meanness by
another. Virtue will be therefore in a mean, that is

one to us, and not one that can be absolutely and inva-

riably ascertained by rule.

Hence it follows that this habit supposes the exercise

of a faculty of choice or predetermination. But what is

predetermination ? Fs it the same as the act of willing ?

Clearly not ; that has reference to ends, this to t he choice

of means and the attainment of ends. But it implies a

right end, and a right determination of the will to that

end. It may be called opdjic flov\tvTiKt) t (the reader

will observe how steadily his psychological axiom which
we have spoken of is kept in view throughout the

scheme.) But to what cases will this will or counsel

refer, and how far is it dependent upon ourselves ?

Clearly we do not consult about things absolute or

eternal, nor about things within the sphere of accident.

What remain are all such things as are done by us or

with our concurrence. Now of such some may be

doubtless taken from under our control by actual

violence practised upon us ; such cases give rise to

various questions of casuistry, as to the course which

a virtuous man will take, whether he will submit to

do wrong or to die, each of which must be deter-

mined on its own merits. With respect to ordinary

cases, the doubt arises, whether inclination is not itself

a force upon the will and on the reason both. Such a

notion Aristotle disposes of, first, by the remark that an

influence upon the impulse or will cannot by any reason-

able man be confounded with a force by which its opera-
tions are hindered; and secondly, by admitting that an

incapacity for any particular action may doubtless be

produced in any man by these influences, but that this

incapacity is itself the result of a previous habit which

need not have been thus formed. Habits then are in

our own power, actions not always. Having settled

these foundations, the particular ethical virtues come next

under his consideration. Here lies a field for the exer-

cise of his always acute and often delicate habits of obser-

vation. It is alien from the temper of mind which Moral and

Sliakspeare has wrought into us, to contemplate any Metaphy-
characteras the meredevelopement of any single specific

sical phi "

quality. We do not like to hear of a man as the Mag-
JS l*y

nificent, or the Magnanimous, or the Modest, or the
'"*~v'~

Temperate, or the Just. But, doubtless, there was some-

thing in this which suited well with Greek habits. The
Aristides, Themistocles, Cimons, if they had not any of
them a distinct purpose of realizing a particular form of

character, yet drop more readily into certain moulds
than the traditionary characters in the story either of
ancient Rome or modern Europe. How a similar tend-

ency was revived at one period in Christian society,
and how its revival was connected with a scholastic

reverence for Aristotle, we may have to notice hereafter.

Among these, virtues it behoves us especially to take

notice of two, because they throw some light upon
the entire system, and upon ethical inquiries genernlly.
The first is Justice, (SiKatoavvr].') Is not this virtue

itself an abstract of all the virtues ? We have seen how
Plato answers the question in his Republic. Aristotle

treats it differently, yet so as to make us see how much
he had felt the influence of his master's ideas, even when
he rejected them. In one sense (he says) CIKCUOOWTJ may
indeed be said to be a complex of virtues. For as it is

the habit which mainly disposes to allegiance to the

laws, and as laws prohibit excesses of all kinds, and

encourage virtues of all kinds, this wi 1 have respect to

them all. But yet there is such an offence as Over-

reaching, and there must be a specific virtue answering
to this. But the specific virtue will bear relation to the

general. Inequality, in matters appertaining to pro-
perty, will be the evil. Evenness or equality will be the

virtue. This evenness or equality implies, on each side,
an excess, a more and a less ; a more and a less, how-
ever, in reference to given persons. The conservation
of the right proportion or relation of tilings to persons,
and the restoration of the balance when it has been vio-

lated, is then that at which this virtue especially aims.
Take away the restriction to property, and this virtue

would seem to be in a remarkable manner the very
Virtue of Virtues ; so emphatically is it the preserver of
the mean. But that very restriction makes it more diffi-

cult to tell how far this virtue belongs to the individual,
and how far to the state, so that u;uw<rvvrj, though
bearing a much more limited meaning, becomes, to our
author as to his master, a kind of debateable ground
between the two regions. At all events Sitawavvr) must
be looked upon as characteristically the ethical virtue of
a statesman.

The other virtue we must speak of is irw^poowj;. As
this is opposed to acoXama, and involves the general
notion of an even habit of mind not overcome or dis-

turbed by sensual desires, it might seem to include
within it tyicpareia, or self-restraint. But as in the

psychology of Aristotle the soul consists of a rational,
an irrational, and a quasi-rational part, the quality which

implies a control of the irrational or merely animal

nature, will not necessarily be the same with that which
concerns the quasi-rational, that is, the passions and
affections to which the will is subject. As the name
awfypoavvT] is given to the first, the name tyn-pama is used
for the second. Hence a curious consequence. This

self-government seems something distinct not only from
the peculiar aptrrj which has reference to sensual desires,
but even from aptri; itself. That has its chief seat in

that nature or impulsive faculty over which thii is sup-
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Moral and
p()sed to rule. We are somewhat puzzled, therefore,

afphi- af(er g'ng through our catalogue of virtues, to find a

book opening with the remark, that there are three

moral states to be avoided, icaiaa, a/cpa<7ia, Bripiorris, and

three good states corresponding to these, apery, ryKparcta,
and a certain divine excellence as much transcending

ordinary humanity as 0jpior7jc sinks below it. This

result will appear inevitable to any one who reflects

upon the system ; that which is conservative of virtue

must in some way be distinct from virtue, but we must

acknowledge also that it considerably impairs the

symmetry of a design otherwise singularly complete.

Before, however, Aristotle touched upon this conser-

vative power, which, of course, is connected with the

purely ethical part of man, it was needful for him to ex-

pound more distinctly than he had done in his psychology
the nature of these dianoetic faculties to which such im-

portant functions are committed. He begins with

reaffirming the position so often insisted upon, that the

optfre, and the Siavoia, must co-operate in order that any

good moral act may be the result, or, as he expresses it,

with neatness and in more strict accordance with his own
notion of the liavoia ; that which is affirmed or denied

by the one should be that which is pursued or avoided

by the other. Now the soul, he says, may affirm or

deny truly in five ways, by Tr^yi), by eiritrrri^ri, by

tppovqatf, by tro<f>ia., by vovf, TI\VTI is what in modern

language would be called the creative power or faculty,

the poetic organ in its highest and lowest sense.

ETTKT-JJP/ is the converse of this. It deals with that

which cannot be otherwise, it does not fashion anew
but perceives : what it deals with are uuiversals not par-
ticulars. Aristotelian science is, as we have seen already,
conversant with conclusions not premises; but there

must be some faculty which deals with premises, a tact,

intuition, or spiritual sense, this is vovf. The sphere of

this faculty would seem to be very limited, for as it is

bounded on one side by tTri(m)fj.r), it is bounded on the

other by atxftta.
This faculty, we were told in the Meta-

physics, was conversant with ap^ator principles ; it might
therefore seem to cover the whole ground which is as-

signed to vovf. But that which affirms things to be so

and so without a reasoning process, is undoubtedly dis-

tinct from that faculty which, through long and winding
labyrinths, searches for causes. Now, when the vovg is

said to deal with premises, the first kind of operation is

indicated ; when the aotyia, the second. 4>pov/<rtc, the

last of the five, is different, and yet has something of the

character of (he preceding. Its sphere is with the alter-

ing and the alterable, like rt^vij, hut it is not productive
or creative, but perceptive and distinguishing. So far

U resembles
twiirrrifiri, differing from it wholly in its

subject-matter. It has a quickness of tact like the rovg,

but this is merely the result of practice and experience.
It is, therefore, like

ao<j>ui,
a laborious investigating

faculty. Yet its end is not speculation, but practice.
The

(j>po>>i[io
or practical experimental man, therefore, is

contrasted with the ao<poe, or the meditative speculative
man ; though it is not denied that

aoifiin may assist and
be usefully connected with tppovriaiy. From this analysis,
it is evident that this last quality is especially that which,
iii combination with a right r;0oc, or a proper condition

of the impulsive faculty, produces virtue. The doctrine of

Socrates, that virtue is tjipovrjaie, (a doctrine by the way
which is somewhat carelessly stated, for the real Socratic

doctrine treats virtue as
firitrrrifjtti,

the knowledge of

what is absolutely good, prudence being only a guardian

losophy.

faculty to preserve the soul when seeking that knowledge jioia! ami
from the seductions and confusions of sense,) this doctrine Meta]ihy-

is said to form only one side of the truth ; 0po>';<rtc is slcal

not virtue, though virtue cannot exist without it.

We have seen that cHcatoowi) does to a certain extent

occupy the same position in the Aristotelian and in

the Platonic system as a link between morals and
Dolitics. But Aristotle could not help perceiving that

this quality, under the conditions which he had imposed
upon it, explained but very imperfectly the connection of

human society with the life of the individual. This dry
and hard principle of distribution, commutation, ami

rectification, could never be substituted for the music ot

Plato's Commonwealth. Reflecting on this difference,

it seems to have struck him, that in the idea of Friend-

ship we have that which fills up the void, and that Friend-

ship together with justice constitute the social law. Re-

garded in this light, Friendship occupies the most impor-
tant place in a system of ethics, which is always looking
onwards to Politics. And we cannot wonder that Aris-

totle should have devoted two elaborate books to the

consideration of it. Any one Xvho is acquainted with

the traditions and with the mythology of Greece must
be aware how much the Greek mind was occupied with

this subject. Here, as elsewhere, physical and moral

thoughts became intertwined, and the same language
was used to explain the law of sympathy between the

skies and eajth, and that between man and man. Aris-

toile is careful to disengage himself from these ambi-

guous phrases, which he had not perhaps imagination

enough to perceive were more than metaphors, and fixes

his mind upon friendship as one of the essential condi-

tions of our nature to which the very existence of

communion must be referred.

This being assumed, he has no hesitation in setting
aside many popular notions of friendship as giving a

wholly inadequate view of its nature. The doctrine

which refers friendship either to Utility or to Pleasure as

its ultimate foundation, he rejects not with sentimental

indignation, but as being at variance with facts and
reason. The transitoriness of such friendships, and
their dependence upon accidents, are arguments as

much to the practical man as to the philosopher, that

the essence of the quality is not to be discovered in them.
The friendship of good men for each other must then

be that from which we are to deduce the nature of friend-

ship itself. Here, and here only, we learn the condi-

tions, or even the possibility of friendship, for, properly

speaking, it is not possible, except upon the supposition
that one man can really delight in another, and love him
as himself. A politician seriously reflecting on the exist-

ence of society, must feel that a principle is at work

among men which can be only defined in these terms ;

that all the imperfect appearances which it presents in

the world, so far as they are imperfect, make its meaning
less intelligible ; that, supposing selfishness absolute,
it could not exist at all, and that the highest form in

which it exhibits itself is the test of its character. These

important conclusions are stated again and again, and
with the greatest precision, by Aristotle. On the

strength of them he affirms, that the idea of equality or

proportion is as much discoverable in friendsiiip as in

justice ; only that in justice the worth of each object is

the first consideration, its fitness to us the second,
in friendship, fitness or suitableness the first, worth the

subordinate. On the same ground he maintains, that

friendship is to be seen in its true operation, not in

4 K 2
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Moral and clubs, or societies, or partnerships, where men associate

Metaphy- for some specific object, (though here also Justice is

sical Phi-
required as its assessor and its complement, every kind

losqihy. oj- socjety implying a law to regulate it, as well as a
^

motive to form it, a principle of government as well as

of concord,) but iu a polity of which all these must be

considered as portions. An inquiry, therefore, into the

different kinds of government becomes connected with

an inquiry into the law of friendship.

In this passage we discover how much Aristotle sur-

passed Plato in his apprehensions respecting the nature

of relationships, while he fell so far short of him in every

thing that concerns the absolute. He discovers in the

relationships of father to son, of husband to wife, of

brother to sister, three primary forms as it were of

friendship; and the grounds of the three kinds of

government to which all others may be reduced,

Monarchy, Aristocracy, Timocracy, and of which the

three corruptions are, tyranny, oligarchy, democracy.
Under each of these true forms of government friend-

ship and justice will be found existing and mutually

sustaining each other. Friendship, however, will take

iis peculiar form from the form of the society. It will

be the friendship of patronage and of reverence in a

monarchy. It will have the conjugal model in arisio-

cracy, one party being respected as the superior in worth,
and retaining that respect only while he asserts dominion
on that ground. The fraternal type of equality will

be preserved in all friendships under a timocracy. On
the oiher hand, in the depraved forms friendship will be

depraved and weak ; and in a tyranny, which he regards
as the worst of all, because the corruption of the best,

both it and justice will disappear, because subjects are

there regarded as animals, and as such incapable of

these human qualities. The existence of this law of

sympathy being then established as one of the two

necessary conditions of human fellowship, and virtue

being shown to be the necessary condition of friendship,

Aristotle proceeds to solve a great many questions of

very deep and practical interest. The most important
of these turn upon the relation between friendship
and self-love. In what sense is friendship a part of

self-love? in what sense opposed to it ? As the notion

of pleasure or utility had already been separated from

friendship, it is obvious that the vulgar notion of self-

love must be separated from it also. Still ordinary lan-

guage intimates that there must be some analogy be-

tween the two ideas, and it seems hard to arrive at

any higher description than this, that the friend is

loved as another self. May not the difficulty then be

solved thus ? may not self-love be itself distinguished
from all associations of profit and loss? anil may we not

affirm that the wise and good man is the true self-lover,

the person who alone is at one with himself, and can

take pleasure in his own company ? If this be so, it

would not be correct to seek for the ground of friendship
in sell-love, it would be more correct to say that they

mutually illustrate each other. Only the man who has

the capacity of friendship will have himself for a friend,

and only he who can enjoy and love himself, is capable of

enjoying and loving another. These two books on

friendship are certainly not the least profound in Aris-

totle's writings, and to the general reader they will be

far the most delightful. From this subject we proceed,
in the tenth book, to the question of Pleasure ; what it

is, h:>w far, according to the doctrine of some philoso-

phers, it is to be denounced as an evil, how far it is a

good, or connected with the good. Aristotle argues Moral and

against many prevalent definitions of pleasure. He Metaphjr

shows why it is neither a KIVJ/O-IC, a mere movement, a s

|

'cal

^
h '"

yevevit;, the passage into a state, or an avatrXripuiaif, the ^ 7,
filling up of a want. He considers the universal long-

ing of mankind a sufficient witness that pleasure, is some-

thing real and worthy in itself, and not merely a means
to some other end. An examination of the facts leads

to the same conclusion. But it leads also to a refuta.

tion of the opinion, that pleasure can be made a distinct

formal purpose of life. It is the flower or consummation
of something else. The exercise of sight, the exercise of

hearing, each brings its own appropriate pleasure after

it. But the pleasure is connected with the energy or

exercise, and cannot be severed from it. If then you
would understand what pleasure is, and what are the

highest pleasures, you must understand what energies are,

and what are the highest energies. You cannot refer

the last to the first, you must refer the first to the last.

That energy, then, which is most appropriate to each

creature brings the pleasure which is appropriate to that

creature ;

"
the energy of the soul, according to virtue,"

brings the highest pleasure to man. The pleasure which

an act gives to him who performs it is the test of that

act having become habitual to him, of liis having
acquired the character corresponding to that act. The
man who ddights in musical energies has become a

musician. The man who delights in just acts is a just
man. From this analysis of the nature of pleasure, the

step is easy to a reconsideration of the meaning and
nature of happiness, and so to a brief review of the

whole treatise. Happiness he has found to be the end
of man, and to consist in (not like pleasure, merely to be

the effect of) the use of his highest energies. What
then, on the whole, is the highest happiness ? It is that

of the contemplative man. If we can imagine what the

life of the gods is, seeing it is absurd to attribute to them

justice, because that has respect to contracts and conven-

tions, temperance, because that implies temptations to

which they cannot be exposed ; and so of most of the

other acts which preserve the mean for man, we must

believe it to consist in contemplation. But then for

the attainment of this celestial life in those who can

atiain it, there is need of early discipline and education.

There is need that they should be trained to the avoid-

ance of those extremes in which evil lies, and to the

exercise of those virtues which are the only conditions

of, and preparations for, the contemplative happiness,

though it transcends them. And for the rest there

mu<t be a discipline to cultivate what capacities there

are in them ; or in case of resistance to such cultivation,

to coerce and punish them. Here then is the field for

the science of Politics. That science, Aristotle says,
the sophists had resolved into a inure teaching how to

talk and argue, but the foundations of it lie in ethical

knowledge and ethical practice, and it must be worth-

less and rotten when these foundations are not discovered.

This is the introduction to the book on Politics.

We can but give our readers a few hints to assist The
them in the study of this treatise, which, valuable and Politics,

interesting as it is, can never bear the same relation

to the other Aristotelian writings which the Platonic

Republic bears to the other dialogues. Not, it will be

evident enough from our former remarks, that the Poli-

tics of Aristotle are not most closely connected with his

Ethics and his Ontology, but that they are connected

with them rather as results and deductions, than as
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being a principal and fundamental part of the design.

rii'
The doctrine which has heen set forth with so much

y. diligence in the Metaphysics, of every substance presup-

posing a lordly energizing power, and a submissive

receptive faculty or matter, re-appears again here in

connection with the most obvious and outward facts.

The relation of Male and Female is assumed as the first

hint of the existence of society, and as containing the

nrinciple of it. The idea of fellowship implied in this

relation involves another, that of rule and subjection,

which has its complete expression in the relation of Mas-

ter and Slave. Compare these two relations with that

relation in each man which has been explained in the

Psychology and illustrated in the Ethics, between the

reasoning power, the faculty participant of reason, and

the mere animal nature, and you feel at once that the

two explain each other, and set forth the condition under

which society is meant to exist. Where the reason is

developed and its magisterial authority acknowledged,
the other faculty being in fellowship with and subordina-

tion to it, and the animal nature controlled and subjected,

there you have as well the true condition of the indivi-

dual man as the true condition of society, there the re-

lations of husband and wife, and master and servant, will

be preserved ; they will not be arbitrary, but legal and

orderly. In such a state of things only a polity is

possible ; yet, as this is the only true condition of each

man, it is evident that a political state is his only

proper and natural condition, every other must be ano-

malous. You find then the constituents of a polity in

household, but a house is not therefore a miniature city ;

a city is not merely a collection of households; each has

its own distinct nature and laws, though each alike

has this characteristic that in the human relations

it consists, that in them you discover the end of its exist-

ence, and that all means and instruments are to be con-

templated with reference to these. Economy is not

primarily, but secondarily and accidentally, the manage-
ment of the goods or property of the household, it is

mainly the right ordering of the household itself. The
slave is the connecting link between one branch of eco-

nomy and the other ; he must be considered as an instru-

ment, and yet he must be treated as a man. A polity
can be considered only as composed of freemen quite as

much because a freeman only understands how to obey
as because he only understands how to govern.

It follows almost necessarily from this view of the

case, first, that the Platonic idea of unity should be as

little heeded by Aristotle in his Polity as in his Meta-

physics; that he should utterly abhor the attempt to

embody that idea by abolishing distinct relationships,
these being in his opinion the very foundation of

society ; that he should recognise all forms of govern-
ment as gorid which have their ground in any actual

relation, and all as evil which have become in any sense

arbitrary ; that he should therefore acknowledge, much
as Plato did, three true forms and three departures from
these ; and that he should look on the democratical

departure, the attempt to establish a society in which all

should govern with at least as little complacency as the

rest ; that at the same time he should conceive that form
from which this is a deviation, the form which treats

all freemen as eligible to government, though not neces-

sarily as participant of it, as his ideal. These seem to

us the main principles of the book, which, being
understood, the occasional difficulties and contradic-

tions it presents will be less puzzling; iis position, in

reference to the other parts of the philosophy, will be Moral and

felt, and its value as a key to the political science of M "

modern as well as ancient times will be appreciated.

The Later Sect*.

We should have been glad to notice another treatise

of Aristotle, which is valuable in many ways, and espe-

cially for affording an interesting practical illustration

of his scientific method and some important applications
of his Ethics and his Politics ; we allude to the three

books on Rhetoric ; but we must deny ourselves the plea-
sure of dwelling any longer upon the masterpieces of

Greek philosophy the books which really teach us

what Greece was, and what work it was appointed to do

in the world, that we may pass into the company of

certain teachers who have earned a reputation far

beyond their merits, and have even been able to palm
themselves upon the world as the genuine representatives
of the wisdom of a country which had lost all its capa-

city of producing great men before they were born into

it. Every part of our story thus far has testified that

the political life of Greece was the main pillar of its

speculative life ; every thing which we have read would

prepare us to expect that when that political life was

departed, its speculations would become withered and

heartless; either this must have been so, or there can

have been no fellowship between earlier and later

Greece ; the laws which apply to the one must be

entirely inapplicable to the other. We do not believe

this to have been the case ; we do not believe that our

anticipations respecting the state of the Greek mind

after its institutions and its freedom should be gone are

in the least confuted by the existence of those sects

which persons who read of Greece with Roman eyes
are wont to speak of as the Greek schools. Nevertheless

we do not deny that these sects were permitted to exist

for certain useful purposes, and it is worth while to ascer-

tain, as far as we are able, what these purposes were.

We have spoken of philosophy throughout as an

attempt to find an explanation of facts the facts of

society, the facts of the individual mind, the facts of

nature. These facts of course remain, whether we are

awakened to perceive them or not. Savages are held

together by the same laws which bind together civilized

men ; they have the same hearts and consciences, they
have the same sun and moon shining upon them. But
because they have never felt themselves in an order, be-

cause the feelings of relationship and obedience and law

have never been awakened within them, therefore their

own thoughts are a dreary chaos of fears and hopes,
and all the universe only a medley of incoherent images,

partly pleasant, partly fearful. Suppose that sense of

an order withdrawn from a nation in a high state of

outward civilization, from a nation whose members had

a gorgeous past to look back upon, with native quickness,
with a sense of hereditary power, with the means of

material enjoyment, with faculties refined to make use

of them, and bow will the result differ from that which

we noticed in the other case? It will differ thus : in

place of a language hardly competent to explain a single
combination of human feeling, or of outward pheno-
mena, only expressing a certain vague consciousness of

surprise, doubt, and awe, will be a language containing
forms for every variety of feeling, for every kind of

description ; in place of a few lively scattered impres-

sions, a whole harvest of observations and reflections
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Moral and gathered iu by previous labourers ; in place of an ac-
'

quaiutance with one set of very limited circumstances,
a P'easure ' n contemplating and comparing infinite di-

vtrsities of circumstances. With these differences, what
remains in common ? 'A hollowness, vagueness, ab-

sence of all feeling of reality, the sincerest man owning
little else but a sense of endless confusion, and mourn-

ing over it ; the insincere making that sense of confu-

sion his boast, and glorying because he can explain all

things by declaring that they admit of no explanation.
Such is emphatically an age of scepticism, an age which

does not feel that it has any facts to rest upon, which
does not really desire to know what any thing means,
which believes that nothing has been done or proved in

past time, which wishes to create all things new, but

which having no feeling or sympathy with what is cre-

ated, is utterly unable to do more than invent a few new
combinations and recast certain forms of thought and

language, out of which the meaning has departed.

Greece, after the age of Alexander and Aristotle, was

emphatically in this miserable condition. When the

Sophists undertook to prove that the words Right and

Wrong meant nothing, they were confuted by the actual

existence of a government based upon the acknowledg-
ment of right, and by a conscience in every man that

this government could not subsist against his own and

his neighbours' selfish and violent inclinations unless it

were upheld by some divine power. The philosopher

might be puzzled to reconcile this faith with the strange,

disorderly, and unrighteous acts which tradition had

attributed to the gods of his country, hut the faith itself

never lost its hold upon his mind ; he assumed it as a

datum with which other facts were to be reconciled, and
which was to be in some sense the explanation of them.

Now there was the phantom of a government based

upon mere power ; the sense of the necessity of a divine

Ruler was gone ; the majority continued to practise

the rites, and maintain, through fear or indolence, the tra-

ditions which implied his existence ; the speculative man
could look without trembling at the question whether

these rites and traditions meant any thing, and could,

as it suited his temper or convenience, practise them

punctiliously or ridicule them, or do both at once. In

such a languid state of society all really active and

energetic thought was impossible, all that was done
for a time was to ask questions which had been asked

before by earnest men witli the hope of an answer, for

the purpose of showing that no answer could be given ;

and then, when pure unadulterated scepticism became
too weary or too painful, came a series of attempts to

seize hold of some one partial observation or conscious-

ness, and to make all the universe merely an exposition
and expansion of that.

The person who always stands as the type and repre-
sentative of the earlier and more complete scepticism of

this period is Pyrrho, and this is nearly all that can or

need be said of him ; for it would be a waste of time, at

least in such a sketch as this, to attempt to harmonize
the different reports of his sayings and doings. There
is nothing recorded of him which marks him out as an

original or generative thinker, but enough to give us

warrant for believing that he had more character than

those who surrounded him, and was therefore able to

express in words, thoughts and feelings which belonged
to them as much as to himself. Given the Socratic

method of disputation, the doctrine respecting contraries

which pervaded all Greek philosophy, and was brought

I")-rrho.

out with the greatest clearness and precision by Aris- Moral and

totle, the great saying, that a man knows only that he Metaphy-

knows nothing given, these old and stable elements, and
'

combining them in due proportions with the insincere,

vapouring, indifferent habits of Greece in his day, and
it is not difficult to construct a Pyrrho who shall em-

body all the notions and have a right to use all the for-

mulas which are attributed to him and his disciples.
The old question between the Sophists and their oppo-
nents the question upon which all Greek philosophy
turns, whether any thing is, or whether is and seems are

equivalent words, was now practically decided in favour

of that conclusion which Plato and Aristotle had in their

different ways used the whole energies of their minds to

confound. Pyrrho merely adopted in terms the opinion
which every one else in fact held, when he affirmed that

nothing could be affirmed, that all was appearance and

opinion, knowledge a dream and impossibility. Of course

a man who endeavours to carry out such a theory as

this, and to make it consistent at least with what he feels

in himself and in others, must fall into innumerable ex-

travagancies and contradictions. But nothing is so

extravagant and contradictory to a person who has

given up faith, as to suppose that any thing can be

known
; every monstrous hypothesis must be tolerated

rather than this. It is an obvious remark, but one which
it is important for us to make in connection uitli what
was said of Words when we were speaking of Socrates

and Plato, that language must have utterly lost its power
and reality before this kind of scepticism could pre-
vail. As long as men believe that the words which

they speak are not mere sounds, or gusts of air, the

words B< ing and Knowledge must befell to be witnesses

which no disputation can get rid of; but for a language
to subsist when the polity and morality of the nation

which spoke it are gone, is utterly impossible.
The first indication that the Greeks had grown tired

Epicurus,
of utter disbelief, and were seeking somewhere or some-
how for a resting-place, is furnished by the appearance
of Epicurus. Pyrrho had discovered that man has

nothing to do but to doubt; still he was constrained to

admit that he is also obliged in some certain sense to

exist. His own doubts had, in fact, so little interfered

with the practical exercise of his animal functions, that

he is reported to have used them for nearly ninety years.

All, then, is not quite vacancy : a man has something to

do, even something to think about ;
he may exist, and

consider how he can exist with least friction from with-

out or from within. This problem Epicurus set him-

self to solve. Was it a new one, one which had never

presented itself to the Greek mind before? Proposed
in this way, it was certainly new. Socrates endeavoured

to find out how men must live, but he never taught
them to make out a scheme of life for themselves. Aris-

tippus taught, that the end of a man's life was to please

himself, but he had been content to let his cheerful

easy nature shape itself according to the circumstances

which he found. Plato had sought for happiness
in the knowledge of that which is good and true ,

his inquiry was of course quite obsolete. Lastly, Aris-

totle had made happiness the end of life
;
but then hap-

piness was with him an energy of the soul, to be put
forth in conformity with a system of existing relations,

impossible, except on the belief of our being a body
politic in which each exists for the sake of all. The

simple question, therefore, how a man is to make him-
self comfortable, may be said to have been now for the
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soPny ' and being thus propounded, we need not wonder

tnat '' should for a time hold quite exclusive dominion.
i A man must be brought into a strange condition of

mind before he can believe that the universe and all

that it contains exist only that they may tell him how he

is to be comfortable, but when he has once arrived at

this condition it will be wonderful indeed if his ears

ever catch any sound which is not an echo of his de-

mand, or some fragment of an answer to it. We must

not wonder, then, that the Epicurean, rising up in a

sceptical age, and starting with the great principle of

scepticism, that nothing is, but all things seem, should

have become the greatest and most imperious of Dog-
matists. With the most perfect sincerity, while denying
the existence of truth, and the possibility of knowledge,
he affirms his own conclusions to be irrefragable. Do
you deny that all men like pleasure and dislike pain ?

This is his kind of inquiry, which as it means simply,
do you deny that all men like what they like and dis-

like what they dislike? certainly reduces an opponent
to very considerable perplexity.

But while we admit that Epicurus did present philo-

sophy in a new form to the world by his method of

stating its principal problem, we can by no means al-

low him any originality in his method of solving it.

Aristotle had shown most clearly that if an absolute good
be not the end of practical life, happiness must be its

end. Epicurus could say no more ; he could only find

out some new criterion of what happiness is, seeing

that, for the reasons we have already mentioned,
Aristotle's definition of it must needs be unsatisfactory.
But in seeking for this criterion he had no resource but
to adopt the old sophistical dogma ; he could only say
that we must refer every thing to the standard of our
sensations. No doubt he may have refined consider-

ably upon this thought, for, in the first place, he had a

body of formulas provided him by Plato and Aristotle

on the subject of sensations ; and secondly, he lived

in an age in which thought was less active, but in

which all that contributes to mere gratification, whether

bodily or mental, was far better understood. It is a

question which has been much, and we think very

unnecessarily debated, whether, by making sensation

his standard of happiness, Epicurus did, or did not,

mean to encourage what is formally called sensuality.
The testimonies of antiquity respecting his personal cha-

racter are various, and the most modern criticism seems
rather inclined to revert to the vulgar opinion respect-

ing it, rejecting, certainly with good reason, the absurd
and fanatical panegyrics of some French and English
writers in the last century. Upon the whole, we are
inclined to believe that Epicurus was an apathetic, de-

corous, formal man, who was able, without any great
difficulty, to cultivate a measured and even habit of

mind, who may have occasionally indulged in sensual

gratifications to prove that he thought them lawful,
but who generally preferred, as a matter of taste, the

exercises of the intellect to the more violent forms of

self-indulgence. And this life would, it seems to us,
be most consistent with his opinions. To avoid com-
motion, to make the stream of life flow on as easily and

uninterruptedly as possible, was clearly the aim of his

philosophy. For thi end it was advisable to avoid the

pursuit of wealth and honours, it was better to abstain
from extremely vehement enjoyments, but it was ab-

solutely necessary to get rid of all superstitious fears

How these were produced was therefore an important
Moral and

question for the founder of such a system. The answer ^("p^"
to it led him much further than he at first intended to

i,,sophy
go. Naturally, Epicurus cared only for moral ques- _m-.f ^_-

lions, that is to say, for such questions as related to the

management of human life. With dialectics, either in

the Platonic or Aristotelian sense of the word, he had no

proper concern ; for what had he to do with a science

which distinguishes the false from the true either in

things or words? In physics he took even less interest;
the fixed order of nature is a painful weight upon the

mind of a man who aims at adjusting a scheme for

himself, and who disbelieves in any actual order and

government. Theology, so intimately blended with

both of these in the earlier systems, would have been
still more resolutely banished from his. But then

all these subjects must pass under his review, because
from all of them conclusions had been derived which
affect man's serenity and cause him dreams. A study

answering to logic must be used to explain the origin of

opinions, and why some of them must, for want of

better epithets, be called false and some true. A man
has certain sensations, and certain images are presented
to him from without. The sensations are to be trusted,

the representations are to be trusted : only in the exer-

cise of some power by which a judgment is formed from
these sensations or representations does error arise.

These are corrected by referring again to the sensations,
the only ultimate standards. Here again the originality of

Epicurus consists, it will be seen, wholly in his omissions.

The relation between the senses and the visible repre-
sentations which are set before them had been treated by
Plato and Aristotle, each in his own method, with the pro-
foundest skill and discrimination. Epicurus had only to

avail himself of such fragments from the intuitive observa-

tions of the one or the rig-id analysis of the other, as

were consistent with the rejection of their principle that

there is another and a surer standard than that which the

senses supply. In physics Epicurus was still an avowed

copyist; and any one who studies the rest of his philo-

sophy may perceive that, as he adopted the theory of De-
mocritus, simply because it was the one which it was
most comfortable to hold, so he was guided, in many
changes which he introduced into it, simply by the wish
to get rid of some distressing fact which interfered with
his moral speculations, and made his scheme of life less

practicable. The idea of mysterious powers in nature
had been one which had at all times haunted the

Greek mind, and to which the speculations of the phi-

losophers bore as much witness as the fables of the my-
thologists. With this thought was connected another,
still more oppressive to the mind of Epicurus, still

more interfering with the calmness and apathy of the
true sage. It seemed that these powers were organ-
ized, that there were the vestiges of a scheme in na-

ture, that there was something in them which answered
to man's own powers of art and contrivance, while it

controlled them. From these painful impressions there

was one joyful refuge. The notion of the world being

composed of atoms which had met in empty space, had
united and disposed themselves into the light forms 01

heavy masses of which our senses take cognizance, at

once relieved Physics of its connection with Theology.
And since one product of these invisible atoms was that

which had been called the soul of man, a new light
dawned upon the moral system from this natural philo-

sophy, a neiv confirmation of the great princip'e that man
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Moral and is a machine which may, like any other, be regulated and
Meiaj.hy- adjusted to produce certain desirable results. One

'"

fault, however, there is in the doctrine of Democritus.

. _ _' , His descent of atoms in a direct line savoured too

much of a determinate purpose, a fixed law. Suppose
them to decline a little from the line a very little

and this charm is broken, and, what is better still, you
have a method of accounting for the existence of choice

and freedom in man. If it be true that Epicurus really

anticipated an actual physical discovery in this specu-

lation, it is a new evidence that the divinity which

he supposed took no interest in human thoughts or

designs, does sometimes shape them into a strange re-

semblance of what is true, when they are shaping them-

selves into the most grotesque forms of falsehood. On
the whole, it seems unnecessary to attribute to the

founder of this philosophy any deep and malignant

design of undermining the foundations of human belief

or human conduct. He was an entirely different man
from the sophists of the former age, far less acute, but

also far less wicked. The worst that can be said of

him is, that he exactly caught the impression of a

wretched emasculated age ; the best that can be said

of him is, that he showed some skill in combining the

notions of former philosophers into the only scheme of

doctrine which could seem to the men of such an age

plausible or possible. One thing should be noticed,

that if Epicurism is ultimately destructive of moral

habits, it is not to these, but to science, that it sets

itself in direct opposition. The Epicurean is essentially

the unscientific man it would be more correct to say
the hater of science ; a fact the more striking, because,

in modern days, when physical science has established

itself in the world by another agency than theirs, the

disciples of this school have sometimes affected to take

it under their patronage, and even to boast of them-

selves as the exclusive promoters of it. Perhaps we
shall find, when we come to speak of them, that they have

departed more in appearance than in reality from that

which is, in truth, the fundamental principle of their sect.

The Stoics. The second great effort against the Pyrrhonism of

this age is the Stoic philosophy. In speakiug of this

system, as well as of the last, we must endeavour to

c.etaeh ourselves as much as possible from Roman
associations and representations. To do this entirely is

out of the question, for till these philosophies were

adopted by the living minds of Rome, they can scarcely
be said to have found their meaning. Still it is im-

portant to consider the form of the statue as it came
from Greek artists, now no longer able of themselves

to impart animation to their works, before it was em-
braced by the Italian Pygmalion. If we reflect how

deeply the feeling of an intercourse between men and a

race superior to themselves had worked itself into the

Greek character, what a number of fables, some beau-

tiful, some impure, it had impregnated and procured
credence for, how it sustained every form of polity and

every system of laws, we may imagine what the effects

must have been of its disappearance. If it be possible

for a man, it certainly was not possible for a Greek to

feel himself connected by any real bonds with his fellow-

creatures around him, when he felt himself utterly sepa-

rated from every being but them. But the sense of

this isolation would affect different minds very differ-

ently. It drove the Epicurean to consider how he

might make a world in which he should live comfort-

ably, without distracting vifiions of the past and future,

and the dread of those fowers who no longer awakened

in him any feelings of sympathy. It drove Zeno to con- Moral and

sider whether a man may not find enough in himself *?
e

'*^
v
."

to satisfy him, though what is beyond him be ever so
] ,, ,>hy

unfriendly. This again was no new problem, either for > _, ^
a practical man or a theorist to deal with. Again and

again it had presented itself to the Greek sages; again
and again experiments had been made to solve it, and the

conditions under which it could and could not be solved

had been profoundly investigated. Here then, as in the

former case, we can expect no originality in conception ;

the sole interest lies in the thorough desolation of

heart which led the philosophers of the Porch to venture

once more upon this inquiry. We may trace in the pro-
ductions which are attributed to Zeno a very clear indi-

cation of the feeling which was at work in his mind. He
undertook, tor instance, among other tasks, to answer

Plato's Republic. The truth that man is a political being,
which informs and pervades that book, was one which
must have been particularly harassing to his mind, and

which he felt must he got rid of before he could hope
to assert his doctrine of a man's solitary individual

dignity. Herein he showed a degree of insight and

honesty which were wanting in his successors, who were

anxious, it seems, to suppress his testimony against Plato.

In other respects he was also superior to them. He
appears to have carried out, with some consistency and

steadiness in his life, the principle lor which he was

contending, really showing an indifference to outward

circumstances, and maintaining, with less doi>matic;.l

affectation than many others, a creditable independence
and uprightness of character. Probably his system
was, on this very account, less compact and formal ; at

all events, we find that some of his immediate disciples

adopted very opposite notions of it, one at least teach-

ing a doctrine, as to its results, not very distinguishable
from the Epicurean. The person who put an end to

these diversities of opinion, and established the Stoic

sect, wus Chrysippus. He appears to have had a full

measure of that taste for system building, and skill in

the work, which belonged to all Greeks, and appeared
most conspicuously in those who had least of practical

earnestness and sincerity. It may be worth while to

trace very briefly, how the first naked conception of a

man striving to live in himself, uninfluenced by the men
and things around him, worked itself out into a com-

pact and tolerably consistent theory of '.he universe.

It was not likely that the Stoics would invent any
division of studies different from that which use had so

long sanctioned, or that they would be so negligent as

not to extend their theory into the different departments
of Morals, Logic, and Physics. They introduced, how-
ever, a novelty of expression. They spoke of virtue as

being ethical, logical, and physical. It was not that

these were three different kinds of virtue, but three dif-

ferent parts which composed it. Logic, they saiii, was the

shell of the egg, ethics the white, physics the yelk.

Much may be learnt from this language. First we
learn that virtue, a certain state of mind or character

in the individual man, is ail that the Stoic is capable of

conceiving. This is the ultimate idea upon which all

ideas of truth, as well as of outward tangible forms, are

dependent. It will be seen at once how easily such an

opinion as this grew out of the Aristotelian doctrine, and

yet how it may have appeared, in certain points of view,
more unlike to that than to the Platonic. In the doctrine

of Socrates developed by his great disciple, virtue in

man is always in conformity to a standard out of him-

self, a participation in that which is
absolutely good,
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Moral and and inseparable from the possession of that which is ab-
Me

'?plT solutely true. This doctrine Aristotle rejected, striving

'"y'" to seParate practical morality into one department, and

the study of Being into another. Upon his system,
virtue and happiness acquired the substantive and inde-

pendent character which neither Socrates nor Plato could

ever have assigned them. But the very separation which

he had effected between the provinces of Ethics and

Ontology, enabled him the more easily to follow the

natural bent of his character, and to represent the con-

templative life as the highest life that which peculiarly

appertains to the philosopher. The Stoic, in carrying
out his conception respecting virtue, disconnecting it

entirely from every dream of an absolute good, rejected

with indignation his praise of Otuipta, and seemed to re-

turn to the older Socratic language by representing
virtue as consisting in a conflict with appearances and

deceptions. But the fact is that the Stoic took only the

negative side of the Socratic doctrine ; his virtue had

nothing to converse with, nothing to behold but itself;

the impediments which it was to clear out of its way, the

temptations which it was to resist, were not (hose which

dimmed the human vision and prevented it from be-

holding its proper object, but only those which made it

less conscious of its own independence and glory. The
Stoic ethics, therefore borrowing all which was genuine
and vital in them from the language of Socrates respect-

ing the slavery of the undisciplined and sensual spirit,

borrowing also and misapplying many of his phrases

respecting the connection of virtue with science so far

as they were of native manufacture, consisted merely of

pithy maxims of conduct, wire-drawn and minute, en-

tering into the lowest details and frivolities, tending to

emasculate the character under pretence of elevating it,

and worthy of the censure that they were fitter for nurses

than for philosophers. This was the white of the egg.
That Dialectics should have been nothing more than

the shell, is a proof how very little of the real feeling of

trie Socratic philosophy had survived in this feeble imi-

tation of it. In fact, the language to which we have just
alluded, in which science was represented as connected,

nay, almost identical, with virtue, meant, in the mouths
of the Stoics, nothing more than this that a virtuous

man is a man of good taste, has a shrewd discernment
of what should be accepted and of what should be re-

jected. Truth as reality, falsehood as a positive opposite
to truth, they in nowise recognised. Dialectics, therefore,
in the Platonic sense, which is the science of distinguish-
ing between this truth and falsehood, they had no use
for. All they understood was that in some way or other
that which is desirable is preferred by some and not

preferred by others, and that it was necessary, therefore,
to inquire what it is in us which determines the fitness

or uiifi tness of things, how we know when we get a right
result from things and when we get a wrong one. In
all essential respects their conclusions upon this subject
were the same as the Epicurean, that is to say, the one
has just as little belief as the other in any standard be-
sides sense, in any difference between the real and the

apparent The difference of their moral scheme, how-
ever, made the Stoics unwilling to acknowledge this

similarity; they wished to persuade themselves to a
certain extent they could persuade themselves honestly
that those who aimed at the attainment of virtue as
their end. could not have the same fluctuating rule and
measure of what was good, as those who aimed only at

the production of certain pleasurable results. The Stoics
VOL. H.

sought therefore for a science, though they could not Moral and

reach it ; and in their attempt to reach it they invented a

numberofacute verbaldistinctions, which, with some mix-
ture of grammar and rhetoric, constituted their dialectical

virtue, as those rules of behaviour of which we spoke just
now constituted their moral. Certainly this was very
fitly compared to a shell containing no nourishment in

itself, and so conveniently fragile as to afford an easy

passage to the yelk within.

It may surprise our readers that the essential part of
the Stoical egg, the whole of which is the type of Virtue,
should be the physical part. But theie is nothing
really inconsistent in this notion, either with the origin
of Stoicism or its after-developement. If the Epicurean
undervalued physics because they spoke of something
fixed and preordained, something therefore inconsistent

with that adjustment and adaptation to circumstances
and accidents which he considered his chief good, the

Stoic, who wished to rise above circumstances, to attain

a firm and independent position, as naturally delighted to

contemplate an undeviating system. The perception of

any real law and standard for man had forsaken all

alike. But there are some who can never lose their

deep feeling of the necessity for such a law; these there-

fore, in their despair of discovering it, will take refuge in

the most exact type and counterpart of that which they
are seeking, in the sequence of the operations of nature.

The invariable attendant upon this feeling is, reverence for

fate and necessity, with a proud and voluntary submission
ofourselves to its dominion. Such a Fate became the god
of the Stoic, strictly speaking his only god ; but as he saw
it imaged in the movements of the universe, and as he
felt at times the need of something more real, more con-

nected with himself than this abstraction, the World
became the living form in which he contemplated the

object of his worship. And since he found it expedient
for strengthening some of his moral habits, and accordant

with some of the maxims of his philosophy, not to reject
old opinions, he easily persuaded himself to adopt the

opinion of Aristotle, that the old legends did in fact re-

present processes in the material world. They might,
therefore, without any violation of his philosophical

dignity, be recognised and defended. Theology being
thus identified with physics, it surely becomes no matter
of surprise that the latter should be treated as the most
inward and sacred part of morality.
One sect yet remains to be mentioned before we can The Aca-

complete our picture of Grecian philosophy in its decre- demies,

pitude and decline. We have seen how entirely the very
power of conceiving that which we have described as the

central principle of Plato's philosophy had departed from
his countrymen. All his language about Being was to

them the merest dream ; they could not even understand
the elaborate arguments of Aristotle against his doctrine,

nay, his own views respecting the Form and the Matter
in each substance had become practically as unintelli-

gible as the deeper speculations of his master. Under
such circumstances we may easily conceive what a change
must have taken place in the schools bearing their names.
The Peripatetic, who worshipped the name of Aristotle,

might still satisfactorily expound his Physics, his Logic,
part of his Metaphysics, and whatever of his Ethics
could be detached from the Politics ; but the Academics
found the incomprehensible part of their master's

creed impregnating all his works; it could no more be
detached from the Pfitedrus and the Phadon than from
the Republic. There was, however, one circumstance in

4L
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Moral aud tne ;r favour< For reasons which we have considered at

sical^Plu- Qu' te suffi c ient length, the great principle of Plato is

losophy. developed in dialogues, in which two propositions seem to
' be set up for the purpose of knocking each other down.

Couhi any thing be more natural than the notion that

Plato intended hereby to keep men's judgments in a

perpetual equilibrium, to maintain, in short, a habit of

entire interminable scepticism? The conclusion was

most plausible ; yet so much did there appear in the

writings and in the whole purpose of Plato to refute it,

so much did it seem the very object of his life to over-

throw scepticism, that a long time elapsed before this

plausible notion was able to establish itself. The Aca-

demy appears to have undergone many changes ; what

they were has been the subject of much controversy, but

the language of Cicero leaves little doubt that it did at

one time assert certain dogmatical propositions as the

doctrine of Plato, and that it passed by slow degrees
into that purely sceptical society from which he derived,

or fancied he derived, his own opinions. The result is

curious, but by no means inexplicable. Scepticism was,
as we have said, the foundation of both the other sects,

though they attempted to break loose from it. The
Academic yielded submissively to the spirit of the times,
and embodied it most consistently in his own no views.

He discoursed eloquently upon all topics, carefully ab-

stained from coming to a conclusion upon any; he
could not say what was right, but he was satisfied that

both Epicurean and Stoic were wrong, and this was

quite sufficient for his purpose. Arguing was his voca-

tion, a kind of arguing, however, which did not exclude

an indulgence in all flights and flourishes of rhetoric,

when the occasion might serve for their introduction.

In fact, the disciples of that philosopher who wrote the

Gorgias and the Phiedrus became nothing else than the

teachers of wiser and better men than themselves how
to be Sophists and Rhetoricians. Such were the lees of

Greek philosophy, from which one may conjecture in

some degree how rich must have been its flavour, how
full its body, when it was in its prime.

Roman Period,

If the view which we have taken of this last period be

true, the trite saying that Rome conquered Greece with

arms, and Greece Rome with wisdom, must be under-

stood in a very modified sense. We do not mean that

too much has been said of the effects which were pro-
duced upon the Roman mind and character by the

Athenian teacherswho came to Rome, or by those towhom
they resorted in the schools of Athens. Undoubtedly
the discovery of a new continent, which could be actually
trodden with human footsteps and seen with human

eyes, may have produced less wonder in the mind of a

Spaniard in the XVth Century, than the apparition of the

invisible world, which the Greek sages spoke of, upon
the countrymen of Camillus and Regulus. The doubt

we wish to express is, whether the Romans were merely

conquerors with the sword, and whether they ever suc-

cumbed passively to the philosophy ; whether they did

not leave upon the thoughts and doctrines which they
seemed to imbibe so simply and devoutly the impression
of that character which several ages had been contri-

buting to form. This question can only be answered

by considering very shortly the remains of Roman phi-

losophy, and the hints they supply respecting the state

of feeling in the nation which produced it.

The poem of Lucretius naturally presents itself as the M ra' and

first and most marvellous outburst of that spirit which
jjf

et

j

a

plj"~
all the wisdom of the Censor and of the older Romans

iosopi,y
was unable to keep in check. Every thing at first sight <-_*-^-*L'
tends to heighten the wonder which this poem produces Lucretius.

in us. All the philosophical poems of that nation which
had furnished the language of philosophy, and given
birth to the most splendid poetry, have perished ; only a

few fragments remain of the verses in which Xenophanes
and Parmenides conveyed their opinions ; Empedocles of

Agrigentum is but the shadow of a name. Nor have we
any reason to believe that the productions of these men,

though they were to all appearance men of- genius and

originality, deserve to be regretted, at least as works of
art. How very strange, then, does it seem that the

greatest effort of Roman genius should be a work
written on a subject utterly alien from the habits of the
Latin mind, by a young man struggling with a language
which, for his purposes at least, was barren and uncouth ;

a language too which one would have thought could only
have become poetical when it was used to speak of the

actions of great men, and of people subdued to laws. It

may seem to some even a more astonishing circumstance
than any of these, that the theory which Lucretius un-

dertook to defend and illustrate was, of all that Greece
had produced from the days of Thales downwards, the

hardest and most mechanical, one would have said the

most flat and prosaic. It would be an easy and flat-

tering way of meeting these thoughts which will

naturally occur to any one who is reading the poem, to

say that genius is only called forth by difficulties, and
that if it had nothing to overcome it would not deserve

its name. No doubt this is true, but still there is a

fitness in the choice of subjects which we are generally
able to recognise, and without which it is hardly

possible that a work, even if it were written, could be-

come a great national possession. With respect to the

doctrine no thoughtful reader can believe that it was

adopted, from a false notion either that it was particu-

larly suited for poetry, or that great fame would be

obtained by triumphing over its unsuitableness. Lucre-

tius writes with the most entire conviction ; his whole

mind is evidently impregnated with his doctrine. And
this was one necessary condition of his producing
so great a poem ; he felt what he said ;

a feeling of

earnestness, which had not been in the mind of any
Greek for at least two centuries, had got possession of

his. He may have selected a miserable idol, but such as

it was he rendered to it the most entire devoted worship.
Now this earnestness he owed to his Roman educa-

tion. The distinct aims and purposes of the Roman
citizen, the active living world in which he dwelt, the

feeling of order in all the movements of the society to

which he belonged, presented the strongest contrast

imaginable to the state of those who delighted in

nothing else but either to tell or hear some new thing.
At the same time, to a young Roman, who had con-

tracted unconsciously this sense of order and reality, and

who had been trained to contemplate the heroic models

in the early history or the traditions of his country, who
had not perhaps himself any strong impulses towards

active life, or much of the legal and rhetorical abilities

which were the qualification for it, the rage and conten-

tion of parties, the atrocities and the meannesses which,
in the days of Marius, Cinna, and Sylla, he must have

heard of every day, will have been most distracting.

We may be able to perceive how much better the state of
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Moral and society in that age, with all its abominable crimes, was,

Metaphy- than the dreary condition of Greece, even when its

sical Phi- s ]ee p was confused by those dreamy efforts of patriotism

which the appearance of Flaminius and the Romans
called forth. We may see that great social principles

were struggling with each other in those conflicts of

rival parties which could not have left such an impression

upon history, if there had not been much good mixed

with the apparently unbroken evil. But to a person ot

the time, such as we have supposed Lucretius to be,

the misery and confusion will have presented themselves

almost without relief; and then, little knowing how

much he was indebted to the forms of his country's

polity, and to the truths which lay underneath its

false worship, for the disgust which such spectacles ex-

cited in him, he will easily have been led to question
the worth of that faith and reverence by which a

system of falsehood and cruelty seemed to be upheld.
In such inquiries, he will probably have found most of

the thoughtful youths about him engaged, with no great
difference in the result, except that they could abide

quietly in contempt of the popular opinions, while he

required some positive substitute for them. Arriving
with such feelings at Athens, what could be more natural

than that the words of the clever Epicurean lecturer

should take a hold of his soul which they never had ob-

tained over the person who uttered them ; that he should

have welcomed them as the deliverance from an intole-

rable burden, as the discovery of a region of which he had
been dreaming, but which he never believed to exist j

nay, as the satisfaction of that love of order which his

Roman discipline had imparted to him, and which the

circumstances of Rome itself were continually affront-

ing. A poem on the Nature of Things, written under
such circumstances by a man possessing the vision and
the faculty divine, might well embody some of the deep-
est, strongest, nay, truest feelings. The strongest pa-
triotism, the greatest command of his native tongue,
might be exhibited by a man apparently adopting all

the habits and notions of a Greek. Under the guise of

Epicurism, he might express a religious desire for a de-

liverance from the tyranny of powers whom he could
not love ; the Democritic concourse of atoms might
convey to him his first real notion of any scheme or
order in the universe : and such a poem might well

become national, for it would express the very state of
mind of the age in which it was produced as reflected

in the person of the most genius ;
it would bring out the

whole nature of the union which was effected in that age
between Greek speculation and Roman life, and would
show how the latter really asserted its dominion over
the beggarly materials with which it had to work.
We have no excuse for dwelling at any length upon

his noble poem, both because it is so well known, and
because the illustration which it gives of Roman feeling
at this crisis is the chief light which it throws upon the

history of philosophy. In reference to that point, how-
ever, we would direct the attention of the reader to one
circumstance. Epicurus, as we have seen, valued him-
self mainly upon the moral or human part of his

system ; the physical, which he borrowed from Demo-
critus, was adopted only as a resource. Lucretius, on
the contrary, at once fixed upon the atomic theory as
the central part of his philosophy. Nothing can illus-

trate more strikingly the difference between him and his

master. How to find an excuse for a voluptuous indo-
lent temper, whether it were a. sensual one or not ; how

sical Phi-

losophy.

to arrange the world in conformity with it was the pro- Moral and

blem proposed to himself by the one; to recognise some
kind of principle and connexion in things was the delight
of the other; which, being their respective impulses,
we may fairly say, that Lucretius differed more ia spirit
from Epicurus than either Zeno or Chrysippus did.

But these also were to have their disciples among the The Ro-

noble youth of Rome. The transformation which took man Stoics,

place in the dry chips of doctrine which were delivered

in such solemnity in the porch, when they were taken
into such hands, was marvellous. If there were some of
a more adventurous genius, who fled ex face. Romuli to

the study of the laws of the material universe, there

were many more who found their great relief in contem-

plating the severe forms of the elder Romans, who
either saw in the records of their country, or created
out of the materials which they furnished, men of a

stately character to whom wealth was indifferent, who
loved their country above all things, and could sacrifice

themselves, or whatever was dearest to them, for its sake.

Between such simple men and the stiff solemn con-
scious Stoic a whole heaven would seem to intervene.

Yet there was enough of external resemblance in the.

two characters to deceive those who felt that they
wanted some knowledge which their fathers had not, who
were unwillingly half ashamed of their old ignorance,
and half afraid of their new philosophy, lest it should
weaken their admiration and their patriotism. To be

taught how they might upon rule and principle be that

which their ancestors had been from some high and un-
attainable instinct, to be taught how they might be only
better and more consistent Romans for this Greek in-

fusion was most soothing and satisfactory.
That such feelings existed we have abundant evi-

dence, but they did not, like the thoughts of the great
Epicurean, find their principal expression in words. The
lives of Cato and Brutus the one more formal and se-

vere, as of a person who felt that he was trying to sup-
port a character, the other more genial and free, like

one who had really caught the spirit of the olden time,
both Roman aristocrats at heart, however they might
speak the language of the schools these are the true

utterances of Roman stoicism, which have thrown a

splendour around the doctrine that it could never have
obtained either from its first teachers or from Seneca
and the rhetoricians who afterwards talked of it in Latin.

Thus far we have seen the Romans only translating Cicero

into living words or living acts the dead formulas of the

Greek schools. But Rome was also to have a formal

philosophy of its own, and if not to make any new dis-

coveries or to follow any course of thought which had
not been previously marked out, at least to fulfil a
useful office by giving a dignity to one particular de-

partment of thought, which, in the minds of even the

greatest Greeks, had obtained only a secondary import-
ance. We have spoken of Cicero as an Academic ;

and
doubtless there was much in his character, in his poli-
tical career, and in his rhetorical habits, which might
have led us to predict that this was the sect to which he
would be most naturally drawn. He appears to have

had a singularly equitable, balancing, compromising
nature. The circumstances of his age, the utter impos-

sibility of adhering with steadiness to any one party,
when parties were so constantly shifting their ground ;

his conscientious unwillingness not to take some part in

political life, or to set up any immutable, unattainable

standard for those who were engaged in it, confirmed all

4 L 2
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Moral and his original tendencies, and the profession of an advo-
RIet
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cate riveted and perfected them. Though certainly

"osophy!,"
not 4^e Person to be fixec* UP" as exemplifying the

> j ,_
' highest form of the Roman character, he had in a re-

markable degree the Roman temperament, and he seems

especially formed to show us what the intellect of his

nation was when at its greatest natural stretch, not

raised by some extraordinary impulse of genius or devo-

tion above itself. On this account it is that his letters,

speeches, and dialogues present so perfect an image of

his own age, and that some have thought a history of

Rome might have been composed from them, if all

other monuments were lost. But it must be observed,

that merely practical wisdom is not able to express and

embody itself in words till it has been mixed with an

apparently incongruous element. If Cicero had not stu-

died Greek philosophy, and been, so far as a most accom-

plished scholar and statesman can be so, a pedant, he

would not have enabled us to understand himself

or his countrymen as he has done. His philosophy was

unquestionably important to him and to us ; still it is

amusing to hear him speak as if his habits of mind had
been in any considerable degree moulded by its influ-

ence, when it is most evident that they were wrought
into him by the influence of old forms and institutions,

by the circumstances of his country, and the tone of the

men who surrounded him. These contributed to the

system of philosophy which he took under his patronage,
far more than they received from it. He found the

Academics treating philosophical questions in the same
manner and with the same fairness as prosecutor and
defendant were treated in the Roman courts, arriving at

no settlement, as he could arrive at none in the disputes
of factions, yet inclining to established notions in oppo-
sition to the dogmatical denials of the Epicurean, and to

a moderate behaviour accommodated to circumstances,

in opposition to the fixed rule of the Stoic, and he was

irresistibly prepossessed in favour of their views. But
that which gave those views favour in the mind of the

Greek was their fitness for talk, a talk which might be

carried on for ever without the least reference to life.

That which endeared them to the Roman was their appa-
rent suitableness for practice, their seeming to show the

very point where the lines of philosophy and practice
intersect each other. This was the point at which he

was aiming ; and in his own speculations, however they

may seem merely derived from the Academics, he is

continually bringing it before us. If there was one

feeling in which the Greek academician was utterly de-

ficient, it was the feeling of Duty, the feeling that

there is a work which a man is sent into the world

to do. This feeling is wanting in all the sects ; each

was framing a scheme of life, or aiming at some ideal

of excellence ; none was acknowledging a vocation. It

would be very unjust to say that the sense of duty was
absent from the minds of Plato and Aristotle; they had

it unquestionably, or they would not have been what

they were, or have done what they did. But it is true

that it was not the prominent characteristic in

either of them, or in any Greek. On the other hand,
this feeling is the one which gives all the meaning and
interest to the works of Cicero. You can always see

that he is impatient of any subject which he does not

think has a direct bearing upon human life; that when
he writes upon such subjects, he has only the use of his

left hand; that they never do really affect him at all;

that he has no opinions upon them and does not care

to have any. Fie will therefore retail the opinions of

all the philosophers so far as he knows them, or will

allow some able representative of the different sects to

state the views of each, and will seem to have no aver-

sion to any thing but the dogmatism which each exhibits.

Yet in the end you find that he has a set of firm con-
victions in his mind, which have remained undisturbed

by all these controversies, and by his own nominal scep-
ticism. He can see nothing but a difference of words
between the Peripatetics and the Academics, and it is

quite clear that he means to extend the observation to

the original masters of those two schools. The whole

subject of Being and of Ideas, about which Greek phi-

losophy in its best days was wholly conversant, is an
unknown world to him. Plato he looks upon chiefly
as the most eloquent of men ; from Aristotle he has

gained good helps in the study of rhetoric. One can-

not discover that he cared any thing about Physics ;

Logic he prized chiefly as a mental exercise, and in all

disputes about the Nature of the Gods, so far as they
bear upon either of these subjects, he seems to be neu-

tral, and, if one tried him by modern rules, we might
fancy, atheistic. But he is not so at all

;
he has a much

stronger belief in a divine power, and a divine govern-
ment, than many whose opportunities of knowledge are

infinitely greater than his. But he attained this belief

without any assistance from the Greeks, and he retained

it not at all strengthened certainly, but not materially
weakened by what he learnt through them. Without a
Divine Being there can be no sanctity, no duties, no
laws ; this was the conclusion of his heart and reason

both, and he felt that it was a deeper and securer one
than any which arguments could furnish him with.

This ground, therefore, he vindicated to himself; he

brought out the idea of MORAL OBLIGATION with a dis-

tinctness with which it had not been presented before.

Not that it would be easy to point out passages in his

books in which the subject is discussed amply and satis-

factorily ; not that the student will not often have to

complain of much looseness in his language upon it ;

not that he will not be sometimes puzzled to conceive

how so much indifference to absolute truth can consist

with a strong sense of moral duty : yet this seems to be

the total effect of his books the result which is left upon
our minds both by their merits and their omissions.

Though he has established nothing, he leaves us with

the conviction that something is established, and that it

is not something independent of us, but something with

which we are concerned, and in conformity with which
we are bound to act. His philosophical works, therefore,

appear to have been unjustly exulted, and as unjustly

disparaged. When he is used as an interpreter of the

elder Greeks, when we try to understand Plato throuffh

his means, we confer on him a station which was never

intended for him, and he will unquestionably lead us

astray. On the contrary, when we regard him merely
as the translator into eloquent Latin ofwhat he had
heard from his teachers in Athens, we degrade him just
as unfairly. His philosophy has a substantive value ;

such language as his can never be a mere clothing for

other men's conceptions, though it may not be a fitting

expression for the very deepest ideas. And it should
be observed, that in those works wherein he has adopted
Plato's titles, and might seem to have followed him most

closely, as in the Laws and the Republic, he has ~eally
drawn most upon his native resources, and established

the truth of his own words, that he had learnt more

Moral

ioso,,hy.
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Moral and from the Twelve Tables, than from all the philosophers.

Metaphy- This seems all that it is necessary to say in so brief a
iical Phi- sketch as ours of Roman philosophy ; tor in the poem
>sophy. of Lucretius, the biographies of the last champions of

the republic, and the conversations of Cicero, we have

it in its purest form. It imparts richness and refine-

ment to the Georgia of Virgil and the Epistles of

Horace, and adds solemnity to the dirge which Tacitus

sings over his fallen country. But the character which

it assumed in these really remarkable men, as well as

in those who adopted it merely as an excuse for uttering

fine sentences, will be easily understood, if we form a

right judgment of its earlier appearances. We pass on,

therefore, to the last conspicuous form of ancient philo-

sophy, which is the one that it assumed at Alexandria.

Alexandrian Period.

Under this head we do not propose to speak of the

different Greek philosophers who may have settled in

Egypt during the reigns of the Ptolemies, and have

carried on the different physical, moral, and philologi-

cal inquiries which had been suggested by the founders

of their respective schools in Greece. These in them-

selves constitute no era in human thought ; they are

only important as parts of a stream which it would be

very interesting, if it were possible, to trace, with all the

different accessions that it received from various direc-

tions, till the time of its confluence with another from

Palestine. No doubt the habits of the Greek mind
underwent some modification after such a new and

strange book as the Septuagint translation appeared

among them, and so marvellous a people as the Jews

began to hold familiar intercourse with them. But it

is very difficult to ascertain what that modification was ;

very likely it was more striking in the humbler classes

than in the philosophers. Their minds were well pre-

pared to resist any thing living, original, and true, even

if it had not claimed the authority of a revelation. But
the effect produced on the other party was very dif-

ferent. How far it is to be discovered in any of those

books which form what we call the Apocrypha, we can

do no more than conjecture, especially as the dates of

those books are so uncertain. At all events it is so

visible, and so generally recognised, in the writings of

some who lived at the close of the Jewish age, that we
need not waste our time in searching for earlier and
more doubtful indications of it.

J.neiilius. It is hardly necessary to speak of the writings of

Josephus as affording an instance of an attempt to

combine Pagan with Hebrew notions. The experiment
in his case is conducted so awkwardly, his philosophy
was such an inconvenient addition to his better quali-

ties, it evidently had so little other influence on his

mind than the disastrous one of spoiling his simplicity
and unfitting him to understand the records of his own
land, that his case is interesting in this point of view,

chiefly as indicating a prevailing habit of mind, and

perhaps as exhibiting a form of it which we do not

meet with elsewhere, that, namely, which resulted from
the interweaving of Roman rather than Greek feelings

Philo. with those he had derived from his birth. Philo is al-

together a different person. In opening his works this

observation at once suggests itself to us. Here is a man
living in the age of Cicero, and possessing a mind cer-

tainly not naturally so large or rich as his to whom a
whole world of thoughts have discovered themselves, of

which the Roman's writings contain no intimation. And

sical Phi-

losophy.

what is more remarkable still, those parts of Plato's Moral and

works which were to the cultivated and accomplished
'

Roman mere blanks, are to this Jew full of life and

meaning. His position in Alexandria was not more

favourable for thi< purpose than was that of Cicero.

The latter had all the advantage he could derive from the

best and ablest teachers of Athens, the language of Plato

presented no real obstacles to him, and if the schoolmen
of Greece had become a set of shrivelled rhetoricians,

there is reason to believe that the schoolmen of Grecian

Egypt were not less so. All Philo's intuitions resper ting

the meaning of those deeper passages in Plato's writings
which speak of absolute being, and of an idea or

essential form, through which that being declares itself,

he must have owed to some other help than any which

he derived from his native genius or his accidental

position.
We would have the student consider this fact seri-

ously and steadily, for it will help him much in esti-

mating the value of Philo's writings in themselves, and

the kind of lesson which we are to derive from them.

A certain degree of discredit attaches to his name as

an allegoristand a mystic. At the same time his writ-

ings did exercise a great and remarkable influence over

the first ages of the church, and no one, we are certain,

can contemplate them with reference to the history of

philosophy, without perceiving that they must have had

this influence, and that it was not the effect of any spu-
rious reputation for sanctity in the author, or of any
accidental circumstances whatever. At the same time

we admit fully that no person of simple, honest mind,
whether he reverences the Hebrew Scriptures or not,

can rise from the perusai of some treatises of

Philo's, in which he tries to deduce different Gentile

discoveries out of them, and to turn plain history

into divine speculations, without a sense of annoyance
and perhaps indignation. We feel there is something
in it not honest and true; an impression strongly con-

firmed by the style, which is of that kind which may be

called painfully expressive, every word being charged with

some elaborate meaning, and there being, in even very
elaborate and eloquent passages, a consciousness of elo-

quence which is most distressing, and which places Philo

at a marvellous distance not merely from the prophets
of his own race, but from those heathens who were the

objects of his study and admiration. And yet if we are

honest with ourselves, this conscientious displeasure will

not hinder us from acknowledging that he has brought
forth not merely great ideas but practical truths of the

greatest moment to our lives, and that he has, in some

way or other, imparted the conviction to us that

these truths were contained in the scriptural narratives

and stories from which he deduces them. These two

impressions may seem very contradictory, but let the

reader consider faithfully with himself whether they are

not both made upon his mind, and if he finds it to be

so, let him pause before he hastily or impatiently seeks

to efface either. A little reflection may perhaps enable

him to find that both ought to be retained, and that they

may be reconciled.

One conclusion has been forced upon us by all our

observations of moral and metaphysical inquiries hitherto.

We have seen that in Greece they could not take their

rise, where men had no sense of a government or social

position ; that the fact of that position was one which

haunted the minds of those who seemed to be pursuing
their inquiries in the most opposite direction, and

greatly modified the character of them ; that when these
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Moral and
inquiries were in their strongest and healthiest state,

Metaphy- ifrls fa^ became the centre towards which they all con-

"osophy!" verged, that when the sense of it was lost the inquiries

v^^LIl/ became feeble, narrow, unreal. This moral we have

been obliged to repeat even to weariness, so directly

does it result from every fresh portion of the evidence,

and not least from that comparison of Greek inquiries

with their supposed Roman copies, into which we have

just been entering. Connected with this conclusion

was another, that all brave and adventurous inquirers

respecting those things which lie beyond the ken of our

senses had received their encouragement and hope from

traditions of men who had actually been favoured with

communications from that invisible world. All the most

thoughtful philosophers we have seen rather endured

the puzzles and confusions of their traditions than

parted with the faith which they conveyed to them, and

never in their sober moments believed that the disco-

veries or intuitions of their minds could be a substitute

for actual revelations, though they might constitute a

capacity for receiving them. The loss of a clear con-

viction on this point in Aristotle was accompanied, we

noticed, with the loss of a belief in absolute truth, at

least as necessary for mankind. Still the belief lingered
in his mind, that the contemplation of this truth was the

very highest attainment of the philosopher. The next

stage presented us with the loss of this feeling altoge-

ther, with an utter unbelief in all traditions, and also

with a practical disbelief of any thing but that which the

senses could measure. Which disbelief we found had no

real place in the heart of a poet nominally Epicurean,
because he was still, however unconsciously, possessed

by the old habits and convictions of his country. All

these discoveries would seem to favour the opinion
which we took for granted at first, because it is the

opinion which we all profess, that one nation did receive

an actual communication from heaven, had an actual

polity divinely contrived for the purpose of educating it

into the truths which were contained in that communi-

cation, and that hence had arisen all the earliest and

deepest searchings of the human spirit concerning itself

and Him from whom it is derived. It would seem also

to favour the opinion, which we also assumed, that at a

certain period in the history of the world, after these in-

quiries under the direct influence of a divine revelation

had reached a certain point, it was a part of the divine

scheme that another set of inquiries, conducted without

that influence, but not without the feeling of its neces-

sity, or the recognition of a divine presence conveyed

through many broken, obscure, and degenerating tra-

ditions, should have been carried on in some other coun-

try, specially prepared by the character of its people and
the nature of its institutions for this purpose. Nor is it

easy, as we observed, to avoid the belief that at some
time or other these two schemes would find a point of

coincidence. Yet that actual revelation should be made

unnecessary by human discovery, or human inquiries

be stifled by a divine revelation, is impossible, unless

the history of both were falsified, for each had been

manifestly demanding the other. The difficulty must
have presented itself strongly to the mind of any man

living in Philo's position ; it must have been aug-
mented greatly by the observation that for a long time

there seemed to have been a dearth, as much of any
powerful intuitions in the minds of men, as of any direct

communications from above. The thought was surely
lot an unnatural one, that the former required to be

] ,, j,hy.

rekindled by light borrowed from the latter; that, on Moral and

the other hand, the cold and dreary acknowledgment of Meta '

... f i ,
slcal

a set of strange miraculous facts, might acquire an al-

together new life if they were shown to be connected

with thoughts and feelings which had deservedly won
for men the reputation of sages. It is not necessary,

surely, to conceive that any false spirit of accommodation,
or any scepticism respecting the actual events which
seemed instinct with so much meaning, moved him to

this enterprise. It was one to which a man of an ear-

nest, meditative spirit, living in such a time and in such

circumstances, may have felt himself prompted by a

very sacred impulse, and one which could hardly fail to

produce some results most beneficial to mankind.

Accordingly we believe it was given to Pnilo to bring
out into clearness, by help of the Jewish Scriptures,
some principles of the Platonic philosophy which Plato

himself could but partially apprehend. That which was
a wish in Plato's mind a wish and a kind of moral

necessity to connect the absolute being, the TO ov, with

personality, was involved in the very principles of the

Jew's mind. If he ever used other language, as indeed

he did too often, it was a wilful abandonment of his

privilege, if not for the sake of pleasing Gentile ears, in

the honester hope of making his countrymen less slaves

to particular phrases by occasionally departing from
them. It was given to Philo, in strict accordance with

this difference, to connect the aspirations after wisdom
in heathen men with those mysterious utterances re-

specting the Wisdom whose delight was with the sons

of men, and the Word who spoke to the hearts of the

prophets, and thus to establish the truth for which Plato

was all his life contending, that the idea which the wise

man beholds and tries to reach, is not a shadow cast

from his own mind, but a substantial reality, existing
distinct from himself, in which he is constituted. It

was given to Plato, lastly, to show how those forms of

virtue and loveliness, which Plato believed that the soul

is meant to contemplate, are actually connected with

that one fontal source of all loveliness, and have been

exhibited to his creatures in various human models,

who confessedly drew their light and life from him.

In this way Philo may sometimes find a meaning for

the word philosophy, which throws a light back upon
all past Greek speculations.

Hut how then do we account for that want of simpli-

city which we spoke ofjust now ? and on what ground
do we affirm that with all his advantages he was a less

true man, and therefore a less safe guide, than his

Grecian master? The apparent contradiction maybe
explained in this way ; Plato, we have seen, in all his

loftiest discourses respecting the dignity of the philoso-

pher, his distinction from the sensual herd, h*is right to

govern them, never loses altogether sight of the truth

that the philosopher is not of another race from his

fellow-creatures, but only the one who is seeking to

realize the humanity which belongs to all, that he is less

exclusive, less self-seeking, less self-glorifying than

others, that he values himself less upon particular gifts

and properties, and seeks more after a common and
universal life. We do not say that there are not many
passages inconsistent with this feeling ; we admit that

it was the hardest thought for him to realize, and that

he never did realize it thoroughly. Still the conviction

lay very deep in his mind, and the Republic, rightly and

simply interpreted, is throughout an endeavour, amidst

great perplexities and contradictions, to express it.
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Motl and Now this feeling ought surely to have been far more

Metaphy- present to the mind of Philo. Every thing in the re-

sical Phi-
cor(jg vv } 1 i c ]1 na() been familiar to him from his child-

^J^J^ hood, should have taught him that his privilege was to

belong to a race. Every member of that race was

dear to Him who had entered into a covenant with

it. The highest models of virtue held up to the imita-

tion ofJews were not men who had thought great things

of themselves, had proposed to themselves the attain-

ment of some splendid character, had been chary of

their reputations, but men who had identified them-

selves with their countrymen, had felt their sorrows and

sins as their own, had wished for no better destiny than

theirs
; had not cared to be thought ambitious, rebellious,

impious; had toiled on, in simple faith, entire depend-

ence, and great suffering; thinking nothing of them-

selves, or if thinking, thinking only shame, desirous

only to magnify that light which was shining and

making itself manifest in them and through them. Of
this Philo seems to have had but very indistinct glimpses.

He himself is a conscious philosopher, striving con-

sciously after a perfect form of character, and what he

is, he imagines his brave and single-minded countrymen
to have been ; not plain simple herdsmen and warriors,

serving God, and content to do any work he may set

them upon ; but men with the object constantly before

them of making themselves heroes and saints. We do

not mean that there may not be splendid passages in

which he speaks of men living for others and not for

themselves ; hut all this belongs to an ideal of character.
'

It helps to make up the fine holy man and great philo-

sopher. Hence results, we believe, that feeling of dis-

pleasure, and even disgust, with which honest minds

turn away from Philo's commentaries upon the charac-

ters of the Old Testament. For this is the real cause of

his disposition to allegorize. He cannot endure any
thing so vulgar as sheep and oxen, as men fighting
battles with actual swords and spears. He cannot see

a meaning in these things, and therefore he must find a

meaning for them. He cannot see God working in the

actual affairs of earth, and therefore instead of seeing any
thing as it is glorified and translated into the signification
of something higher, he must separate essences from

forms, till the first become vapours and the second

husks. It is quite true that he did not act upon this

notion in respect to the forms of his country's worship;
those he prized, as containing the essence, as being
some of the great means for cultivating the mind of the

theosophist to the perfection for which it was destined.

But while he was taking away the sense and feeling of

reality from the things with which our senses converse,
he was in fact destroying the principle of these forms ;

at all events limiting the mystery of them to sages, and

undermining the great doctrine which they were pro-

claiming, that the highest life, the deepest truths, are the

inheritance of men who live by the sweat of their brow.

Nothing could have been such a shock to the

disciples of the Alexandrian school, as the announce-
ment that a peasant of Galilee was He whom, in so

many mysterious passages of their nation's records, they
had been tracing as the source and spring of all the

light which had been in the hearts of faithful men
in the chosen nation, or even which had diffused itself

through the world. Probably, not the proudest phari-
suical ritualist, or the coldest moralist among the Sad-

ducees, would have been so shocked at sucli a procla-
mation. For on the first of these, as he studied with

hard literal accuracy the Scriptural records, the thought Moral and

may now and then have dawned that, as every past Metaphy-

prophet or king, in whom any portion of the divine
i^pj,'"

glory had revealed itself, had been cast low that he > _,_ ._,

might be exalted high, this, in some great and tran-

scendent way, should be the condition of him in whom
it was to reveal itself perfectly. To the Sadducee,
whether he studied in the Epicurean or Stoic school,

(and probably there may have been some in that sect

who had studied in each, the negative characteristic of

indifference to the higher hopes of their countrymen,
and not any particular positive opinions, being the

symbol of their union,) it may now and then have

occurred that no more perfect type of that moral quiet-

ness, which adapts itself to all circumstances, or of that

moral grandeur, which rises above all, had ever pre-
sented itself to them in any records than that which

they then saw before their eyes. However unable such

thoughts may have been to break through the religious

pride of the one, or the intellectual pride of the other,

they may, one would think, have come to each occasion-

ally. But the Alexandrian, conscious of the pro-
foundest reverence for Scripture and philosophy, regard-

ing the mere literalist and the mere moralist with equal

contempt, but abhorring most of all every thing which

vulgarized high truths, and brought them into contact

with the hearts of simple men, will hardly have
ventured to ask himself, even for a moment, whether

any one Old Testament vision, whether any one Plato-

nical aspiration, could have had its fulfilment unless the

absolute Being revealed himself to his creatures in the

likeness of a man ; unless the perfect Idea of truth and

goodness proved itself to be substantial and not imagi-

nary ; unless he showed that he could both exhibit

himself to men, and abide in them ; unless the Word
could take flesh and dwell among men ; unless, in their

nature, he could overcome all moral evil, and turn

physical evil from a curse into a blessing; unless he
could establish that perfect commonwealth, of which

Plato said, that the type of it was, perhaps, in the

heavens, and which he hoped would one day be set up
on earth. Through another entrance than that of

Alexandrian wisdom, this faith was to find its way into

the hearts of men, because it was emphatically a faith

for men, and not for those who sought to separate
themselves from men. In spite of that wisdom, and of

all other powers and influences, it did establish itself in

the world. The Christian church has become a fact

which may be reasoned about as we will, but which

remains a fact still. Whoso overlooks it in a record of

philosophical inquiries, proclaims thereby that they have

no connection with humanity ; obliges himself to treat

the deepest and most earnest speculations of men in the

ancient world as dreams of which there is no interpre-

tation, and leaves himself without a clue with which to

trace the progress of thought in modern Europe.

PART II.

THE POST-CHRISTIAN PERIOD.

Although the space which lies before us seems far

more extensive than that over which we have yet tra-

velled, the greater part of the task which we proposed
to ourselves at the commencement of this article is now

accomplished. By taking up ethical and metaphysical

inquiries at the point from which, as we believe, they

started, not in some recent period in which they are
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our rea"er understand what they are in themselves, and

v,^-j~^s how they become connected with each other. We seem
to have learnt from the history of the Jew that there are

three stages in moral inquiries. The mystery of human
relationships is the first subject of them ; the mystery
of positive law the second ; the mystery of an order,

grounded upon the character of an absolute being, the

last. Now as we assumed the common faith of our

countrymen respecting the divine and peculiar discipline
of the Jew to be true at the beginning of our sketch,

we shall assume the same common faith to be true, that

this education was prolonged and carried on in the

Christian church. In one case as much as the other

we are confident that that assumption will be confirmed

by the evidence of facts, and by the clear light which it

throws upon the order and sequence of human specu-
lations. Still we use it, for the present, as an hypo-
thesis. In consistency with it, we believe the moral
education of the modern world to begin where the

Jewish education ended. We believe the Christian

church to start from that idea of an absolute morality
which was the final point to which the Jew was brought.
We believe that the work of the first Christian age was

especially to lay the foundation of society and of thought
upon this deep, ^46so///<e ground ; that the object of the

second Christian age was to raise on this foundation

the edifice of Pontive morality; that the work of the

third age was to connect Relative morality with both of

these. But we look upon the education of the Christian

church as not merely, though primarily, the prolonga-
tion of the Jewish developement. It should compre-
hend, also, if our view be a right one, that series of

thoughts which we have seen occupying the mind of

the Greek. Those thoughts (to which we found that

the name of metaphysical was especially appropriate)
turn upon these three great subjects Power, Being,
Unity. We have ascertained already that these have a

close and inevitable connection with those other three

of which we just spoke ; that absolute morality connects

itself with that question respecting unity, which may be
said to be the central one in the Greek mind ; that

Law, in its largest signification, cannot be separated
from the question respecting Being ; that there is a

certain link, as real, perhaps, though not so apparent,
between ihat inquiry into the nature of our own
Powers, which is the starting point of metaphysical in-

vestigation, and that meditation upon Relationships,
which is the starting point of moral inquiries. We
might therefore expect that the age which was most

occupied with any one of these moral subjects would be

also most occupied with the corresponding metaphysical
one. In the remarks which we have yet to make, we
shall devote ourselves entirely to the exposition and
illustration of these statements. Our object will be

simply to bring out the character of different periods.
Persons and systems we shall allude to only as they

may seem necessary for this end, or as they mark the

commencement or termination of some era. We shall

endeavour to set our hints as briefly and directly before

the student as possible, because their worth, if they are

worth any thing, must be proved by all his subsequent

reading ; to assist him in that reading, not to supply
him with a substitute for it, being the object at which

we have aimed throughout.
As we have spoken of three periods of human thought

in later history, we shall, of course, be required to define Moral and

them with some accuracy. Fortunately, our division is Metaphjr-

one that is most uniformly recognised by the writers
*'"

of general history: our first period extending from the v^J^^^
coming of Christ, or rather from the reign of Vespasian
to the reign of Charlemagne ; the second, from that

reign to the Reformation ; the third, from the Reforma-
tion to the French Revolution. That since that time
we have entered upon a new period will not, perhaps,
be very strongly disputed, though, wherein consists its

difference from that which preceded it, and what is its

particular vocation, we may be better able to consider

hereafter.

From the Coming of Christ to the Reign of
Charlemagne.

It has been the fashion in some recent histories of

philosophy to describe this period as one marked by
the concurrence of Greek with Oriental ideas. That
there is a truth in this language few will be inclined to

deny ; we especially should be contradicting all our

previous remarks if we did not recognise it ; but we
must contend at the same time that it is vague language,
and that it is often so used as to produce the greatest
confusion and misapprehension. In some cases, learned

and cautious authors have been betrayed by it into

what seem, to plain persons, the most incredible hal-

lucinations. Ritter, for instance, whose historical sa-

gacity and research are indisputable, has made a digest
of Indian speculations from the writings of Colebrook

and other modern English Orientalists, for the avowed

purpose of assisting us in understanding the education

of Philo the Jew, and so in arriving at some general
notion of the elements which entered into the philosophy
of the age immediately succeeding his. Now seeing
that Philo may have alluded, perhaps in about half-a-

dozen passages of his writings, to the Gymnosophists
of India, and that there is scarcely one of those writings
which does not treat laboriously of the patriarchs, law-

givers, and prophets of Judea ; seeing that he attributes

all his own trains of thought either to these or to those

who wrote in his adopted language; seeing that the

education of a Jew is one of the most marked and

peculiar which it is possible to imagine, and the most

unlike, in nearly all respects, to the education of a

Hindoo; seeing, lastly, that Ritter furnishes us with no

proofs whatever that the particular systems which he

describes were the Hindoo systems of Philo's day, or

that if they were he had the slightest acquaintance with

them, it would be difficult to point out a more striking
instance of an attempt to illustrate what is near and plain

by what is distant and obscure. But we may derive

some advantage from this extravagance. Ritter admits

that the union of Oriental and Greek ideas, which he
discovers in Philo, is the same in kind with that which
is to be found in the writings of Christians and Pagans
in the subsequent age. If, then, we feel at once tha*

1

the phrase Oriental is affected and delusive as applied
to the one, we shall be at least very cautious in using it

when we are speaking of the other. At all events we
shall be compelled to admit, on the plainest evidence,

that the influence which proceeded from the ideas of

which the Jew Oriental was the depository, were

altogether different from those which can have been

produced by the Persian or Indian Oriental. We shall

admit that the effects of the former can be traced much
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when we do find indications of both powers being at
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work, we shall believe that they were acting in very

different directions towards most different ends.

It will be obvious from our last remark that we do

not intend to deny the operation of certain Oriental ideas

which were in no sense Jewish, upon the mind of this

age ; the proofs of that operation are we think irresisti-

ble, though their extent and importance may have been

overrated. Neither do we deny that there is a point of

resemblance between all systems of thought proceeding
from the East, which does not ex 1st between any of these

systems and those which had their birth in Europe.

Although the Greek speculations presumed a revela-

tion, they never pretended to possess one; the Hindoo

philosophers, even when they depart from the maxims of

their sacred books, still acknowledge the existence of

them. Even Greek mythology is mainly an ascent from

manhood to godhead. Greek philosophy emphatically
starts from human feelings and aspirations, and seeks

out their proper object. Indian philosophy, as much as

Indian mythology, is still occupied with speculations
about divinity ;

would still be telling us how the su-

preme powers have been working in creation, manifes-

tation, or destruction. Undoubtedly there is here a point
of analogy with the Hebrew writings which it is im-

portant not to forget important, however, mainly be-

cause it enables us to see more clearly the difference

between that which purports to be a revelation of God
to man and through man, and that which treats of the

relations of God with the outward world, and with man

only as a portion of that world. The former could

meet that healthy portion of Greek inquiries which re-

spected the life and the wants of man ;
the second might

easily present itself as something fitted to complete those

theories about the universe, which we have seen were

some of them so splendid, and all of them so baseless.

These observations are necessary, not merely that we

may understand the course of thought which the writers

of the Christian church followed, but that we may not

be misled respecting the feelings and inquiries of those

who were endeavouring to cultivate and maintain the

old Greek philosophy. Were we writing a history of

the church, or of theology, it would behove us first to

speak of the forms of thought which are to be discovered

in Christian writings, and to look upon the different

notions and systems which were afloat in the world, as

bearing upon these and illustrating them. The student

of philosophy will probably pursue the opposite method.
He may wish to know first what men were doing who
had no connection with the new faith, or were op-
posed to it; he will then think himself better able to

judge whether the church was really meeting the wants
of the period, or whether she was moving along in a

region of her own, unconscious of them or despising
them. Now in quarters which that Indian influence

can scarcely have reached, or in which the traces of it

are most difficult to discover, it will still be seen that the

philosophical tone had undergone a remarkable change.
The dry bones of Stoicism we found had been endued
with a temporary life by the old republican spirit of
Home. When that spirit had departed, it might have
been supposed that they would have crumbled at once.
But this was not the case. Infinitely more genuine as

Cato and Brutus were than Seneca, it is yet true,

(and the affectations of the man only make the fact

more remarkable,) that there are conceptions of a higher
VOL. II.

New
Stoicism

Sancca.

kind in his books, than in those of his elder and Moral and
belter countrymen. Granting that they are concep- Metap
tions merely, still they are indications of that being

s'cal

at work in men, which might find a real meaning for

itself somewhere. A parasite in the age of Nero had

thoughts respecting the assimilation of man to the divi-

nity, respecting self-restraint and self-denial, which the

honestest Roman in the age of Cicero had not. If we
trace the progress of this same Stoicism, we find it

again uttering, in the language of Zeno, feelings and

aspirations of which he had known very little. Some-

thing more than the idea ofa victory over circumstances
the idea of a victory over inclination and self had dawned

upon the mind of Epictetus. His conception of the Epictetus.

philosopher's life may be as solitary, as little in the

proper sense of the word human, as his master's. But
the standard is evidently sublimer, and the sense of the

difficulties to be reached in attaining very far more clear.

Lastly, if, still following the same track, we look at the

writings of the imperial sage Antoninus, it is difficult Antoninus,

to say how far we have risen above the little frivolous

maxims ofconduct,
" the hints for nurses,"upon which the

older teachers of the Porch prided themselves. Internal

purity, practical affection and benevolence, contemplation
of the divinity, nay, even humility itself, are not barely
recommended in his writings or inculcated in formal

precepts ; it would seem there was an habitual aspiration
of his mind after them.

And all these fine thoughts, high feelings, doctrines Antiqua-

about the capacities of the human spirit, longings after
rlamsm -

emancipation, were awakened amidst the intense and
loathsome corruption of the empire! Most strange
whence such dreams should come, most strange that if

they came they should have been accompanied with no

longings for the improvement of the world's condition ;

lhat each sublime philosopher should have been content
with thinking how he might get himself out of it !

There were those who felt the contradiction, benevolent

spirits who wanted something else to contemplate than
visions of their own possible perfection, and who could
not find it in the society around them. Such a person
we conceive was Plutarch, who should be considered PI itarch.

not so much a philosopher, as a kindly gentle antiquary
looking out in the past history of his native land, as well
as of that which had adopted it and the rest of the

world, for specimens of courage in action or beauty in

character, and then, in the same spirit, searching in the

writings of philosophers, the sayings of poets, the fables

of mythologists, for any thing which could sooth the

spirit, inspire pleasant anticipations, make the contem-

plation of present evils less oppressive, and offer some

prospect of real and permanent goodness. For this is

common to him with the sterner Stoics of whom we
spoke just now, and distinguishes both alike from the
teachers of the preceding age, that the contemplation of
some ideal of goodness seemed to them to be necessary
for the life of men. So that a singular revolution had
taken place. In that which we called the sceptical age
of Greece, the age which produced the sects, all ques-
tions respecting the absolute and the ideal ceased as a
matter of course. It was not proved, but taken for

granted, that they meant nothing. In this age it was
not proved, but taken for granted, that they meant
almost every thing. An impulse which they could
neither account for nor control was urging all the

earnest men of the time, in whatever sect they
might have been educated or whatever opinions they

4 M
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might be inclined to patronise, in this direction. The

only exceptions were those which must occur in every

age and were nowise characteristic of thisj a set of

men who were entirely occupied in writing commentaries

upon the letter of ancient philosophy, and another set

who were devoted chiefly to medical inquiries, and who

by degrees came to disbelieve in every thing for which

they had not the evidence of their senses.

But neither the ideals of character, which Plutarch

took delight in contemplating, nor his merely antiqua-
rian philosophy, sufficed for the wants of this period.

It was haunted with a continual sense of the need of

some higher and more immediate inspiration, of some

person in whom there should be a divine as well as a

human element. Accordingly, about the close of the

first Christian century, a strange person floats dimly
before our imagination, to whom a hundred years after

strange acts and qualities were attributed ; who was

supposed to combine, in a wonderful manner, the phi-

losophical with the miraculous character. It is better

to leave Apollonius of Tyana surrounded with the

cloud in which it has pleased his worshippers to enve-

lope him, and not to make any efforts to reduce him
within the forms and dimensions of an historical person-

age. In that shape he best illustrates what necessities

the time was conscious of, and what kind of methods it

could devise for the satisfaction of them. The name
and the legendary acts of Pythagoras appear to have

furnished the investiture of the modern teacher; a cir-

cumstance which deserves to be noticed, not because

anv person possessing the least sense of justice would

more think of attributing to Pythagoras the doings of

Apollonius, than of making an ancient saint answerable

for the conjuring tricks which a modern monk may have

played with his relics ;
but because it shows how much

men in that time were struggling to connect themselves

with the past age, and to recover by that means, if by
no other, the feeling of a union between themselves and

the invisible powers of which the ancient men spoke.
The particular philosopher selected on this occasion

may indicate that the mystery of number and the idea

of a society based upon a unity, which should not mean

merely singleness, were haunting in some strange man-
ner the mind of that generation.

These thoughts, however, as we have seen in the

former part of our sketch, had only their root in the

speculations and practical experiments of Pythagoras ;

their full blossom in the Dialectics, the Physics, but

above all, in the Polity of Plato. It cannot be surpris-

ing, then, that in a period which had already exhibited

such tendencies, a new form of the Platonic philosophy
should have speedily developed itself; and instead of ap-

pearing, like Stoicism and Scepticism, in a few detached

thinkers, should have embodied itself in a school which

lasted for several centuries, and which has always been felt

to mark the philosophical character of a whole period.

Among the less known persons who seem to have

laid the foundations of this school was Numenius, a

Syrian. From what part of the East he derived that

new element which was to mingle with Greek philoso-

phy, may be judged from a saying of his,
" that Plato

was but Moses speaking Attic." In strict consistency
with this observation, the great question which occupied
him was, it would seem, that which occupied Philo

above all others the necessity of two beings; one God
in himself, the other God in relation to men and to

the world. The idea of some third power, as necessary

to connect both with the actual movements of matter, Moral and

seems also to have presented itself to him. In these Metaphy-

thoughts lie the germ of the new Platonic school, the
8
.
ical **hl~

founder of which, however, was not Numenius, but J
I8 P

^' J

Ammonius Saccas of Alexandria, about whom a great Ammonms
controversy has been waged, whether he were or were Saccas.

not a person of that name who apostatized from Chris-

tianity to Paganism. The question is not of much
importance to our purpose. We shall see presently
what relation the ideas of modern Platonism bore to

those of Christianity : whether they were offered as sub-

stitutes for the Christian mysteries, or worked them-
selves out in the minds of men as the legitimate con-
clusions from Plato's premises, the same question
must still be asked, which of the two best meet and
fulfil the necessities which Plato discovered in himself,
and affirmed to exist in all men ? For this was the ob-

ject at which this philosophy proved itself to be aiming,
as soon as it had acquired shape and consistency in the

hands of the great disciple of Ammonius, Plotinus. This Plotinm.

remarkable man saw clearly that Plato is continually

pointing us to a ground out of and beyond wnrselves.

He felt, though with less clearness, for the habits

of his mind were not scientific, that Plato has pointed
out a method by which our thoughts may travel in the

right direction towards that ground ; but that more
than this he has not done, and could not do. Plotinus

perceived that the ascending series of human seekings
must be met by a descending series of divine revelations

or inspirations. While, therefore, it was the pursuit of

the divine the ineffable unity, which was to be the ob-

ject of all desires, and the satisfaction of all wants

while it was the privilege of the divine philosopher to

enter into the immediate vision of Deity all forms of

mythology, the old Greek forms especially, but without

prejudice to any that might be derived from the East,

were to be pressed into his service. Necromancy,
witchcraft, all methods of dealing with the unknown
and the wonderful, were to be studied and resorted to

by him. It is very true, nevertheless, that the philoso-

pher did in a manner stand above all these things,

fashioning and shaping them all into his great compre-
hensive theory ; so that all the practical working re-

ligions of the world had existed for the sake of bringing
forth a great metaphysical idea. That idea is of a The Tri-

primary essence, which is the One, a product of this n 'lv of

which is the Reason, a third emanation from the reason,
3U*

which is the Soul. It is an interesting question how
far Plotinus could directly deduce this idea from the

writings of Plato. In our sketch of that great man's

speculations we made no formal allusion to his belief, or

supposed belief, of a Trinity, such as that of which

Plotinus spoke. We were much less anxious to set forth

any particular results and conclusions at which he ar-

rived, than to make our readers perceive by what steps
he was led to acknowledge a Being in itself, a distinct

utterance of that being implied in self-existence, and

necessarily distinct from it, and some spiritual but most

actual bond between that which is self-existent, and

that which is uttered, if the idea of Unity is not to be

sacrificed in the very effort of arriving at it. This prin-

ciple, we say, is involved in all the scheme of Plato

He was led on by degrees into the scientific exposition
and developement of the principle ; but that which

chiefly weighed upon his mind was a sense of its prac-
tical importance, as the only deliverance from the two

opposing doctrines of an absolute being, which excluded
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all knowledge or intuition, and of a perpetual flux and

uncertainty in things. Hence it is in the applica-
tions of this truth to the controversies and sophisms of

his time, for the purpose of proving that man may
attain knowledge, and yet not have the standard of

knowledge or truth in himself, that Plato's art chiefly

consists, and that we become acquainted with his mean-

ing. It followed that if Plato preserved his idea

merely in the metaphysical form, it still retained the

most substantive and practical value ; and this made him

the less reluctant so to leave it, and only now and then

to intimate in some casual hint, or beautiful mythical

story, that if it were a true metaphysical idea it must be

more, that in some way or other there must be a point
of union between it and that national theology with

which he felt that all his speculations and discoveries

did not enable him to dispense. The modesty and sin-

cerity of Plato's mind are in nothing more apparent
than in the two acknowledgments, which may be traced

everywhere in his writings, that something more than

philosophy is wanted, and that he himself had only a

vocation to provide this.

But a time was come when the only test which could

be given of the soundness of a metaphysical idea was
its capacity of coalition and coincidence with moral and

personal realities. Precisely the same necessity which
drove Plotinus to incorporate old revelations or sup-

posed revelations with his philosophy, drove him to seek
a local habitation and a name for the principle which
Plato had enunciated. In making the attempt, however,
Plotinus forsook the footsteps of his honest master, and
became an imitator of those parts of his writings in

which he had most departed from bis own principle.
We have seen how in the Timaw the subtlest of

European intellects fell into a kind of Asiatic vagueness
and confusion. Plato, the cosmogonist and theogonist,
is another man altogether from Plato the seeker of
hidden truths in the facts which lay before him. And
it is this side of Plato more than the other which is pre-
sented in the speculations of the new school. Mytho-
logy, therefore, which Plato received as a witness of

something that must be, as the tradition of actual com-
munications which had been lost or perverted, or as the

attempt to supply a chasm, which nothing but some
divine announcement could fully close up, was grossly
adopted and defended with a passionate vehemence
which he had never exhibited, and yet ever and anon
explained into philosophical allegories in the very
manner which he, in the Pkcedrus, had so evidently
censured. Nor let any one hope to take away these

phantastic portions of the Neoplatonic system, and yet
to leave the rest of it consistent and entire. The school

passed under the hands of many masters, all able and
ingenious men, but this separation never could be
effected. If any one thought of attempting it, he

speedily discovered that the whole scheme must crumble,
leaving nothing but those Platonic principles which
demanded something from above to satisfy them, but
did not pretend to supply it. It was a far more reason-
able prayer of Plotinus, that the Emperor Galli-
tnus would be so good as to establish a city on the Pla-
tonic model. The sage felt that he wanted something
more than a compact theory, framed out of all the

mythologies and philosophies of the earth that some
how or other his system, if it were a true one, ought to
be able to embody itself in a living society. Doubt-
less the experiment was worth making; but the

Emperor, though exceedingly well disposed to all philo-

sophical devices and inventions, declined the honour of

undertaking it. When Julian determined to invest

philosophy with the purple, the same fanatical zeal for

the old gods still characterised him and all his teachers.

It was felt to be even a more indispensable part of the

system then than in the time of Plotinus ; but he did
not live long enough to establish a Platonic republic.

It would seem thus far, that the primary elements of
the philosophy of this period were derived from Hebrew
and Greek sources, and that any influence which may
have been exerted upon it from any other quarter rather

modified its outward shape than changed its essential

character. We can easily understand how Indian
theories about the creation of the world, Indian con-
fusions between God and the world, may have mingled
themselves with all the courses of thought to which this

period gave birth ; we can find no warrant in history
or in reason for supposing that these theories and con-
fusions gave the impulse or even the direction to any
one of them. It is much easier to explain how the

habits ofthought which had for some time characterised
the natives of Persia, should have acted strongly upon
the minds of both Jews and Greeks. Accordingly,
those who have treated of another leading feature of the

philosophy of this period, its Manichceism, have had no
hesitation in referring to the Persian doctrine of the

conflict between a good and evil principle as the sole

origin of it. We are very far from wishing to set at

nought so general and long established a tradition as

this; yet we think that the true nature of this important
doctrine cannot be understood, unless we see how it was
connected with inquiries which we have described as

going on in regions subject to a set of influences

entirely different from those which prevailed in Persia;
and unless we consider what relation it bore to those
controversies which we have spoken of as especially

marking the temper of this age.
When we spoke of Socrates as the person who

ascertained the meaning of those truths in practical
life which previous Greek philosophy had been

aiming to find, and which subsequent Greek phi-

losophy was seeking to expound, we noticed espe-
cially, the way in which he was led to feel the
existence of two principles within himself, one strug-

gling upwards, the other gravitating towards the

earth, and how all his moral discipline had reference to

this discovery. That sense of a contradiction in things,
which from the first had haunted the minds of Greek
inquirers, was now transferred to its proper region;
the observer's soul was felt to be, itself, the centre of
this contradiction. But when Plato had pointed out
the universality of those principles at which Socrates
had arrived through personal experience, when he
had shown how Being was the object after which the

higher part in man is striving, and how it is mocked in

its efforts by semblances and counterfeits, it became

necessary for him to inquire how far, seeing that the
true object has a reality wholly distinct from the mind
of him who beholds it, a similar reality was to be pre-
sumed in that which isopppsed to it. This question is

discussed in a dialogue to which we very briefly alluded
in a former page, called the Sophist. There, it may be

remembered, this idea was gradually developed, that

Not-Being must practically, and at whatever hazard of

seeming logical contradiction, be contemplated as in

some sense real. There is, perhaps, scarcely a more
4 M 2
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honest man, who follows a safe experimental course, is

. _
y -xJ> urged to conclusions which, to the mere intellect, seem

most paradoxical, but which the conscience and reason

affirm and recognise. Further than this, Plato seemed

not to go ; and, as usual, he did not translate his

metaphysical idea with any definiteness and dogmatism
into the language of morals and theology, though it

was a moral feeling which had led him into it, and

though he felt that, like every other absolute truth, it

must in some way be connected with theology. It is

a point not perhaps easily resolved, what relation there

is between this part of his speculations and that which

is presented to us in the Pheedo. That he felt the

body to be the prison-house and grave of the spirit,

in the emancipation from which man's freedom and
his full capacity of enjoying the vision of pure being

begin, is undoubted. But that he therefore looked

upon Matter as identical with that "Not-Being," of

which he speaks in the other dialogue as, in fact,

essentially evil, can by no means be inferred from his

language. It was a subject on which he probably felt

it unsafe to dogmatize, and on which, when he was

viewing it from different sides, he may have expressed
himself very differently. There is a much nearer ap-

proximation to this doctrine in Aristotle. As Being did

not present itself to him in the same absolute way as to

Plato, he was much less able to conceive any direct

positive opposite to it. Form and matter were his two

great contraries, and in the latter he certainly believes

the capacity of evil to reside. Still he goes no further

than to say,
" without matter there could be no evil ;"

and, as we have remarked before, it is but in a modified

sense that he attributes eternity to it.

The questions then with which Manicheeism is con-

versant had presented themselves in every form to the

Greek mind. The existence of two contending principles
in man, those principles having each their counterpart and

origin in that which is above man and distinct from

him, and the connection of evil with matter, these

subjects had exercised and tormented the minds of men
who had never heard of Arimanes and Oromasdes.
That the Jew had been led to feel in himself, and to see

in others, a mighty conflict, that he had felt all his good
desires striving after a divine object, all his evil desires

connected with enemies against whom he was to cry out

for deliverance, it must be surely superfluous to remark.

His whole life, personal and political, is the carrying on
of this conflict, and the more his views expand, the

more clear intuition he has of a perfect being and of a
divine order, the more the sense of an opposing king-
dom of disorder, and of an evil Will presiding over it,

dawns upon him. If then we only suppose these two

freat

lines of thought by some means to have been

rought to a meeting point, so that neither could any
longer be pursued separately, we should be able to

account for questions about the absolute relations of

good to evil, and about the way in which matter was
connected with either, even if we had no help from Per-

sian mythology or philosophy. But since we have ad-

mitted that they do enter into the history of Manichasism,
and do in some measure define its nature, what place
do we assign them ? We answer, Manichaeism is pre-

cisely the attempt to frame a theory about good and evil

from the contemplation of the universe, without any

practical experience of human conflict. Now this is the

How con-

nected

with Jew-
ish life.

characteristic which we remark in every Oriental theo-

logy but the Jewish that it is exactly a speculation
more or less ingenious, more or less suggested by actua'

recollections of a former revelation, or by the intuitions

of men really aiming at truth ; but unconnected with a
human education, with a human life, not grounded upon
a direct connection between God and man, but upon
certain assumed relations of God with the world. The
acknowledgment of two conflicting powers, both equally
Creators.but one creating for good, the other I'or misery, is

the natural and inevitable result of this method ofthought;
and this acknowledgment compounded with various con-

ceptions, drawn sometimes from Judaism, sometimes from
Greek speculations, sometimes from Christianity, about
the different subordinate powers which these primary
principles had called to their assistance, and about the

final issue of the struggle, constitutes Manichaeism.
We have thus noticed the principal topics which

should engage the attention of one who is studying the

philosophers of this per.od, endeavouring asmuchas pos-
sible to keep them distinct from the history of the

Christian church . We must now as briefly as possible fill

up our rude outline by noticing how at each one of these

points it came into contact with thoughts and feelings
which had been working from the most differentdirections.

And first, as we began with the revival of Stoicism,
and the noble attempts which it made at a victory over

accident and circumstance, over the fear of men and the

dread of death, we may just allude to the practical life

which was going on in the heart of the Roman empire, in

the days of Seneca, Epictetus, and Antoninus. \Ve are

writing a sketch of philosophical inquiries, not a martyr-

ology ; but as these Stoics made it the test of a sound sys-
tem that it should produce high actions, it cannot be out

of place to remark that, by some means or other, men and
women were enabled to evince a constancy in suffering,

and a victory over ordinary inclinations and terrors,

which these philosophers had scarcely dreamed of; that

they were able to do this, not only without having the sense

of being very great, heroic, and wonderful characters, but

with a feeling of shame and humiliation, and thankful-

ness for a privilege to which they had no claim ; that

they were not obliged in order to compass this high
standard of personal perfection to separate themselves

from the rest of mankind, or to regard their welfare with

no interest; but that, emphatically, they were members
of a society, and looked upon their own acts as means
of establishing that society, and spreading its influence

over the putrid mass around them. And this we are

bound to take notice of, not merely for its own sake,

but because this high and transcendent form of morality
was intimately and inseparably connected with the con-

templation of an ideal of absolute goodness, and there-

fore throws as much light upon the forms of thought in

this age, as upon its outward history.
For we no'.iced, secondly, a tendency in this time,

which the writings of Plutarch especially develope, to

look back at past models of greatness as some relief from

the miserable spectacles of degeneracy by which the phi-

losopher was surrounded. And we observed that this

sympathy with past ages was nevertheless found to be

inadequate ; that some model, in whom the greatness and
wisdom of past ages should reproduce themselves, one

too in whom there should be something of mystery and

divinity, must be found or created in that very time. The
Christian church, taught by that very apostle who
had been the great herald to the Gentiles that they
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were not of a new but of an old stock, grafted into

the privileges of the commonwealth of Israel, felt

that all the heroes of the Jewish nation were of their

own kindred, that they were set before them as examples
of faith, struggling under all circumstances of prosperity

and disaster; that they had not to take refuge in the

contemplation of them from the sense of their own fall

and decay, but could sympathize with them because they

were called to exercise the same trust under still greater

discouragements; lastly, that all these witnesses of the

presence of God with men, and of his relation to them,

had been leading up to one complete and consummate

manifestation of him in the flesh of Man. If they had

merely considered their position as heirs of Jewish pri-

vileges, or had merely been engaged in conflict with

those who believed that the promises to the fathers had

not been fulfilled, this fact of the incarnation would still

have been the central one in al! their thoughts and

teachings. But very soon they discovered that it was

this fact too which was their only resting point against

Greek opposition, and the only satisfaction of Greek

cravings. So deeply had the feeling of a divine huma-

nity penetrated all the fables, as well as all the deeper spe-

culations of Greece, so readily had it incorporated itself

with those meditations which Philo owed to the Hebrew

Scriptures, so strangely was it found to conspire with

some of the rude and fantastic dreams respecting the cre-

ation, preservation, and destruction of the world, which

had their home in other parts of the East, that when

this fact was held forth by the Christians as one which

they were commanded to promulgate, it naturally struck

the philosophical Greeks as the new and grotesque
form of an opinion which had been familiar to them
from their infancy, though they never perhaps had so

distinctly contemplated it before. Hence the obvious

resource of setting up the theory or opinion of a divine

humanity as the substitute for and contradiction of the

assertion that the divine Word had taken flesh, and
dwelt among men. The hint of this method of oppo-
sition having been once given, speedily a system began
to shape itself out to which the religion of every region
of the earth contributed its quota, a system which as-

sumed the most enormous and contradictory forms, iii

which Judaism, Greek Pantheism, Hindooism were

each by turns uppermost, which had no positive centre,

but had for its negative centre the doctrine that Christ

had not appeared in the flesh of man. This Gnosticism

presenting itself to tnose who had never heard of phi-

losophy, but had embraced Christianity as that which
their consciences had need of, startled and staggered
them ; being presented to those who had a smattering of

philosophy, destroyed their faith, and set them upon
making the already heterogeneous compound still more

shapeless by amalgamating with it some of the doctrines

which they had learnt in the church. Philosophy thus

appearing as the direct and formal antagonist of Chris-

tiani'y,itwas natural that one class of the Christian fathers

should turn away from it with some abhorrence, and
should be kept in what was for them an useful ignorance
of the fact, that in proclaiming the doctrine which was
revealed to babes, they were also teaching the very one
which snges were in need of. It was well lhat there

should be such a class, for thus the fact was preserved
in its simplicity, and it was manifested to the world that

on this fact a polity was standing which all the polities
of the world could not destroy, and for which all its

theories could provide no substitute.

But it would have been equally strange if this had Moral and

been the feeling of all those who were appointed to .

'a
P;?X~

i i* r i f T, sical .rhi-
watch over the cradle of the infant church. It was

iosophy.

surely to be expected that converts would enter it who . _,- y -^_

had not merely found the fables of paganism incoherent Christian

and false, but who had been also through the sects of Platouisin

philosophy seeking rest, and finding none. Such tnen

would surely have been doing great violence to all that

their experience had taught them, would have been

offending against real simplicity, while in the act of

counterfeiting it, if they had passed by those metaphy-
sical questions respecting Being and Unity which had

occupied them in the schools, or had proclaimed that

with these the truths which they had been taught at

their Baptism had no connection. To have said so

would, in their case, have been to have practised the

grossest fraud on their Conscience and Reason. They felt

that there was a connection, a very intimate connection

which revealed itself more clearly every day, to those

especially whose position at Alexandria brought them
into contact with the speculations of Plotinus, Porphyry,
and the new Platonic school. How could men, who
were taught to declare that communion with Him whom
they worshipped was the highest and most glorious pri-

vilege of the creature, turn away with indifference when

they heard this very doctrine proclaimed in the schools

of philosophy ? How, when they heard these philoso-

phers recurring to the ancient mysteries as witnesses of

this privilege and means of obtaining it, could they

forget that they had mysteries intrusted to them of

which this was the meaning and the end ? How, when

they heard them speaking of a Trinity as not inconsist-

ent with, but the very condition of an ineffable unity,
could they turn away and say,

" There is no relation

between these thoughts and that awful name into which
we are baptized?" Such language may sound simple to

modern ears ; in these Fathers it would have been the

excess of affectation. Surely it was greater homage to

their faith to say,
" This communion which you philo-

sophers talk of as meant for some ofthe sages of the earth,
we declare is accessible to the poorest peasant, because

it has pleased God to establish it in the person of one
who was himself poor and suffering : these mysteries

whereby we admit men to it, are indeed high and dread-

ful, but dreadful from their very simplicity; the differ-

ence between them and those to which you have recourse

being precisely that which Plato pointed out between the

darkness of the Sophist and the darkness of tlie pure

philosopher, one dark from the clouds which he gathers
round him to conceal the light, the other dark from the

excess of light in which he dwells. Lastly, this Trinity,
in which we too alone behold the perfect unity, is not

with us a notion, not the description of certain qualities or

attributes, but the name of a Living Being presiding over

the cradle of every child as well as the final object of

the faith, and knowledge, and love of every perfect man;
nor this only, but also the foundation of a kingdom
which is daily expanding its borders, despite of all re-

sistance from the powers or the wisdom of the earth."

This last was a practical argument which did, no Th^ Chris-

doubt, affect the minds of the Neoplatonists more than *;""
asset-

all lhat Clemens or that Origen could say to them. When " a

they saw that a universal republic could not be set up
on this theory of unity, but that a universal republic
had been set upon ihe foundation of that unity which
was proclaimed to the world by fishermen, when they
saw that the patronage of Emperors had not availed to
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homage to this unintelligible faith and fellowship,
and to exalt the cross above the eagle, they must have t'elt

at times that more than human logic and eloquence were

contending with them. And soon they had to see the

two systems brought to another and still more striking
test. It might be hard to conjecture how the Christian

church, when acknowledged as a power in the empire,
should be able to furnish the same evidence of its sta-

bility which it had given in its days of weakness aud

obloquy. But such an occasion arose. A single man
was called upon to maintain that to be a substantial

truth, which Plotinus and his school recognised as a me-

taphysical idea. Against priests, against rulers, against

apostatizing friends and violent enemies, against meek
men who wondered that so much pains should be neces-

sary to assert a mere dogma, against dogmatistswho really

cared for nothing but the logical form and therefore

perverted that, did Athanasius maintain in synods, in

palaces, in dens and caves of the earth, the principle

upon which the Christian church rests. Strange spec-
tacle for all men to witness ! strange above all for those

Platonic philosophers who could talk indeed of their

Trinity, but who never dreamed that mankind could be

interested in the assertion of
it, or that they were to make

any sacrifices for mankind. The warrior lived on

through the days of Julian, lived to see the utmost done
that could be done for Platonized paganism, and lived

to see the principle, for which he had fought at such

mighty disadvantage, recognised and triumphant.
The Chris- The relations of Christianity to Manicbsism were to
tian doc-

jje brought out by a fighter of another kind than this,

out not a 'ess bnwe or desperate one. The Christian

Fathers, who had hitherto been in contact with philoso-

phy, were, as might be expected, the Greek especially
those of the Alexandrian school. The early Latin

Fathers, seeing the speculations of Greece chiefly as

they were expressed by Romans, or embodied in Roman
practice, would be likely to deal with their outward
effects rather than very carefully to investigate their

nature ; to attack the outward forms of Paganism rather

than to inquire in what way the thoughts connected
with those forms might have been preparing the way
for Christianity. But when the Western Empire was

exhibiting every day more certain symptoms of ap-

proaching dissolution, the Western Church began to as-

sume a higher position., to understand more clearly its

dignity, and to feel some deeper sense of its vocation

as the power which was to establish a new form of
Argustme. soc je tv among the European nations. Augustine is the

great representative of this feeling. It could not be a

question with this great man whether he ought or ounht
not to take an interest in philosophical inquiries. No-

thing less than an impious disregard of all the processes
of his education, and a determination not to use the

peculiar powers with which he had been gifted for the

good of mankind, could have led him to neglect the

subjects with which oiher men were occupied as not

belonging to the province of a Christian theologian.
The earliest direction of his thoughts, after he began to

think earnestly and steadily, had been given by the

Manichaeans, and his personal experience wonderfully
fitted him to enter into the very heart of their inquiries,
and to understand that livingly, about which they theo-

rized. Accordingly, various as were the questions which
exercised him both after and before he became a

trine of a

good and
evil prin-

ciple.

bishop, and large as was the sphere of his practical
Moral and

duties as well as of his thoughts, we may easily perceive
that the question as to the nature of evil, its relation to

matter, to man, and to God, was the central one in his

mind from the very beginning of his life to the close

of it. It has happened, unfortunately, that the con-

troversy with Pelagius is that which, in modern times at

least, has been regarded as his peculiar work, and that

too little endeavour has been made to connect the writ-

ings which bear upon it with those which belong to the

earlier periods of his history. From this partial con-

ception of his character, some mistakes have originated;
he has even been supposed to have darkened or denied
some of the very principles which it was given him most

clearly to perceive and elucidate. One might fairly say,
that the Socratic doctrine of a living spirit in man,
against which his nature is in constant conflict a spirit

striving upwards after the perfect good, as that nature
is always dragging it down into an abyss of evil of
which no account can be given except that it is the

contradiction of all good all order all unity was the
most prominent in his mind. This drove him to Christi-

anity, because it alone taught him how He, who is

the perfect good, has met the struggling spirit, has
redeemed it out of its bondage, has endued it with

strength to resist and to triumph. To bring out this

principle in clearness and power, and to use it against
Manichaeism, by showing that the evil principle cannot
be an original principle cannot be a creator, but can

only be contemplated as apostate and destructive, was
his first great object. Next it was his aim to show how,
in the personal conflict wherein man is engaged, the

subjugation ot the animal nature is necessary in order
to the victory and deliverance of that spirit which is

looking upwards, and how the degradation of the spirit
to that animal nature has brought all corruption and

degradation into it ; and yet how different that degra-
dation is from the essential pravity which the Manichae-
ans attributed to matter; how entirely it has been
the result of the conjunction of matter with a fallen

will ; how reasonable it is to believe that the restoration

of that will is the precursor of a bodily deliverance.

These great principles, which he had been all his life

illustrating, were, in fact, the very truths which enabled

him to resist Pelagius when he confounded the rela-

tions of nature and spirit, and supposed the possibility
of some good in the creature, viewed in separation from
the Creator. But they had, no doubt, to be presented
in a somewhat different form from that which they had
taken in the controversy with the Manichaeans. That
side of his faith, never absent at any time from the
mind of Augustine, which concerned the dealings of the

Creator with his creature, and the derivation of all good
from Him, had now to be put forth with a prominence
which the eagerness of controversy might easily make
exclusive, nay, which might even lead Augustine him-
self to look back with fear on some of his former state-

ments respecting the spirit in man, and its longing after

the perfect good. These, nevertheless, just as truly as

the other, expressed his real heart ; and, without them,
the other, even as confutations of the Pelagian doc-

trine, are practically ineffective.

We have shown then, we trust, that Manichaeism, as

well as Neoplatonism, the antiquarian philosophy of

Plutarch, and the exalted Stoicism of Epictetus, had
their counterparts, and their only satisfactory interpreta-
tion and realization in the Christian church. We have
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. _I_^^_i are false, expose and refute them. Unquestionably

Charges they are not those which he will receive from the ma-

against the jority of modern writers who have treated upon the

first Chris-
subject. Either he will be told that the Christian

nan age. Fathers most wickedly and mischievously polluted the

pure wells of Christian truth by mixing with them

the fables of Platonism ; or else that they followed an

ideal perfection to the neglect of practical morality ;

or, lastly, that they made philosophy merely a branch

of theology, and thus as well deprived it of its scien-

tific form as took away all the energy and freedom of

the human spirit in pursuing it. With respect to the

False theo- first of these charges, we earnestly request our readers

logy.

False mo-

rality.

to consider whether what are called the fables of Plato-

nism were or were not the questionings of the human

spirit respecting the most awful subjects which can

occupy it ; respecting its own constitution ; respecting
the object for which it exists ; respecting that which is,

and which is to abide, and that which merely appears
and is to pass away. What avails it that some men,
busied in their books or in their merchandise, shut their

eyes and say, there are no such questions ; that they
mean nothing; that only fools would dream of them?

History declares that there are such questions; that

they have tormented the minds, not of fools, but of the

most sagacious, considerate, and, in the true sense,

practical men that the world has ever seen. To set at

nought this evidence is not to say we do not care about

philosophy ; it is Jo say we do not care about facts. But
if these be real and not mock inquiries, they then refer to

subjects respecting which a revelation should give infor-

mation, or to subjects on which it may be expected
to be silent? If to those on which it should be

silent, then let us know on what subjects it ought to

speak ; if it has actually spoken upon them, then let us
know how the stewards of this revelation could be

simpler or wiser men for not setting forth what it has
said. The accusation, in fact, proceeds on an entirely
false assumption. It pretends that the early Fathers did
not think that the revelation which God had given was

adequate to the wants of his children, and, therefore,
that they sought to help it out with human philosophy.
The truth is, that they were putting contempt on human
pride by declaring that the highest mysteries it had ever
dreamed of were contained in the creed which they
taught to their Catechumens.
The second complaint of the ancient Christians that

they set up an heroic morality to the exclusion of the

homely and practical morality, we have already answered

by anticipation. We have admitted that it was not the
work of this age expressly to inculcate the relative duties ;

that, from first to last, the most evident indications of
Providence marked out for it a different (we do not say
a higher) vocation. But unless it can be shown that

those relative duties have another safer resting-place
than that of those absolute principles which were in this

period brought to light and practically exhibited, we
shall be curious to know what proof of reverence for

such duties these persons furnish who are impatient of

any moment which the divine wisdom thought fit to

occupy in preparing the ground for them. We are fully
convinced that the history of a subsequent age, of which
we shall have to speak by and by, furnishes the truest

answer to these heartless murmurings, and teaches us

how long relative morality is likely to last when it looks Moral and

up to nothing higher than itself. Metaphy-

But if neither theology nor morality suffered in the

hands of the early teachers of the church, must we not

at least concede some force to the third objection, that

they dealt unkindly with philosophy? This question,
like the two former, we believe, is best answered by his-

tory. We acknowledge that a scientific form of thought
and a clear apprehension of our distinct faculties were

wanting to this a;ie, as readily as we acknowledge
that a direct formal acknowledgment of the dignity and

importance of human relationships was wanting to it.

We acknowledge further that it was characterised by Faisephi.
an ignorance of the laws of nature as great as that losophy.
which existed among the earlier Greeks. Once more,
we are firmly persuaded that scientific forms of thought,
a knowledge of our own faculties, and an acquaint-
ance with the principles of physics, are intended for

man. But if we are further convinced that no acquaint-
ance with the conditions of science, with our own facul-

ties, with the outward world, could have been attained

unless some satisfaction had first been provided for those

questions which belong to the sphere of real knowledge
those questions respecting absolute permanent truth,
which the Platonic philosophy raised, and which were

exercising the minds of all men, however different their

education, in that day we are not, we think, testifying

any indifference to that wherein this age was .weak,
when we say that it did not injure philosophy but sus-

tained it, by its theological decrees and determinations.
And if we are further convinced that when any one of the
after ages has tried to undo or do again that which this

age accomplished, its own work was lazily performed,
or npt performed at all, we are not, surely, looking
spitefully upon the progress of the human species, but

seeking to promote it, when we ask men to turn with
reverence to the past, and to consider whether it is not
a wiser and safer course to be thankful for the de-

posits which it has bequeathed us, than to be slander-

ing it because it has not performed all tasks, and so left

us to utter idleness.

It was in the reign of Justinian that the schools of Age of

Greek philosophy were finally suppressed. Many cir- Justinian,

cumstances mark this out as a very important crisis in

the history of the world, indicating wherein the period
which was afterwards to commence would differ from
that of which we have been speaking. A Greek emperor
obtaining dominion, through the conquests of his ge-
nerals, over Italy might seem to promise that the empire
was once more to be consolidated, but that it would no

longer have a Roman character. On the contrary,this very
Emperor becomes the silencer of that philosophy which
had been the distinguishing mark of Greek life for

above a thousand years ; and arranges, sanctions, and

stamps with imperial authority, that law which had
been as characteristically the badge of Roman greatness
for about the same period. The effects of these pro-

ceedings might not be felt for a long time : the first

was not in itself very important, for the schools of phi-

losophy had worn themselves out, otherwise, no Jus-
tinian could have destroyed them. But both were

significant, and, speedily, other more important events

interpreted their meaning.
A right understanding of Mahometanism, and of the Mahomet,

circumstances which assisted its propagation in some
countries and retarded it in others, would be a great

help in comparing this period with the one that follows
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it. We observed that a tendency towards the contem-

plation of that which is divine and absolute, (hough in

a certain sense characteristic of all men in this time,
whether they were heathens or Christians, was very
much more conspicuous in the Greek Fathers than in

the Latin. The latter dwelt upon the fact of the Incar-

nation, and in doing so were led inevitably to teach

that a transcendent kind of morality, not determined by
formal precepts or by the ordinary social bonds but

grounded upon assimilation to the character of God,
had now become possible for men. Still it was with

this fact as a part of divine history, and with the

moral results from it, that they occupied themselves.

On the other hand, it was the inclination of a very im-

portant .section at least of the Greek church to dwell

upon the consequences of this same fact as opening a

vision and intuition of the Infinite and Eternal, as lifting

men actually into that region which philosophers had

dreamed of. Thus these two classes of men, starting
from the same point, were drawn, one more to the

human, one to the celestial side of the truth which they
held in common. In the writings of each might be

traced certain characteristic infirmities to which these

respective habits of thought made them liable, and what
were suppressed or only broke forth at intervals in the

leaders and guides, were likely to become the prominent
temptations of the bodies which they represented. In
the Greek teacher might be traced little more than

that impa'ience of common facts, and that dread

of every thing anthropomorphic, which we observed

in Philo. Among the people this inclination would

easily give birth and countenance to heresies, of which
the object should be wholly to set aside or to reduce

into the merest vapour the idea of an actual divine

humanity. However successfully these might be re-

pressed by the arguments of doctors or the decrees

of councils, the spirit of them had unquestionably
entered deeply into the Greek mind and character.

Now, seeing the morality of churchmen expressly de-

pended upon the sense of a direct connection between

themselves and their Creator ; seeing that the other

helps and appliances which later ages derive from a

recognised standard of manners and a fixed form of

Christian society were then wanting, one may easily

conceive the instability and corruption under which the

eastern Christian nations must have suffered when this

faith was loosened or withdrawn. One can easily con-

ceive how a form of faith, which asserted in the strongest
terms the absoluteness of God ; which utterly took

away the idea of an incarnation ; which furnished a

code of precepts all plausible, many of them excellent ;

which came forth supported by a man really convinced

of his own inspiration, at the head of a brave people
who then for the first time felt themselves more than a

horde felt that they had really a principle to assert

must have made way among men who had lost their

own laith already through an exclusive encouragement
of that very habit of mind of which Islamism was the

expression. It is equally manifest that those particular
weaknesses which had appeared in the Latin church,
weaknesses which laid its members open to the impos-
tures of those who suggested a more rigid rule of life or

who invented some human contrivance for encouraging
devotion, did not make them liable to this particular in-

fection. It is easy to say that they grovelled on the earth,

and therefore were not liable to be misled by any hope
of being raised to heaven. But such language would

not be very appropriate or true. Augustine's contem- Moral and

plations were as lofty as those of any Greek. He as
etaPh ~

much aspired after communion with Ihe perfect good ; he
even entered as deeply into philosophical speculations;
and yet in him, as much as in any of the earlier Fathers,
the Latin character is visible. His philosophy bears

upon a great practical subject. It may ascend into the

greatest heights, but it starts from the lowest ground,
and is occupied with personal struggles. Another point
too respecting him is worthy of note. He deals more
than almost any one with individual life and experience.
In some instances he may seem, to many, to have too

much individualized his language so as lo affirm that of

particular persons which can only be affirmed of them
as members of a society. And yet with this natural in-

clination he was brought into circumstances, especially in

Africa among the Donatists, which compelled him more
than most writers to enter into men's position as members
of a fellowship and subjects of an ecclesiastical govern-
ment ; and the most elaborate of all his books is that

on The City of God. While then the eastern nations,
in their exclusive pursuit of that which is divine and

transcendent, fell into Mahometanism, or hovered for

some centuries on the verge of it, we may expect to find

the Latin nations exposed to another class of very
serious dangers from their too human propensities. But
we may expect also to find, that whereas the one re-

mained in a hopeless stationariuess even those who
retained their Christian name acquiring a dull stupified
character the Latin people would shape out a course

for themselves in many respects strange and new, but yet

naturally arising out of that which the former age had
traced and finally coinciding with it ; that whereas

Islamism, by excluding the belief of a direct intercourse

between earth and heaven, lost the idea of an order and

government of the world and necessarily became allied

with despotism, the Christendom which rose up to

oppose it would develope the ideas of Order, Constitu-

tion, and Law ; and that by these the character of many
other thoughts and speculations would be determined.

From Charlemagne to the Reformation.

In former portions of this Encyclopaedia there have Scholastic

been elaborate discussions on the fortunes and writings philosophy,

of those who have acquired the name of the Scholastic

philosophers. Even, therefore, if the limits of this

sketch did not positively preclude such an attempt, we
should have no excuse for entering at any length upon
this subject. But we must carefully guard against the

notion, that the space which we assign to this portion of

philosophical history is any measure of the importance
which we attach to it. Far from adopting an opinion,
which was prevalent at least till very recently, that the

questions which occupied the schools were trivial, sense-

less, and now wholly obsolete, we think it is difficult

to overrate their intrinsic value, or the influence which

they are exercising upon ourselves at the present mo-
ment. The persons who use the words Ontology or

Nominalism and Realism with a sneer, little know how
much those difficulties of which Ontology treats are

besetting their own path ; with what vehemence the

controversy between Nominalism and Realism is carried

on in their own minds and in the minds of all about

them. We do not gain much by speaking contemptu-

ously of our progenitors ;
we only contrive that we

should suffer all the perplexities which they suffered
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'rom them. The mistake has been owing, we fancy,

.j- _^ in a great measure, to a confused apprehension that the

schools and the world have in all times, and had at this

time especially, very little to do with each other. The
fashion of scorning the active life of the middle ages is

passing away ; nay, is just at present giving place to a

sentimental admiration. Men have discovered that

something was done in this so-called dark time which

we in our bright time could not well dispense with.

But unless the speculative life of that period, besides

obtaining the courteous treatment which it is likely to

meet with under such a reaction, be viewed in connection

with this practical life and shown to be inseparable from

it, there is no chance, we think, of either being dealt

with clearly and justly. A history which should do this

would far more effectually expose the real evils of the

middle ages and show whence those evils flowed, than

all vehement party declamations against them which,

being written without sympathy for the right, are very
seldom successful in detecting the wrong. A very few

hints as to some points which such a history might take

notice of are all that we can furnish byway of comment

upon these seven remarkable centuries.

When the It has been a frequent subject of debate, whether the

cholastic age of the schoolmen commences with the reign of

ege begins. Charlemagne, or not till rather more than two centuries

later. Two remarkable men, it is admitted, arose

within that period, to whom no thoughtful person
would deny the name of philosophers John the Irish-

man (Johannes Erigena) and Anselm ; but it has been

thought by many that there are characteristics in their

writings which entirely distinguish them from the later

schoolmen. This point, in which much of the character

of this philosophy is of course involved, might, we think,

be settled much more easily if the general history of the

period between Charlemagne and Hildehrand were

brought to bear upon it. It strikes one even at first

sight that we are now contemplating quite a different

world from the one which we were viewing, either in the

time before or after the promulgation of Christianity. A
race of men starting into social existence these men
coming under laws, submitting themselves to a new
faith, beginning to understand what they were sent into

the world for how different a picture is this from that of

the decaying Empire ! Yet ifwe look again we are struck

at least as much with the sense of continuance and per-
manence as with a sense of change. When we consider

the materials out of which the new system was moulded,
we nnd old habits of thought traditions that had been

dwelling for an unknown period in the woods of Ger-

man) habits of subordination and temperance a

reverence for marriage a military discipline a worship
of unseen powers with the strange institution of a week
to commemorate them. If we look again at the power
which was lo work upon these materials, still every
thing is ancient and venerable. Old Roman laws,
Roman colonial government, the Roman sense of equity
and obligation, the Roman language these were some
of the influences which were shaping the western chaos
into a universe. And over all these, using them and

subordinating them to itself, was a faith, which for eight
centuries had existed in its present form, and was only the

outgrowih and consummation of one which had been
held by the Patriarchs in Mesopotamia. Besides these

points of connection with the foregone time, there was a
VOL. II.
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peculiar resemblance between these two first centuries Moral and

and the kingdom which had been broken in pieces. A
new western empire brought back many of the feelings
which belonged to the military government of Rome.
There was not yet merely a king of each nation, and an
ecclesiastical head of Christendom. The king of one of
the nations aspired to be the head of all, and to a great
extent made good his claim.

It is commonly believed that Gregory the Great, the Feelings of

tamer of the Lombards, ihe establisher of a paternal
p Pes an(1

government in Italy, the converter of the Saxons, was
"n^hs

not a friend to letters. The charge has been disputed, ing^the
and is, perhaps, much exaggerated. But were it true methods of

to the greatest extent, it ought not to detract seriously improving

from the fame of this admirable man ; it ought only to
soc 'etv -

be taken as an indication of the circumstances attending
the rise of society in the west, which it is important to

reflect upon and to compare with others ofa differentkind.

If, for instance, we contrast Gregory's alleged indiffer-

ence to mental cultivation with the zeal for it displayed
so short a time after by Charlemagne and Alfred, men
certainly not more anxious than he to soften and regu-
late the characters of their subjects, we may gain much
instruction respecting the feelings of this period.

Our first conclusion might be, that the ecclesiastic,

as such, Was the enemy of cultivation ; the national

monarch, as such, the friend of it. But this notion is

refuted by all the subsequent history ; nay, that history

might even tempt us to assert the converse of such a

proposition. The cause of the difference lies deeper.

Gregory and Charlemagne alike felt that their subjects
needed cultivation. They alike felt that this cultivation

must be an ecclesiastical one ; that the teachers of the
nation must be those who had powers to act upon its

mind. But the prelate thought that in the work of civiliza-

tion the great instruments were those permanent truths

which were delivered to men from heaven ; the law-

giver that men must be trained to understand them-
selves in order that they might know the necessity and

blessing of obedience. Thesfe feelings never expressed
themselves in such formal language as this ; they
might not be consciously present to the minds of either ;

but they were not the less real, and they found their

utterance in acts. Gregory sent missionaries ; Charle-

magne founded schools. One sought to bring all

nations into a universal society ; the other laid a found-
ation for the cultivation of each nation.

To find out what relations existed between this uni- Political

versa! society and the different national bodies which and scho-

composed it was, it will be easily admitted, the great
lastic

<l
ues-

political conflict of the middle ages. We believe that m (fj
m

the spiritual conflict was one closely connected with ages.

this. That there are certain longings and aspirations
in our minds answering to the truths upon which the

universal society rests, we have shown from the history
of the Platonic philosophy through all its stages. But
there is another state of mind which is connected with

the sense of our being placed together under one order

and government, of our being united in a distinct

body under laws distinct from those by which surround-

ing nations are governed. Then conies the awakening
of a sense of Personality ; of that which is properly our

Conscience ; and, flowing out of this, a gradually grow-
ing Consciousness of certain forms and laws, to which
our own understandings are subjected ; and, later still,

of certain Conceptions within us which must struggle
onwards to birth. These, are the particular character-

4 N

middle
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istics which have accompanied the formation of every
national society, or which may rather be said to be the

formation of it. The problem, then, which all men
were in one way or other seeking to solve in themselves

during the eight centuries which we commonly call the

middle ages, was what this sense of personality means,
and how it was connected with or might be reconciled

with those deep and transcendent truths which referred

to the being and unity of God and his revelation of him-

self to man. And the specific inquiry into which the

schools were led during the same period had respect
to the forms of our understanding ; how they are con-

nected with or may be reconciled with those absolute

truths, which seem to surpass our understandings, and

yet, in some sense, to be meant for them.

The IXth Century was a prophecy of all these con-

flicts. One great controversy which then came into ex-

istence may be said to contain and concentrate them all.

Paschasius proclaimed the doctrine of transubstan-

tiation. That sacrament which, in former ages, had
been the witness and the embodying of a transcendent

relation between men and their Creator, which by its

very nature overreached the forms of human thought
and expression, which was the perpetual declaration to

men, that there is something that words cannot convey,
was by this monk brought within the limits of a human

conception. The high language of the Fathers, lan-

guage intended to indicate the glory of a mystery
which the understanding could not comprehend, was used

to defend this dogma of the understanding ; men were

required to reduce their faith under the laws of their

understandings, and then to call the acknowledgment of

a transgression of those laws by the name of Faith.

Assuredly the whole puzzle and contradiction of the time

lay here. The germ of all political, personal, and
scholastic confusions must have been in the century
which produced Paschasius. Still it was only the germ.
Johannes Erigena, the friend of Alfred, was invited by
Charles the Bald to confute Paschasius, and he entered

upon the task without fear, and for a long time without

reproach. This great and accomplished man seems to

occupy a position between the two ages of the world, to

be the porch or vestibule of the schools, and yet to

possess far more the spirit of the Fathers. He aspires to

divide and arrange nature, to find out names for things ;

so far he is a schoolman. But his thoughts are Pla-

tonic God is the beginning and end of all things. If,

as has been thought, there is in his writings a latent

tendency (of which he himself may have been uncon-

scious) towards Pantheism, this may be an indication

that the time for such large speculations was at an end,

and that Johannes, though he escaped the errors of the

time on which he was entering, was in some danger of

those which belonged more properly to his predecessors.
But soon the character of the time became more de-

terminate. The doctrine of Johannes was pronounced
heretical ; that of Paschasius was confirmed by Pon-
tifical authority. The interesting and melancholy story
of Berengarius, of his bold proclamations and defiances,
of his retractations and humiliatious, marks the new stage
of feeling. The Pope did but utter forth the feeling of

the time. His decree did but show that a dogmatical

spirit had taken possession of the church, and that the

perception of truths which could not be included in

dogmas was daily becoming more difficult. But though
difficult it was not 'impossible ; and in this case, as in all

other cases, it was through men who were brought into

losophy,

contact with actual life, and were taught that philosophy
Moral

j"'

d

either means nothing, or shows the way to truths which
~

are good for others besides philosophers, that the tone

of thought was raised. The struggles of high-minded

priests in particular countries, in ours especially, against
the tyranny of soldier monarchs, brought forth a sense

of reality in their minds which raised them practically
above the dogmatism of Paschasius, though they

might not like Berengarius set themselves formally
in opposition to it. Anselm was a man of this kind. Anselm.

His scholastic life was sustained by a political life,

aiming at the same high ends, and calling for even

greater sacrifices. Still more happily there were in his

heart the deepest reverence and humility. His works,

therefore, had all a real object, and turned upon questions
which were occupying the church at large, at least as

much as the schools ; and they aim at distinguishing
much more than at dogmatizing. Yet in them the

scholastic habit discovers itself most clearly. Not to

substitute understanding for faith, but at least to show
how the understanding recognises that which faith re-

ceives, is his avowed object everywhere. Some of the

great perplexities of the understanding, some of the lo-

gical meshes in which it afterwards became involved, he

was ignorant of. But what he knew he sought to re-

move. perceiving with rernarkable clearness that a dif-

ferent office was committed to the men of his age from
that which had been committed to the Fathers, and yet
that the two duties were harmonious, and that reverence
for the past was a great help in fulfilling the work of the

present.
It is generally understood that Gregory VII. felt The Xlth

very differently from his predecessors respecting the

Berengarian controversy. It would seem that he not

only loved Berenger as a man, but had a great sympathy
with his opinions, and an honest dread of fixing the

living words of Scripture into the dogma of transub-

stantiation. Such feelings would be perfectly consistent

with the mind and character of this singular man. He
evidently felt that the Bishop of Rome had a higher
vocation than to dogmatize; that he was to assert

the position of .the church as an universal kingdom
real as any of the kingdoms of the earth, the only pro-
tectress both of invisible truths and of poor men's

rights from royal and military ignorance and oppression.
He was naturally disposed therefore to be impatient of

those who would make him a mere censurer of opinions,
and to have a respect for men of free and lofty courage
like his own, who would break through logical fetters,

and assert principles in their breadth and simplicity.
Nevertheless it was the grievous error of this prelate,
that he saw no way of claiming that position for the

church which he felt was its right, except by inventing
a title and dignity for himself which did not belong to

him, and could only be maintained by attacking the

rights and outraging the conscience of every national

monarch in Europe. This was his falsehood, one which

the sin of every previous bishop of Rome who had been

asserting an unlawful pre-eminence over other bishops,
or who had forgotten his glory as a servant in aspiring
to be a master, helped to foster and sanctify ; a false-

hood closely connected in Hildebrand with high concep-
tions and great virtues, but which, being a falsehood,

necessarily brought after it a long train of miseries,

That which we have to speak of, was the growth and
confirmation of that confusion of dogmas or decrees

with permanent truths, which, as we believe, Gregory
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desired to discourage. The Pope having assumed the

functions of an ordinary king or lawgiver, it inevitably
came to pass that his laws were looked upon as the

same in kind with those of any other monarch. The
sense of a distinction between the great principles of

which the church was witness, and the mere decrees

which are enforced by civil authority, a distinction

weakly upheld by former Popes, was now every day
more and more obliterated ; and hence confusions infinite

and seemingly inextricable in the World between the

relations of the national monarch, and of him who as-

sumed to be the universal monarch in men's Hearts

between the unchangeable laws of morality, and the

different means which were suggested to enforce them

in the Schools between the realities of things and the

names by which those things are generalized in our un-

derstanding. AIOE 2' er\<ero /3ou\ij ; through all these

perplexities, clear distinctions were working themselves

out; it was needful that men should learn in this way
the nature of their political position, the grounds of per-
sonal righteousness, the forms and limitations of their

own minds.

In noticing the philosophies of Plato and Aristotle, we
have already distinguished between a science of realities

and a science of names. We maintained that both were

necessary ; that Aristotle had no right to deny the prin-

ciples of Plato which related to the one, that Platonists

were not bound to deny the worth of Aristotle's posi-
tions which had reference to the other. At the same
time we guarded against the notion that the Academic
and Peripatetic doctrines could be reconciled, as Cicero

tried to reconcile them, by saying that the difference was
in words merely. We contended that the difference was
an essential difference; that the minds of the two great
teachers were ofa directly opposite character ; that when-
ever they attempted to deal with the same questions,

they inevitably came into collision ; that it was only by
assigning to them distinct provinces, that we could re-

cognise a sound meaning in each. Looking upon them
as the originators of two great methods of thought, we
deemed it needful to explain with greater minuteness
than may seem suitable to such a sketch as this, what
these two sciences are ; showing how the science of rea-

lities developed itself in the different Dialogues of Plato,
but most completely and consummately in the Republic ;

how the nominal science developed itself in the logical
treatises of Aristotle, but most perfectly in his Meta-

physics. We promised our readers that if they would
be at the pains of following us in this portion of our dis-

course, they would be saved many troublesome and em-

barrassing explanations when they reached the portion
of it at which we are now arrived. We have not there-
fore now to tell them what we mean by the words No-
minalism and Realism. We have only briefly to explain
how the sense of the opposition between them began to
be felt in the middle ages. A translation of the Orga-
num of Aristotle had been in the.western schools since the
time of Charlemagne. Such a book, so clear, coherent,
and masterly, might well produce an effect on any age,
by however much of other literature it was surrounded.
But suppose it introduced at a period when men were
drawn by various impulses such as we have de-
scribed to turn their thoughts inwards upon the opera-
tions of their own minds into nations possessing indeed
some of the treasures of old Latin literature, but not

having yet a history of their own to interpret them by,

possessing also the inspired volume, but partly through

sical Pm-
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the same cause, partly through the dogmatic spirit
Moral and

which had taken hold of the rulers of the church, forced
,, . .

to look at it rather as a collection of sacred and im-

portant opinions, than as the free record of a divine re-
/

velation, and of a national life and one can easily con-

ceive how immensely precious this deposit must have

seemed, how completely a gift of heaven, by which all

other possessions were to be measured and appreciated.
Such a sudden discovery to men of the modes and con-

ditions of their own minds, such a strange revelation of

the very thine; which they were seeking to know ! We
have seen, however, how strong the old Platonic feeling,
which had descended from the first period of the

church, still was. The ideas of Being and Unity, the grand
ideas of the Platonic philosophy, had become insepa-

rably intertwined with the Christian mysteries. For, as

we have observed, these ideas demanded some living

personal mysteries to sustain them, and those which
Plotinusand his school devised had been found inefficient

and worthless. In teaching, therefore, the new science of

Logic, the science which they learnt from the Organum,
the school doctors still applied the principles of Plato.

To these great universal ideas of Being and Unitv, they
attributed reality. Qaite ignorant of the Platonic method,

quite ignorant of the battles Plato had had to fight
with Parmenides and his school, in order that the name
or notion of being might not be substituted for Being
itself, they taught it as a part of the science of logic,
the science of names and notions, that universals have
a life and reality of their own. Against this notion, RosceW
Roscelin of Compiegne was apparently the first to linui.

protest. He had read an introduction to the Organum
by Porphyry, in which the difference between the Peri-

patetics and Academics upon this subject of universals

was pointed out. The truth of the Aristotelian doc-
trine came strongly home to his mind, and he began to

assert strongly that Being and Unity are only the Attri-

butes of substances, not Substances in themselves. But
the ideas which these words represented had become
united with the transcendent Truths of the Christian

faith. It was a very difficult thing for any man so to

sever them, that the denial of the one should not even
in his own mind lead on to the denial of the other. It

is very true that the logicians on the other side, just in

so far forth as they were mere logicians, implicitly denied
these realities. Still the explicit denial of them, or such
a mode of expression respecting them as seemed to rob
them of all meaning and substance, was reserved for the

Nominalist. Happily Roscelin had a better opponent
than any mere school doctor : Anselm, who, we have

seen, had been bred in another age, and represented a
different class of realists from the realists of the schools,
undertook the controversy. But with the caution and

charity befitting so good and great a man, while he

replies to those statements respecting the Trinity which
he had heard attributed to Roscelin, he carefully sug-
gests a doubt whether this was actually his meaning ; he

fully allows the possibility of his having been betrayed
into unfitting and inconsistent language, without really

having a wrong intention ; and he is only careful to

clear from the confusions of philosophers a principle
which he believes needful for every humble man.

It has been a subject of considerable controversy, Abelar4
whether the celebrated successor of Roscelin in the

Nominalist school, Abelard, was justly exposed to the

same imputation of heresy with him. Without ventur-

ing to express any opinion upon this point, we may be
4 N 2
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permitted to warn our readers against being misled by
hasty and dogmatical assertions on either side of the

question. A thorough study of Abelard's philosophy
(from which it would he by no means right to separate
the romance of his life) would no doubt contribute very
much to an illustration of all the topics connected with
this memorable and interesting controversy. But vehe-
ment phrases, either imputing an iniention to him of

entering upon the theological ground, when he may have

meant, if it had been possible, only to assert a logical

position, or on the other hand, railing against those

who opposed him as men of a savage turn of mind,
enemies of freedom of thought, bigots, and zealots, can
do little good, except to perplex our view of the history,
and make the steady contemplation of its different

aspects impossible. It is absurd to say that St. Ber-

nard, the great antagonist of Abelard, excelled him only
in his declamatory power, and in his orthodoxy. He was

superior to him in every quality of heart and head, ex-

cept merely in the logical faculty. He was by constitution,

by principle, by habit, a Realist in the practical sense of

the word not skilled perhaps in the language of the

schools, but what is better, able to sweep it away where
it set itself in opposition to any great truth which

belongs to mankind, or to any effort for its good. And
it was this realist spirit, the spirit which prompted the

Crusades as the outward act of the united church, and
all zealous individual labours after a higher standard of

life and excellence, which really held back the nominal-

ism of the schools, and caused Aristotle for a time to

bp a proscribed name. The Popes saw that the Orga-
num had produced a result which at least looked like

heresy ; and they had themselves abetted the confusion

which made it difficult for men to distinguish, even in

their own minds, between the denial of a substantial

verity and of an imaginary abstraction. Still the spirit
of inquiry continued. Some maintained the logical

ground, following in the train of Ros eel in or Abelard, or

of their opponents. Some, weary of these conflicts,

ascended to a higher level, and strengthening the piety
and wisdom of Anselm with the dialectical skill

which had been acquired in the late controversies,

applied themselves to the practical study and elucidation

of Christian theology. Hugo de St. Victore is the most

conspicuous and best known of these, the one whom his

contemporaries honoured with the name of the second

Augustine. Another light of the Xllth Century was
Peter the Lombard, who collected a series of proposi-
tions and questions from the Fathers, offering them
without solutions of his own to the study and ingenuity
of his contemporaries. His work had a great influence

on the two centuries which followed.

Aristotle, we said, was proscribed by the ruling power
of the church, and regarded with jealousy by some of

its best members. But it was not in the power of de-

crees to change the character of a period ; men ex-

hibited that character in themselves, even while they

opposed themselves to the outward indications of it.

St. Bernard as much as Abelard belonged to a time in

which thinkers were occupied with their own internal

struggles primarily, and only with questions more strictly

divine and transcendent in the second place. The dis-

position to organize, to form a rule and plan of life, to

invent an order rather than to perceive one, were emi-

nently characteristic of him, and of all good as well

as evil men in this day. Now these are, as we explained
when we were speaking of Aristotle, the marks of his

sic-Hl Phi-
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mind as distinguished from that of his master. In his Moral and

Physics and Eihics, nay even in his Politics, we found him

studying the forms of the mind itself, rather than enter-

ing into the contemplation of its objects. We found in

him everywhere a tendency to arrange and systematize,
to form a plan where Plato sought to discover a method.
There was then a natural sympathy between this phi-

losopher and the ages we are speaking of, which had

already manifested itself very decidedly, and which was

quite sure to prevail at last in spite of all opposition.
Hitherto the Organum had been the only one of his

works with which the schools had been acquainted, even

through a translation. Now a new light was to break in

from a strange quarter. During the time in which the
mind of western Europe had been gradually forming
itself under the influence of Christianity, the mind of the
Arabian had also been awakened to reflection. The con- Arabian

quering nation, as it came into regions which Greek phi- philosophy

losophy had occupied, found some link between what it

heard of this philosophy and the deeper principles of (he

Koran. In Neoplatonism there were abundant points
of resemblance with that idea of Oneness and Abso-
luteness which had driven out all others in the Maho-
metan system. With this form of speculation, therefore,

their thoughtful men acknowledged an immediate sym-
pathy, and the habit of mind, with the series of reflec-

tions thus generated, became the most permanently cha-

racteristic of the nation. Through the Neoplatonists,
however, the Arabs became also acquainted with Aris-

totle, and the new world of observations respecting every
part of outward nature which burst upon them through
his writings seems to have inspired this people with an
astonishment and admiration hardly second to that which
the young Romans felt when they first discovered what
men had been thinking and talking of for so many cen-

turies in Athens. Here too there were points of sym-
pathy with old Arabian habits, with the astrological
studies to which their fathers had been devoted, and with

that mathematical faculty which seems to be an Oriental

endowment. The love of Aristotle, and the general

impulse to cultivation among this people being favoured

by a race of accomplished monarchs, translations and
commentaries upon him became more and more nume-

rous, and sects of philosophy began to appear connecting
themselves more or less with the national faith, min-

gling more or less of the mystical feeling which was so

remote from the character of Aristotle, but still all de-

riving their sanction from his name. It is natural to

ascribe the importation of this feeling and knowledge
into Europe to the Crusades. But the difficulty of

course remains how to account for Arab translations

and commentaries becoming effectual upon the Latin

schools. The generally admitted explanation is curious

and interesting. It was through Jews, the oldest teach- The Jews,

ers of the world, now its merchants, that the ruling

philosophy of the middle ages was enabled to establish

itself. A strong philosophical impulse had been felt

among them also. Their teachers, in Spain especially,
were most laborious in translating and explaining Aris-

totle, and the writings of the Greek philosopher passed
first into Arabic, then into Hebrew, before they became
in a Latin dress the guides of men's speculations for at

least two centuries.

There are many circumstances which may suggest the Ethical

opinion, that it was the character of Aristotle's ethical tendencies

treatises which determined the judgment of the age and of

the church in his favour, and relieved his name from l>e"
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the stigma which the supposed heresy of Roscelin and

Abelard had brought upon it. We have seen how
certain habits or forms of character were Aristotle's

substitutes for the absolute and real objects which Plato

sets before us. Now it may be truly said, that the su-

perstition of this age consisted in its tendency to deify

certain forms of character, certain conceptions of the

fancy, or certain modes of the intellect, and that its ex-

cellence and virtue was closely intertwined with this

same superstition. The same circumstances which

brought Aristotle's works into Europe, gave the great

impulse to the spirit of chivalry, to the pursuit and wor-

ship that is of a noble idea, of an idea most important
and necessary to man, but altogether incomplete, and

being incomplete, obliged to connect itself with tran-

sitory circumstances, and to lean upon the reverence for

a single class of society. These habits of mind, which,

though brought into outward display by mailed warriors,

dwelt also in the cell of the student, must have made
Aristotle's brilliant pictures of the Magnanimous man, the

Temperate man, the Gentle man, particularly delightful.

His works must have been felt to be in some remarkable

manner a prophecy of that Christian age. Nor was this

the only point of attraction and sympathy. The growth
of chivalry was not a more remarkable characteristic of

the XHIth Century, than the rise of the religious

orders. As the purpose for which the church existed

became less manifest, the notion of new religions bodies,

and new schemes of discipline, began to act more

strongly upon men's minds. In such bodies the grand
ecclesiastical idea, that the end of our lives is the know-

ledge of God, is soon effaced, except in a few chosen

spirits, by the doctrine, that the object of our lives is to

attain happiness here or hereafter. With this doctrine

that announced by Aristotle wonderfully accords. More-

over,the tone ofhis morality is peculiarly favourable to the

notion, that a scheme of discipline is the great requi-
site for human life. The formation of habits is to be

attained, he taught, by the constant observance of the

influences which may incline us too much to the right
or to the left ; means in his system have a continual tend-

ency to become ends. The earnest preachers of a new
rule of life must have found such doctrines remarkably

congenial to their minds, even if there had not been

enough to fascinate them in Aristotle's love of systems

partly at least arbitrary. The influence of the Fran-

ciscans and Dominicans, now the strongest and the

most earnest which was at work, was therefore exerted

energetically in his favour. It soon secured the preva-
lence and success of his whole philosophy. But there

was also another part of his writings which took mighty
hold of the Christian as it had of the Arabian schools,

It was one of the happy circumstances in the develope-
ment of modern Europe, that the zeal for physical

inquiries which was the first excited in Greece, and
which overlaid all others in India, did not arise till men
had already been occupied with questions more nearly
concerning themselves. Onr almost countryman, Jo-
hannes Erigena, had indeed exhibited an inclination

towards a class of studies which we may truly call na-

tional ; but the spirit was checked, and did not reappear
in any strength till four centuries after. Then arose
another and perhaps greater Briton, the " Doctor Mi-

rabilis," Roger Bacon, and mathematics, chemistry,
and physics generally became as much the studies of
Christians as they had already been of the Mahometans.
In him we have the philosopher of experiment under

whatever disadvantages and ignorance it might lie Mural and

pursued; the opposing or balancing mind to his was
',; ipu^"

Raymond Lully, the student of the secret powers of
i,, so ,,hy

miture, the originator of the Ars Magna. But this im- v_ v/ ^
pulse, whichever of these directions it might take, still

found its great help and encouragement in the writings
of Aristotle, and the books on the Heaven and the

World, with the Natural History, were some of the first

of those attributed to him which were studied and com-
mented on.

These Ethics and Physics furnished then a new ma-
terial for the mind of the age to work upon ; and the

opposition of those who cultivated exclusively the first

to the laborious students of the other, illustrated in the

imprisonment of Roger Bacon by Franciscan influence,
forms one of its indications. But we have discovered

already in the history of Greece, and above all in the

writings of Aristotle, at how many points both moral
and physical studies abut upon that to which he first

gave the name of metaphysical. We have seen, in fact,

that the meaning ol' that world only becomes intelligible
when we consider it in its relations to other subjects,
and again that Aristotle himself could not contemplate
it apart from Theology. It cannot be surprising then Metaphy-
that of all the writings of Aristotle, those which exer- sics.

cised really the most influence, and which became the

interpreters of the rest, were the Ontological treatises.

As we have given our readers an account of those books,
both as to their matter and their form, we need hardly
remark what a vast body of questions they must have

suggested to Ihe minds of men at all prepared for them

by any previous discipline. Now Peter the Lombard
had set the schools upon the questioning method. He
hud proposed, as we observed, a number of difficult

points taken from the writings of the Fathers expressly
for consideration and resolution. Such a hint once

given, and being met by the new gift of Aristotle's

metaph)sics, was the exciting occasion of those mighty
masses of ontological and theological puzzles and

argumentations which constitute what is called
" the

jargon of the schools," by those who can tolerate

nothing but thejargon of the world.

Albertus Magnus was the person who first appears Albertus

to have availed himself of the new resources for the pur- Magnus,

pose of forming a complete system in which Metaphysics
or Ontology was the key to the other portions. We have
seen how the ideas of Form and Matter, the one as that

which constitutes every substance what it is, the other as

its condition and sine qua non, lay at the foundation of
the metaphysics of Aristotle, and determined his thoughts

upon every other subject. We remarked how closely
these ideas were connected with logic, so that the fact of

any thing being capable of definition is with him the test

of its having a form and being a substance. While,
therefore, we admitted the great value and importance
of this Aristotelian distinction, we could admit it only
as a distinction in and for the mind. For the moment
it becomes more than this, we get upon the Platonic

ground which Aristotle believed to be merelv imaginary.
His forms become the ideas of Plato, and these ideas

derive their meaning from the reality of one who is him-
self THE BEING, not merely a particular form, though it

be the highest form, of being. Now the philosophy of

Albertus, and of those who succeeded him, is, we con-

ceive, subject to precisely the same criticism as that

from which it is derived. If we want help in determin-

ing- the conditions of our own mind, our own modes- o
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thinking in relation to all subjects, we suspect that we
can obtain it nowhere so well as from these school-

men. And seeing that the whole subject of Christian

theology, with all the lights which it throws upon other

subjects, came under their notice, they clearly had

an opportunity which it would be wrong to say that

they neglected or abused, of applying the Aristotelian

observations in a direction entirely new. At the same
time they, as much as those who knew nothing but

the Orycmum, were dealing simply with forms and notions

of our mind ; they were not really theologians, physi-

cians, or metaphysicians, they only explain under what
term? theology, physics, metaphysics, are conceived by
our understandings.

This statement must be taken in a general sense, and
not by any means as if it were meant to deny that most
valuable hints respecting substantial truths, as well as

respecting our conceptions of them, may be obtained

from these writers. It is impossible that they could

follow out their own course steadily and honestly without

throwing light upon all that was delivered to them by
a former age, or was to be the occupation of a sub-

sequent one. Still less is it intended to insinuate that

a mere intellectual theology expelled in this age spiritual

meditations. Such a charge would be false respecting

many teachers of the Xlllth Century ; it would be

especially inapplicable to Bonaventura, the seraphic

doctor, whose great object was to teach how the soul

might be united to God, and how the light which is

contained in all arts comes from the primary light

whereby He is revealed to men. Even in these spiritual
and seraphic doctors, however, there was a tendency to

contemplate all things as reduced under Subjects and

Systems ; and in them as well as in the Mystics who
rose up a century later and were some of the instruments

in undermining scholasticism, self-contemplation is still

at the root, and the highest objects are viewed in their

action and influence upon the beholder.

The man who reduced these habits of thought into

the most perfect order who carried them into every

region of study who has always been recognised as

emphatically the Sclioolinan, was Thomas Aquinas.
Bonaventura had conceived the possibility of reducing
all arts under theology. Aquinas may be said to have

actually reduced them. If one man can ever be sup-

posed capable of conceiving all possible forms of human
thought, all possible difficulties which can be put into a

logical shape, that mnn was unquestionably Aquinas.
No one who looks into his writings can wonder that

they should have been the text-book of philosophy and

theology for generations. It is idle to say they became

so, merely because they settled questions according to

the decrees of the church. No one, probably, ever

awakened so much scepticism of the logical kind as he ;

no one, apparently, had a more conscientious mind ;

no one was more unwilling to adopt a conclusion till

he had thoroughly sifted it. If there were no puzzles
in the mind but dialectical puzzles, or if those puzzles
did not require something deeper than dialectics for their

solution, Aquinas ought still to be our guide. But
Gchool philosophy itself was to furnish the hint, that

they do require something else. A countryman of

ours, Duns Scotus, discovered that there was one great
blank in the system of Aquinas, perfect and circular

as it seemed. We want, said he, a principle of in-

dividualization. We want to know, not merely how all

'hings conspire to form one great whole, but how each

thing becomes that very thing distinct from all others. Moral and

Such, we take it, was the idea which was working in
et

.

a h
?~

the mind of Duns Scotus; the thought which he was
ioso,,hy

labouring to bring forth, and which did make itself felt * _M- y
as an important thought by a body of earnest disciples.

By many of his assertions he seemed to be contending
for a more realistic doctrine than that of Aquinas ; to

be condemning him for not imputing more substance

to universal*. But this, it seems to us, was a subordi- LnUg
nate and accidental part of their differences ; the other between

radical and characteristic. To us the contemplation of scholastic

this difference is most interesting, for it illustrates an al

observation we have made before, that the scholastic pm

philosophy was not, as some fancy, a thing wholly un-

connected with real wants and controversies, but was

only a private rehearsal of that which was acted

openly on the great stage of society. The Thomists

and the Scotists are but school types or images of that

great battle between the universal and the individual,

the united and the distinct, which was just at that time

beginning to be the great battle of the world, and of the

parties in which Italy and England were to be respect-

ively the heads. The Neapolitan and the Northumbrian
were well fitted to be the symbols of their two countries

and avant-conriers of much that was about to happen
in them. In both alike the age ofTowns was beginning.
But the splendid Cities of Italy were to form aristocra-

tical Republics,the temporary deposits of a national spirit

which was soon to subside in the universal government
of the Church. The Towns of England were to be the

cradles of a middle class ; the great rival power to the

aristocracy, the great helper to the national monarch

in asserting his own position. Other indications were

connected with these, more directly affecting the popular
and the scholastic life in each country. In each a clear,

orderly, native language began to manifest itself the

southern preserving more distinctly the traces of its

Latin father, the northern of its Teutonic mother. The
one language came forth in its fulness and power to be

the utterance of Dante's waitings ; the other to be the

tongue of Wickliff's Bible. Theology was the material

of the poem as well as the translation ;
but in one case

it was the creative power availing itself of al] the theo-

logical ideas of the age to express its sense of contra-

diction and evil ; in the other it was the burdened

conscience of man seeking to find some better inter-

preter of its wants and miseries than those ideas, im-

prisoned in their logical forms or exhibited in arbitrary
inventions and impositions, could afford. The theo-

logical poetry of Dante, therefore, though opposing
itself so fiercely to some of the corruptions of the times,
and launching such thunders against some of the suc-

cessors of St. Peter, was not to awaken, except in some
few minds, any ardent longing for reformation. It is

to be rather regarded as the first vehement utterance of

a Spirit which soon found Painting a more suitable lan-

guage than Poetry, and which sought to embody the

mind and feelings of the church rather than to change
them. But the individualizing principle, the sense

that is of each man's own distinct wants and distinct

evil which had appeared in England, and of which the

acts of Wickliff and his followers were the expression,
could not be satisfied with the formal recognition of its

existence which Duns Scotus had vouchsafed. This

principle, translated out of the Latin into the new

English, meant the living soul of each man; and this

could not be content till it had been acknowledged as
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v.-^-.^/ The XlVth Century, therefore, which had been

The XlVth already exposed to these influences, and in which they

Century. were daily becoming more powerful, soon gave a shock

to the school systems, whether they bore the name of

Occam. Scotus or Aquinas. A pupil of Scotus, William Occam,
also an Englishman, began early in this century to re-

assert the nominalist doctrine of Abelard, with all the

advantages which were derived from the information and

experience of his age. Abelard had stood forth as the

champion of Aristotle against Platonism. Arislotle was

now a canonized dictator in the schools, and it was that

very dictation which the nominalism of Occam was to

subvert. For though in teaching that species and

genera are only abstractions of onr minds, that they had

no entities corresponding to them, he might seem to be

asserting the very doctrine of Aristotle, that substance

is only predicable of each particular thing; yet Aris-

totle had in effect applied these forms of the underxtand-

ing to the contemplation of every possible subject ; and

the schoolmen, his successors, had, as we have seen, car-

ried those forms into regions to which Aristotle had no

access. Whether the nominalism of Occam led him to

scepticism about the articles of faith is a question of

perhaps less difficult solution than that which relates to

Abelard. His language being directed against forms

which had worked themselves into union with every great

mystery, must of course have at times an irreverent and

sceptical appearance ;
but he seems to have recognised

distinctly all the Christian truths as matters of faith,

though he questioned the attempts of the understand-

ing to deal with them. In another way he occupied a

position singularly characteristic of the coming period.

Though an ecclesiastic, he maintained the national rights
of the French sovereign against the Pope. Now, as

Occam may be regarded as the last philosopher of this

aje, as the one who in a certain sense wound up its

history, (tor from his day forth nominalism had de-

cidedly the ascendency, and no very strong man arose to

maintain that logical formulas are real objects,) it may
seem at first a melancholy reflection to compare him with

Anselm, who arose at the commencement of it. One

might be tempted to think that, exactly the thing which
he essayed to do, to connect namely the faith of man
with his understanding, had been, after so many cen-

turies, found impracticable, and that the corresponding
labour of his life, to maintain the principle of the uni-

versal kingdom in opposition to the tyranny of national

monarchs, had been in like manner iibandoned by wise

ecclesiastics as unreasonable; nay. that precisely the

opposite vocation, that of supporting national govern-
ment, had now become that which they laboured to

fulfil. These two reflections, which cannot well be sepa-
rated from each other, are likely, we say, to present
themselves to the student of this age, and there is some
warrant for the melancholy feeling which they en-

gender. Undoubtedly the understanding and faith of
men had not been reconciled by the efforts of all the

schoolmen ; nay, the schism between them had now
become wider than in the days of Anselm. Undoubt-

edly, also, the ecclesiastical government, instead of being
hailed now as the protector of the weak against the

strong, of the invisible against the visible, beuan
to be regarded as the great instrument of oppression, ;is

the power by which men were held down in a visible

bondage. So far the contemplation is gloomy. It Moral and

seems as it' nothing had been accomplished in this
MetaPhy-

period, as if it had been one of degeneracy, not of "Q],
progress. But if we look again, we shall see cause to - _j- v
abate these lamentations ; nay, to exchange them for

the language of thankfulness and hope. Through ter-

rible conflicts, in spite of tearful sins, this age had been

really effecting its work, and was to leave imperishable
tokens for the generations to come. The first period
after Christianity had left the form of a universal polity ;

had left ordinances, creeds, ecclesiastical institutions, the
witnesses of this universal polity, the powers by which it

was upheld, and by which men were enabled to possess
and enjoy its benefits; it had left records of the oppo-
sitions through which transcendent and universal truths Termina-
had been maintained and confirmed ; it had left a lite- tionof the

rature connecting ilself with the former literature of the scho ' ag-

world, and showing that what therein had been foretold

or wished for had come to pass. If these deposits re-

mained and remain to this day, is it not equally true
that those middle ages have left their deposits ? Na-
tional societies grown up from infancy to manhood ; the
forms of law established ; languages created and defined,
new forms invented in which the conceptions of men
could clothe themselves forms of architecture, of poetry,
and finally, of painting ; last, and we are bound to say
not least, the full power and dimensions of the* logical

faculty in man ascertained by a series of precious ex-

periments determining what it can and what it cannot
achieve. For let no one say, that the scholastic philo-

sophy is obsolete in its effects, because the volumes
which contain it are seldom read, and because it has,
been found to have failed in much that it hoped to do.
Not the feeblest newspaper scribe, who writes praises of
the XlXth Century, and talks about the discoveries

of Bacon, and the vain squabbles by which men were
distracted till his time, could cast even these empty
phrases into a coherent and intelligible shape, if those

schoolmen whom he abuses had not lived. As truly as we
owe our laws and ecclesiastical buildings to the middle

ages, so truly do we owe to them our forms of thought
and language. We are very unhappy if we have not
learnt much since that time, and we shall presently have
to show in what direction that learning has been won.
But in fixing the terms and conditions of human thought,
we are bold to say, that men have only done any thin<r

by going back to these schoolmen, and using the fresh

light that may have fallen upon us to the more effectual

consideration of the questions which they raised.

When one reflects on these facts, men may surely be The re-

well content, that what is called the revival of letters vival of

came when it did, and not four or five centuries earlier.

Most sad would it have been for the world, if the western

nations, instead of being left to work out a cultivation

for themselves with only such helps from ancient lore as

best suited the thoughts which were awakening in them,
had been overlaid with heaps of books, in which their

circumstances gave them no interest, which they
could not interpret livingly, and which would there-

fore have crushed all sparks of native and original spe-
culation. When that revival did come, the inhabitants

of western Europe were in some way prepared for it

prepared at least, by their own sense of a national po-

sition, to enter into the national feelings, and the

thoughts and inquiries accompanying them, whereof Gre-
cian books are the exposition. But they were not pre-

pared for the glare of new light bursting upon eyes long
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used to turn only inwards ; a sense of confusion mingled
with their delight at the novel world of action which
was opened to them ; they knew not how to connect it

with any thing; that they had been taught to think of

or believe ; that belief became therefore daily less and less

sound and sincere. Meantime a new order was rising into

consequence, which had little sympathy in the old tra-

ditionary feelings, nay which had been for a long time

contending against them. The scholars of Europe dis-

liked this class and its feelings; they would keep up the

old forms and opinions to which they had ceased to

attach any meaning, lest the unlettered men should

prevail. These forms and opinions, used with this igno-
rance of their nature, this conscious indifference, would
of course become more and more corrupted the con-

venience of repressing by the sanctions of religion that

which could not otherwise he kept down, suggesting
new expedients, and no reverence for the sanctity of the

thing to be profaned hindering the adoption or them.
Nor was it difficult to make these impostures successful.

For that which was most alive in those who composed
the new class was the Conscience. The deep sense of

internal evil, the feeling of a condemning law, which

had connected itself closely with the whole theology
of the middle ages, might be almost extinct in the

lettered priests of the hierarchy, but had become deeper
than ever in the minds of humbler men deeper be-

cause, having broken loose from the forms and ques-

tionings of the schools, they were transferred to the

region of each man's personal being. Having reached

(hat point, these feelings could no longer be tampered
with. All the old power and the new wisdom of Europe

might be on one side, hut reality was on the other. In

such a conflict the learning of Leo, the policy and

greatness of Charles, the physical forces, nay the moral

forces of old habit and tradition which they had at their

command, could not prevail, for that which alone gives
life to all these was wanting. Yet, though it was a new
class which was to assert its position in this struggle,

though it seemed at first sight to be breaking through all

established bounds, and to be removing ancient land-

marks, it was really an old feeling that was coming
forth, a feeling belonging to that which is permanent
and eternal, and claiming that which was permanent
and eternal to rest upon. It was not to maintain the

powers of the understanding that Luther stood forth,
but to declare the might of faith ; not to dispute old

creeds, but to claim them as the witnesses of a personal
Being, and of man's connection with him; not to teach

that the feeling of separation from this Being of which

past divines and schoolmen had spoken, meant nothing
but that it meant every thing ; not to say that the sacra-

ments which had been the possession of the Church for

fifteen centuries had lost their power, but that they were
the sure witnesses of man's reconciliation, and that only
by accepting them as such could live burdened con-

science be delivered. In like manner, it was not by
leaching men that the old literature of which they had

lately become possessed signified nothing and that their

only work was to forget the past, but it was by opening
to them the history of God's past dealings with the

world, and showing them how these concerned all their

rommon and daily life, that the great Reformer pre-
vailed. And therefore it may truly be s-aid, that he seems
to have been appointed nmre to explain the meaning of the

period which we have been considering, to justify its toils,

to make them effectual for good, than even to give the

character to that on which we shall presently enter. It Moral and

had been an age of Law, in which nations had been'
_ ,. sical Phi

brought under the yoke or fixed and -positive govern- iOK)phy.
ment, and in which individuals had sought to shape out ^_r ^ ^-
a rule of life for themselves. Luther showed what
law has to do with man, how fixed, absolute, irrever-

sible it is ! how impossible it is to evade its sanctions,
or to substitute any inventions of ours in place of it !

how the conscience of man answers to its decrees ! It Luther

had been an age of discussions about Ontology, about how con-

Realities, and Names. And Luther's declaration ofa per-
nected with

sonal being, in whom men might trust, and by trusting in
if;

3
-'

6

whom they might be delivered from personal transgres- co(i e<i him.

sions, was the practical Realism which satisfied the

heart of man, which connected itself with the former

questions about law, but left the understanding to pursue
its own way in dealing with the names of things. It had
been an age in which men had glorified certain human
qualities, making these their ideals of human excellence,

though they could only be attained by the members of

one class, and needed outward ornaments to recommend
them. He brought out the truth, that there is a perfect

humanity for each man to behold and to claim as his

own, a humanity in doing homage to which he does not

worship himself, but God, a humanity set forth in one
who had entered into the feelings and the sorrows of

every peasant. It had been an age in which men had

sought to discover how universals are connected with

individualities, and Luther rose up to carry forward the

assertion of Wickliff with clearer light, that there must
be an universal body, but that unless it recognises the

distinctness of each particular man, it does not fulfil

its own conditions.

It is no doubt true, and the fact requires as much
to be noticed by the historian of philosophy as by
the theologian, that the side of this last truth which had
been most kept out of view during the middle ages, was
the side which now thrust itself forward at times to the

utter exclusion of the other. By a portion of the Reform-
ers the distinctness of the individual man was felt to be

all in all, the idea of a fixed and permanent constitution

was thought of only as subordinate to this ; and though
this was not the case with Luther, it is true that his

position, as well as that of his brethren, prevented him
fiom asserting as he would have wished that there is a

catholic body, though it do not derive its catholicity
from the sovereignty of a local bishop. But this cir-

cumstance only shows more clearly how completely the

Reformation was the winding up of that particular dis-

cipline to which western Europe had been subjected
since the days of Charlemagne. Universal truths, the

idea ot'auniversal commonwealth, it had been the work
of the first period to bring fonh into clear manifestation.

The truths which concern each man's own life, the na-

tional order by which that life is realized, had been gra-

dually working themselves out in this second time. The
Reformation so far brought the two ages into harmony,
for it showed that each man truly lives only when he
ha* claimed a higher life than his own, that each nation

truly lives only when it acknowledges direct allegiance
of iis monarch loan invisible King. More than this

miirht be wanted. The continuance of a number of
nations in subjection to the Romish Pontiff, the conti-

nued recognition at least by one (and that the one which
e spoke of as the first and ablest assertor of the indi-

vidual and the national principle) of its relation to the

elder church, even while it resisted the usurpation to
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Moral and which that church had been subjected, may prove that

sicafplu-
solllelh' ng was wanted which this crisis 'lid not deve-

losuphy. lope. What it was we may discover as we proceed.
>^ v^_' But this at least seems certain, that we have arrived at a

very notable crisis in moral and metaphysical history, the

effects of which upon the age whicli followed it we
must now begin to trace.

From the Reformation to the French Revolution.

Kflectsof When alluding in an early part of this sketch to the

the break- form of society which was established through Hebrew

th
g
F
P M 'n fluence >n Egypt, and tracing in it some likeness to

ivstem tne feudal system ofmodern Europe, we remarked that the

root of that system layin family relationships: though all

its outward characteristics were connected with notions

of military subordination. In this opinion we believe

most writers on the subject substantially agree, though

they may not adopt the same language. For though the

old notion of discovering this system among the

German tribes has {riven place to the much juster and

more reasonable doctrine which makes modern institu-

tions an outgrowth from the old institutions of Rome, no
one can doubt that there was a plea for that notion,

and that some modification of it is necessary in order to

account for the difference between Teutonic and Roman
life, even when both had been brought under the same
Christian influences. And therefore all considerate

persons have attached much importance to that rever-

ence for marriage and for the bonds of family life gene-

rally, which characterised our German ancestors; these

they have regarded as constituting a capacity for the re-

ception of Roman order and law. This being admitted,
there seems little difficulty in understanding that the

time when that which is properly called the system of

feudalism began to crumble, the time when its legal and
formal restrictions were relaxed, and when another order

appeared in the nation which had to work out a system
of government for itseltj may have been the time when
the original principles of this system its properly Teu-
tonic elements, were brought out with a new strength
and distinctness. Every one must feel that our landed

tenures, with the principle of primogeniture lying at the

basis of them all, did in some way bear a more decided

witness for a family principle than any institutions in

the old world with which they might be compared, or

from which they had been derived. Yet so long as the

aristocracy formed the nation, so long as all, however
little related to them by any real ties of kinsmanship,
were connected with them as military dependants, so long
as there was no class witnessing for some other than

this family principle, and thus making that better under-

stood, it is evident that the real meaning of these in-

stitutions must have been latent, not developed. Other
circumstances connected with the history of this age
assisted in keeping this meaning out of sight. The re-

verence which the church seemed to pay to the institu-

tion of marriage, by reckoning it among the sacraments,
was no practical compensation for the slight which it

put upon that institution, by refusing it to the most rever-

enced members of the commonwealth. The separation
of a portion of this body, not only from this but from
all the relations of life, tended still further to weaken
the respect for them. Chivalry, by carrying men to the

pursuit of distant objects, and an ideal of character, had

the same tendency ; so that the influences which most

determined the character of the period, however favour-

VOL. it.

sical Phi-

losophy.

able to some exercises of virtue, and especially to rever- Moral and

ence and loyalty, were clearly not favourable to the Me
'.

a
l>';y-

homely and household graces. While chivalry was the

indication of a deep and sincere feeling, while the in-

spiration which prompted the establishment of the reli-

gious orders was alive, the evil might be less felt. But
when a fashion had succeeded to a faith, indulgence to

discipline, men could not fail to observe how much the

pretence of something that was higher destroyed all

plain and practical morality. The feeling was likely to

be strongest in the new class that which was on other

grounds discontented with the tone of feeling in the

church, which did not share in the visions of the aris-

tocracy, and which, being removed from the temptations
of wealth and foreign intercourse, was likely to practise
a simpler and purer habit of life. These circumstances Reverence
alone might seem to account for the manner in which fur rela-

the Reformation operated to substitute reverence for re- tionships a

lationships for tliat homage to some human ideal which
had distinguished the middle ages, and that pursuit of
absolute excellence which had characterised the Fathers tion.

of the church. But such circumstances would not have

produced such an effect unless the theological character
of the Reformation had been moulded in conformity
with them. It was so moulded in a remarkable degree.
That truth to which the conscience betook itself, when
it was pursued by the fearful image of a condemning
law, was the belief of a relationship, established between
God and his creatures, expressed in the baptismal Co-

venant, to be realized by the faith of each person. As
the Bible was more and more appealed to by the re-

formers against the logic of the schools, the idea of this

divine relationship as the ground of all human rela-

tionships to be set forth and realized in them became
more steadfastly present to their minds. Grasping this

principle they became less concerned about the under-

me&nings which men of a former age had perceived or

suspected in the sacred writings. The plain letter was
seen to contain a deep mystery, and through that mys-
tery to expound the scheme ofpractical life, and the differ-

ent relations and conditions of that practical life became,
to an extent which persons who have formed certain con-

ceptions of the Reformation for themselves would not

easily believe, the subjects treated of in the most earnest

exhortations, and even in the higher divinity of the time.

Thus two curious and somewhat paradoxical results came
to pass. The middle class, the class which represented
the individualizing feeling, preserved the family feeling
ofwhich the aristocracy is the proper representative, and,
in the countries which submitted to the Reformation, ena-

bled the aristocracy, divested of its military dignities
and feoffs, to assume its true position. And the Refor-

mation itself, while it seemed to be lifting men out of the

grovelling notions and practices of the day into that

feeling of connection with the invisible world, which
formed the basis of the older and sublimer morality, did

in fact give a more human and common-place direction

to men's thoughts, causing that the cultivation and the

study of these relationships should be the centre of the

moral studies and moral inquiries of all those ages
which were directly subject to its influence.

But we have seen that there is a Greek as well as a Sense of

Jewish, a metaphysical as well as a moral side to human Powe*-

inquiries. A habit of estimating highly the family rela-

tionships was one effect of the Reformation, but it was
not the only one. Another has been much more noticed,

and should be certainly not passed over ; the sense of

4 o
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XVIth

Century

Vigorous

faculty.

Moral and Power, of a. power belonging to each man distinctly, and

Metaphy- not to men acting merely as portions of a body. Those
sical Phi- wno teacn that the powers ofman woke at once from a

deep slumber just at the beginning of the XVth Cen-

tury, or somewhere in the course of the XlVth, do indeed

use strange and preposterous language. For all the seven

centuries during which the western people had been

growing up these powers had been most wonderfully de-

veloping themselves. In the conflicts of political parties,

in the conflicts of the schools, in splendid enterprises and

lonely watchings, the human faculties had been acquir-

ing a strength and an energy which no sudden revolu-

tion, if it were the most favourable which the ima-

gination can dream of, ever could have imparted to

them.
But it is true also, that the consciousness of these

powers, the feeling that they were within, and must

come out, was characteristic of the new age. They had

been exerted before in ascertaining the conditions and

limitations to which they were subject, exerted with the

pleasure which always accompanies the feeling of duty,
but not from a mere joyous irrepressible impulse. Set

free from the bandages of logic, yet stifl with that sense

of subjection to law which was derived from the logical

age, exercised under the sense of a spiritual presence,
without the cowardly dread of it ; these faculties begun
to assert themselves in the XVfth Century with a

gladness and freedom of which there was no previous,
and perhaps there has been no subsequent example. In

exercise of those countries which had effectually asserted a national
-.he creative

pOs jtiotl) an(i where theological controversies were so far

settled, that they did not occupy the whole mind of

thinking men, or require swords to settle them, this

outburst of life and energy took especially the form of

poetry. English poetry had from the first been con-

nected with the feelings of Reformation and the rise of

the new order ; Chaucer and Wickliff expound each

other. And now Protestantism manifestly gave the di-

rection to the thoughts of those who exhibited least in

their writings of its exclusive influence. The high feeling

of an ideal of excellence which had descended from the

former age, and which in that age had not been able to

express itself in words, now came in to incorporate itself

with the sense of a meaning and pregnancy in all the

daily acts and common relations of life, and the union

gave birth to dramas as completely embodying the

genius of modern Europe, as those of .35schylus, So-

phocles, and Aristophanes embody the genius of

Greece. Throughout Europe the influence was felt.

The peculiar genius of Cervantes did not hinder him
from expressing the feeling which we have designated
as characteristic of the time, only as was natural from

his circumstances with more of an apparent opposition
to the older form of thought. And he as well as Ariosto

and Tasso were able to bring forlh in their works the

national spirit of their respective countries just as

Shakspeare, with all his universality, exhibits so strik-

ingly the character and life, of England.
It is important to make these remarks, though they

may seem foreign to our immediate subject, that we may
understand the peculiar moral and metaphysical tend-

portion of encies of the time on which we are entering. As yet

the power those tendencies displayed themselves far more remarU-

of which ably in the creative works of which we have spoken, and

in theology, than in what are strictly called philoso-

phical speculations. How closely these had identified

themselves with theology in ancient Greece as much as

How Aris-

totle and

Logic re-

gained a

thevetival
of letters

and the

Reform a-

iu Christendom, we have had continual occasion to oh- Moral aui1

serve. It was not likely that they would be severed ^'"pif-"
now. The time probably when philosophy made most

|0>0phy.
effort to establish itself on a ground of its own, was in ^ ^ - '

the period immediately following the revival o'f letters, tion at first

and preceding the Reformation. Then that habit of deprived

unbelief, which we saw everywhere growing up, espe-
them -

cially in the cultivated classes, together with the impa-
tience of scholastic fetters, drove men to seek among
the sects of Greek philosophy which arose in the scep-
tical age, for amusement or sympathy. The new kind
of practical doubts, far inferior in real depth to the

doubts ot the schools but more plausible and attractive

which the history of ancient speculation supplied, took

hold of superficial minds, and the Aristotelian forms
were not found sufficient to subdue them. Then there

arose up men of earnest and deep minds, such men as

Picus of Mirandula and Ficinus. to revive the old Pla-

tonic ideas, and to show what witness they bore for

those truths which men were ready to abandon. But
the Reformation terminated this kind of controversy,
or made it unimportant, by bringing real human in-

terests into play, and connecting them with the direct

facts of Christianity. Hereby, however, a new and un- Rea i;t ;eg

expected result was produced. The reformers had been anj fot.

assertors of faith against logic, of the realities of the raulas.

Bible against the formalities of the schools. But when

they began to argue and to teach, they found that they
too had need of the school wisdom. They found it im-

possible to distinguish false statements from true, to

possess in any sense a theological nomenclature without

resorting to Aristotle and his disciples. We have ex-

plained why it must have been impossible. Aristotle

is emphatically the teacher of names ; the ascertainerof

the distinctions and boundaries of the necessary forms

and conditions of the human intellect. The schoolmen
did but show how questions relating to theology, and to

every other subject with which they dealt, must be ex-

pressed according to these forms. In setting out a

scheme of thoughts, either for controversy or instruc-

tion, it was not a matter of choice, but of necessity, that

these forms should be adopted. There were no others ;

to be unscholastic in things pertaining to the schools,

you must be incoherent and irrational. The main

question now as heretofore was, how the scholastic forms

and the realities which men had fled to as a refuge from

their tyranny could live and dwell in harmony together.
That they must coexist under some condition or other

was certain ; the history of modern Europe had demon-
strated it. And that there would be some providential
scheme for redressing the evils arising from the pre-
valence of either, was also to be expected, and lias,

we think, been proved by the different outbursts of

religious feeling, for a time resisting all forms, and then

subsiding into great formality in most of the nations.

Whether there were any healthier and better means of

reconciling that which is properly human, universal,

and real, with that which is definite, scholastic, nominal,
those utterances of actual wants which belong to man
himself, with the distinctions which are needful for (hose

who are to be teachers of others, or who are sub-

jected to an intellectual discipline; and whether, if

there be such an expedient, any nation has hit upon it

is a question which we shall not discuss here. Our

object is to show how Aristotle, after being in a manner
denounced by the reformers, was at last inevitably
tiiken into their favour again ; a circumstance not merely
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Moral and
affecting theology, but all other studies, and the progress

?cai

a
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^ ^uman inquiries gent-rally.

losophy.
I*06 'orm f theological and philosophical questions

v ,_
' in the first century after the Reformation was then de-

Old ques- rived from the previous age. It might also be said,

tions as- that the questions themselves were not new. They had
sumeanew a \\ ^pen debated again and again in the schools. For

inthistime '"stance > of the two great theological controversies, that

relating to the Eucharist, and that to the decrees of

God and their relation to the will of man, the first,

as we have seen, began vvith the beginning of the scho-

lastic age, and the latter had certainly been a topic for

meditation in every part of it, But these controversies

derived such a new character from the Reformation, that

though they occupied men so much before, they became

i)3w and the signs of a new era. The sacramental

question in the former age turned upon the attempt to

reconcile the forms of our understanding with the need

which we feel of admission into a region which is above

our understanding. And this might, for a time, seem

to be the difficulty of the reformers as much as of their

predecessors. Hut if we look deeper we shall find that

the feeling of a direct relationship established between

the Creator and his creatures, a feeling not now surely
for the first time realized but now for the first time

occupying the central place in the thoughts of Christian

men and Christian students, gave a new turn to this

debate, and made the sentiment respecting it in the

heart different even where the language was the same.

A similar remark applies to the other great question,
which belongs more strictly, as every one will acknow-

ledge, to the sphere of metaphysical theology. The
older theology starting from the highest ground, from

the assumption of an all-creating, all-energizing will,

sought to discover how the movements of the human
will could harmonize with or resist this. In the time

of the Reformation the strong assertion of the principle
of faith, of a man's right to claim a distinct relation to

his Maker, gave a kind of precedence to the acts and

energies of man, and made the controversy turn upon
the point, how the power, whereof a man becomes

conscious, is modified, controlled, or created by the

energy of the higher will. And thus this controversy
became, in fact, the seed of all the metaphysical ques-
tions of the next three centuries, even of those which
had the least of a theological character, as it might not,

perhaps, be wrong to affirm that the sacramental ques-
tion was the seed of all the great moral arguments
which were carried on during the same period.

Pantheistic B ut though there was this manifest direction of

thT'a >al Bought towards the subject of human powers and

countries, energies, it was scarcely to be expected that while those

powers and energies were in their full exercise, questions
about their nature would, as such, excite any great
interest. The directly philosophical controversies of ihe

XVIth Century, therefore, as distinguished from the

theological, did not as yet distinctly assume the new

impress. By far the most interesting of them were

carried on in those countries which were still under pon-
tifical dominion. They were struggles of the awakened

spirit in that time to break loose from the tyranny of

prescription and logic, and to assert a freedom tor

speculative men, which practical men in those countries

had not been able, or, perhaps, had not sought, to

achieve. The Protestant divines, who had found a

practical reality, were, as we have said, content to let

Aristotle reign in the schools ; nay, were eager to main

tain his authority, and by degrees, as their controversies Moral and

with each other and the Romanists increased, became ^'fpif"
really attached to and enslaved by the logical forms Joseph

'

which they at first only tolerated as needful for certain i_^^_^ ,

purposes. The free spirits who had been nursed in

Italy under a clear sky, and amidst forms of beauty ap-

pealing to the imagination and the heart ; who had felt

the impulse given to the world by the ancient literature ;

who had caught the iconoclast spirit of the Reforma-

tion, though they entered little into its peculiar objects
and proclamations, naturally wandered into quite another

region. The dry intellectualisrn of Aristotle was to

them intolerable. Could it be that the aspirations of
their souls after the good and the beautiful, aspirations
which they shared with the great men of old, with Plato,
and Philo, and Plotinus, were all to be tied down in

formulas ? Could it be that the divine nature admitted
either of such limitations, or of those sensual limita-

tions which a corrupt priesthood had invented to please
the vulgar? Could it be that the fair universe which

lay out before them endured restrictions which even
the minds of its ignorant beholders disdained? Such

thoughts as these brooded over the spirits of many men
in this time, but took possession of none so completely
as of Giordano Bruno. They gave birth in him to a Giordane
scheme in which noble thoughts respecting God, unsus- Bruno,
tained by a clear perception of the ground on which
men may have intercourse with him, mingled far too

closely with bright and clear visions concerning nature.

The result appears to have been a Pantheism which was
called Atheism at Rome ; and for which he was burnt

by men who had themselves and their own corruptions

chiefly to blame for any aberrations into which a spirit,

apparently longing after truth, was tempted in the pur-
suit of it.

In many ways the history of Giordano Bruno is im- The
portant, especially as illustrating the origin and symp- XVIIth
toms of the like faith in later times. But it is most in- Century,

teresting to us in this place as an indication of the new ^
feelings respecting Nature which were beginning to tufnTot"
work in men's minds. We observed, that the physical this age.

speculations of the first Greek school were closely con-
nected with the sense of power which was awakened in

commercial colonists living under small organized go-
vernments wherein each man had an interest in the
midst of the great Asiatic Empire. And though these

inquiries seemed wholly turned towards nature, we ob-
served that, by a careful consideration of the notions and
schemes to which they gave birth, we might discover that

the student was not really so much seeking for an ex-

planation of natural phenomena, as for something ana-

logous with, or the foundation of that which he had
become less distinctly conscious of in himself. In this

way we traced the very origin and meaning of meta-

physical inquiries in their earliest form. They were

attempts on the part of men to compare their powers
with the powers which they saw at work in the world
about them. Supposing this observation to be founded
in a general truth, and not merely deduced from a par-
ticular experience, it ought to receive illustration from
the history of the time at which we have now arrived.

Strangely different as the position of the nations in

modern Europe was from that of the Greek colonies in

Asia or in Italy, there was this in common between
them. The feeling of human power had been strangely
and suddenly developed, and that power had especially
been put forth in practical meditation upon civil affairs.

4ofl
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Though the governments of the different nations had
been for so long a time shaping- themselves into form
and consistency, it was now first that men began to

think distinctly about governing-, to consider it as an art.

In every direction, under every variety of character,

moral feeling, religious faith, this tendency and impulse

might be seen to characterise the XVIth Century. The
monarchs who ushered in this period were Henry VII.,
Louis XI., and Ferdinand of Spain. Machiavel was
one of its early teachers ; Calvin and Loyola, with

the two most opposite sets of purposes which it is well

possible to conceive, were each in their respective spheres

devising schemes and laying down plans of government.

Lastly, a complete political discipline was matured by
the Guises and our Elizabethan statesmen. Much might
be said of the effects of this temper on the morality of

the time, especially in producing that prudential standard

to which so many in their outward acts conformed them-

selves, who nevertheless did homage in their hearts to

higher principles, and even lived for the sake of promot-

ing them. All such observations would receive the greatest

light from the history of a man whom we now advert

to on quite another account as the founder of physical
science in modern Europe. The student at first is

somewhat puzzled in trying to connect Francis Bacon,
the most astute and profound of political observers,

with Francis Bacon, the author of the Novum Organum.
But history seems to show very clearly the point of co-

incidence between the two characters, and to prove that

the impulse to the observation of nature springs first of

all from that sense of intellectual lordship whereby a

man is able to feel that he has that in him of which
nature may present many likenesses, but to which it

can offer no parallel. Such a previous initiation into

human affairs was also it would seem a necessary pre-

paration for the particular work which Bacon was des-

tined to perform. It was his calling', as we have hinted

in former passages of our sketch, when speaking of the

connection between his method and that of Plato, to

deliver the study of nature from its subjection to the

forms and conditions of our minds, to show how things

may be known as they are in themselves, to prove that

we are not bound to make ourselves the standards by
which we judge of the objects which we behold. To
effect such an emancipation as this an emancipation, be

it ever remembered, not from that which is in itself

untrue, not from certain shapes and formulas invented

and devised by men, but from those true and undoubted
formulas by which the operations of our understandings
are regulated it was necessary that he should have an
extensive school discipline. But it was surely as neces-

sary that he should be taught by converse with men and
their acts, that there is practically another kind of pro-
cedure than that which the schools follow ; a way of

entering into and becoming livingly acquainted with the

feelings and conduct and purposes of beings, who,

though of the same race, are in all individual tempers,

circumstances, tempers, and habits different from us.

Such a discipline, or, at all events, the character of mind
which made such a. discipline congenial, and induced him
to enter into the studies that appertain to it, was a kind

of needful induction to the belief that we can by some
means feel our way into a clear, distinct, and living ap-

prehension of the forms which the outward world pre-
sents to us, and that we can ascend to a knowledge of

the actual laws, strange and mysterious as they may be,

by which the state and movements of these forms are

determined. We have called this a belief; for beyond
all doubt a fai^h in the possibility of attaining the end in

this as in all other cases of real discovery precedes and
sustains any attempts to ascertain the means of arriving
at it. But for this faith something more was wanted
than even that subtle and refined instinct which had
been cultivated by Bacon's studies of men and converse

with men. The recognition of an absolute ground ol all

human as well as all natural laws, the belief of his

having actually made himself known to his creatures,

and of its beinar possible for them to have a knowledge
of him cleared from the fantasies and idols of their own

imaginations and understandings, was the necessary
foundation of all this great man's mind and speculations
to whatever point they were tending and however at

times one or both might be darkened by too close a

miliarity with the corruptions and meannesses of the

human world, or too passionate an addiction to the con-

templation of the natural world. Nor should it ever be

forgotten, that he owed all the clearness and distinctness

of his mind to h< freedom fro.ii that Pantheism to which
the last great thinker of whom we were speaking so un-

happily yielded. If he had in any wise confounded
Nature with God, if he had not entertained the strongest

practical feeling of men being connected with God
through one who had taken their own nature, and not

through the forms of the tiniverse, it is absolutely im-

possible that he could have discovered that method of

dealing with physics, which has made a physical science

practicable. Pantheism the theory whereof Paganism
in its Greek and Indian forms is the legitimate and the

only possible practical exposition naturally disposes to

that vague admiration and adoration of nature which
was the great hinderance in the old world, and to a
certain extent in the middle ages also, to the honest and
steadfast examination of its wonders. To free men from
this bondage, as well as from that materialism, partly
the fruit of it, partly the reaction against it, which dis-

poses us to look only at the surfaces of things or at the

atoms which compose them, not to inquire after their

secret powers and principles, was one great part of

Bacon's duty. In fcL.illiiig it, he did, as we have re-

marked before, fail in 'he homage that was due to his

great predecessors. He never sufficiently showed in

what sense Aristotle's principles, though inapplicable to

realities, were nevertheless true and necessary. He
never fairly acknowledged, or perhaps perceived that

Plato, though he failed utterly in discovering the laws of

nature, had asserted his own principle of knowing
things in themselves, and traced out a method by which

that knowledge is to be attained as clearly as Bacon
himself. Both offences have been severely punished ;

crowds of sciolists have arisen, who, while abusing
Bacon's name, to slander the two leaders of the old phi-

losophy, have been, in fact, undermining his principles
far more than theirs. Those who are really in earnest

for his reputation, or for the cause of science itself, will

endeavour to divest themselves of this bigotry, and will

perhaps find themselves compelled to acknowledge that

they cannot show their reverence for him better than

by proving that the doctrines, which have now for

two centuries been acting upon Europe usefully or

mischievously, are not really in contradiction to those of

men, who exercised so vast an influence over it during
the sixteen previous centuries.

It will not be supposed by those who have gone

along with our remarks on the analogy between th

Moral and

Metaphy-
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direction to physical studies, made those of which we are

treating less popular or interesting. Following out that

analogy, they would be prepared to expect that at this

time the word metaphysical would acquire precisely that

meaning which we have supposed to be its primitive one

in other words, that those who devoted themselves

under the Baconian influence to inquiries respecting

man, would propose themselves this question above all

others for solution, In what respect do the powers in

man resemble or differ from those which we observe in

nature? They will expect that those higher questions
which were gradually developed out of this in the

course of Greek speculation, those we mean which con-

cern Being and Unity, would indeed be continually pre-

senting themselves to men's minds, but would by no

means form the principal or characteristic subject of their

thoughts. They would be prepared also for a much
more marked and sharp division between metaphy-
sical and moral studies than had existed in any age sub-

sequent to Christianity, perhaps we might say in any age
since that of Socrates; lastly, they will easily believe

that, as in those two former ages, men were occupied
either with purely transcendent questions or with the rela-

tions of men's minds to that which is transcendent, theo-

logy and the revelation, which was believed to be the

Separation exposition of its truths, would much more directly con-

}f meta. nect itself with philosophy in them than in this. In the

physics and first case, philosophy would without any violence, as a

mere matter of course, deduce itself from or refer itself
morals
t'rom the-

ology.
to the principles of a higher science, because the subjects
which it was contemplating in one aspect were those

which that science was contemplating in another ;

in the latter case, on the contrary, theology would be
rather brought in to supply gaps in the system which

philosophy had tried to construct, the scriptures or the

church appealed to as authorities against some of the

conclusions at which philosophers had arrived. The
datum upon which the earlier ages proceeded in all their

thoughts and speculations was, that man is a superna-
tural being, treated as such by his Creator, even when
he had himself abandoned his prerogatives, restored by
a great redemption to his rightful position, enabled to

claim it and to maintain it by a continual divine inter-

ference on his behalf. Now though this doctrine still re-

mained as the foundation of the national faith and insti-

tutions in every part of Christendom, the men who were

especially to govern the thoughts and speculations of
the nations started from a different point. They were
to contemplate man and nature side by side ; not to

assume any dignity in one above the other, but to try if

they could find out whether they were subjected to the

same laws or to different laws, whether they had the

same constitution or a different constitution. Such we
believe to be a fair description of the problem which was
set before the men of the XVIJth and XVIIIth Cen-
turies. We cannot regard without the liveliest interest

their different attempts at the solution of it, or doubt that

each one who had any honesty or insight, nay that one
here and there who had not much of either, has contri-

buted his quota of observation and experiment towards
the settling of it. We do not believe that any one of
these helps is useless or unnecessary. Nay, we do
not doubt that even the speculations of these philo-

sophers with which we have least sympathy may be
turned to good account. We cannot for instance much

applaud the destructive tendencies for which some of Moral and
them were conspicuous, because these would go to set Metaphy-
aside facts which we believe others of them esta- SICal

^
n '~

Wished. Neither can we in genera! rest satisfied with ^ usufy^
thtir constructive attempts, that is with the efforts of

each to do more than the work which we conceive was
set down for him to provide a system, when all he had to

do was to realize some fact. Yet we conceive that we
could not well dispense with their destructive doctrines,

seeing that these serve to determine the limits of their

speculations and the exact amount and worth of that

which they did see. Even less could we dispense with
JJQW t)]e

their crude attempts to form a complete and circular sys- sj.ecula-
tem ; for these do not only supply most valuable admo- tionsoi'the

nitions to us of this day, but also testify to a want which XVIIth

these builders felt must be supplied in some way, whether vvifith
thev could supply it or no. Such are our convictions, Centuries
and in this spirit we shall give a catalogue rai- should be

sonnee of the most remarkable metaphysical writers in treated,

these centuries.

It is a different question how we are to treat those

moral inquiries which were pursued sometimes sepa-

rately, sometimes in conjunction with these respecting
the nature of human powers and faculties. When we
discover the same disposition to subvert the distinction

between Right and Wrong which we noticed in the Greek

Sophists, it seems hard to abstain from the same phrases
of indignation which we permitted ourselves to use

respecting them. And such, no doubt, it was most

right for those to utter who heard these truths assailed,
and observed, as Socrates did, the influence which the

contempt of them was producing upon the jouih of their

land. They were not to wait for such persons to con-

fute themselves, or for events to confute them. They
were to assert strongly and clearly what they felt, for

the good of their own age, and as a witness to those who
should live afterwards. He who records a series of

moral speculations may, however, take a different course.

He need not go out of his way to invent an answer to

those who have doubted or denied that there is any
order in the moral world. He will find the answer
written in sunbeams upon the history of the time, lie

has only to record facts, and it will be seen whether or

no all the denials of all the philosophers that ever lived

can destroy this order, or prevent it from making its

strength manifest when it has been violated.

Two remarkable men born within a few years of

each other, one in France, one in England, may be

&aid to have given a character to all the period which

followed them : these were Descartes and Thomas
Hobbes. The former of these furnishes a remarkable Descntea,

illustration of the view which we have taken respecting
the new direction of human thought. No one aspired
more than Descartes to introduce a complete system of

philosophy, to he a theologian, a physical philosopher,
a moralist, and metaphysician in one ; few persons

probably entered upon the task with more of diligence
and talent combined to assist them in accomplishing it.

Yet irresistibly all his thoughts were drawn to the one

question, Wliat is this mind of ours, how is it 'ke or

unlike the things wiih which it deals, and over which it

exercises control ? He might have a s-rand scheme or

theory of nature, wonderful vortices, wiih most ingenious
and not to his mind irreverent methods of connecting
the world with its author. But underneath them all, Doctrine

really givinir them their value to himself, and in the concerning

main determining tlieir influence upon alter times, was his lnousnt<
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attempt at an answer to this one inquiry.
"

I am because

I think ; this thought makes the difference between me
mid all other things." The two suggestions which arose

out of this, each having respect to one of the two kinds

thus compared together, determined the other most im-

portant parts of his scheme. If other things are without

thought, what can be positively affirmed of them ? Simply
that they are combinations of atoms. The qualities

which are attributed to them indicate onlytheir effects upon
us ; every thing that has not a soul can be dissected into its

parts; so far Democritns was right. He was wrong
only because he made the soul one of these atomic, divi-

sible things. But what is the thought which is the

essence of this soul? Whence comes it? Being its

essence, it must certainly in its highest sense be within

it. Thoughts, it is true, come into the mind. It

receives thoughts and creates them. But there must be

something below all this. There must be some thought
which is innate in the mind itself. And here is a link

between our minds and the absolute being. We have

an innate thought that He is a witness which to us is

perfect and irresistible. Moreover a man thinks that he

is free; how conld he think so if he were not free? In
the thought lies the freedom, even as in the thought lies

the demonstration of the existence of God. Every one

will surely feel that the man who proclaimed these posi-
tions was not merely uttering dreams. There is some-

thing in them which has a meaning, and which must be

important. Let us wait and see how much of what he

says will make itself good against men who have also

their own words to utter. In the mean time let us be

sure of this; Descartes has told us something about our-

selves ; he has discovered that we do think, and that

this thinking is no trifle, but, whatever it be, a most
solemn and mysterious process.
When we speak of Thomas Hobbes, our thoughts turn,

and rightly turn, to his political writings. These em-

body the character of the man, and without them all his

other speculations would be unintelligible. Nevertheless,

we ought to consider him also as occupied with the

question respecting the relation between man and the

rest of the universe, which we have spoken of as charac-

teristic of this age. That which struck Descartes as

constituting such a strange difference between man and
and all things else, that he could think, did not present
itself to Hobbes as at all a remarkable peculiarity.

Thought appeared to him simply in connection with
that which we think about. There are certain things
submitted to us with which we have to do, certain bodies

which we can handle and dissect ; these form the real

subject upon which our minds exercise themselves, and

these, and these only, are the province of the philoso-

pher. This was very decidedly settling the question in

the opposite way; it was determining that a man is

not under any different law from the things about him ;

and this was precisely the point at which Hobbes was aim-

ing. All nature is subject to certain necessary bonds and
conditions ; it cannot transgress its rules and boundaries ;

neither can man ; it is merely a delusion to fancy that

he has any more freedom than the rest of the universe.

A series of previous powers and influences acting upon
him determine him to be what he is, and to do what he
shall do, and that thing which he calls a Will is just as

much at the mercy of these influences as any other part
of him. But then what does Society mean ? How is

it that men form commonwealths and mingle together
with a sense of fealty to a common head and mutual

obligations to each other? Is not this different from Moral and

some natural compulsion, such as mere bodies obey? Metaphy-

How do they come into this state? said Hobbes. Look
into the history of our own time and you shall see. What
has been the result of our eighteen years of fighting in

England ? We began with a monarch, we have ended
with one. Men have fought for ascendency till they
were tired, then by mutual compact they have stopped;

they have felt that there must be a power over them, and
that there was no help but to obey it. Do you want

any other proof of the way in which society formed

itself at first ? A set of warring atoms called men strug- His ^
gled each against the other. Then came the notion of t;Cs.

combination ; two or three conjoined were a match for

many separate ones. From this combination comes

fellowship; men at last submit to one power through
fear of each other, and he, by all influences that he can

exercise over their fears and hopes, maintains his domi-

nion. But it is mere power and necessity which rule

just as much over these human creatures as over all

others. Thus then we learn both what is to be done and
what is to be known. It is most needful to know the

nature of animals generally, and the ordinary laws of

the universe which they obey : this is the subject of phi-

losophy in its larger sense. It is most needful to know
the 'nature of the particular animal you govern, to know
all the influences of fear and hope which act upon him
and determine him one way or another : this is psy-

chology. It is most useful to know all the ways of turn-

ing these hopes and fears to account for the purpose of

keeping him in subjection : this is politics. Pursuing
these studies, and practising the art to which they
lead us, we may avail ourselves of all helps from sacred

lore as well as profane ; from the terror of superior power
as well as the agency of ordinary compulsion ; only we
have to recollect that all these are means to an end.

They are all used for the purpose of helping men to be

in the only state in which it is tolerable for them to exist.

Such is Thomas Hobbes, the strongest of all dog- His chj-

matists, to whom may well be applied the description
racier ac4

given of the animal which has furnished him with the ^

title of his greatest work: "His scales are his pride,
shut up together as with a close seal ; one is so near to

another that no air can come between them. They are

joined one to another, they stick together that they cannot

be sundered. Theflakes of his flesh are joined together,

they are firm in themselves, they cannot be moved.
His heart is as firm an a stone, yea, as hard an a piece

of the nether mill-stone." An example of a compacter

style than his, with less of grace and freedom in it, our

English language does not supply; nor perhaps has

our English soil ever raised a more closely compacted
man with less of affection or imagination. Yet we con-

ceive there is much to be learnt from his writings. His
stern demand for some object upon which the thoughts
should exercise themselves, so that they should not

merely be busy with their own workings, is in itself

useful and important. His discovery that there is an

Order or Government meant for man, that he, as much
as any natural creature, nay more than any, must be in

subjection to something, is surely a most important truth,

which if not now for the first time discovered, it is at

least valuable to receive a recognition of from such inde-

pendent testimony. Nor ought we wholly to undervalue
even that piece of imaginary history, his account of the

way in which men fought themselves into subjection.
Doubtless no such event is recorded, and all histories.
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( ' ence tna' it "ever can have occurred. But is it not

valuable even in this light as a horrible fantasy ? Do
we not feel that if no civilized nation has ever emerged
out of ihis state of division and tumult, many may have

plunged themselves into it, and may be plunging them-

selves into it now? Is it not well to know what man
would be, if he were not connected by any bonds of

fellowship with other men, what he may become if he

break loose from that fellowship? We may get then, we

think, so much of clear gain from these destructive

speculations, and this also ; the assertions that man
has no Conscience and no Will, are found to be inevi-

tably connected in the mind of the most consistent of

thinkers with the doctrine that the power to which he is

subjected on earth must be an absolute power, and that

all spiritual influences which are exerted over him must
act mainly upon his fears. It will very much assist the

studentin hissubsequentinvestigalions if hedevotesome
time to a comparison of these remarkable thinkers, who
foretell in a manner the habits of thought which were to

Relation of Preva" throughout this period. The obvious distinction

Dt-scartes between them is, that one affirmed man to have that in

to Hobbes. him which is metaphysical; that the other reduced him
lo the same rank as all other creatures, differenced only

by the possession of a more cultivated organ of calcula-

tion, and a livelier sensibility to objects of terror or en-

joyment, But our view of this opposition is very im-

perfect if we do not observe on what ground it rests.

Descartes the Mathematician believes that Thought to

be the most essential part of man which he finds neces-

sary as the basis of a demonstration. Hobbes the

Politician can find nothing in a man separated from his

fellow-creatures but the lowest instincts ; whatever is

beyond this, therefore, he concludes must have come to

him from without and not from within. Here are two
lines of thought into which we see that men occupied
with the inquiry respecting the nature of man as con-

nected with other natures immediately diverged.

Politics and Of the one which our countryman traced out we shall

mathema- have to speak presently. The other it is equally needful

to work in its different windings ; still more to feel

clearly what was its starting point. The very existence
of such a science as mathematics had ever been a war-
rant to men that there is something fixed and certain,
not dependent upon the caprices and accidents of our
minds. We have seen what hold it took of the mind of

Pythagoras, and how necessary Plato considered it as

an induction to all philosophy. But we may easily con-
ceive what new dignity was added to this science now
that nature had become ihe great subjecl of study, and
now that logic had lost so much of its interest. We
cannot wonder then, that when men began to study the
nature of their own minds, and to compare them with
the things around them, they should have been struck
above all things with wonder at their possession of a
science whereby they were able to take account of the

forms and relations of that world against which they
were measuring themselves. What was it? What did
it mean ? And what above all must I mean who have

it, who possess this means of attaining certainty respect-

ing the things about me? Surely this certainty must

appertain sti.l more inwardly and intimately to myself.
This thought must be the surest of all things, its oracles
the most infallible; no other demonstration can surpass
its demonstrations. So reasoned Descartes, and the full

effect and consciousness of his reasonings revealed them-

selves in the mind of a man of deeper reflection and Moral and

greater consistency than himself, Bernard Spinoza the Metaphy-
Jew. Perhaps there is no one of whom it is more right

s
,

lcal

to speak cautiously than of this remarkable person. His . J_J_^_.
contemporaries felt only the mischievousness of some of Bernard
his propositions, and took no account either of the cir- Spinoza.
cumstances of his education, of the truth which seems
to have been working in his heart, or of the confusions

which they and he shared together. It is to be feared
Effects (

that in this day there may be a somewhat violent reac- his Jewisb
tion in his favour ; many hastily concluding that a man education.

of so much genius, and so much confidence in his own
conclusions, if he were not a demon, must be a great

prophet. We conceive that a man trained as he was to

the reverence for an absolute Being, between whom and
his creatures the rabbins recognised no actual mediator,

disgusted as he must have been with their frivolities, and
cut off from all political fellowship, must have needs
hailed with delight the doctrine which Descartes pro-
claimed, that there is a witness of this Being in our own
selves, and that there is demonstration in this very wit-

ness. Nor can we wonder that a man whose conscience
witnessed to him that this was so, should have been led

on to believe that he wanted no further light respecting
this Being than this, that he was the ground and subject
of his own thoughts, or that advancing a step further he

should have been tempted to look upon the acts and move-
ments of the universe as so many acts or properties of this

Being, or that, he should have been able to trace with cu-

rious coherency and in mathematical sequence how these

different thoughts were derived from each other. In ex-

pressing such thoughts, he might easily use language
which on some who heard it may have had all the effect

ofAtheism, and yet have seemed to himself at the most
immeasurable distance from it; in considering the forms
and essences of the world as divine attributes, he must
have slid into Pantheism, while yet there may have been
a line of separation in his own mind even between this

doctrine and his own, and while by his clearness of

thought he may have enabled other and happier students

more fully to perceive wherein its evil consists. At all

events we may make this remark, that if this Hebrew
carried the Cartesian doctrine to its furthest point, he was

by his national position united to his acquired philosophy,
at the furthest possible remove from all those political reel-

ings and influences which, as we have seen, governed the

philosophy of Hobbes. Both were, in their own way, most
coherent thinkers ; the conclusions of both were about

equally startling and extraordinary, though diametrically

opposite. May we not hope that, in some way or other,
a point of coincidence may be discovered between their

two modes of thinking ; that politics and mathematics, the

objective and the subjective speculations, may not always
refute each other, and yet both put forward such a
front of necessity and demonstration, and that this prin-

ciple, whatever it be, which reconciles them may not be

quite so alarming as either, when contemplated in its se-

paration and singleness ?

If we adhered strictly to chronology we ought to Jacob

have mentioned Jacob Ilehmen before Descartes or Behmea

Spinoza. This man seemed born to show what deep
thoughts may work in the mind of a mechanic, and

how, if awakened, they will ascend at once into the

region of the permanent and the universal, overleaping
all the ordinary forms and limitations of the intellect ;

yet how inevitably they will take their shape from
the age in which they were produced. It is now ge-
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nerally admitted by those who have looked into the

writings of this celebrated shoemaker of Goerlitz,

that he is not to be dismissed with the vague phrase of

vituperation,
" an obscure mystic ;" that his obscurity was

in a great degree the effect of unacquaintance with scien-

tific language, but that, through it all, may be traced

deep thoughts respecting God and man, by which philo-

sophers might be greatly profited. But our main reason

for referring to his writings is, that they illustrate the

tendency to speculation respecting nature, to compare
Nature with Man, and to connect both with the mysteries
of Form and Number which we have seen was equally
characteristic of the most learned men. By Descartes

and Spinoza, mathematics were looked upon as the great
instruments for expounding their thoughts, and as the

witnesses for something unchangeable. Behmen could

invent a mode of exposition for himself, and he wanted
no testimony respecting the being of God. But to him
the relations of forms and numbers became mysterious

objects which he could see moving and operating won-

drously in the divine, the natural, and the subterranean

kingdoms.
A somewhat similar tendency may be traced in a very

different class of men from any of those we have been

speaking of, those admirable and accomplished writers

who have been called the Cambridge Platonists, Ctid-

worth, John Smith, Wortliintjlon, Henry More and

others. These men, though they lived in the same

stormy period as Hobbes, had not caught the influence

of the political feelings of their time, but rather had been

driven by disgust with them in the opposite direction. In

their desire to escape from the dogmatism of the times

they had betaken themselves to the earlier Christian

authors, and had learnt to feel (as they did) that Chris-

tianity was the satisfaction and complement of Platonism.

But though they thus strove to cast themselves into an-

other period, they really received a very strong impres-
sion from the one into which they were born. They
looked upon Descartes as a kind of interpreter of Plato,

connecting his thoughts about the immateriality and

immortality of the soul with the discourse in the Phcedon,
and eagerly adopting his atomic theory respecting the

rest of nature as a homage to that which is intelligent
and voluntary ; and the deepest thinkers among them
seem to have been drawn by an irresistible impulse into

Pythagorean and Talmudical speculations respecting
numbers and forms. In spite of the name which they
have received, they appear to us more properly Carte-

sians than Platonists, being far more busy about the

soul than about its objects, and therefore in their ethical

system sliding into the Aristotelian doctrine respecting
the distinction between the Absolute and the Practical,

and teaching how to form Habits rather than to rest in

Principles.
But Descartes, it would seem, was not meant to exert

any decisive or permanent influence over the English
mind. The power of mathematics made itself prac-

tically felt here in the Principia of Newton, and left the

field of metaphysics and morals to political influences.

Those influences had very much changed their character

sini:e the time of Bacon. In his day men had entered

upon the study of civil life with infinite delight, as upon
a real pursuit in which they could hope to make con-

tinual progress, and in which some new varieties of cha-

racter and conduct would continually be presenting them-

selves. The simulation and cunning which even wise and

good men seemed to think lawful were the result of their

sical Phi-

losophy.

looking upon policy as an art, an interesting pursuit in Moral and

which men were to propose to themselves certain ends, and Metaphy-

to accomplish them by what means they could. But this

habit of feeling was not sound and true enough to last;

real questions arose, real principles were brought into

play, with which mere prudence and skill could not

deal. Then came that civil war in which, amidst all its

crimes and evil*, strong and noble passions were called

forth on both sides ; on the one a reverence for the person
of the sovereign associating itself with reverence for the

ancient Church of the land ; on the other, respect for law

connecting itself with the assertion of each man's distinct

Personality and Responsibility. The war had terminated ;

the party which had asserted the majesty of conscience

and law had violated Law and trampled upon Conscience.

The party which had supported loyally and the church
had triumphed ; but the monarch who represented these

venerable principles in his heart despised them. The
more their legal authority was recognised, the less they
were felt as having a ground above all formal law.

Meantime commerce was every day enlarging its bor-

ders. Its principle of barter and exchange was felt to

be living though other principles were dead, and spee-

dily this principle began to be recognised as the one

which all things obey. In such a time, John Locke John

appeared, a man of great simplicity and honesty, who was Locke,

bred in a Puritan school to (eel little sympathy with the

past, who was gifted with a keen eye to observe what in

the notions of his time was loose and disjointed the

relics of other ages now ill understood who would not

profess more than he felt or knew upon any matter, and

who, because many talked of things which he was
sure they did not understand, rather suspected that

this was the case with all that had ever professed to see

more than he did, who had the power of making men
perceive how much they believed already, who was no-
wise able nor much pretended to enlarge the sphere of

their belief, or discover to them what they had not yet

apprehended. It was his undertaking to remove Mys- jj;s (i

teries from the science of Government by resolving that ent labour*,

relation between the king and the people, which had

hitherto been expressed in religious forms into the plain
notion of an Original Compact ;

to remove all difficulties

upon the question how men should feel respecting the

differences of Opinion in each other, or States respecting
the differences of opinion in their subjects by the

simple consideration that we are all liable to err; to

take away puzzles out of the path of the Teacher, by

showing that Education is to prepare men for the busi-

ness of life ; to put men in a simple way of Conducting
their own Understandings, by warning' them of the

danger of being influenced too strongly by this opinion
or by that ; lastly, to set a>l matters clear respecting the

Understanding itself, by showing that it receives its

Ideas through the Senses.

In saying this we are describing (as may be judged His cha-

from the character we have given of Locke) the effect racier and

of his opinions upon a time which had implicitly adopted
ln

them before he formally set them forth, rather than the

intention of tlieir author. He had no feeling that he was

producing books which were to terminate all questions,
and set men's minds at rest for ever. He merely an-

nounced what he had himself thought about different

subjects, and why he did not see his way to adopt the

more remote and recondite principles which some had

dreamed of. Or if he did fancy that his doctrines on

Government and Toleration were all that were needed, at
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. _^_, indifference to inconsistencies, so loop: as he can make
known what seemed to him on the whole true, which we
believe to be the secret of his permanent fame, though
it has very little to do with the popularity of his opinions.

The effect He is admired by a multitude of unthinking persons,
of hi writ- because he is supposed to have swept away, or at least
l '<S*-

effectually undermined, all the feelings, notions, and

habits of thinking which had connected themselves with

the idea of philosophy from the earliest Greek ages to

his day. He receives, and we hope will always receive,

from sensible men a tribute of respect, not to be dis-

turbed by the exaggerations of fanatical admirers or by
a painful feeling that he has been the occasion, though
not the cause, ofmuch conceit, ignorance, and contempt,
because they believe that he did remove some confusions

which it was necessary to remove ; that he affected less

than most men to huildwhen he was only pulling down ;

and that though he laid i;o deep foundations, he was in

some degree the beginner of a series of experiments
wliich it was needful should be made, and which were
to terminate in the establishment of principles very dif-

ferent from any which he acknowledged. We will say
a few words on each of these points.

Innate After the notice which we have taken of the ideas of
ideas. Plato in an earlier part of this article, it is quite superfluous

to remark that the doctrine contained in the first book of
T ocke does not affect them in the least degree. Locke

t'egins with assuming that Ideas are identical with No-
lions and Impressions, and, having made this assumption,
proceeds to prove that they are derived to us through
our senses. It had been Plato's great object to explain
what he meant by an Idea, and how it differs from a

Notion. Locke did not take the pains to understand

him, perhaps it was not worth his while, but at all

events he did not confute him. He does not indicate in

any one syllable of his essay that he had a glimpse (we
do not say of Plato's meaning, but) of the possibility that

he should have, a meaning. But while we admit this,

we are not prepared to say, as some have said, that there
was no opinion afloat to which Locke's refutation

directly applied. We conceive the Cartesian doctrine of
innate thoughts, though it may, by nice distinctions, be
cleaned of some of the absurdities which Locke ascribes
to it, must ultimately expose the holders of it to the per
plexities of which he takes notes. Of course Descartes
would have denied that he meant by an innate idea a pro
position clothed in words. But had he done any thing to

show how these ideas in the mind can be substantiated

except in some form of words? If not, he was still open
to Locke's argument, and he could only escape from it

by betaking himself to a region with which his specula-
tions do not intermeddle. There was then something
for Locke to do in the way of destruction ; and though he

may have fancied his dpings in this line much more
extensive than they were, we ought to give him the full

Locke's honour of that which he actually achieved. On the
freedom second point, the absence of system in Locke's writings,mW we need say nothing. It is admitted as much by his

friends as his foes : the former affirming that he left some-
thing for his successors, Condillac and others, to com-
plete ; the latter urging it as one of his evil characteristics
th;it he sanctioned so loose and unscientific a method in

philosophy. Without wholly denying the last charge, we
must jet allege this freedom from ho ombiiion to he a

VOL. II.

Babel builder as one of the conspicuous proofs of his sin- Moral and

gleness and sincerity of purpose. Metaphy-
The last point is the one we are most anxious to press

sical ^h '-

upon our readers' attention, that Locke did actually ori-
lost'Phy-

ginate a series of the thoughts and experiments which
^"

have been in their issue of the greatest value. It may What posi-
seem incredible th;.t the proposition,

" a man derives tive truth

no knowledge except from his senses," should have he tauKht -

any other than a negative imporlance. Jf we have only
eyes, ears, and hands, we ought to be told so undoubt-

edly ; but are we under any great obligation to a person
who informs us that we have eyes, and ears, and hands ?

We answer, yes, we are. This communication, though
it may not seem in itself very new, may be the first ne-

cessary step to truths which we shall not recognise with

nearly the same facility. Such we believe to be the
case. We believe, as we said before, that a new pro-
blem was set before men to find out what their own
faculties are, what they themselves are. We have seen
two or three great attempts at an examination of this

question. But they have taken in too large a sphere of

thought ; they have mingled themselves too much with
the doctrines of a former age, and have rather indicated
all the points hereafter to be discussed in this, than ad-
dressed themselves determinately to any one. It was
needful to begin at the beginning; to see what the very
lowest thing is that a man can do, in order that we may
proceed steadily and gradually to find out what more he
can do. May it not be also possible, that the order in which
a man's faculties are to be trained and educated is pre-

cisely that in which, in the course of such experiments as

these, they will reveal themselves to us? May it not be
that men who were only perplexed as -to* the way of cul-

tivating their own minds, or the minds of others, by
being told that they had certain great and divine per-

ceptions, may in this way be led to recognise one per
ception and intuition after another, till at last one is

found to be there, which did indeed answer, and more than

answer, to all that had been suspected of it? Supposing
this to have been the case, we should surely see a very

good reason not only for the existence of Locke's specu-
lations, but why they should have been cast in that limited

form which, in spite of all national prejudices and feel-

ings of personal respect, we are bound to confess that

they assumed.
We have mentioned by what circumstances in its France

moral and political history England had been prepared to in the

receive the doctrines of Locke, as well respecting the XVII h

nature of government as the laws of the human under-

standing. There was not as yet the same impatience of

mystery among the thoughtful men of France, though
that nation was hasting on to a still more passionate ab-

horrence of it.

We noticed the establishment of the Jesuit body as TheJtsuits

one of the proofs of the strong impulse towards poli-
tical organization and political studies which charac-

terised the XVIth Century. This body strictly preserved
the marks of its origin. It became the great teacher in

the art of politics and in all other arts for the sake of

this. To maintain the great universal polity of the

church against the shocks it was receiving from the new
life in the particular nations was unquestionably the

object which was more or less consciously present to the

minds of its founders. In their noble efforts to bring

Pagan nations within this polity, they presenied the fair

side of their scheme. But it was a scheme still, a

human invention for the sake of keeping up what the

4 p
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Moral and Jesuits believed to be a divine institution. In Europe,
Metaphy- therefore, the divine body which was to be upheld, and

"losonhv'"
l ' le nilman body which was to uphold it, became speedily

v_j_ ^; confounded in men's minds. The Jesuit society was

practically universal society which overlaid the national

spirit in each country, but certainly never led men to

dream that there was any thing higher or more celestial

than that. And soon a system of morality grew up
which was the natural fruit of this confusion. In describ-

ing this system it is common to say that provided good
ends were sought all means were considered lawful.

We do not think this phrase exactly describes the nature

of the evil. The Jesuit body were guilty of any thing
rather than an indifference about means, or a preference
of ends to means. One would say that their great fault

lay in the want of a clear perception of their own ends,

and in the extraordinary devotion of their whole skill and

subtilty to the invention of plans and projects. Give the

followers of the Institute one clear and manly intuition of

a high object, give them but the power of distinguishing
between the church which they thought they were de-

fending, and their own system, and we have no doubt that

the means would have righted themselves, or to speak
more truly, that none would ever have occurred to them
but such as honest men might approve. And it was by

keeping out of sight all high spiritual objects while they
were training men with unrivalled skill and diligence to

the use of instruments, by darkening their perceptions

respecting the true nature and order of society, while

they were suggesting all sage hints respecting the ar-

rangements for carrying it on, that they introduced that

mechanical and materialist philosophy of which the next

age was to present the perfect form as well as the final

results. At present there were (as we said) in France

many brave and noble witnesses against this morality.
Whether there may not be something in iheProvincialLet-

ters of that very spirit which they are attacking ; whe-
ther they may not exhibit a too curious and skilful mode
of dealing with points ; whether the tone of scoffing
which pervades them may not have helped to strensriheu

a temper already too manifest in the countrymen of Pas-

cal, we do not wish curiously to inquire. At all events

the deep meditative spirit which came forth in his other

writings, and in those of the I'ort Royal School gene-

rally, and thence diffused itself among a noble and con-

spicuous part of the French philosophers, touching even,

though not penetrating, some of the poets of Louis's

court, assuredly helped to preserve the mind of Fiance
for a while from the corruption which on so many sides

was threatening it. As metaphysicians, these eminent
men were manifestly outgrowths of the school of Des-

cartes, inclining to the mathematical rather than to the

political, to the subjective rather than to the objective
habit of mind. They rather took the polity of the

church for granted, than much investigated its nature,

abhorring politics as Jesuitical. It was likely that with

this tendency they should bring forward into strong pro-
minence the \iews of Augustine, and should rather per-

haps dwell upon those which belonged to the period of

the Pelagian controversy, than to those which are deve-

loped in his earlier writings. It was ths tendency of

the Jesuits to make human contrivances evfery thing,
and practically to exclude the feeling of the divine will

being the ground of life and law to man. If the Port

Royalists sometimes too exclusively pressed the oppo-
site doctrine, they must be judged leniently as men who
had a fierce battle to fight, and were maintaining it under

P.iscal and
the Pjit

Kiiynl
irriivrs.

great disadvantages. On purely ethical questions, Moral and

their writings, with those of Malebranche and Fenelon, Metajihy-

are, we conceive, of great, value, but more to us than their "J^ ^
own age. The reason is contained in a remark which . _

*

_'

has been made already. It was the particular province
of this period, as we judged from certain indications at

the beginning of it, to expound the nature and founda-
tions of relative morality. But the position of the Port

Royalists and even of Fenelon made them unfit to deal

with this subject. They were led therefore almost in-

evitably into discussions which, though of a higher na
ture in themselves, were far less needed for the wants of

the time, and, as we conceive, could in this time only be

treated partially. This observation applies especially to Bossuet
the very important controversy between Fmelon and and !<?-

Bosmet on the question of the real object which the "e!o-

Christian moralist is to set before himself. ''

Selfishness,"
said Fenelon,

"
is the destruction of the human spirit.

If it proposes to itself selfish aims either here or here-

after, it is not in its true state. . Pure love, and the de-

light in him who is love, are its only legitimate objects.""
By saying so," said Bossuet,

"
you destroy all the

motives and excitements to virtue, all those hopes of a re-

ward and tears of punishment hereafter, by which men
are stimulated to act and exert themselves." The Pope
of the day felt there was so much in Fenelon's doctrine

which corresponded to the language of the earliest ages
of the church, that it was long before he could determine
to condemn him. But the spirit of the time was too

strong for him. Fenelon might he asserting a truth we
believe he was asserting a great and deep truth but it

was one which had need to be connected by certain links

with the life of man upon earth. 'If this morality were

true as to the ultimate end, all our life here upon earth

must be a discipline and preparation for it. How this

was, how there could be a ladder connecting earth with

heaven, the lowest duties of family life with the highest
and most transcendent visions, Fenelon might occasion-

ally dream ; but his circumstances forbade him to deve-

lope the idea. His opponent was therefore able to take

up what seemed to most men a safe practical ground, a

ground which assuredly it was not safe to abandon, unless

some firmer ground could be substituted for it The most

powerful member of the Gallican church declared Chris-

tianity to be a system of selfish morality, and afier a feeble

resistance the Romish Pontiff ratified the decision. The
XVII Ith Century was to show what such principles ac-

knowledged in words, and acted out in life, could do for

the French and the Romish church, what sort of rock

they would prove when the rain began to descend and
the winds to blow.

But the Frenchmen and Englishmen were not the German-

only philosophers of the X V'llth Century. Germany, in in the

the person of Leibnitz, was to give a very strong and XVII

clear prophecy of the works which it was destined after-

wards to accomplish in this department. Though not Leibnit-i.

speaking his native language, this philosopher had most

of the characteristics which we have learnt of late years
to associate with his countrymen : deep thought sus-

tained by vast reading ; a desire to find a common bond
between sciences ; a tendency to seek within us for the

ground of that which is, rather than to contemplate the

objects which are presented to us. In almost all these

respects he is directly contrasted with Locke, in mostfC
them he exhibits some likeness to Descartes. The French-
man may be considered therefore the parent of his spe-

culations, though he had seen clearly how vulnerable some
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His great

practical

II

Moral and of those propositions were which Locke had assailed.

sicai

a

'phi
^' s discovery of a middle point between them, of a way

losophy.
'n which the meaning of Descartes might be saved with-

v_^v / out the assertion of innate thoughts, is, we suspect, the

real and permanent treasure which he has bequeathed
to us. You say that there is nothing in our understand-

ing which is not derived to it from the senses. True,
said Leibnitz, but there is the iindfrstanding itself. The

importance of this proposition, simple as it may seem, is,

we believe, very great indeed. It was in one sense the

strongest practical answer to Locke. It was the over-

throw by an assertion, which appealed as directly to men's

experience as his own did, of his theory so far as it op-

posed all inquiries respecting man himself, and led to the

mere contemplation of his accidents and circumstances.

It was a direct assertion that a man not only has and
receives something, but is something. Looked at in

another way, it was the second step in that series of ex-

periments which Locke had commenced. A man has

senses, said Locke ; this was the last and lowest thing
that could be said of him. He has something which

vnderstcmds which stands below these senses, and can
receive and deal with what they tell him ; this was Leib-

nitz's supplement to that truth. But Leibnitz had other

and higher aims than that of asserting such a proposition
as this. Bayle had laid the foundation of French scep-
ticism in his different writings, especially by bringing

together the speculations of all past thinkers, and show-

ing that they had arrived at no result, or that at all events

the faith and the understanding had always been at va-

theory.
nance. Leibnitz fancied that it was in his power to re-

fute these assertions, that he could construct a Theodicfea,
in which the doctrines of theology should be reconciled

with philosophy. In making this attempt, he found him-

self led back by theology and philosophy alike to that

question respecting Unity which occupied the Greeks and
the earliest Christian age. A perfect self-subsisting Monad
presenter! itself to him as the necessary condition and

ground of all other being, as the reality from which all

other realities are deduced. By this Being, this perfect
monad, all things have been formed according to a pre-
established harmony which is working itself out and

manifesting itself through the imperfections of all indivi-

dual creatures. This grand scheme must needs awaken,
as it always has awakened, the greatest interest in thought-
ful minds. They have felt that it does speak of things
which they have need to acknowledge, that they cannot

put it away from them with the words " This is nothing."
At the same time they must feel, we think, that the

scheme furnishes at best but the dry conditions, the

logical form of a universe. As a dream, how much less

beautiful it is than the Platonic Republic ! How much
less does it carry within itself the witness of being more
than a dream. Surely it was not by such a theory that

sceptics could be overthrown. They felt themselves
in a dreary world of actual contradictions, a world in

which they could grasp nothing that was real, in which

shapes, and fantasies, and opinions were moving back-
wards and forwards in weary mazes, in which falsehoods
and truths were so mingled together, that they lost their

names and natures and became inseparable. What
availed it to give such men the logical outline of a

world, to show them that a harmony is conceivable ?

Let a man but have some glimpse of the reality, and
assuredly the picture, even if it is but imperfectly drawn,
will gratify him; but that any one should rise through
the picture to the apprehension of the reality, where

icul rm-
jos ,.,),

every thing about him seems to contradict that appre-
Moral and

hension, is indeed a vain expectation. Let us therefore
,

'
. , , , . .

give all honour to this deep-minced and enterprising

German, acknowledging that he has realized the fact of
^

our possessing an understanding, and giving him thanks

for proclaiming it, but questioning how far that fact will

go towards reconciling the confusions of the world, or

how far it is possible to build up a system of theology
and philosophy on the basis of it.

Among English thinkers, the one who seems at first The

sight to have received the strongest impression from the XVIlltl

writings of Leibnitz, and to i resent the most striking
en* l

"'-
v
:

parallel to him, is Samuel Clarke. He too attempted a g^u
'

demonstration of the being and attributes of God, and a Clarke.

solution of the puzzles respecting human freedom. He too

brought a most vigorous understanding to bear upon this

and all the other subjects which he handled. But the differ-

ence between the two thinkers is very remarkable. The
demonstrations of Leibnitz have all a more or less direct

reference to the demands and conditions of the intellect.

The demonstrations of Clarke carry one into the outward

world, and from its construction and formation would
lead us to its Author. No doubt, the idea of an d priori

necessity of a Divine Being is present to the minds of

both; but the necessity in one case is much more de-

rived from man's own constitution, and the need of cer-

tainly implied in it, in the other from the constitution of
the universe. And this was the characler which in the

XVIIIth Century began more and more strongly to be

impressed upon the English mind. As physical philo-

sophy diffused itself, theology began to become physical
also. The deeper men like Clarke, whose minds had
taken their form and colour from mathematics, attempted
d priori demonstrations ; writers of feebler, though per-

haps gentler character, contented themselves with de-

ducing proofs of the divine existence, goodness, and wis-

dom from mere observations upon nature. Both alike

assumed that man derived at least his primary knowledge
of God from the external universe ; both alike implicitly
admitted the relations of God with man to be less close

and intimate than his relations with nature. A revelaiion

therefore was a supplement, to the discoveries originally
made in nature ; nature told something, but not all

; a

Bible was sent to tell the rest, and to impart (what the

outward world could not give) a knowledge of the laws

which it had pleased God to establish respecting the con-

duct of his rational creatures. This was the only kind

of language which was popular even among the divines

of that day, who, of course, therefore thought very little of

those mysteries which expressed the fact of a direct union

between man and his Creator, and of those still more
transcendent principles which are at the root of these.

It is obvious also that the question respecting the laws

to which man is subjected how far they resemble, how
far they differ from those which other natures obey,
must have received a new modification from this tone of

feeling. In the time following the Reformation, the

question was, How may the will ofGod and the will ofman
be reconciled ? Hobbes changed it to How can man's

will be reconciled with his subjection to certain necessary
natural laws? In this time, the distinction between the

two questions was lost ; they were supposed practically

to mean the same one being the more vulgar language
of ancient theologians connected with some mysterious
notions now obsolete ; the other the language more

suitable to a philosophical age. Along with this charge
another should be noticed. The puzzle no longer

4 p 2
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referred to the effect either of this will or these laws upon
the internal life of man, but simply upon his conduct.

Could he in his ordinary acts be considered free ? Could

he abstain from committing murder, or do a kind ser-

vice if he liked or was he determined to one or other of

these acts by some previous compulsion?
This point deserves to be noted because it is connected

with so much else that is characteristic of this time.

Conduct was now become any thing. All the literature

of the age dealt with behaviour or manners its poetry,

clear, precise, definite, where more is never meant than

meets the ear, unless it be a double entendre as much
as any other portion of it. These manners therefore

were more and more felt to be the characteristic of man.

By them, if by any thing, he is differenced from other

creatures. So that the philosophy of the age began to

turn much upon this point.
' What do these manners

or morals mean ? What is the ground of them ? Whither

do they tend ?' This was the main question, not exclud-

ing the other respecting the powers, perceptions, or intel-

lect which Locke had discussed, but generally taking pre-
cedence of it. The argument led to many curious results,

very unexpected, one would think, by those who began
it. Let us mention a few of them.

We noticed at the time of the Reformation how the

old chivalrous Catholic morality of the upper classes

was encountered by a more practical, personal, domestic

morality in the middle classes. The distinction was not

effaced afterwards. The Sidneys and the Brookes of the

Elizabethan age maintained a form of character which,

though different from that of the old knights, was legiti-

mately derived from it, and the same came forth in direct

conflict with the other style of character in the cavalier

of the Civil Wars. In the time of Anne and the Georges
this character still survived, but under a very different

modification. The aristrocrat strove to distinguish him-

self from the plebeian by being a philosopher, by seeing
into the real sense or nonsense of things which the mul-

titude humbly believed. As, however, there were of course

various grades of wisdom in the persons who adopted
this fashion, so there were two very distinct forms of

feeling in those who set it. The first appears in Bo-

lingbroke. It is that of a man with considerable sagacity
and knowledge of things explaining the construction and
order of the universe, why this is here, and that there ;

why it is better for the sun to shine in the morning, and
the moon at night; why some men had better know

nothing, and some men know every thing ; all which is

so very plain, that there needed no revelation whatever
to explain it to the world, for it is in fact a part of natural

philosophy and religion. This is the scheme which

Pope rendered into such excellent verse in the Essay on
Man, though the doctrine suffers much in his hands,
from the want of the aristroeratic nonchalance with which

Bolingbroke announced it. The other and far nobler

type of patrician morality was seen in Shaftesbury. The

loyalty and religion of the chivalrous ages, so far as it

was grounded upon any belief of an actual revelation or

of mysterious powers, he considered accidents of super-
stitious times. But the loyalty to an idea of something
pure and lovely he acknowledged as a genuine principle
which the higher class of men are able to cherish in them-

selves, and which does not require helps and appliances
from without to sustain it. Of such ideals we have often

spoken before. After considering them in Plato, and

ascertaining what he felt that they needed to give them
a ground of reality and to connect them with man, we

need not consider what is said of them by one so vastly
MITH! and

inferior both in insight and in science; still it is striking
M l'ta

l>
lly

-

to notice how, in such an uncongenial atmosphere as
iy. ,,h v .

that of the XVIIIth Century, buds from this old stem _^ y-L>
could still shoot themselves forth, much nipt indeed by
frost and blight, but witnessing to the strength and so-

lidity of the original tree, and not perhaps less to the nu-

tritive qualities of the English soil in which it had planted
itself.

But Shaftesbury did not really carry on the experi-
ments of Locke ; he only threw out a hint in favour of an

old principle, which seemed at variance with them. A Hutches^n.

humbler man, still occupied with the same kind of in- The moral

vestigation respecting the meaning of those manners, or sense.

morals, or proprieties, which seemed to distinguish the

human race from the inferior animals, threw out a hint,

which we may fairly note as the third fact respecting
the powers and perceptions of men which was fairly as-

certained and realized. Francis Hutcheson, an Irishman,
naturalized in Scotland, affirmed that man has what he

called a moral sense, a faculty or tact, that is to say,

whereby he distinguishes that which is comely from that

which is base, that which is harmonious in action or cha-

racter from that which is discordant.

This fact II utcheson observed and set it down as an

important fact. We think it is so: whether it is a fact

which ever can become the basis of a system, a fact

which can explain the perplexities and anomalies of the

world, as some of Hntcheson's Scotch successors have

thought that it can, is another question altogether, our

business is merely to record the observations which dif-

ferent thoughtful men have made, and to claim that

they should not be passed over or made light of. On
this ground we claim that Hutchesou's Moral Sense

should be allowed a place beside Locke's Natural Senses

and Leibnitz's Understanding. We do not determine

the importance of the principle discovered, we only con-

tend that it is one.

But this sense of the appropriate and the inappropri-

ate, of the harmonious and the inharmonious, what has it

to do with me and my life ? Can it tell me what I should

do or should not do? If it cannot, is there any thing in me
that can? This question was grappled with by a man of

far stronger and sterner understanding than Huteheson.

It might be supposed that Bishop Butler would have Butler,

derived his answer to this question from some transcen-

dent source, tliat he would have appealed to the Bible or

to the Fathers, as testifying that there is something in man
to which the moral law appeals But this is far from being The con-

the case; no man understood more fully the kind of science,

problems which persons in this day had to work out, and
the kind of helps they were to use in solving them. He set

himself to investigate the subject just as much in a way of

pure experiment, with as little reference to revelation, or to

any other authority, as Locke himself had done. And
proceeding on this ground he arrived at the conclusion ;

man has not. merely a moral sense, he has a CONSCIENCE,
he has that which tells him not, this is fair, this is foul ;

but, thou oughtest to do this ; thou oughtest to abstain

from that. Here we conceive is a fourth fact obtained,

in a way just as formal and legitimate as any of the others.

We may believe that, from the mode in which Butler con-

templated the subject, there was a necessary limitation in

his statements which, if that mode be not taken into ac-

count, makes them more partial, and therefore less true.

We may believe that he was obliged to describe the con-

science as being simply in man when the very idea of it,
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Moral and even as expressed by himself, involves the necessity of its

be ' n
ff not merely in him, of its being a connecting link

with that which is above him. But we feel at the same
time how inevitable this contradiction was, and how much
the evidence for the fact gains by the existence of it.

Starting from premises, and proceeding in a method which

made the recognition of a conscience scarcely possible,

Butler is driven by the mere evidence of facts to

affirm its reality, and by the very awkwardness and

inconvenience of some of his phrases to indicate a higher
idea of this power or perception, not perhaps than he

implicitly recognised, but than any which the line of ar-

gument he had taken up enabled him to express.
But this was not the only fact which this remarkable

man was permitted to add to those which had been real-

ized by his predecessors. The Conscience, with its for-

mula Thuu shall, or thou shall not, might seem to be

express^ that which separates or individualizes. Is a

man then intended to feel himselfan individual creature ?

Is his association with his fellows merely an accident of his

position, superinduced, as Hobbes had taught, by the fear

of mutual destruction? Butler affirmed that the Social

Affections were just as much involved in the constitution

of a man as the feeling of self or self love is
; that you

have no more evidence for affirming the existence of the

one than of the other ; that a man is drawn by as strong
an impulse to his fellows as he is to assert his own distinct

privileges and position ; finally, that that Conscience
which speaks with such distinctness and solemnity to each
man's heart bears no stronger witness than this, that
these social affeciions are true, and ought not to be vio-

lated. We think that the demonstration of this fact n
quite as strong as the other, and therefore we should not
hesitate to set it down as one of the principles which were
added to that primary one of Locke, if we did not recol-

lect that we had already announced a directly opposite
theory from a person also of extraordinary vigour and
aculeness, and (hat as yet we have shown no cause why
one of these theories should be less tenable than the other.

We must wait therefore awhile till we have some other
test by which we can judge of their respective merits, or
can ascertain whether there is any way of assigning some
meaning to each which shall not clash with the other.

These three or four last discoveries might seem to be

leading us in the opposite direction to that which we said

was the bias of this age. They seem to show that
man has something which is not merely natural,

something different in kind as well as in degree from
the other animals. Nay, they would seem to go further,
to show that there is something in man not connected with
his bodily structure, which is most important to him in all

the practical operations of his life. The positions which
were maintained about the same time by another philo-

sopher appear at first sight to be of an entirely different

character. David Hartley, a man of great honesty
and simplicity of mind, and possessed of kindly affec-
tions and religious feeling, had entered with great ear-
nestness into the doctrine of Locke respecting the de-
rivation of our knowledge from outward objects through
the senses ; but he was convinced that this though a truth
was not an ultimate truth. People may talk of receiving
feelings and impressions through the senses. But how
do they receive them? What are these impressions, and
how are they derived to us? Hartley was struck with the
wonderful connection that exists between the different

impressions that are made upon us. Surely they are not
casual and fortuitous, they must follow each other in an

David

Hartley.

orderly series, and would it not be possible to trace this Moral and

series through all its links, to find out the key-note, and eta

f]|>:~
to see how each succeeding note vibrates in harmony with

" "*

it? Such a scheme is surely possible, but if so, where
are we to look for the key-note ? On what part of us is

it that objects make their impn ssion ? Most naturalists,
most philosophers indeed of all kinds, would say, Upon
the brain. Well then, by studying the nerves and fibres

of this brain, we might convert this theory of vibrations

into something more than a theory, we might actually
trace in mathematical sequence how each impression,
sensation, idea (for our readers must remember that the

words in this philosophy are identical) arises, and how at

last we arrive at the deepest and most complex ideas of
all those which refer to our own moral life and the being
of God.

This Hartley has actually attempted an attempt it Truth of

seems to us undertaken with the worthiest feelings, as his princi-

it is unquestionably carried out with the greatest inge- p'^'mits

nuity. Nor, we think, is it very easy for any one who
* '

reads his book to doubt that it has made some points

good against all contradiction. One feels that the very

conception of such a connection between man and the

world, with which he is continually conversing, is almost
a witness for its reality, whether Hartley has succeeded

in tracing out the links of it or no. The beautiful fancy
of a perfect adaptation between our bodies and the

world that surrounds them, must, one would say, be
more than a fancy; all power of taking in and de-

lighting in the sights and sounds of nature witnesses

its reality. The only point to be considered is, how
far the theory will go. Are there not other facts which

must just as much be taken account of as this fact of

association ? Is there not, for instance, this fact, that

the man who has this brain is himself some one, that he

must be before these associations could take place in

him? Is there not also this oiher fact, that he actually
exercises a dominion over that very nature which seems
to be the origin of all these trains of association within

him? But if so, this fact that he is, and that he has

power over the inanimate world, are surely more closely
connected with those moral truths, and with his relation

to a Being greater than himself, than the fact of his out-

ward associations ever can be. We believe, therefore,

Hartley's book to be one of <>reat usefulness and interest

to those especially who have some other solution of these

deeper difficulties than any which he presents them with.

This conclusion might perhaps have suggested itself Fiance,

to some even in Hartley's own day. But there was a

race of philosophers now rising to importance, who de-

termined that any such weak attempt at the reconciliation

of two kinds of facts which our English thinkers had in

their different ways seemed to establish, was utterly ridi-

culous and impossible. We saw France a little while

ago in a state of transition from a very high and mys-
terious philosophy into one which was to set all mys-

tery at defiance. If we undertook to give a complete
account of the sources of this change, and of all the ac-

companying changes in national feeling and character,

we should have to record the melancholy too well known

progress from the glittering glories of the early and
middle life of Louis XIV. to the hypocrisy of his

declining age, to the corruptions of the regency and the

abominations of the next reign. But the direct origin
of it must be referred to Descartes. The atomic theory Analysis in

of that philosopher survived all his other opinions, and physics,

it begat the belief among his countrymen that the only
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mode of dealing with physical substances was by ana-

lysis. Nothing could be known till it could be dissected.

Acquaint yourself with the atoms of which it is composed,

then, and not till then, you understand the thing ; this was
the maxim which established itself almost universally in

natural philosophy. Now the notion which men in this

age formed of natural science had, as we have seen,

the most direct influence on their moral inquiries. It

was quite inevitable then, that an analysis of human na-

ture should be demanded as the one necessary thing for

the purpose of understanding what man is. And it was

equally inevitable that when this analysis was under-

taken, the philosopher who could lay his finger upon the

last and lowest thing in humanity, and show how every

thing else might be resolved ultimately into that, would
be accounted the Magister Sententiarum, the seraphic
doctor of the new school. To such analysis then one

class, and on the whole the ablest class, of French phi-

losophers betook themselves. They did not in the spirit

of Hartley undertake to show how one sensation may
give birth to another, till at last one knows not what

high results may come of them. But they said delibe-

rately and dogmatically all these feelings and powers
that you have talked of, .Understanding, Moral sense,

Conscience, or what you please, are nothing else but sen-

sations, they shall be nothing else, and whoever thinks

them any thing else shall be denounced as a driveller or

a knave or both. It is obvious that if these propositions
be true, philosophy both began and was likely to end in

the XVIIIth Century ; nothing had been done in the

five thousand years previous to that time, and the little

that was required to do might be finished in a very
short time. Oue does not see why, if Condillac and

Helvetius really did what they pretended to do, any more

books need be written in the world besides theirs. They
had got to the bottom of things, they had found out the

foundations of the universe. There men might rest as

they could ; and so indeed these philosophers would have

thought if they had not found a whole world of notions

and opinions based upon another hypothesis than theirs,

and if they had not felt that these must be swept away
in order that hereafter something might, perhaps, be

built up on the firmer ground which they had disco-

vered. In this business of demolition, however, the

analysts were not found to be the best or most accom-

plished workmen ; Voltaire, Diderot, and the encyclo-

paedists generally did not accord them any very large
measure of their respect. They had no wish to make
men think so meanly of themselves as they were likely
to do if they adopted the conclusion to which Helvetius

especially would have led them. It was better on the

whole that men should have a considerable notion of

their own powers, and that they should believe these

powers to have been held in check by priests and law-

givers, than that they should think those priests and

lawgivers had given them credit for feelings and sym-

pathies which they never possessed. The habit of feeling
then encouraged by these men was rather that which

had prevailed for some time in England, the feeling

that every thing which was not at once intelligible was
absurd ; the rigid pursuit of any one doctrine or idea

was disagreeable to them. With much respect for phy-
sical studies as a counter-weight and a counter-mystery
also (for this they felt they had need of) to theology, the

whole tendency of their minds was essentially unscien-

tific; for however much knowledge of mathematics some
of them may have possessed, they valued it for the sake

of its results merely, and not of its method, and such a

value, whatever name it may put on, indicates a quite
unscientific character. In all questions of morals, politics,

art, and history, the most superficial conclusions were
those which they prized most, tiie most loose and popular
language was that which they affected. One would not

therefore confound with them the men of whom we first

spoke, though in the main adopting the same opinions,
and anxious for the same results. They were apparently
a simple, dogged kind of thinkers, more pleased with

their own speculations and less caring to please the

salons. Nor ought we to turn away from their doc-

trines respecting human nature with that utter scorn and

indignation which some have expressed. That analysis
is not to be the exclusive or the principal ruler in either

physics or morals, that both studies will speedily be ex-

tinct if it become so, we fully believe. But that it is of

some value in both seems just as evident, and we think

it proved itself so in this instance. To say (as Con-
dillac in effect said) every thing in a man can be reduced

to sensations, practically you have no need to take any-

thing else into account, is, we conceive, to make our own
lives and society monstrous and incoherent dreams. To
say ; separate a man from every relation under which he
is created to exist, from every influence that is acting

upon him, above, below, around him, from things human
and divine, abstract him in short from every thing but

the world that he beholds through his senses ; then he
will be merely a creature of sensation, and we believe a

truth has been uttered, which, if when thus staled it

sounds rather like a common place, has yet, we believe,

need to be uttered, and may serve to put down much

vague and silly declamation respecting the dignity of

man and the grandeur of his nature. In like manner
when Helvetius fancies that he can build up a society on

the groundwork of the principle which has ever been the

destruction of it, we may take leave to marvel and to

doubt. But when by lively illustrations, and with much

acuteness, he proves that this principle does lie deep in

man, that it ever has been and ever is asserting its pre-
dominance in him, nay when he pushes us on to (he

position that man, not in some manner raised above

himself, is selfish and selfish only, we neither reject the

proposition nor condemn it as self-evident, but are

thankful to him for having given us much cause for fear,

for shame, and for wonder. We believe then we must

class among the discoveries of this time, this one of Con-

dillac, that man not only receives his first impressions

through the senses, but that in the last grovelling state

to which we can conceive him here on earth reduced, he

becomes merely a creature of sensation ; and this ol Hel-

vetius, that there is yet in him a deeper and more awful

tendency than this ; to pure, absolute, unmitigated
selfishness.

The scepticism in France was in one sense the

deepest as well as the most universal that ever existed

in a nation. In another, one would say it was by no
means deep. The philosophers doubted of every thing,
or rather assumed it as a matter of course that every

thing was false which they could not understand. But

they were never really exercised with doubts, they never

fairly looked doubt in the face, and asked it what it was.

This courage was reserved for those who thought and
wrote in our language. Of all the men of the XVIIIth

Century, the one perhaps whose heart was most free

from scepticism, and whose understanding was most

prone to it, was Bishop Berkeley. Other men said
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they had no assurance that any thing existed save that

which their senses told them of. The thought pre-

sented itself strongly to his mind and what assurance

have I of that? How do I know that any of these

things which I see, taste, or handle, actually are ? A
Cartesian might of course answer,

"
they are because I

think them so." But how can a believer in Locke find

an answer ? Certain impressions and notions are de-

rived to me from these objects. Those notions and im-

pressions indeed I have ; them I can call my own. But

is it not a delusion to say that these impressions which I

have about things, these notions of them which are

stamped upon my mind, prove the fact of outward exist-

ence? My senses report to me of a thing that it is

green or white, and this greenness or whiteness, accord-

ing to the oldest theories of vision, is just as much in

the eye of the beholder as in the things themselves. But

my senses cannot be shown to have any capacity of re-

porting to me a notion of existence. This surely is a

thing which the eyes and the ears take no account of,

and yet it ought to come from the senses, seeing it can

come from no other quarter. Is it not then more na-

tural, more consistent with the doctrine of Locke, how-
ever far it may seem from liis actual conclusions, to say
I impute this reality to the things around me; they
have it not in themselves, they derive it from me ? But
if so, where is the ground of your denial of invisible

things ? The difficulty is not in believing them, but in

believing the visible. Is it not rather the only way of

understanding how those outward things get their

reality to believe that we are real, and that our thoughts
have to do with realities which we cannot see. In this

strange way did Berkeley convert the objective philo-

sophy of Locke into a purely subjective one; in this way
did he make the very witness of our senses an argument
against the reality of the things which they speak
of. His book is one of the steps towards a new era in

philosophy. We must therefore say a few words upon
it. In the first place, we expect the reader at once and
for ever to dismiss the notion from his mind that

Berkeley was an unpractical man because he adopted
this opinion. Every part of his life is a contradiction to

such a notion. Instead of troubling himself only about
the spiritual wants of his parish or his diocese, is he not
anxious about the coughs and gouts and rheumatisms
of every poor man in it ; arid does not he invent a pre-

paration of tar water for the purpose of curing them ?

Does this look like an idealist ? Did ever any materialist

give stronger evidence than he did of the most earnest

interest in the physical and animal wants of humanity?
Secondly, we require him entirely to reject the notion
that Berkeley was merely starting an ingenious hypo-
thesis for the sake of showing how much could be
said on behalf of it. No one can read a page of his

writings without believing in his entire simplicity and

sincerity ; and we should add, that few persons can
have any great experience of the workings of their own
minds, without feeling that he is actually stating a diffi-

culty (and that in the clearest, truest manner) which has
been presented to themselves. But thirdly, we do not

requite them to throw aside any belief which they really

possess concerning the reality of the things which they
see and handle. We do not even deny them the benefit

of Dr. Johnson's practical argument. They are, we
conceive, fully entitled to use it, and to receive from it

such confirmation as they want of a truth, which we
believe it is very important that they should hold.

Fourthly, so far from agreeing with Berkeley that we Moral and

gain any thing of faith in invisible realities by denying Metaphy-
the reality of things visible, we cannot for ourselves un- slcal

derstand how, by any consistent reasoning, a person who ^
has adopted this theory can save himself from the dis-

belief of all substance, all reality in any thing but in the

processes and operations of his own mind. By any con-

sistent reasoning we say, for it is notorious that Berkeley
was saved from this, that he did with the strongest
faith acknowledge those truths of which his mind only
could take cognizance to be above his mind and distinct

from it. The result of these remarks is, that if we cannot

affirm Berkeley to have made any positive addition to

our store of realized facts respecting the perceptions and

powers of man, yet that by fairly and honestly stating
the difficulties of his own mind, with the purpose not of

weakening men's faith but of strengthening it, he has

brought things to such a pass that some results will ine-

vitably follow some discoveries will be made, and per-

haps a new method of thought which will remove some
of the confusions, but not supersede the actual prin-

ciples ascertained by the old one.

These hopes may at first seem rather baffled than con- David

firmed by the labours of the next conspicuous workman Hume,

in the philosophical field. This was David Hume the

name which we inevitably associate with the last pos-

sible, nay with an almost inconceivable and transcendent

degree of scepticism. But here lay its advantage, it was
inconceivable and transcendent. Hume lived amidst

institutions which he had no wish to subvert
; amidst

a state of society which, whether good or evil, was about

as good as he could wish or hope lo make it. He con-

eequently was not checked in any of his private specu-
lations by the consideration of what would or would not

serve particular aims and ends of destruction. He had
a singularly quiet even temper, no strong dislike to any
thing, but earnest feeling; no strong partiality for any
thing, except perhaps for the Stuart family, partly
because they were hateful to the Covenanters, partly it

is to be hoped from some relics of national and tradi-

tional feeling. He had with this a clear and subtle

understanding, which being undisturbed by those fears

and hopes which in other men perplex its workings,
could follow out its own conclusions whithersoever

they might lead. Of inward questionings he knew so

little, that he could look at every thing as a fair subject
for questioning, without feeling that he was any wise

concerned in the process or in the result. To this man Thewor-
it was given to see more clearly than any that had pre- sh'P of ex.

ceded him whither the course of inquiries which had l";r "'nc''-

been proceeding since the time of Bacon naturally led.

Bacon had said, it is by a process of experiment that you
attain to a knowledge of that which each thing is. From
that time forth men had betaken themselves to experi-
ments upon nature, upon themselves, upon the grounds
of both. That the experiments were not without

results we have taken pains to prove. That some of

them seemed to point to a ground higher than any
to which they reached we have intimated. Still it had

been assumed, and the assumption gained fresh strength

every day, that all which could be known was to be dis-

covered thus; that for a man to talk of there being any
thinu' beside that which he has experience of is vanity
and delusion. In the primary proposition ot Descartes

respecting the certainty of our own thoughts, this feeling

was latent, though that opinion seemed to lead him to a

very different conclusion ; when his notion of innate
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thoughts was exposed by Locke, the principle became

more developed. Sensible experience became more

and more acknowledged as the criterion of truth. The

doctrines of Hntcheson.of Butler, and Berkeley, though

they might affect some previous conclusions, still seemed

to move in the same line. They all referred to certain

experiences in man, and appeared to make these the

tests of what is true. Hume then did but interpret a

feeling that had been consciously or secretly at work-

before, when he said,
"
By this experience and by this

alone we ascertain what is true.'' That which accords

with the result of this experience we know to be real ;

that which dissents from it, at all events can never esta-

blish itself to us by any evidence.

The applications of this principle are tolerably well

known. The two which are best known are indeed the

key to all the rest, so that a short notice ofthem, and of

the answers that have been made to them in England and

Scotland, gives in fact a satisfactory view of Hume and

his philosophical position. First, experience being the

only standard by which we can try any fact which is

submitted to us, it is impossible for man to believe in a

miracle. No testimony can establish it. The testimony
must itself be referred to the standard of experience. If

it asserts something which lies beyond the bounds of

experience, it cannot make itself good to us. It lies within

the bounds of experience that the most respectable wit-

ness should be deceived, or even should utter a wilful

falsehood. You are bound, therefore, to adopt that so-

lution of the difficulty rather than the other which is self-

contradictory. We need not repeat Paley's answer to

this objection. It turns, as our readers are aware, upon
three considerations : one the equivocal meaning of the

word experience, which may be so extended as to exclude

the belief of any fact to which we have seen nothing

analogous; secondly, on the allegation that experience
is outraged by the disbelief of testimony under certain

circumstances and conditions; thirdly, on the proba-

bility that a divine being would on certain occasions

violate the ordinary course of experience for the sake of

making important truths evident to his creatures. All

these arguments seem to us to have great value in them-

selves, but not to be adequate to the confutation of

Hume. There may be a tendency in his doctrine to

make each man's observation nearly the standard of his

belief, and so to justify the indignant scepticism of the

savage respecting the existence of snow. We are satis-

fied it has this tendency ; but then show us some other

standard less limited than this to which we may appeal.

Again, it may be most true that the worth of testimony
is necessarily shaken by this hypothesis, and that it

drives us to conclusions the mo^t painful to our own
minds, and even, if you will, the most contradictory to

probabilities. Still if there is nothing in our minds

which answers to this testimony, is it not still a question
between improbability and impossibility? The last

appeal to the will ofGod carries us on to another ground,
but then this is a ground which Hume's second propo-
sition cuts from under our feet. For this is, that expe-

rience being the only measure to which we can refer the

idea of a Cause is absolutely unattainable by us. A
series of antecedents and consequents is ail that our ex-

perience brings us acquainted with ; to this series every

thing must be referred. To impute efficiency to the

first of a series is a mere gratuitous assumption. Here

is the fonnulii of Atheism, one notnow for the first time

promulgated ; in a sense it may be said a very old formula

indeed, but brought out in this XVIIIth Century as the Moral and

final result to which all human inquiries, thoughts, ex- Metaphy-

periences, had been tending and in which they were to
*"'" '

terminate Against such a formula, IV.ey might try ^^^_/
to bring his natural theology, feeling that all nature

spoke of a designer. Unquestionably the feeling was

of great worth. He said truly, that it was in him, and

had been in all men. But he had to show against

Hume, that he did not get the feeling from old reli-

gions, nay mainly from that very Christianity which

he hoped to confirm by the help of it. He had to show

that he really and honestly deduced the idea of a Will

from that nature which seems to speak only of suc-

cession.

We are inclined therefore to think that the effort of Beattie.

Hume's countryman, Beattie, against this scepticism was

on the whole a more plausible one. He appealed to the

Common Sense of mankind. He said there has been a

general testimony in favour of these truths. They ac-

tually have been held ; surely this is an argument that

there cannot be any thing in human nature which for-

mally repudiates them. Such a notion we conceive had

a certain value in it, but more we think by what it sug-

gests than by any thing that it actually makes known.

It suggests the thought What does this common sense

of mankind mean ? How do such high and extraordi-

nary thoughts become in any sense the property of a

race ? How is it that common men can embrace them,

and that it should require the wit of philosophers to

show they are not tenable? This was a most import-
ant thought, one which might well set men on very

earnest meditations, and which was connected with

many movements that were about to take place. But

Beattie's doctrine, looked at on another side, is rather a

sop to inquiry than a satisfaction of it. It leaves the

alleged impossibility just where it was, and only adds

to it the additional marvel which Hume in his Natural

History of religion had undertaken to clear up how men

could have been brought into the united acknowledg-

ment of something of which they had no real witness.

And there was a worse effect of this plausible doctrine,

that it brought down thoughts,which either mean nothing,

or have the deepest of all meanings, to the most super-

ficial of all tests. The belief of principles respecting

ourselves and God was to be supported upon the same

ground as some custom or fashion which had lasted too

long to be abolished.

Far more importance is to be attached to the doctrine Reid,

of another Scotchman, Reid. His opinions under one

form or another, through his own writings, or through

his eminent disciple, Dugald Stewart, have obtained

a considerable influence over the mind of England, the

causes of which it is worth while to investigate. This

may be briefly described as the school which endeavours

to remove the difficulties Hume raised by enlarging

the notion attached to the word Experience. Outward

sensible experience seems to be all that Hume intends

by the word. Inward Experience or Consciousness is

that which Reid superadds to this as one of the grounds

upon which our judgments are to be regulated. Now
our readers must perceive at once that there is nothing

new in this doctrine, th;it Descartes was at least as great

a witness in favour of Consciousness and its authority as

any Scotch schoolman of the XVIIIth Century could

be. But philosophy, as we have often maintained, is

either a reflection of the feeling of the time, or a pre-

lude to some change which is about to take place in il.
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ik-ai'piu" P roc ' a 'me d, a very strong reaction had taken place

iosuphy.
' n England and Scotland against that formal and

j _
' natural theology which we spoke of as characterising

KffVcts of the beginning of the XVIIIth Century. Other and
a religious deeper principles and feelings connected with this re-
noveinent action we shall have hereafter to notice. One indication

of it especially concerns us here. Dogmatic announce-
ments of what it behoved men to do, or to think and

profess, had formed the substance of the teaching
hitherto. All reference to the feelings and conflicts

wilhiu the heart had been omitted. The new tendency
was, as might be expected, vehemently in the opposite
direction ; that which a man feels, knows, experiences
in himself, was the subject of which all the more

lively and popular divinity began to treat. A deep
craving there was for that which should explain to ir.en

the workings in their ownselves, which should deal with

tluir IIWM consciousnesses and consciences. Such

cravings i)ii!;-lit seem to have very litlle connection with

the speculations which were going on in the schools of

philosophy. In one sense they had no connection with
each other. Now more than at any former time there,

was a severance between religion and philosophy, and
the new religious teachers especially were regarded by
the philosophers with a pity and indifference which they
fully returned. Nevertheless the strongest impulses that

are at work in a time unconsciously affect all those who
are living in it; and these Scotchmen, who perhaps
less than any others would have liked to confess such
an influence, save the Mrong..'St tokens in the character
of their doctrines, thai Uiey were subject to it.

But it must be confessed, that whether the appeal was
made to internal or external experience, no position had
been yet taken up from which Hume's conclusions could
be effectually assailed. Every one of these attacks upon
them was a witness that men could not )ield to such

complete and absolute scepticism. That religious move-
ment of which we spoke w;is a declaration of the heart
and spirit of men against it. Still it had a resting place
in the understanding, and so many of all the notions
and habits of the day i.i England and France seemed
to be in accordance with it, that no one could say how
soon it might come forth from that restinir place, and
make itself practically felt. It surely would he most sa-

tisfactory to see wherein its falsehood consists, and to

see at the same time the ground of ils plausibility. And
if the experiment, (for an experiment it must be, ) by
which this point is ascertained, could be conducted by
some perfectly fair unprejudiced person, living apart
from the influences by which Hume or his adversaries
were alfectid, not open to the suspicion of any reli-

gious or ecclesiastical bias, not substituting any ancient
methods or notions for those of his own day, avoiding'
every thing which could be construed by the severest

logician into an illusion of the fancy, we might regard
it as a most providential circumstance. It is our belief,
that a citizen of that nation which h:id already produced
Leibnitz combined these qualities, effedually asserted the

principle which was needed to confute Hume, and by
doing so added the last to the series of facts of which
Locke had announced the first. From what we have
said of German philosophy as it was left by Leibnitz,
it will be evident to our readers that it was proceeding
in quite a different direction from the English and
French philosophy of the same periods. Its character

was, as we said, even more mathematical and subjective
vol.. n.

thnn that of Descartes had been. Tinstone had been Moral and

preserved among the disciples of Leibnitz. A very emi-
*

.'ip?-"
nent thinker, Wolf of Breslau, followed in his train. i,, SOpi,y.
He did not adopt the grand scheme of Leibnitz eon- --

.,<-'

cerning Monads and the Harmony of the world, and on Wolf
that very account he gave a more decided emphasis to

the other parts of his creed. The Theodicrea was, as we
have seen, an attempt to reconcile the understanding
with revelation. Wolf appears to have thought that all

the principles of morals and metaphysics, nay the prin-

ciples of all sciences, lie in the understanding, and may-
be deduced from it. He considered it possible to con-
struct a complete scheme of ethics and philosophy from
the data supplied by the mind itself. Probably no
man had arisen since the middle ages who had so

many features in common with the schoolmen. He
differed from 'them, because he, like every philosopher
since the Reformation, was consciously studying his

own powers and perceptions, and not merely con-

templating them as involved in the general science of

Being. But in his resolute adherence to d priori
dogmas rather than to the deductions of experience, he

caught their likeness even while he wandered furthest

from their positive conclusions.

The fact that a philosopher of this kind wns the one Kant,
who exercised most influence in Germany at the time
when Emmanuel Kant appeared, ought to he well taken
notice of by the English student. For he is apt to

fancy that the critical philosophy of that great man was
a scheme inertly set up in opposition to the school of

experience which prevailed in England, in Scotland, and
in France. This is far from being the case. The
studies of Kant were, directed quite as much to the

object of vindicating a domain for Experience, as of

showing into what region its authority does not extend.

We have seen that since Logic lost its supreme au-

thority, another science, the one which is the great
instrument in all physical studies, had been assuming
importance in the speculations of one large and pro-
found class of thinkers. Mathematics had been felt as t

once the witness for our need of certainty, and as the

means of attaining it. It was evident to a careful ob-
server of the course of speculation during the last cen-

tury and a half, that this science was the great staff
1

of
the d priori thinkers of those we mean who sought for

the grounds of knowledge in themselves while the facts

and appearances of nature were the foundation of :dl

teaching in the other school. Kant's first important
position then was a severe blow to the Cartesian and
Leibnitziarr school. Mathematics, he said, like loiric,

embody forms of our own minds; the one expresses the

forms under which the outward world presents itself to

us, the other the forms under which the understanding-
conceives and generalizes the sensible impressions that
are submitted to it. Space and time are the forms under
which outward things reveal themselves to us; the con-
diiions and categories of logic those under which we
judge and discourse of things. But yet it is obv :ous that

mathematics and logic do connect themselves, and have
been always felt to connect themselves, with different

parts of our being. The line and method of thought How he
into which they conduct us are most distinct from each asseredthe

other, oftentimes one would say most opposite. It is worth of

equally certain that the organ of mathematics must be "5",
distinguished from the organs of sense, to which it serves a priori
as a handmaid, and acts as a corrector. Is it not evi- thinkers,

dent then thai here are two distinct faculties one the

4 Q
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abstracting, generalizing, logical faculty, the other the

properly mathematical faculty, that whereby we are able

to take account oi the conditions and forms under which
the things exist that our senses report of? Would it

not be well to restrict to the first the name of Under-

standing, and to find another name for the second,
both being evidently powers or faculties of the mind?
In asserting this distinction, Kant was asserting the

freedom of experimental observation. He was contend-

ing that it should not be confined by mathematical
fetters any more Jhan by logical fetters

; that we see

things under certain conditions, just ;\s we form our

judgments under certain conditions; but that we are not

to impute those conditions to the things that we see any
more than we are to impute the conditions nf our own
judgments, our theories and classifications, to them as

the schoolmen did. So far it will be admitted that

Kant was strictly Baconian. He was in fact carrying
out the very principle which Bacon asserted.

But while we have Ihus been defending the cause of

experience against those who impugn its verdicts, what
have we been compelled to say? We have been com-

pelled to assume that there is some organ in us which
has to do neither with the beholding of things nor with

the merely abstracting and reducing them under heads,

one which does not deal with facts submitted to expe-

rience, but affirms principles antecedent to experience.
There is no distinction between the mathematical organ
and the logical organ, unless we admit this. But if this

be the case,if there be this capacity ofacknowledging data

which experience has not supplied, Hume's positions
are at all events most unstable. Leaving all the results

of them out of the question, treating the matter

as dryly, hardly, formally as you can, we have been

obliged to recognise some faculty in us which looks

straightly and directly at principles not derived from ex-

perience, but at principles which surpass experience and

regulate it. You say ; but this has merely reference to

certain mathematical forms, to the possibilities and con-

ditions of things, not to realities. Most true ; it has

been our object to show this very thing, that this faculty
of which we have been speaking does only deal with

conditions and possibilities. But if even in things sen-

sible, in things notoriously and confessedly submitted to

the eyes and ears, we require some faculty to tell us prin-

ciples antecedent to experience, who shall dare affirm

that all the witnesses which men's minds have borne to

principles and objects which are either nothing or most

real, are false because they cannot be referred to the

rules which experience supplies ? You require us to

bring the belief of a Cause, of our own Freedom, of our

Immortality to some sensible standard. But there is

no such thing as a sensible standard. The very facts

of sense appeal to another standard. They must be

tried by laws antecedent to experience. Which then is

most wise, most accordant with the facts of experience,
with the actual history of the world, to believe that

these ideas of God, of our own freedom, of our immor-

tality, have been established in the world by a succes-

sion of frauds and impostures upon the fears of men
to believe that they have been obtained by some labo-

rious generalizations and deductions from outward

nature, or from the laws of our own mind "or to believe

that, as there is a faculty,which even in matters of sense

affirms principles antecedent to sense, so there is a cor-

responding faculty affirming these great realities, a Prac-

tical Reason, as the other is a Speculative Reason?

You say that all demonstrations of the being of God or Moral ami

immortality have been ineffectual. True, they have beeii Metaphy
so, and you see why they must have been so. It was not 8'cal *"h '-

by the logical faculty that such truths ever could be
1 'JSOPhJ'-

arrived at. The plausibility of such arguments and de-
^""v^

monstrations, whether deduced a posteriori from nature,
or a priori from the human understanding, lay in this,

that there was a higher witness of them present within

all of us. We impute its testimony to the arguments,
and so make them valid, when, in truth, according to any
conditions of the understanding, they are not valid. Let
them all be shaken to pieces, but let those who shake

them explain whence the faith in them was derived, and

say whether this faith be not a greater confirmation of

them than the demonstrations would have been if they
had been ever so solid and clear.

Such were the conclusions at which Kant arrived by a Kant's

process of thought and reasoning certainly as severe, ^t
cts

f
n<l

as little affected by any influences from the imagination, ^
a

"!,^

as little determined in one direction or another by rever-

ence of authority or dread of consequences, as any that

were ever followed by any thinker in the world. To

adopt them in their fullest extent is not to avow our-

selves Kantists, either in a sense which sets at nought
the labours of previous inquirers, or in one which sup-

poses him to have constructed a great philosophical

system. We have shown our readers how we can re-

cognise Locke as the assertor of an important truth, the

remover of some confusion", and the originator of a
line of inquiries^ without being Lockites, nay while

professing the strongest dissent from those who call

themselves by that name, and while believing their

master to have narrowed most grievously the limits of

human belief. In like manner we could acknowledge
that Leibnitz maintained a most important truth con-

sequent upon and connected with Locke's, while yet the

theory or system which he strove to ground upon it seems

to us of comparatively little worth. And generally, in

reference to ill the thinkers of this period, we have con-

tended that just so far as they were occupied in the

search after human powers and perceptions they were

proceeding in a profitable course; that just so far as

they were attempting to set forth the objects upon which

these powers were to exercise themselves, or to deduce

any theory from the existence of these powers, they were

going beyond their province, and attempting what they
could not perform. At all events, therefore, we are con-

sistent in applying this distinction to Kant. We hold

that he alleged the most serious grounds for believing in

the existence of faculties which had not been recognised

by any of those inquirers who, since the time of Bacon,
had devoted themselves to the examination of man's

nature and to a comparison of it with other natures. We
hold that this discovery, so far from setting at nought
those which we owe to Leibnitz, Hutcheson, or Butler,
illustrated and confirmed them, enabling us to see a

warrant for their language which they could not see, and

relieving it of many confusions and embarrassments.

We think further, that Kant's principle throws hack the Kan ) C011 .

greatest light on Berkeley's Idealism, Hume's Seep- firms and

ticism, Beattie's Common Sense, and Reid's Instinct ; elucidates^

showing why Berkeley war driven to rest satisfied with j.

the impressions on his own mind, and so to doubt the an ,i ,,;.

evidence of his senses, just because he did not feel that nions.

there was a power iu that mind which had to do with

invisible laws and realities, as those senses have to do

with what is visible; how Hume was led to outrage th?
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conclusions of experience, because he could acknowledge

nothing besides experience; how truly there must be a

Common Sense in mankind respecting that which has

not to do with outward experience,if the Practical Reason
be indeed the great common inheritance of all, and yet

how certainly tliat witness is not one lying on the snr

face of our minds, and capable of abetting all the fan-

tastic conclusions which may have mingled themselves

with deep truths through sensible idolatries, and ill un-

derstood experiences ; but the deepest thing of all, tes-

tifying of that which is the most pure and necessary,
and absolute ; how certainly there must be high Instincts

and Consciousnesses in the mind, but how they point to

a ground above all instincts and consciousnesses to that

which is most constant and permanent. But we hold

at the same time that Kaniism, or the attempt to build

upon this doctrine of a practical and speculative reason,

has inevitably led to the loss of all these good conse-

quences, to the denial of that which other men had esta-

blished, to the practical renewal in their worst form of

ull those confusions from which the Critical Philosophy,

properly used, may be the deliverance. Our meaning
is this. It was, as we have seen, part of Kant's object
to set men free from the bondage to certain Forms which

had taken the place of or else mingled themselves with

those logical forms by which men had been enslaved

in the scholastic ages. To accomplish this object,
he was obliged to use language in which there lurks at

least a possibility of much perplexity. He was obliged
to say,

"
Space and Time are forms of our own mind."

When he explained himself, it was quite evident that

this assertion implied something very different from the

corresponding one, that the forms of logic are forms of

our own mind. By logic we compare different words
and notions which are presented to us. The laws then

which the understanding takes notice of are expressly
and strictly its own laws ; the laws which the reason

takes notice of can only be considered as the laws which
determine the relation between it and external things.
We may therefore say, and we conceive ought to say,
that Space and Time are the laws of nature just as much
as that they are the forms of the speculative reason. We
do not express the whole truth, except we resort to both
these modes of speech. It does not lie in either, but it

lies between them both. Space and time are not in

nature as actual objects ; to suppose this is to confuse

all our experimental studies. But on the other hand, if

we do not speak of them as being presented to us as

well as existing in us, we shall unquestionably lose the

very distinction which Kant realized, confound the

forms of the reason with the forms of the understand-

in;;-, and make them as tyrannical and dangerous as ever

the others had been. Now to what extent Kant de-

vised a nomenclature which could guard againsi this

evil in respect to the speculative reason, and how far, if

he did, his disciples have profited by it, we shall not stop
to inquire. But the corresponding danger with respect
to the Practical Reason many of them certainly have not

avoided, and we believe while they consider Kant as

their exclusive teacher they cannot avoid. As Kant
said that the forms or laws of the external world were
in the speculative reason, so he said that the ideas of

freedom, of immortality, of God, are in the practical
reason. In what sense such language may be used,
without danger or irreverence, we endeavoured to explain
when we were speaking of the Platonic philosophy. But
it is quite obvious that the peril in the case of Kant is

much greater than in the case of Plato. Plato was not Moral ar>4

investigating the nature of a faculty. He was con-
* t

j

l

'il!
)
'~

sidering under what form truths present themselves to
joso,,hy.

us, so that they may be at once our own and not our _,- ^-^>
own, that we may recognise their self existence, and yet
feel that we possess them. The mischief to be guarded
against was constantly present to the mind of the

Greek His doctrine of ideas was the strange, and to a

person who had not felt the confusion, the incompre-
hensible and contradictory language by which he

escaped from it. With Kant it was far otherwise. He Plato and

was asserting distinctly and formally the existence of a Kant,

certain faculty, and he was to define the nature and
the limits of that faculty. How easily then might he
slide into expressions which signified, if not to his own
mind, at legist to that of eager disciples who looked upon
him as the great prophet of the world, that these truths

are actually embodied in the reason ; that all notion of

them as objective truths presented to us has been once
and for ever confuted ; that all revelations pretending so

to present them are merely the delivery, in confused
forms suitable to vulgar apprehensions, of that which
was already in us beforehand, which sages of old knew

perfectly well, and which modern sages are to separate
from all their inconvenient drapery, and exhibit so far

as opportunity and prudence permit in their naked and

original simplicity. The true answer to such notions,
we conceive, will be found in a calm and clear explana-
tion of Kant's doctrine, and of the steps by which he
was led into it. We shall then see that any view of the

reason which does not make it a Faculty of Apprehension
and Converse, which does not suppose it to require

objects, and to have its life only in the beholding of

them, destroys its nature and definition. It will then be

felt and understood, that the discoverer of such a faculty
did not by discovering it make us better acquainted than
we were before with the Objects upon which it is exer-

cised ; that he may not have been the least qualified to

throw any light upon that matter, and yet that he may
have been doing the greatest service by showing that

those Objects are not addressing themselves to creatures

with no capacity for comprehending them, but to a being
whose deepest necessities are unsatisfied, whose deepest

powers are unexercised till he can recognise them.

The metaphysical philosophy of this period (so far
Meeting

as it appertains to the nature of our perceptions or know- point

ledge) had now reached the highest point which it was between

capable of reaching, and at that point had become mixed P"\'
"oP'iy

.;, ., . . ,
*

. .
,

and human
with the most important moral principles. It had also ijfe

reached a point at which school philosophy became obvi-

ously connectedwith human life. The laws of the human
understanding, and even the maxims of experience, may
belong to learned men. The demonstrations about Being
and Will had little to do with the* multitude. But if

Kant's doctrine be true, that there is that in every man,
which not by slow processes of proof, but directly, tes-

tifies of the most absolute and essential verities, the

whole race was interested in that as a fact which
as a speculation belonged only to the few. Many other

contemporaneous events indicated that a crisis was ap-

proaching when the deepest principles would be found
to have the closest and most vital connection with the

movements of men of whom philosophers knew nothing,
and from whom, by their idolatry of their own peculiar

gifts and methods of knowledge, they are often as widely

separated as the worldly great by their idolatry of for-

tune and fashion. Something of this might be traced

4 q'2
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in the kind of theories about this time coming into vogue
in regions which German metaphysics had not pene-
trated. It was not strange to see the chosen friend of

David Hume devoting himself to so purely experimental
and objective a study as the Wealth of Nations. But it

was somewhat prophetic of the approaching time, that

he should set forth the feeling of sympathy as one of the

leading principles of human nature, which accounted for

that marvellous tendency to combine and associate dis-

coverable among men, and for the action and reaction

of huge masses upon each other facts which would

indeed soon require all the wits of all the philosophers to

expound them. It was not an uninteresting or unimpor-
tant circumstance, that a friend of Adam Smith, nearly
the greatest munof this age, Edmund Burke, began his

remarkable career with a parody of Bolingbroke, teach-

ing how the principles which philosophical aristocrats had

advocated respecting natural relic/ion, and its superior

value to every thing revealed, might lead humbler folks

to prefer natural society to that which gave titles and

seignories. The step from the prophecy to the fulfil-

ment, from the pretended vindication of natural society

to the actual vindication of it by Jean Jacques Rousseau,

is not long, but it is filled up with some facts which

we must take notice of as most important in the illus-

tration of philosophical opinions as well as of their rela-

tion to tlie history of mankind.

The great question of this age had turned upon
the relation between human nature and other natures.

Thus we must for the present express the question,

though the language is not that uhich we might
ourselves prefer, because, as we slated before, ihe point

at i.ss'ie really was whether man is or is not a super-

natural creature. If we believe Kant's decision to be

right, that man has a reason which is capable of con-

versing with that which is transcendent and absolute ;

we shall consider that, in reference to his capacities of

knowing at least, this question was settled in the opposite

way to that in which Hobbes had settled it. But there

was another denial of Hobbes which had been felt by all

men, by all religious men especially, to touch the vitals

of truth even more nearly than this. He had denied

man a will. He had taught that he is subject to the

same kind of necessity as all oilier creatures. Hobbes

believed himself all his opponents be ieved that in this

principle his other conclusions were involved. Neither

he nor they could understand what a scheme to redeem

man could mean ; what the idea of an intercourse

between man and his Maker could mean if the fact were

once established,
" Man neither actually is nor is intended

to be any thing but the obedient subject of certain motives

or influences external to himself." But we have seen how

strangely religious men had suffered the ideas of nature

and God to mingle together in their speculations, and

how deeply the habit of confounding them had worked

itself into the mind of this age. It is not, therefore,

matter of wonder that a m;in should have arisen, of

strong logical power, and of great moral excellence, who

proposed to himself the task of constructing a scheme of

Christianity from which the idea of a Will should be for-

mally banished. We use this language advisedly in

speaking of Jonathan Edwards the American philoso-

pher. For it is not true, as he and some of his admirers

pretend, that he was merely reasserting iu a more logical

iorm the doctrine of Augustine, or at least the doctrine

of Calvin. Between the principles of Augustine and

those of Edwards there is a distance actually impassable ;

nor do we believe that the Helvetian reformer would Moral and

have protested much less vehemently than the African Metaphy-
-. , . . : i uu:

bishop against this supposed reproduction ot his opinions.

The redemption of the will out of its slavery to nature

including under the term nature all influences and

motives whatsoever which prevent it from enjoying the

perfect freedom of intercourse with, and subjection to the

divine will was the end which Augustine recognised He did not

in all the interferences of God on behalf of his creatures, resemble

Calvin may, no doubt, have sympathized more in that ^(j^"^*
part of his writings which asserted the absolute power
and dominion of the divine will over the human, than in

that which spoke of its own cries for deliverance. But
we do not think that even for a moment he conceived

the subjection to a set of external motives, which

Edwards spoke of as the proper condition and consti-

tution of the human Will, was otherwise than the badge
and proof of its bondage. We have a right then to say,

that this theory, when connected with Christianity, was a

new one ; that it was an attempt to make the principles

of Hobbes support a creed which he, on account f these

principles, rejected. We are quite aware that Edwards

rejected with indignation the idea of a natural law as

governing human actions, and that his disciples believe

him to have relieved the question ot all its difficulties by

introducing the phrase Moral Necessity. Our statement

of his opinions will not, however, be disputed. He does

treat man as properly and by constitution subject to a

certain set of motives, let these motives be calied by
whatever name they may. Edwards does not believe

that he is intended tor freedom, or that freedom, in refer-

ence tohim, means anything. And this proposition his

followers say that he made good by the most irresistible

logic. We believe them just as we believe that by a

train of loic equally irresistible Hume proved that

there can be no Cause. Once admit that there is nothing
above log'ic, once agree to deny the idea of a mystery
which man owns, though his understanding cannot

comprehend it, and vie acknowledge that the belief

both in a divine Cause and in a human Will must dis-

appear. But it cannot disappear: that very Will which

your logic has proved not to exist rushes in and tears

its conclusions to atoms, and that Being of whom your

logic can take no account demonstrates his own reality.

Of such confutations of theories by facts we are about to

speak ; in the mean time let us do homage to the

thorough honesty of Edwards's mind, an honesty which,

though shown in following his premises to their actual

conclusions, is shown also far more satisfactorily in sur-

mounting these conclusions, and in penetrating into

regions which they could have never led him. He
speaks of Religious A flections as one who had them,
and who could not therefore really assent to mere conclu-

sions of the understanding, and he describes The Being
as the end of all desires and contemplations in lan-

guage familiar to Platomsts, but which to the majority
of his disciples must be utterly incomprehensible.

One would have thought that the events which

were connected with the appearance of the Methodists

in England, Scotland, and even in America, events

which no doubt interested Edwards beyond all others,

would have been enough to demolish his hypothesis ;

for surely their preaching was an appeal to the Will

which lay deep in the peasants of these lands, and by
that Will it was answered. That it could not have

come forth except it had believed that it was sum-

moned by a VVill higher than its own, we are well con-
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though, being mixed with confused human and natural

notions, it may have given also the particular shape
to its superstitions, we are also assured. This was the

theological truth which upheld the newly developed sense

of a Will in our countrymen, and prevented it from being

destructive, as the belief of a Deliverer and Mediator was

the theological principle which upheld the newly de-

veloped sense of an Intelligence at the time of the Reform-

ation, and which prevented that from producing an

immediate and universal scepticism. But under what-

ever condition, it was this sense which was stirring

here and in all parts of Europe, and which was to prove
what reality and might it lias either for the highest

good or the most fearful ruin.

And now we are arrived at that great practical ex-

periment which was to confute or establish the logic
of Hcbbes. llousseau, the beginner of the new era, pro-
claimed that the savage state which Hobbes had de-

nounced was the best for man. He proclaimed too the

doctrine of a Social Contract with all the pomp and
circumstance which Locke had been unable to impart to

that theory. A whole nation was roused by such words
from its slumber. The principle of savage life, the right of

each individual man separate from his fellows, was as-

serted; governments were built upon this foundation, and
fell to the ground ; at last the strongest man prevailed
and despotism followed. Were not the positions of Hobbes
demo'isi rated? Assuredly, so far as this they were demon-
strated . It was show n that man can not exist out of society,
that it is a dream to think of his existing out of it, that he
must be held by some other bonds than by the imagina-
tion of a Social Compact. But in the mean time it had
been proved that man has a lieason and a Will. A
reason which, if it has not some absolute infinite object
to satisfy it, will strive to make the finite infinite, to deal

with (acts of experience as if they were absolute truths,

reconstructing a nation or a universe upon a theory
awill which must either acknowledge the mysterious go-
vernment of a will higher than its own, or must work
the confusion which Hobbes fancied in his dream that a
human despotism could restrain. These were conditions

which Hobbes had not taken account of. What result

should they have upon our minds? Do they not seem
to show that Society itself is a transcendent thing, that

it cannot dispose itself according to any accidents and

conventions, that its foundations lie where Plato fancied

that they lie, and that every particular society which does
not do homage to some universal society based upon a

deeper ground than itself, is doomed to inevitable de-

struction? If this be so, then we may believe that those
two lines of thought which began to diverge after the

time of Bacon, those which we called the political and
mathematical lines, have found their meeting point.
Kant's discovery of a Reason in man is the termination of
one line, and the discovery th:4 a Society is neces-

sary which deals with that Will and Reason as super-
natural faculties, is the termination of the other. Still

there was a third line of thought which has been running
on beside these two through all these centuries. From
the time of the Reformation we saw men beginning to

feel the necessity of another and more human form of

morality than that ideal morality which had belonged to

the middle ages, or that transcendent form of Christian
devotion which had characterised the age of the Fathers.
We have seen men at a loss to understand what this

losophy.

lower morality might be, resolving it into pure selfish- Moral and

ness with Bossuet, treating it as mere Manners and Metaphy-

Conduct with the Englishmen at the beginning of the Slcal

XVJIIth Century. Yet it must be more than this, for

Butler in that very time found that we had a Conscience,
and he said also that we had Social Affections. May
not these Social Affections be the link between the lower

and the higher morality, not perhaps being separated

by any wide chasm from those religious affections of

which Edwards spoke? The reformers we remember
discovered in our human relationships more than the

symbols of a relationship between man and his Creator;

they said that through ihe fulfilment of one he ascends to

the knowledge of the other. If this were the case, we can

better understand why the assertion of a solitary indi-

vidual existence in France was connected with the

denial of any relation to God, and why the Universal

Society which the reason and will of man seem to

require, must be one which is not merely Platonic, not

merely based on Absolute Truths, but united with all

Family Relationships, and with the distinct ordinances

of National Life.

We have not scrupled to enter upon topics of this Evidence

kind in a sketch of moral and metaphysical inquiries,
of a moral

because we know no other way in which we can so a"d et*-

effectually prove that these inquiries have reference to j^n^
realities and not to dreams, and that they have not bi'en

conducted in vain, but have led to results which are

confirmed by as certain evidence, and are at least as

important to the welfare of the human race as any that

physical science can boast of. When we set down a

number of warring opinions as the dogmas of particular
thinkers or sects, we are easily led to believe that there

is no moral Science, that all manner of questions have
been discussed, and that nothing has been proved. But
when we connect together the speculations of different

periods, and mark how they bore upon the events trans-

acted in these periods, we acquire a far more cheerful

and hopeful feeling. Then it seems evident that no
earnest thinker has lived in vain, that the conclusions of

no age have been ultimately superseded or displaced by
that of the one which has succeeded it. We find that in

every time principles have been submitted to the severest

discipline of opposing feelings, notions, and passions, of

unwise and dishonest advocates, of cruel persecutors and

dangerous patrons. We find that they have been over-

laid with theories and schemes the most fantastical and

incongruous that they have been applied to cases to

which they had no relation that they have been dis-

torted till they became curses instead of blessings, and

yet we have seen them coming out of this ordeal only
clearer, brighter, and stronger. This being the case, we
cannot but account that doctrine a most narrow one,

injurious to man, and blasphemous against God, what-
ever pretences of enlightenment or piety it may put in,

which would disparage any portion of the world's his-

tory. Whether it assume the form of a reverence for the

Past or the Present, whether it lead us to think that no

light or wisdom has been vouchsafed to men in later

days, or that all light and wisdom are with us, and that

our fathers either dwelt in utter darkness, or were only

catching a few glimpses of truth which we possess in

clearness and fulness, we think it is equally at variance

with the witness of our own consciences, the evidence of
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history, and the promises of revelation. Nay, we believe,

in both cases, such an opinion operates against the re-

verence which it pretends to encourage. The feeling

that we are hopelessly incapable of thinking and feeling

for ourselves destroys all affectionate sympathy with

those who came before us, causes us to regard them

with fear and prostration of spirit, not with cordial admi-

ration ; as harsh pedagogues, not as friendly teachers.

The habit of believing that the concentrated essence of

spiritual and moral truths is contained in the specula-

tions of our own day, makes those speculations an into-

lerable bondage, stifles all freedom and originality

under the pretence of fostering them, and ties us down
to transitory notions and modes, while perhaps we are

in the very act of boasting that we have thrown off such

modes, and have attained to the knowledge of that

which is pure and permanent. Against these diseases

no remedy, we believe, will be found so effectual as the

patient study of history. Many indications seem to

point out this as the particular work of the time upon
which we have entered. Everywhere men will be found

attempting upon some scheme or other to combine and

reconcile opinions. Everywhere men will be heard

talking about comprehension and universality, till others,

disgusted by the hollowness of their language and their

practical inconsistencies, strive to shut themselves up in

some exclusive circle ; but soon experience there the very

same impulse, and repeat the experiment in some newer

method. Everywhere, we think, it will be seen, that

those who are labouring to devise theories and plans of

their own exhibit a lamentable want of originality, and

that those who spend most labour in studying and re-

cording the doings and thoughts of others, kindle in

themselves a true and native spirit.
A glance at the

progress of thought in the three principal nations of

Europe since the French Revolution, will, we believe,

confirm this opinion, and may help to show us in what

kind of work a student of moral and metaphysical phi-

losophy may now most profitably engage.
It is natural to turn first to Germany as to the country

in which the philosophical spirit has most strongly ma-

nifested itself. About the time that the critical phi-

losophy was promulgated, the creative powers of the

Germans began to be awakened, and a race of eminent

Poets and Critics arose in that country. How much
this new literature was connected with the use of a

native language and the growth of a national feeling

we need not slop to explain. Any strong efforts of the

imagination must, as we have often had occasion to

remark in the course of this sketch, be national, and will

generally be observed only at some great national crisis.

But it is important to notice wherein this literature

mainly differs from any previous European literature.

It is characteristically historical and critical, reproduc-

ing old forms, bringing back the study of authors and

the remembrance of traditions which had been lost,

commenting upon the forms of poetry and art generally

as manifestations of particular forms of feeling in all

respects acknowledging the past at least as a store-

house of facts and images. Whether this kind of writing

may not ultimately have cultivated that idolatry of

this age which it seems to be resisting; whether the

great men of Germany may not have felt, that they
who could look back upon past ages, and take note of

the peculiar features in each, must needs be superior to

all who went before them that the faculty ol criti-

cism is the great faculty of all, and that he who can

use it is more wonderful than lie who possessed the Moral and

thoughts which are criticised and whether this feeling
Metaphy-

may not have communicated itself in a tenfold degree
8

,

lca

i > j. i -r- losophy.
to their disciples and successors, who, if they have none . _,__,_ *

of their creative or their critical power, at least talk of

each, till they work themselves into the sense of possess-

ing it, are points upon which we are not qualified to ex-

press an opinion, though they are doubtless important for

the consideration of Germans themselves. At all events,

that effort at comprehension which we spoke of, ac-

companied with a zealous contemplation of the past, has

belonged in a high degree to these German artists, and
the systems of philosophy which have grown up during
the period in which they flourished, seem to show that

the inquiries with which we are more immediately con-

cerned must eventually take the same direction. It is

to the object and central point of those systems, not to

any of their formal dogmas, that we shall refer. If the

reader can allow for the difference between the periods
in which they appeared, he may find in Fichte and

Schelling parallels to some of the eminent doctors who
divided the schools in the middle ages. The first a

noble and earnest spirit, formed in a- time of the greatest
national excitement, and possessing the strongest na-

tional feeling, rose up to assert that the individual,

the "
I myself," is the groundwork of all philosophy.

He could not find in Kant, or in any other philosopher,
a satisfactory recognition of this personality, without

which he was sure that life is a dream, and therefore

without the confession of which all philosophy must be a

dream too. The intense necessity of this feeling we hope
our readers will be as ready to recognise as they will the

conviction in the mind of Schelling, that the attempt to

ground a system upon it is hopeless. The need of an
Philosophy

absolute ground, of things was that which presented of Kant

itself to him with as great force as the other thought had <oul"i t" he

presented itself to Fichte, and this need he funded in
Jefectlvi'-

like manner that a s\ stein might satisfy. We are not

obliged to inquire into its nature, seeing that it is said

not to be satisfactory to its author. At any rate the

want which each system expressed was felt and realized

by innumerable minds, who, having felt it, probably
became soon dissatisfied with the form wherein it had
first made itself known to them. Another amiable and

benignant philosopher complained of the harshness and

dryness of Kant's speculations. The heart (said Jacobi)
demands satisfaction as well as the reason, and what is

there in the critical philosophy which supplies it?

Jacobi fought to supply it himself. We are not aware
that he succeeded, though if he led others to feel

the necessity, he surely did not live in vain, whatever his

scheme, may have done for them. But the German _
mind, while fully capable of sympathizing with all

as

r
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C

t'J<i

these vital principles, has unquestionably a craving attempts at

after system and order for their own sake. When the a sjstem.

tumult of national feelings had subsided, a scheme
became popular, which aimed at the most extensive com-
bination and comprehension, not starting from the lowest

point, and gradually feeling its way upwards, but be-

ginning from the highest ground, and reducing all the

thoughts, speculations, intuitions, projects, expecta-

tions, sciences of men, to their proper compartments.
This vast doctrine of Hegel alarmed the mind of a deep
and earnest thinker, who knew from history how much
such grand conceptions had in all ages done to stifle the

thoughts and destroy the reality of the feelings which

they so skilfully arranged. As we said in our notice of
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Plato, his method was in the most direct opposition to

all such projects, and only by overthrowing that method
can they ever effectually establish themselves. This

seems to have been Schleiermacher's opinion. By de-

veloping with great clearness and power Plato's method,

by distinguishing the faculties which he supposed to be

occupied with the different subjects that Hegel's system
endeavoured to bring into fellowship, and by cultivating

a practical Christianity in the minds of his countrymen,
he hoped to deliver them from the mischiefs of aai all-

embracing theory. Still we believe it is felt in Ger-

many that something is wanting which Schleiermacher

did not supply ; something which should be a substitute

for the Hegelian system, if that must be abandoned
as dangerous; some scheme which shall begin as his

professes to do from the highest ground, instead of as-

cending from the lowest. We have already expressed
our opinion that Plato, though he always failed and sa-

crificed his own method when he attempted to construct

such a scheme, yet had the deepest feeling that it was

necessary. We looked upon the Timteus as his awkward

endeavour lo create a universal system upon the Re-

public, as a wonderful attempt to discover what system is

implied in the actu;il constitution of things. We ven-

tured to intimate a doubt whether Schleiermacher, with

all his knowledge of Plato, had not failed, partly through
over ingenuity, partly owing to a disadvantageous posi-
tion in discovering the meaning of the Republic. If he

had seen this, and it with his study of the Gentile ele-

ments which enter into the composition of the Christian

church he had meditated more deeply on its Jewish

origin, we believe he might have been able not only to

oppose Hegel, but to show that an actual Polity

grounded upon an actual Revelation is the only effectual

substitute for a circular System grounded upon a phi-

losophical Notion. We cannot, therefore, help listening
with the greatest interest to the reports which reach us

concerning one of the philosophers of whom we have

spoken already ; who, it is said, is occupied with con-

sidering what there is in our minds which answers to

and realizes those ideas which are presented to us in the

Scriptures, and are embodied in the creeds of the early
church. Not to provide a substitute for these, but to

show how they concur with the needs and anticipations
of the human spirit, is, we are told, the present purpose
of Schilling's meditations. With a full sense of the

hazards and temptations which may (iccompany such an

inquiry, we yet believe that it is the most promising
and the most truly rational upon which German stu-

dents have yet entered, the one which gives most

hope that philosophy will assert its true position, and
will not intrude into a position that was never intended

for it. A thinker, who has propounded a system and
owned it to be inadequate without losing his hope, has

passed through a discipline which promises well for his

future inquiries, and we may venture to believe that they
could not be better carried on in any part of Germany,
than in a neighbourhood which is occupied with an
earnest practical discussion between Protestants and
Romanists.

If we turn to France, we shall find tokens of the

same character, only the more remarkable for their op-

position to the habits of thought, which had for so long
a time been established in that country. Some appear-
ances there were for a long time after the peace of
a tendency to carry on the speculations of the analytical
and materialist philosophers further than they had been

carried even during the philosophical tyranny of the Moral and

XVIIIth Century. But a vigorous, we might say a Metaphy-
vioient reaction has taken place. The Scotch philo-

slcal

^
hl'

sophy of Reid first found its way into the French ca- J^
U

PJ^
pital, and began to displace the more ultra Epicurean Reaction"
doctrines ; then by degrees German metaphysics also

came thither, and were eagerly studied. Translations
of Plato, and histories of ancient philosophies, speedily
followed, and of late it has been a great ambition with

Frenchmen, under the guidance ot'M. Cousin, to com-
bine together 11 the systems, or at least fragments from
all the systems that have ever existed, and to frame out
of them a complete psychological and ontological theory
which shall account for the dogmas, as well as for the

thoughts, feelings, wishes, and hopes that have been
entertained by mankind. We have already expressed
our opinion of such projects. We have said that in a

great system of Ontology we suspect Being will cease
to be; that in every comprehensive eclectical psychology
you destroy the feeling in order to examine it. Never- Eclecti-

theless the indications that some principle of reconcilia- cism.

tion, as well as some kind of system, is necessary, and
that our business is rather to recognise the old, than to

establish any thing new, are as strong in this case as in

the last that we were examining. And the historical

feeling in France has not merely wasted itself in

attempts to conglomerate different speculations. It has
taken another and a much healthier direction. Thought-
ful men there have caught the spirit of Montesquieu, have

inquired into the meaning and origin of institutions

which their fathers despised, have acknowledged the
existence of deep thoughts in men whom their fathers

believed to be the dupes and slaves of designing priests,
and have bowed to the necessity of a deeper wisdom
than any which they could refer to particular men in

linking together the thoughts of one generation to an-

other, and directing the course and influences of outward
events. That this critical spirit is liable to the same

Philosophy
danger in France as in Germany that men there are looking
even more likely to exalt themselves, because they can backwards,

appreciate the wisdom of their ancestors, as they once
exalted themselves for scorning it that a hollow
fashion of reverence for antiquity is likely to take its

turn with other fashions, and that there is much in

these speculations themselves which leads us to fancy
that we are on the highway to an almost perfect state

of existence, because the thing or the abstraction called

Civilization has been continually in progress, we fully

acknowledge. Still we cannot help hoping that good
results will ultimately come from a change so very re-

markable and unexpected as this, which has taken place

against the strongest resistance from all the worst and
some of the most powerful elements in the French
character.

The first signs that present themselves when we turn Indication!

to our own country, would seem to betoken a remark- in England,

able difference between our slate and that of our con-

tinental neighbours. A foreigner who should hear that

Paley's Moral Philosophy was the recognised text-book

in one of our Universities, and should inquire what the

nature of that book was, would undoubtedly be sur-

prised to learn, that though written by an eminent, and,

in many respects, admirable divine, it made the good or

evil of an action depend wholly upon its results, and

taught in what ways we may arrive at right conduct by
calculating those results. A book wholly overlooking
or denying the facts which were established in the
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XVlIIth Century by different independent thinkers, to

say nothing of the principles which were held sacred in

earlier ages, would seem to have very little of the com-

prehensive historical character which has discovered

itself in philosophy elsewhere. And indeed it has not.

Yet we are by no means anxious to take advantage of

the plea, that this book belongs rather to the past age
than to the present, or to see in it no indication of the

tone which we believe philosophy in the present day
must assume if it is to maintain ils ground.

Paley's is a moral and political philosophy. It deals

with morals as related to politics, as being by some
link or other inseparably united to them. This we fancy
is an important and characteristic difference between it

and most of the writings of the XVIIIth Century, even

those to which upon other grounds we should attach a

much higher value. It is an instance, we think, of

that remarkable clearness which accompanied in Paley
what we fear must be called a superficial method, and

even a superficial habit of mind, that he perceived the

necessity of treating morals under its political aspects.

It gives him a title to rank with Locke a person much

resembling him in character, though inferior to him in

a certain transparency of intellect as the beginner of a

new era of study, however differently from his con-

jectures it might he destined to terminate.

We are strengthened in this view of Paley by com-

paring him with Dugald Stewart and the philosophers
of the Scotch school, who fir a while held a divided

i mpire with him. This school assumed in Stewart's

hands a kind of eclectical character. It professed to

deal with the mind upon the principles of Experiment
and Induction, and was willing to pay all fitting respect
to previous teachers. It took to itself somewhat more

credit than it deserved for its principle of Induction,

seeing that this was the principle upon which most of the

inquirers since the time of Bacon had actually gone,
and seeing thatMr. Stewart, though admiring experiment,
would tolerate experiments only up to a certain point.

As long as they took note of no principles antecedent to

'xperience, external or internal, he admitted their vali-

dity. But without attempting to show that Kant had

used a less severe method of induction than previous

philosophers, without showing wherein his experiments
had been fallacious, Mr. Stewart's faith fails him just as

he reaches one particular crisis in philosophical inquiry,
and he determines that to such strange doctrines as

come from Germany he will give no ear. All this would

have been very well borne in England, at least for a

time, if these Scotch teachers had not laboured 10 keep
their speculations free from any allusion to the actual

life and business of men. They were philosophers, and

philosophers merely. What had they to do with laws,

and governments, and religions? Such matters lay

entirely out of their cognizance ; they would observe

the most rigid silence upon them. Now seeing that they

profess to be emphatically the practical philosophers, that

they proclaim the schoolmen to be dreamers, and Plato

and Kant to deserve no better name ; this seems to our

English tastes and apprehensions a little puzzling.
What means a philosophy, and a practical philosophy
too, which has no concern with any thing that we are

thinking or caring about which talks to usindeed about

our own instincts and consciousnesses, but leaves us

to fancy that these instincts and consciousnesses have

no real objects in the heaven above or in the earth

beneath. Such speculations might be very good for

creatures of another race, but they seem to be exceed- Moral and

ingly unsuitable for toiling human beings.
We cannot wonder then that a philosophy which

| OSOphy.
vigorously applied itself to human objects, should very -j- .,,-_
soon have displaced one which seemed wholly fantastic.

Paley was better for us than Stewart. But we could not

stop where Paley stops. The scheme of utility was in
j,jrst resu ]t

him mixed with many incongruous elements, and he had Of the union
followed it out very imperfectly to its consequences, between

Acknowledging expediency as the only guide in politics political

as well as in morals, he had yet defended institutions
an

.''

moral

and reverenced creeds which had clearly not this basis,
or are full of the most strange and incongruous mate-
rials if they have. Mr. Bentham could endure no such

inconsistency. Starting from the one simple hypothesis,
that Pleasure and Pain are the ultimate laws of the

universe, he determined, not as former Epicureans had
done, to invent a scheme of life for himself, but to model

society upon that principle. As we have already exa-
mined this doctrine in its simple form, we need enter into

no fresh discussion respecting this modification of it.

Indeed, even if we had not that excuse, the task would
now be unnecessary. The scheme of Mr. Bentham was

brought forward as the last achievement of the philo-

sophical spirit, the highest possible result of an ad-
vanced state of civilization. These phrases which worked Doctrine of

most powerfully in its favour have of late been turned utility.

with deadly effect against it. Persons as utterly averse
as he could be from ancient forms and institutions have
attacked liitn on this express ground, that he has not

kept up with the march of knowledge, that he adopted
a narrow theory of human nature from a narrow induc-

tion, and wanted the capacity for acknowledging the

discoveries of those who had taken in a more enlarged
sphere of observation. But it has also been represented,
we think very unjustly and very injuriously to his repu-
tation, that we can abandon his moral and metaphysical

theory, and yet maintain the political deductions fr<;m

it. Now it seems to us, that one great and deserved

cause of Mr. Bentham's popularity was his bold and
honest assertion that these cannot be separated. We owe
him, we conceive, very great gratitude for overturning
the dilettantism which had become fashionable in phi-

losophy, and for showing that the test of principles is

their application to practice, and the test of practice its

power of being referred back to principles. He was
besides a powerful and consistent logician, who might
be mistaken in premises, but who in the steps from his

premises to his conclusion would very seldom stumble.
We are bound, therefore, to consider that his utilitarian

philosophy and his theories on practical legislation and

politics must stand or (all together. He is, we think,
the completes! form of the utilitaiian philosopher that has
ever appeared, or is ever likely to appear. The influence

he has exercised upon the times is not wonderful,when we
consider either the plausible doctrine which he defended,
the confusions in the minds of his opponents, or the real

intellectual power and moral earnestness with which he
assailed them. The rapid decline of his fame it re-

quires some more words to account for.

The strong political bias of the English mind has Final result
been constantly urged as a reason why any deep philo- of this

sophy must be always uncongenial to it. We have seen union in a

what confirmation this opinion seems to receive from
the prevalence of Paley's doctrines, and the indifference

with which Stewart, in spite of powerful patronage from
a powerful body of Scotch friends or disciples, has been

:
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_j-^-f_' mediately, men will be driven to seek for the deepest
foundations. In Greece we observed, that the most

flourishing times of philosophy were the times of strong
. political feeling, and that it grew weak as those feelings

decayed. We are not ashamed then to confess that we
believe the doctrine of expediency which Paley sanc-

tioned might have continued to prevail among us, if

men had not been startled by observing to what prac-
tical conclusions that doctrine led, when it was fairly

and consistently followed out by Bentham. To find

plausible arguments against some of these conclusions

was easy, to find a strong vis inertice in the public mind
which could withstand them was not impossible. But
various experiences show, that neither the special plead-

ing of clever men, nor the reluctance to move in com-

fortable men can be always trusted in an hour of need.

Something more than this was wanted, and however

imprudent many might deem it to examine the grounds
of that which age and custom had made venerable, such

an investigation was inevitable. The question was in

what spirit should it be undertaken. If carried on at

all, it must be carried on not timidly but boldly ; the

examination must be not partial but complete. But
should it be pursued in a spirit of hatred or of love, of

contempt or of reverence ? The first method has been
tried to the utmost by Mr. Bentham and his followers.

If it is the most effectual, it should assuredly be per-
severed in. But a set of persons have arisen to say
that it is not effectual; instead of going too far, you
have not gone far enough. Instead of judging prac-
tices and institutions by tests which are too severe,

by principles of human nature which are too deep, you
have made use of the most weak tests, you have bruUf>'

'

the most shallow principles to bear upon them. We
demand a more rigid scrutiny : instead of a few flimsy
inductions from a few facts which present themselves on
the surface of society in the present day, we must look
into history, and study the growth of our institutions,

An histo- tnat we mav know really what they mean. We must look
rical spirit into the same history to know what men have been
awakened, thinking about in past ages, that we may see whether

this doctrine of Pleasure and Pain is really that in which
all other doctrines begin and terminate, or whether it is

merely the deposit or scum that is left after all that is

strong and vital in human thoughts and feelings has eva-

porated. To such inquiries men have addressed them-
selves; some beginning with an aversion from that
which afterwards, by slow degrees, they were led to

admire ; some beginning with a confused sentiment of
admiration, as well for institutions as for all the prac-
tices of those who administer them ; but both agreeing
at last in the confession, that the more their sympa-
thies have been awakened for what was truly and
permanently good, the more keenly they are able to

distinguish between it and any evil innovations which
fashion or selfishness may have grafted upon it; the
more anxious to remove, though with a delicate and
careful hand, all such unnatural excrescences. In this

Encyclopaedia at least, the plan and method of which
were originally suggested by Mr. Coleridge, we should
be most ungrateful not to own, that of all those who
have assisted in imparting this feeling to the English
mind, he was incomparably the first in genius, in know-
ledge, and in moral influence. We are anxioui in this

VOL. II.

place -and in this connection to introduce his name, Moral and

because the impression has been very widely diffused,
both by his enemies and his admirers, that his mind was

wholly cast in a foreign mould, and that all which Eng-
lishmen hailed or disliked as novel in his writings was

already familiar to thoughtful men in Germany. For
novelty, no one more eagerly disclaimed it on all occa-
sions than he did. It was his greatest desire to revive
and reproduce the old

; he left it to the original writers
in journals and magazines to supply the public with
what is new. He was also most anxious to testify his

obligations to the German writers, and that at a time
when it was not a credit, but a disgrace to be suspected
of any sympathy with them. But that a man who had
been educated at an English jiublic school and univer-

sity, who had entered earnestly and passionately, yet,
even in his most extravagant moments, with ardent pa-
triotism, into the questions which agitated the people of
England, and had produced his noblest poetry before
he entered upon his German studies, should be supposed
not to be truly and originally national is most unreason-
able. In later life he was in the habit of connecting,
even in a forced and unnatural manner, the language of
Hooker and our early English divines with that of
Kant as if he felt almost reluctant to receive any thin"-
from abroad which he could not associate with some
national feeling or recollection. He did, however, most
earnestly assert the truth of Kant's positions, believing
that men had been withdrawn from their faith in those
transcendent truths which their creeds and institutions

embody by the loss (for such he deemed it) of the con-
viction that they had a faculty within them to which these
truths could appeal. But on the one hand, no person
was ever more zealous to maintain that the Practical
Reason which demands these truths is not the inheritance
of philosophers, bat ofevery poor man in the land ; on the
other, no one ever took more pains to show that these
truths must be proclaimed to both rich and poor by an
organized body, whose understandings were to be dili-

gently cultivated and exercised, and whose teachings
were most profitable when they were not captiously dis-

puted, but humbly received. He may possibly have
dreamed, like other great thinkers, of constructing a

philosophical system. If he had accomplished such a
task, we should probably have found the same reason to

complain of it as of any other which has passed under
our review in this article. But in the writings which he
has left, he has been happily preserved from this infir-

mity of noble minds. All the principles which he has

developed refer to some practical subject, either con-
nected with the regulation of our lives or with the poli-
tical circumstances of the country. In his books he has
thrown out many thoughts with which taken singly we
entirely disagree. But we are convinced that he did
not mean them to be -taken singly. He had confidence
that his readers, if they thought it worth while to studv

any part of his utterances, would study the whole of
them, and would gather his meaning not from detached
sentences, but from the impression which after a careful
and affectionate study remained upon their minds. He
felt, perhaps, more strongly than any philosopher since
Plato the worth of the principle, that every deep truth
comes forth in two imperfect and even apparently con-

tradictory forms ; in neither of which singly, but in the
result of both, we have that wherein we can permanently
rest. We should say, that in the developement and ap-
plication of this truth consisted his great and peculiar

4 R
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ical Phi-

losophy.

Moral and merit as a philosopher. He derived it not from the

Metapjiy- schools of Germany, but of Greece. But he owed the

clear sense of it to his English education. He had re-

ceived from that our English habit of balance and com-

promise, which leads in low and feeble minds to the sacri-

fice of every thing positive and true ; but which becomes

in our practical Jurists an exquisite tact in deciding
the worth of contradictory evidence ; which leads our

wiser Statesmen to seek after a constitutional equilibrium
not in theory but in fact; which disposes our working
Divines to be discontented till they can find some point
of practical reconciliation between two opposite opinions ;

which has enabled our Philosophers and Theologians
to recognise the Platonic idea as not the more visionary,

but the more real, because it cannot reduce itself under

the conditions of human logic, and to believe that the

deepest principles of Christianity would want one sure

test of their derivation from God, if they did not

possess the same characteristic.

We have made these remarks, not for the sake of

exalting our own countryman, but in order to show that

each of the three nations has had its own appropriate
task to fulfil, and that its philosophers cannot avail

themselves of the labours of foreigners, unless they are

content to assist in fulfilling it. If Coleridge understood
the Germans better than Bentham, it was because he
was a more truly English philosopher, because he pos-
sessed that national spirit in which the other was wholly
wanting. The Englishman who derives his wisdom
from France or Germany, the Frenchman or German
who merely sits at the feet of English teachers, will, we
are sure, be utterly unable to sympathize with those

whom he copies and affects to admire. At the same
time it is quite evident that the courses of thought which
have been followed in Germany, France, and England,
though starting from such different points, cannot be

kept separate from each other, and that there is a com-
mon characteristic belonging to them all. It would be

difficult to say in which country the historical spirit has
had most opposition to encounter whether in Ger-

many, from the subjective tendencies of its philosophy ;

in France, from the worship of the present age ; or in

England, from the selfishness by which we have cor-

rupted our institutions, and thus made the doctrine

plausible that they were the work of barbarians. It

would be difficult to say in which of these countries
this spirit has put itself forth most strongly in defiance
of all these contradictions, and often in spite of the very-
habits and tempers of those who have assisted in dif-

fusing it. The mind of Schelling ia probably much
disposed to look upon truths as derived from the reason
rather than as recognised by it. The mind of Guizot
must be naturally much inclined to honour the time in

which he lives, and to disparage the past. Coleridge's
mind was essentially poetic and creative ; to him of
course the acknowledgment of truths, as given to us
not as originated in us, must have been most difficult.

Yet each of these men was by different processes led to

feel that the highest vocation of the philosopher is to

perceive that which is, to discover a meaning in that

which has happened, to receive that which has been
bestowed. To cultivate this spirit in the students of

Moral and Metaphysical Philosophy should, we con- Mural and

ceive, be the great aim of the teachers in these nations. Metaphy-

For the most plausible sophisms of our day are upheld by
8

j

vague notions respecting the history of human progress, ^ ^
and can only be confuted by a patient meditation upon
it. We are told in dim prophetic language that certain

great metaphysical Ideas have ever clothed themselves
in religious forms and notions, which after a while

became antiquated, and are exchanged for others ;

that the period is come when the creed which our fathers

have believed must be discarded like the Paganism of
former days ; that a free and glorious Pantheism will,
in the minds of the wise few at least, supersede all the

mythical, superstitious, and partial worships which
have existed among men. It may be that the

phrases of this rhetoric have made an impression upon
the European mind which nothing but experience can
efface. It may be that we are destined to learn by a

discipline perhaps the most tremendous that the nations
have ever undergone, what Pantheism is worth, what it

can do for mankind, and what huge, shapeless, monstrous

superstitions must emerge out of it, before the Light
which we have scorned shall burst forth to restore Distinc-
tion and Order, and form the Universe anew. But the

utterers of this language appeal to History, and by
History they should be encountered. Let the records of
Greek speculation be calmly studied that it may be seen
what they could, and what they could not do

; how
much truth there was in them ; how utterly false they
must have been if there be no such divine and tran-
scendent FACTS as Christianity consists of. Let it be
seen whether Jewish History be really a collection of

startling prodigies, or whether it be not the most orderly
coherent narration which the world possesses, revealing
the deepest principles through events which make those
that are happening to us intelligible. Let it be seen from
the History of Modern Europe, whether the human spirit
does not owe all its emancipat'on and all its progress to

the belief that it is connected by an actual bond with its

Creator ; whether it did not fall again into bondage and
confusion when it lost sight of the Facts by which that
Union is declared ; whether any attempt to establish
Human Society and Human Life upon any other basis
than these facts has not ended in the degradation of
both. These things if the student diligently ponder in

the only temper which can make History or Philosophy
profitable, he will find the difference between receiving
the truths which any age was appointed to impart,
and making that age an object of idolatry ; between an
affectionate sympathy with those who proclaimed the
wants and hopes of man, and the fancy that the an-
nouncement of these wants is a substitute for the satis-

faction of them ; between the belief that the philosopher
has faculties given him which he is not to hide, but to
use for the good of mankind and the glory of his

Creator, and the notion that he can dispense with one of
those helps in attaining a knowledge of himself and of
God, which are necessary to the meanest peasant. Above
all he will see these words inscribed upon the Halls
of Philosophy not less legibly than upon the Temple of

Religion,
" WHOSO HUMBLETH HIMSELF SHALL BE EX-

ALTED, WHOSO EXALTETH HIMSELF SHALL BE ABASED."
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PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS.

1. BETWEEN the sciences of Ethics and JURISPRU-

DENCE, or LAW, there is a connection so close that it is

not very easy to determine accurately the respective

limits of each. But in a general way, the circumstance

which occasions the distinction between them is compul-

sion by public authority. The science of ethics ac-

quaints us with our duty, and the reasons of it. Juris-

prudence proceeds to the consideration of the means of

enforcing that duty, by the artificial institution of a

public and regular system of compulsion, and it inquires

into the rules ordained for this purpose. A distinction

of another kind is sometimes made. Morality, it is said,

relates to principles of action; law, to precise and defi-

nite rules of conduct. There is some foundation for this

distinction, arising from the peculiar object which each

science has in view, though the fundamental principles,

and, in a great measure, the practical rules also, are the

same in both. In morals, we seek for a just method of

self-government ; our aim is the private regulation of

our own conduct; and we look, not so much to the

outward form of our actions, as to the spirit and iulen-

tion by which we are actuated. Here then we may
refer our conduct immediately to the most general
standard of right, whereas compulsory enforcement and

prevention, which form the proper and immediate ob-

jects of law, must necessarily be exerted in single and

definite acts, are applicable only to outward conduct,
and therefore require precise rules for their application.

And, accordingly, we find that Hooker represents law,

in its essential character, to be both coercive and pre-
cise : "That which doth assign unto each thing the

kind, that which doth moderate the force and power,
that which doth appoint the form and measure of

working, the same we term a law."*

2. Jurisprudence is either universal or particular.

The former relates to the science of law in general : it

investigates the principles which are common to all

positive systems of law, apart from the local, partial, and

accidental circumstances and peculiarities by which

those systems respectively are distinguished from one

another. Particular jurisprudence treats of the laws of

particular states ; which laws are, or at least profess to

be, the rules and principles of universal jurisprudence

itself, specifically developed and applied.
3. According to some eminent continental writers of

the present day, the science of jurisprudence properly
admits of being treated in four different ways, philoso-

phically, historically, didactically or dogmatically, and

exegetically. The philosophy of law embraces those

moral considerations and reasons upon which all laws

are grounded : it investigates the origin and principles
of natural justice or right, and the sources and object or

purpose of positive laws. The history of law traces its

actual rise and progress. The didactic branch is con-

cerned with the formal rules and doctrines of law, with-

out directly regarding its spirit and object. And lastly,

* Ecclesiastical Polity, book i. sec. 2.

it is the office of the exegetic department to interpret
Law.

and explain these rules and doctrines.* Universal or *^v
general jurisprudence is sometimes called the science of

legislation. Legislation indeed is occasionally consi-

dered as the art ofthe law-maker, whilst jurisprudence is

treated as the science. An able living writer, however, of

our own country, whose work upon the present subject

has attracted a considerable share of notice both here

and on the continent, contends that jurisprudence and

legislation are entirely distinct sciences. "General

jurisprudence, or the philosophy of positive law,
1 '

says
Mr. Austin, "is not concerned directly with the science

of legislation. It is concerned directly with principles

and distinctions which are common to various systems
of particular and positive law ; and which each of those

various systems inevitably involves, let it be worthy of

praise or blame, or let it accord or not with an assumed

measure or test. Or (changing the phrase) general

jurisprudence, or the philosophy of
positive law, is con-

cerned with law as it necessarily is, rather than with

law as it ought to be ; with law as it must be, be it

good or bad, rather than with law as it must be, if it

be good."t The learned author, it will be readily seen,

dissents from the writers above referred to, and we
believe from most others also, in his use and application

of the term philosophy of law. Legislation, he says, is

a branch of morals, and as such distinct from the science

of jurisprudence. It is not very clear what limits he

would assign to the latter, but apparently he would make
it little more than a science of terminology. At the

same time his book abounds with many accurate and

useful definitions and distinctions; but, like Bentham,
for whom he professes to entertain a profound admira-

tion, he betrays an excessive anxiety to arrive at a degree
of accuracy, probably unattainable in such a science as

law. Attempts of this kind tend rather to perplex than

to assist the student. Some of the most instructive works

relating to or connected with the science of jurispru-

dence, are such as it would be difficult to class under any

single recognised head or division of the subject ; nor,

in our opinion, would any great advantage follow, were

it possible to satisfy the most restless inquirer upon this

point.J

* Introduction Generate a I'Hiitoire duDroit; par M E. Lermi-

nier, eh. iii. Warnko3nig, Doctrina Juris Pfa/otopnica, cap. i. sec. 1.

t Tke Province of Jurisprudence determined. Preliminary Obser-

vations, p. iii.

J "Of what stamp," asks Mr. Bentham, "are the works of Gro-

tius, Puflendorf, and Burlamaqui ? Are they political or ethical,

historical or juridical, expository or censorial ? Sometimes one

thing, sometimes another : they seem hardly to have settled the

matter with themselves. A defect this to which all books must

almost inevitably lie liable whic-h take for their subject the pre-

tended law of nature; an obscure phantom, which, in the imagin-

ation of those who go in chase of it, points sometimes to manners,

sometimes to laws; sometimes to what law i, sometimes to what

it ought to be. Montesquieu sets out upon the censorial plan :

but long before the conclusion, as if he had fcrgjt his first design,

he throws off the censor, and pins on the antiquarian. The Mar-

quis Beccaria's liook, the first of any account that is uniformly

censorial, concludes as it sets out with penal jurisprudence."
Murals anil Legislation, ch. xvii vol ii. p. 264, ii. He elsewhere
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Law.
v v
Lord
Bacon.

His
maxims.'

4. Lord Bacon has afforded us one of the clearest

and most satisfactory descriptions with which we are

acquainted of the science now under consideration,

whether we designate it by the name of legislation, or

of universal jurisprudence ;
and he enumerates several

of the principal problems of which it is the object of

that science to otfer a solution.
" All those," he ob-

serves,
" which have written of laws, have written either

as pnilosopher-s or as lawyers, and not as statesmen.

As for the philosophers, they make imaginary laws for

imaginary commonwealths ; and their discourses are as

the stars, which give little light, because they are so

high. For the lawyers, they write according to the

states where they live, what is received law, not what

ought to be law : for the wisdom of a law-maker is one,

and of a lawyer is another. For there are in nature

certain fountains of justice, whence all civil laws are

derived but as streams; and like as waters do take

tinctures and tastes from the soils through which they

run, so do civil laws vary according to the regions and

governments where they are planted, though they pro-

ceed from the same fountains. Again, the wisdom of a

law-maker consisteth not only in a platform of justice,

but in the application thereof; taking into conside-

ration by what means laws may be made certain, and

what are the causes of the doubtfulness and uncer-

tainty of law ; by what means laws may be made apt
and easy to be executed, and what are the impediments
and remedies in the execution of laws ; what influence

laws touching private right of meum and tiium have

into the public state, and how they may be made

apt and agreeable ; how laws are to be penned and de-

livered, whether in texts or in acts, brief or large, with

preambles or without ; how they are lobe pruned and

reformed from time to time, and what is the best means
to keep them from being too vast in volumes, or too

full of multiplicity and crossness ; how they are to be

expounded, when upon causes emergent and judicially

discussed, and when upon responses and conferences

touching general points and questions ; how they are to

be pressed, rigorously or tenderly ;
how they are to be

mitigated by equity and good conscience, and whether

discretion and strict law are to be mingled in the same

courts, or kept apart in several courts ; again, how the

practice, profession, and erudition of law is to be cen-

sured and governed ; and many other points touching
the administration, and, as I may term it, animation of

laws."*

5. He attempted to supply in part the deficiency here

complained of, by his short but highly valuable trea-

tise entitled Exemplum Iractatus de justitia universali

sive de fontibus juris, appended to the eighth book of

his great work De augmentis scientiarum. This treatise

consists of ninety-seven aphorisms upon the heads enu-

merated by him as above. The consummate ability,

learning, and skill of its author, added to his extensive

experience as a practical statesman and lawyer, eminently

qualified him tor advancing the science of legislation;

and these aphorisms are deservedly held in high estima-

tion. By many their appearance is regarded as an

important epoch in the history of legal science. Someeven

expresses himself dissatisfied with Blackstone, on similar grounds.
See Bentham, Fragment on Government, Pref. p. xii. &c.

Some sensible remarks, bearing upon the present discussion,

may be found in Lieber's Political Ethics, part i, ch. iv. sec, 31,

p. 67. London, 1839.
* Advancement of Learning, book ii.

go the length of asserting that Lord Bacon was the first, Law -

in modern times, who conceived the idea of an uni- ^-"v"~"/

versul jurisprudence ; that it was he who first sowed
the seed which has only of late sprung up and pro-
duced fruit, in the shape of a more exact theory of law,
and improved methods and principles of legislation,

though as yet the science is far from being complete.
It must indeed be admitted with Mr. Hallam, that the

maxims in question are an admirable illustration of the

principles which should regulate the enactment and

expression of laws, as well as of much that should

guide, in a general manner, the decisions of courts of

justice, and that they furnish principles of general appli-

cation, inasmuch as they are not limited to the circum-
stances of particular societies.* But others again
bestow less unqualified praise on the services ofour great

philosopher, in relation to the advancement of the

science at large. Thus M. Lerminier remarks the

cautious timidity of Bacon with regard to political phi-

losophy.
"
Concerning government," says Bacon,

"
it

is a part of knowledge secret and retired, in both these

respects, in which things are deemed secret, for some

things are secret because they are hard to know, and
some because they are not fit to utter ;" and, accord-

ingly, the only part which he handles of this branch
of the subject, regards the means of extending the

bounds of an empire. As to the science of law, consi-

dered apart from what belongs more properly to politics,
M. Lerminier thinks it may fairly be questioned,
whether Lord Bacon has, in reality, given us a treatise

on universal justice ; for he does not attempt to examine
the rational foundation of society, or the basis and

groundwork of law. He contemplates laws merely in

the outward form they present, and the only principles
with which he. furnishes us relate exclusively to their

practical regulation and administration. Sa far he is

admirable, it is conceded ; but with respect to the

theory and philosophy of law, his maxims cannot, as this

ingenious writer contends, be allowed any rank or im-

portance in the history of the science,t
6. For the philosophy of law we may go back to the The phi-

ages of antiquity, to those philosophers of whom Lord losopheri

Bacon says, proponunt multa, dictu pulchra, sed ab usu
remota ; who have explored the fountains of justice
without pursuing its streams. We do not now refer to

works exclusively or principally of a moral as opposed
to a political cast, however such works may assist the

jurist, by the light which they afford him in his search

after the common foundation of morals and law. At

present, we are concerned only with such writers as

have directly contributed to promote the science of juris-

prudence. Plato is generally ranked amongst the ear- Plato,

liest and most remarkable of these writers. H is views
are comprehensive, noble, and just ; though perhaps his

diffuse and unsystematic style, and the form of the dia-

logue in which he has chosen to clothe his ideas, may
be looked upon as defects by the rigid lovers of system.
Two of his dialogues, the Commonwealth and the

Laws, are very commonly, though erroneously, supposed
to be connected with one another, as if in the latter he
intended to follow up and complete the plan which he

* See Hallam's Introduction to the Literature of Europe in the

XlVth, Xrth, and XPIth Centuriei, vol. ii. p. 444, &c. See also

the remarks of Mr. Basil Montagu, the learned editor of Lord
Bacon's Work*, vol. ii. p. Ixvii., and note U.

\ Lerminier, Introd, Gen, a CHist. <lu l)'it,ch. vii.
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Law. commenced in the former, by furnishing his imaginary
^V"' community with imaginary laws. The two works in ques-

tion, however, are wholly unconnected. Plato had no

intention of representing any actual or probable condi-

tion of society, in his Commonwealth, a work which has

reference to morals, rather than to our present subject.

The supposition, therefore, occasionally entertained, that

he seriously countenanced doctrines much resembling

those which are attributed to the Saint-Simonians and

certain other modern sects on the subjects of property
and marriage, is equally absurd and groundless. In his

Laws, he appears more properly in the character of a

politician and a statesman ; and if we consider the ege
in which he lived, and the lights which he possessed, he

stands unrivalled as a political philosopher. We are to

look to him chiefly for general views, respecting the true

object of government, the duties of a legislator, and the

fundamental principles of legislation ;
at the same time

he is highly valuable on several matters of detail and of

a practical bearing. In some respects, he seems to

have anticipated the doctrines of modern theorists, as,

for example, where he treats of the nature, object, and

proportion of legal punishments, and the circumstances

which he thiuks ought to accompany the promulgation
of laws. The concluding books of this work contain a

system of municipal and international law.

Aristotle. The depth and precision of Aristotle, the anatomy of

justice, which he gives in his Nieomacheun Ethics, and
the unrivalled sagacity, diligence, and exactness, with

which he has traced and explained the structure of

human governments, place him, even now, in the very
first rank of political writers ; but he far surpasses
them in general, in one most important respect, namely,
in the regard he pays to experience, and in his close

observation of human nature. His theory of justice
is encumbered with a whimsical attempt to establish

a sort of moral arithmetic, justice being made to de-

pend upon a geometrical proportion; but when he
extricates himself from this, his good sense is appa-
rent. His political doctrines are to be found in his

Politics. The first book contains the theory of slavery
and sociability. His doctrines with regard to the former

are amongst those which have been most frequently and

severely censured : whole races of human beings, he as-

serts, are decreed by nature to be slaves ; and on this

unsatisfactory principle he justifies the practice of reduc-

ing our fellow creatures to the mere condition of things.
In the second book, he criticises the theories of Plato

and of other philosophers, and reviews the constitutions

of Sparta, Crete, and Carthage. In several succeeding
books, he establishes the principles on which civil society
is instituted, and traces the nature and forms of the
various sorts of government, simple and compound, the

course of revolutions, and the causes of the decline of
states. That he did not theorize without regard to facts

and experience, appears from the circumstance, that, as
a preparatory step, he examined and compared one
hundred and fifty-eight different constitutions of Greece
and Italy. Afterwards, he proceeds to investigate the

conditions of private justice and of social happiness, and

many points of practical legislation and government.
The eighth and last book is occupied with the subject of
education.

Cicero. 7. The next philosopher to be noticed is Cicero.
But he is distinguished, not so much for having ad-
vanced the principles of the science, by any original dis-

coveries of his own, as for the conspicuous place which
VOL. II.

'

he occupies in Roman jurisprudence, which first began,
in his day, to be enriched and improved by its alliance v.

with Grecian philosophy then recently imported into

Home. Before the .time of Cicero, law was merely
practised there as an art. He entertained the idea of

reducing it to a regular science,* a task which was partly
executed by his friend and contemporary, Servius Sul-

picius. Cicero was not a professed jurisconsult, but he was

intimately acquainted with the Roman laws and consti-

tution, and to him we are indebted for some of the most
valuable information we possess respecting them. He
may justly be regarded as pre-eminently the philoso-

phical jurist of Rome. Two treatises of his, on political
and legal philosophy, have been transmitted to us, but
in a very mutilated condition, about one half of each

being lost. One of these, his treatise De Legibus, has

long been known. Of the other, bearing the title De
Republica, we possessed only a few fragments, chiefly

quoted by Lactantius, until, in the present century, the

work, as we now have it, was brought to light by the

learned Cardinal Mai. In the titles of these works, in

his adoption of the form of a dialogue, and in his gene-
ral philosophy, Cicero has imitated Plato. His political

science, relative to the structure of governments, is

chiefly borrowed from Aristotle. In his Commonwealth,
he discusses the excellences and defects of the different

forms of government. In remarking upon the excel-

lence of the Roman constitution, he attributes its supe-

riority over those of the states of Greece to the fact,

that whilst they were originally framed or largely re-

formed by the single efforts of distinguished individuals,

the Roman constitution was slowly and gradually deve-

loped in the course of many ages, and by the successive

labours of many statesmen.
( Such, he maintains, must

always be the process, by which a constitution is brought
to maturity and rendered really and substantially good.
Hence he proposes, as the most proper and rational

method of prosecuting his inquiry into the best form of

government, to trace the rise and progress of the Roman
constitution from its earliest infancy ; a method, in his

opinion, far preferable to that adopted by Plato, who

feigned an imaginary commonwealth. He then pro-

ceeds, with consummate ability, to review the principal

epochs and changes in the constitution of his country;

but, unfortunately, we are prevented from following him
to the end, by the loss of the latter portion of this work.

In his Laws, Cicero eloquently maintains the divine

origin and immutable character of natural justice or

right, independent of all human conventions and

opinions. He shows the connection between law and

religion, and strenuously asserts the obligation of states

to support a national faith and established religious in-

stitutions. He then pass.es on to the appointment and

* " Si enim out mihi faorre licuerit, quodjamdiu cogilo, out alias

quispiam, aut, me impediio, occuparit, aut mortuo efftcerit, ut pri-
mum omne jus civite in genera digerat, qutr perpauca sunt ; deinde

eorum generum quasi queedam membra disperhut ; turn propriam

cujusque vim definitione dtclaret ; perfeciam arlem juris civi/it

habebitis, magis magnam, atque ubtrem, quam difficilem atqve 06-

icuram." De Oratore. i. 42.

f
" It (sciV. Cato) dicere solelal, ot ham causam pr&slare noslrce

civitatil Italian cateris civilalibus, quod in illis singu/it ftiissent fere,

qui suam quisque rempubticam constituissent legibus afqtie
instttutis

suis, ut Crelum Minos, LacedtBmonifjrum Lycurgus, Aiheniensium,

qucp pfrseepe cvmmulata fsset. turn Theseus, turn Dracv, turn So/on,

turn Ctixthenes, turn mufti alii ; postrerno exsangutm jam jacentem

doctus vir Pkalereu* sustentasset Drmetriut. Nostra autem respub-

lica non unius esspi irtgmw, sed mulforvm, nt'C Una hominis vita, sed

aliquot etset comlituta s&cutis et letalibui." De Rep, lib. ii. 1.

4 S

Law.
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consults.

Law. functions of magistrates, the constitution of senates and
yJ-y-_.' popular assemblies, and the other topics of constitutional

law and policy. The imaginary republic, represented
in this work, bears a close resemblance to the Roman
state, for which it has frequently been mistaken.

8. Of the ancients, those whom we have noticed are

commonly regarded as the chief promoters of philoso-

phical jurisprudence. After them, we do not, until we
come to modern times, meet with the names of any
writers in this particular department, of sufficient im-

portance to render their appearance an epoch in the

history of the science. We shall now proceed to mark
out the principal eras, and notice a few of the chief

events connected with the gradual developement and

progress of practical jurisprudence.
The Roman 9. The science of positive or artificial law in general
law. may be considered to have but recently emerged from a

state of infancy, in the time of Cicero, when, as we have

already intimated, the Roman law first attained the rank

and dignity of a science.
" From that time," to use the

language of Lord Bacon,*
"
there was such a race of

wit and authority, between the commentaries and deci-

sions of the lawyers, and the edicts of the emperors, as

both law and lawyers were out of breath." Without

pausing to enumerate the particular circumstances which

led to such a result, it is sufficient at present to notice

the fact, that the Roman law gradually lost much of the

narrow character of a purely national system, intended

for the regulation of a single people, and accommodated
itself to the widely differing manners, customs, and ideas,

The dassi- of the various nations composing the empire. The pro-
cal juris- gress of the system towards maturity, and its ultimate

establishment on a broad philosophical basis, was mate-

rially promoted by the labours of a series of profound
and accomplished lawyers, who followed each other in

uninterrupted succession down to the age of Alexander

Severus; in and about whose reign the illustrious names

of Paphnan, Paul, Ulpian, and Modestinus occur. So
far as principles were concerned, the Roman law had
now attained its full maturity ; for the lawyers of the

next three centuries possessed no originality, but con-

tented themselves with a tame use of the rich materials

left to them by their predecessors, without attempting to

develope any new principles. Their highest ambition

did not rise above several attempts, some of them

tolerably successful, to reduce and abridge into a more
convenient size and form, the contents of the unwieldy
mass of their law books. Gregory and Hermogenes,
two private lawyers of the age of Constantine, collected

and arranged, in the Gregorian and Hermogenian Codes,
the imperial edicts down to their times. Nearly a cen-

tury after, a similar collection, in continuation of the

others, was made by order of the Emperor Theodosius
the younger. This collection was called the Theodosian

Code, and it was the first work of the kind undertaken

by public authority. But the most remarkable achieve-

ment in this way, indeed we may perhaps say, the most

remarkable event in the annals of jurisprudence, was the

remoulding of the whole body of Roman law, in the

early part of the Vlth Century of our era, by command
of the Emperor Justinian. Tribonian, an eminent

lawyer of the day, was the chief instrument employed in

this task. The body of law, as digested and arranged

by him assisted by other lawyers, comprehended origin-

* An offer to King James of a Digest to be made of the Laws
of England. Wurks, vol. v. p. 357

Codes.

The civil

law.

ally three distinct works : 1. the Code in twelve books, Law.

consisting of the imperial constitutions methodically ar ^"V"-''
ranged, from the earliest times of their promulgation ;

2. the Digest or Pandects, in fifty books, containing
the opinions and writings of the most eminent lawyers,
digested in a systematical manner ; 3. the Institutes,

being an elementary treatise on the Roman law, in four

books. To these were afterwards added the Novels, or

imperial constitutions of posterior date, which formed a

supplement to the Code
; for, notwithstanding Justi-

nian's determination that the first three works should
form the only standard of reference in all civil matters,
for his own and all future times, it was found impossible
to dispense with subsequent legislation. These four

compilations together compose what is technically called

the Civil Law, in contradistinction to the Roman law,

which is a more general term, and includes the ante-

Justinianean jurisprudence as well, though frequently
the two names are used indifferently to denote the same

thing. With the compilation of the Corpus Juris

Civilis, the history of the Roman law, properly speaking,
ends.

10. During the dark ages, which succeeded the final The dark

overthrow of the Roman empire, legal and all other ages-

science was overwhelmed in confusion and ignorance.
The descendants of the ancient Romans, however, were
still permitted, by their barbarian conquerors, the use of

their own laws ; and, though jurisprudence was no

longer cultivated as a liberal science, the books of the

civil law, as Savigny has clearly proved,* were in the

hands of the lawyers of those days, and, however imper-

fectly understood, formed one source from which a know-

ledge of Roman law was derived. For a long time,
indeed the general impression so long cherished is yet
far from being entirely removed, the favourite theory,
so successfully overturned by Savigny, was, that the

Theodosian Code and other inferior compilations were

the only known repositories of Roman law, until acci-

dent led to the discovery of a copy of the Pandects at

Amalfi, in the beginning of the Xllth Century. While
the civil law, so far as its liberal cultivation, as an ob-

ject of science, was concerned, was thus in abeyance,
two other great systems were partially brought to light.

These were the Feudal and the Canon laws. The former The feudal

was that system of polity which was introduced by the law>

northern nations who overran the Roman empire, and

whose customs were, for the most part, nearly similar.

It is generally supposed to have acquired something like

a systematic form about the time of Charlemagne, who
was desirous of effecting, as far as possible, an uniformity
of law throughout his extensive dominions ;

but the

principal collections of this law were not compiled until

after the dark period we are now considering. The
account which is given in our HISTORICAL DIVISION of

the Rise, Progress, and principal Features of the Feuda!

system, will supersede the necessity of saying much

upon it in the present article. The Canon law was the The canon
rule of the Christian church, and, properly speaking, it law.

was coeval with the general adoption of Christianity in

Europe. But before the Papal dominion attained its

full height in the latter part of the Xlth Century, this

system was described simply as a rule ; it then was dig-
nified with the name of a law ; and thenceforward it

* Gtschickte de Ktimischen Rechls im Mitlelalter. Heidelberg,
1815-1831. It has been translated into French by M. Guenoux.

Vuris, 1839; and into English by Dr. Cathcart, Edinb. 1829.
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obtained great influence in most countries of Europe.
Several collections of canons were made in the dark

;i;;-es but the chief collections, forming what is called

the Corpus Juris Canonici, were not compiled till a later

period.

Jurispm- 11. The subsequent history of jurisprudence is sepa-
de" L

',

e
,

' the rable into two grand periods, that of the middle ages,

and that of modern times. The former begins about

the year 1100, and occupies a space of about four cen-

turies; and it is remarkable principally for the zealous

cultivation of the civil law in Italy, and, in a subor-

dinate degree, for the ulterior developement of the

The Italixn feudal and canon laws. The Italian civilians of the
civilians. middle acres are commonly divided into three schools,

those of Irnerius, Accursius, and Bartolus. Irnerius

was a native of Bologna, where he professed and taught
the civil law, with such remarkable success, that it soon

becatne the favourite study, and continued to hold the

chief place among the sciences throughout the whole

period now under consideration. Students from every

quarter of Europe flocked to the Italian universities, for

the purpose of gaining an intimate acquaintance with

this law; and such was the estimation in which it was

held, that in a short time it was adopted by almost all

the European nations as the basis of their legislation.

Irnerins was the founder of what is called the school of

the glossators, from the glosses or marginal notes which
the professors of the civil law were in the habit of writing

upon the text. After some time, these glosses usurped,
in a great measure, the place and authority of the text,

and at length they multiplied to such an extent, that a

general digest of them was thought desirable. The

project of composing such a digest was conceived and
executed by Accursins, who compiled his Glossa Ordi-
naria about the middle of the Xlllth Century. This

compilation had immense and rapid success, for it soon
obtained the force of law in the public tribunals, and it

put the old glosses so completely out of fashion, that

they were soon forgotten, and in many instances de-

stroyed as useless lumber. Savigny speaks very slight-

ingly of it, and he says that its indifferent execution, and
the extraordinary favour it met with, attest the decline

of the science since the times of the earlier Irnerians.

Bartolus, the chief of the third school, flourished about
a century later than Accursius. He was chiefly cele-

brated as a commentator, and it was for his great supe-
riority over his predecessors in this department, more
than for any thing original in the character of his

writings, that he was regarded as the head of a school.

Zeal and industry constituted a large portion of the
merits of the Italian civilians, for they had neither phi-
losophy, history, nor polite learning, to aid them. Of
sill the collateral departments of knowledge, logic alone,
at a somewhat advanced stage of this period, was
blended with jurisprudence, but that in a way rather to

encumber than to assist the latter science.

12. Whilst the feudal law regulated the tenure of

property, and the canon law the ecclesiastical relations

of the states of Europe, each of those systems, in a
scientific point of view, occupied, during the middle

ages, a very inferior position to the civil law, which was
regarded as the great repository of legal science, embo-
dying all the essential principles of universal jurispru-
dence ; and it continued to be viewed in this light till

after the Reformation. The feudal and the canon laws
borrowed largely from it. Codes and digests of feudal

and canonical learning were from time to time compiled

Bartulus.

The feudal

and cauon
laws.

on the model of the books of the Corpus Juris Civilis. Law.
Like the latter too, these compilations became the sub- V-^V~~/

ject of numerous glosses and commentaries. Bulgarus
an eminent civilian of the Xllth Century, supposed to
have been a pupil of Irnerius, is said to have been the
first who wrote a "loss on the Book of Feuds, the prin-
cipal collection of feudal law. His example was fol-

lowed by many others, who were, for the most part, civi-

lians likewise. With regard to the canon law, when it

obtained the influence we have above alluded to under
Pope Gregory VII., in the Xlth Century, a knowledge
of it became a common road to the highest honours, and
hence it had many followers. For some time the glos-
sators and the canonists formed two entirely distinct

classes ; occasionally too, some degree of rivalry and
jealousy was observable between them. By degrees,
however, the canonists regarded the civil law as an in-

tegral part of their studies; and, on the other hand, the

civilians, in their works, made use of many principles
derived from the canon law. The first instance of the
same individual professing both laws at once, occurs
about the beginning of the Xlllth Century, in the

person of Lanfrancus, a professor at Bologna. After-
wards the practice became not uncommon.

13. The modern period begins in the XVIth Cen- The mo-

tury, about the time of the Reformation, when the dern period,

science of jurisprudence underwent a complete revolu-
tion. Towards the close of the preceding period, the
defects of the existing modes of studying and cultivating
the civil law began to be pretty generally felt and ac-

knowledged, and some eminent scholars, such as Politian,

brought history and polite learning to bear upon the
civil law. These latter, however, studied and wrote upon
the books of the civil and Roman law, as philologists,
not as lawyers, and until the following century, no ma-
terial improvement took place amongst the regular pro-
fessors, who still persisted in the old barbarous and
vicious system. France, Holland, and Germany, may
be singled out as the three countries where the civil law
has been most successfully cultivated in modern times,

though other countries as well have produced many
eminent civilians. The founder of the Erudita Juris- French

prudentia was Alciatus, an Italian by birth, who settled school.

in France, originally at Avignon, from whence he was Alciatus.

removed in 1529 by Francis I., who was ambitious of

promoting the study of the civil law in his dominions,
and, with that view, placed Alciatus as professor of it

at Bourges. The attempt of Francis completely suc-

ceeded, for the French became the most illustrious of
all the modern schools. Of the many most learned and

accomplished lawyers whom it produced, we need only
mention the names of Duaren, Govea, (by birth a Portu-

guese,) L'Hospital, Hotman, Cujacius, Donellus, Bris-

son, James Godel'roi, Domat, D'Aguesseau, and Pothier.
Of all these, the reputation of Cujacius, or Cujas, stood
so high, eclipsing that of the founder Alciatus, that the

French is commonly called the Cujacian school. He Cujacius,
is supposed to have been the profoundest civilian who
has appeared since the days of Justinian. His works
are very numerous. Most of them are of an expository
character; hence he was regarded as the head of the

exegetic, whilst his contemporary and rival Donellus,
who wrote treatises, wns considered as the chief of the

didactic school of their day. Cujas died in the year
1590.

14. France took decidedly the lead for nearly two Dutch

centuries, until it found a rival in Holland.' The Dutch school.

4s 2
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school may oe considered to have commenced with the
'

founding of the university of Leyden in 1575, to

which place Donellus was invited about that time, he

being- obliged to leave France on account of having
embraced the reformed religion. It was he who gave
the first great impulse to the study of the civil law in

Holland. Other universities were subsequently founded,

each of which had its law professors. Grotius and
Vinnius flourished about the middle of the XVIIth

Century ; Van Leeuwen and Huber towards its close.

In the following century we have the names of Voet,

Westenberg, Schulting, Noodt, and Bynkershoek. These
raised the reputation of the Dutch schools so high, that

students in general repaired to Leyden and Utrecht,

instead of to Bourges and Toulouse. In the political

changes and revolutions which afterwards took place,
the universities and law schools of Holland suffered

; and

though these afterwards partially recovered, Holland

has not regained its former position. It has now a re-

spectable school of law, but it cannot pretend to vie

with the schools of Germany.*
15. Zasius was the founder of the German school.

For a longtime the voluminous works of the civilians of

that country were extremely heavy and barbarous in their

style, though exhibiting much industry and research.

Haloander, who died in 1531, is one of the first names

really deserving of notice. He was distinguished

chiefly for his learned edition of the Corpus Juris

Civilis, in which the Greek Novels, hitherto known

through a Latin translation, were for the first time

given in the original. During the latter part of the

same century many professors of distinguished merit

appeared ; most of them, however, were foreigners, as

Giphanius
"
the boast of Germany," Donellus, already

noticed as adorning the jurisprudence of France and

Holland, Balduinus, and Gothofredus the elder, whose
edition of the Corpus Juris Civilis makes an epoch in

jurisprudence, being the text-book generally received.

In the XVIIth Century, this school degenerated ; but

towards the close of the same century, the historical

study of the Roman law began to make some progress.
The most conspicuous German civilian of the XVIIIth

Century was Heineccius, whom Sir James Mackintosh

designates as the best writer of elementary books with

whom he was acquainted on any subject.f At present

Germany is unrivalled in this branch of learning. A
new school of historical jurisprudence, founded several

years ago by professor Hugo, who is now living at an

advanced age, has firmly established itself there, and
is gradually extending its branches to other countries. A
conspicious ornament of the same school, Hanbold, died

a few years ago. The works of these two authors are ex-

tremely valuable. But its acknowledged chief is professor

Savigny of Berlin, the learned historian of the Roman
Law in the Middle Ages. The field of historical juris-

prudence is comparatively new, for none of the French

Cujacian school undertook a work strictly historical,

unless Gruchy and a few others can be considered as ex-

ceptions ; and although something was formerly done

in Germany and Italy, much yet remains to be ex-

plored.J

* Introduction It the Sluily of the Civil Law. By David Irving,

LL.D. 4tli edition, London, 1837.

f Discourse on the Study of the Law of Nature and Nations,

p.
27.

{ Irving's Introduction to the Study of the Civil Law. p. 165, &c.

16. The civil law has been cultivated witli more or

less of success In other countries. Spain and Portugal
have produced some eminent civilians. So has Italy ;

though, as compared with other countries, it has never

in modern times resumed the rank it formerly held.

Gravina, however, a native of Calabria, and professor
of civil law at Rome, somewhat more than a century

ago, deserves to be singled out as the most elegant and
classical of modern civilians. His Origines Juris

Civilis, is a work of learning, and of great taste and

judgment. In England the civil law has been much,

neglected, though it has contributed very largely,
much more largely than is commonly imagined, to

our national jurisprudence. Dr. Duck, the author of

an elaborate and very useful treatise on the Use and

Authority of the Roman Law in the Dominions of

Christian Princes, is one of the few English civilians

who enjoy any share of continental reputation. He
lived in the earlier part of the XVIIth Century. For a

fuller account of the principal civilians and their works,
our readers may consult with advantage Dr. Irving's use-

ful publication on the Study of the Civil Laio, to which
we are indebted to some extent in the preceding obser-

vations. Although the civil law has ceased to be re-

garded with the same unqualified deference which was

paid to it in former times, although, too, modern

changes have in several instances superseded its direct

authority, and given it but a secondary place in coun-

tries where it formerly held the first, it still forms a

most important object of study for all who would wish
to become acquainted with the origin of a very large

portion of the jurisprudence of the modern world. A
strong testimony is borne to its philosophical excellence,

by several modern theorists, who often silently borrow

many of their principles and distinctions from it, whilst

they affect to be wholly independent of any positive

system.
17. Under the effects of increasing civilization, the

rigour of the P'eudal law was gradually modified and

softened, and many of its incidents were at length su-

perseded. Yet it has left so many and deep traces

behind it, that a knowledge of it is not only interesting,
but indispensable, in order to understand the principles
which govern the modern laws of property. Feudal

learning received a considerable share of attention in

France from the contemporaries and successors of

Cujacius, as well as from several writers of other coun-

tries, according to the various national forms in which
that law was modified. In Germany, this, like every
other branch of jurisprudence, has been assiduously
cultivated. In England, we had our own Littleton,

before the commencement of the modern period ; and

afterwards, Spelman, Wright, Gilbert, and many others.

In Scotland, the feudal law, as there applied, has been

illustrated with much learning and ability by Sir

Thomas Craig, one of the greatest lawyers whom his

country has produced.*
18. With regard to the Canon law, the different au-

thoritative collections contained in the Corpus Juris Ca-

nonici, were completed before the commencement of the

modern period. Though the authority of the Canon law

was much impaired by the Reformation, it still forms the

basis of the ecclesiastical law of every country where the

Roman Catholic religion is professed, and even in Pro-

'

Irving's Introduction, Sfc. p. 218.
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Law. testant countries, generally speaking, it has the force of
>-\'~-' law, where it is not repugnant to the law of the land.*

The most distinguished canonist of the last century was

Van Espen of Louvairi. Spain has generally been dis-

tinguished for its canonists. In Germany, the Canon
law has received much attention, even at the Protestant

universities; we are told that when Boehmer was dean

of the University of Halle, early in the last century, he

acquired so great a reputation in Italy as a canonist,

that difficult and complicated processes were frequently
sent for the decision of the law faculty in that Protestant

university. At the present day, the Canon law is by no

means neglected in<Germany. Though, in point of im-

portance, it cannot be placed upon an equal footing with

the feudal and civil laws, it is nevertheless a study of

occasional importance even to lawyers.
19. Without going too much into detail, or anticipat-

ing what remains to be said in the body of this essay,

the preceding observations may suffice to convey some

general notion of the advance and progress of the three

great systems which together constitute the triple basis

of the national jurisprudence of Europe. Modern times

have been tolerably fruitful in theories and speculations
on the abstract principles of law ; they have also deve-

loped another great positive system, regulating the in-

tercourse of civilized states, and called the Law of

Nations.

Modern 20. The spirit of free inquiry which accompanied the

speculative revival of learning and the Reformation, extended itself

to politics and jurisprudence. Machiavel first reduced

statecraft to system ; but his works, though nearly re-

lated, scarcely belong to our present subject. Several

theoretical writers on law and politics appeared in the

latter half of the XVIth Century, of whom Boriin, an
eminent French lawyer, held by far the most distin-

guished place.
" No former writer on political philoso-

phy," observes Mr. Hallam,
" had been either so com-

prehensive in his scheme, or so copious in his know-

ledge ; none perhaps more original, more independent
and fearless in his inquiries. Two names alone
Aristotle and Machiavel could be compared with

his."f The work of Bodin which elicited this eulogium,
is his Republic, written in Latin ; a work which has
often been compared with Montesquieu's Spirit ofLaws,
and which in many respects bears a close resemblance
to it; and a comparison of the two together will go far

to lessen Montesquieu's claims to originality, in some

important respects. The Republic excited extraordinary
interest in its author's own day, and it became and con-
tinued to be the text-book of political students until the
time of Grotius. An erroneous idea has gained ground
with some persons, that it was made the subject of

public lectures at Cambridge in the lifetime of its author,
an error probably arising from the favour the book met
with, as an object of private study, at that university.
At present, it is not much read or known. The first

book commences with an inquiry into the end or object
of political society. Man is considered successively in

his private and in his public relations, as a member of a

family, and a member of the state. Under the former

relation, the subjects of marital and paternal authority,
and domestic servitude, are discussed ; under the latter,
the origin of commonwealths, (which Bodin founds in an

original compact,) the general rights and privileges of

* Butler's Hone Juridical Sulstciva, p. 183.
t Introduction to the Literature of Europe, SfC. vol. ii. p. 229.

writers.

Bodin.

citizens, and the nature of sovereign power. The se- Law.

cond book is occupied with an examination of the dif-
v-""v~l

ferent forms of government. The third book treats of

senates and councils of state, of the powers and duties of
subordinate magistrates, of corporations and other public
bodies, and of the different orders of citizens, freemen
as well as slaves, considered in their relation to the

state. The topics discussed in the fourth book, which
is disfigured by some strange astrological fancies of the

author, are the rise and fall of states, and the causes of

revolutions, the impolicy and danger of sudden changes,
the extent and limits of the judicial authority of the

sovereign, and toleration in matters of religion. In the

fifth book, he examines at large the influence of climate

upon the principles of government. Here he anticipates

Montesquieu, this being one of the main topics for

which the latter is celebrated, and on which his claim
to originality is chiefly founded, however little value the

theory itself may be thought to possess. Bodin next

proceeds to consider the means of checking luxury, and

obviating great inequalities in the possessions of indi-

viduals ; how property confiscated for crime should be

disposed of; and how the state should regulate its re-

wards and punishments ; lastly, he considers the sub-

jects of war, domestic and foreign, alliances, and the

rights of ambassadors. The first part of the. sixth book
relates to the public census of property, public revenues,

taxation, and coining. The author then proceeds to a

comparison of several forms of government, in which
he gives the preference to the monarchical form ;

and he
concludes his treatise with a theory of justice.

21. Bacon, the next great name that follows in chro-

nological order, directed his attention chiefly to the ma-

chinery of law ; but it is unnecessary to add any thing
further to our previous observations respecting this great

philosopher. Selden, who succeeded him, and was one Selden.

of the most learned men whom England has produced,
enriched the literature and jurisprudence of his country

by his researches into legal and constitutional antiquities.

In his celebrated treatise entitled Mare Clausum, he

claimed for England the exclusive dominion of the seas,

in opposition to Grotius, who espoused the cause of his

countrymen, the Dutch^ in their claim to the right of

fishing upon the British coast. The general principles
involved in this controversy invest it with an interest

beyond the mere matter in dispute. Selden is also con-

sidered to have made some advances towards a deve-

lopement of the law of nature, in his treatise De jure
nalurali et gentium juxta disciplinam Hebr<eorum ; in

which lie separates what he considers to be of universal

and essential obligation, from the more positive and

purely national parts of the Jewish law.

22. But the man who has done the most, in modern Grotius.

times, for the science of jurisprudence, is Grotius. Dr.

Adam Smith considers him to have been the first who

attempted to give the world any thing like a system of

those principles which ought to run through and be the

foundation of the laws of all nations.* It is true, that

before Grotius wrote, Bacon started the idea of an uni-

versal jurisprudence; yet, after all, the latter did little

more than suggest the existence of such a science, and

offer a few though valuable axioms, of general applica-

tion. Grotius investigated the subject in all its bearings.

He placed the science on a sure and sound footing, and

may justly be regarded as the parent of what has since

*
Theory of Moral Sentiments, p. 610.
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Law. been called the Law of Nature and Nations. The same
>- v"~-' remarks will apply to him considered as the author of
The law of tne positive Law of Nations, meaning thereby, that
nations.

system of artificial rules and customs by which the inter-

course of civilized independent nations is governed; for

the labours of Albericus Gentilis, and other authors of

inferior note, who preceded Grotius in this department,
were not so successful as to entitle any of them to be

accounted [the parent of International Law. The two

sciences, here spoken of as distinct, were blended and

treated of together in the celebrated work of Grotius

De jure Belli et Pads ; and they have since been fre-

quently regarded as parts of the same science. In more

recent times, a cle,arer and more marked distinction has

been drawn between them ; and it is now pretty gene-

rally admitted that there is no more necessary or inti-

mate connection between the Law of Nature and the

Law of Nations, properly so called, than there is be-

tween the former and the municipal law of any well

regulated state. The Law of Nature contains in itself

the seeds of all positive laws, national as well as inter-

national. It is true, indeed, that in discussing and de-

ducing the rules of the Law of Nations, we are neces-

sarily compelled, from the absence of any common and

paramount authority over nations in general, to resort

more frequently to reasons derived from principles of

universal right ; yet, in examining the municipal laws

of any particular state, in discussing what the laws of

such a state ought to be, a similar reference to universal

justice is no less strictly necessary. Such was the

opinion of Grotius himself, when he pronounced the

Laws of Nature to be the proavia juris civihs. The

phrase, Law of Nature and Nations, is .open to some
criticism. When it is intended to embrace international

law, we should understand the phrase, of nations, in the

same sense in which the Roman classical jurists under-
stood their jus gentium, corresponding more nearly to

our law of nature than to our modern international law.

Perhaps it would have been desirable that this confusion

had been avoided. The phrase here criticised seems,

however, in a great measure, to be going out of fashion

in the present day. As we shall have occasion hereafter

to notice the work of Grotius, we shall at present abstain

from offering any further remarks upon it.

Puffemlorf. 23. Grolius was followed, at an interval of half a

century, by Puffendorf, who, in his Law of Nature
and Nations, further developed and methodized the

system of his illustrious predecessor. In the year 1661,
he was nominated by the Elector Palatine professor of

the law which forms the title of his work, at Heidelberg ;

and this is the earliest instance of the foundation of such
a professorship in any university. Similar professor-

ships were afterwards instituted elsewhere, at Coimbra,
for example. PufFendorf separates the law of nature
from the law of nations properly so called, and though
far inferior to Grotius in genius and learning, he effected

an improvement by introducing a better order into the

system.
Vattel. 24. A century later, Vattel's Law of Nations ap-

peared, which, though it by no means supersedes the

works of Grotius and Puffendorf, is more generally used
as a text-book ; and, as such, it is, in many respects,

superior to them. In general, the author adopts the

principles of the Saxon philosopher Wolff, and he is

therefore regarded as belonging to a different school

from Grotius and Puffendorf. Other writers of name
have illustrated this science, but it is unnecessary to

swell these observations, by enlarging at present on this Law.
branch of the subject. We must, however, mention ^^-/-^
Burlamaqui, a contemporary, though not the country-

Burlama-

man, of Vattel, and an author of sound principles and <1UJ '

superior merit. His treatise on Natural Law is a fa-

vourite text-book on the general principles of morality
and politics; but the law of nations is not indebted to

him to any material extent.

25. In modern political philosophy, amongst a crowd Locke,

of inferior names, we may select that of Locke, than
whom few have acquired a higher celebrity, or exercised

a greater influence on speculative opinions. His Essay
on Government tended so powerfully to bring the doc-

trine of the Social Compact into fashion, that although
that doctrine was by no means new, it is frequently as-

cribed to him.

26. Half a century later, we have Montesquieu, who Moutes-

belongs to a different class, but attained a still higher qu'eu-

celebrity than Locke. His Spirit of Laics was pub-
lished in the year 1748, and it placed its author nearly
if not quite at the head of modern legal philosophers.
At one time, few books were more read and studied, and

though it has now lost much of the great popularity it

once enjoyed, it still bears a high reputation.
" What

former age,'' says Sir James Mackintosh, with refer-

ence to the superior advantage in historical knowledge

enjoyed by writers of the last over the preceding cen-

tury,
" could have supplied facts for such a work as

that of Montesquieu? He has been, perhaps justly,

charged with abusing this advantage, by the undistin-

guishing adoption of the narratives of travellers of very
different degrees of accuracy and veracity. But if we

reluctantly confess the justness of this objection ; if we
are compelled to own that he exaggerates the influence

of climate, that he ascribes too much to the foresight
and forming skill of legislators, and far too little to

time arid circumstances, in the growth of political con-

stitutions ; that the substantial character and essential

difference of governments are often lost and confounded

in his technical language and arrangement ; that he

often bends the free and irregular outline of nature to

the imposing but fallacious geometrical regularity of

system ; that he has chosen a style of affected abrupt-

ness, sententiousness, and vivacity, ill suited to the

gravity of his subject: after all these concessions, (for

his fame is large enough to spare many concessions,)

the Spirit of Laws will still remain not only one of the

most solid and durable monuments of the powers of the

human mind, but a striking evidence of the inestimable

advantages which political philosophy may receive from

a wide survey of all the yarious conditions of human

society."
*

27. Towards the end of the last century, two dis- Filangieti.

tinguished political writers appeared in Italy, Filangieri
and Beccaria. The former of these, a Neapolitan, was
a political speculator of a high order; and the work

for which he is celebrated, on the science of legislation,

(Scienza delta Legislazione,) published between 1780

and 1789, though it does not appear to have led to any
remarkable practical result or movement, is yet deserving
of notice, for the learning and knowledge it displays,

the spirit in which it is written, and, on such a subject,

the rare qualities of temper and moderation in its

author. Shortly before this work was published, ap- Beccaria.

peared Beccaria's Essay on Crimes and Punishments,

* Discourse on the Law of Nature and Natioia, p. 24.
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Law. one of the earliest works in which attention was much
V^ called to criminal jurisprudence. More than two cen-

turies before, Sir Thomas More had condemned, as

wanton and unjust, the bloody severity of our own
criminal code,* which, during a single reign, consigned
to death no fewer than 72,000 thieves and rogues, ex-

clusive of all other malefactors.t Beccaria called in ques-

tion the necessity of inflicting the punishment of death

in any case whatever.
" This treatise," we quote the

words of an anonymous writer,
" contains many acute

and just general observations, but applies chiefly to the

codes of criminal law which at the date of its appearance
were in force throughout the states of Italy ; and its

principal value, in the present day, must be admitted,

even by its greatest adnr.irers, to consist not so much in

what the author has himself done, as in what he has

taught others to do. His well-founded aversion to the

cruelty which marked the administration of criminal

justice in his own country seems to have driven him to

an opposite extreme, and he now and then suffers lan-

guage to escape him, which cannot fail to bring the

whole of his doctrines into suspicion with those who
reverence the foundations on which the good order of

society has hitherto been supposed io rest. Such as his

doctrines were, however, they were approved and fol-

lowed by some of the most popular and powerful princes
then reigning in Europe. The Grand Duke Leopold
of Tuscany took the lead iu the career of reform, and
from the success which that sovereign says had attended

his previous mitigation of the penal code of his domi-

nions, he was induced, on the 30th of November, 1786,
to issue that celebrated edict from Pi<a, by which he

proclaimed the total abolition of capital punishment

throughout the states of Florence." J Subsequently,
Austria, Russia, and France, followed the example thus

set, and revised their criminal codes ; and although the

well-meant endeavours of these and other states have
not in all cases been crowned with success ; though they
have been obliged, in many instances, to retrace their

steps ; yet, on the whole, an improvement has been
effected by the introduction of a milder spirit into mo-
dern legislation ; and some part, at least, of the merit

belongs to Beccaria.

28. For the last three-quarters of a century, dating
from the rise of Kant and his school, a number of phi-

losophers and theorists, in addition to those we have

noticed, have appeared in Germany and France. Our
readers may find the chief of them mentioned, and dis-

tinguished into schools, in the works of two living

authors, to whom we have already referred. One of
these authors, M. Lerminier, seems to make it a subject
of reproach to England, that it has contributed so little

* Forte fortuna, quum die quodam in ejiu mensa. essem, laicut

quidam legum peritui aderal ; is nescio unde nuctus occasionem,
etepit accurate faudare rigidam illam jmtiliam, quce turn illic exerce-
bitlur in fares, quos passim narrabat nonnunquam suspendi viginti in
una cruet ; atque eo vehementlus tlirebat te mirari, cum tarn panel
elaberentur tupplicio, quo mala futn fieret, uti turn mu/ti ubique
grassar'nlur. Turn ego, (ausut enim sum libere apud Cardinalem
loqui,) mhil mirens. inquam : nam hccc punitio furum et supra jus-
turn est, et nan ex usu pitblico. Est enim ad vindicanda furta mmis
atrox, nee tamen ad rrfrienarula sufficient. Quippe nfque furtum
simp/ex tarn ingensfacinus etl, ut enpite debeat plecti, neque u/la

ptfna est tanta, ut all /alruciniii cohibeat eos, qui nullam aliam ar-
tem qutrrcndi victus habennt. Utopia, lib. i.

t Hume, History of England, vol. v. p. 533.

I Quarterly Review, vol. xxiv. p. 234.

Lerminier, Introduction Generate A fHiitoire du Droit ; Phi-

losophic du Droit. Warnkoenig, Doctrina Juris Philosophica.

to theoretical jurisprudence.* Until very lately, Ben- LQ.W.

tham appeared almost alone to remove the reproach,
's ~v

and he is open to objection for his strong utilitarian views Modern
, , , /- i_- i> \ r j , phUOSO-and principles, and for his disregard of and contempt {,new

for all past experience. For our own parts, we can

scarcely consider this dearth of speculative writers in

England as a subject of regret. In too many instances,
the modern principles which have been broached, are

either very unsound, or very fanciful
;
and where this is

not the case, we question whether the science of juris-

prudence, or legislation, has derived much benefit from
the labours of the writers in question. The love of

system and method, however, which has given birth to

or been engendered by this philosophizing spirit, has

been attended with one remarkable effect in recent times.

We allude to the rage for codification, which took its rise

in the latter part of the last century, and which has led

to a g'eneral revision and systematic arrangement of their

laws in codes, by several of the governments of Europe.
The subject of codification engaged the attention of the

principal lawyers of Germany, in a remarkable contro-

versy which took place among them about the year
1815. The immediate subject of discussion concerned
the propriety of making one general code for the whole
of that country. MM. Thibaut and Savigny, professors ^o^
of law at Heidelberg and Berlin respectively, were the

c()jifica
leaders on either side, the former in favour of such a tion.

code, the latter against it. Savigny's views upon the

subject are contained iu a little work, which he entitled

the Vocation of the present Age for Legislation. This,
like every other work of the same profound writer, has

met with a very extensive and favourable reception. A
translation of it into English has been written and pri-

vately printed by a learned member of the English bar.

On the question of codification at large, Savigny consi-

ders that, in a general revision and consolidation of the

laws of a state, codifiers too often lose sight of, or are

unable to trace, the true motives and reasons which led

to each particular enactment, and that in endeavouring
to arrive at an ideal perfection, they are too apt to neglect
the peculiar wants, feelings, and customs of the people
whose laws it is proposed to remodel and systematize.
What though there be some confusion and difficulty,

(affecting chiefly the regular professors of the art or

science of law,) arising from the variety of customs pre-

vailing in the different provinces of an empire, added to

the multiplicity of the laws themselves. Such a state of

things is not inconsistent with prosperity and order, with

happiness and justice, among the people at large. But
these blessings might be endangered by a rash attempt
to introduce simplicity and uniformity, on the part of

those who are presumptuous enough to imagine them-

selves competent to provide, at a single stroke, for the

multifarious exigencies, which had singly demanded
all the care, vigilance, and abilities of generations of

bygone statesmen. If ever a measure, of such vast ex-

tend and importance, as a new general and uniform code

for a large empire, is at all likely to be attended with

happy results, it is when the science of jurisprudence
has attained its very highest point of perfection, and

when men are found fitted for the task of codification,

by the greatest abilities and the most profound know-

ledge, historical, philosophical, and practical, of the

* 12Artgleterre se trouve en ce moment entre sf f
practicietu ob-

stint's et Pteole de Benlham ; pour la science du droit proprement

dite, elle y sommeille toujours. Inlrod. Gen. a PHist, Sfc. ch. xix.
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Law. whole subject submitted to them. These qualifications

>j^v"" ' were not sufficiently possessed by the compilers of the

three principal codes of modern times, those namely
which were in force at the lime when Savigny wrote the

treatise ahove referred to, the French, the Austrian,
and the Prussian codes. Savigny considers them to

have been signal failures, and the influence which they
exerted on legislation, he thinks, was any tiling but sa-

lutary. Of late, the rage for wholesale codification seems
to have subsided in a great measure.~

29. In our own country, which has always been dis-

tinguished for its sober good sense and distrust of ab-

stract theories, no universal revision of our laws has

English been attempted in the way of a general code. Bentham,
legislation, indeed, who entertained any thing but respect for the

jurisprudence of his country, vehemently urged the ne-

cessity of a totally new code for England, and proposed
that the duty of compiling one should be intrusted to a

foreigner ! But very few, we imagine, could be found
to second him in such a scheme. In the mean time,

however, the task of consolidation and revision has
been carried on in England, in a much more safe and
wholesome manner ; not by pulling our system to pieces
under pretence of imparting to it an appearance of

greater regularity, and dressing it up in what might be
considered a more scientific form, but by taking up
successively different branches of our law, expunging
what is obsolete or useless, curtailing redundancies, sup-

plying what is manifestly wanting under those heads,
and arranging the rules under them in a better order.

Whatever exception may be taken by self-styled philo-

sophers to our laws and constitution, as an unsightly
and unscientific mass of heterogeneous materials, not

only have those laws and that constitution been produc-
tive of unexampled prosperity and happiness at home,
but for a length of time they have been so largely the

theme of admiration, and the object of imitation to fo-

reigners, that English jurisprudence must form a pro-
minent object of attention to the general lawyer. On
this account, therefore, in addition to a just national

predilection, English law, though a private national sys-

tem, deserves a place in an Article like the present.
Before, however, we proceed to notice any of the posi-
tive systems we have alluded to above, we propose to

give a very brief consideration to the philosophy of law,

chiefly with a view to explain what we conceive to be
the true grounds upon which all human law and legis-
lation rest; a subject, which, though frequently abused

by sciolists, and therefore sometimes liable to suspicion
and distrust, is nevertheless of deep interest and mo-
mentous importance. Without further preface, we shall
now proceed with that part of the subject.

CHAPTER I.

THE PHILOSOPHY OF LAW.

Sect. 1 . Of the Nature of Laws in general.

Alawinits 30. Various definitions have been given of a Law bymeat gene- different writers ; as, a Rule of action ;* a Necessarynse> Relation arising from the nature of things ;) &c. But
whatever definition we may accept, a law, in its most
extensive signification, involves two essential properties,
generality and necessity. A law is general, inasmuch

*
Blackstone, Commentaries, vol. i. p. 38.

t Montesquieu, Spirit of Laws, book i. ch. i.

as the mode of action or relation which it implies, is Law.

not confined to a few objects or a single occasion, but v-*~v"""-
/

embraces a number of objects, and operates constantly
and uniformly. By the second property, we understand

that this general relation or systematic mode of action

is not the effect of chance, nor spontaneously or capri-

ciously adopted by those who observe it, but that it is

produced by some external necessity or coercive power

prescribing the relation or form of action, and com-

pelling its observance. We may once more refer to

Hooker's definition given at the commencement of this

Article, (No. 1.) as containing, perhaps, the most ge-

nera!, and, at the same time, the most exact description

of a law with which we are acquainted.
31. Much discussion, and, as it appears to us, much The gene-

verbal trifling, has been expended to little purpose, by iahty of

some recent writers, in endeavouring to fix with preci-
sion the degree of generality necessary to constitute a

law, in what they consider to be its only strict and proper
sense. We shall, however, give the result of their ex-

cogitations, so far as we think them worthy of remark.

A law, in its only proper sense, say these writers, bv
which they mean a law imperative, or a mode of con-

duct prescribed by one intelligent agent to others, must
be strictly general, in the two respects mentioned in the-

preceding paragraph. First, it must apply to a large

though indefinite number of individuals ;
and although

it may allow of numerous and extensive exceptions, al-

though not only single individuals, but even large classes

placed under the authority of the same lawgiver, may be

privileged to be exempt from its observance, a law must
be so general, in respect of its objects, as to form the rule,

and not the exception. Secondly, it must prospectively
have a perpetual or rather indefinite duration ; it must
not even be temporary, much less limited to a special

occasion. When either of these requisites be wanting,
call the prescribed rule what you will, it is not, they

assert, a law. They profess to determine, in the follow-

ing manner, the names properly applicable, where that

of law is improper. When a mode of conduct is

prescribed to all or the greater part of the members of a

community, but on a special occasion only, it is an Order.

When it is prescribed, though perpetually, to one or a

few comparatively out of the whole number of members
of the community, it is a Privilege, as the Roman jurists

would have understood the term, for we have none ex-

actly answering to it. Lastly, when not only the occa-

sion is special, but the number of persons affected is

limited, the order or privilege is narrowed into a simple
Command.

32. So far with regard to the generality of a law. Various

What we have above designated by the general name of kinds of

necessity, is of various kinds ; and laws may primarily necessity.

be classified according to the particular species of neces-

sity which occasions them. Thus there is a mathema-
tical necessity, on which depend the general relations, or

laws, of numbers, lines, spaces, &c. Again, there is a

physical necessity having for its objects passive agents,
and giving rise to the various physical or material laws

of the universe. We however are concerned with a

different species of necessity, that namely which is ap-

plicable to moral agents only ; which directs and influ-

ences their conduct, without absolutely coercing their

will or destroying their freedom ; and which is com-

monly known by the name of Obligation. Upon this Obligation,

moral necessity depend all the laws, human and divine,

by which man, considered as a rational and conscious
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is governed. Burlamaqui has written so clearly,^^^" and so much to the purpose, upon this topic, though

with some slight drawbacks, that what he has said

may not upon the whole be unacceptable to our readers.
"' When we mention necessity," he says,

"
it is plain

we do not mean a physical, but a moral necessity, con-

sisting in the impression made on us by some particular
motives, whicli determine us to act after a certain

manner, and do not permit us to act rationally the op-

posite wav.

33. "
Finding ourselves in these circumstances, we say

we are under an obligation of doing or omitting a certain

thing; that is, we are determined to it. by solid reasons,
and engaged by cogent motives, which, like so many
ties, draw our will to that side. It is in this sense a

person says he is obliged. For whether we are deter-

mined by popular opinion, or whether we are directed

by civilians and ethic writers, we find that the one and
the other make obligation properly consist in a reason,

which, being well understood and approved, determines
us absolutely to act alter a certain manner, preferable to

another. From whence it follows, that the whole force

of this obligation depends on the judgment by which
we approve or condemn a particular manner of acting.
For to approve, is acknowledging we ought to do a

thing; and to condemn, is owning we ought not to do
it. Now ought and to be obliged are synonymous
terms.

34. " We have already hinted at the natural analogy
between the proper and literal sense of the word obliged,
and the figurative signification of the same term. Obli-

gation properly denotes a tie ; a man obliged is there-

fore a person who is tied. And as a man bound with
cords or chains cannot move or act with liberty, so it is

very near the same case with a person who is obliged:
with this difference, that in the first case, it is an exter-

nal and physical impediment which prevents the effect

of one's natural strength ; but in the second, it is only
a moral tie, that is, the subjection of liberty is produced
by reason, which, being the primitive rule of man and
his faculties, directs and necessarily modifies his opera-
tions in a manner suitable to the end it proposed.

35. " We may therefore define obligation, considered
in general, and in its first origin, a restriction of natural

liberty, produced by reason ; inasmuch as the counsels
which reason gives us are so many motives that deter-
mine man to act after a certain manner preferable to

another."*

36. The only fault we find with this clear statement
is, that here, as elsewhere in the same work, Burlamaqui
seems to give a somewhat undue preference to human
reason over conscience. The sense of obligation, which
forms a distinct subject of consideration from the nature
and origin of obligation viewed objectively, may be

Reason and presented to the mind in either of two ways by reason
conscience. or by conscience and in either way may produce its due

effect. By reason, we not only conclude that a certain
line of conduct is our duty, but we arrive at that con-
clusion by a rational process ; and in consequence of

having first satisfied ourselves of the existence of some
adequate cause to make that line of conduct obligatory
upon us, we distinctly see that the observance of such
conduct tends to our good, and therefore we conclude
that we ought to observe it. Conscience, on the other
hand, simply judges a thing to be right, without con-

*
Principfet of Natural Law, part i. ch. xi. see. 9.

VOL II.

sideringor inquiring how or why it becomes a part of our

duty. Reason and conscience have each had their ad-

\ocatesamongmoralists; of whom some have chosen
to name reason, and others conscience, as the sole or

chief guide in moral conduct. Neither reason nor con-

science, however, should be exclusively favoured : each
of them in its proper place has its distinct function to

perform. At the same time, we cannot for a moment
hesitate which of those classes of moralists ought,
in our estimation, to be preferred. In all the more im-

portant questions relating to our moral conduct, con-
science is the safer and the better guide : it is less liable

to be deceived, and exercises a more salutary influence

than reason.

37. The question, however, with which we are now Their pro-

concerned, is not what should be the practical test and 1> office,

criterion of duty or right, in matters of difficulty and
doubt

; nor whether, or in what respects, we ought, as

a general rule, to obey the dictates of either reason or

conscience, or both. At present we have to consider,

philosophically, the ground and cause of that obligation,

which, whatever be the sentiments of those whom it

affects, imparts to law its real force and efficacy. Let it

then be remembered, in order to separate two distinct

questions, frequently confounded, that reason and eon-

science are simply informants, and nothing more; that,
as such, they are not infallible; but that each of them
is liable occasionally to be impaired, abused, or deceived.

When we say that our conscience or our reason deceives

us, what do we mean ? We mean that it makes a false

representation ; either that it suggests the existence of
an obligation to do a particular act, where no obligation

really exists; or that it represents an act as improper or
indifferent which we are under an obligation to perform.
Our conscience and our reason, therefore, whatever

may be their absolute or relative value as guides and

informants, can never, properly speaking, create an

obligation ; they can never make that to be intrinsically

right, which is essentially wrong. Obligation and right,
it may not be improper to remind our readers, are here

considered objectively.
38. Keeping the above distinction in view, we must Obligation

look for the philosophical ground and reason of obliga-
founded ia

tion beyond and independently of any persuasion or lllteri!st'

feeling entertained by the person obliged respecting his

duty. The true reason of obligation, then, is implicitly
contained in the fundamental axiom in moral science,
that every rational being is bound to consult his own
true welfare and happiness. This proposition, properly
understood, is an ultimate truth which does not admit
of discussion or proof. The only question can be re-

specting the application of so strong a term as obligation
to the expediency of acting in accordance with one's

interest. But surely no term can be too strong, which
is intended to express the reasonableness, the propriety,
of choosing happiness, or the gross folly of wilfully

abandoning it, when attainable by us. As such an

abandonment, on the part of a free agent, would imply
a forfeiture of his claim to be regarded as a reasonable

being, so long as he sustains that character, he may,
without much impropriety, be considered to be tied down
to the choice of happiness. An obligation therefore

supposes, first an action proposed to a free agent, for his

voluntary observance ; secondly, some consequence of

good or evil, connected with that action ; either a good
consequence, as the reward of his compliance wiih the

proposed condition, or an evil conseouence, to panish
4 T
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Law. him in case of non-compiiance. llie consequence,

vJV~^ goort or bad, must be such as the agent cannot of him-

self otherwise command or avoid ; and it is called the

Sanction of sanction. It may, we see, be either a reward or a punish-
law. ment. Some jurists, indeed, contend that the latter

only can properly constitute the sanction of a law
; but

as the attainment of a positive good affords as rational a

ground, and, in many cases, as efficacious a motive, for

directing the agent in the choice of his conduct, as the

avoidingof a positive evil, we feel fully warranted in class-

ing rewards amongst legal sanctions. Whether, under

particular circumstances, punishments may not be prefer-

able to rewards, with a view to effect the main purpose
for which positive laws are instituted, is quite a distinct

question, and one into which we decline entering at

present. In another aspect, the attainment or the loss

of a good may be regarded, respectively, as the avoiding
or the incurring of an evil ; and in this way, sanctions

of both species may be reduced to a single class.

39. The connection, however, between interest and

duty, though rarely questioned, is apparently regarded

by some moralists, of a high order too, as accidental

rather than essential. Their disinclination to adopt,

fully and explicitly, the doctrine of obligation as above

stated, may be ascribed, in a great measure, to the pre-

Errorsof valence of two dangerous errors in connection with that

utilitarian- doctrine, and to their wish to discountenance them.
ism.

<j'ile fi rs ( crror assumes that no obligation, however so-

lemn, ought to be recognized as such until the sanctiotr

be perceived, and the force of the obligation actually

proved. Not content wilh establishing interest as the

true and only basis of obligation, the holders of this

opinion seem to require, that motives of interest should

always be present and uppermost in (he mind. Any
(acuity, which enables us to apprehend moral truth, with-

out going through the preliminary steps requisite to

satisfy our purely intellectual inquiries, is apparently
treated by them as fallacious. So that they not only
would destroy one of our most useful faculties, con-

science, but would necessarily confine all duties within

the narrow limits of each individual's own weak and
fallible intellect. This is one of the worst errors into

which Paley and others of his school have fallen. Or
if he is not justly chargeable with this error in its full

extent, he has at least spoken of conscience in terms

so disparaging as to convey the impression that it

ought to be disregarded as a worthless prejudice.* We
have already endeavoured to show the distinction be-

tween the ultimate reason and the practical apprehen-
sion of obligation ; a confusion between these two has

in no small degree given birth to the error here pointed
out.

Motives of 40. The other error consists in partial and inadequate
expediency, conceptions of true expediency, which is confined, for

the most part, to advantages of an inferior order. Paley
endeavours to obviate any objection on this head, by
defining obligation to be a violent motive or inducement.

This however does not afford a complete or accurate

explanation of the matter, and his use of the word
motive is calculated to mislead. On the one hand, ob-

ligation, unless we would affix a purely arbitrary mean-

ing to the word, as expressive merely of a certain though
indefinite amount of expediency, is susceptible of every

degree of strength, from the lowest to the highest we
can imagine. It would be no less unphilosophical than

* Moral anil Political Philosophy, book i. ch. v. &c.

untrue, to deny the reasonableness, and therefore the Law.

obligation, ofendeavouring to procure even a slight good, s^^y -/'

where the pursuit of it does not interfere with the at-

tainment of a higher good. All that can be said in

such a case is, that the obligation is less stringent in-

deed, but not on that account the less reasonable. On
the other hand, a particular inducement, viewed sepa-
rately and apart from ulterior considerations, may be

extremely violent, without affording any true and rational

motive for action; as where there are conflicting induce-
ments of a still more powerful nature, suggesting a

contrary line of conduct. In such a case, reason would

suggest the propriety, and therefore the obligation, of

pursuing that course which is sanctioned by the most

powerful inducements. An obligation, therefore, may
be distinguished from a simple motive, however violent:

strictly speaking, we should estimate the former from a
consideration and comparison of all the separate conse-

quences, good and bad, present and future, attending
the action which it involves. The obligation consists

in the resulting motive of all such consequences.. In
the case of our most important obligations, indeed, there

are consequences so momentous and overwhelming that,
in comparison with them, all inferior inducements may
safely be disregarded. To conclude, any theory of ob-

ligation must necessarily be false which adopts a low
and incomplete standard of expediency.

41. We have now sufficiently explained the nature of Law im-

obligatioti, or that moral binding power which is de- plies a

rived from the existence of a sanction. A sanction may K*-"*"' 1 ol>-

be specially annexed to a single prescribed action, and ''gut
'un -

so create a special obligation. It is only where it is

generally and permanently annexed that we have a
law.

42. But in order to render a law operative, a third Promulga-
condition, besides generality and obligation, is required, t'"n ol

viz., that the law be promulgated or made known to
law '

those who are to be hound by it: first, with resrard

to the rule, as distinguished from the obligation. This

being the standard and measure by which they are to

regulate their conduct, an accurate knowledge of it. is

indispensably necessary ; otherwise they would be left

in the dark how they ought to act. But with regard to

the sanction, a far less precise knowledge will often

suffice. A simple persuasion of duty, without any at-

tempt to investigate its cause and nature; a knowledge
ot the existence of some superior agent, with the will

and power to reward or punish the observance or breach
of the law; or even a general and indistinct apprehen-
sion of some impending but undefined good or evil, con-

necting itself with the rule, may be, and often is,

sufficient to influence the agent, and dispose him to

compliance. The modes and instruments used for

imparting a knowledge of laws and of their obligations
are various; but the examination of these belongs rather

to the discussion of the different species of laws than to

the abstract description of law in general.
43. A law is commonly distinguished from some A law dis-

other things, which bear a near relation to it : 1. From tinguishtd,

counsel or advice ; which is the communication of a from coun.

binding precept by one who has no share in imposing its sel
;

obligation: 2. From covenants and compacts; which fr0m a corn-

are made between equals, and do not suppose any su-. pact and

periority to reside in either of the parties over the other :-
covenant

>

3. From a liberty, or simple permission; which, how- from a

ever, is often confounded with a right. These distinc- liberty,

tions relate chiefly to positive laws. Some jurists have
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taken the trouble of discussing whether a simple per-

mission be an effect, or a mere negation, of law. Those

who hold the former opinion, sometimes make a dis-

tinction between Preceptive and Concessive law. The

preceptive part is the law properly so called : it includes

the whole of the commands and prohibitions of the

lawgiver. The concessive law marks the extent of the

subject's liberty. A liberty implies, simply, indifference

on the lawgiver's part: it does not necessarily include

protection for its exercise. When protection by the

lawgiver is added to either a liberty, or a duty, the

latter becomes a right. It is a liberty or a duty, in

relation to the lawgiver. It is a right, as against those

who are prohibited from interrupting its exercise or

performance. As they are prohibited by means of legal

obligations, right and obligation are correlative.

Sect. 2. Of Necessary Laws.

44. Having explained the chief properties of all laws

in general, we next distinguish their several kinds.

And first, laws are either Necessary or Positive. Ne-

cessary laws are those inevitable relations of right
which must exist in the very nature of things, and

which cannot be ascribed to the institution of any law-

giver. Some writers, indeed, contend, that the name
of laws cannot properly be applied to such : however,
we have Hooker's authority lor our application of the

term. "
They apply the name of law unto that only

rule of working which superior authority imposeth ;

whereas we, somewhat more enlarging the sense thereof,

term any kind of rule or canon, whereby actions are

framed, a law."* Positive laws are artificially insti-

tuted by a lawgiver ; and they are occasionally desig-
nated by such names as arbitrary, or voluntary, imply-

ing that they were established at the will, as well as

through the power, of the lawgiver.
45. No small difficulty and confusion have been oc-

casioned by the disagreement of jurists, not only re-

specting fundamental principles, but also with regard to

the nomenclature and division of laws. The most com-
mon primary division is into Natural and Positive. The
term natural law, however, is ambiguous, the same
writers frequently using it in different senses. The
meaning of it which most nearlv combines the various

significations generally attributed to it, is that law which,

antecedently to all human institutions, is binding on
the whole of mankind. So far most authors are agreed ;

hut in other respects, where this law is in question, many
points of difference are observable among them. Several
writers and Grotins is of the number make the law
of nature to be the supreme law of all, and regard it as

purely necessary, or independent even of Divine insti-

tution t The great jurist just named distinguishes
natural law from a Divine positive law;J but then
he mixes up the former with many principles peculiar
to mankind; thereby proving that his natural law par-
takes of both the Eternal and the natural law of
Hooker. Hooker's Law of Nature is subordinate and
specific, being that particular modification of the Law
Eternal (or supreme necessary law) which the Almighty
has adapted to the state of man. The most common
idea of the law of nature regards it as of Divine institu-

tion :

consequently, when so regarded, it is in strict-

*
Ecclesiastical Patily, book i. sec. 2.

t Dt Jure Belli el Puds 1'rofeg. vi. &c.

|
Ibid. lib. i. ch. i. x.

Ecclesiastical
PtiKtlj, \mo\L i. sees. I, 3.

ness deemed to be positive, because instituted by God;
and, therefore, when it is opposed to positive law, the
latter must be understood to mean Imman. positive
law. But then, with some inconsistency, a third species
of law is introduced, and opposed in turn to each of the

others: viz. a Divine positive law, not natural. The
Roman jurists understood the law of nature in a different

sense from any of the above, for with them it included
the brute creation.* Lastly, some modern writers,
bewildered amongst all these conflicting meanings, cut
the matter short by denying that there is any such thing
at all as the law of nature. An illogical division of the

subject matter has occasioned much of the confusion in

the question. With a view to avoid it, we have adopted
division stated at the commencement of this section.

We shall class the law of nature, then, amongst positive

laws, giving it a limited meaning, and, with Hooker,
regarding it as a positive, or artificial modification of
the necessary law, which is the supreme rule, not only
of mankind, but of all moral beings. To this neces-

sary law our attention must now be specially directed.

46. In one respect, every law is necessary ; that is,

as it affects those who are subject to it
; for as they

cannot, at their pleasure, command the reward, or evade
the punishment, which constitutes the sanction of the
law (No. 38), they are under an unavoidable or neces-

sary obligation to observe it. In the case of positive

laws, this necessity extends no further: the good or evil

of the sanction has no necessary or inevitable con-

nection with the law beyond the pleasure of the law-

giver, who may repeal the law by withdrawing the

sanction. But the necessary laws, of which we now
treat, cannot be so annulled. Their sanctions are, in

relation to every moral being without exception, the in-

evitable consequences of certain actions, or rather, we
should say, of certain active habits and dispositions,

involving the unalterable and essential laws of morality,
and constituting the fundamental rule of right.

47. The existence, however, of necessary laws has
not always been asserted in sufficiently clear and dis-

tinct terms ; occasionally, too, it has been called in

question. We do not now allude to such writers as

Hobbes, who holds that " we ourselves are the authors
of the principles of justice, of right and wrong, by
making those laws and compacts whence the measures
of justice are taken : since before any such laws or

compacts were instituted, there was no such thing as

justice or injustice, public good or evil, among men,
any more than among beasts.

1 '

Assertions of this kind
are scarcely deserving of serious refutation. Those
whose opinions upon such matters are really entitled to

respect, agree in recognizing some paramount and in-

variable law, or rule of justice, independent of and

superior to all human institutions and opinions. The
.only question is respecting the source of this law. A
practice has very extensively prevailed of ascribing it,

in terms at least, to an arbitrary or positive institution

of the Almighty, as if it were within the range of pos-

sibility for him to have approved of or sanctioned an-

other and different rule. One slight observation will go
far to place the matter in its true light. The very prac-
tice of styling God just and good, shows that we ac-

knowledge some original and independent principles of

* Jus naturale esl, quod natura omnia animalta floruit. Namjus
illud nun hvmani generis proprium ; sr-il omnium animalium, qvce in

terra, r/iifE
in mari nascuntur, avium auoaue commune <'st. D,g.

I. i. 1. 3.
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Law. justice and goodness. Leibnitz remarks, that justice
' ^ ' would not be un essential attribute of tlje Deity, it' lie

by Leibnitz, had established it by an arbitrary decree of his own.

Justice, he adds, observes laws of equality and propor-
tion as certain and unchangeable as those of arithmetic

by Hooker, WMJ geometry. Honker speaks to much the same
effect. In treating of the Law Eternal, as of that law

whicli God himself observes, he remarks, "that counsel

is used, reason is followed, a way observed, constant

order and law is kept."
"
They err, therefore, who

think that of the will of God to do this or that there is

no reason besides his will. Many times no reason

known to us
; but that there is no reason thereof, I

judge it most unreasonable to imagine." And he con-

cludes the first book of the Ecclesiastical Polity with

that noble, but now somewhat trite passage, wherein he

says of law, that "all things in heaven and earth do

her homage, the very lenst as feeling her care, and the

greatest as not exempted from her power."* Expres-
sions such as these, sufficiently indicate Hooker's recog-
nition of one essential, necessary law; and we are lef^

to infer that, had not God chosen and observed it, he

would not be the reasonable, good, and perfect Being
that he is.

by Gidtius. 48. The emphatic language of Grotius should not be

omitted here. No writer we are acquainted with has

been equally explicit on this topic. After maintaining,

against Carneades and all such objectors, the immutable

character of right, and its nature as it applies to man,
he adds, that

"
all he had said would take place, though

we should even urant, what without the greatest wick-

edness cannot be granted, that there is no God, or that

he takes no care of human affairs." We have already

(No. 45) pointed out the sense in which Grotius under-

stands the law of nature, which, we have also stated,

he distinguishes from a voluntary Divine law. The

latter, he says, "does not command or forbid such

things as are in themselves, or in their own nature, ob-

ligatory or unlawful; but, by forbidding it, renders the

one unlawful, and, by commanding, the other obliga-

tory." But,
' the law of nature," he shortly after-

wards adds,
"

is so unalterable, that God himself

cannot change it. For though the power of God is

infinite, yet we may say that there are some things to

which this infinite power does not extend, because

they cannot be expressed by propositions that contain

any sense, but manifestly imply a contradiction. For

instance, then, as God himself cannot effect, that twice

two should not be four, so neither can he, that what is

intrinsically evil should not be evil."t

49. Those who, without fully comprehending the mean-

ing of Grotius, and startled by his decided language, have

objected to his view of the subject, when they come to

reason upon it, cannot help arriving at tiie very same

conclusion with him. Putfendorf does so, apparently,

* Efdesiaslical Polity, book i. sees. 2, 15.

f De Jure Belli el Pads, ub: supra. It would be superfluous to

multiply authorities to establish what perhaps is already suffi-

ciently evident, But we cannot forbear noticing that the profound

Bishop Butler hints at the existence of similar moral impossibili-

ties.
" Why the Author of nature does not give his creatures

promiscuously such and such perceptions, without regard to their

behaviour ; why lie docs not make them happy, without the in-

strumentality ol" their own actions, and prevent their bringing any

sufferings upon themselves is another matter. Perhaps tlierc may
be some impossibilities in the nature of things winch u-e are unac-

quainted with." Analogy of Re/igin Natural and Rn-ealed, ch. ii.

Bee also, IJurlamacjui, Natural Law, part 'I, ch. v. sec. 5.

without being aware of it.* He felt alarmed, it seems, I-aw'

because he imagined that Grotius favoured the idea,
v "v~ -

'

that without supposing a Divine Creator, there could

have been room for the actual exercise of the necessary
law. But Grotius contended for no such thing. He
contended only for necessary relations of ri^ht and

wrong. His meaning is identified with that of Mon-

tesquieu, who says, that "before [positive] laws were

made, there were relations of possible justice. To say
that there is nothing just or unjust, but what is com-
manded or forbidden by positive laws, is the same as

saying that before the describing of a circle, all the

radii were not equal."f In other words, he meant, that

wherever Omnipotence interposes, and establishes the

requisite conditions for the possible breach or observance

of ihe necessary law under any particular form,
wherever God creates free agents, endows them with

moral and intellectual faculties and perceptions, and

places them in juxtaposition with objects of the same
nature with themselves, towards whom it is in their power
to exercise benevolence, justice, truth. &c., and without

whose existence and presence it would be impossible for

them to exercise those virtues, there nothing further is

required on the part of God to determine in general
what shall be right or wrong; for that it would be im-

possible, in the very nature of things, for any exertion

of power to annex moral happiness, and therefore an

obligation (No. 38), to the habitual exercise of malevo-

lence, injustice, and falsehood ; or moral misery, in-

volving its inevitable consequence, wrong, to benevo-

lence, justice, and truth.

50. Of the virtues here named, and assumed as con- Importanca

stituling the essential relations of right, no one will feel of a just

disposed to question the intrinsic excellence and para-
c"nc

'l'
t 'on

mount obligation. Yet we do not consider the pre- saryluws.
ceding discussion by any means superfluous. By having
a clear and definite knowledge of the foundation of our

duty, we are enabled lo form a better estimate of the

stability and just proportions of the superstructure;

many difficulties, otherwise wholly inexplicable, are

accounted for ; Divine wisdom and justice are vindi-

cated by the removal of all suspicion that we are sub-

jected to a law capriciously chosen ; we become satisfied

that there is, that there must be, one paramount rule,

absolutely binding upon us and all moral beings; a rule

which it is of the highest moment that we should ob-

serve, which no power can surmount or annul, and

which therefore offers an end worthy of the greatest

efforts of Divine and human wisdom, labouring to esta-

blish the supremacy of that law in and over us. Having
fully satisfied ourselves of the reality anil nature of that

law, and taken it as the basis of all our obligations in

particular, we can the more readily disembarrass our-

selves of the many groundless theories with which the

science of jurisprudence has been encumbered. But
first we should observe, if any such observation is now

required, that the necessary moral law strictly fulfils all

the conditions of a law enumerated in the preceding
section. Iis obligation we have already shown to be

necessary and essential. That it is more than general
that it is universal follows from its essential character.

With regard to its promulgation, whatever occasional

mistakes and misapprehensions may occur respecting its

* Law of Nature and Pfalioiii, book i. ch. ii. sec. 6
;
book ii.

ch. iii. sec. 4.

f Spirit of Laws, book i. ch. i.
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application in particular enses, there is no reasonable

human being so devoid of moral sense, as not to feel its

paramount obligation, without any formal announce-

ment of it to him. It is on this latter account that it is

frequently styled natural ; though, as we have stated,

we reserve that term for one particular and positive form

of it.

Standard
of perfec-
tion.

Positive

law a pro-
cess ut

mural regu
latioa.

sometimes, though without much reflection or justice,

brought against the account of obligation, which takes

interest for its basis. (No. 38.) Recollecting how large

and important a share of our duty is included in the

obligations we have named, and how, in their very

nature, they imply that our immediate regards should

be fixed on others, and therefore withdrawn from self,

all objection of the kind alluded to ceases. A like con-

sideration enables us to expose the very imperfect, and

therefore false, view, not unfrequently taken of the ulti-

mate end and purpose of human societies and laws ; a

view, which regards the ends of government to be merely

temporal, and intended only fur protection against the

material wants and dangers to which man is exposed in

a .state of unassisted nature. It is true, that the exist-

ence of such evils furnishes the immediate occasion for

the institution of temporal government, and that one

important end of the latter is protection against them.

But this is not all. The social nature of man is not a

mere accident of humanity ;
it belongs to him essentially,

as he is a moral being ; and sociability is enjoined as an

indispensable part of the necessary law, because it is

inseparable from the cultivation and exercise of benevo-

lence, justice, and the other social virtues. In the more

complete and correct view of the subject, human laws are

subsidiary to the necessary moral law ; and the material

wants of man are only so many artificial bonds, lor

uniting our species in a society which is designed to be

matured into one of a superior nature.

Sect. 3. Of Positive Law in general.

52. The necessary, or, as we may now call it, the

moral law, furnishes the only true ultimate standard of

right. And that standard, though there are various

degrees of approximation towards it, cannot itself stop
short of absolute perfection. Now moral perfection im-

plies a complete and spontaneous accordance with the

high requisitions of the moral law : it is not enough that

the outward actions be right : the principles and motives

must he so too; the moral taste and disposition must be
so entirely in harmony with the dictates of the highest

morality, that no suggestion, either of reason or of con-

science, much less any external compulsion, can be re-

quired, as an incentive to habitual active good.
53. So far with respect to the standard of right. We

have next to regard man as a moral being, whose proper
aim, therefore, is his perfection, and whose duty it is to

make the nearest practicable approach towards it. The
natural or ordinary processes, which may be put in ac-

tion for promoting his moral advancement, comprehend
the regulation of his spirit and inward principles, and
the regulation of his outward actions. It is the former

which it is proposed ultimately to affect ; but though a

direct appeal may, in some measure, be made to them ;

yet this cannot be done effectually without the concur-
rent regulation of his external conduct. The converse

of this is also true; that is to say, even supposing there

were only some subordinate object, depending on man's Law.

outward actions, in view, such as his temporal welfare,
v-"-v> "''

this object could not be promoted in any tolerable degree,

by simply attending to his conduct, without at the same
time endeavouring to guide his principles. Thus there

are two essential processes, distinct, though intimately
related. They are distinct, not only in their immediate

objects, but in the instruments they employ, and the

methods they pursue, and they require distinct agents to

put them in motion, though their nltimatJtim be di-

rected to one common point. In civil soci^y, the regu-
lation of the inward principles belongs to the Church ;

that of the outward actions, in those respects, at least,

where the standard of conduct is rendered compulsory,
to the State. Government, in a somewhat enlarged

sense, may be considered to embrace both departments,
as subordinate and necessary branches of the same

whole, its ultimate object being to promote, chiefly and

principally, the moral welfare of the community over

which it is set.* Having premised so much, our atten-

tion must now be directed to outward actions, and to po-
sitive law, which comprehends the rules framed for

regulating them.

54. Positive law is a rule of conduct, instituted by a

lawgiver, and enforced by artificial sanctions.

55. I. Positive law is instituted. It therefore pre- Institution

supposes a lawgiver or sovereign ; and this suggests a^P08 ' 1 "'"

question respecting the right in general of imposing
aw-

laws, or the right of sovereignty. As an abstract pro- jjj^t O f

position, this right is commonly stated to depend upon sove-

the possession of the three qualities necessary lor good reignly,

government; namely, wisdom to discern the real inte-

rest of the governed, and the best mode and means of

promoting that interest; goodness, to dispose the sove-

reign to pursue those means ; and power to apply them

effectually. The application of this principle to esta-

blish God's right to the government of mankind is easy

enough ; for granting that he possesses the three quali-
ties here mentioned, it follows that his government can-

not bp otherwise than beneficial in the highest degree
to man, who is therefore morally bound to submission,
inasmuch as he is bound to pursue his highest interest.

And obligation and right being correlative, (No. 43.)
man's obligation to submit, involves God's right to

govern. It would be absurd to reduce God's right of

government to his supreme power alone, though such

an opinion has occasionally been put forward ; for

could we suppose the case of a being of transcendent

power imposing laws unnecessarily severe and unjust, he

must of necessity be an evil and malignant, not a good
being ; and as he could not change the eternal laws of

right, nor oblige beings of less power to any course

morally injurious to themselves, his right could not ex-

tend to any unjust exertions of power, which are mere

* Our greatest political philosopher, Burke, observes,
" An al-

liance between Chinch and State in a Christian Commonwealth is,

in my opinion, an idle and a fanciful speculation. An alliance is

between two things, that are in their nature distinct and independ-
ent, Mir h as between two sovereign States. But in a Christian Com-
monwealth, the Church and the State are one and the same thing,

being different integral parts of the same whole.'' See the whole

passage in his works, vol. x. p. 43. ed. 1818. Ths reader will find

the same idea more i'uliy expanded in Coleridge's essay On ,'fte

C'iristilHtwn (^f the Church and Stale, according to the Idea of each,

and in Mr. Gladstone's Treatise, The Stale in its Relation! u-i/h

the Churck. Cicero, it may be ohserved, dwells especially, and
with more than his ordinary force and eloquence, on the moral

pu pose of law and civil government. De Lsgibus, passim.
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Law. tyranny. We can therefore admit no such modification

.^v -' of the principle which establishes wisdom, goodness, and

power, as the three essential elements of the title to

sovereignty.* How to apply this principle, however,
to human potentates, is much more difficult ; but at

present we shall not enter into the question as applicable
to them. Only we may observe that rightful human

authority is a moral right, or, still more strictly, a natu-

ral right, because it precedes human law, and generally
arises npouA state of circumstances, which happen in

the ordinJBy course of human affairs, and without the

device and contrivance of man.
56. II. Positive law is a rule of action ; it

"
appoints

the form and measure of working." In this respect it

is distinguished from moral law, which is not restricted

to any spec. tic mode of action, but inculcates, as a prin-

ciple, the performance of right, and the abstinence from

wrong, universally, and under all circumstances, but

without particularizing any of such circumstances. We
need not here repeat what has been said on this topic,

in the first paragraph of this article. At present we
must observe, that positive law, having to deul with the

baser part of our nature, applies itself exclusively to the

coarser and more mechanical department of our moral

training, namely, the regulation of our conduct. Be-

cause it would be useless to lay the abstract truths

and principles of morality before rude and untutored

beings whom it is necessary to compel, it embodies

those principles in some selected and definite form, and

prescribes rules of conduct more or less specific. The
natural order of progress in practical morality is from

single actions to habits, from habits to principles, and
from principles to a confirmed disposition. Positive law

having guarded the outward and visible conduct of man,
and having laid the foundation of right habits, in the most

ordinary and obvious cases, can do no more. It is the

business of other and higher appliances, and of self-

regulation, to confirm, enlarge, and mature those habits

into a settled principle of right.

Artificially 57. III. Positive law is enforced by artificial sanc-
enforced. tions. The potency of a sanction, as theoretical writers

inform us, depends on four circumstances, the intensity
of the good or evil it involves, its duration, its certainty,
and its proximity in point of time. With regard to the

tirst tiiree, wherever they can be known and measured,

they afford a fair test for estimating the genuine degree
of obligation, and therefore they ou^ht, in reason, to pos-
sess an influence proportioned to their amount. It is

otherwise with regard to the last. We can only allege
the frailty and imperfection of man as the cause of those

remarkable differences which are observable, in the pre-
sent power of sanctions over him, proportioned to their

relative proximity or remoteness. " Whatever withdraws

him from the power of the senses, whatever makes the

past, the distant, or the future, predominate over the

present, advances him in the dignity of thinking beings.
1'

But this power of realizing what is distant, does not be-

long to him in his natural state, nor is it readily attain-

able. Hence the sanctions of the moral law, which are

commonly supposed to be remote, lose much of their

just influence ; and, in a multitude of instances, it would
be unable to act. upon man, without the artificial

institution of more immediate sanctions. The compa-

*
. Burlamaqui, Principles of Natural Law, part i. ch. ix.

; Puf-

fendorf, }s<w of Nature and Nalium, 1. 6. 10, 1].; 1 Blackstone's

Commentaries, 40, 48.

rative violence with which the latter act, gives them, in Law.

a measure, the character of compulsion ; but this is a v~^"v
~

moral and not a physical compulsion : man is still left a
free agent, and the feeling of restraint occasioned by
the trammels of positive sanctions will gradually sub-

side, in proportion as he rises to the influence of higher
motives.

58. As to the subiect-matter of positive laws, they may Subject-
include any human actions, those which terminate in the mutter of

person himself, as well as those which affect others. l1U5invt!

It would be impossible, however, by any abstract rule,

to assign the just limits of legal enforcement. " To
distinguish," says Mr. Austin,*" the acts and forbear-

ances that ought to be the objects of law, from those

that ought to be abandoned to the exclusive cognizance
of morality, is, perhaps, the hardest of the problems
which the science of ethics presents. The only existing

approach to a solution of the problem, may be found in

the writings of Mr. Bentham. (See, in particular, his

Principles of Morals and Legislation, ch. xvii.)" Mr.

Bentharn, however, has not solved the problem, and
for the simple reason, that it does not admit of a ij-erieral

solution : the selection of topics for enforcement de-

pends upon a number of circumstances constantly

varying. There are some obligations and rights, indeed,
so obvious and clear, and so necessary to be observed

and respected, that there can scarcely ever be a ques-
tion about the propriety of enforcing them. Jurists _ .

.

i i- .- L j LI .1 r. r . i .- 1 ertect and
have distinguished such by the name of perfect obhga- imperfect
tions and rights.t There are others, of a more refined

obligations,

morality, not less certain it is true, at least in the ap-

prehension of a sound moralist, but unsuitable to be

extorted by force : these are called imperfect. But
there is no well-defined line separating the two sorts of

obligations and rights. The progress of society and.

civilization has a tendency gradually to advance the

recognised boundaries of perfect obligations. We have

a remarkable proof of this in the Law of Nations, a

complicated system of acknowledged perfect obligations,
but of modern growth. All laws, properly speaking,
are of perfect obligation, since without sanctions they
would not strictly be laws. However, the Roman
jurists gave the name of lawi of imperfect obligation
to such imperfect rules as the legislator, accidentally or

designedly, had omitted to provide with sanctions.

59. A positive law must be sufficiently notified to other

those who are to obey it. But no general rule is laid conditions.

down respecting the mode. The remaining conditions,

commonly stated to belong to positive laws, are, 1. that

they be possible, or such as the subject can fulfil ; 2.

that they be just, or conformable to the moral law, and
the constitution of man ; 3. that they be useful, or

ordained, not simply for the sake of restraint, which
would be unreasonable and tyrannical, but with a view,
and in a manner, to secure some benefit or advantage to

the subject on whom they are imposed.}

Sect. 4. The Law of Nature.

60. Having settled the general principles of law, Law of

of moral or necessary law as the foundation of all
natute>

other, and of positive law, as a means to an end, our

next business is to apply these principles to the Law of

Province of Jurispruttence Determined, p. 17'2, n.

f Puffendort', Law of Nature and Nations, I. vii. 7. The ex-

pression, mum jus. used by Latin writers, denotes a perfect right.

J Burlamainii, Natural Law, part i. ch. x. sec. 9.
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Law. Nature in particular, or to that poslirve system which

*-^v~-~ God has established for the government of his creature

man, and upon which all human laws are huilt. The

questions that we shall have to examine are, what the

law of nature is ; in what its obligation consists ;
how

we become assured of its existence and reality, and ac-

quainted with its rules; and how human laws connect

themselves with it. But first in searching tor a deter-

Meaning of minate meaning of the word natural, amongst the

the word various loose, and confused, and confusing senses in
natural. whjd, different authors use that word, we cannot find a

better explanation of its true meaning, than that given

by Butler, who says that it signifies stated, fixed, or

settled;* in which sense, it is opposed to what is com-

monly considered as supernatural or miraculous, be-

cause of rare or extraordinary occurrence. So that

Natural Law, or the Law of Nature, will mean that

stated, fixed law, which governs the human race, con-

sidered as one general community. It will appear, that,

as a law, it possesses the two essential requisites of

permanency and universality. (No. 31.) As the law of
nature, its authority will be shown to be coextensive

and coexistent with nature, or with the human race and
the constitution of man in all ages. Again, it will be
seen that, as a positive law, it possesses all the properties
of such a law enumerated in the preceding section:

that it is instituted by God, with a view to perfect our

nature; that it is most wisely and beneficently adapted
for that purpose, first, by the definite form of its rules, as

compared with the larger principles of the moral law,

and, secondly, by the sensual character of its sanctions ;

in both these respects accommodating itself to hutnan
weakness. Lastly, it will appear to be sufficiently noti-

fied to all mankind. (No. 42.) Though this law be, in

the highest degree, possible, just, and uteful, (No. 59.)
and though we are bound to receive it without question-

ing the wisdom, goodness, or power of Him who has

ordained it, yet for any thing that we can know, or may
observe in the law itself, God might have effected his

purpose equally well, by a measure of a different form :

the law of nature, like every other positive, or arbi-

trary (No. 44.) law, implies a certain choice of means on
the part of the lawgiver, but without supposing that he
could do violence to the end proposed by a wanton ex-

ercise of power. But though we must ascribe so much
to Gnd's power of choice, the indulgence in any specu-
lations of what he might have done, can only lead to the

most absurd results or perplexing confusion.t " Let us

* "
Though we were to allow any confused undetermined sense,

which people please to put upon the word natural, it would be a
shortness uf thought scarce creditable to imagine, that no system
or course of things can be so, but onlv what we see at present.

But the only distinct meaning of that word is staled, fixed,
or settlfd ; since what is natural as much requires and presupposes
an intelligent agent to render it so, i. r. to effect it continually, or
at stated times, as what is supernatural or miraculous does to
effect it for once." Analogy, ch. i. mb fin.

f For example, such at the following.
"

Considering the
Creator only as a being of infinite power, he was able unqurstiwaii/y
la hai'f prescribed whatever laws he pleasrd la his creature, man,
however unjust or severe, liul as he is olio a being of infinite wis-
dom, &c. 1 Blackstone's Commentaries, 40. " The Creator might
certain/y hate formed all men at the same time, though separated
from one another, by investing each of them with the pioper and
sufficient qualities for this kind of solitary life." Bi.riamaqui.
Natural Law, II, iv. 11. When WP recollect the moral necessity
of sociability, (No. 51.) and the provisions in nature for maintain-
ing and strengthening it, even the momentary nupposiiion of such
a possibility as that hinted at by Burlamaqui, however subse-

quently explained, at once perplexes our reason, by the confusion

then, instead of that idle and not very innocent employ- Law
ment of forming imaginary models of a world, and v-^v~' '

schemes of governing it, turn our thoughts to what we

experience to be the conduct of nature with respect to

intelligent creatures ; which may be resolved into general
laws or rules of administration, in the same way as

many of the laws of nature respecting inanimate matter

may be collected from experiment.*"
61. In speaking of natural law, we have hitherto Further ex

adopted the definition given by Butler, but it is neces- p'anation

sary to go a little more into detail, to explain the several ?*

senses in which ethical writers understand the term. ra[

Not only are different authors inconsistent with each
other in the meaning which they attach to it, but scarcely
one of them can be found who is throughout consistent

with himself. Many of them appear to have had no

very definite idea on the subject ; and even those who
set out by defining what they understand by the expres-
sion,

" Natural Law,'' yet afterwards employ it in such
a manner as proves they have forgotten their own defi-

nition.

62. A little attention will enable us to discover that

the predominant idea which this term conveyed to the

minds of the writers on this subject was one or other of
the following:

63. 1st. The universality of the extension, and per-

petuity of the continuance, of this law. Being a law

imposed by the Deity upon the whole human race for

their universal and perpetual observance, it is used in

this sense in contradistinction to all those practical pro-

positions of which the obligation is special or variable,
and which might be ranked among natural laws, only
that they want the qualities of universality and perpe-
tuity. Thus the preservation of our health might be
deemed a natural law ; but not so the obligation to con-
sult or follow the prescription of any particular physi-
cian, although there can be no doubt that the latter is

morally binding.

2dly. The natural character of its sanctions ; the

rewards or punishments by which its observance is en-
forced ; being such consequences as follow generally
from human actions in the ordinary course of nature,
without any miraculous interposition on the part of the

Deity, or any systematic interference on the part of man.

By systematic interference, we mean the interference of
the human magistrate in execution of the sanctions im-

posed by a human legislator, in contradistinction to the

casual interference of man, such as the pain which he
inflicts on an offender who has provoked his resentment ;

this casual interference being ordinarily looked upon in

the light of a natural sanction.

64. 3dly. The nature of its promulgation ; where
the law is such that it may be readily discovered by the

ordinary exercise of reason and observation, in tracing
the connection between human actions and their conse-

quences. The word ordinary is here employed in con-
tradistinction to any of the more subtile and far-fetched

it makes between moral anil human nature, and revults our ideas
of God's goodness and justice, by supposing he fould do any thing
so absurd and unjust. Kurl.nnaqui, indeed, afterwards explains his

meaning. But why suppose an absurdity for the sake of afterwa.-ds

answering it ? We quote the passage on account of the principle it

involves. " These (the laws of nature) are not arbitrary laws,
such us God might not have given, or hart given others of a quite
different nature. Supreme wisdom can no more than supreme power
act any thintj obsurd and

contradictory. It is the very natute of
things that always senet for the rule of his determinations." Ibid. 1 1.

v. 5.
*

Butler, Analngi/, Introd.
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Uncertain

limits of

natural

law.

Proof and
sources of

our know-

ledge of

the law of

nature.

Law. deductions of reason. All men are not competent to

^v~*/

carry out a long series of reasoning; many are not

capable of understanding such a process when dis-

covered and communicated to them by others. These

more refined deductions of reason, therefore, because of

their difficulty and consequent iufrequency, are not con-

sidered to come within the meaning of the term natural,

using that term in reference to the ordinary depth of

men's understandings, and not to the abstract nature

of things.

65. It is scarcely necessary to observe, that when the

signification of the term "natural law'' is so unsteady,
the limits of this law cannot be fixed, but will vary ac-

cording to the particular sense which each individual

jurist attaches to this term, and according to the particu-
lar notion he may entertain of the degree of generality,

kind of consequence, or amount of intelligence and

acuteness, which may, in his opinion, be requisite or

sufficient to constitute natural.

66. Having premised thus much, in reference to the

various significations of the term natural law, we will

now proceed to consider the subject under the three

following heads :

1st. The proofs and sources of our knowledge of

natural law.

2d. Its sanctions.

3d. Its rules and precepts.
67. I. The proofs and sources of our knowledge of

natural law. On the source from whence the know-

ledge of natural law should be deduced, and the mode
of proof by which it should be established, jurists have

not agreed. Some rest their system on the foundation

of revelation ; some on the universal consent of man-

kind; whilst the generality of more modern jurists,

since the time of Bishop Cumberland, reject these two

foundations, and rest entirely upon that of reason, ob-

servation, and experience. We shall proceed to con-

sider each of these three sources in order, premising
that any system of morals which does not derive its sup-

ply from them all, must be incomplete.

Revelation. 68. 1st. With regard to revelation. A distinction has

frequently been taken between the law of nature and

revelation, to which we cannot assent. The law of

nature does not prescribe one thing and revelation

another. Revelation therefore is not a distinct code;
it is only a peculiar expression of the natural or moral

law, one or the other ;
in fact, it is not a substantive

law in itself, but rather a distinct version of the moral

law, impressed with the high authority of supernatural

testimony. If we take the law of nature in its widest

sense, as embracing the whole compass of morality, any
system must be very incomplete which fails to include

revelation among its sources. Whence but from re-

velation can we derive any knowledge of the great

leading principles of morality? It is true the Deity has

implanted in man a moral sense or faculty, and that

moral sense suggests to some extent the precepts by
which our conduct should be governed ; but if we
desire an acquaintance with the great and -perfect

moral

scheme, we must look for it in the Scriptures, since

there, and there alone, we find the great principles of

eternal morality rising to their highest perfection, and

the doctrine of universal love tor the first time fully and

clearly revealed as an established principle of action.

It is true that among the speculations of the more en-

lightened heathens we find the love of mankind at large

highly commended. Their mode of theorizing on the

subject is beautiful, but it never went beyond theory.
In the Scripture it is, that the law of love is made the

rule of life, and for the first time declared to be the only

right and true law of human action.*

But although revelation be an indispensable foun-

dation of a perfect moral system, yet it is not to be sup-

posed that the moral code will be found there carried

out into all its details, since, as has been well observed,
" whoever expects to find in the Scriptures a specific
direction for every moral doubt that arises, looks

for more than he will find."f We must have re-

course, in general, to other sources, for the details

of duty.
69. 2dly. The consent of mankind. Grotius has Un

used this mode of proof very extensively in establishing
co

the law of nations.
"

I have likewise towards the proof
of this law," he observes,

" made use of the testimonies

of philosophers, historians, poets, and, in the last place,

orators; not as if they were to be implicitly believed;

for it is usual with them to accommodate themselves to

the prejudices of their sect, the nature of their subject,
and the interest of their cause; but that when many
men of different times and places unanimously affirm

the same thing for truth, this ought to be ascribed to

a general cause which, in the questions treated of by us,

can be no other than either a just inference drawn from

the principles of nature, or an universal consent."];

Puffendorf rejects the consent of mankind as a proof of

natural law ; but it is evident that, in condemning
Grotius, he has mistaken his meaning. The masterly
defence of Grotius, by Sir J. Mackintosh, in answer to

those who criticise his citation of authorities, is too good
to be omitted :

" He was not of such a stupid and
servile cast of mind as to quote the opinions of poets
or orators, of historians and philosophers, as those of

judges, from whose decision there was no appeal. He
quotes them, as he tells us himself, as witnesses whose

conspiring testimony, mightily strengthened and con-

firmed by their discordance on almost every other sub-

ject, is a conclusive proof of the unanimity of the whole

human race on the great rules of duty and the funda-

mental principles of morals. On such matters, poets
and orators are the most unexceptionable of all wit-

nesses ; for they address themselves to the general

feelings and sympathies of mankind; they are neitiier

warped by system, nor perverted by sophistry ; they can

attain none of their objects, they can neither please nor

persuade, if they dwell on moral sentiments not in

unison with those of their readers. No system of moral

philosophy can surely disregard the general feelings of

human nature and the according judgment of all ages
and nations. But where are these feelings and that

judgment recorded and preserved ? In those very

writings which Grotius is gravely blamed for having

quoted. The usages and laws of nations, the events of

history, the opinions of philosophers, the sentiments of

orators and poets, as well as the observation of common
life, are, in truth, the materials out of which the science

of morality is formed
; and those who neglect them are

justly chargeable with a vain attempt to philosophize

* The mode in which the Mosaic law inculcates the universal

law of love is beautifully exhibited by the late learned ami pious
II. J. Kose, in his A'w/ices of the Mosaic Law, London, 1831.

t Paley, Mar. Phil, book i. ch. iv.

t Grotius, De Jure Belli et I'arit, Pro/eg. 41.

PufTendorf, Law of Satu>-e and Nations. II. iii. 7.

iversal

sent.
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Sanctions
of natural

Law. without regard to fact and experience, the sole founda-
V-"N'-/

tion of all true philosophy."*
Observa- 70. "M\y. Observation, Experience, and Reason.
ion, expe- ^s a source of our knowledge of natural law, revelation

reason

an
ls not sufficient; its proper object, as we intimated

above, is not the natural but the moral law. Neither is

the consent of mankind alone sufficient, since this con-

sent is not easily collected, and, even if it were, would

, still require the test of individual experience, to make

our knowledge perfect. It is by examining nature, by-

observing human impulses and human actions, and

their effects, in what general direction our instincts,

prejudices, and passions point, and what are the ex-

ternal objects, in the attainment or avoidance of which

the gratification of our physical appetites and preserva-
tion of our physical nature consist, that we perceive the

primary indications of natural law. These general ten-

dencies to action, when kept within due bounds by
that sense of right which belongs to the moral nature

of that complex being, man, constitute the system of

natural laws. In tracing them out, it is not necessary
to enter upon any profound metaphysical discussion ; it

is only requisite to observe the effects that follow from

human actions, and to judge if those effects be uni-

versal. When we judge them to be so, it is impossible
to attribute that universality to accident ; we are irre-

sistibly kd to attribute that universal connection of our

actions with their results, to an institution of Divine

Providence, appointed for the purpose of indicating that

law of our conduct to which they were calculated to

lead us.

71. II. We have next to consider the Sanctions of

natural law. But in order to distinguish those sanctions

Irom others to be presently noticed, to which they are

nearly related, we must be careful not to confound
man's moral with his human nature. As a moral being,
man's perfection and complete happiness must ulti-

mately depend upon his moral tastes and habits, and
not upon his physical constitution. And it is essential

to bear in mind that he was placed in the world for the

purpose of exercising and improving, according to the

opportunities afforded him, the several moral faculties

with which he is endowed, but which as yet are im-

perfect and corrupted. Many writers, as, for example,
Puffendorf and Burlamaqui, add considerably to the

intrinsic difficulties of the subject, by regarding man,
in the first instance, as a complex being, made up of

soul and body, and then investigating the various pro-
visions in nature, for satisfying his material concurrently
with his moral wants ; thereby unconsciously confound-

ing together means and ends. The more proper, and,
in our opinion, the only correct way of considering the

subject, is the following. Granting man to be such an

imperfect moral being as we have described above, how
has God, by superadding the human nature which man
now possesses, provided for his moral advancement ?

First, then, according to his human, and what we may
regard as his purely adventitious constitution, man has

many physical wants and requirements to be supplied
and satisfied, and dangers to be avoided ; and the sup-

plying and satisfying of the former, and the avoiding of
the latter, afford him an immediate object for active and
strenuous exertion of a particular kind, and for the em-
ployment of all his faculties in a certain way. Thus
a specific and definite form, or rule of action is marked

Mackintosh, Liw of Nature and Nations, p. 16.

out for him, and not only marked out, but enforced

through the instrumentality of those various wants and
necessities to which his human nature is rendered sub-

ject. But in the mean time, while the outward man is

thus acted upon, and by motives not of the highest
kind, the moral man within is undergoing a salutary
course of discipline, overcoming obstacles which stand
in the way of his happiness, and gradually acquiring
habits which will fit him for the purest enjoyments.
The law of nature, then, regarded as a scheme of ex-

ternal compulsion, is subservient to moral discipline.
Present or temporal good, which is promoted by ob-

serving the law of nature, is only incidental and sub-

sidiary to the attainment of moral good, to the for-

mation of habits, tastes, and dispositions, which are

destined to have their full developement and exercise in

a future state of existence. Our attention must now
be directed to the machinery by which the observance
of the law of nature is enforced.

72. The sanctions of the law of nature consist in Natural
rewards as well as punishments ; though, as already sanctions

observed, (No. 38.) some writers have thought fit to consist of

make a gratuitous assumption that all sanctions consist
re"ar(ls as

exclusively of punishments. It does not appear under
pun;^f.

what category they would range rewards : that the ments.
latter certainly may and do form inducements, is

apparent from the commonest observation of the ordi-

nary course of nature, which not only allures to the

performance of duty by the prospect of advantage, but
deters from the commission of wrong by the dread of
evil. The distinction after all is purely technical.*

73. Several of the most eminent and popular writers Moral hap-
on the present subject, include among the sanctions ofpintssand
natural law, the moral happiness and misery which, misery not

considered as temporal consequences, result from our 8anctlonsoi

voluntary actions. They insist upon the intrinsic ex-
na

cellence of benevolence, justice, truth, and all the other
moral virtues. They assert, what cannot indeed be

disputed, that, even in the present life, the practice of
virtue is attended with enjoyment of the highest and

purest kindjf that putting aside all contingent and
outward advantages, virtue is its own reward in the
internal satisfaction, peace, and tranquillity of mind
which it brings to its possessor ; and this internal hap-
piness they regard as the chief sanction of what they
call the law of nature. As Cumberland states the pro-
position, all the virtues and that perfection of mind
which accompanies them, are to be reckoned among the

happy consequences or natural rewards of universal

benevolence. Thus the practice leads to the growth of

virtue; practical goodness becomes both means and
end.t Vice is treated in a similar way. Its intrinsic

evil is regarded as the chief discouragement to it.

74. Now this account of the matter is very beautiful,
and in several respects perfectly true. And if the writers

in question had confined their sanctions of natural law

exclusively to moral good and evil, we could readily
understand that by the law of nature they meant to

express that which we have termed necessary law. But
from the way in which they blend moral with physical

* See Puffendorf, Law of Nature and Nation!, I. vi. 14 with

Barbeyrac's notes; Burlam. Nat. Law, parti, ch. x. 11, 12;
Cumberland, Lnipt of Nature, Inlrod. 14. ch. v. 40.

t Cumberland, Law of Nature, v. 35. Burlam. Nat. Law,
part ii. ch. xii. 5, 6. Puffendorf, Law of Nature and Nalioni, II.
iii. 21.

J Cumberland, ch. v. 12.

4 u
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Law. or material happiness and misery, from the co-ordinate

V" -' rank which they assign to these two distinct species of

good and evil,* considered in the light of sanctions,

and from the indistinct mode in which they speak of the

origin of these sanctions respectively, and of the final

purpose of natural law, we are often left in some doubt
as to their precise views or meaning. It is not very

easy to discover, for example, whether their law of

nature be a scheme of internal moral rectitude, or a

rule of outward action; a law subsisting of itself, i. e.

necessarily arising from the very nature of things, or

a positive institution of the Almighty ; whether it be

designed for man's ultimate moral perfection, or in-

tended solely or chiefly to secure his present temporal
welfare, morally as well as physically.f We have en-

deavoured, by the mode in which we have treated the

subject, to avoid these sources of doubt and confusion.

75. Moral good and evil, then, must be regarded as

the inevitable .consequences of virtue and vice respect-

ively. (No. 46.) They are not made the consequences
of our voluntary actions, by an exercise of Almighty
Power, in which respect they differ essentially from

every species of good and evil depending purely on the

physical constitution imparted to us by our Creator.

Looking upon the law of nature therefore as a positive

system, ordained by the will of God, we cannot properly
consider moral good and evil as its sanctions, that is to

say, as parts of the artificial machinery, by which God
seeks to enforce the practice of virtue. An analogy in

this instance holds with the municipal laws of a state.

We are not at liberty to reckon among the sanctions of

these, any consequences but those which the legislator
himself may impose for the purpose of enforcing his will ;

though unquestionably obedience to the law is followed

and may be further recommended by many ulterior

advantages, which indeed suggested the reason for its

institution. It was for the promotion of our moral good
that the positive system of natural law was instituted by
the Almighty. Moral good, however intrinsically ex-

cellent, however well calculated to recommend itself,

without any adventitious inducements, to a mind duly
prepared to appreciate it, demands a certain degree of
moral proficiency in the agent before it can effectually
influence him to any considerable degree. But such

high proficiency is unattainable by man in the present
life. Hence, then, the divine institution of the law of
nature.

76. In another view, it will appear improper to cla^s
moral good and evil among natural sanctions. We
can assign no bounds to the degrees or kinds of good-
ness and virtue to which a sincere desire of moral good
would carry us, (for we may omit the dread of moral
evil as belonging only to the lower degrees of virtue ;)

whereas the determinate, specific character of what are

ordinarily regarded as natural obligations, and the dis-

tinction tacitly drawn between them and more imperfect
obligations, show that they belong to a law whose

* See
Paley's Moral Phil, book i. c. 6.

t Leibnitz, in a little tract, entitled Manila qutedam ad Samue/is
I'uffendorfii Principia, charges the author whom he criticises, with
the commission of three fundamental errors. First, with con-

fining the science of natural law and its ultimate aim, within the
limits of the present life

; as if it were possible to afford a com-
plete and correct view of the whole subject, without embracing
the consideration of man's final destiny. Secondly, with paying
too exclusive a regard to outward actions, as opposed to inward
principles. Thirdly, with making all duty, right, and obligation
to depend oil the arbitrary will of a lawgiver.

sanctions are applied to the enforcement of specific and Law.

limited rules. x-"~v'
77. Hitherto we have spoken of moral good and Nor are the

evil as they affect our happiness in the present world.
rewar

^
sand

For similar reasons to those above stated, the rewards
{JJents of

and punishments of a future life should not be included future life,

among natural sanctions. Without any vain endeavour
to pry into their precise nature, it is generally admitted
that they are of a moral character, and that they are the

necessary results of habits and dispositions acquired
here. The soundest views commonly entertained of
future happiness or misery, represent it as a continua-
tion of that which is felt here, only greatly heightened.
In the next place, future happiness is an end, and not a
mean. It was with a view to it that the whole scheme
of God's moral government was instituted ; and it

would therefore be incorrect to state, that future happi-
ness and misery are imposed, in order to regulate our
conduct here, as a final end or purpose. A future state

of happiness or misery is disclosed to us by the Almighty
as a distinct species of inducement : this disclosure

partakes more of the nature of counsel than of law, the

essence of which is enforcement. Lastly, the consider-

ation of the happiness to be enjoyed in a future state of

existence, like the desire of present moral good, is cal-

culated to carry us much further than the mere ob-

servance of natural duties. These are our reasons for

excluding future rewards and punishments from the

category of natural sanctions. The hesitation of several

moralists of the school of Cumberland and Puffendorf
to admit these as sanctions, proceeds on a different

ground ;
it is wholly connected with their peculiar

acceptation of the word natural, which, according to

them, includes whatever we are able to collect by the

light of reason only without the aid of revelation ; their

recognition therefore of the sanctions here in question

depends upon their opinion of the extent and power of

our natural reason in arriving at the knowledge of a

future state. Some of them, however, incline to the

opinion that the system of nature must appear imper-
fect, unless we suppose a future life. The distinction

indeed between natural and revealed law is very gene-

rally recognized ; still we cannot help thinking that the

ordinary method of explaining the subject does not

sufficiently show the full force of the word law, in the

phrase, law of nature.

78. The moral obligation of obeying God's will is jhe natu-

wholly independent of natural law, as we understand it ; r;ilguvern-

that is, independent of those additional sanctions to meut of

which we now come, and by which He urges us to the Inankin"-

outward practice of virtue. Motives of the highest
self-interest the consideration that practical discipline

systematically enforced must be submitted to, in order

to the acquisition of habits essential to our final happi-
ness ought in reason to have sufficient weight to

induce us to observe any system of practical rules pro-

posed to us by Infinite Wisdom, even if the rules of

practice marked out for us were simply declared, with-

out being enforced. But God's natural, which is sub-

servient to his moral, government of mankind goes
further than simple declarations ; it consists, as Bishop
Butler observes, in God's annexing pleasure to some

actions, and pain to others, and giving us an opportu-

nity of knowing beforehand that such consequences will

follow. In our mode of treating the subject, we are

obliged to restrict those consequences within narrower

limits than Butler seems to have contemplated ; we
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pural
nature.

Law. confine them to physical or purely material advantages.
v- V"' These constitute the artificial, positive, or compulsory

part of the Divine scheme of government; and they
consist in those external consequences which follow our

outward actions, in the common course of nature.
Sanctions 79. Under this view, these various sanctions of the

law are^f
natural law mav briefly be asserted to consist in all the

an external external consequences which restrain or impel human
and tern- conduct ; any temporal advantages or disadvantages,

which, operating upon human instincts, passions, pre-

judices, reason, or forethought, induce mankind in

general either to acts or forbearances ; all those benefits

which may be summed up under the general name of

utility. The great difficulty and abstruse nature of this

comprehensive topic must forbid an enlargement upon
it in a treatise of this kind : more especially as the

complex constitution of man's nature has blended to-

gether motives essentially different in themselves, and
has induced jurists and moralists to confound them in

their statements and definitions.
Reason not gO. It is a trite observation that, in order to follow
a sufficient ,L i c> , i > . L ^

guide from nature, right reason is to be our guide.

man's' im- It is unquestionable that by reason is exhibited the

perfection, standard of what is right : but it does not express the

successive steps by which we are led to that exalted

height. Were man a perfect being, reason, under
which we would include all higher moral motives, would
be sufficient, since he would require no inducements :

but the very existence of moral and physical pain and

pleasure are not only inducements in themselves, but
evidences that he stands in need of them. In fact,
there is a mutual connection and dependence between
reason and those subordinate matters which form the
sanctions of natural law. Reason will instruct the

;nstinct, correct the passions, soften, without eradicating
the prejudices, and direct our views to more distant

objects : while, on the other hand, all these call our
dormant energies into action, when the reason would
be too slow of itself to incite us.

81. " We can easily imagine," observes Sir James
Mackintosh, " a percipient and thinking being without
a capacity of receiving pleasure or pain. Such a being
might perceive what we do : if we could conceive him
to reason, he might reason justly ; and if he were to

judge at all, there seems no reason why he should not

judge truly. But what could induce such a being to

will or to act? It seems evident that his existence
could only be a state of passive contemplation. Reason,
as reason, can never be a motive to action. It is only
when we superadd to such a being sensibility, or the

capacity of emotion or sentiment, (or what in corporeal
cases is called sensation,) of desire or aversion, that we
introduce him into the world of action. We then clearly
discern, that when the conclusion of a process of rea-

soning presents to his mind an object of desire, or the
means of obtaining it, a motive of action begins to

operate ; and reason may then, but not till then, have a
powerful though indirect influence on conduct
The general tendency of right conduct to permanent
well being is indeed one of the most evident of all

truths. But the success of persuasives or dissuasives
addressed to it, must always be directly proportioned,
not to the clearness with which the truth is discerned,
but to the strength of the principle addressed, in the
mind of the individual ; and to the degree in which he
is accustomed to keep an eye upon its dictates
It is apparent that the influence of reason on the will

is indirect, and arises only from its being one of the ^aw.

channels by which the objects of desire or aversion are ~-^"v^-'

brought near to these springs of voluntary action."*
82. That state of perfection which we have already Natural

intimated (No. 52.) should form the ultimate aim of sanctions

every reasonable being, is such a condition of moral necessary

taste and disposition, as pursues spontaneously what is
proraote,

good. It is the spontaneous quality of that disposition ultimately,
which we now wish to point out. Religion and mo- spontane-

rality both concur in representing the most excellent ous act'"-

state to be, without a figure, a state of perfect freedom.
But how is man to be brought to such a condition, that

every principle of good may be in full activity, without

any tendency to deflect towards evil, and all this without

any external coercion ? The gracious arrangement of

Providence is this : first, to impel him, almost mecha-

nically, by means of those sanctions which take their

rise in his instinct and passions : then, to influence him
less coercively by motives still of a temporal nature,
but more distant, more the objects of forethought and
reason, and therefore more consistent with free-agency ;

and, by gradually withdrawing the objects of sense, in

proportion as the distant and the future predominate
over the present, to train him for the contemplation of

things still more remote and exalted. We may observe,
that in the course of nature the greater is made the

more distant good. It is evident that in this last con-

dition, he is a more spontaneous agent than when
under the influence of the immediate and urgent pres-
sure of the lower kind of natural inducements.

83. The attainment of this spontaneous condition is Uncer-

further promoted by the occasional uncertainty in the ta'nty of

event of distant natural consequences. Were the results
na

f . , , , conse-
of our exertions undeviatmgly successful, we should

quenccs.
become the mere slaves of sensible objects. Whereas,
by the present constitution of nature, the general event
of our voluntary actions is just sufficiently certain to

direct us in the right course, but is sufficiently uncertain
to prevent the object originally in view from being the

ultimate end of our pursuit. Further, by this occasional

disappointment and uncertainty, the limits between

spontaneous and coerced action is left somewhat inde-

finite ; a circumstance evidently favourable to a gradual
transition of the agent from the trammels of natural
law to a state of moral freedom.

84. It thus appears, that the sanctions of the law of
nature must be regarded only as helps to the sanctions
of the moral law, that is to say, as additional and in-

ferior inducements to the observance of that in outward

practice, which the moral law requires as an inward

principle.
85. The sanctions or natural consequences which we Natural

have been discussing are universal, and therefore it sanctions

must be that the law to which they are referable must nniversal>

be universal in its operation, being coextensive with the

human race, and with the system of this world: having
been instituted at the creation by the Divine Legislator
himself, and sustained ever since by his perpetual ordi-

nance. We do not of course here mean some of those

consequences, which though on other grounds they
might be called natural, yet, wanting the property of

universality, cannot properly be considered as parts of
the natural Law. Natural consequences are also per-

petual or constant in their operation.
" We may say, perpetual,

* Sir James Mackintosh, Dissert, on Progress of Ethical

Philosophy, sec. 5. p. 152 154.

4u2
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if we will, that the laws of nature are eternal : though,
to tell the truth, this expression is very incorrect in

itself, and more adapted to throw obscurity than clear-

ness upon our ideas. Those who first took notice of
the eternity of the laws of nature did it, very probably,
out of opposition to the novelty and frequent mutations
of civil laws. They meant only, that the law of nature
is antecedent, for example, to the laws of Moses, of

Solon, or of any other legislator, in that it is coeval
with mankind ; and so far they were in the right. But
to affirm, as a great many divines and moralists have

done, that the law of nature is coeternal with God, is

advancing a proposition, which, reduced to its just
value, is not exactly true ; by reason that the law of
nature being made for man, its actual existence sup-
poseth that of mankind. But if we are only to under-
stand hereby, that God had the ideas thereof from
all eternity, then we attribute nothing to the laws of

nature but what is equally common to everything th:it

exists." *

86. The last thing to be observed with regard to

these sanctions of natural law or natural consequences,
is, that they are generally known : they are recognized
and assented to by our instincts, our senses, our reason,
and our experience ; in short, they are universally pro-

mulgated, and written upon the heart of all mankind by
Him who devised and framed them.

87. III. We now come to consider the rules and

precepts of natural law. Being a positive law it is

specific in its character. Though doubtless containing

principles, yet these are of a less abstract character

than those which belong to the moral law. This
conclusion must naturally follow from what has just
been said with respect to its sanction. As the moral
law is too distant and elevated in its nature to be

sufficient for inciting man, in his present state of weak-

ness, without the intervention of these more proximate
inducements which the law of nature affords, so is it

too wide and expanded to guide his narrow and short-

sighted will and judgment, without the interposition
of certain landmarks, which may confine his steps
within determinate bounds. The specific nature of

these rules may best be shown by a few examples.
To select, then, one among the most obvious and im-

portant of our instincts, namely, love. If this primary
affection of our nature were, on the one hand, to in-

dulge in a too extensive range of objects, it might he

dissipated away, or, on the other hand, were it without

immediate objects, it might perish for want of exercise :

whereas, by the present constitution of nature, it is ca-

pable of being gradually refined into the highest and
noblest affection, and indefinitely extended without

danger of attenuation. Hence it is that love, in order

to its ultimate purer and more perfect exercise hereafter,
is hers, under the influence of the law of nature, deter-

mined by the specific rules of domestic affections. And
here it is observable, that the strongest affections are

those which, in their legitimate exercise, are confined

within the narrowest limits : the filial, or paternal, or

conjugal affection for instance, is stronger than that

which regards the domestic circle in general ; the

domestic affections are more powerful than the love of

country ; which, again, is more powerful than universal

philanthropy. And it is further lo be remarked, that

the more confined and powerful the affection is, in the

* Hurlam. Nat. Law, part ii. cli. v. 1 1

same degree it the more nearly partakes of the character
of animal instinct. To use the words of Hume, "This

'

partiality, then, and unequal affection, must not only
have an influence on our behaviour and conduct in

society, but even on our ideas of vice and virtue ; so as
to make us regard any remarkable transgression of
such a degree of partiality, either by too great an en-

largement or contraction of the affections, as vicious

and immoral. This we may observe in our common
judgments concerning actions, when we blame a person
who either centres all his affections in his family, or is

so regardless of them, as, in any opposition of interest,
to give the preference to a stranger or mere chance

acquaintance."
* The same considerations will ob-

viously apply to other instinctive predilections : but it is

not necessary to specify them here in detail. It may be
sufficient to observe, that it is only by attending to the

ultimate purpose to which they contribute so effectually,
and for which unquestionably they were designed, that

we are enabled to reason about them at all, or to view

them otherwise than as so many unmeaning weak-

nesses, unworthy of rational creatures, and which ought
therefore to be got rid of as speedily as possible. This
indeed can seldom be the case with the social predilec-
tions above noticed. Their temporal, if not their moral

utility is so obvious, even to shallow observers, that

their propriety is seldom brought into question. Though
even with regard to them, the world has occasionally
afforded specimens, happily rare, of philosophers, who
have betrayed a ridiculous ignorance of human nature

and its requirements and an incapacity of taking a com-
bined view of ends and means, by seriously advocating
an universal philanthropy of the most impartial kind,
at the expense of our more confined and therefore

warmer affections ; utterly forgetful that a pure, ab-

stract, perfect justice, which bestows its regards strictly

in proportion to the merits of its objects, can only be

approached, by such a being as man, gradually and

through the medium of that wisely adjusted scale of

natural affections, which, though symptomatic of imper-
fection, and implanted in us because of such imper-
fection, constitutes nevertheless an essential element in

human or natural juslicc.-f The order of nature pre
scribes not that our primary and deeper and more

partial affections should be depressed to the lower

level of our more distant and extended, though more

impartial regards, but that the latter should be gradually
elevated to the higher level of the former. J So far

* Hume, Philosoph. Works, vol. ii. p. 258.

f
"
Eademque ratio fecit hominem horninum appetentem, cumque

his nalurd, et iermone, et usu cwgruentem ; ut profectut a cariiate

ilomeslico'itm ac suorum, serpat langius,et teimplicet,primum civiitm,

deimle omnium mortalium socielate ; atque, ut ad Archytam scripsit

Plato, nan tibi se tali nalum mfminerit, led patriot, ted mil, ut

perexiniia pars ipsi relinqualur." Cic. De Jin. ii. 14.
" la omni aulem h'inesto, de quo loquimur, nMl esi tarn illustre,

nee quod latius pa/eat, quam conjunctio inter homines, et quasi

queedam societal et communicatio ulilitatum, et ipsa caritas generis

humani ; qucB nata a primo safu, quo a procreatoribus nati dill-

guntur, ft tota dnmus conjugio et stirpe cunjungitur, serpit sensim

foras, cognationibus primvm. turn ajfinitatibus, demde amicitiis, p'ist

tiia'nalibus ; turn civibui, et Us qui publice tocii atque amwi liutt :

deinde latius complfxu gfnlis humarue : qua; animi affectia, suum

caique tribuens, alque hone, quam dico, loctetatem conjunctions

humante muni/ice ft tsque tuens, justitia dicitur : cui adjunctce sunt

piflas, barillas, liberalitas, benianitas, comitai, quceque sunt generic

rjmdem.'' Defin. v. 23.
+ It may be remarked that such passages as St. Matth. vi.

4G. 47 ; xxii. 39 ; &c., do not depreciate the lower standard of

Law.
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Law. with regard to our social predilections : their value and
Vl*\^'<-'

obligation depend altogether, it is generally admitted,

on their ultimate moral effects. The same principle

must hold good with regard to all other instincts

and prejudices of universal occurrence, however un-

meaning they may appear at first sight : they also

must be judged of, not abstractedly, but by reference

to the ends they produce. And it will be found,

that several of the most valuable human institutions,

property and government, for example, respecting which

so many theories have been set afloat, depend, for

their stability, on some divinely appointed and useful

prejudice.
88. To give one other example : it was necessary

that the principle of activity should be developed and

exercised in man. But in this respect, he is not simply
furnished with the principle, and left to discover for

himself modes of exercising it. The necessity of pro-

viding for his physical wants directs his energies into

certain determinate channels, in which they are nursed

and matured. It is the law of nature that gives them
that particular direction for purposes of discipline ; it

remains for morality to point them to higher and better

objects.

Division of 89. But it is time to consider, in their proper order,
the laws of the rules themselves of the law of nature. They may be
Nature.

divided, with reference to their immediate objects, into

our obligations towards God, towards ourselves, and to-

wards other men. We shall consider them under these

heads with the utmost possible brevity.
Duties to- 90. To begin with our natural duties towards God.
wards God. They include both speculative belief and practical ob-

Speculative servances. First, as to speculative belief, which must

necessarily precede all external acts and duties of re-

ligion. The notion of a Deity is one which has been

generally entertained, at all times, and in all countries,

with the exception of a few of the most barbarous. It

has been held, says Grotius, as well by those whose

understandings were too gross to impose on others, as

by those who were too wise to be imposed on them-

selves. Grotius attributes, with much apparent proba-

bility, this general persuasion to an universal tradition

derived from the early patriarchs; for though, he ob-

serves, God's existence may be satisfactorily demon-
strated by reasons and arguments drawn from nature,
it is not every one that is capable of understanding the

proof. In general, men are prejudiced in favour of

their religion before, if ever, they reason about it. The
ideas entertained of a Divinity are, in many cases, very

imperfect and distorted; but there are two points es-

sential to every religion, true or false, upon which the

great majority of mankind are agreed, namely, the ex-

istence and the moral government of God. The notion

of a divine providence is one which finds something
congenial to it in the human mind, and it derives great

strength from the authority which the mere fact of its

general reception is calculated to convey. For these

reasons it is a truth upon which jurists affirm no dif-

ference of opinion can be tolerated. We mean the

doctrine of a moral Governor, for a perfect knowledge
is not contended for

Practical. 91. The practical part of natural religion includes

worship, consisting in acts of prayer, thanksgiving, and
adoration ; and reverence, consisting chiefly in forbear-

our more common or natural affections ; they only exhibit a still

higher one to be aimed at. The sentiment in St. Malt. xii. 50,
could not, with propriety, have been uttered by an ordinary man.

Moral obli-

gation of

outward re-

ligious ob-

servances.

Personal

duties.

ance from open disrespect.* It is natural, because Law.

man's natural constitution, by an in>pulse or instinct,
v ~v~l

leads him to manifest sentiments of respect, towards

whomever entertained, in outward expressions and sig-

nificant actions. Accordingly, some form of worship
or other has always obtained in every place where a

Deity has been acknowledged. What applies to wor-

ship will apply still more strongly to the negative duties

of reverence, which can scarcely be withheld consistently
with a true belief in a Supreme Governor of the world.

92. The outward part of religion is connected with

the inward, both as cause and effect. Worship springs
from inward reverence, and also contributes to it. It

is from considering outward worship in the latter as-

pect, that we derive its moral obligation (No. 38.) ; be-

cause, by increasing our reverence towards, and there-

fore our love of, God, it promotes our highest happiness.
93. We next come to our natural duties towards our-

selves, which may be disposed of in a summary
way. They consist, according to Puffendorf, in du-

ties of self-perfection and self-preservation. But the

duties of self-perfection treated of by him have properly
no place in a treatise on jurisprudence. The natural

duties of self-preservation include all that relates to the

preservation and integrity of our life and body, and con-

sequently enjoins all the acts necessary towards their

sustentation. They forbid self-destruction, and self-

abuse of every kind. The natural sanctions by which

these become laws of nature, after what has been said

respecting natural sanctions, must be too evident to

require any observation.

94. Our social or relative obligations form the third Social ol>Ii-

and largest class of natural precepts. We shall consider gations.

the several relations men stand in towards each other,

first, in their personal capacities ; secondly, in re-

lation to things. To these a third division is sometimes

added by modern writers, especially those of Germany;
namely, the natural law of facts. Some censure the

addition of this third division, as unphilosophical.
95. Were we to examine at length the various duties Law Or

and rights incidental to the general relation in which Persons,

all men stand towards each other, as men, it would lead

to too long a discussion, and would be inconsistent

with the plan we have adopted. Certain rights are re-

presented as naturally belonging to every man, who
has not forfeited them by his misconduct. They are

principally four : viz. 1. a right to his life and the safety

of his person ;
2. a right to acquire property; 3. a right

to his reputation; 4. a right to liberty. These are

rights which every one will be disposed to claim, and

which every right feeling man conceives himself under

an obligation of conceding to others. It is evident that

natural inducements will not be wanting to assert them

But some of them, the fourth especially, are somewhat

indefinite; and under this general head, it will not be

desirable to attempt a discussion of their exact limit.

We shall therefore proceed with the particular relations

of persons. "Almost all the relative duties of human

life," observes a writer frequently before quoted,
"

will

be found more immediately, or more remotely, to arise

out of the two great institutions of property and mar-

riage. They constitute, preserve, and improve society.

Upon their gradual improvement depends the pro-

gressive civilization of mankind ; on them rests the

whole order of civil life. These two great insti-

*
Paley, Mar. and Pol. f'ki/., bookv. ch 1.
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tutions convert the selfish as well as the social passions
of our nature into the firmest bands of a peaceable and

orderly intercourse ; they change the sources of discord

into principles of quiet ; they discipline the most un-

governable, they refine the grossest, and they exalt the

most sordid propensities ; so that they become the per-

petual fountains of all that strengthens, and preserves
and adorns society; they sustain the individual, and

they perpetuate the race. Around these institutions all

our social duties will he found at various distances to

range themselves ; some more near, obviously essential

to the good order of human life ; others more remote,
and of which the necessity is not at first view so ap-

parent ; and some so distant, that their importance has
been sometimes doubted, though, upon more mature

consideration, they will be found to be outposts and ad-

vanced guards of these fundamental principles ; that

man should securely enjoy the fruits of his labour,
and that the society of the sexes should

t
be so wisely

ordered as to make it a school of the kind affections,
and a fit nursery for the commonwealth."*

96, The liberty which has been just described as one
of the rights naturally incidental to every person, includes

the right of contracting marriage ; from whence spring
the two private natural relations of husband and wife,

and parent and child. And first, of husband and wife.

97. The sexual appetite implanted in all animals
serves to perpetuate their species, but in man becomes
the instrument of still higher purposes, through the

natural institution of marriage. If we look merely to

the propagation of the species, or the general good of

society, we get a very imperfect view of the importance
and obligation of marriage. To estimate these fully,

we should consider its lasting moral effects on the par-
ties themselves; how their natural passion of love, by
being permanently confined within strict limits, is re-

fined as well as deepened, and gradually deprived of its

selfish character by its extension to new objects, viz.

the offspring of their union.

93. The mutual consent of both parties is essential

to establish the relation of husband and wife. But on
the subject of the natural mode of signifying this con-

sent, jurists seem to have forgotten that here, as con-

fe^sedly on other subjects, natural admits of compara-
tive degrees ; whereas they assert that the lowest, that

is, the least formal manner of signifying consent, which
is only just sufficient to bind the parties, is the natural

mode. Undoubtedly, where no particular form of

compact is established by law, or prevails by custom,
any mode, which in the eyes of the parties themselves
amounts to such a compact, will be naturally sufficient

to bind them. But there is, on the part of mankind, a

disposition, if not universal, at least very common, to

invest with importance the entrance into the state of

marriage, by accompanying it with ceremonies, often
of a religious cast. Men are also naturally disposed to

observe engagements contracted with circumstances of

solemnity, and above all of religious solemnity, with
more scrupulous fidelity than any others. We state

facts without attempting to account for them. It might
therefore be fairly argued, both on the ground of ge-
neral disposition and of reasonableness, that a solemn

religious mode of contracting marriage is the most na-
tural. The disclaimer, on the part of many jurists, of
such epithets as fatly or sacred, as applied to marriage

*
Mackintosh, Ditc. on the Study of the Law of N. and A'., 35.

in its civil relations, is absolutely puerile. By whom- ' *

ever the state of marriage (not the mere mode of en- *~~ / ~"'

trance into it) is viewed, the importance of availing our-
selves of all means to maintain its obligations inviolate,
can scarcely be over-estimated.

99. It will be evident that the moral purposes of Exclusive-

marriage above slightly traced out, involve two essen- nesb ancl

tial conditions, exclusiveness and permanence, and are
'"""""of

best answered by making those conditions as strict as
marriage.

possible. Hence it appears that monogamy, termi-

nating only with the life of one of the parties, is the

most perfect form of conjugal union. Monogamy has Mono-
therefore been established in all Christian communities, gamy,
as Grotius expresses it, in order that the wife, bestowing
herself entirely on the husband, may receive the equal
return of his whole heart and affection. The equality
of the sexes, and the general practice of mankind, point
this out as the most natural form. Puffendorf remarks

that, where a man has several wives, he usually singles
out one as a favourite.* Polygamy has however been Polygamy.

practised in many nations both ancient and modern,
without disapprobation by the wise and good ;

and all

the ends of marriage may be answered, consistently
with it, though less perfectly than by monogamy. For
these reasons it has been held that the law of nature
does not absolutely forbid it, though it ought not to

be tolerated in a Christian community. Observations Divorce,

not very dissimilar will apply to the power of termi-

nating the matrimonial relation before its regular con-

clusion, by divorce. The law of nature at all times

prescribes, as its most perfect rule, the indissoluble

maintenance of the matrimonial relation during the

joint lives of the parties, except in the single case of

adultery; a rule generally followed, though with ex-

ceptions. Here it coincides with the only rule per-
mitted by Christianity ; but the law of nature tolerates

an inferior rule of morality ; as we find in the compara-
tive facility of divorce indulged to the Jews, for example,
and not condemned, even followed, by confessedly good
men.

100. There is but one more top.c connected with Degrees of

marriage, to be touched upon here ; namely, respecting prohibition.

the degrees of prohibition, according to the law of na-

ture, on account of affinity and consanguinity. Three
classes of the natural degrees of prohibition are noticed

by jurists: first between parents and children, and
more remote descendants; these have been justly held

in universal and unqualified detestation at all times and
in all countries. Secondly, between brothers and sisters;

which, though strongly condemned in general, as con-

trary to the law of nature, have been so in a somewhat
modified degree. Thirdly, between more remote col-

laterals ; about which there has been not only some va-

riety of practice in different ages and countries, but
some variety of opinion among jurists. Writers have

attempted in several ways to account for such prohi-
bitions ; but our space will not allow us to follow their

theories. Grotius alleges the question to be most nice

and difficult, and that whoever attempts to assign cer-

* Law of N. and N., VI. i. 19. On the subject of marriage,
Puffeudorf, though learned and methodical, 18 anything but pro-
found. He takes a low view of its purposes, and argues upon the

subject too much like a lawyer. He not only mistakes in some
instances the invariable terms of the conjugal union, but he carries

the initial compact with him throughout the whole matrimonial

status, instead of treating it merely as the barrier which gave en-

trance, but prevents egress.
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"v^"-' unwarrantable, in the manner they are prohibited by
the laws and customs of nations, will find by experience

that the task is both difficult and impracticable.* May
we hazard the conjecture that the God of nature im-

planted these natural aversions, along with the physical
defects incidental to unions of the kind here supposed,
in order to induce mankind to extend their alliances

beyond their own families, and thereby cultivate a more

comprehensive social affection ?

101. On the relation of parent and child, little need

be said. The right of parental authority is commonly
stated by jurists to be founded in generation ;[ but this

only indicates the person, not the foundation of the

right. How, indeed, can the mere fact of having been

the instrument of a child's earthly existence, abstractedly
confer any authority of the kind? Puffendorf builds

the right partly on a supposed tacit compact, he loves

compacts, balancing the right of parental government

against the duty of support ! But the only true ground
of natural parental authority is natural parental affec-

tion, for it secures the probability of good parental go-
vernment. (No. 55.) The want of it therefore will go
far towards depriving the parent of that right, on the

principle of law, that cessante ratione, cessat ftiam lex ;

but it must be a very gross case indeed, which will, in

point of natural justice, warrant a compulsory legal in-

terference with parental rule. On principle, we must
be careful how we follow the dangerous example, set by
some writers, of proposing for rules of exception ex-

treme cases of very rare occurrence. It is to be lamented
that both Puffendorf and Grotius should have committed
an unwise mistake of the kind, by formally propound-
ing it as a general rule, that parents, if unable to sup-

port their children, may, by the law of nature, pawn or

sell them.} Silence, upon such a distressing case of
extreme necessity, would surely have been preferable.
The question, to which of the parents the right of go-
vernment over the children exclusively or principally be-

longs, has occasioned some discussion and difference of

opinion among jurists : some give it to the father on
account of the greater dignity of the male sex; some to

both parents equally. The latter probably comes nearer
the truth ; but as the age and sex of the child, and the

disposition of it and its parents respectively, will point
out, in the best possible way, how, when, and by whom
the authority on each occasion ought to be exercised, it

is surely idle to speculate further upon the point. At
the proper age, nature will indicate, by the feeling of
and qualifications Cor independence on the child's part,
that the strict exercise of parental authority ought to

cease. But, of course, no abrupt line, in this, or per-

haps in any instance, offers itself in nature.
Law ot 102. The order of our subject now brings us to the
Things. natural law of things. The first point to be established

is the right of the human species, exclusive of other

* De J. B. et P. II. v. 12. The whole of what Grotius says on.

the subject of marriage in this chapter is well worthy of careful

perusal. Upon this, as upon most topics, this great jurist shows
himself vastly superior to Puffendorf.

t Puff. Law o/N. and N. VI. ii. 4. Grot. De J. B. ft P. 11. v. 1.

J
Puff. VI. ii. 9. Grot. II. v. 5. Grotius, in support of his po-

sition, refers to the Mosaic law. The passages he cites (lixod.
xxi. 7, and Deal. xv. 12) prove the previous existence of the prac-
tice ; but the law of Moses at most but tolerates it, and interposes
expressly for the purpose of securing good treatment to the objects
of sale.

beings, to the free use of and dominion over the inferior Law.

creation, both animate and inanimate. The attempts
of philosophers hitherto to render a rational account of".
this right, are far from affording complete satisfaction ; mankin
indeed their arguments are often extremely fanciful. It

things.
seems best, therefore, to rest it altogether upon autho-

rity ; upon the general practice and sentiments of man-

kind, and still more upon the indisputable authority of

Scripture, which expressly declares the Creator's will in

this respect.* The texts, however, here referred to, es-

tablish nothing more than the right of the human species

generally; they give no intimation of the mode in which
it was intended that mankind should avail themselves of
the divine permission to take and use the objects de-

signed for their support; they are silent respecting the

relative and conflicting claims of individuals ; they do

not, for example, determine whether, or how far, a par-
ticular person, in taking what he requires, is at liberty to

consult, exclusively or chiefly, his own convenience, or

is bound to pay regard to the wants of others. In the

actual distribution of worldly substances which has, Property
somehow or other, been effected, one of the most striking

phenomena, and that which at first sight appears most

repugnant to our preconceived notions of abstract jus-

tice, is the gross inequality that everywhere prevails. It

might be argued, that all having equal need of support,
and none being expressly excluded in the terms of the

original gift to man, every one might fairly lay claim to

an equal share. Yet not only is the contrary system

rigorously maintained by law, but jurists are all agreed
at least upon one point, namely, in their determination

to support it by reason, though the diversity of their

arguments shows that the several reasons alleged by
them are neither so complete nor so satisfactory in all

cases as might be desired.

103. Exclusiveness and permanence are the chief es- The nature,

sential characteristics of a private dominion over things,
of Pr 'vate

or property. By exclusiveness it is implied that the pro-
Pr Perty-

prietor has or claims the sole right of using or direct-

ing the use of some particular object ; by permanence,
that he has that sole right, not to serve a temporary oc-

casion only, but for an indefinite period to come ; or, as

it is expressed, he has a right to the very substance of

the thing to be used. The inequality above noticed is Its inequa-

perhaps an accident of property; but it is an accident ''ty-

which, as we have intimated, universally accompanies
its establishment, and it is the circumstance which has

occasioned the chief difficulty attending the examination
of the subject. Opposed to the system of permanent
distribution implied by private property, stands what is

called the "
original community of things." The term "Smal

. . , . , ., .
J

c .,. community
original points to the real or supposed state of things of tj,;,,.

at some early period of the world, not exactly defined, regarded as

The term community is equivocal. Sometimes it im- an histo-

plies that condition of unheeded neglect in which ob- rlcal fact -

jects of possible utility continue, before any one appears
to use or appropriate them. In this sense all things
were at one time common, and some continue so to the

present day. Writers who aim at a superior degree of

exactness distinguish this species of community by the

epithet negative. The other, or positive community,

implies that the objects said to be common have indeed

been permanently converted to the use of man, but not

made the property of any one or more individuals ex-

clusively of all others ; but that every one, without dis-

*
Genesis, i. 28, 29; ix. 2, 3.
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Law. pute or contest, uses the objects as he has occasion, from

y"^v~~ time to time, leaving them, (if not of a perishable na-

ture,) when the occasion ceases, to be used in like man-
ner by any one else. There is an essential difference, it

may be observed, between these two species of com-

munity. In the former, there is no property in any
sense, no severance from the general stock. In the

latter, there is a severance : the dominion of man-
kind is asserted over the objects positively common ;

the human species collectively is the proprietor, and the

brute creatures are the excluded parties. But the pro-

perty, or permanent and exclusive dominion, extends no
further; it does not obtain between man and man.
Now this latter state is the condition represented in the

fables of poets concerning the golden age ; and it is

gravely asserted, without much thought, by some jurists,
to have been the primitive state of things in the first

ages of the world. Blackstone, for example, in his ele-

gant and much admired sketch of the rise and progress
of property,* (by the way, chiefly borrowed from Gro-

tius,) treats it as a positive fact. Hut is this at all

likely to have ever been the case ? (we can scarcely sup-

pose that the dreams of poets would have been adopted
as a mere embellishment, wholly unsuited as they are

to the severity becoming a philosophical inquiry after

truth ;) or rather, is the assumed fact consistent with

the nature of man, which has been the same ever since

the fall, for with man before his full we have no con-

cern ? What are the circumstances universally attendant

The ua-
on numan nature, which, by an inevitable consequence,

tural rise of 'e|d to the establishment of private property ? Externally,

property, there are man's wants, and the indispensable necessity
of labour for supplying (hem ; internally, there are his

natural selfishness and love of ease. Be it that, in the

early ages of the world, before arts or luxury had made
much progress,-)- his wants were few ; still it required
no inconsiderable share of labour, even under favour-

able circumstances of climate, &c., to supply those few

wants; and, taking him in the average, his love of
labour and of his species was never so strong as to in-

duce him to forego the fruits of his labour, either from
an indifference to the necessity of repeating it, or from
a disinterested generosity towards others. In propor-
tion to the trouble expended in acquiring- possession of
some useful object, or in preparing it for use, would be
the tenacity with which he would hold, and the vigilance
with which he would guard it, in other words, his as-

sertion of a private and exclusive dominion over it. His
natural selfishness and love of ease would be aided
further by an instinctive persuasion, or prejudice, that
he had a right to keep to himself whatever he
found unoccupied, and chose to improve by his own
labour and skill. Labour, then, taken in connection
with the natural wants and feelings of man, is a chief

and primitive cause of private property. A further

*
Commentaries, vol. ii. p. 2, &c.

t Jurists sometimes favour us with a sketch of the supposed
order in which the principal arts came into operation, as they ua-

turally tend to promote private property, by suggesting new uses
of things, and new modes of labour. Agriculture is supposed to

have been of comparatively late growth ; but, it has been ob-
served, the first-born man was a tiller of the ground. It is there-
fore highly probable that he asserted a private dominion in the

soil, at least during the interval between preparing the ground
and leaping the crop. We may add, that it would not be con-
sistent with his character to suppose him capable of exercising
that forbearance which a community of property must constantly
demand.

cause, but one, for the most part, of later growth, is
Law>

the scarcity of useful objects; human selfishness will '--v~>

naturally induce a man to grasp at what but few can
obtain. This cause, we say, is, for the most part, of
later growth ; for though, with regard to most objects of

utility, a scarcity is not experienced till the increase of

population has increased the demand, whilst the supply
remains stationary or even declines, still some things
are by nature originally and absolutely scarce. We
conclude then that private property was the order of the

world from the commencement, though less regular and

systematic, and embracing fewer objects, compared
with the number of inhabitants, than in laltr times.

Hitherto, however, we have spoken of separate property
as a fact, apart from its equity or justice ; for whether
our view of the early state of things be correct, or

whether, as those who depict mankind as originally

holding all things in common would have us believe,
the system of private property be a departure, gradually
introduced, from the mode observed in primitive times,
no historical delineation, however true, of the perpetual
and universal triumph of a seemingly selfish, monopo-
lizing spirit over a disinterested or at least equal regard
for the wants and requirements of all, can amount to

a complete proof of the rightfulnrss of the system which
accords in perpetuity to individuals whatever they or
their ancestors, finding without an owner, have suc-
ceeded in laying their hands upon. From the question
of fact, then, we shall now turn our attention to the

question of right.
104. Neither our limits, nor our plan, which is to ex- The right

hibit principles rather than opinions, will permit us to f P"va*e

follow the several schools of jurists through their more Pr Perty-

minute shades of difference.* Almost all the accounts

given of the origin of the right of property will be found,
under various modifications, to be connected with one Theorigit-
or other view of the "original community of things,"

a
!
commu'

expressive, not, as heretofore, of an historical fact, but "j^ ^
of a doctrine of primitive right. Jurists in general may, treated as a

upon this point, be distributed into two great sects, doctrine of

those who hold respectively the doctrine of a positive
r'gnt -

and of a negative community of things. The positive
Doctrine of

community asserts that each man has an original right
a P sit"?

to an equal distributive share of the surface and pro-
Comm

ductions of the earth, of which, whatever distribution

may have been made provisionally or by usurpation, he
cannot be justly deprived without some act naturally
(that is, according to acknowledged principles of uni-

versal justice) calculated to have that effect. We state

the doctrine without exaggeration, though somewhat
more explicitly than its favourers in general venture to

do. How then do they endeavour to reconcile, or
rather to force an agreement between their notions of

primitive justice and the claims of existing proprietors? Fiction Oj
By the convenient fiction of a tacit compact, the ready a tacit

refuge of a certain class of jurists on all occasions of compact,

difficulty, whereby ever}- one is supposed, at some pe-
riod or other, to have voluntarily surrendered whatever

original claim he had to a distributive share of the ma-
terial objects of property, and to have confirmed the de-
fective titles of the actual holders. This theory, however,
will not bear the test of examination. Senseless as a

* The reader will find in Professor Warnkoenig's work on phi-
losophical jurisprudence, referred to in our preliminary observa-
tions, a bnef and lucid statement of the chief theories on the
subject of property. See c. vii., sec. Ixxxvii. &c.
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Law. fiction, groundless as a fact, even if we could attribute
-"^"^-' to this airy phantom some substance of reality, it la-

bours under every species of incurable vice, and leaves

unexplained difficulties at least as great as that which it

is intended to solve.* It may indeed be said tluit the

allegation of a tacit compact is only a mode of ex-

pressing the general approval of the institution of pro-

perty in all ages and countries, evidenced by its general

adoption. But this explanation only nullifies the in-

tended solution. It substitutes authority for reason. It

asserts, in substance, that mankind in general feel and

act one way, whilst right and justice are in the opposite
direction. If there be any truth in the assumption that

all men have or had originally the right that is pre-

tended, then the general acquiescence of mankind is an

acquiescence in general injustice, until some substantial

bonaf.de transaction, superseding that right, be proved,
not feigned. Again, it is a misrepresentation and abuse
of terms, to ascribe in any degree to such an ac-

quiescence the character of a compact. If the matter

acquiesced in be naturally right, the giving or the with-

holding of the consent of men does not constitute or

impair its rightfulness. There is, however, some foun-
dation of truth in the doctrine of equality; but its ex-

tent and the mode of its assertion are misunderstood by
those who make use of the fiction of a tacit compact.
We shall have to consider this point presently.f

D.-cU-jcof 105. The doctrine of a negative community asserts,
a negative that things, originally, that is, prior to any actual use or

occupation of them, instead of being the properly of all

equally, are the property of none. Things being com-
mon in this sense, it is held that whoever first reduces
them into his own possession, in order to prepare them
by labour for use, thereby makes them his own. Some
consider that it is the fact of occupancy alone, others
that it is the labour which he adds to them, that gives
him his title : it will be unnecessary at present to dis-

cuss which is the sounder view, or whether there is any
substantial difference between them. Locke is com-
monly regarded as one of the ablest and most successful

supporters of the doctrine of a negative community, and
of the consequent title by labour, and his views upon the

subject of property do not substantially differ from
those of most other supporters of the same doctrine.

eor
^ 6 Sha" g ' VC the P ' th f h ' S ar

ffument in llis ow "

our
ry words-

"
Though the earth and all inferior creatures

be common to all men, yet every man has a property
in his own person : this nobody has any right to but
himself. The labour of his body, and the work of his

hands, we may say, are properly his. Whatsoever then
he removes out of the state that nature hath provided

*
How, for instance, are we warranted in assuming, as a prin-

ciple of original justice, that an individual can, by his own act of
consent, bind his descendants of all future generations? Yet
without some such assumption, we could not give to the supposed
compact, if real, the complete, the binding validity commonly at-
tributed toil, at whatever epoch we imagine it to have been en-
tered into.

t Grotius the great doctor, in jurisprudence, of the identical
principle which the kindred science of theology acknowledges in
the well-known rule, quod ubique, quod temper, quod ab omnitnu
crediium < seems to have forgotten himself in the application

t this principle to the subject of property. Deserting his fa-
vourile ground of authority, he resorts to a groundless and unsa-
tisfactory Hction, herein more resembling Huffendorf than his or-

lary self. The terms he employs plainly show that the consent
ilieged by him, in reference to the present subject, is not the con-
curring testimony of witnesses, but the consent of contracting
parties. D, J. B. et P., lib. n., c. ii., . Hi. 5.

VOL. II.

Locke.

and left it in, he has mixed his labour with, and joined
to it something that is his own, and thereby makes it

his property. It being by him removed from the com-
mon slate nature hath placed it in, it hath by this labour

something annexed to it, that excludes the common
right of other men ; for this labour being the unques-
tionable property of the labourer, no man but he can

have a right to what that is once joined to, at least

where there is enough, and as good left
in common for

others."* The concluding words, which we have

marked by italics, deserve particular attention, both

because they assert in substance the doctrine of a posi-
tive community, which Locke is ordinarily supposed to

reject, and because they mark the limit which he vir-

tually sets to the title by labour. His whole argument
applies only to that state of circumstances in which the

supply of natural objects, unappropriated or in common,
exceeds the demands of the comparatively few claim-

ants. So long as this state of things continues, no one
can deny that it would be both wanton and unjust, and
a dishonest encroachment upon the fair privileges of

labour, for any person, under pretence of an equal right,
however abstractedly just, to lay claim to any share of

what another, without detriment to a single individual,
has appropriated and improved. Here therefore we may
safely assign some period for the continuance of the

right of private property, arising from the intermixture

of private labour, namely, whilst the season of super-
abundance lasts. But does the argument apply, and is

it not a paralogism to extend it, to a different state of

circumstances, namely, when people hare multiplied,
and new claimants appear upon the stage, who, finding

every thing of possible utility already occupied, demand
to know the reason why they guilty of no neglect in so

tardily asserting their claim, but only labouring under
the accidental disadvantage of being born, without their

own will, in a later age why they, able and desirous

of benefiting themselves and others by their industrious

exertions, are debarred from receiving their equal share
of things? To say that everything has already become
the property of the ancient occupants by the just title

of labour, is to assume the whole matter in dispute.
Their labour, indeed, did originally give them a title to

the things occupied, but (if we would give consistency
to Locke's theory, which recognizes a positive commu-
nity) not absolutely, entirely, and forever: according
to Locke, there must have been from the first a dormant
claim for unborn claimants to an equitable share of the

things in the mean time occupied, awaiting the coming
in of the full tide of population, when, if ever, the claim
for the first time would be ripe for assertion. If this

claim had any existence, then the original occupants
mixed their own property (their labour) with what, pro
tanto, was the property of others ; and according to a

recognized principle of universal equity, they must bear
the consequences of the voluntary confusion, though it

may involve the loss of their labour. The obligation of
a re-distribution of property once being introduced, the

process must be incessantly repeated, since population
is always shifting and increasing. In substance, then,
there is an end of private property ; and this is the in-

evitable conclusion at which we must arrive, if we adopt
the notion of a positive community of things as a law
of nature.

106. Locke saw the dilemma, and endeavoured to

*
Essay on Government, ch. v.

4 x
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social

utility.

Law. evade it by a sophism. He alleges the superabundance,
-v" -'

in Hie whole world, of good, but unreclaimed and unoc-

cupied land ; for land is the particular subject matter

which he chiefly selects. But do not the distant (to

most poor people, inaccessible) locality, and other disad-

vantages of those unappropriated lands, violate his own
condition expressed in the words " as good" ? At last,

as if half conscious of the defects in his argument, he

adopts the favourite and clumsy expedient of varnishing
them over with a tacit compact, which, he says,

"
settled

the property which labour and industry began." Ra-
ther let us call it the instrument whereby the disin-

terested victims of voluntary poverty signed away for

ever, and without an equivalent, the right assumed

for them to a comfortable subsistence .

Theory of 107. Such is the much applauded theory of labour,

whereby it is attempted to justify the "
rigour of the

rights of a proprietor." Such is a specimen of the

manner in which theorists burst through the difficulties

that beset the subject. There is another class of rea-

soners, who may be considered to hold the doctrine of a

negative community, though they do not either formally
state their adherence to that doctrine, or, in general,
embarrass themselves with the assertion of any abstract

doctrine of justice. They avoid fictions, too ; they look

chiefly to the practical benefits attending the system of

private property, in promoting the good of society in the

aggregate. Paley enumerates, and admirably illustrates

in a few short sentences, the chief social advantages of

the institution of property: it increases the produce of

the earth, and preserves it to maturity ; it preven's
contests ; and it improves the conveniency of living.*

But Paley offers them rather as an apology for the

seemingly inequitable, because unequal, system, than as

a conclusive argument to justify the assumed rights of

individual proprietors. Indeed, for the latter purpose,
it would be absurd to allege the preventing of contests,

if it be admitted that there are such things as perfect

rights, (or rights which may be asserted by force,) and
that the natural right of property is at once such a right,

and a fair subject, of difference of opinion. To quiet
the violent contest of two honest maintainers of con-

trary opinions, determined each to assert to the full his

own view of his right to a certain object, by capriciously

assigning the whole or the greater part of that object to

one of the combatants, would indeed be a summary
mode of settling the difference, but it would not adjust
their claims in point of natural right. Again, no de-

monstration of the general or aggregate plenty caused

by property can account for the justice of its gross ine-

quality, which, let it be remembered, is the point at

issue. Paley is not quite candid in asserting a fact,

which, if strictly true, would go far towards proving, not

indeed that (he system of property is naturally just in

itself, but that it is just to submit to it. He alleges that

even the poorest and the worst provided, in countries

where property and the consequences of property pre-

vail, are in a better situation than any are where most

things remain in common. Without pausing to inquire
wnether it be proper to compare the relative conditions

of individuals under different systems, instead of under

the same system, we meet the alleged fact with a direct

negative : though generally, it is not universally true.

Paley must have been aware that, in all countries, there

are several not undeserving individuals, reduced to such

Mor. and Pol. Phil, book iii., part i., ch. ii.

a state of destitution, that it can scarceh be doubted that 'LAW.

they would be benefited by a general dissolution of the ^-~^.' /

bonds of property; certainly their comforts would be

promoted if they set the laws of property at defiance.

When Paley comes to consider the topic of right, as dis-

tinguished from utility, and when he is driven to confess

that the foundation of the right of property is the law of

the land ! he in truth gives up the question. The law
of the land is but the public resolution of those who com-

pose the governing body, and being the resolution of

fallible mortals, it may be right or wrong, just or un-

just. The tacit compact of society may very often

amount to the same thing expressed in a different form.

But as all the individuals assumed to be bound by the

compact, or by the law of the land, are not in reality

parties to the transaction which binds them, whatever
the forgers of specious fictions may pretend ; until we
have some probable proof of the intrinsic justice of the

matter agreed upon or imposed, we are at liberty, in a

strictly philosophical inquiry, to treat the compact as

public chicanery, and the law as systematic violence.

Paley ends his speculations on the subject of property,
as he ends them on most subjects handled in his shallow

book, by referring it ultimately to the "will of God."
A truly philosophical mode of proceeding for a professed

philosopher ! He exposes in glaring colours, without

in the least explaining, the apparent injustice of the in-

equality of property, only, it would seem, to attribute it

at last to an arbitrary and, in the state in which he
leaves it, unreasonable institution of the All-just !

108. So far as yet appears, it must be confessed,
that the modes of arriving at the conclusion are far

from satisfactory. In order, if possible, to place the line

of argument on a better footing, we shall notice briefly

three leading and prevalent defects to which may be

attributed, as we conceive, most of the imperfections of

the favourite theories.

109. In the first place, those writers who propose the Doctrine of

doctrine of equality as a law of nature, rarely under- "quality

stand it fully. Whil-t they deny the natural right o f
exPlal

any individual to more than his strictly equal share of

things, they assert the most absolute, exclusive, and
selfish right of every individual to the whole of his own

labour, without reference to the relative abilities of him-

self and others. No reason can be alleged why the

principle of equality, if tenable as a law of nature, should

be applied to natural material things, and not to labour.

Both are essential for the support and comfort of man.

Again, the wants of all men are tolerably equal, but

their abilities vary. Why then should a person be un-

der a natural obligation to manifest a jus! consideration

for the equal wants of all, passively, by abstaining from

an usurpation of more than his just share of things, and

not actively, by contributing his just quota of labour?

It will be observed that we do not contend for an abso-

lute, but a relative equality; that is to say, an indi-

vidual who can, with equal ease, effect twice as much
as a man of average strength and ability, ought to con-

tribute to the common stock a double portion of the

species of labour for which he is best suited ; an indi-

vidual, whose ability falls below the average, should be

excused in proportion ; each participating equally in the

common benefit. This is the true principle of equality.

Sir Thomas More perceived it, and has amusingly car-

ried it out in fiction. In practice, it would be neither

desirable nor possible to carry it into effect as a law uj
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nature; nor do tee maintain it as such; but they who
do so are nirely consistent with themselves.

110. In the second place, a confusion is frequently

made between natural and moral right, especially with

regard to the doctrine just explained. The law ot

equality is a law of morality, and not of nature. By a

law of nature, the reader will recollect, is meant a rule

of conduct which is not simply agreeable to the dictates

of abstract justice, but suited to the imperfect condition

of man; which is provided with an artificial, though a

divinely instituted sanction ;
and which involves a per-

fect obligation,
or an obligation which may

be asserted

by force. The natural law of property, which possesses

all tl^e characteristics, is a law of inequality. But it

is not inconsistent with the co-existence of a moral law

of equality ; for whilst the unequal possession of pro-

perty, for purposes of preservation, improvement, and

economy, may be rigidly maintained by force, the ulti-

mate and spontaneous distribution of it, measured by
an equitable standard of moral equality, (one element of

which is the relative merit of the participators,) may be

inculcated by means not violent, by conscience, or by

persuasion, for example. Although, therefore, it be true

that there is an equal law of property, they who assert

it a* a law of nature, unconsciously confound the dis-

tinct offices of law and religion ; for they thereby tacitly

assert that public or private force, instead of persuasion
or private conscience, is the proper mode of providing
for its observance.

111. In the third place, the divine purpose of the

institution of private property is, in general, very inade-

quately represented. We speak not of the immediate

application and use of material objects, but of the mode
in which, and the purpose for which, the possession of

those objects is moulded. The objects of property, in

themselves, are destined for the physical support of man.

The particular manner in which the tenure of them is

arranged, (so different where mankind, and the brute

creation, respective!)', are in question,) in separate and

permanent properties, contributes, indeed, more effectu-

ally and fully to the temporal prosperity of most men ;

but chiefly it promotes the moral advancement and dis-

cipline of all. That "
difficulty is good for man" is a

proposition which none can question. But the encounter-

ing of difficulties, though a most essential part of moral

discipline, is most irksome, and would never, in the absence

of some exciting cause, be spontaneously undertaken.

The perfection of his moral character demanded that his

noblest faculties of thought and action should be aroused

and called forth into unceasing and boundless activity ;

that his energy and power of endurance should be

strengthened, and his foresight quickened and enlarged;
attainments which, it would seem, are impossible, except
as the result of habit and perseverance. His natural

imperfection and indolence required the systematic ap-

plication of natural means. Accordingly, his path, at

every turn, has been strewed with multiform difficulties ;

a necessity for encountering those difficulties has been

created by the necessity for labour imposed upon him,

even in order to the attainment of every end and pur-

pose connected with his comfort and existence ; and a

motive to encounter those difficulties has been supplied,
in according to him the enjoyment of the objects of his

desire, hope, and labour, in the indulgence of the na-

tural feeling with which he embraces his TO 'iliov. We
have before shown how the concentration of the narrow
domestic affections for a time, in the TO

tributes to the development of an enlarged love. But Law.

it is no less certain that the direct inculcation of a spu-
v- "V

'

rious universal philanthropy would terminate in indif-

ference, than that the direct enforcement of a system of

vapid equality in respect of property would end in utter

indolence. It is for the moralist to enlarge upon, the

jurist can only hint, in n general and imperfect way, at

the several powers and moral qualities elicited in the

different classes of society, through the instrumentality
of private property. Let it suffice to observe, that al-

though a well-sustained and honourable course of suc-

cessful exertion, crowned externally with wealth, is fre-

quently a most healthful exercise to the party who en-

gages in it, the possessors of property are often those

who least benefit, morally, by the institution which ren-

ders them prosperous. The strenuous exertions called

into action in the honest endeavours to escape from

poverty, the patience with which it is learnt to be en-

dured, when it cannot be avoided, and the gratitude
and sympathy felt and exercised in the receiving and

giving of pn\ ate charity, would in a great measure be-

come dormant, were that system altered which sentences

some to poverty.* Upon no other grounds than what

are here intimated, can we justify the otherwise inequi-

table differences of condition which are incidental to the

natural laws of property. It is not that philosophical

jurists, from the days of Aristotle to the present day,
have abstained from even frequently, though partially,

pointing out the moral effects produced by property;
but they generally treat those effects rather as collateral

accidents than as the main cause of the system. They
seldom assign them that conspicuously prominent place,

which they should hold, in order to become beacons t<

direct our steps through the tangled thickets of fictions

and theories.

112. But it will be said, that property, whilst it en- Tlie abuse

courages exertion, fosters at the same time covetous- of private

ness and other evil passions. To this we reply that FPertv -

the machinery destined for the best purposes may be

abused as well as used ; and whilst law keeps it in ac-

tion, the business of morality and religion is to provide

against its abuse.

113. Having endeavoured to establish the justice of The

property on moral grounds, we shall now show the natural

means by which it becomes a law of nature. In pre-
sanc" nsof

ceding parts of this chapter, we have not been solicitous
l

to avoid the appearance of countenancing prejudice,

recollecting that
"
prejudice engages the mind in a

steady course of wisdom and virtue, and does not leave

the man hesitating in the moment of decision, sceptical,

puzzled, and unresolved ;" that
"
prejudice renders a

man's virtue bis habit, and not a series of unconnected

acts
;'' that

"
through just prejudice, his duty become? a

part of his nature." Considering that man is naturally

more disposed to follow the impulses of feeling than

* Our limits forliid us from entering upon the subject. But
hire would be the natural place for considering, philosophically,
the nice and delicate question of a poor-law, which is a partial at-

tempt to supersede the natural law of unequal property, and in-

troduce in its room a compulsory rule of equality. It would be

an interesting, though by no means an easy task, to endeavour

to adjudicate between the conflicting claims of morality to encou-

rage individual exertion, and of physical destitution to receive

public relief, in lieu of precarious private charity ; to establish a

just medium between the natural heat of individual beneficence,

and the lukewarmness universally attendant on the corporate ex-

ercise of every moral virtue, though coupled with the advantage
of public example.

4x2
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to obey the dictates of reason, and that therefore it

is of more immediate consequence to influence his will

than to inform his intellect, prejudice stems the more

proper way of urging him to the adoption of this law

of nature. Accordingly, the instinctive sense of pro-

perty is implanted in him : he feels that he has a right,

he knows not why, to keep whatever he is the first to

possess. This feeling is born with him, and it accom-

panies him, with undiminished force, through every

period of his life, and through every vicissitude of

intellectual and moral attainment. This feeling is com-

mon to all men ;
and therefore, whilst it creates, it pro-

tects private property : those who are accustomed to

measure their sense of justice by their natural feelings

will feel under a natural obligation to respect in others

the right which the same feelings prompt them to assert

for themselves. Thus occupancy becomes the natural

foundation of the right of property ; and this, whilst the

ultimate purpose of its institution is concealed from

those who maintain it. And this sense of property
will seldom betray them into an unmeaning and un-

profitable usurpation of things : in general, they will

not appropriate what cannot be used; and they can

seldom use what they appropriate, until they have ex-

erted more or less of salutary labour, either in reducing
it into possession, or in fitting it for use. Thus the

fact of occupancy or possession, being either an evi-

dence of past, or an earnest of future exertion, is rightly

made, in accordance with our natural feelings, the com-

mencement of a permanent and exclusive dominion.

The gratification of the natural desire of possessing,

taken in connection with the innate sense of justice that

accompanies the practice and assertion of the right, con-

stitutes a natural sanction of property ; it constitutes

that original sanction which prompts and enables indi-

viduals to become proprietors. A further, more arti-

ficial, but still natural sanction, is the good of society
we mean the temporal good, which is composed of the

good of most of the individuals constituting the society,

not literally of all. This social utility is ordinarily re-

commended as a proper motive, acknowledged as a suf-

ficient reason, and suggested as a good practical mea-

sure, for the adoption, application, and enforcement of

the natural principles of property in civil societies.

And unquestionably, temporal social utility is a safe

every-day standard ; but until the view is extended to

the higher moral purposes of property, the importance,
the wisdom, ai;d the justice to all, of this natural insti-

tution, cannot be fully appreciated.
114. Above we described the chief characteristics of

property to be, inequality in the relative amount held by
different individuals, exclusiveness of possession, and

permanence of enjoyment. The circumstantial va-

rieties, in these several respects, observable in the laws

and customs of different countries, have led some writers

to imagine that property is purely the creature of civil

law. This want of minute unilormity, however, is con-

sistent with a general resemblance in the leading fea-

tures; and we are not to conclude that, because the

laws of two countries may have sanctioned different

rules in some particulars relating to property, therefore

one or other of them must be so far a departure from or

an addition to the law of nature. In England, a local

act of parliament is regarded as a part of the public law
of the land; philosophically, it comes under the tech-

nical definition of a privilege. (No. 31.) So, the parti-

cular law of property established in a certain country, if

it be the best suited to the habits and feelings of the Law-

people, is the local law of nature for that country. It
v-"^*~^

will be seen that the question is a question of terms ; it

turns upon the applicability of the phrase law, which in

strictness imports a generality altogether, or nearly co-

extensive with the whole community, to a rule of limited

application. The community subject to the law of na-

ture is the whole world ; in the case supposed, the par-
ticular law is not universal, but it has every other cha-

racteristic of natural. Confining our attention to that

which is most general, we shall discover what the law

of nature ordinarily lays down, in the several particulars
mentioned at the beginning of this paragrnph, by con-

sidering what rules of property are at once most in ac-

cordance with the natural feelings of man, and most
conducive to healthful exertion.

115. First, as to the extent of a man's just acqui- Naturalex-
sitions ; let us inquire whether any limit in general is tent of pri-

set to the amount, by the law of nature. Locke tells us vateacqui-

that "Nature has well set the measure of property by
81tK>ns -

the extent of men's labour, and the conveniences of

life ;"
* and PufFendorf speaks very nearly to the same

effect.t If an individual assumes to lay exclusive claim

to a thing which it would be absurd to appropriate, such
as a part of the sea, the water of a river, or an irreclaim-

able and extensive desert, his claim would be justly
treated with contempt. Such things in their own na-

ture always remain in common. A nation, indeed, may
appropriate them as against other nations; but there, an
useful purpose such as public security justifies the

public appropriation ; which, after all, is not an appro-
priation in the ordinary sense for purposes of positive
use, but rather an exclusion of other nations from doing
certain acts within certain limits. Again, an individual

cannot reasonably, or agreeably to the law of nature,

appropriate such an exorbitant quantity of land or any-

thing else, that there can be no rational probability of

his ever being able to turn it in any way to account.

This can seldom take place, except in a new country;
there, if an individual, who is not restrained by the law
of the land from so doing, made the attempt, his claim

would not be respected to its full and unreasonable ex-

tent. It bus indeed sometimes happened that prodigal
and useless grants of land were made, (in our colonies,

for example,) which are held sacred; but in those cases

measure was taken of the probability of improvement
within some reasonable time, regard being had to the

extensive operations of modern civilization, though in

the result public expectation was disappointed. To the

same principle of unreasonable excess may be reduced

the limit that Locke lays down, where he says, that if,

before the appropriation of land, a person gathered
more fruit, or killed more venison, than he and those

whom he allowed to participate with him could con-

sume, so that the fruit rotted, or the venison putre-
fied, and was wasted, he offended against the law of

nature, and might be punished, for he thereby invaded

*
Essay on Government, ch. v., sec. 36.

f One man is then adjudged to be the occupant of land, when
he tills and manures it, or when he encloseth it with settled boun-
daries and limits: yet still with this proviso, that he grasp at no
more than what, upun a fair account, seems tenable by one family,
however enlarged and multiplied. Should one man, for instance,
be, with his wile, cast upon a desert island, sufficient to maintain

mjriads of people ;
he could not, without intolerable arrogance,

challenge the whole island to himself, upon the right of occupancy,
and endeavour to repulse those who should land on a different part
of the shore. Law of N. and N., book iv., c. vi. 3.
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his neighbour's share. Waste of this kind will rarely
occur to any great extent ; but if we can imagine a case

where it has become very common, palpable, and ex-

cessive, there, probably, direct and compulsory preven-
tion would be neither improper nor unnatural. In ge-
neral, however, the wrong is a moral wrong, or one
which ought not to be controlled by law ; because

considerable latitude must be allowed for the possibility
of abuse, on the very same ground that property itself

is tolerated, namely, in order that private enterprise may
not be checked. By no very violent extension of the

principle of interference in case of waste, a person who
does not cultivate his estate so advantageously as might
be thought possible, might be deprived of all or part of

it
; this evidently would violate every feeling and every

good purpose connected with the right of property.

Subject to the limitations we have stated, the bounds of
which cannot be nicely defined, and perhaps, also, un-
der very peculiar circumstances, subject to limitation on

grounds of public policy, the amount of private acqui-
sition ought not to be restricted. If a limit were set,

when a person's property had attained its maximum,
enterprise, so far as his acts or influence extended,
would come to a stand. The unlimited power of ac-

quisition, generally permitted, has a tendency to pro-
duce inequalities in the relative extent of private pos-
sessions.

1 16. The second point is the exclusiveness of pro-

perty. Property may be more or less exclusive, accord-

ing as it belongs to one or to several partners, few or

many. Sole property, which is the most exclusive, is

also the most natural ; both because the selfish feelings
of mankind naturally tend more to severance than to

union of possession, (we do not speak now of the very
artificial unions of modern and highly civilized times ;)

and because, in general, the interest felt by a sole pro-
prietor is stronger, and consequently the incitement to

exertion in improving and preserving his property is

gieaier, than would be the case were there several pro-
prietors of the same thing. In proportion as the num-
ber of owners is increased, the interest of each indivi-

dually is diminished ; and as it is not certain that the
united interests of all will be made to bear with their full

natural force in the same direction, except under very
good arrangement, the probability is that the total

amount of interest felt will not be so great, as if concen-
trated in one person ;

but it is not our purpose here to

discuss the artificial arrangements by which this disad-

vantage may be overcome. However numerous the

joint owners of property may be, their right to exclude
all others from its use and enjoyment is as natural as
the similar right of a sole owner with respect to his

property.
117. Thirdly, we have to inquire what is the natural

extent of the right to property, in point of duration or
continuance. Jurists for the most part are agreed that
tlie right to property, which involves the rights of

using, selling, or giving it away at the pleasure of the

proprietor, subsists during his life at least. On his

death, does it once more become common ; does it de-
volve upon his children ; or does it go to any successor
whom he may have appointed ? NeUher ol these modes
ought to be gratuitously assumed, as exclusively or pe-
culiarly natural : they .should all be subjected to the
test of reason and experience, in order to discover which
is the most ordinary, probable, and reasonable. The
supposition, entertained by some, that a man's property

voi,. a.

naturally returns to a negative state of community after Law.

his death, rests on no better foundation that we can *~"N^

discover, than the purely gratuitous assumption of those,

who, in their zeal to simplify the system of nature,
make it incomparably more artificial than those more

ordinary conditions of things which they peremptorily

pronounce, with as little reality of truth as of reason, to

be departures from what is natural. Nothing, for ex-

ample, could be more artificial than the equality of pos-
sessions attempted to be enforced by the Sparlan law,
and by tlie custom of Tanistry under the ancient Brehon
law of Ireland, if we may judge by the necessity that

was experienced for occasional slate interference, to rec-

tify the inequalities inevitably introduced by time. Or,
to take an example more nearly bearing on the matter

in hand, the rule of the early feudal law, whereby the

feudal proprietor's interest legally ceased with his life,

was purely artificial ; for, in spite of this positive arrange-

ment, custom, which was only nature re-asserting her-

self, first established as an indulgence, and at length

gradually matured into a right, the practice of inherit-

ance. The same motives and reasons which recommend

property itself, recommend its perpetuity ; but as to

which is the more natural way of perpetuating the pro-

prietor's ownership beyond his life, by inheritance, or

by testamentary disposition, and even whether the

latter be in strict accordance with nature, have been

subjects of difference with jurists. The majority decide

that inheritance by children is the natural way, and that

the power ol bequeathing to a stranger derogates from

their natural right, and is purely an indulgence of

municipal law. If so, its permission is indefensible.

In strictness of reason, however, children have no right
Natural

to anything more than what suffices for a maintenance n
fi?l

during the helpless period of infancy, and to put them
in a fair way of earning a livelihood at a proper age.
This reasonable claim satisfied, the single paramount
principle, by which the question must be governed, is

THE PROMOTION OF INDUSTRY. In order to give this

principle its due effect, we ought to regard not the

expectant but the immediate possessor of property.
The certainty of succeeding to property, without any
efforts of his own, far from exciting the industry of the

expectant, tends to relax it. The natural right of the Right of

children to succeed to their father's property, then, is inherit-

not their right, but his. It is his, because the interest auce -

he naturally takes in them is second only if second

to the interest he takes in himself; and because the

feeling that thus prejudices him usefully in their favour

whilst it is a passion which, under due regulation,

may be innocently indulged gives point, energy, and
an object to At's industrious efforts. By a just exten-

sion of the same principle, the utmost possible effect

that can be safely accorded ought to be given to the

greatest possible number of the natural passions which

ordinarily actuate the human breast, excite man to un-

dertake an energetic course of industry, and sustain

him throughout it. Accordingly, free indulgence should Right of

be afforded to his love of having, upon which depends ProlICTty-

the right of getting and holding property for himself; General

to his love of power, whereby he acquires the right of
'S

^"r

8lng

disposing at will of his property, not only during his

life, but to any one he pleases after his death; to his
ment

"

love of his children, and, in subordinate degrees, of his
puwer.

remoter relatives, (in general sufficiently just and strong
to prevent a capricious abuse of the disposing power,)
which gives birth to the rights of inheritance, first ofance.

4x*
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lineal descendants, arid, failing them, of collaterals, but

subject to the disposing power above mentioned ; and

lastly, to his love of family distinction, which originates
the right of primogeniture. The order in which these

se\eral rights of nature are here named, expresses the

order of I heir relative strength. They may all be re-

duced to the single right of absolute disposition : if

the proprietor names his successor in estate, this is an

express disposition ; if he suffers his property to devolve

on his heir, this is a tacit disposition, since, without any

groundless fiction, it may fairly be presumed, from the

ordinary course of human affections, that the proprietor's
wishes pointed in that direction. Any form or mode,

transferring which can fairly be relied upon, adopted by the pro-
tend trans-

prietor to express his intention to dispose of his pro-

perty, either in his lifetime or after his death, is naturally
sufficient : civil laws establish particular set forms, in

order to guard against misconceptions and false pre-
tences ; and as the real danger of such, or the judgment
of legislators respecting the danger of them, varies un-
der different circumstances, nations differ in their esta-

blished forms of transferring and transmitting property.
If to our mode of argument above it be objected, that

although, indeed, inheritance by children benefits the

parent morally, by adding to the exciting causes of his

industry, it at the same time tends to damp the exertions

of the children, by encouraging relaxing expectations
on their part ; we reply, first, that in many cases the

inheritance is not more than a fair provision for them ;

secondly, that where it is more, the absolute power of

disposition in the parent partially obviates the disad-

vantage of certainty of expectation ; thirdly, that there

would be no alternative but the parent's property be-

coming common on his death ; which, if general, must
create too great a facility of acquiring, by reason of
the constant supply of property becoming once more

common, thereby occasioning a general relaxation of

industry, which would extend to the children them-
selves. The last point here to be considered is, the pro-
prietor's right to forestal the disposing power of his

successors by creating entails, or directiug some other

strict mode of devolution. By allowing this right, on
the one hand, the possessor's disposing power is en-

larged, and consequently the interest lie feels is in-

creased ; on the other hand, the power and the interest

of his successor will be proportionably diminished ; pro-

bably with corresponding effects upon the zeal and ex-

ertion of each. The mode of adjusting the right, which
would give neither of them any advantage over the

other, would evidently be to allow only absolute or un-
fettered dispositions. This mode is the most simple and
the most equal, and may therefore perhaps be consi-

dered as the most natural. At the same time, we do
not mean to imply that family consequence, which is a
natural feeling that has its advantages, ought not to be

supported by entails. But we cannot enlarge on this

topic.
118. We shall close our observations upon properly,

by explaining how the owner of anything may, by
lapse of time, lose his right to it, and how another per-
son may succeed him, as rightful proprietor, by the title

of Prescription. We have already (No. 113.) mentioned

occupancy as the rightful commencement of property ;

but the extent of the occupant's ownership must depend
upon his intention. If he intends to appropriate the

thing occupied only for the brief period of actual occu-

pation, upon his relinquishing it, it becomes once more

Entails.

Prescrip
tion.

common. If he designs to make it permanently his

own, as he cannot in all cases carry it about with him,
'

or be present with it, his animus possidendi, or virtual

and intentional occupation, ought to be made apparent,
in order that others may not, in his absence, be induced
to appropriate the same thing, under the idea that it is

common. To take two extreme cases : if there were no

obligation upon proprietors to mark their private pro-

perty as such, or to assert their right with promptitude,
a general carelessness on their part might be the con-

sequence; it might become difficult to distinguish what
is common from what is private; and then, as none
could know with certainty what they might safely appro-
priate, few would be willing to apply their labour to

that which might be claimed the next moment. The
result would be, on the one hand, indolence and laxity ;

on the other, hesitation and doubt, detrimental to enter-

prise and industry. If we take the other extreme, the

result would not be very different : were the obligation
of asserting the right of property r>o strict as to preclude
the possibility of doubt in any case, many would be un-

willing- to incur the trouble of constantly maintaining
their right ; and the fear of losing possession, by some
accident or oversight of ordinary occurrence, and not

always to be provided against to take advantage of
which there would always be abundance of designing
persons on the watch would introduce a sense of in-

security, highly prejudicial to that confidence which is

essential to industry. To define exactly the just medium
between over-strictness and over-laxity is evidently

impossible ; indeed the line between them is not inva-

riable, for it will change with the subject matter, and
with the prevalent habits and ideas of different, ages
and countries. We can only lay it down genet ally,
that an appropriator ought to take a fair and reasonable

degree of care to indicate the existence of a right of

property. Appropriation, however, rarely takes place,
without the thing appropriated bearing permanent marks
of private ownership. The same argument which ap-
plies to things supposed to be strictly in common, nearly

applies to things evidently belonging to some one,

though the title is either in doubt between two or

more, or not asserted by the rightlul owner. We will

suppose, in such a case, that a person who has no pre-
tence of title, or not the best right to the subject of dis-

pute, no visible owner appearing, takes possession of it,

and is suffered to continue for a length of time in un-

disturbed occupation : we have to consider what effect

ought to be attributed to lapse of time in such a case.

Putting out of view the temporal interests of the parties

immediately concerned, it is of no importance, socially
or morally, how property commences, or who is the

proprietor. But it is of vital importance, both socially
and morally, that a right of property once commenced
in any individual should not easily be disturbed ; for

the permanent security of property is only another name
for the encouragement of' permanent and progressive

industry. Therefore, on general principles, it is desirable

to allow the largest space of time that can be in reason

desired, or with safety granted, for the lawful proprietor
to recover his property. But this time must have a

limit ; for so long as the lawful owner neglects to assert

his claim, the unlawful possessor continues in a state of

suspense, between hope that the other may never
claim his own, and fear that he may; and this state

of suspense discourages exertion, and ought not to be
continued for ever. As time advances, the hope will
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Law. gradually become stronger, and the fear weaker ; and

this growing confidence will exhibit itself in an in-

creasing disposition, on the part of the occupant, to

treat the property as his own, and to give it all the im-

provement he can, which it is capable of receiving. To

disappoint him, by robbing him at last of the fruits of

his exertions, would be to check similar exertions in pa-

rallel cases, the moral and social mischiefs of which need

not be enlarged upon. Turning now our attention to

the relative claims of the parties, regarded as individuals,

to a just share of consideration ; the occupancy and the

right of the lawful owner (as we may still call him for

the sake ot distinction) originated perhaps in the acci-

dent of finding the property lying in common ; the oc-

cupancy of the other originated in the wilful neglect or

forgetfnlness of the lawful owner: the moral reason for

ihe lawful owner acquiring a permanent right of pro-

perty at all, consisted in the probability that his right of

property would act as a spur to exertion, a probability

unfulfilled in the event; the moral reason for the in-

truder becoming in time the rightful owner is the cer-

tainty that he occupies the place which the other ought
to have asserted, of a vigilant and industrious proprietor,
in will at least, if not in act. Lastly, the enjoyment of

the property, if considerable, becomes, in process of

time and by habit, essential to the comfort of the in-

truder, and a part of his nature; and it ceases to be so

with the other. From these several personal considera-

tions, in addition to the public and moral grounds above

stated, we conclude that the title by prescription or lapse
of time ought at length to prevail over an originally
belter title. If it be asked what is the natural period of

prescription ? we answer, that it is not uniform, nor

ever can be, until there is an uniformity in the pro-

spective and retrospective habits of all mankind; until

the time for superinducing forgetlulness and begetting
confidence is the same throughout the world ; and until

the arts of life are equally known, and the time for

bringing them to maturity is the same everywhere.*
We have now stated, in general terms, the philosophical
foundation of the prescriptive right of property. The

original owner may claim his properly at any time within

the period of prescription. Particular circumstances

may have a natural tendency, and have been occa-

sionally allowed to operate, either to prolong or to

abridge the ordinary period. The infancy of tiie right-
ful owner, whose infancy excuses his neglect, is an in-

stance of the former: the fact of the lawful owner, fully
aware of his title, standing by in silence, whilst improve-
ments are carried on by the intruder, is not an unreason-
able ground for the latter, or rather lor presuming his con-
sent to the assumed ownership, of the other.f There is

one material consideration, which must not be omitted,

*The periods of prescription have varied excessively in different
countries and ages. We may give a few examples. By the early
Roman law, a period ot one year for moveables. nnd two years for

inamoveables, was fixed. In our own law, the periods of prescrip-
tion for different purposes have frequently heen varied ; at present
the period ot prescription, in regard to lands, is, in general, twenty
years. By the Hindoo law, an uninterrupted possession for three

generations confers an absolute title to lands ; an occupancy by
three successive owners, for sixty years in the aggregate, counting
as an occupancy of three generations. The period for moveabh-s
is commonly shorter than that fur lands; because the former are

apt to pass through a greater number of hands in a y veil time
than the latter.

t This is the ground taken by Grotius, ho founds ;he right nt"

prescription in a tacit abandonment. DC J. B. et I'., liu. ii

c. iv.

viz., the honesty or dishonesty of the intruder, svhen Law.

he takes possession : there is a wide difference whether - v~ '

he comes in under an honest though erroneous im-

pression respecting his right; or with a full knowledge,
or strong suspicion, that another is the rightful owner.

Puffendorf, in common with several other writers, con-

siders honesty to be so essential, that the intruder him-
self can, by no lapse of time, purge away the original

infirmity of his possessory title, but that he must be

succeeded by some second holder, (an heir or alienee,)
who was not aware of the dishonesty ; from the com-
mencement of whose occupation the period of prescrip-
tion is to date.* PufFendorf, we are inclined to think,

lays down the rule too absolutely. Doubtless, the dis-

honesty of the intruder is an element to be considered,

along with the other grounds above described
;
but we

are not sure that, even in spite of dishonesty, time ought
not, on those grounds, often to prevail in "

mellowing
into legal right" an usurpation of property "that was
violent in its commencement." The shades of moral
and natural dishonesty, between a full consciousness ot'

another's title, and ;m utter ignorance of it, are infinite;

and there may be great moral culpability in the negli-

gence of the former owner. Lastly, it is to be observer!

that the right by prescription is sanctioned by a strong
instinctive feeling- or prejudice of our nature; and, in

point of authority, the universal practice of mankind,
in every age, has been to respect it.

119. Those who, following the arrangement of the Natural

Roman law, adopt the natural law of facts as one of 'aw of

their chief divisions, investigate, under that name, the facts-

several facts upon which legal obligations and liabilities

are founded. Under this head, they examine most of
the principles of civil and criminal justice, and treat the

copious subject of contracts. Our plan does not exactly
coincide with theirs ; nor does our allotted space allow

of a minute discussion of the several topics they ex-

amine, especially that of contracts, which has been so

ably and so fully handled in the Roman law. We may
here briefly remark that in the endless conflicts and
transactions of human life, there is a daily necessity, as

well as opportunity, for the exercise of man in the

practice of the two eternal principles of JUSTICE, and
GOOD FAITH, or TROTH. The natural principles and
measure of human justice must be collected partly from
the preceding discussion of relative obligations, and

partly from the few remarks about to follow in the next

section.

120. Good faith, or truth, relates either to speech or Truth,

to action ; it prescribes the avoiding of all deceit, and
the faithful fulfilment of every engagement. Writers jtg morai

universally concur in treating the obligation of observing obligation,

it as a postulate in morals ; but the mode in which it

is developed in the law of nature is worthy of observa-

tion. What we wish to point out is the universal re-

cognition of degrees of obligation respecting it; for al-

though no limit can be set to the moral duty of truth,

yet, in human estimation, some kinds of truth are held

in more solemn respect than others. Additional cir-

cumstances of outward solemnity, amongst which we
itsnat,lfa |

may particularly distinguish a direct appeal to the Su-
degrees,

preme Being, are held to impart an additional degree
of sanctity and efficacy to truth itself. Yet are not the

bare intention to deceive, and the breach of any en-

gagement, highly culpable violations of this great moral

* Law of A', and .V., book iv., ch. xii., 4.
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principle ? Men, however, in all ages, have made dis-

*~*~^/"~-^ tinctions ; some even, who have no regard whatever for

their bare word, exhibit no small respect for their oath ;

and all acknowledge that the latter is more binding.

Again, with respect to contracts . some are considered

to have a more peculiarly stringent obligation ; those,

for example, which are of a more equal reciprocity, with

reference to the relative decree of advantage thereby se-

cured to each party ; and this wholly independent of the

certainty and freedom of the engagement and the ex-

pectations thereby raised.

121. If it be asked, why this is so ? we may probably
(for it would be unbecoming to speak with dogmatical

certainty on such a subject) here apply the same prin-

ciples and reasons, previously offered in explanation of

the duties already disposed of. Man requires to be

practically disciplined in the observance, in order to the

love, of truth. As his attainments in this, as in other in-

stances, must be gradual, truth has been accommodated

by the law of nature to his imperfect condition. His

N mind, accordingly, has been naturally impressed, through

saiictiousof
'''s 'ns| i" cts

>
w 'th a" artificial esteem for certain kinds

truth. and modes of truth above others ; and the Author of

Nature has made the observance of them especially im-

portant to the temporal welfare of human society.
There is then a certain kind and degree of truth, re-

specting which the law of nature leaves us but little

choice ; which all mankind, but the very lowest, venerate ;

and which, from interested and worldly, but not there-

fore improper motives, is vindicated by human laws.

But higher and more complete degrees of truth are

left, as they must be left, both in nature and in law, en-

tirely free and uncompelled.
Use of 122. There are some natural and legal obligations,
oaths, &c in themselves abundantly important, to which a further

sanction is commonly added by the imposition of an
oath or other solemn engagement. We may instance

the duties arising from the relations of husband and

wife, and sovereign and subject. In such cases, the in-

dependent or original causes of duty ought alone to be
sufficient to impress the parties with a practical sense
of obligation ; but as those causes often are either un-

known, or not readily borne in mind, advantage is taken
of the plain and obvious obligation of truth, to effect the

practical object in view by an additional and different

species of obligation. Thus truth aids the observance of
other duties; and other duties, where the independent
reasons of them are practically recognized, aid the ob-
servance of truth : for the mind will not always discri-

minate which of the two concurrent obligations predo-
minates. But caution is necessary in thus uniting truth
with other obligations ; for there is a tendency in the
human mind to measure by each other two obligations
united in the way supposed : if, on the one hand, it

sometimes happens that a duty of but secondary mo-
ment is elevated to excessive importance by the ad-
dition of a solemn oath, there is a danger, on the other,
lest the estimation in which ilic oath is held should be

depressed to the comparatively low level of the duty it

is intended to strengthen. It follows that the interests

of truth forbid the imposition of oaths on trivial occa-

sions ; and the same principle ought to be extended to

all solemn engagements.

1'racticeof
*^' ^'le Prece(^m remarks suggest one concluding

illegingta-
reflection. Scarcely anything can be less philosophical

rit com- than the practice of alleging tacit compacts as the sole

pacts. or chief foundation of certain social and political obli-

gations. No one will deny that compacts must be <>b- ''aw -

served ; but from philosophers we are entitled to know v-~v~-'
what is the original and independent obligation which
thus calls for and justifies ratification by a solemn com-

pact. We are not to be deluded by the trick of substi-

tuting the obligation of good faith (which, in many of

the cases supposed, has no existence, and if it has, can
be no substitute) for the fundamental obligation,
which such philosophers do not condescend to investi-

gate. Possibly, the practice may have partly arisen

from an undue preference given to truth above the co-

ordinate and co-equal principles of love and justice.

Sect. 5. Of the enforcement of the Law of Nature

by mankind, in civil society.

124. In the preceding section we have attempted to

S'ive a rough sketch of the principal obligations of the

law of nature. That law, we have seen, is a particular
measure of conduct, adapted to the present condition of

man, and calculated to promote his moral advancement ;

and its sanctions, or the natural means by which it is

pressed upon him, include instincts and motives ofsell-

inierest; gradually ascending
1

, however, and mingling
themselves with care for the public welfare, and with rea-

son and conscience; thus both rendering him less selfish,

and tending to that state of spontaneous action, which
it was observed (Nos. 52. 53.) is essential to perfec-
tion. So far, this law is the law of nature. We have

now to consider it as the subject-matter of human law,

or as receiving an additional sanction and protection at

the hands of men by means of human punishments.
125. Though the force and power of its natural sane-

Laxity of
tions will never permit the law of nature to be wholly the law

disregarded, yet the freedom which is indispensable to f nature-

man's moral character, and to his progressive advance-
ment as a moral being, requires some degree of laxity
in those sanctions, and consequently some liability to

error on his part. Had the mechanism of instincts

been carried much farther, greater regularity of con-

duct, indeed, might have been produced ; but it would
have been the mechanical regularity of brutes, not the

orderly virtue of free agents. Again, a more extensive

employment of superior motives, those, namely, which
act upon man's sense of aggrandizement, which operate

through the noble faculty of reason, and call forth much

intelligence, knowledge, and foresight, would, in all

probability, only have made him a more highly culti-

vated intellectual machine, and confirmed him in selfish-

ness. These several moving powers have probably been

employed as far as they could be with safety or advan-

tage, room being still left for the free play and final

supremacy of the moral sense. But the liberty so far

accorded to man, whilst it is the cause of his greatness,
is also the source of much disorder. A necessity still

subsists for further direction and control, but of a dif-

ferent kind, the direction and control, namely, of an

intelligent agent; and these are provided in the power
which is administered by man himself.

126. In treating of human compulsion, we will con-

sider, first, the species and principles of interference ;

and, secondly, the organization of the authority which
directs it.

127. I. The duties of men towards each other, or Enforce-
the rights answering to those duties, form, if not in went of

strictness (as some contend) the only, at all events xs'ative

the most common and indisputable subjects of human obl'U <lt'uns'

enforcement. But in ordir to be enforced, they must
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Modes of

exerting
furce.

Self-

defence.

be certain and definite, with respect both to their extent
'

and objects ; and they may either be so naturally, (that

is, in a manner too plain and obvious to all to require

any further definition,) or be rendered so artificially, by
the private contract of the parties interested, or by the

laws of states. Accordingly Nature, Contract, and
Law are said to be the three sources of perfect rights.

128. Next, as to their enforcement. Human force

is exerted to obviate the injuries resulting from a viola-

tion of them in three ways: L in self-defence, to repel

present injuries ; 2. to compel reparation for past in-

juries; and, 3. to prevent/utere injuries, by the punish-
ment of the wilful violators of such rights.

129. The right of self-defence is more comprehensive
in a state of nature than in civil society. In the former,

every individual is the protector of his own rights, with

respect to the future as well as to the present. But in

civil society, private individuals are permitted, and that

from unavoidable necessity, to use violence only in the

immediate defence of their persons or property; all

steps for their future security being reserved for the

public authorities. With respect to present self-de-

fence, which we have now to consider by itself, its just

limits, we conceive, whatever some writers may assert

to the contrary, are precisely the same in civil society
and in a natural state. This right, as Grotius ob-

serves,* arises directly and immediately from the care

of our own preservation, which nature recommends to

every one, and not from the injustice or crime of the

aggressor who may threaten our safety. So that if a

person, involuntarily, or by mistake or accident, assaults

me, or in any way places my life in imminent danger, I

am not to be debarred, by the consideration of his inno-

cence, from consulting my own safety, even at the

expense of his life. The law of charily does not re-

quire me to have a greater regard for him than for

myself. But, on the other hand, the same law requires
that I should not have a less. If, therefore, my own
defence will probably do him a greater injury than he
will do me, I should submit to be the sufferer. This
is the broad and intelligible rule. Jurists sometimes
introduce other col lateral or subordinate considerations,
which we cannot here examine, to modify the right
of self-defence under particular circumstances. Cases
of this kind, where, without any blame attaching to

either party, the sacrifice of one or other of them be-
comes unavoidable, are of rare occurrence, and fall

more properly within the province of casuistry than
of jurisprudence. The right of self-defence, as jurists

commonly treat it, relates principally to the repelling of
wilful and malicious assaults. Puffendorf,f and others
after him, contend, but assuredly with very inadequate
notions of the obligations of humanity, that the unjust
intention of the assailant, however slight an injury he

may attempt, deprives him of all title to consideration ;

and that, therefore, although it may sometimes be more
prudent for the party assailed to submit to a trivial

wrong, than to avert it by the death, even, of the assail-

ant, there can be no obligation upon him to that effect.

Where then should the line be drawn ? The limit of

rightful self-defence is, we conceive, identified with the
limit of just punishment (of which presently, No. 134) ;

that is to say, whatever would be the utmost amount of

punishment that could properly be inflicti; 1 for the crime Law.

apparently intended, supposing it to have been com- v ^ '

pleted, to that length of harm the right of self-defence

may be justly carried ; beyond it, the obligation of en-
durance begins. Such appears to be the principle re-

cognized in the laws of most well-regulated communities,
which rarely suffer with impunity any crime to be pre-
vented by death, unless the same, if committed, would
also he punished by death.* And thus the defence of
life, limb, or chastity has, in all or most countries, been
held a sufficient justification for the taking of life. But
it must be understood that the party assailed is in no case

privileged to proceed even to the length we have stated,
unless it be absolutely necessary for his own immediate

safety. It may be objected that the limit drawn is

merely theoretical, because in the hurry, danger, and
excitement of the moment, and moreover where self is

in question, it is rarely possible to weigh the matter

very nicely. However we have only attempted to de-
scribe generally what is strictly and rigidly justifiable.
Some excess must always be excused, provided it does
not surpass the fair allowance claimable on the score

of ordinary human infirmity, and become an act of

cruelty ; in which case the gross excess would be a just

ground of punishment. It only remains to be ob-

served that, as a general rule, whatever violence an indi-

vidual may lawfully exert in his own defence, he may
equally exert in defence of another person who stands
in a near domestic relation to him.

130. So far as to the repelling of an injury before it Distinction

can be carried into effect. When an injury has actually
between

been inflicted, it may be viewed in a two-fold aspect
c

.

ml iniu'

as it may be repaired, and as it may be punished. In
"1*.

the former aspect it is called, in the language of juris-

prudence, a civil injury ; and the object of reparation
is to place the injured party as nearly as possible in

statu quo, with reference to the past. In the latter

aspect the same wrong is called a crime, and is made
the subject of punishment with a view to prevent the

perpetration of similar injuries in future.

131. With respect to reparation ; the civil injury, Repara-
upon which a right to it is based, is not, as in the case tion.

of self-defence, necessarily of a violent character ; nor
is it always attended with criminality. A right with-

held, whether in ignorance or otherwise, or a wrong at-

tributable in any degree, however slight, to neglect or

carelessness, is such an injury as will give the sufferer a

right to reparation from the person who has thus caused it.

The claimant, however, must not himself be in fault ; and
he must prefer his claim within a reasonable time after

the injury has happened, otherwise a hardship might be

inflicted upon the other party, by subjecting him to an

unexpected and stale demand. The period for pre-

ferring the claim must depend a good deal on the subject
matter. As to the mode of reparation : where the in-

jury consists in the withholding of some specific right
or thing, restitution in specie, if practicable, is obviously
the proper remedy. Where this mode of redress is

impossible or inapplicable, compensation in value ought
to be rendered. Lastly, where redress of the proper
kind and amount is denied, it may be extorted by force ;

but, in civil communities, private individuals are not

allowed to exert this force for themselves, but must ob-

tain redress through the civil tribunals constituted for

DtJ.B.et P., II., i. 3.

Law of N. and N., book ii. ch. 5.

VOL. II.

' Blacks one, Cuoim. iv. 18-'.
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the purpose. The statement of these leading prin-

ciples must suffice on this head ; for our limits will not

suffer us to go into the details, which are complicated
and difficult.

132. We have now to consider injuries as they be-

come crimes. The circumstance which makes an in-

jury a crime, and calls for the punishment of the

criminal, is his guilty knowledge, or the wilfulness of

his offence. This affords a just ground to apprehend
from him and from others the perpetration of further

injuries ; from him, whose evil disposition has been

already sufficiently manifested ; from others, who may
be instigated by his bad example. Punishment, there-

fore, is inflicted upon him with a double view; as a

check upon him, and a check upon them. So far as it

is intended as a check upon him, the punishment may
be of two kinds ; either such as incapacitates him phy-

sically from repeating his offence, by depriving him of

the power or opportunity of doing hurt, as, for ex-

ample, perpetual imprisonment, or death, or banish-

ment to a distant part of the world ; or such as tends to

reform his character and make him a better member of

society, by the wholesome fear it produces in him of in-

curring a like punishment again. The former kind is

proper for heinous offenders, whose crimes afford proof
of an incorrigibly bad disposition, incapable of being
acted upon by any moral restraint ; the latter for less

atrocious offenders. The same punishment, of either

kind, operates upon others by the force of example ;

and in order to give it effect in this way, it should be

made as public as possible. It is also frequently neces-

sary to add to its severity, as compared with what
would suffice to restrain the individual culprit merely.

Thus, though perpetual imprisonment will always be

an effectual protection against the designs of any given

offender, however dangerous, nothing less than death

may be sufficient to strike terror into some whose evil

disposition has not yet broken out into open crime.

On account, then, of public example, punishments are

usually adjusted less according to the nice measure of

each individual culprit's depravity than according to the

general experience of their efficacy. The extent of

punishments, however, with this or any other view,
must be limited by considerations of justice and mercy
towards the offender, of which presently. We have only
now to add that the efficacy of every punishment de-

pends much upon the speed and certainty with which it

follows the offence.

133. Punishments are said to be inflicted for the be-

nefit of ''

society,"
"

the public," or " the community."
Each of these terms is ambiguous : it may designate
either the individuals composing

"
the public," &c., con-

sidered as individuals, or the same persons collectively"
in their social aggregate capacity," in other words,

the state. Those who, like Blackstone,* endeavour to

make all crimes turn upon a supposed injury to the

state, misrepresent, the matter. His distinction be-

tween a civil injury and a crime consists, it would seem, in

the former being a (past) injury to an individual, and the

latter being a (past) injury to the state. Is an individual

murdered ?the state has lost a citizen, and fears that it

may lose more, and therefore it punishes the murderer.

But wliut is the case in theft ? Here the state suffers no

loss, no diminution of its power or resources, though

L'omm. iv. 5, &c.

some of its wealth passes, dishonestly it is true, from ^aw-

the hands of one citizen to another; and yet it punishes
*~*~v~~'

the thief. But, in truth, the primary distinction be-

tween civil injuries and crimes, as we have already
mentioned, consists in their relation respectively to the

past and the future. The distinction of private and

public, which also belongs to them, is secondary, and
in some measure accidental. In far the greater number of

cases,* a private individual is the only immediate sufferer

by a crime; therefore he alone is entitled to civil satis-

faction ; but when he has obtained it, he has obtained

only part of that to which, as an individual, he is en-

titled, namely, reparation for the past. He has still a

right to protection for the future ; but here he no longer
stands alone ; for all other individuals of the com-

munity, as individuals, and not in their collective capa-

city, participate in the same danger, arising from the

very same cause, and have therefore an equal right to

protection in the same way, namely by the punishment
of the criminal. As all then are equally, though sepa-

rately, interested in his punishment, there is a peculiar

propriety in the action for that purpose being insti-

tuted in the name of the sovereign, as the parens pa-
trite. The fiction according- to which the wrong is said

to be done to the sovereign (who is often confounded

with the state) is explained by considering the interest

he has in his subjects' welfare to be paternal rather

than beneficial ; consequently his interference is not on

selfish grounds.
134. We shall now say a few words on the principles Proportion

which ought to regulate the proportion of punishments, of punish-

It does not follow, because prevention is the end, and me"*>-

the only end,f of punishment, that therefore it may be

pursued at any cost. It is now pretty generally ad-

mitted that neither the difficulty of preventing a parti-
cular crime, nor its frequency, nor the number of

persons interested in its suppression, will, either sepa-

rately or jointly, justify the use of preventives dispro-

portionately severe. In such cases it is the duty of

society rather to tolerate the partial inconvenience

arising from an imperfect check. There are two dis-

tinct measures of just punishment: the depravity of the

offender, and the magnitude of the evil that would re-

sult from his unpunished offence. As to the first, it is

unnecessary here to exhibit in detail the various circum-

stances which are ordinarily taken as proofs of an

offender's depravity of heart : they will readily suggest
themselves to most readers. In proportion to his de-

pravity, as evidenced by his crimes, an offender's title

to consideration diminishes, and, as it would seem,

wholly ceases when his crime is of a nature that evinces

a state of utter and hopeless depravity. It then be-

comes lawful to put him to death for the sake of public

* Not in all : for some criminal acts, such as treason and sedi-

tion, may be directly levelled at the state, and these are punished
for the future safety of the state as such. Everything relating to

punishments on this latter ground, properly falls within what is

called public law (public being here used in the second sense, ex-

plained in the, beginning of the paragraph). Punishments for

the protection of private rights, which are the only ones con-

templated in the text, belong to private law. The distinction be-

tween public and private law is thus expressed in the Digeit, I.,

i. 1, 2 :
" Publicum jus ett, quod ad staium ret Romance ipectat:

Privatum, quod ad singu/orum ulilitatem."

f Some, without much attention to verbal accuracy, contend

for retribution as an end of punishment. A palpable mistake ;

since retribution is but another expression for punishment itself.

They probably mean to refer to the measure.
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Law. example. Grotius, in his admirable chapter on punish-
l --"^/*> ments,* mentions the opinion of several philosophers,

that possibly death may sometimes be expedient even

for the sake of incorrigible offenders themselves, since,

apparently, a prolongation of life can only serve to

harden them still more. This opinion, however, he

advances with becoming diffidence, and at most as a

conjecture. Some, rather too hastily, contend that

depravity ought to be the sole measure of punishment.

However, we ought not to overlook the other measure

above mentioned, namely, the magnitude of the evil

contained in the offence, which will frequently compen-
sate for a total or partial absence of depravity. Of
course it is not meant that punishment should ever fall

on one who is not a voluntary agent. To warrant

punishment, there must at least be an antecedent and

known responsibility, with a power in the agent of

commanding his own actions. Under these circum-

stances, it is still very possible to occasion the most de-

plorable mischief, without any depravity of heart. We
may instance, as an example, a sentinel sleeping at his

post, overcome by almost involuntary drowsiness,

whereby the safety of an army is compromised. For

such a crime death may be justly denounced, supposing
that no lighter punishment is found effectual to secure

vigilance by timely exertion; because here the question
rests between the lives of many innocent persons, and

the life of one or a ^ery few offenders in this way, who
know beforehand the magnitude of the interests en-

trusted to them, and the consequences of their conduct.

This single instance will suffice to illustrate the prin-

ciple. It is not allowable, however, to impose artificial

obligations of this kind without a strong necessity for

so doing.
Offences 135. Hitherto our attention has been exclusively
againut devoted to offences against the rights of others. The

offences which a man may commit against himself

are in general, as such, unfit subjects lor prevention

by punishment; not because every man has an ab-

stract rii>ht to do what I e pleases with himself, (than
which nothing can be more untrue,) but because an

inquisitorial visitation of the private morals of indi-

viduals would be detrimental to their independence of

character, \vhich is connected wilh all that is truly great
and noble in their nature. But immoralities which

would be passed over with impunity, if committed in

private, are properly made subjects of punishment when
done in public, on account of their evil example.
There are, however, some crimes of the present class

too gross and detestable to be tolerated under any cir-

cumstances: these form exceptions to the general rule.

This observation applies to suicide, the greatest offence

a man can commit against himself. It is curious to

observe how some writers, fettered by a false or over-

strained notion, that with the conduct of individuals, as

such, society has no concern whatever, go out of their

way to find reasons or excuses for preventing this

crime, when the true and only tenable ground is so

plain and obvious, viz., the tremendous and irreme-

diable injury the self-destroyer commits against himself.
The loss of a citizen to the state ; the grief, distress, or

loss he occasions to his family; such are the frivolous

grounds often put prominently forward reasons which,
it may safely be affirmed, never would, by themselves,
have induced society to interfere. In fact, upon this,

* Dt J. B. et P., lib. ii., c. xx., ec. 7.

self.

as upon other points, the instinctive feelings of men, Law.

which are generally condemnatory of suicide, appear to v>-"-v~~-'

have informed them much more truly than their reason.

136. Observations nearly similar to the preceding offences
will apply to offences against God and religion. It is against
the duty of society to provide the means of inculcating

C*01 ' a <'

upon its members the performance of their obligation!,
rel'S'u"-

in this respect; but, in general, compulsion is an im-

proper instrument for the purpose. Punishments are

wholly improper for enforcing duties of performance,
and they must be sparingly and cautiously used as a

preventive of what is positively injurious. As the tem-

poral welfare of men in society is but an auxiliary, and

ought not, therefore, to be made the substitute of their

moral and spiritual welfare, we can regard the political
and social benefit of religion only as a natural induce-

ment, and not as the ultimate reason, for society's in-

terference for the defence of the outworks of religion.
But whether we tal'e the religious, or merely the tem-

poral ground, the limit of interference will be the same.
The rule is toleration, and the exception interference.

Grotius, with his usual good sense, draws the line where
this toleration ought to cease of course it cannot be

done with exact precision. In the c;ises where he con-

siders interference to be justifiable, not only are the

external interests of society vitally implicated in the

suppression of the offences proscribed, but there is no

undue interference with the most extensive freedom

which can be rationally claimed. Those cases may be

thus enumerated : the public propagation of downright
atheism (see No. 90) ; the open worship of confessedly
evil spirits, under the notion that they are such ; human
sacrifices ; open and wilful profanity.*

137. We may not improperly conclude this division Punish-

of the subject wilh two observations. The first relates ments and

to a topic alluded to in a former page (No. 38.). re-
reward *

J.
B

>, contrasted,

spieling the supposed superiority or punishments over

rewards, as inducements to right conduct and properly
reserved for this place, because we were not then

treating particularly of artificial inducements. The
means possessed by civil governments for the ordinary
control of their subjects' conduct consist exclusively of

punishments (for we ought not to reckon the honours

and rewards bestowed for rare and distinguished me-

rit). Some, therefore, have chosen to assert that rewards

are, in their own nature, less calculated to influence the

conduct. But this does not seem to be the case. The

objection, in a moral point of view, to an excessive use

of artificial rewards seems to be this : that while they

may equally influence the conduct, they are calculated to

give permanence to artificial motives, and so to impede

progress towards that spontaneous course of action in

which moral perfection consists. When punishments
are the inducements made use of, in proportion as the

conduct becomes more and more correct, the necessity
for their application becomes more rare, and the sense

of their presence more faint ; until at length they silently

and of themselves practically cease to operate, though

retaining their dormant power unimpaired. But re-

wards, when employed for the same purpose, must be

constantly accumulated upon the agent, in proportion
as his conduct becomes habitually conformable to the

rule proposed for his observance ; the natural conse

quence of which must be to enslave him to them. Now
the great object of man's life being the cultivation of

* Dt J. B. et P.,lib. ii., ch. xx., sec. 44 -51.

4 Y 2
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Law. both his conduct and motives, with a view to his ulti-

s-"*-.'~-/ mate perfection,
which perfection imports freedom from

all necessity for outward constraints or inducements, we

may, upon the grounds here intimated, partly account

for the Deity having placed punishments rather than

rewards at man's disposal, as the ordinary means of

guiding the conduct of his species.

Probable 138. The other observation relates to the probable

Around of reason for conferring the administration of these punish-
mau's right ments and of the other modes of lawful violence above
to punish. eX p]a ine(j ) upon man; who, it may perhaps be thought,

is but imperfectly qualified to administer them with

just discrimination, and in danger of contracting a

hardness of heart from the constant habit and necessity

of putting them in force himself. But what might at

first seem objections to, are perhaps the very reasons

for, the delegated authority thus conferred upon him.

Without the power to discriminate between good and

evil, and without we do not say the hardness, but the

firmness of heart to exercise severity upon just and

necessary occasions, his moral character must be essen-

tially imperfect. Probably it was to rectify his errors,

and to supply his weaknesses and defects, in both these

particulars, in a word, to teach him justice, not as a

mere sentiment, nor as an expedient for his present re-

gulation, but, practically, as an energetic and eternal

principle of action, that the task has been imposed

upon him of himself discovering and defining the limits

of his own rights, and of inflicting evil upon evil-doers,

as the only means of preserving those rights.
Civil go- 139. II. The second division of the subject which
vermnent. we prOpOsed to discuss (No. 126.), relates to the organ-

ization of the compulsory power possessed by men for

exacting u due observance of their perfect obligations.
The only way in which this power can be effectually ex-

erted is, in civil society, under the permanent and sys-
tematic direction and control of one or a few individuals

exercising exclusive and supreme authority over all the

other members of the community. Though, in conform-

ity with established usage, the expression state of na-
ture is employed to denote a state of things opposed to

civil society, yet, as it has been frequently observed, the
latter is, in truth, the natural state of men, because it is

their ordinary condition in all ages, the state in which
Providence designed that they should live, and one
which they are as surely and unerringly led by their

natural wants and instincts to adopt, as property, mar-

riage, or any other institution confessedly natural. The
circumstance that some voluntary act on ilieir part is

necessary at first to establish the relation of sovereign
and subject, does not in the least detract from its na-
tural character; unless we choose to say, that property
and marriage are not natural, but adventitious, because

they originate respectively in the voluntary acts of oc-

cupancy and consent. (Nos. 98. 113.) Indeed it would
be difficult to name any natural right, which has not, in

some respect or other, a voluntary commencement.
Knrls of the How then does the right of sovereignty begin ? Before
institution attempting to answer this question, it wilf be desirable
of civil go- to have a clear and correct notion of the ends to be an-

swered by the institution of civil government. Now a
mistake is very commonly committed in supposing the

furtherance ot justice to be ultimately the sole end; as

if (to burrow an expression of Hume*) obedience to civil

government were a new and fictitious duty, invented to

*
Essay on the Origin uf Gvrernment.

Ttrumeut

support the primitive and natural duty of justice.
Law.

The cultivation of the habit of obedience or submission '*-~V '

is itself an independent and co-ordinate object, essen-

tial to the perfection of man ; who, as a created and
finite being, must for ever be dependent on the will of

his Creator. Now right submission does not imply an

abject and idolatrous deference to mere power: to be

genuine or praiseworthy, it must be based upon an in-

telligent and right apprehension of the wisdom and

goodness of Him to whom it is due ; uniting the two op-

posite, and seemingly contrary, qualities of independ-
ence and deference ; of independence, inasmuch as

such submission is freely and willingly, and rationally

yielded ; and of deference, because, though not blind,
it is profound and implicit. Next, with respect to the

mode of cultivating and gradually developing this manly
principle ; a necessity of habitually bending to the will

of some visible ruler materially tends to render men
submissive. But were this ruler greatly their superior
in wisdom and goodness, his superiority would probably
awe them into an undiscerning and childish subjection,
with but little prospect of advancement or improvement,
or union with manly freedom. If again, without any
such superiority in wisdom or goodness, the person of

their ruler, and the precise commencement, termination,
and extent of his authority, had been so exactly and

manifestly defined by the Deity, as to leave no room for

doubt or mistake, it is not difficult to divine the pro-
bable result : men, ever prone to run into ov:e extreme
or other, would permanently become, in heart and dis-

position, either abject slaves or downright rebels : for

unqualified submission could scarcely be rendered to

such a ruler as last supposed without a wilful blindness

to all his imperfections, or rather, perhaps, without a

tuttil surrender of all freedom of thought and action ;

and yet, in the face of an authority so unquestionable,
to venture upon any the slightest or fairest criticism of

his acts of government would be to stand clearly self-

convicted of undutiful disaffection. It was probably
with a view to avoid these extreme consequences, but

at the same time to afford men proper and fitting ob-

jects and opportunities for the cultivation of the virtue

of submission, that they have been subjected to the rule

of individuals of their own species undistinguished from

the mass by any extraordinary natural endowments, and
that a certain indeterminateness, not apparent, but real,

hangs over every thing connected with the natural ori-

gin, extent, and limits of human sovereignty.
140. If the preceding argument be well founded, it Origin af

is idle to refer the origin of sovereign right exclusively sovereign

to any one definite mode of commencement. Without autnor y.

either affirming or deming absolutely any of the favour-

ite and conflicting theories on the subject, it will suffice

to observe that there is much of truth in each of them,
in the most slavish, as well as in the most licentious.

When carried to their extreme lengths, or adopted ex-

clusively, they either become objectionable, or afford but

a very lame and imperfect account of the matter they

profess to clear up. The doctrine of a Divine Right m v ;ae
affords no explanation whatever of the legitimate mode right.

of acquiring a title to sovereignty, or of the just limits

of sovereign power : when properly understood, it im-

plies nothing more than what every believer in a super-

intending Providence must hold : as for the stolid and

extravagant lengths to which it was formerly carried,

nothing will be expected from us here. Some derive Parental

civil from parental authority. This specious but f'anci- authority.
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ful theory (so far as it applies to the title of modern dy-

nasties) has been completely disposed of by Locke ;

nevertheless many still pertinaciously adhere to it. Let

us see what they profess to tell us. That originally the

parent, himself independent, ruled over his own chil-

dren ; that by degrees his family increased into a tribe ;

and at length, from a tribe, into a nation ; and that the

power, which he at first wielded as a father, naturally

expanded itself, in him or his heirs, into the authority,
first of a chief, and then of a king. So far, well. But

why stop there ? Why not carry the history on to its

natural conclusion ? In process of time, this kingdom
becomes too large and unwieldy to be governed by one

man, and falls to pieces by its own weight ; or sections

of the people separate from the parent stock, and set up
for themselves ; or else the people become dissatisfied

with their sovereign, and, justly or unjustly, depose him
and his immediate family. In all these cases, some
new expedient must be hit upon, to procure a legitimate

sovereign. But it never will be pretended that none
but the next heir in succession of the original progenitor
is capable of lawfully succeeding, for this would be to

brand with illegitimacy, in all probability, every sove-

reign of the present day : and yet such must be the

conclusion, or else the theory, as an universal theory,
means nothing. Another favourite mode of making out
the right of supreme dominion commences by asserting
the original independence of all men ; a state which is

put an end to by their own voluntary choice and con-
sent, each individual transferring the natural power he

possesses to one person, whom all agree to treat as their

common sovereign. It is curious to observe how this

pretended natural independence of mankind, which is

made the foundation of a right by delegation, might
just as readily be made the foundation of a right by
assumption. This will appear evident, when we con-
sider that complete independence implies two things,
an unlimited right of self-protection, and an unfettered

right of private judgment. Now the rights of no indi-

vidual can receive full protection, without the regular
and systematic punishment of all offences by whomso-
ever and against whomsoever committed (No. 133.) ;

and this implies the exercise of sovereign functions.
So that any naturally independent individual has a per-
fect right, if he only has the ability, to assume supreme
and exclusive authority over all. In exercising sove-

reign functions, he does only what is necessary for the
full

protection
of his own rights; and in preventing the

application of any other form, rule, or measure of en-

forcement, except his own, in a word, by assuming and
maintaining exclusive dominion, he merely asserts his

right of private judgment. Thus, according to the doc-
trine of natural independence, might becomes right.

141. A strong analogy holds between the dominion
over persons, and the dominion over things ; only the

comparison must not be pressed too rigorously. It is

with government, as with property, of very little mo-
ment how it commences, or in whom it becomes vested ;

but it is of the last importance, that, once completely
vested in a particular individual, it shall not easily be
disturbed. Occupancy, we have seen (No. 113.), is the

origin of the right of property, the natural title to which
at once becomes full and perfect, the moment posses-
sion is taken, provided there be no adverse right. But
it is otherwise with respect to government. If the
throne, in any country, happens to be vacant, either in

consequence of a revolution, or in any other way, the

first occupant, who succeeds in becoming sovereign de Liw.

facto, does not thereby acquire a full title de jure, though '*~~~*/~'

he has a nascent right. It is impossible for any one
to be so far successful without the support of a consider-

able number of adherents possessed of weight and power;
and his ability to conciliate them is in itself a proof of a

superior fitness for command. It has frequently been

maintained, both in ancient and modern times, that su-

perior natures have a natural right to govern : such

persons, it is said, attaining supreme command,
"
are not

so much like men usurping power, as asserting their

natural place in society." But at the same time, it

must depend upon a variety of considerations that can-

not be reduced to rule, upon the necessity of the case,
the individual's fitness for his office, the probability of a
successful issue without a disproportioned cost, and in

some measure, on his motives, whether he has, or has

not, a right voluntarily to assume the reins of govern-
ment at all : under such circumstances, the question of

right, with respect to him, is not for lawyers, but for

moralists and casuists ; and it is for individuals them-
selves to determine, on their own moral responsibility,
whether and how far it is their duty to yield obedience,
or incur risks and penalties if they withhold it.

142. Passing on from the first origin to the more Progress ol

advanced stages of supreme power, whatever doubts tne "(?nt

maybe entertained respecting its commencement, every
of g vern'

day's continuance of it unbroken has a natural tendency
to mature it into a full and perlect right. This will be

apparent, if we consider the natural effect of time, which

is, to improve the relation that subsists between a de

facto sovereign and his subjects, by obliterating the re-

membrance of any real or supposed injustice attending
his first rise to power, and by begetting and encouraging
habits of submission, generous confidence, and loyal
attachment towards him on the part of his subjects, sen-

timents which will enable him to pursue a milder policy
than perhaps the object of maintaining his power, in the

teeth of distrust and jealousy, permitted at first. The most

satisfactory title, then, of sovereign dominion, is that by

Prescription. It will be borne in mind how prescription Prescrip-
was applied to the right of property, in the last section, live rigbt.

Almost every argument and conclusion there offered

might be here nearly repeated, with reference to the pre-
sent subject, by making a few simple alterations, which
the reader will be able to do himself. (Nos. 117, 118.)
The like may be said with regard to the right of inhe- Hereditnrj

ritance (No. 117.); as to which, some not very profound
title -

thinkers are perplexed to know, why the fact of an in-

dividual reigning now, should give his son a title to

reign after him. Now the benefit of the public, for

which kings reign, is the principle upon which we would
wish to rest this as well as every other circumstance con-

nected with sovereign right ; and, accordingly, we say,
that it is tlie ntbfOCtt' privilege that the son should suc-

ceed to the father ; first, because it encourages the latter

to govern his kingdom well, in order to transmit it in a

flourishing condition to his posterity, and, secondly, be-

cause men naturally feel a stronger attachment and re-

spect towards the descendant of an illustrious line of

kings, though of but ordinary capacity, than towards an

upstart : and this attachment often affords a stronger

guarantee of good government on the part of him
towards whom it is felt, than even the possession of su-

perior qualities, without it. It is unnecessary, after

what has been said in a former page, to defend this

feeling from the charire <>f being a prejudice.
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ment ceases, reasons similar to those which govern the
Deration

(
|,,

es tj u between contending proprietors (No. 118.)

of sov&.
1S *

must decide the just but indeterminate period of time

reigmy. f r extinguishing the title of a sovereign de jure, un-

justly dispossessed, and giving validity to that of an

usurper, reigning de facto. It would be here super-
fluous to give those reasons in detail. One important

difference, however, must be noticed. The exact period
of prescription sufficient for this purpose may be pre-

cisely denned by a positive law, in the case of property,
but cannot well in the case of sovereign right ; because

the sovereign himself is the law maker, or at least forms

an essential part of the legislature, and it is not likely

that he would by anticipation limit the period of his

own right as a sovereign ; nor indeed would it be safe

to contemplate beforehand such a dreadful occurrence

as a revolution, which must precede the practical deter-

mination of the question. The period of prescription,

applicable to such cases, must, therefore, remain for

ever in doubt, and be determined by the particular cir-

cumstances of each case as it arises. A like doubtful-

ness must for ever hang over the solution of that

"tremendous problem" What degree of tyranny will

justify subjects in rising against their sovereign ? The
strict maintenance of the relation of sovereign and sub-

ject is of the highest importance to man's best interests.

Allegiance, therefore, is one of his most sacred natural

duties : it must bear up against much provocation from

the injustice of a bad ruler. But as human nature is

not infallible, as the most exalted station and sacred

functions cannot absolutely exempt a man from the

possibility of committing the greatest excess of wicked-

ness, there is not strictly, in human nature, any such

thing as an absolutely indefeasible right. Sovereign

right itself furnishes no exception to this general prin-

ciple.
" There is a limit, at which forbearance ceases

to be a virtue." But it is utterly impossible to define

the limit. Those who have made the attempt, all come
to some vague conclusion, expressive of a case of the

most dire necessity, when the very existence of the

commonwealth is in jeopardy, when the sovereign has

become the enemy of his people. The question itself

should never be approached or discussed, except with

the utmost caution, and in the most guarded terms.

The grounds of resistance can never, with propriety or

safety, be made an expressed topic in public law ; for

the aim of every constitution must be to prevent the

occurrence of an event requiring such an extreme

remedy, rather than to pave the way for it, by laying
down rules of procedure, in anticipation of its occur-

rence.*

144. Having now disposed of the difficult question of

the right of government, we have next to explain, very

briefly, its several functions or powers; which are three-

fold : the legislative, the judicial, and the executive.

These three powers are, in all well-ordered states, kept

*
Speaking of the English revolution, Sir W. Scott says: "The

foreigner who peruses our constitution for the forms of procedure

competent in such an event as the Revolution, might as well look

in a turnpike Acl for directions how to proceed in a case resem-

bling that of Phaeton."' Life of Napoleon, vol. viii. p. 204. On
the general question of resistance, the reader may consult with

advantage, Grotius, De J. B.tt P. lib. i. ch. iv. ; Purl'., L. of N.
and K. book vii. ch. viii.

;
Sir J. M-ickintosh, Hut. of the Rev. in

Knq. in 1688. ch. x. ; Burke, Appeal from the New to the Old

H'higs, Works, vol. vi.

Functions
of govern-
ment.

distinct, by being vested in the hands of distinct bodies

or persons.
145. The functions of the legislature consist in ascer-

taining and defining, by general rules, the rights and

obligations of all the members of the state. The laws

or acts of the legislature, made for this purpose, may be

regarded as so many standing interpretations of the

laws of nature, applicable to the particular circumstances

of the community in general, and absolutely imperative

upon every member of it.

146. It belongs to the judicial power to interpret and

apply the acts of the legislature to every particular case

as it arises. It is generally considered to be a matter

of importance to narrow the discretion of judges within

strict limits. But as legislation is conducted on a

general survey of what is good for the subjects of the

state, and as many minute points must necessarily

escape observation before they arise in practice, it fol-

lows that a number of subordinate questions, capable of

being resolved in a variety of ways, are left for judicial

determination
;
and thus, it is not uncommon for judges

to become, in effect, legislators, to a certain extent ;

that is, where the practice prevails of succeeding judges

adopting the decisions of their predecessors, as a gene-
ral rule, and so giving a permanent authority to such

decisions. Bentham is loud and vehement in his vitu-

peration ofjudge-made law ; without much reason, we
conceive : for though judicial discretion should be re-

strained within bounds, it neither can nor ought to be

altogether prevented ; und it is desirable in general (hat

well considered decisions should be afterwards adhered
to in like cases. There is, however, one important

species of laws, neither judge-made, nor expressly
enacted by the legislature, which form a considerable

part of the jurisprudence of every country, and become

regularly the subjects of judicial cognizance : we mean

customary laws. A general and long established adhe-

rence to an ancient custom is considered as proof of its

propriety and binding obligation, for otherwise it would

be difficult to account for its extensive and permanent

adoption. As it would be superfluous for the legisla-

ture to express, by any formal act, the obligation of cus-

toms already well known and commonly received, they
are properly allowed the same force as express enact-

ments.

147. The executive functions of government may be

briefly summed up in the actual administration of force,

for whatever purpose it may be required, whether for

the execution of the laws, or for the internal or external

defence of the realm. Under this head, also, it is usual

to include all acts of administration, federal or other-

wise, that immediately concern the state in its external

relations with other states.

149. In preceding parts of this section, sovereignty
was treated generally, as importing a right to direct

and control permanently the actions of a multitude

,nf persons forming a community or state. To be

now more specific, its essence consists in the possession
of supreme executive power ; from which it follows that

a sovereign must also have at least a substantive voice

in the legislature, so as to make his consent necessarj to

every legislative enactment ; for otherwise he is but the

first subordinate executive officer in the state, under the

supreme power of an independent legislative body,
which would then in reality he the true sovereign. It

is not essential to sovereignty to exercise judicial func-

lons, though it is usual for the sovereign to name the

The legis-
lative.

The judi-
cial.

Judg
- law.

Customary
laws.

Tlie execu-

tive.

The nature

of sove-

reignty.
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judges. The sovereign is the only person in the state

legally irresponsible, in all respects.

149. The form of government depends chiefly on the

form of the legislature. There are three simple forms ;

viz. a monarchy, an aristocracy, and a republic. In a

monarchy, the sole legislative, and consequently, the

supreme executive authority, is lodged in the hands of a

single individual ; in an aristocracy, it is lodged in the

hands of a select council ; and in a republic, in the

hands of a number of persons connected with the mass
of the people, commonly by some species of representa-
tion more or less extensive. From various combina-

tions and modifications of these simple forms, several

kinds of mixed governments may be constructed. It is

not our purpose to enter into an examination of their

several structures, or a discussion of their relative merits,

a discussion, upon which political writers have given
free scope to their fancy. Only this is to be observed,
that a government, like ours, properly compounded of

all the three simple kinds, is admitted, on all hands, to Law.
be the best. v-^ _/

150. We must now conclude this Chapter, which has Conclusion,
been extended far beyond its fair limits. In it, we have
attended more to the fundamental principles which lie

at the root of all legal obligations, and connect law with

morals, than to the forms and modes of arranging and

giving expression to those obligations. A knowledge
of the superstructure of law in general is to be gained
from an examination of the principal systems of particu-
lar jurisprudence, and especially of the great systems of

positive law which may be considered to belong not to

any nation iu particular, but to the civilized world in

general. THE LAW OF NATIONS, though not the first

in point of time, considered as a formed and regular
system, stands first in the extent and universality of its

obligation ; and therefore it shall form the subject of the
next Chapter.
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CHAPTER II.

THE LAW OF NATIONS.
Law. 151. THE Law of Nations* is that law by which the rela-

v-~v-' live rights and duties of nations, whether belligerent or
Definition ncu tra] ) a (, war or peace, are defined and enforced,

of nations
^ ' s Ilot ' ^e con f unded with the Jus Gentium of

the Roman civilians, who by that term intended what
has been usually understood and discussed as the law

of nature. Quod naturalis ratio inter omnes homines

constitvit, id apud omnes pereeque custoditur, vocaturque

jus gentium. (D. i. 1, 9.) We have already remarked

(45.) that the law of nature, according to the civilians,

embraced the whole animal kingdom in its operation ;

with us the law of nature is, like the jus gentium, con-

sidered as operating upon mankind alone.

In proceeding to examine the system, we shall discuss

(1) its origin, (2) its history, (3) its sources, (4) its au-

thority, (5) its general rules, (6) its sanctions.

Sect. 1. Origin of the Law of Nations.

Opinions 152. On this subject considerable difference of opinion
f Hobbes subsists amongst jurists: Hobbes and Puffendorff deny

fendorf'"
tnat tne distinction between the law of nations and the

law of nature is otherwise than verbal, and affirm that
"

what, speaking of the duty of particular men, we call

the law of nature, the same we term the law of nations

when we apply it to whole states, nations, and people."
of Grotius; Grotius, on the other hand, treats the distinction as real

and substantial :

"
When," he says,

"
many men of

different times and places unanimously affirm the same

thing for truth, this ought to be ascribed to a general

cause, which in the question whereof we are treating can

he no other than a just inference drawn from the prin-

ciples of nature or a universal consent. The former

shows the law of nature.J and the latter the law of

nations." "
That," he adds,

" which cannot be deduced

from certain principles by just consequence, and yet

appears everywhere observed, must owe its origin to a

free and arbitrary will." The authority and origin of the

law of nations he ascribes to
" the will of all, or, at least,

many nations ;" its proofs, he affirms, to be "
the same

jj,,; Of as those of the unwritten civil law, viz., continual use

Vattel. and the testimony of men skilled in the law." Vattel,

* Dr. Zuuch, an eminent English civilian, has suggested the

title Jus inter Gentet, or, as we translate it, international law, as

more appropriate ;
and the suggestion has been adopted by the

Chancellor D'Aguesseao, Mr. Bcntham, aud Dr. Wheaton, the

author of the latei-t, and in some respects the most useful work

on the subject. Doubting, however, with Sir James Mackintosh,
" whether innovations in the terms of science always repay us by
their superior precision for the uncertainty and confusion which

the change occasions.'' we have thought it preferable to retain the

name by which this system is best known.

t Hobbes, De Cive, ch. xiv. ; Puff. Law of Nature and Nation*,

ii. iii. xxiii. t Dt J. R. et P. prel. xli.

$ Omni in rf consensio omnium yeniiitm Irx nuturte putantla est.

Cicero, Tiac. Quo-s>. lib. i. cap. xiii.

716

perhaps the most popular writer on the subject, seeks to l-aw

reconcile these discordant opinions. He observes* that
'-' ~-

" the application of a rule cannot be reasonable or just
unless it is made in a manner suitable to the subject.
We are not to believe that the law of nations is precisely
and in every case the same as the law of nature, the

subjects of them only excepted, so that we have only to

substitute nations for individuals. A civil society or

state is a subject very different from an individual of the

human race, whence, in many cases, there follows, in

virtue of the law of nature itself, very different obli-

gaiions; for the same general rule applied to two

subjects cannot produce exactly the same decision when
the subjects are different, since a particular rule, which is

very just with respect to one subject, may not he appli-
cable to another. There are many cases, then, in which

the law of nature does not determine between state and

state, as it would between man and man. We must
therefore know how to accommodate the application of

it to different subjects ; and it is the art of applying it

with a justice founded on right reason that renders the

law of nations a distinct science."

153. In proceeding to examine the position so broadly
laid down by Hobbes, we find that he bases it on an as-

sumption which is altogether at variance with truth, and
which he states thus : nations, when once instituted, be-

come endued with the personal properties of individuals,
and are therefore, like individuals, subject to the law of

nature. This fashion of considering states as beings

possessed of the qualities and capacities of individuals,

and, consequently, subject to the same general law, is

gravely vindicated by Sir James Mackintosh,t who ob-

serves that, so to consider them, is no " fiction of law,"
but " a bold metaphor," and pregnant with the useful

moral, that states in their dealings with each other

should respect those great principles of justice which

avowedly ought to regulate the intercourse of indi-

viduals. The metaphor is bold, and may carry a moral,
but most assuredly metaphors form no safe foundation

for reasonings, and, if we may credit history, have in

every age served only to perplex and obscure the re-

searches of the philosophical inquirer.

Plainly to speak, we may safely affirm that states

differ from individuals in every quality in virtue of which
individuals are subject to the natural law. A state is a What a

metaphysical entity, a mere abstraction, a general term stat* '*

which convenience has dictated to express the combined
action of a number of individuals. Thus where a war is

declared by the sovereign of one state against the sove-

reign of another state, it implies that the whole nation

* Droit del Geni, prel.
t Oiiconrte, p. 7. Nescio quo modo nihil lam absurdt diet

poteit. ijuud nun dicalur ab aliquo philosophorum. Cicero, De Divio,

lib. ii.
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declares war. "
Every man," says Chancellor Kent,

"is in judgment of law a parly to the acts of his own

government; and a war between the governments of

two nations is a war between all the individuals of the

one and all the individuals of which the other nation is

composed." 1 Comm. 55. A state has no conscience, no

capacity of sufferings no mortal attributes whatever.

The members of a state (that is, those whose union

constitutes the state) are, in their capacity of individuals,

of course, subject to the natural law. From the opera-
tion of this law their quality of citizenship, which subjects
them also to the authority of a municipal law, exempts
them in no degree ; and this natural law regulates their

conduct in all possible conditions and relations of life,

as sovereigns and as subjects, and in their transactions

with the sovereign and with the subjects of their own
or any foreign state. The authority of the law of

nature is in fact co-extensive with mankind.

154. The law of nations is, however, very distinct in its

character; its rules are not the same, its sanctions are

wholly unlike, its obligation is limited. As is every

system of law, it is of course based on the principles of

the law of nature ; but these, if it defines, it modifies and

enforces with its own peculiar sanctions. Indeed, writ-

ing not of ethics but of law, of what is and not what

ought to be, we must acknowledge, that so far from the

law of nations being identical with the law of nature,
the former confessedly permits, regulates, sanctions,
and approves of transactions wholly repugnant to the

sovereign and fundamental principles of the latter. An
instance of this will at once suggest itself to the mind
of the reader in any degree familiar with the history of

modern diplomacy. In an elaborate and most masterly

judgment of the supreme court of the United States of

America, the slave trade is admitted to be "
contrary to

the law of nature." Still in this trade for a long series

of years the principal and most enlightened nations of

Europe have been engaged; the trade then was sanctioned

by their usage, and, with such a sanction, could not be

pronounced contrary to international law. The fact that

some of these nations have lately forbidden the pursuit
of this traffic to their subjects, and have entered into trea-

ties with one another for the abolition of the commerce,
would not operate so as to render it unlawful as far as the

subjects of other states were concerned. The municipal
regulations of no state can operate upon foreigners beyond
its frontiers, nor can the special arrangements of any two
or more states, limit the independent rights of the others.*

The language of Sir William Scott, in reference to

the same subject, was similar.
)

This great judge has
well expounded the relations which subsist between
the two systems, the law of nations and the law of
nature.

" A great, part of the law of nations," he

says,
"

stands on the usage and practice of nations,
and on no other foundation : it is introduced, indeed,
by general principles, but it travels with these prin-

ciples only to a certain extent, and, if it stop there, you
are not at liberty to go further, and to say that more

general speculations would bear you out in a further

progress ; thus, for instance, on mere general prin-

ciples, it is lawful to destroy your enemy, and mere

general principles would make no great difference as
to the manner in which this was effected, but the con-
ventional law of mankind, which is evidenced in

* The "
Antelope." 10 Wheaton. .Re/i. 120.

t The " Le Louis," 2 Dodson, Rep. 238.

VOL. II.

their practice, does make a distinction, and allows Law.

some and prohibits other modes of destruction, and ^v ->

a belligerent is bound to confine himself to those

modes which the common practice of mankind has

employed."*
155. The law of nations originates in the will of Origin ami

nations ; its authority is their consent, and its evidence evidence of

is their practice and conventions. Practice evidences

what is called the customary law of nations, and conven-
"a '

tions the conventional law of nations.
s jons

(1.) The larger proportion of the law of nations owes
its origin to the practice and usages of nations. Custom
is a prolific source of municipal jurisprudence, and Lord
Erskine used to affirm, somewhat rashly it is true, that
"

there is no other law in England than custom."f The
obvious conveniences of certain rules has obtained for

them, in the intercourse of civilized communities, an ac-

ceptance and consequent authority inferior in no degree
to that which attaches to the results of express compact
and solemn convention. In so far as this acceptance
extends, so far extends the operation of the rules thus

recognized. Some of these rules are partial in their

operation, because the usages which have originated and
evidence them are only local in their nature, such, for

instance, as is the case with the customary law relating
to the whale fishery.t

It is competent for any nation, that so pleases it, to

renounce any of her customs, and so to exempt herself

from the jurisdiction of such portions of the law of na-

tions as those customs warrant. A timely notice of her
intention so to do has usually been esteemed proper on
the part of the state.

(2.) The conventional law of nations is recorded in

the treaties to which at different times the various inde-

pendent powers have become parties. These are consi-

dered to have an operation beyond the contracting

parties. The circumstance that they are for the most

part constructed in reference to the same principles and

by diplomatists educated in the same school of public

law, and referring as authorities to the same writers, has

given them an authority in the resolution of vexed ques-

tions, and in the exposition of what the law actually is

upon any point which may have been doubted.
||

Having thus explained the origin of the law of nations,

we proceed to trace its history.

Sect. 2. History of the Law of Nations.

156. The Law of Nations is the natural result ofa state

of comparative civilization, in which the benefits of

commerce and international intercourse are known and

appreciated. By the Greeks every foreigner was es- Amongst
teemed a barbarian, and barbarian and enemy were theGreekj

synonymous terms; without an express compact, men
in their belief owed no duties to each other, and we may
reasonably refer the indignation expressed by the Itha-

cans against Eupeithes for having joined the plundering

Taphians against the Thesprotians, to the fact of a

* The " Flad Oyen," 1 Robinson, Rep. 140.

f J. J. Park, Cuntrfi-projet la the Humphreysian CuJe, p. 81.

1 Fennings . Lord (jrenville, 1 Taunton, Rep. 248.

$ Ibid. Martens, Preci du Droit lies Gens Moilirne tie FEurope,
liv. ix. sec. 5.

||
1 Wheaton, Etemen/s of International Lnu; GO, 61 ; Martens,

Prtrit, Introd. sec. 3, liv. ii. ch. ii. ec. 5 : Kliiber. DriAl det Gens

Maderne tie /'Europe, tit. prel. ch. i. 84. For an instance of treaties

hei.ijj taken as declaratory and expository, see Kinerigon, Traitt

del Auurancft, ch. xii. sec. 35.
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league subsisting between themselves and the latter

nation. There is much force in the expression
oi S'fifuv apQfiwi Hiaav.*

Subsequently the mutual relations of Grecian states were

subjected in some degree to regulations which, being

religious in their character, were enforced by the /3ou\ij

or council of the Amphyctionic league, itself a religious
institution. The public law to which we refer may,
according to M. Sainte Croix, be reduced to the fol-

lowing principles : (1) those who perished in battle

were to be buried ; (2) no permanent trophy was to be
raised in commemoration of a victory ; (3) the lives

of such as take refuge in the temples of a captured city
were to be spared; (4) burial was to be denied to the

sacrilegious criminal ; (5) no molestation was to be

offered to the Greek resorting to the public games and

temples and there sacrificing.f The Amphyctionic league
itself was, however, a parly to the most cruel and op-

pressive acts when the interests of its favourite Delphians
were in question. Witness its conduct in the first

Sacred War, when at its instigation the Athenians, by an

artifice of Solon, succeeded in poisoning the Crisseans,
and levelling their city with the ground. J

157. The Romans appear to have made but little ad-

vances towards recognizingan international law, although
nf such a system Cicero conceived the necessity, and
advocated the adoption, whilst his great rival, Sallust, did

not hesitate to denounce a Nuniidian massacre, by
Marius, as contra jus belli. These facts, with the

circumstance that the Romans established a college of

heralds, and instituted a fetial law, have led writers to

infer that amongst this people subsisted just notions of

the relative duties of states ; but an examination of their

history will show the supposition to be erroneous. Some
forrnalities were certainly adopted in the declaration of

hostilities, unknown as it would appear to the Greeks;
the relation of allies was recognized in principle, how-
ever neglected in practice, but the moderation towards

the vanquished, certain fruits of international law, as-

cribed by the patriotism of Seneca and Tacitus to the

founder of Rome, was, in fact, no more than the policy
of an infant state anxious to increase its strength by the

incorporation of conquered enemies, and was found no-

ways incompatible with the Roman victor dragging at

the chariot wheels of his triumph the kings and senates

whose captivity he had purchased with his sword. With
the fetial law we are only imperfectly acquainted, but it

seems to have been simply a law peculiar to the Ro-

mans, and regulating their conduct towards foreigners,
and not properly an international law common to oilier

nations, and determining on general principles their

respective rights and duties.

158. If the middle ages were distinguished by a larger

appreciation of the rights of nations, and an approach
to the true principles of a law of nations, it is owing
chiefly to the diffusion of Christianity through Europe.

According to Harrington, ||
merchant strangers were by

the laws of the Wisigoths not only protected, but per-
mitted to enjoy the benefit of their own laws. In Sicily

the pi under of shipwrecked goods was made a capital

offence ; whilst the Bavarians assured safety and im-

munity to all foreigners entering their territories. Our

*
Odyss. lib. xvi. 427. f Gouvernemens Federatifs.

J ^Gschines con. Ctesiphon, 125 ; Fausanias, x. 37, 84.

$ Cicero, De Re pitblicu, lib. ii. 17.

||
0'isrrvations on Statutes, chiefly the more ancient, p. 22 ; Dub-

Un edit.

Magna Charta also (cap. xxx.) extended protection and Law.

offered encouragement to merchant strangers. The *^v '

extension of commerce* and the rise of a spirit of

community in Europe, to which tlie Crusades and the

system of chivalry gave birth, originated by degrees the

rudiments of an European public law and treaties,
formal declarations of war, and a more general recog-
nition of the rights of ambassadors were all so many
evidences of the march of civilization. This public
law, or law of nations, to the development of which

contributed, in a great decree, the study of the Roman
jurisprudence, was considered as operating only upon
Christian nations; and the Pagan and his possessions
were still considered the lawful prey of the Christian

conqueror. The Roman church, to whom this per- TheRomnn
version of Christian doctrine is fairly attributable, was, church an

however, an important agent in the establishment of a
f*j?r*j!"'

law of nations in Europe; and this not simply by the a

"

la^ "^
impetus which it communicated to European civilization, nations.

but also by constituting a species of European social

system of which it became the head. It is difficult to

overrate the importance of such a central power which,

being independent and antiphysical, and owing its ex
istence wholly to moral influences, was able and disposed
to become the arbiter of national differences.

159. The perfection of the law of nations has been Causes of

owing chiefly to two causes : First, to the formation of the the per-

political system of modern Europe; and, secnndly, to i*ct'on of

the writings of Grotius and other eminent publicists.

160. (I.) The political system of modern Kurope
originating in the relations that have arisen amongst
European states is referred by Heeren f generally to the Of modem
progress of civilization, which necessarily multiplies Europe,

the points of contact between neighbouring states, and

specially to four causes: (1) the Italian wars ; (2) the

affairs of religion after the Reformation; (3) the ne-

cessity of opposing the Turks; (4) the commerce of

the colonies, and the commercial interests resulting
therefrom. To which he properly adds (5) the facility

of communication which printing and the establishment

of posts afford. Another bond of union amongst Eu-

ropean nations was the similarity of their laws and habits

* Some notice must be taken of the maritime cofles which con-

tributed greatly to develcipe the fitments of international law in

Europe. The Rhodians a people to the extent of \vho*e com-
merce and power Cicero, wlv> studied amongst them, bears testi-

mony (Oraf. pro Leg. Munil. xviii.) possessed a code of this

kind, which was recognized at Athens, in all the islands of the

.^gean, and throughout the coasts of the Mediterranean. The
Roman B'nperors professed to embody this code in their jurispru-
dence. It was, perhaps, the foundation of the famous II Con-

nolato del Mure; the merit of compiling; which has been contested

hy Pisa, Venice, and Barcelona, and which was first published in

the Catalonian dialect in the latter place in 1494. Although
the jurists of the latter city may have conferred on this code the
form in which it is known to us, it is probable to have emanated
in the first instance from Pisa. Its antiquity is probably not
much earlier than the middle of the thirteenth century. By it were
deli ned the mutual rights of neutral and belligerent vessels

;
and

so far is international law indebted to its t'ramers. Its authority
was formally recognized by the King ot France and the Count
of Provence, and its operation extended to all the Mediterranean
states. Regulations borrowed from ibis source, and which were

compiled in France under the reign of Louis IX., were recognized
in this country. Known as the laws of Oleron. it has been sup-

posed that we owe them to the wisdom of Richard I. In addition

to these, we may mention the ordinances of VVisburg, a town in

the island of Gothland, chiefly compiled from those of Oleron,

just before 1400: by these the Baltic traders were governed.
Hiillam, Middle Ages, ch. ix. part ii. vol. iii. pp. 396-8.

t Manual of the History of the Political Syitem of Evropr, vol. i.

p. 7.
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arising from ;heir common origin. It may finally be

v-"^'^*/ observed that, as the power of the Roman church de-

clined, the Germanic empire became the centre of the

European system, to the solidity and compactness of

which it greatly contributed. This end was secured,

moreover, by the circumstance that monarchy was the

prevailing form of government in Europe, and the di-

rection of public affairs being entrusted to the hands of

a few, greater steadiness of international policy was

secured than was compatible with the character of de-

mocratic institutions.

161. (II.) The second cause of the perfection of the law

of nations is owing to the writers on the subject. Some
of the principal of these we propose here to enumerate.

Francisco 162. Francisco a Victoria, a Salamanca professor, who
a Victoria, commenced teaching at Valladdlid in 1525 (reputed the

restorer of theological learning in Spain), discusses, in

his Relectiones Theological (Lyons, 1557), the general

right of war: the difference between public war and

reprisals; the just and unjust causes of war ; its proper
ends, and the right of subjects to examine its grounds.
He bases the rights of the king of Spain over the

American Indians on the ground (inter alia) that the

Indians had denied permission to trade in their country,
which he esteems a just cause of war, but denies that the

war was just simply because the Indians were Pagans.
163. The next writer on this branch of jurisprudence

claiming a passing remark is a pupil of Victoria, Dominic

Soto, a Spanish Dominican, distinguished for the active

part he took in the Council of Trent against both the

Papal and Scotist factions. He was consulted by the

Emperor Charles V., to whom he was confessor, on oc-

casion of a conference held before him at Valladolid, in

1542, at which Sepulveda appeared as the champion for

the Spanish colonists and Las Casas as an advocate for

the oppressed American Indians. The opinion of Soto
was conformable to that of his great master,

"
Neque

discrepantia (ut reor) est inter Christianas el infideles,

quoniam jus gentium cunciis gentibus (Equate est." His
celebrated work, De Justitia et Jure, from which this

passage is taken, was published in 1568. Soto con-
demned in strenuous language the disgraceful atrocities
of the slave trade.

164. Probably the earliest work in which the practice of
nations in time of war is to be found fully discussed is

Balthazar one by Balthazar Ayala, judge advocate (if we may so
Ayala. use the term) to the Spanish army in the Netherlands,

under the command of the Prince of Parma. It is en-
titled De Jure et Offtciis Bellicis et Disciplina Militari,
lib. iii.; was published about 1582; and was highly
commended by Grotius. Like Victoria and Soto, the
author denies the lawfulness of levying war against in-

fidels, even by the authority of the Pope, on account of
their religion, for their

infidelity does not deprive them
of the right of dominion, inasmuch as the sovereignty
of the earth was given to every reasonable creature." Et hcec sententia," he adds,

"
plerisque probatur, ul

ostendit Covarruvias."
165. Albericus Gentilis, the next international jurist of

note, was an Italian protestant, who, through the Earl
of Leicester, obtained the professorship of civil law at
Oxford. His work De Legatimibus was first published
in 1583, and another by him, De Jure Belli (Lyons,
1589), was imitated in its plan by Grotius in the first
and third books of his great work.
We may also mention the name of the renowned

Jesuit, Francisco Suarez, the casuist, who flourished in

Albericus

Gentilis.

the latter part of the sixteenth century, and who by his Law-

treatise, De Legibus ac Deo Legislatore, proves that he ^-^^^-^
was the first to see, according to Sir James Mackintosh,

Franciscu

" that international law was composed not only of the

simple principles of justice applied to the simple inter-

course between states, but of those usages long observed
in that intercourse by the European race which have
since been more exactly distinguished as the consuetu-

dinary law acknowledged by the Christian nations of

Europe and America."*
166. Of Grotius, and some of his more distinguished

successors, we have already (Ch. I.) spoken. We cannot,
however, pass over the name of Samuel Puffendorf, who Samuel

(born in 1681) was chosen by Charles Lewis, the Elector Puffendorf.

Palatine, to fill the chair of Law of Nature and Nations
at Heidelberg, tlie first chair of the kind instituted in

Europe. His De Jure Natures et Gentium first appeared
in 1672, and is a highly valuable work. The author
was styled by Leibnitz Vir parum jurisconsultus et

minime philoaophus.
167. Subsequently to this time have flourished the trans- Jn Bar-

lator and editor of Grotius, Puffendorf, and Bynkershoek,
bcvrac -

Jean Barbeyrac, who translated Grotius into French,
with notes, in the year 1724, Puffendorf (the best edition
of which is that of London, 1740), and Bynkershoek.
He added valuable notes to all his translations. Chris-
tian de Wolf (born 1679) was professor at Halle, 1707,
and at Marbourg, 1723 to 1754. His Jus Gentium was

published at Halle in 1749. Bynkershoek, a jurist of

Holland, is a useful and learned writer of authority. His
De Dominio Maris was published in 1702 ; his De Foro

Legatorum in 1721. His principal work, Quesstiones
Juris Pub/ici, has been translated into French by Bar-

beyrac (Hague, 1724), and into English by that learned

jurist, Dr. Du Ponceau, provost of the law academy of

Philadelphia. Both of these editors have added valu-
able notes. Professor Von Martens is a distinguished
jurist ; and we may fairly add the name of a living
writer, Dr. Henry Wheuton, long a reporter of the Su-
preme Court of the United States of America, a Scandi-
navian antiquary of no mean reputation, and who has

filled, with credit to himself and with advantage to his

government, the post of resident minister at the court
of Berlin. His Elements of International Law was pub-
lished in London in 1836. We ought not to omit all

mention of Sir James Mackintosh, whose devotion to

public life alone prevented him from acquiring high re-

putation as a philosophical and highly accomplished jurist.

Sect. 3. Sources of the Law of Notions.

167. The Law of Nations, according to Sir William
Scott, is

" fixed and evidenced by general, ancient, and
admitted practice, by treaties, and by the general tenor of Sources,

the laws, ordinances, and formal transactions of civilized

states."t It does not enjoy the advantage possessed by
every system of municipal jurisprudence, of being ex-

pounded and enforced by an independent and impartial
judiciary ; and if in some points it should be deficient
in that precision and certainty which, taught by one of
his great oracles, the English lawyer is prone to esteem
the highest perfection of every jurisprudential system.J

* Dissertation on the Progreit of Etlucal Philoiophv, Whewell'8
edit., p. 110.

t The " Le Louis," 2 Dodson, Rep. 249. See also Lord Man-

other of

field's observations in Triquet v. Bath, W. Bl. Rep. 471.

\ Certainty," says Lord Hardwicke, "
is the motht -

?ose,

and therefore the law aims at certainty." Walter t>. Trvou
Dickens, 245.
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it is chiefly owing to this fact. The sources of the law

of nations may be enumerated as follows :

169. (1.) Text-writers of authority, an authority which

they obtain whenever they record the usages and practice

of nations, and whenever their speculations are conceived

in a spirit of impartiality. This is a character which

especially belongs to the great work of Grotius, and is

consistent with the disposition of one whose candour

and love of justice so far subdued his personal feelings

as to enable him rightly to appreciate the character of

his inveterate persecutor.* The writings of Puffendorf

and the other publicists already mentioned have always
been considered as forming a part of the corpus of

international law. The degree of authority to which

the writings of certain publicists is entitled will always
be a subject of controversy. Such, for instance, as that

of Selden, who in his work, Mare Clausum (1635), fol-

lowing in the steps of Alberic Gentilis (Advocatio His-

panica, 1613), asserts the right of England to the sove-

reignty of the British seas. But generally it is to

the works of jurists that the nations of Europe appeal
as authorities in the determination of their mutual dif-

ferences. Our own country has been distinguished by
the deference she has on all occasions paid to these

venerable and enlightened expositors of international

jurisprudence.t
170. (2.) The adjudications of international tribunals

as boards of arbitration and courts of prizes. The degree
in which the authority of these adjudications is admitted

depends of course in a great measure on the consti-

tution of the tribunals from which they emanate.
" Greater weight," says Mr. Wheaton,

"
is justly at-

tributable to the judgments of the mixed tribunals

appointed by the joint consent of the two nations be-

tween whom they are to decide, than to those of Admi-

ralty courts established by and dependent on the in-

structions of one nation alone."!
171. (3.) Ordinances of particular states prescribing

rules for the conduct of their commissioned cruisers and

prize tribunals.

172. (4.) The history of all diplomatic transactions.

173. (5.) Treaties, whether of peace, alliance, or

commerce.
||

Sect. 4. Authority of the Law of Nations.

174. The subjects of the law of nations are what are

nations.

the law of usually designated sovereign states ;
that is, states which

govern themselves independently of foreign powers. It

is not necessary in this place to enter into any lengthened

description of the signs and tokens in which this quality
of sovereignty manifests itself. The right of negoti-
ation is, as far as the law of nations is concerned, the

* Prince Maurice of Nassau. Gustavus Adolphus, during
the war he undertook to secure the liberties of Protestant

Europe, always slept with the Treatise of Grotius under his pil-

Icw. It was the study of Lord Bacon's writings, we are toUl

by Barbeyrac, that first suggested to Grotius the idea of re-

ducing the law of nations to a science. Notes to Puffemlorf, see. 2.

t See the report made to the king in 1753, in answer to the

Prussian memorial, prepared by Sir George Lee. Dr. Paul, Sir

Dudley Ryder, and Mr. Murray (Lord Mansfield). Smollett's

Hist. Eng. ii. 301. Amongst the writers quoted in our courts

are Barbeyrac, Vattel, Wicquefort (Viveash v. Becker, 3 Maule

& S. 284), Byhkershoek, Grotius, and Puffendorf (Wolf v. Ox-

holm, 6 Maule & S. 192).

J 1 Elem. 57. 58. 1 Kent, Comm. 70, 71.

||
Ibid. 59. Martens f^ives a list of the most useful works for

a student of this *cience. Of cour*-e in modern times it may be

advantageously enlarged.

most important of these; and this is a right which may
Law -

be modified by compact without the state forfeiting its
V

T"V~~"''

title to be considered as a sovereign state. Such is the
J^
6^^

case with the states which form the Germanic Confede-
t j n.

ration, who, by the terms of their union, are precluded
from negotiating a separate treaty, or even concluding
an armistice, without the consent of the Confederation,
with any power against whom the Confederation have
declared war.* On the other hand, in the Swiss Con-

federation, while the Diet possesses the exclusive right
of declaring war and effecting treaties, each canton is

authorized to conclude for itself military capitulations
and treaties relating to economical matters and matters

of police, so long as they do nothing inconsistent with

the federal part and with the rights of the other can-

tons. By the constitution of the United States of

America, no state is permitted "to enter into any treaty,

alliance, or confederation by itself, keep troops or ships
of war in time of peace, enter into any agreement or

compact with a foreign power, or engage in war, unless

actually invaded or in such imminent danger as will

admit of no delay."f The president has power, by the

consent of the senate, provided two-thirds of the sena-

tors present concur, to levy war, make peace, and enter

into treaties. J The right of negotiation, apart from

compact, depends upon the internal organization of the

state, and of this, to use an expression familiar to

municipal jurisprudence, every other state is bound to

take notice.

175. The authority of the law of nations, owing its exist- Limits of

ence to the will of nations, is necessarily limited to those the autho-

nations that have evinced their willingness to be bound rityof the

by it. To learn what nations have done so we must ^
resort to history for information ; but speaking generally, E ur0pean
we may say that, as a system, it has been adopted by, nationsand

and therefore binds, all the nations of Europe and theireman-

their emancipated colonies in the other hemisphere. "1'i

Formerly it would seem to have been doubted how far Tur i{,.y.

the Turkish empire could have been considered within

its range; ||
but modern events teach us to consider that

power as a member, and no unimportant member, of

the European commonwealth, and as clearly subject to

the law of nations. As to those nations whose policy
forbids our considering them in the same light, we may
conclude that they are entitled to the protection of

international law no further than what an enlightened

appreciation of the natural rights of states will obtain

for them. To treat these nations with cruelty to vio-

late their independence to oppress their citizens to

despoil their dominions these are acts so plainly incon-

sistent with the character of civilized nations so wholly

repugnant to the obvious dictates of natural justice,
that the state who indulged in them would draw down
on itself the just indignation of Europe ; but at the

*
1 Wheaton, Elem. 74.

t Constitution of tfie United Stairs of America, art. i. sec. 10.

t Ibid. art. ii. see. 282.

The law of nations is adopted in Great Britain in it.* full and
most liberal extent l>y the common law, and is held to be pait of

the law of the land ; and all statutes relating to foreign affairs

should he framed with reference to that rule. 4 Comm. 67 ; Ri-

cord v. Bettenham, W. Bl. Rep. 564; Triquet t>. Bath, YV. Bl.

Rep. 471
; Hopkins v. l)e Roheck, 3 Durnf. & East, 79 ; Vive

ash v. Becker, 3 Mjule & S. 284.

|| Martens, Precis, Introd. sec. 4. It observed, however, ac-

cording to this writer, none of the forms of diplomatic etiijuet'e,
Hv. vit. c. vi. sec. 1. See also 1 Wheaton. 221, and Co lust, 155;
KlUber, Droit des Gens Mud de I' Eiirovt > ], ch. ii. sec. 5.
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Law. same time these uncivilized states are not entitled to

^-v~-^ those formal courtesies or privileges which the comity of

civilized nations consider as naturally due. Instances

of the kind alluded to are such as respect the ransom

of prisoners of war, the rights of ambassadors, &c.*

They cannot expect to receive advantages which they

deny to others.

Thus a formal sentence of condemnation by a court

of admiralty was not considered requisite to transfer the

property in a vessel captured by the Algerines, and

subsequently sold bond fide to a Christian purchaser.
It was held sufficient if the confiscation had taken place

by a public act of the competent authority, according to

the custom established in that part of the world.t This

was the distinction between them and more civilized

The Afri- s 'ates. The African states were not, however, deemed

can states, as exempt from an observance of the law of blockade,

and this for good and sufficient reasons.
" On a point

like this," said Sir William Scott,
" the breach of a

blockade one of the most universal and simple ope-
rations of war in all ages and countries, except such as

are merely savage no indulgence can be shown. It

must not be considered by them that if an European

army or fleet is blockading a town or port that they are

at liberty to trade with that port. If that could be

maintained, it would render the obligation of a blockade

perfectly nugatory. They, in common with all other

nations, must be subject to this first and elementary

principle of blockade, that persons are not to carry
into the port supplies of any kind. It is not a new

operation of war; it is almost as old and general as

war itself. The subjects of the Barbary States could

not be ignorant of the general rules applying to a
blockaded port so far as concerns the interests and
duties of neutrals." J

Indian I'S- The native princes of India appear also to have

nates and been considered as within the operation of the general
Morocco,

principles of the law of nations ; and, as it would
seem by a case decided in the reign ofQueen Elizabeth,
the Emperor of Morocco also.||

177. In the earlier periods of European history, the

rights of every Christian people to subject savage nations

to their dominion, and to dispossess them of their terri-

tories, were not only vindicated in theory but asserted

in practice. The popes, who considered themselves as

lords paramount of the princes, were accustomed to se-

cure the support and reward ihe fidelity of their royal

subjects by ample donations of territory
"

in partibvt
infidelium." Thus did Alexander VI., in 1493, bestow
on Ferdinand and Isabella of Spain the lands not pre-

viously occupied by a Christian nation, discovered and
to be discovered beyond a line drawn from pole to pole
one hundred miles west of the Azores ; and thus did
Nicholas V. confer the sovereignty of Guinea, and the

*
1 Wheaton, Elem. 52.

t The "Helena," 4 Robinson, Rep. 3. Formerly it was considered
that there was no change of property in case of a recapture so as
to bar an original owner in favour of a recaptor or his vendee
until there had been a sentence of condemnation. (Goss t).Withers,
2 Burr. Rep. 696 ; Lindo v. Rodney and another, 2 Douglas, Rep.
616

; the >' Fla<1 Oven," 1 Robinson, Rep. 139.) See also 13 Geo.
II. c. 4, and 29 Qeo. II. c. 34.

J The "
Hurtige Hane," 3 Robinson, Rep. 324.

Elphinstone and another v. Bedreechund and others, Knapp,
Rep. 316. In the case of the Advocate-general of Bombay t>.

Amerchund, the authority of both Puffendorf and Bynkershoek
were relied on in argument, Knapp, 319. See also Martens,
Prlcit, liv. iv. c. ii. sec. 7, Note. II 4 Co. Inst. 152-4.

right of subduing its inhabitants, on Alplionso of Por- L,W.

tugal and the Infant Henry.* The sovereigns thus v ^/~~>
favoured did not, it would seem, consider it altogether

prudent to rest their title to their new acquisitions on

these grants. The rights of discovery and of priority

of occupation were frequently alleged by them. The
lawfulness of spoiling the idolator is assumed in the

patent granted by Henry VII. of England to the cele-

brated John Cabot (Giovanni Gavottse) and his sons,

who are thereby empowered
"

to seek out and discover

all islands, regions, and provinces whatsoever that may
belong to heathens and infidels," and "

to subdue,

occupy, and possess these countries as his vassals and

lieutenants." Sir Humphrey Gilbert was authorized

by Queen Elizabeth
"

to discover such remote heathen

and barbarous lands, countries, and territories not ac-

tually possessed of a Christian prince or people, and to

hold, occupy, and enjoy the same, with all their com-

modities, jurisdictions, and royalties."

Sect. 5. General Rules of the Law of Nations.

178. Before proceeding to state those principles to

which the Law of Nations appears most readily redu-

cible, it is desirable that some consideration should be

given to two circumstances which jurists do not appear to

have sufficiently attended to, and their neglect of which

has, in many instances, deprived their speculations of

that practical value which otherwise would have belonged
to them. This neglect appears to have resulted from

an imperfect appreciation of the true character an

scope of the law of nations.

179. In the first place, it maybe remarked that this Distinction

system of jurisprudence in so many points approximates between

to the science of general politics, that it is difficult to ascer- '!

tain its appropriate boundaries. By the science of general and*!!*
politics a term tolerably intelligible, though assuredly tlcs .

not very precise or determinate we would be under-

stood to mean the science of civil prudence, or, as Lord

Bacon styles it, civil knowledge; and which belongs to

the province of ethics rather than of law. This science,

being
" conversant about a subject which of all others

is most immersed in matter and hardliest reduced to

axiom,"t is beset with so many difficulties of its own,
that to confound it with the law of nations is only to

perplex and impede the resolution of questions properly
distinct in their character, and in themselves sufficiently

complicated and embarrassing. States, it must be re-

membered, may not always enforce their just claims J

privileges may be waived positive injustice may be

endured; at times things lawful may not be thought

convenient; and on all occasions we cannot salely argue
from the fact to the right, and conclude from what is

done, what ought to have been done. With examples
illustrative of this, the diplomatic history of Europe is

* 1 Wheaton, Elem. 209 ; Vattel, liv. i. ch. xviii. sec. 208.

t Advancement of Learning, p. 272 ;
edit. }633.

J Martens, Precis, liv. ii. ch. iii. sec.,1. As an instance of this

we may refer to the reply of the British government (25 Sept.

1807) to the Russian declaration of war in 1807. This latter

power insisted on the proceeding of the British fleet in entering

the Sound and attacking the Danish capital, in disregard of the

inviolability of the Baltic. In answer, the principles on which

the inviolability of that sea had been rested were denic'd, although

it was admitted that our government had at particular periods, for

special reasons, forborne to act in contradiction to them. Papers

laid before Parliament, January, 1S08. On such doubtful ques-

tions, see some observations by Mr. Wheaton 1 Elem. 96-7.
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iuterna-

Law- rife ; and there is nothing that the jurist ought more
^ %^-'

sedulously to avoid than ascribing a scientific value to

what is the result simply of
prudent policy a policy

which has regard less to positive rights than to times

and occasions.

Distinction 180. In the second place, jurists have not sufficiently
between

apprehended the true province of the law of nations which

j s conversant solely with the mutual relations of nations,

ant* wn 'cn ' s distinct fr m that public law* by which

the internal organization of states and the rights and

duties consequent thereon are defined and enforced.

When Vattel wrote " of nations considered in reference

to themselves,"t described the constitutions of various

communities, and eloquently disserted on " the objects

of a good government," } he occupied himself with a

subject distinct from " the Law of Nations." A similar

confusion of ideas is visible in the Manual of Mr. Whea-
ton. A charge so serious against a writer of such high

reputation must not be hazarded without proof. Every
state possesses, by the very terms of its existence,

certain rights. These are incidental to its very cha-

racter as a state. They arose antecedently to the 'law

of nations, and subsist independently of it. They are

recognized by the law of nations, which, indeed, for their

very security, subjects them to certain modifications

in practice. Snch are the undoubted rights of every
state to its security its independence its equality, and

its property. In terming them the " absolute inter-

national rights of states," Mr. Wlieaton employs an

improper term, for though these rights are guaranteed

by international law, they cannot be called international

rights, for their existence was prior to international

law.

181. They are the rights of states as states ; they result

from the law of nature, and not from the law of nations ;

and to characterize them, as has been done by Mr.

Wheaton, can only serve to perpetuate the confusion

apparent in the writings of so many jurists who have

been unable to distinguish the frontiers of natural and
international law.

We proceed to show how the law of nations deals

with these rights, and to exhibit the modifications to

which it subjects them.

182. (I.) The Right ofSecurity. It is the undoubted

duty of every state to protect its subjects from foreign ag-

gression in the lawful exercise of their industry and the

enjoyment of their property. Bound by this duty, every
state, on general principles, is entitled to raise armies,
build fortresses, and levy taxes which may furnish a

revenue efficient for these purposes.
183. By convention, this right may be, and often is,

limited. Thus, by a treaty with France, in 1685, the Ge-
noese republic agreed to disarm a portion of its navy.||

By the treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle (1748), and of Paris

(1786), the French agreed to destroy the fortifications

of Dunkirk, so long the terror of our Channel trade ;

while, by the treaty of 1815, they covenanted to de-

molish the fortifications of Huningen, which for many
years had menaced the city of Basle, and stipulated to

raise none others within three leagues of that city.

These may be thought the hard terms which the power
of the conqueror enabled him to impose in the insolence

*
KlUber, Droil des Gens Mod. de I' Europe, ch. i. p. 4.

f I/iv. i. passim. j Liv. i. ch. vi. xi. xiv

1 Wheaton, Elem. 107.

|| Martens, Precis, liv. iv. ch. i. sec. 2, Note.

Right of

security.

of victory, but tliey were justified on the around that Law.

they were requisite to the preservation of that very '^-^v-'

principle the right of security which they appeared
at first sight to contravene.

184. It was long a moot question amongst jurists how The ba-
faran interference is justified when a slate already power- lance of

ful is increasing her power to such an extent as to become power
an object of terror to her neighbours.* It is the un-

questionable right of every state to multiply its re-

sources, as well by internal improvement as by external

aggrandi/ement, provided it does not violate the rights
of other states.

"
Nevertheless," says Professor Mar-

tens,
"

it may so happen that the aggrandizement of a
state already powerful, and the preponderance arising
from it, may sooner or later endanger the safety and

liberty of the neighbouring states. In such cnse there

arises a collision of rights, which authorizes the latter

to oppose by alliances, and even by Ibrce of arms, so

dangerous an aggrandizement, without the least regard
to its lawfulness."f Grotius, on the other hand, denies

that " the dread of our neighbour's increasing strength
is a warrantable ground for our taking up arms against

him; "| and with him Vattel concurs. The wars
undertaken for the preservation of that famous system,
known, from its operation, as the balance of power,
naturally suggested this question. It is one on which
no doubt can reasonably be entertained at this day.
We have no right to interfere with a neighbour who is

enlarging his dominions by colonization, or strengthen-

ing his frontier with fortifications, unless ue have good
reason to apprehend that he is meditating aggressions
on us. If we have reason to suspect that his intentions

are hostile, we shall naturally place ourselves in a pos-
ture of defence ; but assuredly the naked fact that lie is

increasing his power, and by means in themselves per-

fectly legitimate, will give no title for our interference.

185. (II.) The Right ofIndependence. This is a right Rijjht uf

which belongs to every sovereign state as such, and one in<le]>enJ-

especially tendered and protected by the law of nations. ence -

No nation, unless authorized thereto by compact, is

entitled to interfere in the internal concerns of another,

whether those concerns relate to government, legislation,
or the administration of justice. Compact, indeed, in

some cases modifies this right. In pursuance of treaties

to that effect, the kings of Denmark were empowered to

arbitrate in any differences that might arise between the

kings of Sweden and their senates; and the kings of Swe-

den had similar authority in cases of disputes in tlieDanish

government. The princes and states of West Friesland

in like manner agreed to submit to the decision of the

republic of the United Provinces matters on which they
were divided ; and many other cases of a similar kind

might be mentioned.^ A title of interference may also

ensue treaties of mediation and guarantee. Thus,
France and Sweden, at the peace of Westphalia, in

1648, guaranteed the Germanic constitution on the basis

on which it was then settled ; and the present consti-

tution of the Helvetic Confederation was adjusted by
the mediation of the allies, in 1813. So also may the

constitution of any of the states composing the Ger-

manic Confederation be guaranteed by the Diet, on the

application of the state : the Diet then acquires a right

* 1 Wheaton, Elm. 108.

f See the authorities quoted in a note to Martens, Precis, tit

sup. cit. J Martens, Precis, liv. iv. ch. i. sec. 3.

$ He Jure Belli el Pacts, lib. ii. ch. xxii. sec. 6.

||
Liv. iii. ch. iii. sec. 42.

[
Vattel, liv. ii. ch. vii. sec. 52.
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The Holy
Alliance.

tain.

Law. to determine the construction and enforce the mainte-

v -' nance of the constitution so guaranteed.* It is usual

when intestine divisions vex a state, for those states

with whom it is in amity to proffer their mediation of

any intestine divisions which may distract any member
of the great European commonwealth ; and the accept-
ance of such an offer by both parties gives to the state

offering the right to interfere.

186. There are other circumstances under which this

right originates ; and modern history has recorded the es-

tablishment of a league (at Vienna, in 1815), well known
as the Holy Alliance, whose object was to check the pro-

gress of revolutionary principles and to sustain the me-
naced monarchical institutions of Europe. The justi-

fication of such an association is to be found in the

peculiar circumstances of the times, which rendered it a

measure of absolute necessity on the part of states not

prepared to surrender their freedom of action. The con-

siderations which govern the policy of the British govern-
ment in such matters may be learnt from a declaration

of the court of St. James's, issued in consequence of

the steps taken by Austria, Russia, and Prussia, in

consequence of the Neapolitan revolution of 1820.

Policy of These were steps which the government of Great Britain

Great Bri- esteemed inconsistent with the undoubted right of

every nation, as far as its neighbours were concerned,
to establish what constitution was agreeable to its

wishes. Great Britain, on that occasion, admitted the

right of interference so far as a regard to the inde-

pendence of other states made an interference necessary,
but still it regarded the assumption of such a right as

only to be justified by the strongest necessity, and to

be limited and regulated thereby. The exercise of such

a right it considered as an exception to general prin-

ciples of the greatest value and importance, and as one

that properly grows out of the special circumstances

of the case, but at the same time considered that ex-

ceptions of this description can never, without the ut-

most danger, be so far reduced to rule as to be incorpo-
rated into the ordinary diplomacy of states or into the

institutes of the law of nations.f
187. The intervention of France with the affairs of

Spain in ) 822, which led to the overthrow of the Spanish
constitution, was also protested against on similar

grounds by the British government. It declared the

original alliance between Great Britain and the other

powers to have been " an union for the reconquest
and liberation of a great proportion of the European
continent from the military dominion of France, and

having subdued the conqueror, it took the state of

possession as established by the peace under the pro-
tection of the alliance. It was never intended as an
union for the government of the world or for the su-

perintendence of the internal affairs of other states."!
" No proof was produced to the British government
of any design on the part of Spain to invade the ter-

ritory of France ; of any attempt to introduce dis-

affection amongst her soldiery ; of any project to

undermine her political institutions; and so long as

the struggles and disturbances of Spain should be con-

fined within the. circle of her own territory, they could

not be admitted by the British government to afford

* 1 Whraton, Klem 132.

f Lord Castlereagh's Circular Despatch, Papers laid before
Parliament, sea-inn 1321.

\ CiH'jidi'ntiul Minute of Lord Castlereagh on the Affairs of Spain,

May, 1820. Additional Papert laid before Parliament, April, 1323

French in-

vasion of

Spain i :

18-22.

any plea for foreign interference. If the end of the Law
last and the beginning of the present century saw all v- ~-.^~

Europe combined asrainst France, it was not tui account
of the internal changes which France thought necessary
for her own political and civil reformation, but because

she attempted to propagate first her principles and
afterwards her dominion by the sword."*

188. The interference of the Christian powers of Reco^ni-

Europe in behalf of the Greeks, when groaning under t'011
f_

the oppression of Ottoman misrule, was without doubt 9
reek

(
,

1""

prompted by a desire to rescue a gallant and Christian e^
people, to whom Europe was so deeply indebted, from
the fate to which the ambition and cupidity of their

governors had subjected them. Instances might have
been cited from the history of international law which
would have sanctioned an interference on a religious

ground. From the time of the Crusades to the six-

teenth century, when Protestant states confederated to-

gether to secure the religious freedom to the Protestant

citizens of Roman Catholic communities, examples of

this kind have been gathered ; but it was thought more

prudent in the treaty of alliance (London, 6th July,

1827), to state the casus ftederis in other terms. In
the preamble of the treaty it is set forth, that the con-

tracting parties were "
penetrated with the necessity

of putting an end to the sanguinary contest which, by
delivering up the Greek provinces and the isles of the

Archipelago to all the disorders of anarchy, produces
fresh impediments to the commerce of the European
states, and gives occasion to piracies, which not only

expose the subjects of the high contracting parties to

considerable losses, but besides render necessary burden-
some measures of protection and repression."

189. As a consequence of the independence of a na- Authority

tion, ils laws affect and bind directly all property within of the laws

its territory, and all residents, native and foreign, and all
' a nalw " 1

contracts made and acts done within it f They may
regulate the enjoyment and transfer of property within

its territory, fix the civil rights, capacities, and states of

those who become its subjects by birih, domicile, or

even temporary residence ; they may determine the va-

lidity of contracts and other acts done within it, and
the legal import which those contracts shall bear; and

they may establish the forms and proceedings by which
the judicial tribunals may entertain, investigate, and

adjudicate on claims, and permit the execution within

its own territory of foreign judgments. They do not,

proprio vigore, operate beyond the territory of their

state.J but the comity of nations (comitas gentium, or,

as it is sometimes styled, la iiecessite ou bien public et

general des nations) recognizes them as operating uni-

versally, so far as they do not prejudice the independ-
ence of foreign states or the native rights of their citi-

zens^ The bounds and nature of this operation it will

be our business briefly to consider. This involves the

discussion of ihejus gentium privatttm and the collisio

legum, or conflict of laws, to which the attention of

jurists has of late been frequently directed.

190. The subject is one of considerable difficulty, but

* Mr. Secretary Canning to Sir Charles Stuart, 31 March, 1823.

Papers, April, IS.'S, p. 57.

t Story, Comm. on the Conflict of Law*, ch. ii. sec. 1.

J 1 Bur^e, O'mm. Extra territorium jus dicfnti impune non

paretar. 1). 2, i. i. 20.

Instances of the adoption of this rule in England are to be

found in Robinson r. Bland, 2 Burr. Hep. ; Holman ti. Johnson,
(Jown. 341.
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Law - the following summary is sufficient for the purposes of

^"^v "^
the present essay :

Real pro- (].) As to real property. The title to real property,
Perty- its tenure, and the forms by which it is conveyed, are

governed by the law of the place in which it is situate.

If any question respecting these is raised before a fo-

reign tribunal, such tribunal will adjudicate according
to that law.*

(2.) As to personal property. Foreign states recognize
and give effect to those laws which affect personal pro-

perty, which, as its situs is that of the domicile, are

such as prevail in the place of domicile.

(3.) As to the state and capacity of persons. This

is generally governed by the law of domicile as to acts

done, rights acquired, and contracts made in the place
of domicile. If they are valid there, they are valid

everywhere else.f But as to acts done, rights acquired,
and contracts made in other countries, the law of the

country in which they are done, acquired, or made will

generally govern in respect of the capacity, state, and
condition of persons. Personal disqualifications arising
from the customary or positive law of a country such

as the disqualifications resulting from heresy, Popish
recusance, &c. are not recognized by foreign states or

their tribunals. In questions of legitimacy, the lex loci

of the marriage will generally govern as to the issue

subsequently born. Acts or contracts done or made in

a foreign country in evasion of the laws of the native

country will not necessarily be recognized by that coun-

try. The rule cannot be laid down more positively, as

it is obviously a matter of discretion.

(4.) As to contracts ; their form, interpretation, obli-

gation. A contract, if valid in the place where it was

made, is usually considered as valid elsewhere.

These are general principles, but they cannot be taken

as invariably true ;
the exceptions in some cases being

so numerous as to invite the doubt how far they are to

be considered principles at all. Mr. Burge, in his

Commentaries on Foreign and Colonial Law, and Mr.
Justice Story, the American jurist, have exhausted the

learning on this subject, and to their works the reader

is referred for further information.

191. Sovereigns and their diplomatic representatives
while in a foreign country are considered not amenable to

its laws ; so also is a foreign fleet or army while within

the territorial jurisdiction of a friendly state. The
vessels, public and private, of every nation on the high
seas are considered as subject to the jurisdiction of their

country.
With the exceptions above mentioned, the judicial

power of every independent state extends,
192. (I.) To the punishment of offences against the

laws of the state committed by foreigners as well as sub-

jects within its territory or on board its vessels on the

open seas or in foreign ports, and to the punishment of

piracy and other offences against the law of nations.

193. (2.) To all civil proceedings in rem relating to

personal or real property within its territory ; and
194. (3.) To all controversies respecting personal

rights and contracts, or injuries to the person or pro-

perty, when the party resides within the territory,

wherever the cause of action may have originated. J

*
1 Burge, Comm. 25-9. Locus regit actum is the maxim of

law : see Trotter t>. Trotter, 1 Wilson & Shaw, Appeal C. 407 ;

and Curling . Thornton, 1 Addams, Rep. 21.

t Story, Comm. ch. iv. see. 101.

j 1 Wheaton. Elan.

195. (III.) The Right ofEquality. One of the funda- i,aw .

mental principles of public law generally recognized is, ^^s-~
according to Sir William Scott,

"
the perfect equality and III. Rights

independence of all distinct states. Relative magnittule
f equality,

creates no distinction of right ; relative imbecility, whe-
ther permanent or casual, gives no additional right ic

the more powerful neighbour, and any advantage seized

on that ground is mere usurpation. This is the great
foundation of public law, which it mainly concerns the

peace of mankind, both in their politic and privnte ca-

pacities, to preserve inviolate."* This great principle
is, however, somewhat modified in its application, both

by the usage of nations and by compacts, whereby the

forms of international etiquette are defined and esta-

blished. These may be considered as they relate (a) to

the relative rank and precedency of states, (b) to their

titles, (c) to the language employed in their negotiations,
and (<f) to their maritime ceremonials.

196. (a) Certain honours, denominated royal, are en- Hank of

joyed by the empires and kingdoms of Europe, by the Elites.

Pope, by the grand duchies of Germany, by the Germanic
and Swiss Confederations, and, as we presume, the

United States of America.t The right to send an em-

bassy of the first order, the right of preceding all other

states, together with several distinctive ceremonies, make

part of the royal honours.^

By the Roman Catholic states precedence is yielded
to the Pope, who by the Protestant states is consi-

dered simply as the prince-bishop of Rome. The text-

writers appear disposed to consider the great republics
inferior in point of precedence to crowned heads ;

hut

these states have never acknowledged their inferiority,
and the question has been by tacit consent of all parties
suffered to fall into obscurity. Indeed the whole question
of relative rank, as far as concerns states enjoying roval

honours, was felt to be so doubtful as well as so delicate

that, on the discussion, in the Congress of 1815, of the

report of a committee appointed specially to consider the

subject, it was resolved to leave it in its original state of

uncertainty. The usage at present, as it appears, may
probably be stated thus :

197. Monarchs enjoying royal honours, without being
crowned heads, give precedence on all occasions to

crowned emperors and kings.
Monarchs not enjoying royal honours yield prece- Rank

t>y

dence to such as do. usai;e.

Below this last class rank demi-sovereigns or de-

pendent states.

198. This matter of precedence never having been for-

mally settled, various expedients are resorted to in order

to avoid an inconvenient contest at the period of a nego-

tiation, without compromising the rights of any party.

Of these the best known is the usage of ihealternat, by Thealter-

which the rank and places of various powers is changed nat.

from time to time in a certain regular order, or one de-

termined by lot.|| For instance, in treaties between

two powers two copies are prepared, and each power, in

the copy it keeps, is named first. If there are several

parties to the treaty, the same number of copies is

made, and the same usage observed. The right to this

alternation has sometimes been denied to certain states,

* The " Le Louis," 2 Dodson, Sep. 243.

f This state never accredits ministers of the first class to any
foreign power.

J Martens, Prccii, liv. iv. ch. ii. sec. 3. Vattel, liv. ii. ch. iii.

sec. 37.

1 Wheaton, Etetn. 196.
||

JtiJ. 197.
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Law. The king of Great Britain refused to recognize the title

-^-s^ ^ of the King of Prussia to this privilege in 1742, and

Hungary and Sardinia experienced great difficulties in

obtaining admission to the alternation at the peace of

Aix-la-Chapelle.* Sometimes it is arranged that the

signatures to a treaty shall range according to the order

assigned by the French alphabet to the respective powers

parties thereto. t

Titles of 199. (b) While it is competent to any state to confer

states. what title it pleases on its prince or chief magistrate,^ it

is not incumbent on foreign states to recogni/e that title,

and sometimes when they do recognize it, a condition

is annexed to the recognition. France and Spain re-

cognized Russia as an empire, stipulating that the

title of emperor should not affect the sovereign's prece-

dency ; but the Empress Catherine II., on her acces-

sion in 1762, refused to renew this stipulation, declaring,

at the same time, that the imperial title should not alter

the ceremonial between the two courts. France, in turn,

renewed her recognition, with a declaration that if any
such alteration were made, she would cease to give the

imperial title to Russia. Neither the royal title for

Prussia nor the imperial title for Russia were generally

acknowledged until the powers of Europe had suc-

cessively consented to them.

Diplomatic
200. (c) With respect to the language employed in

language, negotiation, in the early periods of diplomatic history, the

Lalin, as (he European language, was that generally
used ; and this, towards the end of the XVth Century,
was, in consequence of the political influence of Spain,

superseded by the Castilian tongue, which, in its turn,
was supplanted by the French, now the most usual me-
dium of diplomatic intercourse. Some nations, as Spain
and the German-Italian states, employ their own lan-

guage; but it is customary for them, when treating with

a power whose language is different, to transmit a trans-

lation of the treaty in the language of that power, if it is

understood that the courtesy will be reciprocated. When
both contracting parlies have a common language, their

treaties are worded in that language. ||

201. (d) With respect to maritime ceremonials, it may
be observed that they have frequently formed subjects of
contest between powers. The honours they involve are

paid either by a salute with cannon, a salute with the flag,
or with the pendant, by furling it up, lowering it, or

hauling it q uite down ; or by a salute with sails by lower-

ing or hauling down the foretopsail.^f
As far as its own maritime jurisdiction extends,

every state may impose what regulations it pleases in re-

spect of these ceremonials, but they are usually made the

subject of express compact. On the open seas it is usual
for an admiral to be saluted by a ship carrying only a

pendant, it the ship belongs to a friendly power ; and
detached ships generally salute fleets.**

Right of 202. (IV.) The Right ofProperty." The dominion of
property, a nation," says Vattel,

"
extends to everything which she

*
Martens, Precii, liv. iv. ch. ii sec. 6.

t 1 VVheaton, Elan. 198.

I Anciently the Pope and the Emperor of Germany claimed
the right of conferring the royal dignity on any house they pleased.
In this way the Emperor Henry IV., in 1086, made the Duke of
Wratislaus King of Bohemia, anil Pope Eugene made Alphonso
King of Portugal. The Pope for a long time refused to acknow-
ledge Frederick as King of Prussia.

} Martens, Precis, liv. iv. ch. ii. sec. 2.

(I Whenton, Stem. 198-9.

[f Martens, Precu, liv. iv. ch. iv. sec. 15.
** Martens, it. sec. 17.

VOL. II.

Maritime
ceremo-
nials.

possesses by a just title. It comprehends the ancient Law.
and original possessions and all acquisitions made by ^ ^.~~~-

'

means which are just in themselves, or admitted as surh

by nations concessions, purchases, conquests made in

regular war, &c."*
203. How far prescription maybe considered as opera- prescrip-

ting upon nations, jurists do not appear to have agreed ; tion.

but the uniform practice of nations shows that they

recognize the long and uninterrupted possession of a

territory as excluding the claims of all other nations,

and that this principle, whose exposition fills so large a

head in municipal jurisprudence, is equally recognized,
as reason dictates that it should in international law.

204. As to national possessions, which being of com-
i.'irst occu-

paratively recent acquisition, other sources of title are pancy.

acknowledged: when the Russian government claimed
the sovereignty of the north-west coast of America,
from Behring's Straits to the 51st degree of northern

latitude, they rested their claim, as they said,
"
upon

the three bases required by the law of nations, that is,

upon the title of first discovery ; upon the title of first

occupancy; and, in the last place, upon that which re-

sults from a peaceable and uncontested possession of
more than half a century ;"t a space of time longer
than that during which the United States had enjoyed
a national existence. As to the two first sources of title

named by the Russian envoy, they are unquestionably
good as against every nation except that nation whose
liberties their assertion may prejudice. The right of a
state in quality of her superior power the power lent

her by her civilization to subject to her dominion a

territory inhabited by another people, be they ever so

savage, may be questioned on the principles of the law
of nations, however consistent with the customs and

usages of nations. Vattel discusses the question, which
is that of almost every European colony,

" whether it be
lawful to possess a part of a country inhabited only by
a few wandering tribes ?" and he justifies his reluctant

assent to the affirmative on the ground that these tribes
" cannot exclusively appropriate to themselves more
land than they have occasion for," and that

"
their un-

settled habitation in these immense regions cannot be
accounted a true and legal possession." J An argu-
ment framed with a view to a conclusion does not de-

serve much mercy, and it may fairly be asked, (1) Who
is to be the judge of the necessities of these tribes?

Their usual occupations, hunting and fishing, noto-

riously require a large range of territory to enable them
to support subsistence. (2) How, on Vattel's prin-

ciples, can the integrity of the Russian empire, with its

150 inhabitants to every square mile of territory, be
secured ? Australia contains perhaps 5,000,000 of

square miles, and a population truly insignificant. Surely
this jurist's principle would impugn the inviolability of
our dominion in that vast continent.

205. Still, as a fact, it is not to be denied that in

savage countries the rights of the natives have in every
instance been treated as subservient to those of the first

Christian or civilized settler. Vattel's principle was
carried further on one occasion by the British govern-
ment, who, when Spain, on the ground of prior dis-

covery and long occupation, confirmed by the treaty
of Utrecht (in 1790), claimed the sovereignty of the

* Liv. ii. ch. vii. sec. 80.

t Le Chevalier Poletica to Mr. John Quincy Adams (Ameri-
can Secretary of State), Ann. Reg. vol. Ivi. p. 579.

I Liv. i. ch. xviii. sec. 209.
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Property
in seas.

Law. north-west coast of America, as far north as Princev ' William's Sound (lat. 61), asserted
"

that the earth is

the common property of mankind, anil of which each
individual and each nation has a right to appropriate a

share by occupancy and cultivation."* This is almost
the language of the German chieftain of Nero's time :

Sicut diu ccelum, ita terras generi mortalium datas,

quteque vacua, respublicas esse.

206. As to the extent to which the right of property

operates ; and first, as to the sea : So much of the

sea as is bounded by the territories of a state (such
as St. George's Channel, which runs between Eng-
land and Ireland) is considered as belonging to that

state. And thus all harbours, ports, bays, and em-
bouchures of rivers are considered as belonging to the

state whose land forms their boundaries. The usage
of nations has, for obvious reasons, extended this pos-
session to as much of the open sea as lies within

cannon range (that is, about three miles) of the

shore,t in obedience to the maxim, Terree dominium

finitur, ubi finitur armorum vis. The term shore in-

cludes not only what is generally so denominated, but

all islands lying off the coast, although not sufficiently
firm for habitation ;\ but it does not include shoals.

By the 9th Geo. II., c. 5, a jurisdiction of four leagues
from the shore is assumed by the British government for

revenue purposes, so that foreign goods transhipped
within those limits are subject to the payment of duties.

207. Being
" a claim of private and exclusive property

over a subject where a general, or, at least, a common
use is to be presumed," says Sir William Scott,

"
the

general presumption certainly bears strongly against
such exclusive rights, and the title is to be established

on the part of those claiming under it in the same
manner as all other legal demands are to be substan-

tiated by clear and competent evidence.
"

Still the

property in whole seas have at various times been

claimed by various nations. Thus the possession of the

Indian seas was claimed by Portugal, while the Vene-
tian republic asserted similar pretensions to that of the

Adriatic, the Ottoman empire to the Black Sea (subse-

quently renounced by the treaty of Adrianople in 1829),
and Don mark to the Baltic.

Clone and 208. The question of mare clausum and mare apertum
open seas, was formerly one of considerable interest, and occu-

pies a large place in the writings of jurists. It may
generally be stated, that while the sea, (subject to the

exceptions first mentioned) is for the most part open
and common to all nations, as to certain parts the gene-
ral right may be modified by compact and usage. Even

Grotius, the stout advocate of the general right, is

forced to admit that this is authorized by numerous

passages in ancient writers, to whose authority on other

subjects he is, in Mr. Bentham's opinion, always too

ready to defer.
||

Father Paul Sarpi, the well known

*
1 Wheaton, Elem. 211. A singular admission of the rights

resulting from discovery appears in the conduct of the Turkey
Company in 1581, who being desirous of engaging in the Indian

Uade, ajui considering the passage round the dipe, discovered by
the Portuguese, to be their exclusive property, and not to be inter-

fered with, chose the overland route, where they were exposed to

the powerful competition of the Venetians. Macpherson, Hist, of

European Commerce with India, p. 75.

f Martens, Precit, liv. iv. ch. iv. see. 4. 1 Wheaton, Elem. 215.

\ The ' Union," 5 Robinson, Rep. 3S&.

I The ' Twee Gebroeders." 5 Robinson, Rep. 339.

|! Bentham, Introd. to Morals, and Legislation.. See Sir James
Mackirtosh's eloquent vindication of the Dutch Jurist, Pi-el. Disc.

p. 18.

historian of the council of Trent, vindicated the claim of LUW .

Venice to the supremacy of the Adriatic ; and Byn- . v,* ~/

kershoek (no mean authority) acknowledges that certain

portions of the open sea may become the property of a

state, grounding his denial of the claims of England to

the Four Seas simply on the fact of a deficient length
of possession.* Vattel, too, asserts that tacit agreement
evidenced by a non-usage of the general right, may con-

fer property or dominion in a sea.t

209. Secondly, as to rivers and lakes. These, when Property

wholly included within the territory of a state, are its ex- in rivers

elusive property, and every state is considered as pos-
an(* 'akea

sessed of so much ofa river as flows through its territories.

If the river divides two states, the mid-channel is consi-

dered as the boundary line, unless prior occupation has

given to the one or the other the right of possession to

the whole. In the case of rivers flowing through several

states, all the nations inhabiting its banks possess the

right of navigating it for commercial purposes. This is

what is called an innocent use, and is considered to be

subject to the convenience and safety of any state which

its exercise may affect. This innocent use appears
to involve the right of doing whatever is necessary to

its enjoyment, such as mooring vessels to the banks,

landing cargoes, &c. ; but usually these, as well as the

general right itself, are settled and determined by con-

vention.

210. The right of navigation to which we allude may
be renounced by treaty, as was the case in the treaty of

Westphalia, whereby the navigation of the Scheldt was
closed in favour of the Dutch provinces. The treaty of

Vienna, in 1815, declared that the commercial naviga-
tion of the great rivers of Germany and ancient Poland
should be open, provided that the regulations of the

police were observed. These, it further declared, should

be uniform and as liberal a possible to the commerce of

all nations.!

211. Having discussed those rights of nations which Interna-

are intrinsic and result from their character as nations, tioual

we have now to consider such rights as are properly in- rlf?"ts '

ternational, and originate in their mutual relations.
na

These relations being either pacific or hostile, we may
consider these rights as they have reference to a state of

tear or of peace.
212. (I.) The international rights of nations in their

pacific relations are, the rights oflegation and the rights
of negotiation and treaties. The rights of legation are

so fully treated of in another part of this work, that

it is unnecessary we should consider them further in this

place.
213. As to the right ofnegotiation, certain public con- Rights of

ventions are effected by subordinate powers, authorized negotia-

thereto by the terms of their commissions and the na- *loni

ture ot their duties. Thus the governor of a town and
the general who besieges it have a power to settle the

terms of the capitulation, and the authority to effect

such an agreement being annexed in their respective of-

fices, the capitulation is obligatory on the states whose

servants and representatives they are.

214> Admirals and generals have usually authority, Cartels,

within the spheres of their review, to grant special li- capitula-

cences to trade, cartels for the exchange of prisoners,
tlon8 >

.
truces, &c.

*
Quest. Jar. Pub.

f Liv. i. ch. xxiii. sec. 286.
* 1 Wheaton, Elem.

$ Div. iv. vol. v. Art. DIPLOMACY-.
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Law. and truces for the suspension of hostilities ; and these are

v- -v.^
' conventions to the validity of which the ratification of their

principals is not required, unless by express stipulation.*
215.

"
By the Latin term sponsio, we express an agree-

ment made by a public person who exceeds the bounds of

his commission, and acts without the orders or command
of his sovereign."t Conventions of this kind are not

valid until they are ratified, which may be done either

formally or by implication, as if one of the states whose

agents effected the convention should cause troops to

pass through the territories of the other on the footing
of friends ; this would be considered as a tacit ratifica-

tion of the convention. Mere silence would not be so

construed, although good faith requires that if one state

does not purpose to recognize the acts of its servant, it

should notify the fact to the other. If on the belief that

the agent was duly authorized, the convention has been

wholly or partially acted on by one party, it would seem
it has a claim to be indemnified or replaced in its former

position.|
Ratified- 216. A minister, properly to conclude a public treaty,

ought to be fully empowered by his state to do so
; but

before the treaty can be considered binding on the con-

tracting parties, it is usual to require that it should be

ratified by them. This power of ratification is generally
reserved in a treaty, and no state should refuse to

exercise it without a powerful reason, such as that the

minister has not followed his instructions.

Obligation 217. Tt is for the internal constitution of every state to

of treaties, determine in whom the right of negotiating and effecting
treaties resides; but treaties so far lawfully made are

obligatory on the state. When the treaty requires the

payment of money to carry it into effect, the legislature
are morally bound to pass the law, because to the per-
formance of the treaty the public faith has been pledged
by competent authority. In such a case, however, it is

usual for the British government to stipulate in the

treaty that the crown will recommend to parliament
to vote the necessary monies. If the treaty involves

an alienation of the public domain, whether it be pub-
lic or private property, it would seem to be obliga-

tory on the party so contracting, if they are clothed by
their respective states with the whole treaty-making
power. And thus in a case decided by the Supreme
Court of the United States, it was held as a clear prin-

ciple of national law that private rights might be sacri-

ficed by treaty to secure the public safety ; although it

was admitted and Grotius is an authority on the point
that the government would be bound to compensate the
individuals whose rights might be surrendered.

||
The

fundamental laws of a state may deny to the treaty-

making power the right of thus alienating the public
domain ; in such a case the whole treaty-making power
is not intrusted to one department of the state, and no

treaty involving such an alienation would be obligatory,
unless it were ratified by the legislature. Commercial
treaties often require legislative sanction ;

and the com-
mercial treaty of Utrecht, between France and England,
was never carried into effect, parliament having rejected
fhe bill necessary for that purpose.

218. Compacts between nations are either transitory

*
Vattcl, Hv. ii. ch. xiv. sec. 207. 1 Wheaton, Elem. 290-1.

t Vattel, liv. ii. ch. xiv. sec. 209.
J ! Wheaton, 291.

Ib. 192. Martens, Precis, liv. ii. ch. i. sec. 3.

II Ware v. Hylton, 3 Dallas, Rep. I'J9, 245. 1 Kent, Comm.
Grolius ile Jure Belli et Pacit, lib. iii. ch. xx. sec. 7.

covenants (pacla transitoria) or treaties (fcedera), pro-
Law -

perly so called. When a transitory covenant has been ful-
v^~y-/

tilled, and has continued without being renewed, or its

future duration has been defined by the contracting

parties, it still continues in force. Change in the per-
son of the sovereign, the form of the government, or

the sovereignty of the state, do not impair its validity,
if any one of the parties do not violate it. A war only

suspends a convention of this kind, and the return of

peace restores its operation. Such are treaties of a first

boundary or exchange of country, &c.*

219. Treaties cease to be obligatory when the sovereign obligatio i

power with whom they were made ceases to exist when of treaties

one of the states contracting changes her internal con- wl>en

stitution so as to render the treaty inapplicable to her
ceases '

condition and when a war breaks out between the

parties. These two last rules are subject to exceptions.
As to the first :

220. Jurists distinguish between real and personal trea- Reai ana
ties. Personal treaties depend for their continuance on personal
the person of the sovereign, or ruler, or his family,

treaties.

The former bind the state. The death of the ruler, ex-
tinction of his family, or the severance of his or their

political connection with the tate, dissolves the treaty.
Political revolutions do not affect a treaty which is real.t

The reader is referred to the Article on Diplomacy, al-

ready mentioned, for further information connected with
this subject; the ceremonial etiquette connected with

legations is therein fully detailed and explained.
221. War is defined by Vattel, as "that state by which Definition

we prosecute our right by force." It is with public war of war.

alone (that is, war carried on between independent
nations) that the law of nations concerns itself. It Its kinds.

may be perfect or imperfect, civil, or national, offensive
or defensite.

222. A perfect war is, where a whole nation is at war * P erfect

with a whole nation, and all the members ofone are em-
w '

powered to exercise hostilities against all the members
of the other.

223. An imperfect war is limited, as to persons, places, An imper-
and things, as was the case with the hostilities au- fect *""'

thorized by the United States, against France in

179S.J
2'24. A civil war is a war between members of the same A civil

state, and, according to Grotius, is a public war, as far war.

as the government are concerned, and private on the

part of the insurgents.
225. A national war is a war between nation and A national

nation, undertaken and carried on by the authorities, war.

according
1

to the political organization of the nation,

constitutionally competent so to do.

226. A war is offensive on the part of the sovereign Offensive
who commits the first act of violence against the other, war.

227. It is defensive on him who receives the first blow. Defensive

228. The sovereign power is alone possessed of au- war.

thority to make war ; a civil war of course does not fall Authonty

within this observation.il IM*"*
229. As far as the law of nations is concerned, every

war commencid and prosecuted in form, and consistently Just war-

with its principles, is just. The right of determining

* Martens, Prtcit, liv. ii. ch, i. sec. 7. Vattel, liv. ii.ch. xn. sec.

192. 1 Wheaton, Elem. 296.

t Martens, Precis, ib. sec. 5.

t 2 Wheaton, 10.

} Martens, Precis, liv. viii. ch. ii. sec. 1.

|| Vattel, liv. iii. ch. i. sec. 4.
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Law' under what circumstances it shall take up arms is the
'

natural prerogative of every state, and is incidental to

its right of independence. The law of nations simply

regulates this right, and prescribes the mode in which

it shall be exercised.
Ueclara- 330. The custom of making a declaration of war to the

wa"
f

enemy, previous to the commencement of hostilities, is of

great antiquity, and was practised even by the Romans.*
Louis IX. would not attack the Sultan of Egypt until

he had sent him a herald to announce his intention of

doing so. The earlier jurists, with the exception ofByn-
kershoek, generally consider a war, undertaken without

this previous declaration, to be contrary to the law of

nations,t and Grotius bases its necessity, not on the

ground that an enemy may be put on his guard, but that

it may be clear that the war is undertaken, not by pri-
vate persons, but by the authority of the community.!
Since, however, the peace of Versailles, in 1763, such

declarations have been discontinued, and the present

usage is, for the state with whom the war commences
to publish a manifesto within its own territories, com-

municating the existence of hostilities, and the reasons

for their commencement. The publication of this mani-
festo was looked on as so essential, that nations have

demanded a restitution of everything taken before such

publication ;||
but although this publication is usual, as

being necessary for the direction of the subjects of the

belligerent state,^[ it may be questioned whether its

omission would have such an operation.** When war
has once been declared, whether by manifesto or by
acts equivalent thereto, it is a war not simply between

governments in their politic capacities, but binding on
their subjects.tf

Confisea- 231. A nation in a state of war is considered authorized,
tion of on general principles, to seize the persons and confiscate

property
the Pr Pert y of the enemy's subjects.;}! This is a prin-

ciple which modern usage has practically modified to a
considerable extent. Grotius himself considers that, as

far as respects debts due to private persons, the right of

demanding is only suspended by the war. Vattel, while

admitting the general principle, qualifies it by the ex-

ception of immovable property (les immeubles), held

by the enemj's subjects within the belligerent state,
and which, having been acquired by the consent of the

sovereign, cannot be sequestrated without a breach of
faith. Debts, and other things in action, he holds liable

to seizure. He at the same time admits that
"

at present
the advantage and safety of commerce have induced
all the sovereigns of Europe to relax from this riffour.

The state does not touch even the sums which it owes
to the enemy ; everywhere, in case of war, the funds
confided to the public are exempt from seizure and
confiscation." In the absence of express convention,

*
Cicero, De Off. lib. i. cli. ii. Dig. 49, 15, 24.

t Grotius, De Jure Belli et Pads, lib. i. ch. iii. sec. 4.

Puffendorf, lib, viii ch. vi. we. 9. Emerigon, Traite del As-

surances, tome i. p. 563. Vattel, lib. iii. cli. 4, sec. 81. Byn-
kershoek, Quest. Jur. Pub. lib. i. ch. 2. See Sir William Scott's

Judgment in the
'

Nayade," 4 Robinson, Rep. 252.

J Vattel, liv. ch. iv. sec. 60. De Jure Belli et Pacit, lib. iii.

ch. iii. sec. 11.

1 Kent, Cumm. 54.

|l Martens. Precis, liv. viii. ch. ii. sec. 4.

([
2 Wheaton, Elem. 1 1 .

** 2 Kent, Comm. 54. See 3 Campbell, Rep. 66. The ''Hentelder,"
1 Robinson, Rep. 114.

ft Vattel, liv. iii. ch. v. sec. 70.

JJ Martens, Precis, liv. viii. ch. ii. sec. 5, quoting Grotius,
Puffendorf, and Wolf. Finch, Law. 28.
M Sec. 76-7.

by which this matter is sometimes regulated, the Law.

modern rule, according to Mr. Wheaton, is, that neither v v -^

the property of the enemy within the belligerent state,

nor the debts due to his subjects, are confiscated on
the breaking out of war.* In England it has been Admiralty

usual, in maritime wars, for the government to seize droitu.

and condemn, as droits of Admiralty, the property of the

enemy found in her ports at the breaking out of hos-

tilities ; but as to the debts due to his subjects, we consider

them as only suspended by the war, and as restored by
the peace. {

Our ancient law was, however, much more
liberal than this,{ and, in comparatively modern times,
the subjects of an enemy

''

residing here and demeaning
themselves dutifully, and not corresponding with the

enemy," have been, with their effects, taken under the

special protection of the crown.

232. It would appear that persons domiciled in the

enemy's country are subject to reprisals as well as the

natives.
||
The nature ol the residence which constitutes the

domicile is determined in several cases decided by our

courts. ^f If a person during hostilities enters a house of

trade in the enemy's country, or continues the connection

during war, his residence in a neutral country will

afford hiln no protection.** There is no principle of Trade with

international law more undoubted than that which enemy un -

prohibits all trade between belligerent nations, unless

authorized by their governriients.tt as it renders void all

commercial contracts between subjects of the same.
A remittance of supplies to a colony during its tem-

porary subjection to an enemy is equally prohibited,

although permission had been given to export the pro-
duce of that colony. J| Numerous expedients have been
resorted to by English merchants to evade the operation
of this rule; but they have been effectually defeated, by
the determination of our municipal courts to enforce it

with ttie utmost strictness.

233. The rule extends equally to allies :
" Between even by

allies," says Sir William Scott,
"

it must be taken as an allies -

implied, if not express contract, that one state shall not

do anything to defeat the general object. If one state

admits its subjects to carry on an uninterrupted trade with

the enemy, the consequence may be, that it will supply
that aid and comfort to the enemy which may be very

injurious to the protection of the common cause, and the

interest of its
ally."|||| This prohibition operates of course

no further than the necessity which justifies it, and has
no existence when the trade is of such a nature as can in

no manner interfere with the common operations, or has

the allowance of the confederate state.

234. The modern law of nations prohibits those bar- War : its

barons customs which distinguished (he warfare of early object,

times. Considering war simply as a means to protect
nations in the enjoyment of their just rights and lawful

1 Wheatun, Elem. 18.

f The "
Hoop," 1 R.ihinson, Rep. 196. Expartf Boustnaker. 13

Ves. Jun. 71. Furtado v Rogers, 3 Bosanquet and Puller, 191.

The " Nuestra Signora de ios Dolores," K.lwurds, Rep. 60.

I See Magna CAarta, ch. xxx. and 27 Edw. III. stat. ii. cap. xvii.

1 Hale, Pleat ofthe Own, 93. Bru. tit. Property, pi. 38.

$ Foster, Crown Law, 183.

|| Grotius, De Jure Belli ' Pads, lib. iii. ch. ii. sec. 7.

j[
The "

Harmony," 2 Rol inson, 324. The " Moran Chief," 3

Robinson, 12. " La Virginie," 5 Robinson. 99.
** 2 Wheaton, Elem. 70-1. The" Citto," 3 Robinson, Rep. 38.

The "
Portland," 86, 41.

ft The "
Hoop," ut cit. ante. The" Jonge Pieter," 4 Robinson,

Rep. 83, Potts o Bell, and others, 8 Term Rep. 548.

Jl 1 Kent, COIUOT. 61. The ''Bella Giuclita," lRobinson,fl<p.207.
Chitty, Law of Nations, p. 13 15.

llfl
The "

Neptunus," 6 Roi.insun, Rep. 405.
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possessions,
it condemns all cruelty not absolutely neces-

sary to secure that end. If to anything further than the

progress of civilization, and the more general apprecia-

tion of the dictates of natural justice, consequent on

the diffusion of a purer and sincere spirit of religion,

the benevolent aspect in which war is thus regarded

may be ascribed with some propriety to the influence

which the writings of Grotius have exercised on inter-

national law. Even against the language of some of

those authorities, in whom his confidence has been

esteemed too implicit, this great and eminently wise

publicist has protested, in eloquent terms, against those

practices which the customs of the times had sanctioned,

and which regarded war as incompatible with modera-

tion, and a regard to the maxims of ordinary humanity.
Wolf and Bynkershoek, subsequent to his age, con-

sidered that no measures which could injure an enemy
were improper ; but these writers, however highly es-

teemed on other points, have not in this prevailed ; and

a disposition has been constantly manifested, by the

enlightened nations of Europe, to mitigate the horrors of

hostilities, as far as is consistent with the occasion which

produces and justifies them. The laws of war will now

occupy our attention.

235. It is now universally agreed, that hostilities can

be undertaken by none who are not lawfully authorized

thereto by their sovereign, or the supreme power of

the state to which they belong. This does not of

course prohibit the subjects of a state, when attacked,

from defending themselves ;* but it has been contended,

though on what principle of justice it does not appear,
that even such would be treated by the enemy with more

rigour than those acting under the express orders of

their superior.t Captures, however, made by a private
armed vessel, without a commission, are not considered

as piratical;! but the property seized does not pass to

the captors, but is condemned to the crown, as prize of

war, or, as it is styled, droit of Admiralty. The same
result follows when vessels commissioned against one

power seize the property of another, with whom war
afterwards breaks out. This probably arises from the

recognized distinction, maritime and land warfare ;||

but it does not appear to have been approved by Sir

Matthew Hale.^f Modern writers** have deprecated the

employment of privateers ; that is, private cruizers com-
missioned by the state.ft The question of the liability

of the owners and officers of privateers in damages for Law.

illegal acts, beyond the security given,* is a question of ** "v*"--1

municipal and not international law, and therefore cannot

properly be discussed here ; so likewise is their interest

in the captures made.f It seems to have been settled, Privateers

that a cruizer commissioned by two powers is to be

treated as a pirate, even although the two powers are

allies,{ and many states have prohibited their subjects
from arming in any way the fitting out of private

vessels, intended to cruize against the subjects of friendly

powers. The French Marine Ordinance of 1681 con-

sidered such an act as piratical.
236. The law of nations prohibits as unlawful the use of Unlawful

certain means of offence, such as poisoning,]] assassina- arms, *c.

tion, and, according to Martens, the loading of cannon
with nails, pieces of iron, &c.^f The same writer con-

siders as properly exempt from the extremities of war,

children, women, old men, and others incapable of bear-

ing arms, and such retainers of the army as are not em-

ployed in actual warfare ;** and also soldiers and others

actually so employed, who have submitted, and entreated

quarter. As to these last, he contends that their treat-

ment will be subject to three considerations :

237. (1) Whether sparing their lives will be con-

sistent with the safety of the conqueror? (2) Whether he
has a right to subject to the lex tulionis ?tt (3) Whether

they have become his captives through their commission
ofa crime worthy of death, or whether they are spies, &c. ?

238. The distinction to which we have before alluded is Distinction

founded on the circumstance, that the presumed object
between

of maritime warfare is
" the destruction of the enemy's

marltl "ie

commerce and navigation the sources and sinews of his

naval power, which object can only be attained by the

capture and confiscation of private property ;" while the

object of wars by laud is treated as being
"
conquest,

or the acquisition of territory, to be exchanged as an equi-
valent for other territory lost." In this latter,

" the

regard of the victor for those who are to be, or have

become, his subjects, naturally restrains him from the

exercise of his extreme rights in this particular."JJ
239. A prisoner of war is entitled to protection and Prisoners

good usage, but may be strictly confined if he attempt
uf war -

to escape. Officers are frequently liberated on their

parole, or word of honour, that they will not serve against
the power by which they are released during the war, or

during a stipulated time. The exchange of prisoners

and l.,ml

wartare.

*
Vattel, Hv. iii. ch. xv. sec. 223. Dig. 47, 22, 4. Vattel (sec.

225) considers this to be a rule relating rather to public law
in general than to the law of nations properly so called

;
but

unquestionably it is a rule adopted by the law of nations, by
which it is enforced, as is apparent from the difference of treat-

ment to which unauthorized belligerents are exposed from that
which the regular combatants are subjected.

f Martens, Precis, liv. viii. ch. iii. sec. 2.

J The American Commissioners to the court of France, to M.
De Sestine, 1 Sparks, Dipt. Amer. 443.

$ Viner. Ab. Prerog. N. 3. pi. 22.

|| Chitty, Law of Nations.

^y Hargrave, Law Tracts, 246.
** Mr. Wheaton takes credit to the United States for having

by treaty with Prussia, in 1785, agreed in any future war with
that power to employ no privateers. It appears, however, that
the privateering system was carried further by America than any
other power, for during the war with Great Britain the legislature
of New York passed an Act which constituted every association of
five or more per>ons desirous ofembarking in the trade of privateer-
ing, should it comply with certain formalities, a body politic and
corporate, and conferred on it the ordinary corporate powers, 1

Kent, Comm. 98. Note.

ft
" The privateers in our wars are like the Mathematiriof old

Rome, a sort uf people that will- always be found fault with, hut
Btill made use of." Sir Leoline Jenkin's W>rh, vol. ii. p. 174.

- * 1 Kent, Comm. 98-9.

f Vattel, liv. iii. ch. xv. sec. 229. The "
Elsebe,

1 ' 5 Robinson,
Rep. 173. At common law it would seem that the whole seizure

went to the captors :
"
goods that belong to an alien enemy, anybody

may seize to his own use," Finch, Law, 17 and per Wright J. Slur-

rough v. Conyns ;
1 Wilson, Rep. 213 ;

but ifeHome . Lord Cam-
den; 1 H. Blackstone, Rep. 476 and 2; it. 533. It is usual to

require of the owners of privateers severally, that they will conduct
their cruizers according to the laws and usages of war and the
instructions of the government. 1 Kent, Comm. 97.

J Sir Leoline Jenkin's Works, vol. ii. p. 174.

\ 1 Kent, Comm, 100; see also 2 Vernon, 592.

||
Armis betta non venenis, geri dcbere, Fat, Max, lib. vi. cap. v.

sec. 1 : and see Vattel, whose observations are more than usually
indistinct, liv. iii. ch. viii. sec. 155.

^[ Martens, Precis, liv. viii. ch. iii. sec. 3.
** Ibid. sec. 4; Vattel, ul oil. sup. sec. 145

; Edinburgh Review,
No. xv. p. 13.

ft When King John, in 1215, took the castle of Rochester, which
had resisted his assaults for a long period, he ordered the garrison
to be hanged, but Sauvery de Mauleon reminded him of the pro-

bability that such treatment would at a future time be retaliated

on his own officers. Lingard, Hist. Eng. vol. iii. p. 1, (new edit.).

Compare Rutherforth, Hist. Nat. Law, with Martens, Precis, at tup.
oil. sec. 5.

U 2 Wheaton, Elem. 84-5.
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during the continuance of hostilities is a practice common
to all civilized states.*

240. The persons of artisans, labourers, merchants,
and persons whose occupations are peaceful, it is

customary to respect.

241. As to the enemy's property : In the rigour of

international law, to capture or destroy this is lawful ;

but this rigour has been mollified by the humane usages
of nations, which have acquired the force and obligation
of laws. A distinction must, however, be taken between

hostile operations conducted on land or at sea. It is in

land warfare that the progress of civilization has most

decisively manifested itself.

242. The religious edifices, works of art, repositories of

sciences, and public buildings of a decidedly civil cha-

racter, belonging to an enemy, are considered as sacred

from spoliation and destruction by the customs of all

enlightened nations.-)- Private property on land is also

respected, subject to occasional certain exceptions : (1)

property taken from the enemy in the field ; (2) property
in a town taken by storm, after having repelled all

overtures fora capitulation ; and (3) contributions levied

by a belligerent, for the support of his army, and

towards defraying the expenses of the vvar.J In a

oase of extreme necessity, it is lawful to devastate and

lay waste an enemy's territory, and to destroy all build-

ings, &c., therein as far as is requisite for the success

of military operations, but the lawfulness of such pro-

ceedings is limited by that necessity in the view of

all communities.! A departure from these rules will

be justified, it is thought, by the lex talionis, which is

considered to exercise a vast influence in modifying
the humane usages of modern warfare.

243. When the capture has been effected, the title to the

property so captured is considered, as between bellige-

rents, to pass from the original owner to the captors.
The law of rule is, that the transfer is effected by occu-

pation. Occupationedominiumpr&deehostibus acyuiri.\\

A possession for twenty-four hours is, according to

Grotius^f and others, essential to this transfer; and

although Bynkershoek** does not concur, this appears
to be sanctioned by modern authority.ft

244. In the case of ships and goods taken at sea, the

title does not pass until the validity of the capture has

been affirmed by a competent prize court of the captor's

government,^ sitting in its own country. By the

practice of Great Britain and the United Stales, their

prize courts may try captures, which have been carried into

neutral ports. ||||
When the capture has been effected

within, or by vessels fitted out within the territorial limits

of a neutral state, the tribunals of that state have juris-

*
Vattel, sec. 150; Martens, / cit.

t Vattel, liv. iii. ch. ix. sec. 168. In the case ofthe Marquis de

Somerneles, (Stewart's f'lce Admiralty Rep. 482,) the Vice-Admi-

ralty Court of Halifax restored to the Academy of Arts in Phila-

delphia a case of Italian paintings and prints, captured on their

passage to the United States by a British vessel in the war of

1812,
" in conformity to the law of nations, as practised tiy

all

civilized countries," and because " the arts and sciences are ad-

mitted to form an exception to the severe rights of warfare," 1

Kent, Comm. 93.

| Martens, liv.viii. ch. iii. sec. 9. Vattel, at cit. tup. sec. 165,
2 Kent, Comm. 92; 2 Wheaton, Elm. 81.

} Kent, Comm. ut cit. sup,

||
Voet. ad Pandect, lib. ix. tit. xv. sec. 3. Goss Withers. 2

Burr. 683.

^f De Jure Belli et Pads, lib. iii. cap. vi.
;
and Vattel, liv. iii.

ch. x. sec. 196. Martens, Precis, liv. viii. ch. iii. sec. 11.

**
Quest. Jur. Pub. lib. i. ch. iv. T.

ft 2 Wheaton, Elem. 88-9. JJ 2 Kent, Comm. 102.

Wheaton,E/n 89-90. The "Flad Oyen," 1 Robinson, Rep.134.

[HI The "Henrickand Maria,
1 ' 4 Robinson, Rep. 43.

diction to try the capture, and some, as the price of the Law.

permission they afford belligerents to bring their cap- *~~v~*~*

tures into their ports, have, by their municipal laws,
reserved a right of adjudicating on such captures, when
the original owners of the captured property have been

their subjects, and of restoring the property to them.*

The right of condemning prizes is one that no neutral

state can concede k> a consular tribunal sitting within

her territories.t The sentence of a competent prize
court renders the title of the captor conclusive, as far

as personal property is concerned. J The distribution of

this property is a matter regulated by the internal laws

of every state. Whatever is captured is, in intendment of

law, captured by the state ; betto parta cedant rei-

publicrr, although the common law of England con-

siders it otherwise.||

245. The law of Postliminy is one of the few portions Jus PostH-

of (he Roman Jus Feciale which has descended to us. minii.

By this law, according as it is at present understood, if a

vessel, even although it has been two or even four years in

possession of the captors, be recaptured before condemna-
tion by a ship belonging to the country of the original

owners, they may claim its restoration, on paying a proper

salvage to those by whom the recapturehas been effected.^
The operation of this law, as far as concerns cases arising
between her own subjects, or between her own subjects
and those of such of her allies as evince a disposition to a

reciprocal liberality, has been extended by Great Britain

to any recaptures effected during the war, and without

regard to any sentence of condemnation having passed.**
The right of postliminy takes place only within terri-

tories of the captor's nation, or its allies, and does not in-

clude neutral countries.!! It is, however, in reference to

real property that an allusion to this law is chiefly neces-

sary ; and it is this law which avoids, on the return of

peace, all alienations of such property, by a belligerent

state, in occupation of the enemy's country. To impart

stability to them, they must be confirmed by the treaty

of peace.
246. The observance of good faith to an enemy is one Good faith

of those duties on the obligation of which all jurists unite,
towards an

and which it is the obvious interest of all belligerents to
enemy-

practise. \\

247. We have, in concluding this rapid review of the

laws of war, to consider those relaxations of their stern

rigour, which are familiar to modern, and in some

degree even to ancient practice. (1) A truce is a suspen- Truce,

sion of hostilities, either for a long or indefinite period,

or sometimes only as to a portion of the military opera-
tions. The authority to effect the former is not always

implied in the authority of the commanders, but usually
so as respects the latter. Whenever effected, a truce

is obligatory on all the subjects of the belligerent states,

after it has been duly promulgated. (2) The right to

effect capitulations for the surrender of fortresses, &c., is

involved in the authority committed to every commander

* 2 Wheaton, Elem. 91-4. f 2 Ibid. 94.

\ The schooner "
Sophia," 6 Robinson, Rep. 142. This is a case

where a prize had been transferred to a neutral, and a peace was

concluded, without a sentence of condemnation having been passed.

The transfer was held valid.

Martens, Precis, liv. viii. ch. iii. sec. 10.

||
See ante. p. 14. Note f.

^f The " Constant Mary," 3 Robinson, Off. 97, Note. The

"IHuldata," ibid. ^35.
'
** 13 Geo. II. cap. iv. ; 17 Geo. II. cap. xxxiv.; 19 Geo. IL

cap. xxxiv. ; 43 Geo. III. caji. elx. The " Santa Cruz," 1 Robinson,
49. As to the salvage payable, Chitty, Law of Nationt, 1047.
For, the law of the United States, see 1 Kent, Comm. 112.

ft I Kent, 109.

JJ Grotius, De Jure Belli et Pacts, lib. iii. ch. xix.
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by the terms ofhis commission. (3) Passports, safe con-

duct, and licences are granted in war, for the protection of

persons and property. Licences to trade are the most

important of these. Grotius considers that the inter-

pretation to be put on these permissions should be

liberal rather than strict, laxa quam stricta interpretatio
admittenda erf.* Sir William Scott adopted a different

principle, and considering a licence as a high act of

sovereignty, and consequently stricti juris, concluded

that it
" must not be carried further than the intention of

the great authority which grants it may be disposed to

extend." It is not "
to be construed with pedantic accu-

racy," nor should "
every small deviation be held to vitiate

it. An excess in the quantity of goods permitted might
not be considered as noxious to any extent : a variation

in the quality or substance of the goods might be more

significant, because a liberty assumed of importing one

species of goods under a licence granted to import
another might lead to very dangerous abuses."-)- The
time mentioned in the licence must not be exceeded.^
and the port of shipment therein named is a material

point. A greater liberality of construction has been

evinced by the courts, when the question has respected
the parties for whose advantage the licence has been
obtained.

||
It has been decided that a general licence

is to be construed so far strictly as not to extend to a

protection of an enemy's property,^ but a licence speci-

fying any flag protects even an enemy's property.** The
conditions contained in a licence must, to render it

valid, be truly and fairly performed ;tt and it is a per-
mission which the war is considered to terminate.fj
In the first instance it must be granted by competent
authority, circumstances sometimes forbidding property

captured at sea to be sent into port. The captor, according
to the general law of nations, may either destroy it or

permit the original owner to ransom it. The effect of

a ransom is to give, on the authority of the state to

which the captor belongs, a safe conduct to the vessel

captured, which will protect it from all cruizers of that

state. By the 22 Geo. III. c. 25, British subjects are

prohibited from ransoming enemy's property.
248. We have now to discuss the rights of war as con-

cerns neutral nations. Properly
"

neutral nations are

those who in time of war do not take any part in the

contest, but remain common friends to both parties,
without favouring the arms of the one to the prejudice
of the other."|Hl To be neutral, the nation should give
no assistance when she is under no obligation to give
it. In whatever does not relate to war, she is not on
account of his present quarrel to deny to any of the

parties what she grants to the oth?r. Such conduct is

the very essence of neutrality, and a nation forfeits her
neutral character when she departs from it. It does
not necessarily, however, preclude her, if so bound by
treaty previous to the war, furnishing a belligerent party

Grotius, De Jure Belli et Pacit, lib. iii. ch. xxi.

t The "
Cosmopolite," 4 Robinson, Rep. 1 1. The " Oxienox-

hap," ibirl. 96.

J.
The "

Cosmopolite," i"p. at.

The " Twee Gebroeders,." 1 Kirwards, 95.

||
Uefflisu. Parry, 3 Bos ami Puller ; 3 Tirason . Merac, 9 East,

35; Kawlinson v. Janson, 12 East; 223; ted contra; the "Jonge
Johannes/' 4 Robinson, 263 ; the "

Aurora," Hid. 218.

^ The Josephine," 1 Acton, 313.
** The "

Hendrick,'' 1 Acton, 322.
ft "

Vandyck v. Whitmore," I East, 486, see also 12 East, 302.
U The <

Planters' Winwh," 5 HoHnson, Rep. 22.

$ The "
Hope." 1 Dodson. 226.

HI) Vattel, liv. iii. ch. vii. ses. 103.

with a limited succour in money, troops, ships, or muni- Law -

tion, or from opening her ports to receive his jyizes.
s- ~v""-'

From such an obligation he is said to be released if his

ally be the aggressor in the war.* Hostilities cannot law-

fully be exercised within the territories of a neutral state,

the common friend of both parties. Nor can such
neutral state permit, to one or certain of the belligerent

parties, the passage of their armaments through her

dominions, unless she is prepared to concede a like in-

dulgence to the opponents. Such a preference would

destroy her neutrality.
249. A neutral territory must not be violated for the Neutrality

purposes of war. No capture effected within its limits is of a terri-

lawful ; and, when illegally made, the neutral state is ^^ted'bound to restore it to its original owners. Nor can
e

such capture be lawful when made by a vessel hovering
at the mouth of the river, or bays, or round the coast of
a neutral. Bynkershoekf has excepted from this rule

a vessel chased within a neutral jurisdiction, whither
he thinks the belligerent may follow and capture her;
but this doctrine, though it has not wanted supporters,
is now generally disowned. J

250. The restitution of property, illegally captured illegal
within neutral limits, is effected by an application to the captures in

captor's government, by the neutral state, as it is her neutril1

rights which the law considers to have been violated, and
states-

the hostile claimant has no right to appear for the

purpose of suggesting in the validity of the capture.
251. A belligerent cruizer innocently passing through a Conduct

neutral jurisdiction is not considered to have violated its
of "eu'rals

rights, so far as to invalidate a subsequent capture ; and a |j|f e
neutral is not compelled, in virtue of his neutrality, todeny rentf
such a passage, nor even to refuse to a belligerent vessel

pursued refuge in its harbours; butitought not to permit
it to lie there, and wait a favourable opportunity ofrenew-

ing a conflict. It need not deny to such vessel provisions
and refreshments, which the law of nations universally

tolerates; but no proximate acts of war are in any
manner to be allowed to originate on neutral ground. ||

For this reason, when belligerent vessels meet in a
neutral port, or one pursues the other there, hostilities

cannot be permitted between them during their tarrying;
but should one sail, the other mustnotfollow for twenty
hours : such at least is the opinion of Professor Mar-

tens,^
252. A neutral state that permits the arming and Permission

equipment of ships or troops for the purposes of a war to arm '"

within its territory violates its neutrality;** but it is no
breach of neutrality to suffer a belligerent to bi ing in his

prizes for the purposes of sale.ft
253. It maybe here remarked that, if a neutral' aequi- Acqui-

esces in an outrage inflicted on him by one belligerent, J

the other has a right to retaliate ; and that if a deed inter-

dieting a neutral from trading with us. or visiting our

ports, is executed upon him, it is an interdiction he has
no right to submit to, because its execution will be our

injury. If his submission is the result of favour to the

belligerent, the neutral becomes constructively a party to

the war, and his neutral character with its consequent im-

munities terminates forthwith. If, on the other hand, it

*
Byukershoek, Quest. Pub. Jur. libi i. cap. ix.

f Lib. i. cap. viii.

i The " Vrow Anna Catherine," 5 Robinson, Krp. 15.

&2 Wheaton, Ekm.
||
The "

Anna," 3 Robinson, 873.

^[ Martens. Pr(ci, lib. viii. ch. vi.sec. 6.
** This is forbidden iu Great Britain, by the Foreign Enlistment

Act, 59 Geo. III. cap. 69.

ft 2 Wheaton, Ekm. 148-9.

"*
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i.aw. originates in his weakness and inability to resist, we
s- v -'

may insist, for our own protection, and without denying to

him his neutral character, that what he has suffered

from our enemy he may suffer from us, otherwise he

would be keeping an open trade with the enemy to our

disparagement, and becoming an instrument of its illegal

pressure on our resources.*
Commerce g54. As to the commerce of neutrals, it has been
oi neutrals.

^ecided.t that not only has a neutral a right to pursue his

general commerce with the enemy, but even to act as the

carrier of the enemy's goods, from the enemy's country
to his own, without being subject to the confiscation of

the ship, or ofany neutral goods on board. This is a right
which was formerly disputed, but which is now univer-

sally recognized ; and the neutral owner, when the

enemy's goods on board his ship have been seized, is

considered entitled, provided his conduct has been fair,

to his reasonable demurrage, and his claim for freight.f

255. That a belligerent is entitled to seize an enemy's

goods on board a neutral vessel is an undoubted prin-

ciple ; if, however, it should appear that the enemy's
interest in the goods was only partial, or that they
were the joint property of an enemy and a neutral, the

share of the neutral will be saved harmless, and that of

the enemy alone confiscated.
||

It has been, however,
usual in commercial treaties, to stipulate that free ships
shall make free goods, and thus this principle, like many
other principles of international law, as we have fre-

quently had occasion to observe, has been modified by
convention.

The effects of neutrals on board enemies' ships are,

upon general principles, considered as exempt from

confiscation.^
256. The freedom of commerce to which neutral states

are entitled does not extend to contraband of war, such

as warlike stores and other articles directly auxiliary to

warlike purposes.**
" The catalogue of contrabands,"

says Sir William Scott,
'' has varied very much, and

sometimes in such a manner as to make it very difficult

to assign the reason of the variations, owing to particu-

lar circumstances, which have not accompanied the

history of the decisions."ft Grcitius distinguishes be-

tween those articles which are useful only for the pur-

poses of war, those which are not so, and those of

indiscriminate use in war and peace. With other writers,

he agrees in prohibiting to neutrals the carrying of

the first to the enemy ; the second he permits ; tlie third

he sometimes permits, and sometimes forbids. Byn-
kershoekJJ considers that the third ought, under no cir-

cumstances, to be considered contraband, and the whole

question is involved in much confusion. "In 1673,"

says Sir William Scott,
" when many unwarrantable

rules were laid down by public authority respecting

*
Chitty, Law of Nation, 151-2.

t Barker v. Blakes, 9 East, 283.

J Vattel,liv.iii. ch. vii. sec. 115; 1 Kent, Cumm. 12S; 2 Whea-
ton, 1 60-1 ;

the "
Twilling Riget," 5 Robinson, Rep. 82.

Grotius, De Jure Belli et Pads, lib. iii. ch. vi. sec. 6.

||
The "

Franklin," 6 Robinson, Rep. 127; The "
Zulerua,"

1 Acton, Rep. 14.

^[ 2 Wheaton, 162
;

1 Kent, 138.
** Grotius, De Jure Belli el fads, lib. iii. ch. i. sec. 5.

ft The "
Jonge Margaretha," 1 Robinson, Hep. 189.

J J Quest. Jur. Put. lib. i. cap. ix. sec. 10.

By his prerogative the King of England is empowered to

declare what articles are contraband (Chitty, Law of Nations, 119);
but this declaration can have no operation beyond his uwn subjects.

Contra-

band of

contraband, it was expressly asserted by a person of L w -

great knowledge and experience in the English Aclmi- V"-PV^~'
rally that, by its practice, corn, wine, and oil were
liable to be deemed contraband. In much later times,

many sorts of provisions, such as butter, salted fish, and
silk, have been condemned as contraband. The modern
established rule was, that generally they are not contra-

band, but may become so under circumstances arising out
of the peculiar situation of the war, or the condition of
the parties engaged in it. Among the causes which tend
to prevent provisions from being treated as contraband,
one is that they are of the growth of the country which

exports them.* Another circumstance to which some

indulgence by the practice of nations is shown, is when
the articles are in their native and unmanufactured state.

Thus iron is treated with indulgence, though anchors and
other instruments fabricated out of it are directly contra-

band. Hemp is more favourably considered than cord-

age. Wheat is not considered so noxious a commodity as

any of the final preparations of it for human use. But
the most important distinction is, whether the articles

are destined for the ordinary use of life or for military
use. If the port is a general commercial port, it shall

be understood that the articles were going for civil use,

although occasionally a frigate or other ships of war

may be constructed at that port. On the contrary, if

the great predominant character of a port be that of

a port of naval equipment, it shall be intended that the

articles were going for military use, although merchant

ships resort to the same place.! It is the usus bellici

which determine an article to be contraband."
The transportation in a neutral vessel of military per-

sons or despatches in the service of the enemy exposes
the vessel to confiscation.

257. The penalty of confiscation for engaging in a Confisca-

contraband trade is not held generally to attach, if
tion when

the goods are not taken in ddicto, and in the actual

prosecution of the voyage ;||
but a different rule is held

to apply to cases of contraband carried from Europe
to India, ith false papers and false destination, in-

tended to conceal the real object of the expedition,
where the return cargo, the proceeds of the outward

cargo taken on the return voyage, was held liable to

condemnation.^
258. The rule ofthewar 0/1756, as it has been called, Rule "f

has formed so frequently a subject ofcontroversy amongst
th

^
war

publicists that it cannot he passed over without remark.

The superiority of Britain as a naval power was conclu-

sively established by the war with France in 1756, when
the communication of this latter country with her naval

power was effectually interrupted by our fleets. In order
to avert the disastrous consequences with which the

French colonies were threatened, their government per-
mitted a neutral power, the Dutch, to carry on the trade,
the advantages of which had previously been enjoyed

* See the " Sarah Christina," 1 Robinson, 237.

t This doctrine is modified by the case of the "
Charlotte," de-

cided by the same judge, 5 Robinson, 305.

J The "
Jonge Margaretha," ut cit. See also the "Maria." 1

Robinson.
The "Carolina,"' 4 Robinson, Rep. 256. The "Atalanta,"

it. 440. The "
Friendship," 6 Robinson, Rep. 420. The " Oro-

tembo," 6 Robinson, Rep. 430.

|1
The "

Imina," 3 Kobinson, Rrp. 168.

^f The " Rosalie and Betty," 2 Robinson, Rep. 343.
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Law. by the French marine exclusively. Some of these Dutch
v v-~- vessels, having been captured, were condemned on the

principle stated by the Court of Appeal in the case of the
"
Wilhelmina."* "

By the general law of nations, it is

not competent to neutrals to assume in time of war a trade

with the colony of the enemy which was not permitted
in time of peace."t This principle applies equally to

all species of trade, whether coasting or colonial trade.

The extent t:> which it has been relaxed, and the argu-
ments which have been urged against it as a principle,

we have no space here to discuss.

Law of 259. " The law of blockade," says Bynkershoek,{
"

is

blockade, founded on the principles of natural reason as well as on

the usage of nations. In order that this law may apply,

(1.) there must be an actual blockade in existence.
"

The mere declaration of a blockade will not suffice.

An adequate naval force must be stationed at the block-

aded port ; and properly
" that denomination is given

only where there is, by the power which attacks it by

ships stationary or sufficiently near, an evident danger
in entering."|| An accidental absence of the block-

ading squadron, provided the blockade is speedily re-

newed, forms an exception to the rule, and an attempt
to take advantage of the absence to break the blockade

is considered fraudulent.
*J!

(2.) The neutral must have had notice of the exist-

ence of the blockade. It is usually notified to all neu-

tral governments, and "
it is the duty of foreign [neu-

tral] governments to communicate the information to

their subjects, whose interests they are bound to pro-
tect. I shall hold, therefore, that a neutral master can

never be heard to aver against a notification of blockade

that he is ignorant of it."** This is a case w-here the

blockade has been notified to the government ; but if the

individual is personally informed of it, the consequences
are the same.

To enter or quit a blockaded port with a cargo laden

after the commencement of the blockade is punished
with confiscation of the ship and cargo, and the of-

fence is not considered discharged until the end of the

voyage.

Right of 260. The right ofvisiting and searching merchant ships
iearch. on the high seas exists

"
for the purpose of ascertaining

what the ships and their destination are :"tt and the pe-

nalty for a violent contravention of this right is the con-

fiscation of the property so withheld from visitation

and search.H But the forcible resistance of an enemy
master will not in general affect neutral property laden

on board of an enemy's ship.
261. We may notice that the English Court of Ad-

miralty held a neutral to have no right to charter and
lade his goods on board a belligerent armed merchant

ship, without forfeiting his neutrality ;||||
but this is a

* 4 Robinson, Rep. Appendix 4.

t Ou this subject, see 2 Wheaton, Etem. 225-8. Chitty, Law
oj Nations, 153-83.

I Queit. Jur. Pub. lib. i. ch. iv. sec. 11.

$ The "
Betsey," 1 Robinson, Rep. 92.

||
Convention of 1801 between Great Britain and Russia, art. iii.

sec. 4.

^y The "
Columbia," 1 Robinson, Rep. 134. The "

Hoffnung,"
6 Robinson, Rep. 116.

** Per Sir William Scott, The '

Neptimus," 2 Robinson, 112.

H- The "
Maria," 1 Robinson. Rep. 340.

II Vattel, liv. iii. ch. vii. sec. 114.

The " Catherine Elizabeth," 5 Robinson, Rep. 232.

|
The "

Fanny," 1 Dodson, 443.

VOL. II.

doctrine which the American Courts have refused to Law.

sanction.* ' .^,^-*.

262. How far neutral vessels, under an enemy's convo'y,

are s-ibject to capture is still a moot point.

Sect. 6. Sanctions of the Law of Nations.

263. Having thus detailed the fundamental rights which

either result from, or are secured by, the law of nations,

we proceed to explain the sanctions by which such rights
are enforced. These sanctions are of various kinds,

and forcible in various degrees. They may, however.be
reduced to two classes :

264. (1.) Reprisals.t There are two kinds : negative, Reprisal,

when a state refuses to fulfil its obligations, or to permit
another nation to enjoy rights which it claims. They
are positive, when they consist in seizing persons aiifi

effects belonging to the other nation in order to compel
them to give satisfaction.! Reprisals may also be either

general or special. They are styled general when a state, General,

which has, or supposes it has, received an injury from

another, formally commissions its subjects to take the per-
sons and property of the other state wherever they may
be found. "

I do not," said De Witt,
"

see any differ-

ence between general reprisals and open war." They
are, in fact, according to modern usage, the first step
taken at the commencement of a war, and considered

equivalent to a declaration of hostilities, unless an imme-
diate satisfaction is made by the other state.

|| Special Special,

reprisals are where letters of marque are granted in

time of peace to individuals who have suffered an

injury from the governments or subjects of another

nation. These were common in very early times lit

England, and are specially authorized by the 4cU

Hen. V., cap. 7. They have been regulated by trea-

ties ; by those of Munster between Spain and Holland

in 1648 ; by those between England and Holland in

1654 and 1667 ; by that of Rhyswick in 1697 ; and of

Utrecht in 1713; by the French Ordinance of Marine in

1681 ; by the Articles of Confederation of the United

States of America in 1781, and by the treaty between

that republic and the republic of Columbia in 1S25

(1 Kent, Comm. 61). This kind of reprisals in time of

peace lias, however, been condemned generally by the

jurists, and has fallen into almost total and deserved

disuse. The effect of the confiscation of the property
of a foreign state antecedent to an open rupture is ably

* 2 Wheaton, 257.

f Many writer* on the law of nations have discussed, in con-

nection with this subject, the law of retaliation, lex talionii. This
is not, however, a sanction of the law of nations, as it is not a

punishment for the violation of any principle of that law. Re-
taliation ensues the breach of what ure called imperfect oUiga-
lions, anil which do not justify a resort to forcible measures.
Where a state, for instance, is guilty of the breach of a simple
custom, or establishes some partial right or law prejudicial to

foreigners, the state whose citizens are prejudiced retaliates by
exposing the citizens of the offending state to similar disadvan-

tages. This is amicable retaliation (retrotion de droit). Mar-

tens, Prfcit, liv. viii. ch. i. sec. 2. Vattel., liv. ii. ch. xviii. sec.

339-41 ;
2 Wheaton, 4.

J 2 Whraton, 5.

J Vattel, liv. ii. ch. xviii. sec. 345, Note.

||
Per Lord Mansfield, Lindo r. Rodney, Douglas, Rep. 613.

The Syracusans, in the time of Dionysius the Klder, voted a de-

claration of war, and immediately seized the Carthaginian pro-

perty in their warehouses, acd the Carthaginian ships in their

ports, and then sent a herald to Carthage tu negotiate. Mr. Mil-

ford considered this a breach of thy law of nations. Hist. Greece,
vol.v. p. 402-4.

5 it
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explained by our jurist, Sir William Scott, on occa-

sion of an embargo laid on Dutch properly, after the

breach of the treaty of Amiens in 1803, under circum-

stances which Great Britain considered an hostile ag-

gression on the part of Holland :

" The seizure," he

said,
" was at the first equivocal, and if the matter had

terminated in reconciliation, the seizure would have been

converted into a mere civil embargo, so terminated. Such

would have been the retroactive effect of that contrary
course of circumstances. On the contrary, if the trans-

action end in hostility, the retroactive effect is exactly

the other way." (The
" Boedes Lust," 5 Robinson,

Rep. 246.)

265. (2.) War. On the subject of war, we have already

spoken at length ; and here we may observe, that the

long discussions in which jurists have indulged them-

selves, respecting the justice and injustice of wars, per-
tain rather to morals than to law. Every nation, in

right of its independence, is justified in commencing
any \var when it sees fit : no other state has a right to

dictate to it in this the exercise of its own sovereignty.
That all wars prosecuted in obedience to the rules of
the law of nations are by that law treated as just, is

evinced by the fact, that in every such case the nations en-

gaged are considered entitled to the benefits, and sub-

ject to the obligations, which the law of nature imposes.

Law.
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CHAPTER III.

ROMAN LAW.

Law.

ory
neral.

Sect. 1. Introduction.

2CG. THE history of legal systems is a subject of great
On the ad- intc'icst to philosophic minds, though it does not possess
vantages of the popular attraction of ordinary history. The details

lega\ his- of pO]itjca i strife ;
of wars begun, continued, and

: "

ended ; of treaties made and broken ; such is the

stuff of which ordinary history is made. We love to

hear of battles, to follow the fortunes of a nation in

prosperous and in adverse times, to watch the wind-

ings of diplomatic intrigue, to sympathize with the

fate of our adopted party. But our study of ordinary

history may have higher aim than mere intellectual

pleasure. We may call forth our mental powers and
our moral feelings into wholesome exercise, while we

rejoice with the success of virtuous heroism, of patriotic

spirit, of honest simplicity, or mourn over the tri-

umphs of fraud, ambition, and violence, while we in-

vestigate the causes of national improvement or decline,

and seek to deduce general principles of policy appli-
cable to other times and circumstances.

In strictly legal history, at least, in the history of

private law, there is not so much to excite popular
interest. There is little of romance in the detail of its

progress. It presents no Marathon, no Cannae, to

our view. Yet some of the greatest minds have felt

its claims to deep attention. "
What," to use the

language of Burke {Abridgment of English History,
ch. ix.),

" can be more instructive than to search out
the first obscure and scanty fountains of that juris-

prudence which now waters and enriches whole nations

with so abundant and copious a flood ; to observe the

first principles of right springing up, involved in super-
stition and polluted by violence, until by length of time

and favourable circumstances it has Worked itself into

clearness ; to view the laws, sometimes lost and trodden
down in the confusion of wars and tumults, and some-
times overruled by the hand of power, then victorious

over tyranny, growing stronger and more decisive by
the violence they have suffered ; enriched even by those

foreign conquests which threatened their entire destruc-

tion ; softened and mellowed by peace and religion ;

and improved and exalted by commerce, by social inter-

course, and that great opener of the mind ingenuous
science."

In this celebrated passage, Burke dwells principally
on those pleasures of scientific contemplation which legal

history affords ; but it has also its practical uses. We
cannot enlarge our acquaintance with human nature, and
extend our knowledge of the dealings of God with men,
without acquiring powers which may be wielded for

good or for evil. By a philosophical study of legal

history we learn the means of producing certain results,

735

Lav/.and, inasmuch as our moral approbation of laws

often depend, in some measure, on our observation cf "J-Y -I_ '

their effects, we are furnished with additional data for

estimating the propriety or impropriety of any proposed
enactment. As the natural philosopher, during the

performance of an experiment, endeavours, with com-

prehensive eye, to observe all the concomitant circum-

stances, and watches the successive changes which
take place ; so will the jurist survey the workings of
ancient legislation, and, rely ing upon a certain constancy
in human nature, after making allowance for causes

in operation now and not formerly, or formerly and
not now, will expect some identity in the residuary
phenomena. It is true, indeed, that the theory of legis-

lation, conversant as it is with the behaviour of moral

agents capable of originating force, is liable to be affected

by many capricious disturbances. It is also true that

the course of legislation is, to a considerable extent,
determined by circumstances, such as soil, climate,

race, antecedent history, to which the systematic cal-

culations of science can oppose little or no effectual

resistance. Great caution is requisite in any attempt
to transfer the institutions of one country to a people
of different temperament, manners, and habits. The
law may be good for Rome, which would be intolerable

in Constantinople or in London. We may elicit prin-

ciples and discover tendencies ; but in the application
of our principles, a tolerable approximation is all that

can in general be hoped for. Still, it is something that

a scientific lawgiver may even approximately predict
the consequences of a law : some scope is still left to

human energy and wisdom, acting with the weapons
which experience furnishes. When the conscientious

statesman reflects that his own feeble oars, plied with

vigour and skill, may stem the drifting of a current,
and that the laws which he introduces or supports

may impress a new direction on the course of his

country's fortunes, he will feel a deeper responsibility
and be encouraged to redoubled efforts. The practical

advantages of legal history, notwithstanding the inevi-

table drawbacks we have adverted to, are great and
manifold.

The remarks which we have made with respect to On the

legal history are applicable, more or less, to the study peculiar

of all systems. There is no system, however barbarous cla'ms ''

and remote, from which some lessons of experience may of^e'hia-
not be drawn, and applied to existing events. It is

tory of Ko-

with comparative history as with comparative anatomy; man law.

the dissection even of monsters and of brutes will

enable the scientific physician to understand with clearer

insight the functions, structure, and diseases of an

ordinary man. There is no system in which, abslract-

5n ?
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The Jew-
ish law.

Law. ing from practical application, we may not gratify our
'- ~s-^-/ natural curiosity by diving into the recesses of human

nature, and gaining a more extended prospect of the

dispensations of Providence.

Ancient We may read, wiih pleasure and instruction, the
Eastern earliest accounts of the incipient legislation of hunters,
lawgivers. flsjiei

-

mel]) pastoral and agricultural people; may view,
as in a picturesque panorama, the priests of Egypt and

the Brahmins of India; may regard, in the sluggish

dynasties of the East, the birth and pilgrimages of

those philosophic legislators whose dim figures appear

through the mists of mythology with an undefined, but

gigantic, outline ; and may follow the footsteps of Or-

pheus, Musaeus, or Pythagoras, as they travelled to en-

rich the versatile West with mutilated and corrupted,
but still valuable, treasures of holiness and wisdom.
The theocratic legislation of the Jewish people pre-

sents views of still higher, but of very different, interest.

The importance of the Mosaic Law to the jurist is not

small, even when we abstract those religious consider-

ations which more properly belong to the province of

the divine. But Christians have occasionally erred in

attempting to apply to the circumstances of modern
times rules and institutions adapted only to the unique

position of a peculiar people. Selden, in his treatise

De Jure Naturaii et Gentium juxta Disciplinam Ebrae-

orum, endeavours to separate the laws which exclusively
bind the Hebrews from those which are of universal

obligation. In such researches there is obviously much

danger of incorrect interpretation and of incorrect rea-

soning from analogy. In supernatural revelations of

the Divine will we should rather look for general rules

applicable to the hearts of men than expect to discover

in detail political maxims and legislative principles in-

tended for the compulsory regulation of their external

conduct. The historical records of the Old Testament

are, without doubt, intended to inculcate by example
some lessons of general importance to the temporal
interests of nations ; to show that righteousness exalts,

to show that sin is a reproach ;
and in this sense

we may yield our assent to the noble lines of our own
Milton (Paradise Lost, iv. 357), when he speaks of the

Jewish prophets
" As men divinely taught, and better teaching
The solid rules of civil government
In their majestic, unaffected style,

Than all the oratory of Greece and Rome.
In them is plainest taught, and easiest learnt

What makes a nation happy and keeps it so,

What ruins kingdoms, and lays cities flat."

If, however, we read the polemical pamphlets and
sermons of the time of the civil wars in the reign of

our first Charles, we shall often meet with passages
where the special institutions which seem to be expressly
intended (among other purposes) to distinguish and

separate the Jews from the Gentiles are quoted as uni-

versally binding; dnd where the special commissions

given to the children of Israel to subjugate the land of

Canaan, and to execute the judgments of Jehovah upon
idolaters, are treated of as precedents of the jus belli

applicable to existing events.

The work of Michaelis (Joh. Dav.), Grundliche

Erhlarung de.s Mostiisclien Rechts (8vo. ; Frankfort,

1776-1780), is one of the best commentaries upon the

Law of Moses. It was translated into English by
Alexander Smith, D.D., Minister of the chapel of Ga-

rioch, Aberdeenshire (London, 1814 ;
4 vols. 8vo.) In

giving it this character we must by no means be con-

sidered as sanctioning many of the opinions and views Law.
found in it, and still less as approving the prurient ^
spirit in which many parts of it are written. There
are some able remarks on the Mosaic Law in the

Notices of the Mosaic Law, written by the late Hugh
James Rose, in which the works of M. B. Constant and
M. Salvandy on this subject are animadverted upon.
There are also many useful reflections in the admirable
Lectures of Dean Graves upon the Pentateuch; but
the questions to which this writer directs attention are

rather theological than legal.

The early legislation of the Grecian states is involved Greece,

in uncertain tradition. The greater part of their legal

systems was probably indigenous and the result of

gradual development, although the Grecian authors,
in their fondness for historical theories, usually attri-

buted to foreign derivation any law or custom to which

they discovered a resemblance in foreign countries.

We cannot, however, reject the tradition that many of
their most ancient lawgivers borrowed from Oriental

sources, and introduced, per saltum, novel rules into

preceding institutions; but we regard with scepticism
the details of such introduction. As we English are

prone to attribute to Alfred a great number of reforms
in which he had no share, so the Grecian historians

have a tendency to the mythical idealization of such

lawgivers as Solon or Lycurgus. Each is a legal
Hercules a collective person carrying off the praise
of exploits belonging to other men and other times.

Even in the early and dark ages of Grecian legis-

lation, we may learn to trace events as they emanate

partly from human will, partly from overruling causes,
local or general ; may remark the changes effected in

law by intercourse with strangers, increase of wealth,
inventions and discoveries in arts and sciences, division

of labour, the propagation of new opinions maintained

by leading spirits, and the shocks of external attack or

internal revolution.

The later laws of the Grecian states, especially the

laws of Athens, have strong claims upon the attention

of the scholar ; but it cannot be denied that they are

too imperfectly known in some cases, and that in others,

the bustling action is too rapid and of too local an

interest, to render them proper subjects of detailed

research in an Article necessarily so limited in extent

as the present.
That a people so many-sided, so sethereal, so full of

native fire, so abounding in the inspiration of genius
as the Greeks a people never equalled in painting and

sculpture wonderfully proficient in music, history,

oratory, poetry profound as well as acute in meta-

physical research, and passionately fond of litigation
should not have displayed, in the cultivation of juris-

prudence, remarkable ingenuity and refinement could

not have been anticipated, and is, in fact, contradicted

by extant specimens of Grecian legislation. Yet, gifted
as they were with talents the most diversified, keenly
alive to every allurement of sense, easily impressed
with every form of beauty, nay, often enthusiastic

in their admiration of virtuous sentiments and actions,
the Greeks were not distinguished by a simple,

diligent, and permanent worship of justice. They
were distracted by too many exciting pursuits to de-

velope calmly and patiently the principles of private
law. Faction was their element ; and the legislation

of victorious (action was tinged with the bitterness of

party spirit. Ambition, fear, revenge the consequences
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Unman
law.

of party spirit were excited to frenzy by the rheto-

rician and the demagogue, and often unduly agitated

lawgivers, jurors, and magistrates.
Of the private law of the Athenians, our knowledge

is principally derived from the remains of the orators ;

from the explanations of lexicographers, as Harpocration
and Pollux ; and from the incidental notices of ancient

scholiasts. From the time that Greece had attained its

highest civilization, it did not remain long enough inde-

pendent to foster a distinct class of lawyers, devoting
all their powers to the cultivation of their profession,

and seeking, like the Roman jurisconsults, through a

succession of ages, to give symmetry to the body of

law, to establish sound principles, to solve doubts, to

reconcile cases of apparent conflict, and to follow legal

rules into their remotest deductions. Even with the

laws of Athens our acquaintance is fragmentary ; not a

single systematic or institutional work upon Athenian

jurisprudence having come down to us.

Those who desire to study the existing fragments
of Athenian law, in a collected form, may consult the

following works :

Desiderii Heraldi Queestionum Quotidianarum Trac-

tatus; cjusdem Observationes ad Jus Atticum et Romanum
cum Salmasii Defensionibus (Paris, 1650).

Jo. Meursiijyiemw Attica (Traj. ad Rhen. 1685
; 4to.).

S. Petiti, Leges Attica, with the observations of Wes-

seling and others (Lug. Bat. 1741 ; folio); being the

third volume of the collection entitled Jurisprudentia
Romano, et Attica. Sam. Petit is often inaccurate.

Potter's Antiquities of Greece, a work well known
and esteemed in this country, is learned and useful.

Plainer (Ed.), Der Prozess und die Klagen bei den

Altikern (2 Biinde 8vo. ; Darmstadt, 1824-5.)
Meier (M. H. E.) and Schomann (G. F.), Der At-

tische Process (8vo. ; Halle, 1824.) This is the most

valuable treatise which has yet been written on the

subject of Attic Procedure.

The English reader who desires to investigate the

public law and political institutions of the Grecian

States, as treated of in modern works, will consult the

Histories of Gillies, Mitford, and Thirlwall; Clinton's

Fasti Hellenici ; and the treatises, which have been

translated into English of Heeren, M tiller, Boeckh, C.

F. Hermann, and Wachsmuth.
The Articles upon the Laws of Ancient Greece signed

with the initials C. R. K. (Charles Rann Kennedy), in

The. Dictionary of Greek and Roman Antiquities, edited

by -Dr. Smith, and lately published by Taylor and

\altou, are exceedingly accurate, and contain the fruit

of much original research. They have the further

advantage of directing the reader to the best modern
sources of information.

Sect. 2 Advantages of the Sludy of Roman Law.

267. The institutions of the ancient Grecian States

bear a fraternal resemblance to each other, and to the

early law of ancient Rome. But the history of Roman
law possesses an interest far less temporary and local.

From the length of time during which the empire of

Rome continued, from the intrinsic merits of the

Roman system, Irom its subsisting effects upon the

institutions of the modern world, from its connexion
even with our own jurisprudence, and its utility as an

object of comparison and contrast, the Civil Law (as
the Imperial Law of Rome has been called by way of

eminence) deserves to be studied with peculiar diligence ;

but in order fully to understand the Civil Law or the

Imperial Law of Rome, it is necessary to trace back to

its origin the earlier history of Roman jurisprudence.
In this Chapter, which is intended to recommend the

study of Roman law to English readers, we shall ex

amine it as affording a type of that blending of popular
and technical elements that progress from the re-

ligious, the poetical, and the symbolical to the artificial

and practical,- and of that decline of living energy
when the period of active growth is ended, which,

according to Savigny,* mark the course of all systems
of law; we shall then view it in its historic bearing on
our own law as administered in some of our various

courts of justice ; we shall point out its importance in

the illustration of Roman history and philology, and
we shall conclude by attempting briefly to discriminate

some of its characteristic merits and defects.

Experience seems to shew that, in the growth of

legal systems, the combined result of necessary causes

and of the arbitrary exertions of the human will is

manifested in a deviation from uniformity which is not

unlimited ; and Rome endured as a living empire for

so many ages that, in following the origin, progress,
and vicissitudes of her legal institutions, we are pre-

sented, on a great scale, with a pattern (if any where
such a pattern can be found) of average development.
We see law in its infancy, youth, manhood, and de-

cline. We are not allowed indeed to witness its very
birth. That is shrouded in the darkness of antiquity.

There can be no doubt that the greater part of the

early Roman law, not relating to legal procedure, but

regulating the primary rights subsisting between man
and man, was first observed as custom.

Slight and almost imperceptible is the boundary be-

tween mere custom and law. The origin of custom,
as distinguished Irom law, is not traceable to an in-

dividual or to a body of men. It seems to arise spon-

taneously in the minds of multitudes. Mere custom
lives on, without taking notice of its own existence. It

has no future aim. It exercises no active powers. In

u system regulated by law there is consciousness of

volition : a conception of a governing power, a rational

standard to which it is felt that human conduct ought
to conform in time to come. Custom passes into law.

When a custom begins to be associated with the feeling
of

right,
when the omission of its observance is felt as

an unjust disappointment of well-founded expectations,
and when those who, either by usurpation or by con-

sent, exercise authority in a community, begin to em-

ploy their force in punishing the violation of such

custom, the custom is already converted into a law.

The execution of laws, thus originating out of custom,
and sanctioned by general feeling, adds to the authority
of the magistrate, and gives him the power of imposing
as legal commands the dictates of his own will, though
in part morally unjust or socially inconvenient. The

legality of the better is imparted to the worse. How-
ever much the notions of legality and justice may be-

come separated in the progress of events, they are

originally closely connected. The arbitrary commands
of a despot, not respecting to a considerable extent the

customary usages of a people, and not coinciding with

their feelings of justice, might be obeyed from fear, but

would never be regarded as legal.

* See his celebrated Essay on the location of our Aye for

Jurisprudence, translated by Mr. Hay ward.
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Perhaps in the earnest period of Roman jurisprudence
there were several branches of law which derived their

existence immediately from the creation of legislators

without any previous existence in the form of custom.

In early law, there is often much that is palpably arbi-

trary, and there is much which evinces by its unity
and system the invention of some single scientific head.

There are several gradations from that order which is

created at once, springing like Minerva from the brain

of Jove, to the order which is the result of the slow

victory of the more reasonable among conflicting cus-

toms. To distinguish by internal evidence the creature

of direct legislation from the creature of custom, and
to determine the departments in which one or the other

predominates, is an interesting and instructive specu-
lation, for which the early history of Roman law affords

ample scope.
In the early Roman polity, so far as it appears to

have been derived from the Etruscans, (see Festus r>.

Rituales), may be observed that close connection of

law with religious solemnity which almost invariably
characterizes the legislation of ancient people. Among
the Romans, as among almost all ancient people, the

dark doubts which, in the absence of supernatural re-

velation, are felt as to the future and the past ; the

belief of superhuman powers, and the irrepressible

longing for the unknown and the infinite, were con-

nected with worldly affairs, and made the instruments
of action on the hopes and the fears of men.

Ceremonies of different kinds, varying with the genius
of the people, are always found in early laws. Of
these, some are obviously symbolical ; some, from the

commencement, are more abstruse, and live on in prac-
tice when their inner meaning is forgotten, or known

only to antiquarians and lawyers. Rome presented no

exception to this rule. Among the early Roman juris-

consults, one of the greatest mysteries of the legal
craft was the preservation and due application of the
more ancient symbolical forms. These were employed
partly to excite the attention and impress the memory ;

but there was a necessity for their existence in the same
mental constitution, which, without thought of utility,
fills the vocabulary of primitive people with metaphor,
and their style with parable. Most legal forms, how-
ever they may differ in felicity of imagery, are ori-

ginally a natural drama. In later times, artificial

science and the prose of busy worldliness may alter

their character and deaden their spirit, but they often

still retain a remnant of their original nature. They
have two of the three great elements of poetry. They
are "

simple and sensuous."

In early Rome, though the customs or laws which

regulated the private rights of individuals, anterior to

and independent of the rights connected with legal pro-
cedure, were known to the people at large ; yet there

always existed a technical branch of law, unknown to

the people at large, regulating legal procedure and those

secondary rights which are connected with it. Bar-

barous and oppressive in many particulars as the early
Roman Law of Procedure undoubtedly was, it had the

effect of bringing into existence a body of professional

lawyers, and this consequence in the sequel proved
highly conducive to the improvement of private law.

When the affairs of life became complicated : when
commerce cre-ited new wants, and reflection gave birth

to new arts, the common people were no longer able to

master tl.e increasing store of legal knowledge relating

even to their own private rights, and were obliged to Law-

resort for the resolution of doubts and difficulties to the *- -s^- '

technical jurisconsult. The opinions of a class of men,
qualified by education and experience to judge correctly
on the questions proposed to them, had, as might have
been expected, considerable influence on the develop-
ment of private law. The decisions of the praetor felt

this influence. It was manifested in his edict. It was
shewn in the systematic and logical form which dis-

tinguished the institutional treatises written by lawyers,
And it was not alone in form and symmetry that the

law was improved. The Roman mind seems to have
been always sensible to the claims of justice ; and the

rigid doctrines of the Stoic philosophy which was pro-
fessed by many of the most eminent jurists contributed

to give an air of virtuous dignity to many of the rules

admitted into practice. The learned leisure of the

professional lawyers, and their forward-looking cha-

racter, combined with the rarity of interference by ths

legislature in the regulation of private rights, were the

means of saving the Roman system from that patch-
work appearance which is usually presented by a

system formed from time to time under the pressure of

the occasion. To the great abilities, accurate reasoning,
sound judgment, and correct principles of the juriscon-
sults of the golden age of Roman law (from Cicero to

Alexander Severus), we owe many of its most valuable

and enduring passages. They seem to have aimed to

reconcile the dictates of reason with the rigid rules of
law. They taught the magistrates how to employ legal

fictions, when ancient technicalities would otherwise

have been too strong in a direct contest with the rising
demand for reformation. Powerful dialecticians, and

great masters of a clear and concise style, their genius
was yet so eminently practical that they rarely descended

into scholastic divisions. Leibnitz compares their writ-

ings for close logic to those of the ancient geometers.
"
Ego auctarum labores," says he,

" ex quibus Diges-
torum opus exceptum est, admiror, nee quidquam vidi,

five rationum acumen, sive dicendi nervos species, quod
magis accedat ad mathematicorum laudem."* They
calculated with words, and the steady use of legal terms

in a fixed sense, and the studious rejection of redun-

dancy, of ornament, occasioned a close resemblance be-

tween the diction of most of them. Their workmanship
was often more valuable than the materials upon which
it was employed. It was happy indeed for Roman law

that it was principally in legal procedure and in relations

peculiarly affecting the Roman citizen that the system
was hampered by barbarisms, which the plentiful in-

troduction of fictions could not altogether remove. In

the branches of law which were sometimes designated

by the terms jus gentium, the rules that reason and

justice would dictate were usually stated with much
perspicuity, and reduced into highly scientific order.

It was the authority of the jurisconsults which con-

ferred upon Roman law the impress of high morality
and distinguished intellect. It was the jurisconsults
who made it immortal. If it were only for the models
of legal style and reasoning which Roman law presents,
its study would be as highly desirable to the modern

lawyer as is the contemplation of the master-pieces of

ancient art to modern painters and sculptors.

A time came when the law was oppressed by its own Codes and

weight, when the complexity of practice, the long series collections

* Leibnitz. Oper. torn. iv. pars Li. p. 251. Edit. Genev.
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Law. of authoritative writings, the unwieldy bulk of express
~~~*/~~l

enactments, and the multitude of voluminous com-

mentators, were sufficient to bewilder the most re-

solute jurist. Then came the collections of law of

which the most celebrated was made under the auspices
of Justinian, and has survived entire to the present day.

Phases in From the origin of the city to the legal consolidations
th tostorjr of Justinian, the Roman law extended over a period

law since

1

^ about thirteen centuries. The fate of the Imperial
the time of Law from the death of Justinian, its long slumber,
Justinian, or rather drowsy existence, during the ascendancy of

Teutonic jurisprudence ; its rapidly increased vitality

in the Xllth Century of the Christian era ; its introduc-

tion into the legislation of modern Europe under the

authority of adoption by the sovereign powers of several

states, and the recent diminution of its influence as a

living system on account of the codes which regulate
the administration of justice in some of the continental

nations; these are events of no mean importance in the

history of mankind, unparalleled in importance by any
other system of law, and exhibiting phases which illus-

trate all other systems. Some of the reasons which
maice it expedient for a philological student to select a
dead language as the subject of his investigation, and
some of the motives which should guide his choice,

apply, mutatis mutandis, to fix the attention of a scientific

jurist upon the Roman law. The analogies, indeed,
are many which subsist between the studies of law and

language. As a man of one language can scarcely under-
stand that language well, so a man who has studied but
one legal system will be deprived of many of those

suggestions and associations which comparison and con-

trast furnish, and, for want of their aid, will be unable
to connect those disjointed fragments which otherwise

would be viewed in their proper places as parts of a
continuous whole. Legal systems, like plants, may
differ greatly from each other, but the botanist who has
watched a single noble plant through all its processes
from its germination to its withering, will have acquired
a species of knowledge which will usefully direct ob-

servation and suggest experiments as to the properties
of other plants.

Utility of We have dwelt upon the importance of carrying
the study these views into the study of Roman law, because the
Roraanlaw

English lawyer is too often contented to confine himself

lish lawyer
* investigation of his own system apart from all

others. Among the evils which arise from this exclu-

siveness and isolation is a want of capacity, prevalent

among English lawyers, to comprehend the reasonings
or even to understand the nomenclature which per-
vade continental legislation and the writings of foreign

jurists. Crippled and constrained by the contemplation
of a single object, the mind loses the power of free atti-

tude and unbiassed view. This evil has not been
unfelt in diplomatic controversies on disputed questions
of international law

; for misunderstanding and want of

sympathy are occasioned by diversities in the use of

language and the association of thought.
The Corpus Juris Civilis is to the majority of Eng-

lish lawyers an unknown book, and yet if we were
to investigate the beginnings of many doctrines which

English
now hold undisputed place in our law, we should be

law. obliged to own that Rome was their true birthplace.
In making this statement, we would, at the same time,

guard the reader against the common error of supposing
that historical derivation must exist wherever there is

internal resemblance. Some principles of right are

Connec
tion be-

understood by all men ; and if two nations prohibit Law.
theft and murder, no inference can thence be drawn as - j v _ -

to the originality of the one and the imitation of the

other. Similar circumstances among different people
will produce similar laws, and here and there a resem-

blance may be due to accidental coincidence. Legal
antiquarians, like etymologists, have often committed

gross errors of criticism, by deciding upon the deriva-

tion of legal systems according to fanciful and superficial
theories. We are far from asserting that any of our

common law has descended to us from the time when Romw. do-

the Romans occupied this island when, according miniou in

to the conjecture of Selden, based upon a passage of Britain.

Dion Cassius (lib. Ixxii. in excerpt. Xiphilin.), Papinian
might have been heard pronouncing judgment in a

British court. Beyond, perhaps, a few popular tradi-

tions, some branches of royal prerogative, and some
uneffaced imitations of Roman institutions apparent in

our municipal corporations, the Saxon dynasty seems
to have obliterated the traces, never probably very

widely nor very deeply impressed, of Roman juris-

prudence. In the barbarous specimens of legislation Anglo-
due to the era of Saxon and Danish rule, the few texts Saxon pe-

of Roman law which occur appear to us to be traceable rioc1 '

through the papal canons. How faint is the impression
which even the Anglo-Saxon laws have left upon our

system ! We have still the local court and the local

officer ; and some of the rude democratical elements of

judicial procedure and constitutional law have been
matured into institutions of real, civilized liberty ; but,

happily for us, the harsh and partial regulations, savour-

ing of original Teutonic savageness, which awarded the

\arious penalties of crime, have passed away, and the

ancient absence of all express regulation in many most

important points has been supplied by the legislation of

more enlightened times and more cultivated men. Of Introduc-

the refined yet exceedingly oppressive system of Norman *'.""
of

feudalism, with its maritaqium , its aids and wardships, ;
or

. y r '
feudalism*

which was introduced throughout England after the

Conquest, as rapidly as circumstances would permit, the

antecedent history is exceedingly obscure, and notwith-

standing many striking analogies, it is impossible to

make out that the Norman writs and pleadings had any
historical connection with the Roman formulce, or the

process which was despatched in the name of the emperor.
The history of the Roman law in this country has

been treated of by Selden in his Dissertation on Fleta,

by Dr. Duck, by Hurd in the first of his Dialogues on
the Constitution oflite English Government, and by Von

Savigny in various parts of his Geschichte des Romischen
Rechts im Miltelalter. Soon after the establishment of the Roman law

school of Irnerius at Bologna, the Pandects were brought taught in

to this country by Vacarius in the reign of Stephen.
En

(J
lalu'-

All that is known of Vacarius, who was the first professor .

of the Civil Law at Oxford, has been collected by the

late Dr. Wenck of Leipzig. The early text-writers of Early text

English law have borrowed, more or less, from Roman ^vriters.

sources, principally through derivative channels. Scarcely
' 'on-

anything in Glanville (who wrote in the reign of Henrj
II.), except the formal introduction, savours ofJustinian ;

but large portions of the first three books of Bracton's

Treatise De Lfgibus Angli(e (which appeared in the

reign of Henry III.) are taken from the Institutes of

Justinian, not directly, but through the medium of

Azo's Commentaries. Whoever (as we have done) com-

pares with Bracton the Suinma Azaa.it will see that the

Roman portions of the former are, for the most part,
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Law. copies or abbreviations of the latter, with occasional
- J^,.-T_. - accommodations to existing English institutions. The

English legislature, though not remarkably attached to

originality, as may be seen by comparing (see Houard
in his introduction to his Treatise on the Coutumes An-

g!o-Normandes) some of our ancient laws with the

earlier capitularies of the Frankish kings, rarely, in

early times, adopted the language or the principles of the

Roman law. Every one has heard of the repudiation

Ro'man'law ^ tae parliament of Merton of the doctrine of legiti-

mate no mation per subsequens matrimonium, when, to repeat
progress in au often-quoted sentence,

" Omnes comiles et barones
the co-Hi > mce responderunt, nolumus leges Anglic? inutari

Law l
l
u(E hucusque usurpatce sunt ntque ajiprobatce." In this

decision, it is probable that the jealousy of ecclesiastical

ascendancy had much weight. The canon and civil

laws were associated in idea, and the barons dreaded

the introduction of a system of jurisprudence, which

might have impaired the vigour of the feudal tenures,
with all their lucrative incidents. Higher motives of

patriotism may have mingled with prejudice and dis-

like. Among the best known portions of the imperial
law the only portions still known to many were cer-

tain sentences concerning the authority of the emperor,
which occupied a prominent place in the van of the

Institutes and the Pandects. " Quod principi placuit

legis habet vigorem, cum, Lege Regid, quee de Imperio

ejun lata est, populus ei et in eum omne swim imperium
et potestatem conferat."* Bracton, by a kind of pious
fraud, misinterprets, and paraphrases in an extraor-

dinary manner, the words " cum Lege Regid quee de Im-

perio ejus tola est."
" Id est," says he,

" non quicquid
df. voluntate regis temere prcesumptum est, sed quod
consilio magistratuum suorurn, rege auctoritatem pree-

stante, et habita super hoc deliberatione et tractatu, rite

definitum est."-\ In other words, the king's pleasure
is law ; but that is the king's pleasure which is indi-

cated by a royal law passed in the imperial couucil.

Other passages, equally at variance with the spirit of our

constitution, which, even in early times when the limits

of the prerogative were not well defined, was always ad-

verse to autocratic monarchy, other passages, equally

requiring a decent veil or a fallacious gloss, are to be
found straggling in several parts of the Imperial Law.

Upon the main body ofRoman Law, formed in republican
times, they were mere excrescences. They did not pervade
the system, but probably if the system had been partly
'introduced into England, occasion might have been
taken gradually to broach doctrines adverse to liberty.
The feeling prevalent among common lawyers, of the

dangerous and slavish nature of a study with which
their acquaintance was small, was fostered by the most
celebrated of our early constitutional writers, Fortescue ;

and, for the combined reasons to which we have al-

luded, there was little systematic borrowing from Ro-
man stores on the part ofthe parliament and the common
law judges. A maxim or a rule was, ever and anon,
stolen from the Institutes and the Pandects, but, as

usually happens when plagiarism is committed by men
whose knowledge is superficial and hastily acquired,
was almost always distorted or misunderstood. The
most learned civilians among our judges, as Holt, were
mere amateur players with the Roman Law. Even that

which was tolerably unadulterated upon its introduc-

* De Comli'utionibus Principum, 1. 1, pr. D. (i. 4.)

t Bracton, lib. i., c. xvii. g. 7.

tion was soon modified by English notions ; and thus
it happens that, though many phrases and expressions
are shared by our common law and the civil law, there

are few which are used in the same sense in both.

There are other English tribunals of which the

Admiralty and Ecclesiastical Courts are the principal
wherein the law that is administered and the manner of

administering law, bear in many particulars plain marks
of immediate Roman derivation. To the advocates

who practise in those courts, the study of the Roman
law is advantageous for reasons which do not so strongly

apply to the student of common law. The advocate,
in the imperial collections and the commentaries of

civilians may often find the very doctrines which he is

in need of for practical application : doctrines, which,
from the mere circumstance of their origin, would be

addressed with a shew of authority to the ears of the

judge, though unaided by very particular precedents
and very clear analogies, and independent of their

intrinsic reasonableness. In our Common Law Courts,
the civil law has no such primd facie welcome, and
closer proof of antecedent adoption in circumstances

similar to the case in question seems to be required.
In both kinds of courts, any reception of the civil law

depends, according to orthodox legal theory, upon cus-

tomary adoption in particular cases ; but, in fact, the

adoption is more specific and not so wholesale in the

courts of Common Law. In the Courts of Common
Law, occasions do not' often arise of illustrating a

doubtful question by a quotation from the Institutes,

the Code, the Pandects, or the Novells. Some such

questions indeed may occur. In putting a construc-

tion upon the Statutes of Distribution, for example,
reference might be made, without any imputation of

misplaced learning, to the 118th Novel ot Justinian.

Cases where the jurisdiction of the Common Law
Courts and the Courts Christian is concurrent may
afford opportunities for such quotation ; and there are

branches of mercantile law, which have been developed

by Lord Mansfield and other great judges, not without

attention, either immediately to Roman jurisprudence,
or to foreign usage based upon rules of Roman law.

Upon such subjects, a citation from the Corpus Juris

Civilis might afford so apposite an illustration, that by
a barrister of wary discretion and delicate tact it might
be hazarded even in a Common Law Court, without

exciting much ridicule or provoking a remonstrance

from the bench.*

In an intermediate position, with respect to the civil

law, between the courts of Common law and the courts to

which we have last alluded, is the Court of Chancery.

Many of the leading doctrines of English equity, though

they have been much modified in our tribunals, are

manifestly taken from the collections of Justinian.

Pr ;.i-<-si of

Roiniui law

in other

English tri-

bunals.

Connec-
tion of Ro-
man law
with the

Court of

Chancery.

* " One day, in banco, a learned gentleman, who had lectured

on the law, and was too much addicted to oratory, came to argue
a special demurrer. ' My client's opponent,' said the figurative

advocate,
* worked like a mole under ground, clam et secrete.

His figures and law Latin only elicited an indignant grunt from

the chief justice.
' It is asserted in Aristotle's Rhetoric

' ' I

don't want to hear what is asserted in Aristotle's Rhetoric, in-

terposed Lord Tenterden. The advocate shifted his ground, and
took up, as he thought, a safe position.

' It is laid down in the

Pandects of Justinian* ' Where are you got nowl' ' It is a

principle of the _!ivil Law' ' Oh, sir '.' exclaimed the judge,
with a tone and voice which, to a punster's ear, would have

abundantly justified his assertion,
' we have nothing to do with

the Civil Law in this court.'
"

26 Law Magazine, p. 73.
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Law. Our ancient chancellors, up to the time of Wolsey, were

\^ ~- mostly ecclesiastics, and had not that horror of a foreign

jurisprudence which distinguished some of our common

lawyers, which made Lord Coke exult in the fancied

autochthonous character of English legislation, and praise
his countrymen as legally deserving to be styled
" Penitus toto divisos orbe Britannos." The notions of
" Forum Romanum " and of " Jus Pratorium

" have

been generally present to the minds even of more
modern chancellors ; some of whom, as Lord Notting-
ham and Lord Hardwicke, afford indications of having
studied the civil law with considerable attention. To
the equity barrister, not merely for general discipline,

but for the special illustration of his own department
of law, we recommend an original knowledge of the

Institutes of Justinian, and of those parts of the Digest

which, in legal treatises on equitable subjects, are often

quoted at second-hand and explained incorrectly.

Dulcius ex ipso fonts bibuntur aqua.

Light shed We have endeavoured to point out, without exagger-
by Roman atjorl) the connection which subsists between English

man"MS
"

an<^ Ronjan law
>
and the extent of the benefit which

tory and an English lawyer may acquire by becoming a learned

philology, civilian. We proceed to advert shortly to the light
shed by Roman law upon Roman history and philology.

Many historians have been ignorant of law ; and yet
there are few nations whose history can be properly
written without a careful study of their jurisprudence,
not only as it affects the constitution of the governing
power, but as it regulates the private rights of indi-

viduals. Perhaps, of all histories, the Roman would
be the most incomplete, if it did not include an account
of the progress of the legal institutions of Rome. The
Roman people, even more than the people of our own
country, were imbued with the spirit of their laws.

They were accustomed to legal solemnities, and often

regarded with greater jealousy an infringement of esta-

blished forms than an inroad upon their civil liberty
made under cover of constitutional observance. This
is paiticularly observable in the commencement of the

reign of Augustus. The Roman child was catechized

in the Twelve Tables or the Praetor's Edict ; and the

Roman man delighted to witness the litigious conten-
tions of the Forum. If we examine the Roman cha-
racter for the sake of discovering its most conspicuous
features, we shall be led to designate it, as, in the first

place, warlike, and, in the next, legal.

Tu regere imperio populoi, Romane, memento,

panique imponere morem.

Philosophy, fine arts, and polite literature, the Ro-
mans borrowed from the Greeks ; but in the cultivation

of military science, and in the development of an elabo-
rate system of jurisprudence, they manifested something
like original genius.

That legal genius which was so essential an ingre-
dient in their lives, and those peculiar institutions

which coloured all their nationality, must be duly
appreciated by all who would enter into the spirit of
their history. The historians and other classical writers
of Rome are full of allusions to legal notions. In the
Latin books which are ordinarily read in schools and

colleges, many passages occur which to ordinary readers,

ignorant of legal history, are either incomprehensible
or wholly misinterpreted. Take, for instance, the
orations of Cicero pro Quintio and pro Ceecina, and see

VOL. II.

how slightly the majority of English scholars can pene- ],aw .

trate their sense and spirit. ^_*~^-^'
It has been our object, in what we have said in Character-

recommendation of the study of Roman law, to give
'*tic me-

a correct and critical estimate of its real advantages
rlts

.

and
?
e"

... .11 i. i i-i merits of
without indulging in the hyperbolical panegyric which Roman
is common among those who have either devoted much law.

time to the investigation of its niceties, or are willing to

earn a cheap reputation by praising a species of learning
in which there are not many able to detect their deficiency.
The enduring and wide-spread authority of the Roman
law, surviving the power of the Roman arms and the
destruction of the Roman empire, is a proof of its great
merit, and is a memorable example of the ascendancy
of reason over brute force. It had also great defects.

The marks of its narrow and barbarous origin were
never entirely effaced ; and the indirect attempts to

efface them were the cause of excessive technicality
and over-subtle refinement. In the style of the later

Imperial constitutions, there is an Asiatic pomp and
tumour which contrasts unfavourably with the vigorous
conciseness of an earlier age. Even the real improve-
ments of later times disturbed the symmetry of the
ancient system, which, with elaborate logical consistency,
harmonized arid connected the evil and the good.
No enlightened legislator in modern times would

resort to the tortuous fictions, the exclusive distinctions

in favour of citizens, the exorbitant powers of the

father, husband, and master, the want of protection

against the abuse of authority in the government of

dependencies, the rudeness in the administration of
criminal justice, which characterized even the brightest

periods of Roman jurisprudence. The jurist of modern
times, on the other hand, would be rewarded by an

investigation of the Roman doctrines of successions, the

estimation of damages, the determination of the onus

probandi, the principles of interpretation, the analysis
of obligations, the nature of the events by which rights

begin, are transferred, and ended. Even where the

subject is worthless, the manner in which it is handled

by a Gaius or an Ulpiau affords a lesson rich in prac-
tical use.

Sect. 3. On the Study of the Origin and Changes of
the Legal System of Ancient Rome.

268. The most improving mode of studying Roman
law is to regard it not merely in one of its several phases,
but to investigate its commencement and trace its

changes. To English scholars and jurists in particular,
an historical study of Roman law, rather than a tech-
nical study of the compilations of Justinian, is to be
recommended. We proceed to point out some of the
authorities which may be consulted with advantage,
and to give some account of the literature of Roman
law.

Leibnitz seems to have been the first who divided Division of

the history of law into internal and external. Though the history

these two parts are not strictly separable, yet most ! "
!
n '

modem writers have adopted the distinction, using the external
words in a sense rather different from that in which

they were originally employed by Leibnitz.
"
Historical jurisprudence," says Leibnitz,

"
is either

internal or external. The former enters the very sub-
stance of jurisprudence. The latter is only an auxiliary
and support. The internal history of law gives an
account of the laws themselves of various states. In

5c
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my opinion a more special enumeration is still wanted.

In Roman law, for example, we want a statement of

the changes made by each tribune through plebiscita,

by each consul through fenatus consulta, by each

praetor through his edicts, by each emperor through
his constitutions, until the system grew into its present

form."* To explain the meaning now usually attri-

buted to the distinction : External history treats of

the modes by which laws come into existence, and of

the manner in which the science of law has been from

time to time cultivated. It explains the political events

which have had an influence upon the progress of

legislation, and gives a chronological account of laws,

lawgivers, and legal works. It is sometimes divided

into two parts : (a) history of the sources ; (6) history
of the literature.

No history can do all that external legal history is

required to do, without adverting to the contents of

the laws themselves ; but a history, the principal object
of which is to trace the variations of doctrines of law

to consider, for instance, the different rules prevailing
at different times with respect to property, judicial

organization, procedure, penal law, the relations of

personal status, and so forth is called an internal

history.
It is obvious that a history, in order to be complete,

ought not to confine its views either to the sources of

law that is to say, the modes by which law comes
into existence, or to the contents of law the variations

which the propositions and conceptions of law from
time to time undergo. A complete history of Roman
law must be both external and internal. It will direct

attention not only to the constitutional changes in the

legislature and the magistracy, and to the dry names of

laws and lawgivers and legal works, but to the pro-

gressive development of the social state of the Romans,
and to the general spirit of those institutions, civil and

political, which affected the character of their public
and private life. How inseparable, in the reality of

things, are the subjects of external and internal history,

may be rendered plain by considering that as the habits

and thoughts of people give rise to actions and political
events which produce changes in legislation, so, alter-

nately, do the contents of new laws give rise to new

thoughts and habits. External and internal history
resemble those geometrical figures which circumscribe

each other.

In a history of law like the Roman, we must expect
to find many absolute gaps, and many doubtful ques-
tions. The most diligent research has left many things
obscure and unelucidated. We may meet with a state-

ment, for instance, that a law has existed, without being
told when, or how long. This happens frequently
when we have recourse to writers not professionally

legal. Sometimes, intentional alterations and inter-

polations have been made, without notice, by subse-

quent compilers.
Different writers, in treating of the history of law, have

* "
Jurisprudtntia hiilorica est vet interna vel exlerna : ilia ipsam

jurisprudentitf substantiam ingreditur ; haec adminiculum tantum et

requisition. Hisloria juris m/erna est, qute variorum rerum puhli-
carum jura reeenset ; desidero tamen specialiorem recetuioneai, quid
a quolibet tribuno per plfbiscifa, aut a quoliket contulc per senatus

consulta, prtetore per edicts, et imperatore per constiiiiiiones online
innovatum sit, donee in hanc formam jus Romanian crevii." Leib.
nitz, Nova Methodus discendcf docendaque Jurisprudentice, pars ii.

sec. 29.

adopted different methods. Some have systematically
classed the subject of law, and have treated separately
the history ofeach subject. Thus, in one book or section,

may be found the history of the law of persons ; in

another, that of property ; in a third, that of suc-
cessions ; in a fourth, that of obligations ; in a fifth,
that of actions.

Other writers divide the history of Roman law into

periods, and give a complete view of every department
of law in one period before they proceed to the next.

This mode of writing the history of law has been called

synchronisms, and there has been much dispute among
jurists whether it is to be preferred to the former mode
which treats successively of different subjects from the

beginning to the end of the history of each. Both

plans have their respective advantages and disadvan-

tages. If the synchronistic plan gives a more com-

manding coup d'asil of a given period, and traces more

accurately the relations of different parts, and the
mutual influence of contemporaneous changes ; the

chronological or successive presents more distinct

views of separate departments, does not distract the
attention by bounding from one topic to another, and is

exempt from the objection of grouping together sub-

jects whose relative velocities and crises of development
are so different, that the natural halting- places in the

history of one are unsuitable to the history of another.

Gibbon, in the 44th chapter of his Decline and Fall,
divided, as others had done before him, the history of
the Roman law, up to the reign of Justinian, into

periods, and his division presents such marked dif-

ferences in the successive periods that, with slight

alteration, it has been followed by Hugo. Hugo,
o iravv, translated into German, and annotated this cele-

brated chapter, and Warnkoenig published at Liege, in

1821, Guizot's French translation under the title,
" Precis de I'Histoire du Droit Remain, par E. Gibbon,"

adding his own and Guizot's notes to a selection from

Hugo's. In place of the words moveable and immove-

dble, Gibbon uses real and personal, in the sense
familiar to English readers. He falls into some positive

errors, but his well-arranged, luminous, and compre-
hensive sketch shows the master's hand.

We shall now mention some of the principal historians

of Roman law both before and after the publication of

the Decline and Fall. The fragment of the Enchiridion
of Pomponius (De Origine Juris), which has been

preserved in the second title of the first book of the

Disest or Pandect* of Justinian, is the principal ancient

authority professedly treating of the history of Roman
law. It has been commented on by Bynkershoek,
(Oper. vol. 4, Lug. Bat. 1743, p. 1) and Vandermuelen ;

and the valuable preface of Heineccius (Opera, torn. iii.

sect. 2, p. 66), to J. L. Uhlii Opuscula ad Historiam
Juris pertinentia (Hall, 1735), may be consulted with

advantage. One of the last editions is that of Pern ice,

Gottingen, 1822. This fragment, which Gibbon sup-
poses to have been abridged, and probably corrupted,
by Tribonian, is, in many parts, difficult and obscure.
The works of Sigonius, Dt Antique Jure Civium Ro-

manorum, de Antique Jure Promnciarum, and De
Judiciis, are among the most valuable early historical

essays on Roman law. Notwithstanding the more
accurate information upon some points furnished by the
recent researches of Niebuhr, Savigny, and Mad wig,
the materials collected by Sigonius will be always of

great use to the scholar.

Law.

Synchro-
nistic and
successive

systems of

legal his-

tory.

Notices of

some of the

Histories
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Law. Jac. Gothofredi Manuale Juris contains one of the

~v-~/
earliest systematic histories of Roman law. It has

great merit, and is still popular in France. There is

an edition by Berthelot, 8vo. Paris, 1806.

J. V. Gravina, Origines Juris Civilis (with the notes

of Mascovius, Leipzig, 1737 ; and of Sergius, Naples,
1756 58), is celebrated tor the excellence of its rather

diffuse and declamatory latinity. It contains a great

variety of valuable information, and, in spite of some

inaccuracies, will be consulted with pleasure.
J. Gottl. Heineccii, Historia Juris Romani et Germa-

nici. The later editions of this well-known work are

enriched by the Notes of Hitter and Silberrad (and

Kugler ?). It treats chiefly the external history of

Roman law. In the excellent Antiquitatum Romanarum

Sijntagma of the same author (of which the last edition

is that of Muhlenbruch, Frankfort, 1841, incorporating
the notes of Haubold), the internal contents of Roman
law are arranged according to the order of Justinian's

Institutes, and each subject in succession is treated

historically. Heineccius was deemed by Sir James
Mackintosh (See his Discourse on the Law ofNature and

Nations) to have been the best writer of elementary
works that ever lived, not even excepting Euclid.

Heineccius has the art of writing clearly, concisely, and

intelligibly. He begins at the beginning, and unfolds

his subject regularly, citing the most material autho-

rities at sufficient length in his text, instead of taking
for granted much subsidiary knowledge in his reader,
and merely referring to many books which it might be
troublesome and inconvenient to consult. It is amusing
to read the contemptuous criticisms of some modern
authors upon the works of Heineccius, and to view the

small holes they attempt to pick. Let, for example,
Hugo have espoused a different side from Heineccius
on some doubtful question, and straightway they set

down Heineccius as guilty of error. They sometimes
blame him for being ignorant of facts only brought to

light by recent discoveries. The writer of a critique
on Adam's Roman Antiquities in the 4th volume of the

Themis, p. 365, says of Adam,
"

II suit pas a pas
Heineccins, que toiite FEeene prend encore pour guide,

lorsque I'Atlemagne et (a France I'ont delaissc." One
of the principal faults of Heineccius, in common with
the civilians of his day, is the use of technical ex-

pressions, of barbarous latinity, though sometimes clear

and expressive, in place of the classical phraseology of
the ancient Roman jurisconsults. Thus, he speaks of

obligationes, reales, verbales, literalea, consensuses,
instead of " obligationes, qwe re, verbo, literd et consensu

contrahuntur." He was imperfectly versed in the re-

mains of Ante-Justinianean law. The notes of Haubold
on his Antiquitatum Rom. Syntagma are very good but
short. The notes of Muhlenbruch and the portions of
new text written by him are learned, but remarkable
for the inelegance of style* which characterizes the
works of this author. The title, De Actionibvs, (lib.
iv. tit. 6) is left in a very confused state from the mix-
ture of heterogeneous materials. A skilful hand is

required neatly to restore a valuable old work.
The Historia Jurisprudentiee Romance of Bach is

a convenient and satisfactory book of reference. It

* In lib. iv. tit. 6, a. 24, we observe the following specimen
of Latin grammar :

"
Nei/ue verii praptcr ilamnum infeclum ill&

etiam <r/ate usu venil Ivyis actio, si quidem commodiore et pleniorc
jure uli poleranl cives Romani, ex quo stipulatio damni infecti
nomine prxstanda praeponerat praetor."

has been pronounced by Haubold, a most competent
judge, to be "

liber aurtus, tironwn manibus niinquam
excutiendus." The last edition of this work appeared,
Leipzig, 1 807, with the notes of Stockmann. Dr. Irving,
misled possibly by the circumstantial announcement in

Ersch's Liluratur dor Jurisprudent, No. 234, asserts in

his Introduction to the Study of the Civil Law, 4th edit.

1837, p. 189, n. 4, that " there are other editions of a

more recent date." Wenck, Steinacker, and Schilling
have been successively mentioned as engaged in pre-

paring a new edition, which is much wanted.

Hugo's History ofRoman Law (of which the 1 1th

edition appeared in 1832) is the result of profound
learning, combined with vigorous and original intellect.

The style of the book is harsh and crabbed. It abounds
in long and involved sentences. Facts and theories are

often briefly and indirectly alluded to as known, and
errors are often corrected, or important information

conveyed, in a parenthesis. Schilling's Kritik (Leipzig,
1829) upon the 10th edition of this history is a useful

accompaniment. Jourdan (not the late eminent doctor
of law, but a doctor of medicine) translated, in French,
the 7th edition of Hugo's work, but has not successfully

performed his difficult task. He rarely assigns their

proper force to the thickly-scattered particles, and not

seldom misses or distorts the true sense. To use the

words of Hugo himself,
" he understood neither the law

nor the language." There is an unfinished Latin trans-

lation by WarnkcMiig.
Schweppe's clear and well-written history often af-

fords satisfactory information not easy to be met with
elsewhere. As an example of this, we may mention his

explanation (p. 900 in sect. 522) of the "
senes ad

coemptiones faciendas, interimendorum sacrorum causa,"
alluded to by Cicero pro Murena, 12. The third

edition, with notes by Grundler, was published at

Giittingen in 1832. Hence it appears that Dr. John

Reddie, in his Historical Notices of the Roman Law,
(Edinburgh, 1826,) was mistaken in supposing that
"
Schweppe's attempt at a history of Roman law had

fallen still-born from the press." Schweppe is often in

opposition to Hugo, who is over-fond of novelty and
minute criticism.

Zimmern's History of Roman Law is unfortunately
left incomplete on account of the author's death. The
first and third volumes only have been published, con-

taining
" Private Law," and " Civil Process.'' It is

stated by Tigerstrom (Innere Ron. Rechts-Geschichte,

p. 30,) that Huschke has undertaken to finish the work

by writing a second volume. From the acuteness and

originality which it displays, as well as its vast erudition,
it is the most important contribution to the legal his-

tory of Rome since Hugo's book. The author's sen-

tences are often carelessly composed, and his style has

some of Hugo's defects.

The history finished by Professor Walter of Bonn, in

1840 the first part having appeared in 1834 is

written in easy and perspicuous language, and, from the

comprehensiveness of its view, may be recommended as

exceedingly well calculated for the " homo unius libri."

Walter does not enter at length into the discussion of

controverted points, but is judicious in his choice of

results. A good translation of his book would be a

valuable acquisition to English literature.

The number of professed histories of Roman law is

so great that it would occupy too much space to men-
tion them all. Tigerstrom 's Internal History is a tole-
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rable compilation, though it is not free from unsound
'' views and inaccurate statements. The account it gives
of the old law of procedure is carefully composed.
In sect. 128, we observe that the author, from the error

of supposing lanx to mean a lance, falls into some ab-

surd misunderstandings of the authorities with respect
to furtum per lancem et licium conceptum. The com-

panion volume on External History appeared in 1841.

It abounds in misprints and cannot be commended.
Macieiowski's Historia Juris Romani (Warsaw, 1825,)
and Holtius, Historic Juris Romani Lineamenta, are

short, and adapted to the use of commencing students.

They chiefly follow Hugo. The brief outlines of
Klenze (1835) and Rudorff (1841) are very useful

from their well-chosen selection of authorities. The
reader may consult with advantage the section on
Roman law in Falck's Juristische Encyclopadie, of
which the fourth edition has been translated into

French by Pellat (Paris, 1841).
In French, there is a short history by C. J. Ferriere,

of known jn this country by an English translation.

The
y
e are also sli ht sketches by A. M. J. J. Dupin,

(Precis Historique du Droit Remain, Paris, 1825,)
whose inaccurate little work has been translated into

German and Spanish ;
and by Ortolan, Histoire de la

Legislation Romaine, (2nd edit. Paris, 1842). The
agreeable essay of Warnkrenig, Histoire Externe du
Droit Ro/nain (Bruxelles, 1836), may be read by the

student who will be content with a very rapid survey,
but in several parts it requires further elucidation.
The most ambitious works in French on the history
of Roman law are those of Terrasson and Berriat St.

Prix. The former is designated by Gibbon "
pom-

pous but feeble," and his work is stated to be " of
more promise than performance." It derives some
value from the "

veteris jurisprudentiee Romance monu-
menta" appended to it; but the text of these monuments
is exhibited in a very corrupt state, and will be found
more purely given in the collections of Spangenberg and

Haubold, of which we shall presently speak. The work
of Berriat St. Prix (Paris, 1821) contains the fruit of

some original research, and furnishes much amusing
anecdote and illustration. The author idolizes Cujas,
whose life is subjoined to the history. In this respect

(and in most others) he differs widely from Hugo,
who frequently cites Cujas for the sake of finding
fault. M. St. Prix is very severe in his treatment
of the glossators, and a little blind to their merits.

The English reader will (not unjustly) form an un-
favourable opinion of his accuracy from the following
curious passage, although, when M. St. Prix wrote,
there was more foundation than now there is /or his

oddly mistaken representation of English law.
" Id la surprise des modernes redouble. Sant-ce

done la, s'ecrieront-ils, ces legislateurs dont nous
suivons encore, apres vingt-cinq siecles, des decisions

que les juristes vantent sans cesse? Mais les anciens

pourraient recriminer dans cette occasion comme dans
la precedente. Chez eux les actions des lois avaient
ete imaginees par la politique. Les Anglais, qui, choisis-

sant en quelque sorte dans le droit Romain ce qu'il y a
de plus defectueux, rien ont retenu que les actions,

pourraient-ils donner une semblable excuse 1 Comment
justifieraient-ils entr'autres cette caution ridicule exigee
pour I'obtention de lews Writs perempioires, qui sont

proprement des actions des loix ? caution, dont Us ont

tellement senti I'mutilite, que, malgre Itur respect servile

pour leurs coutumes, ils la re"duisent dans toutes les Law.

affaires a la simple prononciation de deux noms, John *- "v*"-
Doe et Richard Roe, qui ne designent que des individus

imaginaires." pp. 57, 58.

To this information are added the following refer-

ence and note. Voy. Baert, Tableau de la Grande

Bretagne, (an 8 (1800), t. 2, p. 354, et suiv.)
"

Lor-iqu'il n'y a pas de Writ pour une action d'une

espece imprevu, (et lei etait ausri Vinconvenience du

systeme des Romains), il faut pour crier ce nouveau

Writ, un Acte du Parlement." Voy. ibid. p. 353.
"
Ainsi, ton met en mouvemrnt toute I'autorite legislative

pour une formule inutile!"

In our own language, there is no separate work of
English

much importance on the history of ante-Justinianean historians

law. Dr. Bever's History of the Legal Polity of the of Ron""1

Roman State is a heavy book. It has been translated

into German, and Schomberg's Historical and Chrono-

logical Fiew of the Roman Law, into French. Mr.
Charles Butler has given outlines of the history in his

Horee Juridicce Subsecivee. R. P. Burke's Historical

Essay, %c. (2nd edit. 8vo., Cambridge, 1830) is the

production of a man of cultivated mind and good sense.

There is much historical information in that interest-

ing repertory of miscellaneous learning, Dr. Taylor's
Elements of the Civil Law.

Spence's Inquiry into the Origin of the Laws and
Political Institutions of Modern Europe an able and
scholar-like performance enters upon the legal history
of the Roman provinces, and treads on ground which

Savigny has since more minutely explored.
We subjoin the names of some of the works in Supple-

various languages on the history of Roman law of mental list

which our limits do not permit us to give a detailed of histories
,,(' I.1 , .....IT

account.

With respect to the history of the history of Roman
law, it is to be observed, that for a long time legal

history was little attended to, but when, in the middle

of the 16th Century, the study of it began to be dili-

gently pursued, legal professors were generally con-

tented to introduce historical remarks, as it were paren-

thetically, into their dogmatical lectures. In the 18th

Century, separate lectures upon Roman history first

became general. Works upon external history, which

were the most common, were usually published under
the title Historia Juris Romani ; and works upon the

internal history under the title Antiquitates Juris Ro-

mani. After Hugo, it became not unusual to blend

external and internal history throughout ; and, at the

present day, systematic works under the title History
and Institutes of Roman Law, making the knowledge of

external history introductory to dogmatical information,
are coming more and more into vogue.

Onuphrii Panvinii, Reipuhlicee Romance Commenta-
riorum libri tres (Paris, 1588).

Aymari Rivalii, Civilis Histories Juris libri V.

(Mogunt. 1533).
Valentini Forsteri, Histories Juris Civilis libri tres

(Basil, 1565) : inserted also in the first volume of the

great collection of Ziletus, usually known by the name
of Tractatus Tro.cia.iuum.

M. Ant. Ferratii, Epistolarum (a) libri tres (Patav.

1699); (b) libri sex (Venet. 1738).
G. Schubart, De Fatis Jurisprudentiee Romanee, euro

TWngii (Lips. 1797).
Ch. G. Hoffmann!, Historia Juris Romani (torn,

ii. Lips. 171826). A valuable work.

of Roman
law.
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Law. Jo. Sal. Brunquelli, Historia Juris Romano- Germa-

7iicj(Amst. 1751).
Rud. Frid. Telgmann, Einleitung zu der Geschichte

der Romischen Rechts-Gelehrsamkeit,von Scheidemantel

(2 Theile. Leipz. 1780).
Jo. Aug. Hellfeld, Historia Juris Romani (Jen. and

Lips. 1740).
Udalr. Oetti, Historia Juris Civilis (Styr. 1769).
Jo. Ant. Riegger, Historia Juris Romani Privati

potissimum (Frib. Brisg. 1770).
Reitemeier. Encyclopadie und Geschichte der P.echte

in Deutschland (Giitt. 1785).

Hufeland, Lehrbuch der Geschichte und Encyclopiirlie
oiler in Deutschland geltende Rechte (Jena, 1798).
The first part of this unfinished work contains an

introduction to the history of Roman law.

We may here remark that the word Encyclopadie
conveys very different notions to German and to

English ears. To the German, Juristische Encyclopadie
means an introduction to the study of law, containing

general outlines and prtecognoscenda, and is either

formal, confining itself to method and nomenclature,
or material, giving a cursory view of the contents of

law, or both formal and material.

Jos. Tosc. Mandatoritii, Juris Publici Romani
Arcana (torn. v. Neap. 1767 80).

J. H. C. de Selchow, Elementa Juris Romani Ante-
Justinianei (Gott. 1778).

C. A. Guntheri, Historia Juns Romani (Helmst.
1798).
A. Hummel, Handbuch der Rechts-Geschichte (3

Bande, Giessen, 1805).
Th. Max. Zachariae, Versuch einer Geschichfe des

Rom. Rechts (Breslau, 1814). The author of this

work is not to be confounded with C. S. Zacharia>, who
has written a curious tract De Originibiis Juris Ro-
mani ex Jure Gennanico repetundis (Heidelberg, 1817).

C. A. Grundler, Handbuch der Rechts- Geschichte

(ler Band, Bamb. 1821. Unfinished, 1842).
W. Rein, Das Romiscke Privat-Recht. &c. (Leipz.

1836).
Ch. Ch. Dabelow, Romische Staats- und Rechts-

Geschichte im Grutidrisse (Halle, 1817).
Lud. Pernice, Geschichte, fyc. des Rom. Rechts im

Grundriase (Halle, 1823).
H. R. Stockhardt, Tafeln der Geschichle des Rom.

Rechts (Leipz. 1828).

Christiansen, Die Wissenschaft der Rom. Rechts-
Gtschichte im Grundrisse (ler Band, Altona, 1838.

Unfinished).
The author is a disciple of the philosophy of Hegel.
Danz, Lehrbuch dor Geschichte des Rom. Rechts

(ler Theil. Leipz. 1840. Unfinished).
Ch Giraud, Introduction Historique aux Elements

de Droit Rontain de Heineccius (Paris et Aix, 1835).
Gue"rard. Essai mr I'Histoire du Droit Prive des Ro-

maint (Paris, 1841).

Burchardi, Staats- und Rechts- Geschichte der Romer
(Stuttgart, 1841).

This book contains much in a small compass.
Geib, Geschichte des Romischen Criminal-Processes

(Leipz. 1842).
This interesting and elaborate treatise, though we

often see cause to differ from its results, merits the

praise of originality, and supplies an important deside-
ratum in the history of Roman law.
An account of some of the works above mentioned

may be found in Dr. Irving's Introduction, fyc. A Law.

complete list has not been attempted. Some of the ~~~~v ^

omissions of modern names may be supplied by refer-

ring to Engelmann's edition of the Bibliotheca Juridica

(Leipz. 1840). See the head Romisches Recht in the

index, p. 581. Where there are several editions of

the same work, the latest has usually been mentioned,
and the titles have been abridged. There are excellent

chronological tables of Roman law, forming the greater

part of what is called the second volume of Haubold's

Institutionum Juris Romani Privati Historico-dogmati-
carum Lineamenta, as edited after the author's death,

by D. C. E. Otto (Lips. 1826).
In none either of the French or English works which Superiority

we have named can the reader expect to find any very
f the' mc "

detailed and satisfactory account of the views which m
e

8 in

e*

e
have been disclosed by the recent discovery of addi- cultivatici-

tional sources, or by diligent research into the old of Roman

authorities. In the successful cultivation of Roman law -

law the Germans at this day take precedence of every
other nation. Some of the modern speculations are

important in themselves ;
some have been raised to im-

portance by temporary fashion, to the comparative

neglect of investigations which in the preceding gene-
ration were in vogue. In some of the modern German

manuals, a student would be disposed to remark a cer-

tain dogmatism or pedantry in the mode of statement,

and a want of subordination and symmetry in the com-

position. Minute points and doubtful conclusions are

dwelt upon at undue length, as if they were certain,

and not, after all, insignificant.

The reader who desires to make himself master of Journals

the progress of modern speculation will find great as- a
?d re-

sistance from some of the continental journals and vlews>

reviews ofjurisprudence, which have been made the

organs of literary party, and have received contributions

from the ablest civilians of the day . The most celebrated

of these for their illustration of the history ofRoman law

are,

Hugo's Civilististhes Magazin (7 Bde, Berlin). This

magazine was commenced in 1791, and some of the

early volumes have been several times reprinted.

Zeitschrift fur geichichtlichm Rechts-Wisnenschaft,

von T. C. Von Savigny, &c. (Berlin). This journal is

now edited by A. A. F. Rudorff, and has reached the

llth volume.

K. Von Grolman's Masatin fur Rechts- Winmschuft,
continued by Von Lohr (4 Bde, Giessen, 1800 25).

Rheinisches Museum fur Jurisprudrnz (7 Bde, 1827

1834). Up to 1830 inclusive, this journal was pub-
lished at Bonn. It subsequently appeared at Gottingen.

Themis, ou Bibli theque du Jurisconsulte (10 toil.

Paris, 1819 29). Complete copies of this valuable

review are now scarce.

The Krilische Zritschrifl, fyc. published at Heidelberg
under the editorship of Mittermaier and Zacharis, and

Fcclix's Revue de Legislation Francaise et etrangere,

occasionally advert to modern works on Roman law.

The historical cultivation of the Roman law received Names of

its first great impulse in modern times from Hugo, and
it

*

this impulse was most ably enforced by Haubold and eminent for

Savigny. The sound learning and critical judgment of their histo-

A. W. Cramer gave him high authority with the most rical re-

distinguished scholars of his day, though his published
works on historical subjects were not voluminous. In

la

the history of Grseco-Roman law, Biener, the two bro-

thers Heimbach, and the younger Zacharia?, occupy the
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first rank amongst the moderns ; in the study of the

s v~-'' most ancient documents of Roman law, Dirkscn. The
new sources recently discovered have employed a host of

professional savaiis, and stimulated the zeal of historical

research. Among the names which, in this pursuit,
have ornamented the present century may be enume-

rated Schrader, Von Lohr, Erb, Unterholzner,

Goeschen, Clossius, Wenck, Beck, Otto, Bethmann-

Hollweg, Docking, Hasse, Blume, Puggaus, Witte,

Buchholz, Barkow, Klenze, Heffter, Francke, Schilling,

Keller, Haenel, Huschke, Sell. To these we might add

many a "
fortem Gyam,fortemqm Cloanthum."

In exciting such remarkable activity, the spirit of

party had no small influence. The spirit of party,

arising from the controversy between Savigny and Thi-

baut on the expediency of introducing a general code

into the states of Germany, soon after the year 1814,
divided the continental jurists into the philosophical*

school, followers of the latter, and the historical school,

disciples of the former. The collision of opinions kindled

excessive ardour on both sides, and for some time there

seemed to be danger of a divorce between philosophy
and history. Thibaut thought that sound principle
was better than precedent, science than erudition, good
laws than ancient customs. The philosophic Thibaut,
honoured and lamented, has been carried to the grave,
and no one now is readier than the illustrious Savigny
to admit that history and philosophy ought to go hand
in hand :

Altcrnis sic

Altera poscit opetn res, et conjurat amice-

Notice of The number of elementary works on the imperial
elementary law of Rome is even greater than the number of his-

8 on torical treatises. The ancient course of instruction was
confined rigidly to the elucidation of the original text

of Justinian's collections by notes or glosses. This

plan was gradually abandoned in the 17th Century;
but still the best academic manuals, if they did not

assume the shape of continuous commentaries or lec-

tures on portions of the Corpus Juris Civilis (as was
sometimes the case), ordinarily followed the arrange-
ment of the Institute* or Pandects.

A course of instruction upon the Institutes usually

presented a general survey of the science, while a se-

cond course upon the Pandects necessarily descended
more into practical details. We have favourable ex-

amples of these later modes of teaching in the Preelec-
tiones of Huberus, the excellent Recitationes of Hei-

neccius, the two Elementa Juris of the same author

(one secundum ordinem Inst'ltutionum, the other se-

cundum ordinem Pandectarvm), and the two Principia
Juris of Westenberg.

Towards the end of the last century, elementary
writers began very commonly, in explaining the law of
the Institutes or Pandects, to adopt arrangements of
their own

; and this mode of teaching was called the

systematic, to distinguish it from the former, which was
called the

legal.
Recourse to the systematic plan was rendered ex-

pedient from the old method not being in itself suf-

ficiently scientific. Though the arrangement of the In-
stitutes was more scientific than that of the Pandects,
neither arrangement was well adapted to a course of

* The principal periodical publication, which served as an
organ of the philosophical party, is the Archiv fur die Civiliitiiche

Praia, published at Heidelberg. It has reached (1842) 22
volumes.

instruction in those developments of the civil law which Law.

were most important in modern practice. The advan- '-^v"
tages of the change which admitted the adoption of

arbitrary system were found to counterbalance the

facility of reference, the power of easily comparing
and estimating different treatises, and the authoritative

catholicity, which were the recommendations of the

older method.

Many elementary works combine the history of doc-

trines, with exegetical and dogmatical information ; and
thus some good works, as, for example, those of Rein
and Pernice, which we have classed among the his-

torical treatises, might as well have been reserved for

mention here. On the other hand, many elementary
works confine themselves to the dogmatical illustration

of such parts of the civil law as are of practical use at

the present day.
It is not unusual for a German professor to publish

Outlines (Grundnsse), with references to authorities,
for the use of students attending his lectures, and, after

some years, to transform the lectures themselves into

a detailed elementary treatise. From the general plan
of teaching by lectures in the German universities,
and of teaching not only those branches of knowledge
which serve to discipline the mind, but those which
are actually employed in the business and professions
of mature life, there arises a closer connection than
with us between academic education and the general
supply of literary productions. This remark is neces-

sary to enable Englishmen to appreciate the character
of many German law-books.
To begin with German elementary works : there are German

valuable outlines by Heise, Burchardi, Gans, Blume, elementary

and Goeschen. works -

The most eminent scholars have not disdained to

compose manuals for beginners. Haubold's Doctrines

Pandectarum Lineainenta has not been reprinted since

it first appeared in 1820. Hugo's Lehrbuch des heutigen
Romischen Rechts, which forms the fourth volume of his

course of civil law, reached a seventh edition in 1 826.

Of the highest order of merit is the condensed and

profound System des Pandekten-Rechts (8te Ausg.
Jena, 1834) of the late celebrated Thibaut. The se-

cond volume of the legal remains of the same author

has been recently (1842) published at Berlin under the

title Leltrbuch der Geschichte und Institutionen des

Romischen Rechtes : Hermeneutik und Kritik des Ro-
mischen Rechtes. It is a concise and masterly produc-
tion. More discursive and more fully unfolded in its

various parts is the admirable System des heutigen Ro-
mischen Rechts, which presents the matured production
of a long life of study, guided by the sound judgment
and illumined by the penetrating intellect of Savigny.

In the choice of riches it is difficult to know whom
to mention, and in what order.

The practical elementary treatise which has had the

largest circulation is that of Mackeldey, Lehrbuch
des hevtigen Romischen Rechts (lite Ausg. Giessen,

1838). The eleventh edition, published after the au-

thor's death, has the advantage of K. F. Rosshirt's

remarks and additions. The tenth has been badly
translated into French by Jules Beving, of Brussels;
and there are other translations into most of the modern

European languages.
Almost equally popular is Muhlenbruch's manual,

published in Latin under the name Doctrina Pandec-
tarum and in German under the name Lehrbuch dea
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Law. Pandekten-Rechts. The last genuine editions bear date
v-^/'~-'

Halle, 1838. There are Brussels reprints ; and a sepa-

rate collection has been made, by way of supplement,

containing at length all the authorities referred to in

the work.

Warnkoenig's Commentarii Juris Romani Privati (3

vols. ; Liege, 1 825), and his shorter Institutiones Juris

Roniani Privati (3tia editio; Bonn, 1834) unite the

clear and pleasing writing of the French school with

a fair share of that erudition which distinguishes the

Germans.

Wening-Ingenheim's Lehrbuch des gemeinen Civil-

Rechtes is a work of long-established reputation. It fol-

lows the outline of Heise ; and the fifth edition, in three

volumes (Miinchen, 1838), was revised by J. A. Fritz.

Schweppe's Romisches Privat-Recht in seiner heutigen

Anwendung (5 Biinde ; 4teAusgabe; Gottingen, 1828-

1833.) The last three volumes were prepared for pub-
lication after the death of the author by W. Meier.

An improved edition (the second) of Marezoll's suc-

cinct Lehrbuch der Institutionen des Romischen Rechts

came out at Leipzig in 1841. A manual for students

by Boecking, of Bonn, has recently been published

(1842.) Schilling's Lehrbuch der Institutionen und
Geschichte des Romischen Privat-Rechts (unfinished,

1842) combines institutional with historical information.

It enters elaborately into useful details, and exhibits

rare accuracy and industry.

Lang, J. J., Lehrburh des Justinianisch-RSmischen

Rechts (2te Ausgabe ; Stuttgart, 1837.)
The posthumous lectures, published at Gottingen, of

Goeschen on the civil law, do not belie the reputation
of their late distinguished author. Von Vangerow's
Leitfaden fur Pandekten-Vorlesungen (Marburg, 1839,

&c.) are said to be worthy of Thibaut's successor ; and
Kierulff's Theorie des gemeinen Civil-Rechts (Altona,

1839) has acquired a high character.

Haensel's Lehrbuch der Institutionen des Redds (Leipz.

1842) promises well. The learned Puchta, whose ex-

cellent Lehrbuch der Pandekten (Leipz. 1838) is only
one of his many important contributions to Roman juris-

prudence, has given, in his Cursus der Institutionen

(Leipz. 1842), a systematic course, historical and dog-
matical, which, like Savigny's, traverses all the principal

departments of the civil law.

We have mentioned no work which does not possess
considerable merit. Probably several good books have
been omitted from sheer ignorance ; and certainly not a
few inferior productions have been designedly passed
over. The dates given in the preceding list will show
how great has been the recent activity of publication.
Few works, if any, of civil law are better known

elemenary
to English readers than Domat's valuable arrangement,

works. translated by Dr. Strahan. Since Pothier's labours on
the Pandects, several publications on separate heads of
Roman law have appeared in France. In particular,
the law of possession has received culture, in conse-

quence of the impulse given to the study of it through-
out Europe by Savigny's finished treatise on the Recht
des Besitzes. In this department, M. Pellat's recent
work demands honourable notice. The elucidation of
the sources has not been neglected ; and if the active

spirit of research which immediately followed the dis-

covery of Gaius has been somewhat diverted to feudal

jurisprudence and the development of the existing legal
system, the pursuit of the civil law still obtains a rea-
sonable amount of patronage from the countrymen of

Cujas. Of modern French elementary writers we
shall now name but two.

The Chrestomathie of Professor Blondeau (Paris,

1830) contains an excellent choice of texts for an ele-

mentary course, and there is much good sense in the

author's remarks. Difficulties which would be slurred

by a less logical and clear thinker are not disguised,
and, even in cases where more complete solutions

might have been given, the attention of the student is

well directed to interesting objects of inquiry.
To the first volume of Ortolan's Explication His-

torique des Instituts (2me edition ; Paris, 1840) is

prefixed an introduction of about 100 pages, entitled

Generalisation du Droit Romain. In these pages is

manifested all the sparkling vivacity of which many
French authors are so fond. The pointed enunciation
of abstract propositions, the bold induction of general
principles, the wide views lucidly presented within
the compass of a few pages, the happy command of

metaphysical language give to this introduction greater
attractions than are due to tl.e profoundness of its

learning or the minute correctness of all its statements.

Readers who look with suspicion on the dashing gene-
ralizations, the sacrifice of laborious research and
detailed fact to (so called) philosophical ideas, the

abandonment of sober criticism in search of epigram-
matic and antithetical turns of expression which are

common in Lerminier, Michelet, and others of the

school of writers to which Ortolan belongs, will scarcely
be disposed to give him credit for that modicum of

learning and correctness which are really displayed in

his clever and brilliant performance.
There are few English elementary works on the

civil law. This is principally owing to the practical

pursuits which engross professional men after their

release from the liberal studies of youth, and to the
severance of our own from the imperial jurisprudence.
In old times, the learned apprentices of the English
common law, who had heard of the arbitrary maxims
of the Institutes, who were told that the civil law

justified torture, who saw, in an adoption of the

Justinianean compilations, an acknowledgment of some
extrinsic authority beyond the authority of reason a

stepping-stone to the domination of the Emperor or
the Pope, were loth to spend upon the illustration of
a rival system those precious hours which were de-
manded by the exclusive jealousy of their own. The
works of our civilians are not very important. Wood's
Institutes or Ayliffe's Pandect of ttte Civil Law are now
seldom referred to. Dr. Browne's Compendious View

of the Civil Law (2nd edition, London, 1802) would
not satisfy a modern inquirer. The well-arranged
Analysis of Dr. Halifax (Cambridge, 1836) requires
some editor who would not, like Dr. Geldart, scruple
even to mention the name of Gaius.

A complete library of all English books, whether

elementary or not, which treat of Roman law, would
not be a load for many camels. Who, now-a-days,
would consult Fulbeck's Parallel, look at Ridley's
View, or displace from its dusty shelf Wiseman's Law
of Laws ? Some of our writers on ecclesiastical law,
as Swinburne and Godolphin, better casuists and
canonists than civilians, though they often refer to

the Corpus Juris, seem generally to quote at second-
hand. The Jurisprudentia Philologica of Eden, and the

translation of Justiuian's Institutes by Harris, are more

frequently met with than read. Yet England has pro-

Law.

English
works on
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Law. duced a few names not unregarded nor unvalued by
v"~v -^

foreign civilians. Of these the most eminent are Selden,

Zouch, Duck, and Taylor.
The Dictionary of Greek and Roman Antiquities

(London, 1842), edited by Dr. W. Smith, contains

many very able disquisitions on separate departments
of the law and constitution of Rome. It seldom, like

the vulgar herd of commentators, dilates unnecessarily
on things that are trite and futile ; and it generally
is honest enough rather to acknowledge than to shirk

a felt difficulty. Most of its defects are inseparable
from a work published periodically, and having many
independent contributors. Hence the discordance of

opinion which may sometimes be observed in the

treatment of the same subject under different heads.

We have occasionally, but more rarely, perceived that

a single writer, puzzled between conflicting views,
has been content, in different parts of the same article,

to make two statements, each probably supported by
high authorities, but irreconcilable one with the other.

In matters connected with Roman law, the contribu-

tions of Mr. George Long will be found safe and
consistent. To the Roman lawyer the study of Roman
antiquities is essential. The profound antiquary will

refer to the ample treasures amassed by Grsevius and

others, and will acknowledge the surpassing excellence

of the classical-minded Italians of the 16th century
men like Manutius, Pulvius Ursinus, and Sigonius,
*' native there, and to the manner born ;" but the

tiro in legal antiquities, in addition to his Heineccius

and Adam, Fuss, or Creu/er, will do well to procure
Dr. Smith's Dictionary, for, upon the whole, there is

no work in the English language from which he would
be able to collect so much sound information on Roman
jurisprudence anterior to Justinian.

Scotch Scotland a country more Roman in the Roman,
modern more feudal in the feudal parts of its jurisprudencewriters on f , ,-, , , , . . - *

7,
r

.-,

Civil Law 'nan England has given some signs of attention to the

Civil Law. Blair's Inquiry into the State of Slavery
among the Romans is in some respects a meritorious

compilation, but has little pretension to rank high as a

legal work; for, though it enters upon legal questions,
it altogether overlooks some of the most important
technical sources.

Reddie's Historical Notices of the Roman Law
(Edinburgh, 1826) is a book that deserves praise for

having led the way in furnishing information as to the

recent progress of the study in Germany. It does

ample justice to Hugo and his followers. It was suc-

ceeded by Dr. Irving's Introduction, a work which we
have already frequently cited, and from which the

student will derive much useful knowledge on

bibliographical matters, and will learn some interest-

ing as well as some trifling particulars with respect
to the private history of modern continental civilians.

In some instances, real scholars and men of genius, as

Gans, are omitted, or, as Cramer, rapidly dismissed,
while minor luminaries, as Macieiowski, occupy a dis-

proportionate space. The author is minutely accurate

in names and dates, but sometimes descends to frivolous

gossip, and lugs in the result of his literary researches

unseasonably. There is a smallness in his original

criticisms, and " the legend of Amalfi
"

is made far too

much of as a criterion of scholarship. The account of

the materials of Roman law, upon which modern com-
mentators work, is given in the commencement, which
is much the best written part of the book.

In the United States of America, the Civil Law is Low-

perhaps more generally studied than in this country,
v ~v~-/'

but our knowledge of American literature does not
Am

f"
cal

enable us to name any original elementary works. Roman"
1

Mr. Justice Story is glad to adorn his learned and Law.

popular treatises with illustrations drawn from the

Corpus Juris Civitis. The polite and various reading
of Story furnishes a copious repast, which is sweetened

by the complacency of the host, and his lavish gene-
rosity of praise ; but the English lawyer does not

expect to discover in his pompous and conventional

diction marks of that sharp-edged intellect which
touches the true distinction and probes the hollow

plausibility ;
of that logical precision which tracks the

vague or ambiguous phrase wherein error lingers or

conscious hesitancy lurks; of that sound and steady
judgment which knows where to reconcile apparently
conflicting authorities, and where to choose between

them, guiding its choice not by number but by weight ;

of that critical acumen which can appreciate intuitive

sagacity, and assign to it the superiority over undigested
erudition

;
of that pure taste which will not, with the

most unfastidious latitudinarianism, blend the good and
the bad white wine and red Mitford, Beames, and

Cooper. It is necessary to caution such of the nu-
merous readers of Mr. Justice Story as have not deeply
studied the Roman law, against the danger ofso far trust-

ing him as to accept his application of its rules and his

construction of its language with undoubting confi-

dence. In justification of this caution, we proceed to

make two quotations from his celebrated Commentaries
on Equity Jurisprudence.

" The term Interdict was used in the Roman
law in three distinct but cognate senses. It was, in the
first place, often used to signify the edicts made by the

praetor declaratory of his intention to give the remedy
in certain cases, chiefly to preserve or to restore pos-
session. And hence such an interdict was called edictal ;

edictale, quod preetoriis edictis proponitur, vt sciant

omnes edformd posse implorari. Again, it was used
to signify his order or decree, applying the remedy in

the given case before him ; and then it was called de-

cretal ; decretale, quod prcetor pro re nata implorantibus
decrevit. And in the last place, it was used to signify
the very remedy sought in the suit commenced under
the Praetor's Edict

; and thus it became the denomina-
tion of the action itself." (Vol. II. p. 143, sect. 865;
2nd edition, London reprint. 1839. Citing Living-
stone On the Batture Case, 5 Amer. Law Journ. 271,
272 ; Brisson, De Verb. Sig. Interdictum ; Vicat, Vocab.
Interdictiim ; Heinneccii, Elem. Pand. ps. 6, sects. 285,
286 ; but neither Brisson, Vicat, nor Heineccius gives
any sanction to the text.)
To say, as Story in substance says, that the Inter-

dict has three (not four) kindred meanings ; that it

means sometimes, 1st. the Edict by which the Praetor

promises to give the remedy ; sometimes, 2nd. the
order or decree applying the remedy ; sometimes, 3rd.
the remedy sought; and sometimes, 4th. the action

itself, is to make a statement which, to those who un-
derstand Roman procedure, is absurd, and to those
who understand it not must appear so involved and

incomprehensible so pure a specimen of that " true

no-meaning
" which "

puzzles more than wit," that
one is surprised to find a writer of Mr. Justice Story's
eminence palming such an explanation upon himself
and his readers for sense. We may be allowed to con-
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jecture that the crass obscurity of the paragraph we

"v"1 '

have quoted arises from a grievous misunderstanding of

a division which Oldeudorp* supposed to exist, of in-

terdicts into two kinds, analagous to the division of

bonorum possessio into edictalis and decretalis, accord-

ing to the different modes in which such possession
was obtained. The forms of certain interdicts appli-

cable to given circumstances were contained in the

Praetor's Edict. According to Oldendorp, the interdicts

obtained under circumstances to which the forms in

the edict were applicable, were, intcrdicta edictalia.

Those interdicts he calls decretalia of which there were

no precedents in the edict, but which were issued by
the prsetor upon the exigency of a particular case. An

English lawyer may illustrate to himself the difference

by thinking of the difference between writs of which

there were precedents in the Registrum Brevii/m, and

writs in consimili casu. We have not been able to find

any authority for Oldendorp's division of interdicts. It

is probable that no interdict could properly have been

granted in a case which did not come within the meaning
or spirit of those general terms in which the praetor

in his edict promised to give such a remedy to suitors.

V decree (decretum) was an order formally made in court

(I. 9, s. 1, D. de. Officio Proconsuli/t, (i. 16)) ; and, if the

analogy of the division of bonorum possessio into decre-

talis and edictalis were followed^ we should be led,

according to our interpretation of that division, to

assign the name inlerdicta dfcretalia to those interdicts

which could only be obtained by formal decree pro tri-

bunali. Such may have been the case with all interdicts

positively commanding a party to exhibit or to restore

something ; for these, as distinguished from prohibitory

interdicts, were sometimes called deonta. It is not

impossible that in some, at least, of the cases particu-

larly defined in the praHor's edict, an interdict might
have been obtained as of course, out of court, de

piano, per lihelli subscriptionem, sine causes cognitione,
and that such an interdict might have been called

ediclale.

In thus diverging, for the purpose of explaining the

origin of Story's confusion on the meaning of the word
interdict, we have taken the opportunity of making
some statements which will be found of use hereafter,
when we come to examine the nature of the prater's

jurisdiction.
The following example of incorrectness is scarcely

less glaring.
Mr. Justice Story, after asserting that an English

Court of Equity, when the true owner of an estate can
recover it at law, will give no relief, unless there was
some fraud on the part of the owner, to a bond fide

possessor on account of the money he may have

expended in repairs and improvements, goes oil

thus :

" The Civil Law appears to have proceeded on a
tar broader principle of natural justice. For, by that

law, any bond fid? possessor, as for instance, a creditor,

*
Oldendorp, cited in Calvini Lexicon Juridmim, tit. Interdic-

tvm, was, we believe, the author of the Latin words inserted in

Story's text, words which, from their strange inapplicability,
must have astonished the surrounding English.

t Set 1. 3, 8. D. dt Bon. Pua. (xixvii. 1) ;
1. 2, \, D.

Quit Ordo in Pan. tenetur (xxxviii. 15) ; 1. 3, 4, D. de Carbon,
Edict, (xxxvii. 10) ; 1.1, $ 4, It. Si Tat. Teitam. null, (xxxviii.
6) ; 1. 14, 1, D. de 13. P. cum. Tab. (xxxvii. 4); 1. 1, } 7, D.
dt Succestortu Edicio. (xxxviii. 9).

VOL. II

who had laid out money in preserving, repairing, or Law.

substantially improving an estate, was allowed a pri-
s^^^~~/

vilege or lien for such meliorations. Creditor, qui ob

restitutionemcedificiorumcrediderit; in pecuniamquam
crediderit privilegium exigendi habebit (Dig. lib. xii.

tit. 1, 1. 25; 1 Domat, b. iii. tit. 1, sec. 5, art. 6, 7).

Pignus insitlee, creditors datum, qui pecuniam ob resti-

tutionem cediftcii extruendi mutuam dedit, ad eum quo-

que pertinebil, qui redemptori, domino mandante, num-
mos ministravit, (Dig. lib. xx. tit. 2, 1. 1 ; 1 Domat,
b. iii. tit. 1, sec. 5, art. 5, 6, 7.)" (2 Story, Eq. Jur.

p. 454, sec. 1239.)

Now, the cases adverted to in these citations, made

through Domat from the Pandects, are quite inappo-
site to the proposition for the proof of which they are

quoted. That a man who has lent money expressly for

the purpose of rebuilding a house should have a priority
of charge over other creditors upon that house, when
rebuilt with his money, to the amount of the sum so
lent and so expended, does not prove that a bond fide
possessor, expending money upon his own account in

building upon ground which, without his knowledge,
belongs to another, is entitled to reimbursement as

against the rightful owner to the amount either of the
actual sum expended, or of the increased value imparted
to the land. The creditor in Dig. lib. xii. tit. 1, 1. 5,
is not a bond fide possessor, is not, in fact, a possessor
at all. The second passage, cited from Dig. lib. xx.
tit. 2, 1. 1, is equally inapplicable. It means that a man
who pays the builder by the direction of the owner for

rebuilding a house, is as much entitled to a tacit charge
upon that house as if he had lent the money in the first

instance to the owner in order to rebuild it. Here is

nothing like a lien for the benefit of a bona, fide pos-
sessor making improvements without any legal com-
pulsion on the one hand, and without the sanction or
default of the legal owner on the other. Here, again,
the creditor is not in the situation of a possessor at all,

The following texts would have been more serviceable
to the learned commentator : 30, J. de Rerum
Divisione (ii. 1) ; 1. 33, D. de Coitdict. ludrh. (xii. 6) ;

1. 14, D. de Dolt mali tt Mtttis Exc. (xliv. 4). They
prove that a bond fide possessor had the means of

making his claim for impensce available against the true
owner by refusing to give up possession until he was
indemnified ; but that he lost all remedy whatever if,

before his expenses were paid, the true owner obtained

just possession.

English, as well as American, lawyers are so much
indebted to the excellent tendencies of this accomplished
judge, who has contributed greatly to liberalize his

profession, by choosing worthy subjects of investigation,
and treating them in no narrow spirit ; so much defer-
ence is paid to his authority in parts of the law not

frequently traversed by the mere leguleius the class of
men to whom " omne ignotum pro magnifico est

"
is so

numerous, and there is so much danger of the baser
ore gaining currency along with the genuine metal,
that it is the more necessary, in acknowledging the

high merits of Story, to give due warning of his defi-

ciencies and errors.

It would be impossible, without occupying a dispro- Writers on
portionate space, to enumerate the best writers on the single
most important heads of Roman law. The following

lieacls of

modern works are considered classical : I'
10 Koman

Savigny, Dos Ri'clti des Besilzes (6th edition; 6ies
''"*'

sen, 1S37).
;. u
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Law. Hasse, Din Culpa des Romischen Rechts (2nd edition;

v-"\'- '
Bonn, 1836).

Miihlenbruch, Die Lehre von der Cession der Fordf-

runfjS'Rechte (3rd edition
; Griefswalde, 1839).

Hasse, on Dos (unfinished) ; Puchta, on Customary
Law (Gewohnheitsrecht) ; Keller, on Litis Contestatio ;

Unterholzner, on Prescription ( Verjahrungslehre) ; Mare-
zoll, on Civil Reputation (Biirgerliche Ehre) ; and M.
S. Mayer, on Successions (Erbrecht), rank high among
the modern works illustrative of Roman law.
Some of the leading commentators on the sources

will be mentioned in their proper place. As a specimen
of select bibliography and biography, Haubold's Insti-

tutiones Juris Rmnani Litcrariee (Leipz. 1809), so far

as it extends, displays the soundest judgment and learn-

ing. The same author's Institutionum Juris Romani
Privati Historico-doymaiicarum Liiwamenta, edited by
D. C. E. Otto (Leipz. 1826), deserves the highest
commendation for its comprehensive and methodical
distribution of subjects, accompanied by ample refer-

ences to the ablest commentaries and disquisitions.

Hugo's Civilistisclie Bucherkentnixa (2 BHnde ; Berlin,

1828-9) is also a classical production. Stnitii Biblio-

tfieca Juris Selecta, edited by Buder (Jena, 1756), and
Camus 's Bibliotheque Choine des Limes de Droit, ap-

pended to the Profession d'Avocat,a.nd edited byDupin,
dine, are useful works, and common in English libraries.

A fuller list of modern books js given in Ersch's

Literatur der Jurisprudent, fyc. seit 1750 (Leipz. 1823);
tut the most complete legal bibliography is contained

in the Bibliotheca Realis Juridica of Lipenius, with its

modern supplements.
For a detailed history of the cultivation of the Roman

law in the middle ages, the famous work of Savigny
(Geschichte der Romischen Rechts im Mittelalter ;

*

6 Bande; Heidelberg, 1826-1831) may almost be said

to supersede all others. The work is mutilated in the

feeble French version of Guenoux, but the first volume
has been well translated into English by Cathcart.

In giving a general account of the progress of law
at the commencement of this Article, we have shown
how different countries in Europe have successively

acquired pre-eminence in the cultivation of Roman
Law, and have mentioned the names of some of its

most distinguished votaries. English civilians have

principally adhered to authors of the Dutch school,

partly because of the former intimacy of our com-
mercial intercourse with the Low Countries, partly
because the Dutch commentators usually followed the

laudable practice (almost deserted by their German
successors) of writing in Latin, and partly because of
the intrinsic and enduring excellence of their practical
works.

It is almost superfluous to state, that even a moderate

acquaintance with Roman law cannot be acquired
without the study of general Roman history and Latin

philology. Greek must be mastered by the deeper

proficient ; and, of modern languages, German affords

the greatest help.

lath** to*"
The E"glish student of Roman law will peruse the

the general
historical works of Adam Ferguson, Maiden (Library

history of of Useful Knoivlcdije History of Rome), and Arnold,
Rome, some of whose valuable contributions adorn this En-

cyclopedia. The whole of Niebuhr's History is now
added to English literature. We also possess the brief

A second edition of the first three volumes appeared in 1831.

Manual of Heeren. The inquiries of Wachsmuth into Law.
the most ancient times of Rome (Die dltere Gexchichte

v-"v-'
dttf Romischen Staates, Halle, 1818) deserve translation,

proceeding as they do from the ablest of Niebuhr's

opponents.

Among the recent German contributions to the con-

stitutional history of Rome are the following works:
K. D. Hullmann, Romische Grundverf'assung (Bonn,

1832).

Rubino, Untersuchungen uber die Romische. Verfas-

sung und Gexchichte (ler Band ; Cassel, 1839). These
researches are highly interesting and important.

Huschke, Die Verfasaung des Konig's fferrnu Tul-

liits (Heidelberg, 1838).
K. W. Goettling, Geschichte der Romischen Staats-

Verfassuntj bis xu C. Cesar's Tod. (Halle, 1840). Very
little reliance is to be placed upon Goettling's critical

judgment or logical faculties.

Peter (Carl, Dr.), Die Epochen der Verfassungs-
Gcschichte des Romischen Ri-publik (Leipz. 1842).
For the interpretation of the technical terms of Ro- Dictiona-

man law, the student could scarcely require a better ries
/

guide than the admirable Latin Dictionary of Faccio- '^""^
lati, himself no mean civilian. Some additional help,

however, may be obtained from the work of B. Bris-

sonius, De Verborum Significattone, edited by Heineccius

and Boehmer (Halle, 1743) ; to which may be joined
the Additamenta of J. Wunderlich (Hamburgh, 1778),
and the Supptementum of the deeply-learned A. G.
Cramer (Kiel, 1815). Few books can be named more
useful than the treatise De Formulis et Solemnibus

Populi Romani Verbis of the same Brissonius, edited

by Bach (Leipz. 1754). The Vocabularium Utriusque
Juris of Vicat, though it contains little that is original,
is highly esteemed in tins country. The Clavis Cicero-

niana of Ernesti is in every one's hands. It often

usefully explains laws and legal phrases, but the author

occasionally betrays a want of familiarity with technical

language. Thus,- to give an example pointed out by
Hugo (Rom. Rechts-Gesch. 195), he interprets the

expression "Xpi/o-ti /iev tuns, KTI'I<TH <> Attici nostri"

(Ctc.adFam. vii. 29), by the words "usuquidem tuns,

possessione atttem Attici" (Ern. Clav. verb. Xp^at<).
A lawyer would have remembered the line,

" Vita

mancipio milli datur, omnibus usu," and would never

have thought of translating Kri\ati by possessione. The

Promptuarium of Elvers (Gottingen, 1824) may be

referred to in reading Gaius and Ulpian. The Manvale
Latinitatis Fontium Juris Civilis Romanorum, in usum

tironum, by H. E. Dirksen (Berlin, 1837), though it

is the production of a well-read scholar and sound

lawyer, does not supersede the older work of Brissonius.

It may sometimes be necessary to refer to the invaluable

Glossarium media: et infima; Latinitatis of Ducange, of

which there is an octavo abridgment by Adelung.
For the interpretation of the terms occurring in

Grseco-Roman law, may be consulted Ducange's Glos-

sarium medice et infimee Gr<eritatis, the Glossaries of

Jac. Godef'roi to the Codex Theodosianus and to Har-

ntenopulus (the latter, with additions by Reitz, has

been inserted in the Supplement to Meerman's Thesaurus

Juris Civilis) ; Reitz's Glossary to Theophilus ; and the

Glosses Nomiree. edited by Labbe.

The collection of Latin Inscriptions by Orelli, and
the numismatic works of Spanheim, Eckhel, Mionnet,
and Rasch, will occasionally be found of assistance to

the historical investigator of Roman Law.
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Sect. 4. On Ihe Original Authorities for the Materials

of Roman Law.

From the preceding imperfect indication of some of
those modern writers who have treated of the law of

Rome, we pass to a statement of the authorities from
which their materials are taken.

These authorities are of two kinds, untechnical and
technical.

The untechnical authorities consist of those notices
which unprofessional writers, historians, orators, phi-

losophers, grammarians, poets, &c., have left to us in

relation to the laws of Rome. With respect to the
untechnical authorities, much reliance is not to be

placed upon their accuracy in the incidental mention
of legal subjects. It is not safe, for example, to draw
a positive inference from the legal phraseology some-
times put, by way of joke, into the mouths of his cha-
racters by Plautus. A lawyer's eye may now and then
detect legal inaccuracies in the classics. Thus Horace,
who is vulgarly believed to have been a cordial hater
of lawyers, speaks of the praetor taking away from a

spendthrift the disposal of his property, and committing
the tuteta to his sane relations (Sat. lib. ii, fat. 3, 1.

218)
- Interdtcto liuic omne adimat jus

Preetor, et ad sanos afieat tutela propinquos.

The more technical word here would have been cura,
though tutela, even in legal writers, is sometimes used
as a generic word, comprising the cura as well as the
tutela strictly so called. The inaccuracy is, therefore,

scarcely so great as would be that of an Englishman who
should speak of the guardian, in place of the committee,
of a lunatic. Again, Livy several times (e. g. xxxix.
y) uses the word manus, which technically denotes
the peculiar authority of the husband over the wife,
in a much more general acceptation. In estimating
the constitutional and legal information given by histo-

rians, it is necessary to trace the causes likely to lead
them into a biassed narrative, to examine whether
they are credulous, whether they desire to make
their accounts interesting by anecdotes, however apo-
cryphal, whether they accommodate the institutions
of Rome to those of their own country, whether they
espouse a party, or have a theory to support. In
reading the speech of an orator in defence of a client,
it must be recollected that considerable liberty was
taken in mis-stating the law for the purpose of gaining
the cause, or winning the applause of the audience.
Not seldom, to use the words of Cicero, (2 de Fin.
c. 22, extr.)

" a judicious oratio avertilur : vox in coro-
nam, turbamquc effunditur." Cicero acknowledges this
of himself. (4 de Fin. 27).

There are scarcely any of the Roman classical
writers from whom the industry of civilians has not
derived some inference or elicited some illustration.
Of all the Roman writers not

strictly professional,
or not writing professionally, Cicero, the advocate,
the augur, the praetor we will not add,* the juris-
consultfurnishes the largest fund of information uponRoman Jaw and antiquities. His Topica, addressed to
the jurist Trebatius Testa, is a treatise abounding in

* There has been much dispute whether Cicero was a juris-
consult, and h.gh modern authorities decide in the affirmative.

Ih t ,?^l
rn
'i-/'

n - * G- 289> " 1G
-) We hold with By ker-

shoek, that he did not consider himself to be one, though lie knew
that he cculd be, ii he chose. (&, pr, Murcena, 13, and 1 de Lev .
' >'* ;

legal explication. The treatises de OJficiis, de Legibus,
de Oratore, and de Republicd, are important to the
civilian. His other writings on philosophy and rhe-

toric, and his private letters, are rich in legal allusions.

His speeches to a judex, to the senate, or to the

populus, throw light upon many obscure points of

practice and procedure. The fragments of speeches
recently discovered by Mai, Niebuhr, and Peyron, were
edited

separately by Engelbronner in 1830.
Next to Cicero, perhaps Aulus Gellius is the. un-

professional writer most valuable to the student of
Roman law. In his amusing miscellany, the Nodes
Atticce, are preserved legal forms, antiquarian informa-
tion connected with legal history, and fragments oi

ancient jurisconsults. The rhetoricians, M. Anna?us
Seneca, Julius Victor, and especially Quinctilian, con-
tain many passages relating to Roman law. The
Scriptores Linguce Latin*, especially *Ter.Varro,Ver-
rius Flaccus, Festus, Nonius Marcellus, Fulgentius
Plantiades, and Isidore, to whom may be added
Priscian, abound in explanations of juridical tern..,.

Festus, in particular, preserves many curious notices
of legal history. Along with these may be mentioned
the Greek grammarian Dositheus Magister, and the

lexicographer Suidas. Of the poets, Virgil and Ovid
were manifestly well versed in legal antiquities, espe-
cially in matters connected with religion. The scho-

liasts, Asconius and Boethius, in their commentaries on
Cicero, Donatus on Terence, Servius on Virgil, Acron
and Porphyrio on Horace, are often serviceable to the

jurist. The Scriptores Rei Rusticce, especially M. Pore.
Cato, Ter. Varro (before mentioned as a grammarian),
and Columella, throw occasional light upon the forms
of rustic contracts and other portions of the law. More
important are the Agrimensores, or Scriptores Rei
Ac/rariteu. class very distinct from the preceding.
They often illustrate the law of boundaries, the rights
of neighbouring proprietors, and the nature of posses-
sion, legally and

historically considered. The study
of them led Niebuhr to those researches which pro-
duced his Roman history. Under this class of writers
are comprehended Frontinus and his commentator
Aggenus Urbicus, Siculus Flaccus, and Hygenus.f
Frontinus, who lived under Domitian, and wrote, among
other treatises, a treatise upon the stratagems of war,
possessed very accurate legal knowledge, and is not to
be confounded (as has sometimes been done) with
that Fronto, a contemporary ofAntoninus, whose letters
and orations, recently brought to light by Mai, are
but of little use in illustrating the political institutions
of his day. The constitution of the Roman army a
difficult and perplexing subject is closely connected
with the civil constitution of early Rome; and we
venture, without examination, to suggest a doubt
whether the external historians of Roman law have
sufficiently pressed into their service the Scriptores Rei
Mililaris. Some of the fathers of the Church, espe-
cially Tertullian, Lactantius, Justin Martyr, and
Augustine, have yielded to lawyers good store of
materials. Lucius Annans Seneca, the philosopher,

the two PJinies, especially the naturalist, Aurelius

* The designations Scriplorc* Lingua! Laiirur ; Historitt
Augusta: Scmptores, &c., are, to some extent, ambiguous. The
groups of authors comprised under them by different editors have
not been invariable.

t This name, usually written Hyginus, is invariably written
as above in the best ancient manuscript*.

5 D 2

Law.
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Symmachus (prrfectus urbi under Theodosius II.),

Macrobius, Valerius Maximus (a contemporary of

Tiberius), Balbus and L. Volusius Mscianus, who

wrote on weights and measures, the former under

Augustus, the latter under the Antonines, M. Valerius

Probus (not the contemporary of Nero, but a later

grammarian), who wrote, among other things, on

Fegal abbreviations (no/* juris) the chronologer

Censorinus, the architect Vitruvius, have all been

subjected to examination and contribution.

To this miscellaneous assemblage we have postponed
who have the professed historians of Rome, not because they
written in are unimportant, but because they form a considerable
Latin>

class of themselves.
"
II faut edairer," says Montes-

quieu,
"

les lots par l'hi*Mre, el i'kistoire par l<s lois."

The external historian of law especially must have

frequent recourse to general history . Among the authors

who have written in Latin, he must occasionally consult

Julius Csesar, Cor. Nepos, Sallust, Velleius Paterculus,

and Florus: he must not overlook Aurelius Victor,

Eutropius, Sextus Rufus, Ammianus Marcellinus;

but his principal attention will be bestowed on Livy,

Tacitus, and Suetonius. For the times of the later

emperors, he will turn to the Histories Augusta Scrip-

lores, under which name may be enumerated Lam-

pridius, Spartianus (who is not improbably the same

person with Lampridius), Gallicanus, TrebelliusPollio,

Vopiscus, Julius Capitolinus, Cassiodorus. These

writers are peculiarly valuable for their elucidation of

the political and social institutions of the Empire.
We proceed to the historians who have written in

Greek.
Of the early legal history of Rome, Dionysius ot

Halicarnassus, a careful and learned antiquary, but of

no pQ^j,, taste or feeling, is a most important source.

Polybius, the friend of the Scipios, is very accurate,

and abounds in maxims of political wisdom. Not-

withstanding the fragments discovered by Mai, his

General History unfortunately remains very imperfect.

The loss of the greater part of the sixth book is severely

felt. Some ofhis observations on the Roman constitution

are translated by Cicero in his treatise de Repiiblica,
Plutarch's most interesting Lives, and his One Hundred
and Thirteen Roman Questions, have much corn which a

critical fan may separate from the chaff. He is more at

home, however, in the affairs of Greece than in those of

Rome. Dion Cassius (called, by the precisely accurate

Hugo, Cassius Dio), Diodorus Siculus, and Appian, all

begin their histories from the commencement of the

Roman state. Dion is continued by Xiphilinus and Zo-

naras. Herodian and Zosimus treat exclusively of the

time of the emperors. The Byzantine historians con-

tribute largely to legal history. Among these, Procopius
of Caesarea (continued by Agathias and Menander) is

especially important for the time of Justinian, though
his veracity and fidelity have been called in question
from the hostility to his master which is exhibited

in his later secret history ('Ayt'icSora), in striking con-

trast with the spirit of his former work on Justinian's

wars.

The Jewish antiquary, Flavius Josephus, ought not

to be omitted ;
and some of the ecclesiastical historians

of the Christian Church, as Eusebius, Theodoretus,

Socrates Scholasticus, and Evagrius, illustrate the

bearing of the imperial constitutions upon Christianity,

and the incipient relationship of the Civil and Canon

Iiaws. Falck, in his Juristische EncyclopUdie, remarks

Historians

who have

written in

'

(.w Pellat's French translation. Paris, 1841, p. 413 n.) Law.

that Zirardini, in his Commentary on the Pont-T/ieo- ^-^/-^
dosian Novells (Faenza, 1776), has availed himself of

the Christian martyrologists, for the purpose of elucida-

ting some of the obscurities which still overhang the

judicial organization and procedure of the Romans.

A few works remain to be mentioned before we quit

the unprofessional authorities.

Joannes Laurentius (" Laurentii filiu* ?" Hugo) Writers

Lydus, a man without judgment or sound learning, concerning

and, like Procopius, a contemporary of Justinian, wrote ^^'
a work Concerning Magistrates, of some consequence

to the Roman lawyer, inasmuch as the subject was

peculiarly within the province of the author, who was

employed in the chancery of the prtefectits prtetorio.

The manuscript of this work was first discovered by

Villoison, in 1785, in the neighbourhood of Constan-

tinople, and the first printed edition appeared at Paris,

in 1812, by Fuss, with a preface by Hase. This, which

was long the only edition, requires to be completed by
the letter of Fuss to Hase, (Fussii ad Hasittm Epistola,

in quo Lydi textus et. versio tme.ndantur. Leodii, 1820.)

A new edition of the extant works of the,. Lydian

Joannes, including the treatise Concerning Magistrates,

revised by Bekker, appeared at Bonn in 1837.

In 1829, Huschke published, at Breslau (under the

title Iiicerti anctoris magistratuum et sacerdotiorum

pnpuli Romani expositiones) a dry little work, dis-

covered in manuscript at Paris, and by some modern

scholars referred to the end of the fourth century ; by
others to the beginning of the seventh, or to a still later

date.

With these works may be consulted the more full and

satisfactory Latin treatise on the same subject, called

Notitia Uignitatum, which, from internal evidence,

appears to' have been composed after the death of

Honorius (A.D. 425), and before the destruction by
Attila (A.D. 452) of Co/icordia and Aqvileia. It may be

found, with the notes of two of its former editors,

Pancirolli and Labbe, in Grtevii Thesaurus, torn, vii.,

p. 1309, and it has been lately re-edited at Bonn by

Boecking. It must not be confounded with the similar

work of borrowed title inserted in the last volume of

Jac. Godefroi's edition of the Codex Theodosianus.

We must also name the Notitia Provinciarum, which

was first published by Maffei, in the appendix to his

Tstoria Teologica, from a Veronese manuscript ;
and the

Libellus Provinciarum Romanarum, which may be

found in the Vuria Geographica, edited by Gronovius.

(Lus. Bat. 1739.)
We now proceed to the technical authorities for the Technical

materials of Roman law.

The technical authorities may be divided into two

classes : 1st. Private legal documents. 2nd. Legis-

lative enactments and legal works.

Here it is necessary to remark, that the distinction

between technical and untechnical is not logically pre-

cise. An unprofessional writer, for instance, as Aulus

Gellius, is classed as an untechnical authority, while

the legislative enactments and other legal documents

preserved in his works are, when considered by them-

selves, ranked among the technical authorities. More-

over, some of the above-named works might as well be

classed uuder a distinct head, as half technical.

The greater part of the private legal documents Private

which have come down to us are contained or referred legal Dec*

to in the very interesting collection of Spangenberg,
mcnts -
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Law. entitled Juris Romani Tabula Negotiorum Solemmum,^/-^. modo in cerr, modo in marmore, modo in charta super-
stifes (Lipsiz, 1822). Spangenberg's own disser-

tations, prefixed to the collection, abound in valuable

information. Every lawyer knows how conducive to

a right understanding of the law is the study of formal

precedents. The comparison of the modes in which the

same objects are effected in different systems of juris-

prudence has the advantage of correcting the pre-

judice into which narrow-minded practitioners not

seldom fall, of supposing that the way of transacting
business to which they have been accustomed is the

only possible or the only rational one. At the same

time, the resemblances between wills, conveyances, and
other legal proceedings, of different ages and countries,
afford curious proof of the force of tradition in such

matters, and the extent of servile copy ism. The scribe

or conveyancer, looking at an old form, frequently

adopted words applicable to a state of law which was
become obsolete, or had been altered. In reading the

description of the abuttals, and the verbose transfer of
all the right and interest of the vendor, and of all ways,
watercourses, &c., with the appurtenances, in a Roman
vendi/io, the lawyer will often be reminded of the style
of an English purchase-deed. Few, perhaps, are aware
of the antiquity of the form still so common in the

commencement of wills,
" In the name of God, Amen ;"

or of the still greater antiquity of the declaration,
borrowed probably from the Athenian law, that the

testator, though weak in body, is of sound mind and

memory. The ancient records of forensic proceedings,
and the honourable discharges, usually conferring cer-

tain franchises, given to soldiers (labulee honestce

mitsionis), are among the most valuable legal monu-
ments we possess. The authorities which we are now
treating of are for the most part either contained in

Spangenberg's work, or reference is there made to

more copious collections, such as Marini's Papiri Diplo-
matic!, where they are given at large. Few, we believe,
of much importance have been since discovered.

In the year 1820, there was found in the vineyard
of St. Amendola, on a part of the Via Appia, which
bore evident marks of having been an ancient Roman
burying-ground, a marble slab broken into two frag-
ments. On these was an inscription wanting the be-

ginning and end, and presenting, probably, the oldest

specimen in existence of a Roman will. The person
first named as heir is required, as a condition, to take
the name of the testator, which appears to be Dasumius.
Among the legatees are mentioned Plinius Secundus
and Cornelius Tacitus. The inscription was first pub-
lished by the advocate Carlo Fea, in 1820, in the
Diario di Roma, and afterwards in the Varieta di
Notizie. It was subsequently brought before Ger-
man scholars by Pugge", in the 1st volume of the
Rlteinisches Museum fur Jurisprudent, p. 249 (Bonn,
1827). A further fragment of the same inscription was
discovered at Rome in 1830, and published in the
2nd Part of the Annali del Institute di Corrispondenr.a
Archeologica, 1831.

In 1838, Huschke published for the first time, with
a commentary, as an offering on the occasion of Hugo's
jubilee from the faculty of law at Breslau, an instru-
ment of donation of one T. Flavius Syntrophus 7'.

Flavii Syntrophi instrumentum donationis incditum
edidit et illustravit, &c. Ph. Ed. Huschke (4to. maj.
Vratislavise, 1838). This instrument, which was dis-

covered by Ritschel at Rome in 1837, in a manuscript Law.
collection of inscriptions, contains a gift, by Syntrophus, v^-^,^.
of a piece of land to one of his freedmen in trust for

himself and the other freedmen, present or to come, of
the donor. The trust is enforced by a posnce stipulalio.
Then follow the mancipatio, with the assistance of an

antestatus, and the tradtiio. An English conveyancer
would compare the donation to a deed of feoffment with

livery of seisin endorsed. In a Memoire by Warn-
koenig, on the progress ofthe Science ofLaw in Germany
since 1815, in the 8th Volume of Fffilix's Revue (h

Legislation (January, 1841), the will of Dasumius,
first published by Fea, is erroneously identified with
the instrumentum donationis of T. Flavius Syntrophus,
first published by Huschke. Warnkrenig (p. 30) enu-

merates among the recent German contributions to

Roman Law "
Sedition des fragmens du testament re-

cemment trouve de T. Flavius Syntropus (sic), dans

lequel Tacite et Pline sont nommes legataires, donnee

par M. Huschke d Breslau, el ennchie d'un Com-
mentaire (1838)."

In the year 1841, J. F. Massmann published at

Leipzig an account (Libellus Aurarius) of two sets of

wax-covered tablets containing inscriptions. The first

set was made of three fir boards connected book-wise,
so as to afford four internal pages of wax (triptycha),
and was found in 1790 in a gold mine in the neigh-
bourhood of the village of Abrudbdnya, in Transsyl-
vania. The second set, made similarly of beechen

boards, and in less perfect condition than the first, was
found in 1807 in another gold mine situate within the

village itself. In the fir tablets, the wax, hard and
blackened by time, is inscribed with a legal document,
written in Latin from right to left, and commencing at

what we should call the fourth page. It attests, in due

form, certain matters connected with a corporation or

guild, probably of mining adventurers or workers in

gold (collegium aurariorum). It is not only interesting
in a legal view, but remarkable as containing the oldest

specimen in existence ofRoman running-hand, strangely

preserved. Fortunately the same form of words was
written twice, and the difficulty of decyphering was
thus considerably diminished. Means of comparing
the shape of letters were presented, and the effaced or

doubtful writing in one copy of the testation was sup-

plied or explained by the counterpart. The names of

the consuls are affixed (Imp. L. Aur. Ver. HI. et Qua-
drato Cs.~), and thence we are able to assign to the docu-
ment the date A.D. 168. The contents of the beechen

tablets are in an unknown character, supposed to be

Dacian, with the exception of the old oracular response

(not inappropriate to the place) scribbled in Greek:

'Apynptaic \oyxauri fta^ov, nat Ttavra Kparnatir.

A detailed description of the fir tablets and their

contents may be found in the 28th Volume of the

Foreign Quarterly Review.

Of the technical authorities, not consisting of legal Legis'.atiTe

documents relating to private transactions, but classed enactments

by us under the head of legislative enactments and ,
gal

,
J

, i r works,

legal works, many are known merely from nionu-
j st _ Tnos<.

mental inscriptions. Of such inscriptions, the most known
valuable are copied in the posthumous work of Hau- frommonu-

bold, edited by Spangenberg, and entitled Antiquitatis !
nent

.

al

Romance Monumenta Legalia (Berolini, 1830). This P~

collection gives the history of the monuments, and also

indicates the particular passages of ancient authors

which contain legal fragments : it is indispensable to
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the student of Roman law. A monument of early^^^""'
date (A.U.C. 568), valuable philologically as well as

legally, is the Renalus-consullum de Bacchanalibus,

known to English readers from the commentary upon
it appended to Taylor's Civil Law. Among the most

interesting of the monumental inscriptions is the law

concerning Cisalpine Gaul (A.U.C. 705, B.C. 49).

The name of this law was detected in a singular

manner. It contains a formula which it directs to be

used in certain legal proceedings ; and this formula, as

Puchta was the first to observe, refers to the law or-

daining its use by the name Lex Rubria. The Lex

Servilia and the Lex Thoria, with a not unusual

economy, are engraved on opposite sides of the same

bronze tablet. There has been much controversy as

to the respective dates of these laws, which may pro-

bably be referred to the middle of the seventh century
of the city.

The recent commentaries of Klenze and

Dirksen on the former, and of Rudorff on the latter,

have met with high commendation from eminent scho-

lars. The tablet found at Bantia has on one side the

Lex Acilia Repetundarum (enacted probably between

the years of the city 654 and 665), and on the other side

a municipal statute in the Oscan language. Our know-

ledge of the mode of administering justice in Italy and

the Provinces, and of the law relating to the ager

publicus, receives many accessions from these sources.

The Obligatio Prfediorum, commonly, but not so

in the British Museum. Another stone, containing (re- Law.

markably enough) the beginning of the same edict, with * v"-'
some various readings, was brought from Egypt in 1807,
and is now in a private museum at Aix. Mr. Martin

Leake's Essay upon the Edict of Diocletian may be

found in the 1st Volume of the Transactions of the

Royal Society of Literature. We must not omit the

Lex dc Impe.rio Vespasiani, which is famous for its

bearing on the controversy with respect to the reality

of the Lex Reqia, mentioned in the commencement of

Justinian's Institutes ( 6, /. de JUT. Nat. (I. 2.) ). In

concluding this subject, it is proper to remark that

great caution is necessary in discriminating between

genuine and forged inscriptions. Some very learned

antiquaries (e. g. Ursinus) have not scrupled to dis-

grace themselves by literary fabrications, and some of

the most valuable of the early collectors (e. g.
Gru-

lerus) were more industrious than critical.

The legislative enactments and legal works, known, Legislative

not from monumental inscriptions, but from manu- enactments

scripts and printed books, may conveniently be classed, ^^j
8'

according to order of time, into three groups: 1, the known
Ante-Justinianean ; 2, the Justinianean ; 3, the Post- from books.

Justinianean authorities.

The earliest Ante-Justinianean authorities consist of Ante-Jus-

such remains as we possess of the Laws of the Kings,
tinianc

In various authors mention is made of particular
av

laws, which are attributed by name to one or other of

properly, called Tabula Alimenlaria Trajani, is a cha- the kings of Rome, and there have been many attempts

ritable foundation of Trajan (or sanctioned by Trajan), to collect all these scattered notices, and to restore the the Kings.

for the support of orphan children. A similar docu-

ment of Hadrian is stated by Blume (in the 4th volume

of the Rheinisches Museum fur Jurisprudenz) to have

been lately discovered at Naples. The Tabula Hera-

cleensis, one fragment of which was brought to England
in 1735, but in 1760 restored to Naples, contains frag-

ments of several interesting laws supposed to have

been enacted between the years of the city 644 and

680, and relating in part to Rome, in part to municipal
towns and colonies.* On the opposite side is engraven

laws to their ancient form and order. Niebuhr
thinks that the laws of the kings, as we now have them,
are not earlier than the restoration of the city after the

invasion of the Gauls. In support of this opinion, two

arguments are urged, derived from internal evidence :

first, the traces which may be discovered in them of

reference to times subsequent to the kings ; and,

secondly, the Latinity of the fragments cited by Festus

and other ancient writers. These, unlike a genuine
monument of the earliest times, the hymn of the

a Greek psephisma. Two Greek Edicta of Cn. Virgi- fratres Arvales, are perfectly intelligible, and their

lius Capito and Tib. Julius Alexander, Prsefeets under

Claudius and Galba, were found by F. Cail'aud in

1818, engraven on the portico of a temple in the

Great Oasis of Egypt, and were again copied in

succession by Mr. Hyde and Sir Archibald Edmon-

stone, or, as Haubold (Mon. Leg. p. 199), by a natural

but ludicrous mistake of die contracted title for the

name, tells us,
" a duobus Anglis, Hyde ft Bart.'"

They are given in Edmonslone's Journey (London,

1822), with the English translation and notes of Dr.

Young, and have since been amply commented upon

by Rudorff in the 2nd Volume of the Rkeinisches

Museum fur Philologie. They illustrate the public
state of Egypt. The Edictum of Diocletian (A.D. 303),

fixing a maximum price for labour and provisions

throughout the Roman Empire (" our world "), is more

curious in an economical than a legal view. It was

first found and copied by Sherard, the British Consul

at Smyrna, in 1709, on a stone at Stratonice (Eski

Hassar). This stone was lately re-discovered by Mr.

William Bankes.who made a fac-simile, which is deposited

* The Latin inscription on the Tabula Heracteensis is iden-

tified by Savigny with the Lex Julia Municipals mentioned

by Orelli, laser. No. 3f>76, and is referred by him (9 Zeilschnft)
to A.U.C. 70'J.

language is not more ancient in its form than that or

the fifth century of Rome.
These arguments tend to prove, not that the so-called

laws of the kings were a subsequent invention, but

that their contents had been partially modernized in

style, and in some instances corrupted by adaptation to

recent events. Similar things have happened in our

own legal literature. Our old law-book, called the

Mirror of Justice, is said by Bradshaw, Attorney-

General, in Reniger v. Fogossa, Plowden, 8, to have

been made before the Conquest. The original stamina

of that work belonged probably to the age to which

Bradshaw attributes it, but, as we now have it, with

later alterations and additions, it cannot be considered

as older than the reign of Edw. II.

We may also remark that, without supposing any
considerable change to be made in the language of an

old law, it might be expected to be more easily under-

stood than the contemporary song of an agricultural
brotherhood. The general currency of the metal

would prevent its rusting. If Shakspeare had never

written, how much more of Shakspeare's language
would now be obsolete ! A text of Luther's transla-

tion of the Bible would appear to a modern German
less antiquated than some of the ballads which were

sung by rustics in Luther's days.
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Law. The laws of the kings, as they arc to be met in ordi-
-

-.
- nary collections, are not in the state in which they are

cited by ancient authors. Collectors and antiquaries,
as Ursinus, Joseph Scaliger, and Terrasson, have en-

deavoured to re-invest them in their ancient weeds.

They have rummaged the oldest monuments, the Salian

verses, the rostral column, the inscription in honour of

Scipio, son of Barbatus, and have set to work to pro-
duce an imitation of what Terrasson erroneously calls

Oscan orthography. To give an example cited in the

5th Volume of the Themis, p. 258, in a review of

M. Daunou's Lecture on the Jus Papirianum, Pliny

speaking of a law of Numa, says,
" Eddem leye ex im-

putata vite libari vina Diis nefas statuit, rations exco-

gitata ut putare cogerentur alias aratoren (i. e. those

who would otherwise confine themselves to ploughing),
et pigri circa perictila arbusti." Out of this, Fulvius

Ursinus, in his Notes on Augustirius, de Legibus et

Senatus-consultis, has invented the text, SARPTA. VINIA.

NEI. SIET. Ex. EAD. VINOM. Dis. LEIBARIER. NEFAS.
ESTOD.

Historical objections have been made to the hy-
pothesis that the Royal Laws were preserved, from the

defect of evidence with reference to early times and the

destruction of monuments consequent upon the Gaulish
invasion (compare Liv. vi. 1). We see no reason,

however, why they might not have been transmitted

either by unwritten tradition, or in the written com-
mentaries of the priests, or the records of private fami-

lies. We believe with Wachsmuth that the art of

writing was known in the earliest days of Rome, and
that it was not confined to engraving on wood or

bronze, but comprehended the use of a style and waxed
tablets, and the painting of coloured letters on boards
covered with chalk. A collector of the laws of the

kings, named Papirius, is mentioned by Dionysius of
Halicarnassus

(iii. 36), and Pompouius (1. 2, 2
D. de Origine Juris (i. 2) ; 36, ibid.). The former

speaks of Coins Papirius; the latter, with apparent in-

consistency, in one section, uses the prrenomen Sextus,
and in a following section speaks of Publius Papirius.
Dionysius says that Papirius collected the sacred laws
after the expulsion of the kings ; Pomponius says that

Papirius collected all the laws of the kings, and that
he was a contemporary of Superbus, who, in the frag-
ment de Origine Juris, is erroneously styled

" Demarati
Corinthii Jilius ." A commentary was written upon the
Jus Papirianum in the time of Julius Caesar, by Gra-
nius Flaccus (1. 144, D. de Verb. Sign. (L. 16)), who
entitled his book, or one of his books, De *lndigita-
mentis, i. e. concerning invocations or sacred rites, the

religious laws of the kings having doubtless remained
the longest in use. Indeed, it is probable that Papirius,
who was himself a pontiff, directed his attention prin-
cipally to religious ceremonies, which may be well

supposed at the period when he lived to have constituted
a large portion of the technical law, and to have been
connected with the principal transactions of life.

Servius on JEneid. xii. 836, and Macrobius, Sat. iii.

17, cite passages from the Jus Papirianum, preserved,
it may be, in the work of Granius Flaccus ;

and some of
the moderns give the same name to the collections, such
as they are, that we now possess of royal laws.

* The word imtigilare, according to the etymologists, is derived
from irulu, the old form for in, and citare, signifying to invoke.

Cicero (de Republica, ii. 14) speaks of laws of

Numa, quas in monumentis hubemus ; and again (V. 2),
'

in reference to Numa, he says, quilegum etiam scriptor
(not lator) fuisset, quas scilis extare.

There is a strange story reported by Pliny (xii. 13
or 27). Cassius Hemina, he says,* a most ancient

author of annals, states in his fourth book that Cn.

Terentius, the scribe, in turning up the soil of his field

in the Janiculum, came upon a coffin which had once
contained the body of Numa. In the same coffin were
Numa's books, of paper (e charta). Then follow cir-

cumstantial details, showing the precautions which had
been taken in packing the books, to preserve them from

decay.
This took place 535 years from the beginning of

Numa's reign, in the consulate of P. Cornelius L. f.

Cethegus, and M. Baebius Q. f. Pamphilus (A.U.C.

573). The books, according to Hemina, contained the

philosophical writings of Pythagoras, and, because they
were philosophical writings, were burnt by Q. Paetilius,
the praetor. L. Piso Censorius agrees with Hemina
as to the burning, but reports that seven of the books
related to pontifical law, and that there was an equal
number of Pythagorean books. Tuditanus says that
the books contained the decrees of Numa ; Varro and
Antius, that there were two pontifical books in Latin,
and two philosophical books in Greek. The same thing
is told, with several material variations of detail, by
Livy (xl. 29), Valerius Maximus, Plutarch, and other
authors.

Joannes Lydus, in his work De Osten/is, first pub-
lished by Hase at Paris, in 1823 (a work which con-
tains some curious traditions respecting the book of

Tages and the early history of Roman augury), quotes
(p. 63), on the authority of Fulvius Nobilior, a remark-
able passage from the writings of Numa, to the effect

that " the science of the stars (astrology), instead of

turning us from religion, leads us to acknowledge the
Providence of the Omniscient and Ineffable Father of
all things, as manifested in His works, and to observe
with admiration that the mind of man, under the

governance of GOD, is able to discourse concerning the

things of Heaven."
The remains which we possess of the Leges Regiec are

for the most part exactly of the kind wliich might be

expected from the manners and circumstances of the age
to which they are referred. Let us take the following
examples.

Sei parentem puer verberit, ast oloe plorassit
" Pa-

rentes,' puer diveii parentum sacer esto.

Festus (v. plorare) informs us that plorassit here
means " should call upon."
From Cassius Hemina (referred to in Pliny, xxxii.

iii.) and Festus (v. Pollucere), Scaliger has just put
together the following law of Numa.

Piiceis qui squamosei non sunt, nei polluceto.

Squamosos omneis preeter scarum, polluceto.
The object of this law, according to Pliny, was to

prevent expensive purchases of fish for the purpose of
votive feasts, and to put a stop to the increase of price
that would thence be occasioned to persons purchasing
for other purposes ;

for fishes without scales were
dearer than most kinds of fish with scales. The scar,

Law.

, -.._,...
*
According to Censorinus, c. 17, Cassius Hemina was alive

Modern Latinists usualry employ the word in the sense of pointing at the date of the fourth secular games, A.U.C. 607, in the con
MI. ua ii it was derived from diijilut. sulate of C. Corn. Lt-ntulus and L. Mummius Achaicus.
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Law. it is supposed, was excepted, as being a rare fish (See
Hor. Epod. Ode ii. v. 50). This reasoning, though in-

genious, is not entirely satisfactory. There is an analo-

gous provision in the Mosaic Code.

Marliani pretended to give the laws of Romulus from
tablet found in the Capitol, but the forgery of the

Tabula Marliana is now generally admitted.

Franc. Balduinus, Charondas, Merula, Lipsius, and
others have made collections of the Leges Regies. One
of the most common books in which the fragments may
be found, with a commentary, is Gravina's Origines
Juris.

C. F. Gliick wrote an elaborate work on the Jus

Papirianum (Liber siiigitlaris de Jure Civili Papiriano,
Hal. 1780). Nearly all that is really known of the
laws of the kings is contained in Dirksen's Review of

preceding essays on the criticism and restoration of
their text. This review is contained in Dirksen's
Versuche zur Kritik und Auslegung der Quellen des
Romischen Rechts (Leipz. 1 823).

.iw of the We have now to treat of the Laws of the Twelve
Twelve

Tables, and shall first say a few words concerning their

origin and history.
The expulsion of the kings was ratified by a L<ex

Curiata de Imperio Consulari, passed on the proposal
of Junius Brutus, and called by Pomponius a tribuni-

cian law, because Junius Brutus at the time was Tri-

bunus Celerum. The consuls now succeeded to that

jurisdiction which had formerly been exercised by the

kings. It is likely that some of the royal laws and

regulations went speedily out of use; but that this was
the case with all of them, as Pomponius asserts, is at

variance with probability, and contrary to facts attested

on the better authority of Dionysius, from whom we
learn that the collection of Papirius was made after the

expulsion of the last Tarquin, and that some of the

royal laws were incorporated in the Twelve Tables. If

their force as written law ceased, many of them must at

least have retained influence as jus moribus receptum.
There were several co-operating causes which, soon

after the establishment of the consular constitution,
rendered the plebs anxious to obtain a body of revised

and written laws. The existing customary laws were

scanty, and silent as to many events which required
some legal provision. They were partial, and esta-

blished differences of rights between the patricians and

plebeians. The interpretation and application of un-
written laws, labouring under these imperfections, were
intrusted to the favoured and dominant caste, who
studiously kept them from the knowledge of the many.
Under such circumstances, a large discretion was ne-

cessarily exerted in the administration of justice ; and

scope was afforded for its exertion in an arbitrary, un-

fairly biassed, and oppressive manner. When, in the
institution of tribunes of the people, the plebeians found
an organ of their will, their disappointment at the ill

success of the consular government soon assumed
definite form and expression. The perpetual strife

between the tribunes and the consuls ended in the pro-
posal of a plan for a review of the laws and constitu-

tion, in order to deprive both of their abuses.

Of the causes we have assigned for this result, some
have been mentioned by one ancient historian, some by
another. The most recent legal writers sometimes

adopt one or more of those causes, to the controversial

exclusion of the rest. The open or tacit refutation of
the errors of contemporaries or predecessors, and the

Causes
which led

to their

enactment

desire of advancing something new, prevail in the ma- Law.

jority of modern continental works in place of that v-^v~"-''

freer movement of spirit which led the older writers to

the topics most striking or most important.
In the year of the city 292, the tribune C. Terentillus History of

Arsa proposed a law for the appointment of five pie-
'''<-'''' enact-

beians to restrain the consular power within proper
Incul -

limits. The proposition was successfully opposed by
the senate, but was renewed by the tribunes in the

following year (Dion. Hal. x. 3). The plan seems to

have made no outward progress till the year 300, when
the tribunes manifested a disposition to concession.

In the words of Livy (iii. 31),
" tribuni lenius agere

cum patribus : Finem tandem cerlaminum facerent.

Si plebeirp, leges displicerent, at illi communiter leguni

latores, el ex plebe et ex patribus, qui iitrisque utilia

ferrent qiuvqtie cequandee liberlalis essent, sinerent creari."

The patricians required that the legislation should

proceed wholly from themselves ; but though no de-

cision was corne to as to the persons to whom the

delegation of legislative power should be made, the

first step towards an adjustment was taken. Three

deputies, Sp. Postumius Albus, A. Manlius, and P.

Sulpicius Camerinus, were sent to Athens with direc-

tions to copy the renowned laws of Solon, and to make
themselves acquainted with the legal institutions,

written and unwritten, of the other states of Greece.

This occurrence took place about fifteen years before

the Peloponnesian war, in the most brilliant period of

the age of Pericles. It was a proceeding perfectly in

accordance with the spirit of ancient times, and the

practice of most of the celebrated early lawgivers.

Upon the return of the deputies from their mission,

in the year 302, the contending parties came to an

agreement that the revision of the laws and the con-

stitution should be intrusted to ten patricians, with the

title decemviri legibus scribendis. These decemvirs

were invested with extraordinary powers. The tri-

bunate, the consulship, and all other magistracies,
which could in any way impede or obstruct their ope-

rations, were suspended, and from their judicial sentence

there was to be no appeal. At their head was Appius

Claudius, as having been designated consul for the year,

and the three deputies formed part of their number.

In those days there dwelt at' Rome a philosopher

named Hermodorus, a native of Ephesus. Being of

good family, and a benefactor to his state, he had ob-

tained the appellation uj/jjYirrof, and had excited by his

eminence the jealousy of his fellow-citizens, who, with-

out attempting to deny his merits, determined that

he should carry them elsewhere, and banished him,

saying,
"
j/^tW fiySe ete ovrfiaroe ttrru

"
(Dion. Luert.

in Vita Heraclit.).
Hermodorus probably accompanied the deputies in

their mission (though of this there is no record), and

was afterwards of so much use to the decemvirs in the

accomplishment of their task that a statue to his honour

was erected in the forum. Pliny, the naturalist, who
mentions the statue, speaks of it in the past tense, as

if it were not in existence in his day. With respect

to the exact part which Hermodorus took, the accounts

transmitted to us and the opinions of the moderns

vary. According to some of the moderns, he acted

merely as an interpreter, while others suppose him to

have been in reality the leading mover in the work of

compilation, if not the actual composer of the decem-

viral laws. The dissidence of modern opinion has
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Law. been increased by misconstruction of the classical

^V~~* authorities on the subject. The words of Pliny are,
"

Ifstim quas decemviri scribfbant interpres" (H. N.

xx\iv. 5); of Pomponius,
"
leaiim fenndarnm auctor"

(1. 2, 4, D. de O. I. (i. 2)); of Strabo,
"

Soxii vd/uoi/c

rirac 'Pw/ioe'owc ovyypa\(tfu (xiv. i. 25). It is likely

that Hermodorus (Htected and facilitated research by
his superior knowledge of the Greek language and

literature, and that, in deference to his abilities and

peculiar acquirements, his advice had some influence in

the selection of laws that was made.

At the end of the same year (302) ten tables of laws

were ready. They were first set up in a conspicuous

place, in order that they might be read and examined

by the people, who were invited to suggest such alter-

ations as they might judge requisite. Afterwards,
the revised tables, having received the previous sanction

of the senate, were approved as law in the comitia

cenluriala and the curia;. They were then openly
erected in the forum, that all men might know and

observe tnem erected pro Rnstrin, says Pomponius,

by anachronism or by anticipation, for the Rostra were

not set up in the forum until more than a hundred

years afterwards (Liv. viii. 14).

The Ten Tables were probably intended to be a com-

plete work, and by their fairness and impartiality

they gave satisfaction to the people. Through the

contrhance of Appius Claudius, who had succeeded

in obtaining popular favour, and wished to make the

new constitution perpetual, a rumour became rife that

further laws were wanted, and a new election of decem-
virs was brought about in the year 303 for the purpose
of making some additions to the former legislation.

Appius was placed at the head of the newly-elected

decemvirs, who were his creatures. Among them,

Dionysius says (x. 58) there were three plebeians, and
Niebuhr will have it that there were jive plebeians,

though Livy (iv. 3, fin.) speaks only of patricians. Two
new tables, "quorum," says Cicero (De Ri-p. ii. 36),
" non similiterfides nee justitia laudato," were composed
in the year 304, but were first published in 305, after

the abolition of the decemvirate, along with the other

ten tables by the consuls L. Valerius and M. Horatius

(Liv. iii. 57). This publication seems to have been
a final promulgation, and not to have resembled the

preliminary publication of the first ten tables, when they
were set up for public revision. It is not likely that the

efficacy of the last two tables was allowed to depend on the

legislative power previously delegated to their compilers.
There is indeed nowhere any express statement that they
were ratified by the centuries, but the fact may be
inferred from the name lex given to the whole collec-

tion. The law of the Twelve Tables was early known by
various names : Lex XI 1. Tabularum, Lex decemviralis,
Leges XII., or simply Leges, or Lex, or XII. The
epithet le.gitimum is often peculiarly applied to legal
transactions regulated by the Twelve Tables.

In the preceding account, we see one of the ordinary
lessons of history long and steady efforts, stimulated

by real wants, at length successful, and great questions

involving the interests of contending factions settled by
mutual concessions. The memory of the classical

reader will revert to those pages of surpassing beauty
wherein Livy relates the circumstances that led to

the restoration of the old constitution the tragic tale

of lust veiling its dark purposes under the forms of

justice the poem of Appius and Virginia,
VOL. II.

The collection consisted of public as well as private Law.

laws; so that, even in Livy's time, it might be called v-~NX-*-'
"
Corpus omnis juris Romani ; fans publici prii-alique Subsequent

juris
"

(Liv. iii. 34). Tacitus, with that sententious j
of

!
he

.* ',. , , , decemynal
sarcasm upon his own age to which he was much ad-

iaw8>

dieted, gives to it the appellation of the last impartial
law that existed in Rome, "finis azqiti juris" (Ann.
iii. 27). Cicero, in his boyhood, as other boys were
then wont, learned it by heart,

"
ut carmen necessarium,"

(De Leg. ii. 23), although when he was a man the

praetor's edict had begun to take its place. The term

carmen, which is applicable to any solemn form of

words, perhaps gave origin to the notion that the whole
collection was written in verse. Vico, from the frag-
ments and imitations preserved in Cicero de Legibiis,

imagined that it was composed in Adonic metre. The
praise which Cicero bestows upon it by the mouth of
Crassus (de Or. i. 44) is high and exaggerated.

" Fre-
mont omnes licet, die-am quod senlio ; bibliothecas

mi'hercule omnium pliilosophorum, nnus mihi videlur
XII tabulariim libeling, si quis legitm fonlei et capita
viderit, et auctorilatis pondrre, et jitilitatis uhertate su-

perare." It never was repealed, and up to the age of
Justinian its maxims and rules were quoted as authority.
From Sidonius Apollinaris, a writer in the fifth century
of our era, we learn that it was publicly taught in his

day (xxiii, v. 448 451) :

Sivc ad doctitoqui Leonis tedes,

Quo bis sex tabulas docen'e juris,
Ultra sfppiun Claudius lacertt,

Claro ofacwnor in decemviratu.

The frequent occasional legislation on public affairs

in times subsequent to its enactment must have ma-

terially derogated from its provisions With respect to

the constitution and administration of government ; and
this is probably the reason why so few of the fragments
that have come down to us relate to public law. It pre-
scribed certain forms of proceeding called legis ac-

tions, and there is reason to believe that one of the

earliest considerable reforms which made a large part
of it obsolete, and diminished its importance in private

law, was the enactment of the Lex JEbitiia, (of uncer-

tain date, but probably to be referred to the sixth

century of the city), which abolished the old legis
actionf.i except in causes tried before the ceiitiimviri

(compare Gell. xiv. 10 with Gai. iv. 30). L. Charon-
das (L. Caron) brought forward (ad Udalr. Zanii

Catalogiim legitm) the following inscription stated to

have been found on an ancient tablet, but (here is no
doubt of its spuriousness.

" L. JEbutius 7V. PI. vir

popularis, leyem tulit ad populum, id XII tab. capita

quee inutilia essent reip. iollerentur, qnae lex muttis

contradicentilniK tandem rogata rst." Though many
other laws besides the Lex JEbutia might be cited as

derogating from the Twelve Tables, it was not so much
by express and direct enactment as by ihejus honorarium

gradually introduced by the magistrates, particularly
the praetors, and by the interpretation of the juriscon-

sults, that they were, slowly and cautiously, modified

or supplanted. One of the evils of superstitious ad-

herence to a code was visible in the barbarism which

sheltered in this ancient sanctuary, was never entirely
banished from the Roman law.

What was the material of the tables upon which Fate of the

the laws were engraven ? This has been a subject tables

of much controversy. Some say oak, some brass or tliem9e've*.

bronze (fcs), and others, with Pomponius (who pr,o-
5 F.
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\*~*.s~-' ivory. Some give one material to the first ten tables,

and another to the last two, or one material at first and

another afterwards. Those who wish profoundly to

study the grounds of the divers opinions touching
these matters (on whicli " the same skill and the same

degree of skill
" have been expended as on greater

things) may consult Zimmern (11. R. G. i. 31).

Upon the burning of the city by the Gauls, the

Twelve Tables perished, but searcli was made for the

laws they contained, which were found and engraven
on new tables that were set up in the forum near the

Curia Hostiliii (Liv. vi. 1, and Val. Max. ix. 5).

Cyprian (who died a martyr, A.D. '258) has the follow-

ing remarkable passage (De Gratia Dei. lib. ii. ep. 4,

ad Donatum) :
" Forum fortasse vidcatiir immune

piura illic qua; detesteris, invenies. Incisa; sint licet

lege.s dnodecim tabitlis, et publice are prccfixo juraprce-

scriptu sint. inter leges ipsa* deliiiquitur, inter jura pec-
catirr." From this it has been inferred that the Twelve
Tables were in existence at Rome in the beginning of

the third century of the Christian era ; but it is not

clear that Cyprian was not speaking of Carthage, or of

more recent tables of criminal laws. One of the old glos-

sators, Odofredus, who died 1265, assigns to certain frag-

ments of two tables still longer duration by asserting that

they actually existed in the Laleran at Rome in his

own time. He was a man of little historical know-

ledge or critical power, but we think it worth while

to insert his words (Odofred. in Dis;. Vet. I. Jus Civile

(6) de Justttia et Jure (i. 1)) :
" Et de istis dttabax labulis

aliquid est apud Lateramim Rome : et male aunt scriple :

quia non est ibi punctus, nee ($ ) in lilera (i. e. in the text) et

nisi revolve ritis Uterus, non possctis aliquidinielligen-."
This cannot be understood as a jocular invention, like

those in which the grave glossators sometimes indulge,
as in the account of the origin of the Twelve Tables to

be found in the gloss on 1. 2, 4, D. de O. J . (ii. 1).

There we read how the Athenians sent a wise man to

Rome to see whether the Romans were worthy to

receive laws from Greece ; how a fool was selected to

dispute with the wise man, in order that, if the fool

should be defeated, ionium derisio esset ; how the

wise man held up one finger, the fool three ; the wise

man his open palm, the fool his clenched fist ; and how
the wise man was satisfied that the Romans were

worthy by the deep meaning which he assigned to the

gestures of the fool. In the law-schools of the middle

ages, the dunces, with simple credulity, would swallow

all this ; the smarter freshmen, tittering, would
humour the joke. Modern dunces are acute enough
to disc.iyer the absurdity of the story, and to wonder
at the ignorance of the old glossators

Contro- The materials of which the collection was composed
versy as to consisted in part of the laws and customs of the Ro-
the mission raans themselves. So far it resembled many of the
to Athens old Teutonic collections of laws, whicli rather esta-

adoption of b'isW uniformity by legislative sanction on the foun-

Athenian dation of pre-existing institutions, than introduced enact-

laws. merits completely new. Its language was more vigorous
and concise than that of the French coutumiers, to

which it may in some respects be compared. It was

not, however, a mere consolidation and amendment
of rules already in force, but it borrowed novel

improvements from foreign jurisprudence (Dion. H.

x. (iti). In many of the marked characters of the

political and soc-ial constitution of early Rome, the

senate legislative assemblies of the citizens the sys-
tem of slavery of clientship, we discern the linea- v-

ments which were common among the Grecian races,

and which must have been previously familiar to the

founders of the city. The central and southern parts
of Italy afforded specimens of Grecian colonies, and
the ancient Romans were not so proud as to reject

what was useful because it was foreign, nor so unen-

lightened as to be wholly ignorant of the arts and fame
of their more eastern Athenian brethren. In sending

deputies to Athens, they cannot be justly charged with

seeking to engraft upon their own system the misplaced

produce of an uncongenial stock ; their plan was
rather "

antiquam cxquircre matrem." How far the

decemvirs extended their researches may well admit
of doubt. Tacitus (Ann. iii. 2T), with relation to

them, employs the wide expression,
"
uccitif qua

1

usijuan"

egregiu." Similar are (he words of Gellius (xx. 1, ;/(.),
"

inquisit./s explaraAsqve mullarum urbium leqibus,"
Servius says (ad Virg. JEn. vii. 695), that part of the

Twelve Tables, comprising the Fecial Law, was taken

from the JEqui Falisci ; but Livy (i. 32) reports that

this introduction of the Fecial Law was the work of

Ancus Martius. Dionysius mentions not only Athens
but the Greek cities of Italy. Several authors, in

reference to the regulations against luxury, speak of

the Lacedaemonian polity (which was based on unwritten

laws) as having been the model of the Roman (See
Plin. Ep. viii. 24; Amm. Marc. xvi. 6; Sym. Epp.
iii. 11 ; Athen. Deipn. vi. 106).

Whatever conclusion may be arrived at with respect
to other sources, there is good authority for maintaining
that much was borrowed from the Athenian laws attri-

buted to Solon. By some distinguished writers,

among whom Vico and Gibbon are pre-eminent, the

mission to Greece, and even the existence of the Grecian

laws, in the decemviral legislation, have been doubted.

The controversy which has arisen upon this subject has

employed many modern pens. Among others, Bonamy,
Damiano, Gratama, Levesque, Stramigioli, Lelievre,

Valeriani, Ciampi, Cosman, and Macieiowski, have all

entered the field, some on one side, some on the other.

For an indifferent account of the controversy, by Berriat

St. Prix, the reader may be referred to two articles in

the Themis, torn. iv. 304, and torn. vi. 269.

We hold with those who see no improbability in the

mission, and who consider the insertion of Athenian

laws in the Twelve Tables to be established beyond
doubt. The Grecian contemporary historians certainly

pass over the mission without notice ; but then, how

insignificant in Grecian eyes would have been the advent

of a few barbarians, whose visit produced no visible

effects on the state of political parties! Cicero certainly,

in a rhetorical passage (de Or. i. 44), extols the Roman

jus civile above the meagre and uncultivated legislation

of Lycurgus, Draco, and Solon ; but then, no one asserts

that the Twelve Tables were all in origin Greek, and

the_;'.f civile, in Cicero's time was more than the Twelve
Tables. It comprised all the jurisprudence developed

by technical skill. Besides, there is nothing either

stranp-e or inconsistent in looking down on thos? who
have helped us to attain our present elevation. Cicero

certainly nowhere expressly mentions the embassy, not

even when relating the history of the decemviral legisla-

tion (de Re/>. ii. 36) ; but then nothing can be more ex

press than the testimony of Cicero himself to a point of

much greater importance, namely, the adoption of parti-

Law.
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Legi.hus (\i. 23), he says, "Jam ccetera in XII. minuendi

[sunt] sumptus lamentationisque funeris translata de

Solonis fere li-gibus." Again, with reference to the

same matter, he adds, "qiiam legim (sc. Solonis) eisdem

props vcrbis nostri decemviri in decimam tabulam con-

jecerunt. Num de trihus riciniis et pleraque ilia Solonis

funt. De lamentis vero expressa, verba sunt." Against
the authority of these passages it is useless to object the

undeniable fact that many of the laws given by Cicero,

in his treatise de Legibus, are mere imitations of the

style of the Twelve Tables.

Readers who may wish to see how generally the

tradition that the decemvirs copied from the laws of

Athens was received by ancient authors, may refer to

the following passages, in addition to those which we
have already quoted : Sallust, Cat. 51 ; Flor. i. 24 ;

Pomponius, in 1.2, iv. D. de O. J. (i. 2); Aurel.

Victor, 21; Oros. xi. 13; Zonaras, vii. 18; Amm.
Marc. xxii. c. u/t.; August, de Civ. Dei, ii. 16; Isid.

v. 1. The only author whose words have been cited

in opposition to this tradition is Polybius, who (ii. 12)

speaks of the embassy sent to the /Etolians and Achaeans

(A. u. c. 526), in order to explain the Roman proceedings
in Illyricum, as the first &UT\GKTJ fiera Trpetrfitiae (i. e.

the first instance of diplomatic intercourse) between
Greece and Rome. Niebuhr asserts that in the law

relating to personal status, and to the course of procedure,
there is a total divergence between the systems of Greece
and Rome in all that is substantial and characteristic.

The minor resemblances which exist he would attribute

to natural circumstances apart from imitation, or to the

wide diffusion of certain institutions, such as the divi-

sion into gentes. We cannot, however (pace tanli riri),

admit so great a divergence as is asserted by Niebuhr
in all ihe leading principles of the law relating to status,

though it be true that the father and the husband had

greater power at Rome than at Athens. In both states

the privileges of citizenship consisted of franchises,
which were sometimes partially, sometimes altogether,
conceded to strangers. In both, adoption was common,
and the perpetual guardianship of females prevailed.
Between the Athenian and Roman principles of pro-
cedure, we see, instead of divergence, a very remarkable

correspondence. The narrowing of the question to be

tried, by means of artificial pleading calculated to sepa-
rate the law from the fact, existed probably even in the

earliest period of Roman law before formula were sub-
stituted for the ruder proceeding of the lesis adiones.
The distinction, which is prominent in our own common
law, between the functions of the judge and the jury-
man, was at the foundation of the ancient Roman as
well as Athenian procedure.*
None of these coincidences may be derivable from

the Twelve Tables : some may be accidental, some
natural, some traceable to the Pelasgian origin (to use
a somewhat indefinite but convenient term) of the Latin
race. This cannot be said of the laws to prevent ex-

pense in funerals, of which Cicero speaks in the passages
already cited. To the identities which they present
others may be added, which are equally incapable of

being rationally accounted for on any supposition but
that of direct borrowing. We know that in early Rome,

* This w:is long ago observed by Dr. Pettingal, in his In-

fuiry into the die and I'rm-ticc of Jurit, among the Greeks urn!

Romans, London, 1769.

as at Athens, there were corporations (collegia). Gaius,
in his commentary on the Twelve Tables (1. -}, i). de *-

Collegn* (xlvii. 22) ), cites a decemviral law to the effect

that
collegia might make bye-laws binding on their

members, provided that no public laws were thereby
infringed. He then quotes the words of an exactly
similar Athenian law, attributed to Solon. Again (1. 13,

D.Jiniumregvndorum (x. 1) ),he quotes al length a law
attributed to Solon (compare Plutarch, in Solone, 23,

exir.) as being the source of certain Roman rules re-

lating to boundaries.

The provision in the Twelve Tables (we 1, 14,
nit. D. dc pra>scriptis verbis (xix. 5)) concerning damage
done by cattle ,'quadrupes pauperism fecerit is very
like a translation of the law of Solon mentioned by
Plularcli (Solon, 25) pXapris TtTpairolwv rdpoc. Com-
pare with Plutarch the passage in Paulus (pr. Si. qua
drupes, Paulus, Rer. Sent. i. 15), where Cujas, instead

of the corrupt reading, Legs Pexulania, would intro-

duce LegK Solonia.

The law of fiirtum in the Twelve Tables presented

many remarkable resemblances to the Athenian law of

3><ipa.
"

Sei nox furtum faction esset, sei im occisit,

joure caisus esto." A law of Solon, preserved in De-
mosthenes (adv. Timocrat.), confers, in similar words,

impunity on the slayer of the nocturnal ihief. It may
be urged that such a distinction between burglary and
diurnal theft is natural. It is made by Moses (Exod.
xxii. 2, 3), and it appears in some of the Teutonic
codes (See Grotius, de J. B. lib. ii. c. 1, sec. 12, n.).

Be it so. What shall be said of furtum per lancem
et licitirn conceptual 1 A man who suspected that stolen

goods belonging to him were concealed in another's

house was allowed by the Twelve Tables to search for

his property, but he was obliged to go into the sus-

pected house with no more clothing than a linen clout

(licium) around his loins, holding a platter (lancem)
over his head. Thus, naked, and with boih hands

engaged, the searcher had no opportunity of carrying

anything about him and putting it into his neighbour's
house for the purpose of making a false, charge. The

platter was wanted to occupy the hands, not, as some
have supposed, to carry away the stolen property, if

found (Gai. iii. sec. 192, 3). Festus says (v. Lance)
that the searcher " lancem ante oculos tenebal, propter
matriim familias out viriiinum prcesentiam.' Some
one naturally asks, if the platter be used to prevent the

searcher from seeing the ladies, how can he look for

his goods? Heineccius (Ant. St/nt. iv. 1, 19) answers,
Ridiculous question ! Lanx was not a platter but a

mask, and was used not to prevent the searcher from

seeing the ladies, but to prevent them from recognizing
his features. From Petr. Arb. Sat. c. 97 (cited by Heinec.

Ant. Synt. lib. iv. tit. 1, sec. 21), we may collect what
the practice was at a comparatively advanced age.
There the search for a runaway or kidnapped slave is

made by public officers, while the owner, who accom-

panies them, is dressed in a versicoloria restis instead

of the licium, and makes use of a silver lanx to con-

tain the money offered as a reward for the discovery

(in lance argentna indicium et fidem (?) praferebat).
The constant adherence of the Romans to their an-

cient customs is proved by their clinging to this cere-

mony when its meaning was forgotten, and the proper
manner of going through its forms had become a matter

of dispute among lawyers. That a custom nearly in

all respects similar to this was in force among the

5 E 2
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Athenians, appears from the Clouds of Aristophanes

(v. 496, el si-q.),
where the scholiast explains the nature

and reasons of the proceeding. It is not unlikely that

the very terms of the Athenian law correspond with

the fictitious law given by Plato (de Legibus, lib. xii).

Neither Plato, however, nor Aristophanes, nor the scho-

liast, mentions anything in the Grecian ceremony answer-

ing to the Roman lanx.

Perhaps we have said enough to establish the high

probability of the common belief that the laws of the

Twelve Tables derived some rules from Athens. Their

fragments have been compared with the fragments of

Solon's laws in several elaborate works. Petitus, Pra-

teius (in Otto's Thcs. Jur. Rom. torn, iv.), and Ritters-

husius, have laboured in this field ; but none have

equalled in celebrity Salmasius and his generally vic-

torious opponent, the more critical and sagacious He-
raldus. The bitter Animadversiones of the latter is

truly an extraordinary monument of immense erudition.

Haubold (Inst. Hist. Dog. i.89) refers to various modern
writers whose works illustrate the memorable agreement
between Roman and Attic law in the various kinds of

actions, the different kinds of bail (vadimonia), the use

of sponsiones and sacramcnta, the clepsydra in judicial

proceedings, the mode of attesting legal documents, the

employment of advocates, the examination by torture of

slaves, the distinction between jus and judicium, and the

practice of appointing judices by lot. Some Greek tech-

nical terms, as chirograpktUH and synsrapha, appear to

have been early introduced ; others, as Itypnllieca,
anli-

chresis, par<tpherna,nnd emphyteusit, were probably later

importations from thejus pentitim. How early the mari-

time law of the Rhorlians may have been adopted by
Rome it is impossible to collect with certainty. It seems

that, in the time of the free republic, Servius Sulpicius
and Ofilius (L 2, pr. and 3, D. de Ley. JKIiod. (xiv.

2) ) gave opinions on its construction. This we mention,
in connexion with the subject of the Twelve Tables,
as an example of later recourse to Grecian jurisprudence.
When we come to examine the remaining contents

of the Twelve Tables, we do not find any examples of

the abolition of pre-existing distinctions in the legal

rights and constitutional privileges of the patricians
and plebeians ; and we know that many political dis-

qualifications of the latter existed long afterwards. On
the other hand, we find no provisions recognizing such

distinctions as already in force. The law which pro-
hibited connubium between the patricians and ple-
beians is mentioned by Cicero (de Rap. ii. 37) as one

of the partial enactments of the last two tables, and is

treated by him as a novel hardship,* though Niebuhr
looks upon it as only a confirmation of a very early
rule. The disability was abolished by the lex Cantdeia
in the year 311. The partial distinctions which we
find in the Twelve Tables relate to citizen and foreigner,
freeman and slave, not, except in the case ofconnn/>ium,
to patrician and plebeian. For example, in the case of

a citizen, by usucaption of immoveable things (fundus)

property was acquired in two years ; of all other things,
in one year : but in the case of a stranger, no prescrip-
tion could defeat the Roman owner's claim "Adi-ersus

fioftem trlerna auctoritas." The penalty for breaking or

crushing the bone of a freeman was 300 asses (pounds

of brass); of a slave, 150 asset (Gai. !ii. 223,,. We
see here nothing like the inequality which pervaded

*

our own Anglo-Saxon laws, in which each man's were
was adjusted witli great nicety according to his rank,
ecclesiastic or civil.

Perhaps the most ancient rules in the Teutonic codes

are those which, with careful minuteness, fix the pe-

cuniary compensation to be paid for every bodily injury

according to its position, severity, and extent. The
Twelve Tables went upon the same principle, but their

scale was not sufficiently sliding. A practical com-

mentary on the roughness, the want of philosophic

refinement, of their legislation was afforded by a

waggish madcap (enregie homo improbus aiijue immani

vecordid), one Lucius Veratius, whose great delight it

was to go about slapping the faces of free citizens with

the palm of his hand. A slave used to walk behind

him, laden with a heavy purse (for money in those

days was a ponderous commodity) ; and Veratius, as

soon as 'he had boxed a cheek, ordered his slave to

weigh out the legitimate 25 asses to the insulted citi/.en,

in pursuance of the rule,
" Si injuriam faxit alteri,

xxv. teris paente surdo" (Gell. xx. I).

The Twelve Tables, without expressly making dif-

ferent laws for different orders, did yet, by the severe

regulations with respect to debtors, which we proceed
to explain, make in effect one law for the rich, another

for the poor. Their words may possibly have been
" Forii sanalique, iiexo solvteqtte, idem jus esto," but
such was not the spirit of their legislation.

Debtors, proved to be such by confession in jure or

by trial, were allowed 30 days to seek for the means
of discharging their debts. If a debtor, after the 30

days, was unable to pay, he might be summoned before

the magistrate (in jusvocalio), and, if necessary, arrested

(manus injecliri) by the creditor. In speaking of the

magistrate, we must be understood to mean, before the

institution of the pratorship, one of the consuls ; after-

wards, the preetor urbanus. If no one now offered to

be his security, his sentence was severe. Taken to the

creditor's house, he was there kept for 60 days, unless

he could pay or make terms, bound with a chain not

exceeding 15 pounds in weight, and, unless he chose

to live at his own cost (which might well be, as his

property could not be touched by his creditor), fed

with a pound of corn daily. In the latter part of this

period, he war. brought before the magistrate in the

forum on three successive market-days, and procla-
mation made of the adjudged debt, in order to see if

any one would yet come forward on his behalf. On
the third market-day (ihe 60 days being expired), if

no friend appeared, he was put to death (capiif poenas

daliat*) or sold as a slave into a foreign la:id beyond
the Tiber, the execution of the sentence being probably
left to the creditor. If there were several creditors

we will give the very words of the law,
"

Terliis nundinis partis sccanlo, si plus minusve

secuerunt, se fraude esto."

Many and ardent have been the controversies of the

learned upon the meaning of these words (Sec Zimmern,
R. R. G. 1, sec. 46, n. 17). Some, of whom Bynkers-
hoek is the great champion, and among whom our

Law.

*
Capilt pasnns dalial is hero undoubtedly used to denote what

*
Dual'tu tabu/is inii/uarum legum addilis, tiuibui etitini

ijiia; we ordinarily understand hy capital punishment. In a general
ftijunctis pnptilts tuliui sofettt, cominlfiti, iaec Hit ut tiff jilciei cum sense, nny punishment was rufiiiu/M \vhich involved the loss of

patri
:jus essenl inkumaaiaimd /eye tanxtrunt.

life, freedom, or citizenship (1. -', pr. D. de Pae/ns, xlviii. 19).
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Law. countrymin, Dr. Taylor, may be mentioned, have taken

^^Y^^' them figuratively, understanding by the seclw the

sh irhg of the debtor's labour, or the division and sale

of his property. We agree with the conclusion of

those who, ia accordance with every allusion to the

subject extant in the ancient classics, take the literal

sense. Dr. Arnold (Roman History, i. 136, &c.) well

rein-irks,
" Some modern writers have imagined that the

words '

par/is si canto' were to be understood of a

division of the debtor's property, and not of his person.
But Niebuhr well observes, that the following provision
alone refutes such a notion a provision giving to the

creditor that very security in the infliction of his cruelly
which Shylock had in his bond omitted to insert:

'
Si

plus miiMSve securrvnt, se. fraud? esto.' Besides, the

last penalty reserved for him who continued obstinate

was likely to be atrocious in its severity. What do
we think of the peine forte i-t dvre. denounced by the

English law against a prisoner who refused to plead?
a pen ilty not repealed till the middle of the last century,
and quite as cruel as that of the law of the Twelve

Tables, and not less unjust."
The concludi ig remarks of Dr. Arnold upon this

subject appear to be in the main so just and important
that we cannot refrain from adding them to the preceding
quotation :

" Aulus Gelliu-, who wrote in the age of the Anto-

nines, declares that he had never heard or read of a

single instance in which this concluding provision had
been acted upon. But who was there to record the

particular cruellies of the Roman burghers (patricians)
in the third century of Rome? and when we are told

generally th.it they enforced the law against their

debtors with merciless severity, can we doubt that

there were individual monsters, like the Shylock and
Front de Boeuf of fiction, or the Earl of Cassilis of
real history, who would gratify their malice against an
obnoxious or obstin ite debtor, even to the extrernest

letter of the law ? It is more important to observe that
this horrible law was continued in the Twelve Tables,
for we c.mnot suppose it to have been introduced there
for the first ti:ne

;
that is to say, that it made part of

a code sanctioned by the commons (plebeians) when
they were triumphant over their adversaries. This
shews that the extremest cruelty against an insolvent
debtor was not repugnant to the general feeling of the
commons themselves, and confirms the remark of Gel-

lius, that the Romans had the greatest abhorrence of
breach of faith, or a failure in performing engagements,
whether in private matters or in public. It explains
also the long patience of the commons under their

distress ; and, when at last it became too grievous to

endure, their extraordinary modera ion in remedying
it. Severity against a careless or fraudulent debtor
seemed to them perfectly just : they only desired pro-
tection in case of unavoidable misfortune or wanton
cruelty, and this object appeared to be fulfilled by the
institution of the tribuneship, for the tribune's power
of protection enabled him to interpose in defence of
the unfortunate, while he suffered the law to take its

course against the obstinate and the dishonest."

Perhaps, in the passnge last cited, may be traced an
excess of favour to the plebeian party. It is not im-

probable that those plebeians who were beginning to

acquire political ascendancy when the law of the Twelve
Tables was sanctioned, could number at their head

many wealthy citizens the foremost classes in the

centuries who already, by the influence of money,
were able to present an opposing front to the influence

of birth and rank. Merchandise and commerce were

greatly extended even in the first period of Roman
history ; and it has often happened in the annals of the

world that a rising monied interest has been a powerful
instrument in democratic hands. If the plebeian knights
and wealthy plebeian money-lenders were at the head
of their party, it is easy to see why their zeal iu the

reformation of abuses should have stopped short where
an alteration of the old law would have diminished
their own power.
One of the most profound philologers and antiquaries

that ever lived, Jacob Grimm, in his excellent Deutsche

Rechts-Altrrthumer (p. 613, et seq.), gives some examples
in Teutonic law of similar severities to debtors, which
are evidently borrowed from the law of the Twelve
Tables. He, too, adverts to the horrid tales founded

upon the horrid facts, and refers to the Pccorone of
Giovanni the Florentine (Giorn. 4, Nov. 1), which was
written in 1378, as the probable original of Shakspeare's
Shylock.
The provision for selling a Roman beyond the Tiber

deserves notice. By the direction that the sale should
take place in a foreign country, the conversion of a

freeman into a slave was less anomalous and less re-

pugnant to received notions. A tree Roman could
not become a slave by his own private convention

(1. 37, D. de libcrali Causd (xl. 1 2) ). To effect so great
a change by peaceful means a judicial sentence was

required. The law, however, admitted that strangers

might, by right of conquest, make slaves of Roman
citizens. Whether debtors might become nexi (who,
though not slaves, were servorum Ifcn) without judicial
sentence is a disputed question, which we cannot enter

upon now.
It is not unlikely that the extreme cruelty of the law

against debtors arose from a cause similar to that which

gave occasion to the peine forte et ciuTe. in our own
jurisprudence (See Barrington's Observations on llie

Ancient Statutes, p. 86). With us, the felon who
stood mute, and was pressed to death, might thus save

his broad lands. The forfeiture was not incurred

which would have followed conviction and sentence.

In like manner, the early Roman law was severe be-

cause it was imperfect. It gave no execution against

property, which could only be reached indirectly by
the constraint of execution against the person. Private

property was not transferred by the law, and could
not pass except by acts emanating from the will of the

owner. This defect was gradually remedied, partly

by direct legislation, and partly by the_/.s honorarium.
The peine. furtc et dure is not the sole example in our

English system of powers short in one direction and

unduly stretched in another. The Court of Chancery
could give effect to its decrees respecting property only

by operating against the person. If a defendant chose

to endure close imprisonment, and to brave all the

terrors of process for contempt, the plaintiff had no
redress except the gratification of revenge. Cases

might still be pointed out in our law in which courts,
from the want of appropriate powers, are compelled to

work upon the mil in such a manner, that judges
appear to be waging an unseemly contest with an indi-

vidual, while their sentence is liable to be baffled by a

conscientious, an obstinate, or a wrong-headed man.

Law.
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Thus the law may have all the odium of inhuman
and disproportionate severity without any of the merit

of efficaciousness.

The creditor's right to take to his house (ducere)
the sentenced debtor resembles the Athenian practice

concerning aywytjuot.
The statement we have given of the law of debtor

and creditor as it existed in the Twelve Tables, is

extracted principally from the animated discussion

between the jurisconsult Sextus Crecilius and the phi-

losopher Favorinus, reported by Gellius (A'. A xx. 1).

There is something almost burlesque in the cold

pedantry with which Caecilius attempts to vindicate

the barbarity of the "
partis secanto" by reference to

the legend of Metius Fufetius Albanus, and the harsh

remark of Virgil,

At hi dictis, Albane, mimeres.

The Twelve Tables, from the great conciseness of

their enactments, stood in need, like our ancient Acts
of Parliament, of a very liberal interpretation and ex-

tension by analogy. They required also that the par-
ticular modes of proceeding to be used in taking ad-

vantage of their provisions should be settled by pre-
cedent and practice. The earliest commentator on the

Twelve Tables, whose name is known, was S. jElius

Catus, who was consul A.U.C. 556. His work was
entitled Tripertita, from containing, first, the text ;

secondly, the interpretation (sometimes called specially

jus civile) ;
and thirdly, the forms used in procedure.

We also know that Antistius Labeo and Gains wrote
extended commentaries, and the same may be said

with much probability of L. Acilius (or Atilius), of

L. jElius (or Lzelius), of Valerius Messala. and of

S. Sulpicius Rufus.
We possess but few fragments of the Twelve Tables

literally. More often the purport of their enactments
has been given by an author in his own words. The

principal writers from whom our knowledge of their

contents is derived are Cicero, Gaius, the elder Pliny,

Festus, Gellius, Macrobius and Servius. From the

commentary of Gaius on the Twelve Tables, twenty
extracts are contained in the Pandects, and one in

Joannes Lydus. The treatise Dr Repnblica of Cicero,
the Institutes of Gaius, and Mai's Vatican fragments,
have furnished the present century with some additional

information unknown to former ages.
In attempting to restore the text, the moderns have

taken the same liberties with the Twelve Tables as

with the laws of the kings, and the controversy on their

Latinity between Funccius and Branchu may still be
consulted with interest by philologers.

The modern collectors and interpreters have been

very numerous. Of these, J. Lipsius, Fr. Balduinus,
Jac. RiEvardus, Theod. Marcilius, Ant. Augustinus, and
Conr. Rittershusius are among the foremost. As an

Englishman, Ricardus Vitus Basinstochius(i. e. Richard
White of Basingstoke) deserves notice. He is said by
Bach to have been professor of the Pandects in Academid
Duacend (Douai). His work, which is extremely rare,

contains notes on the laws of the Twelve Tables accord-

ing to the order of the Institutes and the first part of

the Digest. The strange and confused title of it is

(according to Bach, Hist. Jur. Rom ed. 1807, p. 35)
Ricardi Viti, Bumulochii, ad Leges Dec/mvironim
in duodfcim Tahi/lis, Insti/utionrs Juris Civilis in

quatuor libris. primam parlem Diges/ortim in qualuor

libris notes juris interpretati (8vo. Atrebati, (Arras), I>aw.

1597). But in collecting, arranging, and interpreting,
V-*'V~~*'

no one of his predecessors approached the merits of

Jac. Godefroi, whose labours have been the ground-
work of nearly all that has been subsequently effected.

Dirksen, who, since the time of Godefroi, has done
more than any other person for the Twelve Tables,

acknowledges that any attempt to restore the original
order of the text must be founded on the principles
which the ingenuity of Godefroi suggested. The
Twelve Tables, as they appear in all ordinary books,
are for the most part borrowed from Godefroi's resto-

ration, which may be found in his Fontrs quatuor
Jur i.x Civilis. It is inserted by Otto with a valuable

preface in the third volume of his Thesaurus. The
second edition of M. A. Bouchaud's voluminous Com-
men/aire. stir la Loi des Donze Tables appeared at

Paris in 18U3 (2 tomes, 4to). It is one of the works
most frequently referred to, on account ot tlie mass of

materials it contains. Dirksen is celebrated for the

sound and cautious criticism with which he has con-

ducted his investigations, and for the ability with

which he has reviewed all preceding researches. His
work (which is a cht-f-d'ocuvre) is entitled Uebi'raic/it

de.r bisheriffcn Versurlie ziir Krilik tnid Herslellung dcs

Ti-xtei der Zwolf-Tafel-Frafimtnte (Leipz. 1824).
Our knowledge of the method observed in the Order of

Twelve Tables, so far as it depends upon positive subjects in

authority, is exceedingly small. We know from Cicero ^J^'
6 ' 1"

(De Leg. ii. 4) that they began with the law of pro-
cedure. A rule quoted by Festus (v. Reus) as the

second law of the second table relates to reasons for

postponing the trial of a cause. Dionysius (ii. 27)
states that a law of Romulus concerning the power
of the father was inserted in the fourth table. Cicero

places the regulations as to funerals in the tenth :

and we are told by Cicero and Dionysius (x. 6U)
that the law prohibiting connubium between patricians
and plebeians was in one of the last two. The
Twelve Tables treated of succession by will before

they proceeded to succession a& intfstato (1. 1, pr. D.

Si Tab. Test. null, (xxxviii. 6)). After directing- that

the aguuti should be called to the heroditas of an in-

gKinms in default of ,sui heredes, the Twelve Tables,
before they proceeded to make provision with resjiect

to the hertditas of a libertinus, directed that the

tutela of one who required guardianship should belong
to the agnali (see Theoph. ad. 1, /. de Legit. Pu.tr.

Tut. i. 17). This is all we knou-. For further arrange-
ment we have only conjecture. Where distinct pas-

sages are cited in succession, the order of their citation

affords strong evidence of their order in the tables.

There is a passage in Ausonius (Idyl. xi. 61 64)
from which it has been supposed by some, without

sufficient reason, that there was a triple division into

jus nacrum, prii:atum, and piiblicum, to each of which
four tables were allotted. The words of Ausonius

are,

Jut triplex, tabulte quftd ter saitxrre qi(atern<p :

Sacrum, privatum, et pttputi commnnr yitod itsqitam est,

Jnterdiutorum tritium gvnus ; UNI>E repuUus
\\fiirro, out VTRVBI fueril, QUORUM ve BONORUM.

Triplex libertas, capitisque minutio triplex.

He merely means to state that law, -which admits of

a threefold division, is the subject of the Twelve
Tables ; and it suits both his metre and his search for

triplets to observe that twelve is a multiple of three.
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There is no intention to assert an internal correspond-
-/ ency between the triple division of law and that of the

Twelve Tables.

It has generally been taken for granted that each

table was complete in itself, and the manner of qupting

by the number of the table and the law (of which an

instance, already referred to, occurs in Festus), would

seem to show that, apart from the division into

tables, there was no marked division of subjects or

titles which would have given rise to a more natural

mode of citation. Puchta, however, has observed that

the deccmviral laws might have been written conse-

cutively, like the leaves of a book, without any attempt
to make the conclusion of a table coincident with a

termination in the sense. Illustration may be sought
from the analogy of similar tables. Were Solon's

tables engraven with such unscientific disregard to

system ? We think not. It seems that pome of the

Athenian tables were called ao'e, others Kvpflcif, and
that the sacred and public laws were engraven on the

latter, the private on the former (Plut. Solon 25).
The scholiast in Aristophanes refers the military laws

to the Kup/3fif. Demosthenes usually quotes the

Athenian laws by the number of their tables. The ex-

pression 6 Karwdtv
)'o'/ioc, occurring in the oration of

Demosthenes against Aristocrates, is rightly explained
by Taylor, and has nothing to do with the position of
the law in one of the tables. Plutarch refers in one

passage (Solon 19) to the eighth law of the thirteenth

table, o Se TpttrKatCCKaror: a^uiv TOV oyciooc 'i\u \J~ov}

vofiov tivTwg aiiToif ovofiaai "yeypatpfltvov.
The reading

of the Bodleian MS. rutv vofiwv gives some countenance
to the opinion that one table was not always large

enough to contain one entire law. and that the eighth
law extended into the thirteenth table.

The conjectural grounds on which Jac. Godefroi
endeavoured to establish the order of the Twelve
Tables are ingenious and probable. All the six books
of Gaius on the Twelve Tables are quoted in the

Pandect* ; and, each book being supposed to relate to

two tables, some indication of the subjects of the

table is given by the twenty quotations. The tables

themselves are supposed to have formed six pairs,
two tables of each pair being connected in subject.
Rather inconsistently with the last supposition, the

eleventh table is supposed to have been supplementary
to the first five, the twelfth to the following five, thus

severing the third pair. The order of the Praetor's

Edict is supposed to have been the same as that of the

Twelve Tables, where both treat of the same matters.
Some inferences also are deduced from later compi-
lations, the Codex Theodosiainis, the Codex of Jus-

tinian, and the Pandects which are known to have
followed (more or less) the order of the Edict. Upon
these grounds Jac. Godefroi arrived at the following
arrangement: Tab. I. In jus vocatio ; II. Jiidiciitm el

fitrtitm; III. Res creditor, depositnm, fcenus ; IV. Pa-
tria potestas ft connubium V. Herr.ditas et lulela ;

VI. Dominiiim el pnsses.iio ; VII. Delicta ; VIII. Jura
prtfdionim; IX. Jus publicum ; X. Jus privalum ;

XI. Supp/ementa ad Tabb. I.-V.; XII. Supplements ad
Tabb. VI.-X.

Dirksen departs from Jac. Godefroi's arrangement
principally in the following particulars. He transfers

connubium from the fourth of Godefroi to the fifth

table. He gives the law of landed property to the
sixth table. He makes the seventh contain obligationes

ex contracts, including drpaxttrm and fcenus, which Law.
are transferred from the third of Godefroi ; and he >^
makes the eighth contain obligationes ex delido, in-

cluding furturn, which is transferred from the second.

The Prastor's Edict and the Edict of the Curule Pnetor
^Idiles can scarcely be treated here as a separate Edict.

branch of ante-Justinianean law, inasmuch as nearly the

whole of the remains we possess of them are embodied
in the collections of Justinian.

These remains are a portion of the jus honorarium,
the nature of which we shall very briefly explain.
The Roman magistrates, on their entrance into office,

were accustomed to expose publicly (in albo) the rules

according to which they intended to proceed during
their magistracy. The rules thus published as a

guide for the whole year of office were called eclicta

perpelua, in contradistinction to the edicta rcpniinn,
which were promulgated on particular occasions.

Thus, where the law was defective it was supplied,
and in many instances its harshness was corrected ; but
in modifying the jus civile, the magistrates, who were
sworn to obey the laws, proceeded gradually, and with
the sanction of public opinion. Their right of acting
with such an instrument of gradual reform was recog-
nized by the constitution, and was exercised more

freely in early times, when the wants of mankind ex-
tended widely beyond the narrow limits of \\\e jus civile,
than at a subsequent period, when those wants had
been supplied by precedent and direct legislation.
The edicts in general were founded on principles of

reason and equity, and the magistrates in composing
them often made use of the advice of judicious friends

acquainted with the civil law. As the whole set of
rules published by a magistrate was called his edict, so
each separate rule was often called an edict, as in the
Jewish law each section of Mishna is itself called a
Mishna. A magistrate usually inserted in his edict

those rules of his predecessor which had been approved
and found useful. To such edicta tralalitia he some-
times added edicta nova of his own. The former gra-

dually came much to exceed the latter in number; and,
in Cicero's time, the law of the entire praetor's edict

had been almost settled by custom (Cicero de Invent.

ii. 22). The power of making edicta repenlinn, suited
to the emergency of particular cases, was sometimes
abused ; and to remedy such abuse on the part of pra-
tors a lex Cornelia (A.U.C. 687) forbade them to

depart from their edicta perpetva.
Priests and generals, as well as civil magistrates, had

theirjus edicendi. The only magistrates who appear not
to have been invested with this power were the cediles

plebis, who were bound by the edict of the curule
sediles (Theoph. lib. i. tit. ii. sec. vii.). Of all the

edicts, those of the prastors were the most important ;

but mention is frequently made in ancient writers of
the edicts of the censors, tribunes, and governors of

provinces. The name jus honorarium given to the

department of law thus introduced by magistrates arose

from the circumstance that the magistrates possessed
honores. Some of the ancients were in favour of a
different and less probable origin. They thought that

jus honorarium was so called because it was observed
in honorem magistratuum ( 7, 7. de Jur. Nat. (i. 2) ;

1. 7, 1, D. de J. Sf J. (i. 1)).

Many of the Roman jurisconsults occupied them-
selves in commenting upon and arranging the praetors'
edicts when they began to assume a permanent shape.
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Law. The first who distinguished himself in this pursuit was

-V ^ Otilius, a friend of Cae-ar. Servius Sulpicius, the

master of Ofilius and well-known friend of Cicero, had

previously composed a short compendium of praetorian

law. The edict of the prator peregrinus, and those of

provincial governors, probably agreed in most respects

with those of the praetor urbanus, and differed only
where the peculiarities of their jurisdiction and local

circumstances required distinct provisions.

A memorable epoch in the history of praetorian law

occurred in the reign of Hadrian, when Salvius Julia-

nus, an eminent lawyer, revised and arranged, under the

auspices of the emperor, the edicts of the pra?tors and

curule aediles. The eclectic edict, composed out of

these materials, was sent to the urban and provincial
majristrates as a permanent form. It was called in an

eminent sense ediclum perpetitvm,
the word perpetuum

having now acquired a different meaning from that in

which it was first employed. The reformed edict of

Julian or Hadrian was the perpetual edict, inasmuch

as it was intended to remain unchanged for an indefinite

time ; whereas a perpetual edict was anciently one

which was intended to regulate the conduct of the

magistrate continuously during his period of office.

The magistrates, however, even after the composition
of Salvius Julianus, retained the jus edictndi upon

points not determined by the ediclum per/jeluitm or by
other positive legislation (Cassiodor. Varia, vi. 18 ;

1. 2, C. de Off'. P. P. (i. 26) ). An example of this may
be seen in three edicts of the prcefeclus prcetorio, which,
in ordinary editions of the Corpus Juris, are printed
as Novells of Justinian, and numbered 166-168. The
exact extent and effect of the labours of Salvius Julia-

DUS are much, and, from the paucity and obscurity of

historical record concerning them, perhaps hopelessly,

controverted. Some difficulties will be surmounted, if

we suppose that the main body of his work consisted

of a fusion of edicts, urban and provincial, which

might be adapted, by means of variable formal parts
and minor alterations, to the use of different magis-
trates. It is not unlikely that the change was con-

nected with the new judicial organization of Italy,

which was effected under Hadrian.

In the fragments of jurisconsults collected in the

Pandects, certain parts of the perpetual edict are quoted
much more than others. We have thus many more

fragments relating to interdicts than to possessio bonorum.

When a commentator on the praetor's edict is cited

in the Pandects, the number of the book of the com-

mentary is stated ;
and thus means are afforded of

arriving at the order of arrangement observed in that

edition of the Praetor's Edict, namely, the Edicttim

Pt'Tpetuum Hadriani, to which all the commentaries

cited in the Pandects refer. The arrangement was pro-

bably more historical than scientific, and it is likely

that sometimes subjects were brought together, not

because of any natural connexion, but because th^y
were associated by means of a technical term which

had different meanings. Thus, under the head de

edendo, it is likely that the accident of similar name

brought together clauses concerning the editio of

actions, and the editio of the accounts of an argen-

tarius.

It is generally supposed to have been divided into

seven parts, like the I'aiideclx, which Justinian states to

have been digested in imitation of the perpetual edict

( 5, const. Deo Auctorc). The paries were divided

into tituli with rubrics, and these again into cajiitn.

Single sentences are sometimes called claiisnlts.

The division of parts usually adopted by the moderns
is as follows : I. Drjurisdictioite. et iin qua fiiint in jure.
II. De judiciis. III. De rebus creditis. IV. I.e nnp-
ttis, dotibus el tuteiis. V. Dt furtis, bcnnrum pnsses-

sionibus, lestamentis, novi operix nunciatione, damno

infeclo, et aqua. VI. De ma/iumissioiiibif, publicanis,
vi, injuriis, mutione in bona et pruilegiis crediloium.

VII. De interdictiF, cxceplionibus et ttiputationibvt.
G Giphanius, one of the early modern arrangers, pro-

posed a division into ten parts. The collected remains

may be seen in many common books : e. g. Van
Leeu wen's edition of the Corpus Juris Civitis, Jac.

Gothofredi Fontes quatuor Juris Civilis, Pothier's

Arrangement of tlu; Pandect', Haubold's Inttit. Hut.

Dog, Lin. torn. ii. On the provisions of the edict

Noodt is a most able commentator
; and the work of

Heineccius,
" Hisloria Edictorum el Edic/i Perpetui,"

is exceedingly learned and elaborate. Bouchaud has

written several papers on the edicts of the Roman
magistrates, in the Mkmoires of the French Institut.

The latest important work on this subject is that of De
Weyhe, Lib. iii. Edicti, sive libri dr. origine fatisque

jurispriidcntia: Romanes, prtesertim Edictorum Prfeloris,

ac de forma Edicti Perpetui (4to. Celli.s, 1821). The

principal fault of some of the writers we have men-
tioned is their affecting to be wise beyond what is

written in the original sources.

In looking over the remains of the praetor's edict, the

English lawyer will observe that from it was derived

our writ de venire inspiciendo, which was in established

use before the time of Bracton (See 1. 1, 10, D. de

Inspic. Vent. (xxv. 4) ).

The remains of the edict of the Curule jEdiles are

contained in the first title of the 25th book of the Di-

gest. AulusGelliusand Festus refer to a more ancient

edition than that which is there cited. Thibaut's

Essay on the jEdililian Edict is contained in his excel-

lent Civitistiirhe Ab/iandluiigrn.
The remaining parts of the law of Rome, older than

Justinian, and not incorporated in his collections, may
be classed under two heads.

A, private technical works, as well

[a,] those which have come down to us separately,
in their original purity, as

[A,] those which have been preserved to us in private
technical compilations.

B, technical compilations made by the public autho-

rity, including as well

[a,] single works (which are, for the most part, muti-

lated, interpolated, altered, and abridged), as

[i,] collections or codes.

A a. The works and fragments of works of juris-
consults which have come down to us in their original

purity, without being incorporated in the collections of

Justinian, or in earlier compilations, public or private,
are of the greatest value. Unfortunately, the number
of them is small.

A b. It is remarkable that nothing approaching to a

complete collection has yet been formed of the passages
in the ancient classics which specially illustrate Roman
Jurisprudence, and particularly of those passages which
contain extracts from the writings of .jurists. There
is an exceedingly valuable list ot some such passages m
the " Notilia historico-literaria

"
at the commencement

of Haubold's Monumcnta Legalia. In 1S15, Dirk-
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works.

Fragment

LaW .
sen published at Konigsberg Bruchstucke aus der

v^/-^^ Schriften der Romischen Juristen. A complete col-

lection of such fragments in continuation of Dirksen's

work is promised in the prospectus of the Bonn edition

of the Corpus Juris Ante-Justinianei.
Pure pri- To the heads A [a] and A [6] belong, in addition to
vate tech- some works already mentioned, the following remnants

aid frag-
of antiquity. (1), a fragment of Sextus Pomponius.

merits of (2), a fragment of Herennius Modestinus. (3), the

work entitled Titiill ex corpore Ulpiani. (4), Frag-
ments from the Institutiones of Ulpian. (5), Frag-
mentum Regularum, ex veteri jureconsulto. (6), D.
Hadriani sententiiB et epistolte. (7),Consultatioveteris

jureconsulti. (8), Mosaicarum et Romanarum Legum
Collatio. (9), Gaii Institutiones. (10), Fragmentum
de Jure Fisci. (11), Fragmenta Juris Romani Vati-

cana. (12), Fragmentum Grcectim de obligatlonum
causis. Of these we shall now treat in order.

(1.) Arnoldus Ferronius, in his Consuetiidinvm
Pompo- B1lrcligalenmim Commentarii (4to., Ludg. 1536), pub-

lished a minute fragment (18 words) of Sextus Pom-
ponius, taken from a most ancient worm-eaten MS.
which had formerly belonged to the library of Petrus
Crinitus of Florence, and had been given to Ferronius

by 3. C. Scaliger. It was copied by Cujas from
Ferronius, and was lately brought again to light by
A. G. Cramer in Hugo's Civitist. Mag. vi. 1-33.

Fragment (2.) A fragment of Herennius Modestinus, still

Modesti- shorter than the fragment of Pomponius, was first

published (4to. Lutet. 1573) by P. Pithoeus, from a

manuscript of his father, along with the Mosaicarum
et Romanarum Legum Collatio. Another fragment of

Modestinus, preserved by Isidore, concerning the dif-

ference between relegation and deportation is mentioned

by Booking, Ulpiani fragmenta, p. 109 (Bonn, 1836).
(3.) From these unimportant fragments we pass to

a source of considerable value, namely, the fragments of

Ulpian, first published by Tilius (Du Tillet) (8vo.
Paris, 1549) under the name Tititli ex corpore Ulpiam.
The text of Tilius was taken from a Vatican manuscript
(codex 1128), from which all other existing manuscripts
of the work are copied (See Zimmern, R. R. G. i. 21,
n. 25). This position has been lately controverted

by G. E. Heimbach (uber Ulpian's Jf'ragmente, Leipz.
1834), who has been successfully answered by Savigny
(9 Zeitschrift, p. 157). The 29 titles of Ulpian thus

preserved are now generally thought to have been

part of Ulpian's Liber Singularis Regularum. G. E.

Heimbach, indeed, has supposed, without sufficient

ground, that they are a collection from the works of
various jurists. The Vatican manuscript of these frag-
ments of Ulpian is at the end of a manuscript of the

Westgothic compilation, called the Breviarium Aniani,
of which we shall hereafter speak, but the fragments
are pure, and form no part of that compilation. Ulpian
was never popular in the Western Empire. The pre-
sent work has no trace of interpolation or Westgothic
interpref.atio, and it deals too much in antiquated law
(of which it was the most valuable source before the

discovery of the genuine Gaius), to suit the purpose of
the Westgothic compilers. Its

style, indeed, is more
concise than is usual with Ulpian. It is manifestly
imperfect at the beginning and the end. It treats of

persona, ptoperty, successions, but not of obligations
nor of actions. It has been illustrated by the notes of

Cujas, Schulting, Meerman, and Cannegiet'er. The first

really accurate edition of the text was gWn by Hugo,
VOL. 11.

Law.

Tituli ex

corpore

Utpiani,

Berlin, 1822. Among the most valuable observations

on the Tituli ex corpore Ulpiani are those of Schil-

ling, Animadversionis Criticce ad Ulpiani fragmenta
Specim. i. ii. (Vratislav, 1830), and those of Savigny in

the 9th volume of the Zeitschrift. The last and best
edition is that of Bucking, contained in his Ulpiani

Fragmenta (Bonn, 1836).

(4.) The recent discovery made by Stephen Endli- Endlichen
cher of some short but not unimportant fragments of fragments

the Institutes of Ulpian deserves to be mentioned on ?
f tUpian's

account of its singularity. In the Royal Library at

Vienna was a papyrus manuscript, in its original

binding. Strips of parchment had been employed by
the book-binder to fasten the leaves together. S. End-
licher perceived that five of these strips were cut out
of a legal manuscript, and that in one of them the
column of writing was headed Ulp. Inst. Of the de-

cyphered characters, a part relates to contracts, and the
rest furnishes some new and interesting information

concerning the interdict Quern Fundiim. A fac-simile

may be seen in Endlicher's Catalogus codd. philolos.
lat. bibl. palat. (Vindob, 1836, tab. iii.) The text is

given by Savigny, with valuable remarks, in the 9th
volume of the Zeitschrift; by Pellat, in the 4th volume
of the Brussels Revue de. Legislation et de Jurispru-
dence ; and by Booking in the work already cited,

Ulpiani Fragmenta (Bonn, 1836).

(5.) The Fragmentum Regularum ex veteri jure- Fragment-

ronsulto has been published with various names. We ""* Ke9ula -

follow that which is given by Schulting in his Jurisp.
-

ex "*"

Ante-Just. In the Corp. Jur. Ante-J. edited by the consulto.

Bonn Professors, it is called by Bucking, Disputatio
forensu de Ma/iumissionibus.

The history of this fragment is curious. In the be-

ginning of the third century of our era (A. D. 207,
Maximo et Apro consulibus), Dositheus Magister, a
schoolmaster who taught Greek and Latin, composed a
school-book under the title ep^veu^ara or interpreta-
menta, in three books. Of these, the first two contained
a grammar and glossaries ; the third, a collection of

subjects for translation from Latin into Greek, and vice

versa ( 1 Puchta, Inst. R. R. 495). These subjects
consisted for the most part of extracts from other

writers. Among them is the fragment we are now

treating of, extracted from a legal writer, and containing
some remarks on the division ofjus into civile, naturale,
and gentium, the division of persons into freeborn and

freedmen, and the law of manumissions. The manu-

scripts of Dositheus contain a Greek text, and a misera-

ble, often unintelligible, Latin one. It cannot be doubted
that the Greek is translated from a Latin original ; and
the Latin text that has come down to us has been con-

jectured by Lachmann (Versuch uber Dositheus, Berlin,

1837) to have been formed in the following manner.
The pupils of Dositheus, or other boys who made
use of the Greek as a theme for re-translation, were
accustomed as an exercise to place the words of the

original text out of their natural order under the cor-

responding words of the Greek translation. The manu-

scripts of Dositheus were in fact specimens of a kind of

ancient converse of modern Hamiltonian school-books.

Proceeding on this idea, Lachmann has attempted,
and on the whole with success, out of the disjointed

Latin, to restore the original. The author of the frag
ment is unknown. Schilling, against the probable in-

ference to \>e derived from internal evidence, supposes
it to have been a compilation from several jurists, and
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in this opinion is followed by Zimmern. It has, with-

out ground, been attributed to Ulpian ; and as Dositheus

himself calls the work Regulee, it is supposed by
Lachmann to have been an extract from Pauli Regu-
larum Lib, vii. The Latin text was first published at

Paris in 1573 by Pithoeus, at the end of his edition of

the Collatio Legg. Mas. et Rom. ; the Greek and Latin

together were first published by Rover (Lug. Bat.

1739). In the Berlin Jus Civ. Ante-Just., the text,

which in many books is stated to have been revised

by F. A. Biener, was really edited by Beck. There

are able observations on this fragment by Cujas (Obs.

xiii. 31), by Valkenaer (Miscell. Obs. torn. x. p. 108),

and by Schilling (Diss. crit. de fragments juris Rom.

Dositheano, Lips. 1819).

Divi Hadri- (6.) The same third book of Dositheus contains the

ani Scnten- Diri Hadriani sententice et epistolte, a collection of
tia et Epis- ]egal anecdotes and opinions of little value. It is the

first extract in the ipjj.-nveiip.ara ; and between it and

the fragment concerning manumissions is inserted the

genealogy of Hyginus. A complete edition of the third

book of Dositheus was given by Bucking (Bonn, 1832).

Consultatio (7.) The Consultatio veteris jureconsulti is the

veteris work of an unknown lawyer, who probably lived

shortly before the time when Justinian's compilations
were made, as he does not cite them, though he cites

the Gregorian, Hermogenian and Theodosian codes.

It really consists offour consultations, but the first con-

sultation branching into three points concerning pacts,

has occasioned the whole to be sometimes called Con-

sultatio veleris jureconsulti. de pactis. It was first

edited by Cujas, in 1577, at the commencement of his

own Conaiiltaliones. It appears in the Jurisp. Ante-J.

of Schulting. In the Berlin Jus Civ. Ante-J. it is

edited by Biener, and in the Bonn Corp. Jur. Ante-J.

by Pugge.
Collatio Le- (8.) The Collatio legum Mosaicarum et Romano-

gum Masai- rurli is, like the Consultatio, written by an unknown
carum et

author, who probably lived at the end of the fifth or

the beginning of the sixth century. It has been at-

tributed without foundation to Licinius Rufinus,
but internal evidence proves that the author was

posterior to that Licinius Rufinus, at least, who was a

jurist contemporary with Paulus. It is valuable for its

literal citations from Gaius, Papinian,Ulpian, Paulus and

Modestinus, as well as from the three codes which pre-
ceded the compilatiousol'Justinian. It is sometimes called

Lex Dei, from the words which commence a sentence

at the beginning of the manuscripts of the work. The
first edition is \hatof Pithosus (Paris, 1573). Of the

many subsequent editions, the best beyond comparison
is that of Blume (8vo. Bonn, 1833), which is the

basis of the edition given in the Bonn Corp. Jur.

Ante-J. The author was either a Jew or a Christian,

more probably the latter. His object in comparing
the Mosaic and Roman systems of law appears to have

been to furnish Christians and Jews with an apology
for the Roman system, and to recommend the Mosaic

system to the Pagans.

(9.) Of all the discoveries recently made, none has

been so valuable, and none has excited so much at-

tention, as that of the Institutes of Gaius. A corrupt
and mutilated abridgment of these Institutes had been

preserved in the Brrviarium Aniani, but it was

reserved for modern times to decypher a manuscript
of the original work.

It was a common practice in the middle ages, to

Pomona-
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wash out the relics of antiquity, in order to economize

the parchment on which they were written. When *-

was ing alone would not expunge the writing, as

often happened in the case of manuscripts written on

the once hairy side of the parchment, the characters

were further scratched out with a knife. A father of

the church sometimes covered the pages which had
before contained the works of some profane dramatist.

Not unfrequently the parchment was a second time

submitted to the same treatment. The father, who
had supplanted (he dramatist, was himself washed and

rubbed out, in order to give place to some scholastic

doctor

In the Library of the Chapter at Verona is a codex

formerly numbered xv., but now xiii., containing a

manuscript of the letters of St. Jerome (Hieronymus) ,

written over an older manuscript. Nearly one-fourth

part of the codex was bis rexcriptus, and, where this

was the case, it seems that St. Jerome had also been

the second occupant, It has been stated, we know
not on what authority, that the letters of St. Jerome
had been edited from this very manuscript, without

any notice having been taken of the original purpose
to which the parchment had been applied. The manu-

script first written on the parchment consisted of 251

pages, and each page of 24 lines. It is a remarkable

fact, that one leaf, or two pages, 235 and 236, con-

cerning prescriptions and interdicts, had been detached

from the rest of the manuscript, and escaped being
overlaid by St. Jerome. These two pages had been

found in the Library of Verona, before the year 1732,

by the celebrated Scipio Maffei. He alludes to them
in his Verona Illustrata, Parte terza, c. 7, p. 464

(Verona, 1732). In his Istoria Teologica (Trento,
fol. 1742), p. 90, et s?q., the greater part of the text

which they contain is printed. He gave a fac-simile

of part of the writing in plate iii. cut x., subjoined
to his Istoria Teologica, and part of this fac-simile

was republished, not very accurately, in the Novveau
Traite de Diplomatique (Paris, 1757, see torn. iii. p.

208, tab. 46). Mallei had observed the correspond-
ence between the fragment he published and the 15th

title of the 4th book of Justinian's Institutes; but,

instead of recognizing Gaius, whose text was the

ground-work of Justinian's work, he supposed that

the leaf he had found was part of an interpretation

or compendium of Justinian's litstitutes made by
some later jurisconsult. To MafFei, however, belongs
the credit of having first given to the world two pages
of the genuine Gaius.

It had not escaped the notice of Maffei that the

manuscript of the letters of St. Jerome was a codex

rescriptus.ThK appears by his remarks in the cata-

logue of the Library, but he did not know what the

subject of the obliterated writing was, and was not

aware of the connexion betwen that manuscript and

the detached leaf which had drawn his attention.

The fragment concerning Interdicts, published by
Maffei, had not been unobserved by the learned

Haubold,
"
cujus ingentem eritclitionem nihil fere sole-

bat fugere." He determined to recall it to the me-

mory of German jurists, and prepared an essay

for that purpose, which was published at Leipsic in

1816, under the title Notitia fragmenti Veronensis

de Interdictis, and is to be found in his collected

Opuscula, torn, ii., p. 327-46.

By chance, while the Essay of Haubold was in

Law.
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^v^ ' Niebuhr was despatched to Rome by the King of

Prussia, as Minister to the Apostolic See. On his way,
he spent the greater part of two days in examining
the Cathedral Library of Verona. Whether he was
induced to make this examination by previously ex-

cited curiosity concerning Maffei's fragment, we have
not been able to ascertain ; but certain it is that he

made wonderfully good use of his limited time. He
copied, fully and accurately, the fragment concern-

ing interdicts and prescriptions, which he did not

hesitate to ascribe to its real author, Gaius. He
also copied the manuscript of a fragment de jure fisci

(of which we shall presently speak), and by means of the

infusion of nut-galls, he was able to decypher the 97th
leaf of the obliterated writing of codex xiii., which he at

once recognized as an important work of a most an-

cient jurisconsult, whom at first he supposed to be

Ulpian. The fruit of his researches he communicated

by letter to Savigny, by whom they were printed in

the 3rd volume of the Zeitschrifl. Savigny added
a learned and acute commentary of his own, and

put forward the felicitous conjecture, amply verified in

the sequel, that the ancient text of codex xiii. contained
the genuine Institutes of Gaius, and that the fragment
concerning prescriptions and interdicts had formerly
been a part of that codex. The fame of this discovery
soon spread among the jurists of the continent. Hugo,
in particular, exerted himself in turning the atten-

tion of the learned to the subject, and pledged himself
that the manuscript would amply repay the labour
of decyphering: accordingly, in May, 1817, the

Royal Academy of Berlin despatched to Verona two

distinguished scholars, Goeschen and Bekker, charged
with the task of transcribing the manuscript. Bekker
was prevented by other occupations from accomplish-
ing the task, and departed for Milan before the end
of July ; but his place was supplied by Bethmann-

Hollweg, who, from the deep interest he felt in the

subject, volunteered his valuable services, and greatly
assisted Goeschen. The difficulty of transcription
was excessive. The original manuscript, according to

the opinion of the celebrated palaeographer, Kopp, as

stated in the 4th volume of Savigny 's Journal, was
anterior to Justinian's legal reforms. The scribe, like

the majority of legal writers in our own country, at

the present day, employed a great variety of contrac-

tions, and words were often expressed by initial letters.

The old order of the leaves was much deranged.
There were very few pages where the parchment had
not been written over : in 60 pages, it was bis re-

scriplus, and the new writing was in general directly
over the old. In order to prepare the parchment, it

had been washed, apparently bleached in the sun, and
in some parts scraped with a knife. Various chemical

re-agents were tried in order to render the ancient

characters again legible. Infusion of nut galls suc-
ceeded the best. Notwithstanding these difficulties,

by far the greater portion of the Institutes of Gaius
has been preserved to us. Probably not one-tenth
of the whole work is wanting. It is true that certain

parts of the extant leaves resisted all attempts at

decyphering, and that three leaves are missing, viz. :

1st. The leaf following p. 80, of which the argument
may be collected from the Gothic epitome. 2nd. The
leaf following p. 126, and commencing the third book.
The whole contents of this leaf have been luckily pre-

served in the ancient extract, made by the author of
the Collatio, before described. 3rd. The leaf following
p. 194. The loss of this leaf is very tantalizing, for it

doubtless contained some particulars relative to the old

legis actiones, which we are left without any means of

supplying. A few of the gaps which are occasioned

by the impossibility of decyphering are also very
lamentable, for they occur in the most obscure parts
of the work, in passages where the curiosity of the

antiquary is raised highest, and all the ingenuity of

conjecture, possessed by the ablest critics, has been
unable satisfactorily to fill them up.

With scrupulous accuracy and consummate ability
did Goeschen and Hollweg finish their irksome and
difficult labour. In 1819, the first printed sheet of
the volume appeared ; but not until 1821 was the first

complete edition of the work brought out by Goeschen.
Its appearance excited an unusual sensation among
the jurists of the continent. Every copy was soon

eagerly bought. It was considered to form an era
in the study of Roman law. It was found to elucidate
doubts and clear up difficulties before regarded as

hopeless. By the true explanations it afforded, many
an ingeniously constructed theory was demolished. It

was felt that there was something unique and most
remarkable in this resuscitation. Modern jurists were
thus suddenly placed upon a vantage ground, from
which they looked down upon their less fortunate

predecessors. They blessed their stars, and thought
it luxury to be admitted to a pure spring of knowledge,
for many previous ages untasted and unknown.
A new edition was loudly called for, and in 1824,

the learned Bluhme (as his name is generally written),
or Blume (as he writes himself), made a fresh collation

of codex xiii., and the result of his renewed examination
was given to the world by Goeschen, in the celebrated

edition of 1824. An improved reprint of this edition,

by Lachmann, was published in 1842, the editor having
completed a critical revision, which had been interrupted

by the death of Goeschen.
The civilians of the continent have, from the first

publication of Gaius, laboured assiduously in inter-

preting the text, in composing dissertations on the

doctrines contained in it, and in conjectural supply
of the lacunce ; but no edition of the whole work
with a good commentary has yet appeared. Among
the most valuable productions to which Gaius has

given birth, we would mention Gans' Scolien xum
Gains (Berlin, 1821), Dirksen's remarks in his Ver-

suche zur Kritik," &c. (Leipz. 1823, pp. 104-136),
Heffler's edition of the 4th book, with commentary,
4to. (Berlin, 1827), and Huschke's observations on
Gaius in the first volume of his Studien des Romischen
Rechts (Breslau, 1830). Klenze and Booking's Gail
et Justiniani Insti/utiones, 4to. (Berlin, 1829), is a
useful book The texts of the two elementary works
are there placed side by side, but Gaius is made to

yield to the order adopted by Justinian. Among the

latest editions of Gaius are that of Bucking (Bonn,
1841), and that of Lachmann, 8vo. and 4to. (Bonn,

1841). Lachmann's edition, in 4to. form, is now the

first part of the Bonn Corpus Juris Ante-J. This,

however, is distinct from the new edition of the edition

of 1824, which we before mentioned. All the copies
of an edition of the entire work by Heftier, which was

originally intended to form the first part of the Bonn

Corp. Jnr. Ante-J., have been long since exhausted.

Law.
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>^V^B>' principally compiled from the well known prefaces

prefixed to Goeschen's first and second editions. There
are a few errors in the article relating to the same

subject in the 48th volume of the Edinburgh Review,

p. 381, &c. The bantering doubts which are thrown
out by the critic (p. 385) as to the authenticity of

the discovery were successful in provoking the ire of

some matter-of-fact Germans, who looked upon them
as serious. (See Hugo's R. R. G., llth edition, p. 22,

n. 23.) The authenticity of the Institutes of Gaius
is beyond dispute. This is clear from internal evidence,
which would prove a forger to have possessed miracu-

lous knowledge and sagacity. The work agrees with

the Institutes of Justinian (which were derived from

it), is the manifest source of the Gothic epitome, and
contains all the passages cited from Gaius in the Pan-
dects, in the Collatio, by Boethius and by Priscian.

Gaius wrote under the Antonines, in the most flou-

rishing period of Roman jurisprudence ; and his Insti-

tutes, as they were a popular manual at Rome, are

perhaps to the modern student the best initiation into

the civil law, especially if they are read along with the

Institutes of Justinian and the Paraphrase of Theo-

philus. The method of Gaius is based on the celebrated

threefold division of law,
" Omne jus quo utimur, vel

ad personas pertinet, vel ad res, vel ad actiones." It

is necessary to observe, that he treats rather of the

dynamics than of the statics of law rather of those

events or forces by which classes of rights begin, are

modified or terminate, than of those rights and duties

which accompany a given stationary legal relation.

Thus, in treating of the jus quod ad personas pertinet,
when he comes to the patria potestas, it is not his

object to explain the mutual rights and duties of

parents and children, but to point out the cases and
events in which those rights and duties arise or cease.

Frogmen- (10-) The "
fragmentum de Jure Fisci" is derived

turn de from a manuscript of two leaves in the Library at

Jure Fad. Verona. The characters, though not written over,
were faded and difficult to decypher. The two leaves

were observed by Maffei, who gave some extracts from
them in his Is/oria Teolcgica, in conjunction with the

extracts from the detached leaf of Gaius ; but, as we
have before stated, a complete copy was first taken

by Niebuhr. The best edition ot the text is that

of flocking, with critical notes, in Ulpiani Frag-
menta (Bonn, 1836). It is generally supposed to

be a fragment, not of Ulpian, but of Paulus, who wrote
two books " de jure fisci." A passage of the fragment
( 19) is repeated almost verbatim, but in a different

connexion, in another work of Paulus, Liber Quintus
Sentenliarum, as appears by an extract in the Pan-
dects from the latter book (L. 45, 3, D. de Jure
Fisci, (xlix. 14.) ).

Fragments (!!) The Vatican fragments were taken by Mai
Juris Ro- from a manuscript of the Collationes of Cassianus in
mani Voli- the Vatican Library. Twenty-eight leaves of this

manuscript were observed to be folia rescripta, and

upon examination it was found that the characters

first written and covered by the work of Cassianus

belonged to a collection of extracts from constitutions

and juridical writings. Of this collection seven titles

are imperfectly preserved, and were first published by
Mai, at Rome, in 1823. Of subsequent editions, the

best are those of Buchholz (Regiomontani, 1828, with

explanatory notes, and of Bethmann-Hollweg (Bonn,

1 833), with critical notes. The author of the collec-

tion, which was probably made a short time before
the compilation of the Theodosian code, appears to have
had a practical end in view, viz. the reduction into

a convenient size of sources commonly quoted before
the courts. He gives extracts from Papinian, Ulpian,
and Paulus ; and in those extracts Celsus, Julianus and

Pomponius are frequently cited. On several points,

especially the doctrines of do?, ususfructus and dona-

times, the Vactican fragments throw important light.
How much they contribute to our knowledge of Roman
law is well shown by G. Bruns, in a little work under
the title Quid conferant Vaticana Fragmenta ad melius

cognoscendum Jus Romanun (Tubiugse, 1842).

(12.) A Greek fragment, de Obligationum Causis el

Solutione, first discovered by Mai, was reprinted with
notes by Haubold (Leipz. 1817), and may be found
in the second volume of Haubold's collected Opuscula,
p. 394. It elucidates the stipulatio Aquiliana, the

form of which is given and well explained in Brisso-

nius de Formulis, lib. vi., c. 194.

Before we proceed to enumerate some less pure
sources, we cannot avoid expressing a wish that some
of the many palimpsests or codices rescripti which
exist in the British Museum were examined by com-

petent scholars. The continental jurists who have
been deputed to explore Great Britain in search of

legal treasures seem not to have been acquainted with
the existence of such palimpsests, nor do they seem to

have investigated the manuscripts belonging to our
Inns of Court.

B a. To the head B a, consisting of the separate
works and fragments of works of single jurists, pre-
served in collections made by public authority, may
be referred (1.) the epitome of Gaius; (2.) the frag-
ment of Pauli Stiitent/re ; (3.) a fragment of Papinian.
All these are preserved in the Breriarium Aniani.

li b. To the class C b belong (4.) the Codex Grego-
rianus ; (5.) the Codex Hermoyenianus ; (6.) the Codex
Theodosianm ; (7.) the Ante-Justinianean Novells ;

(8.) Edictum Theodorici ; (9.) Edictum Athalarici ;

(10.) Lex Romana Burgundiorum ; (11.) Institutio

Gregoriani.
To the head B b might be referred the Brenarium

Aniani, as it was a law-book made by public authority ;

but it is itself a collection not only of private legal

writings sanctioned by public authority, but of abstracts

of former collections. The head B b might hence be
sub-divided into two classes : the first consisting of

those codes and collections, or parts of codes and col-

lections, which have come down to us separately and

independently ; the second, of those which are only
known from their preservation in the Breviarium Aniani.

Of this compilation, we shall now give some account

before we proceed to the description of the several

sources enumerated under the heads B a and B b.

When the Western Empire submitted to Germanic

rule, the Roman law was still allowed to retain its

force by the side of a newly introduced Germanic juris-

prudence. The Lex Romana, as it was barbarously
called, remained the law of the subjugated Romans,
while the barbari, as the Germans were proud to be

styled, continued to live under their own Teutonic
institutions. Hence arose various difficulties. In the

case of contracts between Germans and Romans, or

crimes committed by a man of one race against a man
of the other, which system was to prevail ? Thete

Law.
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Law. questions were differently decided in the different

J-^-L' kingdoms of the Western Empire, and the reader may
be referred to Savigny's History of the Roman Law in

the Middle Ages for a full elucidation of the anomalous

system of personal laws.

In the Westgothie kingdom, which was established

in Spain and a part of Gaul, it was found necessary,

during the reign of Alaric II. (484507), to make a

collection of such sources of Roman law as were to

be recognized for the future, in regulating the rights

and duties of the subjugated Roman provincials. The
collection was made, and, in the year 506, copies of

it were sent to the higher magistrates, with a commo-

nitorium, in which it is stated that the duty of publi-
cation was intrusted to Goiaric, the comes palalii;
while the duty of authenticating true copies with his

signature was left to Anianus. Many have supposed,
without sufficient reason, that Anianus was the author

of the whole compendium, and hence it has received,

in comparatively modern times, the name Breviarium

Aniani, a name which first appears in the edition of Ti-

lius (Paris, 1550). It has also sometimes been called

Breviarium Alariciannm, or simply Breviarium, or Lex

Romana, or (from the Codex Theodosianus, which is

its first and chief ingredient) Lex Theodosii. By
Anianus himself, in his subscription, it is termed
" Codex de Tfieodosiaui legibus, atque sententiis juris

vel diversis libris electus." There are considerable

variances in the manuscripts of the Breviarium. The
oldest manuscript is that which is now at Munich.
One of the best belongs to Sir T. Phillipps, bart., the

owner of the celebrated Bibliotheca Phillippica, of

Middlehill. The first complete edition of the Brevia-

rium (with an Appendix of other works relating to

Roman law) was given by Sichard (Basil, 15^8).
Of subsequent editors, Cujas deserves especial notice.

This Westgothic collection consists of an abstract of

the Theodosian Code, in 16 books, followed by a col-

lection of later constitutions called Novells. This

part of the collection has been called leges, while the

name jus has been given to the part which follows,

consisting of the epitome of Gaius, the extract from
the Sententice of Paulus, the extract from the Gregorian
and Hermogenian Codes, and the fragment of Papinian.
A barbarous interpretation (interpretatio or scintilla) is

subjoined to the text of each work, with the exception
of the epitome of Gaius, whose Institutes are so re-

modelled in barbarous fashion, and so mutilated, as

not to want an interpretatio. The text of Gaius, the

oldest author employed, was so full of antiquated law,
that, in its original state, it would have been unsuitable
to the character of the times. The interpretatio was
made by the original compilers. It sometimes para-
phrases, sometimes modifies the law contained in the

text, and sometimes refers to passages in other parts
of the compilation. The texts themselves are occa-

sionally garbled and corrupted.
The Breviarium, with its corrupt interpretatio, has

been itself the theme of a still more corrupt interpre-
tatio of the second order, in base Italian Latin. Those
who are anxious to see to what extent an ancient monu-
ment may be defaced and deformed, may consult the
Lex Romana Utinenxis, at the end of the 4th volume
of Canciani's Leges Barbarorum*

* The following may be taken as a favourable specimen,"
Incijiit Liber Gagii \. Inlerpr. /ngeauonim xiuitim unum fat.

The Westgothic Breviarium must not be confounded Law.
with the Lex Wisigothorum, which is a code, not of ^^

<
^*-^

Roman but Germanic Law.
We return to the sources which we have separately

enumerated.

(1.) The Westgothic epitome of Gaius, imperfect Gan Efri-

and disfigured as it is, is now of little use since the tome -

discovery of the genuine Institutes, except for the pur
pose of understanding ancient quotations, in which it

is referred to, and of assisting in the restoration of the

valuable original. It has been ably commented upon
by Schulting (Jurisp. Ante-J. p. 1 186), and by
Meerman (Thesaurus, torn. vii. p. 669 686). It is

edited by Haubold in the Berlin Jus. Civ. Ante-J. and

by Booking in the Bonn Corp. Jur. Ante-J. It con-

sists, according to the ordinary division, of two books,
and contains no abstract of the 4th book of the genuine
Gaius, concerning actions.

(2.) The famous jurisconsult, Julius Paulus, wrote, Pauli

in the reign of Caracalla, a treatise entitled Sententia- Sententia

rum adfilium Libri V., in which he followed the order
RecePtf-

observed by the commentators upon the edict, while,
in his usual succinct style, he gave a collection of

practical legal propositions established by custom.

Great part of this work was adopted, with some cur-

tailments affecting the sense, and perhaps some altera-

tion of the text, by the Westgothic compilers. The
work, as it has been preserved to us in the Breviarium,
is usually called Pauli Sentential Receptr?. It has

been published, sometimes in its Westgothic shape,
sometimes with the insertion of additional passages
from the Sententice of Paulus, which are to be found
in the Pandect's and other sources. The first edition is

that of Paris, 1525. The text and interpretatio are

given in Schulting's Jur. Ante-J. with notes by the

editor, and a selection from those of Rittershusius and

Cujas, and in Meerman's Thesaurus, torn, vii., with
the commentary of Petrus Faber. The text, edited by
Biener, without the interpretatio, appears in the Berlin

JUK. Civ. Ante-J. The last edition is that of Arndts,
with a mass of various readings by Hanel, in the Bonn

Corp. Jur. Ante-J

(3.) The only fragment of Papinian preserved in Fragmen-
the Breviarium is an unimportant passage "e libra primo

tum /ty-

Responsorum, sub litulo, De Pactis inter virum et
""""

uxorem." (Schult. Jnr. Ante-J. p. 810.)

(4.) The Codex Gregorianus, or Corpus Gregoriani Codex Grs.

(as it has been called from its compiler Gregorianus), gorianut.

was a collection containing the constitutions of Roman
Emperors, arranged in books, and titles with rubrics,

according to the order of subjects adopted by writers

on the edict. Nothing is known of the compiler.
Whether his name was Gregorianus or Gregorius has
been doubted, though the better opinion is in favour
of the longer name. The number of books which this

code contained is unknown. The 13th book is cited

in the Vatican fragments, and the 14th (if Blume's

reading be correct) in the Collatio, tit. i. c. 8. The
oldest constitution which can be referred to it with

certainty, is one of Septimius Severus, of the year 196
p.c. ; the latest, one of Diocletian and Maximinian, of
the year 295. It is not unlikely that the constitutions

contained in this code have been for the most part

Nam fiberforum wro trfa genera sunt. Injenui vero sunt, qui >tt

injenuns parallel nasiuntur. Lib-rti aunt, atcutjam iliximus, tri

genera: hoc ttt. cine Romanum, ct Latiai et Dimcicu."
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Law. embodied in other later collections of constitutions,

v v'"-' viz. : those of Theodosius and Justinian, and that in

this way we really possess a majority of them ; but

the Westgothie Lex Romano, preserves only 13 titles

of the Codex Qregorianus, containing about 22 con-

stitutions, and in some manuscripts a few more by way
of Appendix. From citations in other sources, we are

able to pronounce without doubt of some other con-

stitutions that they were included in this collection.

Upon the whole, we are not able to refer to the Codex

Gregorianus more than 70 constitutions, though it

originally contained some thousands. The best critical

edition is that of HSnel, in the Bonn Corp. Jur. Ante-J.

Codex Her- (5.) Of the author of the Codex Hermogenianus
mogenianus. nothing is known beyond the name Hermogenianus.

By some, he has been identified with the Hermoge-
nianus who was the author of Libri Epitomarum,
from which extracts are made in the Pandects. The
Breviarium preserves but two titles of this collection,

each containing one constitution. It does not seem

to have been divided into books, for it is always

quoted by titles only, and it is generally believed to

have been a supplement to the Codex Gregoriant/s,

though we find, from an assertion in Coll. Leg. Mas.

et Rom. vi. 5, that one constitution of Diocletian, in-

serted in the Codex Hermogenianus with the date 291,
existed in the Codex Gregorianus, with the date 290.

In the Consultatio, c. 9, seven constitutions of Valens

and Valentinian, about the date 364 and 365, are

ascribed to this collection ; but critics have generally
believed that the Codex Hermogenianus was of earlier

date that, in fact, it was not carried down later than

the reign of Constantine and that there must be some

error in the reading of the text in the Consultatto.

Hanel, the latest editor, has not inserted these seven

constitutions in his text. This and the preceding code

are usually mentioned together. Both were probably
the work of private individuals ; but we are told in the

interpretntio appended to tit. 4 of the 1st book of the

Theodo.iian Code, that their authenticity was confirmed

by imperial sanction. The constitutions of the emperors
anterior to Constantine, inasmuch as their contents

were often either originally derived from, or subse-

quently embodied in, the writings of jurisconsults,
came afterwards to be classed not as leges but as

jus; a distinction which would be paralleled in our

English system if our oldest Acts of Parliament were

classed not as statute, but as common law. This ac-

counts for the fact already mentioned, that the Codex

Gregonanus and Codex Hermogenianus are included

in the Breviarium under the head of Jus.

Codex The- (6.) After the reign of Constantine, the imperial
jdostanus. constitutions began greatly to multiply, and the writings

of jurisconsults had already extended to a formidable

bulk. To remedy this inconvenience, Theodosius the

younger, emperor of the East, formed the design of

making a code like the Gregorian and Hermogenian,
and supplementary to them. The code was to contain

public and general constitutions from Constantine

onward. He also entertained a project of compiling a

work on the Civil Law of Rome from the writings of

the jurisconsults and the constitutions anterior to

Constantine. The latter project was dropped, but the

former design was carried into execution, and very
recent discoveries have elicited some hitherto unknown
historical particulars respecting its completion. A
commission of eight or nine members was appointed

in 429 to compile a code of constitutions according Law.
to certain instructions, among which was a provision '_--- '

that conflicting clauses were not to be altered or omit-

ted, but the dates were in all cases to be carefully

appended, in order that, in case of collision, it might
be known what law was to prevail. This commission
did not accomplish the work assigned to it

; and another,

consisting of 16 members, was appointed in 435, with
the ampler power of removing what was superfluous,
adding what was necessary, changing what was doubt-

ful, and correcting what was inconsistent. The code
was completed by the second commission in 438, was
first promulgated as law in the Eastern Empire, and in

the course of the same year was transmitted to Valen-
tinian III. and confirmed as law for the Western Empire.
The Gesta in Senalu, an account of the proceedings in

the Roman senate when the code was formally submit-
ted to them for approval, is a remarkable and in some

p-.irts enigmatic document lately brought to light among
the discoveries of Clossius.

The Theodosian code consists of 16 books, which
are divided into titles, and the titles subdivided into

sections or laws. It is usually referred to thus : L. 5,

C. Th de Scenicis (xv. 7). This signifies the fifth law
of the title of the Theodosian code, with the rubric

DC Scenicis ;
and in order to prevent the necessity of

consulting an alphabetical index of rubrics of titles, the

figures xv. 7 are intended to denote that the title with

the rubric de Scenicis is the 7th of the 15th book.

The reference would indeed be sufficient thus : L. 5,

C. Th. de Scenicis; or thus: L. 5, C. Th. xv. 7; but
it is better to give the name as well as the number of

the title ; as an English lawyer, in quoting a case,

gives the names of the parties as well as the volume
and page of the reporter. A more simple, but less

usual mode of reference is, C. Th. lib. xv. tit. 7, 1.

5 ; or C. Th. xv., 7, 5.

In classing the constitutions under titles, the compilers,
in pursuance of their powers and instructions, disposed

chronologically under one title those constitutions or

parts of constitutions which were connected in subject.
The first V. Books are arranged according to the

order of the commentators on the edict, and contain

the greater part of the constitutions which relate to

private law. Books VI. VIII. are principally occu-

pied with constitutional and administrative regulations.
The IXth contains criminal law ; the Xth and Xlth
financial law, to which are appended some matters

connected with legal procedure ; XII. XV. treat, of

the constitution and administration of towns and other

corporations ;
and the XVIth Book is devoted to

ecclesiastical rules. The whole is a vast collection

of the highest importance and interest to the historian

and antiquary, as well as the lawyer.
The 16 books of the Theodosian Code were at first Modern

known to the moderns only through the imperfect ab- literary

stract and inlerpretatio of the Breviarium. In this J"
st O' of

/. in i , * the CuJei
shape it appeared in the editions or A/gidius (Antwerp, Thecdos*a-

1517), and of Sichard (Basil, 1528). But there were mis.

incomplete manuscripts of the genuine Theodosian

Code in existence, and many of the manuscripts of the

Breviarium were interpolated from the original source.

Availing himself of such aids, Du Tillet gave, in 1550,
a mixed edition in two parts, of which the first con-

tained eight books, according to the Gothic epitome ;

the second, the remaining eight books the 16th in a

very imperi'ect condition according to the genuine c ode
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Law. In the editions of Cujas (the first of which appeared
.OT^aa^ at Lyons in 1566), three more books (vi.-viii.) of the

genuine code were added from divers sources, and the

16th book completed; but the first five were still

drawn from the Breviarium, and such was substantially
the state in which, until very recently, the text of the

Theodosian Code remained.

After Cujas, the labours of that most learned and ju-
dicious critic and scholar, Jac. Godefroi, supplied an

invaluable commentary, which was first published after

the death of the author by Marville, in six volumes,

folio, (Lugd. 1665). A second and improved edition of

the Codex Theodosianvs, with the commentary of Gode-

froi, was given by Ritter (Lipsise, ] 736-45) ; and there

have been reprints of Ritter's edition at Mantua and
Venice. One of the editions of the Theodosian Code,
with Godefroi's commentary, is an indispensable adjunct
to the library of every Roman lawyer. The text was
not materially altered by Godefroi, who added but
three genuine constitutions.

In the present century, further discoveries have been

made. A few constitutions have been brought to light

by Hanel and Mai. In 1823 Clossius gave to the

world a list of the titles in the Breviarium, the Gesta,

Senatus, and a constitution addressed to the constitu-

tioniarii (i. e. the officers appointed to authenticate the

copies). In addition to these, which serve to illustrate

the code, but form no part of its contents, he published
no fewer than 79 new genuine constitutions, from a

manuscript of the Breviarium which he found in the

Ambrosian Library at Milan, and which fortunately was

interpolated from the original source. In the same

year Peyron published 85 new constitutions, decy-
phered from some palimpsest leaves, contained in a

manuscript volume* in the Library of the University at

Turin. The first writing on the leaves was part of the

genuine code, over which had been written a narrative
of the exploits of Alexander the Great. 16 leaves

out of the 30 decyphered by Peyron only furnished
new readings for constitutions which were already
known.

It seems that there were 14 other palimpsest leaves
which Peyron had laid by in a book in his own library,
and had forgotten to take out again. These were
found in 1835 or 1836 by Baudi de Vesme. They
give 22 new constitutions, besides various readings.
The various readings were communicated by De Vesme
to Hanel, who, with enormous labour, has completed
a new and very valuable edition of the text of the
Theodosian Code for the Bonn Corp. Jur. Ante-J.
The publication of the 22 new constitutions is said to

be reserved for an edition to be brought out by De
Vesme himself.

Notwithstanding these acquisitions, which have re-

*
Peyron maintains that this volume had formed a part of the

library of the monastery at Bobbie, which was founded by St.

Columbanus, a native of Ireland, about the beginning of the
seventh century. Dr. Irving, in his Introduction, p. 49, quotes a
statement of Peyron which we think it worth while to transcribe,
in the hope of drawing the attention of British and Irish philo-
logers to the Latin books in Saxon characters, and with Saxon
glosses, originally belonging to the library at liobbio, and seen by
Peyron in the libraries at Milan and Turin. Adprimmi kanc
atatem pertiiiet primus bibUothectefundus, vcncranda ilia scilicet codi-
cutn svptl/ex a D. Columbaiio ejitsque disci/iutis Bobium comportata.
^ idi in Ambrosiana, ait/tie Taurinenii halitt. libros Latinos Saxanicu
litterit descriptos, glossisquc Saronicii i/tuttmtos : hot provarid eorum
antiqvitate vet a D. Co/umbano ej- Hilicrnia, vel a Ctmiano ex Scotia,
aliaque Anglicit .Vvaaclnt altatoi autmuo.

stored to us a considerable portion of the first five Law.

genuine books, the Theodosian Code is still far from -_-v _.

perfect. Hanel calculates that the first five books,
which are the only books still incomplete, contained

1000 or 1200 constitutions ; that of these between 600
and 700 are wanting ;

that of those which are wanting,
about 350 are wholly lost, while the rest are to be
found in the Code of Justinian. The existing consti-

tutions in the 16 books amount to about 2800.
An excellent edition of the first five books, including

all the modern discoveries, except those of De Vesme,
and enriched with explanatory as well as critical notes,
was published by Wenck, 8vo. (Lips. 1825.)

7. The formation of a code places but a slight check The Ante-

upon further legislation. New constitutions (Novella Justinia-

constitutiones, or NoveUm) were promulgated in the
u n No~

Eastern and in the Western Empire. The necessity of"
this was foreseen by Theodosius the Younger and
Valentinian ; and, in order to preserve a legal unity,
it was arranged that the Novells, applicable to the

circumstances of both empires, which should be pub-
lished in the one, should, as soon as conveniently
might be, be sent to, and adopted in, the other. In

pursuance of this arrangement, Novells of Theodosius
the Younger, and of his successor Marcian, were sent

to and adopted by Valentinian. After the death of

Valentinian in 455, the connexion between the two

empires became more loose, but some Novells of Leo
I. were sent to the West in the reign of Anthemius,
whom Leo had helped to the throne. The Novells
of the Eastern Emperors Theodosius, Marcianus, and

Leo, were not only sent to the West, but adopted
there practically, and were inserted in the Western
collections.

On the other hand, Valentinian sent constitutions
from the West, but it has been doubted (1 Puchta,
Inst. 655) whether they were ever practically adopted
in the East, and whether Majorianus, Severus, and
Anthemius went so far as even to send their Novell.?

into the Eastern Empire, although still, as before, they
bore, for form's sake, the names of the two contemporary
Caesars at their head. Certain it is that the compilers
of Justinian's Code made no use of the Novells either of
Valentinian III., or of any other succeeding emperor
of the West.

Six books of Ante-Justinianean Noeells, divided into

titles with rubrics, are appended to Jac. Godefroi's edi-
tion of the Theodosian Code ; but the 6th book, con-

taining the Novells of Anthemius, is deficient in most of
the manuscripts of the Breviarium. Five constitutions
of Theodosius and Valentinian, not inserted in previous
printed editions, were found in the Ottobonian manu-
script, which now belongs to the Vatican Library, and
were published by Zirardini (Faventis, 1766), and by
Amaduzzi (Romae, 1767). The last edition is that of
Beck in the Berlin Jus. Civ. Anle-J. Hiinel has under-
taken to review the text for the Bonn Corp. Jur.
Ante-J.

(8.) Odoacer, after having overturned the Empire of Edictum
the West, and conquered Italy in 476, yielded in 493
to the arms of the Ostrogoths, who became masters of

Italy.
It was principally to regulate the mixed legal rela-

tions between Romans and Ostrogoths that Theo-
doric the Great, in 500, published a set of rules based
311 the Roman, not the Gothic, law. It seems that,
where express legislation was silent, the Roman law,
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Lw. with some modifications introduced by practice, was

-v- -' suffered to prevail over the whole population in the

kingdom of the Ostrogoths, although the jurisdiction,

unless both parties were Romans, was committed to

Gothic magistrates. The edict of Theodoric, though
compiled principally out of imperial constitutions and

the Sentenliee of Paulus, has not hitherto been inserted

in collections of Roman law. It is to be found in the

collections of Germanic law by Lindenbrog, Canciani,

Georgisch, and Walter. The best edition is that of

Rhon, Commentatio ad Edictum Theodorici (Halae,

1816).
Edictum (9.) The short edict of Athalaric contains some fur-

Athalarict. ther provisions directed against offences, and borrowed
in part from Roman law. It is given in the 1st volume
of Canciani, Leges Barbarorum, and in Manso, Ge-

schichte des Ostgolhischen Reichs in Italien" (Breslau,

1824). See also Gretschel ad Edict. Athalarici (Lips.,

1828).
Lex Roma- QO .) Towards the middle of the 5th century the

kingdom of the Burgundians was formed on the banks

of the Rhone.
The Lex Romano, Burgundiorum was compiled after

the year 517, for the use of the Burgundian Romans,
the Burgundian conquerors having already a similar

code of their own called Gundobada. It is composed
from the same sources as the Westgothic Breviarium,
but follows the order of the Gundobada. It is a

meagre compilation, consisting of only 46 titles.

In many manuscripts, this collection follows, without

interval and without new title, the Westgothic Brevia-

rium which ends with a fragment from Papiniani lib. i.

Responsonim. To this circumstance is usually attri-

buted the name Papian, by which the Burgundian Lex
Romano, is commonly known. In the manuscripts,

Papiani is the almost invariable corruption of Papini-
ani ;

and Cujas is supposed to have mistaken the last

portion of the Breviarium for the commencement of the

ensuing treatise. We are not quite satisfied with this

explanation, and doubt whether the name had not an

earlier origin than the first edition of the Papian brought
out by Cujas. In the edition of Cujas printed at Paris,

1586, the book is described as Burgundionis J. C.,

qui Papiani Responsorwn titulum prafert liber. We
think it likely that the Roman, as well as the Bur-

gundian, law-book of the Burgundians had a distinct

appellation. (See Savigny's Zeitschrift, vol. ix, p. 237,

&c.)
The best, and the only separate, edition of the Pa-

pian is that of Barkow, Lex Romana Burgundiorum,
(Gryphlsw, 1826.)

(11.) In the 9th volume of Savigny's Zeitschrift,
Grcgoriani. jienze published for the first time, from a manuscript

of the Breviarium at Berlin, a work entitled Institulio

Gregoriani. Its author and purpose are unknown.
It contains not only extracts from the Codex Gregoria-
nus (from which by some it has been supposed to

derive. its name), but from the Theodosian Code, from

Paali Sententiee, and from a work of Papinian. It is

later in date than the Breviary of Anianus, and it is

doubtful whether it is an authorized, independent com-

pilation.

Having now enumerated the principal sources of

Ante-Justinianean law, considered apart from the com-

pilations of Justinian, it is proper to state that the

three best known collections of those sources are,

(1) Schulting's Jurisprudent Ante-Jiistinianea ;

Insiitutio

(2) the Berlin Jus Civile Ante-Justinianeum (to which Law.

Hugo promised a preface, which has never appeared) ;
*~f^- '

and (3) the still unfinished Corpus Juris Ante-Justini-

anei, now publishing at Bonn.
Of these, the first alone has a commentary, and the

notes are so excellent that it is not linely to be ever

superseded. It omits the Theodosian Code as being

already pre-occupied by Jac. Godefroi.

The second contains the Theodosian Code, with the

Appendix of Novells, but it omits throughout the

Westgothic interpretations. It is still the best and most

complete collection of texts, but it will be superseded
in these respects by the third, which, when completed,
will be a highly valuable work. The best separate
editions of the sources, however, will always be found

more agreeable to consult, and often, on account of their

exegetical notes, more useful.

We have now to describe the separate contents of The com-

the Roman law, as it appeared in the compilations Potions of

made under the direction of Justinian.

The idea of forming a collection of positive laws

has been attributed to Pompey, to Cicero, and to

Julius Caesar. We have seen how far Theodosius the

Younger carried his plan into effect, and we have

considered the nature of the Roman legislation of

three Germanic kingdoms, founded on the ruins of

the Western empire. Justinian was more vast than

all who had preceded him in his conception, and more
successful in the complete execution of his plan. It

seems to have been his intention to establish a perfect

system of written legislation for all his dominions;
and for this purpose to make two great collections,

one of the imperial constitutions, the other of all that

was valuable in the works of jurisconsults, who were

now quoted at second-hand.

The history of Justinian's legislation has often

been told, and our limits warn us to be brief in treat-

ing a subject where accurate information may be ob-

tained in easily accessible channels.

The first work attempted by Justinian, as the most The first

practical and the most pressing, was the collection of Codex Jta-

imperial constitutions. This he commenced in 528,
timamnu.

the second year of his reign. The task was intrusted

to 10 lawyers, among whom was the distinguished

professor Theophilus. At their head was Tribonian,
a man who was endowed with rare qualifications for

such an appointment. He was himself deeply learned

in law, and possessed in his library a matchless col-

lection of legal sources. He had passed through many
gradations of rank, knew mankind well, and was re-

markable for energy and perseverance.
" His genius,"

says Gibbon,
"

like that of Bacon, embraced as its own
all the business and knowledge of the age." In com

piling all that was useful in preceding constitutions, the

commission was authorized to correct, to retrench, to

consolidate, but not to make material alterations. The
commissioners executed their task with excessive haste.

The new code received the imperial sanction in April

529, but it was soon found to be incomplete, and was

in the sequel entirely suppressed.
Soon after the completion of the first code, Tribo- The Ow

nian was authorized to choose fellow-labourers to assist or Pamurtt.

him in the other division of the undertaking, a part of

Justinian's plan, which the emperor justly regarded as

the most difficult, but also the most important and the

most glorious. In December, 530, sixteen commis-

sioners were chosen to lay under contribution the works
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Law. of those jurists who had received from former empe-
/' rors authoritative permission jura condere. They were

to select all that was best, with permission to alter

and interpolate, in order to accommodate their extracts

to the circumstances of the time. Rapid was their

progress. In little more than three years the immense

compilation was complete, and on the 30th December,

533, was published with the imperial sanction. It com-

prehends upwards of 9000 extracts, in the selection of

.vhich the compilers made use of above 2000 different

treatises. This extraordinary work has been blamed

by men of divers views on divers accounts. Tribonian

and his associates, regarding more practical utility than

the curiosity of searchers into ancient law, did not

scruple at times so to adulterate the extracts they made,
that a theorizer in legal history might easily be misled

if he trusted implicitly to their accuracy. Hence the

emblemata Triboniani have been to many critics a

fertile topic of reprehension. On the other hand, the

complaints of Thibaut (Inst. und Herm. des R. R.

88) are levelled against scientific rather than histo-

rical delinquencies. He saw that unity and system
could result only from a single complete code of re-

modelled laws, and not from the lazy plan of two

separate collections, made out of independent pre-exist-

ing writings; and though, from the circumstances of

the time, Justinian was forced to adopt the latter alter-

native, it was unphilosophical to commence with the

constitutions instead of the jurisconsults. Those prin-

ciples which lie at the foundation of jurisprudence

pervade the writings of the Roman lawyers, and their

works are in reality more full of practical law than the

constitutions to which occasional exigency gave birth.

Then the arrangement of the Pandects sins against
science. They are divided into seven parts or 50
books ; the parts begin respectively with the 1st, 5th,

12th, 20th, 28th, 37th and 45th books. Each book
is divided into titles with rubrics. The separate ex-

tracts under each title were not originally numbered,
but the name of the author and a reference to his work
were prefixed. In the general order of the books,
and in the order of titles, the order of the edict, which
was itself based upon the order of the twelve tables,
was followed. But this arrangement was historical,

not systematic. There is no pars generalis, no con-

nected statement of first principles, no regular develop-
ment of consequences. Leading maxims are introduced

incidentally ; and matters of the greatest moment, as

the law of procedure, are scattered under divers heads,
here a bit and there a bit The internal arrangement

of the separate fragments of jurists under each title

would appear at first sight to be completely fortuitous.

It is neither chronological nor alphabetical, nor does
it follow any rational train of thought depending on
the subject treated of. Blume has elaborately ex-

pounded a theory which, though still rejected by
Tigerstrom and others, seems to us to rest upon the

foundation of facts, and must at least be something like

the truth. No one can form any opinion of the merits
of Blume's theory, without a careful examination of a

great number of titles in the Digest. We can now do
no more than state its general nature. He finds that

the extracts under each title resolve themselves into

three series, that one series of adjoining extracts is

taken from Commentaries on Sabinus ; a second from
Commentaries on the Edict, and a third from Com-
mentaries on Papinian. Hence he supposes that the

VOL. ii.

commission was divided into three sections, and that to Law.

each section was given a certain set of works to analyze
^-"v^-/

and break up into extracts. Blume's celebrated Essay
on the Ordnung der Fragmenta in den Pandecte.ntiteln,

is to be found in the 4th volume of Savigny's Zeitschrtft.
From the works of 35 jurists there are direct extracts

in the Pandects. The jurists from whom extracts are

made often cite other jurists, and there are four jurists

from whom the Pandects contain pure or literal extracts

at second-hand. The 39 jurists from whose works the

Pandects contain literal extracts, whether directly or at

second-hand, are often called the classical jurists, a

name sometimes extended to all those jurists who
lived not later than Justinian, and sometimes confined

to Papinian, Paulus, Ulpian, Gaius, and Modestinus,

upon whose works a peculiar authority in the courts

was conferred by a constitution of Valentinian III.

(C. Th. lib. i. tit. 4, 5). Extracts from Ulpian consti-

tute about one-third of the Pandects ; from Paulus,
about one-sixth ; from Papinian, about one-twelfth.

In Hommel's Palingenesia Pandectarum the fragments
of each jurist are collected and printed separately ; an

attempt is made to reanimate the man to restore his

individuality by bringing together his dispersed limbs

and scattered bones.

Justinian was desirous that the body of law com- The Intti-

piled under his directions should be all in all, not tutet.

only for practice, but for academical instruction. He
forbade all commentary on his collections, and prohi-
bited the citation of older writings. It is said that

Napoleon exclaimed, when he saw the first commentary
on the Code Civil, "A/on Code est perdu!" and Justinian

seems to have been animated with the same spirit.

He allowed no explanation save the comparison of

parallel passages and the interpretation of single words.

As the Pandects and the Code led far into detail, which

could not be understood by beginners, it became neces-

sary to compose an elementary work for students.

This task was assigned to Tribonian, in conjunction
with Theophilus and Dorotheus, who were respectively

professors in the two great schools of law at Constanti-

nople and Berytus. The Institutes of Gaius were

taken as the basis of the work, which was to be

brought into harmony with the Code and the Digest,

but other treatises were made use of in its formation.

Hence there is an occasional incongruity in the compi-

lation, from the employment of heterogeneous mate-

rials. For example, the discordant notions of Gaius

and Ulpian on the jits naturaleanA the jus gentium are

brought together, but refuse to blend in consistent

union. It is divided into four books, arranged accord-

ing to the principle adopted by Gaius. Law treats of

rights. Differences of rights result from permanent
differences in those who possess rights the subjects of

right persons ; and also from differences in that over

which rights are exercised the objects of right

things. Besides the modifications of right attributable

to permanent differences in persons, and natural or

conventional differences in things, there are transitory

rights which arise from voluntary acts. Further, in

order to redress any violation of those primary rights

which alone would have to be considered, if men

acted in obedience to law, the law establishes secondary

rights remedies for violation of right, and rights of

action. In the Institutes, first is treated the jus per-

sonarum, then follows the doctrine of things, so far as

they are important in law. The law of obligations,
5 a
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connected as they are with
incorporeal things, follows ;

and at the end there is a very short notice of the law

of actions, and of criminal law.

The Institutes received the imperial sanction, at the

close of 533, on the same day with the Pandects.
" Man, and for ever !" exclaims Gibbon. Had it been

possible to make law for ever fixed, and had the empe-
ror's workmen successfully accomplished the unchange-
able petrifaction, the desire of Justinian's heart would
now have been fulfilled. There were many questions

upon which the ancient jurists were divided. Under
the early emperors these differences of opinion gave
rise to permanent sects, nor were they afterwards en-

tirely extinguished when party-spirit had yielded to

independent eclecticism. The compilers of the Pandects

had tacitly, by their selection of extracts, manifested

their choice ; but a Catholic doctrine, the great object
of Justinian's wishes, was not thus to be accomplished.
In order to settle the orthodox legal creed, it became

necessary for him to promulgate fifty decisions (L. De-

cisiones) on the most controverted points. Moreover,
the imperfection and ambiguity of the existing law

required to be remedied by further constitutions, of

which a considerable number was issued during the

three years occupied in the composition of the Pandects.

Accordingly, immediately after the publication of the

Pandects, orders were given for a revision (repelita

prcelectio)
of the first code, which was to be purged

from errors, and reinforced by the admission of the

subsequent constitutions, including the fifty decisions.

On the 15th November, 534, the new edition of the

code came out ; and to this new edition, in contradis-

tinction to the former (which was now superseded and

carefully suppressed), has been usually given the name
Codex reprtititce prcelectionis. It is now ordinarily
called simply the Code of Justinian, though Hugo,
considering that the other collections of Justinian are

also entitled to the name of codes, would term this in

accordance with the Turin Gloss, Constitutiomim Codex.

The code is divided into 12 books, and the books
into titles. The general arrangement corresponds on
the whole with that of the Pandects, so far as the two
works treat of the same subject, but there are some
variations which cannot be accounted for. For in-

stance, the law of pledges and the law of the father's

power occupy very different relative positions in the

Pandects and in the Code. Under each title, the con-

stitutions are arranged chronologically. They do not

go further back than the reign of Hadrian, the matter
of older constitutions having been fully developed in

the works of jurists. ,

Justinian, though fond of legal unity, was also fond
of law-making. If he had lived long enough, there

might probably have been a third edition of the Code,
and perhaps a second edition of the Pandects. When
the new Code was published, he anticipated the forma-

tion of a separate collection of Novells, but there is no
decisive proof that the Novells were collectively pub-
lished by authority in his lifetime, though between

534 and his death in 564 or 565, upwards of 150
new constitutions (j/tapai cWaac) were separately

promulgated, which made many reforms of great con-

sequence, and seriously affected the law as laid down
in the Pandects, Institutes, and Code. There is a

marked diminution in the number of Novells after the

death of Tribonian in 545.

Such were Justinian's legislative works works of no

mean merit nay, with all their faults, considering the

circumstances of the time, worthy of extraordinary
praise. They preserve precious remains (remains pre-
cious as materials for thinking, and as models of legal

reasoning), which would else have been wholly lost.

They have long exercised, and, pervading modern

systems, continue to exercise, enormous influence over
the thoughts and actions of men. If adherence to their

contents cramped, on the one side, the spontaneity of

indigenous development, it opposed barriers, on the

other, to the progress of feudal barbarism. In spite
of a certain enslavement to elements originally base,

they exhibit a striving in chains towards the natural,
the rational, and the good.
We must now say a few words concerning the edi-

tions, separate and collective, of Justinian's compilations.
The editions up to the end of the first third of the

16th century, called incunabula, are scarce, for, from
the inconvenience of their form, the variety of contrac-

tions they employ, and the want of numbers to the

fragments or paragraphs, they have been subjected to

the same fate as the early manuscripts ; but, like the

early manuscripts, they are often of use in correcting
the text.

The first printed edition of the Institutes is that of
Petrus Schoffer (Mainz. 1468, fol.). The last edition

of importance is that of Schrader (Berlin, 1832).
This is intended to form the first part of a projected
Berlin Corpus Juris Civilis, which is still promised,
but has hitherto made no further visible progress.

Among the commentators, Vinnius, Otto, and Costa
are in the first rank. There are useful modern French
commentaries and translations by Blondeau, Ducaurroy,
and Ortolan. We regard the Greek paraphrase of

Theophilus as the most useful of all commentaries,
but the work is so clear as seldom to require explana-
tion; and not without reason was an Essay, as long
ago as the first year of the ISth century, composed by
Homberg, professor of law at Helmstadt, De mulli-

tudine nimid Commentatorum in Institutiones Juris.

The most valuable critical editions, anterior to Schra-

der's, are those of Haloander (Nuremb. 1529), Contius

(Paris, 1507), Cujas (Paris, 1585), or re-edited by
Kohler (Guttingen, 1773), Biener (Berlin, 1812), and
Bucher (Erlangen, 1826).
The literary history of the Pandects has been a sub-

ject of hot and still unextinguished controversy. The
most celebrated existing manuscript of this work is

that called the Florentine, written by Greek scribes,

probably not later than the end of the 6th or the

beginning of the 7th century. Many have supposed
it to be one of the original copies transmitted to Italy
in the lifetime of Justinian ; but, though it is in general
free from contractions and abbreviations, which were

strictly forbidden by the emperor, letters and parts of
letters are sometimes made to do double duty, as ne-

cesset for necesse esset (geminationes) and J-R. for A B
(monogrammata). The Florentine MS. was for a long
time at Pisa, and hence the glossators refer to its text as

litera Pisana (P. or Pi.) in contradistinction to the com-
mon text, litera vulgata. Its history before it arrived

at Pisa is doubtful. According to the testimony of Odo-

fredus, who wrote in the 13th century, it was brought
to Pisa from Constantinople ;

and Bartolus, in the 14th

century, relates that it was always at Pisa. We are

strongly inclined to put faith in the constant tradition,

supported by Brencmann (Historia Pamkctarum) with
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Pisans by Lothario the Second after the capture of

Amalfi in 1133 (?) as a memorial of his gratitude
to them for their aid against Roger the Norman.
The truth or falsehood of this tradition would be a

matter of little importance if it were not usually added,

among other more apocryphal embellishments, that the

inding of the MS. and its removal to Pisa attracted

he attention of the neighbouring school of Bologna to

lie study of Roman law. It is certain that, soon after

the capture of Amalfi, the Roman law, which had long
been comparatively neglected, was brought into remark-

able repute by the teaching of Irnerius ; but this re-

suscitation is attributed by Savigny to the growing
illumination of men's minds and that felt want of legal

science which the progress of commerce and civilization

naturally produces. He thinks that curiosity, excited

by these causes, not by any sudden discovery, had only
to put forth its arm and seize the sources of Roman law,
which were previously obvious and ready for its grasp.

Pisa was conquered by the Florentine Caponius in

1406, and the MS. was brought to Florence in 1411,
ever since which time it has been kept there as a valu-

able treasure, and regarded with the utmost reverence.

Where the Florentine MS. may have been before the

siege of Amalfi is of little consequence; but it is of

great consequence to decide another much disputed

question, namely, whether the Florentine MS. be or

be not the sole authentic source whence the text of all

other existing MSS., and of all the printed editions, is

derived. In favour of the affirmative opinion there

are several facts which have not, we think, been very

satisfactorily accounted for. The leaves of the Flo-

rentine MS. are written on both sides, and the last leaf

but one, in binding the volume, has been so placed as

to reverse the order of the pages. This fault is copied
in all the existing manuscripts. The order of the 8th
and 9th titles, in the 37th book, is reversed in the Flo-
rentine MS., but the error is corrected by the scribe

by a Greek note in the margin. There are fragments

similarly reversed in lib. xxxv. tit. 2, and lib. xl. tit. 9,
and similarly corrected. In the other existing old

MSS., written by men who did not understand Greek,
the error is re-produced, but not the correction ;

whereas omissions in the Florentine text, which are

supplied in Latin in the margin, are to be found sup-

plied in the other MSS. The words "
pro soluto" are

thus supplied at the end of the 3rd title of the 41st

book, and the words " non ad mnrtis tempus referuntur,"
in 1. 1, D. Unde Liberi (xxxviii. 7). In the 20th and
22nd titles of the 48th book, the Florentine MS. omits
several fragments, which were first restored by Cujas
from the Basilica. The omissions exist in all the other

manuscripts. In general, where the text of the Flo-
rentine MS. presents insuperable difficulties, no assist-

ance is to be derived from the other manuscripts ; but

they all retain the errors of the Florentine. Moreover,
they appear to be all later than the beginning of the

12th century.
In opposition to these facts, the supporters of the

conflicting theory, of whom Savigny, being one of the
latest and not the least able, is the best known, adduce

many passages of the ordinary text in which the omis-
sions and faults of the Florentine MS. are corrected
and supplied. Some of the variations are not improve-
ments, some may be ascribed to critical sagacity and

happy conjecture, and some may have been drawn

from the Basilica or other Eastern sources ; yet, in the

list which Savigny has given, a few variations remain
which can scarcely be accounted for in any of these

ways. Such being the state of the question, we are

disposed to adopt the hypothesis, that the early glos-
sators may have been acquainted with one manuscript
or more, containing the whole or part of the Pandects,
and not copied from the Florentine, but copied from
the same original not exempt from faults from which
the Florentine was immediately copied. The Floren-

tine, and the issue descended from the parent of the

Florentine, exhibit many of the defects of their common
ancestor, with some independent beauties and deformi-

ties of their own (See Thibaut, Inst. und Herm. des
R. R. p. 409).
Four palimpsest leaves of a MS. of the Pandects,

probably nearly as old as the Florentine, were dis-

covered at Naples by Gaupp, and an account of them
was published by him at Breslau in 1823. They
belong to the 10th book, but are nearly illegible.

In most of the manuscripts and early editions the

Pandects consist of three nearly equal volumes. The
first, comprehending lib. i.-xxiv. tit. 2, is called Di-

gestum veins ;
the second, comprehending lib. xxiv.

tit. 3. lib. xxxviii., is called Infortiatum ;
the third,

comprehending lib. xxxix.-lib. 1., is called Digestum
novum. The Veins and Novum are each again divided

into two parts. The second part of the Ve.tus begins
with the 12th book ; that of the Novum with the 45th.

The Infortiatum is divided into three parts ; of which
the second begins with the 30th book, and the third

(mirabile dictu!) with the words tres paries, occurring
in the middle of a sentence in 1. 82, D. ad Leg. Fate.

(xxxv. 2). This third part is hence called Tres Partes.

The glossators often Use the name Infortiatum exclu-

sively for the first two parts of the second volume,
e. g., Infortiatum cum Tribus Partibus, and sometimes
the Tres Partes are attached to the Novum. In order

to explain these peculiarities many conjectures have
been hazarded. It is most probable that the division

owes its origin partly to accident, that the Vetus first

came to the knowledge of the earliest glossators ; that

they were next furnished with the Novum ; then with

the Tres Partes, which they added to the Novum ; and
that then they got the Inforliatum, so called, perhaps,
from its being forced in between the others ; and that

finally, in order to equalize the size of the volumes,

they attached the Tres Partes to the Infortiatum. The
common opinion is that the Infortiatum derived its

name from having been reinforced by the Tres Partes.

The editions of the Pandects, with reference to the

character of their text, may be divided into three

classes the Florentine, the Vulgate, and the mixed.
Of the Florentine editions (so called from their repre-

senting the text of the Florentine MS.), the most beau-

tiful, the most celebrated, and the most pure, was that

published at Florence in 1533 by Laelius Taurellius,

who, out of paternal affection, allowed his son Francis

to name himself as the editor. The Vulgate editions

have no existing standard text to refer to. The ideal

standard is the text formed by the glossators, as revised

by Accursius. Their number is immense. The first

Digestum Vetus appeared at Venice, 1477; Infortiatum,

Rome, 1475 ; Nocum, Rome, 1476. In the early vul-

gate editions, the Greek passages of the original are

given for the most part in an old Latin translation, and
the inscriptions prefixed to the extracts, and referring
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wanting. Of the mixed editions, the most distinguished
is that of Haloander (Nuremberg, 1529), a daring and

adventurous critic.

Among the commentators on the Pandects, the best

known in this country, and among the best, are Noodt,
Voet, and Pothier. The Meditationes in Pandectas of

Leyser, and the Noteeof A. Schulting, with observations

by Smallenberg, are very voluminous, the latter ex-

ceedingly good. Still more voluminous are the German

Erl&uierwigen of Gliick, extending, with the continu-

ations of Muhlenbruch and Reichardt, to above 40

parts. They are interesting as shewing the construction

put upon the law of the Pandects in cases that occur
in modern practice. Some of the ablest modern ci-

vilians admire the older commentators Duarenus,
Cujas, Faber.

Editions of In the early editions of the Code, the first nine books
.he Code. are often separated from the latter three, which, relating

principally to the public law of the Roman empire,
were often inapplicable in practice under a different

government. The inscriptions and subscriptions of

the constitutions are almost always wanting, and the

Greek constitutions are omitted. Haloander (1530)

considerably improved the text, but Contius (Le Conte)
was the first to restore to their proper place the omitted

Greek constitutions (leges restitutce). In modern times,
Witte and Biener have directed their attention specially
to the critical examination of the Code. In Goeschen's

preface to the first edition of Gains is mentioned the

discovery at Vienna of some folia rescripta of a very
ancient manuscript, which contains some new Greek
constitutions. A copy of the decyphered text, made

by Blume, has been placed at the disposal of the editors

of the unfinished Leipzig edition of the Corpus Juris

Civilis, first brought out under the auspices of the

brothers Kriegel.

Cujas and Wissenbach are among the best com-
mentators on the Code.

Kditions of Justinian published most of his Novells in Greek ;

the Nnet/s. some in Latin only (e. g., the Novells now numbered
9, 11, 23, 33, 62, 65), from their relating exclusively
to the affairs of the West ; some in Greek and Latin

(e. g., Novells 32 and 111, and also Novells 17 and 18,

though the original Latin of the latter two no longer
exists). We possess the Novells in three ancient forms :

the Latin Epitome of Julian, containing 125 Novelts
an ancient Latin translation, containing 134 Noi'ells ;

and a Greek collection, numbering 168 Novells. We
shall speak of these in order.

The Epitome Novellarum was made by Julian, a

professor of law at Constantinople, and a contemporary
of Justinian. The last constitution it contains bears
date 556, and it is probable that the Epitome was made
soon after that date, especially as from its language it

appears intended for the Italians, who had been reduced
under the dominion of Justinian by the conquest of the

Ostrogoths in 554. The earliest manuscript is that of

Ranconetus, of the 8th century, now in Paris. The
earliest printed edition is that of Boerius, in 1537,
from a Mantuan manuscript ; the best known, that of
Pithou (fol. Basil, 1576). Manuscripts of the work
have been found by Blume at Vercelli, and by Lanci-
zolli at Vienna. An extract from the latter is given

by Biener in the 5th volume of the Zeilschrifl. The
first 39 constitutions have no marked chronological

arrangement; constitutions 40 to 117 inclusive, are

arranged chronologically ; and the remaining eight con-

stitutions appear to be an appendix without order. v

The work is often an improvement on the original

Novells, leaving out the procemia and
fpilogi. The

constitutions in the Epitome are invariably quoted by
the glossators under the name Novellee.

The ancient Latin translation is ascribed by the

glossators to the time of Justinian, and, notwithstanding
the badness of its Latinity, it is not improbable that it

was made, perhaps by different authors in succession,
in the lifetime, or soon after the death, of Justinian, for

the use of the Italians. It contains none of those marks
of Byzantine interpolation which appear in the Greek
collection ; and, unlike the Greek collection, it contains

no constitutions later than the time of Justinian.

Schweppe (R. R. G. 126 c.) conjectures that it was
a translation from a Greek collection made in Illyricum.
Of the 134 Novells which it numbers, the first 129 are

in chronological order ; the last five are an appendix,

arranged with some regard to dates. To this trans-

lation the glossators gave the name Authenticum, to

distinguish it from the Epitome of Julian, and as a

recognition that it contained the legal text a propo-
sition which had once been doubted by Irnerius. A
single Novell in the Authenticum was called an authen-

tica. The Greek collection was wholly unknown to

the glossators. After the discovery of the Greek ori-

ginals, the Autlwnlicum was distinguished from subse-

quent Latin translations by the name versio vulgata.
Of the 1 34 Novells contained in the versio vulgata, the

glossators recognized only 97 as practically useful, and
these were the only Norells to which they appended a

gloss. As the Institutions, Pandects, and Code were
divided into books and titles, the glossators pedantically
divided the 97 glossed Novells (which they arranged

chronologically) into nine books, intended to correspond
with the first nine books of the Code. These books
were called collationes. Under each collation were

placed a certain number of constitutions, and each

constitution formed a separate title, except the eighth,
which was divided into two titles. There were thus

98 titles. The rubrics of the constitutions, and the

division into chapters and paragraphs, though not due
to Justinian, were probably older than the glossators,
and to be attributed to the original collectors or trans-

lators. The 97 glossed Novells, thus divided, consti-

tuted the liber ordinarius ; the remaining Novelts of

the Authenticum (which were called extravagantes or

authenticce exlraordinariee) were divided into three

collationes, to correspond with the last three books of

the Code ; but, as they were not used in forensic prac-

tice, they soon ceased to be copied in the manuscripts.

Among the later manuscripts, however, there are a few

in which, if Puchta's statement be correct, extravagantes
(sometimes more, sometimes fewer) may be found in-

troduced among the novem collationes ( 1 Puchta, Inst.

und Gesch. II. R. 708). The oldest manuscript of the

Authenticum is one of Vienna of the 13th century, con-

taining 133 Novells out of the 134. The ancient Latin

version of the 62nd and 75th Novells, before known

only from the Epitome of Julian and the Greek summa,
was first published from this manuscript by Savigny

(Zeitschrift, ii. 100), and an original Latin constitution

of Justinian concerning debtors in Italy and Sicily,
before wholly unknown, was published from the same

manuscript by Biener (Zeitschr. v. 352). The oldest

printed edition of the versio vulgata is that of Vit.

Law.
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followed by the three last books of the Code (Rome,
1476).
A Greek collection of the Novells of Justinian was

made for the use of the Oriental lawyers, probably
under Tiberius II., who reigned 578-82. It is cited

by numbers in the Basilica, and it is numbered up to

168, but it does not really contain 168 Novells, for the

Latin constitutions, which were not of practical use in

the East, are not translated, but are given only in

Greek sumnue or abstracts. Some of the Novells it

contains are numbered twice. This is the case with

the Novells numbered, in the present editions of the

Corpus Juris, 32 and 34, 41* and 50, 75 and 104, 143
and 150. This repetition may be accounted for, in the

case of the first and last pairs, by the fact that the same
Novell was published in Greek and Latin, and, in those

different forms, sent into different parts of the empire.
The Greek collection was not confined to constitutions

of Justinian. There are four of Justin II., viz.

Nov. 140, 144, 148, 149 ; three of Tiberius II., viz.

Nov. 161, 163, 164 ; and four edicts (eparchica, formee)
of the pnefectus wbi and preefeclus prcetorio, viz.

165-168. These edicts^ possibly, were introduced as

having obtained the imperial sanction. That the ge-
nuine Greek collection consisted of neither more nor
less than 168 numbers, appears from a Greek list of

the 168 titles, which was found in the Queen's Library
at Paris, and thence called Index Reginee. A Latin

translation of this list was published by Cujas in his

Erpositio Novellarum (1570), and the original Greek
text is given in the second volume of Heimbach's
Anecdota (1840), p. 237. The first 120 Novells of this

collection are in chronological order
;

the remainder
are intermixed.

We have already stated that the Greek Novells were

wholly unknown to the glossators. Haloander was the

first who published a collection of them at Nuremberg,
in 1531, from a Florentine manuscript. Scrimger, a

Scotchman and professor of civil law at Geneva, after-

wards published a much more complete collection of

the Greek Novells from a Venetian manuscript. The
collection of Scrimger was printed by H. Stephanus
at Geneva, in 1558. It is stated by Schweppe (/?. R.
G. 126 b) that the Florentine MS. was of the 15th

century, and contained 168 Novells; and we are further

told by Tigerstrom (Aeussere R. R. G. p. 295, n. 20),
who follows Schweppe in these statements, that the

edition of Haloander of 1531 contained 165 Novells,
and that the number was completed in the edition of
the Haloandrine Novells by Hervagius and others (in

offlcina Hervagiana, Basil, 1541). Schweppe also states

that the Venetian MS. was of the 13th century, and
contained 162 Novells, exclusive of an appendix. The
appendix contained (a) 13 constitutions of Justinian,

improperly called edicts ; (b) five Novells of Justin ;

(c) a Novell of Tiberius
; (d) the four edicts of the

prsefects, which appear at the end of the ordinary col-

lection. The 1st, 5th, and 6th (so called) edicts of
Justinian are inserted in the body of the ordinary col-

lection as Novells 8, 111, and 122 respectively. The
9th edict of Justinian is substantially the same as Novell
136. Of the Novells of Justin, in Scrimger's appendix,

* In place of Novell 41, the Vulgate editions, following Contius,
have inserted Julian's epitome of a constitution referred to in

the preface of Novell 41.

four appear in the body of the ordinary collection as

Novell* 140, 144, 148, 149.

If the statements of Schweppe as to the number of

Novells in the Florentine and Venetian MSS. be correct,
it would seem that the editions of Haloander and

Scrimger cannot be faithful transcripts of them. By
reference to Osenbruggen's edition of the Novells, it

appears that many of the 168 are wanting in Haloan-
der a fact which seems to be inconsistent with Tiger-
strom's statement. Again, if, in the body of Scrimger's
collection, as in the Venetian MS., there were 162

Novells, it would seem that Scrimger must have Novells

not included in the ordinary collections
;

for we find

from Osenbruggen that the Novells ordinarily numbered

122, 140, 144, 148, 149, 165, 166, 167, 168, being
contained in Scrimger's appendix, are not inserted in

the body of his collection.

These difficulties, which must occur to an investi-

gating reader, are not explained in the professed his-

tories of Roman law. The fact is, that neither the

original edition of Haloander, nor the subsequent
Haloandrine edition of Basil, 1541, which gives at the

end a few supplementary Novells in Greek, furnished

by A. Alciatus and other friends of Hervagius, nor

the Haloandrine edition of Paris, 1542, in which the

supplementary Novells of Hervagius are introduced in

their proper places, nor, lastly, the edition of Scrim-

ger, contains anything like the number of Novells

ordinarily assigned to it. In some cases the mere title of

a Novell, which was not found in the manuscripts, was
inserted ; in some cases not even the title of an omitted

Novell is inserted, but its number is given, and the lacuna
is marked by asterisks. It might as well be said that

the body of Scrimger's collection contains 168 Novells as

that it contains 162. The last Novell, indeed, which it

contains at length is numbered (p/3) 162, but the re-

maining six are thus accounted for in a marginal note,
" Here the old manuscript contains the following me-

morandum : Novell 163 is not copied here, as being the

5th of Tiberius; in like manner Novell 164 is omitted,
as being the 2nd of Tiberius

; Novell 165 could not

be found ; Novell 166 is the Istformaof the eparchica;
Novell 167 is the 24th forma of the eparchica; Novell

168 is the 2nd forma of the eparchica."*
There are similar marginal notes in the middle of

Scrimger's collection, accounting for omitted Novells.

It seems from his preface that Scrimger was ac-

quainted with a manuscript collection of eparchica. An
Index to a collection of 39 eparchica has been recently

published for the first time by C. E. Zacharise in his

Juris Grceco-Romani Delineatio (Heidelberg, 1839).
We proceed now to give an account of the modern

Latin translations, and of the origin of the modern
mixed editions of the Novells.

Haloander gave a Latin version not only of such of

the Greek Nocells in his own collection as were not

included in the Authenticum, but of those which had

already appeared in the semi-barbarous and obscure

versio vulgata. Scrimger's Greek collection was pub-
lished without a translation ; but the Novells, which
are contained in Scrimger and not in Haloander, were

translated by Agylaeus (Supplementum Norcllarum,

Law.
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^v^ ' if he had made a complete translation of the whole.

Such were the principal events in the literary history of

the Novells before the editions ofContius, whose labours

have been the foundation of all subsequent editions.

For the basis of his Greek text, Contius took, as the

best and fullest, the edition of Scrimger, and resorted

to Haloander where Haloander's collection contained

matter not in Scrimger. In this manner he made up,
between both, 164 Greek (so called) Novells ; but of

these some are mere abstracts, some nothing but titles

of Novells. For his Latin text, he took as the basis

the versio vulgata, so far as he was acquainted with it.

He made use of 12 of the authenticee extravagantes in

addition to the ordinary 97. For the Greek text sup-

plied by the collections of Haloander and Scrimger, so

far as it was not translated in the versio vufgata, he

formed a translation, partly his own and partly com-

piled from Haloander. To this he subjoined the matter

contained in Julian's Epitome, so far as it was not con-

tained in the Authenticum or the Greek Novells. In
this manner he made up the 168 Latin Novells, which

compose the stock of Novells in ordinary editions of the

Corpus Juris Civilis.

Such is the account given by Thibaut, an accurate

and careful writer, who attributes to Contius a pre-
determination to make up the number 168, and charges
him with using a little trickery (" scMmerei") in order

to effect this object; as if to Contius belonged the idea of

counting the doubled Novells twice, of inserting con-

stitutions of Justin and Tiberius, and edicts of prefects

(Thib. Hem. und Kritik des R. R. 427). This mode
of counting seems to be more properly chargeable upon
the persons who originally formed the Greek collection.

Contius published many editions of the Novells,

differing among themselves in a way which it is of

importance to remark. They appeared in the years

1559, 1562, 1565, 1566, 1571, 1576, 1579, 1581.

The early editions contained only the Latin text of

168 Novells; the later contained also the 164 Greek
Novells. Some of the editions contained the gloss, and
in these the 97 glossed Novells were arranged, as usual,
in the old nine collationes, while all the remaining
Novells were subjoined as a tenth collatio. A momen-
tous and memorable change, however, took place in

the unglossed edition of 1571. In this, Contius classed

the 168 Novells with reference to their dates, though
there are some exceptions to the chronological order.

Thus Nov. 113 is later than Nov. 125. Moreover, for

ancient custom's sake, he distributed the 168 Novells,
so arranged, into nine collationes, and subdivided the

collationes into titles. After this came the appendix of

Scrimger, and some supplementary Novells of Justinian,
Justin II., and Tiberius II., known from the Epitome
of Julian. The same order was reproduced in the

edition of 1581, and has been followed ever since in

all but the glossed editions.

We have taken considerable pains to present the

reader with the result of all the authorities within our
reach on an exceedingly perplexing subject. With

respect to the literary history of the Novells, the infor-

mation to be met with in ordinary books is unsatisfac-

tory, and often erroneous. From the account which
we have given, it will easily be imagined that great
confusion has been occasioned in references by the

varieties of arrangement in different editions of the

Novells. For example, the 131st Novell, which, accord-

ing to the arrangement of Contius, forms the 14lh title Law.

of the 9th collatio, was the sixth title of the 9th collatio v-^\^
of the old glossators. It may be useful to state, that

the 97 glossed Novells are the following : Now. 1-10,
12, 14-20, 22, 23, 33, 34, 39* 44, 46-49, 51-58, 60,

61, 63, 66, 67, 69-74, 76-86, 88-100, 105-120, 123-

125, 127, 128, 131, 132, 134, 143, 159. The following
were the extravagantes, which, though known to the

glossators, were not glossed ; Now. 11, 13, 21, 24-29,
30, 31, 35-38, 40, 42, 43, 45, 50, 59, 62, 64, 65, 68,

87, 101-103, 129, 130, 133, 144-147. Of the re-

maining Novells the glossators were ignorant. For
the purpose of thoroughly understanding the references

to the Novells made by the glossators and more recent

civilians, it would be desirable to have several parallel
lists. These should be, for instance, (1), a list snowing
how the glossed Novells were arrang-ed in the original

collationes, and designating by numbers the different

places they occupy in the old and the new collationes ;

(2), a list of the Novells not known to the glossators,

showing the places of their insertion in the modern

collationes; (3), a list of the Novslls of the Epitome of

Julian, showing the correspondence of their numbers
with the numbers of the modern Novells.

Much labour and learning have been recently ex-

pended in unravelling the intricacies of this part of

literary history, and in correcting the errors of former

writers on the Novells. Biener's Geschichte der No-
vellen Justinians (Berlin, 1824) is a work of very
high reputation, containing the most elaborate and
accurate information on the subject.
Of modern editions since the time of Contius, it is

unnecessary to say much. Under the title Novellce

Constitutiones Justiniani, a Grceco in Latinum verses

opera Hombergk zu Vach (Marburg, 1717, 4to),
more is performed than is promised. The author

presents to us not only a very good new Latin

translation, but the Greek text, and a series of Latin

Novells from the Authenticum, of which the original
Greek has not been preserved, and good critical notes.

The translation of Hombergk zu Vach is the basis of

that of Osenbruggen, the latest editor. A more correct

transcript of the 87th Novell than had previously

appeared was given by C. J. A. Kriegel (Lips. 1832).
G. E. Heimbach, in the first volume of his Anecdota

(Lips. 1838), has announced his intention of publishing
a new edition of the Novells, and it is to be hoped that

he will fulfil his intention, for he comes prepared for

the work with unusually important aids, derived from

the collation of manuscripts and the abridgments of

ancient scholiasts. The oriental ecclesiastical writers

of the Grasco-Roman Empire have preserved some

fragments of Novells of Justinian connected with the

church. Ten such fragments exist in a collection of

Johannes Antiochenus Scholafticus, published in the

second volume of G. E. Heimbach's Anecdota, 1840,
and there is an account of another such collection in

Richter's Krit. Jahrb., 1838.

We have stated that the Novells were designated by Authentic*

the name Authenticee, but that word has also another of the Code.

signification which it is necessary to explain in order to

prevent the mistakes which have sometimes occurred in

consequence of this verbal ambiguity. In their lectures

on the Institutes and the first nine books of the Code

(which are the books most practically useful), the

earliest glossators were accustomed to insert in the

margin of their copies abbreviated extracts from such
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Law. parts of the Novells as made alterations in the law
'"^^"^ contained in the text. In reading the Pandects, they

referred to the notes contained in the margin of the

Code. At a later period, these abstracts were discon-

tinued in the Institutes. In the Code, they were taken

from the margin and placed under the text, where

they still appear, distinguished by italic type in most

of the modern editions. They are called Authentic^,

not, as some assert, from their representing the latest

authentic state of the law, but from the name of the

source whence they were taken, and which in prac-
tice they nearly superseded. Certain capitularies of

Frederics I. and II., emperors of Germany, about the

end of the 12th century, were treated by the glossa-
tors as Novells, and thirteen extracts taken from them
are inserted in the Code with the inscription Nova
Constilutio Frederici. They are known by the name
Authentic^ Fredericiance.

Corpus The collections of Justinian, together with some
Juris Civiiii. iater appendages, formed into one great work, are

commonly known by the name Corpus Juris Civilis.

Later ap- The later appendages are really arbitrary and mis-

pendages placed additions, having no proper connexion with the

~. Justinianean law, and they vary in different editions.

Justinian. We nave already spoken of Scrimger's edition of the

Novells, which contained, in a kind of appendix, some
constitutions of Justin II. and Tiberius II. The same
volume contained also a collection of constitutions of

the Eastern Emperor Leo the Philosopher, anterior

to 893. These were appended by Contius to the

Justinianean Novells in his edition of 1571, and his

example has been followed by subsequent editors.

Some constitutions of Byzantine Emperors, from the

7th to the 14th century, were published for the first

time, with a Latin translation, by Bonifidius (de Bon-

nefoi), in 1573, in his Jus Orientate, were admitted by
Charondas into the Corpus Juris in 1575, and have
been since generally retained.

Haloander added to his edition of the Novells the

Canones sanctorum Apostolornm, since they were re-

cognized in the sixth Novell as a source of existing
ecclesiastical law. They are added to most editions of
the Corpus Juris Civilis.

The Feudorum Consuetudines, a Lombard com-

pilation of feudal law, formed about the middle of the
12lh century from the notes and treatises of several

authors, especially the letters of Obertus de Orto,
followed by a few constitutions of German and French

monarchs, and the Liber de Pace Constanties (1181),
are, in many editions, the last appendages to the Corpus
Juris Civilis. The Libri or Consuetudines feudorum
are believed to have been appended to the Novells as

a tenth collatio by Hugolinus de Presbyteris about the

beginning of the 13th century.
The expression Corpus Juris was employed by Jus-

tinian himself (1. 1, pr. C. de Rei Uxarice act. (v. 13) ) ;

but the earliest editions of the whole of his collections

have no single title. Russardus first chose the title

Jus Civile. The modern name, Corpus Juris Civilis,

appears first in D. Godefroi's edition of 1583 (qu.

1604), though the phrase had been employed by
others before him. The old glossed editions consist

of five volumes, folio, usually bound in five differ-

ent colours, viz., I. Digestum Veins; II. Infortia-
tum; III. Digexlum Novum ; IV. The first nine books
of the Code; V. Volumen. The Volumen contained,
first the 97 glossed Novells ; then the last three books

of the Code, called the tret libri ; then the Libri Feudo- Law.
rum ; then a collection of constitutions of German and ' _i- v -_
French monarchs ; and, last of all, the Institutes.

The Institutes are often spoken of as distinct from the

Volumen, and the name Volumen is then confined to

the preceding contents of the 5th volume. Originally
there was no common title-page to the five volumes.
The editions of the Corpus Juris may be divided into

those which have the gloss, and those which have it

not. The gloss is an annotation gradually formed in

the school of Bologna, and finally settled by Accursius.
It is of great practical importance, since, in the countries
which adopted the Civil Law, the portions without the

gloss did not possess legal authority in the courts.

Quod non recipit glossa, id non recipit curia, was the

general maxim. All the editions up to 1518 have the

gloss. The latest edition with the gloss is that of
J. Fehius, (Lyons, 1627). This celebrated edition has
on the title-page of every volume (in allusion to the

place, Lyons), the representation of a living lion sur-
rounded by bees, with the motto Ex forti dulcedo.
Hence it is known by the name Edition du lion mou-
chete. The very valuable index of Daoyz ought to
be appended to it as a 6th volume. Of the editions
without the gloss, some have notes and some have
none. Of the unglossed editions with notes, the two
most celebrated and useful are that of D. Godefroi
and Van Leeuwen (Amsterdam, 1663, 2 torn, fol.),
and that of Gebauer and Spangenberg (Gottingen, 2
torn. 4to.) Of the editions without notes, the most
beautiful and convenient is the well-known Elzevir
of 1664, distinguished as the "Pars Stcundus "

edition,
from an error in p. 150. Two editions by Beck, one in

4to, one in 8vo, have lately been completed. That com-
menced by the brothers Kriegel, in 1833, and continued

by Osenbriiggen and Hermann, is not yet finished.

The edition undertaken by Schrader and other eminent

scholars, will, if completed as it has been begun, super-
sede for some purposes all that have gone before it.

The old editions of Contius, Russardus, Charondas, and
Pacius are sought for by critics.

In the Institutes the titles are divided into para- Mode of

graphs ; in the Pandects, into leges, otherwise called citing the

fragmenta (separate extracts) ; in the code, into leges,
collections

otherwise called constitutions ; in the Authenticce or f
Just) -

Novells, into capita. Again, in the Pandects, Code, and
nian '

Authenticee, the leges or capita are in some cases sub-
divided into paragraphs or sections ; but in the time of
the glossators these divisions and subdivisions were not

numbered, and hence initial words were usually used
in citation.* The letter D. denotes the Digest ; and it

has been proved that from this letter, not from the

* Some have thought that the use of initial words in citing
was introduced on account of the uncertainty occasioned by the
variation of the numbering in different editions. The ancient
mode of citation, before the time of Irnerius, was by numbers.
This appears from Theophilus, the Basilica, and other Greek
sources, from the Turin gloss, from Ivo of Chartres, &c. In the

fragments of the MS. of the Pandects discovered by Gaupp, the

leges are numbered. Even now, the editions iu common use are

not uniform in their numbering. For example : in some editions

of the Institutes, the 6th title of the 3rd book is improperly
divided into two titles. A 7th title, de Servili Cognatione, is

made to begin with tit. 6, 10, thus increasing by a unit the

number of every subsequent title in the 3rd book. The mode
of citing by numbers has been objected to on account of its

easiness and simplicity, which would tend to diminish the in-

dustry of students, and derogate from the maxim that a civilian

ought to haveyerrewm caput, plumbeas nates, aurcnm cntmeiiam.
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*^s-/

Digest, ff is, in fact, the corrupted form of an old D.,

which, in writing, is left open at top, and has a stroke

across it to denote abbreviation. J. denotes the Insti-

tutes ; C. the Code ; Auth. or Nov. the Novells. The

following examples will illustrate some of the various

modes of citation.

Fratris vero. J. de Nuptiis refers to the section

beginning with the words fratris vero, of that title in

the Institutes which has the rubric de Nuptiis. Upon
referring to the letter N in an alphabetical list of titles,

we find it to be the 10th of the first book. The old

civilians from practice knew well the order of the titles

without consulting any index. On looking through the

sections of the 10th title of the first book of the Insti-

tutes, we find that the third section is the passage we
are seeking for, since it begins with the words fratru
vero. It is unusual now to give the initial words of

the paragraph, though the rubrics of the titles are still

commonly given. The present ordinary mode of

citing the passage above referred to would be 3. 7.

de Nuptiis (i. 1 0) ; or, in the more simple mode approved

by Gibbon, 7. i. 10, 3, beginning at the larger and

ending at the smaller division.

The sixth section of the fifth law of the third title of

the twenty-third book of the Pandects would now be

ordinarily referred to thus, L. 5. 6, D. de Jure.

Dotium (xxiii. 3) ; or thus, D. 23, 3, 5, 6 ;
or thus,

L. 5, 6, D. de Jure Dotium. The latter is the usual

mode of referring to titles frequently quoted, and there-

fore so well known as not to require indication by
number. Such, 'for example, are the titles de R. I.

(i. e. de Regulis Juris), and de V. S. (i. e. de Verborum

Significatione).
Various modes of citation were em-

ployed at different periods. D. '23, 3, 5, 6, would, by
the ancient glossators, have been cited thus, D. lie Jure

Dotium, L. Prqfeditia, Si pater ; or, later, thus, L.

Pr"tfctitia, Si. paler, D. de Jure Dotium ; or, still

later, L. Profertitia 5, Si pater 6, D. de Jure Dotium.

This .ast- mentioned mode is objectionable from its am-

biguity , for when more than one lex in the same title

beffitib with the same word, a similar notation is used ;

thus, L. Procurator 3 D. de Procur. denotes the 3rd of

the four leges, which, in the title de Procuratoribus,

commence with the same word Procurator. Jr. is

sometimes used instead of L., and ff. instead of D.

The initial section of an extract or lex divided into

sections is not numbered, and is referred to by the

letters pr. For instance, Jr. 5, pr. ff. de Jure

Dotium (xxiii. 3). That which is really the second

section is called the first, and numbered 1. It is

to be observed that the 30th, 31st, and 32nd books

of the Pandects all treat de Legalis et Fideicommissis,

and are not divided into titles. They are designated

respectively as D. de Legalist I., D. de Legatis II., and

D. de Legatis III. Thus, L. 108, 3, D. de Legalis
I. might be otherwise represented D. 30, 108, 3.

The Code is cited like the Digest, now ordinarily

thus, L 22, C.Mandativel contrary.. 35). Const, is

sometimes used instead of L. To prevent a multipli-

cation of marks, the brackets enclosing the numbers of

the book and title may be omitted. This remark is not

confined to the Code.

The Prefaces to the Pandects and to the Code are

still cited by initial words, thus, Const. Tanta.

The ancient and modern modes of citing the Novells

differ completely from each other. In the old mode,

the arbitrary division of the glossators into collations

and titles was referred to, and the rubric of the title
^

and the initial words of the chapter were employed.
When a chapter is subdivided into paragraphs, the

initial words of the paragraph alone are occasionally

given ; for memory, or an index able to guide at once

to the smaller division, would render unnecessary the

more vague indication. This remark is not confined

to the Novell*. The modern mode of citation is by
the number of the Novell and chapter. Thus we now cite

by the symbols, Nov. 118, c. l,the same passage which
would at one time have been referred to thus, Auth.

de Hered. ab Intestat. Si (juts. col. 9, tit. 1. Here
we may recall attention to the confusion which has been

produced by the introduction of newly discovered No-

vells, and their different arrangement at different times.

A knowledge of the literary history of the Novells is

necessary to those who would make successful use of

the references which are occasionally to be met with.

The Authenticce of the Code, of which we have given
an account, are cited by reference to the title of the

Code in which they are interpolated ;
e. g., Auth. si qua

mulier. C ad S. C. VeUeianum.

It is necessary that we should preface our explana-
tion of the mode of citing the Consuetudines Feudorum
with an account of the extraordinary manner in which

that work is commonly divided in modern editions of

the Corpus Juris Civilis. We cannot enter into further

details of its obscure and perplexing literary history,
but desire to warn the reader that the statements

usually made with respect to it are partly deficient

in important points and partly erroneous. In its

authentic and legal shape the shape in which it is

recognized in the courts of those countries where it

is received as law it consists of two books, the first

containing 28, and the second 58 titles. In its most

ancient shape, indeed, it formed a single book. In

editions of the Corpus Juris Civilis since that of Pacius

in 1580, supplements to the two books have been in-

troduced which have received the name capitula extra-

ordinaria, to distinguish them from the capitula ordi-

naria of the two authentic books. Cujas formed a

new collection of feudal law in five books. The first

three books of Cujas, and the first 72 titles of his fourth

book, comprised the same matter as the two ordinary

books, but the subdivision into titles by Cujas was dif-

ferent from that which was previously received, and

more minute. The remainder of his fourth book was

composed of some capitula extraordinaria derived

from compilations formerly made by Jac. de Ardizone

and Jac. Alvarotus. The fifth book consisted of new
materials added by Cujas himself ; viz. some constitu-

tions of Germanic emperors, two abstracts of Novells

of Greek emperors, and the Golden Bull of Charles

IV. In most of the modern editions of the Corpus Juris

drills the whole work of Cujas is inserted witli the

exception of the Golden Bull, but from the mixture of

the old and new divisions a strange confusion has re-

sulted. The modern editors have reproduced the

authentic text according to the ancient division into

two books, whereas, for the unauthentic additions, they
have followed the division of Cujas. After the first

two books, we read Liber tertius vacat. Then follows

the heading Libri Quarti Fragmt-nta, and the titles of

the fourth book commence with the number 73. No
indication is given that the third book and the greater

part of the fourth, far from being lost, have been
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already presenteu to the reader, inasmuch as the third

' book of Cujas consisted of what is now given as book

2, titles 23 and 24, and (lie first 72 titles of the fourth

book of Cujas consisted of what is now given as book

2, titles 25-58.

The books of the Conauetudines Feudorum were

divided from the first into numbered titles and sections,

and therefore the work has been usually cited by num-

bers, not by initial words
; thus, I. F. 14, 1. This

denotes the first Liber Feudorum, 14th title, 1st para-

graph after the principium. For the literary history

of the Lihri Feudorum consult Paetz, De verd Libra-

rum Juris Longobardici origine (Goett. 1805) ; Dieck,

Literiirgeschichte des Longobardischen Lehnrechts,

(Halle, 1828) ; Laspeyres, Ueber der Entstehung und
liltcstc Bearbvitung der Libri Feudorum (Berlin, 1830).

Those who desire to ascertain the particular dates

and persons by whom changes in modes of citation were

introduced, must refer to the authorities we shall pre-

sently name. We must warn the reader that we have

not studied accuracy in stating the distinctions (critically

and chronologically not unimportant) between capitals

and small print, and Roman and Italic type. It may
be useful to add that the first part of the Pandects,

according to the division of Justinian, is called Prota ;

the 4th part, the Umbilicus Pandectarum ; the 47th

and 48th books, which treat of penal law. are called

lihri terribiles. Practice in reading the older writers

will soon make a student familiar with the meaning of

such contractions as s. (supra) ; i. (infra) ; /. un. (lex

unica) ; 1. 1. (totus titulus) ; h. (hie) ; e. (eodem) ; arg.

(arguendo) ; v (videtur); d. I. (dicta lex).

For further particulars respecting modes of citation

and their history, the following authorities may be
consulted. Tliibaut's Civilisiische Abhandlungen, No.
10. Hugo, Mag. t. iv. p. 212: B. St. Prix, Histoire du
Droit Remain, p. 218. Above all, Schilling, Inst. und
Gesch. dcs Rom. Prirat-Recht*, Einleitung, 38-42.

Ignorance of the modes of citation has sometimes

produced absurd mistakes. The citations of the im-

perial laws by our Bracton are cruelly mangled in the

printed editions. Of this, Selden, in the third chapter
of his Dissertation on Fleta, has advanced one or two

examples. The author of Fleta was too prudent thus

to refer to the sources. He introduces passages of

Roman law without saying whence they come.

No subject connected with Roman law occupies at

this day more earnest attention, or seems likely to be

productive of more precious fruit, than the investiga-
tion of its history in the Eastern Empire, and the

study of the numerous works which prove the zeal and

industry of the oriental jurists. Many of these works
have been long published ; some have recently been

printed for the first time, and several still remain extant

in manuscript. An imperfect collection of oriental sources

may be Ibund in the Jus Graco-Romaniim of Leuncla-
vius and Freherus, and a short but masterly sketch
of the history of Graco-Roman law by C. E. Zachariae

appeared in 1839.* We must content ourselves with

briefly mentioning some of its most important remains.

* From the preface of this work (p. v.) we extract the follow-

ing passage for the consideration of Briiish statesmen. " Prtf-
terea *i de lege ferenda quceratur, neminem vestnim flight quam sit

necetiganum, atiorvm pO[>ul>nitm morrs nussc atqne institiita, tit in-

telligalur, numqtia ejusmodi ler apu'l eos obtinuerit, et utrum com-

praliatn fuerit HSU, ntc ne. Sic et imfterdlnrum Byzantimirum leges
ej-uminasge juvnt. Exempli gratia, jttyiirmidi nans restrinf/wlus
ne lit nee ne, nuper magnupere disceptolum est. Jam vero eitut lex

VOL. II

Though Justinian disapproved of commentaries, lie Law.
made the Corpus Juris a text-book for law students, v^^-^y
who were required to expend five years in wading
through its contents. The professors gave lectures

and composed extensive paraphrases, which, even in

Justinian's life -time, obtained considerable circulation.

The laws, however, that had originated in Rome were
found in many points not to be well suited to the me-
ridian of Constantinople. While the lawyers were

busy in making epitomes and explanations of a system
of law which, being for the most part written in Latin,
was not understood by the mass of the people, the

Byzantine emperors sent forth an abundance of reform-

ing constitutions. At length the necessity of a Roman-
Greek code began to be felt, and, after a long term or

parturition, the Basilica was brought into the world.

This collection in turn gave birth to a multitude of

scholia and commentaries. Nor was the legislative

energy of the Byzantine Caesars less manifest than the

industry of the Byzantine lawyers. New constitu-

tions kept coming into the world until the conquest of

Constantinople by the Turks in 1453. We proceed to

retrace some of the particulars of these events.

The paraphrase of Theophilus upon the Institutes Paraphrase

(a treatise in which he himself had a share) is an ex- of Theo-

cellent specimen of clear exposition. The best edition p '

is that of Reitz ( Hag. Com. 1751, 2 vols. 4to). The
German translation by Wiisteman is remarkable for

its accuracy and the goodness of its notes. A few ex-

tracts from Stephanus and Thaleteus, who belong to

the same period, and commented respectively on the

Digest and the Code, have been preserved in the Ba-
silica and the scholia upon it. The compendiums of

the Novells by Athanasius and Theodorus are still

extant. The latter, with the exception of some frag-

ments, is still in manuscript, but the former was pub-
lished for the first time by G. E. Heimbach in his

Anecdota, in 1838. The work De Temporum Inter-

vallis, usually attributed to Eustathius, has been often

reprinted. The best critical edition of it is that of C.

E. .Zachariae (Heidelberg, 1836). The authors above

mentioned precede the Basilica.

Concerning the successive constitutions of the By-
zantine emperors of this period, some valuable notices

by Witte and Biener appear in the 8th volume of Sa-

vigny's Zeitschrift.

Leo, the Isaurian (who reigned A.D. 717-41), per-

ceiving the want of a compact code, compiled an

/cXdy>) TWV vofitav,
in 18 titles, about the year 740. The

work is extant in manuscript, but its importance is

diminished by the consideration that, on account of

the arbitrary alterations it introduced, it never en-

joyed complete validity, and one part of it after

another was set aside by succeeding emperors. A
Manual, which had more enduring influence than the

Eclose of Leo, was the Upo-^cipos voftoe,
in 40 titles,

published by the emperor Basilius Macedo about the

year 878. It is extracted from the collections of Jus-

tinian, the L'cloge of Leo, and Constitutions of Basilius

himself. It had been long known to exist in manu-

script, and it was lately edited for the first time by

imperatricis Irenae, (jute
ah omni jvramentu nbstmendum esse pree-

cipit. EJC CHJ'IS historia qintm qitcestio ilia egrrgie itluslrari pewit,

cur non iidfm. 7i, qutf in Parliamento j4nylico de eatlem re nuper

ilicta alque ucta tunt, stadiose trgumus et examinemui, ad Irenre

conslilutiunem animum adrerlimus ?'' See also Lennclavius, Jut

Graffo-Ramanum, vol. ii. pp. 135 138.
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Law. C. E. Zachariae, (Heid. 1837), with very learned literary

^-'v-' and historical prolegomena. A revision of this Manual
was published before the death of the emperor, with the

name iTtavaytayri TOV vOfiov, and has come to us in an

imperfect state. In addition to these compendiums,
Basilius formed the plan of reducing into a systematic
form all the existing law ; and a work entitled Reforma-
tion (araraflctpo-ie) of the Ancient Laws is mentioned in

both his Manuals, but it has not survived, and it is

probable that it was never published nor introduced
into the courts.

The Bati- The credit of completing the task and promulgating
Koa. the projected code was reserved for his son Leo, the

Philosopher (who reigned 8S6-911). This imperial
code, commonly known by the name TO. ftaaiXiKa,
consists of CO books, divided into titles, chapters, and

paragraphs. The name was probably chosen from its

capacity for a double meaning expressing not only
the royal law-book, but alluding to the name of the

preceding emperor.* It was intended to present a com-

plete consolidation of the law, in which the Institutes,

Pandects, Code, and Novell! were to be blended together,
and seasoned by the admixture of Byzantine constitu-

tions and legal text-books. This most comprehensive
and important work has reached us in an imperfect
state. The edition of Fabrotus, in 7 volumes (Paris,

1647), is now not easy to be purchased. Of the 60 books
which it contains, there are 27 which are not entirely

genuine, but have been fabricated wholly, or in part, out
of subsequent commentaries and citations. The Latin

translation of Fabrotus was made in great haste and is

very imperfect. Four genuine books were subsequently
discovered, and may be found in Meermann's Thesaurus,
A new and much improved edition, commenced by C.

W. E. Heimbach in 1833, is now verging towards

completion. The Basilica and the scholia upon it are

of the greatest advantage in the criticism of the text of
Justinian's collections. They have served to fill up
gaps, correct corrupt readings, and elucidate the sense

of difficult passages.
Graeco- Soon after the publication of the Basilica appeared
Roman law tne first Synopsis Basilicorum, published originally in

date* oftha
alphaDetica' order. Leunclavius, who edited the Sy-

Baulica. nopsis (Basil, 1575), thought fit to arrange the text

in the order of the Basilica. Synopses of the Basilica

abound. As a literary curiosity may be mentioned the

Synopsis of Michael Psellus, composed for the Emperor
Michael Ducas in 1070, and written in verses (iroXmKol

ari-xpi), in which accent is supposed to supply the place
of quantity. A sample of them may be seen in Irving's

Introduction, &c., p. 74. " The work," says Thibaut,
"

betrays an extent of ignorance scarcely excusable
even in a poet."
We pass over a crowd of Greek lawyers to come to

Harmenopulus, a jurist who had probably some ac-

quaintance with the productions of the Italian schools.

His npoxfipov vofuav (also called Hexabiblus and Promp-
tuarium) is a short system of Graeco-Roman law, com-

posed about the year 1345, after the order of the Pandects
of Justinian. The best edition is that of Reitz, in the

8th (supplementary) volume of Meermann's Tfiesaurus.

This work long continued to possess authority in the East.

* The name of the collection, Basilica, cannot be analogically
derived from the name of the Emperor Basilius. The opinions
of Zacharia; (which we adopt), as to the authorship and publica-

Until the time of the destruction of the Greek empire

by the Turks, the Roman law appears to have been

actively cultivated in the East. After that great event,
the Greeks were still permitted to retain their own

judges and their own laws; and up to modern times,

the Basilica and the Promptuarium of Harmenopulus
retained high authority in Greece. In 1830, the Pre-

sident, Capo d'Istria, appointed a commission to revise

the Basilica and the constitutions of the Byzantine

emperors, from which it was his intention to compile a

code for Greece. Since the commencement of the new
Greek monarchy many legal reforms have been made,
founded chiefly on the basis of the modern French codes.

The first article of the proclamation of Otho, dated Feb.

23, 1835 (O. S.), declares," The civil laws of the By-
zantine emperors, contained in the Manual of Harmeno-

pulus, shall preserve their force until the promulgation
of the Civil Code whichwe have directed to be compiled."

(See Fffilix, Revue de Legislation, tom.vii. p. 288).
If now we turn our eyes to view the late of the

Imperial Law in the Western Empire after the death of

Justinian, how great is the contrast ! What remaining

legal works can we produce as specimens of its vitality,

before the time when the school of Bologna started into

sudden energy ? In the domain of legal literature we
travel over a waste, in which the research of Savigny*
can scarcely cull a flower.

" the dreary, dreary moorland '. O the barren, barren shore."

We have the Turin gloss on the Institutes, possibly

contemporary with Justinian, or composed soon after

his death during the Greek dominion that succeeded

the kingdom of the Ostrogoths in Italy (3 Sav. Rom.

R. p. 665). Between this and Pelri Ejcceptiones Legum
Romanorum a compilation which seems to have been

made in Valence there is no separate legal treatise

worth mentioning, and Petrus was certainly not very

long antecedent 'to Irnerius. The Lombard Brachy-

logus was probably later than Petri Exccptiones, and

the treatise entitled Ulpianus de Edendo (which seems

to have been a favourite in England) was, in our opinion,

not earlier than the first glossators. That the Justinian-

ean law throughout the whole interval maintained a

certain traditional existence in practice, that it survived

in part in the organization of the municipal towns in

the kingdom of the Lombards, that, textually, it was

not wholly unknown to certain ecclesiastics and canonists,

e.
g.,

St. Lanfranc, archbishop of Canterbury, that

traces of it may be found in the collections of formula,
such as those of Marculfus : these are all established

facts. That, in academical instruction, especially in the

schools of Ravenna and Rome, it formed, like the study
of other branches of ancient literature, a part of general

education, we regard as probable. On the other hand,

we think it clear that, even in Italy and the kingdom of

the Franks, it soon began to fall into disuse without

being expressly abolished ; and that, in other parts of

the West, if we except the occasional and singular

learning of some travelled scholar or friend of foreign

scholars, whatever was known of Roman law was

known not from the collections of Justinian but from

other sources.

* Of the long list of quotations from the Justinianean col-

lections which is appended to the second -volume of Savigny's

history, it is to be observed that the works containing the

Law.
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CHAPTER IV.

CANON LAW.

LUT. 269. HAVING, in the Miscellaneous and Lexicographical
^ v ~J Division of this Encyclopedia, mentioned, under the

title Canon Law. some of the most important particu-
lars connected with the subject, we shall confine our-

selves at present to the statement of a few facts which

it was not necessary to insert in that article, and to an

explanation of the ordinary mode of citing the Corpus
Juris Canonici.

Uses of the The general canon law, so far as its principles are
canon law. concerned, appeals much more to the religious and

moral feelings than do most of the original doctrines of

the Roman civil law ; but it wants that purity of style
and scientific method which constitute the great value

of the juridical works of ancient Rome. The study of

it is not calculated to form those habits of severe logic
and precise expression which are characteristic excel-

lences in legal authorship ; but yet it has much attrac-

tion, and holds out much reward to attentive study.
Mixed with bigotry and superstition, it will be found
to contain many pure elements which deserve to be
retained in every system of ecclesiastical law. It is

not without its practical uses to the English lawyer,
since there are parts of it which have been adopted by
usage in our ecclesiastical courts. But it is in an his-

torical aspect that it especially claims regard. It elu-

cidates many important controversies, and unfolds

interesting views of the human mind. No one can

study the great problems of the constitution of the

early Church of the mutual rights and liabilities of
the various ecclesiastical orders, from the highest to

the lowest, and of the relations which subsist between
the temporal and spiritual power without deriving
aid from the considerations .presented by the rules and
doctrines of the ancient canon law.

Origin of Canon law is not synonymous with ecclesiastical law.
cauon law The latter term relates to the matter, the former to the

source. The latter depends on a scientific division of
law ; the former refers to a certain historical origin.
The English Parliament may make laws concerning
bishops and advowsons, but those laws form no part of
canon law. On the other hand, the ancient canon law
contains many rules not touching upon ecclesiastical

matters, and more suited to temporal than to spiritual

cognizance. We shall therefore briefly examine the

origin of canon law.

After the death of Christ, the early Christians were
formed into separate bodies, which still communicated
with each other in various ways, and retained a cer-

tain unity. As each separate body was a church

(Acts am. 1), so the aggregate association, considered as

subject to one Lord, constituted the Church of Christ

(Eph. i. 22, 23 ; v. 23 ; Coloss. i. 18). It was natural that

an association which, like the Christian Church in its
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infancy, was not placed under the protection of the
civil power, should avoid to bring before the magis-
trates appointed by the state complaints arising from
the infraction of ecclesiastical discipline, or disputes
upon points of doctrine and internal order. Hence, in

such cases, care was taken that the infliction of punish-
ments and the decision of disputes should be arranged
within the bosom of the Church itself. The same tri-

bunals which adjusted these matters took cognizance
of temporal causes in which all the parties were Chris-

tians. The advice which the Apostle Paul gave to the
Corinthians was generally followed (1 Cor. vi. 4 6).

By means of private arbitration, the Church avoided
the unseemly spectacle of submitting ecclesiastical con-
troversies to courts of unbelievers, as well as the scandal
which would have resulted from an exposure of the

differences of the faithful.

A system of ecclesiastical polity was early developed
in the Church. In each limited community, the ap-
pointed teachers of Christianity, by virtue of their

high and sacred functions, as well as by the natural
influence of superior information and intelligence,
claimed and obtained a greater degree of consideration,
in reference to the settlement of internal disputes, than
their fellow-believers. It was by the intervention of

those teachers that the mutual intercourse of the several

communities was conducted, and power was thus in-

creased by union.

A hierarchical subordination soon grew up among
the separate communities which were thus connected.
A pre-eminence of honour and respect was voluntarily
conceded by the later and the less numerous societies

to those which were more considerable and more an-

cient, and the rank of the bishop rose simultaneously
with that of the community of which he was the spi-
ritual head. The bishop, whose seat was a capital

city, of large size and great political influence, or

whose church could claim the honour of immediate

apostolical foundation, was naturally listened to with
more than ordinary attention. These distinctions of

rank, having thus spontaneously originated among
dignitaries of the same order, gradually led to claims

of compulsory authority. >

There were sometimes assemblies of the bishops of
a single province, and sometimes more general assem-
blies of all the bishops of the Christian Church. The

metropolitan or patriarchal bishop, by whom such

general councils were convened, possessed an extent of

real power which he was not slow to exercise on other

fitting occasions. The intervention which, in process
of time, conducted to ambitious pretension and undis-

puted sway, was usually manifested at the beginning
under the form of advice or amicable exhortation.

5 H 2
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Lan-. There are very early traces of the decisive pre-emi-
* -v -' Hence asserted by the Church of Rome over all the

other Christian churches. She was considered as the

rule and type of orthodoxy. Eusebius, in his Eccle-

siastical History (v. 6), makes mention of a letter

written in the first century from the Church of Rome
to the Church of Corinth, to maintain the peace of the

latter ;
and the same author (v. 24) relates circum-

stantially the manner in which the bishop of Rome
conducted himself, towards the end of the second cen-

tury, in a discussion on the solemnization of Easter

(See Ranke, Geschichte der Plipste, i. p. 12, cited by
Falck, Juristische Encijclopiidie).
The idea of the separate unities of Church and State

gained ground. Each was to subsist apart, by the side

of the other, with independent but analogous systems
of government. Even when the temporal and spiritual

authorities were united in the same hands, they were

regarded as distinct in conception. To use the lan-

guage addressed by Justinian to Epiphanius, arch-

bishop and patriarch of Constantinople, Maxima qui-

dem in hominibus sunt dona Dei a siiperna collata

dementia, SACERDOTIUM et IMPERIUM : et illud quidem
divinis ministrans, hoc autem liumanis priesidens, ac

diligentiam exhibens, ex uno eodcmque principle utra-

que proccdentia, humanam exornant vitam (Nov.
vi. pr.).

If such were the doctrines recognized in the Eastern

empire, the same notions were practically influential

in the West, where the spiritual power maintained an

orderly existence amid the anarchy and revolutions of

the temporal government.
Sources of Based upon the notion of the distinct existence and
canon law.

gOvernjng power of the Church, a system of rules

(canones) grew up, derived partly from custom, partly
from a kind of direct legislation, and partly from pro-
fessional opinion. Ecclesiastical observan ce was founded

sometimes merely on reason or convenience ; it rested

in part on the authority of holy writ, or on early tradi-

tion ; and sometimes it referred to the writings of the

fathers, to the opinions of learned doctors, to the ex-

press resolutions of councils and synods, to the deter-

minations of the highest authorities in the Church, to

the decretal letters of popes, deciding questions, and

establishing laws for the future. The system of rules

thus formed has obtained the collective name of the

Canon Law.
We have seen that the earliest canon law was admi-

nistered between parties belonging voluntarily to the

Christian Church, and not bound to submit to ecclesi-

astical jurisdiction. It was not sanctioned by civil

penalties; it could not set in motion the temporal
sword. It relied for its efficacy on the deprivation of

spiritual advantages, and the censures of the Church.
But the jurisdiction which was voluntarily submitted

to when the civil power was wielded by pagan empe-
rors, was not resigned when, through the conversion

of Constantine, Christianity became the dominant reli-

gion of the Roman empire.
At first, the jurisdiction of the ecclesiastical autho-

rities was limited to matters concerning religion.

Afterwards, effect was given to those judgments touch-

ing temporal matters which were pronounced in the

case of ecclesiastical persons who bound themselves to

submit to the adjudication of the ecclesiastical autho-

rities. Even laics, by consent, prceeunte vinculo com-

promissi, might oblige themselves to obey the sentence

of the bishop (See Nov. Valent. III. lib. ii. tit. 35, Law.
A.D. 452). Justinian altered this state of the law by >_-_-^'
giving to the bishop, in the first instance, without the
consent of the litigating parties, the power of trying
temporal causes in which the defendant was an eccle-

siastical person. There was still, except in a few cases,
ap appeal to the ordinary tribunals (See Nov. 123, c.

21-23). At a later period of ecclesiastical history the

spiritual tribunals in some countries enlarged their

pretensions, and assumed the cognizance of all causes

touching either an ecclesiastical matter or an ecclesias-

tical person. Thus it was that the canon law was
extended far beyond its original sphere, and its domain
became nearly concurrent with that of the civil law,
from which it borrowed many important provisions.
The most general branch of the canon law is that

which has been admitted by the Church of Rome, and

prescribed for general use. Of portions of this Roman Canon Uv,-,

canon law certain authorized collections have been general and

made, which form part of the volume entitled Corpus Particular-

Juris Canonicl. These authorized collections, with
some modifications, have been adopted by the Roman-
catholic states of Europe, and even, to a considerable

extent, by countries in which reformed churches are

established. But there are parts of the Christian Church
which never admitted the supremacy of the Roman
see. The Greek Church has canons of its own, and
the churches of separate countries in communion with
the papacy have also a special cano:i law, enacted with
reference to their peculiar wants and circumstances.

Some of those who profess to give an historical Historical

account of the canon law divide it into three periods, periods of

the ancient, the middle, and the modern. The ancient canon 'aw -

begins with the first and ends before the middle of
the ninth century, when the collection of canons attri-

buted to Isidore Mercator, or Peccator, made its ap-

pearance. The middle begins after that event and ends
with the Council of Pisa in 1409. The modern be-

gins after that council and ends with the present time

(See Butler, Horce Juridicee Subsecivee, p. 106).
To the most ancient period of canon law are to be Ancient

referred the Apostolic canons, a collection of ecclesias- canon law.

tical rules, which were probably for the most pan in

force before the Council of Nice in 325, though their

claim to Apostolic authority is unwarranted. Of these

canons the first fifty only have been admitted by the

Latin Church, while the Greek Church recognizes as

authentic thirty-five more.

In the most ancient period all the considerable synods Canons of

were held in the East, and their resolutions were set Greek

forth in Greek ; but the authority of the Greek canons Church,

was admitted in the West, and they were early trans-

lated into Latin. Until after the synod
"

in Trullo," held

at Constantinople in (.91, the Greek canons, in conse-

quence of the bond of union which subsisted between
the Greek and Latin churches, were the chief consti-

tuents of the ecclesiastical law of the West. One of the

earliest Western collections was that which was made

by Dionysius Exiguus, about the year 525. It was Collection

divided into two parts, the first consisting of a trans- f Dior.y-

lation of Greek canons, the second of a collection of sius Ex '~

decretal letters by the bishops of Rome. The work ^
of Dionysius was soon raised to the rank of a code for

the Western church
;
but it received alterations from

time to time, especially in the second part. The

printed editions present this collection in the state in

which it existed at the end of the eighth century, when
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Pope Adrian gave the Emperor Charlemagne a copy
of this Codex Canonum (Codex Hadrianeus). It was

published by Pithou (Paris, 1687, fol.), under the

title Codex Canonum vetus Ecclesice Romance.

The early canons of the Greek Church, of a date

subsequent as well as anterior to its rupture with the

Church of Rome, are contained in the valuable col-

lection of Bishop Beveridge, published at Oxford, in

1 672, in two folio volumes. The literary history of the

early Greek collections has been carefully illustrated

by Biener, in his work De Collectionibus Canonum
Ecclesice Grcecx (Berlin, 1827).

After the collection of Diony sius the Little, other pri-

vate compilations of canons were formed and circulated

in various parts of the Christian world. Of these, the

most important was a collection designed for the use

of the Church of Spain, and generally attributed to the

learned Isidore, who was bishop of Seville from 595 to

636. It was considered by Andreas Burriel, a Jesuit,

who prepared an edition for publication, to have been

the most pure, the most copious, and the best arranged
which ever existed in any of the churches of the East

or West ; and, according to the same authority, the

Church of Spain was invariably governed by it, until

the close of the 15th century.
About the year 811, this collection was brought

from Spain into France by Riculphus, bishop of

Mayence; and it was not long before copies of a work
now called the collection of Isidore Peccator, or Mer-

cator, were diffused throughout Europe. Mercator is

probably a corruption of Peccator, for bishops, with

conventional humility, were accustomed to subscribe

themselves "
sinners," and the collection we are speak-

ing of was probably at first passed off as the genuine
collection of the bishop of Seville. It professed to

contain the decretals of several contemporaries of the

Apostles, and letters of almost all the popes from St.

Clement to Sylvester. It abounded in tokens of

forgery ; but, in the age in which it was produced, the

science of criticism was too little advanced to enable

ordinary men of letters to detect the imposition. The
maxims which it inculcated were favourable to the

high pretensions of the Roman see. In the false de-

cretals it was maintained that the pope alone had the

right of convening councils ;
that he alone was judge

in the last resort, where bishops were concerned ;
that

he alone could translate bishops, and alone erect new

bishoprics ; that, in a word, it was within the scope
of his power to alter any sentence pronounced by any
tribunal, ecclesiastical or civil.

Some of the popes, cognizant of the forgery, or sus-

pecting its existence, may have given countenance to

the imposition, in order to extend their temporal power ;

others, finding the false decretals established by a for-

midable weight of authority, may have been reluctant

quieta movere, or obliged in conscience to sustain the

principles which were supported by so much evidence,
and were so positively asserted to have emanated from

the golden age of Christianity. For seven centuries

after the first appearance of the collection, neither its

authenticity nor its authority appears to have been

questioned. It was first attacked by Marcillus of Padua,
then by Cardinal Nicolas of Cusa, during the council of

Basil, and afterwards by Erasmus. Writers of all

religious persuasions were forced to acknowledge that

it contained much which was spurious. It was given

up by the Centuriators of Magdeburgh, by Bellarmine,

Van Esperi, and Fleury. Even the author of the cele-

brated treatise, Quis est Petrus? (2nd edit. Ratisbon,
1791), though he be one of the ablest and most
strenuous supporters of the papal prerogatives against
the doctrines of the Sorbonne, is obliged to admit that

the decretals of Isidore Peccator have been so far proved
to be falsified that when they stand alone they are of
no authority. By certain protestant writers the "

crafty
merchant "

has been indiscriminately decried, with his

thirty decretal epistles bearing the name of primitive

bishops of Rome, and brought in, like " so many
knights of the post," in a row,

" to bear witness of that

great authority which the Church of Rome enjoyed
before the Nicene fathers were assembled" (See Usher,
Answer to a Challenge made by a Jesuit in Ireland,

London, 1631, p. 12). One of the most famous

opponents of Isidore Peccator was David Blondel, in

his work entitled Pseudo- Isidorus et Turrianus Vapu-
lantes (4to, Geneve, 1628).

It seems now to be ascertained that the collection of
Isidore Peccator is in reality the Spanish collection

probably made by Isidore of Seville, with some inter-

polations and the addition of some genuine and some

spurious decretals, tending for the most part to relax

the dependence of bishops upon their provincial su-

periors, and to extend the authority of the apostolic
see of Rome. Whether the forgeries were the work of

Riculphus is doubtful. Walter, in his Lehrbuch des Kir-

chenrechts (9th edition, Bonn, 1842), enters at large into

the question, and comes to the conclusion that the spu-
rious collection is due to Benedictus Levita of Mayence.
The pseudo-Isidorian collection is published in the

first part of Merlin's Decretaet Concilia (Paris, 1523).
The greater part of it is incorporated in the Decrttum
of Gratian, which forms the first book of the Corpus
Juris Canonici.

M. De la Serna Santander, keeper of the Royal
Library at Brussels, in the catalogue of his own li-

brary, printed in 1799, torn. i. p. 72, makes men-
tion of a manuscript work which he possessed, in four

volumes folio, containing the genuine Spanish collection

revised by Andreas Burriel, et ad Jidem MSS. Cod
venerandce antiquitatis exacta et casligata. On the

margin of this MS. are marked the various readings
of several old manuscripts on vellum, of the 9th,

10th, and llth centuries, preserved in the archives

of the churches of Toledo, Girone, and Urgel, and in

the royal libraries of Madrid and the Escurial. The

Spanish manuscripts agree with each other, and are

quite free from those errors and anachronisms which

may be detected in the subsequent interpolations.

M. De la Strpa Santander formed the intention at

publishing the true collection of Isidore, as edited by
the Jesuit Burriel, and for that purpose prepared a

very interesting preface, in 114 pages 8vo, which was

printed in 1803 in a supplement to his catalogue ; but

he was prevented by circumstances from completing
his original design ;

and in 1809 his library, comprising
the four MS. volumes of Burriel, was dispersed by
sale. The genuine canons, however, have been since

published at Madrid, in 1808 and 1821, in two volumes

folio, with a preface by Gonzalez.*

* Callectio Canonum Eccleiite Hispancr, ex jmkntissimii el

pervctustis cotiidbus nunc ftrimum in tttcem edita a pttbtica Matin

tensi bibliothrca. (Matriti, ejc typographia Kegia, 1808J. Efi$-
totce Decretales ac Rescnpta Komanorum Penti/icum. (Matriti, ex

typographia hceredum D Juachimt d Ibarra, 18*21),

Lav
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turn Gra-

tiani.

Law. The first volume of a work professing to contain the

._!v genuine Spanish collection had been previously printed

at Rome, in 1739, under the editorship of Cajetano

Cenni ; but it seems thatCenni mistook a mere abridg-
ment of that collection for the collection itself; and his

work remains uncompleted. In the 6th volume of

Notices des Maimscrits de la Bibliotheque National?,

Paris, An. 9 (1801), is a paper by Camus on the

p :'eudo-Isidorian canons ;
and in the 7th volume of the

same work is an essay by Koch on a code of canons

written by the direction of the bishop Rachion of

Strasburg, in 787.

Compila- Between the end of the 9th and the middle of the

tions pre- 12th century, several compilations of canoti law were
rious to

published, not, like the former collections of the Western

churches, consisting of unmutilated original documents,

arranged in chronological order, but of ecclesiastical

rules, extracted from the authoritative text, and ar-

ranged according to the order of subjects. This

method had been followed in the Eastern empire, in

ecclesiastical as well as civil law, ever since the age of

Justinian, and was acceptable, especially to superficial

readers, from its superior brevity and convenience.

Among the most important collections of this class are

those of Regino (915), Burchardi (1025), and Ivo of

Chartres (1 1 15). How much, in this country, the civil

lawgivers of Anglo-Saxon times, and even of times

subsequent to the Norman conquest, were indebted to

the collections of Isidore and other ecclesiastical com-

pilers antecedent to Gratian, appears to us not to have

been fully understood by some of the modern editors

of our ancient laws. We believe that the scraps of

Roman jurisprudence, and the mutilated extracts from

Cicero and other classical authors, which occur in the

ancient English laws, were introduced at second hand

through a canonical medium.
Formation All the compilations of ecclesiastical law of which we
of the Cor-

}jave hitherto spoken were eclipsed and superseded

'tonoHhi.
by the work of Gratian > a monk of Bologna.

" He
The Dea-e- was a native," says Dr: Irving (Intrad. p. 231),
turn of "ofClusium or Chiusi, near Florence

; and, according to

Gratian. a very improbable account, was the brother of Petrus

Lombardus and Petrus Comestor. One of these three

individuals was a native of Tuscany ; another, as his

name denotes, of Lombardy ; and the third, of France ;

but, in order to remove the difficulty which arises from
this variety in the places of their nativity, some writers

do their mother the honour of supposing that her three

distinguished sons were the fruit of her unlawful inter-

course with three different fathers, at different periods
and in different places." His compilation was under-

taken about the year 1140, probably at the instigation
of St. Bernard, in order that the canon law might
become, as the Roman law had lately become, an

object of fashionable study and interpretation in the

school of Bologna. In this object the author was
successful. His work, originally called the Concordan-

tia Discordantium Caiwnum, and afterwards Corpus De-

cretorum, or Decretum Gratiani, or simply Decretum,
became a text for academical instruction, and was

loaded, like the Imperial Law, with a copious gloss. In

this celebrated collection there are many errors. Towards
the middle of the 16th century Antonius Demochares
and Antonius Contius published a corrected edition of

it. A still more correct edition we owe to the Council

of Trent. By a decree of that council it was ordered

that accurate editions of missals, breviaries, and other

Law.

Rtcensio

fiomana.

books relating to ecclesiastical matters, should be pub-
lished. In consequence of this decree, Pope Pius IV. - l/^^/

engaged several learned men in the revision of Gratian 's

compilation. The revision was continued through the

pontificate of Pius V. Gregory XIII., the immediate
successor of Pius V., when a cardinal, had been em-

ployed in the task. Under his auspices, a revised

edition was finally published in the year 1580. Several

faulty passages still remain in the work. Many of

them have been pointed out by Antonius Augustinus,
archbishop of Tarragon, in his learned and entertaining

dialogues on the emendation of Gratian (See Butler,

florae. Jnr. Subsec. p. 114). The compilation of Gra-

tian, without receiving any formal sanction, soon ob-

tained universal authority in the Western Church.
The first formal recognition of it was given by the

bull of July 1, 1580, a memorable era in canon law,
when the whole Corpus Juris Canomci, according to

the Receiisio Romana, completed by the 35 correctores

Romani, in the time of Gregory XIII., was declared

authentic.

The materials of Gratian's collection are drawn, for

the most part, not directly from the sources but from

preceding collections. The extracts, however, are

preceded by inscriptions referring to the orignal
sources whence they are severally taken. In some

respects, the work may be compared to the Pandects
of Justinian ; but it diffeis in this respect, that, besides

extracts from preceding authorities, it contains the

personal observations of the author. Indeed, the dicta

Gratiani, in the parts where they occur, are the texts,
and the extracts which follow are the pieces justifica-
tives. Many of the extracts or canons are entitled

Palece, a name which has given rise to much doubt
and conjecture. It is now ascertained that they were

addenda, introduced into the Decretum, very soon

after its publication, by one Paucapalea. The spirit

of the Decretum is favourable to the pretensions of

the papacy. "To the compilations of Isidore and

Gratian," says the Catholic Butler,
" one ot the greatest

misfortunes of the Church, the claim of the popes to

temporal power by divine right, may in some mea-
sure be attributed. That a claim so unfounded

and so impious, so detrimental to religion and so

hostile to the peace of the world, should have been

made, is strange ; stranger still is the success it met
with."

Soon after the collection of Gratian, a want was The five

felt of supplementary compilations, of which many collections.

were published ; but there were five of these which

gained especial celebrity, from being honoured with a

gloss, and taught in the school of Bologna. They
were made respectively by Bernardus Papiensis (of

Pavia), Johannes Galensis, Petrus Beneventanus, In-

nocent III., and Honorius III. The multitude of

collections brought on the necessity of a new conso-

lidated work, and accordingly Pope Gregory IX., The hi

in 1234, commissioned his chancellor, St. Raymond ",'
e'<"* ot

of Pennafort, to undertake the task. The five collec-

tions were embodied in this. It contains not only the

decretal letters issued since the work of Gratian, but

many of more ancient date, together with extracts

from the canons of councils, and the writings of the

fathers. St. Raymond was permitted to take the same
liberties with ancient canons that Tribonian had taken

with ancient constitutions of emperors. The compila-
tion was executed greatly to the satisfaction of his
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Law.

Liber

SeTtus De-
crfta/itim.

Clementinas

Constitu-
fiones.

Reception
of the Cor-

pui Juris

Canonic/

beyond the

dominions
of the pope.

The firtro-

myintts
Joannis

and Erira-

vagantes
Communes.

The Inth-

tutet of

Lancellotti

Holiness, was published with formal sanction, and
other similar compilations were forbidden. It became
the commencement of the second portion of the Corpus
Juris Canonici, and, like the Decreium, ere long received

a slossa ordinaria. The full title is Libri Quinque De-
cretalium Gregorii Noni.

The school of Bologna soon wanted a further collec-

tion. The spirit of research was awakened, and litiga-

tion was not inactive. To supply the demand, Boniface

the VIII., in 1298, caused to be published, as a

supplement to the five books of the Denetals of Gre-

gory, a work which followed the same arrangement,
and handled the subjects treated of much in the same
manner. This work was called Liber Sextus Decre-

talium, or simply Sextus.

The following pope, Clement V caused another

collection to be made, which is known under the name
Clementina Constitutions, or simply Clementina. It

is sometimes called Liber Septimus Dccretalium, and
must not be confounded with another work under
that title, compiled by Peter Matthseus, in 1590, and
inserted in some editions of the Corpus Juris Canonici.

The Clementines were sent by John XXII., in 1317, to

the University of Bologna, where, like the Sext, they
received a gloss, and were accepted as an official text.

The Decretals of Gregory the IX.
4

the Sext, and the

Clementines, form the three parts ot the second grand
division of the Corpus Juris Canonici : they are

usually known by the collective name of the Decre-

tals, a name which must not be confounded with

the Decretum already described. The Decretals may
be considered analogous to the Code of Justinian. In
the revision of the Corpus Juris Canonici under

Gregory XIII., the Decretals underwent a critical

review, but were not altered and improved like the

Decreium. For practical use, they are now the most
valuable part of the general canon law.

Here ends the authoritative Corpus Juris Canonici,

generally recognized by the European states, who
received their law from the school of Bologna. The
additions, now called Extravagantes,were made subse-

quently, and were declared to be authentic by Gregory
XIII. in 1580; but the canon law had then ceased,

according to the theories of continental jurists, to be

susceptible of sudden increase ; since its legal force,

beyond the pope's own dominions, depended upon gra-
dual customary adoption, or upon an ancient reception
en manse, of which no repetition was possible.
At first, every collection of canon law, except the

Decree of Gratian, was ranked among the Extravagantes.
The name finally remained with the Extravayuntes of
John XXII. and the collection called Extravagantes
Communes. The former contains decretal letters of

John, distributed into fourteen titles by Jo. Chappuis.
Twenty decretal letters of John XXII. had been pre-

viously published, with a gloss by Zenzelinus de Cas-

sanis, in 1325. The latter is a collection of subsequent
Decretals, of which the most modern is one of Sextus

IV., of the year 1483. It was made by Jo. Chap-
puis, and published soon after 1483. A subsequent
edition, with some additions, appeared in 1503. The

Extravagantes may be compared to the Novells of the

Corpus Juris Civilis.

To most editions of the Corpus Juris Canonici is

appended the Institutioncs Juris Canonici of Lancellotti.

This work, first published in 1563, a few months before
the dissolution of the Council of Trent, has never re-

ceived official sanction, although it was undertaken Law

with the approbation of Paul IV., and, by the permis-
v-~/~/

sion of Pius V., obtained a place in the Corpus. From
its resemblance to the Institutes of Justinian it com-

pletes the analogy between the Corpus Juris Civilis

and the Corpus Jvrit Canonici. This is an interesting
and well-written little treatise, and its value is increased

by the excellent notes of Doujat (Paris, 1685, and

Venice, 1740).
The most prized edition of the Corpus Juris Cano- Editions of

nici, with the gloss, is that of Lyons, 1671. The the Corpus

other editions of principal note are (1) that of the Ju Ca -

brothers Pithou, of which the best impression is that
ttmtcl -

of Paris, 1687; (2) that of Boehmer (Halle, 1747) ;

(3) that of Richter (Leipzig, 1833-8).
We proceed to explain the manner of citing the Mode of

different parts of the Corpus Juris Canonici, which, citing the

at first view, is rather more complicated and enig- j^ca
matical than that which is in use for the Corpus Juris nonid.

Civilis.

The Decretum is divided into three parts. The first

contains 101 sections, called Distinctiones, and treats of
the origin and different kinds of law, and particularly
of the sources of ecclesiastical law ;

of persons in holy
orders, and the hierarchy. The second treats of 36

particular cases (causrs), out of which questions of
law (qiuestiones) arise. The solution of these questions
is given in the extracts. Causa XXXIII., Qufestio

III., of the second book, constitutes a special treatise

concerning penance (de poemtentia), and is subdivided
into seven distinctiones. The third book is entitled De
Consecration!1

,
and contains canons relating to the con-

secration of churches, the sacraments, and the celebra-

tion of divine service. It is divided into five distinc-

tiones. It is remarkable that the dicta Gratiani are

entirely wanting in the third part. E;ich separate
extract is marked by the letter C., which stands for

chapter (caput, capitulum), not, as it is ordinarily read,
for canon. The whole contains about 3000 canons or

chapters. In the early MSS. and editions of the

Decretum, the larger divisions are numbered, but not

so the chapters ; hence the latter were necessarily cited

by initial words. The first part was thus anciently
cited : 1 d. lex, meaning the chapter beginning with

the word lex in the first distinction. This is now
numbered c. 3, and the fuller modern mode of citing
would be, 1 dist. c. 3, Lex. The second part is thus cited :

3, qu. 9,caveant; or more fully, 3, qu. 9, c. 2, caveant ;

meaning, cause the third, question the ninth, canon
or chapter the second. The 33rd cause and third ques-
tion is cited in a peculiar manner, thus De Posnit.

d. 2, Hadicata. The same passage might be otherwise

referred to, thus 33, qu 3, dist. 8, c. 2. The third

part is cited like the first, with the addition of the

words de consecratione, thus : de consec. d. 2, quia

corpus. This means the 35th chapter or canon (which
begins with the words quia corpus) of the second dis-

tinction of the treatise de consecratione, which is the

third part of the Decretum Gratiani. As the Decretum

long stood alone, it is understood to be cited when there

is no distinctive mark to denote a reference to other por-
tions of the Corpus Juris Canonici. It is upon the same

principle that the distinctiones of the first part of the

Decrdum are denoted simply by the letter d, while to

the distinctiones in the second and third parts are

respectively prefixed the specific symbols de pasuit.
and de conse<~. We have seen that there is usually no
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mark to denote causa* and that a mere number followed

by qu. was considered a sufficient reference to a causa of

the second part of the Decretum. Such is the explana-

tion of a wretched technical system of citation, which

seems designed to puzzle the uninitiated.

The Decretals, we have seen, consist of three parts

Gregory's, the Sext, and the Clementines. Gregory's

Decretals (which are sometimes exclusively desig-

nated when the Decretals simply are spoken of) are

divided (like the collection of Bernardus Papiensis,

which they superseded) into five books, the contents

of which are denoted by the verse

Judex, Juclicium, Ciena, Sponsaha, Crimtn.

Each book is divided into titles with rubrics, and the

titles are subdivided into chapters with inscriptiones.

The Decretals of Gregory, having been the first col-

lection that wandered beyond the Decretum, were

originally denominated extravagantes, and they are

still denoted in citation by the word extra, or the

letter X, though the name extravagantes has been

transferred to later compilations. Gregory's Decretals

are usually cited by the chapter and title, without any
reference to the number of the books. The varieties

in the modes of citation are similar to those which we
have explained in treating of the references to the

Pandects. Thus c. cum contingat X. de Offic. et Pot.

Jud. Del. is the 36th chapter, beginning with cum

conlingat, of the title in Gregory's Decretals, which is

inscribed de officio
el potestate judicis delegati ; and

which, by consulting the index, we find to be the 29th

title of the first book.

The canonists seem to have been fond of the num-
ber fire. The Sext, or sixth book of the Decretals, is

itself divided into five books of the second order. The
Clementines also consist of five books, the fourth book

consisting of only three or four lines. The subdivi-

sions of the Sext and Clementines resemble those of the

Decretals of Gregory. The mode of citation, too, is

similar, and admits of similar varieties ; only, instead

of extra, or X, there is subjoined in Sexto, or in 6, in

references to the Sext, and Clem, or in Clem., in re-

ferences to the Clementines. Thus c. Si gratiose 5, de

Rescript, in 6, is the fifth chapter, beginning with si

gratiose of the title De Rescriptis in the Liber Sextus

Decretalium, ihe title with that rubric being the third

of the first book. Again, Clem. 1 de Sent, et R.J.,
or ut calumniis, 1, de. Salt, et R. J. in. Clem., is the

first chapter of the Clementine Constitutions, under the

title De Sententidet Re Judicata, which chapter begins
with lit calumniis, and belongs to the eleventh title of

the second book.

The Extravagantes of John XXII. are contained in

one book, divided into fourteen titles. They are cited

thus : Exlravag. ad conditorem, Joh. 22 de V. S.

This means the chapter beginning with ad conditorem

of the Extrauagantes of John XXII., title De Verborum

Significatione,
which is found to be the 14th title.

The Extravagantes Communes, in imitation of Gre-

gory's Decretals, are divided into five books, though
the fourth book is a blank ! Quar/us Liber vacat !

The mode of citation may be thus exemplified : Ex-

trava". Commun. c. Salvator de Prfcbend. This means

the chapter beginning wiih Salvator, in the title De

Prwbendis, among the Extravagantes Communes. There

*
Causa, by the moderns, is often denoted by a capital C; the

small c being still reserved to denote caput.

Law.is no constancy in the position of the references to the

larger or smaller divisions. Sometimes the rubric of <> v"--

the title precedes, sometimes follows, the initial words of

the chapter. We have given, with some additions and

explanations, the examples of citation which are con-

tinned in a note to the first chapter of Halifax's Analysis

of ihe Civil Law, b. i.

In the modern period of canonical law, less altera- Modern

tion and advance have been made than in the ancient period o

or the middle. While the ancient is chiefly signalized ^
nl

by the canons of the Greek Church, and the middle

by the formation of the Corpus Juris Canonici,, the

modern, commencing after the Council of Pisa, in 1409,

is remarkable chiefly for a few councils, among which

the councils of Basil and Trent are the most impor-
tant for some bulls and briefs of the popes, the trans-

actions and concordats between sovereigns and the see

of Rome, the sentences and ordinances of the various

congregations of the cardinals at Rome, and the

decisions of the Rota, the supreme tribunal of justice

in Rome both for spiritual and temporal concerns.

All these are merely continuations of sources of canon

law which existed in more ancient times ;
and no one

can presume to call himself an accomplished canonist

who rests contented with the extracts of the Corpus
Juris Canonici, instead of resorting to the authorities

whence they are taken. Of these, the most important
are the transactions of councils. The earliest collection

of councils is that of Merlin (Paris, 1523); the col-

lection best known in this country is that of Labbe and

Cossart, with the apparatus of Jacobatius (18 vols. fol.

Paris, 1672). More complete is the collection of Coleti,

with the Supplement of Mansi (31 vols. fol. Venice

and Lucca, 1728-52). The most copious collection

of all is that of Mansi, printed by Zatta (31 vols. fol.

Florence and Venice, 1759-98). The 31st volume

of this collection stops short some time before the

middle ot the 15th century. Chronological and alpha-

betical lists of councils, abridged from the excellent L'Art

de verifier les Dates, are given in the useful little book

of Sir Harris Nicolas, entitled Chronology of History.

Among the councils held since the Council of Pisa, in

1409, are that of Constance, 1414, and that of Basle,

1431. Of much greater consequence than these is the

famous Council of Trent, 1545. Its history has been

often written; it will be sufficient here to name the

celebrated and opposing histories of Fra Paolo Sarpi

and Sforzia Pallavicini. The translation into French

of the former by Le Courayer is more valued than the

original. The best edition is that of Paris, 1751,3 vols.

4lo.
" The classical purity," says Charles Butler,

" and

severe simplicity of the style in which the decrees of

the council are expressed are universally admired, and

are greatly superior to the language of any part of Jus-

tinian's law." The best edition of the Canones et Decreta

Condlii Tridentini is that of Rome, 1834. It has been

reprinted (Leipz. 1837) as a supplement to the Corpus

Juris Canonici of Richter. A preceding edition, of

Augsburg, 1 78 1
, contains, in addition, the declarations of

the Congregatio Cardinalium, Condlii Tridentini inter-

pretum, and the decisions of the Rota Romana. There

have been several collections of the bulls of popes:

the best known is the Bullarium Magnum, published

at Luxembourg, 1727-58, in 19 vols. fol. We know

of no separate and complete collection of concordats ;

but for the names of treatises relating to some of the

modern concordats, we would refer the reader to the
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LaW. Bibliothiique de Droit of Camus, which is particularly

j^-^i copious in its information with respect to French works

on ecclesiastical and canon law.

Into the detailed examination of the particular canon

law of the several nations of Christendom we are un-

able here to enter. Some of the ecclesiastical laws of

Rome are not intended for general adoption, but are

designed only for the dominions of the papacy ; others,

intended to be general, have been by some countries

rejected, or only partially received. The struggles
which have been made in various Roman Catholic

countries for the liberties and independence of their

respective national churches fill some interesting chap-
ters in ecclesiastical history. Canon law verges not

only upon ecclesiastical history but upon dogmatic

theology. It prescribes articles of faith as laws; it

looks upon offences rather as sins than as crimes ; and
it holds forth punishments pro salute animce. Of those

branches of the Roman canon law which are intended

to be general, some parts relate to matters of faith,

some merely to matters of practice and discipline.
The former are generally received by Roman Catholic

countries, whereas the reception of the latter is variable

and limited. If to give an account of the reception

throughout Europe of the Roman canon law exceed
our limits, still more is it inconsistent with the plan of
so slight a sketch as the present to delineate the internal

legislation of each national church. We must confine

ourselves to a few words respecting the state of our
own canonical law.

,

The canon
^e canon law of England may be classed under two

law of heads, foreign and domestic.

Englai.il. The foreign canon law of England consists of so

much of the general canon law of Rome as has become

incorporated into the English system by usage and by
its reception in particular cases. Its efficacy rests upon
the same foundation with the efficacy of those portions
of the imperial civil law which have been adopted by
usage in the Court of Admiralty. For example, by
such usage and recognition, there are canons of the

fourth Council of Lateral! which have become part of

the canon law of the land (See Alston v. Atlay, 7 Ad. &
El. 289).
The domestic canon law may be divided into the

canons anterior to the statute 25 Henry VIII., cap. 19,
and the canons subsequent to that statute. We omit,
as antiquated, the Anglo-Saxon canons.

The canons anterior to the statute 25 Henry VIII.,
cap. 19, consist of legatine and provincial constitutions.

The legatine constitutions were made in national

councils held within this realm, in the time of Otho,
legate of Gregory IX., in 1220, and of Othobon (after-
wards Pope Adrian V.), who was legate here under
Clement IV. in 1268. They were edited, with a gloss,

by John de Athona, canon of Lincoln, about 1290.

They extend to both provinces, Canterbury and York.
The provincial constitutions were made in convo-

cations of the clergy of the province of Canterbury, in

the times of various archbishops, commencing with

Stephen Langton, under Henry III., and ending with

Henry Chichele, under Henry V. These were col-

lected, and adorned with the learned gloss of William

Lyndwood, official of the Court of Canterbury, and
afterwards bishop of St. David's, in the reign of Henry
V. Although made only for the province of Canter-

bury, they were received also by the province of York,
in convocation, in the year 1403.

VOL. n.

There were other constitutions, of divers prelates, Law.
both before and after ; but these whicli have been men- >,,.
tioned, having been introduced to public notice by the

two learned canonists above mentioned, have been princi-

pally regarded (See Burn's Ecclesiastical Law, Preface).
The printed editions of Lyndwood's Provincial?

contain also the collection of John de Athona. The
latest edition is that of Oxford, 1679.

By the statute 25 Henry VIII., cap. 19, after the

following recital
" Where divers constitutions, ordinances, and canons

provincial or synodal, which heretofore have been

enacted, be thought to be not only much prejudicial
t'o the king's prerogative royal, and repugnant to the

laws and statutes of this realm, but also over much
onerous to his Highness and his subjects,"

It was enacted, that the said canons, constitutions,
and ordinances, provincial and synodal, should be re-

vised by a commission of thirty-two persons, to be ap-
pointed by the king; and that such of them as should
be disapproved by the majority of the commissioners,

upon such review, should from thenceforth be void
and of none effect ;

" Provided that such canons, constitutions, ordinances,
and synodals provincial, being already made, which will

not be contrariant or repugnant to the laws, statutes,
and customs of this realm, nor to the damage or hurt
of the king's prerogative royal, shall now still be used
and executed as they were afore the making of this

Act, till such time as they be viewed, searched, or
otherwise ordered and determined by the said two-and-

thirty persons, or the more part of them, according to

the tenor, form, and effect of this present Act."

Upon this, Sir W. Blackstone (1 Com. p. 83) observes,
" As no such review has yet been perfected, upon this

statute now depends the authority of the canon law in

England."
The words of Blackstone, in this passage, are not

expressly limited to the domestic canon law of England,
although in a former page (p. 89) he expressly rested

all the strength of the papal laws in England (so far

as they had not parliamentary sanction)
" on imme-

morial usage and custom in some particular cases and
some particular courts." This is probably an example
of that studied ambiguity under which. Blackstone not

unfrequently shelters himself in cases of difficulty ; so

that he may be quoted on both sides.
"
Magno se

judice quisque tuetur." To us it appears that the Act,

according to legal principles of interpretation, extends

only to domestic canon law ; and we much doubt that

the domestic canons used and executed afore the

making of the Act, and not repugnant to law or pre-

rogative,* derived any authority from the Act which

they would not have possessed from reception and

usage, if the Act had never been made.
It is to be observed, that traces still subsist of that

ancient jealousy which severed the barristers of West-
minster Hall and the advocates of Doctors' Commons.
For example, Bishop Gibson's legal notions of eccle-

siastical jurisdiction are very different from those of

Blackstone, who has been accused by Mr. Bowyer, in

his recent work on the English constitution, of an
Erastian spirit. But Westminster Hall is armed with

* In the early history of our constitution, prerogative is often

contrasted with law, not as being illegal, but as being beyond or
above law.

5 i
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the power of prohibition, and its doctrines must there-

fore be received as the sounder when they clash with

those which are in vogue near St. Paul's.

Under a similar Act, since repealed (3 & 4 Edw. VI.,

cap. 11), the well-known Reformatio Legum Ecclesiasti-

carum was compiled, under the direction of Edward

VI., but was not confirmed before his death and the

accession of Queen Mary, and so fell to the ground.
The statute 25 Hen. VIII., cap. 19, was repealed by

1 & 2 P. & M., cap. 8, but was revived by 1 Eliz.,

cap. 1, and is now in force.

With the exception of certain rubrics,* the Thirty-nine

Articles, and some regulations relating to the Common
Prayer, which, though made in convocation, have been

incorporated into the statute law by the several Acts of

Uniformity, the only canons subsequent to the 25th year
of Henry VIII. affecting generally the law of the eccle-

siastical courts, and the rights, order, and discipline of

the Church, were those which were passed in the con-

vocation of the province of Canterbury, under James I.,

in the year 1603. These canons have never received

parliamentary authority, but they were ratified by the

king for himself, his heirs, and successors, and about

the year 1605 were received and passed in the province
of York.
With respect to the canons of 1603, it was held by

Lord Hardwicke, in the case of Middleton v. Croft

(Strange, 1056), that they do not, proprio viyore, bind

the laity even in ecclesiastical matters. How far they
are binding upon ecclesiastical persons, as the clergy,
and quasi ecclesiastical persons, as churchwardens, ap-

pears to be not completely settled. Here, again, Sir

W. Blackstone speaks with studied ambiguity :
"

It

has been solemnly adjudged," says he (1 Com. p. 83),
"
upon the principles of the law and the constitution,

that where they are not merely declaratory of the ancient

common law, but are introductory of new regulations,

they do not bind the laity, whatever regard the clergy

may think proper to pay them.''

We believe the fact to be, that the ecclesiastical courts

look to the canons of 1603 canons far more suited to

the circumstances of the present times than the older

canons which were made before the Reformation as

their rule in cases to which they are applicable, and

that they are constantly cited in those courts. What

length of usage will sanction the practice of a court

how far the constant adoption of a rule not opposed to

any definite authority would be valid, though its origin

might be traced to an unparliamentary canon of no

very ancient date these are questions which, though
not unworthy of discussion, we shall not now stop to

discuss. Many of the doctrines and practices which
now prevail in our courts of common law and equity

might easily be shown to be more recent than 1603,
and to have no Act of Parliament for their warrant.

Among the more important repertories and treatises

of English ecclesiastical law, we would mention (in

addition to Lyndwood) Burn's Ecclesiastical Law (of
which a valuable edition, by Dr. Phillimore, appeared
London, 1842); Gibson's Codex (2nd edition, Oxford,

1761); and Wilkins" Concilia Magrue Britannia et

Hibernia! (Loud. 1737). The last-named work has

recently become expensive, and is not always easily to

be met with.

* See Cardwell's Sy/uxtalia.

Canon law is not now generally studied upon the Law.

continent with the learning and diligence which formerly
v "v^ 1

distinguished the canonists. The investigation of its
Moder"

principles has not, however, been neglected in modern
ja'uon'laj

times by Roman and Spanish writers ; and a new
stimulus was given to the pursuit in Prussia, towards
the end of 1837, by the controversies connected with
the suspension of the Bishop of Cologne. To those

who may be content with a succinct account of its

history and contents, we recommend the perusal of

Doujat's Histoire du Droit Canonique (Paris, 1677) ;

G. L. Boehmer's Principia Juris Canonici (8th edition,

Gottingen, 1 802) ; and Fleury's Institution du Droit

Ecclesiaslique (Paris, 1771). The excellent work of

Fleury, however, is not confined to general canon law,
but treats of the ecclesiastical law of France. It was

placed in the Index by the Congregation of the Holy
Office at Rome. Those who desire to penetrate more

deeply into the subject are referred, in addition to the

original sources, to Van Espen's Jus Ecclcsiastirum

Universum (Lovanii, 6 vols. fol., 1753). This work,
for learning and historical accuracy, as well as for its

practical utility and detailed exposition, has acquired
the greatest celebrity among Roman Catholics. C.

Butler characterizes it as " a work which, fior depth
and extent of research, clearness of method, and per-

spicuity of style, equals any work of jurisprudence
which has issued from the press; but which, in some

places where the author's dreary Jansenism prevails,
must be read with disgust." That a Protestant should
write upon canon and ecclesiastical law might seem an
interference with a property rightfully belonging to

others

" touch not Hector ! Hector is my due"

yet has J. H. Boehmer, in his Jus Ecrlesiasticnm Pro-
testantium (5 vols. 4to. Hate, 1756-1789), commented

upon the Decretals with so much sagacity and clear-

ness, that Camus criticises his work in the following
manner : "II traite certains articles sniva/d les prejuges
de sa communion; main, par rapport attx vhjr/s sur

lesquets les Protestant aont d'accord avec les Callioliques,
il y a beaucovp a profiler de sonjuyement, de ses liimieres,

et de son erudition." Some authors have attempted
to exhibit a kind of natural ecclesiastical law, by
applying the light of reason to deduce propositions
from the hypothesis of a church government, and from

the elements contained in the notion of a church. On
this subject may be consulted the treatise of Droste-

Hiilshoff, Ueber das Nuturrccht als tine Qui-l/e des

Kirchenrechls (Bonn, 1822). Many of the most recent

Roman-catholic writers on the canon law in Germany
have comprehended in their works the ecclesiastical

law of the Reformed Churches. As may well be

imagined, modern canonists are still divided on the

question of the relations which ought to subsist between
Church and State ; some being favourable to the rights
of the Church within the State ; others, to the dominion
of the State over the Church The two most popular
German manuals of the present day belong to these

opposite parties. Walter's Lelirbuch lies Kirclicnrechls

(9th edition, Bonn, 1842) has been accused of Ultra-

montanism ; while Eichhorn's Grundsii/xe des Kirchi'ii-

reihts (2 Biinde, 8vo ; Gottingen, 1831, 1833) inclines

to the principles which have been espoused by the

Gallican Church.
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CHAPTER V.

THE LAW OF ENGLAND.
Law. 270. IN considering a subject so vast in its extent as

v-""v'~-' the law of England, it will be obviously impossible
Prelimi-

jo ,jo more, jn a Work of this kind, than indicate its

serrations S'enera ' character, larger divisions, and more remark-
able doctrines.

However scientific in its structure, the law of Eng-
land is not a science ; nor is it easy to lay down with

any confidence its doctrinal principles, seeing that those

principles are in so many cases restrained and limited

in their operation. Sometimes this is effected by posi-
tive legislation, which necessarily disturbs the harmony
and impairs the symmetry of every jurisprudential

system ;
and sometimes it is the effect of a desire on

the part of the courts to avert that injustice to indi-

viduals, which a rigorous and invariable enforcement
of general principles could not fail to ensure. An-
other circumstance may be noticed as enhancing the

difficulty of discussing our jurisprudence, in the brief

and dogmatic fashion imposed by OUT limits. Unlike
the Roman law and the modern codes of continental

Europe, the law of England does not profess to be

comprised within one volume, in which the solution

of all legal questions is properly to be sought. For
the most part, it is an aggregate of customs, maxims
and doctrines, accidentally preserved by tradition, ori-

ginating in a dim antiquity of decisions of courts of

justice and of opinions of learned lawyers all chal-

lenging an authority inferior in no degree to the most
recent and explicit declarations of legislative will.

So vast in its integrity, so complex in its parts, the

law of England is not easily reducible to system, nor

comprehensible within the space allotted to this chapter.
The lawyer, therefore, will readily pardon omissions

dictated by necessity ; and all the more when he re-

members that the very purpose of an essay, addressed
to the general mind, forbids the use of those pregnant
formulce and that significant nomenclature which secure

in the scientific treatise both brevity and precision.
The subject may be distributed* under, (1) Public

Law (Jus publicum); and, (2) Private Law (Jus pri~
vatum).

The first, Public Law, defines the position and ope-
ration of the sovereign power, the rights and duties of

the subject, and the sanctions by which the enjoyment
of those rights and the performance of those duties are

secured and enforced.

The second, Private Law, determines the rights and
duties of individuals in their capacities as such, whether
as respects their mutual personal relations, or the

acquisition, enjoyment and transfer of their property ;

* A distribution authorized by Ulpian. Hitjitx stinlii dtra- sttnt

JMflUonM, puhltcitm et priyOtum, Pn'tUcum jus est quoa ad sfntum

rei Romance special ; pnvatum, quod ad singul'inun ulilitatem '

Dig.
1. 1, 1, 2;.
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and constitutes sanctions vindicating the authority of Law
its commands. . _- -L'

PART I.

The Public Law of England.

271. "The sovereignty of the British constitution," Sove-

says Blackstone,
"

is lodged in the three branches of the reignty of

legislature
"
(1 Comm. 51). By this term, sovereignty,

the state ;

is intended that supreme, absolute and irresponsible
power in the state, to whose authority the obedience of

every one is due, and the location of which determines
the character and name of the government. In the
view of English public law, this power, the source of
all law, public and private, resides in the Parliament
in hoc orbis terra sanctissimo gravissimoque concilia
a body consisting of three members, King, Lords, and
Commons.
The presumed object which this power consults in its objects

its operation, is the increase of the physical and moral

happiness of its subjects.* Such object every com-
mand of the supreme authority is supposed to intend.
Finis enim et scopus, quern leges intuere, atque ad quern
jimswne.i et sancliones suas dirigere debent, non alius

est, quam ut cives fdiciter deyant (De Aitgm. Scient.
lib. viii. cap. ii. aph. 5). To obtain such an object,
the sovereign power will protect life and property from

violence, external and internal will cherish domestic

industry, encourage foreign trade, and whatever may
tend to the increase of national prosperity will, to the

extent of its power, promote the social comfort and

physical well-being of the people ; and, acknowledging
the claims and vindicating the authority of the church
of Christ, will secure the means of enjoying relig-ious
instruction and consolation to all its subjects.
The operations, then, of the sovereign power may be

presumed to relate to the following six subjects :

I. Justice ; II. Defence ; III. Social Economy ; IV. enume-

Foreign Relations; V. Finance; and, VI. Religion.
rated -

272. I. JUSTICE. By justice, we understand the Definition

performance of that sacred duty, recognised alike by of justice,

ethicist and jurist, suum cuique tnbuere (Inst. I. 1, 1).

To induce its discharge, the sovereign power, pursu-

* The ablest casuist of the Anglican church takes a similar
view : Potts/as aulem publicee jurisdictionis, ordinatur primario in

bonttm puhlimm ipsius communitatis, in bomtm vero personce tali po-
testatce preditfe, id est, ifisivs magi&tratiis, non nisi sectindtirio et con-

sequenter, quattiws nimiritm ulite est principi, ut resprtblicn Jloreat
(Sanderson, De OMig. Conscien. Prel. 7, 8. 4). And so says the
church herself: "The government of a prince is a blessing of

God, given for the commonwealth, especially of the good and

godly; for the comfort and cherishing of whom, God giveth and
setteth up princes, and on the contrary part, to the fear and

punishment of the wicked" (Homily 21, against wilful Rebellion

and Disobedience. Honnltet, p. 509. Oxf. 1822).
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its own mission, creates and defines rights,* insti-

v v^ ' tutes appropriate sanctions, and provides arrangements

by which its definitions are interpreted and applied,
and its sanctions enforced. Its operations in this re-

spect are (I.) legislative,
which involves the making

of laws ; and, (II.) administrative, which relates to the

application and execution of such laws.

Legisla- (I.) Legislationt is the appropriate business of the
tiou. Parliament, in quality of its sovereign authority. By

this H can make, confirm, abrogate, repeal,^ restrain,

enlarge, revise, and expound all manner of laws what-

ever, and can bind the king and tke people, $ and all

* That is, legal rights ; giving, as we must presume, to moral

rights the efficacy and force of legal obligation.

As Nature's ties decay,
As duty, love, and honour fail to sway,
Factitious bonds the bonds of wealth and law
Still gather strength and force unwilling awe.

I have ventured to substitute factitious for fictitious, as more
consistent with Goldsmith's meaning.

} By legislation, the French lawyers intend the articular or

codified law, as distinguished from the law contained in judicial
decisions. This last they style jurisprudence. (Dupin, De la Juris-

prudence des Arrcts. Paris, 1822).

J No law is exempt from the liability to abrogation, even
should it contain a provision to the contrary. The 42 Edw. III.

cap. 2, enacted that all statutes contrary to Magna Charta should
be void ; yet portions of Magna Charta have been repealed, and
the repealing statutes have been constantly held in force (Jenk.
Cent. 2).

The doctrine that a parliamentary law, or act of parliament,
as it is often called, is of supreme authority, dates its origin
from the middle or transition age of cur constitution. It is now
firmly established that Parliament can do no wrong, although
"

it may do several things that look pretty odd," as, for example,
making Malta in Europe, and a woman a mayor or a justice of

the peace (per Holt C. J., 2 Jon. 12).

Language, to say the least of it, highly indiscreet, has been
used by learned judges in derogation of the authority of Par-

liament, whilst in exercise of its chiefest function, legislation.
Hobart C. J. declares that a statute against natti'Til equity,

making, for instance, a man judge in his own cause, was void

(Day . Savage, Hob. 87) ;
whilst Lord Coke considered that

statutes were controlled by the common or traditional law,
which adjudged them void when against common right and rea-

son (Bonham's case, 8 Rep. 234.) Holt C. J. expressed las be-
lief that this saying of Lord Coke was not extravagant, but was
a very reasonable and true saying (City of London . Wood, 12
Mod. 687). It is further asserted, in a book of authority (8 Bing.
491), The Doctor and Stuilent, that an act of parliament to pro-
hibit alms-giving is void a doctrine which, if true, would inva-

lidate the Statute of Labourers (23 Edw. III.), which contains

(cap. 7) a provision to that effect. Lord Chancellor Ellesmere

styles Coke's position
" a paradox, which derogateth much from

the wisdom and power of parliaments, that when the three estates

King, Lords, and Commons have spent their labour in making
a law, three judges on the bench shall destroy and prostrate all

their pains, advancing the reason of a particular court above the

judgment of all the realm" (Observations on Lord Coke's Reports,

p. 1 1). Sir William Herle, who was Chief Justice in the reign of

Edward III., observed, that "some acts of parliament are made
against law and right, which they that made them perceiving,
would not put them into execution

;
for it is magis congruum that

acts ol parliament should be corrected by the same pen that drew
them, than be dashed to pieces by the opinion of a few judges"
(8 Edward III., cited 8 Rep. 234). When the assertion of Lord
Hobart was once quoted in court, the Judges observed, that they
would not treat a statute as void unless it were clearly against
natural equity, and that they "would strain hard" rather than
treat it as void (10 Mod. 115). An act was passed in the reign
of Charles II. "

concerning the size of carts and wagons, with

many penalties upon the transgressors ;
and yet, when it ap-

peared that the model prescribed by the act was not practicable,
the judges (in their circuits) gave directions not to execute the

Act." (Burnet, Hist, own Times, 428. Lond. 1838). The counsel

for the crown, in Sir Edward Hales* case, relied on this in their

arguments for the dispensing power. It is not difficult to appre-
hend the conclusions to which these doctrines point ;

and

the inhabitants of the channel islands, Isle of Man, and
all colonies and plantations to the realm belonging,
being subjects of the same realm. By laws, we would
be understood to mean such commands of the sovereign
as are rules of action, excluding from the signification
of the term, those commands which are called, in com-
mon parlance, laws, only because they resemble them
in their formal parts in short, in their mode of expres-
sion, such as money acts, acts of attainder, and others.

In point of fact, the corpus of English jurisprudence
does not consist wholly of parliamentary laws ; and this

for several reasons. In the first place, legislation was a
function the supreme power exercised in early times

rarely and imperfectly ; and thus customs, unauthorized

in their origin, supplying the deficiencies of govern-
mental legislation, came in time to acquire the autho-

rity and obligation of laws retustas pro le'jc tcmptr
habelur. Secondly, as far as we know, Parliament had
not always the supreme power, or the right of legis-

lation, which latter formerly resided in the prince,

though probably under limitations and restrictions

which we cannot now perfectly apprehend. Thirdly,
the interpretations of the laws have been themselves ac-

cepted as laws sources whence legal principles may be

drawn, and authorities by which legal controversies

may be determined.

Thus we have still subsisting the ancient traditional

law, which was the jurisprudence of our early age,

when, like the Romans before the Twelve Tables were

composed, we were governed, incerto maqis jure ei con-

sueludine aliqud, quam per latam legem(Dig. I. 2, '2, 1).

We have also our ancient charters, and the volumes
of our judicial decisions ; and all these, as well as par-

liamentary laws, constitute what we designate the law
of England. Still, although not created, these laws are

permitted by the power, now supreme, and may be taken

as deriving their present authority from its sanction,

expressed or implied : Qui non vetat, si potest, jvbct*
The law of Englandf may be considered as a system

although, as we shall presently observe, our judges have often

covertly, and to the advantage of the subject, defeated the inten-

tions of the legislature, the establishment of the principles so

broadly laid down by Coke, Hobart, and Holt would be de-

structive of the very foundations of our constitutional polity.

These principles suggest two reflections.

(1.) Their source we can readily understand to have been

the notion, which our early constitutional history warrants, and

which long lurked in the minds of our lawyers, that a statute

might supply the defects, but could not repeal the provisions of

the common law.

(2.) The duty of a judge called on to administer a law he be-

lieves contrary to the law of God (taking an extreme case) is

tolerably clear
;
and our history has not been wanting in examples

of judicial firmness under such circumstances. To resign an
office he cannot conscientiously serve is the plain dictate of con-

science. As to the citizen, of whom it has been sarcastically said,

that he has nothing to do with the laws but to obey them, his obe-

dience is clearly measured by his conscience; but this mousure

must not be stretched beyond its legitimate extension. He con-

ceives the command of his sovereign to conflict with the commands
of his God. The command, then, of the sovereign he disobeys,
but cheerfully endures the penalty annexed to such disobedience.

* This maxim is borrowed from that of Aristotle, who con-

siders the law as directing that which it does not prohibit, a pit

xt/aw, Kfuyte'uu (Ethic, lib. 1. cap. 11).

f The enlightened patriots of the Revolution knew that true

liberty could consist only with wise laws, and, in declaring
" the true ancient and indubitable rights and liberties of the peo-

ple of this realm'' (1 Wm. & M. stat. 2, cap. 2), were careful to

assert them by a new law; "the laws of England'
1

being, as they
said on another occasion,

" the birthright of the people thereof

(12 & 13 AVill. III. cap. 2). Two philosophers mmj'i fares tpnirn

Law.
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Law.

Principles
of English
law.

Protection

Personal

security.

framed in reference to certain principles. Its operation,

by its very nature, is to afford those principles protec-
tion. In their relation to the law, we style them princi-
ples ; in their relation to those who owe allegiance to the

law, we style them rights. They are fitly styled princi-

ples, scientifically speaking, because they are the ulti-

mate facts into which all the phenomena of the law
are resolvable. With equal fitness are they called

rights, practically speaking-, because they result from

obligations imposed by competent, that is, sovereign,

authority, and are guaranteed by adequate sanctions.

(1.) First, then, the law of England assures its pro-
tection to every English subject who has not, by his

misconduct, forfeited his claim to such protection.

Arbitrary power is here unknown. Here, the empire
of the laws is a phrase of significant import. Except
in conformity with law, no man can be outlawed, that

is,
" barred to have the benefit of the law ;" nor ex-

iled ; nor can he, against his will, be sent, even as an
ambassador out of the land (Magna Charta, cap. xxix. ;

2 Inat. 47), nor, in any office, to any of the colonies,
which might, in reality, be no more than an honourable
banishment. In order the better to preserve to the people
the benefits of the law, no subject, inhabitant here, can
be sent prisoner to the channel islands or to any of our
transmarine possessions (31 Car. II. cap. 2, s. 12), and
thus deprived of legal protection.*

(2.) Secondly, the law of England assures to every
man the enjoyment of personal security, and suffers him
to commit even homicide in defence of his life or limbs.
No freeman shall be destroyed, except according to

law (Mana Charta, cap. xxix.) ; none prejudged of
life or limb contrary to law (5 Edw. III. cap. 3) ;

nor put to death without being brought to answer by
due process of law (28 Edw. III. cap. 3). So dearly is

life tendered by our polity, that it protects it, by
"

strict

statutes and most biting laws," not only from the hand
of violence, but even from the effects of misfortune, in

establishing a provision for the support of those unable
to labour, or unable, in return for their labour, to ob-
tain the means of subsistence.f

similes (Locke, On Gov. part ii. 8. 57 ; Mackintosh, Dine. Law Nat.
p. 59) have established the wisdom of their proceedings, and
exposed, at the same time, the folly of those pretenders to philo-
sophy, who

" Led their wild desires to woods and caves,
And thought that all but savages were slaves."

*
It was one of the articles of impeachment against Lord Cla-

rendon, that he had advised and procured divers of his Majesty's
subjects to be imprisoned, against law, in remote islands and gar-
risono, to prevent their having the benefit of the law (Hume,
Hist. Eng, App., note to chap. xiv.). To avoid the consequences
of an Habeas Corpus, Harrington, that dreamy and amiable
enthusiast, was, assuredly illegally, hurried off from the Tower to
St. Nicholas' Island, opposite Plymouth (see his Life, bv To-
land

; Harrington's Harks, pp. 30 et seq. Lond. 1700). Ev'asions
of the numerous laws passed to protect personal liberty were
common in those times. In vain were the laws multiplied in
every shape, to meet every possible case; the evil they were in-
tended to repress continued in full vigour ; just as bribery, in
ancient Rome, survived all the legislative efforts to subdue it :

De nulh crimine tarn multce apud Romanes latce leaes, nee ullie minus
observaite.

+ Louis XIV., in his advice to his son, observes : Si Dint me
fail la grace rl'cxfcuter tout ce que j'ai dans I esprit, je tacherai dc
porter to. filial* de man rfgtie, jusqua faire en sorte, nan pas a la
ri-nle

iju il nij ait plus ,,i j.aiim ni riche, car la fortune, tIndustrie,
et I'esprit laisseront elernellement cetle distinction entre Irs homines,
mats an mains qit'on ne ruie plus dans tout le n'jaume, ni indigence,
in meiidiate ; je ir.r <t, penonne, quelque miserable qifelle pitissf
Are, <;u, ne sail assiirie de sa subsistence, oil par son travail, ou par un
se^fjttrs ordinaire el

regie.

(3.) The personal liberty of its subjects is also re-

garded by the law of England. Except by law, no - J--
,, _

man shall be taken, imprisoned, exiled, or in any man- Personal

ner destroyed (Magna Charta, cap. xxix.) ;
a provision liberty.

of our Great Charter repeated in a variety of subse-

quent statutes, which in effect declare that no man
shall be taken or imprisoned except by due process of
law (5 Edw. III. cap. 8 ; 25 Edw. III. st. 5, cap. 4 ;

29 Edw. III. cap. 3). The Petition of Rights enacts
that no freeman shall be imprisoned or detained with-
out cause shown (3 Car. I. cap. 1), an enactment ren-
dered of inestimable value by the Habeas Corpus Acts

(16 Car. I. cap. 10 ; 31 Car. II. cap. 2 ; 56 Geo. III.

cap. 100), the effect of which is to enable the indivi-

dual detained or imprisoned to bring under the notice
of an independent and enlightened judkatory the cause
or alleged ground of his imprisonment or detainer, and,

constituting the judicatory judges of such cause, to

enable them, as they think fit, to remand him to his

former custody, to discharge him, or to admit him to

bail.* A gaoler is not bound to detain a prisoner un-
less the warrant of commitment express the cause

thereof;
" and this doth agree with that which is said

in the holy history (Acts, xxv. 27),
'
It seemeth to me

unreasonable to send a prisoner, and not withal to sig-

nify the crimes laid against him' "
(2 Inst. 53).

(4.) The law of England protects every individual Enjoyment
in the enjoyment of his property. No freeman shall be ofproperty,

disseised or divested of his freehold, deprived of his

liberties, free customs, or franchises, nor disinherited,
nor shall his lands or goods be seized into the king's
hands, which is against the Great Charter and the law
of the land, unless he be duly brought to answer, and
be prejudged by course of law (Magna Charta, cap.
xxix. ; 5 Edw. III. cap. 9 ; 25 Edw. III. st. 5, cap. 4 ;

28 Edw. III. cap. 3). Sacred as the rights of property

" Political society," says an able American statesman,
" owes

perfect protection to all its members, in person, reputation, and
property ; and it also owes necessary subsistence to all who i

cannot procure it for themselves. Penal laws to suppress offences
are the consequences of the first obligation ;

those for the relief
of pauperism, the second : these two are closely connected

; and
when poverty is relieved and idleness punished whenever it as-
sumes the garb of necessity, and presses on the fund that is

destined for its relief, the property and persons of the more for-

tunate classes will be found to have acquired a security that in
the present state of things cannot exist" (Livingston, Si/stem of
Penal Latefor Louisiana, Introd. Pref. p. 318. Philad. 1833). The
establishment of a system of poor-laws, mischievous as its mal-
administration has been, has, without doubt, greatly contributed
to secure the general tranquillity of this country. The northern
rebels in the reign of Henry VI II., who styled themselves ' the

Pilgrimage of Grace," told the Duke of Norfolk that "
Poverty

was their captain, the which, with his cousin Necessity, had
brought them to that doing."
The object of every good system of poor-laws is that stated by

the Presbyterian Reformers of Scotland, in their Pint Book of
Discipline.

" We are no patrons," they say
" to sturdy and idle

beggars, who, runningfrom place to place, make a craft of begging,
for these we think must be compelled to work, or else be punished
by the civil magistrates ;

but the poor widows, the fatherless,
the impotent maimed persons, the aged, and every one that may
not work, or such persons as are accidentally fallen into decay,
ought to be provided for" (Spotswood, Hut. Ch. Scotl. book iii.

p. 158. Lond. 1677).
* See Greening's Leading Statutes, p. 63. Burnet tells a sin-

gular story respecting the manner in which the 31 Car. II. was
passed. Accoruing to his account, the Lords would have rejected
the bill, but Lord Grey, whowas one of the tellers, relying on the
inattention of Lord N orris, who was associated with him in his

duties, counted one fat Lord for ten, and thus was the majority
obtained (Burnet, 321). The measure was greatly opposed in
the Lords.
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Law. are held, there are certain cases in which the supreme
~v -^ power, exercising its extreme authority, and preferring

the general good to that of an individual, disregards

private rights, in consulting the public advantage.
Thus, it levies taxes, compelling the citizen, out of

his personal possessions, to contribute to the necessities

of the state
;
and thus it will carry a public road through

the private property of individuals, contrary to their

wi:-hes. This it can do, because it is the supreme
power, ami knows no limit to its authority.

"
By the

common law, every man may come upon my land tor

the defence of the realm. And in such case, upon such

extremity, they may dig for gravel for the making of

bulwarks, for this is for the public, and every one hath
benefit by it. And in such case the rule is true, Prin-

cep.y tt respublica ex justa causa possunt rem meam
aiiferre" (12 Hep. 13).

Having enumerated the principal rights resulting
from the law of England, we have now to ascertain in

what way their enjoyment is ensured. This security
of enjoyment is consistent only with, first, the perma-
nence of the laws from which the rights result, and,

secondly, the establishment and due enforcement of

adequate sanctions.

As to the permanence of the laws, it may be ob-

served, that the right to constitute and abrogate what
laws it pleases, is involved in the very idea of sovereign

power (Boullenois, Traite de la Pers. S(c. des Lois,
i. 2-4) ;

and it is therefore competent to the sovereign

power, at its discretion, and without regard to the in-

terests of its subjects, by abrogating laws, to deprive
them of any right they may possess. Still, it is pre-

sumed, that it will not, from mere wantonness, so pre-

judice its subjects ; and that, if ever it deprives them of

the rights it has conferred, it does so either for their

advantage or through its own ignorance and inad-

vertence. Such is the reverent supposition of English
law. It therefore assures to the subject certain powers
of instructing the sovereign power in respect of the

operation and consequences of its acts, and even of re-

monstrating with it on the subject of its conduct. By-

law, also, the subject has, under certain restrictions and
to a certain extent, the right of nominating the body by
whom sovereign power is exercised. The rights to

which we refer may, from their public character, be

political designated political lights, and their exercise yields

rights. powerful protection to those fundamental rights we
have already discussed.

Thefran- (!) Of political rights, we may rank as the most
ehise. important, the right of designating the persons who

constitute the Commons House of Parliament a mem-
ber of that honourable body possessing the supreme
power in our state.* A right, in the exercise of which

* The possession of this right by a large number of the people
has given birth to the absurd notion of the sovereignty of the

people. The absurdity of the phrase will be abundantly mani-
fest when we consider, first, that the right of election is pos-
sessed, not by the whole, but only by a portion of the people ;

secondly, that the House of Commons does not exclusively ex-
ercise sovereign power, but only shares in its exercise

; thirdly,
that there is a wide distinction between a right to do a thing,
and a right to specify by -whom the thing shall be done. The
Earl of Warwick, as it has been well remarked, was called king-
maker ; w as he therefore to be called king ? The disposition of

property through powers of appointment, to be exercised by those
who never enjoyed the property, is a familiar illustration of the

position. In jurisprudence, the maxim, nemo dat quod non habtt,
must be taken with some qualification.

In the United States of America the matter is far otherwise.

There,
" the people is the only source of power.

* * * The body

the community is so largely interested, and in itself so Law.

readily made subservient to the evil purposes of self- v- ^ '

seeking politicians, should be confided to none but Sove-

trustworthy hands.* But the capacity of
fitly exer- rcisnty of

cising this important right does not manifest itself so
the Pe Ple<

palpably as to render our arrangements in this matter as

perfect as could be wished. All that can be done is to
confine the right, as far us may be, to those whose pro-
perty and age may be presumed to exempt them
from the temptations of extreme poverty and the in-

discretion and inexperience of youth. This, according
to the actual theory of the constitution, is the chief

motive of the restrictions on the suffrage. There are
other motives, which have reference to considerations

foreign to our subject. The principal motive is that

which we have stated. It must not, however, be sup-
posed that such a motive is in accordance with the

historical theory of the constitution, which has relation

to the past and its opinions a past, ignorant of natural

rights, or indifferent to their assertion, and which, in

limiting the franchise to the wealthy, limited it to the

class whose interests it was alone accustomed to respect.
A freehold estate of 40s. a-year was, in the reign of

Henry V., when the freehold qualification was esta-

blished, a considerable property.

(2.) The right of petitioning the king and the par- Right ot"

liament is also a valuable privilege of Englishmen, as I'^t't'011
-

enabling them to make known their grievances to those
l"s '

capable of redressing them. The right of the subject
to petition the king is asserted in the Bill of Rights,
which further declares illegal all commitments and

prosecutions for such petitioning (1 Win. & Mary,
stat. 2, c. 2). Whether this provision repealed the Act
13 Car. II. st. 1, c. 5, against tumultuous petitioning,
and which threw great impediments in the way of

petitioners, is doubtful (Rex v. Lord George Gordon,
Douglas, 572 ; and Speech of Mr. Dunning, in the House
of Commons, Ann. Keg. for 1781, part. ii. pp. 143-4).
The Act has, however, fallen into desuetude.

(3,) The right of the subjects to have arms for their Right to

defence, suitable to their condition, and as allowed bv arms,

law, is also asserted by the Bill of Rights, in which.

of electors, after having designated its magistrates, direct them
in everything that exceeds the simplest ordinary business of the

state" (De Tocqueville, On Democracy, by Reeve, vol. i. p. 75).
Similar is the description of the

_
German democracy by Tacitus

(De Mor. Germ. xi). The nation was formed by the union of

freemen, from whom all power and every legislative enactment

proceeded (Savigny, Geichwhte dft R'tinrisditn Ret-hls im Mittelalter,
b. 1. kap. ir. s. 157. Heidelb. 1815

;
see also Eichorn, Deulsche

Stoats and Hechtsgesdiichte, b. 1, s. 50. Gbtt. 1821) the people
actually exercising the functions of government, and not simply
designating those by whom they should be exercised. When the

representative system was introduced among the Germans, and
the Scabini or Echevins became the judges (Savigny, ul sup.

cit.) and delegates of the people (Palgrave, K. and P. Eng.
Comm. i. 89), unless, indeed, which was certainly the case for

a time, the people retained their authority in more important
matters, or, like the American demos, continued in such matters
to direct the magistrate in the performance of his office, the

sovereignty of the people vanished from the constitution of Teu-
tonic polity.

* There is a singular exposition of the duties of a popular re-

presentative contained in a curious alliterative poem on the de-

position of Richard II., edited by Mr. Wright, for the Camden
Society (p. '28), 1838. The popular party in the 21st Richard
II. are supposed to argue after this fashion :

" We be servants
and take salary, and [are] sent from the shires to show what them
grieveth, and to parle [speak] for their profit am! pass no further,
and to grant of their geld to the great wattis [the meaning of
which 1 do not know

] by no manner [of] wrong way, but if war
were." I have translated the passage.
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Law. however, it is limited to the ease of Protestants a

v^^-_/ limitation now practically abolished. In such a state

of advanced civilization as that in which our lot is cast,

where the authority of the laws is so effectually esta-

blished, and, by an improved police, so speedily en-

forced, such a provision as this has but little value.

But it was otherwise of old ; and its preservation in our

statute-book is worth something, as a record of that

love of liberty, and resolute assertion of lawful rights,

which has given so much vigour and dignity to our

national character itself the source of our national

greatness-

Sicfortis Etruria crevil,

Sci/icet et rerumfacia est pulcherrima Roma. *

Enforce- jt jS; however, in the enforcement of proper sanctions

sanctions
tnat tlle cllief security of our legal rights consists. This

is accomplished either by the act of the parties possess-

ing such rights, or by operation of the law itself.

By act of
If, in developing the rationale of our jurisprudence,

parties. we were permitted to indulge our imagination, we
should probably represent the defence of an invaded

right as devolving on its possessor in the first instance,

and consider the interference of the law as occurring

only when this possessor was incompetent to the at-

tempted defence. But the facts of our law point to

principles of a precisely opposite character. Redress

by the individual is permitted only when the law is

defective : vlien the law fails, then the individual acts.

The law (if we may so idealize sensible agencies) is

tardy in its operations scrupulous deliberative -r-

fearful lest its precipitation should defeat its own pur-

* It would be improper to dismiss this subject without exposing
the absurd opinion that the constitution justifies a resistance to

government under certain circumstances. Such a justification

is wholly alien to the very nature of government, which is found-

ed on the notion of obedience to authority. To speak of a sove-

reign power as legally responsible to any body or person
as being legally subject to duties, the infraction of which in-

volves a forfeiture of its authority, is plainly absurd
;

for what-

ever is responsible must be responsible to some one, who must,

therefore, be superior, and, pro tanto, sovereign. Again, legal

duties imply legal means of enforcing them ; and how shall

we style that which is subject to anybody, or any one, a sove-

reign? "The governor," says Archbishop Whately,
"

is bound
to make a good use of his power, no less than his subjects are

to obey him ;
and he is accountable to God for so doing

but not to them ; for if this merely conditional right to obedience

be once admitted, it must destroy all government whatever"

(Bamptoa Lectures for 1822, p. 292). The philosophical his-

torian states the case forcibly: Si,vbijubeanturqucrreresintjulat

liceat, pereitnte obttcqvio, imperiiim etiam intercidtt (Tacitus, Awi.
lib. i. c. 83). The morality of resisting a government is a ques-
tion of policy, and not of law; and ou such a ground is it put by
one who had some practical experience in the matter. Alluding
to this nice question of resistance, Ludlow observes, that " we
ought to be very careful and circumspect in that particular, and
Et least be assured ofvery probable grounds to believe the power
under which we engage to be sufficiently able to protect us in

our undertaking ; otherwise T should account myself not only

guilty of my own blood, but also, in some measure, of the ruin and
destruction of all those that I should induce to engage with me,

though the cause were never so just" (Memoirs, p. 235). The

prudence of attempts against the authority of a government ap-

pears to have been, in Bishop Burnet's estimation, one element

necessary to their morality (Hint, own Times, p. 404). On
this subject Mr. Fox has made some sensible remarks (Life

of James II. pp. 175-6). "The true interest of this kingdom,"
says Lord Clarendon's editor,

"
is supported nan tarn famd quam

sua i'i ; its own weight still keeps it steady against all the storms

that can be brought to beat upon it, either from the ignorance
of strangers to our constitution, or the violence of any that pro-

ject to themselves wild notions of appealing to the people out of

parliament, as it were to a fourth estate of the realm'' (Preface
to Hitt. Great Retell, vol. i. p. xi-i. Oxford. 18071.

poses cunctando restituit rem. But if the law suffered La\v.

redress to be sought nowhere but at the feet of its < v ^

tribunals, grievous wrongs, not to be compensated,
might be perpetrated with impunity. In certain cases,

therefore, it is permitted to the individual to do that

justice to himself which the law cannot do for him
;

in short, borrowing an expression from vulgar speech,
to take the law into his own hands.*

In defence of his life, limbs, or property, the indi- Self de-

vidual may repel force by force, being careful to act on fence -

the defensive, and to use HO violence not necessary for the

purposes of defence. The defence of such as stand in tho

relations of husband and wile, parent and child, master
and servant, are equally licensed by law, subject to

similar restriction (Gregory and another v. Hill, 7 T. K.

299 ; Barfoot ?-. Reynolds, Str. 953).
It is not, however, by an attack on his person alone, Abatement

that a man's life or health may be endangered ; and, with of nui "

respect to that large class of personal injuries, embraced
sa

by the comprehensive term "
nuisance," the law em-

powers the sufferer to right himself without having
recourse to legal remedies. But the term " nuisance

"

imports a great deal more than injuries threatening the

lives of individuals ; it is significant also of many things
which damage individuals in person or property, or di-

minish their comforts. In all these cases, without await-

ing the dilatory process of legal vengeance, it is compe-
tent to the sufferer himself to abate (abattre, to pull

down,) the nuisance ; and " the reason why the law al-

lows this private and summary method of doing one's

self justice, is because injuries of this kind, which ob-

struct or annoy such things ss are of daily convenience

and use, require an immediate remedy, and cannot wait

for the slow progress of the ordinary forms of justice"

(3 Comm. 5). It is also competent to every person de-

prived by another of goods or chattels, or of his wife,
child or servant, to claim and retake them, wherever he

happens to find them, "since it may frequently happen
that the owner may have this only opportunity of doing
himself justice : his goods may he afterwards conveyed
away or destroyed," &e. (3 Comm. 4.) A similar remedy
is possessed by parties of whose lands ajid tenements
another party has taken possession. The power of dis-

tress for the non-payment of rent or otherwise, which is

sufficiently explained in another part of this work, is

another species of redress exercised by the individual.

As a principle, however, invasions of rights esta- Sanctions

blished are properly cognizable and to be redressed by enforced

law. In short,
"
every subject, for injury done to :?'

P^
ra "

him, in bonis, in terris, vel persond, by any other sub-

ject, be he ecclesiastical or temporal, free or bond, man
or woman, old or young, or be he outlawed, excom-

municated, or any other, without exception, may take

his remedy, and have justice and right for the injury
done to him, freely without sale, fully without any
denial, and speedily without delay" (2 lust. 55-6).
We have now to consider how the law deals with Crimes and

invasions of the rights to which it has given birth. It wrongs>

treats these invasions as divisible into two classes ; one

* The ancient law was founded on a different principle (Pal-

grave, R. and P. F.ng. Comm. p. '225, et seq. ; Glanville, lib. ix. c. 8;
Robertson's Charles V., View, note xx. vol. i. p. 249. Lond. 1827).
Still in criminal matters the Anglo-Saxon polity recognised the

principles in my text, for it was a general rule tiiat no one
could take- vengeance into his own hands, until he had demanded

justice in vain (In. 9
;
Anc. Lavs and Instil, of England, p. 47,

folio
;

see also jKlf. 42 ; t'4. p. 40; and some observations of Mr.

Allen, Jtise ami Growth of Rcyal Pi-crag, p. 118, et sea.).
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class comprehending those which it considers to be inju-
ries affecting the state ; the other class includes what
it considers to be injuries affecting individuals only.
The first class we would call crimes the second, simply
irrniir/x. In dealing with crimes the law puiiinlies the

offender, its sole motive being the repression of crimes.

In dealing with wrongs, the law compels the offender

to redintegrate the party injured, its motive being
chiefly the satisfaction of the sufferer. To enforce

moral justice is its aim in the latter case ; in the former,
to protect the community ne quid renpublica delri-

mrnti. capiat. Offences may belong to both classes ;

the distinction in point of fact, though not in theory
of law, relates less to the actual nature of the act

done, than to the sanction attaching on its perform-
ance. Thus, if one meet another in the street, and
beat him, this is a breach of the public peace, and
u crime an offence against the state itself. It is

therefore jiunishable by fine and imprisonment. But
the offender also does a wrong to an individual, who
shall have his action of trespass against him, and shall

recover satisfaction for his injury in the shape of

damages.
When a crime is committed, the law will reach it

if it can, and punish the criminal. An injury to the

state cannot be compensated'; it is itself ;i crime to

check the progress of public justice by compounding
a felony or an information under a penal statute. Not
so with a wrong : here it is permitted for him injured
to arrange with his injurer the terms of a satisfaction

of the injury done, and .this arrangement will be
enforced by law. The arrangement may be of two
kinds: (1) the party injured may agree to accept a

certain sum or other thing as a compensation an ar-

rangement technically styled accord and satinfaction ;

or, (2) the parties may agree to refer their dispute to

an arbitrator, by whom, sitting as a domestic forum,
the questions of injury and compensation may be de-

termined. We have now to consider the enforcement of

legal sanctions by the operation of the law itself, that is

by its administration.

(II.) The administration of the law may be ex-

ercised judicially or ministerially. The judicial admi-
nistration of the law is the appropriate duty of thejudica-

tory, or that body or person whom the supreme power
has clothed with judicial authority. This judicial autho-

rity extends to the determination of all controversies

which have for their subject an alleged infraction of legal

rights. To decide whether this infraction has taken

place in the manner alleged, is the duty of the judicatory ;

and that this duty should arise, it is necessary that the

infraction of legal rights should be controverted as a
fact (Vinnius, in Inst. IV. xvii.). Unless it be so con-

troverted, the judicatory have no jurisdiction.
In England there are ordinary and extraordinary

judicatories. We will consider the ordinary judica-

tory in the first place.
A controversy may be single or complex in its cha-

racter ;
it may involve questions of law, or questions of

fact, or both. The parties may agree on the law and
differ on the facts, or may agree on the facts and differ

on the law, or may differ on both facts and law. When-
ever the question raised is of a legal character simply, and
does not require the investigation of facts, then is it to be
decided by that branch of the judicatory styled, emphati-
cally, the judges. Such questions as those which relate

to the observance or non-observance by one or other party

of the prescribed forms ofstating hiscomplaint or dei'i'iice, l,:uv.

or to the competency of the particular tribunal whose aid >

~v
has been evoked, these and the like are questions purely
of law, and involving no disputed facts. So also is

the question whether, assuming the facts stated by
the complainant (or defendant) to be true, those facts, in

the view of the law, establish his complaint (or defence)
or not. Here there are no disputed facts ; this a ques-
tion purely of law, and therefore the judges are to try it.

But when the question is of facts, wholly or partially,
then have they no proper jurisdiction (Abbot of Strata

Marcella's case, 9 Rep. 25). Such questions are refer- and the

rible to another branch of the judicatory, known to us jury,

as the jury, who, in deciding them, may adopt either of
two courses. They may, after such evidence has been General

adduced to them as the parties desire, subject to certain verdict,

restrictions imposed by law, forming in their own
minds a judgment as to the facts of the case, and

determining for themselves what is the legal cha-

racter of those facts, that is, what is the law ap-
plicable to them, decide generally that the complain-
ant (or his opponent) has made out his case, and thus
decide the controversy in his favour ; or they may Special
find specially the facts as proved before them, and re- verdict-

fer to the learned judges the task of drawing- from
those facts the conclusion warranted by law, thus

relinquishing to them the task of terminating the

controversy. As the jury, however, are not presumed
to be acquainted with law,* they are presided over by a

* Coke says, that " as the question between the parties is

twofold, so is the trial thereof; for either it is qucestio jurii (and
that shall be tried by the judges upon a demurrer, special verdict,
or exception, for cui/tbet in SIM ai'tt /leritu est credendum et quod quis-

ipie norit in hoc ej-erceat ; and it is commonly and truly said, ad
tfiia-slitmemjuns non respondent jwutores,} or it is qita'stio/acti. And
the tria! of the fact is in divers ways : of these a trial by twelve
men is most frequent and common" (Co. Litt. 125 a). A very
slight consideration will show that this statement is not precisely
accurate ;

for although the jury never decide questions purely oi

law, yet, in returning a general verdict, they assuredly decide

questions not simply of facts
; they decide the facts, and they

decide the law arising out of the facts ex facto aritur jus (Co.
Lilt. 226). And to this purpose speaks our great master : Where
the enquest (jury) may give their verdict at large, if they will take

upon them the knowledge of the law upon the matter, they may
give their verdict generally." (Litt. lib. iii. s. 368). But formerly
it was "dangerous for them so to do; for if they do mistake the

law, they run into the danger of an attaint ; and, therefore, to
find the special matter is the safest way, where the case may be
doubtful"

( Co, Litt. 228 a). Still they may, if they please, decide
the law as well as the facts, and this not incidentally, as Mr. Har-

grave contends (Note, Co. Litt. 1556), but directly.
The true theory of the trial by jury, if the theory is to be

gathered from the facts, is very different from that slated by
Coke. That theory, which distinguishes so rigidly between the

capacity to decide facts and the capacity to decide law, would
consider the special verdict, finding facts only, as the rule, and
the general verdict as an exception, in which the jury deviate
from their orbit, and their eccentricity is excused by law. But
this is not so, as will appear from a consideration of the Statute
of Westminster II. (13 Edw. 10 cap. xxx., which permits special
verdicts to be taken in certain real actions. "Also it is ordained
that the justices ordained to take assizes may not compel the

jurors to say precisely, if it be disseisin or not, should they icith

to find the truth of the fact, and to seek the assistance of the

justices ;
but if, of their own accord, they will say that it is dis-

seisin or not, their verdict shall be taken at their peril." At first

it was doubted in what cases special verdicts could be given ;
but

it was at last held,
" that in all actions, and upon all issues, the

jury might find the special matter of fact pertinent and tending
only to the issue joined, and thereupon pray the discretion of
the court for the law" (2 Inst. 425). And, in the case in which
this was decided, it was said that the law will not compel the
jurors, who have not the knowledge in the law, to take upon them
knowledge of points in the law (Downman's case, 9 Hep. 13):
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judge, who informs them in all matters of law con-

nected with the case ; but they are at liberty to accept
or reject his exposition as an element of" their decision.

In criminal controversies, if the person charged with

the offence is, through their verdict, declared innocent

thereof by the jury, he is ever quit and discharged of the

accusation, nor can he be again tried upon it. If the

jury find him guilty, he is said to be convicted, and

must suffer the penalty which the law has annexed to

the offence of which he has been convicted, unless the

judgment against him be reversed, which is sometimes

done on a writ of error, which is a form of proceeding

by which he appeals from the inferior judicatory to

a superior tribunal. Thus, if he be tried before the

itinerant justices, hereafter mentioned, he may appeal to

the Court of King's Bench ; and if he be tried before

that tribunal, he may appeal to the House of Peers, the

court of last resort. These courts can reverse the judg-

ment, if there have been any notorious delect in regard

of law in the proceedings. A royal pardon will also

relieve him from his punishment, or the crown may
mitigate his sentence. In civil controversies, the de-

cision of the judicatory is subject to reviewal by these

so that, in fact, the liberty of finding a special verdict was given
"for the relief of the jurors, who, upon their oath, shall not be

compelled to find, at their peril, things doubtful to them in law"

(Ibid.) ; an error in their verdict subjecting them to attaint.

This method of punishing jurors has fallen into desuetude,

and, perhaps, in many cases, never pretended to be a remedy
(per Lord Mansfield, Bright v. Eynon, 1 Burr. 390). It was,

however, frequently resorted to in ancient times
;
and the grant-

ing, by the king's courts, of a writ of attaint against a jury, for

giving a verdict contrary to their oaths, is commanded by the

Statute of Westminster I. (3 Edw. I.) cap. xxxviii. Sir Thomas
Sin .th ascribes the disuse of attaints to the difficulty of obtaining
a conviction (De Hep. Ang. lib. iii. cap. 2; and tee Hudson's
Treatise on the Star Chamber, I. s. 4.). It must be recollected

after all, and in forms we see preserved the original theory, from
which modern practice often deviates, that when the jury do con-

fine themselves to finding facts, and leave the points of law to

the judgment of the judges, still the decision, both on law and

facts, is in form that of the jury. The form is shortly this : in

finding a special verdict, they state the naked facts as they
find them to be proved, and pray the advice of the court thereon,

concluding conditionally, that if, upon the whole matter, the

court shall be of opinion that the plaintiff had cause of action, they
then find for the plaintiff; and if otherwise, then for the de-
fendant. Sometimes, and now most usually, the jury find gene-
rally for the plaintiff, subject to the opinion of the court upon
a special case, stated by both parties or their representatives, with

regard to a matter of law. Which ever way is adopted, it is a

general verdict of the jury which terminates the controversy.
In Scotland, although the general verdicts in criminal cases

were authorized by ancient practice, a custom crept in probably
in the reign of Charles II., when Sir George Mackenzie, the
Lord Advocate (Law and Oust, of Scotland in Crim. Matters, tit.

xxiii., Works, vol. ii. p. 242
; 1722), contended for the abolition

of juries to consider the jury as triers of facts only ; nor was
this notion expelled the judicature until (1728) the trial of

Carnegie for the murder of the Earl of Slrathmore. In this
case the judges found the facts in the indictment "relevant
to infer the pains of law," and as the facts of the indictment
were clear, the life of the prisoner would have been sacrificed,
had not the jury, at the instance of the prisoner's counsel, Mr.
Dundas, afterwards Lord Amiston, and Lord President of the
Court of Session, asserted their right of returning a general ver-

dict, and acquitted him (Lord Woodhouselee's Life of Lord
Kames, vol. i. p. 35). Upon this subject consult Foster, Cr.

Law, 279-80. On the other hand it may be observed, that, if it

cannot with propriety be stated that the jury are judges only of
facts, thffir decisions appear in very early times to have been sub-

ject to judicial revision. Seit cum adjudicem pertinentjuttum pro-
ferre judicium, oportebit aim diligenter examinare si dictajuralorum
in se reritatem contineant, et li eorumjustum sitjtidicium velfatuum ;
ne si txH'.ttngat Judicem eorum dicta

seqtti et eorttmjt/dicium, I/a falsum
facial jwlicium etfatuum (Bracton, lib. iv. cap. 19).

VOL. II.

high tribunals in way of appeal, who in this case also Law.
do not disturb the judgment of the inferior judicatory,

-
, v-^<

as far as that judgment was a decision on facts ; tliey

take cognizance only of matters of law.

In civil controversies tried by juries, it is com- New trial,

petent, under certain restrictions, to the unsuccessful

party to apply to the full court at Westminster for a
new trial but he will not succeed in his application
unless he can satisfy the court either that the judge
below misdirected the jury in some matter of law, or

that the discretion of the jury has not been properly
or legally exercised

;

" for it is a great principle of
law that the decision of a jury upon an issue of fact is

in general irreversible and conclusive
"

(Stephens,

Pleading, 105, 4th edit.). There are other means by
which verdicts may be avoided, not necessary to be
mentioned here.

As to the form in which civil controversies are sub- Form of

mitted to the judicatories, it may be stated, that the <'ivil con-

litigants exchange statements until one asserts that his troversv i

adversary's statement is not in the form prescribed by
law, or does not, even if true, sustain his complaint (or

defence), or that the facts alleged by the adversary are
not true. An allegation of one of these kinds having been
denied by the adversary, a question stated, in truth,

by the litigants themselves arises for the determina-
tion of the judicatory.

In criminal cases, generally, the proceeding is differ- of crimi-

ent. Crimes being committed against the state, it is nal -

the state, in the name of the king, who proceeds for the

punishment of the offender. The complaint or charge
is made by the proper officer, and exhibited, in the

first instance, to a jury,* called, from the eminence of

their functions, the grand jury, who, sitting by them- Grand

selves, adopt it (in which case twelve of their number jury,

must concur), or reject it. If they adopt it, it is pre-
ferred before the ordinary tribunal, consisting of a

judge or judges and a jury, and this charge, if denied

by the culprit, is the matter they have to decide.

We will now consider the constitution of the judi- Constilu-

catory more particularly. tion of the

The jury are certain persons indifferently selected judicatory

by a proper officer, being properly qualified, in point
of property and age, for the discharge of their duties.

No controversy diminishing the personal security, Jury,

liberty, or property of the subjectf can be disposed of
without the concurrence of a jury. The manner in

which they exercise their functions will be hereafter

explained.
The judges are of two kinds ; those who are pre- The judges,

sumed to derive their authority from the king, in

fiction of law the supreme judge, and those whose

jurisdiction is the result of the common or traditional

law or of acts of parliament.

(1.) The king is, in theory of law, presumed to be the King's
"

judges.* We may also observe, in allusion to what is said in reference

to the grand jury, that their interference is sometimes dispensed
With, in such cases of misdemeanor affecting the king's crown
and dignity as the king's attorney-general thinks fit. He is

justified, at his pleasure, of becoming himself the party charging
and filing his information r

offlcio, which the common jury, in

the ordinary form, have then to try. And in minor offences,
informations may be tiled on the application of private parties,

permission having been previously obtained from the Court of

King's Bench.

f This must be understood with the important exception of

controversies relating to property entertained by Chancery, and
with the other exceptions, scarcely deserving notice, of those

cases within the summary jurisdiction of magistrates.

5 K
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Lnw. supreme judge of the state (Bracton, lib. iii. cap. 9-10),
'

v. a'.id to be present at one and the same time in all liis

courts of justice in all parts of the realm. But this is

true only in theory of law,* for he "hath committed his

power judicial, some to one court and some to another ;

so as if any would render himself to the judgment of the

king in such cases where the king hath committed all

his power judicial to others, such render would be of no

i':"x-t
"
(3 Inst. 71). Proprio ore, rex nulius Anglifpju-

iliriwn i/roferre usus est (Fortescue, De Laud. Leg. Aug.

cap. viii.) ;
and neither the king himself nor his privy

council (see p. 809) can question, determine, or dispose
of the property, real or personal, of any subject, nor

adjudge any criminal case (12 Rep. 64) ; but all matters

of such a kind are to be tried in the ordinary courts of

justice, and the ordinary course of law (Marjna Chnrta,

cap. 29 ; 16 Car. I. cap. 10). The judges consiilesnon

unius anni are considered as the depositories of the

fundamental laws of the realm, and have gained a known
and certain jurisdiction, which can be increased, dimi-

nished, or amoved by no authority less than that of

Parliament (2 Hawk. P. C. 2).

The supe-
There are the three superior courts of common law,

rior court? ia each of which sit the king's judges : the Court of

of common King's (or Queen's) Bench, the Court ofCommon Pleas,
ia"'-

a-.id the Court of Exchequer. Each of these courts

consists of five judges, those of the latter being styled

Barons; and one i:i each court presiding, those ia the

two first-named being styled Chief Justices, a:id thut

in the latter Chief Baron.

The original distribution of business amongst these

courts was as follows: the cogni/ance of crime and of

such matters of controversy as directly concern the

king, his rights, dignity, and functions (with the ex-

ception of matters relating to his revenue), belonged to

*
Anciently tlie king used personally to decide causes in the

aula regis (Dial, de Scacc. lib. i. s. 4); and Edward I. frequently
sat in the Court of King's! Bench (4 Burr. 851), an example in

which he was imitated by the celebrated Alice Ferrers, or Pierce,

the mistress of his redoubtable grandson Edward III. (Barring-

ton, Observation* on 36 Edward III.; but tee Henry, Hist. G. B.

Tol. v. p. 382.) Edward IV. went one circuit with his judges,
to try some heinous offenders (Hist. Croyl. Cont. 1 Gale, Script.

559) ;
but he had previously (in the second year of his reign) sat

three days together in the King's Bench, in order to understand

the law (Stowe, Citron, p. 416. London, 1631). According to

his own account, James I. was anxious to acquire this know-

ledge (Rym. Feed. vii. 19). Municipal jurisprudence appeared
to have peculiar charms in his eyes, for we are told that

when he was in Denmark, for the purpose of marrying a Da-
nish princess, he spent less time in the society of his destined

consort than in the courts of justice.
" Happy they," says Fuller,

'* who have no other business there !'' After his accession to the

English crown, he was desirous of exercising judicial power in

his own person. In this he was opposed by the judges.
" A con-

troversy of land was heard by the king, and sentence given, which
was repealed for this, that it did belong to the common law."

The king, in allusion to this circumstance, observed, that " he

thought the law was founded upon reason, and that he and others

had reason as well as the judges." To which Coke replied, that
" true it was that God had endowed his Majesty with excellent

science, and great endowments of nature, but his Majesty was
not learned in the laws of his realm of England ; and causes

which concern the life or inheritance or goods or fortune of

his subjects are not to be decided by natural reason, but by
the artiticial reason and judgment of law, which law is an art

which requires long study and experience before that a man can

attain to the cognizance of it, and that the law was the golden met-

wand and measure to try the causes of the subjects, and which

protected his Majesty in safety and peace." With this the king
WP.S greatly offended, and said that " then he should be under

to the law, which was treason to affirm." Coke retorted by
quoting Bracton :

'*
Quod rex twn dfbrt tuscsub homint, sed n

etlege" (12 Rep. 65).

the Court of King's Bench ; civil suits between subject Law'.

and subject, involving their private rights (called mm- -v- .'-

munia j/lacita, or common pleas), to the Court of Com- The Court

mon Pleas; and matters relating to the royal revenue,
of King's

to the Court of Exchequer. Bv aid of fictions of law.
c '

, . r. t L'f-i or Common
however, the exclusive province of the Court or Common j>ieas!

Pleas has been invaded ; the Courts of King's Bench of Exche-

and Exchequer, in sequence of the maxim, boni i-udicis qucr-

est ampUare jurisdictionem, have now extended their

jurisdiction to all controversies in which the object of

the parties is the recovery of goods or chattels speci-

fically, or recompence (damages, as it is technically

phrased), or other redress, for breach of contract, or

any injury of a like kind. The jurisdiction of the

Court of Common Pleas remains unaltered. It is, then,

the appropriate duty of these courts to determine all

questions of law involved in any controversy, according
to the above numeration.

Anciently, all legal controversies were determined in
sittings at

the courts sitiing usually in the king's ancient pa!ace Westmin-

at Westminster :* nowhere else was a judge to be seen. ster -

Thither came all the parties ; and where the case was one

involving disputed points, thither also came witnesses

and jury (2 Inst. 4^2). Now, in controversies simply

legal in their character, and the determination of which

requires no jury ,
thither still the parties must resort. And

in controversies for the final determination of which, as

is ultimately proved, the verdict of a jury is necessary,
all questions to be disposed of prior to the consideration

of the question of facts, being of course questions ot law,

the courts of Westminster, or one of them, are still

competent to decide. But when the controversy has

assumed its final shape, and the question of tact comes
to" be tried, then, unless they be present in the county
where the trial is to occur,t the jurisdiction of these

judges passes into certain of their number, and some itinerant

other persons commissioned by the king twice every justices.

year, to travel through the country, to preside over the

deliberations of all juries, and to decide all questions
of law which may possibly arise.

The judges of the three superior courts of common Duties of

law, and the three vice-chancellors, are appointed by J
uuoC8 >

the king : their salaries are fixed and ascertained ; and

neither these nor their commissions terminate or are

vacated by demise of the king ; but they are remove-

able on the address of both Houses of Parliament

(12 & 13 Will. & M. cap. 2; 1 Geo. III. cap. 23; 53

Geo. III. cap. 24 ; 5 "Viet. cap. 5). So dearly is the their hide-

independence of these judges tendered by the law, that pendence.

they are forbidden to obey any injunction which may

* The sittings of the Common Pleas are fixed at Westminster

(Mag. Chart, rap. xi.) ;
but the Courts of King's Bench and Ex-

chequer may follow the king, as the first did Edward I. to

Roxburgh (3 Comm. 42), and both did to Shrewsbury (Bar-

rington on Mag. Chart, cap 1 1), and to York.

f Compare 4 lint. 73, with 2 Hale, /'. C 4, and 2 Hawkins,
P. C. 17. For the purpose of punishing the malversations in

office committed by civil or military authorities in the colonies,

it has been enacted that they may be prosecuted in the Court of

King's Bench, in England, the offence to belaid as if it had bten

committed in Middlesex; and the court may adjudge the officer

incapable of serving the king for the future. If the party pro-

ceeding institutes civil proceedings, the fact may be laid at

Westminster, or in the county where the defendant may be

resident (42 Geo. III. cap. 85). All offences committed on the

high seas are to be tried by commissioners appointed by the kin^,
of whom the admiral or his deputy, that is, the judge of the Ad-

miralty Court, is always one
;
or they may be tried by the Central

Criminal Court (28 Hen. VIII. cap. 15 ; 39 Geo. 111. cap. 37.;

and 4 & 5 Will. IV. cap. 36, s. 22'
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interrupt them in the discharge of their duties. They
must, as the king is bound to do (Magna Charta, cap.

xxix.), neither sell nor delay justice (per Lord Notting-

ham, Duke of Norfolk's case, 3 Ch. Ca. 1 ; per Willes

C. J., 2 Kenyon, 478), nor stay the delivery of their

judgment,* even at the king's command (per Coke C. J.

and the other judges ; Biog. Brit. art. Coke), nor deliver

their opinion beforehand on any criminal or other case

that may come before them judicially (3 I/ist. 29).t

(2.) Inferior in jurisdiction to these king's judges are

certain others, whose jurisdiction is local, and derived

either from the traditional or common law or from act

of parliament. It was the policy of the ancient law to

bring justice to every man's door. Resort could not

be had to the royal courts until the suitor had demanded
"

right at home ;'' and thrice was the demand to be

made.J Most of the local tribunals have now fallen

into decay, and the renowned County Court, the genuine

offspring of Teutonic times, is confined in its juris-
diction to certain civil controversies, where the matter

in issue is of a value less than twenty pounds (3 & 4

Will. IV. cap. 112). Over this court presides the

sheriff, who is appointed by the king, and who is to a

certain extent his officer ;
and all the freeholders of the

county are presumed to be present.
In certain corporate towns also courts are holden,

where judges, whose jurisdiction is limited, preside : the

functions and authorities of these are defined by acts

of parliament (5 & 6 Will. IV. cap. 76 ; 7 Will. IV.

cap. 105; 1 Viet. cap. 78). The justices of the peace
share also, to a certain extent, in the judicial power,
and are empowered singly, and without intervention

of a jury, to decide trifling matters, chiefly criminal

violations of the law, to which the sanction annexed is

not severe in its character. Also, in their quality of
conservators of the peace, they may cause the appre-
hension of those who have committed, or are sus-

pected of having committed, any breach of the peace
or higher offence, even although their jurisdiction
does not authorize them in any further proceeding
beyond remitting the charge to a superior tribunal

(2 Hale, P. C. 108). These justices, besides the juris-
diction belonging to each singly, have a jurisdic-
tion when they sit together in the Court of Quarter

*
Palgrave, Etsay on the King's Council, p. 125,

f Coke, however, styles the judges the king's council in matters

of law (Co. Lilt. 110 a, 304 ). We may believe this, however,
to be simply an allusion to the fiction that the king is judge in all

his courts
; for, in the famous case of cormnendams, Coke stoutly

denied that the judges were bound to obey a command from the

king to stay the hearing or decision of a cause (Riog. Brit. art.

Coke).
" To the end that the trial may be more indifferent, seeing

that the safety of the prisoner consisteth in the indiflerency of the

court, the judges ought not to deliver their opinions beforehand
of any criminal case that may come before them judicially" (3
Intl. 29). The same reason applies to civil cases. It was, how-
ever, a usual practice to obtain extrajudicial opinions from the

judges, both in early and almost recent times. It was done in
Sir John Fenwicke* case, in Francia's case (Foster, Cr. Law, 241),
and in the reign of Geo. 1., on the question whether the education
and marriage of the Prince of Wales' children belonged to the king
or to their father (11 Harg. Si. TT. 293); and it was also done in
Admiral Byng's case (Fortescue, Rep. 385

; Harg. note Co. Lilt.

120a). Sir. Hargrave has printed a very singular conference
between the king and the judges previous to his assenting to the
Petition of Right (Preface to Sir Matthew Kale's Jurisdiction of
the Ijiriti House, u. xlix.).

J Palgrave, Rut and Progress of the English Commonwealth, part i.

Meyer, Esprit Intl. Jud. t. i. p. 385, et lea. Bouquet. Droit
Puk. de France, p. 135.

Sessions of the peace a court competent to decide law.
civil controversies, where the point in dispute i.s whe- y - j

(her against the party complaining an injury has been
committed with violence, either actual or implied (tres-

pass, as the law phrases it), and criminal, where any
one is charged with a crime amounting to what the

law styles felony. Still neither this nor the corpo-
ration courts above mentioned can try cases of trea-

son, murder, or any capital felony, nor any felony
which, when committed by a person not previously
convicted of a felony, is punishable by transportation
for life, nor certain other heinous offences (5 & 6 Viet.

cap. 38).
Allusion must also be made to the court of the Coroner Coronerli

an officer chosen for life by the freeholders of the court,

county, and whose jurisdiction extends chiefly to the

inquiring into the manner of the death of any person
who is slain, dies suddenly or in prison. The inquiry
must be made by a jury, whom the coroner instructs in

all matters of law, and generally superintends ;
and

when they find any one guilty of homicide, lie is to

commit the person so found to prison.
The extraordinary judicatories are those of the Court Extraordj.

of Chancery and the House of Lords. uarj- judi

The action of the Court of Chancery may be gene-
catol'"-' !'-

rally described as supplying the wants and correcting
Tl '

the rigour of the positive established law (Lord Chan. cn!m (
.

<>

rr

King, Legal Jud. in C/ianc. p. 26). It administers a

peculiar branch of law styled equity ; but although its

proceedings are said to be " secundum discretionem boni

viri," yet
" when it is asked, vir bonus estquis? the

answer is, qui consutta patrvm quilegesjuraque served ;*

nnd, as is said in Rook's case (5 Rep. 99 i), that dis-

cretion is a science, not to act arbitrarily according to

men's wills and private affections, so the discretion

which is executed here is to be governed by the rules

of law and equity, which are not to oppose, but each in

its turn to be subservient to the other. This discretion

in some cases follows the law implicitly ; in others assists

and advances the remedy ; in others, again, it relieves

against the abuse, or allays the rigour of it ; but in

no case does it contradict or overturn the grounds or

principles thereof, as has been sometimes ignorantly

imputed to this court :t that is a discretionary power
which neither this nor any other court, not oven the

highest, acting in a judicial capacity, is by the consti-

tution entrusted with"| (per Sir J. Jekyli, M. R.,

* " The judges of the common law "
says Lord Commissioner

Whitelocke,
" have certain rules to guide them

; a keeper of the

seals has nothing but his own conscience to direct him, and that is

oftentimes deceitful. The proceedings in Chancery are secundum
arbitrium boni viri, and this arbitrium differeth as much in several
men as their countenances differ

; that which is right in one man's

eyes is wrong in another's."

t The allusion is probably made to Selden. "
Equity is a roguish

thing. For law we liave a measure know what to trust to
; equity

is according to the conscience of him that is Chancellor; and as

that is larger or narrower, so is equity. 'Tis all one as if they should
make the standard for the measure a Chancellor's foot. What an
uncertain measure would this lie ! One Chancellor has a long foot,
another a short foot, a third an indifferent foot : 'tis the same tiling
with the Chancellor's conscience'' (Table Talk, art. Equity). Lord
Eldon has made indignant allusion to this 'diatribe against equity,

(Gee v. Pritchard, 2 Swaust. 411). But see some observations of

Vaughan, C. J., Sir Matthew Hale, C. B., and Sir Orlando 13ridg-

man, L. K. (1 Mod. 307-9).

J The equitable jurisdiction of the Roman pnetor was similar.

The prsetorian law is styled, by Marcianus, vim nor juris i-ivilis ;

according to Irnerius, yia rolunlatem juris civilis cloipulur ; existing,
in .short, ailjmandi, supplcndi jus civile (Dig. I. 1. 7, 1 ). On this

5K *>
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Law. Cowper v. Earl Cowper, 2 P. W. 753). In this court

N '

presides the Lord Chancellor, or Lord Keeper,* a prin-

cipal officer of state, to whom is committed the custody
of the Great Seal, and who is in all law matters adviser

of the crown. He is also usually a peer, and president
of the House of Lords, and, from the eminence of his

functions, stands next in rank to the Archbishop of

Canterbury.
The defects of the common law, and of the machinery

by which it is administered, are the presumed found-

ations of Chancery jurisdiction ; and it is usual for the

complainant seeking its aid to aver, as a matter of form,
that lie is remediless at common law. This is taken as

justifying his application to Chancery, where is held

the maxim, nullns receded a Cancellaria sine remtdio.

Often the averment is false, inasmuch as courts of

common law may assume a jurisdiction previously enter-

tained exclusively by courts of equity, who are not

thereby deprived of their jurisdiction (Toulmin v. Price,

5Ves. 238). Sometimes courts of equity acknowledge
rights of which courts of law can take no cognizance ;

sometimes the former afford only a more complete and
efficient remedy than the latter. For example, matters

of account can be better adjusted by a court of equity
than at common law ; and thus the old action of account

has fallen into disuse ; questions of dower and tithes

more easily determined
; and partitions less expensively

effected. The whole theory of a court of equity may
be summed up in a word it is to afford relief. Like

every other court of justice, it declares rights only inci-

dentally (per Lord Cottenham, L. C. ; K. Bruce, V. C. ;

1 1 Law J. (N. S.) Ch. 406) ; it acts upon the person,
and not directly upon the thing, and in pursuit of its

object it will restrain legal rights, undoubtedly
" a dan-

gerous jurisdiction
"
(Hill v. Barclay, 16 Ves. 406). It

will relieve against accident, mistake, and fraud, where

by so doing it serves the ends of substantial justice ;

never, however, deserting the straight paths of law and

subject the opinion of Lord Harclwicke is valuable: "Some
general rules there ought to be, for otherwise the great inconvenience
of jm vagum et incerlum will follow; and yet the prietor must
not be absolutely and invariably bound by them, as the judges
are by the rules of the common law. In the construction of

trusts, which are one great head of equity jurisdiction, the rules

are pretty well ascertained
; so they are in cases of redemption of

mortgages, which makes another great branch of that business. But
as to relief against frauds, no invariable rules can be established.

Fraud is infinite, and were a court of equity once to lay down rules
how far they would go, and no farther, in extending their relief

against it, or to define strictly the species or evidence of it, the juris-
diction would be cramped, and perpetually eluded by new schemes
which the fertility of man's invention would contrive

"
(Letter to

Lord Kames, published in the Lift of the latter by Lord Wood-
houselee, vol. i. p. 244).

* Sir F. Palgrave has shown how the equitable jurisdiction of the
Chancellor arose out of that anciently exercised by the council.
The nature of this latter may be learnt from a schedule contain-

ing, amongst others, the following article for the "
good gouvernance

of the land." "
Item, that all billes [that shall be putt unto the

counsail] that comprehende materes terminable at the commune
lawe that scmetli noglit fenyed, be remitted there to be determined

;

but if so be that ye discrecion of the counsaill feele to greet mygbt
on that oo side and unmyght oo that othir" (Rot. Part. 2 Hen.
VI. vol. iv. p. 201). Various statutes delegated to the Chancellor

portions of the jurisdiction exercised by the council in aid of the

common law, and, in these instances, as well as when any special
writs were granted, which the Chancery was empowered to grant, if

none already existed, provided for the evil complained of (Slat.
Westm. II., 13 Edw. I. cap. 24), the application was made to the

Chancellor, who granted or refused the remedy. Fraud or violence,
or doings against good conscience, were the substance of the pro-
ceedings in these branches of Chancery jurisdiction CPalgrave,

Eaay, p. 94).

precedent. Its relief is often more effectual than that of
a court of law, especially in cases of contract, because it

need not, as must the latter, when a contract has been

violated, compel a recompence, by the party guilty, to

the party suffering the wrong, but it may compel the
actual execution of the contract itself. It regards penal-
ties for the payment of money in a different light to

that of courts of law, who treat them as forfeited if the

money is not paid when stipulated. A court of equity,
on the other hand, considers them as securities only,
and to be relieved against on payment, within a reason-
able term, of the principal monies and lawful interest.

It will relieve also, in cases " of general concern,'' upon
general principles of mischief to the public (per Lord
Hardwicke, Walmesley v. Booth, 2 Atk. 27), as in cases

of " a catching bargain against a necessitous and impro-
vident heir'' (Barnardiston v. Lingood, 2 Atk. 135); for
"
devouring an heir," as Lord Chancellor Cowper called

it, is a practice against which the court directs all its

influence.

Its mode of proceeding differs from that of courts of
law. It is judge of law and facts, although in some
cases it may on both crave the opinion of a common law
court and a jury respectively. It compels the disco-

very of facts by the defendant on oath, whom courts of
law never examine. Its forms of procedure have been
framed according to the course of the civil law in some

respects, and analogous to the common law in others

(Davis v. Davis, 2 Atk. 23). The care of lunatics and
idiots, and jurisdiction in cases of bankruptcy, were
until lately possessed exclusively by the Lord Chan-
cellor ; but his duties in these respects have of late

been materially lightened. The Courts of Chancery
jurisdiction are, (1) that in which the Chancellor pre-
sides

; (2) the Court of the Master of the Rolls ; and

(3) those of the three Vice-Chancellors, the senior of
whom at present bears the title of Vice-Chancellor of

England.
Such is a brief sketch of a court of equity whose ori-

gin is so ably described by one of its most distinguished

judges :

" New discoveries and inventions in commerce," says
Lord Hardwicke,

" have given birth to a new species
of contracts, and these have been followed by new con-
trivances to break and elude them, for which the ancient

simplicity of the common law had adapted no remedies ;

and from this cause courts of equity, which admit of a

greater latitude, have, under the head adjuvandi vel

supplendi juris ririlis, been obliged to accommodate the

wants of mankind. Another source of the increase of
business in the courts of equity has been the multiplica-
tion and extension of trusts. New methods of settling
and incumbering landed properly have been suggested
by the necessities, extravagance, or real occasions of
mankind. But what is more than this, new species of

property have been introduced, particularly by the

establishment of the public funds, and various transfer-

able stocks, that required to be modified and settled to

answer the exigencies of families, to which the rules and
methods of conveyancing would not ply or bend.
Here the liberality of courts of equity has been forced
to step in and lend her hand."*
The House of Lords is the supreme appellate juris-

diction in the kingdom, and is the court of final resort
for all cases which courts of law and equity have en-

* Letter to Lord Kames, Memoirs, vol. i. n. 247.

Law.

The Houbti
of Lords.
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tertained. In cases also of high treason and felony
committed by peers, peeresses by birth or marriage,
and queens dowager or consort, it has original and ex-

clusive jurisdiction as a criminal court, provided that it

is in session ; and if not, its authority in this respect is

exercised by certain of its members, specially summoned
for the purpose, called, from its president, the Lord

High Steward's Court.

Having considered the judicial administration of

justice, we have now to consider that which may pro-

perly be denominated the ministerial. And here we

may notice, that, treating of the jurisdiction of the

judges, publicists have often regarded that jurisdiction
as susceptible of a twofold division the contentious

and the voluntary jurisdiction. In their sense, the

jurisdiction of the Court of Chancery in its capacity,

anciently important, of officina brevtum, or workshop
of original writs, would be styled its voluntary juris-

diction, these writs being due ex qfficio et debitojus-

titice, and the Chancellor having no authority to deny
them. So also the jurisdiction of the Consistory and

Prerogative Courts, in granting probate of wills and

administrations of the effects of intestates, is styled vo-

luntary ; although, seeing that such granting may be

disputed, and become the subject of contentions juris-

diction, the phrase cannot well be justified. What is

called the voluntary jurisdiction of judges, is, in point of

fact, no more than certain ministerial duties executed

by them in addition to their judicial duties.

It has been already observed that the judicial power is

conversant only with controversies.* If the charge or

complaint of the prosecutor or plaintiff be not denied, it

is taken as proved ; and the judicatory or their officers,

exercising no discretion in the case, simply proclaim
and direct the execution of the penalty which the law
annexes to proved offences of the kind. Here their

duties are purely ministerial ; and thus no power other-

wise than ministerial is evoked when a right has been

invaded, and, the fact of its invasion having been pro-
perly charged, has not been denied. The inferior minis-
terial officers of the law which require notice, are

(1.) The sheriff, who is bound personally or by his

officers to execute the process and obey the commands
of the king's courts, and

(2.) The constable, whose duty it is to preserve the

peace, and who is for that purpose armed with very
large powers, of arresting or imprisoning, of breaking
open houses, &c., in exercise of which powers he is ame-
nable to the law which has confided them to him. The
justices of the peace, and other functionaries, have also

their ministerial duties.

273. II. DEFENCE. The defence of the realm is

entrusted by the law to the care of the king, to whom,
for that purpose, is confided the government and com-
mand of the militia within the realm, and of all forces

by sea and land, and of all forts and places of strength
(13 Car. II. cap. 6). The law, to enable him to exer-
cise these high functions with efficiency, vests in him
the authority of appointing all ports and havens, of

It may, however, be remarked, that sometimes the controversywhich calls the judicial power into operation, is a controversy only
in name and shape. Of the suits entertained by the Court of Chan-
cery, a large pvoporl ion have no other purpose than to transfer the
management and administration of property from individuals to the
court itself; hut although not in reality contentious, they are so in

appearance and pretence. See Coke's observations respecting the
Court of Requests, 4. Intt. 97-8.

causing the erection of beacons, lighthouses, and sea- Law.

marks (these latter privileges being now exercised ^-^v^ *

through the medium of the Corporation of the Trinity
House, 8 Eliz. cap. 13), and of prohibiting the exporta-
tion of arms or ammunition.
The military force, which exists for the defence of

the country, is of three kinds

(1.) The Militia, a citizen soldiery, consisting of a The
certain number, fixed by the Privy Council every ten miiitia.

years, of the inhabitants of every county, chosen by
ballot. They must serve for five years, either in person
or by approved substitutes. The officering the militia

is intrusted to the lord lieutenants, but the officers must
have certain qualifications of property, according to

their ranks ; the actual enrolment and organization of
the regiment is the task of the deputy lieutenants. In

ordinary times, the period during which they may be

placed on duty is limited to twenty-eight days in every

year (55 Geo. III. cap. 65), and the king may sus-

pend their embodiment during any year he pleases

(57 Geo. III. cap. 51). In the cases of invasion, or

imminent danger thereof, of rebellion and insurrection,
the crown can call out the militia, increasing, if it

pleases, the quota fixed by the Privy Council for any
county, and place them under military command.
They need serve only in Great Britain and Ireland, and
in the latter country for not more than two successive

years. In addition to this, the regular militia, there is

the local militia, inferior in its numbers, but more limit-

ed in service, and the yeomanry, who are mounted Yeomanry,
volunteers.

(2 ) The Army, a standing military force, unknown The stand-

to the early days of our constitution, and denounced by
inS arm

)'

the highest authorities in constitutional law as menacing
the subversion of our liberties. The jealousy of our

legislature, itself once the unwilling servant of military

power, has removed the probability of such perils for

the future ; whilst the fact, that, in these latter days,
England has become a great continental power, and

possessed of a vast transmarine empire, extending
through both hemispheres, sufficiently demonstrates
the necessity of an organized and disciplined force,

capable of easy transport to any point where danger
is anticipated.*
The raising or keeping a standing army within the contrary to

kingdom in time of peace, unless it be by consent of 'aw-

Parliament, is against law (1 Will. & Mary, st. 2, cap. 2).
It has been declared contrary to the laws and franchise
of the land for the crown to issue commissions for the

punishment of soldiers, mariners, or others, for any
crime whatsoever (3 Car. I. cap. 1). It is, then, by
permission of Parliament, annually granted, that our

standing army is maintained ; and it is governed under
the authority of an annual Act,

"
to punish mutiny and

desertion, and for the better payment of the army and
their quarters."

(3.) The Navy, to whom we owe the vast extent of The nav,-.

our dominion, and the exemption so long enjoyed by
our country from the miseries of an invasion. The
right possessed by the crown, of impressment, or of

compelling seafaring men to enter the service of the

* The object of a standing army is thus recited in the annual Mu-
tiny Act :

" Whereas it is adjudged necessary by Her Majesty and
this present Parliament, that a. body of forces should be continued
for Hie iafrti/ of lite United Kingdom, the defence if l/ie jxissrssiont of
htr Majesty's crown, ami the preservation of the balance of paver in

Eui-apt (5 & G Viet. cap. 12).
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navy, is considered as part of the common law (Foster,

Cr. Law, 154); but though the king can thus claim

the service of all his subjects, he is bound to remunerate

them (Foster, Cr. Law, 160-1). The navy is governed
under the authority of an annual Mutiny Act.

274. III. SOCIAL ECONOMY. Laws which directly

consult the health, wealth, convenience or comfort of

the public, may properly be referred to this head : and

here it may be proper to observe, that the genius of

English law differs from that which obtains generally

on the Continent, inasmuch as a great deal of what is

there ordinarily undertaken by the government, is here

relinquished to private enterprise and discretion. In

one material point, however, our social legislation

possesses a decided advantage over that of the greater

part of continental Europe in respect of the laws

which relate to the relief and support of the poor.

Although public opinion has been, and still is, much
divided as to the policy or impolicy of the late alteration

in those laws, this at least is plain, that they stand in

advantageous contrast to those of every other state.

It will he desirable to state briefly the history of

legislation with reference to this subject. The early

statutes seem to have had no other purpose than to

prevent vagrancy ; and, in an age of defective police,

wandering labourers and " valiant beggars" were ob-

jects of terror in the distant village and to the lone

husbandman. These Acts regulate begging. In the

27th Henry VIII. cap. 25, we see the first germ of a

poor law. It does not authorize, however, the com-

pulsory levy of money for the relief of the poor ; but

simply commits the charge of the poor to certain

officers, who are to expend for their benefit the sums

raised by voluntary contribution : the statute further

prohibits private alms-giving. Upon the sturdy beggar
it inflicts the punishment of whipping for the first

offence ; cropping of the right ear for the second ; and,

on a third offence, requires him to be sent to the next

gaol till the Quarter Sessions, to be there indicted for

wandering, loitering, and idleness; and if convicted, he

was to suffer death, as a felon and an enemy of the

commonwealth.
These "

goodly statutes, partly by foolish pity and

mercy of them which should have seen the same

executed, and partly from the perverse nature and

long-accustomed idleness of the persons given to loiter-

ing," seem to
" have had small effect ;" idle and vaga-

bond persons being unprofitable members, or rather

enemies of the commonwealth, were suffered to remain

and increase. The 1 Edw. VI. cap. 3, which thus

recites the evils consequent on the state of vagrancy,

provides that an able-bodied man not applying himself

to honest labour, nor offering to serve for meat and

drink, if he could obtain nothing more, should be taken

for a vagabond, branded on the shoulder, and adjudged
a slave for two years to any person who shall demand

him, to be fed on bread and water and refuse meat ; if

he run away within that period, he was to be branded

on (he cheek with the letter S, and adjudged a slave

for life. There are many other provisions equally

stringent.
The experience of the early acts of parliament

made in relation to the relief of the poor, affords a

useful lesson on the fruitlessness of ill-advised legis-

lation : all these acts of parliament, all the gentle

askings of the collectors, all the exhortations of the

ministers, and the charitable ways and means of the

bishop, appear to have been ineffectual in persuading Law.
the parishioners to intrust to the collectors the distri- - j Y _*

'

bution of their alms : and as to the provisions against
the vagrants, their inefficiency is shown by the recital of
the 14 Eliz. cap. 5, which states, that "

all the parts
of this realm of England and Wales be presently with

rogues, vagabonds and sturdy beggars exceedingly
pestered ; by means whereof daily happeneth in the

same realm horrible murders, thefts, and other great

outrages, to the high displeasure of Almighty God,
and to the great annoyance of the commonwealth."
At length was passed the celebrated 43 Eliz. cap. 2, 43 Eliz.

'

which creates the well-known office of overseer, and cap. 2;

commits to it the duty of levying and administering a
rate for the benefit of the poor. This rale was to be its priii.

applied in setting to work and apprenticing tlie children ciple.

in each parish, whose parents appeared to the proper
officers unable to maintain them ; in setting to work all

persons having no means of subsistence, or using no

trades; and for the necessary relief of such of the poor
as were unable to work from age or infirmity.
The misdirected humanity of subsequent legislatures 5 Vi'm. IV

led them to infringe the principle of this beneficent law ; cap. 73.

and through a variety of causes, unworthy of specific

detail, its wholesome provisions became neglected in

practice, and abuses connected with the administration

arose, which threatened to destroy at once the value of

our property and the character of our labourers. An
Act has been lately passed which professes to avert

evils so dreadful in their consequences. By this Act p or iaw
(5 Wm. IV. cap. 76) the superintendence of the ad- comrnis-

ministration of the relief of the poor is intrusted signers,

temporarily to three commissioners, appointed by the

crown. They are authorized and required to make
all rules, orders and regulations for the management
of the poor, for the government of workhouses, for the

education of (he children therein, and for the manage-
ment of parish poor children and the supervision
and regulation of the houses wherein they are kept,
for the apprenticing the children of poor persons, and

for the guidance of all officers connected with the

management of the relief of the poor, and generally for

all matters relating to expenditure in the relief of the

poor. A power is reserved to the king in council to

disallow the orders of the commissioners, which must

be laid before Parliament, and before they have any

operation must be submitted to a secretary of state ;

nor can any general order be rescinded or suspended
without permission of such secretary, (5 & 6 Viet. cap. 5 & g yic.

58, s. 3). The commissioners, however, cannot interfere cap. 58.

directly in ordering relief to be given to any individual;

indeed, the actual administration of relief is still intrust-

ed to local officers. In exercise of the authority for that Unions.

purpose given them by the Act, the commissioners

have formed unions of parishes, lor the more econo-

mical and impartial administration of relief; each parish,

however, being separately taxed for the relief of its

own poor. Each union is governed, subject to the

superintendence of the commissioners, by its board of

guardians, consisting of persons possessing a certain

amount of property, chosen by the rate-payers and

landowners of the parishes forming the union, to

whom are added certain ex-officio members, being
the resident justices of the peace. The actual dis-

pensers of relief are paid servants of the board, by
whom they are chosen, subject to the approbation of

the commissioners.
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The Pool Law Amendment Act was passed, not for

the purpose of abolishing the necessary relief to the iu-

digent, but for preventing various illegal a'.>d dangerous

practices which had by degrees grown up in ihe ad-

ministration of such relief "(FYryJ Ann. Rep. App. A.

No. 4). By law, the guardians can only give relief to the

able-bodied needy in the workhouse, or in some cases

out of the workhouse, by setting them to work. It is

an essential condition, that when the wants of any des-

titute able-bodied person are supplied by relief given
in return for work, the work or mode of relief should

not be such as to raise the condition of the pauper above

that of the self-supporting labourer, or induce any one

to make the parish the first instead of the last resource

in case of need (Fourth Ann. Rep. App. A. No. 3).

To carry out this principle to render as far as pos-

sible, without infringing the s;reat laws of humanity,
the condition of the pauper inferior to that of the inde-

pendent labourer the new system has endeavoured to

confine the dispensation^of relief to the walls of the

workhouse. The relief of the destitute, and not of the

poo?
-

, is the object of our poor-law system ; and al-

though to become permanently chargeable to a parish
it is necessary that the individual should have fulfilled

the condition imposed by law in the requirement of a

settlement, as it is called, yet the destitution of persons,
and the fact of their being within the parish or union,
entitles them to immediate relief, without any regard to

their settlement (Instructional Letter, 5th Feb. 1842).
The Poor Law Amendment Act evidently contemplates,
under ordinary circumstances, the adoption of the work-
house as the most effectual remedy for the evils ine-

vitable on a state assuring to its subjects subsistence

when, from misfortune or misconduct, they are unable
to obtain it of themselves. In cases, however, where

adequate workhouse accommodation has not been pro-
vided, or where large numbers of able-bodied persons
are often suddenly thrown out of employment by the

fluctuations of manufactures, the Poor Law Commis-
sioners may, if they think fit, prescribe other conditions

for the relief of the able bodied than admission into

the workhouse (Instructional Letter, 30th April, 1842).
The protection of the public health is provided for

\jy various wholesome statutes, as well as by the common
'aw ' Although imperfectly administered, there is no
doubt that these laws are eminently calculated to secure
their purposes. Drainage, so essential to the preserv-
ation of health, is placed under the superintendence of
commissioners of sewers, by the 23 Hen. VIII. cap.
5, while the highway laws, including the act 5 Eliz.

cap. 13, provide for the cleansing of the public roads
and ditches. The common law denounces all nuisances,

public, common and private ; a public nuisance being
that " which is a nuisance to the whole realm

; private,
that which is to a house or mill," &c. (2 Insl. 406) ;

a

common nuisance being an offence against the public,
"either by doing a thing which tends to the annoy-
ance of all the king's subjects, or by neglecting to do a

thing which the common good requires
"

(Hawkins,
P. C. cap. 107). It is held to be a common nui-

sance, and indictable, to divide a messuage in a town,
for poor people to inhabit, by which it will be more
dangerous in time of infection (2 Roll, Abr. 139).
The stoprping of wholesome air is held to be a nuisance,
as well as the stopping of light (Aldred's case, 9 Rep.
57). Similar in policy to these laws is that which
treats persons who, labouring under infectious diseases,

go abroad and expose others to the infection, a.- lUihle to j aw-

punishment for a misdemeanor (R. v. Vantandillo, >

y-^ ;

4 M. & S. 73). It is to be regretted that our modern

legislation in reference to this subject whether it is in

the form of sewer acts, acts of municipal police, building
acts, or the like should be local in its operation and

spirit, and so imperfect in its machinery.
In the possession of good and available means of to internal

communication, a chief source of national wealth con- communi-

sists ; but here the state, except under certain circum-
L ''

stances, commits to private exertion, stimulated by
personal interest, what in other countries is undertaken

by itself. The highways and turnpike roads, although Koads.

under different regulations, are both superintended by
individuals authorized thereto by the legislature, from
whom they receive certain powers and general instruc-

tions. Water communications, canals and rivers ren- Canals.

dered navigable by artificial means, are either under
the control of persons acting on behalf of the public or
of enterprising companies seeking their own profit, but
so far contributing to the public good as to justify the

state in intrusting them, though upon specified condi-

tions, having reference to the public advantage, with

large privileges and extensive authority. In this coun-

try such companies are numerous, applying their re-

sources, derived from the combination of great wealth
with disciplined talent, to various purposes, and privi-

leged by the state, whose interests they so largely
serve.

It would be obviously impossible to detail the various Principles
laws by which the supreme power has endeavoured to / lesisla-

secure the social happiness of the community. Guided
g' c

"
a

n

by general principles, it leaves for the most part to
economy,

individual prudence, and to the operation of instinc-

tive self-love, all arrangements connected with the pur-
suits of industry. It has been taught by history that

arrangements of this kind depend upon principles be^

yond its reach, and that legislative interference does
little more than disturb and perplex relations which
will inevitably establish themselves. Political sove-

reignty, conscious of its own weakness, and distrustful
of its own wisdom, will not seek to derange these rela-'

tions, because it is conscious that their establishment is

inevitable. Between the buyer and the seller, whether
of labour or its products, political sovereignty is a
mediator without authority ;

* nor in our state does it

interfere, except in special cases, and for special rea-

sons. The usury laws, which invalidate contracts for

the loan of money on exorbitant interest the laws for

the protection of shipping, manufactures, and agri-
culture, home and colonial the factory laws (3 & 4
Will. IV. cap. 103), regulating the employment of
labourers in the great hives of industry, and abolish-

ing certain forms of remunerating them (1 & 2 Wm. IV.

cap. 36) and the law forbidding the employment of

women and girls, and regulating that of boys, in mines
and collieries (5 & 6 Viet. cap. 99), are exceptions to

the general principles, and exceptions pleading in their

behalf special circumstances as entitling them to ex-

emption from a policy wise and beneficial in the main.
275. IV. FOREIGN RELATIONS. With regard to Foreign

foreign matters, the king is considered as the delegate
relations

or representative of the state (1 Comm. 252), and has,

* fee Lord Ashbui ton's Inquiry into the Causa ami Conseqtunten
of the Onlers in Council, p. 133, (list edition; and some remarks by
thiit eminent publicist of Prussia, M. Sclimulz, Ecoiuan. PottOf.
tome ii. p. 144.
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as such, the sole right of sending and receiving ambas-
sadors or other ministers from foreign states. To him
also is committed the duty of superintending all nego-
tiations, and his acts are binding on the whole com-

munity.
276. V. FINANCE. No man is compellable to make

or yield any gift, loan, benevolence, tax, or such like

charge, without common consent by act of parliament,

according to the ancient laws of this realm (3 Car. I.

cap. 1, s. 10) ; and all levying of money for or to the

use of the crown, by pretence of prerogative, without

grant of parliament, and for longer time or in other

manner than the same is or shall be granted, is equally

illegal (1 Wrn. & Mary, stat. 2, cap. 2). In the reign
of Charles II., but not for the first time, the Commons
asserted those exclusive rights in regard to the raising
and appropriation of the national revenues which have

ever since been conceded to them. They then re-

solved (1) that all aids given to the king are the sole

gift of the Commons
; (2) that money bills ought to

originate in the House of Commons (4 JTW<. 29) ; and

(3) that it was the sole right of the Commons to direct,

limit and appoint, in such bills, the ends, purposes,

considerations, &c. of the grants they contain* (Comm.
Journ. 3 July, 1678). The form observed in making
these grants is shortly this : the House determines, by
a resolution, what sum it will vote, and then "

goes,"
as it is technically phrased,

" into a committee of the

whole House," when every member has the privilege
of speaking more than once, which is not permitted to

him (except in explanation) in an ordinary sitting of

the House. The means of raising the sum is then

agreed on, from which circumstance the committee is

called
" a committee of ways and means." The re-

solutions of this committee are then solemnly affirmed

by a vote of the House, and a bill to effectuate the re-

solutions is ordered to be brought in, which is read a

first, second, and third time, and sent u,>, like an ordi-

The right of Parliament to indicate the application of their

Supplies was familiar to the early periods of our history, a remark-

able instance having occurred in the reign of Richard II. (3 Hot.

Parl, 5, 6). Cromwell would never suffer the insertion of any
clauses of appropriation in the money bills passed during his Protec-

torate (Clarend. Life and contin. vol. ii. p. 10. Oxf. 1827. Scobell,
Acts and Onlin. vol. ii. p. 311-12, fol.). He was aware, from the

example of Charles I., how much they tended to cripple the

exercise of the executive power (Clarend. Hist. Rebell. vol. i.

p. 321-2. Oxf. 1807). When such a clause was inserted in a bill

passed in 1665, for raising a supply for the purposes of the Dutch

war, Clarendon and Lord Ashley (afterwards Earl of Shaftesbury)

vainly attempted to dissuade Charles II. from giving it his assent

(Clarend. Life, vol. iii. p. 10-15).
This command of the public purse by the representatives of the

people is undoubtedly one of the reasons that we have been ex-

empted from that oppressive taxation which ground the yeomanry
of France down to the very dust. In allusion to the French pea-

sants, Aylmer says,
"

that, amongst other grievances, they pay till

their bones rattle in their skin" (Harbrowe for faithful Sulg'ecls).

Sir Dudley Carleton, in a speech delivered in the House of Com-
mons in 1626, said, plainly in reference to France, that there

the common people looked "not like our nation, with store of

flesh on their backs, but like so many ghosts, and not men, being

nothing but skin and bones, with some thin covering to their naked-

ness, and wearing only wooden shoes on their feet; so that they
could not eat meat or wear good clothes, but they must be taxed

unto the king for it" (2 Parl. Hist. 120-1). Fortescue draws a

.similar picture of their condition in his time, and dwells on what

had long been, and was long considered, a heavy grievance. Praeterea

non patititr rejc quenquam reyni sui salem edere, quern nun eruat ab ipso

rege, pretio, ejtts snlum arbitrio, assesso
(
l)e Laud. cap. xxxv.).

PhiUipe le Bel was very active in enforcing this obnoxious duty on

salt, so much so that Edward III. called him,
" son frere tie fa foi

lalique
"

(.Harrington on 25 Edw. 1.1.

nary law, for the approval of the House of Lords. The Law.

Commons, however, have determined that,
" in all

V-"V^"''

aids given to the king by the Commons, the rate or
tax ought not to be altered by the Lords" (Comm.
Journ. 13 April, 1671).* The bill having passed the

Lords, is then submitted to the crown for its assent.

Previous to the House of Commons agreeing to its

votes of supply, a statement of the expenditure and

receipts of the last year is laid before it, and an estimate

of the probable expenses of the year, whose exigencies
are then to be provided for, is also exhibited.

For a full account of the manner in which the Taxes, how
revenue of the country is raised and applied, reference

*aised.

should be made to the article TAX in the Fourth Division

of this Encyclopedia (vol. xxviii. p. 470).
277. VI. RELIGION. Sovereignty has its moral du-

ties as well as its legal rights. The true province of a

government what it should undertake of itself what

relinquish to the free choice of its subjects, is one of

those questions hardly worth discussing, because hardly

susceptible of satisfactory solution. Still we need not

fo
very far into the philosophy of morals, where

road and deep are laid the foundations of municipal

law, and whence spring the obligations to obey it, to

learn that whatever is involved in the duty of a govern- Duties of

ment, more at least is involved than securing to every
a goTern-

man the quiet enjoyment of his own ; that a govern-
m

ment has hardly done its part when it has plucked the

sword from the hand of civil outrage, and surrounded

hall and cottage with the strong barriers of judicial

protection. If man have a twofold nature, his wants,
results of that nature, must be twofold in their kind ;

and has a government fulfilled its mission when it has

consulted but one class of those wants, and that the

least in moment? Surely, then, government has some- Connexion

thing to do with religion ;
and surely this, if for no of church

other purpose than to sanctify and consecrate its own a state.

operations, and to enable it, in its corporate capacity,
to share the blessings to be sought by its members !

The state is bound up with the church, says a

great lawyer, not to make the church political, but

to make the state religious.

On such intelligible principles does the state concern The

itself with religion ; and it is to us a matter of deep
Church of

thankfulness that, instead of seeking for itself, in the Dg aB

hortus siccus of dissent, our state should have abided

by that ancient church whose foundations were laid

in the land by primitive, if not apostolic, hands. Of the

Church of England, lawyersf have so written as would

imply their concurrence in the calumny, that she is a

parliamentary church, the offspring of troubled times.

Far earlier was her date; and, in her reformation, catholic In

she, in the words of Bishop Bull,
" as far as it was 8P'rit i

*
Roger North illustrates by an anecdote which shows in a strong

light the jealousy with which the Commons regarded the slightest

change made by the Lords in a money bill. A money bill had

passed the Commons, in which, by a mistake of the engrossing

clerk, the first instalment was made payable in 1673, a year already

past. When, in the first reading in the Lords, the error was dis-

covered, the greatest consternation ensued : to alter the bill would

be to secure its rejection by the Commons ;
to suffer the figures to

stand would be equally bad: the penknife of a clerk cut the knot;

and when the bill was read a secotid time, the date appeared as it

was originally intended to have done (EJramen, p. 460),

f Blacksrone, in his allusions to this subject, is very unsatisfac-

tory ;
and a scholar should have had more toleration than to have

styled the learned Anselm, the most profound and accomplished
doctor of his age,

" that obstinate and arrogant prelate" '1 Comm,

379).
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state.

1a.ii. practicable, and the age allowed, conformed to the
v -s-* example of the ancient catholic church."* The posi-

tion allotted her by the constitution of the country she

challenges as hersof right. "Therefore," says Dr. South,
" when men were led by the written word, and not by

her autho- the ignis faluun of a bold fancy, styling itself divine

ri'y ;
revelation,t the church was always recognised as Christ's

court here upon earth, fully empowered and commis-
sioned from him to decide all emergent controversies,

to interpret doubtful commands, and to make whole-

some sanctions and institutions as particular occasions

and the circumstances of affairs should require ; that so

it might be that the assistance of the Spirit promised to

the church was not a vain thing, or a mere verb."{
not created Jt must, then, be understood, that the creation of the

church was no act of the state. If Parliament were,
as once did two of its branches usurping its authority,
to vote the Church of England abolished, she would be

a church no less, she would forfeit nothing but her

power to command that aid of the civil power which she

now possesses, and which she rewards so amply by
teaching that honour is the due of the king, and that of

dignities no evil is to be spoken.
The united

fly the Act of Union with Ireland (39 & 40 Geo.

En"uiid
f

III- cap ' 67)' tlle cnurcnes of Eng|a'"i and Ireland, as

aiuf Ire-
'hen by law established, are united into one Protestant

laud. episcopal church, to be called the United Church of

England and Ireland ; the doctrine, worship, discipline,
and government of which is to be and remain the same
as already established for the Church of England, and
its continuance as the Church of England and Ireland

is a fundamental part of the Union.

Supreme The king is recognised by law as the only supreme
head on head on earth of the Church of England (26 Hen. VIII.

cap. 1 ;
1 Eliz. cap. 1) ; and the independence of that

church of all foreign prelates and persons whatsoever

is, in affirmance of the common law, secured by a
solemn act of the legislature (25 Hen. VIII. cap. 21).

Right of The clergy,
" one of the greatest states of the realm

"

making (g Eliz.' cap. 1 ; 4 Inst. 321), as represented in the

houses of convocation, have the right, if so licensed by
the king, of making canons, which, when confirmed

by him, operate upon and bind the clergy, so far as

* Sermons.

t Similar language was used by a great man, whose deatli attested

his devotion to his principles.
"
So," says Laud, " there shall be no

public service of God; but some iymi fattna or other, under the

name of light in the conscience, shall except against it" (On the

Liturgy, p. 99. Oxford, 1840).

J Sermon xxxiv. vol. vi. p. 208. Oxford, 1823.

It is not to be denied that it is the popular, say rather, vulgar
opinion, that the church owes its possessions to the benevolence of
the state, that il is in fact a church tndyived by the state. The fact,

unhappily, is far otherwise. It is to be lamented that the state has

rarely concerned itself with church temporalities any further than
to appropriate them to its own purposes, or to others less holy. The
spoliations of the church, under the pretence of reformation, were

ably exposed by contemporaneous eloquence.
" My lords and

masters," says Bishop Latirner,
'

I say that all such proceedings, as
far as I can perceive, do intend plainly to make the yeomanry
ihvery, and the clergy sharery. We of the clergy had too much

;

but this is taken away, and we have now too little
"
(Sermoni, vol. i.

p. 78. Lond. 1758). The poet is not less forcible:
" We rob the church *****
Men seek not to impropriate a part
Unto themselves, but they can find in heart
To engross up all : which vile presumption
Hath brought church livings to a strange consumption:
And if this strung disease do not abate,
'Twill l>e the poorest member in the state."

(Wither, Abuse* Stript and Whipt, book ii. sat. 4.)
VOL. II.

they are not repugnant to the royal prerogative, or Law.-

the laws, customs and statutes of the realm (25 Hen. ^ v '

VIII. cap. 19 ; 4 Inst. 322-3). Their right to make
these canons results from the king's licence, which he
is empowered to give. These canons are binding on binding oo

the clergy, (More v. More, 2 N. R. 157) ; but they do the clere)'-

not, proprio rigore, bind the laity, unless they be
enacted by Parliament (Middleton v. Crofts, 2 Atk.

650) ; for " no new laws can be made to bind the

whole people of this land but by flie king with the advice

and consent of both houses of parliament, and by their

united authority" (per Hardwicke C. J., 76.)* The Convoca-

Convocation, to which so large an authority is in- tlon-

trusted, consists of two houses, the upper and lower

house. In England there are two provinces, Canter-

bury and York, over each of which an archbishop

presides, and each province has its convocation. To the

upper house come the archbishop and all the bishops
of the province ; and to the lower house, the represent-
atives of the clergy of the dioceses and of each chapter
therein (4 Inst. 322; 1 Comm. 280). To convene,

prorogue, restrain, regulate, and dissolve the convoca-

tion is the right of the king ; but this once important

body exercises, at present, an authority only in name,
and assembles only for the sake of form.

The canon law, which, administered by the eccle- Canon law

siastical courts, or, in the language of our earlier text-
J>'

n<ls Ule

books, the courts Christian, is still binding on the laity,
ai y '

as well as the clergy ; but is so binding because, solely, it

has been received and admitted either by consent of

Parliament or by immemorial usage and custom in

some particular cases and courts. From hence is its authority.

authority derived (Hale, Hist. C. L. chap. ii.).

Besides the two provinces already noticed, England Ecclesi-

is divided into parishes and dioceses, the diocese being "'f
*' '''

further divided into archdeaconries and rural deaneries.
'

This has reference to a local classification of the clergy,
and is also legal in its character. The clergy may
also be considered in their spiritual capacities accord-

ing to their order in the church, as deacons, priests,

and bishops. Of this classification, whose antiquity is

coeval with the origin of the Catholic Church, the law

takes notice. It being our part to consider them in

their legal character, and to inquire with what rights they
are clothed by law, and what duties the law expects
them to perform, the first arrangement will be the

most proper for our purpose.
The spiritual care of the parish is the business of Parish.

the legally appointed minister, who is, according to

circumstances, styled parson, or, more usually, rector or

vicar. He is styled parson or rector when he is Parson and

entitled to a II the ecclesiastical dues within the parish,
vlcar :

and vicar when entitled only to some, the remainder

having been alienated. The right of nomination to a

parish is in various hands. Sometimes this right

belongs to the bishop, sometimes to the crown, and

sometimes to private persons. By whomever exercised,
it must not be exercised for money or any other corrupt
consideration ; for this is the offence of simony, so

called in reference to a well-known circumstance (Acts,

viii. 18), but one which practically defies all legislative

prohibition (31 Eliz. cap. 6). To be legally nominated who can be

or presented, as the phrase is, the clergyman must be

* It has been doubted how far the canons of 1603, which, in the

above case, Lord Hardwicke decided bound the clergy only, were

binding in the province of York (Bex . Archbishop of York,
6 T. R. 491-2. arg.).

'*
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Law. a priest, having been ordained in the manner indicated
V-"V"~-/

by the canons and liturgy of the Church of England
(13 & 14 Car. II. cap. 4)- must therefore be twenty-
four years of age, as that is the earliest age at which

priest's orders can be obtained ; but deacon's orders at

twenty-three must be presented by the patron of the

advowson (that is, the person lawfully entitled to nomi-

inate) must be instituted, as it is called, by the bishop,
and properly inducted.

Institution. The institution by the bishop enables the clerk (as

every duly ordained clergyman is called in law) to

enter into his parsonage-house and take his tithes or

ecclesiastical dues ; but previous to induction he cannot

lease them. Institution may be refused by the bishop
(1) if the patron have been excommunicated ; (2) if

the clerk be a bastard, an outlaw, an excommunicate,
an alien, or similarly disqualified ; or, (3) if he hold

heretical opinions ; (4) be of vicious life and conver-

sation ; or, (5) insufficient in respect of his learning. If

the objection be one of a spiritual kind, as heresy or the

like, and the patron be a layman, the bishop is bound
to state his objection, or cannot, as he otherwise may,
present to the living himself; but when the objection
be one of another kind, as alienage, &c., or when the

patron is a spiritual person or corporation (as a dean and
Collation, chapter), no objection need be stated. If the bishop be

patron, the acts of presentation and institution are one,
and called collation.

Induction. Induction is the ceremony of delivering
1

corporea}

possession of the church, and endows a parson or vicar

with his full rights. Vicars and curates are bound to

reside in their parishes, unless their absence be Ikeised

by their ordinary, who is in a variety of cases em-

powered to do so (1 & 2 Viet. cap. 106).

By this Act also, various provisions are made respect-

ing the residence of the clergy, and former Acts are

repealed by it. It forbids any spiritual person who
holds a benefice from accepting another, or any cathe-

dral preferment to hold with such benefice ; and also

forbids persons holding any cathedral preferment from

holding with it any preferment in another cathedral.

This regulation is subject to exceptions, very important
and numerous, and to the power of the archbishop to

grant licences of dispensation.
A parson or vicar is a corporation, his rights being

continued in perpetuity to his successors. Inferior to

him is the curate, who (with the exception of the per-

petual cvrate, appointed by the owners of the tithes,)

is named by him, to assist him in his clerical duties,
and of whom the law takes properly no notice, ex-

cept in the regulation, in some special cases, of his

salary.
The power and authority of the bishop* in temporal

matters consists principally in overseeing and correcting
the manners of his clergy, whom he may punish by
ecclesiastical censures through his court. He may
himself be deprived by Iris archbishop, if guilty of any
gross or notorious crime (Bishop of St. David's c. Lucy.
1 Salk. 134). The bishop presides over a diocese.

Dean and The dean and chapter are the council of the bishop,
chapter, ^o assj3( jjjnj with their advice in matters of religion,

and also with the temporal concerns of the see. The
dean is sometimes nominated by the king, and some-

* It lias been considered tli.it, at common law, a bishop is a mere

temporal magistrate, and is not properly to be designated bishop
until the king have given him his temporalities (8 Hep. 137

j
12

Kef. 9 ; marginal mites).

Perpetual
curate.

The bishop.

times elected by the chapter; the canons or prelen- XRW
daries, sometimes by the king, sometimes by the bishop,

>
-^.,_-

and sometimes by each other. The archbishop is the Arch-
chief of the bishops and clergy in his province, in bishop,
which there is a diocese where he acts as a

bishop.
He decides all ecclesiastical controversies within his

province, by way of appeal from the bishop. During
the vacancy of an archiepiscopal see, the dean and

chapter are the spiritual guardians ; and during the

vacancy of an episcopal see, the archbishop acts as such.
He can resign only to the king, by whom he may be

deprived for any gross or notorious crime. It is the

privilege of the Archbishop of Canterbury to crown the

kings and queens of England ; and when he resigns his

see, it must be into the hands of the king. A portion
of the power usurped by the pope in this country is

conferred on this archbishop by an act of parliament
(25 Hen. VIII. cap. '21), empowering him to grant dis-

pensations in any case where it may contravene neither
the Holy Scriptures nor the law of God (Gibson, Codex,
413); and it is by virtue of this authority that he grants
special marriage licences, dispensing with the necessity
of observing the canonical hours, &c.

In the king, as head of the church, is the right of Nominn-
nomination to all bishoprics and archbishoprics vested, tion to

In the case of bishoprics created by or since the reign bishopric*

of Henry VIII. the nomination is direct ; in other ^\
ar

,

d
';

cases it assumes the form of an election by the chapter
of the cathedral.

The duties of the archdeacon and rural dean have Archde*-
reference chiefly to the repair and condition of ecclesi- con and

astical edifices. rural dean.

It will not be necessary to consider at any length the Church
constitution of the church courts, an extensive reform court8 -

in which may shortly be anticipated.
" The manner of

proceeding in causes for the correction of clerks
"
has

been the subject of a late Act,
" for better enforcing

church discipline
"

(3 & 4 Viet. cap. 86).

Formerly, to borrow the expression of the great
Hooker, "the Church of England and the people of

England were the same people-/' but, for causes not

necessary to be discussed here, this is not the case at

present ; and therefore it is necessary to observe that,
while associating itself with a church of fixed doctrines

and settled formularies, the state tolerates other creeds Toleration
and modes of worship.

Having described the objects with which the sove- Operation

reign power concerns itself in this country, and the o1
'

'he

regulations which it has established in respect thereof,
sovere'g"

it becomes desirable that we should ascertain the mode p v

in which the sovereign power itself operates, and the
character of the body in which it resides.

It has been already observed, that the sovereign
power of the English state is possessed by the Par-
liament itself, composed of King, Lords, and Com-
mons.

278. (I.) The King.* The illustrious person who The king

Under this- term is to be understood queens regnant (Mary,
st. A, cap. 1). Shortly after the accession of Mary, a person,
who had been employed by Cromwell, and lately released from pri-
son, where he had been confined for high treason, sent to the Queen
through the Chancellor of Milan, a little book, counselling her to
declare that the statutes which were restrictions upon the tings of
England did not extend to the queens, and that she held herself not
hound by them. The Queen showed the book to Gardiner, who
declared it

"
naught, and most horrible to be thought on ;" in which

opinion the Queen concurred, and threw it into the tire (Buriwtt
liut. K'f. vol ii. p. 558-9, Oxford, 1829).
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Law. shall sit on the throne of this kingdom must be (1) heir

>_ v-~~' to the king last possessed ; (2) a descendant of Sophia
of Hanover, grand-daughter of James I. of England ;

(3) not reconciled to or holding communion with the see

or church of Rome, nor professing the popish religion,

nor married to a papist ; but (4) joining in com-
munion with the Church of England as by law esta-

blished (1 W. & Mary, st. 2, cap. 2 ; 12 & 13 Will. III.

cap. 2).
his attri- To the king our law-books ascribe the attributes

butes ; which can belong in reality to none except the great

Sovereign of the universe. They style him, what he is

not, supreme (1 Comm. 24 1 ), and ascribe to him qualities
to which never pretended those heroic and magnani-
mous princes who surrounded the throne of England
witli the imperishable halo of historic renown.

In the idea of the law of England, the king possesses
absolute perfection (I Comm. 426), absolute immortality

(Ib. 249). and legal ubiquity (Ib. 270). In him there

is no folly or weakness ;* he can neither think nor do

wrong (Ib. 240). He never dies (Ib. 246), and is

as invisible as he is immortal (2 Si. Tr. 598). His

legal authority is absolute and irresistible ; the minister

and deputy of Heaven' there is none above him but

God (1 Comm. 951). He is the universal lord and

original proprietor of all lands in his kingdom, the

whole soil being vested in him ;
nor can any subject

hold lands in the kingdom but of him, directly or re-

motely (2 Comm. 5L-9, CO
; Y. R 24 Edw. III. f. 65 b).

He is the fountain of honour and dignity ; all titles of

nobility or otherwise are derived solely from him (1
Comm. 396). He is

" in name the state itself. All

the powers of the state, legislative and executive, are

nominally in him "
(24 St. TV. 1 1 83). These attributes

and rights, so high and extensive, are practically sub-

jected to the modifying operation of the common and
statute law. Unhappily, instead of being considered,
as great lawyers have styled them, a portion of law,

they have been considered as prior in their origin, and
evidences of the intrinsic authority of the king, which
was called his prerogative t (Co. Lilt. 90 ft).

prerogi-
" The common law," to quote the judicial sentiment

so often cited by Sir Edward Coke,
" has so admea-

sured the prerogatives of the king, that they can neither

take away nor prejudice the inheritance of any one "

* The ancient common or traditional law considers that the king
can never be subject to the disabilities of minority (Co. Liu., 43 a ;
Plowd. 212). It has, however, been usual, since the time of

George II., when the heir to the throne has been under the age of

eighteen, to pass an act of parliament providing or requiring a

regency for the administration of the government in event of the
crown devolving on an heir not having attained that age, until it

be so attained (24 Geo. II. cap. 21
;
5 Geo. III. cap. 27 ;

1 Will. IV.

cap. 2
j
3 & 4 Viet. cap. 2).

t
" The king's prerogative," says Mr. Amos, "

is nothing more
than the king's law" (Notes, Fortescue, De Laud. Leg. Aug. p. 44)." If you ask," says Selden,

" whether a patron may present to a
living after six months by law, I answer no : if you ask whether the
1 T 1 1 I . . .

ng dominion ana pov
(lib. i. cap. 8). "The king's prerogative," says Sir Henry Finch," stretcheth not to the doing of any wrong, for it groweth wholly
from the reason of the common law, and is as it were a finger of
that hand, although so much differing in fashion, that if you set

them in parallels together, you shall find it to be law almost in

every case of the king that is no law in the case of a subject. And
yet, for all that, they are not two laws, but one law

; only the com-
mon \aw is the primum mobile which draws all the planets in their

contrary course" (Law, 83). See alsoa debate in the House of Com-
mons (1 Hushw. 561-2), and the case of proclamation (12 Rep. 74).

(3 Innt. 84).
" In governing the people," says Fleta, Law.

" the king has none above him, except the law, which v_-v~~-
made him king, and his court, that is, the barons

"

(lib. i. cap. 5, s. 4). If these views be correct, and

Cicero* has rightly defined what a king is, our ruler

cannot properly be termed a king ; nor, if Blackstone's

conception of a monarchy be just, can our state be
called a monarchy (1 Comm. 50).f

" A king of England," as Fortescue assured a Lan-
castrian prince,

" does not bear such a sway over his

subjects as a king merely, but in a mixed political

capacity : he is obliged by his coronation oath J to the

observance of the laws" (De Laud. cap. xxxiv.); and,
as he observes in another part of his work,

" a king
whose government is political, can neither make any
alteration or changes in the laws of his realm without

the consent of his subjects, nor burden them against
their wills with strange impositions (lb. cap. ix.). It

is, however, a very singular circumstance, that Charles

V. of Germany considered that the prerogatives of a

king of England were considerably larger than those

of a king of France
;
and so he told Sir Philip Hobbs,

our ambassador.

Although the king, unlike the Roman emperors, is irrespon-
not solutus /egibus, no legal remedy is available against

s'ble.

him an immunity he shares with his colleagues in

sovereignty ; yet courts of justice, as the ministers of

the law, would lend him no aid to enforce any breach of

the law, but would punish those that did so. It is in

this way that the limitations on royal power act ; and
this will be sufficient to show that the king is not

supreme, and is improperly denominated sovereign.

Long usage has established the maxim, that the

king can act only through his servants. Considering
the vast extent of our empire, the necessity of secur-

ing, at almost every step, in almost every proceeding,
the concurrence of the two houses, the wisdom and

propriety of conciliating public opinion, and allying to

the acts of the crown the sympathies and approba-
tion of the people, it is clear that the king, in the

exercise of his prerogatives, must avail himself of the

* Cum penes unum est omnium summa rervm, regem ilium uman
vocamus (See Re. Pub. lib. i. cap. 2H).

f But see Gibbon, Decl, and Fait, chap, iii., and some judicious
observations by Mr. Cornewall Lewis, On the Use and Abuse of Poli-

tical Terms, p. 59-73.

J The Saxon kings had a coronation oath ; and even the Con-

queror swore, on two occasions, to observe the ancient laws. Their

enemies charge,! Charles I. and Laud with having altered the

oath, by striking out the words quay vulgus elegerit, and inserting
u
agreeable to the king's prerogative." By the present coronation

oath the king
"
solemnly promises to govern the people of this king-

dom of England, and the dominions thereto belonging," to cause, as

far as he can,
" law and justice in mercy to be executed in all his

judgments; to maintain the laws of God, the true profession of the

Gospel, and the Protestant reformed religion established by the

law
;

to preserve unto the bishops and clergy of this realm, and to

the churches committed to their charge, alt such rights and privi-

leges as by law do or shall appertain unto them or any of them."

Then, laying his hand upon the holy Gospels, he is to say,
" The

things which I have herebefore promised 1 will perform and keep,
so help me God;" and he is then to kiss the book. The Act of

Union with Scotland (5 Ann. cap. 8) requires the king, at his acces-

sion, to take and subscribe an oath to preserve the Protestant reli-

gion and the Presbyterian church government of Scotland
;
and at

his coronation to take and subscribe a similar oath to preserve the

settlement of the Church of England within England, Ireland,

Wales, and Berwick, and the territories thereunto belonging. Who
can assent to the doctrine that the "coronation is but an ornament,
or solemnity, or honour" (3 Inst. 7), so indignantly repudiated by
Foster (Cr. Law, 189)?

5 L 2
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Law. advice, and act through the agency of others. This
. _r- ..-,_' is a necessity, not indeed resulting from law, hut the

natural and inevitable sequence of circumstances and

events, necessitating a course of action on which length
of time and uniformity of practice fans onmis publici

privatique juris* have insensibly conferred the cha-

racter of law, and to which they have annexed all its

attendant obligations and rights.

Up to the period when this doctrine became settled,

the polity of England, to borrow a judicial metaphor

(Chudleigh's case, 1 Rep. 120), was half buried "in a

sea of troubles, and endangered with utter drowning."
The authority of the crown, when fully exercised, was

constantly checked by the counter-authority of the

House of Commons scevos compescuil ignihus ignes,

who, that the government should perform its functions

unimpeded, were required to be either subservient or

supreme. It is only since the doctrine has been fully

established, that the king, in using his powers, is to act

in accordance with the rest of the Parliament, that the

English constitution has rested on a firm and steady
basis.t

Responsi- It has been understood from the earliest times that

bility of a minister of the king is responsible to the houses of
ministers.

pariiame nt, both for the advice he gives his master

and for his own conduct in his office. A learned his-

torian considers that it was the proceedings taken by
the Commons against Michael de la Pole and others,

in 1386, accused of having illegally affixed the great

seal to pardons, sold their influence with the judges
to suitors, and dissipated the royal treasures in useless

expenses and for their own benefit, which formed the

first} conspicuous exercise of the formidable power of

the Commons to proceed against public officers for in-

* De Oratore, lib. ii.

t Observations so sweeping must not rest on assertion
; hut, too

sweeping they will not be thought by any one who studies our his-

tory from the Restoration to the accession of the House of Hanover.

Read the record of the struggles between Charles II. and his Com-
mons, each using their constitutional powers to the uttermost

;

and what was the result
1

? a tyrannical king, a rebellious assembly,
and a people divided between fear of a despotism and dread of a

republic ; foreign money lavished to perpetuate a struggle so favour-

able to foreign ambition, and wise men lamenting the exile of Cla-

rendon and the neglected counsels of his true-hearted friend South-

ampton, who in the sunny days of royal popularity saw Hie first tokens

of the storm glooming on the horizon (Clarend. Lift, and contin.

vol. iii. p. 229. Oxf. 1829; Burnet, 168). The advice of Temple
was slighted by the court, and, one after another, moderate men with-

drew from the conflict, and left the two extremes to their common
battle. The court long dispensed with a parliament, despised the

one it afterwards summoned, and St. Germains was at hist the re-

fuge of its members. And the reign of William III. affords an in-

stance not less instructive. The House of Commons, proud of the

overthrow of an ancient dynasty, was not more chary than its pre-
decessors in the use of its extreme powers j and, at a period of disunion

at home, and of danger from abroad, they thwarted the king in every
exercise of his prerogative, insulted his person, alienated his affec-

tions, impeached his wisest and honestest ministers, brought the

name of England into contempt, and upon themselves the just cen-

sure of one of their members, that " no one can know one day what
the House of Commons will do the next" (Dalrymple, Memoir*,

App. ii. 210).

| An earlier and more remarkable case was the proceedings

against. Robert Baldocke, bishop of Norwich, chancellor to Ed-
ward II., and a distinguished member of the Gascon party. He
was charged with having advised the king to seize and waste the

possessions of several churches as well as the temporalities of his

own see and that of Lincoln (Rot. Part. 1 Edw. III. n. 3 ;
2 Ed-

ward III. n. 21 ; 28 Edward IV. n. 4 ; and App. vol. i. p. 440).
In this reign the Great Charter was confirmed, with a remarkable

addition :
" Forasmuch as many people be aggrieved by the king's

miiiisteis against right, in respect to which grievance no one can

jurious mal-administralion or evil counsel (Mackintosh, La^
1 Hist. Eng. 323 ; Rot. Parl. iii. 216). Certain judges ^^.^~>

who, in the same reign, assured the king that as he

might at his pleasure remove or punish any of his

officers, the Lords and Commons could not, without

his licence, impeach them were attainted ; and a useful

precedent was thus established, which our ancestors,
in subsequent ages, jealous of their liberties, were not

slow to follow. A chancellor guilty of bribery (Lord
Bacon's case, 2 S(. Tr. 1087 ; Lord Macclesfield's case,
16 Ut. Tr. 767), or of abusing the functions of his

office (Lord Clarendon's case, 6 St. Tr. 331 ; Lord
Somers' case, 14 St. Tr. 250) ; a judge advising the

king contrary to law (Tresilian's case, 1 St. Tr. 83) ;

or other magistrate attempting to subvert the funda-

mental laws or introduce arbitrary power (Lord Straf-

ford's case, 3 St. Tr. 1381 ; Lord Clarendon's case, ut

sup. cit.) ; a chancellor thought to have affixed the seal

to an ignominious treaty ( Ib. ; Lord Somers's case, ut

sup. cit.), or to a blank treaty (Burnet, 677-80) ;
a

lord admiral neglecting the safeguard of the sea (the

Duke of Buckingham's case, 2 St. Tr. 13-26; Lord
Orford's case, 14 St. Tr. 242) ; an ambassador betraying

1

his trust (Card. Wolsey's case, 4 Itist. 8!) ; the Earl of

Suffolk's case, 1 St. Tr. 91 ; the Earl of Bristol's case,
2 St. Tr. 1267) ; a privy councillor propounding or

supporting pernicious and dishonourable measures

(Suffolk's, Bristol's, and Stratford's cases, ut sup. cit.) ;

or a confidential adviser of the king obtaining exorbi-

tant grants or incompatible employments (Clarendon's,

Orford's, and Somers' cases, ut sup. cit. ; Lord Hali-

fax's case, 14 St. Tr. 295-6); in all these instances

the Commons have asserted their right of impeachment.
The Parliament of 1661 exercised so frequently their impeucli-

privilege
of impeaching the king's advisers, that it has ment.

been questioned whether they were actuated by any
other motive than simply asserting their rights (Hallam,
2 Const. Hist. 237). James II. considered this im-

peaching privilege as one inconsistent with royal autho-

rity;* and his predecessor told Lord Essex that though
he did not wish to be, like the Grand Seignior, sur-

rounded by mutes and bags of bowstrings, to strangle
men at his leisure, yet

" he did not think that he was

a king so long as a company of fellows were looking
into all his actions, and examining all his ministers as

well as all his accounts" (Burnet, Hist, own Times, 838).

The case of the famous Earl of Danby deserves espe- Lord Dan.

cial notice. He, being then Lord Treasurer, instructed l>y'e case.

recover without a common parliament, we do ordain that the king
shall hold a parliament once in the year, or twice if need be" (5

Kdward III. cap. 29). This lias been ignorantly construed to mean

that every year a new parliament shall be assembled The pin-pose

of convoking this assembly, as stated, appears so singular as to excite

surprise that it has not been adverted to by Blackstone (Discourse

on the Great Charter, 2 Law Tracts, 112. Oxford, 1762).

* The observations of James are too important to be omitteu.

Speaking of his brother, he says :
" The most fatal blow the king

gave himself to his power and prerogative was when he sought
aid from the House of Commons to destroy the Earl of Clarendon.

By that he put that House again in mind of their impeaching

privilege, which had been wrested from them by the Restoration :

and when ministers found that they were like to be left to the

censure of the Parliament, it made them have a greater attention

to court an interest there, than to pursue that of their princes, from

whom they hoped not for so sure a support
"

(Life, by himself,

vol. ii. p. 593). Lord Mansfield prophesied, after M> Pitt's con-

currence in the impeachment of Warren Hastings, that the instru-

ment lie had used against others would in time be turned against

himself or his friends a prediction fulfilled by the impeachm**!
of Lord Melville
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our ambassador at Paris, by letter, to negotiate a peace
with France, conditional on the king receiving

1 an an-

nuity from that country, of a certain amount and for a

certain time. Our secretary of state was not to be

informed of this condition. The king
1 added a post-

script to the letter, implying
1 that it was written by hit

own order. But this was not considered as a justi-

fication of the minister (Burnet, 293-301). When
the Earl of Nottingham, then chancellor, was exa-

mined touching his share in the pardon which Danby
received from the king, pending his impeachment, he

replied that " he neither advised it, drew it, nor altered

one word of it ;" and that the seal was affixed, at the

king's command, by the person who usually carried it ;

adding, that he did not consider it in his custody at

the time (7 Grey's Debates, 55). This was considered

a sufficient justification.
In his choice of ministers, although the king exer-

cises his own discretion, it is understood to be, and in fact

must be, a discretion governed by considerations both

of the public service and of public opinion.* These

indicate the necessity of his making his selection of

members of both houses of parliament who are capable
of there justifying their conduct, and of obtaining the

concurrence of the houses in the policy they advise the

king to pursue. Thus may Lords and Commons be

considered, in a certain way, and to a certain extent, to

share in the exercise of the royal functions, and even to

specify to royalty the men it should call to its councils.

George II. The glorious reign of George II. would be remark-
able if it were only for the firm establishment of

these doctrines, which have imparted security alike to

the throne and the liberties of the people. George II.

was disposed to plunge the nation into a war which
neither concerned its interests nor could add to its

glory, and dismissed (April, 1757) the ministers who
refused to concur in his plans. Two months (June)
afterwards, yielding, like a prudent and constitutional

prince, to the unanimous voice of his people, he restored

them to their employments, and added another to the

obligations conferred by the wisdom and patriotism of

his illustrious house on their English subjects.

Formerly, in the most important functions of govern-
ment, the king was advised by his Privy Council ; and
this is directed by law to transact all matters and things

relating to the well governing of the kingdom, of which,

according to the laws and customs of this realm, it has

properly cognizance. All its resolutions are to be signed

by such of its members as advise and consent to the

same (12 & 13 Will. III. cap. 2 & 3). Any natural

born subject taking- the proper oaths is eligible as a
member ; but the last-mentioned statute disqualifies
all persons born out of the king's dominions, although
naturalized by parliament. The 1 Geo. I. stat. 2,

cap. 4, s. 2, enacts that no bill of naturalization shall

be received without a clause to this effect : but when
any eminent foreigner is naturalized, it is usual to pass
an Act repealing these Acts in his favour, and then to

pass an Act to naturalize him. Such was the course

pursued in the case of Prince Albert (3 Vic. cap. 1 & 2).

* It is well observed, in language better than ours, that it is un-
derstood that all the great powers of royalty, whether they relate to
" the execution of the laws, the nomination to magistracy and office,
to the conducting the affairs of peace and war, or to the ordering of
the revenue, should all be exercised on national principles and na-
tional grounds

''

(Burke, Thought* on the CauK of the pretent Dis-

contents, H'orks, vol. ii. p. 260. 1801).

Priry
Council.

At present, the chief powers ,)f the council have Law.

devolved upon a small committee of their number, v_^_/
consisting usually of the great officers of state, who Cabinet

alone are summoned, and are styled, in common par- Council,

lance, the Cabinet Council, or more briefly, the Cabinet.

This change took place when the crown first saw the

policy of conciliating the various influential members
of parliament by admitting them to a share in its coun-

cils. Sir William Temple, to whose advice this great

change may be ascribed as a proximate cause, could

hardly have foreseen the revolution in the character ot

our government which it has slowly and insensibly
achieved.*

279. (II.) The second member of parliament is the House of

House of Lords, composed (1) of the English arch- Lords,

bishops and bishops, with the exception of the Bishop
of Sodor and Man

; (2) of four of the Irish prelates,

sitting
1

according to a rota ; (3) of the peers of England
and of the United Kingdom ; (4) of the sixteen Scottish

peers and the twenty-eight Irish peers, elected, the first

every parliament, the second for life, by the peers of

Scotland and Ireland respectively as their respective

representatives. To the king belongs the right of

creating peers of the United Kingdom.
280. (III.) The third member of parliament is the House of

House of Commons, the elected representatives of the Commons,

people, and chosen by certain qualified persons.

According
1 to the ancient form of the writ, par- Duties of

liament, using
1 the term in its vulgar sense, which in- Parl |a"i>nt,

tends the two houses, assembled on account of "
certain

arduous and urgent matters touching the king and the

state, and defence of the state and church of England
"

(4 Inst. 9). With such purposes it is difficult to recon-

cile the haughty and intemperate language of Eliza-

beth t and James I. The former, however, was prudent

enough on some occasions to comply with the advice

of her Commons (4 Part. Hist. 452 82) ; whilst the

latter provoked their famous declaration (due chiefly
to the counsels of Coke, Noy, Glanville, and other

great lawyers),
" that the arduous and urgent affairs

concerning the king, state, and the defence of the realm

and of the Church of England, and the making and

maintenance of laws, and redress of mischiefs and

grievances which daily happen wilhin this realm, are

proper subjects and matter of counsel and debate in

parliament
"

(Hatsell, Privilege Ca. 79). In earlier

times, indeed, the kings were in the habit of seeking
the advice, well knowing that they should need the

* On this interesting subject, so little noticed by historians or

publicists, consult Temple's Memoirs, Works, p. 474, London, 1757 ;

and Burnet, p. 302. Temple advised the king to admit to the

Privy Council the chief leaders of the popular party,
" who were of

the most appearing credit in both houses ;'' and Gonovelt, the French

ambassador, told him,
" that a king of England who will be the

man of his people, is the greatest king in the world
;
but if tie would

be anything more, he is nothing at all !

"
See a curious conversa-

tion between Henry III. and the Prior of the Hospitallers of St.

John's, in Matthew Paris (p. 736).

f The queen forbade the parl lament from discoursing, of affairs

of state, thinking that they ought not to deal, to judge, or to meddle

with her Majesty's prerogative royal (Dewes, 479-6-15) ;
see also

16. 410-70 ; Hatsell, Priv. Ca. 83
;
4 Part. Hist. 452-82). James I.

considered that " as it is atheism and blasphemy in a creature to

dispute what the Deity may do, so is it presumption and sedition in

a subject to dispute what the king may do in the height of his

power : good Christians will be content with God's will, revealed in

his word, and Rood subjects will rest in the king's will, revealed

in AI'J law
"

(H'orlts, 557-53 1 ). This profane comparison was ia-

miliar to the servile lawyers of the day (see Finch, Law, 81-3).
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v- more recent periods the right of remonstrance has been
exercised by both houses with great effect,f The de-

pendence of the crown, J and of every branch of admi-

nistration, on the annual supplies voted by the houses,

gives to their remonstrances a practical authority obvi-

ously of the highest importance, and which prevents,
in the most effectual manner, the abuse of the powers
intrusted to the executive officers of the realm. It is

held the first duty of these houses " to refuse to sup-

port [a] government [as the king's servants or ministers

are called] until power was in the hands of persons
who were acceptable to the people, or while factions

predominated in the court, in which the nation had no
confidence." (Burke, Thoughts on the present Discon-

tent, Works, vol. ii. 263).

Dcclara The two houses of parliament have, on two memor-
tion of able occasions in our history, exercised an extraordinary
Rights. power, justified by extraordinary circumstances, but

establishing an important precedent. From the De-
claration of Rights, afterwards embodied in the Bill of

Rights (1 Will. & M. stat. 2, cap. 2) we may gather
the principles on which " the glorious revolution of

1688 "was undertaken. The declaration states that

James II. had endeavoured to subvert and extirpate
the Protestant religion, and the laws and liberties of

the kingdom ; it enumerates the overt acts evidencing
such endeavour, all which it stigmatizes as contrary
" to the known laws and statutes and freedom of this

realm." It declares that James had abdicated the

throne, which was thereby vacant. After reciting fur-

* See Rot. Parl., 13 Edw. III. n. 6 ; 21 Edw. III. . 58
;
28

E.lw. III. n. 59; 6 Rich. II. n. 14-5; 7 Rich. II. a. 16; and
Brown's Miscellanea Antica. 205. These are amongst th earliest

instances of a king seeking the advice of liis parliament in relation

to foreign affairs. It has been contended that in negotiations with

foreign powers, the king can act ex mero motu, and without commu-
nication with even his privy council

;
and when he does consult

them, he is not bound to follow their advice (Burnet, 677-8).

f Sometimes the remonstrance has been against the counsellors

with whom the king has surrounded himself, and sometimes against
the policy he has pursued. In the reign of Henry VI. (1451), the

commons prayed the king to dismiss certain peers and other persons
from his person and councils for ever (Hume, chap. xxi.). The most
memorable instances of the influence of the Commons in thwarting
the ambitious designs of a king, were, perhaps, those of the addresses

of the house which forced Charles to abandon his pretended preroga-
tive of dispensing with the penalties (Com. Journ. 27 Feb. 1672),
and suspending the operation of laws relating to the church (Burnet,

205-32). The remonstrances of the Commons with Charles II. nn
the marriage of his brother with Mary d'Este, and their spirited

conduct, which broke up the cabal ministry, are described in

2 Grey's Debates, 19<H 214-22-39.

J Edward I., in the twenty-seventh year of his reign, plainly
stated that the large grants and supplies he hud received formed the

sole reason of his having agreed to the confirmation of the great char-
ters. It must not, however, be supposed that this dependence was
without its advantage to the crown, for thereby its revenue hecame
much more easily collected. The difficulties which beset the royal
commissioners appointed to collect, or rather solicit, the pecuniary
aid of the people, ere the privileges of the Commons were established,
are amusingly illustrated in a letter addressed to Hubert de Burgh," the justiciar and king's counsellor," by the royal chamberlain.
Mr. Lyson's abstract of this letter is to be found in Sir Francis

Palgrave's Report for 1831-4, and which may be found in the Ap-
pendix (XVII.) to Mr. C. P. Cooper's (privately printed) Statement

respecting the new edition of Parliamentary Writs (p. xi.).

\
The absurd doctrine of an original contract between king and

people so false in fact, so idle in theory is not noticed in this great
declaration. It is to be found in a resolution of the House of Com-
mons (Journals, '28 Jan. 1688, O. S.), and may be characterized as

a vain attempt to incorporate into the institutes of English public
law a decision, doubtful in its value, of one of the most vexed and
least determinable of ethical question?

ther, that the Prince of Orange, by the advice of the i,i1fi

house and others, had summoned the convention from _r-y -i_'

which this declaration issued, and which asserted itself

to be assembled " in a full and free representative of
the nation," it solemnly denounced all the illegal acts

of James it had previously mentioned, and, on behalf
of the nation, claimed the premises as their ancient and
undoubted rights. In the hope that the prince would

perfect the deliverance he had begun, they stated their

resolution that he and the Princess of Orange should

be, and they thereby declared them to be, king and

queen of England, France, and Ireland. It is easy to

distinguish in this great act the constitutional from the

revolutionary principles on which it proceeded. So Principles
far were those principles revolutionary as they con- of the Re-

cerned the right of the houses to judge how far James
Tgl"!''

"

had abdicated ; for if abdication involved the idea of

intention (voluntas), who would affirm that James had

abdicated, seeing that he had himself signified his

intention of returning? And could his have been
considered as an abdication which would be binding
on his posterity ?

* The necessity of the case forced

them into this construction of his conduct, for they did

not desire to establish the doctrine asserted, with less

prudence, but with greater boldness, by the Scottish

Estates, that by violating the fundamental laws of the

realm, he " had fbrefaulted the right to the crown "

(Account of the Proceedings of the Estates of Scotland,
&"c. p. 35), nor to give any authority to doctrines

falsely ascribed to them since, which assert the rights
of a people to " cashier kings for misconduct." Still,

whatever their language may have been, so far their

conduct was revolutionary. In what, then, was it con- Right to

stitutional? So far as it asserted their right, the throne SU
I'I')>'

''

being vacant, to fill it
;

their right to provide for the Of ,!["..'"

defect of royal power, by clothing another with its
authority.

functions
;

their right to restore a portion of the su-

preme authority, which had, in some way or other,
become wanting to the state. And this right, in less

troubled days, they asserted with success. In 1789,
the unhappy malady of the king produced a temporary
interruption to the exercise of the royal authority. Mr.

Fox, prompted, it has been said, by Lord Loughbo-
rough, declared that the heir apparent, being of full

age,
" had as clear, as express a right to assume the

reins of government, and exercise the power of sove-

reignty, during the continuance of his Majesty's incapa-

city, as if his Majesty had a natural demise "
(27 Parl.

Hist. 707). Mr. Pitt, however, stood forward as the

champion of constitutional rights, and asserted "
that

in case of an interruption of the royal authority with-

out any previous lawful provision having been made
for carrying on the government, it belonged to the other

branches of the legislature, on the part of the people at

large the body they represented to provide, accord-

ing to their discretion, for the temporary exercise of

the royal authority, in the name and on the behalf

* It is impossible to deny, that in the conference between the

houses on the word "
abdicated,'' for which the lords would have

substituted "
deserted," their lordships had the best of the argument.

But then the results of their success ! what mischief would it not

have caused ! It was theexigency of the occasion that justified what
was done, and against this, of what value were all the arguments of

the publicist, though he might
"

quote Puffendoif and Grotius,
And prove by Vattel,

Exceedingly well,
That the deed was quite atrocious

'
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requisite" ( fb. 709.) Again,
" the Lords and the Com-

mons represented the whole body of the people, and with

them it rested as a right a legal and constitutional

right to provide for the deficiency of the third branch
of the legislature, whenever a deficiency arose. They
were the legal organs of speech for the people, and such

he (Mr. Pitt) conceived to bo the true doctrine of the

constitution .... As the power of filling the throne

Tested with the people at the Revolution, so at the pre-
sent moment, on the same principle of liberty on the

same right of Parliament did the providing for the

deficiency" (76. 741-2). At the present day, and in

the mind of no constitutional lawyer, can a doubt exist

as to the soundness of Mr. Pitt's positions, which are

worthy of being thus stated in full, not only from the

character of the statesman, and the importance of the

occasion, but because they espoused a principle which
lies at the very root of the constitution the sole source

of our public law.

Such is the Parliament, whose harmonious action is

necessary for the sovereign power to act advantageously
for the public, whose interests it is presumed to guard.

Forms of The forms observed in legislation are regulated by
legislation. t ])e cus torn of Parliament, to be observed or omitted

at its will. They are as follows. Every law, in its in-

ceptive condition, is termed a hill. With the exception
of bills ofgrace or pardon, which usually emanate from
the crown, of bills relating to the rights of the peerage,
to the election and qualification of members of the

House of Commons, and to the raising or disposition
of monies to the public use (the first of which usually
originate in the House of Lords, and the latter uni-

formly in the House of Commons), either house may
(which the king, with the exception above stated, cannot)
initiate any bill. The bill is in writing, and submitted
in succession to both houses, the opinion of which is

taken in reference to it, as a whole, four times, on the

first, second and third readings, as the stages are tech-

nically called, and on the motion " that this bill do now
pass;" and between the second and third times the
bill is proposed clause by clause, when any alteration
or addition may be made in any of the clauses. Clauses

may be added also on the third reading, or previously,
when the committee report the bill to the house ; but
all additions and alterations must be approved by both
houses before the bill can be considered to have been
assented to by them. It is proper to add, that in the
case of bills originating in the House of Commons, leave
must be obtained from the house before the bill can be
"
brought in ;" nor can any bill be introduced affecting

the rights of the crown without its permission. At any
stage of the bill, it may be referred to the consideration
of a select committee, named by the house under whose
consideration it is, out of their members ; and the House
of Lords is in the habit of referring certain bills to the

opinion of the learned judges. When all the above
forms have been complied with, the bill is submitted
to the king, who gives or withholds his consent.
The king cannot suspend or dispense* with these

taws of Parliament, or any other laws, on any pretence
* The practice of disposing with statutory penalties is supposed

to have been commenced by Henry III., in imitation of the popes,
and was recognised as lawful by many eminent lawyers (Lnder's
Law Tracts, vol. ii. p. 327). It did not extend to the common law,
nor to statutes relating to things necessary for the good of the church
sr commonwealth, and in which all the kind's subjects have an
interest (3 Iat 154). Sueh a practice as thit M plainly inconsistent

whatever (1 Will. & M. stat. 2, cap. 2). But he* has

the power, sometimes, in virtue of his prerogative or

right of pardoning offenders, of suspending their full

operation as to particular persons (27 Hen. VIII. cap.

24). But this is subject to one important exception

(31 Car. II. cap. 2). And the right of dispensing with

or suspending laws has been also by one house of

parliament abjured, for themselves and their succes-

sors (Lords' Journ. 4 Feb., Commons' Journ. 16 Feb.

17S4).t

with the declaration of Fortescue, that without consent of parlia-

ment, the king cannot alter the laws (De Laud. cap. xxxvi.) ; but
is quite compatible with the opinions of Herbert, Chief Justice to

James II., who said " that the laws o! England are the king's laws,
and that therefore it is the inseparable prerogative of the kings of

England to dispense with them.''

* Even a king dtfacto (Bro. Mr. tit. Charter de Pardon, 22).

f One word must be permitted in reference to the privileges of

the two houses. Upon this subject very confused notions evidently

peivade ihe minds of the public, or a late controversy would have
never occurred. Undoubtedly, the Houses of Lords and Commons
are, like the king, directly, and, in themselves, irresponsible.

" The
freedom of speech, and debates and proceedings in parliament, ought
not to be impeached or questioned in any court or place out of par-
liament" (1 Will. & M. stat. 2, cap. 2).

" The independence ot

parliament is the corner-stone of our free constitution," and " the

judges who invaded it in the reign of James I. and his son, have

justly shared with those who betrayed the rights of the people in the

case of ship money, the abhorrence of all enlightened men" (per
Denman C. J., Stockdale v. Hansard, 9 A. & E. 110).
The judges are, however, judges of the law; and if either house

were to transcend its privileges,
" and the subject comes judi-

cially before a court of law, a court of law will not swerve from its

duty, but decide according to law (perKenyon. C. J., R. r. Wright,
cit. 6 St. Tr. 1124). In reference to a question respecting a parlia-

mentary election, a learned judge said,
" For myself, I will never

be bound by any determination of the House of Commons against

bringing an action at common law against a false or double return ;

and a party injured may proceed in Westminster Hall, notwith-

standing any order of the house
"

(per Wilmot C. J., Wynne tv

Middleton, 1 Wils. 128).
It is true that the judges cannot reach the house, nor could the

judges reach the king, were he to exceed the lawful bounds of hi*

prerogative ; but, as the fact is, from the necessity of the case, neither

King nor house can act, except through agents, and these agents the

judges can reach. It is true that the house could retort by com-

mitting the judges ;
but this would be to suspend the constitution,

for the independence of the judges is as much guaranteed by the

constitution as the independence of the House of Commons. If it

be asked, then, whether privilege is bounded by law? it is answered,
yes ; privilege is boumied by law, as prerogative is bounded by
law

;
as the authority of the courts, the powers of magistracy, the

rights of the people, are bounded by law, by law defended, and by
law defined.

The question has been involved in great mystery. Strange lan-

guage has been used, and hints and insinuations thrown out, that

these privileges are original and essential attributes of the Commont
House, not to be reached by legislation, not defined nor to be defined,
and not understood nor to be understood. Such also was prerogative
said to be before the great revolution. But parliamentary privi-

lege is not of such recondite learning :
"
experience hath made" it

" well known to parliament men "
(4 Inst. 4). We have the

" means of knowing what are the privileges of the House of Com-
mons "

by consulting
' the records of that house," and by searching" into the history of parliament for those cases in which a claim of

privilege has been made, and examine whether it has been admitted
or refused" (1 Hatsell, Praxd. 1-2). "The law of parliament,"
says Mr. Hallam,

** as determined by regular custom, is incorpo-
rated with our constitution, but not so as to warrant an indefinite

uncontrollable assumption ofpower in any case " (Mid. Agtf, ch. viii^
" No resolution of either house of parliament can make that a legal

privilege which was not so before ; the law of parliament may be

expounded from time to time, bt cannot be altered without the

authority of the whole legislature" (Dwarris, Oft Staf. 68).
No one is disposed to deny that the House of Commons has pri-

vileges; and, according to the high authority of Mr. Hatsell. these

appear to have been defined by a resolution agreed to by the house,
on the motion of Sii Edw. Coke, in 1621 (Priv. Co. 161V). Bui
"
power, and especially the power of invading the right* ot ofitetf.

Law.
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Crimes.

High
1 reason .

In concluding the consideration of public law, we
shall consider the chief of those wrongs which are pre-
sumed to be perpetrated to the injury of the public,
and are called crimes.

281. We shall first treat of those crimes only which
are properly to be considered as committed against the

state, and in which the injury to individuals is only
accidental.

(1.) High treason, the mostheinous crime acknowledged
by the law, is defined by the statute 25 Edw. III., the

provisions of which have been extended by the 36 Geo.
III. cap. 7 (a temporary Act, made perpetual by the

59 Geo. III. cap. 6). Of high treason there are several

species : (1.) Compassing or imagining the death of the

king, queen consort, or their eldest son and heir. (2.)

Violating the queen consort, the king's eldest daughter
unmarried, or the wife of his eldest son and heir. (3.)

Compassing, imagining, inventing, devising, or intending
death, destruction, or any bodily harm tending to the

death, destruction, maiming, wounding, imprisonment or

restraint of the person of the king ; or, (4.) to deprive or

depose him from the style, honour, or kingly name of

the imperial crown of this realm, or other his domi-
nions, (ft.) Levying war against the king in the realm,
and compassing, imagining, inventing, &c. such levy-

ing, in order by force or constraint to compel the king
to change his measures or councils ; (6.) or in order

to put any force or constraint upon, or to intimidate

or overawe either or both houses of parliament. (7.)

Being adherent to the king's enemies in the realm, and

aiding them there or elsewhere. (8.) Moving or stirring

any foreigner or stranger with force to invade the realm

or other the king's dominions. (9.) Counterfeiting
certain of the king's seals (11 Geo. IV., & 1 Will. IV.

cap. fi6). (10.) Slaying the chancellor and certain

other judicial officers, being in their place doing their

offices. All such compassing*, imaginations, inventions,
&c. must be expressed, uttered, or declared by pub-
lishing any printing or writing, or by any overt act or

deed.

In cases of treasonable attempts on the life or person
of the king, the culprit is to be tried as if he were

charged with murder (39 & 40 Geo. III. cap. 93;
5 & 6 Viet. cap. 51). The punishment remains as in

other cases. The chief distinction in the proceedings at

a trial for high treason, from all other trials, is the ne-

cessity of having (except in the cases above mentioned)
the overt acts, which evidence each treason, proved by

is a very different thing from privilege : it is to be regarded, not
with tenderness, but witli jealousy ;

and unless the legality of it lie

most clearly established, those who act under it must be answer-
able for the consequences" (per Patteson J., Stockdale v. Hansard,
9 A. & E. 214).

" In one sense," says Coleridge J.,
" the house alone is to judge

of its own privileges. In the case of a recognised privilege, the house
alone can judge whether it has been infringed, and how the breach
is to be punished ;" but he repudiated the doctrine ' that the house
is alone and exclusively the judge of its own privileges, in the sense

that it alone is competent to declare their number and extent; and
that whatever the house shall resolve to be a privilege, is by such
resolution conclusively demonstrated to have been so immemorially

"

(76. 218). Hear a high authority on this head :
" Parliament men,"

says Seldeii,
" are as great princes as any in the world, when what-

soever
they please is privilege of parliament ;

no man must know tlie

number of their privileges ;
and whatsoever they dislike is bread) of

privilege. The Duke of Venice is no more than the Speaker of the

House of Commons, but the senate at Venice are not so much as

our parliament men, nor have they that power over the people, who
yet exercise the greatest tyranny that is anywhere"' (Table Talk,
lat. Parliament).

two witnesses (7 Will. III. cap. 3, s. 2, 4). On this Lsw.

subject, see the article TREASON in the Fourth Division s v -1

(vol. xxviii. p. 739).

(2.) Misprision of treason, which consists in the Misprisioa
bare knowledge and concealment of treason, without of treason.

any assent thereto ; punished by loss of the profits of

lands for life, forfeiture of goods, and imprisonment for

life (1 Hale, P. C. 374).

(3.) Sedition. Fairly, and with temperance, decen- Sedition,

cy, and respect, to discuss the policy of the king and

ministers, without imputing to them corrupt motives,
is without question lawful (R. v. Lambert et al., 2

Camp. 398). Nor would this be a free country if it

were not so. But cursing the king, wishing him ill,

spreading tales against him, or doing whatever tends to

lessen him in public esteem, and to embarrass his go-
vernment, by lessening him in the eyes of his people

(R. v. Tuchin, Holt, 424), and by alienating their

affections from him, are all so many seditions, and this

whether any ill effects had been intended or not, and

whether the expedients used were ridicule or obloquy.

(R. v. Cobbett, Holt, On Lib. 529 ; R. v. Burdett, 14

East, 150; R. v. Harvey, 2 B. & C. 251). The pu-
nishment for sedition is fine and imprisonment.

(4.) Pffernunire. A class of offences which derive Pnrmu-

their name from the initial word of the writ or process
*"

framed for the execution of certain statutes made against
the exorbitant pretensions of the see of Rome.* The
16 Ric. II. stat. 5 (execrabile illud statutum, as it is,

naturally enough, styled by Martin V.), usually styled
the Statute of Prffmiiiiin; enacts, that whoever should

procure, at Rome or elsewhere, any translations, pro-

cesses, excommunications, bulles, instruments, or other

things which touch the king, against him, his crown
and realm, and all persons aiding and assisting therein,

shall be put out of the king's protection, their lands

and goods forfeited to the king's use, and they shall be

attached by their bodies to answer to the king and his

* It has become the fashion to ascribe the Acts against Roman
Catholicism, or, more properly, popery, to the intolerance of the

Reformers, who sought to fetter conscience by laws. But if we read

the early history of the Anglican church, we shall rind that the ex-

cesses of Roman ambition were then guarded against with a zeal

for her spiritual independence not one whit less affectionately jea-

lous than they have been since. The Anglo-Saxon clergy were

distinguished by their unfriendliness to transmontane doctrines and

precepts (Kemble, Cod. Dip. Aiv. Aug.- Sax. pref.); and even in our

darker ages there were not wanting wise princes and holy pre-

lates who asserted the liberties and free rights of the Anglican
church (See Mr. Churton's admirable work on the Early English

Church). Politically speaking, what could have been done with

Rome when one of her bishops (Pius V.;, after declaring, in a bull

dated March, 15G9, that,
" as successor of St. Peter, he was con-

stituted by Him who ruleth on high over all nations and all king-

doms, that he might pluck up, destroy, dissipate, ruinate, plant and

build," went on " We deprive her [Queen Elizabeth] of her pre-
tended right to the kingdom, and of all dojninion, dignity, and pri-

vilege whatsoever, and absolve all the nobles, subjects, and peopls
of the kingdom, and whoever else have sworn to her, from their

oath, and all duty whatsoever, in regard of dominion, fidelity, and

obedience.'* (Camden, Annahz, sub anno 1570. See also Caudrey's

case, 5 Kef. xl.) The oath which was taken by the pope's collector,

before the rupture of the Anglican church with that of Rome, is

uorth preserving, as a proof that the first clause of Magna Chaita r

Ecclesia dnylicuna libera sit et hcibeat omnta jura sua Integra et

liltertates suns illasat was not suffered to be wholly a dead letter.

" Nullam erecutionem literarum vet mantlatorum Domini Papa- per mi
vet aliiitn. fticiam nee fart permittam, quee potent esse prtrjudicialii-

Regire Mfijestatt flictt Domini nostri Regis, out Reaaltii, kgibus vel

juribus suiit vel eiaem Regno. Niillas literas Pupates nee alias rec.ipiam;

nisi eas sitius. quo potero, deliberavero concifio tltvti Domini nostri Regix
ante anam publicentur sen deliberentur ahcui persona vivent;."
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council, or process of prcemumre facias shall be made
'

out against them. Those are guilty of praemuuire (1.)

Who appeal to Rome from any of the king's courts, sue

there for any licence or dispensation, or obey processes

issuing thence (24 Hen. VIII. cap. 12; 25 Hen. VIII.

cap. 19 & 21). (2.) Who, being a dean and chapter,
refuse to elect, or an archbishop or bishop, refuse to

consecrate, any one named by the king to any see (25
Hen. VIII. cap. 20). (3.) Who assert maliciously and

advisedly, by speaking or writing, that either or both

the houses of parliament have a legislative authority
without the king (13 Car. II. cap. 1). (4.) Who send

any subject of this realm a prisoner beyond sea an

offence involving heavier penalties, and which the

king himself cannot pardon (31 Car. II. cap. 2). (5.)
Who assert maliciously and directly, by printing, writing,
and advisedly speaking, that the Pretender or any per-

son, other than according to the Acts of Settlement and

Union, is king, or that the king and parliament cannot

make laws to limit the descent of the crown (6 Ann.

cap. 7). (6.) Who knowingly and wilfully solemnize,

assist, or are present at any forbidden marriage of any
descendant of George II. prohibited irom contracting

matrimony without the consent of the crown (12 Geo.
III. cap. 11). These are the chief offences of preemu-
mrc. The punishment is thus stated :

"
That, from

the conviction, the defendant shall be out of the king's

protection, and his lands, tenements, goods and chattels

forfeited to the king ; and that his body shall remain in

prison at the king's pleasure, or (as other authorities

have it) during life" (Co. Litt. 129 6).

(5.) The king, as the representative of the state, is

entitled to demand, for the purposes of the state, the

services of his subjects. To refuse, therefore, to assist

by advice in the councils of the king, to aid in the de-

fence of the realm, to yield assistance to the civil power
by joining in the posse comitatus, to attend the privy
council, being thereto convoked by royal summons, to

return from abroad at the royal command, or to go
thither when in like manner forbidden, or to serve an
office to which one was duly elected, is punishable with
fine or imprisonment, or both.

(6.) Uiilawfiit oaths. To administer, or aid, abet

or consent to the administering of oaths binding the

persons taking the same to engage in mutinous or se-

ditious purposes, or disturb the public peace, &c., is

felony in those who administer and those who take the

same, and punishable with transportation for not more
than seven years (37 Geo. III. cap. 173). The oaths
must purport to bind those 'taking them (1) to en-

gage in some mutinous or seditious undertaking ; (2)
to disturb the public peace ; (3) to be of some asso-

ciation formed for such purpose ; (4) to obey orders
of a committee or body not lawfully constituted, or of
a leader or other person having no lawful authority for

that purpose ; (5) to abstain from informing or giv-

ing evidence against any associate or other person ;

(6) and from revealing any unlawful combination, (7)

illegal act done or to be done, or (8) any illegal oath

administered, tendered to, or taken by such person, or
to or by any other person, or the import of any such
oath. It is felony to administer, cause to be adminis-

tered, or aid or abet in administering unlawful oaths,

purporting to bind the party taking the same to the

commission of treason or felony. He who administers
<ir aids &c. in administering such oaths is punishable
by transportation for life, or for not less than fifteen

VOL. II.

years, or by imprisonment for not less than three years lav.

(7 Will. IV. and 1 Viet. cap. 91) ; and he who takes
<

^/ ^

them is punishable with transportation lor life, or a
shorter period, if the court thinks fit (52 Geo. Ill cap
104).

(7.) Incitiiu: to mutiny. To seduce any soldier, Inciting to

sailor or marine from his duty or allegiance, to incite mutiny.

or stir him up to an act of mutiny, to make or endea-
vour to make a mutinous assembly, or commit any
traitorous or mutinoifs practice whatsoever, is felony,
punishable, under the 7 Will. IV. and 1 Viet. cap. 91,
as above mentioned.

(8.) Stealing or embezzling naval or military stores Stealing or
is punishable with transportation for life, or not less embezzling
than seven years, or by imprisonment, with or without n*T

.

al or

hard labour, for not less than seven years (4 Geo. IV mllltaT
cap. 53). If the value of the stores be under twenty
shillings, the olf'ender may be fined, at the discretion of
a certain officer connected with the department to which
the stores belonged (1 Geo. I. stat. 2, cap. 25). The
security of the public stores is likewise provided for by
other acts of parliament.
We have now to treat of offences against public justice. Judicial

(1.) Extortion oj officers ofjustice, who, under pre- extortion

tence of authority, extort illegal fees from prisoners, is

punishable with fine or imprisonment, or both.

(2.) As also is bribery, or attempting to bribe such bribery,
an officer (3 lust. 147) ;

and an officer, judicial or minis- and

terial, taking a bribe, is punishable in the same way.
(3.) Misconduct of officers ofjustice, being what the miscon-

law terms malfeasance, that is, wrong-doing, or cul- duct-

pable non-feasance, that is, neglect of an officer of jus-
tice in regard to his office, is a misdemeanor, punish-
able with fine or imprisonment, or both.

When magistrates are guilty of oppres. ion or other
wilful malfeasance in the execution of their duties, they
are generally proceeded against by information in the

King's Bench. The punishment is fine or imprison-
ment, or both.

(4.) He who negligently suffers the escape ofone law- Escape,

fully in his custody in respect of some criminal charge,
is punishable by fine ; and he who so escapes is punish-
able by fine and imprisonment. A voluntary escape
amounts to the same offence, and is punishable in the
same manner as the offence of which the prisoner is

guilty, and for which he is in custody. The officer,

however, cannot be thus punished until after the ori-

ginal delinquent lias been found guilty and convicted.

(5.) Prison-breach, or breaking out of prison, is Prison

felony, if the defendant were in custody for treason breach

or felony (1 Edw. II. stat. 2), punishable by trans-

portation lor seven years, or imprisonment for not

exceeding two, with or without hard labour, or soli-

tary confinement for the whole or any part of the
same (7 & 8 Geo. IV. cap. 28) ; and, if a male, to

be once, twice, or thrice publicly or privately whipped,
in addition to the imprisonment, if the court thinks fit

(7 & 8 Geo. IV. cap. 28). If the defendant were in

custody for any other offence, he may be punished by
fine i.r imprisonment. Aiding and assisting prisoners

escaping from prisons (certain prisons excepted, for

which special provision is made,) is felony, punishable
by transportation not exceeding fourteen years (4 Geo.
IV. cap. 69). To aid th.m in escapingfrom constables

or officers conveying them under warrant to prison, is

felony, punishable by transportation for seven years
(1C Geo. II. cap. 31). Assi.sting prisoners of war to

.1 .:
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Law. escape is felony, punishable by transportation for life,*% ' fourteen or seven years (52 Geo. III., cap. 156).

Return (6.) A transported convict, returning before the ex-

from trans-
piry of his sentence, is punishable with transportation

portation. j-or j;fe> or for no (. |ess jnan seven years, or imprison-
ment for not less than three years (4 & 5 Viet. cap. 56),

with or without hard labour, for not more than four

years.

Perjury. (7.) Perjury may be defined to be a crime committed
when a lawful oath is administered in some judicial

proceeding, entertained by a competent jurisdiction, to

a person who swears wilfully, absolutely, and falsely,
with deliberation and intention, on a point material

to the matter in question (3 Inst. 164; R. v. Aylett,
1 T. R. 69, 1 B. & A. 21). Perjury is punishable at

common law with fine, imprisonment, and hard la-

bour (3 Geo. IV. cap, 114), at the discretion of the

court ; and by the 2 Geo. II. cap. 25, the judge may
order the party to be transported, or imprisoned and

kept to hard labour, for not more than seven years.
False affirmations by Quakers, Moravians, and other

separatists, are punishable in the same manner, under
divers acts of parliament. Subornation of perjury is

punished in the same manner as perjury.
Com. (8.) Compounding (.f felony is when one, for con-

pounding sideration of reward, agrees to forbear the prosecution
felony. of a person who has committed a felony against him.

It is punishable with fine and imprisonment. And

compounding of informations upon penal statutes, with-

out the permission of the court, is pnnishable by a fine

of ten pounds, and incapacity for the future to sue on

any popular or penal statute (18 Eliz. cap. 5). Taking
a reward for the recovery of stolen goods is felony,

punishable with transportation for life or not less than

seven years, or imprisonment for not more than four

years, with or without hard labour or solitary confine-

ment for the whole or any part of the same ; and, if a

male, to be whipped, once, twice or thrice, if the court

thinks fit (7 & 8 Geo. IV. cap. 29 ;
and see 5 & 6 Will.

IV. cap. 38).

Conspiracy (9.) A conspiracy is an agreement between two or

more persons, (1) falsely to charge another with a crime,
either from malice or to extort money ; (2) wrongfully
to injure any person or persons in any other manner ;

(3) to commit any offence punishable by law ; (4) to

do any act with an intent to pervert the course of jus-
tice ; (5) to effect a legal purpose with a corrupt in-

tent, or by improper means; (6) to which we may
add, conspiracies or combinations of journeymen to

raise their wages, &c. (Archbold, Crim. Plead. 579-80).

Conspiracy is, at common law, a misdemeanor, punish-
able by fine or imprisonment, or both.

Offences against social economy are now to be con-

sidered.

Coining. (1.) Coining. The right of coining money, and

fixing its denomination, is reposed by law in the king;
and anciently (25 Edw. III.) its violation, by counter-

feiting coin, was punishable as high treason.* The

present law, which, it would seem, has impliedly re-

pealed its predecessor, is very properly milder in its

provisions. The making or counterfeiting of gold or

silver is felony, punishable, at the discretion of the

* Sicut kgem fir/ere stgttwn est sttmmi imperii, itu et nummum
Cudere, jiam

vofitfffjua.,
ut docet Aristoteles, et nomen suum et vim hubet

tiiro <rou tofAov, Hitic majesfatis criminibtis avcensetur nummos cor-

rumpere.'' (Grotius, Annotationes in Xovum Testcinientvm, Matt,

xxii. 20, p. 8*. London, 1727).

court, by transportation for life, or not less than seven LaW .

years, or by imprisonment for not more than four years,
'

_ Y 1_'

with or without hard labour, or solitary confinement

during the whole or any part thereof (2 Will. IV. cap.

34). To impair, diminish, or lighten gold or silver

coin, with intent to make the same pass current, is

a felony, punishable by transportation for not more
than fourteen or less than seven years, or imprison-
ment, with or without the aggravations above men-
tioned, not exceeding three years (76.). Disposing of,

or receiving, or offering so to do, counterfeit gold and
silver coin at less than their pretended denominations,
is punishable in the same manner as counterfeiting the

tame. The counterfeiting of copper coin is less severely

punished. The statute, however, contains a variety of

provisions well calculated to ensure the purity and au-

thenticity of our circulating medium.

(2.) Nuisance. Anything that is injurious to the nuisance,

health, personal safety, morals, convenience, or comfort
of the public, is held to be a common nuisance. The
offences included under this head have each their ap-

propriate punishment assigned by law. They are,

however, too numerous to be detailed here
; nor will it

be expected that we should treat of smuggling, or

offences against fiscal laws, which, from their nature,
are continually fluctuating.

Offences against the public peace now claim our

notice, of which the most important is

(1.) Riot, which is where three or more assemble Riot,

together their assemblage being accompanied with
circumstances of either actual force or violence, or of

apparent tendency thereto, as if they are armed, use

threatening language, turbulent gestures, &c., calcu-

lated to inspire terror and then proceed to execute
their design, and actually do execute it (R. v. Hughes,
4 C & P. 372; R. v. Birt, 5 C. & P. 154 ; 1 Haw-
kins, c. 65, s. 1-5). It is immaterial whether the

act done be unlawful or not, if so done as to inspire

people with terror. Riot is punishable by fine or im-

prisonment, and by hard labour (3 Geo. IV. cap.

114). Where twelve or more persons are engaged in

a riot, and they remain together one hour after procla-
mation made, according to I Geo. I. stat. 2. cap. 5,

they are punishable by transportation for life, or for

not less than fifteen years, or to be imprisoned for not

exceeding three years (7 Will. IV. and 1 Viet. cap. 91).
Even to oppose the making of the proclamation is

punishable in the same way.
If persons assemble together on a lawful occasion, as Affray,

for innocent diversion, &c., and, suddenly quarrelling,

fight, it is but an affray, and no riot, unless indeed, pre-
vious to fighting, they form themselves into parties
with promise of mutual assistance. Affray is punished

by fine or imprisonment, or both; but to constitute

an affray, it must have taken place in a public street

or highway. Riot is also to be distinguished from
what is called a rout, which is, when such an assembly Rout,

as is first described proceeds to execute its design, but
does not effect the same ; and if it does not so proceed,
it can be dealt with only as an unlawful assembly.

(2.) Threatening letters, which we have treated so Threaten-

fully in another place as to require no mention here ins le ers-

(see Division IV. vol. xxviii. p. 611).
We have postponed to this place the consideration of

another class of crimes, some of them more heinous in

their character than those we have been discussing ;

and our arrangement has had reference simpty to the
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convenience of treating them in a body, while some of
them are cognizable only by peculiar tribunals. The
crimes to which we allude are those committed against
the ordinances of the church.* Of these, the chief are :

(1.) Apostasij, which is a total renunciation of Chris-

tianity, is an offence properly to be punished in the
ecclesiastical courts, which correct the offender pro
salute animee. The temporal law interferes in the
matter no further than to incapacitate any person
educated in, or having made profession of Christianity,
who, by writing, printing, teaching, or advised speak-
ing, shall deny its truth and the authority of the Holy
Scriptures, on the first offence, for holding any office or

place of trust ; and on the second, for bringing any action,
and for being guardian, executor, legatee, or purchaser
of lands

; and it subjects him, moreover, to three years'
imprisonment, without bail (9 & 10 Will. III. cap. 32).
This does not extend to those denying the divinity of
one of the persons of the Holy Trinity (53 Geo. III.

cap. 60). The delinquent, who within four months
alier the first conviction publicly recants his errors, is

discharged from all his disabilities.

(2.) Heresift is the public and obstinate denial of
some essential doctrine or doctrines of Christianity, and
is defined by Sir Matthew Hale as sfnteiitia rerum
divinaruin humano fensu electa, palam docta, per/i-
tiaciler defensa (1 P. C. 384).

It is a crime to be punished by spiritual censures

only, and one of which the ecclesiastical judge solely has
direct cognizance, and his jurisdiction is not assisted by
the temporal law (29 Car. II. cap. 9), though he ought
not to declare any opinion to be heresy which has not
been so declared! 0) by the Canonical Scriptures;
(2) by the four first general councils, or such others as
have used the words of the Holy Scriptures ; (3) or
which shall be hereafter declared heresy by the Par-

liament, with the assent of the clergy in convocation
(1 Eliz. cap. I). Excommunication, the most powerful
engine which the spiritual judge could use, is now
attended with no civil disabilities whatever (53 Geo.
III. cap. 127, an act which extends to England only).
Incidentally, also, the question of heresy may be deter-
mined by the temporal courts, as in an action at law
against a bishop for non-institution of a clerk, where,
if he defends himself on the ground that the clerk
held heretical opinions, the court will be bound to as-
certain the truth of the defence (1 Hawkins, P. C.

cap. 2).

*
Hlackstone styles them offences "

against God and religion," a
title so general, that it would embrace every species of crime.

t- The first statute against heresy is the 5 Rich. II. st. 2, cap. 5, by
which sheriff's of counties are empowered to arrest public preachers
of heresy. This was properly an oidinance, and not a statute,
but improperly inscribed in the parliament roll. This violation of
the constitution awakened the ire of the Commons, who made a
declaration, in which they recite the ordinance, and add. " that it
never was assented to or granted by them ; but that what had Iwen
proposed in this matter was without their concurrence, and they
pray that the statute be annulled, for it was never their intent to
bind themselves or their descendants to the bishops more than their
ancestors had been bound in time past" (Jiot. J'urt., 6 Rich. II).The -2 Hen. IV\cap. 15, crept into the statute-book in a similar
way.

*
Properly, these limitations on the authority of the ecclesiastical

judge, in determining what is heresy, had reference only to the high
commission court, since abolished (1 Will. & M. stat. 2, cap. 2J :

'yet seeing in the high commission there be [were] so many
bishops and other divines, and learned men, it may serve fora good
direction to others, especially to the diocesan, being a sole judge in
ui weighty a cause" (3 Inil. -40).

(3.) Reviling the ordinances (f /he Church. Who-
ever reviles the sacrament of the Lord's Supper may ^JC1_-be punished by fine and imprisonment (1 Edw. VI. Reviling
cap. 1; 1 Eliz. cap. 1). Any minister speaking in ordinances

derogation of the Book of Common Prayer, shall if
of the

unbeneficed, be imprisoned for one year for the first
cliurch -

offence, and for life for the second ; and, if beneficed,
shall, for the first offence, be imprisoned six months,and forfeit a year's value of his benefice; for the
iecond, be deprived and imprisoned one year; and for
the third, be also deprived and imprisoned for life

;while those who in plays, songs, or open words shall
speak in derogation, depraving or despising of the said
book, forcibly preventing its reading, or causing any
other service to be used in its stead, shall forfeit for
the first offence one hundred, and for the second four
hundred marks, and for the third, all his goods and
chattels, and suffer imprisonment for life (1 Eliz.
cap. 2). Respecting laws framed at the time when
Home and Geneva had combined against our litum-y
nothing need be added, except an expression of ren-'ret
that they should have been suffered so long to remain
unexecuted.

(4.) Blasphemy again.it God is an offence against our Bias
Jaws ; for however well the Roman emperor said to "hemy.
the senate,

" Deorum injurias diis ctiree" (Tac. Ann.
lib. i. s. 73), to deny the existence or insult the
majesty of the Almighty is not only an offence to God
and religion, but a crime against the laws, state and
government * To say that religion is a cheat, is to
dissolve all those obligations whereby the civil societies
are preserved ; and

Christianity is part of the laws of
England ; and therefore to reproach Christianity is to
speak in subversion of the law (per Hale C. J. R v
Taylor, 1 Vent. 293). Rightly, therefore, was it a
part of the punishment of the defendant in this case
that he should stand twice in the pillory, with a paperon his head, on which was inscribed,

"For blasphemouswords tending to the subversion of all government." The
punishment of the

pillory is, however, now abolished
(1 Viet. cap. 23V Blasphemy is an offence by the sta-
tute (9 & 10 Will. III. cap. 32), and at common law.

the blasphemy be contained in a libel, the blas-
phemer may, on a second conviction, be banished for life
from the king's dominions, for any term the court shall
direct : if he do not, thirty days after sentence pro-
nounced, go into banishment, the king is empowered,
with the advice of his privy council, to send him to
any place out of his dominions

; and his return before
the period of banishment have expired, subjects him
to transportation for fourteen years (60 Geo III and
1 Geo. IV. cap. 8).
We have now to consider those offences which, being

directed against individuals, their persons or their pro-
perty, may properly be styled private crimes.

( 1 . ) Larceny, or
tlieft, is the felonious taking or carry- Larceny

mg away of the personal goods of another, and is either

simple, which is where the taking is unaccompanied by
additional atrocity, or mixed or compound, which
includes the aggravation of taking from a house or the

person. The punishments for larceny are various.

(2.) Receiving stolen goods, whether chattels, money, Receiving
valuable security, or other property, is felony in all cases stolen

where the stealing or taking the same is felony, and oods -

punishable by transportation for not more than fourteen
or less than seven years, or imprisonment for not more
than three years, with or without hard labour, or with

5 M 2
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Law. or without solitary confinement, for the whole or any

^^s~^> part of the time (7 & 8 Geo. IV. cap. 29, s. 4) ; and if

a male, to be once, twice or thrice publicly or privately

whipped, in addition to the imprisonment, if the court

shall think fit (7 & 8 Geo. IV. cap. 29, s. 54).
Where the stealing, taking, obtaining, or converting of

the goods amounted to a misdemeanor only, the receiving
the same is also a misdemeanor, and punishable with

transportation for seven years, or imprisonment for not

more than two years ; and if a male, to be once, twice,
or thrice publicly or privately whipped (if the court

shall so think fit), in addition to such imprisonment
(7 & 8 Geo. IV. cap. 29, s. 55).

Embezzle- (3. ) Embezzlement is the felonious appropriation by
menu one, to his own use, of chattels, money, &c. whereof

he is possessed for the use of another. Embezzlement

by clerks or other servants is larceny, punishable by
transportation for not more than fourteen or less than

seven years, or by imprisonment, with or without
hard labour, and with or without solitary confinement,
for the whole or any part of the imprisonment (7 & 8
Geo. IV. cap. 29, s. 4), not exceeding three years ;

and if a male, to be once, twice or thrice publicly or

privately whipped, in addition to the imprisonment, if

the court shall think fit (7 & 8 Geo. IV. cap. 29,
s. 47) ; embezzlement by bankers is punishable with

transportation for not more than fourteen or less than

seven years, or by fine or imprisonment, with or with-

out hard labour, and with or without solitary confine-

ment, for the whole or any part thereof (7 & 8 Geo. IV.

cap. 29, s. 4), or both (?" & 8 Geo. IV. cap. 29, s. 49 ;

see. also 4 & 5 Viet. cap. 56).

Cheating. (4.) Cheating is the obtaining from any one, under
false pretences, any chattels, money or valuable security,
with intent to cheat or defraud him of the same : it is

punishable by transportation for seven years, or fine or

imprisonment, with or without hard labour, and with or

without solitary confinement, for the whole or any part
of the time (7 & 8 Geo. IV. cap. 29, s. 4), or both.

Burglary. (5.) Burglary is the breaking and entering the

dwelling-house of another in the night time, that is from
nine o'clock in the evening to six o'clock the next morn-

ing, with intent to commit a felony therein. The en-

tering with intent to commit a felony, or, being there,
the committing any felony, and in either case breaking
out of the said dwelling-house in the night time, is

also a burglary, which is punishable by death, if at-

tended by violence ; and if not, by transportation for

life, or not less than ten years, or by imprisonment for

not exceeding three years (7 Will. IV. and 1 Viet. cap.
86).

Any permanent building in which the renter or
owner or his family dwell, or a set of chambers in an
inn of court or college, or any out-houses communicat-

ing with the dwelling-house, either immediately or by
means of a covered and enclosed passage, is held to be
included in the term dwelling-house.

Arson. (6.) Arson is the wilful and malicious setting fire to

churches, chapels, houses, shops, warehouses, offices,

outhouses, or buildings for trade or manufactures, and is,

in the case of dwelling-houses, any person being therein,
a felony punishable with death ; if with intent to rob,
it is punishable as felony, with transportation for life,

or not less than fifteen years, or imprisonment not

exceeding three years (7 Will IV. and 1 Viet. cap.

87). Setting fire to a church, chapel, warehouse,
&c., with intent to injure or defraud any person, is

felony, punishable with transportation for life, or not less rjaw-

than fifteen years, or with imprisonment not exceeding v _'

three years. To set fire to ships, with intent to commit

murder, is the same offence, punishable with death ; or

if with intent to defraud owners or insurers, it is felony,

punishable by transportation for life, or not more than

fifteen years, or with imprisonment for not more than

three years. Setting fire to agricultural produce or coal

mines is a felony, punishable by transportation for life,

or not less than fifteen years, or imprisonment not ex-

ceeding three years (7 Will. IV. and 1 Viet. cap. 89).

(7.) Forgery may be defined the unlawful making Forgery.

or alteration of a writing with intent to defraud another.

It is a felony, punishable by transportation for life, or

not less than seven years, or by imprisonment for not

more than four nor less than two years (7 Will. IV.
and 1 Viet. cap. 84).

(8.) Murder is thus defined by Lord Coke: Where Murder,

a person of sound memory and discretion unlawfully
killeth any reasonable creature in being, and under the

king's peace, with malice aforethought, either expressed
or implied, this crime is felony, punishable by death;
as also are injuries with intent to murder ; but if the

injury be not effected, the punishment is transportation
for life, or fifteen years, or imprisonment for not more
than three years (7 Will. IV. and 1 Viet. cap. 85).

(9.) Manslaughter is the unlawful and felonious Man-

killing of another without any malice expressed or Daughter

implied. (1.) Involuntary, where a man doing an un-
lawful act, not amounting to felony, kills another. (2.)

Voluntary, where upon a sudden quarrel two persons

fight, and one of them kills the other, and where a man

greatly provokes another by some personal violence,
and the other immediately kills him. Manslaughter is

felony, punishable by transportation for life, or for not

less than seven years, or with imprisonment, with or

without hard labour, not exceeding four years, or with

fine (9 Geo. IV. cap. 31).

Rape. For a definition of this crime, reference Rape,
should be had to the Fourth Division of this work. It

will be sufficient to observe, that by the 4 & 5 Viet,

cap. 56, the punishment is diminished to transportation
for life.

(10.) Assault, which is' a forcible attempt to commit Assault.

a crime against the person of another, is a misdemeanor,

punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both.

Of private offences, these may be considered the

chief.

PART II.

The Private Law of England.
In discussing the private law of England, we shall The pri-

consider (1) its several species, and their respective
vate w

sources ; (2) the extent of its authority ; (3) its general
doctrines

;
and (4) its procedure.

Sect. 1. Species and Sources of English Private Law.
282. The private law of England may fitly be consi- Its specie*

dered as composed of various systems of law, different in

their origin, character, and, in some cases, obligation. It

will be convenient to consider these systems separately,
and as they are general or particular in their obliga-
tion. Of the first kind are the traditional or common
law and the statute law

; of the second, are the cus-

tomary law and the laws ecclesiastical and maritime.*

*
Although the division of the law of England into the written

and unwritten law is authorized by the examples of Sir Matthew
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Law. (I.) The common law, as it is emphatically called, is

\^^-' the traditional jurisprudence of the land,
" the universal

The Com- and immemorial usage throughout the country
"

(3
mon Law. ). & E. 261), and is in England what the Roman

civil law is in some countries a law which speaks
when other laws are silent ; and, from the flexible and

subtle qualities it possesses as a law of principle and

reason, it supplies all the deficiencies of legislative fore-

sight.
*

Hale (Hilt. C. L. ch. ii.), and Blackstone (1 Comm. 63), and sanc-

tioned by the example of Justinian (Intl. lib. i. tit. ii. s. 3), and of

the Greeks (Dig. I. 1, 6), it is not easy to apprehend the principle

upon which it rests, seeing that all law in England is reduced to

writing, and to be found in books. And besides, the circumstance

of a law being in writing, is an accident, having no relation to the

authority or nature of the law to its historical character or scientific

capabilities. Classifications of this kind have a direct tendency to

impede the progress of the law as a science. Furthermore, the

classification censured is one not recognised by the law itself; and

it is a wholesome maxim Ubi lex non dittinguitur neqae vos distiit-

guere iltbemia (see Lord Stair's bat. I. 13, 1).

* Of the origin of this system so little is known, that we must

regret its earlier monuments have not been subjected to a more cri-

tical and intelligent examination than they have hitherto been.

Indeed the history of English law has yet to be written
;
and it

may be permitted to the author of this note,
" mucli revolving

these things," to advise the student that the historical information

in both lilackstone and Mr. Reeve's learned work is to be received

with great caution. Those works were written at a time when his-

torical criticism was less profound in its researches, and less intellec-

tual in its appreciation than it has been since.

A variety of opinions has been broached regarding the source

of the common law. Fortescue believes that the common law of

his time (and, with trifling exceptions, it is that of ours) was known
to the Britons, and survived all the various revolutions which have

ince swept over the island, (De Laud. cap. xvii.) ; others ascribe

it to the wisdom of the Danes, improved by few additions from

the Saxon, and fewer from the Norman laws. (Mr. Hakewill's Dic.
1 Hearne's Coll. 6). Burke conceives the Conquest to be the im-

portant era in our legal history, (tVorkt, vol. v. p. 595. 1813) ;

while Sir William Temple (Works, vol. iii. p. 130-1) and Sir

Matthew Hale (Hut. C. L. chap, v.) concur in the modern opinion,
that Saxon laws and Saxon institutions long survived the defeat at

Hastings, and that the Conquest did not disturb the civil polity of

the country in any material degree (1 Ellis, Introd. Dometd. 196;
Palgrave, R. and P. i. 53-5).

Perhaps, from a rigorous investigation into the grounds and
reason of the common law, it might appear that for certain of its

peculiarities it is indebted to the Roman law. This system of

jurisprudence was largely studied in England in very early times.

Claudius Capsar, we are told by Tacitus, sent over a colony to in-

struct the natives in Roman law (Ann. lib. xii. cap. 32). Papi-
nian, assisted, it has been thought, by Paulus and Ulpian (Selden,
Dits. ad Flelam, cap. iv. s. 3.), sat on the bench at York, (Duck.
De Usu Jar. Cn>. lib. ii. cap. viii. s. 66), as did the Emperor Se-

verus and his son Caracalla (Drake, Hist. York, p. 10), one

of their judgments, there delivered, being preserved in the Code

(III. 6, 8); and at the same place, in the days of Alcuin, as he
himself testifies, there was a famous Roman law school, (Poema
de Pontif. et Sonet. Ebor. Optra, i. 256. Ratisb. 1777). St. Ald-

helm, the learned bishop of Sherborne, in the seventh century, is

supposed to have compiled a treatise on Roman law (Palgrave,
R. and P. i. 648). He alludes to the ardour with which that system
was studied in England in his times, (St. Aldebni Epist. 2 Wharton

Amj. Sac. 6). The results of these studies are apparent in what we
call the Anglo-Saxon laws (Savigny, Geschichte,b. 2, kap. x.) ;

and
the father of English history informs us that Ethelbert, who died

in 613, established a system of laws in imitation of those of Rome
(Beda, Hut. Ecc. lib. ii. cap. 5). Our early law writers Bracton

and Fleta. quote the Roman law repeatedly (2 Burr. 1079) ; and the

proem to Glanville's famous treatise is almost a paraphrase of that

to the Institutes. The great Vacarius expounded Roman law at

Oxford in 1129 (Wenck, Magistcr Pacarita, 65), as shortly after-

wards did Francesco Accorso or Accursius, the younger of the two
famous Bolognese glossators of that name (Tiraboschi, Dell. Lit.

Jtal. torn, iv.lib. ii. s. 21. Milan, 1823 1; and our great bishop Grosse-

teste wrote a treatise in its favour. (Selden, DIM. ad Fletam, cap.
ix. p. 538, 1685). Theobald, the Norman archbishop of Canter-

bury, founded at Oxford a professorship of civil law, and used to

The sources of the common law are twofold judi- Law.
cial opinions, which are the recorded opinions of the yj-.^-^.

judges, and certain text writers. Sources.

Judicial opinions are recorded

(1.) In what are styled reports, which are histories of Report*,
the several cases, containing a summary of the pro-
ceedings, of the arguments of counsel, and the decisions
of the judge, with his reasons, as stated by him. From
Edward II. to Henry VIII. we have a series of these

reports, taken by the prothonotaries, or chief scribes, of
the court, authorized by the judges, and published at

the expense of the crown (1 Comm. 71). They have
been subsequently the work of" private and contempo-
rary hands" (76. 72) ; and their authority depends upon
the sense the court entertains of their fidelity. A
manuscript report of a case is also authority (Willes,

239), although new to the court or some of the parties,
or both (1 P. W. 680).

(2.) In what is styled the record of the court (Co. Recorde.

Lilt. 24a; ] Ca. temp. Hard. 362-74), which is "a me
morial or remembrance, in rolls of parchment, of pro-
ceedings and acts of a court of justice which hath power

retain in his house, according to Peter of Blois, his chaplain (Epist.
vi. 3. Paris, 1519), several learned persons, famous for their knowledge
of law, who spent the hours between prayers and dinner in lecturing,

disputing, and debating causes. Very nearly, in truth, was ful tilled

the prediction of Juvenal

Galha caustdicos docuit facitndti Sritannos.

In early times the clergy were, in England, both civil and common
lawyers, and nullui deficits nisi caasidicus became a proverb.

" The

person
most skilled in the ancient laws and customs of the land,"

in the time of the Conqueror, was Egelric, bishop of Chichester

(.S>c. adEadm. p. 197) ; and in the days of his successor flourished
one Kanulph, "a clerk," or priest, whom William Malmesl.'ury
(123) styles

" invictus causidicus.'' The monks of Croyland ( Ingulph.
36) and of Spalding (Nicholls, Literary Ante. vi. 38) were distin-

guished as lawyers; and when we remember the attachment of
the clergy to the civil law, we can hardly doubt that that system
was not without its influence in giving at least form and coherency
to the doctrines of our law. On this subject, see 12 Mod. 482, and
some observations by Sir William Jones, in his Life by Lord
Teignmouth, vol. ii. p. 168.

Our knowledge of Anglo-Saxon jurisprudence is in reality less

extensive and precise than is generally believed; for the collec-
tions which profess to contain the Anglo-Saxon laws are composed

1

only of the records of decisions, operating as precedents, or the scanty
enactments of the witenagemole (Thorpe, Anc. Laws and lust, of Eng.
pref. iii.). It must also be remembered that Anglo-Saxon Eng-
land cannot properly be considered as one state, governed by one

law; it was a congeries of states, each state having its own laws.
These laws, however, were similar in their character; however

they differed in the peculiarities of their provisions : and in this

character, without doubt, shares the common law of England,
which seems instinct with the free spirit of Teutonic antiquity,
and in its genius wholly Anglo-Saxon. It was refined and sub-
tilized by the acute jurists of Normandy, quibus mtlla gens magii
litigiosa atque in controversiis machinamlis et profereiidis fal/acior
re/ieriri potest (Honorius, Praris Prud. Pol. 212. Frank f. 1616);
and by its application to new but analogous cases an analogy
extending from age to age an immense fabric of jurisprudence
was at length built, on somewhat rude foundations (Mackintosh,
1 Hilt. Eng. 274). It has been said that the common law and
statute law flow originally from the same fountain the legis-

lature; the statute law being the will of the legislature remaining
on record in writing; the common law nothing else but statutes an-

ciently written, but which have been worn out by time (per Wil-
mot C. J., Collins r. Blantem, 2 Wils. 348). Whatever may be
the legal value of this theory, it has none in history, as it is not

only not true, but the precise converse of what is true; the greater
number of the early statutes having been, and often professing to be,

only declarations of the common law. Without doubt, Parliament

was, in its origin, a court of justice, and derived its modem power
of malting, from its ancient power of declaring, law. It was for " the
maintenance and ej-ecntioK," and not the creation,

" of the laws," that

Parliament was to assemble every year (14 Edw. III. cap. 14; 36
Edw. III. cap. 10).
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Law. to hold plea according- to the course of the common

v_^^__ law" (Co. Litt. 260 a). With the exception, in some

oases, of the register of decrees in the Court of Chan-

cery (Lane v. Williams, 2 Vern. 277-92), it usually con-

tains only the judgment, and not the reasons on which it

is founded (3 Rep. pref. iii.), which makes records of

inferior value to the reports, for
" our bookcases are

the best proof of what the law actually is" (Co. Litt.

254 a).

Judicial opinions are of two kinds, and may be

distinguished as (1) decisions, or (2) dicta.

Judicial (1.) Judicial decisions. It is to be understood that

decisions, the appropriate duty of the judge is to decide the parti-

cular case submitted to him. He does not sit to deter-

mine general questions of law ; and, despite the "
great

deal of learning and judgment
" which distinguished

the brief " interlocutions between the judge and the

pleaders", so remarkable in the reign of Edward I.*

(Hale, Hist. C. L. chap, vii.), it has been thought more

prudent in the judge to confine himself to the question

before him (2 Durnf. & E. 73). Sometimes a case may
involve two or more questions, and the determination of

one, and that of the least general interest, may decide the

case
;
and courts have refused to go beyond the latter, or

have decided upon the special circumstances, without

entertaining the general question at all (8 Taunton. 55)

a practice which is not invariable (3 Durnf. & E.

Precedent*. 697), nor deserves to be so. A case decided t becomes

a precedent, and governs similar cases for the future ;

and this in order to secure fixity in the law (2 C. & M.

64), uniformity in the decisions of the courts (6 B.

& C. 533), and to obviate the inconvenience resulting

from upsetting a decision on the strength of which

transactions may have occurred (6 Bing. 24). The

value of a precedent is enhanced by its having been

long held law (Jacob, 461), supported by many de-

cisions (3 Atk. 763), or followed in practice (2 B. &
O'erruled. Ad. 943). But it is sometimes overruled, when

contrary to reason or common experience (Willes,

182; 11 East, 570), or, in cases relating to the con-

struction of deeds, to the rules of language and criticism

(1 B. & Aid. 330), or when founded on a mistake of

the law (7 B. & C. 476), or even when the attention of

he court has not been directed to a strong authority

on the point (2 M. & S. 277). These objections do

not always weigh with the court, and rarely in reference

to a case that has been considered to have settled the

law upon any point (2 Bing. 451).
" In all usages

*
Speaking of the year-books, Roger North says,

"
it is obvious

what deference ought to be had to them, more than to the mo'lern

reports ; for, passing by their short and material rendering the

sense of the pleaders and of the court, it must be observed, that

the whole cause, as well the special pleadings as the debates of the

law thereupon, were transacted or alleged at the bar ; and the pi
o-

thonotaries, ex officio, afterwards made up the records in Latin
;
and

the court often condescended to discourse with the Serjeants about

the discretion of their pleas and the consequences with respect to

their clients. And the court did all they could to prevent errors

and oversights" (Life of Lord Keeper North, vol. i. p. 29, 1826).

In Seymour v. Barker (2 Taunton, 201), the judges appeared to dis-

countenance a reference to the year-books for an authority ;
but

Vyvyan t). Arthur (1 B & C. 410) was decided chiefly on the autho-

rity of a case in those reports.

t The value of a decision depends, in some mea nre, on (lie

court in which it is pronounced. Thus a judgment of the House of

Lords, the highest appellate jurisdiction, is of greater value than

one of the Court of King's Bench, sitting in banco, which is itself

preferable to a mere ruling of a judge at AV Prius. The value, in-

deed, of a nisi prita ruling is very low (2 Bing. 90). Unquestion-

ably the character of a judye enhances the value of his decisions.

and precedents, the times [are to] be considered where- Law.
in they first began, which, if they were weak or igno-

' -- v L_ J

rant, it derogatetu from the authority of the usage,
and leaveth it for suspect" (Bacon, Adv. of Learning
book ii.).

A decision operates on an undecided case

First, by furnishing a rule applicable to the case Rule,

a rule being a point decided or laid down by compe
tent authority, and is in the nature of a maxim ; or,

Secondly, the undecided case may be within the Reason of

reason of the decision ; wherefore it has been said, a case.

" that the reason of a resolution is more to be considered

than the resolution itself" (per Holt C. J., 12 Mod.

294); but still a judge is not bound to give the reasons

of his decision (Gregory v. Molesworth, 3 Atk. 626).
Often the judges have been disposed to overrule a Objection-

decision which they considered objectionable ; and, in ao' e Ple-

forbearing to do so, have often prevented other cases ceclents '

from coming under its influence, by instituting between
them distinctions of circumstances (3 Atk. 68 ; 7 B. &
C. 195-6). Such distinctions, unless for sue} a purpose,
or unless previously recognised and established (Har-
mood v. Oglander, 8 Ves. 125), the courts usually dis-

countenance, and sometimes positively refuse to ac-

knowledge (2 Atk. 41-314).
In deciding a new case,*

" to which there is nothing New case.

parallel in the books" (1 Lord Raym. 692), the judge
is sometimes influenced by considerations of " reason

and justice" (3 Bing. 266), or reasons from the analogy
of other cases, if he can (per Best C. J., 3 Bing. 265),
remote as the analogy may be ; or perhaps he rests his

decision on certain rules of construction of deeds, on

general practice, on the books of entries and the re-

turns of writs, and on convenience, if the new case be

one of practice (Ram, Science of Legal Judgment, 155).
Where two decisions of equal value, in relation to the Anti-

courts from which they emanate, are inconsistent wiih

each other, as a rule, the second usually prevails when
a fresh case has to be decided (4 B. & C. 589) ; but

this rule is not invariable (9 East, 157). A series of

recent uniform decisions prevails over decisions of prior
date (1 Taunton, 234); but where there is no unifor-

mity in the decisions, and an election has to be made

amongst them, it would appear that the judge would

be controlled in that election by considerations of reason

and justice (6 Durnf. & E. 655 ;
9 Bing. 203).

(2.) Judicial dicta are opinions expressed by judges Judicial

unnecessarily, as not containing the grounds of the dktfc

judgment pronounced on the case before the court.

They have a certain value, but never that of a judi-
cial decision (5 M. & S. 185 ; 1 Burr. 153 ; 2 East, 17),

* " The case is in some sense new, as many others are, which con-

tinually occur; but we have no right to consider it, because it is

new, as one for which the law has not provided at all, and because

it has not yet been decided, to decide it for ourselves, according to

our own judgment of what is just and expedient. Our common law

system consists in applying to new combinations of circumstances

those rules of law which we derive from legal principles and judi-
cial precedents; and for the sake of attaining uniformity, consist-

ency, and certainty, we must apply those rules where they are not

plainly unreasonable and inconvenient, to all cases which arise
; and

we are not at liberty to reject them, and to abandon all analogy to

them, in those to which they have not yet been judicially applied,
because we think that the rules are not as convenient and reasonah.lt

as we ourselves could have devised" (per Parke J., Mirehouse f.

Bishop of Lincoln, 3 Bing. 515). "L* juge 7* refusera dejuger, saut

firetej-te du silence, tie i obscurity, OH Iiitstiffisance de la lui, />>/ etre

potn'sitifi comme coupaltle de dfni de justice" ( Tit. I 'rilitn. de la

Pub. dfS Lois; Premier Pry. de Code Civil).
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not being confined to the particular circumstances in

reference to which they were uttered (per Lord Ken-

yon, 7 Durnf. & E. 287) ; but the degree of their value

depends on a variety of circumstances.

Certain text-books, written by eminent lawyers, have

also an authority* in Westminster Hall, where they

may be cited in proof of the law (Co. Litt. 11 a).

Amongst these, the writings of Sir Edward Coke hold

a deserved pre-eminence ; and an observation, undoubt-

edly just, made in reference to these, will explain
the value of our text-books in evidencing the law.

In reference to a particular position of Coke's, Lord

Wynfbrd observed, that " Lord Coke had no authority
for what he states ; but I am afraid," he adds " that

we should get rid of a great deal of what is considered

law in Westminster Hall, if what Lord Coke says without

authority is not law. He was one of the must eminent

lawyers that ever presided as a judge in any court of

justice, and what is said by such a person is good evi-

dence of what the law is
"
(2 Bing. 296-7). In refer-

ence to a position in the Digest of Chief Baron Comyns,
the same learned judge remarks of the author,

" this

he lays down on his own authority, without referring
to any case, and I am warranted in saying we cannot

have a better authority than this learned writer" (5

Bing. 387-8). Similar language was used by Lord

Kenyon (3 Durnf. & East, 64-631).

(II.) The statute taw consists of the statutes, or acts of

parliament, which are written laws made by Parliament.

Of these there are two kinds (1.) Public Acts, which
are those that relate to the whole kingdom to the

king, queen, or heir apparent; all great officers; all

officers of any kind, as all sheriffs, all lords of manors,
the whole spirituality, and to trade in general, and this

though in relation to a special or particular thing. Of
these the courts are bound ex officio to take notice.

(2.) Private Acts concern only a particular species, thing,
or person, or relate only to certain places. These Acts
the courts are not bound to know, and they must for-

mally be stated to them in all controversies, by the

parties who rely on such Acts. A private statute is

said not to bind or include strangers in interest to

its provisions ; and it has been held, that though every
man be so far a party to such a statute as not to gainsay
it, yet he is not so far a party as to give up his interest

(per Hale C. B., Lucy . Levington, 1 Vent. 175).

According to their objects, statutes may introduce a
new law, or declare (declaratory statutes) the old, or

supply its defects (remedial statutes), and may affix

penalties for transgression of their provisions (penal sta-

tutes). A statute can be repealed or altered only by
a statute.

* Mr. Ram (Science of Leg. Judg. 82 ) very properly applies to

the authority of these works the observations which Wilmot J. has
made in reference to the authority of courts. He considers " au-

thority" to have the same signification which it bears in Livy's cha-
racter of Evander (R. ti. Almon, Wilmot's Notes, 256 el

teq.~)
Evander turn ea auctoritate magii, qutim imprrio regelat hca (Liv. i. 7)." A learned writer," says Harrington,

"
may have authority, though

he has no power" (Ocenna, Prel. H'orks, p. 39). In our laws
holds the maxim, che un opinionedi Carpsovio, un mo antico accenato
da Claro, un tormento con iraconda compiacenza sufjgerito da Fan-
nacctOy sieao le Itggi a cut con sicurezza ubbidiscono culore che tremando
dovrebono reggere le vite e le fortune degli uomini (Beccaria, Dei
Uelitti e delle Pent. pref. p. 6. Vienna, 1798). Something simi-
lar was the reputation enjoyed by Pothier, in France : Les ouvrages
de Pothier n'ont pas fte repus comme lois ; mats i/s ont obtentt un hon-
neur semblabli : car p/utdes trait quart* du Code Civil ont tie Ktlernle-

metit ejrtraits de let traitet" (Uuniu, Diiseri. tur la ^'ie, Sfc. de

Pothier, p. cxiv.).

In construing statutes, the great principle is to ascer- Law-
tain and give effect to the intentions of the legislature. v^s,^__/
The principal rules of construction are as follows : Construc-

(1.) Statutes are to be construed according to their tion of

intent, which is to be collected, first, from the words 8tatutes -

employed, and, when the sense of these is ambiguous,
from the occasion and necessity of the statute, provided
that this construction is not inconsistent with their lan-

guage. The intent, when it can be learnt with cer-

tainty, will always prevail over the literal meaning of

the terms (11 Rep. 73).

(2.) They are to be construed one part with another,
so that the statute may operate as a whole ut res

mar/is valeat quam pcreat.

(3.) When its language be of doubtful import, a sta-

tute is to be construed in reference to others, in pari
matfrid, relating to the same subject (Rex v. Loxdale,
1 Burr. 447).

(4.) Remedial statutes are to be construed liberally,*
so us to meet the end in view, and to prevent a failure

of the remedy.
(5.) Penal statutes (with the exception of those against

frauds) are to be construed strictly, as are

(6 ) Statutes taking away trial by jury, and unfriendly
to the liberties of the subject, and

(7.) Statutes imposing charges upon the subject, and

(8.) Statutes conferring powers derogatory to the

rights of private property, and

(9.) Private acts of parliament, conferring upon indi-

viduals or a company new and extraordinary powers of
a special kind, affecting private property or exempting
it from public burdens, and

(10.) Statutes creating new jurisdictions; for the

superior courts shall not be ousted of their jurisdiction
but by express words or by necessary implication.

(11.) Statutes are not to be construed so as to admit
of absurd consequences, t
Our statutes commence with the reign of Henry III., Sources of

and those passed down to the end of the reign of statute

Edward II., with some incerti temporis, are styled
law -

vetera statuta all subsequent in date are called nova
slaluta. The earliest statutes are in Latin, the 51 Language

Henry III. being the first in French. After this time,
u{ statute*.

Latin and French were indiscriminately used, up to the

33 Hen. VI., when was passed the last statute wholly
in Latin. The publication of the statutes in English
is supposed to have begun at the commencement ol

the reign of Henry VII., after the fourth year of whose

reign English has been, without doubt, the language
uniformly used.

In the construction^ of statutes, our judges in former

* To interpret a statute strictly, is to adhere precisely to the words
or letter of the law, which includes, of course, fewer particulars than

a freer construction. To interpret it liberaHy, largely, and com-

prehensively, is to carry the meaning of the lawgiver into more com-

plete effect than a confined interpretation would allow (Rutherforth,
Intt. Nal. Law, book i. chap. vii. a. 7-11).

f There is another rule relating to the construction of statutes,

which, as containing a general principle, is worth detailing at

length :
" When an act of parliament doth alter the service, tenure

of the land, or other thing in prejudice of the land, or of the custom
of the manor, or in prejudice of the tenant, then the general words
of such act of parliament shall not extend to copyholds; but when
an act of parliament is generally made for ihe good of the weal

public, and no prejudice can accrue by reason of alteration of any
interest, service, tenure, or custom of the manor, then many times

copyholds and customary estates are within the general provision of

sucii Acts" (Heydon's case, 3 Jiep. 8).

J
" We cannot say of the legislature." Lord Tenterden once ob-

served,
' that it is inops consilii, but we may say that i* is
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Law. times assumed an authority which made it difficult to

s^ -^ determine the boundaries of the legislative and judi-

cial powers. They did not seem to have coincided with

the maxim ofLord Bacon,
"
Optima est lex quce minimum

relinquit arbitrio judicis ; optimus judex qui minimum
sibi" (De Aug. Scient. lib. viii. cap. in. aph. 46).

inter opes imps'
"

(Carr v. Stephens, 9 B. & C. 758). An opi-

nion of this kind appears to have prevailed amongst the judges both

in early and comparatively recent times, although few have avowed

so broadly, as did Chief Baron Hobart, their belief in the "
liberty and

authority that judges have over laws, especially over statute laws,

according to reason and best convenience, to mould them to the

best and truest use 1 '

(Lord Sheffield v. Uatclifte, Hobart 347). Act-

ing, however, on his principles, judges have defeated the palpably

expressed intentions of the legislature, sometimes by a dexterous

invention of fictions, sometimes by a strict, and sometimes by a lax

construction of the statute. The history of estates tail illustrates the

point. The nature of the estate is explained subsequently (p. 82S,

poV), where it is clearly shown that the intention of the legislature, in

making the law to which estates tail owe their existence, was to

preserve, in the line of descent indicated by the donor, all lands en-

tailed : but the judges very early lent their aid to the tenant in tail

anxious to alienate. Straining the language of the Statute of Glou-

cester (6 Kdw. I. cap. 3), they held, in the first place, that a tenant

in tail could safely alien and defeat the rights of his issue to whom
it was after-limited, provided an estate in fee simple, of equal value,

should devolve upon his heir. This heir was considered to have

thus received a recompence (Octaviau Lumbard's case, Y. B. 44

Edw. III). Toevadethis, Richel, a judge in the reign of Richardll.,

invented a form of limitation, which he fondly hoped all the attutia

of his brethren would nut enable them to defeat ;
but it was set aside

asvoid(Litt. lib. iii. s. 720) ; as also was a settlement by Thirning,

the chief justice ('21 Hen. VI., H. T. 336). The next step was to

apply to estates tail the fiction of common recoveries, by which

the operation of the statutes of mortmain had been already suc-

cessfully eluded. A common recovery was in form an action at

law, and in reality a mode of conveyance. It may be explained

thus. The party purchasing pretended to be entitled to the lands in

question, sued out his writ against the seller, who came into court,

and instead of defending his title, called upon some person, who it

was feigned had originally warranted the title to him, to appear and

defend the title attacked, or to give him land of equal value. On
this the person (usually named the vouchee) appeared to the action,

and the seller (demandant) iutreated the permission of the court for

a private conference with the grantee, which was never denied.

Shortly after this the demandant returned into court, while the

vouchee disappeared ; on which the court, presuming the title of the

demandant good, immediately gave judgment in his favour.

(Pigott's Treatise of Common Recoveries). This was the form lat-

terly adopted, and of its validity to bar the issue in tail no doubt

seems to have been entertained ; but in the reigns of Henry IV. and V.

it seems to have been doubtful how far the default of the tenant

(there being no vouchee) would avail. At length it was decided

that such a recovery was good against the issue (3 Hen. VI. 556).

The celebrated Taltarem's case (12 Kdw. IV., E. T. 26) is said to

have been "
brought on the stage

''

by Edward IV., in order to ob-

tain, as was actually done, a solemn decision affirming the efficacy

of common recoveries. The apparent object of the king was to de-

stroy the power of the overgrown feudatories, whose vnst possessions

and wealtn threatened the stability of the throne. Thus did the

astutia of the judges most effectually defeat the operation of the

famous statute of De Donis, the repeal of which had been fre-

quently sought without ell'ect from the legislature (6 Rep. 40 6).

The result has been, that it is now law (hat no tenant in tail

can, by any condition, limitation, custom, recognizance, statute, or

covenant whatever, be restrained from aliening (see the cases col-

lected by Mr. Butler; Co. Litt. 379 6. n. 1).

A particular form of actions, known as real actions now, with

certain exceptions, abolished by act of parliament (3 & 4 Will. IV.

cap. 27) were previously practically repealed by the decisions of

the judges. If, from the ignorance or negligence of counsel or at-

torney, there was any slip in (.he proceedings, the court would not

allow of any amendment, and thus assumed in fact a powei
" in-

directly to defeat a remedy tolerated by the legislature" (Real Prop.

Commissioners' Pint Report, p. 42).

It has been said of the Court of Chancery, that its acts have

been rather legislative than judicial (Humphreys, Obterv. Law
Real Prop. p. 9l~) ;

and we certainly find that it has not evinced

what Beccaria styles terrante inttabilita ilelle interpretutione, but

has boldly contravened the obvious and expressed will of the

The operation of a statute as law commences from L.UI-.

the day the royal asserit is given, which is indorsed on ^, '

the Act by the clerk of the Parliament (33 Geo. III. Operation.

cap. 13); but its operation, by a clause in its body,

may be suspended for a certain period ; or the statute

may have a retrospective operation, if it contain an

express provision to that effect (Churchill v. Crease,
5 Bing. 178 ;

and see Ib. 492).*
Of the laws local and particular in their opera- Customary

tion are (I.) The customary law, composed of cer- law.

tain immemorial and local customs. Amongst such

are gavelkind,f borough English, J and the customs

belonging to various manors. For a custom to be Qualities of

good in law, it must have existed " so long that lite a g ocl cus~

memory nf man knowetli not to the contrary," must tom-

have been continued, must have been acquiesced in,

must be reasonable and certain, compulsory, and not

left to every man's option to obey or not ; and, lastly,

customs must be consistent with each other.

(II.) The civil and canon laws operate in England,
so far as they have been admitted and received by im-

memorial usage and custom, in some particular cases

and some particular courts, or so far as they may have

been introduced by act of parliament (Hale, Hist, C. L.

ch. ii.).

As to the canon law. The 25 Hen. VIII. cap. 19, Canon law.

confirms all canons, constitutions, ordinances, and

legislature. The Statute of Frauds (29 Car. II. cap. 3) required
certain contracts to be reduced to writing. Still a court of

equity will enforce a verbal contract of the description, on the

alleged ground that it had been agreed that its terms should be

reduced to writing (2 Cha. Ca. 135). A defendant was required

by the court to confess or deny, in his answer on the oath, the

fact of having entered into such a contract, in order, in the latter

case, of rendering his answer equivalent to writing (1 Dick. 39).
An agreement partly performed, courts of equity held not within

the slatute (2 Sch. & Lef. 5), whose intentions they again defeated,

by giving effect to a verbal agreement for a mortgage, accompanied
by a deposit of the title-deeds. These deeds weve held a security
for subsequent advances, if the court were satisfied, and verbal

evidfin-K was sufficient, that these advances were made on the terms

of being so secured. This fact they would ascertain themselves, if

the parties differed in respect of it (17 Ves. 230: 14 Ves. 60).
That great chancellor Lord Nottingham, in reference to some cases

which had been cited, declared, tli.it
" he would alter the law upon

that point'' (Freeman i'. Goodham, CA. Rpp. 295) ;
but Lord Talbot,

when this declaration was quoted, remarked,
"

1 do not see how

anything less than an act of parliament can alter the law" (Heard
v. Stamford, 3 P. W. 411).

Other instances of the judges assuming to themselves legisla-

tive power might be mentioned. One is too remarkable to be

omitted, relating to the conclusion of the oath taken in judicial

proceedings. In the reign of Edward I. the oath concluded, '-Si

Dieu m'aide et les Seintz" (Slat. EJCOII. 14 Edw. I.) ; and, as late

as 1553, the oath administered in the House of Lords concluded,
" So help me God, and all Saints." The alteration ought to have

been made by the legislature (tee Alderson B., Frost's case, 2 Moody,
C. C.C. 150). The following

" instances of a wide and spirited depar-
ture from the express language of the statutes" are cited liy Sir

Fortunatus Dwarris (On Statutes, 708): 5 Eliz. cap. 4, s. 41 !

R. r. St. Nicholas in Ipswich, Burr. S. C. 91 ; 3 Will. & M.

cap. 11: Anthony v. Cardigan, 2 Bolt. 172; 8 & 9 Will. III.

cap. 30 : H. r. Clayhydon, 4 T. R. 100 ;
R. i>. St. Mary, Lambeth,

8 R. 236
;
R. v. King's Pyon, 4 East, 351.

, . .~ ....
(Disc. Prelim, du Prem. Proj. ilu Code Civil). La hi tie dispose one

pour I'avenir ; elle ria point d'ejfet rftroactif (Art. 2, tit. Prelim, de

la Pub. des Lois. See also Gilmore v. Shuter, 2 Lev. 227
;

Att. Gen.

v. Lloyd, 3 Atk. 541 j Ib. v. Andrews, 1 Ves. sen. 225).

t Div. IV. vol. xxii p. 491. { Ib. vol. xviii. p. "21.

$ See COPVHOI.D, Division IV. vol. xx. p. 239. The enfran-

chisement of copyholds and customary freeholds is facilitated by the

4 & 5 Viet. cap. 3.
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Law. synodals provincial, not repugnant to the law or the

\^^s~*^ royal prerogative, which hail been previously made
"
by the clergy of this realm ;" and all

" other eccle-

siastical laws or jurisdictions spiritual
"
are also con-

firmed by the 35 Hen. VIII. cap. 16. A complete
review of the canon law being purposed at this time,
and which never took place, these laws were intended

only to subsist temporarily. The two Acts were re-

pealed, the first in terms, the second impliedly, by the

1 Ph. & M. cap. 8, which was itself in terms repealed,
as far as it repeals the first Act, which is thereby
revived. The second Act has never been revived, and
therefore it would seem that no part of the canon

law, except such as emanated from " the clergy of this

realm," has, by law, any operation here
;
a fact which

appears hitherto to have escaped the consideration of
the learned judges of both the common law and eccle-

siastical courts (.fee Edes v. the Bishop of Oxford,

Vaughan, 21-4).
Civil law. A portion of the civil law is received in our eccle-

siastical and admiralty courts, and, in some instances,
in the courts of law, especially in those instances in

which the ecclesiastical courts follow it ; then, in order

that there may be an uniformity of judgments in the

different courts, the temporal courts follow it also. In
cases of legacies given out of personal estate, the tem-

poral courts often follow the civil law (IP. W. 1 ;

3 Atk. 346). From the civil law " we borrow all or
at least the greatest part of our rules upon legacies

"

(per Sir W. Grant, M.R., 6 Ves. 243). The civil law

maxim, ex nudo pacto non oritur actio (Corf. II. 2, 3,

10), is adopted by our law (3 Burr. 1670-1) ; and
sometimes we follow the rules it lays down respecting
the application of indefinite payments made by a
debtor to his creditor.

Sect. 2. The Authority of the Private Law of
England.

Operation 283. In considering the authority of the private law
of law of Of England, we will consider the extent of its operation,

:

first, as to places, and, secondly, as to persons.
I. First, then, it operates throughout that part of

the united kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland called
in England. England, within which is included the town of Berwick

upon Tweed *
(20 Geo. II. cap. 42), through Wales

(27 Hen. VIII. cap. 26 ; 34 & 35 Hen. VIII. cap. 26),
Ireland. and through Ireland first, as to the common law (Co.

Lilt. 141); secondly, as to the whole law existing in

the tenth year of the reign of Henry VII. (Irish Stat.

10 Hen. VII. cap. 22) ; thirdly, as to all laws passed
since the Union (39 & 40 Geo. III. cap. 67), unless
Ireland be excluded expressly or by implication. The
6 Geo. I. cap. 5, declared that the English parliament
could bind the Irish people by its laws ; but this Act
was repealed by the 22 Geo. III. cap. 53 ; and the
exclusive right of the Irish parliament to legislate for

Ireland was declared by the 23 Geo. III. cap. 28. It

would appear, therefore, that statutes of the English
parliament passed between the 10th Hen. VII. and the
22 Geo. III. have no operation in Ireland.t

* On the high seas, beyond low-water mark, a portion of which
is within the realm of England, the common law has no Deration,
that is within the High Admiral's jurisdiction; but it does operate
between high and low-water mark when the shore is dry ("Finch
law, 77).

t Before the Union, Ireland was for many purposes considered as
a foreign country. It was beyond the seas, within the meaning of

VOL. II.

Law.Except as respects certain fiscal regulations, the

English private law does not extend to the islands of ,

Man, Guernsey, Jersey, Sark, Alderney, and their N^Tnlilan
appendages, nor to Scotland (5 Ann. cap. 8). ortheChan-

As to the colonies, a distinction must be taken be- n<-' Islands,

tween such as were settled by our subjects, and such as !
lor '

<
'cot ~

were ceded to or conquered by us. In colonies of the The colo-
first kind (of which Australia is a familiar example), the nies.

colonists are understood to carry to their new abode,
first, the common law of England, and secondly, such
statutes passed previous to the settlement of the colony
as are applicable to their own circumstances; so that

laws relating to bankruptcy, the maintenance of the

poor, police, tithes, &cu have in such a colony no ope-
ration. Statutes passed subsequent to the settlement do
not operate in the colony, unless it be named or virtually
included therein ; for the general run of laws enacted

by the superior state are supposed to be calculated for

its own internal government, and not to extend to its

remote dependencies. But these are bound by statutes

relating to navigation, trade, revenue, and shipping,
although not specially named (2 P. W. 75). The laws
of a conquered colony continue until altered by the con-

queror, that is, in England, the crown (per Lord Mans-
field, Wall v. Campbell. Cowper, 204).
Our laws, however, like those of every other country, Extra-terri-

have, by the comity of nations, an extra-territorial ope- torial ope-
ration. Generally speaking, such of them as define the ration of

status or civil condition and capacity of our subjects
Knsl'811

travel with them wherever they go, and their obligation
aw

it is not possible to remove. Such are laws which may
properly be styled personal, determining whether a man
be legitimate or illegitimate, under or of full age, insane,
an idiot, a bankrupt, married or divorced, and the

like. As to laws governing the succession to an
intestate's property, it is doubtful whether our law

operates extra-territorially ; but it is clear, if an Eng-
lishman changes his domicile to Scotland, and dying
intestate, that the law of Scotland would control the

disposition of his personal estate (Curling v. Thornton,
2 Addams, 17). The incidents to these qualities may
depend on the law of the country to which he goes :

but, as qualities, they will, by the general comity of

nations, be generally recognised by the foreign tribunals.
These will also recognise our laws respecting the validity
of contracts, unless indeed inconsistent with the rights
and interests of the citizens of their state, or with its

public policy and fundamental laws. The king, his

ambassadors (but not consuls), fleets, and armies,
while residing in, or travelling to, a friendly state, are
still under the entire dominion of our laws (3 Rob. 13-
27 ; 4 Ib. 26).
Our law acknowledges the validity of contracts en- Foreign

tered into in a foreign country, and there intended to contracts,

be performed, if they are valid according to the law
of that country (The King of Spain v. Machado, 4
Russ. 225 ;

Potter v. Brown, 5 East, 130) ; for, if an

obligation is valid where it is professed to originate, it

is valid every where else. Not only does our law Foreign

recognise a marriage esteemed valid where it was maniages.

the 21 Jac. I. cap. 16, and with respect to the exceptions of dis-

abilities under the statute relating to fines (see 18 Edw. I., Mod.
lev. Fin., compared with 4 Hen. VII. cap. 24), and the old rule

regarding illegitimacy from impossibility of access (Jenk. Cent. 10).
And since the Union, Ireland is in some respects considered as a

foreign country (Battersby v. Kirk, 3 Scott, II ; Whyter. Rose, 11
Law J. (ff. S.) Ej-ch. 457).

Sv
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Process on

foreign
contracts.

Interpreta-
tion of

deeds exe-

cuted here.

Foreign
revenue

taws, and
laws op-

posed to our

policy or

the law of

nature.

Natural-

born sub-

contracted (Lacon v. Higgins, 1 Dow. & Ry. 38), but
it does not generally recognise marriages celebrated

abroad unless there considered valid (Butler v. Free-

man, Ainbl. 303 ; but sec Ruding n. Smith, 2 Hagg.

385). A court of equity, with that liberality which is

its proper characteristic, has so far taken cognizance of

a foreign law as to have forborne to compel a husband

to make a settlement upon his wife entitled to a share

of "his personal property under the Statute of Distri-

butions, on its being proved that the wife was resident

in Prussia, and that, by the law there, a moiety of the

husband's effects must have come to her (Sawyer v.

Shute, 1 Ans. 63 ;
and see also 3 Ves. 323).

But although the authority of the law of England does

not extend to determine the validity of foreign contracts,

still if their enforcement is craved ofour courts, its autho-

rity does extend to the definition of the forms and means

by which the enforcement shall be induced. The process
must be according to our law : so a foreigner may be

here arrested for a debt, or in equity upon a writ of

ne ereat regno, although, by the law of the place where

the debt was contracted, he could not have been im-

prisoned (De la Vega v. Vianna, 1 B. & Ad. 284 ; Flack

v. Holm, 1 Jac. & W. 405) ;
a doctrine which has been

carried so far as to justify proceedings against a person
as partner, because he was jointly concerned in trade

with another in Holland, although partnership does not

there arise from such a community of business (Shaw v.

Harvey, Mood. & M. 526). Further, as to the time of

commencing proceedings on foreign contracts, the En-

glish courts will have regard, not to the lex loci, but to

the English statutes of limitation (The British Linen

Company p. Drummond, 10 B. & C. 903).
Our law, also, it would appear, claims to determine

the interpretation and effect of every deed or will ex-

ecuted here (Trotter v. Trotter, 4 Bligh (A
7
. S.), 502 ;

Anstruther v. Chalmers, 2 Sim. 1) ; although it is

doubtful whether, in cases of devises of lauds, the tri-

bunals of the country where the lands lay would accord

them this jurisdiction (Vattel, liv. ii. ch. viii. s. 3 ; 1

Wheaton, Elem. 136).
" No country ever takes notice of the revenue laivs

of another (per Lord Mansfield, Holman v. Johnson,

Cowper, 343 ;
and see further 2 Peake, 81, and 1 Esp.

389) ;* nor will ours admit the operation within its

limits of any foreign municipal law, contrary either to

its public policy or to the law of nature. A slave, a

native of East Florida, where the law countenances

slavery, escaped to a British man of war
; and it was

held, that coming under the protection of our colours,
he relieved himself from the operation of a local law of

East Florida, which was contrary to the natural law

of eternal justice (Forbes v. Cochrane, 2 B. & C. 448 ;

and see the case of Somerset the negro, and Hargrave's
note, Co. Litt. 79 b).

II. The persons subject to the authority of the En-

glish private law are now to be considered ; and first, as

they are subjects or aliens.

(J.) Natural-born subjects are such as are born
within the dominions of the crown of England, or, as

it is said, within the allegiance of the king. This in-

* It must be observed, with reference to the proof of foreign law,
that it must be established. The court cannot take notice of it judi-

cially, (1 P. W. 431 ; 3 Ves. & B. 99). As to how this proof is

to be made, at law, see Lacon p. Higgins (ut sup. cit.) ; General
PicrorTs case, 30 St. Tr. 514; 1 Dow. & Ry. 42, n. a; in equity
tee Hill i>. Reardon, Jacob, 90; Flack p. Holm (w/ sup. tit).

eludes the children of our ambassadors, wherever born, Law.

and children whose fatheis (or grandfathers by the v V""-'
father's side) were born within the allegiance of the

king, unless their ancestors were attainted or banished
for high treason, or, at the birth of such children, were
in the service of a hostile foreign power. These are

properly subject to all the laws of England, entitled to

the rights it confers, subject to the disabilities it con-

tains a principle subject to certain important modifi-

cations. It is not in the power of any private subject
to shake off his allegiance, and to transfer it to a foreign

prince (Macdonald's case, Foster, Cr. L. 59), unless,
as it would seem, by the permission of his own prince

(Doe dem. Thomas v. Acklam, 2 B. & C. 796 ; see also

Bright's lessee v. Rochester, 7 Wheaton, American Rep.
535). Nemo potent exuerc patr/am is the fundamental
maxim of our constitutional polity ;

and therefore a

natural-born subject who enters into a foreign service,
and engages in hostilities against his native country, if

taken, may be here punished as a traitor (Foster, Cr. L.

183-4).

(2.) Aliens, or persons born out of the king's alle- Aliens:

giance, are still, to a certain extent, while resident here,

subject to our laws. Although he cannot hold land or

other real property to his own use, an alien may, if a

subject of a friendly state, acquire a property in money,
goods, or other personal property, may hire a house to

live in, may bring actions concerning personal property,
make a will, and dispose of his personal estate. During their local

an alien's residence here, he owns a local or temporary allegiance.

allegiance to the crown, and is therefore subject to our
criminal jurisdiction ; and if, having a family and effects

here, leaving them, he goes to his own country, and
adheres to his prince in his hostilities against us, he

may, if taken, be punished as a traitor by our laws

(Foster, Cr. Law, 185). An alien may be made a Denizen.

denizen by royal letters patent, or naturalised by act

of parliament. In the last case he is admitted to all

the rights of a natural born subject, except the right of

becoming a privy councillor, member of parliament,

holding offices, grants, &c. A denizen may acquire
real estate by purchase or devise, but cannot inherit ;

but his issue born after denization may inherit from
him. He is subject to the same disqualifications as a

naturalized subject.

Sect. 3. The Doctrines of the English Private Law.

284. It is of the essence of a law that it creates rights,
and it ought for a violation of those rights to provide an

adequate remedy. In considering the general doctrines

of English private law, it will be necessary to ascertain

what are the rights they originate, for what wrongs
they provide, and what are the remedies so provided.
The rights of which a man may be possessed must

have reference to persons or to property.* Rights Rights in

which have reference to persons are those arising out res
l'
ect of

of the various relations, natural or artificial, common pe"

in all civilized communities. Of the natural relations Natural

to which we allude, the principal result from mat i lagc,
re - ation -

from whence are derived the rights of husband and
wife ;

from parentage, whence the rights of father and
child ; from guardianship, whence the rights of guardian

* Blackstone's division of rights, into rights of persons and ri<nls
of tilings, however familiar to our ears, is, as far as the expressions

go, so exceedingly objectionable that it has not been, in terms at

least, pursued in this chapter.
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Law. and ward ; and from service, whence the rights of master

N-^ _' and servants. First, then, as relates to matrimony.
Marriage. (1.)

" In civil society, marriage becomes a civil con-

tract, regulated and prescribed by law, and endowed
with civil consequences" (per Lord Stowell, Dalrymple
v. Dalrymple, 2 Hagg. Hep. 63). Formerly, in order
that the contract should be valid, the marriage must,
unless the archbishop had granted a dispensation, or

special licence, as it is called, have been celebrated in

some parish church, public chapel wherein marriages
were usually solemnized prior to the 26 Geo. II. or

which has been since licensed for the purpose by the

bishop (4 Geo. IV. cap. 76), or place licensed for the

purpose and for the performance of divine service during
the repair of the church or chapel (Ibid. 5 Geo. IV.

cap. 32). Now, however, those who prefer it may have
their marriage solemnized in the presence of the super-
intendent registrar of the district, in a licensed place of

worship or not, without any ceremony other than a
declaration by both parties of their intention in the act

(6 & 7 Wm. IV. cap. 85). Otherwise it must be cele-

brated by a person whom the parties believe to be in

holy orders (4 Geo. IV. cap. 76) ; and, however the

marriage be solemnized, the parties must not be subject
to the canonical disabilities of precontract (but see Harg.
Co. Lilt. 79 b), consanguinity, affinity,* or impotency,
nor under the legal disabilities arising from a subsisting

marriage, want of age, want of consent of parents or

guardians, which in cases of minors is necessary, and
want of reason (see 15 Geo. II. cap. 30). Parties under

legal disabilities cannot contract a marriage the con-
tract is void ab inilio. The marriage of parties under
canonical disabilities, not being those of affinity and

consanguinity, is merely voidable, that is, can be avoided

by proceedings in the ecclesiastical courts, but subsists

until a sentence is there obtained. The marriage of

" The 32 Hen. VIII. cap. 38, declares that all persons not pro-
hibited by God's law may marry, and that all marriages are indis-
soluble contracted by lawful persons in the face of the church, and
afterwards consummated. Nothing is to impeach a marriage (God's
law except) not within the Levitical degrees, the remotest of which
is that of uncle and niece. All im]>editnents arising from precon-
tracts ("except when they had been consummated) were abolished.
But this latter clause was repealed by 2 & 3 Edw. VI. cap. 23 (see
26 Geo. II. cap. 33). Before the Marriage Act (26 Geo. II. 33), it is

questionable whether any ecclesiastical ceremony was necessary to a

marriage (Jesson ti. Collins, 2 Salk. 437; R. ti. the Inhabitants of

Brampton, 10 East, 288 ; ted vide Haydon, v. Gould, 1 Salk. 119).
Before the laws of Innocent III., who became pope in 1198, we are told
that the ceremony of marriage was not in use in the church;
'.hat is, as we suppose, to be valid at common law: the man
simply went to the woman's house, and took her away to his own
(Moore, 170).

"
Marriage,'' says Pope Evaristus,

"
ought not to

be contracted in a clandestine manner
;

for marriage is no other-
wise lawful, but when the wife is demanded of such persons as
seem to have the government and dominion over the woman's per-
son, and who have the care and guardianship of her; and unless she
be espoused by the consent of her parents and nearest, relations, and
be endowed according to law, and likewise, at the time of her nup-
tials, receive the sacerdotal benediction, according to custom, by
means of prayers and oblation, and also be given in marriage by her

paranymphi, such marriage is deemed unlawful by the canon law.
This was the ancient way of celebrating legal marriages, for oru..,-

wise they are only styled conjvgia pra-tumpta, and not lawful mar-
riages ;

and by law are rather termed adulleria, strupra, and contu-

bernia, than lawful marriages. Let no believer or Christian, of what
degree soever he be, presume to celebrate wedlock in private, but let

him publicly marry in the Lurd, receiving the benediction of ihe

priest" (Ayliffe, Parergoa, 364; tee Fleury, Mirurs des Chrelicni,
p. 228; Seldcn, Uj-or Hehraica, lib. i. cap. 28). Chief Justice
Pemlierton was inclined ti> think that "words of contract de fira-ienli

repeated after a person in orders" was a good marriage (Wild r.

Chamberlain, 2 Show. 300).

parties within the prohibited degrees of affinity and Law.

consanguinity is absolutely void. (5 & 6 Will. IV. cap. i- -^ *

54). The ecclesiastical courts are not permitled to

dissolve a marriage after the death of either of the par-
ties (Salk. 548). When the ground of the dissolution

existed previous to the marriage, such as consanguinity,
and did not arise afterwards, as might be in the case of

impotency, the effect of such a dissolution is a total

abrogation of the marriage, and all its incidents, from
the beginning, improperly called a divorce a rinculo Divorce a

matrimonii. In such cases, of course, the issue are vincub

bastardized, and each party is capable of contracting
''"'.

marriage with another.*

There is another kind of divorce, a divorce d Divorce
mensa. el thoro (from bed and board), which, without measd et

dissolving the marriage, separates the parties. It is i/"'ro-

decreed by the ecclesiastical courts, when either party
has committed adultery, or in cases of extreme cruelty

apprehended by one party from the other. The courtsv

however, in all cases require the fact of adultery or

cruelty to be clearly established before they will con-
sent to grant a divorce (Evans v. Evans, 1 Hagg. 36).
A wile divorced d menxd et thoro is entitled to an
allowance from her husband, settled by the ecclesias-

tical judge, provided she has not eloped from her

husband, and is living in a state of adultery (2 Hagg.
199-203).
The law considers husband and wife as one person. Relations

The husband is bound to provide his wife with neces- of husband

saries, and must pay her debts for them, unless she anl
}

w 'fe>

has eloped from him and is living in adultery, and he is
""

liable for all her debts contracted previous to marriage.
The wife cannot sue or be sued without her husband's

concurrence, and in his name, even although she be
divorced d, mensa et thoro, and have a competent
alimony (Lewis v. Lee, 3 B. & C. 291).
Husband and wife cannot, in criminal prosecution, their mu-

give evidence for or against each other ; and, except in tual inca-

cases of treason and murder, and in offences of the Pacitles -

lowest class, the command or authority of a husband
will privilege a wife from punishment. The wife, being
presumed to be under the coercion of her husband, can

execute no valid deed, nor even, except under special

circumstances, can she devise her lands to her husband.

(2.) Children may be either legitimate or illegiti- Parent and
mate. A child is called legitimate if born in lawful wed- child,

lock, or within a competent time afterwards, the maxim Legitimate

being, pater e.it quern nuptice demonsirant ; unless,
children,

indeed, it can be shown that there was a natural im-

possibility that the husband of the mother could be
the father, or even a probability strong enough, in the

view of the judicatory, to rebut the contrary presump-
tion (R. v. Luffe, 8 East, 193; Goodright v. Saul, 4
T. R. 356 ; Le Marchant's Gardner Peerage case). A Duties of

parent, being himself competent thereto, is bound to tlie parent.

support such of his children as, from infancy, disease,
or accident, are incapable of supporting themselves,
and is entitled to the benefit of the labour of such as

live with him ; and he who marries a woman with

children is bound to maintain them, being so incapable,
until such woman's death (4 & 5 Wm. IV. cap. 76).

* The practice of dissolving marriages by act of parliament, on .

the ground of adultery, commenced with the case of Lord de Hoos,
in 1692: only iive Acts of the kind passed up to the accession of
Geo. 1. : there were between 1715 and 1775 sixty; from that time

to 1800, seventy-four: and thence to 1830, about ninety (1 Burge,
Comm. 65J).

3N 2
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Law.

Rights of

the parent.

Duties of

tbe child.

Illegitimate
children.

Guardian-

ship.

Guardians
in socage.

Testamen-

tary guar-
dians.

Guardians

appointed
by Chan-

cery.

Guardians
to natural

children.

A parent may maintain his children in their lawsuits,
and is justified in committing' assault and battery in

their defence. While they are minors, he may correct

them with moderation, and may delegate this authority
to their tutor or schoolmaster ;

he may appoint their

guardian by his will, and, during his life, act as their

trustee, and receive the profits of their property, for

which he must account to them when they reach their

majority. The child is equally bound to support and

assist the parent, their duties being reciprocal. By a

recent statute, judges in equity are empowered to afford

mothers, against whom adultery has not been esta-

blished, access to their infant children, and, if these

latter be under the age of seven years, to give them
into the custody of such mothers (2 & 3 Viet. cap. 54).
The mother is bound to support her illegitimate

children ; but if they become chargeable to the parish,
the father, if he can be ascertained (the mother's oath

not being taken as conclusive of the fact), is liable

(4 & 5 Wm. IV. cap. 76).

An illegitimate child is called JMus nullius, and,

although he may obtain a surname by reputation, can

neither inherit nor have heirs, except of his own body.
(3.) Previous to the statute of Charles II., hereafter

noticed, the father might, by deed or will, assign a

guardian to any woman child under the age of sixteen ;

and in default of such assignment, the mother was to

be guardian (4 & 5 Ph. & M. cap. 8; 3 Rep. 39).

The guardianship of a minor inheriting an estate in lands

of the tenure of socage, devolves on the next of kin,

on whom the inheritance cannot possibly descend, as it

would otherwise be "
quasi agnum committerc lupo ad

devorandum "
(Co. Litt. 88 b ; Fortescue, De Laud.

cap. 44 ; 1 P. Wms. 260 ; Harg. Co. Lilt. 88 b). From
this guardianship the infant is relieved when he readies

his fourteenth year. There are also testamentary

guardians, who are appointed by virtue of the 12

Car. II. cap. 24,* which authorizes any father by deed

or will to dispose of the custody of his child, born

or unborn (7 Ves. 348), to any person, not being a

popish recusant, either in possession or reversion, until

such child attains the age of twenty-one years, or, in

the case of a female, marries (Mendes v. Mendes, 3

Atk. 625). The testamentary guardian supersedes the

guardian in socage, and has the custody and manage-
ment of the real and personal property of the infant, to

whom he is obliged to account when the infant comes
of age.

If the father appoints no guardian, the Court of

Chancery will do so, on the petition of the infant (Ex
parte Salter, 2 Dick. 769) ; and the same court will

appoint another guardian, where the first refuses to act

(1 Sch. & Lef. 106); audit will take care that these,
as well as testamentary guardians, act rightly by
the ward (Duke of Beaufort v. Berty, 1 P. W. 702).

Strictly speaking, a father cannot appoint testamentary

guardians to a natural child ; but, if he names in his

will persons to act as such, the court, on petition, will

appoint those persons (Chatteris v. Young, 1 Jac. &
W. 106). In order for their own protection, there-

fore, guardians are in the habit of applying to the

court, and acting under its direction (1 Cornm. 463).
Its jurisdiction in the case of wards has been traced

no higher than the year 1696 (Harg. note, Co. Lilt.

* This celebrated statute was drawn by Lord Hale. Eyre v. Countess

of Shrewsbury, 2 P. W. 125. But see Harg. Co. Litt. 1 08 a, n. (1 ).

88 b). An infant may be sued in his own name ; but Law
he defends himself by his guardian; and one, if he has > j-v^>
none, will be appointed for this express purpose (ad Guardians

litent) by the court in which the action is brought. An atj littm,

infant cannot alien his estate
;
but if a trustee or mort- Disabilitie

gagee, he may convey his interest as such under the of infants.

direction of a court of equity. He may purchase lands,
but disown the purchase, if he will, when he becomes
of full age ; and he can also bind himself by contracts

for necessaries, but not beyond.
(4.) Under the head of service, it will be sufficient to Menial

remark that, in the cases of menial servants, unless any servants,

special contract be made, it is understood that the

hiring is for one year, terminable at any period by the

giving of a month's notice or a month's wages.

Apprentices, who are one class of servants, are those Appren-
who are bound by deed to serve their masters for *'ces -

seven years, to be maintained and instructed by them.

They may be discharged from their service, on reason-

able cause, by a justice of the peace, or by the justices
at quarter sessions. They nominally have the exclusive

right of exercising their trade, but practically this does

not exist (5 Eliz. cap. 4, s. 31 ; 54 Geo. III. cap. 96).
To trades not in existence when the first-named Act

passed, and to trading in country villages, this law never

applied. A master may give his labourer reasonable Authority

correction
;
and any servant, &c. assaulting his master of the

or mistress, may be imprisoned one year, or undergo
nl

any other corporeal punishment, not extending to life or

limb.

A master may maintain his servant in his actions at Rights of

law, and himself bring an action for the beating of his the niaster<

servant, assigning as his reason his damage by the loss

of his servant's service, a loss that must be proved on
the trial. He may justify an assault in defence of his ser-

vant, as may a servant in defence of his master (Tickell
v. Read, Loffl. 215). An action can be maintained by
a master against any one who induces his servant to

leave his service, in which way it is that a parent can

punish the seducer of his daughter. By some eviderrce, Seduction. ,

however slight, he must, to sustain the action, prove
that the daughter was in the habit of performing acts

of service to him indispensable ; but the action cannot

be maintained if the daughter have left the parental
roof with no intention of returning. Such an action

may be brought even by an adopted father (11 East,

23).
A master is generally answerable for his servant's Liabilitiet

conduct, if acting in obedience to his commands and of the

whatever a servant is permitted to do in the usual
m

course of his business is equivalent to a command

and, in some cases, for his servant's negligence.
The only artificial relation of which any notice need Partner

here be taken is that of partnership, which is an union 8ll'P-

of individuals for certain undertakings. Partnership

may be constituted either by the spontaneous act

and merus motus of the parties, or by the operation of

law.

First, then, as to voluntary partnership :

It is, in general, constituted by an agreement among Voluntary

individuals, to share in the profits of their joint under- Pari-
taking in some concern. Communion in profits, in

s
I>

'

proportions however unequal, constitutes a partnership
as far as the public are concerned, and presumptively
as between the parties ;

a presumption capable, how-

ever, of rebuttal, on. the establishment of the fact that

no partnership was intended.
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j^aw. The act or agreement of one partner, in relation to

^^ and in the course of the partnership business, is

esteemed the act of the firm, and binding on all the

partners, even although the fact of their being partners
be unknown, and whether they be dormant* as the

partner is called who does not visibly appear in the

management of the partnership, or nominal, as he is

called who, without having any interest in the profits,

allows his name to be used, and deceives the public by

appearing as a partner. But, of itself, a mere admission

of partnership, to one who has contracted with the firm,

fixes an individual with no liability on account of the

contract, if the admission was made subsequently to

the contract. Nor can any one sue another as partner,

if he has been informed of a stipulation that the

latter should not participate in the profits or losses

of the partnership. It must, also, be distinctly under-

stood that an agent, such as a traveller, clerk, factor,

broker, &c., in receiving or agreeing for a commission

or similar profit on the sale of goods, does not quoad
hoc constitute himself a partner.
A partner cannot sue his co-partner at law in respect

of anything connected with or involving the consider-

ation of the partnership accounts : these, with all part-

nership affairs, are properly the peculiar province of a

court of equity.

Corpora- Secondly, as to those partnerships which are created
tions: by law, and called corporations. These are considered

artificial persons, to whom the law ascribes the quality

sole; of immortality. A corporation maybe sole, when its

privileges belong only to one natural person and his suc-

cessors ; or it may be aggregate, when it includes a

number of persons and their successors. Thus a bishop
and a parson are instances of corporations sale, and
their successors do not properly inherit from them, but
take the property they possessed, in virtue of their

character as their successors. Of a corporation aggre-

gate, a dean and chapter is a familiar example. These

corporations are in fact metaphysical entities, creations

of law (10 Rep. 32) ; and so far so, that their posses-
sions are not understood to belong to their members, but
to that abstract being which they constitute in their

united existence. In reference to their purposes, cor-

porations are either ecclesiastical or lay ; ecclesiastical

corporations being such as are composed wholly of

spiritual persons, as in the instances above given ; lay

corporations, the members of which include laymen.
The first exist for spiritual purposes : of the latter

there are three kinds civil, eleemosynary, and trading.
Civil corporations exist for certain political purposes,
for the government of towns and cities ; for the pro-
motion of education, e. g. the universities and their col-

leges ; for the protection of the public from incompe-
tent practitioners of mediciiw and surgery ; and for the

prosecution of inquiries into the arts and sciences, and

generally for assisting in the advancement of knowledge.
eleemosy- Eleemosynary corporations are those of a charitable
nary > kind, and intended for the distribution of alms, and the

trading. relief of the sick and needy. Trading corporations are

those partnerships on which corporate privileges are

conferred, in consideration of the vastness of their

operations, and the benefit consequent to the country

* A dormant partner is not, however, bound by an express con-
tract with the known and acting partners ;

and as respects contracts

impliedly entered into with the partnership by persons ignorant of
his being n partner, his liability ceases ipso facto on his ceasing to

be a partner.

Law.

aggregate ;

'clesias-

tical

iav;

civil
;

at large. Of such a kind are the East India and South
Sea Companies, and the Bank of England, and many
others, similar in kind, however inferior in importance.

Corporations must be created in one of two ways, Creation

either by the king's prerogative, or by act of parlia-
ol

?orpo-

ment. The consent of the king to the erection of a
ratlons -

corporation may be expressed or implied. It is im-

plied in all eases of corporations at the common law,
as the corporation of a parson, dean and chapter, and
the like ; and in corporations existing by prescription,
as the City of London, which has been a corporation
time whereof the memory of man runneth not to the

contrary. It is expressed, when he creates the cor-

poration by his royal charter. This charter is often

confirmed by act of parliament ;
and this is done

when privileges transcending the existing laws are to be

granted, as the right, for example, of taxing the subject.
The crown is also empowered to incorporate cer-

tain associations with certain limited privileges. In
the case of municipal corporations, the crown is em-
powered by act of parliament (7 Will. IV. and 1 Viet,

cap. 78), on the petition of the inhabitant house-
holders of any borough for a charter, if, advised by the

Privy Council, it should think fit to grant the same,
to extend to such new corporation all the powers and

provisions of the general Municipal Corporations Act

(5 & 6 Will. IV. cap. 76), which confers on these

bodies many very important privileges. The crown,
in granting a charter to a class, may authorize a

person or persons to ascertain the individuals com-

posing that class (per Denman C. J., and Williams J.,
Rutter v. Chapman, 8 M. & S. 106, tt seq.) , and, it

has been said, may even delegate to an individual the

power of appointing the first members of a corporation

(per Tindal C. J., and Patteson J., 76. ; Button's Hos-

pital case, 10 Rep. 23; Bro. Ab. tit. Prerogative, 53;
Jenkins, Cent. 87, p. 270). The parties ascertained or

appointed, however, derive their qualities and rights
from the charter, and not from the individual naming
or ascertaining them (per Coleridge J., Rutter v. Chap-
man, ut sup. cit.).

A corporation must have a name. All corporations Qualities

have (1) perpetual succession
; (2) are sued and sue,

of a C01'-

implead and are impleaded, grant and take, in their PoratlOD

corporate name, in which they do all the acts of natu-
ral persons compatible with their corporate existence ;

(3) may purchase lands, and hold them for the benefit

of themselves and successors ;* (4) usually have a com-
mon seal, the affixing of which binds the corpo-
ration ; (5) usually make bye-laws, which, so far as

they are not repugnant to the king's prerogative, or to

the common profit of the people, are binding on all the

members of the corporation. A corporation, being an
invisble person, (1) must appear by attorney; being-
an artificial person, (2) can commit no crime, nor be

(3) subject to personal injuries ; it cannot (4) act as an

*
Subject, however, to the statutes of mortmain, which make

void the alienation of lands in perpetuity to any corporation, with-

out licence from the crown, with certain exceptions, one in favour of

poor vicarages and of Queen Anne's Bounty, and another in favour

of gifts of land, or money to be laid out in land, for charitable uses,

which are good if made by deed executed in the presence of two

witnesses, twelve months before the donor's death, and inrolled six

months before his death in the Court of Chancery (2 Comm. 268-74
;

and see 43 Geo. III. cap. 107, and 45 Geo. III. cap. 101). Being

excepted out of the Statute of Wills (34 Hen. VIII. cap. 5), corpora-
tions cannot take lands by devise, except in snme cases for charitable

pui poses (43 Eliz. cap. 4; 9 Geo. II. cap. 36).
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executor, administrator, or trustee ;* and, having no

soul, (5) ciinnot be subjected to eccle*'astical censures.

A corporation aggregate may take goods and chattels

for the benefit of themselves and their successors; and

so may a sole corporation, when it be the representative

of a number of persons, as the master of a hospital, who
is a corporation ibr the benefit of the poor brethren ; but

not so sole corporation!;, representing none but them-

selves, as bishops, parsons, &c. (1 Comm 477 ; 2 Comm.

431-2), with exceptions of a local an 1 peculiar kind.

As a rule, the majority in an aggregate corporation binds

the minority (see 27 Hen. VIII. cap. 27; R. v. Mon-

day, Cowper, 538 ; 1 Kyd. Corp. 400, &c.).
To prevent a corporation from deviating from its end,

it (with the exception of such as are in their nature

merely trading corporations) is properly subjected
to visitation. Of all ecclesiastical corporations, the or-

dinary is usually the visitor
;
of all lay corporations which

are eleemosynary, the founder, his heirs or assigns ;
and

of the remainder, the king, either through the me-
dium of the Court of King's Bench (I Comm. 481-2),
or rather, perhaps, through the medium of the Chancel-

lor (* R. v. St. Catherine's Hall, 4 T. R. 233). In

this last case it was held, that in default of the founder's

heirs, and of a special visitor appointed by the founder

or charter, the king, in the person of his chancellor, had
the right of visitation. The principle which governed
this case, one of an eleemosynary lay corporation, one

might suppose would extend to all such cases in which

the king could act as visitor.

Corporations may be dissolved by act of parlia-

ment, by the natural death of all of its members, by a

surrender of its franchises into the hands of the king,
or by forfeiture of its charter if it have abused those

franchises. On its dissolution, its lands revert to its

founder, donors, or their heirs.

We now come to consider the rights which relate

to property. These rights differ according as the

property is, in the view of the law of England, real or

personal. Real property is said to consist of lands,
tenements and hereditaments ; lands including every

species of soil, with its produce, as woods, mines, &c.,

with edifices that stand on it, and even lakes or ponds.
Tenement signifies properly that which, in law phrase,

may be holden, that is, possessed, subject to the supe-
rior right of another ; and hereditament, that which

may be inherited ; and this properly would be appli-
cable to personal as well as real property (Co. Litt. 6).

Real property or hereditaments, as is the usual phrase,
is of two kinds ; corporeal, which includes every species
of property comprised under that nomen f;eneralissi-

mum (Co. Litt. 4 a), land
; incorporeal,^ which imports

certain rights issuing out of a thing corporeal, or con-

cerning, or annexed to, or exerciseable within the same

(1 Comm. 20). Of incorporeal hereditaments Black-

stone enumerates ten sorts: (1.) Advowson, which is

the right of presentation to a church or ecclesiastical

*
Corporations, however, are considered by the Court of Chan-

cery as trustees for charitable purposes (Lydiat v. Sir John Foach,
2 Vern. 412) ;

but for no others, (see Mayor of Colchester v. Lowton,
1 Ves. & Dea. 244). Under some circumstances the court will

even remove them from their trust (Mayor, &c. of Coventry and

Alt. Gen., 7 Bro. P. C. 235).

f
" Res incorporates" says the civilian,

" aulem stint, qttee tangi non

potsunt : qualia sunt ea qua? in jure vonsistunt, sicttt hcereditas, usns-

I'Ctus, ttsus, et obhqatiottes fjuuqw woducontraclce' (/*/. II. 2). The
Definition is much too large fa tur purpose, but conveys i distinct

notion of the subject.

bem'fice (sen Div. IV. vol. xvii. p. 1 40). (2.) Tithes Law.

(see Div. IV. vol. xxviii. p. 654). (3.) Common, or right
-

r -_
'

of common, whether common of pasture, which is a

right of feeding one's beast on another's land
; or of

piscary, which is a right of fishing in another man's
water

;
or of turbary, which is a liberty of digging turf

on another man's ground ; or of estovers, which is a

liberty of taking necessary wood from another's estate

(see Div. IV. vol. xx. p. 67). (4.) Right of way, which
is the right one tnay have of going over another man's

ground. (5.) Offices, which are a right to exercise a

public or private employment, and to take the fees and
emoluments thereto belonging. (6.) Dignities, which
are titles of honour and precedence. (7.) Franchises,
which are royal privileges granted to a subject (see
Div. IV. vol. xxii. p. 314). (8.) Corodies, which are

rights of sustenance, or of receiving a certain allotment of

provisions for one's maintenance (see Div. IV. vol. xx.

p. 261). (9.) Annuities are similar in their nature,

only they arise from temporal, not spiritual, per-
sons (see Div. IV. vol. xvii. p. 616). (10.) Rents,
which are certain profits issuing yearly out of certain

lands and tenements coqwreal (see Div. IV. vol. xxvii.

p. 17).

As to that species of real property included in the

term corporeal hereditaments, we will consider the

modes, first of its enjoyment, and secondly of its ac

quisition. The various modes of enjoyment are called

estates, which may be considered in reference (1) to

their quality, (2) quantity, (3) certainty, (4) time, and

(5) number of persons participating.

By the law of England all land is supposed to be Tenures.

holden mediately or immediately of the king,* a doc-

trine which may be referred to the early periods of our

legal history. The various species of tenure are so fully

described in other parts of this work,f that it is unne-

cessary to do more than notice a few striking incidents

to their character.

Tenures, by their very nature, required that every Notoriety

transfer of the land should be made by public delivery
of transfer

of possession. Ulphus, the son of Toraldus, turned j,,
1
'08

aside into York, and filled the horn he was wont to

drink out of with wine, and before the altar, on his

bended knees, drinking it, gave away to God, and to

St. Peter, the prince of the apostles, all his lands and

revenues. The delivery being thus public, the owner-

ship was always patent and notorious, a favourite ob-

ject with our ancient common law (Taylor v. Horde,
1 Burr. 108). Tenures imposed on the tenant the ne-

cessity of rendering certain fruits and performing cer-

tain services to his lord ; and if he committed any
act in derogation of his lord's rights, he forfeited his

* The source of this royal right is explained by an eminent anti-

quary, who tells ns that "
King William I. was seised of the whole

kingdom of Kngland in demesne; that lie retained part of it. in

his own seisine, and other parts thereof he granted and transferred to

others." (Madox, Bar. Ang. book i. c. 2, p. 25) a statement

utterly irreconcileable with history, for Domesday teaches us that

many persons held, in the days of the Conqueror the same land of

which they were possessed in the time of the Confessor, and in the

same way; and besides, William swore at Westminster to maintain

his new subjects in their rights, and to govern them by their ancient

laws. There is no question that the true origin of the doctrine is to

be found in the ancient Teutonic polity, which considered the owner-

ship of all lands as vested in the state or people (Caesar, De B. (1. \. iv.

s. i., 1. vi. s. 22; Tacitus, De !\lor. Germ. s. 26), of which the king
was afterwards held the representative (Allen, Kin ami Growth n/'

Hoyal f'rerog. 131-64).

f Division IV. vol. xxviii. p. 502
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Law. interest in the lands. A system like this, bears visible

v/ '
impress of its military origin, and to military con-

siderations is the maxim clear'y axcribable, that the

tenancy of the land should always be filled, and that

the tenant could make no disposition of his interest

likely to involve a vacancy in the same tenancy,

although but for a moment. The system which gave
birth to tenures, and which has imported so many
doctrines into our law, has long passed away i its effects,

however, still remain, and correctly to apprehend the

rationale of common-law estates, reference may be still

had with advantage to the Assiies de Jerusalem, and to

the Lorn bard y feudalists. In process of time, the cun-

ning of the monastic conveyancers, ever fond of subtil-

izing the law, invented a distinction between the right to

property and the right to enjoy the use of property. In
this way were the statutes of mortmain (p. 825 n. anti>)

evaded
;

for the gift was made, not to the convent, but
to the use of the convent. This use being an unsubstan-

tial thing, could be subjected in no way to the rules of

tenure.* It could not publicly be delivered, nor could

it be forfeited ; it could yield no fruits, discharge no
duties. He to whom it belongs, so long as the legal
estate was vested in loyal hands, might commit treason

witli impunity ; and it enabled the poor tenant to defy
the avarice of his lord. An use could be devised, which
a legal estate could not, except in certain places, until

the 34 Hen. VIII. cap. 5. To the perfection of this

system of uses, the Court of Chancery, where, for many
years, an ecclesiastic presided, lent its ready aid ; and
Sir John de Wall ham, in the reign of Edward III., an
inferior officer therein, by the invention of a process

commonly known as the writ of subpoena, enabled the

court to compel the legal or apparent owner of the landf
to perform the uses subject to which the land had been

conveyed to him. "
It would," as Lord Coke very pro-

perly observes,
" be absurd to say that confidence and

trust can be reposed in land, which, in regard to sense,
is inferior to brute beasts ; and it would be less absurd
to say that beasts may be trusted, who have sense, and
want reason, than that land, which wants sense and
reason also, may be trusted" (1 Rep. 127).

There are, then, two qualities of estates legal es-

tates, and beneficial or equitable estates. The first

are such as derive their existence from the common or

the statute law ; and the second from the introduction
Beneficial of uses, and which are called equitable, because they

have been fostered and protected by the Court of Chan-

cery, the author and expounder of equity law ; while

the courts of common law refused (4 Edw. IV.), and
still retuse, to recognise them. For the purpose either

of destroying these beneficial estates (Co. Litt. 272 ;

Chudleigh's case, 1 Rep. 131 ; Gilbert On Uses, 74-182),
or of removing the abuses to which they had become

subject (Bacon, Reading on Slat, of Uses, Law Tracts,
332 ;

2 Sanders, On Ust-s, 89), was enacted the Statute

of Uses (27 Hen. VIII. cap. 10), which provides, that

where one is seised of lands, &c. to the use of another,
he who has the use shall become seised of the lands,

Legal es-

tates.

estates.

Statute

of Uses ;

* See Spence's Inquiry into the Origin of the Laws, Sfc. of
Europe, p. 9.

t At first, the beneficial owner had nothing to rely on but the

honesty of the legal owner; and we are told that the confidence re-

posed was rarely abused. " The reason why no mention is made in

our ancient books of uses is, because men were then of better con-
sciences than now they are

;
so as the feoffees did not give occasion

to their feoffors to bring subpoenas to compel them to perform the
trusts reposed in them" (fer Manwood J., Brent's case, 2 Leon. 15).

&c., and have the same estate, title, right, and posses- Law_

sion therein as he previously had in the use. This v ^L/
Act contemplates only the case where there arc two

persons concerned, one (a feoffee to uses) having the

legal estate, and another (the cestmque trust) having
the beneficial or usufructuary estate; but it did not

provide for a case in which land should be conveyed
to one for the use of another for the use of a third.

It was held, therefore, that the statute operated upon defeated in

such a transaction as this, simply, in transferring the construc-

legal estate to the person to whom the first use was
tlon<

declared, and stopped there, without affecting the third

person, in whom the use would consequently still

remain. To prevent, then, the statute from destroying
uses, all that was necessary was to create, instead of

one, two beneficial estates, the first of which is imme-
diately destroyed by the inevitable operation of the
statute. "By this means," says Lord Hardwicke, "a
statute, made upon great consideration, introduced in a
solemn pompous manner, hath had no other effect

than to add, at most, three words to a conveyance"
(Davenport v. Oloys, 1 Atk. 591). This is hardly an
accurate representation

* of the effect of the Statute of

Uses, which not only added three words to a convey-
ance, but has served to convey to the "

legal owner-

ship all the flexible and popular qualities of the use "

(Hayes, Introd. Conv. ch. ii.) ; for it has been " the
course of the statute to bring the possession to the use"

(per Walmesley J., Bacon, Reading, 324), and not to

impose on the use the fetters to which the common
law subjected the possession.

It may be proper here to observe, that, formerly, the Trustee

attainder or conviction for high treason of a trustee, or committing

person holding the legal estate, while the beneficial
treason

estate is in the hands of another, was followed by the
same consequences as if he were the beneficial owner ;

but the rule is now done away with, except as to any
beneficial interest which the trustee might have in the
trust property.
The quantity of the interest has reference both to the

nature of the quality absolutely, and perhaps to the

number of the tenants.

(I.) Estates are either freehold or less than freehold. Freehold

Freehold estates are of inheritance or not of inheritance. esta te.

Freehold estates of inheritance
-j- are, (1) estates in fee-

simple, (2) in fee base, and (3) in fee tail, or conditional.

Freehold estates not of inheritance are, (1 ) estates tail

after possibility of issue extinct; (2) for life; (3) by
the courtesy of England ; and (4) dower. Estates less

than freehold are, (1) estates for years, (2) at will, (3)

year by year, and (4) by sufferance.

These and their incidents must be briefly described.

First, then, of freehold estates of inheritance.

(1.) Tenant in/<?e simple (or in tee, as he is usually Feesimple,

*
Vaughan C. J. describes the principal effect of tlie statute as

having been "
to introduce a general form of conveyance, by which

persons may execute their intents and purposes at pleasure, either

by transferring their estates to strangers, by enlarging, diminishing,
or altering them, to and among themselves at their pleasure, without

observing that rigour and strictness of law as was requisite before

the statute" (Vaughan, 50).

f It must be borne in mind that the estates of inheritance here-

after described, are those which the law will alone recognise ; nor is

it competent to any one to make a new inheritable estate at his will

(Co. Lilt 13 a, 27 6) : so that if a gift, were made to one and his heir*

male, the law would reject the word male, and the estate descend to

the heirs generally ;
but if the limitation appeared in a will, the

gift would be construed as importing an estate tail (Litt. s. 31 ;

Co. Litt. 27 a
;

tee also the famous Prince's case, 8 Hep. 32-43).
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called) is he that hath lands, tenements, or hereditaments

to himself and his heirs for ever, which is the largest and

most beneficial estate recognised by the law of England,
and is an unqualified inheritance in lands, unlimitable

in its duration as to extent (Litt. sec. 1). He is called

tenant in virtue of the doctrine, just mentioned, which

treats the king as the universal landlord a doctrine so

far recognised by our law, that in corporeal inheritances

(for to incorporeal the doctrine does not extend) the

tenant in fee simple is formally styled as being seised

in liis demesne as of fee.
An estate in fee simple, i'f undisposed of by the living

owner, devolves in inheritance to his heirs in the course

indicated by law. To the creation of an estate in fee-

simple, or any other inheritable estate, the use of the

word " heirs" is generally essential, except in the cases

of devises (which are gifts by will), and when the gift

is to the king, in whom a fee-simple will vest, although
the word " heirs" be not used.

(2.) A fee base is such a fee as hnth a qualification

subjoined thereto, and is determinable as that qualifi-

cation terminates; as if lands are given to a man and

his heirs, being lords of a particular manor (Preston,
On Estates, 431-2). The owner, while his estate lasts,

has all the rights and privileges of a tenant in fee simple

(1 Cruise, Dig. 79).

(3.) A. fee tail is a conditional fee, restrained to some

particular heirs, in exclusion of the others. It derives

its existence (Litt. s. 3) from the famous statute De
Donis (13 Edw. I. cap. 1),* styled, either from its pur-

poses or framers, the Statute of Great Men,t which

enacts, that where lands were given to a man and the

heirs of his body, they should go to the issue
;
and if

there be no issue, then should revert to the donor ;

and declares that an alienation by the first taker was
contra formam doni. On the construction of this sta-

tute, the judges divided the estate given into two parts ;

one which is the fee tail, and the other called the re-

version, which is the ultimate fee simple expectant on

the failure of issue. All corporeal hereditaments, and

incorporeal concerning, annexed to, issuing out of, or

which may be exercised within corporeal, as rents,

commons, and the like, may be entailed. An estate

tail (as it was first called in Westminster II. 13 Edw. I.

cap. 4) may be general or special, male or female. It

is general, when it is to the heirs of the body generally ;

special, when to certain heirs, as heirs by a particular

wife, &c. ; male or female, when to the heirs male or

to the heirs female of the body respectively. The

principal incidents to a tenancy in estate tail are, (1)
the right of the tenant to commit what is called waste ;

he may pull down houses, fell timber, and do like acts,

* It rather re-established than created entails (Taylor v. Horde,
1 Burr. 115

;
see Harrington's commentary on the statute).

f
<4 // y fmront sages gents queux fieront c'est stafut," said Sir

William Merle, Chief Justice of the Common Pleas ;
" and I may

say," observed Coke,
"
qu'ils fueront sages queux gents interpreted

c'est act
"
(2 //. 335). It certainly had not the effect intended.

Of the skilful lawyer, whose character he paints in such vivid colours,
Chaucer tells us that

" All was fee simple to him in effect
"

(Prol. v. 321, Works, 1798) : so soon did the wisdom of those who

interpreted get the better of the wisdom of those who made the sta-

tute. One of its objects wag to relieve the estates of the nobles from

the penalty of forfeiture in cases of high treason (Bacon, Use of the

Law ; Law Tracts, 143.1 737) ;
but to this, estates in tail were

afterwards subjected (26 Hen. VIII. cap. 15, s. 5; see Div. IV.

vol. xxviii. p. 417).

which in the case of inferior estates would induce for- jjaw-

feiture ; (2) his widow shall have her dower out of the ^-P V^^/
estate ; (3) the husband of a female tenant-iii-tail may
be tenant by the courtesy of the estate ; (4) and the

estate itself may be destroyed by the tenant executing a

deed, which must be enrolled in the Court of Chancery
six months after execution, and which must purport to

be a conveyance in fee of the land entailed, and must
have the consent of a certain party named in the act,

if the estate tail be expectant on a particular estate or

estates of a certain description (3 & 4 Will. IV. cap. 74).
As to freehold estates not of inheritance; and first of

(1.) Estate tail after possibility of issue extinct a Estate tail

denomination applied (to alter the definition of Dr. after possi-

Wooddeson) to the estate of a male or female donee* in
!"!''?

tail, whose husband or wife, as the case may be, from
t ; n( .

t-

whom the inheritable issue was to spring, is deceased,

leaving no issue living, so that there remains no possi-

bility that the estate should be transmitted according
to the form of the gift ;

a possibility which is equally
absent when the parties have been divorced for some
cause which makes the marriage void ab initio ; but

then they have not this estate, which must proceed from

the act of God, but are simply tenants for life (Woodd.
Led. 19 ; Co. Litt. 28 a). That one should have this

estate, he must once have had a descendible estate ; and

he is distinguished chiefly by his non-accountability for

waste (that is, for pulling down houses, felling trees,

and so despoiling the landt) from a tenant for life. If

he aliens his interest, his alienee takes, according to

Coke (Co. Litt. 28 a), only an estate for life a doctrine

which has been impugned by Lord Hale (Note on Co.

Litt., ul sup. cit., Harg. edit. n. 6).

(2.) Estate for life,
which is where a lease is made of Estate for

lands or tenements to a man to hold for his own life or lu?e -

for the life of another, or for the lives of certain others.

In these last cases he is called tenant pur aulre vie

(Litt. s. 56). A grant made without expressing the

quantity of interest intended to be passed, is construed

to convey an estate for the life of the person to whom
it is made (Co. Litt. 42 a). Except for necessary re-

pairs, and at seasonable times, a tenant for life may not

fell timber \ (Co. Litt. 53), nor commit other waste,

but is entitled to reasonable estovers or botes, and his

executors to emblements advantages which belong,

even in a greater degree, to his under-tenant.

(3.) Tenant by the courtesy of Enaland, is the life Courtesy of

estate to which tl'ie husband is entitled, after the death England,

of his wife, in those lands in which she was actually pos-

sessed of an estate of inheritance, when he has had issue

by her born alive, and capable of inheriting her estate.

(4.) Tenant in dower. For an explanation of this

* In a work intended for general readers exclusively, it may not

be thought unnecessary to state that the relation of persons to a con-

veyance is, in technical phraseology, marked by the conclusion of

the legal appellations. Thus, the donor gives ;
the donee is he to

whom the girt is made ; mortgagor, he who mortgages ; mortgagee,

he to whom the mortgage is made.

t It was said that, although dispunishable for waste, the tenant

after possibility had no property in the timber (Herlakenden's

case, 4 Rep. 63) ;
but this has been denied ;

but it is established that

wilful devastation of the property will be restrained by injunction

from the Court of Chancery (Williams r. Williams, 15 Ves. jun.

427).

\ It is equitable waste in a tenant for life to cut timber "
planted

or growing for ornament," as distinguished from timber which is

merely ornamental in fact (see Strathmore v. Bowes, and other

cases quoted, Hayes, Com. App. 22-3, ut. nip. cit.\
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estate, reference may be made to the Fourth Division

of this work (vol. xxi. p. 417).

Having thus inquired into the nature and properties
of freehold estates, we come to consider those inferior

interests of which our ancestors took but little notice.

The first of these is

(1.) An estate for years, which is any estate, by what-
ever words created (Co. Lilt. 45), that must expire at

a period, however remote, certain and prefixed ;
from

which circumstance it is often called a term. The te-

nant for years is entitled to the same estovers, and, with

a slight exception, his executors have the same rights
as to emblements, unless he should have renounced
them by special contract, which a tenant for life has.

(2) An estate at, will, as its name imports, is where
lands or tenements are let to be held at the will of him
who lets them, and no longer. A general letting of

land, i, e., a demise without limit as to the period of

holding, was, up to the reign of Henry VIII., held to

create this estate, which is now scarcely known, as the

courts no longer consider that a tenancy at will arises

by implication, when the tenancy is not expressly agreed
to be a tenancy fr&m year to year. But a person who
holds rent-free by the permission of the owner is still

considered a tenant at will (R. v. Collett, Russ. & R.
C. C. C. 498).

(3.) An estate from year to year may arise not only
from express stipulation, but even from that general

letting heretofore held to constitute an estate at will,

with the exception, it would seem, of lodgings (per
Lord Mansfield, Right y. Darby, 1 T. R. 159). It may
arise from a variety of circumstances, not compatible
with our design to detail ; but we may remark a singular

example of the interpretation of a statute, that although
the legislature provided that an agreement in words (a

parol agreement, as it is termed) for a term for more
than three years, not reduced to writing and signed,
should operate as a tenancy at will, it has been held
that an agreement without such formalities operates as

a tenancy from year to year (29 Car. II. cap. 3 ; Clay-
ton r. Blakey, 8 T. R. 3). The mere payment of rent

affords a presumption, which may be rebutted, of a

general letting from year to year (Doe dem. Pritchard
t). Dodd, 5 B. & Ad. 689) ; and the person who pays
the rent may show on whose behalf it was received

(Doe dem. Harvey -j. Francis, 2 M. & Rob. 57). In
the absence of an express agreement, the tenant is liable

only when an injury happens to the premises through
voluntary negligence, and not from injuries arising
from accidental fire, wear and tear of time, or the like

(Woodt'all, Landl. and Ten. by Harr. 3rd edit. 398).
In the case of a farm, a promise is implied on the part
of a yearly tenant, that he will use it in an husbandlike

manner, and cultivate the lands according to the custom
of the country where they are situate (Chitty, On Con-

tracts, 337, 3rd edit.). A landlord is not liable to an
action for not repairing, unless he has agreed to repair ;

but if the premises, through want of repair, should
become uninhabitable and profitless to the tenant, he

will, under some circumstances, be at liberty to quit
without further notice, and discharged of any liability
to future rent.

If there be no express agreement on the subject,
and no immemorial usage prevailing in the place to

the contrary, one party, or if dead, his personal repre-
sentative, must, in order to terminate the tenancy, give
to the other, or his representative in a like case, half a

VOL. n.

year's notice to quit, expiring at the period of the year few.
when the tenancy commenced a rule which does not y-i_

J

apply to the case of a weekly tenancy of furnished

apartments, in the absence of any agreement to that

eifect (Chitty, 340). The notice may be verbal or in

writing, unless it have been agreed that it should be
in writing, certain as to the premises given up, and

extending to the whole of the premises. Great faci-

lities have been given to landlords by a late act of par-
liament (1 & 2 Viet. cap. 74) in recovering possession
of premises after the determination of certain tenancies.

(4.) An estate at sufferance is where one comes into Estate at

possession of land by lawful title, but keeps it after- sufferance,

wards without any title at all. A common instance of
this is a tenant holding premises unmolested, over the

time for which they were let to him.

By the certainty of interest is properly to be under- Condi-
stood estates either conditional or absolute ; conditional tional es-

estates being those whose existence depends upon the tates-

happening or not happening of some uncertain event,

whereby the estate may be either originally created, en-

larged, or finally defeated (2 Comm. 152). Absolute Absolute

estates are such as depend upon no contingency what- estates.

ever. Conditions may be implied or expressed : for Condi-

example, where a grant is made to a man of an office,
tions.

the law implies the condition that he shall hold it only
so long as he duly executes the same

;
and failing so to

do, he who granted it, or his heirs, may lawfully de-

prive him thereof.

Conditions impossible when created, becoming after- Conditions

wards impossible by the act of God, or the act of their impossible.

maker, contrary to law, or repugnant to the nature of

the estate, are void. If such a condition is to be per-
formed after the estate vests (as in the case of a gift
to A, on condition that he shall marry B by a certain

day), the estate at once becomes vested absolutely in

him to whom it is given, discharged of the condition.

If such a condition is to be performed before the estate

vests (as in the case of a grant to A, that he shall have
a certain estate if he goes to Rome in one day), the

condition being void, so also is the estate, which was
to arise only upon its performance. The most ordinary
kinds of estates upon condition are mortgages (Div. IV.

vol. xxv. p. 297), and estates by statute merchant, sta-

tute staple (/A. vol. xxviii. p. 37), and elegit (76. vol.

xxi. p. 456), which have been too fully noticed else-

where to require any comment in this place.
Estates considered in reference to the time of their

enjoyment the time when the rents and other advan-

tages can lawfully be taken are either in possession,

remainder, or reversion. When the interest actually Possession,
resides in the tenant or owner, he is said to have an
estate in possession ; when an estate is limited to be Remain-

taken after another estate has determined, according
der :

to the very nature and extent of its original limitation,

it is an estate in remainder.

Remainders are either vested or contingent. A re vested ;

mainder is vested where one has an immediate fixed

right of future enjoyment, an estate in presenti,

although it is only to take effect in possession of the

profits at a future period ; and this is such an estate as

may be transferred, aliened, and charged much in the

same manner as an estate in possession (Cruise, Dig.
tit. Remainder, ch. i. s. 9).

A remainder is contingent so long as the future contingent,

estate has no capacity of taking effect in possession on

the determination of the particular estate. Into the

5o
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tingent remainders, it is here unnecessary to enter, nor

would a brief consideration of their qualities possess any
practical value. The incomparable treatise of Mr.
Fearne is too well known to render it necessary to

observe, that there may be found all that can be re-

quired on the subject.

An estate in reversion is the residue of an estate left

in the grantor, to commence in possession after the de-

termination of some particular estate granted out by him

(3 Comm. 175) ; or it may be perhaps better denned as

the returning of the lands in possession to the donor or

his heirs, after the grant is ended (Co. Litt. 142 6).

Estates considered in reference to the number of

persons participating in their enjoyment, are estates

in joint tenancy, tenancy in common, and in coparce-

nary ; but these have been treated at sufficient length in

the Fourth Division of this work (vol. xxviii. p. 492),
so that it is unnecessary to allude further to them in

this place.

Having now discussed, as completely as our limits

would allow, the modes of enjoyment of real property,
we now come to consider the manner in which it may
be acquired. It may be acquired by merely obtaining

possession.
pOSSessiont that is, the actual occupation of the estate

;

and if this be accomplished in opposition to the rights
of its legal owner, it will lie with him, by the assertion

of those rights, and by an appeal to the tribunals of his

country, to eject the intruder. Until this is done, the

actual possessor has, in right of his possession, primd
facie evidence of a legal title ;

and this possession

may, by length of time, and negligence of the lawful

owner, ripen into a perfect and indefeasible title. No
title, can be completely good without actual possession.

This, however, is a title capable of being defeated. The
other modes of acquiring property, recognised by the

law of England, are of two descriptions : property may
be acquired by either descent or purchase.

Descent is where the title to property vests in a man

by the single operation of law
;
and purchase, where

the title vests in him by his own act or agreement,

conjointly with such operation, or independently
thereof (2 Comm. 201).

(I.) Descent. When a man, on the death of his

ancestor, acquires his estate in right of being his repre-

sentative, he is said to take by descent. The law, in

order to prevent the confusion which would naturally
ensue on the death of any one possessed of property,
were the future right to that property undetermined,
has wisely, by a variety of rules, denned and ascertained

the person who shall be so entitled, and who, in refer-

ence to the deceased, is termed his heir at law. The
rules regulating descent are thus stated by Black-
stone :

(1.) Inheritances shall lineally descend to the issue of

the persons who last died actually seised, in infinitum,
but shall never lineally ascend.

(2.) The male issue shall be admitted before the

female.

(3.) Where there are two or more males in equal
degree, the eldest only shall inherit; but the females

all together.

(4.) The lineal descendants in infinitum of any person
deceased shall represent their ancestor ;

that is, shall

stand in the same place as the person himself would
have done, had he been living.

(5.) On failure of lineal descendants or issue of the

Title by
descent.

Canons of

descent.

person iast seised, the inheritance shall descend to his Law.
collateral relations, being of the blood of the first pur- ^

>,/

chaser, subject to the three preceding rules.

(6.) The collateral heir of the person last seised must
be his next collateral kinsman of the whole blood.

(7.) In collateral inheritances, the male stock shall

be preferred to the female (that is, kindred derived

from the blood of the male ancestors, however remote,
shall be admitted before those from the blood of the

female, however near), unless where the lands have in

fact descended from a female (1 Comm. 208-234).
These rules now exist subject, however, to certain 3 & 4

provisions contained in a late act of parliament (3 & 4 wiu ' IV -

Will. IV. cap. 106), which was passed in accordance caP - 106>

with the recommendations of the commissioners for

inquiring into the law of real property (First Report,

pp. 10-16).* This Act provides, (1) that the descent

shall always be traced from the purchaser, that is, the

person who last acquired the land otherwise than by
descent, escheat, partition, or enclosure ; but that the

last owner shall be considered as the purchaser, unless

the contrary be proved (s. 2) ; (2) that the heir en-

titled under a will shall take as devisee, and that the

limitation to the grantor or his heirs shall create an

estate by purchase (s. 3) ; (3) and that where heirs

take by purchase under limitations to the heirs of their

ancestor, the lands shall descend as if the ancestor had
been the purchaser (s. 4) ; (4) that brothers or sisters

shall trace descent through their parent (s. 5) ; (5) that

every lineal ancestor is capable of being heir to his

issue, and is heir in preference to collateral persons

claiming through him (s. 6) ; (6) that the male line of

inheritance is to be preferred (s. 7) ; 0) that the

mother of more remote male ancestors be preferred to

the mother of less remote male ancestors (s. 8) ; hereby

recognising the propriety of Mr. Justice Blackstone's

opinion (2 Comm. 238), so long contested, and by such

respectable authorities. The only other provision in

this act deserving of notice, is the abolition of the rule

excluding the half blood. Now, the half-blood, if on

the part of a male ancestor, inherits after the whole

blood of the same degree ; if on the part of a female

ancestor, after her (s. 9). This Act, it should be ob-

served, does not extend to any descent taking place
before the 1st day of January, 1834 (s. 11); nor to

limitations, made before the same date, to the heirs of a

person then living ;
these take effect as if the Act had

not been made (s. 1 2).

(II.) Purchase. Acquisition by purchase may be Title bj

effected either partially by operation of law, or wholly purchase,

by an act of the parties. (1.) Of the first mode of

acquisition there are several species, which we shall

notice in their turn. First, acquisition by escheat. Escheat.

Where on^ dies without heirs, his lands are said to

escheat, or fall to the lord of whom they were holden.

With the exception of lands of copyhold or customary
tenure, this lord is the king. This defect of heirs may
arise in a variety of ways ; and, amongst others, from

the doctrine of corruption of blood, as it is called,

by which, when one is attainted of treason or con-

victed of murder, he loses his capacity of transmit-

ting his property by way of inheritance. In the

case of attainder for treason, the land, unless it be

copyhold, is forfeited to the crown absolutely ; but,

* The value of some of these changes is attested by Lord

Loughborough's observations in Brydges v. the Duchess of Chan-

dos, 2 Yes. jun. 426.
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in the case of conviction for murder, the crown be-

comes possessed only for a year and a day, and after-

; wards the lord takes by way of escheat. Secondly,
there is acquisition by forfeiture, which is a punish-
ment annexed by law to an illegal act or negligence
committed by the owner of lands or hereditaments,

whereby he loses all his interest therein, and they go
to the party receiving the injury, as a recompence for

the same. The illegal acts upon which forfeiture is con-

sequent, are chiefly (1) crimes and misdemeanors ;

(2) alienation contrary to law; (3) non performance of
conditions

; (4) waste ; (5) breach of copyhold cus-
toms ; (6) bankruptcy.

(1.) Crimes and misdemeanors. He who commits
treason or misprision thereof, felony, praemunire, draws
a weapon on a judge, or strikes any one in the pre-
sence of one of the king's principal courts of justice,
forfeits his lands and tenements to the king. In the

case of persons committing treason, the forfeiture is

absolute, and vests in the king for ever all such lands,

tenements, and hereditaments of inheritance, in fee

simple or fee tail, as the criminal was possessed of when
the treason was committed, and discharged of all incum-
brances induced subsequently to such commission. The
king also takes the profits of all lands and tenements
which the criminal had in his own right for life or

years, so long as such interest shall subsist. In felony
and the other crimes above mentioned, the offender
forfeits all his lands and tenements in fee simple to the
crown for a short period ; for the king shall have them
for a year and a day, and commit on them what waste
he pleases. These forfeitures are usually compounded
for. Forfeitures of this description also relate back to

the time when the offence was committed.

(2.) Alienation contrary to law. A gift contrary to

the statutes of mortmain, and alienation to an alien,
involve forfeiture to the crown of the lands purposed
to be so given or alienated. Further, alienations by
particular tenants, of estates greater than the law en-
titles them to convey, being in contravention of the

rights of those entitled to the remainder or reversion,
are forfeitures to him whose rights are sought to

be infringed : as for example, if one who has a life

estate should pretend to convey the fee simple, which
is an estate larger than his own, he is, in intendment of

law, considered to have by his own act determined his

original interest.

(3.) Nonperformance of conditions. We have already
spoken of conditional estates, and it is sufficient here to

observe, that the breach or nonperformance of lawful
conditions annexed to these estates produces forfeiture

of the same.

(4.) Unlawful waste is punished by forfeiture of
" the thing (construed to extend to the place ; 2 Inst.

303) wasted "
(Stat. Glouc., 6 Edw. I.). If waste be

done at one end only of a wood, or perhaps in one
room of a house, if capable of convenient separation,
that part only shall be forfeited (2 Comm. 284).

(5.) Breach of the customs of copyhold manors in

many cases subjects the tenant to a forfeiture of his

possession. As it is probable that these customs will

speedily disappear under the influence of the new en-
franchisement Act, already alluded to, this is a subject
hardly worth dwelling upon.

(fi.) Bankruptcy : hereafter is denned what consti-
tutes an act of bankruptcy : it is sufficient here to

observe, that a bankrupt's real and personal estate

becomes, under a process hereafter to be described, I,a\v.

vested in certain persons, who will deal with the same, v-^-^^
under certain restrictions, for the benefit of the bank-

rupt's creditors.

Thirdly, title by prescription, which is only toincor- Title T>y

poreal hereditaments, such as rights of common, rights Pre5cP-
of way, and the like, arises where one can show that

lou%

he and those under whom he claims have, for a cer-

tain period, been accustomed to enjoy the same as of

right. This enjoyment must be had, not secretly, by
stealth, by tacit sufferance, or by permission asked

from time to time on each occasion, or even on many
occasions, of exercising it

;
it must be had openly, noto-

riously, without particular leave at the time, by a

person claiming to use it without danger of being
treated as a trespasser, as a matter of right (Tickle v.

Brown, 6 N. & M. 239). Claims to rights of common,
and other profits, to be taken and enjoyed upon the

lands of the king, or any ecclesiastical or lay person or

body corporate, cannot be defeated after thirty years'

uninterrupted enjoyment, by showing their commence-
ment prior to such period ; and after sixty years' enjoy-
ment, such rights become absolute and indefeasible,
unless it should appear that the same were taken and

enjoyed by some consent or agreement expressly made
or given by deed or writing. Claims to rights of way,
and other easements, when such have been actually

enjoyed without interruption for twenty years, are de-

feasible by showing their commencement prior to such

period ; and after an enjoyment for forty years, the right
thereto becomes absolute and indefeasible, unless it could
be shown to have been taken and enjoyed by some con-

sent or agreement expressly made or given by deed or

writing. Right to the use of light enjoyed for twenty
years, unless it appears that the same was enjoyed by
consent or agreement, is indefeasible (2 & 3 Will. IV.

cap. 71).

Having thus shown the various modes of acquisi- Acquisi-

tion by operation of law, wholly and partially, we have "i"
1 by ac

now to consider the modes of acquisition by act of the
jieg

e par

parties.
And first, then, of acquisition by deed of conveyance, Deed of

which is a writing sealed and delivered by the parties. convey-

In treating this subject it will be proper to consider ance :

(1) who may convey, and to whom ; (2) what may be

conveyed ; (3) what are the requisites of a deed of con-

veyance ; and, (4) what are its kinds, and their operation.

(1.) Conveyances to and by idiots, lunatics, infants, who may
and persons under duress, are not void, but void- convey;

able ; that is, should the idiot or lunatic recover his

reason, the infant attain his majority, the person under
duress be relieved thereof, they may affirm or avoid

these transactions, according to their pleasure. The

conveyance, or other contract of a married woman,
during her marriage, is absolutely void : she may,
however, be a purchaser without consent of her hus-

band, and the purchase is good until he avoids it by
some act of dissent ; but if he does not, she herself may
do so, after his death. Those attainted of treason,

felony and praemunire, are incapable of conveying
from the time of the commission of their offences.

(2.) The mere right by the possession of the pro- what may
perty cannot be the subject of a conveyance ; nor can be con-

contingencies or mere possibilities be assigned to a ve
)'
ed-

stranger, unless coupled with some present interest ;

but a reversion or a remainder vested may be granted,
because the possession of a particular tenant is the

5 o 2
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possession of him in reversion or remainder : it is the

possession that is the proper object of every conveyance.

(3.) To constitute a valid deed, it must be written

or printed on paper or parchment, sealed and delivered :

notwithstanding the Statute of Frauds, signature is not

necessary.

(4.) The various species of deeds may be properly
considered under two heads : first, those which are

effectual at common law
; and, secondly, those which

derive their operation from the Statute of Uses.

Of the first kind is the feoffment, which is a con-

veyance of corporeal hereditaments from one person to

another, by delivery of the possession upon or within

view of the hereditaments so conveyed. To complete
the operation of the feoffinent, must be performed the

ceremony called
"
livery of seisin," which was the de-

livering
1

, upon the land, in the presence of witnesses,
of a detached portion of the soil. It is this livery which
is considered to pass the land : the charter of feoffinent

operates merely as the record or written evidence thereof.

A gift is properly a conveyance in fee tail, and, equally
with feoffments, requires livery of seisin. A grant is

the proper method at common law of transferring the

property in incorporeal hereditaments, or such things
whereof no livery can be had. A lease is a convey-
ance of lands or tenements made for life, years, or at

will, but always for less interest than he who makes it

hath in the premises : it is usually made in considera-

tion of rent or other annual recompence, and the gene-
ral words of operation are,

"
demise, grant, and to farm

let." As to what is capable of being demised, it is

obvious that whatever may be granted or parted with

for ever, may be granted or parted with for a time
;
and

thus we hear of leases of live cattle for a year (Bil-

lingsley v. Hersey, 2 Bulst. 7) ; and also of household

goods for certain periods, and on certain considerations.

Incorporeal hereditaments may generally be the subjects
of a lease : this, of course, does not include judicial

offices, nor peerages.
As to who may lease such as are of full age, and

seised in fee, may of course grant leases of any dura-

tion. Infants making leases can avoid the same on

attaining their majority. A tenant in tail may make a

lease to endure for not more than three lives, or twenty-
one years, and such a lease binds his issue in tail, but
neither remainder-men nor reversioners. A husband,
seised in right of his wife in fee-simple or tail, may
make a similar lease, provided the wife joins therein, and
which will bind her and her heirs. All persons seised

of an estate in fee simple, in right of their churches, not

including parsons and vicars, may, without the concur-

rence of any other, make such a lease as will bind their

successors. That the lease should be valid, it must

comply with the numerous requisitions of the statute

(32 Hen. VIII. cap. 28). The leases of ecclesiastical

corporations are subject to various restrictions (5 & 6
Viet. cap. 108).
An assignment is a transfer or making over to an-

other of the interest which one has in the unexpired
residue of a term or estate for years. A release is a

discharge or conveyance of a man's rights in lands or

tenements to another, that hath some former estate in

actual possession.
Of conveyances which derive their operation from

the Statute of Uses, the lease and release is the instru-

ment in the most frequent use. Its origin may be
thus explained : before the passing of the Statute of

Uses, a mere contract for sale, made in consideration ^a"-

of money or other valuables, paid to the seller, was
v~^"v

~ -'

sufficient to transfer the use ; for the law not recog-

nising the use, none of the solemnities necessary for

the transfer of property were required. After the

passing of the Act, which brought the possession to

the use, it was easy, by a mere contract transferring
the use, to transfer the possession as completely as if

all the legal requisitions had been complied with. To
prevent this, an Act was passed (27 Hen. VIII. cap. 16)

by which every such contract, bargain, and sale, as it

was called, was declared void, if embracing freehold

property, unless made by a writing, sealed, and enrolled,
within a certain period after its execution, in the Court
of Chancery. This Act did not, however, extend to

terms for years ; and contracts for the sale of beneficial

interests in such were still valid, although not enrolled.

It became then usual to contract, for a nominal consi-

deration, to sell the use of land for one year ;
and the

purchaser had immediately the possession transferred

to him by the operation of the statute. Having thus

acquired the possession, the seller, in whom the inherit-

ance remained, executed to him a release, relinquishing
all his interest in the land, and thus was the transaction

completed. The lease and release was, we are told by
Fabian Philips, at first purposely contrived by Francis

Moore, at the request of the Lord Norris, to the end
that such of his kindred or relations should not take

notice, by any search of public records, what convey-
ance or settlement he should make of his estate (Trea-
tise on Capias, p. 115). The necessity for a lease or

bargain and sale for a year is removed by the 4 Viet,

cap. 21. There are several other deeds deriving their

operation from the Statute of Uses, which it does not

fall within our plan to notice.

Freedom of alienation was unknown to early times ; Wills,

and we owe the power of transferring by will, or, as it is

technically called, devising, to a statute of Henry VIII.
Previous to that time, no greater interest would pass

by a will than a term for years. Wills are denomi-

nated, by Lord Dyer, the laws that private men are

allowed to make, and they have effectually served to

prevent an accumulation of property, which would
have materially impeded the social and political im-

provement of the country. Before the Statute of 32H.VIII.

Wills (32 Henry VIII. cap. 1), devises were indirect,
caP- '

and had their operation in consequence of some feoff-

ment to the use of a will, which the Court of Chancery
would enforce : the Statute of Wills, however, cor-

rected by the 34 Hen. VIII. cap. 5, authorized all 34H.VIII.

persons seised in fee simple, not being a wife, an infant,
ca

l
>- *

an idiot, or a person of not sane memory, by will an

testament in writing, to devise to any other persoi

except bodies corporate, two-thirds of their lands,

tenements, and hereditaments held in chivalry, and the

whole of those held in socage, which now in fact

amounts to the whole of their landed property not

being copyhold.
The law relating to devises is now regulated by the 7 Will. IV.

7 Will. IV. and 1 Viet. cap. 26, which has abolished and l vict -

the whole of the former statute law relating to wills.
caP'

Of its provisions we have now to give some account.

First, as to who may make a will. A will may be Who may
made by any one not under twenty-one years of age,

make a

not an idiot, a lunatic or person of unsound mind, or

a married woman. This last disqualification is subject
to certain exceptions ; for a married woman may make
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liament; or also, it would seem, ifhe be transported for

a fixed term of years as a felon, A married woman

may also make a will of property settled to her sepa
rate use, or an appointment by will in pursuance of a

power to be executed notwithstanding the subsistence

of her marriage.

Secondly, as to how the will is to be made. In

order to be valid, the will must be in writing, and

signed at the foot by the testator, as the person mak-

ing the will is called, or by some other person in his

presence, and by his direction ; and such signature
must be made or acknowledged by the testator in

the presence of two or more witnesses present at the

same time ; and such witnesses must attest and sub-

scribe the will in the presence of the testator. Any
interest whatever in real or personal estate, given or

appointed to any person, or to the wife or husband of

any person, who shall attest the execution of the will,

is void. Such person is nevertheless to be admitted a

witness to prove the execution, validity, or invalidity
thereof. Creditors, however, may be attesting wit-

nesses without forfeiting the benefit of any charge con-

tained in the will for the payment of debts.

Revocation Thirdly, as to the mode of revocation. The revo-
of wills. cation of a will can be effected by another will or codicil,

duly executed as aforesaid, or by some writing declar-

ing an intention to revoke the same, and executed as an

original will must be ;
or by the burning, tearing, or

otherwise destroying the instrument by the testator,
or by some person in his presence and by his direction,
with the intention of revoking the same. The marriage
of the testator is a revocation of any will made by him

previously.

Fourthly, as to what may pass by will. Every
person may devise, bequeath, or dispose of, by his will

(or codicil) duly executed, all estates, real and per-

sonal, to which he shall be entitled at law or in equity
at the time of his death, and which, if not so devised,

bequeathed, or disposed of, would devolve upon his heir

at law or customary heir, or, if he became entitled by de-

scent, upon the heir at law or customary heir of his an-

cestor, or upon his own executor or administrator. This
includes estates of customary freehold or tenant right, or

customary or copyhold, although the ancestor may not

have surrendered, or, being entitled, as heir, devisee, or

otherwise, to be admitted thereto, he shall not have
been so admitted. It extends to estates for the life of

another (pur autre rz>), whether the same be freehold,

customary freehold, tenant right, customary or copy-
hold, or of any other tenure, and whether the same be
a corporeal or incorporeal hereditament. It includes

all contingent, executory, or other future interest in any
estate real or personal, whether or not the testator be
ascertained as the person, or one of the persons, in

whom the same may become vested, or whether he
be entitled thereto under the instrument by which
the same respectively were created, or under any dis-

position thereof by deed or will. It extends also to all

rights of entry, and embraces all such of the same
estates, interests, and rights respectively, and all other
estates real and personal, to which the testator may be
entitled at the time of his death, although, perhaps,
subsequent to the execution of his will. By the law
as it stood previous to the Wills Act, a devise to A,
not naming his heirs, and being unaccompanied by any
words from which the intention to devise the fee could

What may
ass by a

be collected ,
was held to pass only an estute for life. I-aw,

The new Wills Act has altered this rule, by enacting "--/- J

that if real estate be devised to any person without

any words of limitation, such devise will be construed

to pass the fee simple, or other the whole estate or

interest which the testator had power to dispose of by
will in such real estate, unless a contrary intention

appear by the will.*

We have now to treat of personal property, or, in Personal

legal phrase, goods and chattels ; which comprehends property,

all species of possessions not freehold, and not capable
or cnatteli

of descending to the heir at law, but which, on the

owner's death, vest in his executors or administrators.

Chattels are considered by the law to be of two Chattels

kinds, real and personal. (1). Chattels real, are such real,

as concern or savour of real property, such as, terms
for years, the next presentation to a church, and the

like, and are called real, as being interests issuing out

of, or annexed to, real estates. (2). Chattels personal, Chattels

are properly things moveable, such as animals, house- personal,

hold stuff, money, corn, and so forth.

(I.) The most usual mode of acquiring personal pro- Acquisi-

perty is marriage. All chattels which belonged formerly
tion bJ

to the wife are, by act of law, vested in the husband,
m

with the same degree of property, and the same powers
as the wife, when unmarrried, had over them.

Chattels real belonging to the wife cannot be disposed
of by the husband by will, if he dies before his wife,
in case of his not having dealt with them during his

lifetime. So with chases in action as personal chattels Choses in

are called, whereof a man hath not the occupation, but action,

the bare right to occupy, such as debts upon bond,
contracts, and the like, if the husband reduces them
into possession by receiving or recovering them at law,

they become wholly and entirely his own ; but if at

his death they are still chases in action, they survive

to the wife. All chattels which the wife has in her

own right, become the property of the husband on his

marriage. If, however, her personal property is so

circumstanced that the husband is forced to crave aid

from a court of equity in reducing it into possession,
the court will grant its assistance only on the terms

that the husband makes a competent settlement in fa-

vour of his wife,

(II.) Grants or gifts of chattels personal are defined By gift or

as the right of transferring the right and possession ofSrant -

them, whereby one renounces, and another immediately
acquires, all title and interest therein. Properly to

constitute a gift or grant, it should be accompanied
with delivery of possession ; for then it is out of the

giver's power to retract it, even although he gave it

without any consideration or recompence. It will be

void, however, if made in prejudice of creditors, or if

the giver were under legal incapacity.

(III.) Contract is defined by Blackstone to be an By con.

agreement, upon sufficient consideration, to do or not to tract-

do a particular thing. That a contract should be binding,
there must be a promise by one party, and an accept-

* In reference to this provision in the Act it may be observed, that

previously it was thought that if a man devised particular lands,

which he had not at the time, but afterwards purchased, or devised

all lands which he should die seised of, that such devises would be

valid. Lord Chief Justice Sauuders, under this impression, devised

all lands which he had, or afterwards should have, in Fulham. His

executors were Holt and Pollexfen, Chief Justices, and Mr. Sergeant

Maynard. The latter thought the devise invalid, contrary to the

opinion of the Chief Justices (Laurence v. Dodwell, 1 Lord Raym.
438}. Holt subsequently altered his opinion.
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ance thereof by another (Pothier, Oblig. P. I. c. 1,

s. 1, art. 2). The agreement must be, in general, obli-

gatory upon both parties, or neither will be bound.

A contract may be express or implied. An express
contract is where the terms of the agreement are openly
uttered and avowed at the time of the making, such as

to pay a certain price for certain goods. An implied
contract is such as reason and justice dictate, and the

law therefore presumes every man undertakes to per-
form. If I take up wares from a tradesman without

any agreement of price, the law concludes that I con-

tracted to pay their real value (2 Comm. 443). A
valid and sufficient consideration or recompence is of

the very essence of a contract : without it, the promise
is void, and creates no legal responsibility.
The most usual contracts by which the right to chattels

personal may be acquired are, (1) contracts for the sale

or exchange of goods ; (2) bailments ; (3) contracts of

hiring and borrowing ; (4) contract of debt.

(1.) A sale or exchange is a transmutation of property
from one to another, in consideration of some price or

recompence in value. If the transfer be for money, it

is a sale ;
if for goods by way of barter, it is an exchange.

In the case of a sale of goods generally, as distinguished
from the sale of a specific chattel, no property in them

passes until they are delivered. Up to that time they
remain the property of the seller. But if, by the con-

tract or bargain, the seller appropriates to the buyer a

specific chattel, and which the latter agrees to take and

pay for at a stipulated price, the effect of the contract is

to vest the property in the buyer at once.

The general rule is, that one who has no authority
to sell, cannot, by making a sale, transfer the property
to another. This rule is subject to an exception. A
sale of goods by one not rightfully entitled to them,
does transfer the property, if it be a bond fide sale, and
effected in market overt. Market overt, or open mar-

ket, is a fair or market held at stated intervals, by vir-

tue of a charter or prescription ; but in the city of

London, every shop is, except on Sunday, market overt,
in respect of the goods usually and publicly sold

therein, and appropriate to the trade of the occupier.
This exception must be taken subject to the provi-
sions of the 7 & 8 Geo. IV. cap. 29, which entitles the

owner of any chattel, &c., or other property stolen, to

restitution, although such chattel may have been bond

fide sold in the interval, provided the owner or his exe-

cutor prosecute the thief or receiver to conviction, and
the court award restitution.

No contract for the sale of any goods, wares, or

merchandises, for the price of 101. or upwards, shall

be allowed to be good, except the buyer shall accept
part of the goods so sold, and actually receive the

same, or shall give something in earnest to bind the

bargain, or in part of payment, or unless some memo-
randum or note in writing of the same bargain be
made and signed by the parties to be charged with
such contract, or their agent thereunto lawfully au-
thorized (29 Car. II. cap. 3). This enactment is

extended to all contracts for the sale of goods of the

value of 10/. and upwards, notwithstanding the goods
may be intended to be delivered at some future time,
or may not at the time of such contract be actually
made, procured, or provided, or fit or ready for deli-

very, or some act may be requisite for the making or

completing thereof, or rendering the same fit for deli-

very (9 Geo. IV. cap. 14, s. 7).

(2.) Bailment is a delivery of goods in trust, upon Law.
a contract expressed or implied, that the trust shall be v_m*^~~,j

faithfully executed on the part of the bailee ; that is, Contract of

the person to whom such delivery is made. Thus, if bailment,

goods be delivered to an innkeeper, and, whilst in the

inn, they be damaged or stolen, either by the servants of

the innkeeper or by strangers, the innkeeper is liable.

So is a carrier, who, for hire, undertakes the carriage
of goods for any person, either by water or land, con-

sidered to be under a contract in law to convey them

safely. If one delivers anything to his friend to keep
for him, the receiver is bound to restore it on demand,
and is in the meantime answerable for its damage or

loss, if occasioned by his gross neglect. With the pos-

session, a special qualified property is transferred from

the bailor to the bailee, enabling this latter to vindicate

in his own right his possessory interest against any
stranger.

(3). Hiring and borrowing are contracts, whereby Contracts

the possession of transient property is transferred for a of hiring

particular time or use, on condition to restore what is
and

.

bol>

so hired or borrowed on the expiry of the time, or the

performance of the use, and in case of hiring (for bor-

rowing is merely gratuitous), paying the price agreed
on by the parties, or implied by law from the value of

the service. The hirer or borrower obtains a tempo-

rary property in the thing, subject to an implied con-

dition to use it with moderation. The owner or lender

retains his reversionary interest, and acquires a new

property in the price or reward.

(4.) Debt, which includes every contract whereby a Contract

determinate sum of money becomes due to any one, of debt.

and is not paid, but remains in action merely. A debt

of record is a sum of money appearing to be due by
the evidence of a court of record ; debts by specialty
are when a sum of money becomes or is admitted to be

due by instrument under seal ; debts by simple con-

tract are such where the contract is either oral or con-

tained in writing not sealed.

(IV.) Bankruptcy. Acquisi-

(1.) As to who may be a bankrupt. The various tion by

classes of traders capable of becoming bankrupts are bankruptcy

enumerated in the 6 Geo. IV. cap. 16, s. 2, and the5& who may
6 Viet. cap. 122, s. 10. Aliens, denizens, women, persons be bank-

residing even in Scotland, Ireland, the Isle of Alan, the ruPl -

British colonies, or in any foreign country trading to

or from this country, may be made bankrupt here. It

would seem that a married woman is subject to be made
a bankrupt, if she carries on trade free from the con-

trol of her husband, and ifhe be not answerable for the

debts contracted by her in it. Peers, members of the

House of Commons, servants of foreign ambassadors,

clergymen, and public officers may be bankrupts, if

they be traders.

(2.) As to what acts constitute bankruptcy. These Acts of

are minutely detailed in the Bankrupt Consolidation bankruptcy

Act, of Geo. IV. To leave the country, to remain

abroad, to suffer or procure an undue arrest, fraudu-

lently to convey lands or other property, are considered

so many acts of bankruptcy, if done with intent to de-

feat or delay creditors.

(3.) How one may be made a bankrupt. Any HOW one.

creditor (whose debt amounts to a hundred pounds or may be

upwards), if a trader within the Statute of Bankrupts,
mai

may apply to the Lord Chancellor by petition, stating
'

that his debtor is a trader, the nature and amount of

his debt, that he has become bankrupt, and praying
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his lordship to issue his fiat, authorizing the petitioner,
as such creditor, to prosecute his complaint in her Ma-

jesty's Court of Bankruptcy. This fiat being granted,
it is opened by one of the commissioners of the Court
of Bankruptcy ; and proof being given before them of

the petitioning creditor's debt, of the tact of the trading,
and of the act of bankruptcy, the trader is declared a

bankrupt. It is then usual for the creditors to choose

certain persons to act as trustees on their behalf, and
who are called assignees. These having been chosen,
all the personal effects and estate of the bankrupt be-

come vested in them, and all his lands, tenements and
hereditaments (except estates tail, for which special pro-
vision is made by the 3 & 4 Will. IV. cap. 74, ss. 55-6)
in the United Kingdom, or any of the dominions,

plantations, or colonies belonging to the king. The

assignees or commissioners dispose of the bankrupt's

property for the benefit of the creditors. In order to

facilitate the examination of the various claims of cre-

ditors against the bankrupt's estate, it is desirable that

the bankrupt should be examined ; and if he fails

therefore to surrender himself, and submit to be exa-

mined before the court, or upon examination does not

discover all his real and personal estate, and how he
has dealt with it, and surrender his books and papers,
within a certain period after he has been declared a

bankrupt, he is punishable with transportation for life,

or not less than seven years, or with imprisonment, with
or without hard labour, for not exceeding seven years.
If he do surrender himself, submits to a full examina-

tion, and makes a true discovery of his estate and

effects, he may reasonably expect his certificate, which
is an instrument reciting the whole proceedings, and
contains a consent, by a certain proportion of his cre-

ditors, that he shall have such allowance and benefit as

are given to him by statute, and be discharged from his

debts. The property of the bankrupt is, of course,
divided amongst his creditors.

(V.) Insolvency. The probability that a sweeping
change will speedily be effected in the laws relating to

insolvent debtors renders a bare reference to the recent

Acts (1 & 2 Viet. cap. 110, and 5 & 6 Viet. cap. 116)
all that is necessary.

(VI.) Will. Personal property is acquired by will

in the same manner as real property ;
and in the case

of persons possessed of personal property dying intes-

tate, the ordinary grants administration to one of the

intestate's kindred, by whom the property is divided

amongst his next of kin, in conformity with the Statute
of Distributions (22 & 23 Car. II. cap. 10 ; explained
by 29 Car. II. cap. 3).

In concluding this rapid review of the doctrines of

English property law, a few remarks may be permitted
having reference, not to the details of the system, but
to its spirit and characteristic features.

Whoever studies this system with intelligent attention

can scarcely fail to recognise in it a system admirably
adapted to the requirements of an ancient and wealthy
people, whose commercial pursuits have not abated
their pride of ancestry or their attachment to aristo-

cratic institutions. If without manners laws are no-

thing, laws not congenial to manners are worse than

nothing; and the highest praise that can be accorded
to any legal system is, that it harmonizes with the genius
and spirit of the people. It was well remarked by a

great man, Angustia prudentice humanee casus omncs

quos tempus reperit non pofest capert (De Augm.

lib. viii. cap. m. aph. 10). But this is a poverty the Law.

legislator has been slow to perceive ; and thus we find ""-^v"-

him in many countries, instead of relinquishing to

individual prudence the task of arranging for the future

enjoyment of property, undertaking of himself arbi-

trarily to define to whom, and how, that enjoyment
should be secured, as though there were given to him

foresight to anticipate all possible exigencies, and wis-

dom to provide arrangements adequate to their satis-

faction. Thus, in the Code Civil, that great work by
which the modern Caesar of France hoped to realize

the glory coveted by his predecessor of old, while

instead of the so-called illiberal law of primogeniture,

equal partibility was made the rule, freedom of alien-

ation was greatly shackled by the numerous restraints

upon voluntary gifts, whether testamentary or made
inter vivos. Freedom of alienation is one of the most

striking characteristics of our own law, whicli in all

cases leaves the disposition of property as free as is con-

sistent with public policy. Not to interfere with the

individual to relinquish to him, as far as may be, the

full control over his own is the rule of English law.

It does interfere, indeed, to prevent private caprice
from being a source of public mischief; and thus, as

we have already seen, it will not suffer the creation of a
new inheritable estate

;
nor will it permit an estate tail

to be so limited as to be inalienable ; nor will it suffer

the creation of any estate inalienable beyond a certain

period (Sugden, note, Gilbert On Uses, 260). These
and various other things it forbids, as contravening
some principles of public policy.
One of its provisions has been frequently attacked, Law of

and often defended with more zeal than discretion, primoge-

This is the doctrine of primogeniture. The extent of u'ture .

its operation has been greatly overrated, or we might
inquire on what ground it has been made the subject
of such hot dispute. The law of primogeniture does

not hold when the heirs are females ; it does not hold

in the case of personal property, the aggregate of which
far exceeds descendible land in produce and value. In
all settlements, the widow's jointure and the younger
children's portions (which are personal property) are

charged on the estate, and form large deductions the

one from its income, and the other from its capital

(Humphreys, Observations, 201).
"
Intestacy" and

it is only in cases of intestacy that the law of primo-
geniture can have any operation

" but rarely happens
where there is property to give, and the owner of it

has a family or relations for whom he is anxious to

provide ; and it would be impossible, by a general law,
to make a proper distribution applicable to all the

different circumstances arising from the state, ages,
and rank of the family, and the nature and value of

the property. The general law is well adapted to the

great classes of society engaged in professions and

trade, where an intestate who has real property has

usually personal property of much greater value, which
is divided among all the children

"
(Mr. Tyrrell's

Suggestions [24] ; First Rep. Real Prop. Com. p. 480).
We may remark, in the first place, that "

it is not so ma-
terial that these arbitrary rules should be the one way
or the other, as that they should be fixed" (per Sir W.
Grant, M. R., Lord Oxford v. Lady Rodney, 14 Ves.

425). And looking to the feelings and wishes of the

great body of the larger number of landed proprietors
in this country,

" the rule " could scarcely be " fixed
"

any
"
way

"
more congenial to those feelings than by
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devolving; the real property on the representative wholly
and undivided, instead for this is the alternative of

dividing it into fragments, which will assuredly lower

the position and dignity of the family, and possibly

contribute nothing to the advantage of its members.

The system of " settlements" adopted in this country

appears admirably calculated to reconcile the mainte-

nance of a family, by the preservation of its landed

property, with the claims of the wife and the younger
children.

" The extent of the power of settling estates,

or creating different interests, in this country," says

Mr. Tyrrell,
"

is generally approved of as a proper
medium between too great a restraint upon alienation

or an insufficient protection to the aristocracy. Estates

may be settled by deed or will, so as to secure the

possession of them to the family as long as the policy

of encouraging a free commerce in land can reasonably

permit ;
at the same time every privilege may be given

to the person in possession, consistent with the preserv-

ation of the property, which he could exercise if he

were the absolute owner. The tenant for life may be

empowered to provide out of the estate for his wife

and his younger children, and to grant leases, work

mines, cut timber, and sell or exchange the estate.

When he has a son of the age of twenty-one years, he

can, with his concurrence, re-settle or alien the pro-

perty ;
and it is usually settled, on the marriage of the

son, for the benefit of the next generation ;
and if no

such settlement be made, the son, during the life of

the father, cannot absolutely dispose of the inheritance"

(First Rep. Real Prop. Com. p. 484 [41-2]). Most

effectually in this way are accomplished all the advan-

tages which a system of equal partibility would secure,

and without the evils it necessarily occasions.

Here also we may remark, what the reader can

scarcely have failed to notice of himself, the singular

peculiarity in English law, which distinguishes between

the right to property and the right to enjoy the use of

property ;
this latter right being recognised and enforced

l>y a distinct judicatory, guiding itself by rules, both of

law and evidence, unknown to the ordinary tribunals of

the land ; seeking, it is probable, in the first instance,

to do little more than relieve individuals from the heavy

pressure of laws imperfect and often morally unjust.*
Courts of equity insensibly progressed, until they

emancipated property from the trammels of feudality,

* Jeo ate me man Seigneur Coke a citer, two verses pur ceo /tort de

Sir Thomas More
" Three things are to be helpt in conscience,

Fraud, accident, and things of confidence."

(Rolle, Ab., Chancerie (N.}, 1). Mr. Fonblanque (Treat, on Equity,

p. 9, 5th edit.) expounds the theory of courts of equity after this

fashion. He considers them as in some cases assistant to, in others

concurrent, and in others again exclusive of the jurisdiction of courts

of common law.

It assists the jurisdiction of these (1) by removing legal impedi-
ments to the fair decision of a question depending in a court of law

;

as in the case of an ejectment brought to try a title, equity restrains

the party in possession (unless he have an equal claim to its pro-

tection) from setting up such a defence as will prevent a trial of

the right; (2) by compelling a discovery which may enable it to

decide; (3) by perpetuating testimony when in danger of being
lost before it has been used. It is also assistant, by rendering the

judgments of law courts effective (1) by providing for the safety
of property in dispute, pendents lite ; (2) by counteracting fraudulent

judgments ;
and (3) by putting a bound to vexatious and oppressive

litigation. It exercises a concurrent jurisdiction with courts of law

in many cases of fraud, accident, mistake, account, partition and

dower, but claims an exclusive jurisdiction in most matters of trust

and confidence.

Law.and established a system of rights and remedies adapt-
ed to the necessities of an improving state of civilization.

Such a spectacle as this embodies a striking warning
against rash speculations on the effects of untried laws
and imagined institutions. What would have been

anticipated from the existence in the same country of
two systems of law distinct in their origin dissimilar
in many of their doctrines administered in different

courts, differing materially in the process by which

they severally investigate submitted controversies, and
enforce their respective judgments ? Nothing but con-
fusion and uncertainty in the law, to terminate only
with the absorption or annihilation of one jurisdiction
or the other. Lord Bacon spoke of the Court of Chan
eery to James I. as " the court of your absolute power ;"

and so it was originally considered. Speculating, then,

upon the probable issue of the contest, the judgment
would scarcely hesitate as to which would secure the

victory. This appears to have been Lord Bacon's

apprehension : Maxime omnium interest certitudinis

legttm, ne curire prretorue inlumescant et exundent in

tantiim, tit prcetextu rigori* tsgum mitigandi etiam robur
et nervos Us incidant aut laxent, omnia trahendo ad
arbitrium (De, Augm. lib. viii. cap. in. aph. 43). We
know, because we have seen the event, that these appre-
hensions were groundless : we detect in the progress of

equity the steps to perfecting a system adapted perfectly
to our wants, and capable of indefinite expansion to

satisfy the requirements of an altered society.
If it be thought these striking improvements, which

we owe to courts of equity, were properly the work
of the legislature, we cannot deny it ; but still may
be permitted to rejoice, looking at what our statute

law is, that the legislature did not make the attempt.
Innumerable would have been the questions raised

lengthened the litigation doubtful for long the de-
cisions with which a statute, disturbing to such an
extent ancient and familiar rules, would have tasked

the patience of the suitors and the wisdom of the

judges. It is the nature of a statute law, let its pro-
visions be ever so skilfully framed, to import uncer-

tainty into the law, and to affect injuriously its scien-

tific capabilities.
" Sure am I," says Lord Bacon,

" there are more doubts that rise upon our statutes,
which are a text law, than upon the common law,
which is no text law" (Proposal for amending the Laws).
The refinements with which our property law abounds

are ascribable clearly, first, to the fact that the foun-
dations of our law, being laid in times remote from the P r Perty

present, not only in years, but in habits of thought, in

social character, in political necessities, doctrines and

principles, still remain, inconsistent with modern cir-

cumstances, but whose removal would involve conse-

quences highly injurious to the law, as impairing its

systematic and scientific character (see some observa-
tions of the Real Property Commissioners, Third Rep.
p. 4). To prevent, however, the unrestrained opera-
tion of these principles and doctrines, the courts have
invented distinctions, subtle, but intelligible enough,
which, preserving these principles to maintain the har-

mony and connexion of the system, still avert the

mischief which would ensue on their active opera-
tion. Again, these refinements are called for by the

minute and ramifying relations of society, which de-
mand modifications of property too various and com-

plicated for a legislature to provide. Citing testimony
to this truth, we must conclude. Hear Julianus-

Refine-

ments in

law.
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Neque leges, nr-qve senatus consulta, ita scribi possunt,
ut omnes casus qui quaiidoque inciderint, comprelien-
dantur, sed suffidi et ea, quee plmmque accidunt,
cantineri (Ditj. I. 3, 11). Leg bcsoins de la sociite

sont si varies, la communication des hommes est si

actioe, leurs laterals si multiplies, rt leurs rapports si

etfndus, qn'il est impossible au Icgislateur de pourvoir a
tout. Dans le.s matierrs quifixenl particulierement son

attention, il est line foule d details qui lui echappent,
ou qui sont trap contentirux et trap mobiles pour
pouvoir devenir I'objet d'un teite de loi. D'ail.leurs,

comment rnchanier faction du temps ? Comment
s'oppnser au cours des evenemens ; ou d la ptnte
insensible des mceurs? (Disc. Prel. sur Code Civil).

Sect. 4. Procedure.

285. We have now to treat of civil wrongs and
their remedies ; civil wrongs being personal injuries,
not criminal in their character. It will be desirable to

treat of the former under the technical but convenient
classification of the latter ; a classification which has
reference to the nature of the subject of the action.

Actions, then, are styled real, personal, and mixed.
When the action addresses itself to things directly
(actio in rem), seeking the recovery of real property
only, it is a real action ; while personal actions are in

personam, and seek the recovery of specific chattels,
or some pecuniary satisfaction or recompence. Mixed
actions partake of the nature of both these descrip-
tions. By a late act of parliament, recovery of real

property can be obtained at law, with certain excep-
tions, only in one way ;* and the great number of real

actions with which our ancestors were conversant
are now abolished (3 & 4 Will. IV. cap. 27). Of
personal actions, the most common are (1.) Debt,
which is brought where one claims the recovery of a

debt, that is, a certain sum of money alleged to be
due to him. Generally it is founded on some contract

alleged to have taken place between the parties, or on
some matter of fact from which the law will imply such
contract. (2.) Covenant, which lies where one claims

damages for a breach of promise under seal. (3.) De-
tinue, where a party seeks the specific recovery of

goods and chattels, or deeds and writings, detained
from him. (4.) Trespass, where one seeks damages
for a trespass committed against him, the trespass being
an injury committed by violence, actual or implied ;

the law implying violence where the injury is of a
direct and immediate kind, and committed on the per-
son or tangible and corporeal property of the plaintiff.

Trespass upon the case is where a party seeks for da-

mages for any wrong or cause of complaint, to which
covenant or trespass will not apply. Of this action
there are several kinds, two of which are well known.
Of these, the first is, assumpsit, where one seeks da-

mages for the breach of a promise not under seal.

The promise may be implied or expressed, the law

always implying a promise to do that which the party
is legally bound to perform. Trover is the action usu-

ally adopted to try disputed questions of property as

goods and chattels. Replevin is an action to try the

legality of a distress for rent
; and in form the party

seeks damages for the illegal taking and detaining of
his goods and chattels.

* For the action of ejectment, here alluded to, tee Div. IV. vol.
x\i. p. 441.

VOL. II.

The following is a statement of the more important
stages in personal actions.

All actions of this description commence with a writ

of summons directed to the defendant, and issued trom
a court of law, at the instance of the plaintiff'. This
writ apprizes the defendant that an action of a certain

specified description has been commenced against him

by an individual named, and desires him to appear to

the action, warning him that, in neglecting to do so,

the court will proceed to give judgment and award
execution against him. If the action is to proceed
controversially, the defendant enters an appearance, as

it is called, a mere formal proceeding, which i:s a proper

preliminary to his defending the action. The next

step taken is by the plaintiff, who declares the grounds
of his complaint in a formal document, which is com-
municated to the defendant, and the preparation of

which requires considerable skill and professional

knowledge.*
To this the defendant either pleads or demur*. In

demurring, he objects to the declaration of the plaintiff,
as insufficient on legal grounds ; being either informal
in its statement, or alleging facts which, however true,
do not prove that the plaintiff has received any in-

jury. By demurring, the defendant precludes himself
from denying the truth of such facts as have been

sufficiently pleaded. The law requires the opposite

party to deny the allegation of him demurring, and
thus the parties are said to be at issue ; and this issue

being an issue of law, is triable by the judges.
Instead of demurring, however, the defendant may

plead, or put in a plea pleas being of various kinds.

They may consist merely of exceptions to the remedy
sought, deny the jurisdiction of the conrt, or the suf-

ficiency of the plaintiff, as being an alien, &c., or aver

other facts, which, without affecting the real merits of
the action, impugn simply its conformity to law. They
may, on the other hand, be to the action, and. either

deny the truth of the plaintiff's allegations, or avoid

their legal effect by setting out other facts, which give
them another complexion. The defendant, in short,

may either traverse or confess and avoid his oppo-
nent's statements (see TRAVERSE, Div. IV. vol. xxviii.

p. 735). If he traverses, then must the plaintiff join

* It is particularly to be remarked that the practice of pleaders

(1 East, 210), as well as the practice of conveyancers (1 Turn. &
Russell, 86),

" amounts to a very considerable authority ;
and

I am justified in that assertion by some of the greatest men who
have sat in Westminster Hall, who, I am persuaded, in many
cases, if matters had been res integrte, would have pronounced
decisions very different from those which they thought proper to

adopt" (per Lord Eldon, Smith v. Earl of Jersey, 2 Brod. & B.

598). Such being the case, it is obviously desirable that this

practice should have some standard

" From which to reason, or to which refer ;"

and this is obtained by the spontaneous recognilion of the au-

thority of certain text-books. The importance of such works, it

is difficult to overrate, and their value is correctly explained by
Best C. J., who, in alluding to Phillipps's Treatise on the Law of
Evidence, says,

" I refer to [it] not as authority, but as proof of
the understanding of Westminster Hall ou the subject" (4 liing-
ham, 614). Lord Kenyon, in like manner, speaks with great
respect of Marius' Advice concerning Bills of Ejrchanye, on the

ground that "
it was written in early times, by a person con-

versant with the custom of merchants respecting bills of ex-

change ;" and that " the rules laid down by him have been since
received by the mercantile world" (6 D. & E. 212). See also
the observations on Preston's Treatise on Conveyancing, bv Bayley
J. (8 B. & C. 51S), and on Mittbrd's Treatise on Chancery Plead-

ing, (2 Youmjt- & J. 41.
;

1 Sim. 369-71).
5 p
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and this issue is to be tried by a jury. It is,

i^- v
i however, competent to the plaintiff to prolong the con-

test, by either demurring to the defendant's plea, or

Keplica- pleading thereto ; such plea being called a replication ;

tion. to which, in turn, the defendant may demur, or put in

his rejoinder. The following table shows the titles of the

various statements which each party may put forth :

THE DEFENDANT.
The plea
The rejoinder
The stir-rebutter.

Trial and

Observa-
tions ou

English
pleading

THE PLAINTIFF.

The declaration

The replication
The sur-rejoinder
The rebutter.

When, at length, one or other party traverses, and

judgment, issue is joined, the trial commences. The various

kinds of trial and judgments are enumerated in an

article on the subject in the Fourth Division of this

work.

The most striking peculiarity in this system is, that

the question for the determination of the judicatory is,

in effect, stated by the parties themselves ;
and this,

if it enhances the cost, and prolongs the period of the

suit, there is little doubt promotes the ends of sub-

stantial justice.
"

It is difficult not to admire the

logical skill with which fact is separated from law
;

and the whole subject of litigation is reduced to one

or a few points, on which the decision must hinge"

(2 Mackintosh, Hist, of Eng. 275).
The late alterations which have been accomplished

in our system of pleading, under the authority of the

3 & 4 Will. IV. cap. 42, have served to correct many of

the evils which had previously deformed it.
"
Know,

my son," says the great master of our law,
" that it is

one of the most honourable, laudable, and profitable

thing-s in our law, to have the science of well pleading
in actions reals and personals ; and therefore I coun-

sel thee especially to employ thy courage* and care to

learn this
"

(Litt. s. 534). Coke derives the word

plea d placendo, quid omnibus placet (Co. Lilt. 303) ;

but it is very doubtful if, in his day, the general ap-

probation of the mode of legal procedure warranted

such a derivation. There is nothing in the present
state of public opinion, most certainly, to warrant it.

Still, if forms of proceeding are to exist, and if the

discretion of the judge is not to determine the contro-

versies submitted to him, it is difficult to see how the

evils complained of can he obviated. "
It is easy," says

one who will not be suspected of any undue leaning to

law conservatism,
"

to form a conception of justice in

the abstract, such as it would appear to the eyes ofan in-

fallible judge, well acquainted wiih all the circumstances

of the case ;
but to distinguish this abstract justice from

legal justice would be a vain and dangerous pretension,
which would give the judge up to the phantoms of his

own imagination, and make him lose sight of the only
true guide the law

"
(Beniham, Rationale of Judicial

Evidniici'). Lurd Mansfield observed, that " the rules of

pleading are founded in strong good sense," admitting,

however, that,
"
by being misunderstood and misap-

plied, they are often made use of as instruments of

chicane'' (Robinson v. Raley, 1 Burr. 214); nor is it

possible, in a system necessarily technical, to avoid evils

of this kind.'*

* That is, ardour. Corage, properly, however, signifies anger ;

and in this sense it is usfd in the preamble of 1 Kdw. III. stat. 1,
" Continunnt levr maiti-este^ movereitt le corage de dit Hoy Edtniurd."

f The rash confidence with which extensive alterations in our

legal institutions have been advised and attempted, indicates,

The procedure in criminal cases is sufficiently ex- Law
plained by various articles in the Fourth Division, and > j- v ,_.

does not appear to demand any further explanation. Procedure
The procedure in Chancery has been already sketched iu criminal

in the description given of the jurisdiction of the court
;

matters -

nor is it capable of a more elaborate discussion with- 5

out involving the consideration of details that would
extend this chapter beyond its proper limits.

We have not pretended, of course, to enumerate all

civil wrongs, which are as numerous as the rights of
which they are infractions ; but it is sufficient lor our

purpose to indicate the more usual modes of legal re-

dress, and the more usual injuries.

eery.

Such is a faithful outline of the great doctrines of Conclud-

English law. And now, if the expounder might assume ing obser-

the critic's office, would he express those feelings Of
vauon8>

admiration and gratitude which the contemplation of
such a system so wise in principle, so beneficent in

action naturally evoke. He will, however, content
himself with the statement of one fact, which evidences
most conclusively the worth of the law of England.
It is eminently adaptive to varying circumstances
not rigidly opposed to change : by the very facility of
its own nature, it becomes accommodated to the altera-

tions which changing times and changing manners
effect in social relations and their resulting necessities.

Owing its existence, not to the skill and sagacity of an
individual or an age, but the accretion of the skill

and the sagacity of many ages, it has grown with
our growth, and strengthened with our strength. Un-
like the mushroom constitutions and unsubstantial

polities whose seeming merits have deluded our neigh-
bours,

" 'Twas not the hasty product of a dav.
But the well-ripened fruit of wise delay."

Ours may be the boast of the Roman statesman
" Nostra respublica non unius esset ingenio sed mnl-
torum ; nee vna hominis vita sed aliquot constituta

seculis et cctatibus ; neque cuncta ingenia conlata in
iinum lantum posse uno tempore providers, vt omnia

com.plectereni.ur sine rerum usu et vetustate."*

with tolerable clearness, the extent to which jurisprudence has
been studied as a science amongst us. The historical school of

law, which has become so illustrious on the Continent, has done
much towards arresting that wild desire for new laws which

spread in France and Germany quite as extensively as it did

here. Were the history of our law better known, we should not
see amongst the ranks of would-be innovators so many fitted for

better things. The history of our judicial procedure tells us

plainly that the more you relax strict rules the less regard you
pay to forms, incalculably the more uncertain do you make the

administration of the law, and proportionably do you increase

the cost and dissatisfaction of the suitor. It is to be regretted
that the charge of lawyers' hostility to innovation is not better

founded than it is. Cromwell ascribed to their avarice the

failure of his endeavours to effect useful law reforms. " The
sons of Zeniiah," he said,

" are too strong for us
;
and we can-

not mention the reformation of the law, but they presentlv cry
out we '

design to destroy property ;' whereas the law, as it is

now constituted, serves only to maintain the lawyers, and to

encourage the rich to oppress the poor" (Ludlow, Mem. p. 123).
The remarks of Hobbes apply to these bold legislators with

peculiar force. '*
If," he says,

" on those matters, on which we
speculate for the sake of exercising our genius, any error is in-

troduced, no loss but of our time ensues ; but in our meditations
which relate to the purposes of life, not only from our error, but
our ignorance, necessarily m ust arise offences, quarrels, and violent

deaths
"

(Philosophical Elanents concerning a Citizen).
-

Cicero, De Republics, lib. ii. 1.
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CHAPTER VI.

THE LAW OF SCOTLAND.
Law. 286- ON many grounds the Law of Scotland is a system

. ,_ - deserving a more detailed and prolonged examination

Prelimi- than is consistent with our space. It requires, how-

nary obser- ever, but slight acquaintance with its provisions to

\ations. discover that it has retained longer than any other

system of European law the tokens of its origin, and
that it sheds considerable light on the early history of

legal institutions, both in England and elsewhere. The

importance of the study of laws as a source of histo-

rical information has been noticed by one especially

qualified to judge in the matter : J'ersatur infelicitas

queedam inter historicos vel optimos, ut Icgibus et actis

judicialibus non tails commorentur aut si forte dili-

gentiam quondam adhibuerint, tam.cn ob authsnticis lowrje

varient (De Avgm. lib. viii. cap. in. aph. 29). The law of

Scotland has a value other than an historical value ; and
we cannot but admire the wisdom and genius of those

venerable magistrates who have successively presided
over its administration, and, by their profound knowledge
of jurisprudence, have rendered it a system well adapted
to the wants and character of a brave and ancient people.
There have not been wanting in this age of innovation

those who have advised the abolition of this system, as

cumbrous and ill adapted to modern times; but, trying
such projects by the test which the experience of the

last half-century affords us, we may reasonably question
the wisdom of any change which should go the length
of substituting one system for another, and thus ren-

dering for a period, whose termination is doubtful, the

administration of the law perplexing to the judge and
uncertain to the suitor'. Topical changes the removal
of specific evils may be easily and safely accomplished
by the legislature ; and we may leave to the sagacity
and experience of the judges, by discountenancing
unnecessary refinements, by the power they possess of

interpreting doubtful doctrines and perplexed statutes,
and by their praetorian functions their nobile officium,
to borrow the phrase of Scottish jurists, the task of

rendering the theory or scientific rationale of the law in

every way worthy the progress of the times, and fitted to

the varying necessities of the people for whom it exists.

Thus have systems of law been moulded into con-

formity with successive ages, and such seems the course

dictated by experience an experience fruitful of warn-

ing against the rashness of those speculators who, in

seeking impracticable objects, would expose to a century
of uncertainty and dismay the wealth and property of
the country,

Tti, nisi ventis

Debt* ludibrium, cave.

"Concerning this part of the kingdom," says Coke,
in allusion to Scotland,

" there are many things worthv
of observation;" amongst which he mentions "

tha't
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these two mighty, famous, and ancient kingdoms, viz.

England and Scotland, were anciently one" (3 Jnst.

345), a fact which is also affirmed in the 1 Jac. I.

cap. 1.* The other points of agreement noticed by
Coke (ut sup. '/.) are the similarity of the religion" and service of God "

in both countries, which exists

no longer, and the unity of language, government,t and
laws. This agreement in the laws of England and
Scotland is affirmed by James I., in one of his speeches
to the English parliament, in which he observes that
"

all the law of Scotland for tenures, wards, liveries,
and seignores is drawn from England ; and James I.

of Scotland, being educated in England, brought the

English laws in a written hand
"

( Works, p. 523).

* The historical statements contained in laws, and the general
truthfulness of their preambles, are usually suspicious enough.
See a statement in Alfred's laws (Anc. Laws and Inst. p. 26, and
Palgrave, R. and P. Eng. Com. i. 59

; Tac. De Mar. Germ. a. xii.) ;

tee also 25 Edw. III. st. 1
;
3 Hen. VI. cap. 2; 24 Hen. VIII.

cap. 12; 31 Hen. VIII. cap. 13; 13 Cor. II., printed 1 Madd.
Chan. Prac. 3 ; and see also an ordinance of John, king of France,
alluded to by Robertson, Charles P. vol. i. p. :>50. Coke observes
" that it cannot be thought that a statute which is made by the

authority of the whole realm, as well as of the king and of the
lords temporal and spiritual as of all the commons, will rtcite a

thing against the truth "
(4 lust. 343). But see the title of the

kings of England to Ireland deduced in the Irish Act, 11 Eliz.
St. 3, cap. 1.

t This is bardly consistent with the difference, which could

scarcely be unknown to Coke, between the manner of legislating
in England and Scotland. At the Union, the very constitution
of the two parliaments appears to have been different; for in
Scotland the parliament consisted of only two estates, although
formerly it consisted of three: 1st, the bishops, abbots, and
other ecclesiastical persons sitting in right of their sees or bene-
fices, or perhaps in right of their lands held directly from the
crown

; 2nd, the barons, and commissioners of shires, who were
representatives of the smaller barons, free-tenants of the king;
3rd, the burgesses, representatives of the royal burghs. These
sat together in one house, having a common president, and ail

sharing as well in the judicial as in the legislative functions of
the parliament. At the commencement of the session a com-
mittee was appointed, styled the Lords of the Articles, by whom
all bills were prepared ; and no bill not approved by them could
be discussed in parliament. At first this committee, whose origin
dates about the year 1367, was named by the parliament itself;
but in course of time it became in fact nominated by the crown,
which thus obtained the initiative in all legislative measures. In
allusion to this circumstance, and referring to the bills which
parliament had to consider, our James I. observed to the English
parliament, that in Scotland only such bills as he allowed "are
put into the chancellor's hands to be proposed to parliament ;

and after this, before I put my sceptre to a law, I order what I

please to be erased "
(H'orkt, p. 523). This was felt to be so

injurious to the liberties of the people, that of the fifteen articles
of grievance presented to William III. the constitution of tin-

Lords of Articles was the first (Burnet, 5H9), and the committee
was accordingly suppressed in 1690. Sir Thomas Craig (Dt
Feuilis, lib. i. cap. 7, s. 11) considers that in order that a bill

should become law, the three estates must have assented to it,
the dissent of one estate proving fatal.

5 i>2

Law.
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Law. The concordance between the laws is also noticed by""v" ~/ Bulstrode Whitelocke (Commentary on the Writ for

choosing Members of Parliament, vol. ii. p. 275). An
opinion seems to have been entertained in early days,
that Scotland was indebted to foreign countries for its

laws, as appears from the preamble which introduces

several old systems of law, and which is so curious

in itself that it is worthy of a place here :

" Because thar wes in that tyme sa mony sundry
inaner of men in Scotland, of divers naciouns and divers

conditions, the quilks held ilkan sundry maner of lauwis

and consuetuds, that na man stud aw off an uther ;

and that tyme wes the noble abbay of Dunlermlyn be
the said Saint Davy fundit and byggit in the honour
of St. Mergarite his moder ; in the quilk tym he mad

mony castell and abbay s and chanounryis, with sundry
nouneris, and mayson Dieuwis, that is to say, almis

housses, in the honour of God and our Lady suet

Saint Mary, and began throu a visioun he met in his

slep at Dunfermlyn; than send he after his baronnis

and chesit out xxiiii. of the wissast and most hable men
to ... and gert tham be sworn, that they suld

passe twa and twa in company togidder over all Cristyin

kynriks and wryt up all the lauwis of ilke land, bath
in burcht and in land, and geff tham twa yers space to

do this and cum again til hym ;
and quhen they come

agayn thay fand the kyng at the New-castale upon
Tyne, makand and biggand the castalle and uthir syndry

abbays of blak monks and of quhyt, and of quhyt
chanounis and nownerys and maison Diewes, and that

he mad and stablest all his lauwis of Scotland, bath in

bourch and in land, be hale assent of all his prelatis,

lordis, baronis, burgisses, and commouns."*
This is probably a fiction, copied from the account

given by Livy of the embassy sent by the Romans to

the Greek cities to procure information respecting their

laws (Pomponius, in Dig. I. 2, 2, 4). It has, however,
been generally thought that the Scotch are much in-

debted to the English and French education of their

king, James I., for the constitution of their tribunals

and their forms of process. Their College of Justice

they owe to James V., who had seen the merits of a

similar institution in France. In the same manner
is it highly probable that many of the improvements
introduced into our own law in the reign of Henry II.

arose from the familiarity with the details of judicial

policy the king may be supposed to possess from his

office of Grand Seneschal of France and from his

general conversance with historical literature (Girald.,
Cam. Hib. Exp. 784).t
The present authority of the law of Scotland rests

upon the Act of Union of the two kingdoms. The
Union was effected in 1707, and the articles are ratified

and confirmed by the 5 Ann. cap. 8. The principal
articles of the Union are thus stated by Blackstone :

1. That on the first of May, 1707, and for ever after,

* Lord Hailes' Examination of some of the Arguments for the

high Antiquity of the Iltgiam Mftjestalem, p. 31 (Edinb. 1769).

f A history of the law of Scotland would be a valuable con-
tribution to European literature. I must be permitted to express

my concurrence in the wish stated by Sir Francis Palgravc (/?.

and P. Entf. Comm. i. 480), that the same pen that has already
done such justice L> the political and social history of Scotland

should undertake this task
;
a task not unworthy the

" Revered defender of beauteous Stuart,"

whose name and reputation his descendants have prolonged.

the kingdoms of England and Scotland shall be united
into one kingdom by the name of Great Britain.

^

2. That the succession to the monarchy of Great
Britain shall be the same as was before settled with

regard to that of England.
3. That the United Kingdom shall be represented

with one parliament.
4. That there shall be a communication of all rights

and privileges between the subjects of both kingdoms,
except where it is otherwise agreed.

9. That when England raises 2,000,000/. by a land-

tax, Scotland shall raise 48,000/.

16, 17. That the standards of the coin, of weights,
and of measures shall be reduced to those of England
throughout the United Kingdom.

18. The laws relating to trade, customs, and the

excise shall be the same in Scotland as in England.
But all the other laws of Scotland shall remain in force,

although alterable by the parliament of Great Britain ;

yet wiih this caution, that laws relating to public policy
are alterable at the discretion of the parliament ; laws

relating to private rights are riot to be altered, but for

the evident utility of the people of Scotland.

22. Sixteen peers are to be chosen to represent the

peerage of Scotland in parliament, and forty-five mem-
bers to sit in the House of Commons. This article is

so prefaced as to prevent the crown creating a Scotch

peerage with an elective right.

23. The sixteen peers of Scotland are to have all

the privileges of parliament ; and all peers of Scotland

shall be peers of Great Britain, and rank next after

those of the same degree in England at the time of the

Union, and shall have all the privileges of peers, except

sitting in the House of Lords and voting on the trial

of a peer (1 Comm. 96-7).
The statute 5 Ann. cap. 8, recites two acts of par-

liament : one of Scotland, whereby the Church of Scot-

land, and also the four universities of that kingdom,
are established for ever, and all succeeding sovereigns
at their accession are to take an oath inviolably to

maintain the same ; the other of England, 5 Ann. cap. 5,

whereby the Acts of Uniformity of KJ Eliz. and 13

Car. II. (except as far as the same had been altered

by parliament at that time), and all other Acts then in

force for the preservation of the Church of England,
are declared perpetual ; and it is stipulated that every

subsequent king or queen shall, at their coronation,

take an oath inviolably to maintain the same within

England, Ireland, Wales, and the town of Berwick-

upon-Tweed. And it is further enacted, that these

two Acts " shall for ever be observed as fundamental

and essential conditions of the Union."

Sources of

Scottish

law.

Sect. 1. Sources of the Law of Scotland.

287. The law of Scotland is, like our own, made up
of customs, parliamentary and adopted laws, to be stu-

died in reports of judicial decisions, in the records of

parliaments, and in authorized text-books. Upon the

authority of the Roman or civil law, the Scottish

jurists do not quite agree.
" Our customs, as they have Civil law.

arisen mainly from equity, so they are also from the

civil, canon, and feudal laws, from which the terms,

tenors, and forms of them are much borrowed : and

therefore these (especially llie civil law) have great

weight with us, namely, in cases where a custom is

not vet formed. But none of these have with us the
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j<aw authority ot law, and therefore are only received ac-

_^/ cording to their equity and expediency, secundum
bormm <l trijuitm.

* * *
But, for the lull evidence of

the contrary, tliere is an express and special statute

declaring this kingdom subject only to the king's laws,

and to no oiher sovereign's laws
"
(Lord Stair, Insti-

tution.!, I. 1,15). An eminent Scottish lawyer, writing

subsequently, considers the authority of the Roman
law to have been more extensive in its operation.
"
Although we have collected and adopted a law of our

own, which is partly written and partly consuetudinary,

yet, as in the infinite variety of cases which daily emerge,
some questions will often occur, which by no rule

in our law can well be decided, our judges therefore

have recourse to the civil law, and are thereby so far

governed as they find the rule of decision therein set

forth nowise disconform and inconsistent with our

own law and practick ; and therein the judges are well

justified by several acts of parliament, whereby it is

declared that the lieges shall be governed by the king's
own laws (that is, by our own peculiar laws and cus-

toms), and by the common laws of the realm (that is,

by the civil law) ; so that we consider the Roman laws

which are not disconform to our own fixed laws and

customs, to be our law." He proceeds to give some

instances, and concludes" From all which it mani-

festly appears that the civil law has all along been

considered as our law, and it is justly made the rule of

judgment in all cuses wherein our law is silent, and
when such decisions prove nowise derogatory to our

own proper laws and customs" (Bayne's Disc. R. fy P.
Laws of Scotland, p. 166, 1726)

*

Abrogation It is a maxim of the civil law, that laws may be
of statutes

abrogated by desuetude. Ea vcro, qv(E ipsa sibi quee-

que ciiitas constituit, sa-pe mutari solnit, vel taciio

ronsensupoputi, vel alia posted lege lata(Insl. I. 2, 11).
The law of Scotlandf differs with the law of England,
in considering statutes as repealed by desuetude ; so

that "
if a statute after long standing has never been in

observance, or, having been, has run into desuetude,

* Dr. Irving, in his Introduction to the Study of the Civil Law
(p. 108, et passim), alludes to the defective knowledge of this

system possessed by English lawyers. He has not, however,
informed us in what degree matters are better in Scotland, nor
favoured us with the names of any Scottish jurists who have
contributed to the literature of the c'vil law anything equalling
the celebrated chapter of Gibbon (wlncn nas been translated and
commented on by Hugo and Warnkb'nig) ;

the De Usu et Authori-
tale Juris Ciailis Romanonim of Dr. Duck, wliom Giannone and
other civilians styled their Coryphaeus, and whose work was

reprinted at Leyden and Leipzig ; and the History of the Legal
Polity of the Roman State, by Dr. Bever. ''With us now-a-days,''
observes Professor Wilde, " the authority of this "whole law
seems in Scotland to be referred to Voet. It is not the Corpus
Juris itself that is held in estimation

;
and the authority of this

Dutchman is now far beyond any authority of Paulus or Ulpian,
or any decision of a Roman emperor, strengthened" by all the
advice of all the lawyers in his states. In short, the commenta-
ries of Voet are made our Roman law "

(f'rclimintrry Led. to the

Course of Lect. on last, of Justinian, p. 53, edit. 1794).
f The civil law professorships in Scotland appear to have

been either more recently established than we might have natu-

rally supposed, or to have been held as sinecures
;
for Craig,

who died in 1008, laments that no public lectures of the civil

law were read {Jus Feud. p. 14. 1732). James Melville gives the

following accoun'. >( his attending law lectures at St. Andrew's :

'* In the third and fourt yeirs of my course, at the direction of my
father, I hard the commissar Mr. Wilyeam Skein, teatche Cicero
De l^eyibus, and diuers paries of the Institulmiiei of Justinian.
I was burdet in the houss of a man of law. a verie guid honest

man, Andro Greine by nam, who louit me exceiding weill,
whase witf ulso was an of my mothers [friends] ;

I am sure

by desue-

tude.

consuetude prevails over the statute till it be renewed Law.

either by a succeeding parliament or by a proela- '^^'y ><* *

mation from the council
"
(Mackenzie, lust. I. 1, 10).

" This power in custom to derogate from prior statutes

has been confined by most writers to thoi-e concerning

private right ;
and it hath been adjudged once and

again, that laws which relate to the public policy
cannot fall into disuse by the longest contrary usage

''

(Erskine, lust. I. 1, 45).
" No statute can, however,

be repealed by mere non-usage or neglect of the law,

though for the greatest length of time ; non-usage is

but a negative, which cannot constitute custom ; there

must be some positive act that may discover the in-

tention of the community to repeal it
"

(/6.). As to

what constitutes this state of desuetude, some dif-

ference appears to exist among Scottish jurists, some

concluding that sixty, and others that a hundred years
is necessary thereto. As to the statutes relating to the

administration of justice, Lord Stair considers that the

authority of the Lords of Session extends " not only to

the interpretation of acts of parliament, but to the

derogation ; therefore especially so far as concerns the

administration of justice, which is specially commit-
ted to them, whereby all old acts of parliament con-

cerning the form of process are in desuetude, and in

several points more recent statutes" (/*/. I. 1, 16).

As, however, from decisions of the Lords of Session, con- v

trary to Lord Stair's opinion, an appeal lies to the

House of Lords, this method of abrogating at the mere
will of the court exists no longer.

Sect. 2. Rights relating to Persons.

288. We will first consider the rights resulting from Marriage ;

marriage.

Marriage, by the law of Scotland, is constituted by the how con-

natural consent of the parties to take each other, from r'
:'"'~J

that time forward, for man and wife, but not from a pro-
mise to do so at some future time, Wfien, however, such
a promise have been followed by actual intercourse, this

raises a presumption that, at or immediately previous to

such intercourse, a consent, constituting marriage was

exchanged. But this is a presumption capable of re-

buttal. Parties living together as man and wife are con-
sidered as married, unless it be conclusively proved that

they never intended marriage, but lived together only to

save appearances. This is called a marriage by habit and

repute. The regular form of celebrating a marriage in

Scotland is by the parties appearing before a clergy-
man, after due proclamation of banns, and notifying
their consent to the union, upon which he then declares

sche had nocht sone nor bern sche loued better. This lawier
tuk me to the Consistorie with him, whar the commissar v/ald

tak pleasour to schaw ws the practice in the judgment of that

quhilk he teatched in the scholles. He was a man of skill and

guid conscience in his calling, lernit and diligent in his profes-

sion, and tuk deljt in na thing more nor to repeat ower and
ower again, to anie schollar that wald ask him, the things he haid

bein teatching. Likways my ost Andro acquentit me with the

formes of summons and lybelling of contracts, obligationnes,

actes, &c., but my heart was nocht sett that way (Diary of
Mr. James Melrill, p. '^3, printed for the Bannatyne Club, 18^9).
The Scottish lawyers, however, chiefly studied on the Continent,
at first in the French, and afterwards the Dutch universities. So

general was the practice in early times, that Spalcling, alluding to

Sandilands, professor first of the canon and afterwards of the

civil law in King's College, Aberdeen, observes, that it was not
a little "strange to see one man admitted to teach the hnves who
was never out of the countrie studeing and learning the lawes 1 *

(Hist. Troubles, vol. i. p. 179, edit. 182d-9).
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Law. them to be husband and wife.* To constitute a

v^^~' lawful marriage, the consent must be freely given

by both parties for the purposes of marriage with

each other ; and these parties must not be within the

forbidden degrees of consanguinity or affinity (which
are the same in Scotland and England) ; and must

be of sound mind, capable body, and consenting age,

which, according to the Scotch law, is the age of pu-

berty, defined to be fourteen in males, and twelve

in females (Stair, Inst. I. 4, 6, More's note ; 1 Burge,
Comm. 173).

Dissolu- A nrirriage may be declared void ab initio for some
tion of a cause which subsisted previous to the period it was
marriage. goU

j,j
lt to be contracted (Stair, III. 3, 42), or it may be

dissolved by a judicial sentence. This power, unknown
to the judicatories of England, is exercised by the Court

of Session in Scotland (2 Geo. IV. and 1 Will. IV. cap.

69). The grounds on which it proceeds are either

wilful desertion or adultery. The Scotch statute

1573, cap. 55, enacts,
" thai where any of the spouses

shall divert frae the other without sufficient grounds,
and shall remain in his or her malicious obstinacy for

four years," it shall be competent to the injured party
to take proceedings, which, by virtue of the statute,

are made the foundations of a divorce. Practice has

diminished the four years to one (Lothian, Consist.

Law, p. 97). In cases of divorce on the ground of

adultery, marriage between the committers of the

adultery is forbidden (Stair, 1. 47). Divorces a mrnsi)

et thoro are also granted in cases of cruelty and mal-

treatment ( 1 Burge, Cn;nm. 635).

Marital The effect of a marriage in Scotland is to confer on

rights. the husband a powej over both the person and the

estate of the wile, a power which may be limited by
convention, but which, in default of convention, de-

prives her acts, in dealing even with her own property,
of any validity, and nullifies the obligations she might
contract if she were unmarried. This is a principle

subject to an exception, which includes obligations

arising from the wife's delict ; but even these obliga-

tions have no such operation as would prejudice the

husband, unless he have been a party to the delict.

Take the example of a pecuniary fine : for this the

wife's person cannot be attached, as her coverture pre-

* " There must be clear evidence that the parties intended to

marry each other. Hence the most formal acknowledgment of

marriage, even although made in facie etx/esice, will be of no avail,

if it shall appear that such was not the true intention of the

parties. It may be difficult, often impossible, to show that the

parties did not mean to be bound by what they have apparently
done, and they will not be permitted lightly to disclaim their

own solemn and deliberate proceedings ; but still there is no
form or ceremony which affords such conclusive evidence of

marriage as to make it impossible to show that marriage was
not intended by the parties. Such evidence should be received

with jealousy, and sifted with rigour ; but it is, nevertheless,

competent. Accordingly, the most explicit oral or written de-

clarations of marriage, and even the celebration of marriage by
a clergyman, have been disregarded, when other circumstances

have shown that the parties did not intend to bind themselves

by marriage. But where one party has led the other to believe

that marriage was intended, such party will not be permitted to

plead any secret or reserved intention of keeping free of this

contract" (More, notes to Stair's Inst. vol. i. p. xiv. ed. 1832).
It must be clearly understood that the consent constituting

marriage must be a consent de present!, and not <le futuro, which
constitutes only espousals, for the non-completion of which an

action of breach of promise lies. In Graham and Erskine v.

Burn. 2 Jan. 1685, the court awarded to the woman indemni-

fication of actual expenses she had incurred, and also a small sum
" for the loss of the market," as Lord Fountainhall expressed it.

vents her discharging' it , nor generally can her pro-

perty be attached, because her property is equally that -

of her husband. Unless, therefore, she have property
which is exclusively her own, all proceedings against
her must be suspended during the subsistence of the

marriage. If, however, she has a separate estate, not

affected by the jus marili, thit may be attached ; and
that she can herself, by her own acts, charge and bur-

den. She is also liable, though not in her person, for

debts contracted after a legal, or even after a voluntary

separation, if the husband allows her a proper provi-
sion. As a rule, a wife cannot sue or be sued with-

out joining her husband.

The rights arising out of the relation of father and Parent

child now claim our attention. an(^ child.

Children born in wedlock are properly legitimate. The Legitimacy.

Scotch law appears to be more rigid in its exceptions
from the rule already (ch. v. p. 2, s. 3) referred to, pater
est quern nuptia; demanstrant, as it appears to require

proof that access on the part of the husband was phy-
sically impossible (1 Burge, Comm. 64 ; Stair, III. 3,

42) ; and it adopts ten months as the ultimum tcmpu.t

gestationis(Ib.'). A child born out of wedlock may be Legitima-

legitimated by the subsequent marriage of its parents, tion.

it being a presumption of law that the marriage, in fact,

preceded the birth. A marriage contracted with

another, by either of the parents, subsequently to the

birth of the child, or subsisting at the time of its birth,

is clearly inconsistent with this legal presumption ; and
it is the better opinion that, in such a case, legitima-
tion per subsequens mairimonium would not take

place.* A child so legitimated possesses the same legal

rights as one born in lawful wedlock.

The law of Scotland considers that a father is bound Rights of

to supply his lawful children with all necessaries, not children,

only during their infancy, or while incapable of earning
their livelihood, but also until they are put in some

way doing for themselves. It seems, however, from

Maule v. Maule (June 1, 1825), to be doubtful how
far a son, arrived at majority, and bred to a pro-

fession, can claim beyond a bare subsistence from his

father. Daughters, of such a rank or education as

are not qualified to earn their own livelihood, have a

claim for necessaries until their marriage. In default

of the father, his heir or representative is bound to

afford aliment to the children, unless his estate be very

narrow, when the mother is bound to contribute.

After the father and mother, the obligation devolves

on the paternal grandfather, even although the father

should be alive, supposing he is unable to discharge
this duty. The claim of a son's wife or widow on

his father is involved in some difficulty. Parents are

not legally bound to educate their children.

As in England, the father is guardian and administrator Rights of

in law to his children, being minors (i. e., under twenty- parents,

one), and during pupilarity (i. e., under the age of

fourteen, if males, of twelve, if females), is entitled to

their custody, a right to which, in delect of the ap-

pointment of tutors or guardians, the mother succeeds

during her widowhood. Children are bound to sup-

port their parents when they are incapable of support-

ing themselves. The father of an illegitimate child

(ascertained to be father by presumptive evidence, for-

tified by the oath o. the mother,) is bound to support

*
It has been thought that any impediment to the parent's

lawful marriage at the time of the child's amceptiun would pre-
vent his legitimation (1 Burge, Comm. 05).
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him till he be able to support himself; but the mother
is entitled to his custody. A bastard has no power of

bequeathing his personal property except he has lawful

issue, and can neither nominate executors nor leave

legacies; nor can his agnates succeed to him, unless

he has obtained letters of legitimation from the king,
who is otherwise entitled to take. He may, however,

convey all his property, real and personal, whether he
has lawful issue or not, by a general disposition, pro-
vided it be not of a testamentary nature. A bastard,
arrived at the age of puberty, may also appoint curators
and tutors to his lawful children, &c.

Of the artificial relationships recognised by the law
of Scotland, we shall notice that of tutors and curators.
" Tutors and curators," says Lord Stair,

" succeed in

the place of parents, and their obligations have a near

resemblance 7 '

(I. 6, 1). The tutor acts for the pupil,
as the ward is called

;
and it is his business to protect

his pupil, to support and educate him, out of and

according to the means of the pupil, and when he
attains the age of discretion, to restore to him his own,
and yield him an account of his dealings. Tutors are
either testamentary, of law, or dative. No one can be
a tutor of law who is not a male, nor less than twenty-
five years of age; but a tutor testamentary may be

appointed and act, if a major, and although a female.
Tutors testamentary can be appointed only by the

father, who at the time of the appointment was in

liege pouslie (see p. 850, post). The tutor of law is

the nearest kinsman of the father's side
; but if he does

not claim tJie post within a certain time, a tutor dative
is appointed by the king in Exchequer ; and until such

appointment which, if I do not greatly err, is rarely
made in modern times the Court of Session supplies
his place with a factor loco tutoris.

The office of a tutor is wholly gratuitous, and his

powers extensive. He can direct the education and

place of residence of his pupil ; subject, however, to

the control of the Court of Session
; but cannot sell

his property, nor alter its nature, nor grant leases be-

yond the subsistence of his office : he cannot generally
allow more for the support of the pupil than the pro-
duce of his stock, except where this is insufficient.

He is liable for defect of diligence in the management
of the pupil's property ; and his office expires by his

outlawry or death, or by the death of his pupil, by
his ovvn removal for malversation, or "as suspect," by
the Court of Session (which in some cases interferes
to prevent the appointment of a tutor in law), or, in

the case of a mother acting as tutrix-testamentary, if

she have conducted herself immorally.
Curators are either appointed by the father, in a

deed executed in liege pouslie, or by the minor himself.

They differ also from tutors in their office,
"

in this,
that tutors are given chiefly for the pupil's person, but
curators are given for the right managing of the goods
and affairs; and tutors act for and in the name of their

pupils, who in their pupilarity have no discretion
; but

curators cannot, and are only obliged by their office to

authorize their minors, and act with them, by consent-

ing to their deeds" (Stair, I. 6, 33).

Sect. 3. The rir/hts relating to Immoveable Properly.
289. The rights relating to immoveable property

have now to be noticed.

In Scotland,
" the property of all lands and immove-

ables, or hereditaments, is either allodial or feudal
"

(Stair, II. 3, 4). Allodial lands are those enjoyed in

lull possession, and the owner of which has no su-

perior : feudal lands, on the contrary, are those held
under a lord. In England we have no allodial lands,
since the crown has parted with its patrimonial pos-
sessions ; and in Scotland all lands are feudal, except
as to the king's rights, churches, churchyards, manors,
and some lands in Orkney and Zetland.*

In feudal lands there is the dominium directiim, or

superiority ; and there is also the dominium titile, or

right of enjoyment and occupation, which is the owner-

ship of the vassal.f The estate, in respect both of the

dominium directum and the dominium utile, is called

* These lands are called udal lands, and the heritors are sub-

ject to a payment styled skat. It was a question whether this

sltul was merely a tax or tribute, or whether it was duty payable
in agnitiunan Uomitiii. The Lords of Session, when the matter
was before them, considered these lulul lands to he allodial

;
and

Lord Hailes derived the word from all and od, signifying pletium
vel abwlutum dominium (Duuilas r. Orkney and Shetland heritors,
24 Jan. 1777, 5 Suppl. 009). In the Islandic, cdul signifies, not

only allodial property, but also res derelicta
( Haldorsonius,

Lexicon Islandicum, vol. ii. p. 121). Mr. Burge includes, amongst
the allodial lands in Scotland, glebes (2 Canon. 237) ;

but glebes
and manses, although they have no express holding, appear to

be holdeu of the king in mortification, as it is called, because

they ate mortified,
"
having no other reddendo than prayers and

supplications" (Stair, II. 3, 39).

By the statute 1633, cap. 10, the superiority or lordship of all

church lands is annexed to the crown; and by 16C>1, cap. 33,
the right of vassals of such lands to hold under the lords of
erection (as the plunderers of the ancient Scottish church were

designated) was asserted, and an option given them of recurring
to their position as- tenants of the crown, unless they had ex-

pressly renounced it. It was also decided that manors and glebes
were held of the crown (Fletcher v. Bishop of St. Andrews,
28th March, 1628, 1 Suppl. 25).

t The feudal system, if it ever existed in England, except in

legal theory, has now so long disappeared, that it will he inter-

esting to examine slightly its practical details as still subsisting
in Scottish law. There the duties of lord and vassal are still

held reciprocal. The superior is bound to enter his vassals, when
called upon to do so

; and if he fail, the statute 1474, cap. 57,
renders him liable to lose all the casualties of superiority during
the life of the tenant, and who may, for his own security,

apply to the over lord for a charter to supply the neglect of
his immediate superior. But this applies only to the superior
and vassal, and their heirs, and not to their singular successors

(assignees or purchasers). These latter can, however, compel
the superior to enter them under 20 Geo. II. cap. 50, which

specifies in what manner the entering is to he claimed. The
superior is also bound to enter the adjudger (one in whose favour
has been made an adjudication,

"
by which all rights of the

ground are conveyed from debtors to their creditors, by decreet
of the Lords'" of Session. Stair, IV. 51, 1), or to pay the debt, and
come in their place as to the lands; but when the lands have
been sold by judicial sale, the superior is bound to enter the

purchaser, and cannot insist upon getting the lands at the price
agreed to be paid for them. It is competent to the superior to
sell or convey his superiority to a third person ; but he cannot

convey or divide so as either to increase the number of supe-
riors or to interpose a mid-superior between himself and the
vassal. The superior is generally entitled to certain feu or
blench duties (trifling rents), and to certain advantages on the

entering of heirs, purchasers, and creditors. Superiors are often
entitled also to personal services

;
but these have been much

affected by the 1 Geo. I. cap. 54, which, in order to carry out
the policy of the government of the day, who strove to break

down, as far as possible, the system of vassalage, enacted, that
the annual sale of the services called personal attendance, host-

ing, hauling, watching and warding, due by any charter, &c.,
should be paid in money unly, the rate to be ascertained by the
Court of Session. The 21) Geo. II. cap. 50, further enacts, that
no tacksman (tenant under a lease) should be obliged to perform
any services except those expressly enumerated and ascertained

by a writing signed by the parties, except mill services. The
same act abridges the rights of superiors in many other import-
ant instances

Law.
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law. a fee, fief, or feud, and sometimes, though more rarely,

_a-y -,_' a feu. The donee is called the fiar. The fee is simple
or taillie.

Fee simple. The fee simple is the estate in virtue of which the

fiar is properly proprietor of the lands, which descend

to his heirs, and which he may alienate by conveyance
or deed in his lifetime. In the grant of such estate,

the grantor may burden it with the payment, to him
or to another, of a certain sum, which, if in the deed

there be clearly stated both the amount of the sum
and the name of the creditor, will continue a real charge
on the land. The burden, to be real, must be imposed

by a clause, either charging the right itself, or making
the right null if payment be not made on the day fixed.

It is otherwise only personal, and constitutes no real

incumbrance on the land, although obligatory on the

accepter of the grant and his heirs. The grantor may
also reserve for himself or another a power or faculty
to burden the laud with debt, provided it be defined

in amount, and appears on the record.

Conditions. The fee simple may be burdened with provisions
or conditions. If these are impossible or unlawful,
" and be conceived as suspensive clauses annexed to

the disposition, they annul the same" (Stair, II. 3, 56) ;

but if otherwise, they are merely considered them-

selves null, as is the case with a provision inconsistent

with the right. The estate may be subjected to a

condition or clause of pre-emption, giving to the su-

perior the first refusal of the land and to the prohi-
bition to sub-feu. " Its object is not to preserve the

superior's influence, but to maintain and render effectual

a valuable and pecuniary interest. It is a stipulation
that the vassal shall not have it in his power to alien-

ate the fee otherwise than by a conveyance with the

proper warrants for holding only of the superior
"
(2

Burge, Comm. 241-2).*
Tee tail; An entail,t tailzied feu, or tailzie, is an estate where

* All clauses de non alienarulo sine consensii superiorum were

abolished, in consequence of the rebellion of 1745, by the 20

Geo. II. cap. 50.

) Upon the origin of strict entails, Scottish lawyers appear to

be divided. Some held that valid and effectual strict entails

could have been made at common law, and that the statute 1685,

cap. 22, had no other intention than to regulate entails subse-

quent to its date. Subsequently it was held, and both these

opinions are the bases of judicial decisions, that no entail,

whether executed before or after the statute, will be effectual

unless it were recorded, and all the transmissions and convey-
ances thereof regulated by that statute. Thence an inference

that at common law no entail was good ;
an inference broadly

stated by Lord Meadowbank, in Hamilton v. Macdowall (Fac.
Coll. p. 328), who held it to be a matter perfectly clear, and
declared that arguments urged in favour of the existence of en-

tails at common law, independent of the statute, could not impose,
" I do not s:iy on any lawyer, but on any person even mode-

rately skilled in the rudiments of law. I am not speaking," he

added,
" from my own authority; I speak the unanimous judg-

ment of the court while Lord Justice-Clerk Miller and Lord
Braxfield sat on the bench. It was the unanimous opinion of

the court, in the case of Agnew of Sheucan, that the case of

Stormont was wrong decided, and that entails had not a foot

to stand upon, but the statute 1685. They are the mere creatures

of that statute." It was the Stormont case, above alluded to,

which first affirmed the effect of prohibitory and resolutive

clauses in so fettering the heir in possession as to prevent any
of his deeds affecting the estate (Sandford, On Entails, p. 42).
This list decision, Lord Kames declared, was obtained by a pre-

vailing attachment to entails, which at that time had the grace
of novelty, and were not seen in their proper light (Law Tracts,

p. 137). Sir George Mackenzie, who was Viscount Stormont's

counsel, observes, that because snch clauses prejudge creditors and

commerce very much, and seem to be inconsistent with the nature

of property and dominion, therefore an act of parliament was

the course of descent is according to a special provi- Law.

sion as, to the heirs male, or heirs of male of the ^- ~v""-'

fiar's own body, or to the heirs of such a marriage, or

to the heirs of Titius, whilks failing, to the heirs of

Seius, &c. Of these tailzies there are many several

ways, as the fiar pleaseth to invent, and ordinarily in

them all the last member or termination is, to heirs

whatsomever of the last branch, or person substituted,

or the disponer's heirs ; arid when that takes effect by
succession, the fee, which was before tailzied, becomes

simple (Stair, II. 3, 43).
The first person taking under the entail is called the

institute
;
the remainder, heirs of entail, tailzie, or sub-

stitutes.

Entails may be of four kinds. its species :

(1.) The entail with a simple destination, in which with a

the heirs, as they succeed, are not prohibited from simple des-

aliening or charging the subject, and which merely ''nation;

amounts to a direction of the course in which the sub-

ject is to descend, unless any of the possessors should

interfere.

(2.) The entail with prohibitory clauses, prohibits with pro-

the heir succeeding, according to the form of the pro- hibitory

hibitory clause, either generally from doing any act or clauscs >

deed by which the course of descent should be altered,

or the lands affected, or, declaring more specifically, that

it shall not be lawful to any of the heirs of entail to

charge with debts or alienate the property, or to alter

the destination. Such prohibitions avail only inter

lueredes ; they do not affect third parties. The pro-

prietor cannot convey such an estate gratuitously, but

he may do so for onerous causes, and the subject is

attachable by creditors. But such an estate raises a

jus credili on the part of the substitutes, who, by a

process called inhibition, may protect themselves against
future debts or contracts.

(3.) The third species of entail is an entail guarded with reeo.

with a resolutive clause ; a resolutive clause being a lutive

clause declaring that the contravener's right shall be clause8 >

null, by force of which his right to the subject will be

forfeited
;
but his onerous deeds, &c., prior to the for-

feiture, are still effectual upon the estate.

(4.) The fourth and strictest entail is an entail with with

irritant, resolutive, and prohibitive clauses, and comply- irritant,

ing in its constitution with all the requirements of the slu<*
statute 1685, cap. 22. This statute, as to all entails j"^^""
conformable to its directions, declares the clauses " to be clauses,

real and effectual, not only against the contraveners and

their heirs, but also against the creditors, comprizers,

necessary to secure them (/*/. III. 8, 17); and the famous
statute 1C85, cap. 22, was drawn by him. Mr. More, in his

learned notes to Lord Stair's Institutions, has clearly shown, that

in spite of the assertions already mentioned, of the statutory

origin of entails, the courts have still evinced a practical scepti-
cism on the subject. I must be allowed in alienas segetesfalcem in-

serere, and to state the substance of his remarks. The statute 1685

imposes certain conditions on the creation of entails as essential

to their validity. Clearly an entail not conformable to the re-

quirements of the statute could not operate under the statute
;

so that where the entail, by reason of its omitting some clauses

required by the statute, has been held incomplete, the heir in

possession is not barred from aliening, nor can he be restrained

in any way from doing so. He is treated, so far, as holding his

estate in fee simple ;
so far, but no farther ; for the courts have

also decided that he is liable in damages to the substitute heirs

in tail, to the degree, at least, of being bound to reinvest for their

benefit the price he had received. This appears to rest upon the

doctrine that the entail was binding at common law inter keredea;
but if binding, why were the heirs incapacited from interdicting,
as in ordinary cases, the sale "!
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adjudgers, and other singular successors whatsoever,
whether by legal or conventional titles." The nature

of the resnlutive clause has been already explained ;
the

irritant clause goes a good deal farther, inasmuch as it

avoids all deeds executed in contravention of the pro-
hibitions of the entail. Both clauses must, however,
be inserted, that the benefits of the statute may be

enjoyed.
The statute requires certain solemnities to be ob-

served as essential to the validity of an entail entitled to

the benefit of its provisions. Amongst these are two im-

portant requisites : (1) that the authority of the Court
of Session should be given to the entail ; and, (2) that

it be recorded in the register appointed for the purpose.
It has been held that an entailer cannot make a

gratuitous settlement of the estate so as to bind him-
self and exclude his creditors. Lands entailed may be

sold to pay the entailer's debts (see 6 & 7 Will. IV.

cap. 42 ; 4 Vic. cap. 24).
If a substitute neglects to protect his rights, as by

suffering acts of contravention to pass forty years
without declaring an irritancy upon them, or if he

permit the estate to be enjoyed upon an unlimited

title, or upon a title different from the deed of entail,

he forfeits his own rights.

That the entailed estate may vest in the substitute,

he must serve himself heir to him in whom the fee last

vested, unless he succeed under a disposition, which
embraces him nominatim ; and the effect of the general
service is to convey every personal right that was in

the deceased to the heir.

The prohibitory, resolutive, and irritant clauses, as

impeding the free use and circulation of property, are

construed very strictly by the common law. The

judges, instead of endeavouring to carry out the en-

tailer's intentions, seek for some loophole whereby
they may defeat them. " Unless the entailer has by
the most apt and explicit terms prohibited alienation,
contraction of debt, and alteration of the order of suc-

cession, and guarded his prohibitions by the proper
resolutive and irritant clauses, no effect whatsoever will

be given to his obvious meaning, and no inference,
however plain, will be permitted to supply the place
of the direct words which have been held essential for

this purpose ; and hence, though there should be the

most express prohibition against altering or changing
the order of succession appointed by the deed, this will

not prevent the heir in possession from selling the

estate, and conveying it to a stranger, and thus defeat-

ing the entail by carrying it off to a new set of succes-

sors. Nor will a prohibition against selling the estate,
so that it may descend in perpetuity to the heirs ap-
pointed by the deed, bar the heir in possession from

gratuitously conveying it to strangers, and altering the

order of succession. Nor will a prohibition to con-
tract debt upon the estate, whereby it may be adjudged
[taken upon process] by creditors, and carried off

from the appointed series of heirs, be inferred by the

most express and cautious clauses for preserving the

estate under the entail, and for its descent to the sub-
stitutes called by the deed : and so far has this rigid

species of construction been carried, that even though
the prohibilory clauses should be expressed in the
most apt and correct terms, yet, if there be any defect

in the resolutive or irritant clauses, the entail w'ill have
no more effect against creditors and third panics than
it would have had if the prohibitory clause which is not

VOL. n.

properly guarded by the resolutive and irritant clauses Law.
had been omitted" (More, note, Stair, Inst. 183).

* v'
An entail is a fee, although limited and restrained

; Incident*
and the heir of entail is a fiar unlimited, except as to of an en-

particular points. It is then clear that all the incidents taa'

of an estate in fee simple belong to an entail, not incon-
sistent with its nature as an entail. Thus, upon an

entail, unless it have been specially provided otherwise,
attach the widow's terce, and the widower's courtesy.
The tenant is entitled to cut down timber, but proba-
bly not young trees, when the cutting is manifestly
injurious to the estate. If a mansion be specially
included in the deed of entail, it is not competent to the
heir to pull it down in order to sell the materials. A
heir of entail is personally liable for debts due by the
entailer ; but if he pays them, he is entitled to keep
them up as charges upon the estate entailed. By the
10 Geo. III. cap. 51, succeeding heirs of entail are
liable to the extent of three-fourths of the sum laid out

by a preceding heir in buildings and improvements,
proper notice having been given of the same. The
20 Geo. II. cap. 50, empowers heirs of entail to sell

the superiorities of entailed estates to their vassals,
under conditions therein prescribed ; and, by various

subsequent statutes, powers are conferred, or burdens

imposed, upon such heirs, who are enabled, it should
be further remarked, to grant provisions of a certain

amount to their wives, husbands, or children, payable
out of the rents of the entailed estates, notwithstanding
the terms of the deed of entail (5 Geo. IV. cap. 87).

Another species of estate is that of a conjunct fee and Conjunct
life-rent a very singular modification of interest in fee and

property, but which may be thus explained. If the llfe-rent-

grantees are strangers, the conjunct fee would be con-

sidered as giving to the survivor the whole benefit of

the subject ; and after his death, the fee divides equally
between the heirs of both. If the right be taken to

two jointly, and their heirs, without any mention of

life-rent, the conjunct heirs enjoy the subject equally
while both alive ; but on the death of one, then his

share of fee and life-rent descends to his heirs, instead

of accruing to the survivor. If the grantees be hus-
band and wife, unless the infeftment expresses it to be
to the longest liver, and unless the right be originally
derived from the wile, and a life-rent only was intended

to be reserved to the husband, he is sole fiar, and she

possesses nothing but a life-rent.

We have treated of rights to the dominion ; we shall

now briefly consider those real rights which exist apart
from the dominion, which are burdens on land ; and

first, of servitudes, personal and real.

Personal servitudes are those whereby the property Personal

of one is subservient to the person of another than servitudes,

the fiar. Servitudes personal for time of life are called

life-rents, of which we shall now speak. This life-rent Life-rent*,

is a usufructuary interest, and to it is applicable the

definition of usufruct given in the Institutions

jus alienis rebus ulendi fruendi, salva rerum snbslantiH

(II. 4, 1). It is called a personal servitude, in reference

to the usufructuary, he retaining his lien on the pro-

perty by whomever enjoyed, and it ceases on his own
death

;
but it may be considered as a real servitude, as

binding, not the person, but the land, by whomever

possessed. Life-rents are legal or conventional Legal Legal life-

life rents are the results of tne operation of law. Ihe rent.

ti'Tt e of the widow, and the courtesy of the widower, are

examples.
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Courtesy
of Scot-

land.

Law. I. Unless a special contract between the parties exist

^ v^-~- to the contrary, the wife is entitled to a life-rent of a

Terce. third of the heritable subjects in which her husband

dies infeft. This is called her terce, and she the tercer.

If a special provision have been granted by the husband

to the wife, she is excluded from the terce, unless it ap-

pears to have been intended that she should have both.

Sen-ice. In order to receive her third of the rents by virtue

of the terce, the widow must be served to it. A brief or

writ is obtained from the Chancery, directed to the she-

riff of the county where the lands lie, who summonses
a jury of fifteen men, who are sworn to inquire

(1) whether the widow was lawful wife to the de-

ceased ; (2) whether the husband died seised of the

lands in question. When served, the widow may sue

tenants for the third of the rents, and possess the land

pro indiviso jointly with the heir ; but she can exercise

no other authority until the sheriff ken her to her terce

by dividing the land between the heir and her. The
terce is excluded (1) by a decree declaring the nullity

of the marriage ; (2) by the dissolution of marriage
before a year and a day, without issue

; (3) by the

wife's adultery or wilful desertion.

II. By the courtesy of Scotland, the husband is entitled,

after his wife's death, to a life-rent of all real property in-

herited by her, and whereof she was infeft, if there was
a child of the marriage born alive, capable of having been

heir to the wife. The theory of law considers him as en-

titled less as husband of the heiress than as father of the

heir. The liabilities of tercer and tenant by the courtesy

materially differ : the former is in no degree affected

by her husband's debts ; but the latter, as he enjoys the

life-rent of his wife's whole heritage under a lucrative

title, is considered as her temporary representative, and

is liable to the payment, not only of all the yearly
burdens charged on the subject, but of the current

interest even of personal debts, while his right subsists,

to the extent of the benefit he enjoys by the courtesy

(1 Burge, Coinm. 429).
Conven- Conventional life-rent arises from reservation or
tional life-

grant. In the former case, the owner, in transfer-

ring the fee to another, reserves the use and enjoyment
of it to himself ; in the latter case, it is constituted by
deed of conveyance, and with all the solemnities observ-

able in passing the fee.

Real servi- Real servitudes are of less importance, and may,
tudes

; agreeably to the classification of the Digrst (L. 1 6, 1 98),
urban

; be considered as urban, which include those constituted

in favour of houses or buildings, whether situate in city
rural. or country, or as rural or prcrdial, which include

those having relation to farms, fields, or gardens.

Support. (1.) The servitude of support
"
whereby the servient

tenement is liable to bear any burden for the use of the

dominant" (Stair, II. 7, 6). This combines the onus

ferendi (whereby the wall or pillar of one house is

bound to sustain the weight of the buildings of the

neighbour), and the tigni immiltendi (which is the right
of inserting a joist or beam from the wall of one

house to another, that the latter may bear the weight),
known to the Roman law.

Sti/licidium. (-) Stillicidiitm is the rain water running from the

roof or eaves of a house by drops, and which, when
collected in a spout, is called flumen. Except by a ser-

vitude of this kind, no one can build so as to expose
his neighbour to this annoyance.

Light or ('}.) Servitudes of liyht or prospect are restrictions

prospect, upon natural liberty, to the effect of preventing the

servient proprietor from raising obstructions to the Law.

light or prospect of the dominant tenement. ^- -v^
Such are the principal urban servitudes. The rural

are chiefly as follow :

(1.) Ways or roads, being horse-roads, foot-roads, cart Ways or

or coach roads or ways, or leanings, whereby cattle roads,

may be driven from one field to another.

(2.) The servitude of aquceductus confers the right

guiding water through, and by dams gathering water '"*

upon, another's ground, for one's own use, care being
taken to keep the waters from injuring the servient

tenement.

(3.) Aquefhaustns enables a landholder to water his

estate at any river, brook, well, or pond, in his neigh-
<*

bour's grounds. The law upon this subject contains a

variety of provisions for the protection of the various

parties interested, which we shall not attempt to detail.

(4.) The servitude of feal and divot, which authorizes Feal and

one to take feals or divots (green turf used for hedging
divot.

or thatching) from the surface of the servient tenement,
for the purpose of thatching.

(5.) The servitude of feal is a right of raising turfs or Feal.

peats for the purposes of the dominant tenement.

(6.) The servitude of thirlage restricts the inhabi- Thirlage

tants of certain lands to the use of a particular mill.

There are various duties involved in this servitude, to

which a detailed allusion is not necessary.
We shall now consider those real rights whicli result Heritable

from heritable securities. securities.

Heritable securities are various in their kinds. There Wadset :

is the wadset, by which the debtor conveys the

land to the creditor, to be enjoyed by him until the

debt be repaid ; the form of which is an absolute

conveyance, and a separate instrument contains the

clause of reversion, on payment at a certain time and

place ;
and also a clause of requisition, enabling the

debtor to quit possession, and recover his debt. A
wadset may be proper or improper, the chief distinction its species,

between the two being, that, under the first, the wad-
setter (mortgagee in possession) enjoys the rents and

profits of the lands, as his recompence for the loan ;

while in the second place he receives them, and, if

deficient, looks to the reverser or debtor to make up
the deficiency ; but if they exceed his interest, is

bound to account for them in discharge of the prin-

cipal ;
and when his receipts equal that and the interest,

he is bound to divest himself in favour of the reverser.

The debt may be discharged by either party ; by the

one under the clause of reversion, by the other under

the clause of requisition. The reversion is a real right,

descending to the heir.

The chief heritable security for debt, however, was Heritable

originally in form a rent-charge ; it is now what is called bonds.

a heritable bond, which obliges the debtor to infeft the

creditor* in the lands (that is, to convey them to him in

fee), for securing the principal, interest, and penalty ;

and he assigns the whole rents during the non-redemp-
tion. The creditor may enter into immediate possession,
and his rights are terminated by his recovering the debt

or by its being paid to him.

Scottish conveyancers prefer to this, the bond and Bond and

__^_^_____ disposition

* This contemplates the case of a creditor only. But a herit-
m

able bond may be granted to a cautioner ( one who is surety for

another), as a security to him, when it is styled an infeftment of

relief. In this case the infeftment is conditional, and does not

operate until the cautioner pay the debt, or be proceeded against
for its payment.
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disposition in security, which besides giving the credi-

tor a right to the lands, empowers him to sell them in

discharge of his advances. The last species of herit-

able security is an absolute disposition, with a back

bond ;
the tirst of which appears to constitute the cre-

ditor, owner of the lands absolutely ;
whilst he declares,

in the latter, that they had been disponed him in secu-

rity, and promises to divest himself of all right to them

on payment. He is, at the same time, protected by the

clause, empowering him to sell, and in the meantime

receives the rents in payment of his debt and interest.

This security requires no re-conveyance of the lands.

Bonds conditioned for the payment of money, although
not secured on land, provided they carry interest, may
be either heritable or moveable, according to circum-

stances. They are heritable always, if in express terms

they exclude the executors of the creditors from taking,

or, if they contain a clause of infeftment, because such

discovers " the creditor's intention to constitute with his

money a feudal right on land" (2 Burge, Comm. 37).

Otherwise such bonds are moveable as to the succes-

sion, that is, descend to the children and next of kin ;

but as to the reciprocal rights of husband and wife,

see sect. 4, post ; and the right of the crown or fisc

(see p. 848, post) are heritable.

Rights having a tract offuture time, as it is ex-

pressed, that is, rights to payments future and periodical,

by their essential constitution are considered as herit-

able, and descend to the heir. These rights are not the

less heritable, because affecting property of a personal

nature, and not charged upon land. It must, however,
be understood, that a debt is not considered as having
a tract of future time, merely because the term of pay-
ment is postponed, or because it is payable in instalments,
even although interest be payable in the interim ; and
the reason of this is, that the debt vests absolutely
from the first, and there is

" a mere delay of payment
granted to the debtor

;
and it makes no difference, as to

this question, whether such delay be granted to one
term only, or to several terms

"
(More, note, Stair, Inst.

142). A right of annuity is an example of a right

having a tract of future time, for the right to receive

the successive annual sums vests only as the time for

payment elapses. Upon the heir, therefore, descends
this right, its profits or its burdens. A right to rents

is another example. Offices, granted to continue sifter

the death of the patentee, are heritable, descending to

the heir.

Another burden upon real property arises when an
estate is conveyed, and the deed, and the formal docu-
ments passing the estate, express it to be a disposition
in trust, and these are recorded : then is a jug crediti

created on behalf of the person to whose use the trusts

exist, which is a real burden on the estate.

Another species of real right is that arising from
lands in feu-farm, which are lands, granted upon the

terms of paying or delivering to the superior a fixed

yearly rent, in money or grain, or by the performance
of certain services proper to a farm, as ploughing,
sowing, &c. The grant in feu-farm resembles the

emphyteusis of the civil law, from which it is supposed
to be derived, and gives to the tenant a jvs tlominio

proximum, and full right to cultivate the land as he

pleases, and to receive its profits, and subject it to the

burden of his debts. The restrictions upon alienation,

are, practically, very slight.

By the jurisprudence of most countries, a lease is

considered as a personal contract between the landlord Law.
and tenant, and the rights devolving on the tenant v.^"v/

-^
descend in the same manner as all other personal pro-

perty ; and such, we are told, was originally the case

in the law of Scotland ; but such has been the effect of
a statute (1449, cap. 18), that tacks, as leases are called,
have become real rights, descendible to the heirs. Tacks
must properly be in writing, if to subsist for more than
a year ; but if the tacksman, on the laith of his lease,

have made extensive improvements, or similar rei inter-

venlus have taken place, the rule is relaxed. An obli-

gation in writing to grant a tack, if followed by pos-

session, is equivalent to a tack, and is binding on the

obligor and his singular successors. It is the posses-
sion which constitutes the tack a real right, and seisin

is not necessary.

Having considered the various modifications of Titles to

interest in real property recognised by the law of estates -

Scotland, we now inquire in what manner it may be
transferred and acquired. This may be done either

by simple operation of law or by the act of parties.

(I.) Sut cession ab intestato, or descent, as it is called Descent,

in the law of England, is regulated by rules which vary
according as the fee has been inherited or acquired
is, to use the technical phrase, a fee of heritage or a
fee of conquest. Those acquiring by conquest are called

heirs of conquest; although they may be heirs of line ;

but the heirs of line retain their name, in distinction to

heirs of conquest.

First, then, as to heirs of line, who are (1.) The Heirs of

lawful issue of him who died last seised, the males* "ne -

being preferred, and each taking in succession accord-

ing to seniority, and the children, representing deceased

parents, taking in their room. Failing males and their

issue, the liemale issue inherit pro indiviso as heirs

portioners, the issue of such females, as predeceased,

taking their mother's portion. The eldest heir portioner

by legal succession lias a right to the mansion-house
and the grounds on which it stands, to such peerages,

dignities and titles as are not limited otherwise, and to

subjects indivisible, such as superiorities. (2.) Failing

children, grandchildren, and their descendants, resort

is had to collaterals. On the death of a middle brother,
his younger brothers (and their issue) succeed in the

order of seniority, and elder brothers succeeding to

younger are, with their issue, preferred in an inverse

order from younger to elder upwards. The brothers

and their issue succeed to a sister, in preference to her

sisters. (3.) The whole blood is preferred to the half-

blood consanguineous ; but the half-blood uterinef is

wholly excluded. If the half-blood taking be the issue

of a former marriage, the youngest brother is preferred ;

and after him (failing his issue) the next youngest, the

opposite rule holding if the half-blood be of a subse-

quent marriage. Failing collaterals, the father and
his relations inherit; but the succession never ascends

to the mother, nor (even although the estate have been

her own, if it has vested in her son or daughter,) do

her relations ever take.

In failure of the three lines of succession enurne-

* Lord Stair mentions John Campbell of Skuldun succeeding
to his father in a ward-fee, being the seventeenth son (II. 4, 44).

f Relations are consanguineous when bom or descended

from the same father
; uterine, when born or descended from the

same mother. On the subject of collateral consanguinity, see an
excellent tract by Blackstoue, in his Trad*, vol. i. p. 11. Oxford,
17(U.

5 a 2
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Law. ra'ed the descending:, collateral, and ascending lines

^^^^^i the king takes by a caduciary right, and not a right of

succession, although he is styled ultimus hares.

Heirs of Secondly, as to heirs of conquest.
" Succession to con-

conquest, quest, as contradistinguished from succession to heritage,
takes pl.ice only where a middle brother or sister (or

their issue) dies, leaving younger or elder brothers or

uncles. The younger brother (or uncle) and his issue

take the heritages ; the elder and his issue, the con-

quest
"
(4 Burge, Comm. 89-90).

Prescrip- (II.) By prescription, positive or negative. Positive
tion posi- prescription arises when one has possessed, peaceably and

without lawful interruption, his lands, annual rents or

other heritages, heritable rights and privileges, servi-

tudes or other real burdens, by himself or others, in

virtue of feftment for the space of forty years subse-

quent to their date, or so far back as memory can reach ;

negative, he shall not be troubled or disquieted. Negative pre-

scription is the result of a forfeiture of a right, through
the proprietor's neglect to exercise it for forty years.

Rights, thus prescribed against, are not only move-
able rights, and arise out of simple obligations, but

rights of action on heritable bonds, reversions, &c.

The effect of this prescription is to extinguish all claims

that have been allowed to lie over without being
made or insisted on for forty years after they were
enforceable ; and it is founded on the presumption,
common to other systems of jurisprudence, either that

such claims have been satisfied, or that the creditor has

relinquished them.

We shall now consider the method of acquisition by
the act of the parties.

Charters. To the constitution of a valid conveyance of a fee

there are two requisites a writing containing a present

dispositive act, with a direction that seisin should be

delivered, and a delivery of seisin as directed. This

writing is usually styled a charter ; but no precise form
is necessary, and it may be a charter only in fiction of

law : thus a precept of seisin, as the direction above
mentioned is technically called, may be only a disposi-
tion with a clause obliging the grantor to sign a charter.

So long, in fact, as the disposing will is evinced, the

first requisite of the law is complied with. Charters

granted by subjects are either d me or de me: in the first,

the holding is, not of the grantor, but of his superior,
whose confirmation is necessary to make the holding
valid ; the second reserves the superiority to the dis-

poner. Charters are also either original or in progress,

voluntary or necessary.

original; A charter is said to be original when it is creative of

a fee de novo ; all its provisions are understood in sub-

sequent charters, all whose ambiguous provisions are

inprogress; interpreted by it. A charter in progress disposes of a
fee already in existence ; as, for example, a charter

from a superior to the heir of his vassal
;
or by a vassal

to another, to be holden of his superior,

voluntary ;
A. voluntary charter is granted by a superior ex mero

mold.

necessary.
A necessary charter he grants in obedience to law ;

as when a creditor by process has obtained a right to

his debtor's lands, the superior is bound to give him
charter and seisin.

A charter contains

(1.) The name and titles of the party granting.

(2.) A recital of the causes of the grant, which may
be either onerous, or gratuitous, if made for love and
favour. " We follow not," says Lord Stair,

" that sub-

tilty of annulling deeds because they are sine trtnd; Law.
but do esteem them as gratuitous donations ; and the e- ^ .

fore narratives expressing the cause of the disposition
are never inquired into" (II. 3, 14).

(3.) The dispositive clause of a charter describes

the nature and boundaries of the subjects conveyed,
and expresses the order of succession and limitation of
the fee.

(4 ) The clause of tenendas (the tenendum of English
lawyers) states the tenure by which the lands are to

be holden.

(5.) The clause of reddendo expresses the duties or
services to be yielded, and which, from this circum-

stance, are themselves called the reddendo.

(6.) The clause of warrandice, or warranty, whereby
the grantor binds himself to the validity of the right

conveyed.
(7.) The precept, or letter of seisin, being a direction

from the superior to his baillie to give seisin or pos-
session to the vassal or his attorney, by delivering to

him the proper symbols.
The precept is executed by what is termed aninstru- Seisin.

menl of seisin, which is in effect an attestation of a

notary that possession was truly given by the superior
or his baillie, to the vassal or his attorney, by the de-

livery of the proper symbols, according to the precept.
These symbols are for lands, earth and stone ; for

annual rent out of land, the same, with the addition of
a penny-money ; for parsonage tithes, a sheaf of corn of
the church; for jurisdictions, the book of the court ; for

patronages, a psalm-book and the keys of the church;
for fishings, net and coble ; for mills, clap and hopper,
&c. This seisin ought to be taken on the lands con-

tained in the precept a rule which, under special cir-

cumstances, may be dispensed with.* The legislature

* This was done in the case of the grant of Canada and Nova
Scotia, by James I. to Alexander the Earl of Stirling, whom he

styled
" my philosophical poet." The seisin, by the king's di-

rection, was taken at the gate of the Castle of Edinburgh, and
afterwards confirmed by act of parliament, 1653, cap. 28. The
usual form in which seisin was delivered is thus stated by Mr.

Burge :

"
First, either the vassal or his attorney appears on the lands of

which seisin is to be given, holding in his hand the precept, which
he delivers to the superior, or in his absence to the baillie. The
baillie immediately delivers it, in the presence of witnesses, to

the notary, who is to extend the instrument. Then the notary
reads the precept ; after which the superior, or his baillie, delivers

to the vassal, or his attorney, earth and stone of the lands, or the

other proper symbols, if the right granted be not a right of pro-

perty in lands. Lastly, the vassal, by himself or his attorney,
takes the instruments in the hands of the notary before witnesses

that he hath received state and seisin of the lands in due form.

On the whole of this transaction an instrument is extended in

writing by the notary, who, after reciting in it the precept of

seisin, and as much of the charter as is necessary for understand-

ing the precept, subjoins his own attestation, that he, having been

specially called for the purpose, knew, saw, and heard that these

facts were so done as they are recited in the instrument, to which
he and the witnesses adhibit their subscriptions" (2 Com. 729).

In ancient times it was the delivery of seisin that constituted

the transfer, and the charter was only the evidence of the seisin.
"
Amongst savage nations, the want of letters is imperfectly sup-

plied by the use of visible signs, which awaken attention and

perpetuate the remembrance of any public or private transaction"

(Gibbon, Decl. and Fall, ch. 44). Under the Roman law, the

absolute right of property was called mancipium, jut Quintium,

probably from the mancipatio, which was one of those modes

(inodi adquirttidi civiles) pointed out for its acquisition. This

mancipatio was nothing but the solemn delivering over of the

thing in the presence of a determinate number of witnesses and
a public officer (Coil. Theod. VIII. 12, 1, 2, &8 ;

and Warkonig'i
note on Gibbon, chap. 44, Milmun's edit. vol. viii. pp. 82-3).
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Resigua-
tion.

*aw- has interfered most materially with the feudal character
'^"V""-'' of Scottish law, rendering the vassal, to all intents

and purposes, the absolute proprietor of the fee. At

first, it was competent to the superior to object to re-

ceive any vassal other than the heir of the vassal named
in the investiture ; but as the law now stands, he must
receive creditors, appraisers or adjudgers (acting under

legal process), the purchasers of a bankrupt's estate,

upon payment of one year's rent, and all singular suc-

cessors (as those are called who appear in any other

character than heirs) they having obtained from the

vassal a disposition containing a procuratory of resig-

nation, as it is called, and also yielding to the superior
the fees or casualties he is entitled to on the vassal's

entry a year's rent(Stat. I469,cap.37; 1672, cap. 19;

1681, cap. 17; 1690, cap. 20; 20 Geo. II. cap. 50,
s. 12).

Confirma- Where the lands are disponed to be held of the dis-
tion of the

poner, the confirmation of the superior is not necessary,
lor-

except as a matter of prudence to protect the disponee
from the disponer's delaults in respect of his superior.
Where the disposition is to be holden of the disponer's

superior, it may be perfected by either confirmation or

resignation.

(1.) The first case, as the superior admits the disponee
(who lias already taken seisin on a precept contained

in the disposition) by a confirmation, written on a sepa-
rate charter, reciting the charter confirmed.

(2.) By resignation, the vassal surrenders his fee to

the superior, in whom (if the resignation be ad per-

petuam remancntiam) the property, as well as the su-

periority, in consequence, vests, or (if it be in favorem)
he receives it to deliver it again to a third party spe-
cified. The form of resignation is properly this : the

vassal surrendering, on bended knee, delivers the symbol
of staff and baton into the hands of the superior, who,
in the case of a resignation in favorem, immediately
delivers it to the disponee, and a notarial act, recording
the ceremony, completes the transfer. In practice, a

pen is the symbol actually delivered.

The Jomiiiium utile, or right of enjoyment, distinguished from the

proprietorship, passed by the delivery of a symbol on the spot
(Spence, tnquiry, 32).

Sir Francis Palgrave has collected some interesting examples
of this conveyance of property by means of symbols. St. Bir-
lancla refused to associate with Oidelardus, her leprous father,
who disinherited her, and conveyed all his domains and villains
to St. Gertrude, by placing on the shrine of that saint a turf, a

twig, and a knife. This transaction took place in the reign of
Dagobert. When Tassilo, the duke of the Bavarians, submitted
to Charlemagne, and renewed his vassalage, he surrendered his
dominions by delivering a staff', at the head of which was the
image of a man. According to Kofod Ancher, the ceremony
called "Skjodning" was, amongst the Danes, the only mode of

transferring property. A turf or clod was cast, or "
shot," by

th? grantor into the cloak or hood of the grantee; and it could

only be done in full court or a place of equal publicity. It was
by delivering a small silver sword that Culen, the Scoto-Piciish
kin:,', gave investiture to Gillespie Moir (A. D. 965) (R. and P.
Eng. Cmnm. i. 141

;
ii. 227). It is related that when William the

Conqueror landed at Pevensey Bay, he stumbled and fell on
his hands. His superstitious troops loudly exclaimed,

" Mul
tigm at ci'/" "No," replied the fluke, recovering himself, and
raising one of his hands, which held a clod of earth,

" I have
taken seisin of the country." Similar presence of mind has
been ascribed to Camillas (Plut. Fit. t. i. p. 214, edit. Schfer,
1826). It is singular to observe that the distinction observed by
the Romans, between the mode of passing the dominion and the

usufructuary estate, should have been observed by the barbarians.
This latter was conveyed in England by the delivery of a rod or
branch of the tree

; iu Scotland, of a straw ; and in the Belgic
dlMrlcU, of a staff.

Every obligation relating to heritable rights must Law.
be (1) in writing; (2) signed (personally, or, in the

v-""^->

case of illiterates, by a nottiry) and witnessed ; and (3) Requisites

in obligations of great importance (understood to be f,./"*

8"

obligations granted for a consideration exceeding in

value lOO/. Scots), subscribed or sealed by the grantor
(or, in the event of his being illiterate, by two notaries),
before four witnesses particularly described. All ori-

ginal charters, contracts, and others whatever, not men-

tioning the name, dwelling-place, or other denomination
of the writer, are null. All deeds destitute of the re-

quired solemnities "
shall bear no faith in judgment, or

shall be null, and not suppliable by any condescendence ;"
and cannot therefore be produced in evidence against
the grantor, nor be supported by any proof whatever.

Exceptions to this principle are too trifling to require
notice.

Another method of transferring property is by act Apprirings.

of the parties uniting with the operation of the law, as
when lands are taken in execution by a creditor. By a

very ancient statute (Slat. Alex. II. cap. 24) it was pro-
vided, that if the debtor had no moveables, the sheriff

should give him noticeto sell his lands, which ifhedid not

do, they were transferred to the creditor in discharge of
his debt. The statute 1469, cap. 36, gave the debtor a

power of redemption within seven years. The cre-

ditor taking is called the npprizer the transference
was accomplished by It-tiers of apprizing, and which
were founded upon a judgment of the Court of Session.

The excess of the rents, after payment of the interest

of his debt, the apprizer received in part discharge of
that debt

;
and all apprizers' apprizings, led w ilhin a

year of the first effectual apprizing, placed the subse-

quent apprizers on the same footing as if the first ap-
prizer had led for them all. Apprizings were formerly
the chief executorials, or processes chiefly used to en-

force judgments, whereby all rights of the ground were

conveyed j
but now adjudications are the executorials Adjudica-

chiefly in use ; and by them all rights of the ground are tions :

conveyed ironi debtors to their creditors by decreet of
the Lords of the Session, and which pass as effectually
and fully as they could do by voluntary disposition ;

except in the former there are no clauses of warrandice,
which are always contained in the latter. There are their forms

two forms of adjudication under the statute 1672;
one is called the sperial, the other the general adjudi-
cation. The special adjudication was where debtor special ;

and creditor concurred in an amicable action ; in which
the former showed his title, concurred in proceedings

ascertaining the value ofthe lands, and in setting offa por-
tion to be adjudged to the creditor equivalent to his debt,
and one-fifth more, subject to redemption within five

years. The general adjudication embraced all ihe debtor's general,

lands and real rights, which it passed to his creditor,

subject to redemption in ten years. If the debtor did
not concur, as required in the special adjudication (and
this is the usual practice), the general adjudication

proceeded. The alternative is ottered to him. The
debtor is, in practice, able to redeem after the term
fixed by law, until

" a decree of declarator of expiry
of the legal

" has been obtained, which is the nature of
our decrees of foreclosure pronounced by the Court of

Chancery. To authorize an adjudication, ihe debt or

obligation, on account of which it is used, must be

regularly constituted, either by the decree of a com-

peten court, or by a signed document, such as a bond,
bill, or other obligation in writing, detei mining the
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precise amount and character of the debt. An adjudi-
cation followed by charter and seisin, and forty years'

possession after the expiry of the legal time for re-

demption, constitutes an indefeasible title to laud.

The 54 Geo. III. cap. 137, enacts that a judicial

sale, at the instance of creditors, may in all cases pro-
ceed where the interest of the debts and the other an-

nual burdens exceed the yearly income of the subjects
under sale, or where a sequestration shall have taken

place under this statute, without any other proof of

bankruptcy or insolvency. A sale at the instance of

creditors is authorized by the action of judicial sale and

ranking, which enables a creditor holding a real secu-

rity on an insolvent estate, to sell the same, and to have

the price ; and an apparent heir (that is, an heir who
had not perfected his title by entry) might bring it to

sale, whether the estate was insolvent or not. It is only
after having adjudged, that a creditor can raise an action

of ranking and sale, and the creditor selling must be in

possession of the estate. The title of the purchaser under
such sale is protecteJ against the claims of the debtor,
and those deriving right from him, against all claims of

his creditors, but not against the claims of third per-
sons whose rights are not derived from the bankrupt,
but may prove to be preferable to his.

In concluding this rapid survey of the law of Scot-

land as respects real property, it will be proper to

allude to some of its more remarkable characteristics.

(I.) It may be observed, in the first place, that

heritage or real property is not capable of disposition

by testament. If the instrument in which such a dis-

position is attempted is clearly intended to be testa-

mentary, then, so far as it disposes of heritable property,
is it held void. The principle of law goes so far as to

invalidate all dispositions transferring or burdening
heritable property to the prejudice of the heir, if

executed by one during a sickness whereof he dies,

unless he survive the execution sixty days, or after the

execution go to kirk or market unsupported. Hence
the distinction, so well known to Scotch lawyers, of

death-bed and lieqe poustie
* the technical terms in-

dicating two states of competency and incompetency
to burden or dispose of an estate to the prejudice of the

lawful heir.
" When an overture was made in the

parliament (1672) to allow heritors to burden their

estates with three or four years' rents on death-bed, pro-

viding for younger children, the motion was rejected, as

tending to destroy the ancient families of the nation
"

(Lord Fountainlmll, II. 325).

* A man is in liegcpouitic when he is in the posture of a liege able
to serve his lord in the war, like Chaucer's knight, of whom he

says,
" Ful worthy was he in his lord's werre."

The decisions on this subject are very curious. It would
appear that, formerly, deeds executed by a person while labouring
under a disease of which he ultimately died, were void, unless he
had given proof of his convalescence by going to kirk or market un-

supported. Nor would this avail to rebut the presumption that the
deeds were ma.de ejr capita lecii, as it was called, unless he went to

kirk or market in the daytime ;
if to the kirk or kirkyard, then at

a time when people are gathered together there for any public meet-

ing, civil or ecclesiastic
;
or if to the market, then at market time.

It appears doubtful if going to a dissenting chapel would equally
avail. The ground of this doctrine of avoiding does not appear
to be, that I he party executing was afflicted witli a morbia ionticut,
or disease affecting the whole body and brain

;
for it did not

appear sufficient, in the case of a disposition of Lord Balmerino
in favour of Lady Couper, to show that after it was made " my
lord made bargains and counts, seemed to be merry and k'.uzhed,

(II.) For an heir to perfect his title to his predccus- Law.

sor's estate, he must (except in a few cases) enter, either
'

<,-~- f

by precept of dare constat, or by service and retour. clare

The first method of entry is BO called from the initial
""""'

words of the precept, Quia milii dare r.onslat, &c.,

by which the superior acknowledges that the defunct

died last vest and seised in such lands and annual rents,

that the same are holden of him by such a tenure, and
that the obtainer of the precept is nearest and lawful

heir to the defunct in the said lands ; that he is of law-

ful age for entering thereto, and therefore commands
his bailiff to inf'eft him therein. The doctrine of entry Service and

by service and retour is very complicated, and gives retour.

rise to many questions, which are unnecessary to be

discussed here. The form is simply this. A brieve or

writ is obtained from the Chancery, addressed to the

judge ordinary where the land or annual rent lies, such
as the sheriff, steward, baillie of royalty or regality, or

baillie of burgh-royal, directing him to inquire by a

jury or inquest (consisting usually of fifteen persons),

publicly summoned,
" who died last vest and seised as

of fee in such lands or annual rents, and if in the faith

or peace of our sovereign lord, and who is his nearest

and lawful heir therein, of whom it is holden in chief,

by what service, and what the value of it is now and
in time of peace, and if the said heir be of lawful age ;

in whose hands the same now is, from what time, how,
and what service, by whom, and through what cause

"

(Stair, III. 5, 28). The service is the sentence or de-

creet of the inquest, signed by their chancellor, and
also authorized by the signature of the presiding judge,
and so returned into Chancery, where it is registered,
whence it is called a retnur. The Court of Session

may, however, annul it, if its correctness be impeached.

(III.) We must also notice the system of registering Registra-

deeds which obtains in Scotland. By an Act, 1617, tioii.

cap. 16, all reversions, regresses, and bonds tor making
reversions and regresses, assignations and discharges

thereof, renunciations of wadsets, grants of redemption,
and instruments of seisin, were required to be re-

gistered within sixty days after their dates. The regis-
tration may be effected either in certain local registries
or in the general register office in Edinburgh. If seisins

are not recorded, they shall make no faith in judg-
ment to the prejudice of those who have acquired right
to the lands contained in them ; but the non-regi.stra-
tion does not avoid the seisin.

It will readily be seen how anxiously the Scotch law

provides for the publicity of the rights and the transfer of

the rights to property. The advantages of a system so

wholly foreign to the policy of modern English law have
not been deficient in advocates. Blackstone, after describ-

ing the forms of English conveyancing, observes :
" In

these there is certainly one palpable defect, the want of

sufficient notoriety ; so that purchasers or creditors

kept on his clothes, kept the table, came from his chamber to the

hall, whistled to himself and danced." In this case,
" no par-

ticular disease, but only sickness, was proved.'' In going to kirk

or market, the grantor must not be supported ;
but when he goes

not for the express purpose of validating his deed,
" but princi-

pally to hear sermon or for devotion, or about affairs to the

market," then, "taking the party by one hand, or helping him at

a rugged ground, would not infer supportation ;" and " if a gen-
tlewoman accustomed to be led by the hand, should go so led to

kirk or market, hy reiterated acts it might be sufficient for in-

ferring health or convalescence ;" but it may afford a presump-
tion of continuance of sickness, aud *' therefore in that case ladiea

behoved to forbear being led from honour" (Stair, 111. 4,28 ; IV.

20, 46). The law has since been altered as above stated.
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Law. cannot know with any absolute certainty what the
* i *,--' estate and title to it really are, upon which they are to

lay out or to lend their money. In the ancient feudal

method of conveyance (by giving corporeal seisin of the

lands) this notoriety was in some measure answered ;

Lut all the advantages resulting from them are now

totally defeated by the introduction of death-bed de-

vises and secret conveyances" (2 Comm. 342).*

Sect. 4. Rights in respect of Moveable Property.

Moveables. 290. The transfer of and title to moveables will not
detain us long. Perhaps the most striking distinction

between this branch of the Scotch law and the English
law of personal property, is the fact that the former per-
mits such a limitation of moveable property as amounts,

may be en- in short, to an entail. The heirs to whom it is limited

acquire a jus crediti, and in that right can prevent
alienation, and cast in damages the heir contravening
the prohibition against it.

(1.) Moveables may be acquired by marriage, which
is, in truth, a legal assignation, by the wife to the hus-

band, of her whole moveable estate ; but the husband

cannot, by any testamentary provision, donation mortis

causa, or gratuitous deed on death-bed, prejudice either

Jusrelwtm. the jus relicttc, or widow's part, or the bairns' part. The
former, where there are bairns, is a third ; and where
there are none, half. The bairns' part, if the widow
live, is a third

;
if she be dead, a half. Property may

be excluded from the Jus mariti by the direction of the

person conveying; and the jus never extends to para-
phernals, which include the lady's clothes and proper
ornaments the whole vestitus and mundus muliebris.

This right of the husband is nullified by the dissolu-

tion of the marriage, by death within a year and a day
of its contraction, unless there have been a child of the

marriage born alive.

(2.) Succession by legitime andjus reliclte. Children
are entitled, as already observed, after their father's

death, to a share of his moveable property, which is

called their legitime, or portion natural, or bairns' part
of gear. This is a right belonging only to children,
and affecting only the fathers estate. The jus relictce

has been already explained.

(3.) Succession ab intestalo. If the intestate die

unmarried, then his whole moveable property, and if

married, then the deceased's part (that is so much of
his moveables as the widow and bairns, either or both,
are not entitled to), descends equally to the nearest of

* The propriety of establishing a general registry of deeds in

England has been a subject frequently mooted in Parliament.
The difficulty of devising adequate machinery appears to offer a

serious impediment to the accomplishment of the design ; and
the experience of the local registries of Yorkshire and Middle-
sex, and the Bedford Level (15 Car. II. cap. 7; 2 & 3 Anne,
cap. 4; fi Anne, cap 35

;
7 Anne, cap. 20

; 8 Geo. II. cap. 6), is

fruitful of warnings against hasty legislation on the subject. In
1652 a commission of twenty-one members, appointed in the

preceding year by the House of Commons, to "inquire of the
inconveniences of (he law,'' prepared a bill for a general register,

upon a plan recommended by Sir Matthew Hale (see his trie',

entitled, A Treatise, showing how useful, safe, reasonable, and be-

nrfcial the enrolling and registering of ait Conveyances of iMltils may be

to Inhabitants of this King/lorn ; l.oril Somers' Tracts, by Sir VV. Scott
;

vol. vi. p. 191). A similar bill was brought in, in 1657, 1663,
Id64, 1U70, 1677, 1085, 1(193, 1694, 16'J7 and the 'wo following
years, in 1734, 1758, and in 1x16. Roger North tells us that his

brother, the Lord Keeper, highly approved of the plan (Life,
vol. i. p. 224), as did Sheppard, the ostensible, though not real

author (see Buller J., 4 D. & E 649) of the celebrated Touch-
ttone {England's Balme, p. 115).

Legitime.

kin, the whole blood excluding the half, and the lines j aw .

of succession following in the same order as in heritable '_^v-^>
succession. If the heir of the intestate, in his herit-

able estate, comes in with the other next of kin, and
will not share the heritable estate with them, he will

have no part of the moveable.

(4.) Succession by testament. Testamentary dispo- Testament,

sitions of the dead's part are valid by the law of Scot-

land, although executed on death-bed, provided they be
in writing (or authenticated by a notary or a clergyman
and two witnesses), if they express, in whatever form,
the testator's disposing intentions.

(5.) Assignations are conveyances, whereby one who Assigna-
is in the right of any subject may convey the property tion.

of it to another, who is thereupon entitled to perfect
his right by legal proceedings. Intimation, as the Intimation,

formal document is called, or some notification equi-
valent, given to the debtor, is essential to the completion
of the conveyance ;

for although an assignation not
intimated is good as against the grantor, yet a second

assignation intimated will be preferred to the first as-

signation not intimated. Payment of interest by a
debtor to a creditor is equivalent to intimation.

(6 ) Cessio bonornm. An insolvent debtor having Casio

been imprisoned for one month, whose failure has not banorum.

been fraudulent, who has disclosed all the circumstances
of his bankruptcy, calls together his creditors, and the

Court of Session will grant him a cessio, by which he
is liberated on making a conveyance omnium bonorum

(with certain necessary exceptions) for the benefit of
all his creditors, according to their respective interests.

This cesxio does not apply to property subsequently
acquired by the debtor : that is, notwithstanding, at-

tachable by creditors.*

Sect. 5. The Court of Session,

291. Without venturing to describe the system of The Court

local tribunals or the system in which criminal law is
fSeion.

administered in Scotland, we shall confine ourselves to

a brief statement of the functions and character of the

Court of Session, the supreme tribunal in civilibus, and
whose constitution, from the importance of its functions,
is naturally a subject of curiosity.

* To prevent the anticipated evil effects of a system, which, by
liberating the debtor, should enable him again to abuse the

credulity or deceive the caution of mankind,
" the law hath also

appointed that magistrates, where dyvours are incarcerated, must
not set them out until they have the habit appointed to be worn
by dyvours as their outmost garment ; and they ought to set the

dyvour for some time, in the most public time of the day, upon
a place appointed for that purpose, commonly called the dyvour-
stone. And these decreets bear, that the dyvour shall be no

longer free from personal execution than while that habit is upon
him, when his clothes are on, and so visible that all who converse

with him may see it" (Stair, IV. 52, 34). But the improved
humanity of modern times dispensed with the dyvour's habit;
it would, as Lord Meadowbank observes,

"
according to the

present state of the public feeling, be a disgrace to the public
administration of justice. It would shock the innocent, it would
render the guilty miserably profligate

"
(Smith r. Likely, 6 Feb.

1813). The case of Rutherford, 5 Dec. 1676 (Dirl. Dec. 193),

appears to have been one of the first in which the habit was dis-

pensed with ;
and although the party appeared to have contracted

the debt as cautioner for his father, several of the lords hesitated,

being
" of opinion that the act of sederunl made no distinction,

and being made upon good consideration, and conform to the

practice of all other nations, that bankrupts might be known by
a habit to be persons that deserved no trust, and that others may
be affrighted from contracting or undergoing debts which they
are not able to pay." It is abolished by the G & 1 Will. IV. cp.
56, s. 18.
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The Articles of Union (5 Ann. cap. 8, art.xix.) pro-
vide that the Court of Session,* or College of'Juslice,

should, after the Union, and notwithstanding thereof,

remain, in all time coming, within Scotland, as it was
then constituted by the laws of that kingdom, and with

the same authority and privileges as before the Union
;

subject, nevertheless, to such regulations for the better

administration of justice as should be made by the

parliament of Great Britain; and that thereafter none

should be named by her Majesty, or her royal succes-

sors, to be ordinary lords of session, but such as had
been in the College of Justice as advocates or principal
clerks of session for the space of five years, or as writers

to the signet for the space of ten years ; with this pro-

vision, that no writer to the signet should be capable
of being admitted a lord of session, unless he had under-

gone a private and public trial in the civil law before

the Faculty of Advocates, and be found by them quali-
fied for the said office, two years before he had been

named to be a lord of session
; yet so as the qualifica-

tion made or to be made for capacitating persons to be
named ordinary lords of session should be altered by
the parliament of Great Britain.

The privileges granted to the judges of this high
tribunal by the kings of Scotland were very considera-

ble, and evince a great solicitude to render the adminis-

tration of justice pure and unsuspected.')
1 No lord

can sit and vote in any case where the pursuer or de-

fender is his father or father-in-law, brother or brother-

in-law, son or son-in-law, or uncle or nephew.
Lord Stair considers the actions known to Scottish

law as divisible under four heads.

(1.) Declaratory actions, wherein the right of the

pursuer is craved to be declared, but nothing is claimed

to be done by the defender. Any defence that he

might have used in the declaratory action, the defender

is precluded from using in the petitory or possessory
actions.

* *' This court was called the Session, because it was to sit at

such places as the kin-; appointed, but was not to follow his

court, as his council did before, nor to go through the kingdom
as the Justice-General and Chamberlain did. By that title it

was also distinguished from ecclesiastic courts, which were called

consistories, where the judges did stand in administering justice"

(Stair, IV. 1, 8).

t Thus, by the statute 1537, cap. 68, entitled The King's

good Mind anent the Lords of Session, the king promises,
" that

he shall not by any private writing charge, command, or

desire the Lords to do anything otherwise, in any matter that
shall come before them, but as justice requires, or to do any
thing that may break statutes made by them

;
and that he

shall authorise, maintain, and defend their persons, lands, and

goods from all harm, wrong, and hurt and injury, to be done
to them by any manner of person ;

and who does in the contrary
shall be punished with all rigour. And because they present
his person, and bear his authority, in doing of justice, that
he shall have them in special honour and maintenance, and
shall give no credit to any man that will murmur them or

any of them, by doing wrong or inhonesty ;
but, they shall

be called before him, and gif they be found culpable, to be

punished therefor, after the quality and fault of the demerit ; and
if they be found clean and innocent, the person complaining
shall be punished with all rigour, and never have credit with
him again. Likeas, he exeems them frae all paying of taxes,

contributions, and other extraordinar charges to be uplifted in

any time thereafter. And grants to them, that gif any person dis-

honours and lightlies them, or any of them, any manner of way,
that they command and charge and put the person or persons in

ward in any of his castles they will, till they have made satisfac-

tion of the fault at the Lords' consideration, if the fault be small
and injurious ;

and gif it be great, till the king be advertised,
that he may cause the same to be amended, and punishment
made thereof as effeirs."

Law.(2.) Petitory actions, so called because something is

claimed to be done or suffered by the defenders, seek
to establish a perfect right in the pursuer, whether it

petitory;
be real or personal, such as the restitution or delivery
of moveables, and all poindings of the ground.

(3.) Possessor)/ actions, or judgments, are such as possessory ;

claim the transfer, retention, or recovery of possession,
and do not insist upon an absolute right. Of this kind

are actions of spulzie, which are sustainable if the

pursuer has a title only in possession. Spulzie is the

unlawful taking away of moveables without consent

of the owner, and the action seeks restitution with all

possible profits,* or reparation. Wrongous intromission

with moveables is another example. In neither of

these cases is other than a lawful possession necessary
as the foundation of the action.

Actions may also be subject to another division,

familiar to European jurisprudence : they may be
considered as either real or personal.

(1.) A real action, actio in rem, is founded on a right Real

in the thing itself jus in re, founded either on the actions,

right of property, jus dominii or in the rights of

servitude, hypothec, pledge (jura servitulis, hypothecs,

pignoris), &c.

(2.) A personal action arises from a right of obliga- Personal

tion against a person, or a. jus ad rem. In the first case actlons'

it can be directed only against the obligee or his heirs;
in the second, against whomever possesses the subject
in which the right exists, although they may not repre-
sent the obligee.

There appears to be another and technical division of

actions, into ordinary and extraordinary ; which, being
founded on forms of process, we shall not further con-

sider.

It will be well to describe briefly the various stages
of an ordinary action ; iu which Mr. Swinton's clear

and accurate skclch will be a useful and safe guide

(see Spence's Inquiry, App. No. II. p. 569).
An ordinary action is instituted by an original writ Form of

called a summons, prepared and signed by a writer to ordinary

the signet, and passed her Majesty's signet. The ac

summons is of three parts :

(1.) The libel, setting out the ground or circurn- The libel,

stances on which the pursuer lays his action, e. g. for

payment of an alleged debt.

(2.) The dccerniture, or conclusion, stating the terms Decemi-

on which the pursuer desires a decree or judgment to turc -

be pronounced in his favour.

(3.) The citation, or will, is a warrant summoning Citation.

the defender to appear before the court on a certain

day, or to allege a reasonable cause to the contrary.
The defender is served with a copy of the summons,
enters an appearance, and having seen the summons and

writs founded on, puts in written defences, containing
Defences.

simply a statement of the facts and pleas of law, and
the documents evidencing them, upon which his defence

rests. The pursuer is allowed to see the defences and

documents, and then is the action debated.

The hearing takes place, in the first instance, before Hearing

the Lord Ordinary, sitting in the Outer House, as it is before the

called, who may pronounce either a definitive or inter-
d; ^

locutory judgment, according to the nature of the case ;

or, if the case involve a question of difficulty, he may Memoriali

* It has been held, however, that a tailor could not seek

damages for the loss of his trade through the illegal taking away
of his thimble and shears. The damage must be direct, and not

consequential.
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appoint the parties to put in argumentative pleadings
in writing, called memorials.

If the parties differ as to the truth of facts, and a
proof by parole testimony becomes necessary two
courses are open to the Lord Ordinary ; he may judge
of the relevancy of the libel, and allow a proof, after

advising special pleadings to be put in for that purpose,which are called a condrscen-ta/ice and attwrs. In
the one, the pursuer sets out backed by the facts he
avers and offers to prove in support of his libel ; in the
other, the defender admits or denies the pursuer's aver-
ment, and makes counter-averments, if he has aiiv.On the other hand, without determining the relevancyof the libel in illo stalu, the Lord Ordinary may allow a
proof before answer.
The proof is taken in the presence of a commissioner

appointed by the Lord Ordinary, who examines the wit-
nesses, commits their depositions to writing, and re-

ports the whole, either to ihe Lord Ordinary or to the
court, according to his directions.*

Whatever judgment the Lord Ordinary pronounces,
the losing party may submit it to his review within a
certain period, by an argumentative pleading in vvritin"-,
called a representation. This representation the Lord
Ordinary may appoint to be answered, the answer*
being also argumentative pleadings on the other side,
sustaining the judgment. Upon this contest the Lord'
Ordinary pronounces an interlocutor, adhering to or
contradicting his former judgment. If he adheres, a
second representation is competent ; and if it be ap-
pointed to be, and be answered, and the judge still

353

Mr. More, m his learned notes to Lord Stair, has discussed
some very interesting points relating to the Scottish law of

mce. Ihe subject is one of such obvious value and general
est, that I must be permitted to state the substance of his

'marks. In his opinion, the law of Scotland, as it existed no
very long time back, treated all witnesses as incompetent, to
rhose evidence full and entire credit might not be given The
st consequence of this doctrine, and that not the least remark-

ble, was, that, as to such witnesses as the law recognised, full
credence was to be given, the judge being relieved of the onerous
July he had in every court in Europe to perform, the duty of weigh-
ing well, and setting the true value upon, the testimony offered
lefoi e him. 1 he law itself had determined who was, and 'who was
lot, trustworthy ; and more attention appeared to be paid to thenumber of witnesses than to the quality of their evidence. It
excluded domestic servants, tenants, paupers, and all others whowere supposed to be more or less subject to influence. It even
excluded women. This rule, slightly relaxed, subsisted up to

late periodI

; for in 1675 the Court of Session determined thatwomen could not be adduced to prove certain facts respectingloan of a bed
; it being pleaded,

" that albeit women be ad-
id witnesses at the bearing of a child, where men cannot be

present they were never admitted in any other civil process"Jhc lords found the reply of lending the bed relevant to
e proved by habile witnesses, but refused to admit women

The rule became more and more relaxed, untilwomen were held admissible as witnesses M est penuria testium.
i 17.)G, women were not admitted to prove a grantor crazybecause there was no penury of witnesses. The rule is now

considered as abolished
; but the custom is, that men, and never

women, should attest deeds.

Further, the rule of Scotch law which excluded so large a
lass of persons, must also have often prevented the only evidence

capable of reflecting light on many transactions. The old rule
ill subsists to a certain extent. The father or son of a party,
9 uncle and nephew, his mother, brother and sister, and all
T relations, uterine and consanguinean, and even his mother-

in-law, stepmother, son-in-law, and brothers-in-law, are held to
oe generally incompetent witnesses for him. The whole of Mr.

409)

U te " h 'Shly interestinS and suggestive (Stair, vol. ii.

adheres to his decision, no further proceedings in j^w
respect thereof can take place in the Outer 11 .use. -- ."!_/
If the Lord Ordinary should alter his opinion, two repre-
sentations are also available.

The cause thus disposed of, may be brought under Reclaiming
the notice ofone of the two divisions of the Inner House petitions,

by presenting a reclaiming petition, which is printed,
and distributed among (lie judges, by whom it is ei-
ther appointed to be answered or simplicitcr refused.
When the answers are put in, the case is enrolled for
advice. The petition and answers having been con-
sidered by the judges at home, are decided upon in

open court ; and the decision can be again submitted to
them by a second reclaiming petition ; and if, on advising
on this, their lordships adhere to their first judgment,
the cause is final in this court. It is to be understood'
that the two judgments, either of the Lord Ordinary
or of the Division, must be in favour of the same party,
and in the same terms

; for should any alteration be
made in the judgment either of the Lord Ordinary or of
the Division, it is competent for the losing party twice
to represent or reclaim.
The Court of Session has an original and privative Jurisdic-

jurisdiction in all actions of declarator for ascertaining tion of the

rights, and in all actions of reduction for setting aside Court of

false or improbative writings. It has also the exclusive
Session-

jurisdiction in processes of cessio bonorum and many
other ca^es. It has large powers as a court of review,
and, in addition to its ordinary jurisdiction, appears to
have exercised a species of praetorian authority, called
its nobile officium.

Lord Stair observes, that " new cases require new Nobilt

cures," and that the strict rules of law should often iffi*

be relieved by the equitable interposition of the judge.
He adds, that "

every sovereign court must have this

power, unless there be a distinct court for equity from
that for law, as in England." The Privy Council of
Scotland formerly administered equity ; and it appears
to be thought that the Court of Session lias succeeded
to its powers in this respect. A few instances of the
exercise of this power, as claimed, illustrate the subject.
The Court of Session annexed a penalty for not ob-
serving certain regulations prescribed by a statute,
asserting that it had the right thus to make additions
to the statute, to render it effectual

; but this decision
was reversed by the House of Lords on appeal. It
has appointed judges to fill a temporary vacancy ;

it has appointed trustees, those named having died or
declined to act ; it appoints factors, or guardians,
to take charge of the affairs of those who by nonage,
incapacity, absence, or other cause, might suffer lots,
if their affairs were neglected.
From the decisions of the Court of Session an ap-

peal lies to the House of Lords.
It cannot escape the most cursory reader, that in

this hasty review of the law of Scotland, the cri-
minal and ecclesiastical law, and correlative matters,
have not been alluded to. This omission has arisen
from a desire to consider more fully than would
otherwise be practicable those doctrines of Scotiish
law which afford the greatest interest to the English
reader.*

* For the materials of this chapter the writer is indebted chiefly
to Lord Stair's Jnttilutioni, edited by Mr. More (1832), and Mr
Burge's Commmilariet on Colonial anil Foreign Law.
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CHAPTER VII.

THE LAWS OF THE BRITISH COLONIES AND DEPENDENCIES.

La\v.

Settled

colonies.

Conquered
colonies,

and their

laws.

British

colonies;

settled,

and con-

quered.

292. THE Privy Council, previous to 1722, came to the

following resolutions :

(1.) That if there be a new and uninhabited country
found out by English subjects, as the law is the

birthright of every subject, so, wheresoever they go,

they carry their Livvs with them ; and therefore such
new found country is governed by the law of England;
though after such country is inhabited by the English,
acts of parliament made in England without naming
the foreign plantations, will not bind them.

(2.) Where the king of England conquers a country,
there the conqueror gains a right of property in such

people, in consequence of which he may impose on
them what laws he pleases. But,

(3 ) Until such laws are given by the conquering
prince, the laws and customs of the conquered couvitry
shall hold place, unless where these are anything
contrary to our religion, or enact anything that is

malum in se, or are silent, for in such cases the laws of
the conquering country shall prevail ( 2 P. W. 75).
The British possessions may be considered as ac-

quired, (1) by settlement, and (2) by conquest; while

there are others the Channel Islands and the Isle of

Man the sovereignty of which has been otherwise

obtained.

(1.) The colonies settled by English subjects are

New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Cape Breton, Prince

Edward's Island (about 1497), Barbadoes (1605),
the Bermudas ( 1609), St. Christopher's (1623), Nevis,

(1628), the Bahamas (1629), Gambia (i631), Mont-
serrat and Antigua (1632), Jamaica (1655), Tortola
and Anguilla (1666), New South Wales and Sierra

Leone (1787), Van Diemen's Land (1S03), and New
Zealand (1839).

(2.) The colonies acquired by conquest, or rather

by capitulation, cession, or treaty, are Dominica, Gre-

nada, St. Vincent, Tobago, and Upper Canada (the

possession of which was assured to this c >untry by the

treaty of 1763), Jamaica, the Falkland Islands, and we
may a:ld Gibraltar, though not properly a colony. The
bounty of the crown, or the enactment of local legisla-

tures, has conferred on these possessions the ri^ht to be

governed by the law of England, as far as is suited to

their condition. The remainder of our foreign posses-
sions obtained by conquest are Demerara, Essequibo,
and Berbice, now united under one government, that

of (1) British Guiana, (2) Cape of Good Hope, (3)

Ceylon, (4) Lower Canada, (5) St. Lucia, (6) Mauri-

tius, (7) Trinidad, (8) Malta, and (9) the vast possessions
governed by the East India Company in Hindostan.
The enjoyment of the respective laws of the depen-
dencies has been assured to them.

854

In those colonies in which the English law is said Law.

to operate, it operates so far only as it is suitable to the > v^ .'

condition and circumstances of the inhabitants. It is, Operation

in short, rather the basis of their jurisprudence, inas-
f ^"fe' 1 ' 811

.. ,.- , law in the
much as, in many cases, its provisions are modified, co [onifs _

and its policy widely departed from by the enactments

of the local legislatures and orders in council.

We must content ourselves, in this place, with point- Systems
'

ing out the systems of law and their sources, which, colonial

subject to the alterations introduced by local legisla-

tion, operate in the colonies whose native jurisprudence
has not been obliterated by conquest.

(1.) In the Channel Islands there is the coillume

of Normandy ; (2) in the Isle of Man, a law peculiar
to that island ; (3) in Malta, the Roman or civil law ;

(4) in Lower Canada and St. Lucia, the r.ontiime of

Paris; (5) in British Guiana, the Cape of Good Hope,
and Ceylon, the Roman Dutch law, Rooms Hollaiida-

regt; (6) in Trinidad, the law of Spain; (7) in the

Mauritius, the Code Civil, promulgated by a decree

dated the 15 Vendrmiare, an 14, and the Code of Civil

Procedure, adopted in July, 1808 ; (8) in British India,

the Hindoo and Mahommedan laws.

What reflections are not suggested by this bare enu-

meration of distinct and dissimilar systems of law,

governing states in habits and location so far removed

from each other, and all owing their present existence

to that respect for the natural rights of the conquered
which has ever with us moderated the ardour of con-

quest ! When we also remember that the authority
of these laws is permitted to extend not only to the

conquered people, but to the conquerors ; that they
are not personal* laws, compulsory only on those

whose allegia-ice to them was native and original, but

that they define the rights and regulate the conduct

of our natural-born subjects, we cannot fail to be struck

by the contrast our colonial policy offers to that of the

great colonizing people of antiquity, who, while they

permitted the subjugated race to enjoy their own insti-

tutions, never degraded the dignity of a Roman citizen

by compelling his obedience to a foreign jurisprudence.

* When the Goths, Burgundiats, Franks and Lombards
founded kingdoms in the countries formerly subject to Rome,

they left to the Romans the enjoyment of their own laws; the

conquering people preserving theirs. Thus, in the same city,

the Lombard lived under the Lombardic, and the Roman under

the Roman law, and this gave rise to that condition of civil

rights denominated ptrsoital rights or /irrsumil laws, in opposition
to territorial laws. ' It often happens," observes Bishop Ago-
bardus, in an epistle to Louis le Di-bonnaire, "that live men, each

subject to a different lnw, may be found ivalkin-- or silting

together." Savigny. Gendudttt des tiouiischen /.VrA.'s i/n Mil"

Idler, b. 1. k. iii. s. 90-1.
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Law. In jure. Rnmano non est minim nihil hdc tie re extare,
K^"^"~-/ cum jiopuli Romani per omnes oibis partes diffufum

et tPr/uabili jure giibernatorum imperiiim coriflictui
diversarum legum non (Eijue potnerit est subjeclum
(2 Huber, lib. i. tit. 3, p. 538). The policy of Eng-
land has been very different, and we see its fruits in the

increasing importance of our colonial possessions, and
their undiminished affection to the parent state.

Another reflection this enumeration of the sources

English colonial law naturally suggests to the mind, is

the wide-spread influence of Roman legislation, surviv-

ing the subversion of Roman greatness, and extending
to countries of which Rome knew not the very exist-

ence. "
Servaturubiquejux," epigrammatically enough,

says a great jurist,
" non ratione imperil, std rationis

imperio."*
Coutumes of The coutiimes of Normandy and Paris, the basis of
Normandy the law operating in the Channel Islands, in Lower

ins-
Canada, and St. Lucia, are in writing, and published,
like the rest of the customary law of old France a
work commanded by Charles VII., after he had ex-

pelled the English, and which languished until the reign
of Louis XII., and was not finally completed until 16:20.

The coutume of Normandy is best known by the edition

and commentary of Basnage. Of the conlume. of Paris,
made the law of the French West India colonies by the
33rd article of the Arret of the Coiiseil d'Etat du Roi
of May, 1664, a brilliant but superficial writer has said,
that it is interpreted by twenty-four commentaries,

agreeing in nothing but the proof of how ill the law
was devised.t In Lower Canada some of the ordi-

nances of the French kings also have effect.

Roman The Roman Dutch law consists of the civil law
Dutch law. anci t]le ordinances and edicts issued by the supreme

power in Holland.

Spanish The Spanisli law consists of (1) the Fuero Real, the
work of Alonzo the Wise, in 1255, but designed by
his father, Ferdinand III., and intended as a precursor
to (2) the Parl.idas, according to a writer quoted by
Mr. Burge,

" a complete body of law (el ctierpo com-

plelo), which combines the public with the private law,
all digested and precompared in a most scientific, just,

solid, Christian, and equitable manner, and which has

not, perhaps, its equal in all Europe ;" (3) the Recopi-
* The grounds of the authority of the civil law in Holland, as

recited by Grcenewegen, illustrates the source of its influence in
modern Europe. In Btlgio aulem multo majorem auctoritatem
abtiaet jia Komaaum: cum enim passim summit ratione atqae a-'/ui-
tate abundet, olim projustitite et arquitatit exemplo injudiciis alkgrttum,
tandem vero etiam pro fegibus receptttm est atque etiam num rrgulariter
Ifffum vim atque auctoritn/em apud nog obtmet (Ad. Imt. lib i.

Proem, n. 3). So says Dumoulin in reference to France. A jure
scrlpto Romano mutuamur quod el aquitati comumum et negotio de

quo agitur, upturn congruumque inrenitur, quod nan unquam fuerimut
sttlxliti Juttiniano magno nut mccessoribus ejus sed quid jut illo auc-
lore a sapientissimes virii ordinatum, tarn requam eat tarn rationabile
et unde quaque absolutum ut omnium fere Christianarum gentium t/su
rt approbation commune sit effectual (Gloss. n. 150).
t Voltaire, Diet. Phil., art. Lois. Mr. Park give* a list of

thirty-seven commentaries and gloss on the coutume of Paris,
and twenty-seven on that of Normandy (Centre Projet to the

Humph. Code, pp. 249-52). // nttoit poisib/e en France, says a
learned English jurist, meme aua- juriscomultes lea plus pro/and
d'apprendre a connoitre celte multitudf d'usayes a/on en vigueur tlani
nos provinces. And he adds, in a note, cat par rapport ant nom-
breusei coutumes, li souvent oppoieet, gui ftoient alori en vigueur dans
I'ancirnne France, (pie Montaigne a dit, qu'ily avail en France plus
de lois quf dans tout le reste du mmde ensemble, et plus qu'il n'en
faudroit pour regler torn les mondes d Epicurus (Letlres iur la Cour
de la Chancellerie, p. 297). Of old France, Napoleon said, that it

was ptutol wit reunion de vingt royaumes, qu'un ktat.

lacion, the first part of which was published in 1567, Law.

by order of Philip II., and which includes Las Lews ~v

df Estilo, promulgated in 1310, as altered by the Pi'ag-

maticas, the Ordeniamento Real, authorized and pub-
lished by Ferdinand and Isabella in 1496, the Ordrma,-
mento del Alca'a, made and authorized in 1348, the law
of the Cortes of Toro in 1505, and other laws, and
the Autos Accordatos, published in 1745; and as to

the colonies, (4) the Cedillas Reales, or instructions

to the governors of Spanish colonies
;
and (5) the Re-

copilacion de las Indias, a collection of the laws of the

Spanish settlements.

Such, with the Code. Civil, are the chief sources of CoJe Ci'-

English colonial law : and we have now to allude briefly
to the sources of the laws of British India.

In allusion to a king who has effected a recent Laws of

conquest,
"

let him," says Menu, the great Hindoo British

legislator,
" establish the laws of the conquered nation !llclia:

as declared in their books "
(ch. vii. 203). A British

act of parliament lias declared, in reference to the do-

minions of the East India Company, that "
it is expe-

dient that the inhabitants should be maintained and

protected in the enjoyment of their ancient laws,

usages, rights, and privileges" (21 Geo. III. cap. *JO).

To a great extent the wish of the legislature has been

complied with ; and while criminal justice is adminis-

tered according to a code promulgated by British

authority, and while all that relates to the conduct of

suits, the admissibility of evidence, and the competency
of witnesses is defined by British law, still in all matters

relating to the two great heads of inheritance and con-

tract, the king's courts in India are to accord to the

natives the benefit of their own law.* Thus, in these

respects, the Hindoo is governed by his own law, the

Mahommedan by that to which he had anciently owed

allegiance ; but the Parsee (Persian emigrants, settled

for above a thousand years in Bombay), having properly
no law of his own, is governed in a great measure by
that of England. The Hindoos exceeding by far in

numbers either of the other races, it will be Hindoo
law alone which will be here considered.

The Hindoo claims for his law a divine origin. The their

books to which he ascribes this character contain either sources}

that revelation which he calls sruti (audition), or re-

vealed law, and which he believes to have been wholly

* To have described the judicial system of India, would have

required more space than we can afford. It may be mentioned,
that in the north-west provinces of Bengal, which now constitute

the Agra government, civil suits, to which Europeans are not

parties, and where the amount in litigation does not exceed 30/.,

are decided by a native judge, or moonsif. If the res litia is under

100/., the suit is decided in the Sudder. Ameen ; and above this is

the principal Sudder Ameen, unlimited in its jurisdiction, us far as

the amount of the subject litigated is concerned, and is a court

of appeal from the other courts. Above these are the district

judges (Europeans), who preside over the Zillah courts, from which
an appeal lies to the appellate court, the Sudder Dewannee Adawlut,
who also receive appeals from the principal Sudder Ameens. The
average duration of a suit in these provinces is four months and
ten days. The proportion of suits to population, in Bengal, is

about one suit annually to 381 persons (Paper by Colonel Sykes,
Stat. Soc. London, 20th March, 1843). In 1793, the Zillah

courts were established in Bengal, as also the court of Sudiler

Dewannee Adawlut, and the provincial courts of appeal of Calcutta,

Patna, Dacca, and Moorshedabad. It may, perhaps, be proper
to observe, that in doubtful matters the European courts take

the opinion of Pundits or Hindoo jurists. Sir William Jones,

declared, however, "that he could not with an easy conscience

concur in a decision merely on the written opinion of native

lawyers, in any case in which they could have the remotest

interest in misleading the court."
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of inter-

pretation.

Law. dictated by divinity, or smriti (recQlleclinii'), or remem-
bered law, preserved by inspired writers, wbo hud

re\ elation present to their memory, and who have

recorded holy precepts for which a divine sanction is

presumed. Forensic law, as distinguished from reli-

gious doctrine and ritual law, is contained chiefly in

the S-mrlti or Dliarma Sastra. This is embodied in

the writings of ancient authors, such as Menu, with

whom, in most points, most of them concur ; but the

number of authors entitled to this rank in Hindoo

jurisprudence is a matter of doubt.

their com- Law lias been cultivated as a science by this singular
meutators; people, and we find among them divers law-schools,

each of which acknowledge the authority of different

commentators upon their ancient books. Indeed, the

authority ol these commentators appears, in courts of

law, to have superseded in a great measure the autho-

rity of the writers they profess to interpret ;
and as

these commentators differ among themselves, and our
law-courts in a great measure follow the commentator

approved by the school prevailing in the district in

which they exist, it is obvious that there is properly
no one system, but in truth many systems, of Hindoo

law, operating simultaneously in various parts of the

country.
ami schools The written law, whether sruti or smriti, is subject

to the same rules of interpretation. Those rules are

collected in the Mimansa, which is a disquisition on

proof and authority of precepts. It is considered as

a branch of philosophy, and is properly the logic of

the law. In the eastern part of India, z. t. Beng.il and

Bahar, where the Mimansa is less studied than in the

south, the dialectic philosophy, or Nyaya, is more con-

sulted, and is there relied on for rules of reasoning and

interpretation upon questions of law as well as upon
metaphysical topics. Thence result two schools or

sects, which, by a various construction of the same text,

deduce different inferences ; and each of these schools

is again divided into other schools, each adopting- for

its chief guide a particular author, to whose doctrines

they give currency in particular districts. The works
of these authors are Digests or Commmtaries ; and it

appears to have been the policy of each successive

dynasty in India to have issued some work of these

descriptions, containing the rules by which they pur-

posed to carry on the government.
293. Without referring to the complex judicial system

of British India, it may be remarked, that justice is

administered in our colonies by various courts of jus-

tice, empowered by royal charter or acts of the colonial

legislatures. In Demerara, Berbice, the Cape of Good

Hope, Ceylon, Trinidad, St. Lucia, Lower Canada,

Newfoundland, the Mauritius, New South Wales, Van
Diemen's Land, Western and Southern Australia, Jer-

sey, and Guernsey, the supreme courts are courts of

equitable as well as legal jurisdiction. They grant

probate of wills and letters of administration, and have
the custody of lunatics and the appointment of the

guardians of minors. In the other colonies the equi-
table jurisdiction is administered by the governor, who,

Colonial

uclicial

Bystem.

as ordinary, grants probate and administration. In Law.

Upper Canada is a Court of Probate, where the \-^^
governor presides ;

and the civil list of Canada, settled

by the 3 & 4 Viet. cap. 3iS, contemplates the appoint-
ment of a vice-chancellor an office lately created in

Jamaica. In most of the colonies there are courts of

appeal (which probably in the West Indies will merge
in those contemplated by the 6 & 7 Will. IV. cap. 17),
the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, established

by the 3 & 4 Will. IV. cap. 41, being the ultimate ap-

pellate jurisdiction, when the res litis is of a certain

amount. It receives appeals, also, from the Sutlder

Deicannee Adawlut courts, or supreme native courts

of British India.

294. Legislative authority in the colonies is exercised, Colonial

in some, by the king in council, and the laws are issued 'fg'
sla-

in the shape of orders in council ; in others, and in
"

the major number, by a body consisting of persons
nominated by the crown, and of representatives chosen

by qualified persons, each class (except in the case of

the legislature of Newfoundland ; 5 & 6 Viet. cap. 120)

sitting apart. That the measures they pass should

become law, they must first receive the assent of the

governor. They may, however, be afterwards disal-

lowed by the king. All laws, bye-laws, usages, and
customs which shall be in practice in any of the plan-

tations, being repugnant to any law made or to be made
in this kingdom relative to the said plantations, shall be

utterly void and of none effect (7 & 8 Will III. cap 22).
The governors of colonies also, by their instructions,
are forbidden to assent to certain laws which are sup-

posed to be inconsistent with our public policy. Thus

they are forbidden to assent to any act of their legis-

latures for the dissolution of a marriage. It is not to

be understood that the establishment of a colonial

legislature limits or affects in any way the rights of

the Imperial Parliament to legislate for the colonies a

right asserted as far back as the time of the Protec-

torate (Scobell, Ordin. part ii. p. 132). But except on

an exigency, it rarely exercises its extreme rights,

leaving to the colonial legislature the duty of framing
the laws suitable to the condition of its constituents.

It may be remarked in conclusion, that in British

India the right of legislation is vested generally in

the Governor-General, provided that in its exercise he

does nothing to affect the mutiny acts, the prerogative
of the crown, the authority of parliament, the rights of

the East India Company, or any part of the unwritten

laws or constitution of the United Kingdom, whereon

may depend the allegiance of any person to the crown
of the United Kingdom, or the sovereignty or dominion

of the crown over any part of India. The Directors of

the East India Company may disallow the laws made

by the Governor in council ;
and it is to be remembered

that the king's Commissioners for the Affairs of India

control all acts of the Company concerning that country,
and all official communications are to be approved by
them ; so that in fact, the crown, through its servant?

the Board of Control, has the right of disallowing all

laws made in India (3 & 4 Will. IV. cap. 85).



OUTLINES OF THEOLOGY.

INTRODUCTION.
'By- (1.) UNDER Ihe general term Theology we comprehend

"""v""* all the knowledge which man can obtain respecting
God, whether concerning His nature and attributes,
or concerning the relation in which man stands to

Him. This subject we shall divide into two portions,

making the sources of our knowledge the basis of
our distinction. These portions are Natural Theology
and Revealed or Scriptural Theo/ugt/. Under the first

we propose to trent of that knowledge of God which
the contemplation of His works and His providential

care, as seen in the natural world, is calculated to instil

into the mind of man. Under the latter we propose
to ascertain what revelation God has been pleased
to make of Himself to mankind, and what the Holy
Scriptures teach us concerning the nature and attributes

of the Deity, and the relation in which man stands to

Him.

The science of Theology is very differently divided by different

authors, but without any very great difference as to the subjects
of which they treat under this name. Thus a common division

(justly blamed by Limborch, T/teulogia Christiana, p. 1
; comp.

also Buddei Institutiones Theologies Digmaticce, lib. i. ch. i. sec.

39,) used to be I hat into. \, drchetypat Theology, or that know-
ledge which God himself has, concerning Himself and divine

things; and, 2, Ectypal, or that knowledge which, being derived
from the former, is communicated from God in three different

ways : 1, by the Hypostatical Union, to Jesus Christ. 2, by Vision,
as to the Angels. 3, by Revelation, as to men. Turrelin calls

the former Infante Theology, the latter Finite, and together they
form his subdivision of True Theology, the whole subject being
divided in True and False Theology, the latter including both
hcatkrn and heretical Theology. In Thomas) Aquinas the first

sections of the first part of his Summa Theotogiy treat of the
nature and objects of Theology (under the name of Sacra Doc-
trina), as, for example, whether it be a science, &c. (Comp. also

P. a Joseph Idea Theoligiae Stmt-ulatirtr.)

Again, Turretin (p. 16 of his Institutions Thealogia- E/enc-

ticte) affirms that God is the object of Theology, which is denied

by Limborch, who considers that the worship of God is the proper
object of Theology ; but this difference arises rather from the dif-

ferent senses in which they have used the word object. Thomas
Aquinas very beautifully says Theologia

" a Deo docetur, Dciun
docet, ad Deiim ducit." (Comp. Buddeus, ubi supra, sec. 40-4G.)

Again Buddeus defines Theology, a "knowledge of divine

things, necessary to be known by sinful man in order to his sal-

vation, joined to a power of teaching and defending the same."
He divides it into Theoretical and Practical; lib. i. sec. 42.

(Comp. also his Institutiones Theolugia; Moralit Prolegom.
passim.) Another common division in Germany is into Theology,
Anthropology, Christotiigy, and Etchafologu, the latter word
meaning the doctrines concerning the last thingt, i. e. the Judgment,
&c.

Some writers use the words Theology and Religion in the same
sense, others distinguish between them. See some very able
remarks in Dr. Turton's Natural Thiology (p. V-33) on this

point. Bishop Marsh ( Lectures, part ii. sec. ii. ) has some useful

suggestions relative to a systematic course of Theology.
With these references to common works on Theology we dis-

miss the consideration of the division of the subject, as it does
not appear of much practical use, and certainly does not admit
of proper discussion within our limits. (Comp. Buddeus' Theol.

Dogm. lib. i. sec. 38.)

(2.) The subject here proposed for our consideration

being of the deepest importance to mai, has been
treated of at greater length than most other depart-

ments of human knowledge. The inquiries, whether 'Theology,

there be another state of existence after the present,
%~"""v~~-/

and if there be, on what terms happiness is attain-

able there ; whether man be an object of care to

the Creator of the universe, and if he be, by what
means lie may become acceptable to this great Being;
whether God has revealed himself to man, and if he

has, what is the substance of that communication ;

these are questions of overwhelming interest to a
rational and accountable being, and we cannot wonder,
therefore, if every circumstance relating to the evi-

dences for Natural and Revealed Religion, and to

the interpretation of Scripture, has been examined
and discussed with a minuteness and to an extent

unequalled in any other science. We cannot, there-

fore, within the brief limits to which we must confine

ourselves, profess to give more than a mere outline

of the great truths which this science discloses to us.

But our sincere and earnest desire is, (hat this portion
of our work may prove ofpractical utility, by bringing
forward, as far as our limits allow, the chief results

which a just estimate of evidence, and a true interpre-
tation of Scripture, present to man, and by indicating,
where it shall appear desirable, the best sources for

pursuing solid inquiries, and forming a right judgment
on many questions of surpassing interest and im-

portance.
1. For a general Bibliography on this subject, we may

refer to Bishop Wilkins' Ecclesiastes ; Bray's Bibliotheca Paro-
chialis ; Wotton's Thoughts on a proper Method of studying
Divinity, 1734 (and reprinted 1818) ;

and to the very valuable
and copious bibliographical volume of Home's Critical Intro-
duction to the Stitdy of the Scriptures. Among foreign works on
Theological Bibliography, we may specify Walch. Bibliotheca

Theolugica ; and in more recent days, the very useful systematic
catalogues of Ersch, Lituratur der Theologie (by Bockel. 1822);
Winer's Handbuch der Theotogischcn Literatur, 8vo. 2 vol. 1838

;

and Ciarisse, Enrycloptetlitp TitpiilogictE Epitome.
2. On referring to the Miscellaneous Department, in BAPTISM,

BISHOPS, CANON, BIBLE, &c., and to the Historical Division,
under the titles APOSTOLIC AUE, MINISTHY OF CHRIST, MIHACI.KS,
ECCI.KH. HISTORY, passim; HF.HKSIKS of the 1st, IJncl, Illrd,
and IVth Centuries. &c.. the reader will see that much more
space has already been devoted to many Theological questions
than they can usually obtain in works of this general nature. A re-

petition of those statements would be neither just nor satisfactory.
Many branches of inquiry, therefore, which usually belong to
Treatises on Theology having been anticipated in this work, we
shall pass over these with brevity, while we supply at greater
length what has not yet been touched upon, and thus endea-
vour to consolidate our Theological articles into a systematic
form.

(3.) Having, therefore, considered Natural Religion,
and having adduced some evidence to show that the

Bible is a Revelation from God, we shall endeavour to

point out the main substance of that revelation, and

briefly to show what Scripture teaches

1. Concerning God ;

2. Concerning man as an individual ;

3. Concerning the Church
;

4. Concerning the Judgment, and the final condi-
tion of man.
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CHAFPER. I. NATURAL THEOLOGY.

The Poiver, Wisdom, Goodness, and Justice of God, SfC. His Government. Man's Duties. His Failure in

them, and consequent Need of a Revelation.

Theology. (1.) IN' a former portion of this work (see ATHEIST)
^-v-.--' we took occasion to show that all who adopt the Atheistic

Hypothesis necessarily involve themselves in endless

difficulties and contradictions. Among other improba-

bilities, the Atheist has to assume that the present state

of things must have existed from eternity, and to regard
all that takes place in the universe as the result of

accident or of blind necessity. For if it be admitted

that there ever was a period in which the universe

did not exist, it is not easy to avoid the acknowledg-
ment that there must have been a creation, and, as a

necessary consequence, that there must be a Creator,

who is independent of all matter, and possessed of such

attributes or qualities as are adequate to produce all

creation out of nothing. It is this Creator whom we
call GOD. Assuming, therefore, the existence of GOD,
the main object of THEOLOGY is to ascertain the

attributes and perfections of this First Great Cause,
from whatever sources information respecting; Him can

be derived
;
and then to develop, as far as may be,

the relation in which the Creator stands to his vorks.

We shall thus, in some degree, be brought acquainted
with G,>d ; with His designs respecting His intelligent

creatures ; and with our consequent duties towards

Him, ourselves, and our fellow-men.

Observation 1. We do not notice the speculations of the

German metaphysicians respecting the arguments for the exist-

ence of the Deity, because their views are but little relevant to

our subject, and, besides, belong more properly to the department
of Metaphysics. In the prosecution of the object we have in

view, we are as little concerned with the speculations of Kant,
and others of the German school, as the writer of a practical

treatise on mathematics would be with a metaphysical disqui-

sition on the nature of mathematical demonstration. We con-

tent ourselves, therefore, with referring to Kant, Krilik drr reinni

Pernunft, div. iii. sec. 3-7, p. 611-658, edit. 1794; and for some

remarks on Kant's views, to a former part of this volume (Moral
and Melaphys. Phihiaphy. p. 605-607). See also the Essay,
" Ueber Begrijfund Moglichkcit der Philosophic," by Professor

Schmidt of Rostock, especially sec. 1^1-124.

06s. 2. In demonstrating the existence of the Deity, English
writers have adopted two modes of argument, the one called

a priori, the other the argument a posteriori.

The argument a priori, as it is improperly termed, (See

Turton's Nat. Theol. p. 236-276, but especially p. 242-245,) is

that used by Dr. Clarke. It is not an argument d priori to

reason that there must be such a being as God, when we argue
back from the simple fact that something now exists, to the con-

clusion that something must always have existed which can-

not be a contingent being. This is not reasoning a priori, it is

only prior to the examination of particular phenomena.
On this argument, see Waterland's Dissertation on the argu-

ment a priori, &c., and Gretton's Review of the argument
a priori. Dr. Turton states that he has materials for a complete

history of this argument. The publication of such a work would

be a great benefit to Theological literature.

The argument a posteriori is that which is otherwise called

the argument from design.

Against this reasoning it has been contended that the rery word

design implies a designer, and its use is therefore a petitio prin-

eipii.

The sufficient answer to this objection is, that no one wishes

to use the word design till he has proved the existence of that

which is necessarily called by this name. He states phenomena,
which must result, he contends, from design. Here is the

strength of the proof, and its first step, which is to infer design.

The next step is almost a self-evident proposition ;
if there a Theology,

design, there must be a designer. We would here merely refer - -^ '

to the strong expression of Sir J. F. W. Herschell, (Discourse of
the Study of Nat. Philosophy, p. 7.) that the inquiries of Natural

Philosophy, considered in reference to the existence and princi-

pal attributes of the Deity, have rendered "doubt absurd, and
Atheism ridiculous." The pretended proof of La Place, that the

law of gravitation (the only law which would, as f;ir as we know,
hold our system together) is a necessary deduction from the

properties of matter, has frequently been considered and answered.
See Robison's Mechanical PMmphftSti Whewell's Hridgewater
Trcati.ir.

The boyks which have been consulted for the compendium
of Natural Theology given in this chapter, are chiefly these :

Bishop Wilkins's Principle! of Natural Religion. Dr. Samuel
Parker's Demonstration of the Divine Authority of the Lam of
Nature. Cudworth's Intellectual System. R. Baxter's Reason-
ableness of the Christian Religion. Archbishop Tillotson's Dis-

courses upon the Attributes of God. Bishop Cumberland's
Treatise on the Laws of Nature. Wollaston's Religion of Nature
Delineated. S. Clarke, on the Rcing and Attributes of God.

Archbishop King's Originof Evil. Bishop Conybearc's Defence
of Revealed Religion. Bishop Butler's Analogy, &c. J. Bowen's
Series of Discourses on the Principles and Evidences of Natural

Religion. Tunstall's Lectures on Natural and Revealed Religion.
Tucker's Light of Nature Pursued. Abernethy's Discourses on the

Reing and Natural I'rrfcctions of God. Leland's Deistical lt
:
ritcrx.

Leland's Advantages and Necessity of Christian Reveluti'iim.

Kuight. On the /?<'//;</ of a God. Brown's Essay on the Existence

"fa Crentnr. Knowlps, The Scripture Doctrine nf the Existence

and Attributes of God as manifested by the H'orks of Creation.

Paley's Natural Theology. The BriJgewater Treatii-i. 3.

Foster's Discourses on the frinripal branches of Natural ReUijimt.
Crombie's Natural Theofogy. M'Culloch's Proofs and Illustrations

of the Attribute of God. Lord Brougham's Discourses of Natural

Theology. Dr. Turton's Natural Theufagy, considered in reference
to L,rd Brougham's Discourse on that subject.

We may also mention Bentley's Sermons, Barrow's H'orks,

Ray's Wisdom of God, &e., and Dcrham's Physico-'fheoligy and

Astro-Tlicol/gy, as being useful works for these points; though
the two latter are superseded by Paley and other similar works.

Fabricius, in his Delectus Argumentorum et Syllabus Srriptomm

qui veritalem Religionis Christiana;, Sc. asserucrant (Hamburg,
1725), gives a full account of ancient and foreign writers who
have handled this argument.

(2.) Now when we come to examine from whence

our knowledge of Go;l may be derived, it is evident

that sources of information may be either natural or

supernatural ; either that light which is reflected so

strongly from the world around us and within us,

or direct revelation from God himself. We thus

arrive at (hit two-fold division of Theology which is

popularly expressed by the terms NATURAL and RE-
VEALED RELIGION ; and our endeavour shall, therefore,

be to discuss the subjects according to this order.

Let it be premised, however, that in endeavouring to

ascertain, apart from revelation, some of the attributes

of the Deity, our aim will be rather to direct attention

to what may be gathered respecting the Supreme
Being from the works of creation than from metaphy-
sical considerations or abstract reasonings upon the

necessary perfections of an eternal self-existent Creator.

We have decided upon this course, partly because,

abstractedly considered, most of the divine attributes

are, from the very nature of the case, placed beyond the

possible range of man's inquiries ; but chiefly because
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of God.

Theology, the visible creation, which is open to the inspection of
^- \r -^

every man, bears such marks of the Godhead, that all

who do not read there palpable traces of his eternal

power and goodness, must be regarded as without

excuse.* Thus, also, as we are better able to naze

upon the sun through some intervening medium than

with the naked eye, so may we more readily discern

somewhat of the Creator's attributes and perfections,
as He has revealed himself by means of his works,
than by contemplating him as He exists in his essen-

tial majesty and glory.f

The power (3.) The most cursory and unlearned view of the

creation, then, suggests abundant evidence of the

Divine Power. There is no perfection of the Deity so

often marked and attended to by mankind as this.

Nations who entertain but faint and imperfect ideas of

any other of the Divine attributes, have yet vivid appre-
hensions of a supreme invisible Power. This perfection
of God is to be read most plainly in the storms and con-

vulsions of nature
; yet it may be traced also in the

structure of man's body, and in the world around us,
in all its extent, variety, and teeming animation ; whilst

the vault of heaven above, studded with light and

glory, bears indisputable testimony to the same attri-

bute of the Creator. Or if the works of creation be sub-

jected to the scrutiny of science, the result only reveals

more fully the Maker's power. There is seen, that

though the earth be peopled by countless myriads of

living creatures, yet all were formed with surpassing
care

;
all made accurately to observe their generic and

specific distinctions ; all depending for their subsistence

on Him who created them. Then the firmament above,
which at first might seem to be but a vast assemblage
of heavenly bodies, wonderful indeed in appearance,
but grouped together in indiscriminate splendour, is

found to be made up of orderly systems, each subject
to its own laws, all combining in one harmonious
whole ; some occupying positions that man's skill can
define ; others stretching out into an infinity of space,
from the exploring of which the mind shrinks in

conscious feebleness. We thus become impressed with
the conviction that the power of the Creator is beyond
comparison greater than any which we feel ourselves
to be capable of exerting, or observe any other agents
with which we are acquainted to possess. For whilst

man finds his ability to act, continually and effectually
controlled, our knowledge of creation, limited though
it be, gives us no reason for supposing that any thing is

beyond the possibilities of the power of the Deity : every
thing that falls under our observation being the work
of His hands

; all the materials of which the universe
is framed having been called by Him out of their

previous nothing into their present existence. So far,

therefore, as any judgment at all can be formed of the

power of the Creator from the contemplation of the

universe, the wise of all ages have considered them-
selves warranted to conclude that omnipotence is an
attribute of the Deity.

(4.) The belief in an Almighty Creator requires,
also, that we regard Him as possessed of knowledge in

every respect adequate to the work of creation. VV hat-
ever the extent of creation may be, known to Him who
made all things must have been the whole system of
the universe, in all the details of its arrangements, and

*
Acts, xiv. 17 ; xxvii. 24; ami Kom. i. 1!), 20.

t Tucker, Light of Kaiure, ii. 31.

The wis-

dom of

God.

in the effects which can result from all possible com- Theology,
binations. There can, in fact, be no limits assigned to v-^/~~*'
the intelligence of the Deity. It is upon this bound-
less knowledge, or omniscience, of the Supreme Being
that the Divine wisdom is based, which is so con-

spicuously displayed in the visible creation. Let but
a man, for instance, consider his own bodily and mental

constitution, and he cannot fail to be struck with
wonder at the thought that every one of his members
is constructed in a manner best adapted to the dis-

charge of the functions it is destined to perform ; each

part so arranged as best to receive the nutriment

proper unto it, and to minister at the same time most

effectually to the general purposes of human existence.

Then, in mental endowments, how admirably adapted
is man for his position in the creation ! With powers
of mind that qualify him for accomplishing the great
results, by the mutual aid and co-operalion of each
with the other

; with sympathies and affections, en-
dowed with hopes and fears, and passions, without
which mankind would not have been fitted for the
various relations of social life, it is impossible for us,
in all these adaptations, to overlook the wisdom of
God ! And if we turn our attention to the brute

creation, we find the same wisdom displayed in those
instincts and habits which tend to secure the irrational

creatures from injury, and lead to the sustentation
of life, and the continuance of their species. And how
wonderfully has the material universe been formed, by
climate, by seasons, and by all its treasures of natural

productions, to minister to the well-being and enjoy-
ment of every living creature on the face of the earth,
whether man or beast ! The deeper and more accurate
our researches, the more boundless and sure do the
evidence of the Creator's wisdom appear. Every thins;
is seen in its exact position ; so that, in its individual
order and operation, nothing interferes with the

design and use of other things. Nothing is redundant,
nothing defective, nothing disproportionate ; but all is

symmetry and perfection ! The most complicated
movements seem to minister only more effectually to
the simplicity of others; counteractions are met by
some antagonist influences

; uniformity is diversified

by infinite variety.* In a word, on whatever portion
of the universe we look, there are presented to us
such manifestations of order, arrangement, and design,
for the accomplishment of certain well recognised pur-
poses, that the intellect of man fails to discover any
other means by which the same results could be so

effectually secured. The contemplation, therefore, of
all this exquisite, superhuman contrivance, and match-
less adjustment of every thing to its own end, cannot
but lead to the conviction that, as the Lord is great,
and great is His power, so His wisdom is infinite.

(Psalm cxlvii. 5, Prayer-book Translation )

(5.) And whilst we thus infer the wisdom of the The unity

Deity from the manifest order of the universe, and of God.

from the adaptation of every thing to its individual

purpose in the general system, we may not obscurely
gather, from the uniformity of design and harmony of

operation which pervade all nature, that the whole

proceeded from One designing Power. So far as our
researches are capable of extending, we perceive the
same laws every where to obtain, the same effects fol-

lowing the same causes. Wherever, for example, we

* M'Culloch, On the Attribute.
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Oraai-

presance

Theology, can discover motion, the laws of motion are every where
1 --"/"' the same. The day and night, summer and v\ inter,

seed-time and haivtst every where alike succeed each

other with the same unbroken regularity. Provision

for the sustenance and propagation of organized and

animated being is made, throughout the universe,
with the same manifest regard to those analogies and

proportions which are the natural characteristics of

one harmonious design. It may be granted, indeed,
that the unity of design and operation which we thus

trace in the natural world does not conclusively prove
the iiniti/ of God, yet it may be legitimately main-

tained, that so far as any illustration of the Divine

attributes are to be collected from the universe of mind
and matter, it is but natural to infer unity of agency
from unity of design. Even Mr. Hume, therefore,

acknowledges, that
" were men led into the apprehen-

sion of invisible intelligent power by a contempla-
tion of the works of nature, they could never possibly
entertain any conception but of one single Being, who
bestowed existence and order on this vast machine, and

adjusted all its parts according to one regular plan or

connected system."*

(6.) Then, again, as the universe is a work of the

Creator's power, made up of systems countless in

number, and related to beings infinite in multitude,
there is no region to which our knowledge can extend,
or of which our imagination can conjecture, that is not

subject to the Creator's notice. For wherever creation

exists, there is necessarily found the operation of such

laws as are calculated to secure the results toward

which each portion of creation is destined to contri-

bute. " But a law cannot administer itself: all law, on

the contrary, always supposes an agent ;
and without

the presence of an agent that is conscious of the

relations in which the law depends, and competent to

produce the effects which the law prescribes, the law

must be without efficacy. Hence we infer that the

intelligence by which the law was at first ordained,
and the power by which it is put in action, must be

present at all times, and in all places where the effects

of the law occur ; that the agency of the Divine Being
pervades every portion of the universe, producing all

action and passion, all permanence and change."t In
other words, every portion of organized or unorganized
matter, of corporal or spiritual substance, is superin-
tended by an omnipresent God with the same vigilance
as if it were the sole object of the Divine attention.

(7-) But if God be thus a Being of infinite power,
boundless in wisdom, a:id who is every where present,
it becomes a matter of great importance to ascertain

whether or not, these Divine attributes are exerted to a

benevolent end. And that goodness is an attribute

characteristic of the Deity, may partly be inferred

from the fact, that all the inanimate portions of the

creation, which are themselves incapable of either

pleasure or pain, are yet manifestly formed to minister

to the happiness of sentient and intelligent beings. It

has not less truly than eloquently been observed, that
"
every sun-beam that lightens man's brow, and cheers

his spirit ; every flower of the field that opens its blos-

som grateful to the smell, and delighting the eye ;

every shower that falls to refresh the earth ; the

genial atmosphere ; the verdant meadow ; the perennial

water-spring ; all ministering to the pleasure or neces-

* Natural History of Religion, sec. ii.

t Whewell, Bridyewatrr Treatise, p. 361.

The good-
ness of

Ood.

sities of the animate creation, prove the benevolence Theology.

of the great Creator."* Then, there is the "
aptitude

Vl
*v

'

of every sentient being to the circumstances in which
it is placed ; the provi-ion made for its support, its

defence, and its enjoyments ; the sources of gratifica-
tion with which man und all other sentient beino-s are
furnished :"f all these separately and collectively testify
that God is good, for all things might have been differ-

ently ordered. The very extensiveness of the Divine

bounty may render our perception of it less vivid ; and the

common benefits of our nature may escape our obser-

vation, because they are common: nevertheless, there

is no age or nation on which the Deity has not left

visible traces of His fatherly care and goodness towards
the works of His hands. It need not be denied that

innumerable evils present themselves to our notice, in

those wars, and famines, and petilences, and individual

distresses that visit the world, in the crimes ofmankind,
and in the sufferings of the brute creation. But whilst

imperfection is inherent in every thing that is not Divine,
and moral evil, and therefore disorder, seems to be the

possible attendant upon the permission of free agency
in intelligent beings, it may safely be maintained that

good is, by the appointment of God, made greatly to

preponderate over evil
; and that the very sufferings

which are permitted to exist, only prove the more

powerfully illustrative of the benevolence of the

Almighty. As, moreover, the human mind is too

limited in its range to be able fully to comprehend,
or even trace out, the various connexions and de-

pendencies of the universe, we are not in circumstances
to decide with certainty upon the reasons and results

of the Divine operations. Those things, therefore, in

creation, or in the order of Divine Providence, which
sometimes appear to us to be imperfect or evil, may
really, though we discern not how, be working some
beneficial result ; nay, may be absolutely necessary for

securing the completeness and happiness of all God's
works.

(8.) To regard, however, the Deity as a Being of essen- The justice

tial goodness, notwithstanding the existence and preva-
of God.

lence of evils, implies that we are impressed with the

conviction, that of all God's creatures, each has assigned
toil that exact measure of good and evil which leaves

no room for suspicion that the Deity has acted with

partiality towards any. In other words, we are accus-

tomed to regard the Deity as a Being of unimpeachable

equity. Indeed, when we see, in the general frame of

nature, such importance assigned to individual opera-

tions, as that whilst every thing contributes to the har-

mony of the universe, that harmony can be maintained

only as the influence of each thing by itself is preserved
in its integrity ; we trace in the wisdom that thus con-

trived all things, the equity, also, which provided that

nothing in creation, however apparently insignificant,

should be without its due advantage and honour in the

system. Or, again, as it cannot but be admitted that the

Creator stands in the same relation to all His works,
He having, for his own good pleasure alone, alike

created all, there is no apparent reason why the Deity

should, from partiality, prefer one of his creatures to

another. Independently, therefore, of that general

perfection which is usually ascribed to God, and which

excludes the idea of such defects as partiality would

imply, it may be assumed that God is alike good to
./

* Crombie's Natural Theology, vol. ii. p. 17**

f Ibid. p. 181.
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Theology.
a'l '^e works of his hands. For although apparent

\ s^ > inequalities are to be observed in the course of the

world, yet the more accurately these are examined,
the less they are found to be, and the fuller the

evidence that there can be no "
respect of persons," or

of creatures, "with God."

(9.) Such being the chief attributes and perfections
which considerate minds have almost universally as-

signed to the Deity, it cannot but be a subject of

great interest to ascertain what the moral relationship
is in which man stands to this God. Indeed, the

contemplation of those things in creation which daily

challenge our observation, seems almost unavoidably
to force upon us an inquiry of this nature. If all

that variety and skill which are written on the works
of God lead to the conclusion that all and each of
those works were made for purposes peculiar to each ;

and if we are confirmed in that conclusion by further

observing the world, animate and inanimate, subject
to those fixed laws which secure the fulfilment of
certain known and beneficent purposes, can man form
an exception to the rest of God's works, in having
been created for no purpose whatever ? And if man
were made to sustain some part in the world, is it

likely that his Maker should leave him destitute of
those attributes of body and mind which should best

serve to secure the end of his creation ? Is it not, on
the contrary, reasonable to suppose, that as an examin-
ation of the natural world sufficiently indicates the

purposes for which irrational creatures were formed,
so a careful survey of man's endowments in body and
mind will afford intimations that the Deity has not
" made all men for naught

"
?

But on entering upon this investigation, we cannot
but notice the distinction that exists between man and
the rest of animated nature. Whilst others of God's
creatures are formed to be obedient to instinct, or to

bodily appetite, it is man's high prerogative to be
endowed with reason and conscience

;
with the power

to cast his thoughts forward to the future, as well as

backward on the past ; possessed, in a word, of faculties

and susceptibilities totally distinct from any of those
known to mere animal nature. And whilst these
attributes of mind place man in that lordly position
which he holds in the universe, the moral and reli-

gious apprehensions of which his intellectual nature is

capable would seem to require a correspondent eleva-

tion of his thoughts toward God. When, for instance,
we regard God as creating all things by the word of
His power, the very thought ought surely to carry
with it a feeling of solemnity. There can be no na-
tural or rational ideas of any thing, if the consideration,
that we are never beyond the power and influence of
the self-existent, Almighty Creator and Sustainer of
all things, do not call forth impressions of profound
reverence and awe. For, what good or evil cannot so

great and powerful a Being as the Maker and Upholder
of the universe do for, or inflict upon, so feeble and

helpless a creature as man ? In this respect, therefore,
the words of inspiration may be appropriately used to

express the suggestions of Natural Religion :

" Let
all the earth fear the Lord ; let all the inhabitants of
the world stand in awe of Him

; for He spake, and it

was done ; He commanded, and it stood fast." (Psal.
xxxiii. 8, 9.)
As in every thing created, also, there are found so

many indications of Divine wisdom, and traces of
Divine goodness, our reason tteaches, that in proportion

VOL. II.

to the excellency and glory of the works should be our Theology,
admiration of the Maker. Considering, moreover, the y--'
extent and magnitude of the Creator's works, and those

manifestations of His unwearied providence by which
we are surrounded, the Psalmist seems but to give
utterance to the feelings of every thoughtful and pious
observer of the universe :

" When I consider Thy
heavens the work of Thy fingers, the moon and the

stars which Thou hast ordained, what is man that Thou
are mindful of him?" (Psal. viii. 3, 4.) If, there-

fore, a contemplation of the works of creation do not

produce in the mind a feeling of grateful humility, the

only inference that it seems reasonable to deduce from
the existence of such insensibility is, that it must be to

man's reproach if the wonders of creation have been

spread out before him in vain !

(10.) If, however, we were to rest satisfied merely Govem-
with an expression of such devout feelings as those ment of

which have been alluded to, we shall certainly fall short God -

of much that right reason would suggest to us. For
when we consider that it is God " who hath made us,
and not we ourselves," there is suggested to us God's

right of ownership as it respects man, as well as

regards the rest of the works of creation. But what a
train of consequences does this thought bring with it !

When we can claim any thing as the fruit of our own
invention, care and industry, all men admit that we
may justly call that our own ; that we may, without

prejudice to the rights of others, claim the enjoyment
and disposal of that in which we have thus so indis-

putable a property. Yet God's right of ownership in

creation may be asserted in an infinitely higher degree
than that of man in any of his works. For as it was

by an original, uncommunicated, independent power
that all things were produced out of nothing, and as

creation subsists only by the will of the Creator, it is

the high prerogative of the Great Owner of all to place
His creatures exactly as seems best to His divine

wisdom ; apply them to such uses as He deems to be
most fitting for them

;
transfer or take away any thing,

or all, which He only originally gave !

Now, if the law of an intelligent nature be to do
whatever is agreeable to the relationship in which it is

placed, there follows, from the notion that we are
" God's workmanship," that we should at once delibe-

rately resign ourselves to His disposal, without hesita-

tion or reserve ; that our wills being thus subordinated
to that of our Maker, we should be content to abide by
His allotment of our condition in this life, in whatever
station or circumstances we may be placed : for as

we can claim nothing as our right, we ought to receive

every thing as a free gift. Man also being the property
of the Creator, it follows that the right of self-disposal
can extend no further than it has been conceded to us by
our Maker ; and that we may not employ the faculties

and endowments of our mind, or the members of the

body, in any manner that God has not sanctioned.

As respects our worldly possessions, also, we are not

entitled to use them except with reference to the pur-

pose for which they were committed to our custody.

And, finally, none can rightly presume to dispose of

other men's goods, but as the Maker and Owner of all

has been pleased to assign to each their several

measures of authority and subjection.

(11.) We are thus, further, led to regard the Deity as a

Supreme Ruler and Legislator, whose dominion is with-

out bounds, and whose sovereign authority is beyond
control ; whilst the whole human race must be con-

5 s
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Theology, sidered as members ofone vast community ,

the character-

^-v ^ istic of which is subordination ; all rational intelligences

being subject to one and the same Lord, and, under

Him, to each other as right reason may suggest. The
duties also that arise out of this relationship, though
manifold in act, will yet be, in principle, analogous to

those which are admitted to be inseparable from all

well-governed communities : only, as the economy
of the Divine government is conducted on far higher

principles of truth and equity than is possible in the

most perfect of human sovereignties, and as the object
of every government is to mould the character of the

subject into the spirit of its laws, it follows that our

duty to our Maker and to our fellow-men must be

measured by the standard of God's dealings with His

creatures, and not by the rule of human selfishness.

It is almost unnecessary to remark, that there is

implied in the ideas which have been thus briefly de-

veloped, a desire on the part of man to acquaint him-

self with the perfections and will of this great Lord of the

universe. We cannot intelligently revere a sovereign
of whom we know nothing ;

nor can we yield a rational

obedience to laws of which we are altogether ignorant.
It is the part of a reasonable being, therefore, to trace

out manifestations of the Deity wherever they are to be

found, and to collect and treasure up every intimation

of God's will, in what manner soever it may have been

conveyed.

Duty of (12.) It is not, however, so much the consideration of

gratitude, that absolute dominion which the Deity exercises over

the works of His hands, in virtue of creative power,
that challenges the obedience and services of His rational

creatures, as the conviction that we are the object
of His boundless goodness. Wherever we turn our

thoughts we find ourselves still encircled with Divine

beneficence. For man's sake the earth is decked with

varied garniture -affords him gratification to every

sense, and provision for every want. The heavens

above, and the waters under the earth, minister of

their kindly influences, and contribute liberally of their

stores. The whole course of nature is, in fact, but a

transcript of the Almighty's regard for His rational

creatures. Now, although many selfish considerations

may intervene to blind man to those obligations which
arise out of ownership and sovereignty, yet the claims

of a benefactor appeal so directly to what may be
called the better feelings of the human heart, that there

is no relationship so vividly apprehended, and the

neglect of the duties arising out of it more generally
condemned. It is the observation of St. Augustine,*
that if after fashioning the marble into a human
figure, the sculptor could inspire it with life and

feeling, and give it motion and understanding and

speech, we cannot imagine but that the first act of
the figure thus made instinct with all the attributes

of the living man, would be to prostrate itself in thank-

ful subjection at the sculptor's feet, and offer to him
whatever it might be or could do, as but its bounden

obligation to him who fashioned and imparted to it

all it possessed. And if the promptings of nature thus

be to move us to love those who have manifested

regard for us, the power of gratitude may reasonably
be expected to call forth in us a sense of the obligation
we owe to Him who " breathed into our nostrils the

breath of life, and is now daily pouring His benefits

upon us." On the other hand, to undervalue God's

benefits, or to demean ourselves as if indifferent to His

Serm. de Verb. Domin.

goodness, would argue a sottishness of character Theology,

utterly unworthy a rational soul. For whatever dif- ^ v^'
ference of opinion may obtain as to what those acts of

worship are which Natural Religion teaches man to offer

as likely to be well pleasing unto God, there can be

no question but that the same law which demands that

we should study how we may best gratify our bene-

factors, calls upon us continually to aim at doing the

good pleasure of our Maker.

(13.) It may, perhaps, be objected that Natural Reli- Duties of

gion has been made to teach more plainly the relationship
man -

in which we stand to God and to each other, and our

resulting duties, than is really the case
;
and that

man's responsibilities, regarded as a merely rational

creature, have been proportionately exaggerated. Nor
need it be doubted but that, in the discussions of

questions of a moral nature, we are far more influenced

by our familiarity with revelation than we are often-

times conscious of. Whilst, however, it seems to be

preferable thus to allow to Natural Religion every ad-

vantage to which, under the most favourable circum-

tances, it can fairly lay claim, it might confidently be

maintained, that even if estimated by the lenient de-

mands of heathen codes of morality, the responsibilities
of man would be found sufficiently numerous. The

only question is, to what extent have his moral obliga-
tions been regarded, and his recognised duties per-
formed ?

(14.) And here we are confronted by the fact, from His failure

whatever cause it may proceed, that, coupled with our "* them -

acknowledgment of duty, there is in all, more or less,

a backwardness to attend to it. Hence it is universally

found, that however busily the human intellect may
exercise itself about other matters, its inquiries after

the Most High are but few and limited ; that the

sacrifices of praise and thanksgiving are therefore

offered with reluctance or dislike, if not supplanted by
deeds of impiety ;

that the sovereign authority of the

Almighty is treated with negligent disregard, if not

resisted by overt acts of rebellion ; that the manifesta-

tions of God's providential dispensations and fatherly

care do not call forth in man's heart correspondent
emotions of gratitude, if they be not made the subjects

of murmuring and discontent. So, again, however

persevering man may be in following out purposes
which accord with the suggestions of the lower pro-

pensities of his nature, he is habitually unstable as

regards his moral resolutions. If, in fact, a judgment Conviction

were to be formed of the state of man's soul by of sin.

inward experience, as

acts which meet the

reason had either laid aside its dominion, or else were

unable to enforce its commands. There is, in a word,
a perpetual conflict going on between reason and sense ;

and this not merely under the disadvantages of

ignorance, but in spite of the best moral instruction,

and the fullest conviction of the importance of obe-

dience to just laws. Man being thus at war with himself,

it is the less to be wondered at, that he should not

only neglect, but become injurious to his neighbour.

And, therefore, we read in the Statute Book of every

age and nation the history of that " malice and envy,
that hatefulness and hating of one another,"* which

has characterized man's social life from the beain-

ning unto this day. The result of all is, that under

the most favourable point of view, it will have to

be acknowledged that all have more or less failed to

illustrated by those outward

eye, it would seem as if
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Theology, perform their acknowledged duty to God and to man.

v-^s^ ~/ In some respect or other, all have also violated those

rules of right which reason and conscience urge us to

observe. In other words, every man, in having done
what he knew or might have known to he wrong, and
in having neglected to do what he knew or might have
known to be his duty, stands CONVICTED OF SIN.

(15.) Butas "we see the whole world and each part
thereof so compacted that as long as each thing per-
formed only that work which is natural unto it, it

thereby preserveth both other things and also itself;

and, contrariwise, that if any principal thing, as the

sun, the moon, any one of the heavens or elements,
but once cease, or fail or swerve, we easily conceive

that the sequel thereof would be ruin, both to itself and
whatsoever dependeth on it ; is it possible that man,

being not only the noblest creature in the world, but
even a very world in himself, his transgressing the law
of his nature should draw no manner of harm after

it?" (Hooker, Eccl. Pol.i.9.) An answer to this

all-important inquiry is supplied by the fact, that the

experience of mankind has so surely connected diffi-

culties and sufferings with the neglect or violation of

man's duties to himself and to society at large, that

motives to practise general rectitude and integrity, on
the score even of common prudence, are to be found
embodied in the proverbs of all nations. And if

punishment be thus palpably the admitted result of
offences against those natural laws which regulate man
in his individual and social capacities, there can be no
obvious reason assigned why man's duty to God may
be neglected with impunity. Indeed, if it be allowed
that we owe any duty to God at all, the neglect of that

duty being a neglect to fulfil some of those purposes
for which man was created, is so far to introduce dis-

order into the universe. The same reasons, therefore,
which would assign retribution to the violator of those

laws on the observance of which the course of this

world is made to depend for its well-being, would lead

to the conclusion that offences against God also will

not pass unrequited.

These, and other considerations which might be

adduced, clearly warrant the inference, that none can

depart from rectitude, or neglect the performance of

duties, without exposing himself to the righteous dis-

pleasure of that Almighty Being who, by the very act

of prescribing laws to the creatures of His hand,
declared it to be His will that those laws should be

obeyed. The tendencies of man's moral nature, also,

all bear witness to this truth
;
for the shudderings of

fear, and the forebodings of conscience respecting the

probable misery consequent on misdoing, are but so

many indications that there is some judgment in store

for every one that doeth evil, whether that evil have
reference to the Creator or the creature.* Then fol-

lows the appalling thought, that in whatever obscurity
and difficulty the subject may be involved, yet the con-

templation of man's intellectual nature discovers to us

unquestionable intimations that there will be a future

state of existence, t But as our habitual consciousness

assures us that, amid every external or mental transition

from state to state, the soul, as to all that constitutes

its essence and responsibility, remains always the same,
what reason is there for believing that our destination

to a future state can become to us any thing better than

* See the testimony to this power of conscience in Juvenal,
tSat. xiii. 2 and 192, et seq. f Turton, Nat. Theol. p. 188.

Retribu-
tion.

a continuation of that displeasure of God which in this Theology
life we have such iust cause to apprehend ? ^^^^^,
And yet it does not appear, on principles of human

reason, how man can rid himself of this well-grounded

apprehension of the Divine judgment. For if we
should hope for reconciliation with God simply on

ground of His mercy and goodness, our reason would
remind us, that offences, merely as offences, can have no
claim upon the Divine forgiveness, except at the sacrifice

of those great principles on which the stability of all

government depends. If we should hope for pardon on
account of any thing we could do, or for any sorrow
and amendment that we might manifest, who can teli

us the exact amount of service to be performed ? or
that it is an established rule of the Divine government
to free the evil-doer from punishment whenever he may
repent and amend his lite? On the contrary, those

superstitious rites which heathen nations have prac-
tised shew, by their very number and variety, how
little competent the human mind is, when left to itself,

to decide upon what are, and what are not, fitting means
to propitiate the Deity ;

whilst it is an every-day ob-

servation, that penal consequences continue to pursue
the offender long after his crimes have been repented of
and forsaken.

(16.) Although, therefore, Natural Religion may serve
the important purposes of bringing us acquainted with

many of those duties which arise out of the relationship
in which we stand to the Creator and to our fellow-

creatures, it fails to disclose how that demerit which is

consequent upon a neglect of those duties can certainly
be removed ; and how man may be restored to the lost

favour of his Maker.
Natural Religion being thus defective as regards e

subject of all others the most important to man as an

accountable, yet sinful and immortal being, the necessity
for some direct revelation from God has, in all ages, been
lelt ;* that by this means the mind of man might be

authoritatively assured on what terms the Creator would

pardon His offending creatures, and how far that forgive-
ness would extend.

(17.) It becomes, therefore, the duty of every rational

man to inquire whether any such revelation has been
made? by what proofs man may attain to a certain

conviction on this important question ? and how he

may ascertain the sum and substance of this communi-
cation from God? These inquiries will form the sub-

ject of the next chapter.

* See the remarkable indication of such a desire in the cele-
brated passage of Plato towards the end of the second Alcibiadet.
We may state here that, if space had permitted, we should

gladly have referred to the writers of antiquity for the illus-

tration of many sentiments contained in the preceding pages.We must, however, recommend Cicero's Treatises, De Natura
Deorum, lib. ii., and De Legibits ; and, also, Xenophon's Memo-
rabilia, lib. i. 4, and lib. iv. 3. The authors who, like Seneca,
lived after the incarnation of our Saviour, contain many things
worthy of notice on the great truths of Natural Religion ; but
we believe they are more indebted to the light reflected by the
Christian Revelation than is usually allowed. In the quotations
referring to a future life, adduced by Leland, &c. to enforce the

necessity for a Divine Revelation, the uncertainty of the heathen,
in speaking of a future state, seems rather to express their

misgivings as to what might be their condition in that state than

any doubt as to the state itself. Our impression is, that the idea
of an hereafter is inseparable from the human soul, whatevei
external disadvantages it may labour under as to instruction.

(S. Tertullian. De Testim. Aiiimts, ch. iv.) We cannot follow
out the subject here, but we must regard it as deserving of more
attention than it has yet received.
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OUTLINES OF THEOLOGY.

CHAPTER II. EVIDENCES.

Evidences. Revelation. Scripture. Tradition. Fanaticism. The Rule of Faith.

Theology. (1 .) THE first inquiry which we now propose to institute

-"^s^ '
is, to ascertain whether any such Revelation as that

alluded to in the close of the last Chapter has been

given to man ; and whether it is contained in the

Bible ; and, secondly, whether it is contained only in

the Bible.

The first point is chiefly a question of evidence ; but

before we inquire into the particular evidence for any
revelation whatever, some few preliminary observations

aTe requisite. If we have before us so large a book

from the hand of the Almighty as the Natural World,
it is reasonable to endeavour to gather from it some

hints as to God's method of dealing with man. It is

at least likely to preserve us from the error of forming
unreasonable expectations, as to what revelation may
be presumed to do for us; and it may furnish us

with reasons for not rejecting a revelation as coming
from God, on account of difficulties similar to those with

which -we are surrounded in the natural government of

God.* Assuming, then, that the course of nature is a

system under the government of God, we are enabled

to discern some great principles which characterize it.

It will hardly be denied by any who agree to this

statement, that there is some degree of probability,
that our existence does not terminate with our present

life.f But if it be granted that a future state is in any

degree probable, a very important question arises, how
we may best secure our interest in that state? We
observe, that the constitution of nature admits of

misery as well as happiness ; and that both these are

the consequences of our own actions, which conse-

quences we are enabled to foresee. Should rewards,

therefore, and punishments in another world depend
on our good or ill behaviour here, it would only be an

appointment of the same kind as that which we ob-

serve in the Divine government according to the regular
course of nature.J
But if we carry our observations a little further, we

Natural

govern-
ment of

God.

Moral go*
vernment
of God. * The very brief summary of Bishop Butler's argument, which

follows, is chiefly a condensation of Bishop Halifax's Preface,

compared with the Analogy itself.

f The brevity with which we are compelled to treat this subject

prevents our entering into the proof of the second proposition.
We must refer to Bishop Butler's Analogy, ch. i. for a very
luminous statement of the question. It must be remembered
that he is not demonstrating the certainty of a future life, but

arguing that it has some degree of probability. This he does

from natural considerations only, which suits the course of his

argument ;
but if we take in, as in this state of our argument we

may, moral considerations also, from the nature of the Deity and
of man, the probability is placed upon a much higher footing.

This is not, however, the point in the argument which we are

chiefly concerned to demonstrate. Our object is simply to call

attention to the analogy between the system of Nature and that

of Revelation. (See Clarke's Evidences of Natural and Revealed

Religion, vol. ii. prop, iv.)

J See Butler's Analogy, part i. ch. ii. Butler particularly
insists on the government of God by punishments in the natural

world, as that is the most frequent subject of objection.

864

may perceive that this natural government of God is Theology,

a moral government also, in which rewards and punish- v-v >

ments are the consequences of actions, considered as

virtuous and vicious. It is indeed imperfectly so,

as the essential tendencies of virtue and vice to produce

happiness and the contrary are often hindered from

taking effect ; but it appears to contain the rudiments

of a righteous administration, under which, in a more

perfect state, the rules of retributive justice will more

completely obtain.*

This moral government also implies the notion of Present

some sort of trial, or a moral possibility of acting
life ' a

wrong, as well as right, in those who are the subjects^e

of it. By this the doctrine of religion, that our present

life is a state of probation, is rendered credible, as

being analogous to this moral government ; prudence

being required to secure our interest here, as virtue is

requisite to secure our eternal happiness. But this is and of dis-

not all
;
our present life is also a state of discipline and ciplinc.

improvement, each part of our life being a state of

discipline for that which succeeds it. By this means,
the formation of habits of piety and virtue is promoted,
which are, besides conscience, of great use to creatures

in a state of moral imperfection, as a safeguard against

the dangers to which we are exposed.f

(2.) Objections will, however, arise against the wis- Objections

dom and goodness of the Divine government, to which to the D'-

analogy, as shewing only the truth or credibility of facts, ^
go

affords no complete answer ; but it suggests to us that

the Divine government is a scheme or system, not a

series of unconnected facts. The government of the

natural world appears to be such a system, and seems

to bring about ends by means, which we might a priori
have judged likely to have a contrary effect : it is founded

carried on by general laws, whose utility we are partly
n our J8-

enabled to discern, but are utterly incompetent judges
nc

of the whole, because we see so small a part of it. If,

therefore, the moral world be a similar system, and

still more, if the two together form one great scheme,
we shall be obliged to acknowledge ourselves unable

to judge of the whole, from our incompetent know-

ledge of the whole, or even of the mutual bearings of

the several parts of it. All objections, therefore, to the

goodness and wisdom of the Divine government may be

founded merely on our ignorance, and to such objec-

tions our ignorance is the proper and satisfactory

answer.

(3.) These considerations apply primarily to Natural Applica-

Religion, but they are of great service towards forming
tiol

|

l *"

right views of Revealed Religion also. The import-^ n>

"

ance of Christianity to man cannot be over-estimated,

when we consider that it is,

* See Butler's Analogy, part i. ch. iii. ; comp. Clarke's Evi-

dences, &c. vbi supra.

(
See Butler's Analogy, part i. ch. iv. and v.
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Presump-
tion

general.

Particular

objections
to Christi-

anity.

Theology. 1st. An authoritative republication of Natural Reli-

sa-.^-*./ gion, confirming its most important doctrines, and,

2ndly. The Revelation of a new dispensation of

Providence, originating from the pure love of God,
and conducted by the mediation of His Son, and the

guidance of His Spirit, for the recovery and salvation

of mankind represented as in a state of ruin.

(4.) Now the presumptions against Revelation in

general are, that it is not discoverable by reason, is

against Re- unlike what is so discovered, and that it is introduced
m and supported by miracles. It is far from being true,

that it is so wholly unlike what we may observe in the

constitution of nature ; but even if it were, our know-

ledge of the whole is insufficient to entitle us to make
this an objection to so wide a scheme. Nor is there

anything incredible in Revelation, as being miraculous,
whether miracles be supposed performed at the begin-

ning of the world, or after a course of nature is esta-

blished. Not at the beginning of the world* for some-

thing of a miraculous kind must have happened then.

Not after the settlement of a course ofnature on account

of miracles being contrary to that course, as being

contrary to experience. We have no parallel case to

compare with this, and ascertain whether God would

attest a revelation by miracles.

Presumptions against revelation in general being

disposed of, the foregoing principles enable us to

answer the usual objections against Christianity in

particular, as distinguished from objections against
its evidences.

1. Because it contains many things which beforehand

appear to us liable to objections, and is different from

what we might have expected ; as, for example, its late

appearance in the world, and its want of universality.

Ans. This part of the system has its counterpart in

the natural world. We might have expected remedies

for all bodily diseases, but they were long unknown,
and are now known but to few.

2. Christianity is a scheme imperfectly compre-
hended by us, a consideration which answers objec-
tions from any seeming want of wisdom or goodness
in it, just as the same objections were answered in

regard to the constitution of nature.

3. The restoration of mankind, as shewn in the

Gospel, required a long series of means and contri-

vances, whereas it ought to have been brought about

at once.

Ans. Everything we see in the course of Providence
shews us the folly of this objection, for all ends are

there brought about, not directly, but by a succession

of means.

4. The mediatorial scheme and the vicarious punish-

ment, which the scheme of Christianity presents to us,
are sometimes objected to.

Bishop Butler, in answer to this, points out instances

in which the visible government of God is administered

upon analogous principles. A sinner is not always
pardoned and freed from inconvenience on simple

repentance, but provisions are made, even in nature,

by which the miseries men have entailed on themselves

are removed or mitigated, sometimes by extraordinary
exertions on their own part, but more frequently by
the intervention of others, who voluntarily submit

* There was then no course of nature to be contradicted by
miracles. See Campbell on Miracles, on these two points. He
shews that a miracle must have taken place at some period, if

miracle means deviation from the course of nature.

to much inconvenience and suffering, as the price of
Theology,

rescuing their neighbour, and thus furnish a natural .a-^ '

instance of vicarious punishment being available to

good.
5. The want of universality and the want of intuitively

clear evidence for Christianity, are lastly made grounds
of objection.

Ans. 1. The gifts of Providence are dispensed

unequally, and even if Christianity had been universal,
the diversity of men's abilities, &c. would soon have
rendered it unequally distributed ; and men will be

judged according to their light.

2. As we are obliged, in life, to act upon probability,
we have no right to look for an intuitive knowledge
of the truth of religion. The proof we have is amply
sufficient in reason to induce us to accept it, and dis-

satisfaction with it may be our own fault.

The above hints will enable us to see how much
use may be made of the observation of God's natural

government of the world, in obviating objections
to the Christian Revelation. It affords somewhat of a

presumption in its favour, that it really provides the

very remedy which Natural Religion (see the close of

the last Chapter) impels us to desire, but fails entirely
to point out, a means of restoration to God's favour

and of holiness ; it holds out the hope of justification
and sanctification to man exactly where his inquiries
into Natural Religion leave him without comfort or

remedy.
These considerations are entirely preliminary ;

but Conclusion

they are sufficient, if fairly carried out,* to justify us at Evidence

once in turning our attention to the particular evidence to
,

be ex"

for Christianity ; and in concluding, with Bishop Butler,
that objections against Christianity, as distinguished
from objections against its evidence, are frivolous. We
proceed, therefore, now to sketch out a slight view of
some of the evidences for the truth of the Bible : in

so doing, as we must select from a large variety of

arguments with which God has mercifully supported
his religion, we shall endeavour to use those which
will give us the widest views of his dealings with

mankind, and of the preparation which he made of old

for Christianity.

/3. Particular Evidence for Christianity.

(5.) In reasoning on the evidence of Christianity, we General

have great reason to be thankful both for the variety
statement,

of the proofs by which the Almighty has been pleased
to support it, and for the simple and obvious facts and

principles on which they are grounded. The first

matters on which we are about to found our chain of

reasoning are easy of proof, and admit of very little

hesitation. The foundation of Christianity was laid

long before its Great Author came into the world, and
the great facts of the Jewish dispensation and our

argument will require only these to be established

are supported by an evidence wholly irresistible.

It cannot be disputed that at the time in which Expecta-

Christianity arose, a nation was in existence, called the t' ns of the

Jewish nation, which claimed to be the depository of 'ew8-

a revelation from God
;
that this revelation was written

in the Old Testament, and contained what were then

* As they are in Bishop Butler's Analogy, to which these out-
lines form only, as it were, a table of contents. That work is one
which is indispensable to every one who wishes to have an
accurate, as well as comprehensive, view of God's dealings with
mankind.
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Theology, believed to be a series of prophecies, and that these
* N'- /

prophecies had awakened in that nation a general

expectation of some great person, who was to arise

as a deliverer to the nation. It is equally indispu-

table that this nation professed obedience to a ceremo-

nial law, which they attributed to Moses, and which

they considered him to have received from God.

There are facts so certainly known and universally

acknowledged as to require no proof. And if we

pursue this subject further, we shall find that this

law, as contained in the I'entateuch, must have been

in existence for many centuries, and that the whole

body of the Old Testament had been translated into the

Greek language nearly 300 years before the coming
of our Saviour. We will not now argue from these

statements to the Divine teaching of this people.

The superiority of the Jewish people, as regards their

religious views and their moral code, compared with

their inferiority to the great nations of antiquity (as the

Greeks and the Romans) in all besides in the elegan-

cies of literature and the arts of life, is a phenomenon
which admits of easy explanation, when we deduce

their moral and religious code from a Divine revela-

tion, but presents most formidable difficulties on any
other hypothesis.

Antiquity But leaving these considerations, we proceed to

of the Old
point out some other extraordinary circumstances

Teitument.
reiative to ^ Qld Testament. It is written in a

language which was ceasing to be a living language,

nearly about the time when historical writing began
in other countries. The History of Htrodotus was

about contemporary with the latest Hebrew book;
and the language in which Malachi was written, was

just then beginning to give place to a kindred dialect,

if it had not been superseded by it.* Historical con-

siderations shew us that the Pentateuch (certainly the

the oldestf part of the Bible, unless Job be thought of

the same age, though that is not likely,) must have an

antiquity far transcending this epoch.
Without laying any stress upon the existence of the

Samaritan Pentateuch,^ and the reception of that por-
tion only of the sacred volume by the Samaritans, no

person acquainted with the facts of History and Philo-

sophy could suppose the Pentateuch to have an origin

posterior to the time of Ezra ; nor can the law then have

been a new series of obligations. The facts of History

* Gesenius (Geschichte tier Hebraischen Sprache and Schrift,

part i. sec. 13) denies the usual interpretation of Nehemiah, ch.

viii., v. 8, and considers that ttHIBD does not mean translating

*nto a different dialect j but simply explaining difficult passages.
But Gesenius is not an authority to be implicitly followed in that

work. He there attempts to shew that the writer of the Bonk of
Chronicles misunderstood the Hebrew of the Book of Kings ;

but his attempt is most rash and unsound. See Rose's Hulsean

Lectures, Appendix.

j- Philological considerations shew this also. Gesenius ac-

knowledges it with regard to all but Deuteronomy / but see the

observations at the end of this paragraph.
1 Dr. Graves has made this the first step in his argument for

the antiquity of the I'entateuch, as proving its existence prior to

the breach between the two parties. But Hengstenberg, in his

Die Authentic des Pcntateuchs Erwiesen, &c. 2 vols. 8vo. (the
latest and most elaborate defence of the Pentateuch), considers

this an unsound and useless argument.
Professor Hengstenberg quotes most of the previous writers

who have treated these questions, so that a reference to his work
is sufficient.

There are some useful arguments in Professor Blunt's Veracity

of the Biftts uf Moses arr/uedfrom the Undesigned Coincidences to

be found in them. Also in the Lettres de quelques Jui/s, &c.

The Pvn

tateuch.

compel us to admit that it must have been recognised Theology,

long before the Captivity, as the law of at least the ^~V~~/

kingdom of Judah. Professor Hengstenberg has lately

investigated the question of its reception in the kingdom
of Israel, as shewn by the books of Kings, and by
indications in the books Hosea and Amos, the two

prophets who chiefly addressed themselves to Israel.

To his researches, and to Dr. Graves, we must refer

those who wish to trace the Pentateuch up to the time
of Moses.

Observation. "We have (after an examination of most of the

celebrated German writers on the subject) very little confidence
in the dicta of modern philological scholars as to the difference in

dialect and epoch between various portions of the Old Testament,
as shewn by their sty/e and diction. Gesenius (Geschichte, $c. t

tit supra) divides the Bible into books written before and books
writhn after the Captivity, and contends that there is a clear

distinction in their style and language. Other philologists bring
ilmvn the Pentateuch to the Captivity. Now these marks of

ditl'crence either exist or they do not : if they do, the latter philo-

logists are worth nothing ; if they do not, the other mischievous

views of Gesenius, which rest on this foundation, are worth little

attention. There are one or two peculiarities in the Pentateuch,
which seem decidedly archaisms, but great care is needful in ar-

guing from internal evidence of style.
For further details on this subject, see the Appendix to Rose'

Uulsean Lectures, and Professor Hengstenberg's work above
cited.*

If now, after shewing the antiquity of this volume Prophecies
of the Old Testame.nt, we examine its contents more f tlie Old

accurately, we find that it contains a large number 1 fstcan<>nt -

of passages, claiming to be delivered as prophecies

by men inspired by God, and commissioned to deli-

ver these messages. We find also two classes of these

prophecies, one of them relating to the destinies of

neighbouring nations, the other to the condition of

the Jewish church and its relations with the heathen
world

; in which last class we reckon, of course, the

prophecies relative to the Messiah.

We may safely assert, that when we compare these Tyre,

prophecies with their fulfilment, no human composition
EgyP lf

can rival them. The Jews were much connected with
Bal)

y'
on '

some of the most remarkable nations of antiquity, e. g.
with Tyre, with Babylon, and with Egypt. Now of

these nations the fate was predicted at least 2400 years,
in terms which describe their present condition as

accurately as if written by a traveller at the present

day. For Tyre, see Isaiah xxiii., Ezek. xxvi. xxvii. ;

for Egypt, Ezek. xxix. (especially v. 15) xxx. xxxii. ;

for Babylon, Isaiah xiii., especially v. 19, 22, &c.

This list of prophecies, the actual fulfilment of which

challenges our attention, prior to any proof ofinspiration,

might be considerably increased by those relating to

Nineveh, Edom, the Arabians, (Gen. xvi. 10, 12,) and
the prophecies of Daniel respecting Greece and Rome ;

but we shall mention only one more, because it is

remarkable as the oldest prophecy on record, with

regard to the nations of the world : we mean the curse

pronounced on Canaan, Gen. ix. 25. It is remark-

able that no Canaanitish nation has ever yet maintained

a pre-eminence in the world, while the descendants of

Ham are still the storehouse of slaves for all the nations

who have not yet abolished that infamous traffic, the

slave-trade.

The prophecies, also, regarding the destruction of

Jerusalem and the dispersion of the Jews, the latter of

* See also Bishop Herz's tract, Sind in den Buchern der Ko-

nige, Spuren des Pentateuchs vnd der Mosaischen Gesetze zu firtden f

Altona, 1822. This was written in answer to De H'elte, and has
been used by Hengstenberg
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Theology, which continue to give a wonderful testimony at the
v-"^x^~/

present day, are another class of external evidences,
which challenges the attention even of the most care-

less observer.

With regard to the prophecies alluded to in this section, we
may just refer to Bishop Newton on the prophecies, from which
most subsequent works on the suhject have been compiled.
There are some very useful observations on this point, also, in

Mr. Davison's Discourses on Prophecy, especially Discourse xi.

His Discourse xii. treats of Daniel's Prophecy of the Four

Empires.
The pro- (g.) Let us now turn our attention to the second

ivf

36
-

f

h
tlle

class of prophecies, of which we spoke. It is easy to

shew that, throughout the Old Testament, there is a

continued reference to a promise, which was to prove of

most extensive benefit to the human race. This pro-
mise is said in the first instance to have been made by
the Supreme Being to the first parents of mankind, pur-

porting that certain privileges forfeited by them should

be restored in the person of one of their descendants,
described there as the seed of the woman. (Gen. iii.

15.*) This promise is continually renewed throughout
the volume, every fresh intimation of it being usually
accompanied by some additional circumstance, which
serves to limit it, to clear up and define its meaning,
until at length it can only be understood to indicate the

approach of some great and mysterious Being. (Gen. iii.

15; xii. 1, 3; xxvi. 18 ; xlix. 10, 11 ; Dent, xviii. 15,
18 ; Isaiah xi. ; Malachi iii. 1 ; iv. 5, 6,t &c.) The
names by which this exalted person is described, besides
the peculiar title of Messiah (i. e. Christ, or the

Anointed), are very remarkable :
'

Thy King cometh.'
' The Son of God.' ' The Lord our Righteousness !

'

(Zech. ix. 9
; Psalm ii. 7 ; Jer. xxiii. 5, 6.)

On a still closer examination, w<; find the nature of
the Revelation, of which this messenger was to be the

bearer, disclosed with much clearness as to its leading
points. It was to be a dispensation, in which an
atonement and reconciliation was to be effected between
man and his Maker.

Again, the false religions of the world were then to

disappear, the idols to be abolished, the kingdoms of the
earth were to become the kingdoms of the Lord, and the
earth was to be covered with the knowledge of the Lord.

Again, the dignity of the messenger was to be even

greater than that which we have heretofore expressed.
He is called ' Wonderful ;'

' the Mighty God ;'
' the

Everlasting Father;'
' the Prince of Peace.'

But although the nations were to be blessed in

him, though his dominion were to be so wide, yet he
was to have no earthly glory at his appearance,

" no
beauty that we should desire him :" he was to grow up
silently like a tender plant ; he was to be a man of
sorrows and acquainted with grief; he was to be led as a
lamb to the slaughter, and to make intercession for the

transgressors, and he was to yield his soul an offering
for sin. Beside all this, without reference to the

* This promise was given in the curse pronounced upon
the serpent. The mistranslation of the Vulgate

"
ipsa," by

which it is transferred to the woman instead of her seed, is well
known. The Hebrew text entirely rejects this corruption,
though the pronoun (by

an archaism found in the Pentateuch) is

common, the vert it in Ike third person masculine, which settles
the question. The tjui of the vulgate is indefinite, but the affix
in Hebrew is masculine also.

t It must be remembered that the references here given are
only sufficient to point out the great features on which the argu-
ment depends. An adequate collection of prophetical passages
from Sciipture would occupy some pages.

promise itself, there are many circumstantial prophecies Theology.

relative to the time at which the Mediator of the new v-~v~
covenant was to come into the world. The place of
his birth, the time of his appearance, and a multitude
of minor circumstances personally characterizing him
are added, which it is superfluous to enumerate, but
which designate him very definitely.*
The above brief indications of the nature of the prophecies

relating to the kingdom and person of the Messiah are all which
our limits allow us to bring forward

; but though these be suffi-

cient, yet the argument rather suffers from the paucity of cita-
tions.

When the prophecies are collected fully, and accurately
arranged, their force is overwhelming.
The types also, the paschal lamb, the brazen serpent, (acknow-

ledged by the Jews to be typical,) the sacrifices of the law, and
the rest of the typical pre-figurations of our Lord, might justly be
adduced, but we are desirous of bringing forward only those

passages, the prophetical nature of which does not admit of dis-

pute. A good Christology of the Old Testament would be most
valuable. We have not examined Professor Hengstenberg's

it de-

ion of

rery valuable work. Robinson, on the Prophecies relating to
the Messiah, is a mere practical application of most of the

passages, and is not argumentative or illustrative. To be of real
value, however, such a work must be written with very wide
knowledge and great judgment. Every English compendium
gives us a list of passages arranged under heads relating to the
offices, &e. of Christ. These are sufficient for all common pur-
poses, as God has mercifully taken care to write his lessons to
mankind very clearly.

(7.) We are now about to apply these observations
which we have made respecting the Old Testament to the
facts recorded in the New. We presuppose in our
readers a general acquaintance with the history and
the contents of the New Testament and the early history
of Christianity. But we may as well observe, that here
our argument does not absolutely require a proof ot
the genuineness and authenticity of the Gospels. The
main outline of the history of our Saviour might satis-

factorily be made out from other writers, even if the

Gospels had been lost to us. Christianity itself is a

phenomenon which requires to be accounted for by
a sufficient cause, and certainly none is adequate which
does not imply that its first founders believed that the

story on which their faith was founded was a miracu-
lous one. And we could show from independent au-

thority that the story which they did believe resembled
that given in the Gospels ; and the early propagation of
the faith is a well-known matter of history.
The proof of the assertion respecting the main facts of the

Gospel would occupy two great a space, as its value depends on
details. But for a sufficient demonstration of it we have only to
refer to Paley, Eviilfnca, part i. ch. vii., and to Archdeacon
Lyall's Pnpardia Pnphetica, lect. p. 136 to 151, to which last
work we are much indebted in the course of this argument.
These references supersede the necessity of others.

(8.) Assuming then, after the proof referred to, that the Accom-
leading facts recorded in the Gospel were believed by its plishment
first teachers, we may point to the fact of the success of of Pro"

Christianity, as the most remarkable accomplishment of phecy

prophecy which the world has ever beheld. This new
and spiritual kingdom was set up : it arose at the very
time predicted, and before the destruction of the Temple,
which took place soon afterwards, and thus intimated
that the time had passed for the coming of the Mes-
siah. (See Malachi, iv. 1.) It banished idolatry, ere

* The time of his coming is determined by Daniel in the cele-
brated prophecy of the twenty-two times, and by Malachi it is
restricted to the times of the Temple.
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Theology, long, from most of the accessible quarters of the world,
Xl V"~-/ and gave a general religious knowledge to the nations of

the world, such as had never even been dreamt of before.

These were contingent events quite beyond the con-

trol of man, and far beyond his unassisted wisdom to

predict. This forms one great branch of the argument,
and the personal history of our Saviour forms another.

Many of the prophecies accomplished in his life are

in some degree obscurely expressed ; but had these

marks been too plainly set down, the malice of man

might have attempted to evade them.* These, which
were not absolutely recognised beforehand as prophe-
cies, may be called imperfect prophecies; those which

were, perfect prophecies. The perfect prophecies were

clearly fulfilled, if the great and leading events of our

Lord's life, as believed by his first followers, really
took place, and the imperfect ones are so many and

extraordinary as to strike our attention very forcibly,
even if considered alone. We are here entitled to ask,

even before we assume or prove the authenticity of the

Gospels, whether all this can be the result of collusion

or of chance ? Can the prophets, so remote in lime

from each other, have been engaged in any collusion?

Can they have engaged the Apostles to assist them, at

the risk of their lives, their fortunes, and their reputa-
tion ? Can it have been the result of chance ? Has
chance ever made such a chain of prophecies, extending
to such distant generations, and produced their accom-

plishment ? Again we are entitled to ask, can the

conduct of our Saviour and his Apostles be accounted
for on any principle of enthusiasm or imposture ? The

very thought is absurd ! But even if it could, would
this explain the accomplishment of all these prophecies,
and the success of our Saviour, who must, on such an

hypothesis, be acounted an ordinary peasant of Galilee?
Yet these are only a few of the earliest difficulties

which meet us, in any attempt to account for the phe-
nomena of Christianity on any hypothesis but the

simple one of its truth and Divine origin. We cannot
conclude this portion of our argument better than by
the words of St Augustine :

Venit Christus ; complentur in ejus ortu, vita, dictis,

factis, passionibus, morte, resurrectione, ascensione, om-

niapr<econiaprophetarum.-\ "Christ came; inhisorigin,
life, sayings, doings, sufferings, death, resurrection and
ascension, all the predictions of the prophets are accom-

plished."
Truth of (9.) But we are not reduced to such meagre evi-
the Gospel, dence for the principal facts of the Gospel history.

The genuineness and authenticity of the New Testa-
ment rest on evidence which cannot be gainsaid ; and
the testimony by which the miracles of our Lord are
accredited is absolutely and entirely distinguished, by
its strength, from that which supports any other
miraculous accounts. The work of Paley has com-
pletely proved this point ; and indeed so confidently

* The multitude of marks which concur to prove our Saviour
the intended Messiah, and which agree with no other person,
have often been pointed out. This is done with great clearness and
ability by Archdeacon Lyall, in his Proptedia Prophetica, Lecture
vii. p. i., who has pointed out such marks as might have been
evaded if too prominently set forth before their fulfilment ; e. g.
the gall and vinegar, the thirty pieces of silver, the time of our
Saviour's crucifixion, &c.

Indeed, the whole of the Proptudia Prophetica is deserving of

great attention, as shewing the place prophecy holds in the argu-
ment for Christianity.
t Augustin. in Eplstol. Volunano. Opp. torn. ii. p. 0, edition

IB 16.

do Christians trust to this evidence, that writers upon Theology,

evidence in modern days usually consider it sufficient
v-"~v~^-/

to bring forward the evidence for the facts of Chris-

tianity, (both the ordinary and the miraculous events

recorded id the New Testament,) and they conceive

the proof to be complete. We may certainly so far

accede to their views as to grant that if evidence ever

established the title of any facts whatever to our

credence, these are supported by the most unexcep-
tionable and overwhelming mass of testimony, and
that the arguments adduced by Paley and others

completely prove the truth of the facts. But upon
this point it is unnecessary to enter here, because the

subject has been so copiously treated in another division

of this work. (Encyc. Melr. Hist. Div. vol. ii. p. 6:36,

643.)
In Paley's Evidences, the arguments for the genuineness of

the Gospels and the Acts of the A/iostles are stated with great
clearness and force. The great storehouse is, however, Lard-
ner's hook, which Paley has admirably abridged in ch. ix. of his

Evidences.

The Horte Paulina of Paley proves St. Paul the author of the

Epistles known under his name, with great ingenuity, and in

a manner which entirely settles the question for ever. And if

these Epistles be proved to come from him, how strong an inde-

pendent proof we have in his history of the truth of the Gospel.
See Lord Lyttleton's Essay on the Cmirersion of St. Paul.

After all that has been written on the subject of miracles, we
shall not add more, except to observe that Archdeacon Lyall, in

answering Hume, argues that testimony cannot prove a miracle :

it can prove the facts (which he contends Paley's arguments do

prove), but cannot shew that they proceed from Divine interposi-
tion. Perhaps this is to carry the argument too far, when we
consider the nature uf the miraat/uus facts of the Gospel. A per-
son, professing to have a Divine message, and to perform miracles

in proof of it, after a judicial condemnation and public death, is

raised from the dead, and ascends to Heaven. If the two last

facts be included in the proof, surely we cannot doubt that, with
this testimony after his death, his message came from God !

Archdeacon Lyall has beautifully pointed out the reasons why
the Apostles argued more from prophecy than from miracles, and
to his work we refer our readers.

(10.) Our first argument therefore is, that, without

assuming the truth of the facts believed in the present day
and in the early days of Christianity,

" the correspond-
ence between the present belief of mankind and that

promised revelation, which is the subject ofalmost every

page in certain books of the Old Testament, is not a

verbal coincidence, but a coincidence of facts a coin-

cidence between an established belief, about which there

can be no doubt, and a previous expectation not less

certain, founded on the faith of prophecy." (Propeedia

Prophetica, p. 145.)
" If this were a single prediction,

the coincidence might be accidental ; but the coinci-

dences here, are not of a kind, and if they were, they
are too numerous to admit of this supposition." (7rf.

ibid.) And yet what middle ground is there between

affirming them to be mere chance, and admitting the

Divine origin of the religion ?

Prophecy, therefore, we contend, is a sufficient proof
of the truth of Christianity, and would be so were we

deprived of the other great arguments by which its

Divine origin is supported.

Again, we contend that the miracles of the New
Testament are accredited by such an overpowering
weight of testimony, that they challenge the belief of

every impartial inquirer. Either proof, that from
miracles or that from prophecy, is ample and con-

vincing.
But as some minds do not admit so easily the con-

clusion that miracles of themselves are a sufficient evi-

dence of God's sanction and authority to a religion, we
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Theology, further observe, that even to this class of minds the
^ *s~

' miracles, combined with a previous system of prophecy,
offer a proof in every possible respect entirely unexcep-
tionable.

We forbear to touch upon other topics, and to press
another class of evidence. We mean the internal evi-

dence for the truth of Christianity from the character

of its Divine Author, and the nature of His doctrines.

Our purpose was not to give a summary of all the

arguments which can be used, but simply to give a

sufficient answer to the inquiry,
" whether any revela-

tion, such as that alluded to in the close of the preced-

ing chapter has been given to man ; and whether it is

contained in the Bible ?
"
and, as we conceive a sufficient

proof has been already afforded that the Bible does
contain such a revelation, we hasten on to the next

portion of our inquiries, by which we propose to ascer-

tain whether this revelation is contained only in the

Bible ?

The line of argument which we have taken is very much like

that suggested by a work we have frequently quoted, Arch-
deacon Lyall's Proptedia Prophetica. We ought, however, to

observe, that it suffers mucli by abridgment, and to point out one
or two remarkable features in this discussion. .That writer lays
much stress on the fact that the prophecies applied in the New
Testament to our Saviour, were acknowledged by the Jews pre-
vious to our Saviour's appearance to be prophetic of the Messiah.
He has given a list of the oldest Jewish authorities (none of

of whom are, however, older than about the second century after

Christ) in confirmation of this statement, (p. 100-107.) It must
be supposed that these interpretations are probably the tra-

ditional teaching of a still more ancient date, and thus they may
Vje brought to the times of our Saviour.

'We may perhaps be asked, how then do you answer the argu-
ments of a German ueologist, who contends that the New Testa-

ment is only an accommodation f The first answer is, that it is

absolutely incompatible with the facts of Christianity and the

character of its first teachers to suppose any such fraud. And,
secondly, if men had conspired to meet the expectations of their

own days, they would surely have tried the more obvious and
more alluring views of earthly glory ;

and certainly, after the
death of their leader, a few uninspired fishermen could never
have imposed a religion on the world. They could not have
invented the scheme

;
and even if they could, their success would

remain unaccounted for, except by a Divine origin of their reli-

gion. Bertholdt's Christologia Judaica is the work where this

view is most offensively brought forward. Professor Lee, in

answering him, denies his premises, denies that he has any proof
that the Jewish opinions he produces are as ancient as the times
of our Saviour. We must add that, granting his premises, his

conclusion is utterly untenable.

We should also wish to call attention to the ingenious suppo-
sition made in the Proptedia Prophetica, of a sealed document
"which was to accredit an ambassador whose proposals were to be
of an extraordinary nature, the sealed document being sent

long before his arrival, but not opened till he required its testi-

mony. This, of course, is prophecy, the meaning of which was
not fully unfolded till it was fulfilled. But the work itself should
be read and well considered by all who desire to understand the
nature of the evidence given by prophecy.

We may now mention a few works on the Evidences of

Christianity, which are highly valuable, although the course of
our argument has not led us to make much use of them.

1. We may refer those who wish for an answer to Deistical

objections, to Leland's View of the Principal Deistical Writert,
Sfc., and to Bishop Butler's Analogy. The Deists generally
attacked the Bible itself, rather than its evidence

; but Butler has
shewn (see Section 1 of this Chapter) that such objections are
frivolous.

In answer to Gibbon and T. Paine, Bishop Watson's Two
Apologies are of value

;
and in answer to Yoltaire, the Leltrei de

queloutt Juifs, &c., by the Abbe Guenee, ought to be read.

2. Stillingfleet's Originei Sacra (full of matter relative to
ancient profane history) will be found very valuable

;
as also

Jenkins' Reasonablenest and Certainty of the Christian Religion.
VOL. II.

Leland's Advantage and Nccessi/y of Revelation. R. Millar's Theology
Jliitory of the Propagation of Christianity. Arthur Young's His- _
torical Dissertation on Idolatrous Corruptions in Religion. Dr.
Ireland's Christianity and Paganism compared, S;c. Rose's

Christianity always Progressive.
3. On the evidences of prophecy : Bishop Kidder's Demonstra-

tion of the Messiai. Bishop Chandler's Defence of Christianity
from the Prophecies, and Vindication of the 'Defence. Bishop
Newton, On the Prophecies. Kurd, ditto. Mr. Davison's Dis-
courses on Prophecy.

4. Internal evidences : Soame Jenyns' fi'ew of the Internal Evi-
dencefor Christianity. Bishop Sumner's Evidences of Christianity.
The above are a few of the principal works on the evidences

for Christianity. It is needless to mention Paley's Evidences,
and his Hora Paulina, which have already been quoted : they
are in the hands of every one who pretends to take any interest
in these subjects.

y Is this Revelation contained ONLY in the Bible ?

Having obtained satisfactory evidence that the Bible Tradition

contains a revelation from God, we proceed to inquire
an<J in"

whether this is the only authorized and authentic chan-
J

va
.

rcl reve"

nel through which God has made known His will to
a<

man.
The consideration of this question leads directly to

an investigation of the claims of tradition.

Christianity is evidently an exclusive religion, admit-

ting of no compromise or co-existence with any other,
such as any of the forms of Paganism or Mohammed-
anism. The question is therefore limited to this point,

whether, concurrently with the Holy Scriptures, we
have any other authentic source of revelation from God
within the Jewish and the Christian Church ? The Jews
and the Roman Catholics both assert that there is,

besides the written word of God, another, unwritten
word of God, of equal authority with Scripture, and

independent of it. Some bodies of Christians also main-
tain the necessity of an inward revelation ; and others

have appealed to miracles and prophecies in modern

days, as accrediting special revelations from God.
These positions must therefore be severally examined.

In the Encyc. Metr. Hist. Div. vol. ii. p. 580, some account
is given of the Gentile religions. It has been deemed unneces-

sary to occupy any space with arguments against Heathenism
or Mohammedanism. The latter is treated of historically in the

same division of this work, vol. iii. p. 348-362. For a general
account of Mohammedan doctrines, Mr. Forster's Mahometanism
Unveiled, Dr. W. C. Taylor's History of Mohammedanism, Sale's

Koran, and White's Hampton Lectures, may be sufficient : but
these works, for the most part, give only a popular view of the

subject. For a knowledge of the religion of India, we may
refer also to Encyc. Melr. Misc. Div. article INDIA. Carwithen's

Hampton Lectures, and Ward's Hindoos, are also useful
;
but for

accurate information on this subject, Oriental sources must be
consulted. The Theological Catalogue of Talboys (p. 314-324)
gives an useful list for these purposes. Much information on
heathenism generally is found in the works of Slillingneet,

Jenkin, Leland, &c. referred to under the head of Evidences.

1. Jewish Tradition.

The doctrine of the Jews relative to tradition, as Jewish

stated in their writers of authority, such as Maimonides, tradition.

&c., is, that Moses, while he was on the Mount, re-

ceived both the written Law of the Pentateuch and
also the oral Law, or the proper interpretation of this

written Law, which was subsequently embodied in

the Mishna and the Talmud* This latter, the body
of decisions respecting the interpretation of the written

Law, was, according to them, handed down from him

* See the quotation from Shemoth Rabba in Eisenmenger'*
Entdektcs Jitdenthum, vol. i. p. 299, &c.

5T
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Theology, orally, till in process of time it became necessary to
v-^-v ^ write it down, lest it should become lost or corrupted.*

As the written Law contains both precepts and the

history of their delivery, so the Talmud contains both

explanations of the precepts, each explanation being
called an Halacha, and historical matter connected with

them, each narrative being termed an Aqada.-\ The
extravagant assertions of the Jews with regard to the

Talmud having been communicated to Moses and

orally propagated from his time, need scarcely any
argument to expose them. Those who are best ac-

quainted with the Talmud know well how contradictory
a large portion of it is to the plainest dictates of morality
and religion, as found in the Bible, and how incon-

ceivably childish, incredible, and foolish is the matter

with which it often abounds. But the decisive point

against it, is the utter want of any evidence to establish

these pretensions.
In the Pirke Aboth, sec. 1, the succession from Joshua

to Ezra is thus disposed of:
" Moses received the Law

from Mount Sinai, and delivered it to Joshua ; Joshua
delivered it to the elders, the elders to the prophets,
and the prophets to the men of the Great Synagogue."
The account given by Maimonides is just as unsatis-

factory, and yet this is the sort of evidence for the early
existence of this oral Law, on which we are required
to believe that all the decisions of the Talmud, collected

nearly one thousand years after the days of Ezra, were
received by Moses from God Himself on Mount Sinni !

The account given by Maimonides (preface to the Yad Ha-
chazachah) is this :

"
Although the oral Law was not written,

Moses, our master, taught it ail in his council to the 70 elders :

Eleazar also, and Pliinehas and Joshua, all three received it

from Moses. But to Joshua, who was the disciple of Moses, our

master, he delivered the oral Law, and gave a charge concerning
it. In like manner Joshua taught it by word of mouth all the

days of his life
;
and many elders received it from Joshua, and

Eli received it from the elders, and from Phinehas." (Maim. ap.
M'Caul, Old Paths, p. 177.) No successor is named to Joshua,
and no proof of the existence of a Sanhedrim for the 200 years
between Joshua and Eli can be given. Indeed the Bible would
shew that there was then no Sanhedrim. See Dr. M'Caul's
Observation* in loc. eft.

An acquaintance with the views of modern Jews is absolutely
requisite to those who enter into the Jewish controversy. A few
treatises of the Talmud have been translated, but Chiarini's
translation of the Berachoth is invaluable. Dr. Pinner's Extracts,

translation, and edition of the Talmud, in Hebrew and German
(Cumperulium des Hierosolymitanischen tmd Babylonischen Tot-
muds. Berlin, 1832), appears not to have advanced, till the
close of last year (1842), beyond the Introduction. Besides the
edition of the MisJuia by Surenhusius, an useful edition of it, with
points, and a German translation in Hebrew letters, has lately
been published at Berlin. Lightfoot, Schcettgen, Eisenmenger,
Chiarini, M'Caul, &c., as quoted above, will be found of much
sen-ice. Dr. Pinner and Jost (the chief editor of the Berlin

Mishna) are both Jews ; the latter is, however, rationalistic in
his views. See his Geschichte des Israelitischen folks.

2. On Tradition in the Christian Church.

Romish In considering the question of Christian Tradition
doctrine. as an independent Divine authority, the claims of the
Tradition, church of Rome alone come under examination. It

is, therefore, necessary briefly to state the doctrines
of that church on this important subject, in the lan-

guage of her public formularies and her accredited

* See Maimonides, preface to the Yad Hachazachah and to the
Itishna ; the Pirke Aboth, sec. 1, with the notes in Leusden and
Surenhusius

; Chiarini's Theorie du Judaisms, vol. i. p. 1-03
;

Ditto, Le Talmud de Babylvne traduit, &c., Proleeomenes passim ;

Dr. M'Caul, the Old Paths, No. 45
; LightfootVWorks, passim.

T Chiarini's Theorie du Judaisme, p. 62.

writers. Among her writers the principal authority is Theology.
Cardinal Bellarmine, who has devoted a considerable > "^^-
portion of his controversial works to a treatise De
Verio Dei. Of this treatise, the three fmt books
"

relate to the written word of God (wrl/um Dei

scriptum) as contained in the Old and New Ti-siament ;

But the fourth book, which relates wholly to Tradition,
is entitled

' Of the umrritten word ofGod '

(d? rerbo Dei
non scripto), and therefore declares by its very title the

quality of that Tradition which is the subject of that

book."* Bellarmine there observes, that all hough the

name of Traditionf is a general term implying any
doctrine, whether written or unwritten, which is com-
municated by one to another, yet Theologians properly
restrict it to mean only unwritten doctrines. * He fur-

ther states, that these are called unwritten doctrines, not

because they are nowhere written, but because they
were not written by the authors themselves.

These traditions are divided into three classes, of

which we have here to consider only the two first ; as

the third (Ecclesiastics tradttiones) is confessedly of

human origin, and relates to customs, and not to

doctrines. The two classes with which we are con-

cerned are called, 1. Divinee, and, 2. Apostolicee,
and are thus defined :

1. Divinee \tradilionei\ dicuntur, qua; accep/tf sunt

ab ipso Christo, Aposlolos docente, et nusqitam in divinis

Uteri* inveniuntvr. (Bell. De Verbo Dei, iv. 2.)
" Divine [traditions] are those which were received

from Christ himself, teaching [them to] the Apostles,
and are nowhere found in Scripture."

2. Apostolicfv traditiones propria; dicuntur ilia;, qua
ab Apostolis institutes sunt, r.on iamen sine assistentia

Spintus divini Sancti, et nihilominus non extant Scriptte
in eorum epistolis. (Id. ibid.)

"
Apostolical traditions are properly those which

were taught by the Apostles, not, however, without

the assistance of the Holy Spirit, and which, notwith-

standing, are nowhere written in their Epistles."
Bellarmine (iv. 3.) proceeds to observe, that the

doctrine of the Romish Church is, that the necessary

doctrine, whether relating tofaith or morals, is not all

expressly contained in Scripture, and that besides the

written word of God, the unwritten word, i. e. divine

and apostolical traditions, are necessary ; while Pro-

testants contend that all things necessary to faith and

morals are contained in the Scriptures. He states,

that the total rule of faith is the word of God, or the

revelation of God made to the Church, which is

divided into two partial rules, Scripture and Tradition.

The Council of Trent, although it does not make
use of the words divine and apostolical traditions, yet

distinguishes the two classes of doctrines, as those

taught by our Lord's own mouth and by his Apostles :

it states that the whole truth and instruction so taught
is to be found in the written books, and the unwritten

traditions derived from Christ's own mouth, or from

*
Bishop Marsh's Comparative I'ifw of the Churches of England

and Rome, p. 6, last edition, 1841.

i Tradition is sometimes used for the vehicle by which a

doctrine is transmitted, sometimes for the ' doctrina traditu,' or

the doctrine so transmitted. It is in the latter sense we are

chiefly concerned with it here. Tradition is also used some-
times in the plural, denoting Apostolical doctrines, each of which
is a tradition ;

but when used in the singular without the article,

it usually denotes the sum total of these doctrines.
+ Bellarmine, De t'erbo Dei, lib. iv. cap. 2.
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Theology, the Apostles, or from the teaching of the Holy Spirit ;s^> and it determines that the Scriptures and these tradi-

tions are to be received with equal regard and vene-

ration (pari pietatis affeclu ac reverentia). Condi.

Trident. Canones el Decreta. Sess. iv. Decretum de

Canonicis Scripturis.
It will be seen, by the above statement, that Scrip-

ture and Tradition are placed by the Church of Rome
upon an equal footing, and rendered independent of

each other.* Every article delivered by the one must
be equally valuable, equally necessary, with those of

the other.

Now this view is entirely opposed by the Church of

England, in her Sixth Article, which asserts, that "
Holy

Scripture containeth all things necessary to salvation,

so that whatsoever is not read therein, or may be proved

thereby, is not to be required of any man that it

should be believed as an article of faith, or be thought

requisite or necessary to salvation."

The rule of the Romish Church is therefore rejected

by the Church of England ; and on an examination of

their respective doctrines, it will be seen that the

doctrines received by Romanists on the sole evidence

of tradition are rejected by the Church of England.
This is a brief statement of the principal questions

at issue respecting tradition. It now only remains to

inquire, as briefly as possible, on what grounds we may
justly form an opinion on this point.

Bossuet, in the 18th chapter of his Exposition de la

Doctrine de I'Eglise Catholique, says that Jesus Christ,

having founded his church on preaching, the unwritten
word was the first rule of Christianity ; and when the

writings of the New Testament were added to it, its

authority was not forfeited on that account ; which
makes us receive with equal veneration all that has
been taught by the Apostles, whether by writing or

by word of mouth, which St. Paul expressly recom-
mends to the Thessalonians. (2 Then. ii. 14.) The

fallacy in this argument is quite apparent ; it lies in

the word added, which is a petitio principii, for the

very term implies such a difference between the things
themselves as tacitly affords a foundation for the

futuref superstructure of the Romanists. It artfully

implies that at least a part of the word of God, as

delivered by Christ and his Apostles, was not recorded
in the New Testament, a point which the Romanists
cannot fairly take for granted, when arguing with those
who deny it. With regard to the passage from St.

Paul, it seems rather to refer to directions given to the
Thessalonians as to conduct than to doctrines; and
even if it referred to doctrines, cannot prove the point

required, unless it can be shewn that these doctrines
are not now a part of the written word of God, either
in the Apostolical Epistles or the Gospels, as a part of
the teaching of our Lord.J

*
According to the Romish view, the chief depository of

traditions are the works of the Fathers, from which, however,
the doctrina tradita is supposed to be tranferred to the decrees of

general councils
; but still, as no such council was held till the

IVth Century, the works of the Fathers must still be regarded as
the primary repository.

f See Bishop Marsh's Camp. View, &c., p. 69.

j See Irenaeus, who in speaking of the Apostles, (iii. 1.) says,
per quoB Evangelium pervrnit ad not, quail yitidem tune prts-
cana.vc.runt fasten vero per Dfi volunta/em in Scripturis nobii
tradiderunt ,fundamentum et culumnamjidei nostrre fulurum. The
above passage of Irenaeus ought to be remembered well by all

who enter into this question.

The argument of the Romanists fails in the very Theology,
first step, that of proving the mere existence of any -_^^, /

such traditions ; but if we examine it further, we shall

find every succeeding step liable to some fatal objection
or resting on some feeble argument. If there were any
such traditions as these, how are we to know them,*
and separate them, as found in the works of the fathers,
from the less authoritative matter by which they are

surrounded? When the Romanists appeal to the
Fathers as speaking of traditions which came from the

Apostles, the argument proves valueless, when we
remember that under that word were understood the

doctrines written in the Scriptures, or customs derived
from the Apostles ; and therefore such passages would

give no sanction to the views propounded by the Church
of Rome. The last weak argument we shall notice is

that of Bossuet, who observes,
" a most certain mark that

a doctrine comes from the Apostles is, when all Christian

churches embrace it, wilhout its being in the power of

any one to hhew were it had a beginning." (Comp.
Bell. De Verbo Dei, iv. 9.) It is ingenious to convert
the uncertainly of the origin of a doctrinef (or our

ignorance of ichere it had a beginning) into a certain

mark that it comes from the Apostles ; but it would
seem to most rational minds a better argument to say,
that of the doctrines recorded in the New Testament
we do know the origin, and this very knowledge is an

imperative reason for our receiving them. And it is

a sufficient reason to establish at once a difference

between those doctrines and mere traditional ones,
which the Romish Church places on exactly the same
level.

The question of Tradition is discussed in every controversy
between the Anglican and the Romish Church. But, in general,
in the older writers, two other questions are so mixed up with

it, that they can hardly be separated, the doctrine of Fundamental*
and the final Resolution of Faith. The Church of Rome holds all

points defined by the Church to be fundamental. The Protest-
ants give no catalogue of Fundamentals, Archbishop Laud
said, that "

all the points of the Creed were fundamental." (Laud's
Conference with Fisher, 2.) See also White's Conference with

Fisher, -2, 5, and 6. See also Stillingfleet's Grounds of the

Protestant Religion. Mr. Palmer's Treatise en the Church, vol. i.

p. 122, has some very useful observations on the Doctrine of
Fundamentals, in wbich he objects to the use of the word.
On Tradition and Scripture, the treatise of AVhittaker, De Sacra

Scriptura, ought by all means to be consulted, as well as Bishop
Marsh's Comparative f^iew. Sec. The Downside Discussion is

also useful, although some of the Protestant statements about the

Church, &c. are unsound. Stillingfleet's Tradition and Scrip-
ture compared, and his Council of Trent disproved by Tradition,
are very valuable. Archbishop Tillotson's book, On the Rule of
Faith, is a sufficient answer to the weak book against which it

was written, but does not give a general view of the whole

question.

3. Inward Light and Special Revelations.

There is yet one other source of knowledge which
men have invented beyond the word of God ; that is

to say, false and pretended revelations. In many ages

* The particular Romish Church setting herself in the place
of the whole Catholic Church, makes her acceptance of them a

sufficient proof that they are traditions of the whole church

from the first times.

f It would, indeed, be a strong argument in favour of any
doctrine, to shew that it had been universally received at all

times ;
but we may confidently ask which of the doctrines received

by the Church of Rome, and rejected by the Church of England,
such as Tt'ttnsitbstantiation, the Worshipping of the Host, the Pro~

pitiatory Sacrifice of the Mass, the Invocation of Saints, fhe

Communion under one kind, &c., can be supported by any such

evidence from the first four centuries 1
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Internal

li rht -

Special re-

velations.

Theology, of the Church these have existed, but have usually (lied

^ v '
away after a short season. Some of the most remark-

able have been those of the 1 1ml Century, viz., the

heresy of Montanus. Of this a sufficient account is

given in another portion of this work, Hist. Div. iii.,

150.* Subsequently, Ecclesiastical History gives us

several instances of similar claims to prophecy and

divine illumination, as for instance, Munzer and Stork

in Germany, just at the rise of the Reformation, and

subsequently Kotter, Poniatowsky and Drabicius, whose

prophecies are found collected in a volume called Lux
e Tenebrfs, published in 1665, these prophets having
uttered prophecies which were altogether falsified by
the events, e. g. the success and glorious subsequent
career of Gustavus Adolphus just before the battle of

Lutzen, in which he perished.f Again, about the be-

ginning of the last Century occurred the case of the

French prophets, of which some account will be found

elsewhere. (Hist. Div. vol. v. p. 1139.) Their views

were revived, and some of their publications were re-

printed, by Mr. Irving, a few years ago. In the pre-
face to his reprint of The General Delusion of
Christians (an answer to The Spirit of Enthusiasm

Exorcised of Dr. Hickes), Mr. Irving maintains that

the predictions of these prophets were partly given by
God's spirit, but were affected and imitated in other

cases by the devices of Satan ;
and this so effectually

that it is impossible now to separate the gold from the

dross, or scarcely to recognise any of the precious
metal. It will hardly be necessary to do more than to

mention these unhappy attempts to claim those gifts of

the spirit which are miraculous, instead of endeavour-

ing to profit by the influence of the Holy Spirit of God

upon the heart of man, in leading it to holy thoughts
and righteous conduct. For another form under which

this delusion has affected man, we must refer to our

Miscellaneous Division, under SWEDF.NBORG.

There is one more circumstance which claims our

notice, and that is the necessity of an Inward Reve-

lation, as maintained by Barclay in his Apology for the

Quakers. (Prop, i.-iii.) It is unnecessary to do more
than to refer the reader to this portion of the author,
who is acknowledged to give us such a system as

Quakers profess to abide by (Wotton's Thoughts on the

Study of Divinity, p. 50) ;
for it seems to us that a treatise

which gives only the second place to Scripture (Barclay,

Prop. iii. sec. v.), proved to come from God by prophe-
cies and miracles, and sets above it the inward light
which a man believes to come from God, cannot pro-
duce much effect on any person acquainted with the

word of God. Nor does there seem to us anything in

his three propositions but very illogical reasoning and

very erroneous conclusions. To those, however, who
wish for an answer to this treatise, we may mention the

Confutation of Quakerism, by T. Bennet, D.D. London,
1733, third edition.

No serious and religious mind can for a moment
doubt the necessity of the guidance of God's Spirit to

man, to lead him to all things profitable to his salvation ;

but this influence is a moving influence on his will, and
not an immediate revelation to his intellect. That God,

* In addition to the sources of information there quoted, we
may refer also to Ncander Allgem. Geschichte dtr Christl. Kirche,
vol. i. sec. v. (In the translation, vol. ii. p. 165-195.)

f For a good account of these German prophets, see The
Modern Claims to the Possession of tlie Extraordinary Gifts of the

Spirit, Stated and Examined, &c., by the Rev. W. Goode, 1833.

as we continue to do His will by this influence more Theology,

perfectly, will vouchsafe to us a further knowledge of
v-""\^ '

His doctrine, follows from our Lord's own words, and

forms the hope of every devout Christian. As he be-

comes more influenced by that Spirit, his views of God's

dealings with man, we cannot doubt, will be clearer

and more satisfactory, and the Scriptures will bring

greater knowledge of these to his mind, and further

comfort to his heart ;
but we know of no principle either

of reason or Scripture which will admit of our placing

any such influences in the light of inward revelations, or

allow them to supersede the appointed human means of

obtaining a knowledge of Divine things.

Tins is, we must remark, only one of the common forms which

mysticism assumes. When a man is persuaded that he has im-

mediate revelations from God, and can yet produce no evidence

but that internal impression (which it is clear can he no evidence

whatever to another man's mind), it is of course nearly useless to

reason with him. We can only point out to him that he gives

no evidence of the fact which is trustworthy to another, and

point out the difference between his case and that of Scripture
revelation. When we have full evidence that God has interposed

miraculously to instruct the world in the case of certain indivi-

duals, we do not require external evidence in every special case :

they are proved already to he living under a different condition,

and in a state of immediate communication with God, and that

is sufficient
;
but the proof that they are so is in the first instance

external. Scripture gives no instances of an internal call from

God with special revelation, unaccompanied by external proofs.

Of the Rule of Faith.

Having stated the Roman Catholic doctrine of

Tradition, and shewn that it is unwarranted by any

principle which can be judged trustworthy, we
now proceed very briefly to consider what is usually
called

" The Rule of Faith." We must, however,

premise that this is a term which we should prefer to

see entirely disused. The principle for which we con-

tend is, that the Inspired Scriptures are sufficient for

salvation ; so that those things which are not read

therein, nor can be proved by them, are not to be re-

quired to be believed as necessary to salvation. We
can allow no place to any unwritten tradition to sland

beside this depository of God's word, and challenge
our belief to any matters of faith not contained in

that book, or proved by it, with equal claim and inde-

pendent authority. This, it will have been seen by
the preceding section, is the claim set up by the Church
of Rome for unwritten tradition. Nothing short of

this claim satisfies either the language of the Council

of Trent or the authorized writers of that church. We
are not aware that the authorized formularies of either

church have defined this expression. It has, how-

ever, been used by controversialists on both sides ; and

the usual statement has been, that Scripture and Tra-

dition is the " Rule of Faith
"
to the Church of Rome ;

Scripture the "Rule of Faith" to the Church of

England. This is the position very commonly as-

sumed by the writers on this controversy. We con-

ceive that this statement is unnecessary on either side,

after the explicit statements of the 6th, 7th, and 8th

Articles of the Church of England, and the equally

explicit declarations of the Church of Rome in the

Fourth Session of the Council of Trent, and the Creed

of Pius IV. We think the controversy between the

two churches is uselessly encumbered by the use of

this term, and that it only serves to engender greater

strife, and makes it less easy to discern clearly the prin-

ciples by which both are guided. But on the other

hand the Church of England is ready to shew that she
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Theology. j,as re
j
ected nothing in her articles which has any real

^^"V" '
claim to universality and primitive antiquity, and at

the same time to shew that those points for which the

Church of Rome appeals to tradition, even if legiti-

mately tried by that test, have no real claim to our

acceptance.* The words " Rule of Faith "
(regula

fidei) are found in Tertullian (De Virg. Vel. p. 173,

ed. Rigalt : compare Adv. Praxeam, p. 501), and there

applied to the Creed. Irenaeus uses the words veritatis

regula, but we believe that the phrase regula Jidci

first occurs in Tertullian. We are aware that Irenaeus

appeals to tradition ; but, on the other hand, when we
examine the articles of faith for which he makes this

appeal an appeal, be it remembered, in answer to an

appeal to tradition also on the part of the heretics

we find that it is for those very propositions which are

found in the Creed.t But as tradition has been as

fully considered as our limits allow, in a preceding

section, we need not repeat these arguments. We
have already observed that we prefer not to use the

words "Rule of Faith ;" but while we do this, we can-

not allow that the Bible, interpreted according to the

private judgment of individuals, is a sufficient test of

doctrine, or the test by which the Church of England
meant to abide in setting forth the great doctrines of

the Scripture as taught in the Church. The Church of

England, in its Articles, expressly declares the three

Creeds to be certain, as being able to be demonstrably

proved from Scripture ; and the greatest writers of that

church have not scrupled to acknowledge that the

universal testimony of the Primitive Church to the doc-

trines of Scripture is a guide not to be departed from
in ascertaining the doctrines of our faith ; but in so

doing they utterly repudiate the particular tradition of

the Church of Rome.
We have, then, in conclusion, to state the following

general results :

1 . That the Scripture containeth all things necessary
to salvation.

2. That the Creeds, though not drawn originally
from the Scriptures, contain a doctrine identical with

that of Scripture, may be proved from Scripture, and
cannot be gainsaid.

3. That the Church of England rejects no doctrine

attested by the universal consent of the Catholic Church
for the first four centuries.

* See Stillingfleet's Tradition and Scripture compared; his

Council of Trent disproved by Catholic Tradition ; Whitaker's
De Sacra Scriptura ; Bishop Marsh's Comparative View.

f Irenteus, Contra H&rtset, Kb. iii. in initio, cap. i.-iii. Massuet,
in his Dissertation on this subject, makes a great handle of this

passage against Grabe, whose notes, however, he does not ven-
ture to quote.

4. That she allows no other independent source of Theology.
Divine authority, and that the articles on which she ^ -v^'

differs from the Church of Rome can be shewn to be
late introductions into the Church, and many of them

absolutely opposed to primitive tradition and to

Scripture.
For the use which individuals are to make of Scrip-

ture, we need not enter into much detail. That the

fullest and most free use of the Holy Scriptures ought
not only to be allowed, but recommended and enjoined

by the Church, we cannot hesitate to affirm ; but not
in order to draw from them a system of doctrine. We
believe that no discoveries of great religious truths

remain to be made ; we believe that the early Christian

Church was in possession of the great fundamental

points of doctrine, and that he is in the safest and most

healthy condition of mind who, submitting his private

judgment on these points to the universal Church of

Christ, reads the Scripture in the spirit of prayer,
chiefly for the edification of his soul and for instruction

in righteousness ; to attain a further acquaintance with
the infinite goodness and mercy of God ; to attain to a

purer love of God's holy truth, and a deeper gratitude
for His overwhelming love ; to attain to a more hum-
bling conviction of sin, a more penitent heart, a more

ready acquiescence in God's will, and a more perfect
obedience to His law. He that desires thus to know
God, as revealed to us in Scripture as the Father who
created, the Son who redeemed, and the Holy Ghost
who sanctifies us ; he who desires from his perusal of

Scripture to rise with a more enlightened faith in Jesus

Christ, and a brighter charity to man, we believe turns

Scripture to its chief purposes as destined for indivi-

duals, and he will find it a lamp to his feet and a

comfort to his heart !

Archdeacon Manning, in his Visitation Sermon entitled The
Rule of Faith, has treated many of these points well. He main-
tains that the " Rule of Faith" is the test of doctrine, the rule

by which we may ascertain what are the doctrines of the Gospel ;

and he thus briefly expresses what he considers the " Rule of

Faith" of the English Church: "Scripture and Antiquity, or

Scripture and the Creed attested by Universal Tradition." And
he shews by quotations that such a rule is recognised by the great
writers of the Primitive Church and the Church of England.
"We have contended against the phrase ; but in the practical ap-

plication of such a rule we have certainly a perfect reliance that

it would establish nothing rejected by our church, nor impugn,
anything which it maintains. And there is good reason for this.

One principle by which the reformers were guided, was defer-

ence to the universal consent of antiquity in extracting doc-

trines from Scripture. This is a different thing from the inter-

pretation of particular passages of Scripture. The latter is the

province of HermeneutK and Eregetical Divinity. To this work,
and the others mentioned in preceding sections, we must refer

those who wish to enter further into this question.
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER II.

On the Argumentfrom Prophecy.

Theology.
IT mav > perhaps, be desirable to sketch out the course

'_i- v
->_' which the argument from prophecy here brought for-

ward takes, and to point out the only difficulty to

which it seems liable.

It is first pointed out that the Bible is the most

ancient historical record existing ; that several portions
of it claim to be prophetical ; and that when we apply
the test of history to many of the predictions contained

in it, the truth of this claim is wonderfully confirmed

by the agreement of these predictions with subsequent

experience and history.
These are mere preliminary steps to a consideration

of the grand argument arising from the fulfilment of

the prophecies of the Old Testament by the events re-

corded in the New, and by the results consequent on

the preaching of the Gospel. They are merely meant

to challenge our attention to the Bible as being primd

facie distinguished from all other books.

The prophecies of the Old Testament are then ex-

amined which relate to the promise given to man in

the person of his first parents, and continued from time

to time throughout the age to which the Bible be-

longs.
These prophecies may be divided into perfect and

imperfect. (See Archdeacon Lyall's Propeedia Pro-

phetica.)
1. The perfect prophecies are those which were un-

derstood and acknowledged to be prophecies of the

events of the Messiaaic age.
2. The imperfect prophecies are those the meaning

of which was not ascertained and acknowledged till

after the events had taken place in which their fulfil-

ment is traced. Such are many of those which relate

to minute points in our Saviour's history, which are

yet far too numerous and remarkable to admit of any

explanation but that which supposes them Divine pre-
dictions. (See above.)

Archdeacon Lyall, in the valuable work to which
we have so often referred, has treated this question
with great clearness and force. He argues that the

prophecies were intended to educate the Jewish people

(to be a propeedia to them) as to a future revelation,

and enable them to recognise it when it pleased God to

give it
;
and that, as we might expect from these cir-

cumstances, the main object of the Apostles, in most of

their arguments, is to prove that Jesus was the Mes-
siah whom the Jews had been taught to expect. He
has given the opinions of the oldest Jewish writers of

authority (as we have before stated), and he believes

that they represent, from traditional sources, opinions
which we may consider contemporary with, and pre-
vious to, the times of the Apostles.
The question is one of great importance, and it re-

quires great judgment and discrimination to discuss it

properly. Professor Lee, it will have been seen, takes

an entirely different ground, and denies that these opi-
nions can be traced to so early a period. This would,
of course, give a complete answer to Bertholdt ;

but

the question still arises, which view is founded in Theology.
truth ? and we must not adopt this opinion merely

*- v^-'
because it affords a ready answer to a neological we

might almost say an infidel work, which, after all, is

of no great weight or importance. The collections of

Bertholdt are useful
; his reasoning upon them of little

value ;
and we think the considerations offered in our

note upon the subject (p. 869), if pursued legitimately,
would furnish an overwhelming argument against him.

We may be fully assured, that whatever the Almighty
has done in the matter of evidence, will be liable to no

real objections, although our ignorance may occasion-

ally raise up apparent difficulties.

Commending, therefore, the whole subject to the

strict investigation of the learned, we shall close these

remarks by adducing the summary given by Archdea-
con Lyall, which is almost indispensable to the com-

plete development of our argument.

Extractfrom AnMcamn Lyall.

" In order to keep the proofs which I shall hring forward
within n reasonable compass, I shall confine them to a fixed part
of the Old Testament. By far the largest number of the passages

alleged by the writers of the New Testament are found in two

books, viz. Isaiah and the Psalms. Let us then take these, and

examine, one by one, every passage quoted from them by the

Apostles, as applicable to Christ. Next let us turn to the two
works just mentioned, to see whether the same passages were
referred by the ancient synagogue to the Messiah. Whenever
this shall appear to have been the case, it will be evident that

the sense put upon them by the Apostles was not of their own
1

private interpretation,' but was that which the nation at large
had been instructed to receive.

" Ps. ii. 1, 2, 6, 8, quoted Acts iv. 25, 28 ; xiii. 33. Keferred

to the Messiah in Melchita, fol. 3, 3. Sohar. Gen. Midrash.
Tehillim.

" Ps. viii. 4, 6, quoted Heb. ii. 6, 9. Referred to the Messiah
in Tikkune Sohar. c. 70.

" Ps. xvi. 8, 11, quoted Acts ii. 25, .32. Referred to the Mes-
siah in Bereschith Rabba, sec. 88.

" Ps. xxii. 1, 8, 16, 18, quoted Matt, xxvii. 46. Referred to

the Messiah in Midrash Tehillim. Pesikta Rabbathi in Talkut

Simeoni, fol. 56, 4. Sohar. Numer. fol. 100.
" Ps. xl. 6, 8, quoted Heb. x. 5 10 Referred to the Messiah

in Midrash. Ruth, fol. 43, 3, 4.
" Ps. xlv. 1, 7, quoted Heb. i. 8, 9

;
Rom. ix. 5. Referred to

the Messiah in Targum. Sohar.
;
and also by the modern Jewish

commentators.
" Ps. Ixviii. 18, 19, quoted Ephes. iv. 8. Referred to the Mes-

siah by R. Obadja Haggaon, cited by Cartwright. Schemoth

Rabba, sec. 35.
" Ps. Ixix. 21, quoted "Matt, xxvii. 34, 48. Gall and vinegar

given to Christ to drink. I have found no Jewish authority for

the application of this particular fact to the Messiah, either in

Schoettgenius or the Ptigio Fidei ; but the Psalm itself is applied
to him generally by several writers quoted by Martini.

" Ps. ex. 1, 4, quoted Heb. T. 5, 6 ; vi. 19, 20. Compare
Sohar. Gen. fol. 35

; Sohar. Num. fol. 99 ; Midrash. Tehillim

ad loc. Targum. Sohar. Chadash, fol. 42
;
Gen. fol. 42, 29.

" Ps. cxviii. 22, 23. Compare Sohar. Gen. fol. 118
;
Idem

Numer. fol. 86, et passim.
" The above are the only Psalms to which I can find any plain

allusion in the New Testament
;
and if we may trust to the re-

ferences given by Schoettgen and Raymundus Martini, the)' are

all of them, either generally or particularly, applied to the times

of the Messiah by the old Rabbinical writers. "VVe are not, how-

ever, to suppose that those here quoted are the only Psalms which
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Theology, the ancient Jewish Church so explained. On the contrary, many
j^,^^./ not adduced in the New Testament might be added. The prin-

ciple of interpretation adopted by the Jews would appear to have

been very simple. It was, that whenever any expressions were
found in the prophetical writings conveying a meaning too high
and comprehensive to admit of an historical application to known

persons or events, such expressions should be referred either to

the Messiah himself or to his promised kingdom. As to double

senses of the prophecies, of which Grotius and Warburton talk,

and other writers after them, it may be doubted whether such a

notion ever entered into the minds of the ancient Jews. Their

rule seems to have been founded on the opposite supposition,
that no prophecy could have two senses

; and, therefore, that

when, the literal sense of the inspired writer afforded no intel-

ligible meaning, the words were to be understood prophetically.
In fact, if it be once allowed that a prophecy is capable of more
than one true interpretation, where are we to fix the limit 1 The

danger of such a principle needs not to be pointed out ; and

except it be founded on stronger reasons than are given by Gro-

tius iu his Commentary on St. Matthew, chap, i., it is as un-

founded as it is dangerous. But to return to our subject.
Of the sixty-six chapters which compose the Book of Isaiah,

all, except fifteen, are referred, by one Jewish writer or another,
to the times of the Messiah

; but in the New Testament, I think

that there are not quotations from more than sixteen or seven-

teen.

Is. ii. 1. 5. Conversion of the Gentiles. John x. 16 ; Acts

xxviii. 28. These passages are applied to the Messiah in the

Targum, and generally by Jewish commentators, both ancient

and recent.
" Is. vii. 14. The miraculous birth of Christ. ' Hoc caput,'

says Schoettgen,
* Judsei antiquioreg, ejc insctt'a, juniores vero, ex

malilid neglexerunt' I shall take occasion, iu my next lecture,

to offer some remarks upon this important prophecy, which will,

I hope, both explain the ignorance of the ancient Jews, and vin-

dicate the present from the charge here preferred by Schoettgen :

but in the meantime it is sufficient to say that this prophecy
stands out almost singly, as one which the Apostles have applied
to Christ on their own authority.

" Is. viii. 13, 14. Christ a stone of stumbling. Rom. ix. 33 ;

1 Peter ii. 7, 8. Applied to the Messiah in Sanhedrim, fol. 38.

Breschith Rubba, sec. 42, foL 40.
" Is. ix. ' Unto us a child is bom.' This very important

prophecy is referred to the Messiah in the Targum, and it is Theology,
generally so understood by Christians. Nevertheless, I cannot ^- .-^^^>

satisfy myself that any allusion to it is to be found in the New
Testament.

" Is. xviii. 16. Christ the chief corner stone. 1 Pet. ii. 3, 6.

Applied to the Messiah in Sanhedrim, fol. 98, 1. Talkut Si-

meoni, i. fol. 49, 3. Breschith Hezara, citante Raymumlo Mar-
tini in Pug. Fid. ii. 4, p. 313.
"

Is, xxx. 3, 4, 15. Miracles of the Gospel, and effusion of
the Spirit. Acts ii. 4

; Rom. xi. 18. Compare Janchuma, fol.

1.2; Debarim Rabba, sec. G, fol. 258, 2; Sohar, Chadash, fol.

89, 3.
" Is. xxxi. Times of the Messiah. New Testament passim.

See Pesikta Rabbathi, fol. 29, 3. Tanchuma. Talkut Simeoni,
i. fol. 157, 1. Sohar. Exod. fol. 34, col. 134.

"
Is. xl. John the forerunner of Christ. This chapter is

referred to the Messiah by the present Jews as well as by the
ancient. See Kimchi

;
Aben Esra

;
Pesikta in Talkut Simeoni,

ii. fol. 49, 1, as quoted by Schoettgenius in loco.
" Is. xlii. 1, 7, 16. New Testament passim. Applied to

Christ in the Targum, and by all the present Jews.
" Is. liii. The whole chapter is referred to the Messiah iu the

New Testament, as it is also in the Targum, and in the Sohar

passim.
" Is. Iv. 1, 5. Christ the living water. John iv. 10, 14.

Schoettgen quotes from Galatinus, Breschith Rabba ad Genes,
xlix. 14

;
but the passage is not found, he tells us, iu the editions

which he has consulted.
"

Is. Ix. Glory of Christ's kingdom. New Testament passim.
So applied in the Targum, and by the ancient Jewish Church,
pasttm.

"Is. Ixi. Christ anointed by the Spirit. Luke IT. 16; Matt,
iii. 16, 17. This chapter is referred to the Messiah by the

modern Jewish commentators as well as the ancient.
" If it would not be tedious, it would be a task of no diffi-

culty to go through the remaining passages quoted from the Old
Testament by the Apostles, in confirmation of Christ's divine

commission. They are, I believe, not more than between twenty
and thirty ;

and with the single exception of Job xix. 25 (about
which the Jews both of the present and of former times are

silent), in every instance the authority of the ancient synagogue
may be produced in confirmation of the interpretation the Apos-
tles affixed." Pnptedia Prophctica, p. 101 106.



OUTLINES OF THEOLOGY.

CHAPTER III. SCRIPTURE DOCTRINES.

The Doctrine of Holy Scripture, (1) respecting God, and (2) respecting Man.

Theology. ^ ^ ALTHOUGH, as we have seen, the indications of a*V"""' God are so many
" in the things which are made,"

that all must be regarded as " without excuse" who
do not recognise there the "

power and Godhead" of

the Supreme Lord, yet the idea of what God is, can

only be communicated by God himself. On this

subject, of all others, we require the teaching of Divine
revelation. The Psalmist, therefore, after asserting
that the heavens declare the glory of God, and the

firmament His handy-work, and that the regular
successions of day and night proclaim continually the

knowledge of the Mfost High, refers at length to the

revelation of God's law as the source from whence,
after all, the most perfect instruction respecting the

Deity will have to be collected.*

We may not, however, suppose that revelation is in-

tended to make us so familiar with the nature and attri-

butes of God, as that we should, by searching it,
" find out God to perfection." He who dwells in the

light that i inaccessible to the mortal gaze, must, in

the nature of things, be so far exalted above the region
of man's finite apprehension, that in our most advanced

stage of information respecting God, we shall have to

admit that " such knowledge is too wonderful and
excellent" to be attained by us; and that even with
the assistance of revelation we shall be conscious that,
as yet, "we see through a glass darkly." Nevertheless,
so far as God has been pleased to reveal himself in His

word, we not only may, but ought, reverently to study
what revelation teaches respecting the Divine attributes

and perfections, that by this means we may catch
some rays of the ineffable majesty and glory of Him
" whom to know is everlasting life."

(2.) On opening the Bible, then, we find that we
are no longer left to collect the unity of God from

probable inference, for we perceive that cardinal verity
to be proclaimed from one end of the Old Testament to

the other. There is no truth, in fact, which God's an-
cient people were more strictly charged to remember,
than that " the Lord is God in heaven above and in the
earth beneath ; there is none else :" that " the Lord
our God is one Lord."

) Therefore, we find an acknow-

ledgment of this prime article of revelation in almost
all the recorded addresses to God that believers of old
uttered :| whilst the Almighty calls His chosen nation
to bear witness that " before Him there was no God
formed; that besides Him there is no God." The
same important doctrine pervades the New Testament

Scriptures also. Our Lord himself, for instance,

* Psalm xix.
; See also Psalms xxix. xcii.

f Vcut. iv. 35, 39
; vi. 4

; xxxii. 39.
* 1 Sam. ii. 2

;
Isaiah xxxvii. 16, et alibi.

Isaiah xliii. 10
; xliv. 6, 8.

816

represents the unity of God to be the first and great Theology.
commandment.* Then the Apostle of the Gentiles, <-v -^

in speaking of the conversion of the Thessalonians to

the Christian faith, represents that important event as
a turning

" to God from idols, to serve the living and
true God :"f and in accordance, therefore, with this

sentiment, he asserts on other occasions that there is to
Christians "but one God, the Father, of whom are
all things : the one Lawgiver who is able to save and
to destroy ; the blessed and only Potentate ; the King
of kings, and Lord of lords."J

(3.) Yet this one Lord is not a Being that can be

represented to the bodily senses. Nothing, indeed,
can be more striking than the contrast between the
idea of God which, in this respect, Revelation incul-

cates, and that notion of Deity which originates in the
inventions of the human mind. Whilst those attempts
to exhibit the "

King, immortal, invisible," by sensible

images, which mark the history of superstition in every
age, shew how low and unworthy are the conceptions
of the Divine Nature that man can entertain, the Scrip-
ture representations of God are, that He "

is a Spirit,"
whom no man hath seen, or can see

; who can be
likened to nothing, and compared to no likeness ; and
that, therefore, it is as useless as it is sinful to picture
the great God by the image of anything that is "in
heaven above, or in the earth beneath, or in the water
under the earth." Although, therefore, the Scriptures

may sometimes speak of the '

face,' the '

eye,' or the
' arm '

of the Lord, as if the Deity were possessed of
the different members of the human body ; yet the

incorporeity of God is so plainly assumed throughout
the J3ible, that representations of this nature cannot be
understood in any literal acceptation of the terms used.
But as we ourselves are frequently obliged to refer to

sensible objects in order more clearly to express our

conceptions of spiritual things, so the Almighty, m
condescension to our limited faculties, has been pleased
to speak of Himself by references to things with which
we are familiar, that thus we might be led more

vividly to apprehend, not the form and essence of His
invisible nature, but the real existence of the Divine
attributes and perfections as manifested in visible

operation. ||
The same observation applies also to

* Mark xii. 39, 30. f 1 Thess. i. 9.

J 1 Cor. viii. 4, 6 ; 1 Tim. ii. 5.

John iv. 24 ;
Exod. xx. 4

; Isaiah, xl. 18.

||
Tertullian (Adv. Praxcam, cap. vii.) makes use of an ex-

pression ('< quis negabit Deum corpus essc, &c.") which has caused
him to be charged with maintaining the corporeity of the Deity.
It is probable, however, that by corpus he meant substance

generally, as expressive of individuality and real existence, and
as opposed to inani/as. We are still inclined to suggest this

explanation, although St. Augustine seems hardly willing to give
him the benefit of it. (Aug. Ep. 157.) There were others, also,
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Theology, such portions of Scripture as represent the Deity as
Si^~v ~^

beina: actuated by love or pity, anger or jealousy, or

other human affections, these various terms being

employed to convey to us some idea of those various

workings of Divine providence and grace which are

observable in the universe.

(4.) The God who is thus purely spiritual,
" without

body, parts, and passions,"* is also the king "eternal"
" the number of whose years cannot be searched out.

He is the first and the last; whose existence was
before the world began, and who continueth and
liveth for ever : for before the mountains were brought
forth, or even the earth and the world were made, He is

God from everlasting and world without end. He only
halli immortality : He was, and is, and is to come."t

(5.) In intimate connexion wilh this doctrine, the

Jiible declares to us the immutability of God. With
Him ''one day is as a thousand years, and a thousand

years as one day. His counsel standeth fast for ever,
and the thoughts of his heart to all generations. With
Him is no variableness, neither shadow of turning.
The heavens and the earth shall perish, but He en-

dureth : they all shall wax old as doth a garment, and
as a vesture shall they be changed ; but He is the

same, and His years shall have no end." J

(6.) The Scriptures, therefore, as might be expected;

display to us the Divine power and majesty in a much
more striking light than those attributes are reflected

even in the works of creation. We may be at no loss

to conclude, from what nature reveals, that the power
of God surpasses all that we can conceive of; but still

all that creation teaches falls far short of such declara-

tions of that Divine attribute as the Bible contains.

We there learn that "
by the word of the Lord were

the heavens made
; and all the host of them by the

breath of His mouth : that He spake and it was done ;

He commanded and it stood fast. He alone spreadeth
out the heavens and treadeth on the waves of the sea :

He maketh Arcturus, Orion, and Pleiades, and the

chambers of the south. He stretcheth out the north
over the empty place, and hangeth the earth upon
nothing. He gathereth the waters of the sea together
as an heap : He layeth up the deep in store-houses :

He measureth the waters in the hollow of His hand,
and meteth out the heavens with the span ; and coni-

prehendeth the dust of the earth in a measure, and

weigheth the mountains in scales, and the hills in a
balance. Behold he taketh up the isles as a very
little thing all nations before Him are as nothing.
He doeth according to his will in the army of heaven,
and among the inhabitants of the earth ; and none can

stay His hand, or say unto Him, what doest Thou "?

(7.) So, again, that wisdom which is manifested in

the adaptation of every thing to its proper place in the

universe, and which implies, also, a perfect knowledge,
on the part of the Deity, of all things that are the

subjects of creation, is represented in Scripture as

of the early Christian writers who, in their controversies witU
those Heretics that denied the doctrines of the Trinity and
Incarnation, sometimes used terms respecting the mode of the
Divine existence which are liable to misinterpretation.

Act, i.

t Job xxxvi. 26 ; Psalm xc. 3, el teg. ; cii. 24, 28 ;
1 Tim. vi.

16 ; Rtv. i. 4
; iv. 9.

J 2 Pet. iii. 8, 9
; Ptalm xxxiii. 11 ; Janet i. 17

;
Psalm cii.

' . -ijm

Job ix. 8, 9
; xxvi. 7

j Psalm xxxiii. 8, 7, 9
;
Isaiah xl. 12,

17; Dan. iv. 35.

VOL. II.

extending without limit of time, place, or circumstance. T!ienln L'y.

We are told, that " known unto God are all His works, **-^\ * '

from the beginning of the world : that He declureth

the end from the beginning, and from ancient times
the things that are not yet done." We are assured that

the "
eye of the Lord is in every place ; that He looketh

unto the ends of the earth, and seeth under the whole
heaven : neither is there any creature that is not

manifest in his sight : that He filleth all in all."*

(8.) We feel, moreover, to be surrounded by an

ever-present God, when we read,
" O Lord thou hast

searched me, and known me ; Thou knowest my down-

sitting- and my up-rising; Thou understandest my
thoughts afar off. There is not a word in my tongue,
but lo! Thou, O Lord, knowest it altogether. If I

ascend up into heaven, Thou art there ; if I make my
bed in hell, behold, Thou art there. If I dwell in the

uttermost parts of the sea, even there shall Thy hand
lead me, and Thy right hand shall hold me. If I say,

surely the darkness shall cover me ; even the night
shall be light about me. Yea, the darkness hideth
not from Thee, but the night shineth as the day :

the darkness and light are both alike to Thee. None
can hide himself in secret places that the Lord Jehovah
cannot see him. Wherever we may be, God is not
far from every one of us :" to Him "all hearts be open,
all desires known, and from Him no secrets are hid."t

(9.) And if amid the apparent inequalities of this

life, and the conflict of good and evil, natural religion
can spell out with difficulty that the maker of all is

good unto all ; the sure word of God teaches that " the

Lord is loving to every man, and that his tender

mercies are over all His works
;

that the earth is full

of His goodness : that He opens His hand and satisfieth

the desire of every living thing :" nay, that " God is

love." Therefore, when the Most High condescended

to make himself most familiarly known to Moses, it

was as " the Lord God, merciful and gracious, long-

suffering and abundant in goodness : as keeping

mercy for thousands."! And 'hat 'he Divine goodness

may be more effectually brought home to the mind,
the Scriptures repeatedly direct attention to those mani-
festations of benevolence in all that God does, and hath

done, to bring mankind to happiness and salvation ;

and to the fact that " he causes his rain to descend on
the bad as well as on the good ; on the unjust equally
with the just ; and is continually doing good to the

unthankful and the evil.''

(10.) Yet is this benevolent God himself removed
from all possible sympathy with evil : for we find our-

selves called upon by Revelation to reverence " the

Lord our God as holy : righteous in all His ways, and

holy in all his works:'' nay, "glorious in holiness.''

That, as possessed of all moral perfection, He conse-

quently is a God who can have no complacency in

wickedness, and with whom no evil can dwell : that

He regards all workers of iniquity with displeasure,
and that " the sacrifice, the way, the thoughts of the

wicked, are an abomination unto Him."||

* Act* xv. 18
;
Isaiah xlvi. 10

; Prov. xv. 3 : Job xxviii. 24 ;

Heb. iv. 13.

f Psalm cxxxix. 1, 12
;
Jer. xjuii. 24 ;

Acts xvii. 27 : Com-
tnunion Service.

J Psalm ciii. ; civ.
;
cxix. 68 ; civ. 9, 15, 16 ;

Exod. xxxiii. 19 ;

xxxiv. fi
;

1 John iv. 8.

$ John iii. 16 ; Rom. \. 611 ; Tit. ii. 1 114 ;
Matt. V. 45.

|]
Exod. xv. 11; Josh. xxiv. 1416; Psalm f. 4; cxlv. 17}

Prov. xvi. 8, 9. 20.

5 u
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Theology. (H.) For inseparably connected with the revelation

-/ of the Divine holiness is the awful attribute of the
Divine justice. The Deity is declared to be a "

just
God ;" righteous in all his ways. The Lord Jehovah
is thus presented to our faith as prescribing most

righteous laws ; as administering those laws with the

most perfect impartiality ; as manifesting, in His pro-
vidential control of the world, His approbation of good
and His displeasure against evil; whilst yet we are

taught to expect the full development of the workings
of this awe-inspiring attribute only in a future life. .

The Bible thus clears up those difficulties which other-
wise arise out of the apparent affliction of the righteous
and prosperity of the wicked, because we are assured,
however much appearances may be to the contrary,
that the "Judge of all the earth" does "

right ;"* for that

the very habitation of His tin-one is justice : that hence,
as no one good tiling which He has promised can fail to

come to pass, so not one punishment which He has
threatened against the evil-doer will remain uninflicted.

1. Our object being, as we have before observed, to

treat this subject practically, we have here touched

only upon some of the Divine attributes ; and that in

the order which appeared best adapted to connect what
we had to say with what precedes under the head of
Natural Religion. It may, however, not be out of

place to mention some of those divisions under which
different theologians have arranged the Divine attri-

butes.

a. Some, for instance, divide the attributes of the

Deity into positive and negative. Under the former
division are included those attributes an analogy for

which we can find (of course in a vastly inferior degree)
in ourselves, such as wisdom, benevolence, &c. By
negative attributes are understood those which imply
the absence of all imperfection, such as infinity, omni-

presence, &c.
b. Other divines, again, regard the attributes of Deity

as being either active, i. e. those which in any way
imply action or operation, such as omnipotence, &c. ;

or passive, those, namely, which imply inaction or re-

pose, such as eternity, &c.
It is manifest, however, that this division of the

attributes of God is in the main identical with that
which has just been mentioned ; whilst the ter-

minology employed is open to objection, since this idea
of rest can scarcely be considered as applicable to the
God of the Bible.

c. The Divine attributes have further been dis-

tinguished by the terms moral and physical, or natural ;

by moral being meant such perfection of the Deity as

admit (in some feeble degree) of imitation, such as

goodness, holiness, &c. ; whilst by the term physical
or natural are to be understood those attributes which
find no resemblance in anything created, such as om-
nipotence, independence, &c.

These perfections have, therefore, been again dis-

tinguished, one as being communicable, the other as

incommunicable ; as imitable and inimitable.

In this third division of the Divine attributes it is

that theologians now generally acquiesce, as being the
least liable to objection.

See Wilkins on Natural Religion ; Limborg, lib. ii.

c. 2; Turretin,disc. iii. quest. 6; Buddei's Instil. Thcol.

* Psalm xix. 8-12; Horn. ii. 6-10; Gen. xviii. 25; Putlm
Iviii. 10, 11

;
Ixxiii

;
Josh, xxiii. 14-16.

Dosm. lib. ii. c. 1, s. 2 ; Knapp, Vorlcsungen uber die Theology,

Christliche Glaubenslehre, art. ii. s. 18. v- \^
2. Lord Bolingbroke, among other rejectors of Re-

velation, censures divines for making any distinction

between the moral and physical attributes of the

Deity. He insists that the only attributes we can

know of, are the Divine power and wisdom, as manifested

in the moral and physical world, assuming, at the same

time, that in that world no traces of God's moral per-
fections are to be perceived. As believers in the Bible

we should, of course, be unwilling to accept Boling-
broke's theory in exchange for a single line of all which
that sacred volume contains of the revelation which
God has been pleased to make of His glorious per-
fections. But what is more, we should also feel

called upon to object to any system of religion, like

his lordship's, which, so contrary to true theism, would

get rid of all knowledge of the moral attributes of God,
iii order that man may be set free from all obligations
to imitate the Deity in those attributes. It might
further be objected, that to deny that we can possess

any true idea of the moral attributes of the Deity, is to

weaken the argument in favour of a future state of

retribution. So long as we admit that God is just and

good, we cannot but conclude that some time or other

He will place a marked distinction between the good
and the bad ; and, since we do not uniformly see that

distinction made in this life, we believe it probable that

there will be a future state of rewards and punishments.
If, however, we have no knowledge of the justice and

goodness of the Deity, this argument mu^t be aban-

doned. See Leland's View of tlie Deislical Writers,
letter xxiii.

3. Whilst upon this subject, we may take occasion

further to observe, that those attributes of Deity which
are denominated moral, are regarded by theologians as

belonging to, or connected with, the will of God.
Then, the will of God that anything exterior to Him-
self should take place is technically known as the

Divine decree. It is scarcely necessary to observe, that

it is from the consideration of this attribute of God
that thoe thorny discussions have arisen respecting
the doctrine of the Divine decrees, and which, at

intervals, have agitated the Church. These discussions

began during the controversy of Augustine with the

Pelagians, were revived in the IXth Century by
Gotteschalk, and were continued downward, from the

schoolmen, in the disputes of the Dominicans and

Franciscans, of the Calvinists and Arminians, until the

extermination of the Jansenists by the Pope and Jesuits.

Even if space admitted of it, we have no inclination

to enter upon the merits of the arguments, on both

sides, that bear upon the questions in dispute ; for

when we reflect that the accuracy of all reasonings con-

nected with the doctrine of the Divine decrees depends
on what man can know and comprehend of the liberty
of the Divine will, as expressed in the actings of infinite

wisdom, justice, and goodness from eternal ages, we
feel that we have to do with subjects in the considera-

tion of which the most acute polemic may soon be "
in

wandering mazes lost."

(12.) But besides that clear development of the

Divine attributes which the Scriptures thus afford

above all that Natural Religion can supply, no atten-

tive reader of the A ew Testament can help observing
the very peculiar manner in which Three personal sub-

jects are repeatedly spoken of in connexion with the
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Theology. Godhead. When, for example, the Evangelist* relates

v^"\^~"' the circumstances attendant on the baptism of Christ,

we find mentioned the voice of the Father, the Spirit

of God, and Jesus, the well-beloved Son. So, again,

we are told that in the last charge which Christ gave
to His disciples, He bid them baptize all nations in the

name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy
Ghost ;

v
f as in the conversation He had with them

before His crucifixion, He had spoken of the Comforter,

the Holy Ghost, whom the Father would send in the

name of Christ. "J Then, when the apostles were ful-

filling the mission thus assigned to them, we find them

writing of " access to the Father through Christ, by
one Spirit ;'' and comprehending the sum and sub-

stance of all spiritual blessings in " the grace of our

Lord Jesus Christ, the love of God, and the commu-
nion of the Holy Ghost. "||

(13.) Now, although the texts which have been cited

may not, as taken by themselves, prove that the Three

personal subjects mentioned necessarily belong to the

Divine Nature, and possess equal honour, yet these

Scriptures are amply sufficient to shew that Three per-
sonal subjects are actually named in connexion with the

Godhead ;
that those subjects are distinguished from

each other ; and, moreover, that Christ regarded the

doctrine of Father, Son, and Holy Ghost to be a

fundamental truth in His religion. It remains, there-

fore, that we examine such Scriptures as mention these

three subjects separately, in order that we may thus

learn all that has been revealed respecting their per-
sonal nature and mutual relationship. As, however, it

is generally agreed that when the term '' Father "
is

applied to God, it is intended to designate the whole

Divine Nature, we may confine our attention to such

portions of Revelation as separately relate to the Son,
and to the Holy Ghost.

(14.) And here, in the prosecution of our inquiry,
we find all the attributes of Deity to be interchangeably
and equally assigned to each of the sacred persons.
Thus of the Son it is written, that in Him " dwells all

the fulness of the Godhead" (Col. ii. 9) ; that He is

eternal, being before all things (John i. 1, 3
;

Col. i.

17 ; John xvii. 5 ; Heb. xiii. 8) ; omnipresent (Matt.
xviii. 20); omniscient (John xxi. 17; Heb. iv. 12,

13); omnipotent (Phil. iii. 21 ; Heb. vii. 25; Rev. i.

8). There are also ascribed to Him the works of

God, such as creation and providence (Col. i. 15, 16;
Heb. i. 3) ;

and the performance generally of such

works as are peculiar to God the Father (John vi. 19).

Therefore, the Son is consistently addressed by the

Divine name, as Jehovah (Numb. xxi. 5, 8, comp.
with 1 Cor. x. 9) ; God (Matt. i. 23 ; John i. 1 ;

1 Tim. iii. 16 ; Tit. ii. 13) ; Lord (John xx. 28 ; 1 Cor.

ii. 8). And, finally, the Divine worship and honour is

required to be yielded to Him equally with God the

Father (John v. 23 ; xiv. 13, 14 ; Phil. ii. 9, 10).
In like manner do we find the attributes and works of

Deity ascribed to the Holy Ghost. Being before all

things, He is eternal (Gen. i. 2 ; Heb. ix. 14). He is

omnipresent (Rom. viii. 9; 1 Cor. iii. 16); omniscient

(1 Cor. ii. 10); omnipresent (1 Cor. xii. 11); and as

being called the "
power of the Highest," and the

"Finger of God "
(Luke i. 35; xi. 20) ; whilst it is the

Matt. iii. 16, 17. t Matt. x\viii. 19.
+ John xiv. 26. Ephes. ii. 18.

||
2 Cor. xiii. 14

;
see also 1 Pet. i. 2.

Third Person who is said to create the world (Gen. i. 2 ; Theology.
Job. xxxiii. 4 ; Acts iv. 24, 25, comp. with Acts i. 16),

v-"^/-111-'

to inspire the Prophets, and to enable men to do all

those wonderful works which bespoke the present

Deity (Ads ii. 4 ; 2 Pet. i. 21). For these reasons, to

the Holy Ghost is ascribed the Divine name, as the

Lord, Jehovah (Exod. xvii. 7, comp. with Heb. iii. 7, 9 ;

Numb. xii. 6, comp. with 2 Pet. i. 21 ; Isaiah vi. 9,

comp. with Acts xxviii. 25, 26; 2 Cor. iii. 15-17);
God (Acts v. 3, 4 ; 1 Cor. iii. 16, comp. with vi.

19, 20).

As, therefore, we thus find, in sacred Scripture, the

same perfections of Deity ascribed equally to each of
the three Divine Persons, it follows that all three are

very God, co-equal, co-eternal, co-essential in perfec-
tion and glory ; in other words, it is an undoubted
article of revealed truth, that the object of worship
is one God in Trinity, and Trinity in Unity. A few
of the passages from which it has been justly gathered
that the Old Testament teaches the same doctrine, may
here briefly be adverted to. The plural form of the

word Elo/iim, joined as it is with a singular verb,

although it may not of itself prove the doctrine, at

least harmonizes beautifully with it. Again, the use of
the plural number in describing the counsel of the

Divine Being respecting the creation of man,
" Let us

make man in our image
"
(Gen. i. 26), indicates the

same great truth. To these indications may be added
the trisagion used in Isaiah vi. 3.

Again, an unequivocal testimony to the Divine
nature of the Messiah is afforded by many of the

prophetic declarations concerning Him. He is called
"
the Mighty God,"

" the Everlasting Father,"
" the Son

of God," and "God "
(Isaiah ix. 6

; Psalm ii. 7, xlv.6;
Psalm xc. 1, comp. Heb. i. 5-13). With these and
similar indications may be taken the remarkable decla-

ration of Malachi (iii. 1), that " the Lord" should come
to his temple, a prediction which the Jews themselves

applied to the Messiah.*

The Spirit of God is also spoken of in many passages
of the Old Testament, which are justly conceived to

apply to the third person in the Divine Trinity (e. g.
Gen. i. 2; Job xxvi. 13; Psalm civ. 30; Isaiah xi.

2, Ixi. 1). So interwoven, indeed, is this fundamental
article of belief with the very frame and texture of

revelation, that no man can explain the Bible in its

unmutilated integrity without taking this doctrine for

granted.
Nor is the information which revelation contains

respecting man less important than all it teaches re-

specting the Deity. Every conjecture which human
reason can suggest as to the degenerate state of man is

authoritatively verified ; and much more is told us

respecting the human race, in their relation to God,
than without revelation we could possibly have known. t

Thus, we read that man was orignally created in the

image of God ; and that he was Upright (Gen. i. 26 ;

Eccles. vii. 29). And, if we ask why then so little of

this godlike original is found in the world as it now is,

revelation teaches that disobedience to the command
of God brought sin into the world,

" with all our woe :"

that it was in Adam that we all died ; that from our

* TVe may also mention, as a very prevalent opinion of divines,

that all the Theophanies recorded in the Old Testament relate to

the Son.

f Horn on the Misery of Man.
5 u 2
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Theology, first parents are derived, to their latest posterity, all

""v^" that blindness of heart, all that unholiness of affections,

tho=e corrupt imaginations and desires, and those evil

workings of the mind, which issue in overt acts of

sin (Rom. v. 12, 14, 17-19; 1 Cor. xv. 22; Job xiv.

4; Ptalm i. 5). We thus become acquainted with

the important truth, that every man who is naturally

engendered of Adam is very far gone from original

righteousness ; is of his own nature inclined to evil ;

and is, from his birth, obnoxious to God's righteous

judgment. If now we take into account the actual

turnings aside from God,* the cursing and bitterness,

the swiftness to shed blood, the destruction and misery,
and those many depraved works of the flesh which
afflict human society at large, and degrade individuals,

we are prepared to understand that the moral condition

of man with reference to his Maker is that of wretched-

ness and condemnation.

The true extent of the misery of this condition is not,

however, felt until we perceive that, in ourselves, we
are not in circumstances to deliver our own souls from

impending judgment. Our experience scarcely needs

the testimony of revelation to convince us that we are

not able to change the natural ungodliness of the heart

and affections into " faith and calling upon God ;"

that we are not competent to remove from ourselves

the guilt contracted by sin ; nor to regain those paths
of righteousness from which all by nature stray. As,

also, our natural tendencies are not Godward, and in-

dulgence in sinful habits more effectually blunts the

moral feelings and perceptions, each successive day
spent in forgetfulness of God renders our natural con-

dition only the more hopeless. In the mean while

the Bible reveals to us that " the wicked shall be turned
into hell, and all the nations that forget God :" that
"
indignation and wrath, tribulation and anguish," must

be the inevitable portion of "
every soul of man that

doeth evil," without respect to person, age, or nation.

The undefined forebodings of the natural conscience

are thus realized in the fearful certainty of a revelation

"from heaven" of God's wrath "against all ungodli-
ness and unrighteousness of men ;" so that the most

prosperous career of vice is nothing better than a
"
treasuring up of wrath against the day of wrath "

(Psalm ix.
; Rom. i. 18 ; ii. 8,9 ; iii. 19).

It is at this juncture that revelation brings us ac-

quainted with the forgiving love of God through a

Mediator. We find the promise of a Redeemer recorded

contemporaneously with the history of that sin and
death which entered the world by our first parents'
disobedience. We see this promise to be from time to

time renewed, with more or less clearness and detail of

circumstances, until the actual appearance of the Media-
tor in the flesh. But that appearance was so little

after the usual fashion of mankind, that the testimony
of revelation can alone unfold the wondrous history of
God's well-beloved Son. Begotten from everlasting of
the eternal Father ; of one substance with the Father ;

the very and eternal God
;
He took man's nature in the

womb of a virgin mother, and of that mother was born
into the world, yet without sin. It was thus provided
that in this Redeemer's person the Divine and human
nature should be inseparably united, that as the rea-

sonable soul and body is one man, so God and man
might be one Christ. Thus constituted to be the pro-
pitiation for the sins of a fallen world, this perfect God

* Horn. iii.

and perfect man died upon the cross, that the " chas- Theology.
tisement of our peace'

1

might be "upon Him," and v-^v~ '

that "by His stripes we might be healed." He
died and was buried ; rose again from the dead ;

ascended into heaven ; and now appears in the pre-
sence of the Almighty Father as our everliving inter-

cessor. Thus, as transgression came by man, so satis-

faction was made by man ; as the offence of sin is

against God, so reconciliation was purchased by the
merits of the Son of God. (Psal. ii. 7 ; John i. 1-14 ;

Luke ii. 40 ; 1 Tim. ii 5, 6; Phil. ii. 6, et seq. ; Uvhn
ii. 1, 2, ct alib.)

The Scripture revelation of a Mediator solves there-

fore the difficulty which Natural Religion cannot explain.
The Deity is here revealed to us as a "just God, and

yet a Saviour ;" as so tempering His justice and mercy
together that He neither condemns sinful man to reme-
diless misery, nor by His mercy delivers us without a

just ransom. That ransom, however, having been

fully provided in the sufferings and death of Christ,*
the justice of God and His mercy embrace together
and fulfil the mystery of our redemption. Yet as re-

demption, like every other blessing, can profit those

only who are personally the subjects of it, it remains
for us to ascertain how "

this great salvation
"
becomes

available to all who desire to partake of it. On this

point the Scriptures teach that, "As Moses lifted up
the serpent in the wilderness, even so must the Son of

Man be lifted up ; that whosoever believeth in him
should not perish, but have eternal life. For God so

loved the world that he gave His only-begotten Son, that

that whosoever believeth in Him should not perish,
but have everlasting life : He that believeth on him
is not condemned ; but he that believeth not is con-

demned already." (John iii. 14-18 ; comp. John xx.

31; Acts xx. 31; Rom. iii. 26, v. 1, x. 4, et al.)
We thus learn that whilst " we are accounted righteous
before God only, for the merit of our Lord Jesus

Christ, and not for our works and deservings ;

:

'f

the "mean and instrument of our salvation required
on our parts is Failli ; that is to say, a sure trust and
confidence in the mercies of God, J whereby we per-
suade ourselves that God both hath and will forgive
our sins ; that He hath accepted us again into His

favour ;
that He hath released us from the bonds of

damnation, and received us again into the number of

His elect people ; not for our merits or deserts, but

only and solely for the merits of Christ's death and

passion, who became man for our sakes, and humbled
himself to sustain the reproach of the cross, that we

thereby might be saved, and made inheritors of the

kingdom of Heaven."

When, however, we find so much written in com-

mendation cf faith, that by it alone we are said to be

justified, it is not meant that he who exercises such a

faith can at any period be without true repentance,

hope, charity, and the reverent fear of God. Nor when
the Scriptures declare that we are justified freely by
God's grace, is it to be concluded that nothing is re-

quired on our part afterwards. Nor is it intended to

exclude or supersede the necessity of union with our

Saviour in his church and in his sacraments, through
which the benefits of our Saviour's passion are made
available to man.||

*Bomily on the Nativity. t Acts xi.

J Homily on the Passion. Homily on Salvation.

U It may be well to call attention to the fact that the Homily
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Theology. The Scriptures ascribe the merit and deserving of

\..^ v "*. ' our justification wholly and solely to the abundant grace
of God in Christ Jesus, apprehended by faith; yet no-

thing is more evident than the declarations which speak
of this faith as a principle which cannot lie dormant,
but which is always bringing forth some good work ;

and inseparably connected with an earnest endeavour

to obey God's commandments in all holiness of life ;

a fear to offend so merciful a Redeemer ;
a readiness

to do good to every man ; and " above all things,
and in all things, to advance the glory of that God of

whom only cometh our salvation." Thus is it that by
good works the faith which justifies may be as "evi-

dently known as a tree is discerned by its fruits;" and

thus every Christian man is diligently working out his
" own salvation with fear and trembling at the very time

that his faith leads him to depend solely on God to

work in him both to will and to do of His pleasure."
This inworking of faith and holiness the Scriptures

represent to be effected by the power of the Holy
Ghost. It is that sacred Person of the blessed Trinity
who so acts upon the hearts of men that they become

possessed of convictions respecting themselves and
their need of salvation, which, without His sacred

influence, they would never have had. From Him
proceed those fruits of faith which " are pleasing and

acceptable to God in Christ."* He, in a word,
"

is the

only worker of our sanctification, and makes us new
men in Christ Jesus."

Thus does the Scripture revelation of God, as

Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, appear not as a merely

speculative doctrine, but as a fundamentally prac-
tical truth. For as salvation, with all its present
concomitant blessings, originates in the grace and favour

of God the Father, so is it bestowed and comes to

man only for the sake of God the Son, nor by the

Son but through God the Holy Ghost.f Yet by this

threefold Divine agency it has been provided that

those who by nature are sons of Adam, and who, as

Adam's offspring, partake of the sinfulness of that

nature from which they derive their origin, become, in

the second Adam, God the Son, children of the Most

High, by a spiritual and heavenly birth
;
and are sepa-

rated from the world as a holy people unto the Lord,

by the indwelling power of the Holy Spirit.

Such being the wonderful provision made for the

rescue of mankind from sin and death eternal, and to

bring them to holiness and everlasting life, it were a

dishonour to the mercy and love ofGod to suppose that

the Divine counsel had not secured that a knowledge
of the great mystery of redemption should be perpe-
tuated to all generations. We are thus brought to

consider the means provided for the preaching of the

Gospel, or man regarded as a member of the Church.

Ola. 1. The sects against which the Church has had to main-
tain the great fundamental doctrines of the Trinity, the divinity
of our Saviour and of the Holy Spirit, are the Arians and Soci-

nians. The latter deny also the doctrine of the Atonement and

on Salvation (referred to in the eleventh article) uses the word

baptized as equivalent to justified in the following passage :
" Our

office is not to pass the time of this present life unfruitfully and

idly, after that we are baptized or justified, not caring how few

goods works we do to the glory of God and profit of our neigh-
bours," &c. Homily on Salvation, part iii.

We must be careful, in all our considerations on the subject of

justification, always to distinguish between justification, sanctifica-

tion, and final salvation, the two former being essential to the last.
*

Homily for Whitsunday. f Hooker, v. c. 5fi.

the personality of the Holy Ghost
;
while the Arians, who admit Theology,

the pre-existence of our Lord and the personality of the Holy r ^ _J
Ghost, recognise the doctrine of the Atonement, and acknow-

ledge an inferior divinity both in the Son and Holy Ghost. It

was chiefly against Arianism that the early Church had to con-
tend : and for a history of the controversies in early ages, we
must refer to the historical portions of this Encyclopaedia, espe-

cially vol. iii. chap. liv. p. 326. The works of Bishop Bull,

Bishop Horsier, and Dr. Waterland, will be found very useful in

all that relates to the Trinity. Dr. Burton's Testimonies of the

Ante-Nicene Fathers to the Doctrines of the Trinity and the Divinity of
our Lord, are a very admirable supplement to those of Bishop
Bull

;
and Mr. Newman's History ofthe Arians oftlie Fourth Century

gives a very lucid summary of the poiflts, as discussed at that

season.

Our object has been to adhere as closely as possible to the very
language of our Church on the subject of man's sinful state, and
his recovery by Jesus Christ, it being our desire to recognise no
other human authority in regard to a doctrine of so much im-

portance. To understand, however, fully the language of our
articles on these points, an historical knowledge of the opinions
held respecting them previous to the Reformation is an admir-
able assistance, if not rather an indispensable requisite. In
this respect the Bamptou Lectures of the late Archbishop Laurence
will be found extremely useful. The writers who have treated
on the various subjects included under what are usually termed
" The Five Points," are by far too numerous to be specified ;

and
as most of the common works on Divinity give references to

them, it seems superfluous to attempt it here.

Obs. 2. We may here conveniently state some of the pecu-
liarities of the Socinian views in regard to the state of man. It

must, however, be premised, that modern Unitarians' views differ

very widely from those of the older Socinians, and include many
shades of opinion ;

and some, indeed, who call themselves Uni-
tarians, differ from moral Deists only in believing that the mi-
racles and resurrection of our Saviour prove the truth of a future

state.

The Socinians hold that man's condition now is similar to that

of Adam, and that consequently there is no such thing as original
sin that the death denounced against Adam was only a denun-
ciation of future punishment to sin that man does not require
the grace of God to begin good, but to bring it to perfection
that man's will is free to good (while many modern Unitarians
hold the doctrine of philosophical necessity) that moral virtue

is the only ground of salvation, which salvation is nevertheless a
free gift of God.
The older Socinians acknowledged a prophetic, priestly, and

regal office in Christ
;
the first in preaching the Gospel ; the

second in his office in heaven, which is nearly identical with (3)
his regal office. But modern Unitarians are far from attributing
that dignity, to Christ after his resurrection which the older

Socinians did not deny. Justifying faith, according to them, is

only trusting to the promises of God, and a consequent obedi-
ence to them.

These opinions are merely stated here
; but it does not seem

requisite to discuss them, as the opinion of the mere humanity
of our Saviour, upon which the whole system rests, is utterly
irreconcileable with the whole scheme and language of Scripture,
and is entirely rejected by the concurrent testimony of Christian

antiquity.
The following extracts from Dr. Berrlman's Moyer's Lectures

for 1723 and 1724 (the subject of which is an historical account of

the Trinitarian Controversies), may be found useful in illustra-

ting some portion of the preceding chapter.

Extractsfrom Dr. Berriman.

" The doctrines of Socinus were by some of his followers

methodized and digested into regular systems, and by others

defended against the various objections, whether of Romanists or

Protestants. A scheme it was which did entirely change the

whole nature and design of Christianity. It not only took in

that grand point, in which the Sabellians and the Ariuns agreed,
that the Supreme Deity is personally but one, concurred also with
the latter, that our blessed Saviour is not God over all ; and with

the former, that the Holy Spirit is only a divine influence, with-

out any personal subsistence ; but it went on with Artenion and
others to deny that Jesus Christ had any real existence before

his birth of the Virgin ; and its patrons having set up private

judgment as their supreme rule, concluded from the whole, more

impiously, indeed, but still more consistently than former here-

ticks, that whatever is said of the merit and satisfaction of Christ,
his sacrifice for sin, and his redemption of sinners, his unchange-
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Theology, able priesthood, and intercession for us at God's right hand, has

f '
altogether a metaphorical or figurative meaning, widely different

from that in which the Church had always understood and made
use of those expressions. To these, if we add the many other

errors of this newfangled scheme, concerning the constitution of

the Christian Church and the appointment of its ministry, the

efficacy of its sacrawenfs, and the secret aptraiuna of Divine

ff>'<i<'f,
the interpretation of Scripture, and the rules of Christian

obettience, the state of the soul after death, the resurrection of the

body, and the future judgment, we shall have cause to say that

there was never any heresy that did so artfully disguise so great
a number of impieties as this hydra of Socinianism ; which made
so low an account of the unfathomable mystery of our redemption,

that there can be little ground to wonder if, besides {\\ejudaizing
errors already mentioned, there should be some who apostatized

(as Socinus himself could not entirely disown) into Mahometism,
or into downright Atheism ; nay, even if some of those who did

not openly apostatize, should yet boast of their agreement with

the followers of Mahomet in their notions of the Divine unity, and
their little difference from them in respect of Christ." (Berri-

man, p. 410.)
*

" It was not long after this [the publication of a translation of

Biddle's Catechism, about 1665] that Sandim published his Eccle-

siastical History, manifestly calculated for the service of the Arian

cause, and to persuade his readers that till the time of the Nicene

Council the Catholics had those very sentiments which were then

embraced by Arius and his associates, and all who differed from
them in these points had been esteemed as hereticks. This

groundless calumny (which had been but too much countenanced

by the writings of Petai'iits, though with a different view) gave

occasion to that admirable Defence of the Nicene Faith which was Theology,
drawn up by our incomparably learned Bishop Hull, in opposi- . __
tion at once to the Arian and the Jesuit ; and which was after-

wards followed by his other treatise of the Judgment of the Catho-
lick Church concerning the Necessity of helieritig Christ's Divinity, in

opposition to Episcopius and his Jianomtmnt brethren. Mean-
while the controversy which prevailed chiefly among us was not

upon the Arian, but Socinian scheme
; though as Santlius had

plainly showed his opinion, that there was nothing which should
hinder those two parties from communicating with cat-h other,
so the Socinians were generally of the same mind, and content to

join with such ns advanced somewhat higher than themselves,

provided they denied the Son's proper and essential divinity.
Some of them adhered to Biddle's scheme already mentioned,
but the greater part seem to have embraced the grossest sort of

Socinianism, as well by disowning the personality of the Holy
Ghost as disclaiming likewise all worship or invocation of Christ,
for which the Polish Socinians would doubtless have rejected
their communion. (Berriman, p. 424.)

Dr. Berriman then proceeds to mention Dr. Sherlock's Vindi-

cation of the Doctrine of the Trinity, which some persons charged
with Tritheism, and Dr. South's Animadversions upon Dr. Sherkck,
which was again charged by others with Sabellianism, and to

intimate the advantage taken of this dispute by the Unitarians
of those days. Some of the Unitarians then acknowledged
themselves ready to conform and use the expressions of the
Church of England, provided they might by persons understand

only modes or names of relations. This, of course, was only a
form of Sabellianism.

For a short account of the controversy in later days, see the
Historical Division of this Encyclopedia, vol. v. p. 1139-40.
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CHAPTER IV.

The Doctrine of Scripture respecting the Church, and respecting a Future Life.

Theology. HAVING now considered the chief substance of the re-

^^v -^ relation of God respecting the nature and attributes of

the Deity, and the relation between God and man as a

fallen and sinful being, needing restoration to God's

favour, and assistance from on high, needing pardon,

justification, and sanctification, we proceed further to

view the means by which these gracious purposes of

God are applied and brought home to individuals. In
the Scriptures is found the substance of that communi-
cation from God through which each man is to become

capable of salvation ; but we ask at once was this

communication left in the world to make its own un-
aided way to the heart of each individual, or was the

propagation and maintenance of the truths contained

in it enjoined on a distinct body of men, and all who
receive that truth gathered together into one body ?

*

The answer to this inquiry is obvious. The doctrine

of redemption, as preached to man, clearly implies a

society ; and Scripture, speaking of this society, calls

it the Church. We therefore now proceed to inquire
what Scripture teaches us concerning the Church.

The In commenting upon that portion of the creed in

Church. which we profess our belief in " the holy Catholic

Church," Bishop Pearson observes, that our Lord, in

first speaking of this Church, spoke of it as that which
as yet was not.t Thus he said to St. Peter,

" And
upon this rock I will build my Church "

{Matt. xvi. 18).
But when he had ascended into heaven, and the Holy
Ghost had come down when Peter had converted

three thousand souls (Acts ii. 41), which were added to

the hundred and twenty disciples (Acts i. 15), then

there was a Church (and that, too, built upon St.

Peter,$ according to our Saviour's promise) ; for after

that we read " the Lord added to the Church daily'

* The Bishop of London, in his Three Sermons on the Church

(London, 1842), has cited a very striking sentence ou this point
from Archbishop Bramhall (IVorki, p. 615) :

" If he think that

Christ left the Catholic Church, as the ostrich doth her eggs in

the sand, without any care or provision for the governing thereof
in future ages, he erreth grossly." To which Bishop Blomfleld
adds the following remark :

" It is expressly asserted by Clement
of Rome, a companion of the Apostles, that such provision was
made by them." (Three Sermons, &c., p. 32.)

t By this assertion we need not understand the bishop to

speak as if the Jewish Church had nothing to do with the Chris-
tian. We may understand it of the Church as peculiarly a

Christian Church, founded not merely, as the Jewish Church
was, on the belief of a future Messiah, but on the belief of that
-Mrssiah having come in the person of our Lord and Saviour
Jesus Christ. The Church may be viewed as existing from the

earliest ages, and continuing to the present day, as the Patri-

archal, the Jewish, and the Christian Church. The assertion
of Bishop Pearson will apply to it, as the Clirislitin Church, with-
out considering it a new creation, independent of the former

developments of the Church.

{ See Tertull. Ve I'udicitia, c. 21
;
and Basil. Adv. Eunom. 1. ii.

ici-. 4.
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such as should be saved
" *

(Acts ii. 57). "A Church, Theology

then, our Saviour promised should be built, and by a <^^^-*^'

promise made before his death. After his ascension,

and upon the preaching of St. Peter, we find a Church
built or constituted, and that of a nature capable of

daily increase." (Bishop Pearson, On the Creed, p. 542,
Dobson's edition.)

Without entering into the questions, to which we
must hereafter recur, as to the catholicity and external

unity of this Church, we may observe that it is seldom

denied that such a body as the Church exists and is

supposed in Scripture ;
but the great differences which

exist among men in regard to it relate to its nature

and constitution.

If we inquire from Scripture what is the meaning of Meaning
the term (tKK\riaia) rendered Church, we shall per-

ofthe

ceive that it is a word which in Greek means an assem- worj<

bly or congregation, with the notion of being
"

called

forth ;" and in the New Testament it always signifies a

company of persons professing the Christian religion.
"
Sometimes," observes Bishop Pearson, "the Churches

of God are diversified as many ; sometimes, as many
as they are, they are all comprehended in one." Thus
"the Churches "

are mentioned yJctexvi. 5 ; 1 Cor. xiv.

34, &c. ;

" the Churches of God," 2 Tfiess. i. 4 ; 1 Cor.

15, 16 ;

" the Churches of the Gentiles," Rom. xvi. 4
;

" the Churches of the saints," 1 Cor. xiv. 33. Some-
times we read of a church as designating a few believers

gathered together in one house, as the Church in the

house of Priscilla and Aquila (1 Cor. xvi. 19). So
also we read of the Churches of Samaria and the

Churches of Asia, meaning the Christian congregations
in those districts. But then we observe, that even

when the Scriptures speak of many such congregations
in great cities, they speak of them under the notion of

one Church. Thus St. Paul writes to the Corinthians,
" Let your women keep silence in your Churches "

(1 Cor. xiv. 34). But yet the dedication of the epistle
is

" To the Church of God which is at Corinth "

(1 Cor. i. 2).
Now just as these many Congregations formed one

Church, so these many Churches formed one Church
under Christ, the great bishop of our souls ; and in

this sense we speak of THE CHURCH as the great

society founded by our Lord.

We find, therefore, that the Church was considered

as a society built upon the foundation of Jesus Christ ;

and from other parts of the Scriptures, especially the

Epistles of St. Paul, we gather that this society was
furnished with its own officers and ministers, and that

it had its own ceremonial of worship and sacramental

* Some useful remarks on the meaning of the phrase will be

found in the Bishop of London's Three Sernumt on the Church.
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Theology, observances. The two last particulars are indicated
> ^~v*~-' in the Acts of the Apostles, where it is said of the

disciples that they continued sted lastly in the Apos-
tles' doctrine and fellowship,

" and in breaking- of

tread and in prayers." (Acts ii.)

Reserving' to a later portion of this chapter some
notice of the nature of the connexion between various

branches of this great body, and the means of distin-

guishing the true Church of Christ amid contending
bodies, who claim, each for themselves, that holy name,
we shall now briefly consider the polity, the sacraments,
and the ceremonial of the Church of Christ.

Sect. \.-Ofthe Polity of the Church of Christ.

Polity The general character of the Christian Church in

of the the Apostolic age and the time of the Apostolic Fathers
Church.

},as teen so fully treated in the Historical Division of

this work, and under the word BISHOP in the Miscel-

laneous portion, that it is needless to repeat in this

place the statements there made ; and we merely request
that the following observations may be considered as

supplementary to those articles.

Ministers. On inquiring into the nature and constitution of the

Christian Church, as laid before us in Scripture, we
find that certain offices are there mentioned as being

already appointed. If we examine the Epistle of fit.

Paul, we shall find (besides some orders of men pos-

sessing the extraordinary gifts of the Spirit, as, for ex-

ample, prophecy and the gift of tonyiics, &c., as

mentioned Ephes. iv. 11, and 1 Cor. xii. & xiv., that

three orders of men are mentioned as bearing a share

in the ministry of the Church; viz., Bishops, Elders

or Priests, and Deacons ; of which names the two first

are used in Scripture with some latitude and am-

biguity.

Ordination. It is shown, by arguments which admit of no answer,
that the Apostles did ordain ministers by the imposi-
tion of hands, and did give them authority to ordain

others ; as, for example, Titus in Crete, and Timothy
in Ephesus (See 1 Tim. iv. 14 ; Tit. i. 5). Nor is there,

in the reason of the thing, any cause why this ordi-

nance should last for one or two generations and then

be discontinued ; but, on the contrary, every reason

would lead us to consider it a permanent and perpetual

appointment. And accordingly we find that in the

Universal Church this was taken as a noted and fun-

damental point. No one was considered capable of

transmitting the grace of the Holy Spirit, which gives
men authority and power to minister in things per-

taining unto God, except such as had received it

themselves by spiritual succession from the Apostles.
Nor is it denied by the more learned of the opponents
of episcopacy that the government of the Church and
the ordination of its ministers was restricted to bishops
as early as in the age immediately succeeding the Apos-
tles. The acute Chillingworth has drawn from this a

conclusive argument for the Apostolic origin of the

Episcopate.
"
Episcopal government," he says,

"
is acknow-

ledged to have been universally received in the Church

presently after the Apostles' times. Between the

Apostles' times and this presently, there was not time

enough, nor possibility of so great an alteration
"

[as
that from Presbyterial to Episcopal government],

" and
therefore there was no such alteration as is pretended ;

and therefore Episcopacy, being confessed to be so

ancient and catholic, must be granted also to be Apos-

tolic quod eroi demonstrandum.:" (Chiilingworth, The. Theology.

Apostolical Institution of Episcopacy Demonstrated, VPN*-/

Works, vol. ii. p. 531 537.)
As the offices of Bishop and Deacon have been

fully
treated of in other parts of this work (see Hist. Div.

vol. ii., and Miscell. Div. vols. ii. and iv., articles

BISHOP and DEACON), we do not enlarge upon this

subject, but simply observe, that the British Bishops

may be proved to derive their orders in unbroken suc-

cession from Apostolic times; and their authority in this

country may be traced to its earliest conversion. Hence

every authority due to an Apostolic Church may be

lawfully claimed by them.

Olts. 1. The subject of Episcopacy lias been so frequently handled

by our most eminent divines, that it would be almost impossible
to enumerate the names of their treatises upon it. Bishop Taylor,

Bishop Hall, and Archbishop Jiramhall, ably maintained the cause

of Kpiscopaey ;
and Dr. Hammond has answered the arguments

of the Presbyterian divines of the XVI 1th Century. In later

times, Leslie, in his Essay on the Qualifications to administer the

Sacraments, and Bennet, in his Eights of the Clergy, and his Dis-

course of Schism, also have ably maintained the cause. For more

specific references to these great storehouses of argument, and
for a very lucid and admirable summary of their substance, we
must refer to the Sermons on the Commission and consequent Duties

of the Clergy, by the late Rev. Hugh James Rose; to the Rev.

"W. Palmer's Treatise on the Church; to Bishop Blornfield's Three

Sermons on the Church ; and Bishop Onderdonk's Episcopacy
tested by Scripture. Amongst other older works, however, we
must just mention Field, Of the Church, as deserving especial at-

tention.

If, on this subject, any individuals prefer their own views to

the universal and uninterrupted practice of the Church for nearly
1GOO years, we do not mean to argue the question with them.
With 'those on whom such an argument has no effect, we should
not expect any reasoning we could offer, to prevail. There is

one point, however, which, not having been previously consi-

dered, requires a passing notice. It is the story known by the

name of The Nay's Head Fable, by which the less respectable of

the Roman Catholic writers attempt to discredit the consecration

of Archbishop Parker. We may add also that some of the more

respectable writers of that communion, from a want of informa-

tion on the subject, have given currency to this disreputable
fabrication. See especially Massuet, in his Notes mi Irentfiis,

vol. ii. p. 105.

The following remarks are from the notes to the Seitnons on

the Commission and consequent Duties of the Clergy, above referred

to.
" It is curious that they who attacked the English ordinations

did so inconsistently.
"
First, they alleged that King Edward's ritual for ordination

was bad. Next, they said that bishops consecrated by men who
were separate from the Church, and had no authority or juris-

diction, were no bishops; confounding the difference between

the powers of ordination and of jurisdiction. Then marriage,

they said in their ignorance, made the consecration of bishops
void. Ashamed of all these stories, they next said that the new

bishops had not been consecrated at all by imposition of hands.

Finally, they brought up the Nag's Head story. This story was

first to'ld by a Jesuit, called Sacro Basco, or IJulywood, in 1604,

forty-five years after Parker's consecration .' Kellison, a Roman-
ist writer, knew nothing of this story in his frst book, but pub-
lished it in his second!" Prose's Sermons, p. 227.

We now add Archbishop Bramhall's account of the Nag's
Head fable (Works, p. 436J, quoted in the same book as the

shortest and fullest refutation of the story. It is as follows :

" They say that Archbishop Parker and the rest of the Pro-

testant bishops in the beginning of Queen Elizabeth s reign, or

at least sundry of them, were consecrated at the Nag's Head in

Cheapside, together, by Bishop Scory alone, or by him and Bishop

Barlow, without sermon, without sacrament, without solemnity,
in the year 1559 (but they know not what day nor before

what public notaries), by a new fantastic form. And all this

they, on the supposed voluntary report of Mr. Neale (a single

malicious spy), in private to his own party, long after the busi-

ness pretended to be done.
" We say that Archbishop Parker was consecrated alone at

Lambeth, in the Church, by four bishops, authorized thereunto

by Commission under the Great Seal of England, with sermon,
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Theology with sacrament, with due solemnities, on the 17th day of De-

i -I,
' cember, anno 1559, before four of the most eminent public nota-

ries in England, and particularly the same public notary was

principal actuary both at Cardinal Pole's consecration and

Archbishop Parker's. And that all the rest of the bishops were
consecrated at other times, some in the same month, but not

upon the same day ;
some in the same year, but not the same

month ;
and some the year following. And to prove the truth of

our relation, and falsehood of theirs, we produce the register of

the see of Canterbury, as authentic as the world hath any ; the

registers of the other fourteen sees then vacant, all as carefully

kept by sworn officers as the records of the Vatican itself. AVe

produce all the commissions under the Privy Seal and Great
Seal of England. We produce the rolls and records of the

Chancery; and if the records of the Signet Office had not been

unfortunately burned in King James's time, it might have been
verified by them also. We produce an Act of Parliament, ex-

press to the point, within seven years after the consecration : we
produce all the controverted consecrations published to the

world in print, anno 1572, three years before Archbishop Parker's

death, whilst all things were fresh in men's memories/'
Obs. 2, We must not omit simply to state that some men,

especially the Puritans (tee Hooker, book v. sec. 78, note, where
he quotes Cartwright), have objected to the use of the word Priest

in respect to a Christian minister, as implying
" a sacrificer."

Hooker, to avoid disputes, agrees in some degree to forego the

use of the word, and says,
" I rather term the one sort presby-

ters than priests, because in a matter of so small moment I would
not willingly offend their ears to whom the name of priesthood
is odious, though without cause." But it must be remembered,
that although we repudiate the Roman Catholic sacrifice of the

Mass, in which it is declared that the priest offers Christ upon
the altar a propitiatory sacrifice for the living and the dead, we
acknowledge in another sense a tarn/ice in the Eucharist. The
oblation of the gifts is a sacrifice in one sense ; and, at all events,
the prayer and praise there offered to God may most justly be

called a spiritual sacrifice ;
and in this sense it is difficult to see

how any offence can be engendered by the use of the term Priest.

But this controversy is too wide to enter upon here. We refer

for further information to Dr. Waterland on the Eucharitt ; to

Mr. Palmer, Treatise on the Church, pt. ii. ch. viii. ; Bishop Bur-
net and other writers on Art. 31, &c.

Sect. 2. The Ceremonial, Liturgy, and Sacraments of
the Christian Church.

Ceremo-
nial of the

Church.

Forms of

Prayer.

As the worship of God is one of the principal ob-

jects of the Christian Church, it is clear that some
external ceremonial must be prescribed in it upon
competent authority. The notices contained in Scrip-
ture with regard to this point are undoubtedly rather

scanty, but they are sufficient to guide us in the main

objects of Christian worship, without fettering particu-
lar churches as to the minute details of the manner in

which the great object is to be effected.

The public worship of God is particularly specified
in Scripture, and " the breaking of bread and prayers,"
of which we read {Acts ii. 42), may be considered to

include both the ordinary provision for this purpose,
and the celebration of the Lord's Supper.

As the subject of Liturgies has been treated at con-

siderable length in the Miscellaneous Division of this

work, under the article LITURGIES, we shall not here

dwell upon the various topics connected with the mode
of conducting Divine worship. We may, however,
refer to one or two works not mentioned in that

article. In the able treatise of T. Bennet, entitled A
b rirf History of the joint Use of precomposed set Forms

of Prayer, &c., by T. Bennet, M.A. (2nd edit. 1708),
will be found a most elaborate discussion, to show
that " the ancient Jews, our Saviour, and his Apos-
tles, never joined in any prayers but precomposed set

forms only ;" that these forms were such as the con-

gregations
" were accustomed to, and thoroughly ac-

quainted with ;" and that "
their practice warrants the

the imposition of a national precomposed Liturgy.
"

VOL. II.

It is from this valuable work that Wheatley's Preface Theology,

to the Illustrations of the Common Prayer (referred to
*~""V^-7

under LITURGY) is almost entirely drawn, and the

work is here mentioned because it well deserves a

most attentive perusal, as the results to which it leads

us are of great importance.
Another work* of great value, lately published, de-

serves mention here, viz., Mr. Palmer's Origines Litur-

gicce. A considerable portion of that work is devoted
to the elucidation of the antiquities of the English

Liturgy and Ritual, &c., but there is prefixed to it a

most valuable dissertation on ancient Liturgies, to

which we would direct especial attention. The infor-

mation there condensed is only to be obtained from

many scattered sources (although much of it is to be
found in Renaudot's Liturgiarum Orientalium Col-

lectio), and is nowhere else so lucidly arranged.
Some important results appear to follow, from the

arguments adduced in this dissertation, relative to the

condition of the primitive Liturgies. Mr. Palmer

observes, in his introduction,
"
It seems to have been

often assumed by the learned, that there was originally
some one Apostolic form of Liturgy in the Christian

Church, to which all the notices which the Fathers

supply might be referred. Were this hypothesis sup-

ported by facts, it would be very valuable. But the

truth is, there are several different forms of Liturgy
now in existence, which, as far as we can perceive,
have been different from each other from the most
remote antiquity. And with regard to the apparent

propriety of the Apostles instituting one Liturgy
throughout the world, it may be observed, that it is

quite sufficient to suppose all Liturgies originally

agreed in containing everything that was necessary
for the due celebration of the Eucharist; but that

they adopted exactly the same order, or received every-
where the same rites, is a supposition equally unneces-

sary and groundless.
5 '

p. 5, 6.

Mr. Palmer afterwards observes (Introduction, p. 8),
" after a careful examination of the primitive Litur-

gies of the Christian Church, it appears to me that

they may all be reduced to four, which have been

used in different churches from a period of profound

antiquity." These are,

1. The Great Oriental Liturgy, used in all churches

from the Euphrates to the Hellespont, and from the

Hellespont to the southern extremity of Greece.

2. The Alexandrian, used from time immemorial in

Egypt, Abyssinia, &c.

3. The Roman, used in Italy, Sicily, and the civil

diocese of Africa.

4. The Galilean, used in Gaul and Spain, and pro-

bably in the exarchate of Ephesus, till the IVth

Century.
These Mr. Palmer considers the parents of all

existing forms of Liturgies ; and he adds, that their

antiquity was so very remote, their use so extensive in

those ages when bishops were most independent, that it

seems difficult to fix their origin at a lower period
than the Apostolic age.

* The mention of Mr. Palmer's work renders it superfluous
to enumerate other writers on the subject besides those referred

to under LITURGIES. There are such ample references to Aue-

mani, Renaudat, Goar, Gavanti, Bonn, &c., and other writers,

both of the Romish communion and others, that any person

reading Mr. Palmer's work will be able to pursue the iubjeet as

far as he may be inclined.

5 x
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Theology. The elementary members* of which these Liturgies
v-~v>1 -/ consisted were for the most part the same, but they

appear to have varied chiefly in the order in which
these parts were arranged. Those belonging to each
of these great families resembled the others used in

the same ecclesiastical districts in their arrangement,
but differed from those of the other families. Thus, in

all Alexandrian Liturgies, the general prayers for men
and things occurred in the middle of the Eucharistia
or thanksgiving, and before the hymn Ter sanctus
while in the O/ien/al Liturgies the general prayers
are deferred till after the end of the benediction of the

gifts. (Palmer, p. 99.)
This substantial uniformity, under circumstantial

variation, is certainly a remarkable phenomenon ; and
to those who would study it in all its bearings we
recommend the work of Mr. Palmer. Another very
valuable portion of his book is the answer contained
in the second volume to the objections of Dr. Brett
and others (especially non-jurors), against our office

for the Holy Communion.

Having made these few observations on the subject
of Liturgies, we proceed to consider next the Sacra-
ments of the Church.

It is perhaps needless to refer more particularly to writers upon
the Book of Common Prayer. The Appendix to Dr. Nicholls's

Paraphrase, consisting of Nates from Bishop Andreuxs, Bishop
Cosi/is, &c., is very useful. H. L'Estrange's The Alliance of Di-
vine Offices, Dr. Comber's Companion to the Temple, Bishop Spar-
row's Rationale of the Common Prayer, Wheatley, and the more
modern work of Shepherd, will all be found of value in the elu-
cidation of the Book of Common Prayer, as well as the edition of
it with notes by Bishop Mant, the Liturgy compared with the Bible,

by Mr. Bailey, Keeling's Liturgite Britanniccc, and Clay's Book of
Common Prayer.

Sect. 3. Of theSacraments of the Church.

In the definition of a sacrament given in the Cate-
chism of the Church of England, it is stated to be "an
outward and visible sign of an inward and spiritual

grace, given unto us, ordained by Christ himself as a
means whereby we receive the same, and a pledge to

assure us thereof." The previous question is, "How
many Sacraments hath Christ ordained in his Church ?"
and the answer is,

" Two only, as generally necessary to

salvation.' that is to say, Baptism and the Supper of
the Lord."

By these answers, we learn what our Church con-
siders requisite to form aSacrament, properly so called.

1. It must have been appointed or ordained (as to its

outward sign) by Christ himself.

2. It must be generally necessary to salvation, and
thus needful, under ordinary circumstances, for all men.

3. The sign, of which it partly consists, must be an
outward and visible sign.

4. This sign must be a sign of an inward and spi-
ritual grace.

5. It must be also the means of conveying that

grace, as well as a token that we receive it.

By these conditions, or by some of them, the other
five ordinances called Sacraments by the Romanists,
viz., Confirmation, Penance, Orders, Matrimony, and
Extreme Unction, are excluded from the rank of Sa-

craments, according to the views of our Church.

*
By Lituryy, it will be seen that we here mean what we call

Communion Service; and the elementary members of which we
speak are, the prayers for all conditions of men, the oblation of
the gifts, the Sursum Corda, the Ter sanctus, &c.

The Roman Catholic Church (Condi. Tritl., Sess. vii. i). pro- Theolcgy.
nouiicca an anathema against all who affirm that the number of .^v,..^./
sacraments is more or less than seven, and joins with this decla-

ration the same anathema against every one who denies that all

of these were instituted by Christ. It is needless to enter much
at length into this discussion, as the number of sacraments

which men allow must clearly depend on their definition of a

sacrament. The language of the articles and homilies sometimes

seems to admit that other rites may be called sacraments, but in

another sense ; and much to the same purpose is the language of

Melancthon, in his Loci Theologici (De Nwnero Sacramenturum).
The subject had been much discussed in the time of Henry VIII.

See the answers of the Bishops to the queries sent to them, as

recorded in Burnet's Reformation, vol. i. pt. ii. record zxi.

Stillingfleet has shown that there is no Catholic tradition for

seven sacraments, that this number was not acknowledged for

many centuries before the Council of Trent, and disproves Bel-

larmine's bold assertions. P. Lombard is the first writer who
fixes on seven as the number of the sacraments. Concerning the

agreement of the Greek Church in the number seven, which

Bellarmine and De la Hogue (De Sacramentis, p.7-8) appeal to, as

proving the antiquity of this determinate number of seven, it

is very summarily disposed of. 1st, There was no such consent

even among the Latin fathers, and the Greek fathers who are

quoted are very late. For more on the number of sacraments,
see Hooker, b. v. sec. 57, and the writers on our Articles.

We proceed now to consider the two sacraments,

Baptism and the Supper of the Lord.

Baptism. As the subject of baptism has already-

been treated of at some length (Miscel. Div. vol. ii.

article BAPTISM and BAPTISTS), we h-ive here chiefly

to supply what is wanting in that article.

It will be seen from that article that baptism was not

a new ceremony, but had been long familiar to the

minds of the Jews as an initiatory rite. This very cir-

cumstance may serve to account in some degree for the

little detail with which it is spoken of in Scripture, and

for the omission of some of those particulars at which

men have occasionally stumbled in modern days. Thus,
the baptism of infants is not specified as being a thing
then understood and implied. But as this holy rite is of

the utmost importance, as being that whereby we are

brought into covenant with God, and made members
of Christ's Church, as it is that to which the holy
Church attributes the heavenly grace of regeneration,

it will be requisite to show some of the grounds on

which the baptism of infants has been most justly re-

tained in our Church.

It has been said that the Church of England is

obliged to call in tradition to defend infant baptism,
because it cannot be proved by Scripture. This asser-

tion is by no means just ; but were it so, infant baptism
is a custom, not a doctrine, and the practice of the

Church is the best means which we have of ascertain-

ing in what sense she understood the commands of

Scripture. But we can show for the custom such

warrant from Scripture that we should fear, if we ever

gave it up, that we were abandoning a plain com-

mandment of our Saviour. We shall, therefore, ia

the very brief defence of it which we shall here

make, first adduce some passages from Scripture,

and then state what Christian antiquity enables us to

infer.

In the first place, however, we must request atten-

tion to the baptism of proselytes, as practised by the

ancient Jews.* It is known that the existing children

of proselytes were baptized, however tender their age.

Those born after the parents' reception into the Jewish

Church were treated as children of Jews ; the males

* See the Introduction to Wall's History of Infant Baptism,

abridged in Ency. Met. Misc. Div. article BAPTISM.
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Theology, were circumcised, and a sacrifice was offered for the

*~~^ J females ;
as is proved at large in Wall's History of In-

fant Baptism.
This being the case when baptism was enjoined, we

should not expect any particular specification of infants

as capable of baptism, because by the custom of those

days when baptism was spoken of this was implied.
Let us now attempt to ascertain the doctrine of Scrip-
ture and the practice of antiquity on this point

1. Scripture. The rite of circumcision at once pre-

pares us to admit that infants are capable of being re-

ceived into covenant with God. Nor does it make
much difference that the one is an outward ceremony
and a less spiritual covenant. We learn from St Paul,
Rom. ii. 28, 29, that circumcision was a sign of a

spiritual covenant also.

Let us then apply these two facts to the explanation
of our Lord's command to his apostles,

" Go ye

therefore and tench all nation's, baptizing them in the

name of the Fa/htr, and of the Son, and of the Holy
Ghost," Mat. xxviii. 19

; observing that the word

(pi0r)ru<rart) translated '

teach,' more properly means
'

disciple,' or ' make disciples "/,' which is much the

same as '

making proselytes.' Had the command been
' make disciples of all nations, circumcising them,'

could there have been a doubt that infants would have

been included in this command ? Considering that the

infants of proselytes were also usually baptized, can we
think that anything else was intended or understood by
the command, as it stands, than that infants as well as

adults should be baptized. The proof rather lies on

those of the opposite opinion. It being usual to bap-
tize infants, if our Saviour had intended to exclude

them, he would have specified it.*

Dr Galet labours very hard to prove that fiadijrev-

aarc. must mean teach, and not '

disciple,' but is not very
successful in his observations on Wall ; who, in his

Defence of the History of Infant Baptism, has replied
to them.

Again, our Saviour says, John iii. 15, Except a man be

born ofwater and of the Spirit, he cannot enter into the

kingdom of God ; from which the necessity of baptism
for all may be inferred. The Greek word is no. The

antipsdo-baptists endeavour to wrest this text from us

by arguing that infants are not capable of the grace of

the Holy Spirit, and therefore cannot have this saving

baptism, but are saved without baptism. Of some of

the graces of the Holy Spirit we may suppose them

* See Wall ; and Lightfoot, Harmony of the Gospels, and Hor. Heb.,
Matt. Hi. 6. The late Mr. Coleridge, in his valuable work en-

titled Aids to Spiritual Reflection, p. 358 378, while arguing/or
the practice of infant baptism, jet denies that there is any suf-

ficient proof that it was in use in the age of the Apostles. He
does not allude to the above passage, and seems to assume (p. 359)
that the baptism of infants cannot be shown to be a known prac-
tice of that age ; but takes no notice of the argument from the

baptism of infant children of proselytes. But he afterwards con-

tends most earnestly (p. 361) that nothing conclusive againttlhe

practice can be drawn from the silence of the Apostles 4 and he

declares, in a note (p. 363), that the assertions of Robinson, in his

History ofBaptism, that infant baptism did not commence tili the time

of Cyprian, &c., are rash, and not only unwarranted by the autho-
rities he cites, but unanswerably confuted by the arguments of Wall
and others. He does not deny that it was the practice of the Apos-
tles ; he only denies that we have sufficient proof of it. Mr.

Coleridge, however, in both cases, only gives the conclusions at

which he has arrived ; with one exception, he answers no argu-
ment derived from Scripture.

f Gale's Reflections on Walls History of Infant Kaptiam, letter

vii. p. 244289.

incapable, but of the precise nature and mode of the Theology,

operations of God's Spirit on the heart we are so pro-
v~"

"-.

foundly ignorant that we can draw no conclusion from

such a statement. (N'ee Wall and Bishop Bethel].)

Again, our Lord (Mark x. 14) says,
"

Suffer the little

children to come unto me, and forbid them not, for of
such is the kingdom of God." This passage needs

only to be combined with the last cited to show how

strong a testimony it gives to these deductions from

Scripture.
With regard to the expression,

" he and all his," used
of the gaoler who was baptized at Philippi, and the
" household of Lydia," who were baptized with her,
it is perhaps unwise to rest much on such passages
(Acts xvi. 15, 38 ; xi. 14). In Acts viii. 12, only men
and women are mentioned.

Lastly, we may refer to 1 Cor. vi. 14, the sense of

which (holy and saints being often used for baptized

persons) would be paraphrased thus,
" For it has often come to pass that an unbelieving

husband has been brought to the faith, and so to bap-
tism, by his wife, and vice versa ; if it were not so, and
if the wickedness of the infidel (whether wife or hus-

band) prevailed, their children would be kept unbap-
tized, and so be unclean ; but we see the contrary, for

they are generally baptized, and so become holy or sanc-

tified."

For a defence of this interpretation, which coincides

with that of Gregory of Nazianzum, St. Augustine,
and Pelagius, we must refer to Wall's History of In-

fant liaptism, pt. 1 , chaps, xi. xv. xviii.

2. The Practice of Antiquity. In arguing the ques-
tion of infant baptism from the practice of antiquity,
we must observe that those passages by inference sup-

port our views which maintain the doctrine of original

sin, and the absolute necessity of baptism to salvation.

An infant, who is liable to condemnation on account of

original sin, clearly requires baptism to obtain remission

of that sin ; and if baptism is unconditionally necessary
for salvation, it must be necessary for infants as well as

others. The passages adduced from Clement of Rome
maintain the doctrine of original sin, and state that it

affects even a child who lives but one day.
There is a passage also in the Pastor ofHermas which

makes for infant baptism, but it requires too long an ex-

amination to be adduced here ; it will be found well

discussed both in Wall and Bingham. The passages
which are of most importance are those from Justin

Martyr, Irenaeus, and Tertullian.

Justin Martyr (Dial, cum Tryphone Judteo) main-
tains the doctrine of original sin, and in the same dia-

logue makes baptism correspond to circumcision. He
also speaks of persons 60 and 70 years of age, who had
been made disciples to Christ from their childhood

(or t/c iraiiuiv ijj.aQriTivQriaav T<f \pttrrf) ; their being
"

discipled
" would have been within a few years after

the writing of St. Matthew's gospel, and they were
made so " from their childhood !" So that this shows
the practice of the Apostolic age.
The following extract from Bingham's Antiquities

of the Christian Church, b. xi. ch. iv. 9 and 10, will

give us the substance of what is to be gathered from
Irenaeus and Tertullian.

" Not long after the time of Justin Martyr and the

author last mentioned ''

(the author of the Recognitions,

falsely ascribed to Clemens Romanus),
"

lived Irenaeus,

biahop of Lyons, who, as Mr. Dodwell evidently shows,
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Theology, and Mr. Cave from him, was born in the latter end of
*- v--/ the 1st Century, about the year 97, and was a disciple

of Polycarp, who was a disciple of St. John. About
the year 176 he wrote his book against heresies, being
then about 80 years old, and died not many years after.

So that he must needs be a competent witness of the

Church's sense and practice upon this point during the

Ilnd Century. Now there are three things related

on this matter, which appear very evident from him :

(1) that the Church then believed the doctrine of

original sin
; (2) that the ordinary means of purging

away this sin was baptism ; (3) that children as well as

others were then actually baptized to obtain remission

of sins, and apply the redemption of Christ to them.

For the doctrine of original sin he sometimes calls it

the sin of our first parents,* which was done away in

Christ by his loosing the bonds wherein we were
held and bound over unto death ; the sin whereby we
offended Godf in the first Adam by disobeying his

commands, but were reconciled to God in the second

Adam by obedience unto death. So that infants as

well as others were under the guilt of this sin, and had
need of a redeemer, with the rest of mankind, to deliver

them from it. Now the ordinary way of being freed

from this original guilt, he says, is baptism, which is

our regeneration J or new birth unto God. And this

h<2 expressly affirms to be administered to children as

well as adult persons.
'
For,' says he,

' Christ came to

save all persons by himself; all, I say, who by him are

regenerated unto God, infants and little ones, and chil-

dren, and youths, and elder persons. Therefore he went

through the several ages, being made an infant lor

infants, that he might sanctify infants ; and for little ones
he was made a little one, to sanctify them of that age
also.' No art can elude this passage, so long as it is

owned that regeneration means baptism. And for this,

we have the explication of Irenaeus himself, who calls

baptism by the name of regeneration ; and so all the

ancients commonly do, as Suicerus (against whom I am
now disputing) scruples not to own, alleging Justin

Martyr,|| Chrysostom, and Gregory Nyssen to this

purpose ; which fully evinces infant buptism in the

age of Irenaeus, that is, in the Ilnd Century, to have been
the common practice of the Church.

" In the latter end of the Ilnd Century, and beginning
of the Illrd, lived Tertullian, presbyter of the Church of

Carthage ; who, though he had some singular notions

about this matter, yet he sufficiently testifies, the

Church's practice. In his own private opinion he was
for deferring the baptism of infants, especially where
there was no danger of death, till they came to years
of discretion ; but he so argues for this, as to show us
that the practice of the Church was otherwise. '

For,'

says he,
'

according to every one's conditionlT and dis-

position, and also their age, the delaying of baptism is

more advantageous, especially in the case of little chil-

dren. For what need is there that the godfathers should
be brought into danger? because they may either tail

of their promises by death, or they may be deceived by
a child's proving of wicked disposition. Our Lord says,

indeed,
' Do not forbid them to come unto me.' Let

them come, therefore, when they are grown up ; let

them come when they can learn
; when they can be

*
Irenffius, lib. v. c. 19. f Id. v. 16. J Id. i. 18.

j Id. ii. 39.
||

Suicer. TKaaiar. Eecki. voc. 'Antyininf.
f Tertull. Dt Bapttsmo, c. 18.

taught whither it is they come; let them be made
Theology.

Christians when, they can know Christ. What need . ..
-

their innocent age make such haste to, the forgiveness
of sins ? Men proceed more cautiously in worldly

things ;
and lie that is not trusted with earthly goods,

shall he be trusted with divine? Let them know
how to ask salvation, that you may appear to give it

to one that asketh. For no less reason unmarried

persons ought to be delayed, because they are exposed
to temptations, as well virgins that are come to maturity
as those that are in widowhood by the loss of a con-

sort, until they either marry or be confirmed in con-

tinence.' The way of Tertullian's arguing upon this

point shows plainly he was for introducing a new

practice ;
that therefore it was the custom of the

Church in his time to give baptism to infants as well

adult persons ; and his arguments tend not only to

exclude infants, but all persons that are unmarried or in

widowhood, for fear of temptation ; which nre rules

that no one beside himself ever thought of, much less

were they confirmed by any Church's practice. But
even this advice of Tertullian, so singular as it was,
seems only calculated for cases where there was no

danger or apprehension of death ; for otherwise he

pleads as much for the necessity of baptism as any
other, both from those words of our Saviour,*

'

Except
one be born again of water and the Spirit, he cannot
enter into the kingdom of heaven ;' as also from the

general corruption of original sin, which renders every
son of Adam unclean till he be made a Christian,
which is only done in baptism ; for men are not born

Christians, but made so : and therefore, in cai-e of

necessity, he thought every Christian had povvtr io

give baptism rather than any person should die without

it
; which seems to imply that his opinion for delaying

baptism, whether of infants or others, respected only
such cases where there was no danger of death

j but
even in those cases the practice of the Church was
otherwise ; for she baptized infants as soon as they
were born, though without any imminent danger of

death, as appears from Tertullian's discourse iiself, who
laboured to make an innovation, but without any suc-

cess ; for the same practice continued in the Church in

the following ages."
The above arguments and extracts will be sufficient,

we trust, to prove that infant baptism was the practice
of the early Church, and to explain the course which

Scripture takes concerning this great question. They
are to be considered, not as a full exposition of the

views of the Church in regard to baptism, but as

supplementary to the article to which we have above

referred. (Ency. Met. Misc. Div., article BAPTISM and

BAPTISTS.) We now proceed to the other Sacrament

of the Christian Church the Supper of the Lord.

It will be observed that we have not here entered ut all into

the question of regeneration, as connected with baptism. There
can be no doubt, from the offices of the Church of England, that

she considers baptism to be the means by which the grace of

regeneration is received ;
and this, we humbly conceive, is the

true sense of Scripture. But to engage in the discussion of this

point would carry us far beyond the limits to which we are ne-

cessarily confined. Some who differ widely on the subject will

probably find that their difference chiefly arises from a difference

in their definition of the term Regeneration. The following
extracts from Bishop Bethell's very valuable work, entitled A
General f'iew of the Doctrine of Regeneration in Baptism (2nd edit.

183H), will, however, be acceptable to most readers.

*
Tertullian, De Anima, c. 40; De Ba/,tismo, c. 13.
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Theology. In that Look, Bishop Bethell observes, in speaking of the word
. _ Regeneration,

" No reasonable doubt can be entertained that

it was appropriated to that grace, whatever may be its nature,
which is bestowed upon us in the sacrament of baptism (includ-

ing, perhaps, occasionally, by a common figure of speech, its

proper and legitimate effects, considered in conjunction with it),

from the beginning of Christianity to no very distant period of

ecclesiastical history. In those few passages of the ancient

Christian writers where it evidently bears another signification,
it is evidently used in a figurative manner, to express such a

change as seemed to bear some analogy in magnitude and

importance to the change effected in baptism. At the time of

the Reformation the word was commonly used in a more loose

and popular way, to signify sometimes justification, sometimes

conversion, or the turning from sinful courses, sometimes repent-
ance, or that gradual change of heart which is likewise styled
renovation. Hence, in popular language, it came to signify a

great and general reformation of habits and character, and the

words 'regenerate' and *

unregenerate
' were substituted for the

words converted and unconverted, renewed and unrenewed,

righteous and wicked. But in the hands of the systematic Cal-

vinists, the word passed from the popular to a strict and deter-

minate meaning ;
and they pronounced regeneration to be an

infusion of a habit of grace, or a radical change of all the parts
and faculties of the soul, taking place at the moment of the

effectual call. From hence the transition to a sensible change
was easy and natural ; and what was a theological speculation
in the system of the scholastic divines, became, in the hands of

less subdued and less calculating spirits, the stronghold of enthu-

siasm." Bishop Bethell, On Baptismal Regeneration, p. 6-8.

The facts stated in this extract might suggest to those persons
who have actually wished to alter the baptismal office of our

ritual, because they cannot reconcile it with their notions of

regeneration, whether it would not be wiser and more modest
to reform their own ecclesiastical vocabulary, than to lay rash

hands on aught so holy as our Book of Common Prayer. The
reference to Bishop Bethell's book supersedes the necessity for

more numerous references, as the most valuable writers will be
found quoted by him. Bishop Pearson, On the Creed, art. x., and

Hooker, book v. 59, et seq., ought not, however, to be omitted.
We must add one more extract from the same volume :

" But the truth* is, that the doctrine of baptismal regeneration,
or salvation, though it has been called in question by those Pro-
testant Churches (usually called the Reformed Churches) which
have adopted the sentiments of Zuinglius and Calvin, and their

off-shoots, the Arminians and Socinians, is the doctrine not of

the Church of Rome only, and of all the Eastern Churches, but
of the Protestant Lutheran Churches, and the Protestant Church
of England and Ireland. In common with the Church of Rome
and the Lutheran Churches, we hold that regeneration, or the

new birth, is the spiritual grace of baptism conveyed over to the
soul in the due administration of that sacrameat. We hold, in

common with those churches, that in adults, duly qualified by
repentance and faith, the guilt of sin, both original and actual,
is cancelled in baptism ; that in infants, who have committed no
actual or wilful sin, and can possess no such qualifications, the

guilt of original sin is done away ;
and that infants, no less than

adults, are made, in baptism, children of God, members of Christ,
inheritors of the kingdom of Heaven, and partakers of the privi-

leges, and blessings, and promises of the Gospel covenant. But
the Church of Rome contends,! 'hat not only the guilt, but the

very essence and being of original sin, is removed by baptism ;

the Church of England declares that this '

corruption of nature
remains even in the regenerate.' The Church of Rome has
decreed that that '

concupiscence [or fuel {fames'), as it is called]
which remains after baptism has not, properly speaking, the
nature of gin ;' whereas we affirm that '

concupiscence has the
nature of sin,' and allege the authority of an apostle in support
of our opinion. We believe that sacraments are not only signs
of grace, but means or instruments through which God consigns
over to the soul the grace which they signify. The followers of

Zuinglius and Calvin, with whom the author of this pamphlet
agreus, ,-ontend that this is the very error of the opus operation
the opinion, that is that where there in no positive bar, sacra-

ments produce a saving effect without suitable affections on the
~ This passage is in reply to the statement of an anonymous

author of a pamphlet, who says that " transubstantiation and
baptismal salvation," which he classes together as branches of
the same corrupt doctrine, are " the two great subjects of dispute
between Protestants and [Roman] Catholics."

t See the Canones et Decrela Condi. Trident, sessio v. ; and the
Cat. Concil. Trident, pars ii. ch. ii. 43.

part of the recipient. We, however, affirm, as a general troth, Theoloyy
that such affections of mind are indispensable, and that where they ^^^/*^.;
are wanting, sacraments produce no beneficial effects. But as we
are convinced that the baptism of infants is a part of our Saviour s

institution, we do not conceive that, in their case, the unavoidable

want of these qualifications is any impediment to the saving

grace of the sacrament." Bishop Bethell, Preface, p. xvii.-xix.

The question of lay-baptism has already been treated of, under

the article BAPTISM, in Vol. I. of the Miscellaneous Division of

this Encycloptedia. We may just add, that the non jurors gene-

rally considered lay-baptism invalid
;
and that Dr. Bingham, the

learned author of the Antiquities of the Christian Church, wrote a

defence of lay-baptism, which he entitled, A Schotastical History

of Lay-baptism, to which we must further refer those who wish
to investigate this point, as well as to the Lay-baptism Invalid of

Mr. Lawrence, with whom Bingham was in coniroversy on this

point. Bingham maintained that in the primitive Church the

rule was, that laymen were not permitted to baptize in ordinary
cases ; but when a case of necessity arose, that their baptism was
considered valid. The Roman Catholic Church goes far beyond
this, allowing Jeu'S, Turks, and Pagans to baptize in cases of

necessity {see the ftituale Romanorum, tit. De Baptisme Ministro}.

The ecclesiastical courts of this country have laid it down that

the baptism of dissenters is sufficient for the purpose of entitling
a person to burial (Kemp v. Wickes, and more recently Escott r.

Mastin) ; but they suppose the baptism administered in the name
of the Holy Trinity. The decision is one much controverted.

The case has not yet been tried of an Unitarian baptism in

the name of Jesus Christ only.

The Sacrament of the Lord's Supper.

The account of the institution of the Sacrament of The Eu.

the Lord's Supper, as recorded in the most solemn and

affecting simplicity of the Evangelists, and repeated in

the independent testimony of St. Paul, must be familiar

to the mind and heart of every Christian. It is impos-
sible for any one who has a reverential spirit to medi-

tate on these passages of Scripture without feeling the

extreme solemnity of the season chosen by our Lord
for the institution of this Holy Sacrament. Without

presuming to search out the motives which induced our

Lord, in his infinite wisdom and mercy, to select this

most affecting season for this purpose, we may never-

theless observe, that it is admirably calculated to subdue

all irreverence of speculation on this mysterious rite,

and to lead us to connect its celebration most clearly

and closely with the atoning Sacrifice of which it is the

commemoration. Jt is, indeed, a subject on which the

reverential believer would desire to speak only in the

tones of gratitude, of faith, and of love. But, un-

happily, such appalling errors have been maintained

with respect to it, and have led to such grievous super-

stitions, that it is impossible to treat even of this soul-

subduing subject without entering upon controversial

discussions, if we desire that the simple truth, as pro-

pounded to us in the Word of God, and as received

by the primitive Church, may be maintained.

Article xxxviii. of the Church of England declares

that
" The Supper of the Lord is not only a sign of the

love that Christians ought to have among themselves

one to another, but rather is a sacrament of our re-

demption by Christ's death, insomuch that to such as

rightly, worthily , and with faith receive the same, the

bread which we break is a partaking of the Body of

Christ, and likewise the Cup of Blessing is a partaking
of the Blood of Christ.

" Transubstantion (or the change of the substance

of bread and wine) in the Supper of the Lord cannot

be proved by Holy Writ
;
but is repugnant to the

plain words of Scripture, overthroweth the nature of a

sacniment and hath given rise to many superstitions.
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The
Romish
doctrine.

Theology.
" The Body of Christ is given, taken, and eaten in

v^"\'l~-' the Supper, only after an heavenly and spiritual manner.
And the mean whereby the Body of Christ is received

and eaten in the Supper, is Faith.
" The Sacrament of the Lord's Supper was not by

Christ's ordinance reserved, carried about, lifted up,
or worshipped."
The Romish doctrine of Transubstantiation is plainly

expressed by the Council of Trent, in its 13th session.

It is there stated that the Church has always maintained

that per conversionem panis et viui conversionem fieri

totius substanlice panis in substantiam corporis Cnritti

Domini nostri, ct totius substantia vini in substantiam

sanguinis sui; and it is added, that this change of

substance has properly been called Transubstantiation

by the Church. It is, therefore, the doctrine of the

Romish Church that the accidents of bread and wine

remain, but not its substance.

It will be seen at once that this is a doctrine of im-

mense importance; and it is a matter of notoriety that

the very consequences which might naturally be ex-

pected to flow from an admission of its truth, have
been pushed by the Church of Rome to their fullest

extent.

In that Church the consecrated wafer,* being con-

sidered to be changed into the very substance of Christ's

Body, is ordered to be adored with the same reverence

as that with which the Deity himself is worshipped.

(Condi. Trident, sess. xiii. cap. v. and canon vi. ; and
Catechism, ad Parochos, pt. ii. ; De Euchar. Sa.cra.rn.

viii.)

The oblation of this sacrament is also by that Church
considered a propitiatory sacrifice, available not only
for those who partake of it, but for others also, whether

living or dead, to obtain remission of sins and other

benefits of Christ's passion, his sacrifice being thus,
as it were, repeated.

These two consequences, which have flowed from
the admission of this doctrine of transubstantiation,
attest its great importance, and would at once suggest
to any thoughtful mind the necessity of extreme care

and caution before he would accept it. If it be not

true, the first of these must be an act of idolatry, and
the second a delusion. The chief Scriptural authority
on which our faith in this doctrine is challenged by its

advocates, is the passage of Scripture in which our
Lord says,

" This is my body," an expression which
the Romanist understands literally, and the Protestant

figuratively.
There is, besides this extreme, into which the Church

Protestant of Rome has fallen, another also, of an opposite cha-
view. racter. This sacrament is by some conceived to be a

mere commemorative rile, a doctrine which is as far

from reaching to the truth of the matter, as laid down
in Scripture, as the doctrine of transubstantiation goes
beyond it.

The Church Between these two extremes the Church of England
of England has held a middle course, not defining the mode by

which the faithful receiver of the holy symbols becomes
a partaker of the body and blood of Christ, but abso-

lutely denying the gross and carnal mode in which the

Church of Rome has defined it ; and at the same time,

* The words sacramentum and Eucharistia are used in the

canons and decrees of the Council of Trent for the wafer, as

some passages absolutely require this interpretation : e. a. sess.

xiii. cap. vi. (See the Catechismta ad Parochos, pt. ii., De Eui-h.

Sacram. viu.)

Extreme

holds

middle
course.

by adhering to Scripture truth and primitive belief, Theologj.

securing this Holy Sacrament from every degree of v- ^,
'

irreverence.

The Church of England (in her Catechism, and in

Art. xxviii.) acknowledges that the Body and Blood of

Christ are verily and indeed taken and received by the

faithful in the Lord's Supper ; but at the same time de-

clares that it is taken and received only after a heavenly
and spiritual manner.* The Church of England, with
the primitive Church, gladly acknowledges, that after

Consecration the bread and wine are no longer common
bread and wine ; that though their substance remains

unchanged, yet that they are changed in their property
as in their use ; that from being mere food for the body,

they become sacramentally the Body and Blood of our
Saviour to the soul, as being in their use ordained means

by which the faithful believer becomes a partaker of the

benefits of Christ's body and blood, and by which he is

made one with Christ, and Christ with him. As long as we
keep to language like this, we maintain nothing but what

Scripture sanctions, and the primitive Church received.

Obs. It will be observed, that while our authorized formularies

only so far define the mode in which the Body of Christ is

received in Sacrament, that they assert it to be received only
after a spiritual and heavealy manner, they do not use the
term " real presence." This phrase is, however, used by the

great writers of our Church, who have expressly treated of these

points, e. g. Andrewes. Jeremy Taylor, Wake, &c. And the great
truth expressed in the authorized formularies is equally strong
in asserting the mystery of the Sacrament j but it may be worth

considering whether the use of the term presence introduces any
difficulty which is avoided by the other mode of expression.
\Vhen used in its proper sense, the term " real presence" is

only tantamount to the expressions of the authorized formularies

of our Church ;
and the great primitive truth and mystery is

asserted by both modes of expression. But without venturing,
in a matter of so great depth, to object to a course followed by
so great men as those we have referred to, and others of as noble
name in our Church, we may, with reverence, examine the effect

which the introduction of the term may possibly have, and

inquire humbly and modestly still, whether it has a tendency to

define the mysterious truth involved in our sacramental doctrine,
or even to advance a step towards drjining it. Without asserting
that it does so, we still think that it is a question deserving of

consideration ;
if it does, we ought at least to be aware of it,

whatever course we take ;
if it does not, then the phrase is

cleared from all objection.f

The sacred symbols are, therefore, more than common
bread and wine after consecration ; not by any change
in their substance, but by a change in their properties
and use. How they are the means of conveying the

benefits of the passion of Christ to us, we presume not

to inquire. It is enough for us to believe, as St.

Paul has expressed it, in 1 Cor. x. 16 " The cup of

blessing which we bless, is it not the communion of the

* On the subject of the Sacrament we may refer to the follow-

ing works by English divines, which we have found, among
many others, very useful: Moreton, On the Mass ; White's Con-

ference with Fisher ; Laud's Conference with Fisher ; Wake, On the

Eucharist ; Waterland, On the Eucharist ; Cosins, Hiitorica Transub-

slantiationis ; Usher's Answer to a Jetuifs Challenge ; and Turton's

Answer to Wiseman. In Bellarmine's controversial works will be
found the chief arguments used by the Roman Catholics. The
work of Arnauld and Nicole, La Perpetmte de la Foi, is also an
elaborate work to prove the primitive doctrines the same as the

present Roman Catholic ;
a view to which the works above cited

will give a sufficient contradiction. See, against this, Albertinus,
De Eucharistin, and L'Arroque, Hisloire de V Eticharistie.

f We may observe that Archbishop Wake says that " our
Church utterly denies our Saviour's body to be so really present
in the Blessed Sacrament as to leave Heaven, or to exist in seve-

ral places at the same time ;" and Bishop Taylor says,
"
By spiri-

tually, they (the Papists) mean, present after the manner of a

spirit ; by spiritually we mean, present to our spirits only."
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blood of Christ ? The bread which we break, is it not

.-^ the communion of 'he body of Christ?"

Our Church, in her xxviiith Article, asserts that

transubstantiation is repugnant to the plain language
of Scripture ;

and we proceed, therefore, to compare
that doctrine witli Scripture, and with the faith of the

early Church.

1. Scripture. The declaration of our Lord,
" Take

cat, this is my body," we contend, against the Ro-

manists, in the account of the institution of the Lord's

Supper, must be considered as figurative, just as the

language of Scripture is found to be in many analogous
cases. Let us take the phrase,

" that Rock was Christ,"

1 Cor. x. 4
; will it be contended that this was not

figurative language ? Again, look at our Lord's own

language, on the same evening as that on which he

instituted this sacrament,
" I am the true vine." Is it

possible to take this in any other than a figurative

sense?

These are instances of figurative language which

suggest at once to us the propriety of receiving the

above declaration of our Lord in a figurative sense

also. There are other circumstances also connected with

the occasion, viz., the paschal feast, on which our Saviour

made this declaration, which strengthen the argument
for its figurative sense.* The language of the Jews at

that solemn season was of a similar nature with our

Lord's words. The master of the house was accustomed

to take bread, break it, and give it to the guests, saying,

This is the bread of affliction which our fathers ale

in Egypt; and the paschal lamb they called the body

of the Passover. Again, the master of the house

blessed the cup, gave thanks, and then delivered it to

the rest saying, This is the /'mil of the vine, and the

blood of tlie grape ; and we cannot but suppose that

our Lord made his declarations with a tacit reference

to these customs.t

Archbishop Wake further observes, in reference to

this passage of of Scripture:
"

It is the acknowledgment of their greatest writers"

(i. e. the Romanists)
"

at this day,* that if the pronoun

THIS, in that proposition,
'
This is my body,' be referred

to the bread which our Saviour held in his hand, which
he blessed, which he brake, and gave to his disciples,

and of which, therefore, certainly, if of anything, he

said ' This is my body,' the natural repugnancy that

there is between the two things affirmed of one another,

bread and Christ's body, will force them to be taken in

a figurative interpretation ; forasmuch as 'tis impossible
that bread should be Christ's body otherwise than by
a figure. And, however, to avoid so dangerous a con-

sequence, they will rather apply it to anything, nay, to

nothing at all, than to the bread; yet they would do

* See Archbishop Wake, On the Eucharist, Introduction, p. 3.,

who quotes authorities for this statement.

+ For further illustrations we must refer to Archbishop Wake,
ttbi supra.

J The Archbishop places the following note in the margin of

this passage :
" See Bellarmine's words in the Defence of the Ex-

potitioa of the Doctrines of the Church of England, pp. 56, 57. To
which may be added Salmer, torn. ix. tr. 20

; Suarez, Disput. 58,
7 ; Vasquez, Disput. 201, c. 1, &c."
In Bellarmine's controversial works, torn, iii., will be found his

four books De Sacramento Eucharistue, in the first of which (chap-
ters 10 and 11) is found his discussion of the words Hoc est corpus
meum. We think few readers could peruse this portion of tiie

treatise without observing the great ingenuity of the Cardinal,

and, at the same time, the very unsatisfactory nature of his

arguments.

well to consider whether they do not thereby fall into
Theology,

as great a danger on the other side ; since, if the relative *~~*^^-s
THIS do's not determine these words to the bread, 'tis

evident that nothing in that whole proposition do's ;

and then, how those words shall work so great a change
in a subject to which they have no manner of relation,

will, I believe, be as difficult to show as the change
itself is incomprehensible to conceive." (Wake, On, the

Eucharist, p. 20.)
These considerations, to which many more might be

added (as, indeed, many more are, in the very treatise

just quoted), will, we trust, be sufficient to support the

statement of Article xxviii. of our Church, with regard
to the language of Scripture. We proceed now to

compare transubstantiation with the faith of the early
Church.

Among the Roman Catholics, the Jansetu'sts maintain that the
sixth chapter of St. John's Gospel is not to be understood of the
Sacrament of the Lord's Supper. Others maintain that it is to

be referred to this subject. The latest attempt which has been
made to support transubstantiation by that portion of Scripture
is to be found in Dr. Wiseman's Lectures on the Eucharist, which
have been so ably answered by Dr. Turton. (See also Waterland,
On the Eucharist, ch. vi.) Wake also has touched upon this chap-
ter, and observes, that, with regard to v. 51, our opponents con-
fess that the two first assertions in it are to be taken figuratively,
but insist, at the same time, on taking the third literally.

There is no question that the Fathers occasionally
use language, in speaking of the Sacrament, which is by
no means inconsistent with transubstantiation, and which

might seem apparently to favour it, because they speak
of a change in the elements, and of the bread and wine as

the body and blood of Christ. But the quotations of

this sort are usually more than neutralized by other

passages from the same Fathers, declaring the nature
of this change, and precluding the notion of any change
of substance.

And besides, the very passages themselves, which are

adduced to support transubstantiation, will, in fact, be
found to fall far short of this object.* They amount, in

general, to a declaration that the bread and wine are no

longer, after consecration, mere bread and wine, but that

they are the body and blood of Christ ; but indications

sufficiently strong are given to show that this implied no

change in the substance of the sacramental elements, but
a change in their use and destination

; while expressions
are used which also show that the gross and carnal under-

standing of such passages would be highly abhorrent
from the views and notions of the authors themselves.

There is a very remarkable passage in a fragment of Irenreus,
which Dr. Waterland has referred to. The fragment itself is

found in Massuet's Irenma, p. 343, and is to this effect: The
slaves of some Christians having been seized, were put to the

torture, to make them bring some accusation against their mas-
ters, from the nature of their mysteries ;

and these slaves [a!>*

t%evris VMS TO rt>7; (ii&yx.d.fyufft xetff ti^avim
fgs7y, jragaffn VKovev TUV 2s-

rrorvv, rnv fltttv ft'rccXr^iy atfj.x KOU ffufiu. tlvtti Xotfrou ttvToi itMffatvrif

TW OVTI alftet xt ffotottm titm, Tttjro \\u-xov 7s ixfarovriv]-, not being
able to gratify those who made this search, inasmuch as they

Cardinal Bellarmine observes, that hoc can neither mean this

bread nor the body of Christ, but that which is contained under
the accidents of the bread. Hoc nan demonstrat panem, nee cor-

pus Christi, sed contentum sub speciebus. (lib. i. Oe Sacr. Euch. c. xi.)
In another passage (c. x.) he observes, that if our Lord spoke of
the bread, it would be absurd to say, Hoc est corpus meum, cum
debuisset dicere, Hie panis est corpus meum. The language con-

cerning the nip seems plainly, by analogy, to point out the bread
as the subject of this proposition ;

and the very text which the
Cardinal requires, is supplied by St. Paul, who says,

" As often
as ye eat this bread," &c.

s We observe that Cardinal Perron gives up the treatise of
St. Athanasius, usually quoted for this purpose, as being spurious.
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lem.

Thpolo heard from their masters that the divine communion was the
J

'. body and blood of Christ, thinking that it was in reality flesh and
S"^v""^

blood, told this to the inquisitors. On which Blandina, one of

the Christians tortured on this accusation, replied most nobly

and freely, by saying, How couU those bear such a thing, whose dis-

cipline restrains them from enjoying even
the_ flesh which upfrmittet ?

l<rus av f!<nvrx, rtiiftn ata r^nnrt at /tnii rur Ifti/uvv* t^iut
Si" ufxmiv

St. Cyril Let us now proceed to quote one of the most re-

of Jerusa- markable and strongest passages usually adduced in

favour of Transubstantiation, and see to what it

amounts. This is the celebrated passage of St. Cyril

of Jerusalem, in his fourth catechetical lecture on the

Mysteries (Cat. Mystog. iv. 3), beginning thus, &<,T<L

uera Traffic irAjjpo^opi'ac, we ffw^aroe vat a'ifiarof, &C.

The whole passage runs thus :

"Therefore, with full assurance of faith, let us par-

take, as of the body and blood of Christ, for in the

symbol (riwy) of bread the body is given to thee, and

in the symbol (ruirw) of wine the blood is given to

thee, that thou, partaking of the body and blood of

Christ, mayest be (avaaia^of /ecu avvatpos av r) of the

same body and blood with Christ. For thus we be-

come Ckristophori, his body and blood being dis-

tributed into our members, and thus also, according to

St. Peter, we become partakers of the Divine nature."

We here observe that TVTIOC. is used not ft<ioe. St.

Cyril afterwards desires us not to trust our own taste,

but to believe the word of Christ; but the words

which follow the passage just cited sufficiently explain

how they are to be understood. St. Cyril immediately

adds a caution, lest we should take this passage too

literally. He adds,
"
Christ, once in conversation with

the Jews, said,
' Unless ye eat my body and drink my

blood, ye have not life in yourselves ;'
and they, not

understanding t spiritually what was said, being scan-

dalized [at it], went away back, thinking that he was

inciting them to the eating of flesh (o-apico^ayta)."
Here

St. Cyril evidently blames the Jews for not under-

standing our Lord's words in a spiritual sense, which

is a strong argument that he both understood our

Lord's words, and used the same himself, in regard to

the Eucharist, in a spiritual, not a carnal sense.

St. Augus- In the same manner, very strong language is used

tine. by St. Augustine, in some instances, relative to the

Eucharist. But if we look at a passage in his Enar-

ratio in Ps. XCVIII., we shall find a plain intimation

of the manner in which he used such language, and

would have it to be understood : "Non hoc corpus quod
videtis manducaturi estis, nee bibituri ilium sangiiinem

quern fusuri sunt, qui me crucifigent ; Sacrumeiitum

cUiquod vobis commendavi, spirititaliter
intellec.tum vivi-

Jicabit ros."

St. Chry- In the same manner the passages which Romanists

sostomandmay adduce from St. Chrysostom may be met with
otlieis>

others, by which it is clear that he spoke of these

things spiritually, and not carnally, and that he under-

stood that the body and blood of our Saviour were

* In Euseb. T. 1, Blandiua, one of the martyrs of Lyons,

makes a similar reply to the accusation, that Christians ate infants

at their secret meetings. But this makes no difference as to the

argument from Irenacus.

)
Toutte'e (the Benedictine editor) rebukes Mills for trans-

lating this thus :
" not understanding what was spiritually said."

Touttee appears to be right as to the Greek; but it makes very

little difference as to the sense of the passage. If the Jews were

wrong in not understanding it spiritually, as Touttee's own

translation implies, then it was said spiritually, i. ., intended to

be taken so.

spiritually, though really, received in the Eucharist. Theology.

For these passages we may refer to Bishop Cosins, \^^-^^
Histor. Transubstanfiationts, ch. v. s. 18, pp. 73, 74.

And in the same manner also the language used by
other fathers of the Church, which appears sometimes

to approach this doctrine, is explained by passages

which show us that the words there used must be

interpreted spiritually.

It may perhaps be well to state, that those who wish to pursue

the subject to a greater extent will find great advantage from the

works already quoted, especially the Histuria Trantubitantiationii,

by Bishop Cosins, and the treatise of Archbishop Wake. They
will be able there to test the above assertion with regard to the

fathers, and they will find the classification of passages on this

point suggested by Bishop Cosins, in chap. vi. s. 5, of consider-

able use. Let them compare also the following statement of

Archbishop Wake :

" For the expressions of the Holy Fathers ; it is not deny'd
but that in their popular discourses they have spared no words*

(except that of Transubstantiation, which not one of them ever

used,) to set off so great a mystery; and I believe that, were the

Sermons and Devotional Treatises of our own Divines alone, since

the Reformation, searcht into, one might find expressions among
them as much overstrained. t And doubtless there would be as

strong an argument to prove Trunsubstan/iation now the doctrine

of the Church of England, as those to argue it to have been the

opinion of those primitive ages."
" But now let us consult these men in their more exact com-

posures, when they come to teach, and not to declaim, and we

shall find they will then tell us that these elements are, for

theirj substance, what they were before, bread and wine
;
that

they retain the true properties of their nature, to nourish and feed

the body; that they are things inanimate and void of sense; that,

with reference to the Holy Sacrament, they are images, fgures,

signs, symbols, memorials, types and antitypes of the body and

blood of Christ
; that, in their use and benefit, they are indeed

the very body and blood of Christ to every faithful receiver, but

in a spiritual and heavenly manner, as we confess ; that, in pro-

priety of speech, the wicked receive not, in this Holy Sacrament

the body and blood of Christ, although they do outwardly press

with their teeth the Holy Elements ; but rather eat and drink

the Sacrament of his body and bbod to their damnation."

Wake, On the Eucharist, pp. 24, 25.

We must now commend these statements to the

judgment of the reader. He will find in the works

already cited abundant means of ascertaining the value

and justness of the results which we have here given.

The line of argument by which these results are

obtained has been indicated, and, as far as our limits

allow, illustrated and supported by quotations. Little

further appears practicable without a thorough and

lengthened investigation into the whole question.

But the result to which we are now brought is

unquestionably this that the Tridentine Council has

not only been unwarrantable in defining what Scrip-

ture does not enable us to define, but has erred most

grievously in defining it in a manner entirely inadmis-

trorx.uafis, but never fM-rtueiu/rif.
And note, there is hardly one of

these words which they have applied to the bread and wine in the

Eucharist, but they have attributed the same to the water in

Baptism.

t " See Treatise first, Of the Adoration, fyc., printed lately at

Oxford; which would make the world believe that we hold, I

know not what imaginary real presence on this account ; just as

truly as the Fathers did Transubstantiation."

J
" It is not necessary to transcribe the particulars here, that

have been so often and fully alleged. Most of these expressions

will be found in the Treatise of Transubstantiating lately pub-

lished" (1687). "The rest may be seen in Blondel Eclairasse-

ments Familiert de la Contraverse'ile I Eucharistie, cap. iv. vii. viii. ;

Claude, Rep. au 2 Trails de la Perpetuite, part. i. cap. iv.
y.

For-

besius, Instructiona Histoi-ico-Theolog. lib. xi. cap. ix,-xiii. xv.
;

Larroque, Hisloire tie I'Eucharistie, liv. 2, cap. ii.
"

To the above authorities of the Archbishop, among which the

works of Forbes will be found very valuable, may be added the
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and opposed to the real statements of Scripture

and the true views of the best ages of the Church.
We may here note some of the errors with which the doctrine

of Trausubstantiation has a close connexion :

1. The adoration of the host, as remarked upon before.
2. The notion that the mass is a truly propitiatory sacrifice.

We must, in speaking upou this point, be careful to define

clearly what is meant by the word propitiatory. If it merelymeans making or rendering propitious, as prayer may be said to
render God propitious, then the assertion is altogether different
from that which is objected to iu the Romish doctrine, which
asserts that the sacrifice of the mass must be offered as a propi-
tiatory sacrifice pro vivii et defunctis, pro peccatis, pcenis satisfac-
tiunibia et aliis mccssitatibus (Can. el Decret. Concil. Trid. sess. xxii.
can.

'"

mu
I

1

!'
1

we may
ble of t

such a view must almost necessarily lead. And the imagination
will not easily outstep the reality, if we inquire into the practices
connected with this doctrine. See the strong language used by
our Church, in Article xxxi., upon these practices.'

3. The refusal of the cup to the laity. This, though not a
necessary consequence of the doctrine of transubstantiation,
apparently flowed from it. The argument by which this practice
is supported is, that, under the bread, Christ is received fully,
and it would have little meaning except as connected with
transubstantiation. See Burnet on Article xxx., on the doctrine
of Concomitance.

The Com- We must, however, before we dismiss this most impor-

""rific'e !

tant subJect > observe, that although we repudiate entirely
the unscriptural and unprimitive doctrine of transub-

stantiation, we consider the sacred elements, after conse-

cration, more than mere signs or symbols, although they
do not lose their nature of bread and wine. They are the
ordained means whereby the faithful are made partakers
of the body and blood of Christ, and become one with
Him and He with them. And this, we trust, may
prove to the Romanist, that though we reject the doc-

trine, which according to their notions elevates the

Sacrament,* but according to ours only degrades and
carnalizes it, we hold the Sacrament in no less rever-
ence than they do ; and if we can only reach to perfect
purity of faith, and to a full spiritual apprehension of
the mystery of this Sacrament, human language has no

work of Bishop Cosins, and that of Bishop Moreton, above re-
ferred to. A brief but convenient collection of passages is also
found in Bishop Buruet, On the Articles, as well as a short his-

tory of the doctrine.
* This is a common argument of Roman Catholic writers.

It is one which both parties ought to use only with extreme
caution. Our desire ought to be, to know what God has re-
vealed. We are sure, if we are not wanting to ourselves, to find
that His way is the most calculated to secure our reverence and
love. As an instance of this argument, we may cite several
passages of the viii. chapter of the preface of the learned Mura-
tori to the Roman Sacramentary published by him. In speaking of
Bingham, he says, that he has treated all the Mass with much
learning, but has left out or condemned the most excellent (po-
tiora) parts of the Catholic doctrine : Neque enim quidyuam habet
dt incruento Minte sacrifcio; presetitiam realem Corporis et Sanaui-
nit Domini in Eucharittia, et Donorum Trantubstantiationcm negat,Aduratvmcm vero debitam Christo prresenti improbat. Tolte hate t
Miaa Jidelium : immensa ejus dignitas mirum in modum decresat,immo peril, &c. The denial of the real pretence is not a fair state-
ment, and the worship that is refused and disapproved, is not
worship of Christ, but of the wafer. But to let this pass, we may
here mention with approbation the tone assumed by Muratori,
in these passages, as being so much more moderate than that of
some of his contemporaries and compatriots ;

e. g. De Sola the
editor of the magnificent edition of Cardinal Bono, de Rebus Lilur-
gieit, published at Turin, 1747-1753, 3 vols. folio. This book, in
which one might expect the matter to be treated in a decent
style, as being addressed to the learned, and not to the populace,
is constantly defacea with coarse and vulgar abuse nebulones,
deblaterare, impii, b/asphemi, and similar terms, being amongst the
most civil expressions applied to Protestant writers.

VOL. II

adequate means to express our reverence for that insti- Theology
tution which confers such inestimable benefits upon us! v v-.-'

But before we leave the doctrine of the Sacrament
of the Lord's Supper, there is one more point on which
we must briefly touch.

The nature of the Romish error concerning the
sacrifice of the Mass has been already stated

; but the

corruption of a legitimate doctrine is not to prevent
the expression of its truth. As the error of transub-
stantiation may not withhold us from acknowledging
the primitive truth of the reality of the communion o
the body and blood of Christ, so the erroneous doctrine
of the sacrifice of the Mass need not restrain us from
acknowledging that kind of sacrifice which has been
so often and ably vindicated by the great writers of
the Church of England. The following quotation from
Archbishop Laud, on this point, will be found valua-
ble :

" And since here's mention happened of sacrifice,
my third instance shall be in the sacrifice which is
ottered up to God in that great and high mystery of
our redemption by the death of Christ ; for as Christ
offered up himself, once for all, a full and aJl sufficient
sacrifice for the sin of the whole world, so did he in-
stitute and command a memory of this sacrifice in a
Sacrament, even till his coming again. For at and in
the Eucharist we offer up to God three sacrifices : One
by the priest only; that's the commemorative sacrifice
of Christ's death, represented in bread broken, and wine
poured out. Another by the priest and the people
jointly; and that is the sacrifice of praise and thanks-
giving for all the benefits and graces we receive by the
precious death of Christ. The third by every particu-
lar man for himself only; and that js the sacrifice of
every man's body and soul, to serve him in both, all the
rest of his life, for the blessing thus bestowed upon
him. Now thus far the dissenting Churches (;. e. the
Roman and English) agree, that in the Eucharist there
is a sacrifice of duty and a sacrifice of praise, and a
sacrifice of commemoration of Christ. Therefore, ac-

cording to the former rule, (and here in truth too,) 'tis

safest for a man to believe the commemorative, the

praising, and the performing sacrifice, and to offer them
duly to God, and leave the Church of Rome in this

particular to her superstitions, that I may say no more."
And would the Church of Rome stand to Archbishop
Laud's rule, and "

believe dissenting parties where
they agree, were it but in this, and that before, of the
real presence, it would work far toward the peace of
Christendom. But the truth is, they pretend the peace
of Christendom, but care no more for it, than as it may
uphold at least, if not increase, their own greatness."
Laud, Conftrence with Fisher, s. 35, Num. 7, punct. 3.

In the notes in this passage (among many references
in support of the text), the Archbishop says, "the
ministration of the Holy Communion is sometimes of
the ancient Fathers called an unbloody sacrifice ; not
in respect of any corporal or fleshly presence that is

imagined to be there without blood shedding, but for
that it representeth and reporteth to our minds that one
and everlasting sacrifice that Christ made in his body
upon the Cross. This Bishop Jewel disliketh not, in his
answer to Harding, Art. 17, Div. 14 And
Dr. Fulke also acknowledges a sacrifice in the Eucha-
rist. In Si!. Matthew, xxvi. 26."
The very writers, however, who maintain most strongly

the doctrine of the Eucharist sacrifice, protest at the
same time most strongly against the mischievous delu-

5 Y
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n v i that a propitiatory sacrifice is there offered for the

living and the dead. {See above, in the observations on

the last paragraph, observation 2.)

This subject may be well closed in the words of one
of our Homilies. In recommending simplicity and

exact following of our Lord's commands in the celebra-

tion of our Lord's Supper, it is said,

"For (as that worthy man St. Ambrose saith) he
is unworthy of the Lord, that otherwise doth celebrate

that mystery than it was delivered by Him. Neither

can he be devout, that otherwise doth presume than it

was given by the Author. We must then take heed,
lest of the memory, it be made a sacrifice ;

lest of a

communion, it be made a private eating; lest of two

parts, we have but one ; lest applying it for the dead,
we lose the fruit, that be alive." (First Part of the

Sernian concerning the Sacrament.)
And again in the same Homily,
"
It is well known that the meat we seek for in this

supper isspiritual food, the nourishment ofthe soul, a hea-

venly reflection, and not earthly ; an invisible meat, and
not bodily ;

a ghostly substance, and not carnal ; so that

to think that without faith we may enjoy the eating or

drinking thereof, or that that is the fruition of it, is but

to dream a gross carnal feeding, basely objecting and

binding ourselves to the elements and creatures. . . .

Take then this lesson, O thou that art desirous of this

table, of Emissenus, a godly Father, that when thou

goest up to the reverend communion to be satisfied with

spiritual meats, thou look up with faith upon the Holy
body and blood of thy God, thou marvel with reverence,
thou touch it with the mind, thou receive it with the

hand of thy heart, and thou take it fully with thy in-

ward man."

We may refer those who wish to enter farther into this subject
to Dr. Mede's Christian Sacrifice; Dr. Waterland, On the Eucharist ;

Johnson's (the Nonjuror) Unbloody Sacrifice; Hickes, On the

Christian Priesthood; Bishop Bull's Answer to Bottuet ; Bishop
Patrick's tfensa Mystica.

It has, we roust remark, been a subject of keen contention at

various times, within the pale of our Church, whether the terms

sacrifice and attar ought to be applied to the Eucharist and the

Holy Table. Those who object to these terms have not so much
fault to find with the doctrines of their opponents, when fairly

stated, as with these names, because of the mischievous doctrines

which have been mixed up with these names in the Roman Ca-
tholic Church. The dispute was very hot between Dr. Heylin
(in his Coak from the Altar, 1636) and Bishop Williams (Uoly
Table ; Name and Thing, &c. 1637) and others.

The Nonjurors sometimes defined a sacrifice to be, some ma-
terial thing offered and dedicated to God, and made the oblation

of the elements the chief point in the sacrifice. But Mr. John-

son, in his Unbloody Sacrifice, points out five particulars by which
a sacrifice may be characterized : 1. An oblation of something
material

; 2, that this must be in acknowledgment of God's

dominion, &c., and for the remission of sins ; 3, that it should
be offered on an altar

j 4, by proper officers, and with proper
rites

; and, 5, that it must be consumed as God has appointed.
It must be remembered that, among those who advocate the

doctrine of a sacrifice in the Eucharist, there are different opi-
nions ; and some do not admit the offering of the elements to be

a sacrificial act, &c. (About this difference of opinion Dr. Mede's
Chrittian Sacrifice may be consulted, chap, i.) But the most

objectionable portion of Mr. Johnson's view, as explained by its

author, appears to be the second division. He is far removed
from supporting the Romish view of " a propitiatory offering for

the living and the dead ;'' but the second section of chapter ii.

we think liable to much objection. We acknowledge that, by
the whole sacrifice of prayer and praise, the faithful hope, in

the language of our Liturgy, to receive all the benefits of our

Saviour's passion ; aud we pray that our sinful bodies may
thus be made clean by his body, and our souls washed by his

blood ;
but beyond this point we feel that every step we take is

on ground fraught with great danger. Thus far our Church
leads us

; but it not only does not authorize us to make a single
step beyond this statement, but it has warned us of the errors
which the Romish doctrines have introduced by venturing fur-

ther, and justly declared their pernicious nature in the strongest
language used in our Articles. (Art. xxxviii.)

Bishop Davenant, in his Determinationes (Quaest. xiii., Misyt

Pontificia nan eit tacrificium profitiatorium pro tivis et tlefunctii),
has some very able arguments against the Romish doctrine. In
Melancthon's Loci Theohgici (loc. xiii. p. 352, ed. 1557) there
is a discussion on the nature of Sacrifices, which he divides into
two classes: 1. Propitiatory, where a satisfaction is made for

sins, which is available to others
; but he says the only really

propitiatory sacrifice in this sense is that upon the Cross, of
which the Levitical were types, &c. 2. Euchuristical or Thankt-

gii-ing Sacrifices, as praise and prayer offered by those who are
reconciled to God.

Before we leave this subject we must just call attention to the

passage of Malachi, i. 11, usually cited by the Romanists as

referring to their Sacrifice of the Mass. If the passage be referred
to the Eucharist, as in the early ages of the Church it seems

usually to have been, it will not serve to defend the views of the

Romanists, as the reader of Dr. Mede's work may easily see. It

was referred to the whole action of the Sacrament, not to any
offering of our Lord's body, as carnally present. Others have
denied its reference to the Eucharist. (See the Downside Discussion,

p. 394-397.) We must also mention that, besides the view of
Dr. Mede, another view was also maintained by Dr. Cudwortb,
who considers the Eucharist a feast upon a sacrifice. (See Cud-
worth's Work* ; and Waterland, On the Eucharitt ; Palmer, On
the Church, pt. vi. ch. x. &c.)

Sect. 4. On tiie Constitution of the Church, and on
the Notes of the 'Church.

Having now considered the chief points relating to

the Ministers of the Church, its Liturgy, and its Sa-

craments, we proceed to point out a few circumstances

relating to its constitution, which could not have been

conveniently introduced under any of these topics.
There is one subject which might have received notice in the

above portions of this essay, that is, the celibacy of the Clergy :

but on this point we shall only give a few references to those
authors who have shown the untenableness of the Roman
Catholic rule in regard to this point, both on Scriptural and
ecclesiastical grounds. For Scripture we may appeal to 1 Tim.

iii. Indeed Romanists themselves confess that it is not by r.nv

law of God, but by the statutes of the Church, that the marriage
of persons in Holy Orders is forbidden. (See the references in

Field, Of the Church, book v. chap. 57.) We may here subjoin
an historical extract from Field. After mentioning the case of

Novatus the Presbyfer of Carthage, about whose wife Cyprian
speaks, without blaming his marriage (but blaming his ill treat-

ment of his wife), and that of Tertullian, whose marriage appears
from his works, as well as the circumstance that he did not re-

nounce his wife's society, Dr. Field proceeds,
" Neither have we these examples only, but many more ; for

we read in Gratian (Diit. 5f>,) of the sons of Presbyters and

Bishops that were promoted to the Papal dignity. So was

Bonifaciut the Pope, the son of Jucundus the Presbyter ; Faelix

the Pope, the son of Fcelix the Presbyter ; Agapetus the Pope,
son of Gordiama the Presbyter ;

Theodoras the Pope, son of

Thtodoms the Bishop ; and many more he saith there were,
who, being the sons of Bishops or Presbyters, were advanced to

sit on the Apostolical Throne. And addeth, that when the
sons of Presbyters and Bishops are said to have been advanced
and promoted to be Popes, we are not to understand them to be
such as have been born of fornication, out of lawful marriages,
which were lawful to priests before the prohibiti'on ;

and in the

Oriental Church are proved to be lawful unto them even unto
this day. Socrates saith (lib. iii. c. 21) that in Thessalia there

was a particular custom grown in, that if a clergyman, after he
became a clergyman, companied with his wife, while he married
while he was yet a layman, he should be put out of the ministry
of the Church. Whereas all the most famous Presbyters, and

Bishops also, in the East, might if they pleased, but were no way by
any law constrained to refrain from the company of their wives :

so that many of them, even when they were Bishops, did beget
children of their lawful wives. A particular and most approved
example of which we have in the father of Gregory Nanzianzen,
who, being a bishop, not only lived with his wife till death di-

vided them, but became the father also of Gregory Nanzianzen (a
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worthy and renowned a man as any the Greek Church ever had),

after he was entered into the priestly office, as appeareth by his

own words, reported by Gregory Nazianzen (in Carm. de f'lta

sua\. For after many motives used by him to Gregory bazwinzen,

his son to persuade him to assist him in the work of his Bishoply

Ministry, the last that he most insisteth on, is taken from the

consideration of his old age disenabling him to bear that burden,

and perform that work, any longer that hitherto he had done.

And therefore entreating him to put to his helping hand, he

breaketh out into these words : Thou hatt not lived to long a tau

at I hai-f tpent ia the Priettly Office ; therefore yield tha notch unto

me, and help me in that little time ofmy life that it yet behind ; or elte

thou thalt not have the honour to bury me, but I milgive charge to another

to da it. Here we see Gregory Xazianzen't father was employed
in the Priestly function before he was born ; and that therefore

he became the father of so worthy a son after he was a Bishop,

or at least a Presbyter. Neither was the father of Gregory Nead-

anzen singular in this behalf.'' .... Chrysostome ac-

cordeth with Alhanatiut and Clement Aleiaaidrinut, and saith

(in 1 Tim. iii.)
" that marriage is in so high a degree honourable,

that men with it may ascend into the Episcopal chairs ; even

such as yet live with their wives. For though it be a hard

thing, yet it is possible so to perform the duties of marriage as

not to be wanting in the performance of the duties of a Bishop ;

whereunto Zozomen (lib. i. c. 11,) agreeth, saying of Spuridiott,

that though he had wife and children, yet he was not therefore

any the whit more negligent in performing the duties of his

calling ;
and of Gregorie fiyuent it is reported, that though he

were married, yet he was no way inferior to his worthy brother

that lived single.'" Field, Of the Church, book v. ch. 57.

The reader will find a great deal more in this chapter to the

same purpose, and a summary account of the manner in which

a stricter practice began to prevail, and more stringent canons

were enacted.

The present rule of the Eastern Church is, that deacons may

the world ;" from which it would appear that this
Theology.

Article regards, not any one congregation, but the _^^^ j

whole Church of Christ.

That this whole body is spoken of in Scripture as

one in some relations and respects, is a matter which
admits of no denial ; and the creeds enounce, as an

article of the Christian faith, that we believe in the

Holy Catholic Church: in Scripture, the Church is

spoken of as being the Body of Christ, and Christ as

being its Head (Ephes. i. 22, 23; iv. 15; v. 23-32 ;

Col. i. 18; 1 Cor. xii. 4-30, &c.) ; a mode of speaking
which clearly implies unity. It has been observed

before, that while Scripture speaks of single congre-

gations as churches, and also of national churches, it

sometimes collects them all under one general term, as
" the Church."

But, as in the present condition of the world, many
different societies claim to be considered as members
of this Body, differing widely from each other in most

important points, men require some rules to which we
can bring their several pretensions, in order to deter-

mine how far they are valid. The marks by which

any society may be ascertained to belong to the true

Church of Christ, are called the " Notes of the Church.

But as these different societies, and especially Ro-
manists and Protestants, are at issue in respect to many
great and leading features of the Church, and as they
cannot agree in the same conclusion, it is easy to see

that each party must necessarily assign different marks

Unity of

marry id live with their wives after receiving priesf. orders.

In the Apostolical canons, it is forbidden to bishops and priests
as the distinguishing characteristic of the Church. The

to leave their wives (Canon 6). And in the Council of Nice, Notes appealed to, and insisted upon by the Romanists,
when some were minded to order the priesthood to leave their ale generally the following : Antiquity, Succession, Unity,
wives, Paphnutius restrained them, and the assembly asset

Universality, and Catholicity. These are the chief
to his views. But while there is no question that the forcible -' . .. ! . .. ,

aWeiauon of celibacy to the priesthood was of gradual growth
ISotes fixed upon by Bellanmne ;* while others assign

Unity, Holiness, Catholicity, and Aposloltcity, as flow-

ing from the Nicene Creed. (.See De la Hogue, De Ec-

cleda, p. 11.) The Protestants have sometimes main-

tained the Notes of the Church to consist in the pro-
fession of the true doctrines of the Gospel, the right
administration of the Holy Sacraments appointed by
our Saviour, and an union under lawful and authorized

ministers.

Every point on which these Notes of the Church Perpetuity

touch, it is clear, involves a discussion in itself, and f tne

in its application to each particular case. Before we Cnarcb -

proceed more particularly to examine briefly some of

the questions relating to the Notes of the Church, we
must just allude to the promises contained in Scrip-
ture respecting its perpetuity. It will be sufficient to

adduce the following passages :

" I will make an everlasting covenant with them ;

We have now briefly to consider the constitution of and their seed shall be known among the Gentiles, and

in the Church, we may remark that Bellarmine (De Clericii,

lib. i. c. 18) seems to consider it certain, that if it be lawful to

live with a wife married before ordination, there can be no

unlawfulness in marriage after ordination. For more we may
refer the reader to Field, 1161 tupra ; to Palmer, On the Chunh ;

and to many other works which treat expressly on this point.

Some curious testimonies from Romanists are adduced in the

Scheme for Union proposed by Wicelius, apud Brown, Fatticuha

Rerum Erpetendarum, &c., vol. ii. The credibility of the history
of Paphnutius, impugned by Bellarmine, is defended by Field,

tiki tupra. We may also observe that Mr. Palmer ( Treatise of the

Church, part vi. ch. ii.) argues, that " as the Eastern Church held

that there was nothing unlawful in continuing in the state of

matrimony after ordination, while the Western held that there

was no greater fault in contracting marriage after ordination, then

we may fairly draw the conclusion that the Universal Church
never condemned marriage after ordination." He remarks also,

Ihat " the Greek custom of allowing married clergy has never

formed any obstacle to their union with the Roman Church.

Towneley, D* Ordinal, p. 649." Palmer, ub, upra.

the Church the Catholic Church in regard to its unity and univer-

sality. It has been common, in the controversies be-

tween the Church of England and of Rome, for each

party to adduce what they term " Notes of the Church.''

There are many different definitions of the Church ;

but that which the Church of England has adopted
is the following:

" The visibfe Church of Christ is a congregation of

faithful men, in the which the pure Word of God is

preached, and the Sacraments be duly administered

according to Christ's ordinance in all those things that

of necessity are requisite to the same
"

(Art. xix.) ;

which definition is further explained by the 55th canon,
" Christ's Holy Catholic Church, that is, the whole

congregation of Christian people dispersed throughout

their offspring among the people ;
all that see them

shall acknowledge them, and that they are the seed

which the Lord hath blessed, (Isaiah, Ixi. 8, 9.)

See also the prophecy of Daniel :
" In the days of

these kings shall the God of Heaven set up a kingdom
which shall never be destroyed . . . and it shall stand

for ever." (Dan. ii. 44; compare Pt. ilv. 6, xlviii. 8,

cslv. 13, Is. ix. 7, Heb. i. 8, &c.)
To these prophetic declarations we may annex the

positive promises of our Lord, delivered on several

different occasions ; as, for example, the following

passages :

" On this rock I will build my Church, and

the gates of Hell shall not prevail against it
"

(Matt.
* It will be seen, in the extract from Mr. Palmer, given below,

that Bellarmine adds other notes.
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" I will pray unto the Father, and he shall

^-"~v"^^ give you another Comforter, that he may abide with

you for ever ; even the Spirit of truth. {John xiv. 16,

17.) To these we shall merely add the last words

of our Lord before his ascension into heaven: " Lo, I

am with you always, even unto the end of the world."

(Matt, xxviii. 20.)

These testimonies of Scripture are clear and decisive ;

and it may easily be shown, that from very early times

it has been the belief of Christians that perpetuity is an

essential attribute of the Christian Church. For the

proof of this assertion, we may appeal to the creed

itself, and to abundance of passages in the Fathers. It

would be idle to place in the creed an acknowledg-
ment of a belief in

" the Holy Catholic Church," if

that were a body liable to perish. With regard to the

Fathers, we need only refer to the well-known passages
of Athanasins, Jerome, and Augustine.

" The word is

faithful," says Athanasius,
" the promise is unshaken,

and the Church is invincible, though the gates of hell

should come, though hell itself, and the rulers of the

darkness of the world therein be set in motion."*

(Athan. Oratio, quod units sit Christus, torn. ii. p. 51,

Benedictine edition.)
" The Church may be assailed

by persecutions," says Jerome,
" to the end of the

world, but cannot be subverted ; and this

will be, because the Lord God Almighty, the Lord
God of the Church, has promised that he will do so,

whose promise is the law of nature." (Jerome, Comm.
in Amos, towards the end.) And lastly, Augustine ob-

serves: "TheChurch shall not be overcome, it shall not

be rooted up ;
nor shall it yield to any temptations, until

the end of the world shall come." (Enar. in Ps. LX.)
The passages here quoted will be sufficient for our

present purpose, especially as this is a doctrine not

much controverted, and acknowledged in the confessions

or formularies of most existing churches,t
It is needless to point out how consoling a truth this

ought to prove to every Christian heart. The know-

ledge that the principles which we have maintained,
however their prevalence may be clouded for a season,
can never finally be overthrown, must prove to every

high-hearted Churchman the best consolation under

every passing affliction. The knowledge that the pre-
sence of Christ is promised for ever to his Church, is a

safeguard against feelings of despondency, and an un-

failing source of courage to the Christian warrior under

every conflict for the faith.

For much of the matter in the above section, and in some few
which follow, we are indebted to the Treatise of Mr. Palmer, and
to the work of Dr. Field, Ofthe Church, but especially to the former.

This general acknowledgment will suffice, instead of more spe-
cific reference.

With regard to the notes of the Church, selected by different

classes of divines, the following extract from Mr. Palmer (part i.

ch. ii.) will illustrate the different views entertained by various

communities and theologians.
" The necessity of devising some general notes of the Church,

and of not entering at once on controversial debates concerning

* We have availed ourselves of Mr. Palmer's translation of

these passages. Palmer, On the Church, pt. i. ch. i. s. 2.

t It may perhaps be worth while to adduce one more pas-

sage from St. Augustine. After quoting St. Pavil's with to depart
and be with Christ, he adds :

" Dijcit hoc quidem. sed qutinuliu hie

mature potuit .' ffum quid usqile ad hoc tempusf Num quill usque in

potterum ? Ergo illorum abscessu desurta est Ecclesia ! Abslt .' Pro

patribus tuis nati sunt tibi filii. Quid est, Pro patribus. Sfc. Pa-
Ires missi sunt Apostoli : pro sl-postolis nati sunt ibi [Mi] Jilii, coti-

stituti sunt Episcopi. Hodie enim Episcopt, t^'c.

1 '

Aug. Enarrat. in PS,

. vol. viii. p. 150, ed. 1G16.

all points' of doctrine and discipline, was early perceived by Theology,
Christian Theologians. Tertullian appeals, in refutation of the _-..--._
heresies of his age, to the antiquity of the Church derived from
the Apostles, and its priority to all heretical communities. (Pr<r-

script. adversus Heereticos.') Irenseus refers to the unity of the

Church doctrines, and the succession of her bishops from the

Apostles. (Adv. Heereses, lib. i. c. 10, lib. iii. c. 3.) The univer-

sality of the Church was more especially urged in the controversy
with the Donatists. St. Augustine reckons among those things
which attached him to the Church, the consent of nations, au-

thority founded on miracles, sanctity of morals, antiquity of

origin, succession of bishops from St. Peter to the present Episco-

pate, and the very name of the Catholic Church. (Contra Epis-
tolam Manich&i Fundamenti, c. 45.) St. Jerome mentions the

continual duration of the Church from the Apostles, and the very

appellation of the Christian name. (Diakgus c. Luciferianos.) In
modern times, Bellarmine, of the Roman school, added several

other notes ;
such as, agreement with the primitive Church in

doctrine
;
union of members among themselves, and with their

head
; sanctity of doctrine and of founders

; efficacy of doctrine ;

continuance of miracles and prophecy, confessions of adversaries,
the unhappy end of those who opposed the Church, and the

temporal felicity conferred on it. (De Eccksia, lib. iv. c. 3,

&c.) Luther assigned, as notes of the true Church, the true

and uncorrupted preaching of the Gospel ; administration of bap
tism, of the Eucharist, and of the keys; a legitimate ministry,

public service in a known language, and tribulations, internally
and externally. (De Ecclesia el yure sint Notie, &c.) Calvin reckons

only truth of doctrine, and right administration of the sacra-

ments; and seems to reject succession. (Inttitutiones, lib. iv. c. 1,

s. 7 9.) Our learned theologians adopt a different view in

some respects. Dr. Field admits the following notes of the

Church ;
truth of doctrine, use of sacraments, and means insti-

tuted by Christ ; union, under lawful ministers ; antiquity, with-

out change of doctrine
;

lawful succession, i. e. with true doc-

trine ;
and universality in the successive sense, i.*. the preva-

lence of the Church successively in all nations. (Of the Church,
b. ii. c. 1, 2,5, &c.) Bishop Taylor admits as notes of the

Church, antiquity, duration, succession of bishops, union of

members among themselves and with Christ, sanctity of doc-

trine, &c."
This list might easily be increased, but it is unnecessary,

especially since we are not obliged, as Mr. Palmer justly

remarks, to follow implicitly the judgment of particular theolo-

gians, in selecting notes of the Church. Some of those of Bellar-

mine were soon rejected by many of the Romish theologians, (as

may be seen from White's Conference with Fisher, 2, 9, in the

case of miracles, p. 86, et alibi,) and are generally rejected by
modern Romanists. In the same manner,. then, we are at liberty

to reject the opinion of private theologians on this subject. The
Church of England has not formally enumerated the Notes of the

Church, although in its Articles it has defined the Church, and

made certain statements in other formularies concerning its con-

stitution. These statements enable us to obtain an authorita-

tive guide on some parts of this question, although they may net

entitle us to fix finally all those points which are to be considered
" Notes of the Church."

It must also be observed, that some Protestant writers main-

tain*that the Church consists of the elect only. (See the notes on
the following section.)

Of the Visibility of the Church.

Having shown that, according to Christ's promise, Visibility

the Church is never to fail, but will endure to the end of the

of the world, we next proceed very briefly to consider Cn <""ch.

the visibility of the Church. By the visibility of the

Church is meant the manifest public known existence

of congregations, or churches, professing Christianity,
and joining in external acts of public worship. (Palmer,
On the Chwch, pt. i. ch. iii.) When it is maintained, in

this sense, that the Church is, and always will be, visible,

it is in opposition to a notion that Christianity is ever

to be reduced to obscurity, or to be found only in the

secret possession of a few scattered individuals. It may
ea-ily be shown, from several passages of Scripture, that

the Church was to be thus visible. Thus Isaiah pre-
dicts (ii. 2) that it shall come to pass, in the last clays,

that the mountain of the Lord's house shall be e ta-

blished in the top of the mountains, and shall be
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Theology, exalted above the hills ; and all nations shall How unto

-_a-^,-n_ it." (Compare with this prophecy Dan. ii. 35 & 44.*)
The words also of our Saviour (Malt. v. 14), "Ye are

the light of the world ; a city that is set on an hill can-

not be hid;" and his direction in the case of an offend-

ing brother,
"

tell it to the Church," both prove the

same point. The latter direction would be unintel-

ligible, if there were no visible Church. And again,

from the Epistles of St. Paul, it is manifest that Chris-

tians were formed into visible societies by the Apostles ;

nor do we hear of individual believers, unconnected with

their brethren in the possession of Christianity. The

testimony of the early Fathers is also clear and decisive

to the same great truth. The following quotations
will suffice, as they are only specimens which may be

supported by other similar statements. Irenaeus, in

his first book,f having spoken of the Church as hav-

ing received the office of preaching the word of God
and the true faith, goes on to argue, that though it is

dispersed throughout the world, the difference of the

nations and the languages does not interfere with the

unity of the teaching, and then adds :
" But as the sun

is one and the same in every part of the world, so also

this preaching of the truth shines everywhere, and illu-

minates every man who wishes to come to a knowledge
of the truth." The Church has here the gilt of preach-

ing the Gospel, and the Gospel is like the sun in en-

lightening all the world. The Church that has this

gift must surely be visible, or its teaching could not be

so full of illumination. But in the passages quoted by
Mr. Palmer (lib. v. ch. xx.), Iremeus maintains the

same truth in more express words.

Cyprian says:
" The (. hurch of the Lord, full of

light, diffuses her rays throughout the whole world.

Yet the light, which is everywhere, is one, nor is the

unity of the body separated." f

In fact, all the Fathers considered the Church as

visible throughout the world, in all its particular con-

gregations or churches. The agreement of Christians

in modern times upon this point is shown by Mr.
Palmer ,

from the various confessions of the Protestant

churches on the Continent ; and he remarks, that the

doctrine of the visibility of the Church was generally

acknowledged by the Reformed, until some of them

deemed it necessary, in their controversy with the

Romanists, who asked them where their Church was

before Luther, to maintain that the Church might
sometimes be invisible.

||
The Articles of our own

Church speak plainly upon the subject, and its other

authorized formularies are entirely in accordance with

them, all concurring in representing the Church as a

visible society.

While, however, we thus state the concurrence of

* See Augustin. Enarrat. in Pt.XLlV., towards the end.

After a long passage on the Church, he quotes the passage from

Daniel, and connects it with that of St. Matthew, thus :
" Voce

mea (Ps. iii.) ad Dominum clamavi et exaudivit me de monte
sancto suo. De quo nwnte ? De quo dictum egt, Non potest civitas

abscondi supra montem constituta. Quern vidit Daniel ex parw
lapide creviste, tiff. . . . Ibi adoret qui vult occipere, ibi petal <pii vult

txaudiri, ibi conjiteatur, qui vult sibi itfnosci."

f Contra. Htrres. lib. i. cap. x. p. 49, ed. Massuet.

1 Cyprian, De Unitate, p. 254, ed. Pamel.
6 Palmer, On the Church, part i. ch. Hi.

(I
This has been shown by Jurieu, in his Sytteme rk fEglia,

who endeavours there to show that the Church is essentially

visible, and that it never remained obscured, without ministry
and sacraments, even in the time of persecution. Sen Palrrer,

vbistifira; Hooker, Ecel. Pol., book iii. ch. i. s. 10; Field, Of
the Church, book iii. ch. 8.

all authorities in this representation of the Christian
Theology.

Church, we must also briefly indicate the views of *~^~^mm*>
those who speak of the Invisible Church.

It is maintained by some of the divines of the Re-
formed churches, that the Church of Christ consists of

the elect
; but it is observed by Dr. Field, that they

who use this language, and " define the Church to

be the multitude of the elect, do so, not for that they
think them only to pertain to the Church, and no

others, but because they pertain unto it principally,

fully, effectually, and finally ; and in them only is

found that which the calling of grace (whence the

Church hath all her being) intendeth to wit, such
a conversion to God as is joined with final persever-
ance ; whereof others failing and coming short, they
are only in an inferior and more imperfect sort said

to be of the Church."* In this sense, they who main-
tain that the Church is an invisible society, still ac-

knowledge a visible Church, not as a separate body,
but as that which containeth the former.f Hooker
observes (book iii. ch. i. s. 9) :

" For lack of diligent

observing the difference, first between the Church of

God, mystical and visible, then between the visible,
sound and corrupted sometimes more, sometimes less

the oversights are neither few nor light that have
been committed ;" and he proceeds to name many of

those which have occurred, but which we have not

space to enumerate. We shall merely remark, that while

we make no objection to the use of the phrase, the
" Invisible Church," when thus understood, we always
mean, when we name the Church in this treatise, the

Visible Church of Christ.

The principal objections to this view have been well answered
in Mr. Palmer's treatise, in the Appendix to chap. iii. of part iii.

AVe may also refer to Bishop White's Conference with Fiiher the

Jesuit, p. 49 64
; Hooker, &c. &c.

The perpetuity and visibility of the Church having Notes of

been thus established, we proceed briefly to considei 'he

some of the Notes of the Church separately. The church-

most convenient arrangement will be that derived from

the articles of the Creed commonly called the Nicene.

"I believe One Catholic and Apostolic Church ;" and the

corresponding article of the Apostles' Creed, the Holy
Catholic Church : from which two expressions we may
derive the four following Notes Unity, Holiness, Ca-

tholicity, and Apostolicily.

Unity.
It has before been observed, that although in Scrip- Unity

ture the word Church is often used of a single congre-

gation, yet it is also used of one vast society, compre-

hending all such particular churches; and that this

society is called the Body of Christ, who is said to l>e

the Head of the Church. (Ephes. i. 22, 23 ; v. 23, et

alibi.) These passages, therefore, indicate that this

vast body is in some respects to be considered as one ;

and we ask at once in what this unity consists. There

are two general heads under which the subject may
conveniently be considered Unity in Communion, and

Unity in Faith.%

Field, book i. ch. 8.

f- It must be added, however, that all the members of the In-

visible Church cannot, in this view, be said to be contained in

the Visible Church ;
because some, who will hereafter be saints,

may not be, at present, converted. But it may be observed, in

reply, that they are rather to be called potentially members of

the Invisible Church, and not actually so, until their conversion

and their reception into the Visible Church.

. J The subject of Unity is viewed under different divisions in

Church
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! Unity in Communion. It is easy to show, from

ij-^-,] a multitude of passages in Scripture, the general duty
of religious communion among Christians. It is to

be inferred, in the first place, from the relation which
is established between Christians : they are brelltren ;

and nothing can present a stronger argument for unity
and intercommunion than the analogy of a brother-

hood. Again, Christians form one body, of which

Christ is the head ; and they are said to be "
every

one members one of another." (Rom. xii. 5.) Compare
also with these passages those wherein our Lord com-
mandsus tolove one another

;
and that remarkable prayer

which he uttered "
for all them that should believe in

him," namely, that they might be one, even as He and
the Father are one. (John xvii.) But we are not left

to infer this duty ; we are constantly warned in Scrip-
ture against divisions. Thus, St. Paul writes to the

Romans,
" Mark them which cause divisions and offences,

contrary to the doctrine which ye have learned ; and

avoid tliem. (Rom. xvi. 17.) With this passage compare
1 Cor. i. 10-12; Ephes. iv. 2, 3; Phil. ii. 2, &c. We
find still further, that these exhortations produced in

the Apostolic age their due effect. We find that the

churches were in the habit of saluting each other, in

the Epistles of the Apostles ;
of aiding each other with

mutual assistance ; and of sending letters of recom-

mendation to other churches with those of their brethren

who were on their travels.

These circumstances, and many more which might
be adduced, fully justify the conclusion, that " external

communion between all Christians, in matters of reli-

gion, was instituted and commanded by God."*
The Scripture foundation being thus laid, we might

proceed to show that this truth has been maintained

by the Church from the earliest times ; but our limits

forbid our dwelling on that portion of the subject.
We only remark, that if this be the command of God,

they who wilfully violate this unity cannot escape the

guilt of having broken one of the Divine command-
ments.

It only remains to point out the manner in which
this duty of Christian communion may be violated.

It is clear that as the Church was destined to be uni-

versal, the same teachers could not ordinarily instruct

all nations. But then, the institution of particular

churches, which was intended, not to divide, but to

organize the universal Church, could not impair the

fraternity which resulted from the mutual communion
of these churches with God, and the duty of external

communion with all Christians. From this view we

perceive that the unity of communion in church might
be violated in two different ways, viz., by dividing the

communion of a particular church, or that of the

universal Church. The first occurs when professing
Christians divide, or refuse to communicate with the

particular church of which they are members ; the

other, when particular churches refuse to communicate
with the universal Church that is, with the great

body of Christians.

The offence thus committed is the heinous sin of

schism, against which we are frequently warned in

Scripture (see 1 Cor. i. 10 ; Rom. xvi. 17, 18 ; Heb.
xiii. 17 ;

1 John ii. 19, 20 ; Jude 19) ; and the mis-

chievous and destructive nature of which is attested

Field, Of the Church, book ii. ch. 7. The above division is that

adopted by Mr. Palmer.
* Palmer, Treatise on the Church, part i. ch. iv. 1.

by the ecclesiastical authorities of every age of the
Theology

Church.* .^ v_^v
2. The Unity of Faith. As our Lord, during his

sojourn on earth, and afterwards by his Apostles and

Evangelists, made a revelation of truths salutary and

necessary to be believed, it is clear that all Christians

are bound to believe all the doctrines thus revealed.

Our Saviour promised to his disciples that the Spirit
of truth should guide them into all truth (John xvi.

13) ;
and liis Apostles declare that there is but " one

faith;" and that for that faith, once delivered to the

saints, Christians are bound earnestly to contend.

(Ephes. iv. 5 ; Jude 3.) The Church is also said by
St. Paul to be established for the maintenance of the

truth :
" The church of the living God, the pillar and

ground of the truth." (I Tim. iii. 15.) The obligation
of the Church to believe all revealed truth being esta-

blished by these and similar declarations of Scripture,f
it will follow that heresy, or the pertinacious denial { of

some truth certainly revealed, is a sin of great enor-

mity. That an obstinate rejection of revelation subjects
us to God's eternal judgment, is plainly declared by
our Lord himself: " He that believeth not shall be
damned" (Mark xvi. 16); and heresy is a partial re-

jection of that truth, of which infidelity is the total

denial. This passage, therefore, inculcates upon us
the danger of denying any portion of revealed truth.

But we are not left to gather the mischief of heresy

by implication, as the Apostles most unequivocally
condemn it. They warn those to whom they write

that some of their teachers would pervert the Gospel ;

but that even if an angel from heaven were to preach

any other gospel, he should be anathema : they speak
of false teachers, who bring in damnable heresies ; and

they command their disciples neither to receive those

who bring another doctrine into their house, nor to

bid them God speed. In the Revelations, false doctrine

is expressly stated to be hateful to God ; and, lastly,

the disciples are commanded, after one or two admo-

nitions, to reject a man that is an heretic. (See Gal. i.

7-9; 2 Pet. ii. 1; 2 John 7-11 ; Rev. ii. 15; Tit. iii.

10.) The following passages from the earliest records

of the Church show the sentiments then entertained of

heresy. Ignatius ||
writes thus to the Trallians :

" I exhort you, therefore, not I, but the love of Jesus

Christ, to use only Christian food, and to abstain from

such plants as are foreign to it,^f which are heresy."

* See this fully proved in Mr. Palmer's Treatise on the Church,
itbi supra.

t It seems hardly necessary to dwell at any length on this

point, or the next, as it seems scarcely credible that any one
should allow that God has made such a revelation to man as

Christianity, and yet leave it a matter of indifference whether

he believes it or not.

I Mr. Palmer has properly observed, that pertinacity is requi-
site to constitute heresy Ignorance, or temporary error in

ignorance, is entirely different from heresy. Field (Of the Church,
book i. ch. 14, in initio) says,

" Heretics are they that obsti-

nately persist in error, contrary to the Church's faith ;" and the

language of Hooker is nearly similar.

In this passage the allusion is probably to the Gnostics, or

to the Docetse, who denied that the body of Christ was real, and
considered it merely a phantom.

|| Ignat. ad TralKanos, ch. vi. p. 146, ed. Hefele ; p. 332, ed.

Jacobson.

*i i>.J.<7j/( Si j3Tn,- a.ri%'.f6iti ijr lern cupffis.
Mr. Palmer

translates,
" from strange pasture, which is heresy." The pas-

sage which immediately follows, and concludes the chapter, is

still stronger ;
but the first words of it are doubtful, the text

being certainly corrupt.
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Theology.
Irenaeus says,

" The Lord shall judge all that are

^-^^> without the truth, that is, without the Church" (Irencous
adv. Hares. 1. iv. c. 33, or 62, according to others).
Tertullian declares, if they are heretics they cannot
be Christians (De Preescript. c. 37); and Origen pro-
nounces, that as the impure and idolaters shall not

possess the kingdom of God,
" so neither shall here-

tics."*

These explicit declarations against heresy might be

multiplied to almost any extent, if it were needful ; but
the danger of heresy is almost universally believed,
even by those who would differ the most widely in

determining in what it consists.

As the mischief of heresy is so great, it is clear that

every Christian church must have the power to exclude
from its communion those who are guilty of it

; a

power which is obviously implied in several passages
of Scripture, some of which have been already adduced

(see Tit. iii. 10 ; 1 Tim. vi. 5). And this power most
Christian churches have exercised in the right, which

they claim, of excommunication. f
We have, therefore, thus far established the two fol-

lowing positions :

1. That the truth revealed by Christ must be be-

lieved by all Christians, in order to salvation; and
2. That heresy, or the pertinacious denial or per-

version of the truth, is a grievous sin, and excludes
from salvation.

These propositions being very general, and appa-
rently very sweeping in their consequences, it is natural
to inquire whether they are not subject to certain

limitations
; and we perceive at once that we should

do great injustice if we considered every error to

amount to heresy. Although in matters of faith (i.e.
those distinctly revealed in Scripture, and attested by
universal tradition) there is no latitude allowed, yet
there are points, which are called matins of opinion,
which may be controverted among churches without
the unity of the faith being broken. J Again, even the

Romish theologians grant that a doctrine which is

apparently taught by Scripture and tradition, even if

it prove to be an error, is not heretical, though de-
nounced by particular churches, if the universal Church
has not pronounced a judgment concerning it : even

they hold that Transubstantiation and Purgatory were
not matters of faith till denned by councils. In esti-

mating also the guilt of heresy, we must make a due
distinction between those who apostatize from the

truth, having been educated in it, and those who, not

having had an opportunity of knowing the truth in
their early years, from having been brought up beyond
the pale of the Church, and have embraced opinions
which are in some points erroneous from their instruc-

tors, but who are not obstinate in error, but desire to
embrace the truth revealed by Christ, whatever it mayv" These considerations naturally present to us,
be.

*
Origen, Ap. Pamphil. Apol. torn. v. p. 225

; Oper. Huron.
Paris, 1706

; quoted by Mr. Palmer.

t Mr. Palmer justly observes, that there are certain conditions

requisite to a valid ecclesiastical judgment, which if plainly vio-

lated, render it null and devoid of all spiritual effect."

J
" The Romish divines distinguish between theological opi-

nions and doctrines defile. Among the former they reckon the
points contested between the Thomists and Scotists, the Jesuits
and Dominicans, the Ultramontane and the Cisalpine parties;
the doctrine of the immaculate conception of the Virgin, &c."
(Palmer, part i. cli. v. 3.) Thus the Romanists themselves
allow this degree of latitude.

not any recommendation of error in itself, but some
Theology

modifications in our judgments concerning those who '_-,_''
huld it.

With regard to unity in, faith, as a sign or note of
the Church, we must observe, that although Christians
are bound to receive all the truth revealed by Christ,
and to desire a perfect union among all the brethren in

matters of religion, yet that we have no certain promise
that in fact the whole Church shall be always perfectly
agreed in every point, and that no temporary differ-

ences shall ever arise in some particular doctrines.
Still it is our duty, by all ordinary means, to endeavour
to attain to such an unity ; because we must infer that
Christ has provided the whole Church with some means
for preserving or recovering, within itself, unity in this

respect ; and we must suppose that there is a possibility
of obedience to the precepts of believing all truth, and
rejecting all false doctrines.

We may now observe, that actual unity in all matters
of faith cannot be a sign of the Church, so as to dis-

tinguish it from all rival societies. It does not follow,
because there is an apparent difference in doctrine, that
there is a real difference in matters of faith

; but where
there is such apparent difference, the case must be a
subject of discussion. We contend, then, that in no
Christian society can a pretence be set up to an absolute
and perfect apparent unity in doctrine. "

It is not

merely the Lutherans, Calvinists, and Zuinglians who
differ. There are disputes in the Eastern churches ;

and in the Roman obedience (not to mention the dif-

ferences about Jansenism) the controversies of Jesuits,
Dominicans, and Augustinians, of Scotists and Tho-
mists, of Ultramontanes and Cisalpines, are well known."
(Palmer, On the Church, pt. i. ch. v. iv.)

Besides, there may be an unity of error. Thus, the
Nestorians are united in their erroneous views ; but
this unity does not prove theirs the true church.* We
conclude, therefore, that perfect unity in faith is not a

sign or note of the Church, as distinguishing one

among rival claimants to the title of the true Church.

The foregoing observations on the Unity of the Church have
been abridged from Mr. Palmer. The same subject is treated
somewhat differently in Dr. Field, and in Dr. White's Conferenct
with Fisher. Dr. Field (Of the Church, book ii. ch. 7), after

mentioning the various sorts and degrees of unity found in the
Church (1, the unity of origin and of calling; 2, in respect of
the same end, whereunto all that are of the Church do tend,
signified by the penny given to all the labourers, Matt. xx.

; 3,
the unity in respect of the same means of salvation, faith, sacra-

ments, holy laws, &c. (see Ephes. iv.) ; 4, the unity in respect of
the same spirit ; 5, in respect of the same head, even Jesus
Christ

; 6, the unity in respect of the mutual connection between
Christians, &c.) ;

and after pointing out the nature of the unity
assigned by Romanists as a note of the Church, draws from
it the following conclusion :

" This is it, then, which they say,
that wheresoever any company and society of Christians is found
in orderly subjection to their lawful masters, not erring from the
rule of faith, nor schismatically rent from the other parts of the
Christian world by factious, causeless, and impious divisions,
that society of men is (undoubtedly i the true and not offending
Church of God. This note, thus delivered, is the very same
with those assigned by ns.'*

It will be seen by this, that Dr. Field and other writers in
some sort make unity a note of the Church, which seems at
first sight a contradiction to the conclusion drawn in the text :

but it is rather apparent than real. The spirit of unity must be
found in the true Church a desire after unity, and an honest
endeavour to attain it

; but the conclusion we have drawn is

rather limited to the matter of fact : it is only denied above, that
in endeavouring to ascertain the true church, such an unity can

ch. 7.

Palmer, ubi tupra. Compare Field, Of the Qutrch, book ii.
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Holiness
of the

Church.

Theology, be appealed to as a matter of fact. H is not denied that every

v J '

society which unjustly, unnecessarily, violates the unity of Christ s

body is to blame, and so far cuts itself off from that body.
The Romanists, indeed, endeavour to persuade us that the

churches of the Roman obedience are perfectly united, and are

in fact the one Catholic Church. But this is an assumption on

their part of the most unwarrantable nature. They have vio

lated the unity of faith in imposing articles of belief which the

primitive church not only did not impose, but would have re-

jected altogether (e.g. transubstantiation, &c.) ;
but they have

never at any time been the whole church of Christ. They con-

veniently forget the whole of the Greek Church in this argument.
Nor are they so united in themselves iu all respects, as has been

intimated in the text, and as may be seen at greater length in

Mr. Palmer's work, so often cited. In regard to the English

Church, the Church of Rome is to be charged with the guilt of

schism, not the Church of England.
Much useful matter will be found on these points iu White's

Conference with Fis/ia; p. 4D-110
;
and in the other works already

referred to in this essay.

We proceed now very briefly to consider the remain-

ing notes of the Church, viz. its

2. Holiness.

3. Catholicity.
4. Apostolicity. TT I '

Holiness.

The Holiness of the Church may be considered in

several points of view. The sanctity of its Divine Head
and its first founders ; the holiness of its doctrines, and

the means of holiness offered by its sacraments ; the

actual holiness of its members.

Now, there is no question that our Divine Head has

called us to holiness, and he is himself its first fountain

and spring. He gave himself for his Church, "that

he might sanctify and cleanse it with the working of

water by the word, that he might present it to himself

a glorious Church, not having spot, or wrinkle, or any
such thing; but that it should be holy, and without

blemish."* (Ephes. v. 25-27.) The object, then, of

the establishment of the Church being the sanctificu-

tion of man, it is evident that no society of persons

professing to be Christians can really belong to the

Church of Christ, if it denies the obligation of good
works, or if it teaches that its members may indulge in

wickedness with impunity. On this point it is scarcely
conceivable that any difference of opinion should exist ;

but great difficulty would arise if the means of holi-

ness afforded by any society were to be considered as

a note of the Church, 1

!

1 as this would include a thorough
discussion of various opinions on the sacraments. Nor
can the holiness of the individual members of a society

properly be called a note of the Church. Some sec-

taries have indeed asserted that the Church consists

only of the elect, or the visible holy. On the contrary,
we must observe, that Scripture teaches us that the

Church, or the kingdom of heaven, is like a field,

where tares and wheat grow together for a time
;
or a

net that is cast into the sea, and gathers of every kind,
both the wicked and the just (Malt. xiii. 24-50), and
that the separation of these two classes will not take

place till the last day. In other words, although the

* In this passage it may be objected that the invisible Church
is spoken of; but it may be replied, that the passage rather in-

dicates the end and object of our Lord's sacrifice
;
and while it

shows that the end is holiness, the expressions of sanctifying and
cleansing indicate a process by which the risible Church is purified
into the invisible. It is thus perfectly consistent with what fol-

lows respecting sinners in the communion of the visible Church.
t This is a different question from the lawful administration

of the sacraments. We might justly affirm, that no society could
be part of the Church of Christ in which the sacraments of

baptism and the supper of the Lord were not duly administered.

invisible Church consists only of those who are finally Theology,

accepted, yet that many will outwardly belong to the v^-v^-'
visible Church, who are devoid of a lively faith.

While, therefore, the true Church must enforce upon
all its members the necessity of personal holiness, if

they hope to continue to t/ie end a portion of Christ's

Church, yet the actual and visible holiness of its

members is not to be made a test of the true Church.
With regard also to the performance of miracles, as

divine attestations of sanctity, we may determine that

they must be excluded from the notes of the Church.
The existence of holiness is entirely independent of

them, and other notes would be required to ascertain

whether any asserted miracle belonged to an exhibi-
tion of the power of God, or to that class of signs and
wonders against which the Scripture warns us.*
Mr. Palmer observes, that the Donattsts invented a distinction

which more modern sects have adopted. They admitted that
sinners might exist in communion with the Church, but they
denied that manifest sinners could, in any respect, be of the
Church. Mr. Palmer replies to this distinction by showing,
that the fact that there are known sinners in any church, does
not annihilate its character, or render it apostate. (See 1 Cor. iii.

3, >i. 1-7, v. 1-5 ; Rev. ii. 18, 20, iii. I, 4). Such persons cannot,
of course, belong to the Church, considered in its invisible cha-
racter. Against the notion, that the viiibfe holiness of life is

requisite for admission into the Church, Mr. Palmer argues that

baptism is the only mode of admission into that body, and that
the requisites for baptism are a profession of repentance, and
faith in Christ of willingness to obey bis laws, and believe his
words.

Catholicity.

Among the many characteristic features of the Catholicity

Christian, there is scarcely any by which it is -more of the

clearly distinguished from the Jewish Church, than by
church-

its universal diffusion over the world. This difference
is not incidental, but essential.

The Jewish Church, by the very nature of its ordi-

nances, was restrained to Jerusalem and the country in

which it was placed ; the last command given by our
Saviour to his Apostles plainly intimated that his Church
was to extend to all the nations of the world. (Matt.
xxviii. 19, 20.) This characteristic was also predicted
from the time of the earliest promises given to the
descendants of Abraham (see Gen. xxii. 18; Is. ii. 2;
Ps. ii. 8, &c.) ; and as there is no limitation to any
particular period, we must un-lerstand these predictions
to declare the permanent condition of the Christian

Church. The notion of a mere successive universality
is altogether untenable.-!- It can scarcely be needful to

produce any testimonies from the ancient church to

this great truth, as the acknowledgment of the Nicene

Creed, and of the Te Deum (the holy Church through-
out all the world doth worship thee), are sufficient

vouchers for its general reception. It may be more

satisfactory to close these brief observations with an
extract from an eminent Protestant prelate.

Archbishop Usher, in his sermon before the king,
from Ephes. iv. 13, speaks thus :

" For the Catholic Church is not to be sought for in

any one angle or quarter of the world ; but among
'
all

that in every place call upon the name of Jesus Christ
our Lord, both theirs and ours.' (1 Cor. i. 2.) There-
fore to their Lord and ours it was said (Ps. ii. 8),
' Desire of me, and I will give thee the heathen for

* See Palmer, part i. ch. vi.

f It must be remarked, however, that Bellarmine and other

Romanists, as well as some of our theologians, have countenanced
this notion. See the remarks on this subject in Palmer, part i,

ch. ui.
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Theology thine inheritance, and the uttermost parts of the earth

-*,, for thy possession;' and tp this mystical body, the

Catholic Church, accordingly,
' I will bring thy seed

from the East, and gather thee from the West ; I will

say to the North, give up ;
and to the South, keep not

back ; bring my sons from afar, and my daughters from

the ends of the earth, even every one that is called by

my name.' (Isaiah xliii. 5.)
" Thus must we conceive of the Catholic Church,

as of one entire body, made up by the collection and

aggregation of all the faithful unto the unity thereof;

from which union there ariseth unto every one of them

such a relation to, and dependence upon the Church

Catholic, as parts used to have in respect of their whole.

Whereupon it followed), that neither particular persons,

nor particular churches, are to work, as several divided

bodies, by themselves (which is the ground of all

schism) ;
but are to teach and to be taught, and to do

all other Christian duties, as parts conjoined unto the

whole, and members of the same commonwealth or

corporation ; and therefore the bishops of the ancient

Church, though they had the government of particular

congregations committed unto them, yet in regard of

this communion which they held with the Universal,

did usually take to themselves the title of Bishops of
the Catholic Church : which maketh strongly as well

against the new Separatists as the old Donalists ; who
either hold it a thing not much material,* so they pro-
fess the faith of Christ, whether they do it in the Ca-

tholic communion or out of it, or else (which is worse)
dote so much upon the perfection of their own part,

that they refuse to join in fellowship with the rest of

the body of Christians, as if they themselves were the

only people of God, and all wisdom must live and die

with them and their generation." (Usher's Sermon, p.

6, 7 ; ed. 1631.)
This statement of the archbishop places the great

dogma of the Catholicity of the Church in a very clear

point of view ; and it is obviously unnecessary to mul-

tiply quotations on a point which will not be much

disputed. It only remains to observe, that this Catho-

licity is rather an attribute of the whole Church than a

note to distinguish one body of Christians from another

as the Church of Christ. It serves, however, thus far

as a note of the Church, that it condemns those who

wilfully and unnecessarily form a body of separatists,
and indicates that we are not to look for the Church of

Christ among such a society.

In reference to this attribute of the Christian Church, we may
refer to Field, Of the Church, book ii. eh. 8 & 9

;
White's Con-

ference with Fisher, p. 10'J-ll
;
who answers the Romish pretence

of universality by observing that the Roman Church is only a

particular church. Archbishop Usher also, in the sermon quoted
above, answers the common, but absurd question addressed by
Romanists to Protestants,

" Where was your Church before

Luther 1" "
Whereunto," this prelate observes, "an answer

may be returned from the grounds of the solution of the former

question : that our Church was even there where now it is. In
all places of the world, where the ancient foundations were re-

tained, and these common principles of faith, upon the profession
whereof men have been wont to be admitted, by baptism, into

the Church of Christ : there, we doubt not, but our Lord had his

subjects, and we are fellow-servants ; for we being in no new
faith, nor no new church

;
that which in the time of the ancient

Fathers was accounted to be truly and properly catholic, namely,
that which was believed everywhere, always, and Iff all ;f that in the

* See Au!?ustin. Ep. 48.

f In ipsa Ctitkolica Eccltsia ntagnopere fiurandttm est, ut idlmeamui

qvod ubiquc, quad semper, quod ab omnibus crtditum est : hoc est enim

ixre propriique Catlmlicvm. (Vincent, Lirin, contr. Hera. c. 3.)

VOL. It.

succeeding ages has evermore been preserved, and is at tl.is day Theology,

entirely professed in our Church," &c. -
, ^

For other authorities, see Palmer, On the Church, ubi supra,

from which this and the preceding sections have been chiefly

abridged.

Apostolicity of the Church.

It is admitted by all that the Church is Apostolical, ^J^
or in some sense derived from the Apostles. Now, every church,

society which is derived from them must be so by

spiritual propagation, or derivation, or union ; not by

separation from the Apostles, or from churches planted

by them, or derived from their preaching, under pre-

tence of establishing a new system of Apostolical per-

fection.* But there is another point of view in which

the Church may be considered to be Apostolical; which

is, in the authority and succession of its ministry. It

will readily be acknowledged that the Apostles not

only fulfilled the command of Christ in teaching all

nations, but that they constituted presbyters in every

church, and that their appointment of ministers was

sanctioned by the authority of our Saviour himself

and by the Holy Spirit of God. (Compare Ephes. iv.

8-15 ; Acts xx. 28 ; 1 Cor. xii. 28.) The appointment,

therefore, of ministers rests on the practice of the

Apostles and the authority of the Holy Spirit. And
the opinion of all Christians (with, perhaps, the excep-
tion of the Quakers) has been, that this institution is

permanent in its nature, and absolutely essential to the

Christian Church. St. Ignatius, in speaking of the

ministry, says,
" without these there is no church

"

(Ignat. ad Trail. 3) ; and St. Jerome says,
" Ecclesia

rum est, quce non habet sacerdotes" (Hieron. Ad. Lucifer.) ;

and ample testimonies to the same sentiments may be

produced from every period of the Church.t We
may conclude, therefore, that the ministry is essential

to the Christian Church. The Scriptures also teach

us that a divine vocation is essential to the Chris-

tian ministry. The example of the Old Testament,

and the explicit declaration of St. Paul, in the Epistle

to the Hebrews (ch. v. 4, 5, &c.) (
assure us that the

high office of the ministry is not to be assumed at

man's pleasure, but to be received from God's appoint-

ment, that no one can be a legitimate minister of

God's Church except he is authorized by Him. (Comp.

Hfb. v. 4 ; Rom. x. 15 ; 2 Cor. ii. 9 ; Is. Ixii. 1.) Now,
in considering what constitutes such a vocation, we

must observe that an inward call and a popular elec-

tion are both entirely insufficient alone to constitute a

minister of Christ's Church. There is no instance in

Scripture of any man being sent forth as a minister of

Christ merely on the strength of an inward call, unat-

tested either by miracles or by an external commission

from the ministers of God4 Nor is there in Scripture

any example of a popular election of ministers inde-

pendently of the sanction of the Apostles. The seven

deacons named by the people were afterwards ordained

by them. The Apostles ordained elders in every city

(Acts xiv.) ; and St. Paul appointed Timothy and

Titus as chief pastors in Ephesus and Crete, that they

might ordain presbyters in every city.
And it is quite

* Palmer, On the Church, part i. ch. viii. ;
from whom this

section is chiefly abridged.

f The great communities of foreign Protestants acknowledged

this truth in most of their confessions, t. g. the Augsburgli, Hel-

vetic, Belgic, &c.

1 We may make almost the same observation with regard

God's revelations in the Old Testament. The inward impulse

can be no sign to any other individual, as we have remarked m
a former chapter ch. ii., section on rpecUl revelations.
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' J~- ~"- '

appointments. It is, indeed, acknowledged by dissent-

ers, that " no case occurs in the inspired history where
it is mentioned that a church elected its pastor."* The

very circumstance of persons heaping to themselves

teachers after their own lusts is one of the signs marked
out of a great apostasy (2 Tim. iv. 3, 4) ; which shows

distinctly that such elections cannot of themselves be
sufficient to constitute a legitimate commission. In

the primitive Church, indeed, it is acknowledged that

sometimes the people elected their pastors ; but the

ministers of Christ always confirmed and ordained those

who were so elected. We come now to the last stage
of this inquiry, which points out to us the mode in

which it has pleased the Almighty that the Christian

ministry should be perpetuated. It has been shown that

neither internal vocation nor popular election can prove
a legitimate commission from God. Only one mode,
therefore, remains by which men can receive a Divine
commission for the sacred office ; that is, by means of
ministers authorized to convey it to others. It is clear

that if God authorized the Apostles and their succes-

sors to ordain ministers, and transmit to (hem a Divine

commission, there would then be a clear and intelli-

gible mode in which this commission might be perpe-
tuated in the Church. Accordingly, Christ did so; he

gave to the Apostles his own mission :
" As my Father

hath sent me, even so send I you" (John xx. 21);

empowering them to give to others the mission which,

by the very act of conferring it on the Apostles, he
showed to be transmissible. They did transmit it to

others; and thus alone were the ministers of Christ

appointed. Those thus appointed were said to be con-

stituted by the Holy Ghost (1 Cor. xii. 28), and were
called pastors and teachers set by God in his Church.

(Acts xx. 28.) That the succession of such ministers

was never to fail, is implied in the promise of our Lord
to his Church :

"
Lo, I am with you to the end of the

world." (Matt, xxviii. 20.) We infer from these pre-
mises, that an Apostolical succession of ordinations is

essential to the Christian ministry ; and with this pro-
position we conclude our remarks upon the Notes of
the Church.

It will be observed that the greater part of the above observa-
tions on the Perpetuity, Visibility, and Notes of the Church, is

an abridgment of the first part of Mr. Palmer's Treatise on the

Church, and sometimes even in his very words. Although other
authorities have constantly been used, we have taken this course
because no writer has treated the matter more lucidly; and
the brevity with which we have been obliged to write required,
as a primary element, the utmost clearness of arrangement.
For further satisfaction on each of the above topics, and on the
other points connected with the Church, we must refer to that

work, to the other treatises already quoted, such as Field,
White, Hooker, Laud, &c., and to other great writers of our
Church, e. g. Barrow (On the Supremacy of the Pope). Bishops
Taylor, Hall, Jewell, &c. In the Determinations of Bishop
Davenant many points will be found very ably maintained against
the tenets of the Romanists. Some very valuable matter will
also be found in a small compass in Archdeacon Fullwood's
Established Church, London, 1681, and Leget Anglite. We may
just observe, that some of the arguments of the Romanists admit
of a very easy and obvious answer. When they claim dominion
over the whole Church in right of antiquity, and as the mother
of all churches, it is sufficient to reply, that the Church of Jeru-
salem is more properly to be called the mother of all churches.
But many of the subjects in controversy between the Churches
of England and Rome we are obliged to pass over, as the dis-

cussion of them would far exceed our limits. The great ques-
tion between them (that of Scripture and Tradition) has been
considered with much detail in Chap. II., and this forms the

* J. A. James dutch Member's Guide, p. 12, second edition.

foundation of their difference. If the principles there advanced Theology,
are founded in truth, as we can have no doubt that they are, the -._

.,
1_

chief weapon of popery is broken, and its main support under-
mined, and the war need not be carried on in detail. With
these observations, referring once more to the great authorities

already cited, we take leave of this portion of our subject.

Sect. 5. On the Doctrine of Scripture relative to a
Future State.

7u the first chapter of these outlines, some re- Doctrine
marks were made on the belief of the heathen world ofajudg-
in a future state of existence for man. Although

ment an<1

many of the wisest heathens appear to have entertained ^uT
such a belief, yet all their views were marked with

great uncertainty and vacillation concerning the nature
of that condition. All this uncertainty, all those
doubts and difficulties, vanish at once before the clear

light of the revelation of Jesus Christ, who brought
life and immortality to light. It is the main doctrine
of the Scriptures, that man is destined for another

world, compared with the transcendant importance
of which, all the concerns of this life fade into
utter insignificance. The declarations of Scripture
on this subject are so clear and decisive, that we
may bring into a very small space the most important
points which it has pleased God fully to reveal ; and
we may afterwards direct attention to some in-

ferences which may fairly be drawn from those inti-

mations which contain less definite information. The
great outlines of the teaching of Scripture on this subject
are so clearly marked as to leave no room for doubt that
our future state will be eternal, that our happiness or

misery in that state will be dependant on the manner
in which we have passed through our time of probation
here, and that the final condition of every human being
will be determined at that day when God shall judge
the world by Jesus Christ.* (Matt. xxv. 31-46 ; Acts
xvii. 31

; Rom. ii. 16, xiv. 9, 10 ; 2 Cor. v. 10, &c.)
But before the revelation made to us in the New

Testament is considered, the notions of the Jews require
a very brief examination. At the time of our Saviour
it is clear, from many intimations, that although the

party of the Sadduceest denied the doctrine of a

resurrection, yet that a general belief in it was pre-
valent. We may gather this from the language of

Martha, the sister of Lazarus, when she said to our

Lord,
"

I know that he shall rise again in the resur-

rection at the last day." (John xi. 24.) But we may
ascend far higher for the antiquity of this belief, as

Bishop Bull} and others have shown, and show that

the prophets and patriarchs looked not only for a

temporal reward, but for an abiding home. It is readily

* See Barrow, Sermons on Ike Creed, sermon xxxii.
; Pearson,

OH the Creed; H. More, Mystery of Godlineti, book vi., &c.

t Bishop Bull observes, on this point :
" In a word, the doc-

trine of a future life and judgment continued inviolate and

unquestioned among the Jews till after their return from the

captivity. After which time (exactly how soon, or how long
after, seems to me uncertain), there arose the heresy of the Sad-

ducees, who believed neither the immortality of the soul nor
the resurrection of the body, nor the judgment to come. But
concerning these Josephus (Ant. xviii. 2) observes, that "

though
they were generally rich and great men

"
(their principles lead-

ing them to mind and seek after the riches and honours of this

world),
"
yet they were very few in number, compared to the

rest of the Jews.'
1

(Bull, sermon viii., On the Vanity of this Life,
and Ike Eternity of the Next, vol. i. pp. 207,208, Burton's edition.)

J Sermon viii, ubi supra ; and sermon xiv., On the Recommence of
the Reward, in which Bishop Bull shows that the doctrine of a

recompence after life was believed by the people of God before

the law was given, &c.
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Theologj. acknowledged that m the Mosaic law future rewards
v. v-~-" and punishments were not made the principle of the

covenant ; but our Lord has shown us how the great
doctrine of a resurrection was implied in the language
of the Pentateuch, and ought to have been inferred

from it by the Jews. But the belief in a resurrection

was prevalent both in the patriarchal and in the Jewish

Church ;
in the last of which it seems to have attained

perhaps a more clear and definite form as the day of our

Lord's appearance approached. It is not perhaps pos-
sible to trace very accurately the first origin, or the

subsequent progress, of this belief, although we must

consider it to have resulted from a Divine revelation
;

but its existence is testified by many passages of Holy
Writ. The translation of Enoch must have been an

evidence to his contemporaries, and to succeeding gene-

rations, that man was destined for immortality ; and

Enoch himself prophesied distinctly of the day ofjudg-

ment, as the apostle Jude has informed us.* (Jude,
verses 14 & 15.) Having quoted this antediluvian

testimony, Bishop Pearson proceeds thus :
" The tes-

timonies which follow, in the Law and in the Prophets,
the predictions of Christ and the Apostles, are so many
and so known, that both the number and the plainness

will excuse the prosecution. The throne hath been

already seen, the Judge hath appeared sitting on it,

the books have been already opened, the dead, small

and great, have been seen standing before him ;
there

is nothing more certain in the Word of God, no doc-

trine more clear and fundamental, than that of eternal

jugdmcnt." (Heb. vi. 2.)

One or two clear testimonies from the Old Testa-

ment may here be referred to : Job proclaims his be-

lief that his
" Redeemer shall stand at (he latter day

upon the earth," and that "
though worms destroy his

body, yet in his flesh shall he see God" (Job xix. 2.">, 26) ;

and Daniel speaks of a day when "
many of them that

sltep in the dust of the earth shall awake, some to ever-

lasting life, and some to shame and everlasting contempt."
(Dan. xii. 2.)f To these testimonies to a judgment
and a life to come, many others might be added, from
other parts of Scripture ; but it is scarcely needful, as

what has been advanced will be considered sufficient

to maintain the statement of the viith Article of the

Church of England,
" Wherefore they are not to be

heard, which feign that the old Fathers did look only
for transitory promises."
We proceed now briefly to advert to the information

communicated in the New Testament as to the future

state of man.

*
Bishop Pearson (On the Creed, art. vii.) appeals, as a proof

of a judgment to come, to tha intimation given to Cain, "
Ifthou

doest well, ihalt thou not be accepted? and i/thou daeit not well, tin lieth

at the door" (Gen. iv. 7):
"
which," he says,

"
by the most an-

cient interpretation, signifieth a reservation of his sin unto the

judgment of the world to come." (See the Targum of Jonathan,
the Jerusalem Targum, and that of Onkelos, as quoted by Bishop
Pearson.) This interpretation has, however, been disputed ; and
others have interpreted the word here translated " tin

"
to mean,

as it does sometimes, a tin-offering ; i. e. you have the means of

atoning for your sin, and reconciling God to you again.
t On these two passages see Bishop Pearson, On the Creed,

art. xi. Some have attempted to give an entirely different ex-

planation to the words of Job, but we think without much suc-
cess.

For further testimonies see Bishop Bull (sermons viii. & xiv.) ;

Barrow, On the Creed, sermon xxxii. ; Burnet, On the Articles,
art. vii. The Pialmt and the Book of Ecclniailet are especially
referred to by most writers on these points.

It is, then, clearly the doctrine of the New Testa-
Theology,

ment that " God hath appointed a day in which he will > _,-

judge the world in righteousness, by that man whom
he hath ordained, whereof he hath given assurance in

that he hath raised him from the dead." (^cwxvii. 31.)
This declaration is more fully made manifest to us in

another passage of Scripture, in which we are informed
of the grounds on which the decision of the judge will

be made :
" For we must all appear at the judgment-

seat of Christ, that every one may receive the things
done in his body, according to that he hath done, whether
it be good or bad." (2 Cor. v. 10.) These two passages
establish the great facts, that God hath appointed a day
in which the whole world shall be judged, that Christ
shall be the judge, and that men shall be judged ac-

cording to their works done in this world. There is

one particular more left to be supplied the consequence
of the sentence then to be delivered by the Judge.
Our Saviour himself, who has given an account of this

awful day, of which the above passage of St. Paul is a
reiteration and summary, has added this particular, in

language which it is impossible to read without a feel-

ing of solemnity and awe. He informs us that all

nations shall be gathered before him, and a separation
having been made between those who have done his will,
and those who have not, that HE will then say to the one,"
Come, ye blessed of my Father, inherit the kingdom

prepared for you from the beginning of the world ;" and
to the others,

"
Depart from me, ye cursed, into

everlasting fire, prepared for the devil and his angels ;"
and he closes this fearful statement by adding,

" And
these shall go away into everlasting punishment ; but
the righteous into life eternal." (Matt. xxv. 31-46.)
From these and other passages it is abundantly

manifest that a solemn day of judgment is appointed,
at which each man shall receive his final sentence from
the Judge, and that this sentence leads to a final slate of

everlasting happiness to those who are accepted in that

day, and of everlasting misery to those who are then to

be banished from the presence of God for ever. These
declarations are at once so clear, that they need no com-

ment, and so solemn and awful, that nothing which
man can add to them would be calculated to heighten
the impression they must make on every rightly con-

stituted mind. We therefore leave them in the plain-
ness and simplicity with which Scripture commends
them to our most earnest and serious thoughts, and

proceed to close this essay with a few considerations

concerning some points, which we left so far unex-

plained, that we must be humble-minded and con-

tent with mere inferences ; while they are so far re-

vealed, that we seem almost invited and encouraged to

make such inferences.

It must not be imagined, from what is here asserted, that

our works ill Scripture are represented as an efficient cause

of our salvation. There can be no doubt that, from the whole
tenor as well as the express declarations of Scripture, we have

reason to conclude, that although we are judged according to

our works, the efficient cause of our salvation is only the righ-
teousness and the merits of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.

Bishop Bull, in his viith sermon ( On different Degree! of Blitt in

Heaven), makes the following observations on this subject. In

order to answer an objection, that since the future glory of the

saints is the purchase of Christ's righteousness, which is imputed
alike to all true believers, and therefore they shall all share

equally in the future glory, he observes, that the doctrine of the

imputed righteousness of Christ, in the manner in which it is too

commonly taught, has no foundation in Scripture ;
and then pro-

ceeds thus :

" But to answer more directly to the objection, there is nothing
5 z 2
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more certain than that the future glory of the saints is the pur-
chase of Christ's righteousness. But howl By the meritorious

obedience of Christ, in his life and death, a covenant of grace,

mercy, and life eternal was procured, ratified and established

between God and the sinful sons of men : the condition of this

covenant is faith working by love, or a faith fruitful of good works ;

and there is also sufficient grace promised to all that shall heartily

seek it, for the performance of that condition. It is from this

covenant of infinite mercy in Christ Jesus alone that our "
good

works have any ordination to so excellent a reward as the future

glory ;
and it is the mercy, the rich mercy, the royal bounty and

liberality of God, expressed in the same covenant, that assigns to

greater degrees of grace here, greater degrees of glory hereafter."

(Bull's Works, vol. i. p. 185-6, ed. Burton.)

Two questions appear naturally to arise from the

truths which have just been set forth :

1 . What is the intermediate state between death and

judgment ?

2. What is the nature of the happiness to be bestowed

upon the blessed ?

With regard to the first question, it appears to be

the opinion most consonant to Scripture and to the

judgment of the primitive Church, that the soul of

man at once passes into a state of happiness or misery,
but that this condition is imperfect until the resurrec-

tion of the body and the final consummation of all

things. Under this view the prayer in our burial

service appears to be composed, which entreats God to

hasten his kingdom,
" that we, with all those that are

departed in the true faith of thy holy name, may have

our perfect consummation and bliss
"

in his eternal and

everlasting glory. This notion is entirely inconsistent

with the purgatory of the Romanists ;
but as that sub-

ject has already been discussed in another portion of

this work (Misc. Div., art. PURGATORY), it will not be

necessary to enter upon the arguments connected with

that opinion. Those who wish to pursue the subject

further, will find much assistance from Bishop Bull's

Sermons on this subject (sermon ii. & iii. of vol. i. in

Dr. Burton's edition).

We have not here entered at length into the doctrine of the

resurrection of the body, as it is clearly the doctrine of Scripture.
The resurrection of our Lord's body, and the declaration of his

apostle, that he shall make our bodies like unto his glorious

body (Phil. iii. 21
; compare 1 John iii. 2), with many other cogent

passages from the New Testament, are sufficient to set forth this

doctrine
;
but to enter upon it fully would exceed our limits.

We may refer those who wish to pursue the subject to Pearson,
On the Creed, and to Bishop Butler's Essay on Personal Identity.

With regard to the second question, our information

is confessedly only scanty. The terrors of the next

world to the disobedient are set forth very plainly, and

in language calculated to strike the careless ; to them Theology.

Scripture speaks of the worm that dieth not, and x ~v~-^

the fire that is not quenched ; but as the promises
of glory are addressed to those who love God, it is

sufficient that God should assure them that their hap-

piness will then be his care. They have that trust in

God which persuades them that what he prepares for

them that love him must be supremely happy, and

thoroughly adapted to their condition. It is probable
that we are not capable at present of understanding the

nature of our future condition in any detail. We may,

however, gather many practical precepts from what is

revealed to us. We perceive at once that a nearer ap-

proach and greater knowledge of God are amongst the

privileges of that condition ; which immediately sug-

gests to us the necessity of cultivating holy habits here

below, as without them heaven itself would be no

place of happiness for us. A more immediate approach
to God's presence is promised to us :

" we shall see

him as he is" (1 John iii. 2 ; compare also Rev. xxi.

22, 23) ;
and Him whom we must now worship

through ordinances, and as unseen, we shall then be

allowed to approach immediately to see him face to

face. The passage of the Revelations, also just alluded

to, suggests another great change in our nature. In

the state in which we live on earth, rest is necessary for

the wearied body and the jaded mind ; but in that glori-

fied condition there shall be no night, and, consequently,
no satiety of bliss, no desire for rest ; for heaven itself

is represented to us as one enduring state of rest ; a

condition which shall need no vicissitudes, for all shall

be supremely blessed. These considerations might

easily be multiplied ; but it is better, perhaps, to close

this treatise with a caution against attempting to be

wise above that which is written, and to allow our souls,

in confidence and joy, to repose on that most encou-

raging and cheering description of the happiness of the

world to come contained in the following words of

Holy Writ :

"
I heard a great voice out of heaven, saying, Be-

hold, the tabernacle of God is with men, and he will

dwell with them, and they shall be his people, and God
himself shall be with them, and be their God.

" And God shall wipe away all tears from their eyes,

and there shall be no more death, neither sorrow nor

crying, neither shall there be any more pain ;
for the

former things are passed away." (Rev. xxi. 3, 4.)
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